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strange behayior ol tKelr
y " tluring recent months,
_%bocl many are convinced
./re Ktting through a period of
ieventually will
|itfl(btent that
ft^libUt a completely new apbusiness of making
l^h tbr
Ai; the moment, there are
it«biie' or two topline publishers
„ ih &tyi^K the disk ban began 3m'"ls'jea"ft,Uy

cMai

to having spawned
they're completely

^f^iW'

And

l^tdered

by the type of material

fiitemingly is becoming Inliity successful,
Slieet and re^tording sales
,Vh||;h mpans income from
categories is far off norm
costs of priniing, etc., are up
'

'

^

things

have reached the

where

major publishers,
whose ability at de'

kthose

result of the many pop
developed during recent

months by small publishers
and territorial record companies, major publishers are
being "tipped" jalmost daily to
promismg songs. But the business of prompting in various

ways the demand for « recordtime, in the hopes that it
can be sold to a major pub at
heavy coin a.dvance, is a
cacket.
Still, the way things stand at
the moment, major pubs are
often following up these tips
on tunes so as not to miss any-,
thing;
And frequently they
fall for the artifical stimulation and pay big cash for
melodies that never pay off.

ed

_ public taste in melody is
en, are acting strangely. They

with the small publishrpJ^^s^ putting an ear to the ground
i¥ 3|l«»08t" constantly in search of a
C?,ii3tofeyou,'* "TooUe Oolie Doolie,"
l^rtbfeaker," "Beg Your Parl^lflor' ^ "My Happiness."
TChey
trq founid.that the normal prooess
i^iing'

s^eiiting ail established writer's
|erial, having It recorded, theit
S promotion and exploitatloitt

pensive staffs, is being stnoth'^
find pushed aside by what

«*-tetm "atrocious" melodies and
tunes by obscure
#,%nteM, Much ,of this is due, of
.Tf cojlrse, to their hurried acceptance
^Continued on page 68)
_
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surrender by the film companies of
their theatres in one form or
another—^that's the shocked impression of the picture industry's
legal experts following Monday's
(3) anti-trust decision by the U. S.
Supreme Gom-t. How many of the
approximately 2,700 choice houses
owned by the Big Fivje film companies ^Metro, Paramount, 20thFox, Warner Bros, and RKO ^will
ultimately land on the block is the
big question which must await

—

—

decisions.

But

divestiture

(sale or transfer of theatre interests) is the probable result of the

Further detailed stories on
U. S. Supreme Court decision
affectiner the major film companies on ipagcs 3 and 18.

Tele Rights Take

^tlight

m

Pix

liam O. Douglas, majority of defense lawyers believe.
The U. S. Dept. Of Justice's legal
fight to break what it claims is a

monopoly of eight companies in

the film business was given its first
shove by independent theatre
owners 10 years ago. As a result
of the latest ruling, the indie operator is now in the strongest posi-^
"Who gets the television rights?"
(Continued on page 18)
is the big question aiithors' agents
are asking these days when they
get a bid from a film company for
scrjeen rights to a book. A query
that was pretty much academic
a short time ago has suddenly
taken on great importance and is
playing a part in all Hollywood's
negotiations currently for picture

Bidii^ for Books

100,000 Video

By

Johs
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rL
feed&^
<=«tch tlie show
t^hil ™5 S^S'
*"*''^ the kids to sleep
S.
til*^"
w the
rear of the car.
ni?tf^®"^"®

'

are tiirning in whopand are now bidding
»?etter playing-time
P^ilng small flats

KJ^^S^^
*or
|Wy.

for v»^"^^l^

They're
Wttl^ percentages
comn.i^H'"'''! *",
anrtW^^!,to four-walled houses
^^'^ the west are
hSi«i"
oetog charges,«t **>
that sate.

readX^n?'^,^''^^»ver.
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Jazz said Vaude

Previously, Rep. Clare Hoffman's expenditures committee had passed
the bill along.
'While consensus iimong several
solons queried was that the provision never would get through,
*he turn of thinking it evidenced
gave the news lads the shudders.
Measure as drawn calls for. a
jnaximum $1,000 fine or one ye^r
in jail or both for connction.

by Rep. Leo Allen

(R., lU.).

Tops of the Top«

Retail Disk Seller
"Nature Boy"
Retail Sheet Mbsic Seller

"Now IS The Hour"
"Most RcQtuested" Disk
"Nature Boy"
on Coin Machines
"Nature Boy"
y
Seller

British Best Seller

"Galway Bay"

tiretyi

Not that the five showings via
the boxoffice (North
says Ijjisiness was, bettei* than ever
this season),. But; next year, with
its. anticipated 1»OOQ',000 sets -in
,

CBS-TV hurt

circulation,

may be

anoiber' stojyi

he reasons.

.

.

If the circus goes on televisiptt
at all next year, it will be as' a
half-hour pickup, in the form of
,

a "ledger'.' or "comedn.". Rut as
far 4s a full ihrperand-a-half hour
TV presentation goes, it's North'gi
decision to' skip it after '48.
The clinche1*^in Nprth's decisiout
it's known, was the 'ad*^run in NewYork dailies last week by Macy's,
.extolling the virtues of owning a
'teleyision set, with the appendage,
"Why -go to the circus when you
can see it in your own home?"
North took a burn at the ad,
even going so far, as ta' question
.

>

by Justice Wil-

Philadelphia, May 4.
Stand Of the film companies Is
Some 100,000 Jobs in the telepretty much uniform. They msist
vision industry by the end of 1952
BAJpbealofDrive-Ins that -their purchase of rights in- was envisioned by Ralph B. Ausfar
video
and
so
both
screen
clude
trian, veepee in charge of video at
'.
Denver, May 4.
-L
any version of the book on celluv
Cone & Belding, in a speech
Postwar difficulties in hiring as
Beyond ttiat, Foote,
Career Formn.
^TOelent baby-sitters are giving loid is concerned.
at the
it's pretty much a matter of negoLooking further into the crystal
P^ff-ins throughout the west a
dependoutcome
the
tiation, with
ball, Austrian predicted that 63,making them a
I^^Jl-^yP"
71)
on
page
(Continued
000,000 in 140 cities will see regu*
to n»he houses,
Be^„ .
lar tele programs over 400 stations
fA"f yountf couples can't easily
within five years. He noted that
watchers at reasonable
-f:^^
'Leaks'
70 new tele stations are being built
^^^^ families are motoring Official
4,T
'*
»2? "JP^W'^*^ flickeries in trePenalize Press> Radio and 191 new applications are
awaiting FCC action.
numbers.
The kiddies
Washington, May 4.
Austrian told the panel of eight
*n the rear car seats
attention
to
the
came
A shocker
high school students
V.^ iLrt?t:*K*'^ parents watch them of the Capitol hill press corps to- Philly area
that employment possibilities are
*
^^'^^'^ siinultaneously.
day (Tues). Inserted in a bill re- "unlimited" in television.
He
*i.^?^«^,*"8le is another strong ported out by the House Rules
warned, however, that those desirin
these
find
permitparts
Committee was a provision
fSSf-L
enter the field Eihould train
take along their ting the jailing of newspapermen ing to
4efi-i£f.S/f.*'***y
^
|ets Without finy
for some particular phase of the
diiBculties raised^ and radio commentators who print
business.
It's « "leaks" in confldental information
hl^Si*' ""^^ement.
ilf *»««^th-and*lipper sight to see submitted to any Congressional
their shoes; committee. Rules group is headed

'"
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'C(Hiceks'at$3.60
7-1 opinion written
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This is the last year that, John
Ringllng North wfll permit flit
chcusi to foe televised in its en<

took his four kids to do
it,
butv Bing Crosby, missing
for some time from the ;Top
15 Hoopeir Jranks,' bounced
back and into 11th place in
the latest tallies, just releaged.
Rating was made, on the
night Crosby's four bo^s appeared on the ABC-plattered
Philco show, ;with the advance,
buildup it got Via the previous
Sunday's Walter WincheU and
Louella Parsons pro0:ams contributing toward the 18.5 rating payoff.
It
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Mers Most ReadjiKt

American music publish-i
been drlyen ln|» a spin

jjor

Annual ubacriptlon, -llo.' SInsle copies, iS ccnta.
Tojrk 19, N. T., br Varletjr, Inc.
T., uiia«( liw
of M^rcii «,
1905, at tbe Poet Office &t New T6lrK,
vABiincr, ino.' tsx. rights vbsekvbd

U4S.

.

of such advertising. But
that, he realizes he's got
a $23,O0O to $26,000 a day investment to protect, and if this year

thig ethics

beyond

Macif -says so, how many will be
The jaffl and v^iudeville concert saying it next year and th9 year
promotions field has passed its, after?
peak and the law; of diminishing
i:eturns has taken over,- according
to trade findings. This type of entertainment, which started an up- U. S. Film Ex€cs Frown
ward climb about three years ago,
has now become a risky proposiof Plunging
tion in too many in^tancesi 'and it's
figured that it won't be long until
Into British Production
staid concert stops such as CarWailing and worrying' that has
negie and Town Halls, N. Y., will
again become the exclusive prov- gone on in Hollywood in the past
few weeks over anno&nced plans
ince of the longhalrs.
The first to feel the decline in of both major and indie, producers
the field is the pure jazz concert. to make a great number of films
Except for a few bands, which in- abroad principally, in England
clude Spike Jone&, Fred Waring, are needless. Much of the. biff
Duke Ellington,' Stan Kenton, Phil talk and many {announcements
Spitalny, Count Basic, Dizzy Gil merely represent, studios and inlespie, Illinois Jacquet, and a few dividuals hopping ori the pub-others,
bands are .regarded as licity train for a free ride, while
risky propositions in the longhair even tliose with serious intentions
emporia.
Wliereas several years will be doing a lot of mind-changago, there was one such concert a ing before they eve* get a camera
week to attract the limited num- grinding abroad.
That's the opinion of informed
ber of short hair esotejtics, there
are now several promotions weekly sources dt hoiAeoffices in New
appealing to the same number of York." Likewise said to make i&ilikely any big trek across the $ieaS
(Continued on page. 7l)
is the attitude of the British government, as exemplified in the unequiyocating statement of Board
'One Big Union' Pitch
of Trade prexy Harold Wilson to
Cues 1st OMcial
the House of Commons last Friday
The first official moves to create (30). He assured Parliament that
the long-sought "one big union" Americans would not "dominate'*
in the performer , field will be
(Contibtied on t>age 15)
»
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Mov«s

taken starting May 17 by the various member organizations in the
Associated Actors & Artistes of
Confabs will be held Carnegie Pops' 'Berlin Nite'
America.
Carnegie Pops Concerts, at Carin New York all week.
Specifically, the conferences will negie Hall, N. Y., will end its cur;
try -to reach an agreement on the reniseason June 5 with an "Irving
delegation of power to the parent, Berlin Night.". Occasion will tie
organization, the question of per up with Berlin's 60th birthdiiy,
capita payments by the member which occurs a few days before.
Jack Shaindlin, who will congroups, what to do with the treas•

uries of the various affiliates,' and
the possibility of a single membership card. The present mixup in
the American Guild of Variety Artists will al^ foe considered.

is, making special symphonic
arrangements of various Berlin
tunes, and will introduce the scone
of Berlin's newest film, "Easter

duct,

Pasade"{M-G).

,

N.Y. Paramouid to theatre Telecast

Madison Square Gaitlep
eustomers

Paramount

the talking
Instages, Gen. Kilpatrick said.
dustry trade observers believe that
the Garden has already made a
deal witlt Par for the fight, but is
keeping: mum on the plan until it's
certain of a sellout at Yankee Stadium, N. Y., where the fight will
be staged June 23. If fight fans
know in advance " they'll be able
to see the match in the comparative comfort of the Par theatre,
it's pointed out, it's hardly likely
therell be much of a rush for the
lower-priced Stadium, seats In the
theatre

stiU

are

in

New

In

Broadway*'
at
the
theatre may get a

chance to see via theatre television' French Legion of Honor
all sports events staged at MadiTo WB^'s Joseph Himunel
son Sq. Garden, N. Y., next fall
Paris, May 4.
and wlntef. That Par will get a
Having decided to show apprecrack at beaming the events onto
Its^ theatre screen was assured this ciation of ivhat the Warners have
week by Garden prexy C>en. Jolin always done for France, and untible
Heed Kilpatrick- who declared that to- decorate them since already he"we'll cooperate in every way pos- ribboned, the French government
sible to pasti theatre television, awarded a Legion of Honor to Joe
Just as we helped develop home HumtnelL Presentation was made
by Mrs. George Bidault, wife of
television."
Plans for Par to telecast the foreign minister, Mrs. Jaek Warner
lorthcomiAg I*uis-Walcott heavy- was present at the ceremony along
weight championship fight into the with Mrs. 'Hummel.

York

The Good Old Two-a^Days
In a recent issue of VAiHETy, 'staffer Joe Laurie, Jr., saluted tho
Palace theatre (meeca of the two:a-day) which reached its 35th mil^
stone.
It was a fascinating essay by one whb was a feature of the
big-time places most of his professional career. .His film story, "ADrii
Showers" (Warners), is an accurate .document ojt the old vaude days
The movie reminded us of these paragraphs,
Elbert Hubbard, the famed hiimorist, played the music halls' at one
time. He created this tribute to the agelessness of the actors: "Vaude306th
ville performers are all children. They never grow up. The gods love
them, for they die young no matter how long they live". ,You never
really lived, they used to say, untU you played the Palace (at 47th and
"BLACKOUTS OF 1948"
"died" there, it had to be because it was
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cai. Broadway), and if your act
pretty bad. The Palace audiences were pushovers for the competent
Now Playing Nationally
and if you were booked there, the wages didn't matter; The prestige
"BILLof playing it was worth a career.
.

WEEK!

.

KEN MURRAY'S

Hummel was

himself greatly suuprised by the citation, since, contrary to usual procedure, it was
awarded without the recipient being asked to file any papers, and
came quite unexpectedly.
Foreign exec entered the
firm 32 y^ars ago, most of which
was spent in France where he was
the flirst Americaii exec to return
in a civilian capacity after libera-

,

AND COO"

Special

'

Academy Award Winner

anything Uke vaudeville, where, when youliad an acttlte
audiences appreciated, you could go along with it for seasons. Claside
example: Victor Moore and his wife, Emma Littlefield, played the same
routine for three decades. They never changed a line not one...
Once they tinkered with a paragraph or two and managers screamed
and tore their toupees. The original lines were returned, .And the
irony of it. .The Moore-Littlefield specialty was called: "Change Your
Act!"

Radio

WB

Feb-AAidshTaxes

isn't

—

.

total $30,461,572

tion.

Wasldngton,

May

.

4.

The.'4 Marx Brothers never got "big heade'd". ."We always rememFurther signs that amusement
ber that to get from Syracuse to Broadway it took us eight yeArs. And
biz is on the way np once more it is only eight hours bacfcion the sleeper."
was given last week in the 20%
tax figures reported by the Bureau
If you're a night clubber, you are familiar with the heckling many
distinguish between home teU and
Too, for Pix in Colombia of Internal Revenue, for March. acts take. . .Some drunks or show-offs (lit up with dizzy w^ter) enjoy
theatre -tele. Even if the station
They have tried to break up the Berles,
Relevant recent riots in Bogota. This generally refiects Felmuucy at insulting the entertainers..
airing Garden events for home sets
Youngmans, et al., all of whom, however, are
comics to
Jessels,
refused to permit Par to come in Colombia, during the Pan-Ameri- the boxoffice.
twit. Their rejoinders have devastated hecklers.
on its piclcup. consequently,, the can, cottteixnce, reports now filterThe general admissions bite was
Gdrden could still assign separate ing from that country ^play up the
compared
to
the
nice
$30,461,572,
theatre T?ideo rights to Par, which volatility of Colombians. -They take a
Perhaps the top retort (to a pest Ottt front) was that puUed by George
would use its own equipment. their politics strong and their reac- $28,796,825 for the same month of Rosenor, the big-tihier. It was at the old Columbia burlesk house
Company was forced to that ex- tion to entertainment is equally 1947, and a saucy $5,000,000 over (where the Mayf^r now is) and on Sabbaths the six days a week burlesk
pediency in the original demon- mercurial. It's not at all unusual, the $25,410,738 in taxes on the gave way to vaudeville bills. .A galleryite (during a tacit moment in
stration of its intermediate film observers say, for Colombian film January, 1948,
business. About -Rosenor's serious act) flung a penny. .It sounded like a bomb in the
method at the Par theatre April fans to tear up seats in local thea-- 80% of these figures cover motion silence.
It's still believed likely that tres when the pic isn't to their pictures.
14.
Rosenor halted the act, removed his wig, looked up at the gallery
«ponsoi« ttankrolUng the regular liking/
the nitery front, however, and intoned: "Will those seated near the person who threw that cohi
On
home telecasts, however, will welThe forays against the furniture things were gloomy. The 20% tax take a goodMook at him?" .The spectators in the vicinity of the
come a^ duplicated theatre tele are generally preceded by yelUng on tabs brought Uncle'Sam $3,852,- heckler naturally turned and looked. Then came the punch-line...
becaiiBe of the much larger audi- and shouting to halt the show.
916, compared with $4,122,544 for Rosenor (pausing only a moment} said: "Now 'that you have looked at
ence avtUlable for theii^ commer- that's not done, the seat-tearing; the previous .month and $4,307,285
that person ^you have a' very good idea why we bave birth control."
«iid plu^is;
follows. One story, recently sent
The applause was deafening.
for February, 1947, business.
out by the wire services, relates a
New York's srd Internal Revenue
new gimmick. When the film is bad,
which
In
the
BroadDistrict,
.takes
Once a henSkler caused the death of a great star, to hear vaude-veUl
the patrons, it seems, stick matches
sector, turned Aver $5,973,125 argue it
way
literally, not professionally.
under their fingernails, light them,
in general admissions taxes, a gain
It happened at the Palace in 1913. .His name was Nat Wills, a
(Continued on page 22)
Fopoliur in Pictures
of $1,300,000 over the preceding beloved tramp comic. .The headliner was Sarah Bernhardt, just in
and
in
nightclub
month;
$453,186
Hollywood, May 4.
from Paris. It was the opening matinee and Sarah (the Divine) .went
Sherwood, Helbum
taxes, about $80,000 above the' over big
Husband and wife teams are getThe clapping kept on long after she took her last bow...
ting a heavy play in Hollywood
Return From Europe previous month.
Wills made the boner of coming on stage.
rpictmres these days, with John Agar
Flock, of show people arc due to
The audience broke into heavier applause and. an usher (who waited
and his -bride, Shirley Temple, arrive in New York today (Wed.)
too long) handed a huge bokay of posies over the footlights. They were
leading the .list. This matrimomal aboard the Queen Mary. Among
'Hamlet' Looks Set
for Sarah, of >^ourse. .Wills motioned to her to come on stage and
combo recently appeared In "Fort passengers listed are authortake then^TT^e removed his hat in great respect to her.
London, May 4.
Apache" and has two more films play wri^t Robert E. Sherwood.
But a heckler yeUed: "Give 'em to Wills. He's dying!"
lined up, "Baltimore Escapade" Theresa Helbum, executive direcLaurence Olivier's filming
Bride
Two-a-dayers insist the cruel crack ruined the sensitive Wills. He
and "What Every Young
of "Hamlet" was shown to the
tor of the Thea^ Guild; actress
was never the same after it. A few years later he died of carbonShould Know."
press today (4), opinion being
Mady Christians, and film proPatricia
and;
monoxide poisoning in his garage. ..Broadway never stopped wonder^
Wilde
Cornel
that it's superb and memoraducer Arnold Pressbulrger.
"The
in
ingi
Knight will be teamed
bringing
ble,
tremendous
Outgoing complement of the
Fredric
C«>lumbia.
tovers" at
prestige to the industry. It will
Mauretania today is headed py
March and Florence Eldridge, who newlyweds Lana Turner and Bob
be argued about tor years, is
Vaudeyillians have minted sardonic wisecracks for years about the
co-starred in "Another Part of the Topping. They're bound for Lonthe belief, but it sbould outmen who did the booking. - .F. F. Proctor took a lot of them. .He was
AcStand
"I
again
in
Forest," do it
gross "Henry V."
one of the fairest and most principled of the showmen
Some of us
don, where he's opening a midget
cused." Richard Greene and Patricia auto track.
remember the time Bob Cole 'and Rosamond Johnson (author of the
After the King and Queen
Also sailing on the
Medina will work together in "The same ship are nightclub operator
memorable "Under the Bamboo Tree") played Proctor's 5th Avenue
attend the premiere May 6,
O'Flynn" at Universal-Internation- Lou Walters and two members of
fllin will be shown twice daUy.
theatre. .A Simon Legree stage manager (corroded v^ith race prejual, Jean Pierre Aumont and Maria
J. Arthur Rank's exepnditure
dice) tried to humiliate the colored stars ... When old man Proctor
the Dublin Gate Theatre, Hilton
Montez were teamed in "Atlantis," Edwards and Michael MacLiamOf nearly $2,000,000 on the pic
learned of it he went there >in person and thrashed the heel. .And
which is still to be released. Hum- moir.
is considered justifiable.
forever barred him from Proctor temples.
phrey Btigart and I.auren Bacall
have played opposite each other in
One of the first stories this column used dealt with a London star
three films since their marriage.
One producer who does not bewho dreaded coming to New York, ..To comfort him the bookers of
the Palace told him he would try-out in nearby places until he was
lieve in marital teams on the
screen is Herbert J. Yates, Heconvinced he would click. The poor fellow's act laid an omelet at
public prexy, who has dissolved the
the Warburton theatre, Yonkers. The audiences just didn't "get" his
Boy Rogers-Dale Evans co-starring
stuff—although he came billed, as "England's funniest comedian"...
team since their marriage.
By MintBAY PICARD, C.P.A.
The next afternoon while strolling he paused to inspect a fish store
in
Partner of the New York accounting firm of Winters, Picard k Leder- window display. A big mackerel was the chief attraction—resting
peace on hunks of ice.
man, clossiyieS' some of the main changes and reductions in
"By jove," he exclaimed, "thet reminds meh. I 'ave a matinee!"
DX/s Belated DST
the New Federal Revenue Act of 1948.)
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Main Changes, Reductions
Classified for Taxpayers

Washington, May 4.
Having just completed filing andfWashington and the suburban paying your 1947 individual income
oucr $100,000 of tax 9.75% pltts
Mattyland and Virginia areas swung tax
as .well as paying your first in- $12,020.
over to daylight saving time SunExemption for indiriduols, $600
day* (2); lining up with the re- stallment on your estimated 1948 instead of $500.
income, the new tax law is a welmainder of theeastj a week late.
Exemptim, for dependents, $600
Time change eases the j>roblem come surprise to most taxpayers.
each instead of $500 each.
This new law is intended not
of .the networks in covering this;
Exemption for a spouse over 65,
area but will interfere with mo- only to provide relief for individ- $600 as compared
to nothing in
uals from the high wartime rates
.

.

,

tion picture biz, since daylight will
interfere with the first evening

show.

U.S.-Dutch

Tax Pact

Washington, May 4.
State Department signed a treaty
With the Netherlands last week,
eliminating double income taxes

on the earnings

of the nationals of
the t^o countries. It is similar to
the agreements now in force with

prior years.

of taxation, but more important, to
equalize the burden of income
taxes as between married taxpayers
who reside in the 12 community
property states and those residing
elsewhere, This is accomplished by
the so-called "splitting of income"
by married taxpayers, where only
one spouse, is earning all of the .income or most of the income.

.

Demands of some stars have been strange. May Irwin, Bernhardt
and Elsie Janis insisted on clauses in their contracts barring animal
."They are too cruel," they argued. .Alexander WooUcott paid
one star back. He reported that she attired herself in fur pieces "made
from some poor skunks!"
Lillian Russell once played at Proctor's 23rd Street, She demanded
and got a dressing room, built especially for her In the wings, "so she
wouldn't rip her frocks walking up and down stairs". ..They had *
nfeat trick at the Palace when the headliners threatened to walk off the
bill unless they had the star dressing room.. The management got
par- around that by having the star room repainted "that week."
acts.

.

—

The main reduction in taxes,
on incomes in the higher
brackets, is ca'Used by the splitting
of income by married couples,
ticularly

Vaudeville censors blue-pencilled songs such as VMama Goes Where
Papa Goes"; "Why Did She Keep Him After School?". . .In Troy, N. V.,
which is accomplished only by fil- you couldn't mention "Ferry Street"
... In Boston you couldn't say:
ing a joint return. After deducting
"Weak as the German mark.'. .You weren't allowed to call Washington
all allowable credits and exemp"the city famous for its marble domes". In Louisville "hot dog" was
tions from the combined net inbanned. .Acrobats (who did comedy) Were cautioned: "Keep hands
comes of husbaipd and wife, the tax away from seat after you take a fall."
is computed on one-half the re.

.

.

Reductions are effected by the
following means:
The Wo reduction in tax (as

mainder. Th»* resulting tax is then
multiplied by two to arrive at the
Canada, France and
total tax.
It benefits actors and distrnfluished from a redtiction in
Sweden.
An additional deduction for medother show business figures who rates) allowed in 1947 has been ical' expenses is also allowed on a
work abroad temporarily and who, increased to 17% up to $400 of joint return. For each additional
heretofore, were subject to taxa- tax; between $400 and $100,000 o/ exemption over two, a maximum of
(Continued on page 29)
tax the reduction is 12% plus $68;
tion from both countries.
Britain,

.

—

(

.'

Ben Bemie, the colyum's old girl, played the Palace often with Ph'j
Baker and other partners. Once in a new turn, he Was spotted "2nO.
on the heavy-with-talent bill. .He flopped. He told the manager he<*
quit "if I have to follow the opening act" ^Kamo's Monks!
"I was going to switch you, anyhow," sarcasm'd the manager. "If"
afraid the audience will think it's an encore!"
Y. Mirror, May i, 18U)
(R«I«rint«<l from
.

—
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1947 GROSS OFF
Hi^d^ of Anti-Trust Decision

NET 25%

Lower Court Nudged

Washington, May 4.
HlgWight^oints of the Supteme Court's ruling on the big New

Into Action

,

Vorte antl-feowt

case;...,

On Divorcement by

.

procedure set up by the lower court
1 The eoJttpetitlve bidding
out the window as of no particular help to the independent exhibitor, but as something which would involve the Federal
operations of the film
judiciary permanently In the day-by-day

'

Instructions

it tiirbwn

Testifying that film business in
1947 suifered far more from rising
costs than slipping revenues, seven
major companies In that first postwar year of normalcy slid only 8%
in gross returns while their net

2 The matter of divestiture is sent back to the trlai court for
further study, with the Supreme Court, in effect, ielllng the Diswith the defendants. The Supreme Court
trict court to get tough
'fnipnfew artrounition in the hands of the trial coyrt by pointing
inout tftat it had not fully considered all the types of monopoly

^

sutfstltute.
4, The trial

court was told that

it

•

'

'

.

:

,

;.

.

•

'

court for further study.
9. Joint ownership of theatres by two or more defendant companics was outlawed. Joint ownership of theatres by a defendant
company and an independent was ordered dissolved where the
defendant acquired its share illegally, or whether the partial ownershlp helped to create a- monopoly situation. In such cases, the
majors are required to sell only. TJhey may not buy or sell, as
provided by the lower court. In cases where partial interest was
acquired legally and where no monopoly situation resulted, the
majors are allowed to either buy or sell.
10. The dissolution of pooling arrangements, ordered by the
lower court, is sustained.
11. The lower court was upheld In Its findings ordering the end
of "unreasonable" clearances and In Its ruling that a distributor'
must justify his clearance where it is challenged.
12. Prlcfr-fixing was found to exist.
13. The Supreme Court ioimd no monopoly in the production
of films, upholding the lower court on this.

GoUwp

Merger Deal with

N. Peter Rathvon,

Schary from

M

30-ARl

still behind attendance figures
by the film Industry,
Audience Research, Inc., revealed
surveys today (Wed.) showing an
average weekly attendance of 70,-

000,000 at the nation's filmeries
March. Considered espesignificant, despite the dis*
parity in estimates^ however, was
ARI's confirmation of other Industry figures showing that only 35%
of the 70,000,000 film customers
were over 30 years of age.
'xbT''*.M.i.^^+l^~tw«+~«
oir people]
Aannio
ARI estimated that if all
in the country between 31 and 60
could be induced to attend filmeries once a week, the national boxoffice take would be increased
$800,000,000 annually after taxes.
duririg

WouU Lrave Him

Great Autonomy

'

talking for
3Productions

mount, but, in contrast to those

Goldwyn would retain

setups,

his

an Indie producer.
That negotiations between Gold^

V identity as

wyn and Young,

controlling stockholder of EXi, were started in the
east three months ago and are
about to continue on the Coast was
confirmed authoritatively in New
York yesterday (Tuesday). Deal is
far

Drawing the Line

merger of Goldwyn

Eagle ' Lion
into
would leave the producer great
autonomy. There would be an exchange of stock, similar to the way
merged with
International was
Universal and Liberty with Para-

comments by lawyers on the
U. S. Supreme Court decision.
Order of divorcement would

For March alone, ARI

divestiture.
That
sale of its theatres,

where

left for the Coast last
Saturday (8),
huddles wifh Goldwyn.
be in Hollywood about two

spotty Biz in

a combination of
Goldwyn's eight-page studio with
that of EL, release by EL of the
,

entails

Goldwyn product, which now

Rates Films With

is

distributed by RKO, and financing
of Goldwyn's pictures by EL.
It
will serve to relieve the producer
(Continued on page 27)

Press Freedom
Washington,

May

4.

Tucked away in the big motion

One

for Ripley! Indie's

picture anti-trust case decision yes-

terday

(3)

was a sentence which

may turn out to be the most sigReverse, Asks Last Run nificant
feature of all. In writing
Duluth, May 4.
on the matter of monopoly and di-

JJenme Berger, prez of North vestiture, the high court declared:
"We have no doubt that moving
newspapers and
like
pictures,
major dlstribs to call all bets off
radio, are included in the press,
on a settlement which he won here
whose freedom is guaranteed by
tor^his Lyceum theatre. Deal came
amendment.
the first
early m 1947 gs result of an anti"That Issue would be focussed
trust action which Berger brought
here if we had any question conagainst the
t'Cntfal Allied and one of the industry's
stormy
wants
petrels,

eight majors. It raised
wie Lyceum from last-run to second-run after Berger had sued
Claiming the house was entitled to
the higher notch. Now, Berger is
asking for a return to last run.
His letter to the majors Says the
ftouse isn't paying
on
its way
second-run rentals.

cerning monopoly in the pi-oductlon of moving pictures. But monopoly in production was eliminated
as an issue in these cases, as we
liave noted."

Thus the Supreme Court,

in a

paragraph, settled one
(Continued on page 71)

single

:

Many Key*—'Union,'

'Lady,' 'Sitting,' 'Furnace*

Trust Decision

weeks.

Merger

buslncss. International division of
^j^^ ^j^^.^^ p.^^^^.^ ^^^^
ica, in hunting around for methods of getting blocked currency
out of Chile, Was offered a d^eal by
a local distillery th^re to provide
it with $1,000,000 worth of Scotchdeclared, type ^whiskey for distribution in

Trade Murk RegtHtorefl

POUNDED BT 81ME SILTHKMAN
FnbUsIied Weekly by TABIET1C, Inc.
did SUvermftn, President
164 West 46th St., New Tbrfc J», N. T.
Hollywood 9S
6811 Tucoa Street
n'aBhlngton 4
1292 National Press Bulldlnc
t Chicago t
S60 NO. Mlchlc;an Ave.
Iiondop WC8
8 'St. Martln'« PI., rTrafalsaT M<u
.

Young
for the

bia.

'

night, arriving there
.He'll

th^ high court broadly upheld the
lower tribunal- in a field which not
only affected the Big Five but also
the Little Three defendants—United Artists, Universal and Colum-

'

to go.

from consummation, however.

of

,

20th-H>wned

and

UQUOR-SWAP PROPOSAL

National Boxoffice Survey

or part of them, and no choice
offered on

RKO,

The decision was 7-1, with JusFelix Frankfurter dissenting,
goes tice
of
chase of
and Justice Robert H. Jackson takthrough, studio production chief's
ing no part.
clause
terminating
pact carries a
ruling was seen as a tremenThe
his employment If ownership is
KContinued on page 69)
changed. This doesn't necessarily
mean that Schary will leave RKO,
nego'twill
make
him
free
to
but it
Metro, Ent Reported
tiate a new setup with Hughes or
with another studio.
In U.S. Distrib Pact
Possibility that William Dozler
the
RKO
might replace Schary in
Enterprise Productions has reproduction setup vras seen in the portedly closed a deal with Metro
admission of the Universal-Inter- to distribute its product in the
national exec that lie has already U. S. Metro already releases Ent
huddled with Hughes on taking product abroad. Deal was underover the RKO spot, if the deal goes stood set with Metro homeoffide
(Continued on page 27)
execs by Ent proxy Charles Einfeld, who returned to the Coast
yesterday (Tuesday) to relay details of the pact to the Indie unit's
PIX BIZ CHILLS CHILE'S
board chairman, David L.' Loew.
Until now, U. S. distribution of
Ent product has beeii handled by
Film Industiy has- just missed
(Continued on page 22)
getting into the wholesale liquor

'

branch It would
But the decision

as .to what
stay with.

—

partial Interest. At the same time,
in ruling on various trade practices,

RKO

the Increased revenue would have the U. S. In return for the equivatotaled more than $75,000,000. Im- lent in frozen Chilean' pesos.
portance to dlstribs of getting
Offer was under consideration
people in the older age brackets to by major companies here for more
(Continued on page 24)
(Cbiitinued on page 27)

require a division of exhibition from distribution with a
company granted the choice

mp11es
means the

by

l

Distinction between divorcedivestiture, generally used interchangeably in the
industry, is pointed up in

ment and

i

4.

Dore Schary will be a free agent
Howard Hughes' deal for purcontrol

Tk Sold

RKO
May

Hollywood,
if

cially

Deal which Samuel Goldwyn*'
and Robert R. Young have been

the
Government, threw out the com-

petitive bidding system created

mount,

TechmcaDy Frees

publicized

E

4.

ruling, in crushing fashion for

Hughes Takeover

(Continued on page 31)

Of Fans Over

May

The Big Five of the motion pi<>»~
ture industry was pushed a long
way toward substantial divorce-

New ment of its theatre interests yesweek. He terday (3), The Supreme Court,

the trial court and sent the case
back to that tribunal to restudy
the- question of divestiture.
Interest to Howard Hughes.
The lower -court was virtually
Rathvon has long been anxious nudged into action along the lines
to head a syndicate to buy RKO.
of divorcement by some of the instructions given it by the Supreme
Court, which also ordered.the Big
Five to get rid of much of the theatre holdings in which these companies
Metro, Warners, Para-

Significant In comparing the net with the gross is

Weekly, But Only

proxy,

from

has been east for the past week."
It Is reported that his trip may
have been in a final effort to line
up New York financial Interest to
take over RKO before Floyd Odium's Atlas Corp. sells controlling

$124,245,000:.

70;000,000 Pix

RKO

will return to the Coast
York at the end of this

—

had authority to set up an
The
arbitration system which would be strong enough to work.
lower court had felt jt lacked power to do this.
5. The majors were found to be discriminating in favor of their
In view of
ri^KiiUated theatres and of the big independent chains.
that' fact that competitive bidding was killed, the trial ' court was
asked to do something else to cure this discrimination.
6. Conditional blockbooking was outlawed, but It was agreed
that the companies might sell blocks of pictures so long as there
were no strings attached forcing exhibitors to buy what they did
- not want in tie-in sales.
7. The lower court's ruling on the illegality of formula deals and
master agreements was upheld.
8. The Supreme Court found that not all franchises are illegal,
'< per se.
The lower court had ruled them out,' claimhig that competitive bidding took care of everyttiing. With competitive bidding
terminated, the matter of franchises was remanded to the lower
•

HERMAN A. LOWE
Washington,

Rathvon Seeks Coin

dipped a full 25%, The
seven top companies (every major
except United Artists), grossed a
total of $952,000,000' a tremendous
figure by pfewar standards. In the
peak year of all times-^1946 ^thelr
gross totalled $1,029,306,000.
By the close of the fiscal, year,
film inventories mounted to an unprecedented high of $330,000,000
for the big seven. But that figure
is expected to represent a peak,
probably for many years to come,
in the Industry as the productiondistribution end of the industry
has thrown its weight behind economy moves. The rise for '47 was
some 10% over a total backlog of
when the stanza
$302,311,000
started. Included in inventory are
hot only films before the cameras,
in release and completed but not
yet released, but also story rights
and other film materials.
Considering net rather than
gross, the .seven Tsompanies stacked
up a total of $95,000,000 (with
RKO's net estimated at $8,700,000),
against a 1946 all time record of

.

Restudy Case

to
By

profits

volved on the part of the theatre-owning majors.
3. The Supreme Court found a cross-licensing ban a short-term
reinedy and only another form of divestiture, and suggested that
the' lower court should buy the original paclcage rather than a

"

From High Court

SUBSCBIPTION

UO

Annual

'Bells,' 'Clock,'

Pace Field

Returns from firstruns in some in that order for this classification.
22 key cities covered, this week Unusual aspect of the way product
by 'VAniETY again attest to gen- was spotted around this week is
erally spotty biz picture. Most ex- the fact that real money was
hibitors are blaming the mild widely split among some 12 to 15
weather and seasonal influences films outside the Big Six.
Of the other newcomers, "Homein spots where offish trend is most
evident. In only the mildest keys coming" (M-G) looks most promishave the big boxoffice films been ing, being sock on initial week at
N. Y. Capitol.
"Best Man Wins"
seriously hurt, however.
This is particularly true of (Col) is turning in a fancy round
"State of Union" (M-G), which is on unveiling in St. Louis. "Sainted
parading with the biggest total for Sisters" (Par) shapes considerably
a single feature in many weeks. better this stanza with a strong
Metro opus will come close to week in Denver and fine Boston
$578,000 in 21 key spots where it's session.
on display this session, making it
"Ruthless" (EL), given a boost
easy winner of national boxoffice via Hollywood stars' personals in
sweepstakes in current week.
San Francisco, shapes big there is
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) is sec- thin in Seattle.
"Ft. Apache"
ond place winner for second week (RKO) is displaying great strength
in a row, while "Big Clock" (Par) this round on a few new dates.
slipped out of top groove to third. "Anna Karenina" (20th) looks dis"Lady From Shanghai" (Col) fin- appointing on N. Y. preem. "Hatished in fourth spot, having a good ter's Castle" (Par) is solid on U. S.
margin over "Sitting pretty" unveiling in Frisco. ,"Are You
(20th), fifth money favorite. "Fury With It?" (U), while mild to thin
at Furnace Creek" (20th) wound in most keys currently, will be
up in sixth but was not particularly brisk in Louisville, "Noose Hangs
strong in many keys,
High" (EL) is having a sock Port"Naked City" (U) headed the land session.
runners-up with "Casbah" (U),
(Complete Boxo//ice Reports
"Tarzan and Mermaids" (RKO)
on Pogfes 12-13)
and "Panhandle" (Mono) finishing

$11
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Enrollment Cut Brings

Med

lama' Noses Out

City'

$120,020

For Top April Boxoffke Hniors
"Naked City" (U) and "I Remem-4
Mama" (RKO) fought It out
most of April, right down to the
ber

1.

"Remember

second month in succession.
"Mama" chalked up sturdy to
smash business In nearly every
spot played, overcoming -handicap
of its. length even where forced to
The RKO opus won
play solo.
top coin in three weeks out of
four, being aided by six weeks at
Radio City Music Hall, where so
far it's been the. house's biggest

2.

"Naked City"

Mama"

"Big Clock"

"Sitting Pretty" (20th).

to spread support of the

5.

"April Showers" (WB).
'Miracle of Bells"

tal of 7,924

9.

(RKO).
"Sai?on" (Par).
"Unconquered" (Par)"Daring Daughters"

10.
11,

"Casbab" (U).
Gentleman's Agreement''

7,
8.

«

^ (lise^ Probe a New Weapon
By Majors

fund more

completely over the . industry. Toneedy cases weife aided

Joe Schenck Awaits

(MtG).

.

grosser of 1948.
"City" was among the top six
0. leaders in all foiu: weeks of

Ta.

the past month.' Film failed to do
big to sock weeks in only a very
few places. Its strength i^ to be
emphasized despite its lack of RKO
theatre circuit dates played |jy

12.

.

"Double Life"

Before Buying Theatres
Hollywood, May 4.

(U).

Supreme Court decision regarding divorcement was just as unclear to Joe Schenck as to the rest
of the industry. Awaiting the decision to determine whether or not
he'd leave 20th-Fox to concentrate

FiimStoc^h
Post-DedaoB Dip

"Mama."

Burst of strength in the final
Supreme Court anti-trust ruling,
week of April enabled "Big Clock" announced Monday (3) afternoon,
(Par) to wind up in third spot. brought moderate selling in major
Par. pftiduction ended final week company picture shares on the
of month in first position, way N. Y. Exchange yesterday (Tues.),
It despite firm tone in most sections
ahead of nearest b. o. rival.
tvas in the Big Six list 4f favorites of the market. Film> shares didn't
two .other' weeks, and seldom react until yesterday, despite the.
dipped below okay rating.
fact the decision was announced
"Sitting before the market's dose on MonRight
behind
was
Pretty" (20th), which was on the day.
A majority of film issues
high 10 boxoffice list of March. moved up with '-other shares in
This comedy made a remarkably that day's trading.
fine showing in more than 35 keys
Difficulty of deciphering the
covered by Variety last month.
legalistic technicalities of the de'April Showers' Fifth^^
cision apparently caused the de"April Showers" (WB) finished layed reaction. Since the decision
In fifth slot, not only showing, indicated at least partial divorce^
steady to solid business in Warner ment. Paramount, which would be
circuit situations but in numerous. most heavily affected, showed a
Other theatres. Fairly inexpensive fractional loss Monds^r,' but was
musical is taking in more coin the only one to do so.- 'Worst losses
than company anticipated.
at bottom Tuesday were *around
'

.

.

.

on the theatre business, he said
la^t night (Monday):
"The decision in no way hurts
or helps my problem." He added
that he'd have to await further interpretation by the lower court before he makes up his mind.
Production exec has a deal pending for purchase -of Mike Naify's
Golden State and United Call-:
fornia circuits on the Coast andinto active management
of the U'nited Artists Theatre Cir-,
cult, of which he's" prexy. He was
planning, to leave 20tb U the court
ruled for divorcement, enabling
him to add present majbr company
theatre holdings to the circuit he
has already lined up,

'

Sixth .place was Copped by
.-•Miracle of Bells" (RKO).
Film
got into full stride -near the end
of the month after an uneven
start. "Saigon" (Par) ended April

points.

.

Attention focused

preme Court's

.

in seventh

position.
(Par),

/

•

stocks in the

on the SuWas at-

cte<sslon

.geneM

decline of

(Continued oH paige 31)

"'Unconquered"

around
landed
money while "Three
tHiring Daughters"
iM-G) was
beys,

on

popHSCale. dates,

.On strength of showings in final
week of month, "Casbah" (U)
copped 10th. "Gentleman's Agreement" (20th),. which was first-place
winner in March, ended in 11th
place while "Qouble Life" (U) won
dolden Dozen.
Pacing runnersup, in order of ac*
tiial money and shewing in various
keys,
are
"B.
F.'s
Daughter"
(M-G), "Bride Goes Wild" (M-G)
"Mating of Millie" (Col) and

last plac6 in-the

well in the final we«k.

Of the pictures Itrought Out to
cash in on Academy Awards, only
"Agreement" really measured up
to liopes. "Double Life" obtained
added dates on strength of Ronald
Colman's Oscared performance in

significant point in the Rivoli
theatre anti-trust case in Buffalo last week, aside from the
directed verdict of acquittal.
Justice Harold Burke in Federal court held that the big industry suit now pending before the Supreme Court does
not put a stop on the statute
of limitations.
claimed
Rivoli
attorneys
that the filing of the all-industry action in 1938 put a
halt from then until the final
decision comes down on the
normal six-year working -of
the statute of limitations. That
would have allowed the Rivolito file damage actions for each
year back to 1932. Justice
Burke 'ruled that the statute
applied despite the industry
suit and thus the Rivoli could
claim damages only from 1941

to 1947,

when it

fij,ed its

action.

Decision obviously is highly
important as regards other
exhibs, such as William Goldman in Philly, who could likewise make claims all the way
back to 1932 if the statute of
limitations

was

,

inoperative

from 1938 on.

Back

to Coast

Edward L- Alperson, indie prO'
ducer for 20th-Fox, returned to the
Coast from New -.York over the
weekend, after a fortnight in the
east. He's planning to start casting his next pic, formerly liibeled
'Rose of Cimarron."
He was in New York on an appeal to the Motion Kcture Assn. of
America board for right to use the
"Rose of Cimarron" title. Metro
objected because of conflict with
Cimarron," rights to which it
owns, and was upheld.

bn^ct on U.S.

To

the Jury

MTAAfatoH^onlts

Washington, May 4.
Winding up seven days of arguRdatioiis Drive ment, government's case against
FubUc relations.drive o£ the Mo- screenwriter Dalton Trumbo for
tion" Picture "Assn. of 'America contempt for Congress goes to the
stepped into high gear this week jury tomorrow (Wednesday). Deas top MPAA execs were sched- fense and prosecution counsel wiU
uled to push the film industry be- sum. up tomorrow morning in the
fore 10,000 women at a series of second of 10. Government actions
national conferences. Eric John- being brought against the Hollyston, MPAA prexy, throws the wood figures who failed to answer
opening pitch today (Wednesday) a Congressional committee's inat a four-dsQ^ session of the Family quiry into their alleged CommuLife Conference in Washington nist affiliations.
over which he'll preside.
Louis B. Mayer, Metro's producArthur De Bra, director of the tion chief who has been cooling his
MPAA's department of community heels in the east for seven days
relations, will speak later this week due to a defense subpoena, took
Federation of the stand today for several minutes
at the Missouri
Women's Clubs in Springfield, Mo., but was not permitted to answer
on "Films and the Iron Curtain." any questions. Efforts of defense'
MPAA wiU also be represented at counsel Robert Kenney to get
the New York Federation of Music Mayer to enumerate the various pix
Clubs at their general meeting in scripted by Tnunbo y/ete conN. Y.-City. Johnston is also slated sistently overruled by the court
to address the General Federation
as "irrefjBvant."- Kenily, however,
of Women's Clubs in Portland,
managed to name "30' Seconds
Ore., at the end of the month.
Over Tokyo" and "Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes" as Trumbo pifc
tures before he was stopped.
Trumbo's other counsel, Charles
Houston, scored a point when he
was permitted to question Robert
Stripling, chief counsel for the

Mik

Be

.

Social Fabric

House

Un - American

Activities

Committee, on the committee's refusal to permit cross-examination
documentary radio of Hollywood in the carping sense. of witnesses who had branded
Full-hour
the picture thereby enabling the
of the film industry is Heller explained, although it will Trumbo as a Communist during the
treatment
picture to get. into the circle of
being prepared by the Columbia be highly analytical. It is cus- hearings.
Similar questions had
the month's 12 b.. o. champs.
Broadcasting System for some time tomary also in the unit's treatment been ruled out in the John Howard
New Product Uneven
in June, Three members of the of .an industry, he said, to point out Lawson trial. Houston succeeded
New product launched, during CBS documentary unit staff have avenues to Improvement. He gave in bringing home to the .jury the
the month, but only getting a tev) been interviewing film execs in assurances that both sides will -be
fact that other Congressional com>
prelim playdates, was uneven box Hollywood, New York and Wash- presented on any controversial
(Continued on page 24)
officewise. "Fort Apache" (RKO) ington for the past several months points.
"State of Union" (M-G) and "All and a researcher for the network
"We will attempt to get at the
My Sons" (U) thus far have hinted has been worldng in hinterland film creative and social decisions and
N. Y. toL.A.
greatest potentialities.
"Arch of exchanges to get first-hand knowl- the reasons for them which deterEdward L. Alperson
Triumph" (UA), which did very edge of the industry.
mine the selection of subjects and
Bill Blowitz
well on itreem week in N. Y., apShow, under direction of Robert the content of American films.
Charles Boyer
parently has yet to be tested in Heller, chief of the documentary Heller explained. "We will attempt
Al Buffington
other cities.
unit, is one of four being planned to probe, for instance, the effect of
Jacques Chabrier
"The Search" (M-G), currently on informational media. Others to films on imp.ortant authors,
Humphrey Doulens
having a nice fun in N. Y., is still follow will be on magazines (fo- whether audiences are articulate
Charles Einfeld
rather unpredictable as to box- cussed on Time, Life and Fortune), beyond their patronage or lack of
James L. Faichney
office. possibilities.
Hy Gardner
Probably the hinging on when each, show is patronage of a particular film.
biggest disappointment for April ready for the air.
Johnny Green
What the audience's concept of Holis "To the Victor" (WB). "Sainted
Edmond Greville
Heller estimated last week that lywood is and Hollywood's concept
Robert Guillemond
.Sisters'*
(Par)
also
up his unit would spend about $8,000 of the .audience and, in general,
Thomas Heggen
spottily.
in researching, writing and produc- what the industry means in the soDavid Hopkins
"Panhandle"
(Mono),
another ing the analysis of the film Indus cial fabric of America."
Efrem Kurtz
newcomer, hinted nice money pos- try. That's aside from the cost of
Motion picture people have been
Charles Laughton
sibilities in final week of April, sidetracking
a top commercial curious, but cooperative, when
Patricia Neal
particularly where extra ballyhoo show to get the documentary on members of his staff hit them. HelNorma Shearer,
effort was put behind the picture. the air at an optimum time, such as ler said. Heller himself started
Harry Sobol
"Are You With It?" (U) thus far the 8-9 p.m. slot on a Thursday. the research and* the project in a
James Stewart
has not indicated smash prospects The Heller documentaries are con- talk with Eric Johnston, prexy of
Robert Taplinger
"Lady From Shanghai" (Col) looks sidered by CBS one of its foremost the Motion Picture Assn. of Amer-

—

damager brought by B. R. McLen.
don against- the distribs in Dallas
but got

its first real workout la
the
Rivoli case, which a jury tossed mt
after weeks of triaL
The new
weapon is to look for percentage
chiseling as standard operational

procedure when an
is filed.

Of

,

uneven

"Woman

and the cost

four months ago. Since then,
the show's writer, Peter Lyon, has
spent 3V^ weeks in Hollywood and
researcher Ruth Ashton has been
working in out-of-town film company branches^ A
o n g other
nice results in several playdates mag proposition, CBS exec de- things, she has attended • company
on pop-scale near the end of April clared. It WiU also not be critical sales meetinc.
to date.

in White'

public service features

(WB) shapes up only lukewarm so of ousting a sponsored program in
far. "Strawberry Roan" (Col), an
its
favor sometimes shoots the
other April newcomeri did sock in budget to $60,000, Heller said.
its Baltimore preem.
Treatment pf the film industry
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) showed will no way be a glamor or fan

ica,

m

N. Y. to Europe

Hilton Edwards

Ben Henry
Martin Kosleck
Michael MacLiammoir

Rea
Bob Topping
Lana Turner
Lou Walters
Oliver

V

course,

it

anti-trust suit

doesn't

mean

that

every suing exhib has laid himself
wide open by knocking off digits
when reporting his gross. It doc?
mean that no theatre op is safe in
bringing monopoly suits if his
books can't stand scrutiny for
possible percentage chiseling.
Rivoli case had its turning pointin evidence that the management
liad been under-reporting its take
on pix. That testimony was introduced by the majors to di^criadit
the house's books so that they
couldn't serve as a basis for. damages. There was also evidence that
incorrect b.o, figures were used to

obtain lower

flat rentals.

Evidence was introduced that
18,000 duplicate tickets had been
bought from three different suppliers, of the pastecards. On the
percentage - chiseling charge, dis-

came

<forth with, indicia that

dditional bank deposits were made
on days when percentage films
were played. Theatre's booker admitted that tickets were bought
from more than one supplier and
were unaccounted for either in b.o.

statements or in the books of the
corporation.

Major company legalites said,
.
following, the trial, that the new
defense would be used henceforth
as a-matter of course. It was never
even thought of before the McLen-

don

case, in which it was hit upon
through sheer coincidence.
In that suit, which ended in a
dismissal about a month ago, the
whole legal Jiassle started when
majors demanded to examine the
exhib's books.
In retaliation,
though suit was probitbly in preparation before the demand was
madCj McLendon brought his action.
Majors, nonetheless, went
ahead with their examination and
-

trial introduced some evidence, of under-reporting on per-*

during

McLendon case is on appeal on
auestions of law. The half-try in
that casC' translated itself into an
all-out effort in the Rivoli operation* and tactics along the same
lines for future litigation.
Listening in at the Rivoli hearings were reps of the Internal
Revenue Dept.,. who annotated the
high spots in tax ramifications of
the duplicate-ticket evidelnce.
L. A. to N. Y.
Sara Allgood

Henry Alter
Henry Backus
Irving Berlin

Benedict Bogeaus
William Cagney
Ken Carpenter
Charles Chaplin

>

Sherrill Corwin
George Cukor
Melvyn Douglas

Irene Dunne
Gracie Fields

.

Norman Freeman
Henry Gondel
Benny Goodman

Ed

Hatr'ick

Heniy Herbel
Karl Herzog

•

.

4

in the Rivbll $3,000,000 anti-trust
suit y^hlch attorneys think will
pav
off in spades.
It was tried out"
tentatively in the recent treble*

To

AnaM in CBS Docomentary

—

May

The majors took the wraps off i
brand new flxe-fighting techniou*

tribs

Tnunbo Case

.

Al{ierson

*Scudda

Hoo" (20th).
"Winter
llffeeting" (WB> started out spottily
but managed to show up fairly

.

may move

.

Bujff 7

Majors feel they won a very

in 1947.

(20th).

in Fighting Trust Snits
Buffalo,

Majors Score in

Current campaign is aimed at
rounding up new subscribers and

(U).
(Par).

3.

4.
6.

4.

Silver Jubilee drive. This
decrease, along with increased responsibilities, has caused a deficit
of $120,020.

(RKO).

reports from Variety correspondents covering 22 key cities, "City"
finished a strong (Second for the

Deficit

May

MPRF

Golden Dozen

April's

week, for boxoffice honors,
"KTama" finally copping first place
In the national -race, according to
final

3^PRP

Hollywood,

Revenues for the Motion Picture
Fund through the payroll
deduction plan have dropped .to
little more than 20%, according to
George Bagnall, chairman of the
Relief

Sol

Hurpk

Art Jacobs
Al Jolson
OscaroLevant
Catherine Littlefield
Paul Lukas

Groucho Marx
Oscar Morgan
Robert Nathan
Rodney Pantages
William Pine
Robert Ryan
Jean Sablon
Albert Sharpe

'

Bob Sidney
George Stevens
Harry Warner
George Yohalen
Joe Yule

Europe to N. Y.
Mady

Christians

Theresa Helbum
Bengt Janzon
Marion Jordan
Arnold Pressburger
Marjorie Reynolds
Robert E. Sherwood
Alec Waugh

'

MCVOHBS

lOSING ^ANGELS^ TO VIDEO
'

Par $$18,(95,000 Stock Buys

'

Ar of April 20,' ^Paramount ha$ planked out $18,695,000, or. an
Mfpraee of $l,000,OiOO monthly, in buys ot its own stock on the
tow York Exchange. Of the 741,600 shares acquired to date by it,
treasury, while 191,667 were reissued in
KiUl633 still rest in the
Moment Oi Liberty Films and Rainbow Productions. Eliminating
Liberty-Rahibow deals, Par has paid a total of
Vhe stock used In
holdings.
*11 863 810 for its reacquired
paid by the. company,
Averafje price of $25.21 per share was
Since the stock is quoted only frac•nniial statement discloses.
flnMllv below that figure and Par saved $022,833 in dividends,
whieb It would have distributed on the stock if still outstanding,
mmSffiiy has about broken even on the transaction.
"
DUffeirentlal, of course, will conttaue to vary as the market shifts,
change in volume. Company intends buying
and' treasury holdings
with the well being of the corporation and its
fitdck •^consistent
ceneral tash needs," Barney Balaban, Par's prexy^ stated in his
"All such shares to be available for any rearrangements
report.
in the pending antiof our investments which the final decision
"i^'y require and for the addition of any other Interests
trust
Wl^ch would strengthen our operations," company topper added.
,,.

UA Has

$125,000 (Share

llieatre Sales) for

OD Coast

bdn Finaiidi^

jSMtiA 'Artists ^is understood-f
{timg to toss into indie produo
ton Jhiancing the $125,000 it remived two weeks ago for half of
iiQS Angeles, May 4.
Its headings in the United Artists
Judgment of $25,000, awarded
uieatre in San Francisco and the
by L. A. superior court to Samuel
four Music Halls in Los Angeles.
Golding
and
Norbert Faulkner,
R.
Poitt has gone into a pot out of
playwrights, in their piracy suit
vrldch.end money will be provided
against RKO was upheld in disn»r 6ne or mote indies who will
trict court of appeals.
thus be enabled to get hank
Authors charged the RKO picjtnattcing and otherwise go ahead

RKOLose$nracyM

"The Ghost Ship," was lifted
from their legit play, "The Man
and His Shadow."

ture,

Coast

^oib I^pnse
(ySts l^ewllove^ Dulnously

Indie film producers, already all
but out of business by their inability to obtain financing, lost another major source of coin last
week wlth'the disclosure by Martin
Hersh that his Ideal Factoring
Corp., N. Y., had pulled out of
Hollywood angeling altogether, in
favor of investments in films for
television. Hersh revealed he has
earmarked $500^000 as available in
the next four months for video pix
production.
That- sum represents by far the
largest yet to come from an inde^
pendent source for the new field
of .television films. Fact that one
of the biggest lenders in the past
of "risk money" for Hollywood
production has switched its interest to video is seen as a highly

new No.

business'
Ide*"!,

of

1 item.

which Hersh

put up second

back

in

New

is

expected

Korda arrived

is

proxy,

more than

100. films, with a total
estimated production cost of better
than $25,000,000, in the past six
or seven years. It got into the film
business as a sideline to its major
activity of financing New York garment district manufacturers between the time they have to pay

in the U< S.

from

Britain early last week and is expected to spend about another
week in New York before heading
home. He has further talte scheduled with h.o. execs at 20th, which
handles his American distribution.

Par-Skouras

Row

bills

for their

UA

who rethis week
Island, Ga.,

prexy,

York
Sea

Over 250G Apiece
Paramount's battle
Skouras chain in the

with

the

New York

is estimated to have cost the
distrib about $250,000 so far and

finished product.

Par s aiili8,709

•

Net Profit in

Only 2nd to

1

TV

New

ing Coast banks today (Tuesday)
gave the independents a vote of confidence. 'They assured ample credit
to all indies with good properties
and recognized production ability.
The assurances were given to
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers at confabs with
the Bank of America, SecurityFirst National and the California
Bank—the three local institutions
which in the past have'been foremost in loans to the industry.
Although leading New York
banks which have financed indie
films in the past were not invited
to the huddles called by SIMPP to
check rumors on the tough finan-

were advised that Bankers Trust,
Manufacturers Trust, Irving Trust,

—

of Manhattan and Continental Bank & Trust (now Chemical) are all continuing to make
loans as usual.
(Bankers in New York yesterday
[Tuesday] had nothing' but an impolite horse laugh for the Coast
expressions of confidence in indie
producers. They pointed out that
the Coast institutions had become
extremely tough in the past few
months on conditions and terms of
loans and that no New York bank,
with one or two infrequent exceptions, hacf made a loan to an indie
in more than a year.)
SIMPP told the banks that the
indies' future is bright. Thanks to
settlement of the British tax in a
manner favorable to the independents, defeat .of the Communists in
Italy and the apparent Government
victory in the monopoly case
againl^t the majors.
SIMPP told banks sOme of the
best 1948-49 pix will be indies, cit(Continued on page 20)

Bank Merger May Mean

More Film Financing

•

JOHNSTON OFnCE MAPS

WB

NEW

'

SUPREME COURT

CARPENTERS'

'.

Bank

the chain perhaps even more than
that. No Par film has played SkouMultiple Markets
Hersh got the video bug via pro- ras theatres for more than a year..
Neither side has so far shown any'
duction of an experimental film,
neads for the Coast over the week"Life and Songs of Stephen Fos- inclination to budge in the fight
over terms. Battle started over
end to huddle pitt several prodnct
ter," which he financed and owns
Among Indies with whom
feals.
through his Admiral Pictures, Inc. Par's demand that all top pix must
play the circuit on straight per£'s slated to talk are Stanley
It was originally designed- with an
Circuit topper George
Kramer and^George Glass, whose
ingenious angle to cash in oh both centage.
Skouras insisted on continuing
Screen Plays, Inc., unit has just
'47 the 16m field and regular commer- with
his previous terms, Whicfi protwned out the Henry Morgan starcial exhibition. With the growth of
gr, "So This Is New York,'^ for
from the time "Foster" was vided for a fiat sum with a split
iterprise release via UA.
planned until it was completed, it over a certain figure.
Par. has suffered heavy financial
Sears, is understood interested
also proved, in Hersh 's opinion,
In inking the pair to a five- or
that it might be»the answer to losses, since it has been able to. sell
ieven-film deal for direct distribufew of its films away from Skouras
(Continued on page 20)
Second largest single profit to be
and so has had no playing time'for
tion via UA. They have their own
turned in by a film company was
.financing all set for continuous
them when they come off the
disclosed this week when. ParaLoew's circuit. On the other hand,
Srodiiction and won't call on the
mount became the last major to Par and Walfis-Hazen
every time Loew's plays a Paraistvib ijlor help on the end money.
its earnings for 1947. The
UA owned a B0% interest in the release
mount film—which in the ordinary
enormous net of $31,668,709 fell
Continue Talks on
California theatres, Sam Blumencourse of events would then go to
below only the top marker which
feltl.liblding the other half interSkouras Skouras is short a film.
Par, itself, piled up in '46 when
itt Sol Lesser and Sherrill CorDistribution Deal As a result he has had to buy rethe company scored a $44,042,106
(Continued on page 24)
or use other makeshifts.
Week of New York talks between issues
profit.
A detailed report by Barney Barney Balaban, Paramount's Circuit ordinarily b^jTS about 15
Balaban, company prexy, which prexy, and Hal Wallis and Joseph top Par pix yearly, plus a number
its smaller films.
of
blanketed Piir's activities and pros- H.- Hazen, partners in the Wallis
Cal. Supreme Court
pects, emphasized a number of pro'duction unit, failed to iron a
factors important to the company number of important wrinkles
Over-Rules Verdict
and the industry in general. They standing in the way of a new diswere as follows:
tribution deal with the major.
For Leslie Vs.
FILM
1. Gross revenues stayed within Wallis planed to the Coast Sun3% of the year before, totalling day (2) where he'll pick up with Violations of the Motion Picture
Hollywood, May 4^
California Supreme Court has $189,025,600 in '47 against $194,- Henry Ginsberg, Par's exec veepee Assn. of America's advertising code
'46.
overruled decisions of two lower 701,099 in
in charge of production, while will now hit member companies up
2. Paramount has the problem of Hazen pushes confabs at this end to $25,000 in fines. New regulation
courts which sustained Joan Leslie's fight to breach her Warner cutting its expensive film inventory with Balaban.
has been included in the first comExclusive of
contract. Court ruled in favor of pretty well licked.
Understood both sides are op- plete codification of MPAA's ad
the studio by a divided opinion. recent acquisitions from Liberty timistic that a ticket can finally code administration since its adopMiss Leslie's attorney, Oscar Cum- Films and Rainbow Productions, be worked out. Nonetheless, suc- tion in 1930. Job of. stringing to(Continued on page 69)
jnins, was notified of the reversal
.
cessful windup is out of the ques- gether the assorted resolutions was
by telephone from Frisco, whfere
tion unless the basic questions are handled by MPAA's advertising adcourt is. in session,
answered satisfactorily to both visory committee, Iieaded by 20thCummins anNIPS
Jiounced no Immediate plans pendsides.
Neither would comment on Fox pub-ad chief Charles Schlaifer,
mg receipts of- the full text of the
what dif ficulties are holdhig up the and a group of lawyers.
decision.
parade. ,
Under the new setup, companies
lA
"If need be, we'll fight the case
Wallis unit, it's said, is not may appeal from a decision of the
.
Washington, May 4.
presently seeking a deal outside of ad code administration to Eric
Supreme court," he
Efforts of the APL carpenters
oedared*"
Par. There's no particular urgency Johnston, MPAA prexy, or to a
(he
International
unseat
union
to
Miss Leslie disaffirmed pact
in inking a new pact, it's imder- board consisting of three members
When she reached 21. When stu- Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- StOOd.
of the association's board of direc-*
ployees from its dominant position
dio attempted to
tors. Latter provision was added
enjoin her from
gettmg work in pictures. Judge in the Hollywood studios were
to consider appeals while Johnston
Supreme
raeonessa sustained demurrer with snagged Monday (3) by a
is out of the country.
Vo right for Warners to amend suit, Court refusal to consider the ^ase.
Besides the coin penalty, memHigh court thereby upheld rulings
totudio then
TELEVISION FIELD ber- companies breaking the code
appealed to district
of the district court and appeals
Pourt of appeals, which
still have the MPAA's certifisustained
In a move to nurse along the in- can
in
P^o'iessa, whereupon it took a court in refusing to intervene
cate of approval and the Producvideo
industry,
eastern
divitest case brought by 16 car- fant
tion Code seal removed from all
*"'*®'^„appeal to the State Su- a
penters against the lATSE and the sion of the Screen Directors Guild prints of films involved in the inpreme Court.
minimum
wage
Hollywood studios on grounds that has offered to cut
This measure was
fractions.
scales for directors of television
the courts lacked jurisdiction.
brought to bear last year against
Sonnett Quit* Govt.
Carpenters claimed they had films up to 20%. SDG, which is af- Howard Hughes for his ad practices
been frozen out of studio employ- filiated to the Hollywood directors on "The Outlaw." Gordon White
Washington, May 4.
^
A*»i.<.
Assistant Attorney General John ment as a result of a "conspiracy" guild,
opened negotiations last
heads the ad code administration.
between the lA and the major week for a new basic contract with
"
Lpi'm
^f'^^ ®* tlie Justice Department anti-trust
division, turned producers since the jurisdictional eastern producers operating beff'^^^^Snation last Thursday dispute broke out in September, tween Chicago and New York.
Ink Jolson Deal
??o^
Following the master contract
He returns 1946. They asked the courts to
15fn n^-^?*'^?
Hollywood,. May 4.
practice in New rule that set construction work drawn up by the Coast SDG, eastYork
Contract for Al Jolson's second
belonged to Uie carpenters. With ern directors have set up new
was signed by Harbiography
film
,-.''^*"^ed
the division lA now firmly entrenched in Hol- scales for non-theatrical producwlfA??^**
with Sidney
V^hen
Columbia,
the b,g New York film case lywood, failure of the Supreme tions. They are also asking for ry Cohn at
.argued before the Supreme Court to consider the case dimmed credit billing on all films and con- Buchman assigned as producer.
K«f,,
Thus far the actor who will porthe argu hopes of the carpenters to return trol over cutting and editing. New
Aientl
ments for the Government.
contract will go into effect June 15, tray Jolie is stiU a mystery.
to the studios.
with production.
Grad Sears,
turned to New

frojn a vacation at

ful ones out of business,.three lead-

cing situation. Society spokesmen

Over%0 Costs 'Em

raw materials and the area

time they collect

Los Angeles, May 4.
In an unprecedented moved de»
signed to discredit "unfair and unfounded" reports that banks have

so tightened up on picture loaiis to
tomorrow indie ^producers that they are
squeezing all but the most success*

York

(Thursday) from the Coast, where
he went last week. British producer was west for confabs with
Gary Grant, on the pic he's to
make in Britain for Korda, and
with 20th-Fox toppers on production by that company in England
with frozen coin.

money and com-

pletion guaranteles, or otherwise
participated in the financing, of

for their

to N. Y.

commentary on show

significant

ha.;

Korda Back

Sir Alexander Korda

AD CODE

Activity Via Van Pelt
Edwin Van Pelt, v.p. in- charge
of film loans for the Continental
Bank
Trust Co., N. Y., was
named a v.p. of the (Chemical Bank

&

&

Trust Co., N.

Y.,

Monday

(3),

following absolution by the latter
of the Continental, Van Pelt wilt
continue to head up the branch at
7th avenue and 38th street.
He'll likewise continue handling
film loans, serving in that capacity
the combined institutions.
for
Continental has been particularly
active .in the past on loans to
smaller companies, such as Repuj^
lie .and Film Classics.
Possibility
of increased activity along this line
with the greater capital of the
Chemical available is foreseen.

SAP

.

EASTERN SDG EYES

•

Leo Carrillo to Star
In 'Cisco

M

•Hollywood,

:

Series

May

4.

Philip N. Krasne signed Leo
Carrillo to play the lead in a
series of 24 "Cisco Kid" adventures
to be produced over a period of
three years for United Artists release.
Title roler is still to be

named.
First of the Series, starting next
is "Robin Hood of Sin
an Arthur Caesar story,
screenplayed by Milton Raison.

month,
City,"

U A Sets 'Red River*
United Artists has set Howard
Hawks' "Red River" for Aug. 15
release.

Long

delay

before

the

preem was decided on to permit
national publicity and

maximum

advertising.

Print was delivered to UA last
week after months of bickering
with the producer, in which diswon an arbitration proceeding

trib

and had started

legal action.

FILMPmY:
" 'Ahother Parf of the Foiesf
sparked with

headed by

make

list

of top

Fredric

names

March

this a field

is

who

day for

superb characteri;iation, and

Lillian

a powerful

film

fong-fime space on

hoM-

"The picturization of the play
by Lillian Hellman should cash
in on its popularity, backed by
the star calibre of the cast. The

lists."

cinch to c/eoit vp, the type

of film audiences will leave

dull

moment!"

it.

Never

Hellman name, 'Another Part of

btmms."

picture should eosily oc-

"On

the strength of

names and

the Forest* should db exce/Zenf

miBim:

cupy

a

maii|uee

dromo superbly performed.

over

theatre talking about

its

the impdrtance of the Lillian

The

from a production standpoint

a

Hellman play has been

translated intd

film is outstanding on all counts.
h*9

well as

"Striking dramatic pattern of the

its

dra-

matic entertoinment volues ds

appeal should manifest itself in
any.sfiruafran*"

BOXOFFICE:
"The story has tremendous
emotional impactf forcefully por-

trayed

by an outstanding name

cast. Fredric Mfirjch is superbl**

MOnOM PICTURE DAILY:
production and per«

"Brilliant

formances characterize this pic«
turization of Lillian

Hellmdn**

UUrette/
secrets..

stage success.
nefism cast

A marquee mag-

presupposes strong

opening business/*

IWLM REVnSWS

ft

The EmiMror

(COLOR-SONGS)
rHesao

Ohiulen

Braokelt

Johann

Strauas;

ot
Stnis Binir Cro»l<y, Jonu FonpraductlDii,
taine: feuturotf Rolimd Culver, i,iUcUo WatHurold VeiraUyfia,
sou, Ulohanl Haydn,
Written by
Blvcctcil
by Billy WlWcr.
Eni«Uott and 'Wlldorj camera (Tcc'linlcolor),

BarncBi

Oi'orgo

music,

Victor

Johnny Burke;

VlrBll Smith

.lllns

.,

Johanna AuK"8ta
Baron Holenla,

Crosby

i'ontalne

...lo.>in

Culver
, . . . .Uoland
,X<ucile AVatson
Prlnvess Bltotslca.
Emperor Franz Joseph...... Rlcfiard ilnydn
.

Harold Vcrmllyca

Chamberlain

.wSlK Unman

Br. Zwlebaok.......
Arahdurtaess Stephanie..... .....Julie Dean
.Uert Prival
'Chauffeur. . .. ....
.

i

Inn PTOprietress.
:

Cbambermnid.

......

.

.

'

.

Field,

U

Yoiing;,: »oni;fi, Jatnes Van
vot'al arrangementa,
I'Jousen,
Joseph J. LUiey: edltori Uoane Harrison.
Tradesliown April 30, '48. KlrtninR time,
10,5 -MINS.

jsi'oi'O,

C*lrl

Paramoiuit relewm of P, J. WoUoon proStar« Betty Button, Macdonald
Carey; features Patrlo Anowles, 'Virginia
waiter Abelb Feggy Wood. Directed
Screenplay, Arthur
by lifltclveU Leiaen.
s'heekninn, from play by Ulmer Mloe; earnFapP! special photograpblo
eru, Uaniel
mual«, score,
erteots,
Goi-dpn Jennings;
Victor loung; munloal nunibfra staged by
Billy ):)anlcl8! coBtumeu, Kdlth Head; art
direction, Hans Dreier and John Meohan;
editor, Alma Maororlo, I'reviowed in N, Y.,
May t, '48. Kunalng time, »3 MINS,
lietty Hutton
IJcorglnu AUerton.,,
...Macdonald Carey
Clark nedlleld.,..
iluntini).

Hollywood,. April 30.
I^ramoiint

WSeilaeBdiiy,

Brean

Witlix

I'atrlo Knowlca
Lucas
Miriam Allcrton Lucn.s......VU;!!tni» Field
.Walter Al>el
George Allerton

,ilm

•

...I'ejsgy Wood
.ucy ^llerton
.
Butler
. .Cni-olyji
Claire. .
Cicorgo Hand, .......... ...,I,qwrtl- Gllmoro
,.J5arosih Cunningham
Music Te.ichSr
Frank JPuglla
Antonio

i

.

.

.,

;

,

.

,AUna

Ma'crorie
Koberts.^ Jonay

Paramount has turned out a sure
boxoSice winner in this film ver-

"The Emperor Waltz" should sion of Elmer Rice's smash play of
solve any ticket buyer's entertain- two seasons ago. The picture has
ment problem. That's the only strong comedy, with a few moving
,

kind ox problem

attempts to regoes about it
enjoyable.
Such a
strictly
is
natural parlay as Bing Crosby,
Johann Strauss melodies, comedy,
and gorgeous color, played against
a breath-taking scenic background,
is eaimarksd for the Aiftlest kind

solve,

it

and the way

of grosses.

it

<

:

scenes.

In

has romantic appeal,

and a satisfying ending. The title and star
names Should also have ample
marquee draw.
lots of color

and

action,

'

The screen treatment is naturand perhaps properly, bi-oader

ally,

than the original play. This resulte
primarily from the production and
Mitchell Leisen's direction rather
than from the Arthur Shcekman
Thus, the film turns
adaptation.
the play's humor into outright com-

"The

Waltz''

Assigned to Hanger

edition of the Elmer Rice play;
jshould pull heavy grosses.
"Silver Elver". (WBl Western drama of silver mining
days. Errol Flynn and Ann
Sheridan to spark b.o,
"Assielned to Danger" (EL).
Gene Raymond in gangster
meller; strong second feature
for dualers.
"Waterfront at Midnight"
(Par). Neat action melodrama
for supporting position.
"Heart of Virginia" (Rep).

Kagle Xilon rolcaue ol Bugouo ling proNoroou
Stare Ccna.- Kaymond,
ductlou.
Hash, Ulrectod by Oscar Buettlcher. Screenplay, Iiiugeu* lAvg, based on story by ltob»
ert M, Kent; camera, ^.ewlB W, O'ConnoU;
edllor,
W, Donn JtoyeB. Tradeshon-n in
N. Y., April 23, 'SS, Bunning time, «S MINS.
Dun Sullivan
.....Oene Ilayinond
NaHh
lionnle, ,
; ,Nori>en
Robert Bice
l'>ankl« Maijteil
.loe Qome?.
....^***><^artin .Konleck
Jney. .,<-. ...
(Dene Hvaim
Matty l<'^trmer>, ...«>>. •.»,.. .Half llurolde
Biirgle Krltz,..:,
,.»*.«. ..Jack. Overman
,

i

,

,

ISvle,

, >

Typical

Pleasant programmer dealing
with horseracing.
"13 Lead Soldlera" (20th).
(Sood "Bulldog Drummond"
whodunit for supporting mar*'
.

.

;

"Good Time Girl" (GFD).

.

gangster

delinquency.
"I Woqldn't Be in Tomr
Shoes" (Mono), Programmer
whodunit for smaller situa-

.

.

.

,

W«t«rfrmt

'

m

"

-

.

.

. .

,

.

,

< .

d

.

—

Harold

Vermilyea

and

others also click in- their assignments,
George Barnes' camera takes
every advantage of the sumptubus
production backing furnished by
the art direction and settings. Spi
effects
and
photographic
cial
process photography are firstrate
production additions and all other
technical functions rate a salvo,
Brog.

"Dear Murderer," Universal
Ari;hur Rank
(Gainsborough)
production,
tradeshown in N. Y., Monday
(3), is an adaption of St. John
Leigh Clowes' popular stage
drama.. Film was reviewed in

release

of

Vahiety from London, June 4,
1947, by Catie, who thought
American audiences would
probably, find It "too

that the
story of a successful business-

EL's 'Cat' Tinier
Hollywood,

.

May

Technicolor!! feature

4.

for

Eagle Lion release will be "The
Big Cat," to be produced independently by William Moss with Lon
McCaUister as male topper.
Shooting starts June 15 near Big
Suri CaL, where the entire film will

be made*

stagey

and gloomy,"
Reviewer

First

'

J.*

notes

man who murders

his

wife's

lover "does not have enough

emotional

momentum

to

make

universally
acceptable."
Cast, headed by Eric Porlman
and Greta Gynt, play -their
parts with conviction. Review
also pointed out that picture
"might 40 as supporting fare
in U. S."
it

background is a romance between
Flynn and Miss Sheridan. She's
the wife of Bruce Bennett, miner,
but Flynn starts his amatory chase

from

their first meeting, is eventually responsible for Bennett's death

and

marries the girl. While
Miss Sheridan adds marquee advantages, she's not particularly at
home in the role, but, nevertheless,
gives a competent performance,
Thomas Mitchell carries off the
top supporting role as the drunken
lawyer who becomes Flynn's legal
brains in big business and then
turns to politics to aid the poor
miners.
Tom D'Andrea depicts
'finally

soldier sidekick who follows Flynn
through the various stages of fortune.
Barton MacLane, Monte
Blue, Jonathan Hale and others are
capable.
Simplification of the Stephen
Longstreet plot, scripted by author
"

'

and Harriet Frank,

Jr.,

.

.Tanet

aaltry.
"Klunilower." .Toncff.
Doctor, A*urdy

.

..

. •

Breesy Brent

Bud

.T^andoen

das

Sliitlon

'.Tom

i.owt.ry

Chiittcrlon

...Beniilo
;

MarUn

...llobm

....PrunUie DnrrJ
Paul H,„.,t
.... ....Sam
McDsniei

Whit

.v

BitttiDit.

Ulon

v*rii«te

Attendant. .,,.«ilmuiia eobh

film
brings overcome familiar plotting and
Gene Raymond back to the screen obvious developments.
in a starring role that showcases
Principal cast weight is carried
him- effectively. "Assigned to Dan- by France Darro and he reads his
ger" should furnish strong, help on jockey role capably, even offsetting
t winners.
stereotyped dialog. Plot concerns
As an insurance Investigator fear complex developed by Darro
checking on a daring payroll rob- when he is responsible for the.
bery, Raymond is kept busy trying death of a jockey friend during a
to save his own hide because the race. Saga finally gets him back
thugs get the Jump oa him. Bulk on a lunm when the daughter of
of action occurs in ah Isolated inn, Ms former .employer demonstrates
where the gangster chiefs wife has her faith in his ability.
arranged an ideal hideout. Main
Romance between Janet Martin
interest centers on the seriously and Robert Lowery is nicely car«
wounded mobster chief's efforts to rled off, even though they're rival
Pair team acceptlive and Raymond being forced to borse owners.
operate on him when mistaken for; ably... Neat character jobs are
JMrector - Oscar Boei* handled by Paul Hurst, Sam Mca< medico.
ticher has built continuing, sus- Daiilel„Tom,ChattcrtoQ and Bennie
pense around the chances of the Bartlett,
Picker's- production
gangster to recover and Raymond's
efforts to get away and notify tbe values show ingenuity in xx&ng

'

Watson,

IwS"

Virginia. Oiiltiy

Dun l.,ockwoi>U
Jimmy l-lastcr

,

Mild British melleir.Aa Juve

:

Ncreenpiay, Jeriy Snukhelm; added dlntLv
Jolm K. tiutler; camera, John MaoBinSiJ!
editor, Irving M. Si.ho.!nberg.
April 28, '18. Wunnliib' time, 60 MINN

"Heart of Virginia" will get by
as a programmer for lower halt of
.Mary Meade the bill. .Its 60 minutes riuinins
time, some good racetoack se«
quences and okay trouping help to

Film Is a costumer laid "in the
tions.
days" (sic) of Emperor Franz
"Who Killed 'Doc' Kobbin"
Joseph, and is played to the hilt by
(Color)
(UA).
Hal RoacK
Crosby; Joan Fontaine and their
comedy In "Laff-Time" serteft;
supporting cast. Auditors will find edy and .sometimes into slapstick.
okay for lower half of dualecs.
little that'a particularly surprising Possibly this will mean wider mass
(Italian)
"Gelosia"
(lAOd.
in the fableT but will .be able to popularity and larger grosses, but
Heavy Italian drama geated
assume a relaxed position and con- t inevitably loses much of the
strictly for foreign-langiu|;«
centrate on being amused. Picture subtle^ and the ingratiating qual^
spots; limited appeal,
has a free-and-easy air that per- ity of the play^
fectly matches the Crdsby style of
This broadening treatment apnatural comedy. Coslar Joan Fon- plies to practically every phase of Gilmoce -is -a believable cafe so- sheriff.
taine, better known for heavy, seri- :he picture. For instance, the fact ciety wolf, KoA Xsau^ CvaadmiRaymond and Noreein Nash, as
ous roles, demonstrates adapt- that the heroine is a chronic day- ham does a laijii^ble' bit as an the gangster's VfU^, do well enougih
ability that fits neatly, into the dreamer isn't left to the yarn's title uninhibited Vocal teacher.
in a number of romantic inter*
lighter demands and she definitely and the use of fade-into-revme
The production is. physically im- ludes.
Statuesque beaut does
explicit
into,
talent
as
is
put
technique, but
scores with cliarm and
pressive, at least in supplying a enough to hint future jpossibllities
words by an off^screen voice, at the toney background to the procecdr even though she's a bit stilted in
the Crosby foil.
One complaint likely to be made very start. Similarly, the heroine ings. Leisen's direction has help- her first; scenes. Raymond does
by audiences is'that Crosby doesn't is no longer a young woman who ful pace, though it takes the fine well by a somewhat sterner role
What the. crooner merely clings to immature escap- edge off the original story. There than he's been used to.
«ing enough.
does deliver registers sCrongly, as ism, but is downright adolescent, if are some effective musical and
Praise should also go to camerato be expected, and there's a load not bordering on the infantile,.
dance shots as part of the heroine's
The family is no longer ordinary daydreams. The musical score is man Lewis W. O'Connell, Standard
of music otherwise to fill the sharp
supporting cast is headed by RobJohnny middleclass, but oBviously rich. excellent.
Young score.
Victor
Hobe.,
ert Bice and Gene Evans, wear.
Burke wrote special lyrics for The home is not a modestly comthree Johann Strauss melodies and fortable one, as in the play, but is
Sttver-Biver
teamed with .^ames Van Heusen on now a mansion, handsomely furmt Midnigitt
Hollywood; April 30.
nished and expensively servanted.
clefiing one new tnne.
Hollywood, May 4.
•Warn^in roltsaSe ot Owen, Crump producStandouts ia the .music: depart- The girl's mother, no longer philo- tion.
Blkrs Bttiurt Flynn, Ann Sheridan; teaParamount release of William Flne-Wltdaughher
to
ment is the Crosby toudh on "I sophically Tetdgned
turea Thomas Miteliell, VtXux Dennett, Tom Uam Thomas production. Features William
lU-tempereo.
Blue;
MDclAne.
Monte
an
Barton
is
Andrea,
D<
pldie ter's vagueness,
Gargan, Mary B*th Bughea, nichard Trafjss Your Hand, Madame,"
Screenplay,
Directed by Raoul' Walah.
Itiohard Cnuie. Dirtoted by Willlum
y Fritz Rotter and Ralph Erwin; scold. The sister is not an un- Stephen TjOnKStreet, Hawlet Frank, Jr.; vis,
mar- trom neyol \Sy Ijongatreet; camera, Sl« Bcrlcc'. Screenplay, Bomard OlrarO: rumand "Friendly Mountains," num- happy iSrl disappointed
era, Bills w. Carter; editor, Howard Smith.
music. Max Stelncr; editor, Alan TteAaihmta in tjos Angeles, May 4, '48.
ber Imsed on two old' Austrian,
» to * weakling, but a hard, Ulckox;
Cropland, J.-. Tradeshown at 1.08 Angelej! nuttiflng time. OS WNSk
v
yodel song$. "ISadara?" is tepriMO selfiish schemer.
^
^ April 27, M8. Hunnlng time, MS JllN*.
This sledgehammer treatment "Mlko" McCitmb.....
....Errov Plynn MlKe Banrohttb. . . v , . .'Willlamr Oargan
several times and Crbsby reached
..Ann Sfaeriaan Sthel Navack..,,i,..,<Mftry Beth Hughes
back into his groaiier past to give provides some very funny scenes, Genrgla Moore.
Thomas" Mitchell Socks Barstow...,.,..<,..i. Richard Travis
John Plato Book
it the extra special treatment of as when the heroine daydreanaher Stanley Moore.
Bennett Benny Hanrohan. ..•«..*> .. ,lliuluird Cnine
....Bruce
.Cheryl Walker
"boo-boo-bah-boo." In for roman- sister's wedding in terms of school- •Tistol" Porter..,..
..Tom P' Andrea Helen Hanrolwn
Hank Brenuner,.,«
Horace MiiMahon
tic treatment is "The Kiss in Your girl sentimentality, when she fan- "Banjo" Sw«cnesr„....'.v.]B8rton Maclipne Woody. . ^. >
...^ ...... . . John Billon
Monte, Blue
"Buck" Chevlgee.
Eyes,", old Viennese tune with cies herself a fallen woman com- Major
.,.,X>ouglns Fowley
Jonathan Hale Joe Sargus
Spencer.....'.....
mitting suicide in a tawdry cabaret. Slade
lyrics by Burke.
Alan Bridge Commissioner Kyan..,....^.',PauI Harvey
k..>
,
.Keys Luke
Loy.
...Arthur Space
i.'
There's plenty of pageantry in It also provides one of the most Major Rnas
Art Baker
Wilson,, ^.
the staging of the title number, moving sequences in the picture, Major
President Grant..-.;., .,>..<...».J0« Crehan
using the colorful", swirling of -when the heroine imaghies herself
The Pine->Thomas label on this
for
substitution
the
last-minute
in
a
doing
richly costumed dancers
"Silver River" isn't likely, to be one insures "Waterfront at Midpalace ballroom as eye-filling back- the prima donna in "Madama But- a bonanza for Warners, but b.o. night" as a capable filler for dual
"Friendly Mojintains" has terfly" (with Metoperai soprano Na- returns' will please. Ingredients of bills. Neat action, good suspense
drop.
backdrop of processed Tyrol crags dine Connor singing the famous western background, some rousing and fast pace answer all demands
and valleys (actually Jasper Na- One Fine Day" aria from that actioh, and combo of Errol Flynn of the market. Production has been
tional Park) filled with native opera)..
Ann Sheridan sparking ticket given 'good mounting for budget,
As the seK-preoccMpied heroine, and
yodelers and dancers.
William Berke's direction
sales indicate grosses will be on and
Multiple functions of Charles Betty Hutton gives one of her most the good side. Production values makes the most of actionful screenBrackett and Billy Wilder on skillful performances, to date. Be» are expensive, complete with mass play.
"Waltz" have given film an infec- 3ides her familiar vitality and spectacle and lavish settings.
It's
a cops-and-robbers yarn.
tious quality that surmounts the drive, she underscores the comedy
Film is long, jand there's too William Gargan is the sturdy cop
gorgeously apt trappings against in the part and does reasonably much footage devoted to talk. out to get the lowdown on Richard
Which is laroiected the fable of an well dramatically. Although it may Opening sequences kick it off Travis, mobster who deali^ in stolen
Miss
Hutton
American travelling phonograph be merely an illusion,
swiftly but as story develops, pace goods. Plot kicks oft' with coldsalesman and his dog who crash at times seems to read lines with
slows and leaves long waits be- blooded killing by Travis ahd mainthe court of the Emperor, fall in an intonation curiously reminiscent tween robust scenes, Raoul Walsh's tains meller pace throughout. Addlove with a countess and her of Betty Field, who created the role
complications
Gargan's
to
direction, shows an experienced ing
poodle, defy tradition and ..find brilliantly in the original Broadhand at pointing up the action sleuthing is a kid brother (Richard
happiness. Crosby uses his terrier way play.
Macdonald Carey is likeable as moments, and there are several se- Crane) who ties up with Travis so
to simulate the famed Victor "f>'=
the brash newspaperman, though quences, such as the barroom fight he can get rich fast. The Bernard
master's voice" trademark
he also gives the character broader between Flynn and Barton Mac- Glrard script brings in a few new
strange trailer for Victor by
between angles to keep it moving and inDecca recording artist, incidental- dimension than intended by Elmer Lane, and the mass clash come
off teresting, such as ha'ring Gargan
The Brackett-Wilder dialog Rice. Patric Knowles is rightly miners and villains, that
ly.
believe he has shot down his own
has zing, the pace is zippy and the stuffy as the no-account son-in-law, "with a wallop.
Film goes back to the early days brother. Windup ties all story
results well worth 105 minutes 6f while Virginia' Field is effectively
fight
west
the
for con- threads together neatly.
of
the
and
enamel-^ioated as the chilly sister.
theatre time.
Cast is uniformly good, paced .by
When
trol
of
the
silver
market.
Crosby's romp into such lushness Walter Abel is invariably plausible
Flynn is cashiered out of the Union Gargan, Mary Beth Hughes, Travis'
is directed at pleasing solidly and as the quiet father, whom his
moll; Travis, very good as the
his yen for wss Fontaine is un- daughter always conceives in a pro- Army he turns his face west to
heavy;
Crane, interesting as the
gambling
ppporiunitiesi
cash
in
on
her
tective
role
in
daydreams.
picderstandable considering the
kid, brother; Clieryl Walker, Gar
ture she makes in Technicolor. Peggy Wood plays the unpleasant From there it's a mere step into
Roland Culver delights as Miss mother emphatically, and' manages banking, mining and dreams of a gan's wife; Horace McMahon. John
father to give the part a touch of humor western- empire that nearly come Milton and others all measure up.
Fontaine's
impoverished
Good lensing is by Ellis W. Carwhose chief aim is mating her and warmth at the close. Lowell true. Character isn't sympathetic,,
mitigating against interest, but ter, and Howard Smith did the
poodle with the Emperor's pet
tight editing.
Flynn gives it a good reading.
Brodr.
Richard Haydn registers
pooch.
Against the semi-historical story
strongly as the Emperor. Lucile
Dear Murderer
'

8,

,

Emperor

Bing
(Par).
Crosby and Joan Fontaine costumer for heavy boxoffice,
"Dream Girl" .(Par). Broader
popular
more*
ahd probably

i

'

May

Hearit of Virginia

production

guidance fumlshex strong physical
Hollywood, April 29.
„ .„ release
values, which are enhanced by Sid
BOj^ublla
pf Sidney Picker wZl,.
Hickox' lensing but missed on in- t on. Stars Janet Martin, Kobert L*i,Tl??
Fmnklo Darro; (eatuves Paul liu™, JiS
suring story tightness. Film could McUanlel,
Tom OhRtterton, Bennle fct??,?
Brog.
stand footage trimming.
Wirectod by n, G. Sprlngsteei^
oriffi

(Color - Songs)

ket.

Owen Crump's

helped.

Mimatore ReYkws

would have

The Brothers
"The Brothers," Universal
of J. Arthur Rank
(Sydney
Box), production,
opened at the i^tton theatre,
N. y., yesterday (Tues.). Cane
who reviewed the picture for
Variety from London, May

release

14,

1947,

described

it

as

"a

grim meller for discriminating
audiences in the U, S." Film,
which tells the story of two
feuding families on a Scottish
island, has no boxoffice names
other than that of Patricia Roc,
who has appeared in a number of British films shown In
the U, S,
Direction,
score were

camera work and
all

regarded

as

good, but because of its lack
of marquee lure film looks
likely only for arty situations.

Sidney

sniall budget allotment and directorial paciing by B. G. Springsteen
makes it all come off pleasantly, it
not outstandingly. Good lensing
by John MacBumie and tight editing by Irving M. Schoenberg are

Bros.

assists.

Lead Soldiers

l.*!

Hollywood,

May

1,

20th-FnX release ot Ben Plvnr-llern.U'd
Small '•(Hellan«e) .produ«tlon. .stjus 'rum
Conway; features Maria Pulmtv, lli'len
WoBtcott, John Nevrtand, Tcny Jtlibnrn.
Directed by Erank McDonald. M( wcniilay,
Irving Blmanj adapted from orlgliwl stmy
by "SnppW'L camera, George UoUiuBoai
editor, 8nul Uoadkind, At Qrauman's
neae, Hollywood, April 80^ '48. Banning

M

time,

^

MIMS.

.sTom Conway

Bulldog rycummond..

..,.......,..,<•. .Maria Palmer
.Helen Westcott
,.,i,..,V>». J John Newlana

Kstelie

Cynthia

Algy

.Teny
.WllUam

Soy«|>our

Coleman...,

Klllnira
Btrlllnt

•

Inspeetoc Molyer. ........ .Gordon Blcharas
'Vwue.;;.. >,;..,.>••.••••" -Harry Curding

Goldsworthy
.•..'. ••William Kdmunds

Steaiibituni. ..>.........•,. John

Coiner,,.

"13
lead Soldiers," another
''Bulldog Drummond" crime ven;
ture, aimed at the lower half of
dualers, is fast and keeps to its
bushleSs of .solving some murders

with a Ught but sufficiently suspenseful air.
Tom Conway gives the Drum*
mond character necessary suavw
ness, while lighter touch of dumbness is supplied by John Newlandi
When an art collector is killed and
two lead soldiers and an old parchment stolen, Conway takes over to
discover why.- It doesn't take him
too long to find out that when the
soldiers, with the 11 mates, are
placed in the right position on a
900-year-old chimney heath in England a fabulous treasure will be
revealed. Two assorted groups are
after the loot and give Conway
some tough complications before
he wraps up the case for the police.
Maria Palmer is an intriguing

-

.

mystery gal seeing the treasure,
and Helen Westcott lias a less^
colorful spot as daughter of the

murdered

art collector. Terry KilStelling, the real

William

burn,
villain;

Gordon Richards, Harry
are

Cording and others in the cast
acceptable.

of

Prank McDonald's direction

the Ben Pivar-Bemard Small production carries the story along at
the proper clip. Mounting achieves
good values for budget, Lensing,
editing and other tiechnical factors

are okay.

Brog.

Good Time

Girl

(BltmSH)
London, April

GFD

28;

rclooM ot J. Artlinr ItiMilc-Si'dnW
production, Fiamuel OoUiwyn, Jr., »»soriate producer. Stars Jean Kent, ncnnw
Price, Flora Bobsun, GritCilb Jonca. H'"'bcrt ILom, Dli-ected by David Macdonald.
•Screenplay by Muriel and Sydney Bov, tra
(VIIiIb; editor, Vladimir Sagovnky; muKic,
,")li;Pl>'™
I.,ambcrt
Williamson;
camera.
Dade.
At Odcon, London, April 'A '"•

Box

Running

tlnio,

l>8

MINS.

,

.

.J«in

ivont

Bed Farrell.....,.,,....,,.,..l)'i'iintB
Danny Martin. ............ ..«rin'ltb

.Tones

Gwcn

Rawlinga,,,...,,

Com t Chairman
Mil X

1.st

Bonar

IIUKh .McDcrm.atr
I'etcr fll''"^'"'?
,

Mr. PottlnEcr,,,.:.
Kobertn
Mrs. Riuvilngs

Uiwrence

X.,yla

J''""
('(illeanj

ITei-bi-rt

,

Denefter

2na Dcacnor
.TImmy Kosso
M.itron

l">'ice

Flora K"'""'"

Mr. HnwhinB.,
Det. Bgt GIrlon

Nora f wliil)'i''"»
Khvyn Iironk-Joi«!=
I'»lff

..IIU

Bralvicc

I""

n\ .S,

<•";••*:

Jnrk

SS«
l«iw">

Although this picture, based on

Government

reports, analyze'
causes and seeks to find a solution to some aspects of juvenwe
(Continued on page 20)
.

.

.

ncrruBES

OR NOT TV?-$64 QUESTION

IV

Comic

Aver Anglo-UJS.

Strip Qnartet
Hollywood,

May

New quartet of upcoming
are based on comio strips.

pix

Johnny WeismuUer dropped his
Tarzan role to make "Jungle Jim"
for Sam Katzman and Columbia.
making
Fairbanks
is
Douglas
"Terry and the Pirates," Eagle
have Lion is dickering with J. Arthur
brcfadcasters
Vr»iPvkion
distribs that Rank for Stewart Granger to do
to
warning
Jnffi
f?""5rLttpr seU their product to "Prince Valiant" and "Bamaby."

ELSE IITTITUDE

S^nof

or rfse.

jwirtsed

S
S
Sst

Thei^r attitude,

by a VARIETY survey,

is

slgniflto bear special
time, especially in
proposed moratorium
of, the
of pix
leasing
further
the
Theatre OwntB^ele set forth by

Sved

at this

Sa

of

"

20th Skeds 11 For

Snnmier Release

the broadcasters,

losing out
Hktrib* take a chance on
entire tele market if they
recalcitrant
conlintte their present
is
warning
Brotidcasters'
attitud*.

Catching up rapidly on its proposed 1948 release schedule of 48
films, 20tb-Fox has scheduled 11
for release during June,
feafeatures
that
basfedon thehr assumption
only a July and August. New offerings
ture fflws to^^y represent
company's total up to
stopWP interval in tele program- bring* the
releases
films
two-thirds
better
and.
three
ming. Even though the
sta- monthly, which means a slight
aired today by various video
programstepup is In prder for the last quartions might be the best
were
of
48 is to
ter if the year's quota
ming available, those fiUns
use and not. be reached.
still made for theatre
Once tele gets set
for tele use.
June schedule Is topped by
ecow^ically, they claim, the ma- "Green Grass of Wyoming," Tech'

of theatrical films will be
favor of live studio

,

Peggy
starring
nicolor feature
Also listed for June
Cunimins.
and remote shows, or of films pro- are "Deep Waters," starring Dana
duced especially for the new me- Andrews and Jean Peters, and

jority

By

Relations Strained

ruled out in

-

dimn.

Jersey
Allied,
Korda's
mqve
won't cement relations between
American exhibitors and JBnglish

screen,

On the heels of a spreading,
exhib revolt against the sale of
television rights to feature films

which flared this week at several
points, Ted Gamble, prexy of Thea-

Owners of America, is proposing a mora;torium ,on further video
deals "until television finds itself
and its place in Show business generally."
His statement, made to
Variety, is the first sign of opposition from national TOA which
heretofore was more or less favor*
able to rapid linking of pix to tele.
"Television is now riding the
coat-tails of the film industry, and
that's not fair," Gamble declared.
"Exhibitors pay 99% of the cost of
making a film and television pays
the other 1%. Since it can't carry
its own weight at the present time,
it shouldn't be permitted to compete with theatres."

tre

:

'

Need For

Cites

Lachman said that U; S. theatre
owners had formerly Indicated a

TV

willingness to go along with the
geneM industry plan to give more
playing time to British films as a
But Korda's
reciprocal gesture.
move has put an entirely different

Distrib Setup

A central distributing agency designed to handle release of films
to television stations as a "nationwide package" must be evolved before a film producer can seriously
think of selling his product to tliat
medium. So stated Samuel Cummins, indie distrib and foreign film

If
light on the situation, he said.
the British assist in the undermining "of U. S. theatre owners by
building up television competition,
Lachman queries "vlny- should we

have friendly feeUngs for those
producers?"
Lachman also said exhibs in his

New York

importer in

organization were protesting the
of Fox Movietone News to
video outlets. The customers are
complaining over the stale reels
being shown in theatres due to the
fact that video' carried them one
or two days earlier. Lachman said
widespread cancellation of con-

He

sale

in

last weelt.

'
.

:

Gamble branded current "fringe
no "real money",
He
bookings a film- activities" as "premature."
wants the majors to refrain from
at present from
closing video licenses for their

feels there's

the

isolated

maker may get

wares to individual starandom.
Moreover, Cummins pointed out,
the current video situation
shapes up tliere is entirely too
much risk for both the picture distrib and the producer.
He added
sale of his

"The Counterfeiters," a Reliance
showing on a production starring John Sutton
the broad- and Doris Merrick. July relea'ses
tracts with Fox Movietone by exdo not shpw well on include "Escape," starring Rex
hibs can be expected if there is no
the average small-sized tele screen. Harrison and Peggy Cummins, and
reversal in the reel's policy.
Much of the detail is lost and, in filmed in England; "Street With
reprethat
video
Declaring
(ddltion, films produced for tele No Name," starring Mark Stevens
exhibs
tech- and
different lighting
t«(iuire
"Mine sented the same danger to
Richard Widmark;
as 16m showings in churches and
niques. Latter point, they declare; O w n
Executioner," a^ London
inLachman
warned
private halls,
has already been proved by the ex- Films
(-Korda) production, starexhibs will boyperience of Fox Movietone News, ring Burgess Meredith find Kieron die producers that
which has found that average film Moorfr, tnd "The Checkered Coat," cott their product ff they sell to
"The way to
lighting \s not bright enough for a Belsam production, with Tom television stations.
stop them from selling, their old
tele films.
Conway and Noreen Nash.
features to video," he said, "is to
Seller's Market Now for Plx
August will have "The Walls of stop buying their new product.
Broadcasters readily admit they Jericho," starring Cornel Wilde, That will be our strategy 4n the
need all the films they can get now Linda DarneU, Anne Baxter and future," he "warned.
>rot claim this is due only to the Kirk Douglas; "Give My Regards
fact that the major stations are to Broadway," Technicolor musical
Films produced for

large theatre
casters claim,

EXHIBS LIKEN 10

Local Chamber of Commerce
and the Reno Rodeo Assn. are cooperating with Bright Star Proof indie exhlbs over ductions, Hollywood indie, on a film
to be made here along the lines
Sir Alexander Korda's sale of 24
of "The Naked City" on-location
pix to WPIX, N;Y., for video and in semi-dociimentary techScreening may light the fuse under nique^
amicable film 'Ixade relations beBob Duncin is producer for BS
tween XJ. S. and Britain. Accord- and Jerry Horwin, who will script,
ing to Ed Lachman, prez of New also has a participating interest.

Korda's Television Deal

The burn

film distributors."

America prez Ted Gamble.

According to

Duncin-Horwin's Reno Pic
Reno, May 4.

Filin

4.

tions at

films until tele stabilizes itself and
some fair working arrangement

can be mapped out which would
insure theatres that they won't
have to compete with home television sets; Exhibs "have a right
to protest" the way things are goi"
ing now, Gamble asserts, since the
haphazard fashion in whieh deals
that if a film is sold to one station are
now being made can only hurt
in the New York metropolitan area, the film biz.
for example, dozens of potential
/'If producers are going to profit
theatre playdates in that lucrative
by the sale of television rights,
district are jeopardized.
then the exhibitor who makes it
On the other hand, Cummins ob- possible for films to be produced

>

as

i

'

'

served, "If someone comes to me
and says I can give you television
booldngs in a dozen key cities as
well as lesser points throughout
the country such a deal might be
financially
acceptable."
Meanwhile, with video's distribution
problem still to be worked out, the
film importer is studying a plan
for producing pictures especially
for television in Mexico.

should also derive some profit from

that factqr," Gamble wlent on. "But
again we find that what we support
financially specifically, the films
we book—-are being used against us
in direct competition. It's true of '
and
the
"Fighting
starring
stucUa
space
Dailey;
for
tramped
Dan
video just as it's true of 16m fUuiS.
Haras
smaller ones canH afford the costs Back," a Sol Wurtzel production,
"Distributors profiting through
Paul Langton and Jean
«f a full schedule of studio shows. with
booking films to television should
For Flynq, Cooper
In addition, the gradual increase Rogers, and "The Winner's Cirpermit exhibitors to share by way
by all stations in the number of cle," a Richard K. Polimer proHollywood, May 4.
of reduced rentals," he added.
hours o£ weekly programming, plus duction, with Jean Willes and MorWarners bought two story prop'
Advantages in Mexican produc- "But when they act prematurely,
the number of new tele stations gan Farley.
erties ainied as starrers for~Errol tion, said Cummins who is just as a few are now doing, they're not
constantly taldng the air, make
Flynn and Gary Cooper.
back from a two-week south-of-the- getting the right price and
Once a
feature films a requisite.
Slated for Flynn is "Dallas," an border inspection junket, are that getting no benefit whatsoever."
naittonwide video network is estab
outdoor romance by John Twist, labor, talent and studio space are
Proposed
Gamble's declaration for a mpraliilhed; however, the need for films Hitch
who has been assigned to the abundant and cheap. As yet he torium followed closely a blast
will ease off.
That's the reason
screenplay. Possible Cooper starrer has not embarked upon any film- issued
by Southern California
s
dish-ibs are urged to sell now while
is "Dragger Captain," written by making in the Mexican capital, but
Theatre Owners Assn.,
affilik seller's market still exists.
Joseph MitcheU and handed to expects to take the necessary steps ate, against the sale by Sir AlexFilm industry officials, mean_ Stockholder Suit Henry Blanke ibr prodnctionL
in the near future.
ander
Korda
of 24 films to WPIX,
while, look on the broadcasters'
lawyers
of
groups
Sizeable
tele station owned by the New
warning as practically groundless,
showed up Monday <3) in the New
York Daily News. SCTOA wired
offered only as a shot in the dark
York supreme court to aim quesTOA protesting the sale of some
to lure more distribs into aelling
tions at a proposed settlement of
films which are stiU contracted for
product to video.
They cite nu- a minority
suit
stockholders'
theatre dates. TOA was asked to
merous instances of tele set ownagainst Loew's. Justice Louis A
lodge a. complaint against the
ers, among the hep show biz crowd,
Valente, who presided at the hearpeddling
of video rights to the
who recognize fully the difference
Hollywood, May 4.
Streets" for early production.
.
ing, adjourned the proceeding for
Korda pix.
between good and bad entertainRichard Long drew-a new player Gene Loclihart and Taylor Hebncs
one week to allow attorneys to file
Wire expressed general alarm
,ment but who still sit enthralled
pro-and-con briefs in the interim. contract at U-I and was assigned to signed for featured roles in "That over the situation and mentions
Whenever even a fairly good film
Wonderful Urge" at 20th-Fox. .
There's a likelihood that some op a featured role in "Criss Cross"
is aired via video.
That should posittott will develop to the com Frederick de Cordova completed Lamar Trotti will produce and trade reports of similar deals perprove, they claim, that a picture
"Washington Girl," his first direc- script ''Here Come the. Stars," colating between CBS and Mono>
promise.
gram, with PRC and J. Arthur
produced for theatres is just as
tor chore at U-I, and started work based on George Jessel's story in
candy
attacks
question
in
Esquire
mag,
Steven Geray re- Rank also considering proposals.
Suit
valttahle and will show equally as
on ''Western Story," his second
turns to Columbia for a role in Any films which still have theatre
concessions granted to People's picture starring Deanna Durbin.
Well on a tele screeni
Candy Co.- on all Loew's houses Columbia took "Miss Grant Took "Ladies of the Chorus." . . . E. Ed- potentialities or are contracted on
contending that some Metro direc- Richmond" off the shelf and is win Morgan signed a writer con- future dates should not be loosed
to video, SCTOA maintains.
tors or their relatives stood to prepping it as a starrer for Rosa- tract at 20th-Fox.
Scribe Asiis
Virginia Bruce signed as one of
For
make a personal profit out of the lind Russell ... Pedro Armendariz
deal. It also claimed Illegality in and Emilio Fernandez checked in the leads in the John Garfield starFord's
rer,
"Tucker's
people,"
which
Robjoin
John
to
between
Mexico
from
transactions
tax
certain
Story 'Misappropriation'
Autry Tests Legaility Of
Metro and Nicholas M. Schenck, "Three Godfathers" troupie. Mar- erts Productions is making for EnLos Angeles, May 4.
Perreau
release. .Gigi
_
shall Grant Pictures bought a new terprise
company prexy.
J.nomas
Burtis,
by Samuel Gold wyn for a
screenwriter,
Ariz. Compensation
With judicial sanction necessary screen treatment on (the Eugene signed
moppet role in "Take Three
$150,000 against Uni- for the compromise reached be- Sue classic, "Mysteries of Paris."
Si.
f
"'i
Phoenix, Ariz., May 4.
versal Pictures, charging
purchased
misapLuis Van Rootcn returned to Co- Tenses" .,. Paramount
attorneys and
plaintiffs'
Friendly test suit was filed in
wopnation of his film story, "Man- tween
lumbia for a detective role in "After Midnight," a n o v e 1 by
was
hearing
preliminary
Metro,
nattan Masquerade."
... Martha Albrand C 1 e o Moore the Arizona supreme court by
No direct stand "Gentleman from Nowhere."
Writer declared he sold his yam held this week.
Marion Colby shifted from stage to gets the femme lead in Sam Katz- Gene Autry to determine the lesettlement
the
against
taken
"was
studio in 1938 with the
screen for a role in "Singin' Spurs" man's cliffhanger, "Congo Bill," at gality of the insurable wage ceil»m.
which calls for some changes in
.Thomas Gomez plays ing set by the Arizona Industrial
Bill Neff plays a Columbia
SE^f^pnt that he was to get $3,- the candy company's pact with at Columbia
millionaire in "The Tatlock Mil- a sleuth in "Sorrowful Jones" at Commission. Pending decision of
y'^^ *l">ed. In 1945, he
«»iJf
Fay Baker draws the
Paramount
Metro. However, several attorneys
asserts, his tale
was incorporated hinted that they would formally lions" at Paramount. . . Bill Ed- top femme role opposite Warner the case, Hollywood producers are
wards signed for one of the leads
P'cture titled "She Wrote
from No- steering clear of location spots in
"Gentleman
Baxter
in
Jhft to.
oppose the peace terms,
in "Ladies of the Chorus" at Co^"^^ screen credits to
Richard this state,
Columbia
,
at
where"
forthcoming,
w»,.7
Is
approval
the
court
closed
If
Warners
lumbia.
Wdrren Wilson and Oscar
Brodney, plaintiffs' attorneys will then apply "Girl from Jones Beach" set while Powers and Robert Bray cast as
Problem is whether the Arizona
paid
se- heavies in "Indian Agent" atRKO. workmen's compensation law is debe
through
a
would
goes
Mayo
which
legal
fees
Virginia
for
ShTlfe"So.*''*'^"*»»''*«»^'>"S
suits.
con- signed to cover top-salaried actors
Pomerantz
bathing
a
term
in
Ireland
signed
L.
tests
John
of
Abraham
ries
Metro.
by
and
moved
or
average wage-earners. Under
Columbia
with
stockholders
tract
the
counsel
for
option
is of
Kurt Krcugcr's player
Chester into a key role in "The Walking present condition.: insurance rates
with Grosser & Walker, attorneys lifted by 20th-Fox. . .
$50,000 111. Blaze
of record.
Clutc signed for a key role in Hills" ... Yvonne Dc Carlo will for death or injury of a film star
St. Louis, May 4.
Tiin n
co-star with Burt Lancaster and would be prohibitively high.
Spurs"
at Columbia.
"Singin'
was
"Lady Windermere's Fan" will be Dan Duryca in "Criss Cro3s,"
Understood the abandonment of
Wolfe Cohen, Warner Bros. In- filmed as "The Fan" at 20th-Fox. which Jules Schcrmer will produce Arizona film locations will cost the
fot^S.OO^O.'^'^S^^^
which house was located and ternational vice-prexy. has reCagney Productions is readying 'for U-I ... Willard Parker plays state about $5,000,000 tliis year
twoa
alter
York
"The Stray Lamb," "Only the Joan Fontaine's husband in "You unless
turned
to
New
apartment
house
also
rtSj?^
Michael
« cliange is made.
were destroyed.
month tour of Far East territories. Valiant" and "A Lion Is in th^ Golta Stay Happy" . . .
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VITAMIN M-G-M PEPS
UP TME INDUSTRYS
Oh! What a Line-up!
APRIL 29
SPENCER TRACYr KATHARINE HEPBURN, VAN JOHNSON,
Ittnsbury,

Adolphe Menjou, Lewis Stone

in

Angeltf]

Frank Capra*» "STATE Oft

THE UNION."

Miiy

20

"SUMMER HOLIDAY" /nTecftni^. MICKEY ROONEY, GLORIA DttHAVEN#
Walter Huston, Frank Moinan, Butch Jenkins^ Marilyn Maxwell, Agnetl
"
.
Moorehead, Selena Royle.
-

MUiy 27
CLARK GABLE, LANA TURNER, Anne
"HOMECOMING" Ray

Collins,

Baxter, John Hodlak In^
Gladys Cooper, Cbmeren Mitchell*

JUNE 3
"BIG CITY" MARGARET O'BRIEN, Roiwrt Preston, Danny Thomas^
George Murphy, Karin Booth, Edward Arnold, Butch Jenklnv, Belly Ganrelt*
Lotte Lehmann.

lUNE 10
JUDY GARLAND, GENE KELLY
Slezak, Gladys Cooper, Reginald

"THE PIRATE"
Owen.

in

in TtfdMbofari

WbHef

lUNE 24
"ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU" in TccAiMCoTor. ESTHER WILLIAMS, PETER
lAWFORD, RICARDO MONTALBAN, JIMMY DURANTE, CYD CHARISSC^
XAVIER CUGAT.

JULY 8

Irving Berlin's "EASTER PARADE" in iecfmicofor.' Starring
JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASTAIRE, PETER LAWFORD, ANN MILLER;

lULY 29
"A DATE WITH JUDY" in Technicolor, WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELI«,
ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT, ROBERT
STACK.

AOCIfVST

S

GREER 6ARSON, WALTER PID6EON in "JULIA MISBEHAVES" PETER
LAWFORD, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CESAR ROMERO, Lucile Watson, Nigel.
Bruce, M«ry Bokind, Reginald Owen.

JIU6irST12
RED SKELTON, BRIAN DONLEVY
Dahli

George

Coulouris, Lloyd

"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"

in

"A SOUTHERN YANKEE"

Gough, John

in TecAnico/or.

Ireland,

Ariene
Minor Watson.

LANA TURNER, GENE

KELLY^

JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN, ANGELA LANSBURY, Frank Moigon*
Vincent Price, Keenan Wynn, John Sutton, Gig Young.

M^G-M GREAT

IN '481

"

.

FICTVRE GROSSES

11

Tnniace' No

LA Ball of Fire, $56,000;

INDPLS.

MM EXCEPT

FOR

'Apache Bangnp $17,000,Pitt; Union

'UNION' $19,000
May 4,

Indianapolis,

Not Fancy at $14,(1, Union

'Jassy'

Paces Pack,

.

......
This Week

fa'r.

Estimates for
"Lady From Shanghai" (Col) and
Los Angeles, May 4.
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44Firstrun biz contitlues on the "Adventutes. Silverado" (Ctol) (2d
Mermaids
and
"Tarzan
Mild $11,000. Last week, 65)
light side here in a majority of the- wk).
(RKO) and "Western Heritage"
atres. Best of new crop is "State $19,700.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l) (RKO), Average $10,000. Last week,
of Union," with $52,000 in three
(WB) and
houses, but not smash, "furnace —"Big Clock" (Par) and "Speed to "Women in White"
thro
(Rep),
Forest",
Creek," in four situations, is barely Spare" (Par) (2d wk). Down to "Lightnin'- in
okay $56,000. "Tarian and Mer- $15,500. Last week, fast $25,600. $7 500
44-65)—
(3,300;
(G-D)
indi'ana
Paramount Hollywood (F&M)
maids" looks passably good $33,000
$11,000.
Mild
(20th).
Hoo"
"Scudda
strong
in five spots, being aided by
(1,451; 60-$l)—"Big Clock" (Par)
Last Last week, "Saigon" (Par),, about
Trim $13,500.
downtown biz.
(2d wk).
.
,
"Jassy," British-made, is hittmg week, hefty $18,900.
Keith's (G-D) (1,30'0; 44-65)-bottom with profitless $14,000 in
RKO* Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890;
"Sutter's
five locations. Reissue combo of 60-80)—"Lady Shanghai" (Gol) a^id "Seven Sinners" (EL) and
"Let Us Liv*" and "Plight Lieuten- "Adventures Silverado" (Col). <2d Gold" (EL). Tepid $4,500. Last
ant" is only fair $16,500 in four wk). Modest $10,000. Last week, week,- "Black Friday" (U) and
"Black Cat" (U). (reissues), $5,000.
small-seaters. Holdovers,- too, are_ $17,500.
Loew's (Loew's) (2.450; 44-65)—
off generally this week.
VLiiz
(FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)—
Sizzling
Estimates for This Week
"Jassy" (U) and "Dbcks New Or- "State of Union'' (M-G).
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 6Q-$1)— leans" (Mono). Slight $3.500. Last $19,000 and sure holdover. Last
(M^G)
"Tarziui and Mermaids" (RKO) and week, '^Casbah" .(¥) and "Madonna week, "10th Ave. Angel
Gentleman" (M-G),
and "Alias
"Arizona Ranger" (RKO). Okay Desert" (Rep) (2d Wk), $4,400.
$3,500 or near. Last week, "Man
Studio City (FWC), (880; 60-$l)— mild $9,000.
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-63) -From Texas" (EL) and "Take
"Jassy" (U) and "Docks New Or"Borneo"
and
Life" (EL). $3,000.
leans" (Mono).
Moderate $3,000, "CongoriUa" (20th)
Beverly HIUs Music Hall (G&$- Last week, "Casbah" (U) and "Ma- (20th) (reissues). Sturdy $7,000.
Bluraenfeld) (826; 65-$l)— 'Let Us donna Desert" (Rep) (2d wk), $2,- Last week, "Secret Beyond Door''
(U) and "Angels Alley" (Mono),
Live" (Col) and "Flight Lieuten- 800.
ant" (Col) (reissues). Fair $3,000.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60- slow $5,000.
Last week, "Smart Woman" (Mono) $1)—"Jassy" (U) and "Docks New
and "Rocky" (Mono), so-so' $2,500. Orleans" (Mono).
Drab $4,000.
Carthay CircJe (FWC) (1,518; 60- Last week, "Casbah" (U) and "Ma"Sitting Pretty" (20th) and donna Desert'.'
$1)
(Rep) (S!d wk), $7,"Challenge" (20th) (3d wk). Neat 700.
$6,500. Last week, $8,200.

$2,«92,000
This Week
(Based on 20 nties, 201
theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

Total Gross
Last Year

'

'

.

—

(Grauman-WO

60-$l)
(20th)

— "Fury
"13

(20th).

Medium

and

Furnace

Uptown (FWC)

(2,048;

Creek" "Furnace Creek"

(1,719; 60-$l)—
(20th) and "Lead

at

Dawn"

Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)—
"Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO) and
"Arizona Ranger" (RKO). Oke $4,500 or near. liast week, "Man
Texas" (EL) and "Take Life" (EL),
.

slow $3,300.

.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)—
"Wintet Meeting" (WB) (2d wk).
Thin $9,000, Last week, $13,100.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumenfeld) (872; 60-$l)— "Let- Us Live"
(Col) and "Flight Lieutenant" (Col)
Modest ,$8,000. Last
(reissues).
week, "Smart- Woman" '.(Mono) and
"Rocky" (Mono), $4,100:
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
"State of Union" (M-G). Good
Last week, "If Winter
$13,000.
and "Hunted"
Corties"
(M-G)
'

'

(Mono)

wk-9

(2d

sparse

days),

-

$6,100.

El Key (FWC) (861; 60-$l)—
"Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO) and
"Arizona Ranger" (RKO). Neat
$3,500. Last week, ."Man Texas?'
(EL) and "Tafe Life" <EL), $2,700.
Esqidre (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20)
—"Holiday Camp" (U)." Fair $2,500.
Last week, "To Live In Peace"
(Indie) (4th wk), $1,900.

<

$aOiinProv.

Soldiers" (20th).
Okay $10,000.
Lead. Soldier's"
Last, week, "Scudda Hoo" (20th)
$13,000. Lhst week,
and "Meet Dawn" (2qtb), mild $8.(20th) and "Meet
200.
(20th) slow $11,100.

^

Same Week

.Vogue (FWC) (885; 60-85)—"Tar- RKO Albee at the top of the heap
zan Mermaid$" (RKO) and "Ari- this weelL with- Loew's State's
zona Ranger" (9KQ). Good $4,500 "State of tfieUhion."Jj[)ther stands
or over. Last week. "Man Texas" marldng time.
(EL) and "Take Life" (EL), thin
Estimates for This Week
$3,40Q,
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
Wllsiitr« (FWC) (Z,2dS; 60-$l)— "Miracle of Bells"
(RKO) and
"State Union" (M-G). Shirdy $15,- "Philo Vance Returns"
(RKO).
000.
Last week, "Winter Comes" 'Wow $21,000 and sure holdover.
(M-G) and "Hunted" (Mono) (2d Last week, "Casbah" (U) and
wk-9 days), $5,900.
"Heartaches" (U), $12,000.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)—
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
"Winter Meeting" iWB) .(2d wk). "Smugglers" (EL> and "Cobra
Thin $t500. Liust
$10,300.
Strikes" (EL). Good $6;00Q. Last
week, "April Showers^' (WB) and
"Always Together" (WB) (2d run),
'

Wk,

H.O/s Slow Mpls. Pace

lEIattluates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700: 44-76)i,
'Are You. With It?" (U)..'Can thaS

$2,«59,00*

(Based

on 20

theatres)

*

204

cities,

Donald O'Connor for moS
of the take. Still not too hot at
$6,000. Last week, in 5 days,."BfU

Unim' Wliain30G

On PhiUy

Grind

Philadelphia,

May

4.

Holdovers, in most of biggest
firstruns, are holding down the
overall biz total here this stanza.
Mairi newcomers "are "Statie of
Union" and "Alias a Gentleman,"

nice $5,000.
Fay's
(Fay)

okay

(UA) (reissues), $3,500.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76)—
"Winter Meeting" (WB).
Crix
rapped this Bette liavls film and
public is showing little interest.
Weak $12,000 or under. Last week,
Daughters" (M-G) (2d run), $5,000. "To Victor" (WB), about same.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44r76)—
"B.
Boyd tWB) (2,350; 50-94)
"Fort Apache" (RKO), Opened to
F.'s Daughter" (M-G) (3d wk). Mod- biggest baturday (1) here
years,
est $14,000, Last week, $16,500.
at over $4,000, and looks terrific
50-94)-- $17,000, and a cinch to stay around
(2,760;
(WB)
Earle
"Miracfe of Bells" (RKO) (Bth wk). for a while. Last week, "Tarzan
Oke' $13.5()0 for final stanza after, and Mermaids" (RKO), bk« $9,000.
,

—

m

$16,000 for

fifth.

Ertanger (Goldman)

(1,800;

50-

94)—"I Remember Mama" (RKO)
So-so $10,000 after $11,-

(4th wk).

'Union' Leader in Hub,

000 last week.

Great $48,000; 'Sisters'
Fox (20th> (2,250; 50-94)—"Sit44-65)—
(1,400;
"Under California Stars" (Rep) ting Pretty" (20th) (3d wk). Fair
Saintly 25G, Bette 22G
Last $17,000 after solid $20,000 for secand vaude. Nifty $7,600.
week, "Mothet.Wore Tights" (20th) ond week.
Boston, May 4.
and vaude on stage, okay $6,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50'Valley'
Nice upswing in biz as spring
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— 94)_"State of UnioJi" (M-G). Huge begins
to loosen them' up, with
HSinneapolis, May 4.
"Naked City" (U) (2d wk). Good $30,000. Last week, "Bride Goes
Radio Citj^ again will hog the $14,000 after hitting sock .$18,000 Wild" (M-G) (3d wk), trim $13,000. plenty of new product lending additional interest. On top by wide
spotliglit currently With "State of In first.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; •50- margin is "State of the Union" at
the Union" at sma$h $20,000. It's
M:etropoUtsin (Snider) (3,100; 44r
the lone major newcomer. "Street 65)—^"Secret Beyond Dopr" (U) 94)_"Big Clock" (Par) (4th wk). State and Orpheum, with "Winter
Modest $9,500 after fiue $12,000 Meeting" thin at the Met. "Sainted
Corner," new sex film, opened its
(Continued on page 29)
last week.
Sisters" at Paramount and Fenway
first
engagement anywhere at
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) looks, fairly nice.
Lyceum Monday (3>» Top hold-

mDeptH2i6

,

.

'

.

—"Naked City" (U) (2d run). Fine
$7,500. Last week; "Northside 777"
(20th) (2d run), $5;000.
(Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-^94)—
At
"Smugglers'* (E-L). Liked but Brit- Ditto; 'Union'
"Winter Meeting" (WB) (2d wk).
60-$l)
Very thin $16,000 af ter modest $23,"Jassy". (U) and "Docks of N^w. Or- ish-made, lacks cast names that
000 opener.
leans" (Mono). Dull $1,500. Last mean much here. Light $6,000.
$19,000,
week, "Casbah" (U) and "Madonna Last week, "GentKJtaien's AgreePix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)—
Kansas City, May 4.
Desert" (Rep) (2d Wk), only $2,200 ment" (20th) (3d wk),. fairly good
Couple of nifties in town, "State "Lost Horizon" (Col) (reissue).
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (1,106 $6,500.
Last week,
Mediocre $6,500.
Gopher (Pdr) (1,000; 44)—"En- of the Union" at Midland and "Mons. Verdoux" (UA) (2d wk), $5,60-$l)— "Let Us Live" (Col) and
City" at Fox Midwest
Naked
Valley"
real
chanted
(EL).
Sans
(reis"Flight Lieutenant" (CoD
,
combo. 000.
Slow $3,000. Last week marquee names, shapes, to land Uptown Tower Fairway
sues).
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)is solid but' "Naked" looks
Woman" „; (Mono) and mild $2,500 or neaft La&t weelc, "Union"
•'Smart
"Fort Apache" (ftKO) (2d wk)
"Buck Privates" (FC) (reissue), only nice and doubtful of a hold- Fancy $21,500. Openei^j Was great
"Rocky" (Mono), $2,000.
over. Other new films, "To the
Hollywood (WB) (2,756); 60-$l)— $3,000.
Lyceum (Schreibet). (1,900; 50- Victor" at Paramount, "Winter $32,500.
"Winter Meeting" (WB) (2d wk).
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)85)—"Street Comer" (Indie). Road- Meeting" at Orpheum and "WomMild $7,500. Last week, $10,4Q0.
"Alias a Gentleman" (M-G). SlugHollywood Music Hall (Blumen- show preem of sex picture with an's Vengeance'.' at Esquire are gish at $9,000. Last, week, "Black
feld) (475; .60-85)—"Let Us Live" separated showings for men and lightweight. Spring weather makes Bart" (U) (2d wk), $8,500.
it
bit
harder
a
to get them to the
(Col) and "Flight Lieutenant" (Col) women. Opened yesterday (Mon,).
(reissues). Okay $3,000., Last week, Last week, "Torment'' (Indie) and boxoffice.
Estimates for This Week
Woman" (Mono) and "Passionelle" (Indie) (2d wk), fine
"Smart
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- 'Bride' Mild
$5,000 in 5 days after big $8,000
"Rocky" .(Mono), $1,900.
In
65)
"Woman's Vengeance" (U)
Iris (FWC) (828;. 60-85)—"Jassy" j[ii*st<' wggIc
Man" (UA).
Lyric
50-76)—- and "Stprk Bites
(Par)
(1,000;
(U) and "Docks New Orleans"
Seattle; 'Union'
Good
(Mono). Dim $2,000. Last week, '/Scudda Hoo" (20th) (3d wk). Still Return house to firstruns.
"Casbah" (U) .and "Madonna Des- sturdy at J6,000. Last week, fine $4,000. Last week-, "Sutter's Gold"
Seattle, May 4,
(EL) and "Seven Siiiners" (EL)
$7,500.
ert" (Rep) (2d wk), $2,300.
Strike at Boeing's cont|aues And
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)-- (reissues), light $2,500 in 5 days. being felt more this Week at the
Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)—
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)— boxoffice.
House" (Indie). Fine "State of Union" (M-G). Haves for
"Father's
Surprisingly
"Sitting
Great at $18,000. Last "State of Union" (M-G). Buxom Pretty" still hangs on, being in
$4,500. Last week, "I Met Mur- this one.
derer" (Indie) and "South Riding". week, "Alias a Gentleman" (M-G) $19,000, and may stay second week. sixth stanza currently at Blue
and Stan Kenton orch, King Cole Last week, "B. F.'s Daughter" Mouse. Best bet looks lilce "State
(Indie) (reissues) (9 days), $2,600.
Locw's State (Loew-WC) (2,404; Trio, others, on stage, sock $35,000 (M-G) and "Trapped by Boston of Union" at Palomar. Other new
Blackie" (Col),
(20th) at 50-85C. scale.
over average, $14,- entries are mild to disappointing,
60-$l)— "Furnace Creek"
'
RKO'-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50- 000 was all.
arid "Lead Soldiers"' (20th). Good
Estimates for This Week
,
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
$25,000. Last week, "Scudda Hoo" 70)—"Naked City" (U) (2d wk).
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
(20th) and "Meet Dawn" (20th), Town going for this one in big way. "Winter Meeting"- (WB) and "I "Sitting Pretty" (20th). and "WhisExcellent $10,000 after socko $15,- Became Criminal" (WB).
So-so pering City". (EL). For sixth week
thin $19,600.
Last week, "Girl Tisa" downtown. Good $4,000 after fine
$10,000.
Los Anseles (D'Town-WC) (2,097; 000 initial-stanza.
Incident"

-

"

$3,200.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76)
Former is socko at Goldman, which
has been converted into a 24-hour ~"State of Union" (M-G). Everygrind house/for this date. "Gentle^ thing geared for this one including
man" looks sluggish at the Stan- smart campaign, excellent reviews
and
word-of-mouth. Smash $25,500,
ton.
"Fort Apache" still is strong in and holds. Last week, "Sainted
second round at Stanley but "Win- Sisters" (Par), $15,500.
Senator
(Harris) a,7S0; 44-36)—
ter Meeting" is falling apart in first
"Ideal Husband" (20th) and 'Let's
holdover stanza at Mastbautn.
Live Again" (20th). Very thin
Estimates for This Week
$2,500. 4.ast week, "Trade Winds'^
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)— (UA) and "Foreign Correspondent"

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l)
—"Scudda Hoo" (20th) and "Meet overs are "Scudda 'Hoo" at" Lyric
City" at Orpheum.
Dawn" (20th).. (m.o,). Nice $4,500 and "Naked
K.C. Weather Mild, Biz
Estimates for This Week
Last week, "Piccadilly
(M-G), slight $2,200.
Guild - (FWC) (968;

Century

Bnxom

Med' Hot 16G

'

'

.

.

.

;

'

'

—

.

$9,500

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,300; 40*80)—
"Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk).
Holding up well at $12,000 after
$15,000 in

first.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)
plus
Hunted"
(Mono)
Count B&sie orch, Nicholas Bros.,
Manton Morelapd, oifters, on

—"The

stage. Final stage show of season
doing nice $27,000. Last week,
"Scudda Hoo' (20th) plus Ann
Corio,
Ina Ray
Button orch.
Others, $26,000.
-Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 44-^75)—
and
"Nicholas
Nickleby"
(U)
"Quiet Weekend" (Indie) (2d wk).

Solid $4,500 after big $7,000

.

.

—

"State

Union"

(M-G).

RKO-Pan (RKO)

(1,600;

50-70)— (WB)

and

"Robin

Hood"

Coo!' (Relp) (m.o.), $8,000,

Memorial (RKO)

for Death" (RKO). Docu- (reissue), about same.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
film looks light $6,000,
"Panhandle" (Mono), "To Victor" (WB). Only average,
$11,000. Last week, "April Showokay $7,500,
$10,800.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)—
State "(Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Sign ers" (WB) (2d wk), trim $11,000,
"Furnace Creek" (20th) and "Lead of Ram" (Col), Thin $8,000 in prosRoxy (Durwood) (900; (45-65)
Soldiers" (20th). Fair $8,000. Last pect. Last week, "To Victor" (WB). "Along Came Jones" (Indie) and
"Allegheny Uprising" (Indie) (reweek, "Scudda Hoo" (20th) and sad $6,000 in 6 days.
"Meet Dawn" (20th), $8,600,
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)— issues). Okay .$3,500, Last week,
Orpheum (D'lown-WC) (2,210; "Call Northside" (20th), First nabe "Trade Winds" (Indie) and "For60-$l)—."Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO) showing.- Big $5,000. Last week, eign Correspondent" (Indie) ditto.
(2d

wk-9.

days),

only Last

(3,000;

40-80)

of Bells" (RKO) and
"Half Past Midnight"^ (20th). (2d
wk). Finished up at big $23,000
after sock $30;000 opener.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-

80)—"Winter Meeting" (WB) and
"Speed

to

Spare"

(Indie),

Mediocre

$22,000 for Bette Davis' film. Last
week, "To Victor"
(WB) and

"Arthur Takes Over"

(20th), $23,-

OOOi

Orpheum (Loew)

(3,000;

40-80)

—"State of Union" (M-G) Best, in
town at great $31,000. Last week,
"Lady Shanghai" (Col) and "Re-

(WB) $5,200

Trim $24,000,. Last week, "Winter "Design
"Hunted" mentary
(M-G)
and
Comes"
(Mono),

first.

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
"Sainted Sisters" (Par) and "Lightning in. Forest" (Rep). Firstrun
here with nice $B,000< Last week,
'Big Clock" (Par) and "Bill and

Hot IIG —"Miracle

.

60-$l)

•

and -Coo ' Olep) and "In Old Los
Angeles'! (Rep), okay $5,000 in 6
days,;^was hastily rushed in after
flop of reissued "Ninotchka" (M-G).
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)-i.
"Sitting Pretty" (20th) (2d wk),
Holding up nicely at $12,000, and
may stay 3 extra days. Last week,
solid $15,000.
^ mtz (WB) (800; 44-76)— "Sainted
Sisters" (Par) (m.o.). Mild $2,500
or under. Last week, "Bride Goes
Wild" (M-G), third week downtown,

•'Sainted Sisters" (Par) (2d wk).
Providence, May 4.
Mild $9,000 after nice $15,500
"Miracle of the Bells" is putting
opener.
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)—
"April . Showers" (WB) (2d run).
Fair $5,500. Last week, "Daring

"Scudda Hoo,"

Me

.

Miracle

'Bells'

Chinese

<

.

My

•

'•

cluding N.Y.)

'

A

4

on
two pix, "State of Union" at PenS
and "Fort -Apache" at Wame?
Both got in terrific opening dav*
and are a cinch to holdover, Noth.
ing else, however, means much
among the new entries. "Wiutw
"
ing still at Stanley.

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

—

.

May

Big noise this week centers

Key

at Circle are only

and Mermaids"

.Pittsburgh,

'

da Hoo" at Indiana and "Tarzan

Tarzan' Trim

52G;.

Grand ZS^aG, Bette Davis Weak 12G

"State of Union" is tQps here
week, giving Loew's its biggest take in many .stanzas. Firstrun biz otherwise is spotty. "Scudthis

week,

—

turn Whistler" (Col), $27,000.
last week.
Old South (Siritzky) (700; 40Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,-349; 45-80)
—"Ruthless" (EL) and "Ideal Hus- 80)— "Tosca" (Indie) and "Resurband" (20th). Very thin $7,000 or rection" (Indie). Doing okay $2,near. Last week, "B. F,'s Daughter'
(M-G) and "Mr. Reckless" (Par)
{2d wk), fairish $5,500.

500. Last week, subsequent-runs.

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80
—"Sainted Sisters" (Par) and

& VH)

"Lightning in Forest" (Itep). Okay
$17,000 firstrun. Last week, "B>g
Clock" (Par) and "Bill and Coo"
(M-G) (Rep), $18,000.
40-80)-State (Loew)
(3,500;
»
Tower Uptown Fairaay
(Fox
Music iBox (H-E) (850; 45-80)— "State of Union" (M-G). Very big
and "Arizona Ranger" (RKO). "Cass Timberlane'l (M-G), $4,200.
Midwest)
45-65)
(2,100, 2,043, 700;
"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (5th wk). for this nabe. house at $17,000.
Worid (Mann) (350; 50-85)—
Sturdy $17,000, Last week, "Man
iCol)
City"
—"Naked
(U).
Nice
Life"
(EL),
$16,000.
Okay
Last
week,
Shanghai"
and
"Take
"Shoe-Shine"
(Indie).
"Lady
Moderate
$4,000. Last week, "Naked
Texas" (EL)
Last week, "Black Nar- Last week, "Double Life" (U), City" (U) and "Caged Fury" (Par), and "Return Whistler" (Col), $15.'
modest $13,700.
$2,500.
$14,000.
(Qqi)ti|iued pn page^ 29)
000.
Pantwes (Pan) (2,812; ^7$1)— cissus" (U) (2d wk), big $2,900.
.

•-

Liberty (J

"Mating
$8,000

of
after

(1,650; 45-80)—
Millie" (Col), Trim
big campaign, La.st

week, "Daring Daughters"
(4th wk),_gOod $6,300.

,

"

—

—

PICTURE GROSSES
Betters *Winter' Frosty

$10,500, Buff.;

lady' 1€G

Buffalo,

'

May

N. Y. Spotty

Chicago,
City" }?

May

^

4.

«S^^Jt

Waked

Broadwaj

$85^000. "To ttie VicmUd #15,fw," at Roosevelt, very
Ano ''Hunted" At the Grand' also

at $1S,0(>0.

iBlggcat grosser

Aided by

to Spare'' "(Par). Thin $10,500 or
near. Last week, "lOth'Ave. Angel"
(M-G) plus Horace Hfeidt orch on
stage, soared over hopes to huge
$35,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
—"State of Union" (M-G). Great
$17,000. Last week, "B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G), $13,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Sitting Pretty" (20th) and "Heart of
Virginia" (Rep)
(2d wk).
Fine
$8,500. Last week, sock $11,000.
Treck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Sea
Spoilers"
"Magnificent
(U) and
Brute" (U) (reissues). Okay $3,500.
Cleveland, May 4.
Last week, "Drums of Congo" (U)
Sockt^ gross is being wrabped up
"Captive Wild. Woman" (U) (reby <'State of. Union" at the State, and
issues), $3,000.
but rest of the first-runs are in a
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
rather sorry state. "Winter Meet"Lady from Shanghai" (Col) and
ing" proving one of Bette Davis'
"Blondie's
Anniversary"
(Col).
take.

llmon

and leading the

is "Casbah" at Oriental.
p.a. o£ Tony MarUn. ap-

pears hepied for^terriflc $52,000
second week. Only ptiicr good
fn
tioldover is lust

(irosses

.

Wrs^Up

Hep$2lOM.CIeve.

and eighth week
at Woods,

if "'Cass Tlmberlane"

fine $14,000. "High Wall" at United;
Artists, second frame, is leaning

N.S.H.72G,letter'30G, 'Casbah' 31G
Continued "mild weather, except oke $5,500 after $5,800 for fourth
(3) rain, is .giving frame. Looks good for about
tw«
firstrun theatres a very weeks more.
appearance this
stanza,
Little Carnegrie (Indie) (450; 95reporting an abrupt $1.20)—
"Camille" (M-G) (reissue).
falling off in trade and others notFor first week ending Friday (7)
ing an offish trend.
looks nice $6,000 or near. Last
Pacing field of new pictures is week, "Day of Wrath" (Indie),
$4,"Homecoming," with Xavier Cugat 000,
band, Harvey Stone and Rose MurIV^yfair
(Brandt)
70(1,736;
phy headmg stageshow at Capitol. $1,50)—
"Gentleman's Agreement"
First week should hit smash $124,(20th) (26th wk). For 25th week
000. "Casbah" shapes up fairly
ended last Monday (3) this held to
nice with $31,000 at Criterion but
$14,000
after $15,000 in 24th roundL
not up to opening pace of its pred-

for Monday's

Broadway
Spotty

many houses

Prom

initial

^

(B&K)

(1,400;

.

'

.

»

—

Orwd

(BKO)

(1,500;

—

•

98)
nice $15,000.
$15,000,
(Wamers)^ (8,700;

>

m»p
55-70)—
"Hunted" (Mono). Light
week, "Design for Dfeath" "Winter Mecthig"
(WB).
Thta
QplO) (2d wk), okay $12,000/;
$15,000. Last week. "Womskn In
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 98)—"If White" (WB), ditto.
Lake
(Warners)
55-70)—
(800;
Winter Comes" (M-6) (M wk).
"Sitting
Pretty"
(20th)
(m.o.).
Fuie
good
Last
week,
Mere $10,000.
$3,500 after $4,200 last week.
$19,000.
.

IM

'Best MaO;

Wm

h St. Loo

Estimates for This

Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)—
St. Louis, May 4.
Oriental. (Essaness) (3,400; 98)—
"Are You With It?"-. (U). Extra
Weather is spotty and biz at
"Casbah" (U) (2d wk) with p.a. of
satisfactoi-y
$7,500.
Last week, main iStem cinemas, with two 'exTony Martin. Excellent $52,000. "Unconquered"
(Par) (m.o.) okay ceptions, is limping along. "State
week,
spck
$66,000.
Last
$7,500.
of Union," at Loew«'s, off to a £ine
(RKO) (2,500; ,98)
f>«l«ce
PalacV (BKO) (3,300; 55-70)— start, will easily make best show"Naked CityJ' (U), Terriac $40,000. "Tarzan and Mermaids" (RKO). ing, but "Best Man Wins," at AmLast week, "Double Life" (U) (2a
$15,000. Last week, bassador, .also is solid.
good
wk),
$18,000.
"Scudda Hoo'' (20th), dull $13,500.
Estimates 4br This Week
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)—
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 98)—"To
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
of
Union" (M-G). Big
Victor" ,(WB). Very tUn $16,000. "State
"Best Man Wins" (Col) and
Last week, "April Showers (WB) $21,000, and may hold. Last week, "Mating of Millie" (Col).
Fancy
(2d wk), good $14,000.
"Big Clock" (Par), hearty $19,500. $20,000. Last week, "Winter MeetStiUman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70) ing" (WB) and "13 Lead Soldiers"
State'Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98)—
"Lady From Shanghai" (Col) with —"Big Clock" (Par) (m.o.). Very (20th), thin $10,000.
breezy
Last
$10,000.
week,
"Adam
Lina Romay and Jackie Green on
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Panstage. Neat $33,000.
Last week, Had Four Sons" (Col) and "Doctor handle" (Mono) and "The Gang"Ruthless" (EL) (2d wk) with Jack Takes. Wife" (Col) (reissues), pale ster"
(Mono).
Modest $17,000.
$6,500,
Owens headUning, $22,000.
Last week, "Fury at Furnace
Creek" (20th) and "Counterfeiter"
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98)
.(20th), $13,000.
—"High Wall" (M-G) (2d wk). Packers' Strike
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Weak $14,000. Last week, $18,000.
"State of Union" (M-G). Big $23,Wpoda- (Essaness)! (1,073; 98)—
000. Last week, "B.P.'s Daughter"
•'C9sa!nmberlane*^(M-G) (8th wk).

—

Average

—

Trims

Good $14,000.. Last Week, $16,500.
World (Indie) (587: 77)— "This
Wine of Love" (Indie). Brisk $4,000. Last week. "Torment" (Indie)
(4th wk), $2,800.

Okelli^Tnion'lZG
,Omaha, May 4.Packinghouse strike with nearly
10,000 out in the 50th day is cutting biz here. One of the best comparative grosses downto.wn. will

Biz;

Xlock' Slow $13,000
Louisville, May 4.

Running
'

Kentucky

of

and added showings helped
to land a stout week.
Estimates for This Week
;^ Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
45-65)—"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (2d
wk).
Dull $3,500.
Last week,

visitors,

•Gentlemaft's
.<m.o.),

Agreement"

— 'Voice
Ends

(20th)

$4,000.

Kentucky (Switow)

(1,200; 30-40)

of Turtle"
(WB) and
of Earth"
Brisk
(Col).
Last week, "Walk Alone"
and "Magic Town" (RKO),

$3,200..
..<Par)

.Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
45.6a)-."T-Men" (EL) (2d wk).
Dul ish $5,000 after last week's
lively $8,000.
fls?^*!!?""'

5?/— Are

(Standard)

You

Orpheum

16-

(Tristates) (3,000;
Derby 65)—"Panhandle"
(Mono) and "Bill
and Coo" (Rep). Nice $11,000. Last
Week, "Intrigue" (UA) and "Jnside

(1) was the big news of
the week here. Gee-gees running
at Churchill Downs didn't help
downtown film houses a bit, with
general pace slow as result. OutStanding is Loew's State With
"State of the Union." Ran all night
Friday (30) for the benefit of Derby

Saturday

be

"It Winter Comes" and
"Arnelo Affair." Others are so-so.
Orpheum's "Panhandle" and "Bill
and Ck>o*' looks top coin in city.
Estimates for This Week

State's

DerbyNofldirtoL'vine

(2,400;

With

It?"
sprightly $7,000.
ye2,"'*.F*»*>

45-

Story" (Rep), $10,000.
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"If

Winter

"Arnelo

Comes"

Affair"

(M-G) and
Strong

(M-G).

Last week, "Relentless"
$5,500.
(Col) and "That's
Gal" (Rep)
(2d wk), $3,800.
Paramount (TriStates) (2,800; 16-

My

65)—"State of Union" (M-G). Fast
$12,000, Last week, "Duel in SUn"
(SRO), fine $12,000.

'Mama' Fat

$21,000,

Med'

Last

Orleans" (Mono), $7,000.

't'*,oOO,

<3,400;

:

Off a bit at $5,500 for current

tomorrow

ending

week

(Thurs.).."' after

$6,000 for 18th round. Stays two
or three weeks longer.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80^
Blandings" (SRO) (6th wk).
Sixth session ending today (Wed.)
continues to reflect offish trend of
Broadway with $16,500, not bad,
after $18,500 for fifth. Continues.

—"Mr.

Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)
"October Man" (EL) (3d wk). ahird
stanza ending today (Wed.) is down
to thin $3,500 after $6,000 for sec
ond frame. Winds up run today,

again.
'Radio. City

Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945;

70-$2.40)— "State of

Union" (M-G) and stageshow (2d
wk), Initial holdover week will be
good $127,000 or over after $134,000 for opener, very good but below hopes. Stays. "The Pirate"
(M-G) is due in next but opening
hasn't been set.
Rialto (Mage) (594; 35-85)—"The
Damned" (Indie) (2d wk), Second
stanza ending Friday iV is perking
up to nearly $10,000 after nice
$7,500 first week. Reviews with sex
angle stressed are held responsible
for upbeat in second round. Holds

and house

will

a third as result of this pick up.

be shuttered tempo- $1.25)

—

rarily:

—

.

WAAT

Best Biz Puller

—

In Detr 'Lady' Hot 27G, Union' 12G

Casanova" (EL) and "Docks

Beyond Door"

Week

(Siritzky) (1,200; 55(Indie) (19th wk).

-

—

W^

.

$1.25)
"The Brothers" (U).
Opened yesterday (Tues.). Eleventh
week
Pearl" (RKO) was
Broadway - Capitol (United - De- only of "The
$3,400 after okay $3,600 for

troit)

(3,309;

70-95)

—

"Sahara" 10th week.

(WB) and "Destroyer" (WB) (reVictoria (City Invi) (720; 70Fair $10,000. Last week, $1.50)—"The
Search" (M-G) (7th
"Fighting 69th" (WB) and "Valley wk). Sixth
week ended last (Tues.)
(WB) (reissues), okay was near $11,000
after $12,500 for
fifth. Stays. "Berlin Express*
Downtown (Balaban) (2,863; 70- (RKO) comes in next but no open95)—"Overlanders" (U) and "Cobra ing set.
issues).

of Giants"
$15,000.

Strikes" (EL).
Moderate $9,000.
Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)
Last week, "Tarzan's Secret Treas- "Winter Meeting" (WB) (5th wk).
ure" (M-G) and "Tarzan's N. Y. Fourth week ended last (Tues.)
Adventure" (M-G) (reissues), very night was drab $12,000 or Under

New good

Port., IIG;
13G Art Cinema (Marten) (459; 74(U),
Portland, Ore., May 4.
$1.20)—^-''Mourning Becomes El'ec45-65)—"Big . Top coin is going to three new tra" (RKO) (6th wk). Slid to $5,ri«iv"",iFA'
Clock"
(Par) and "Caged Fury" pictures this week. Sock publicity 000 after fancy $7,000 last week.
Last is helping "Naked City" to terrific
umii „h^'i^ slow $13,000.
" Fury at
^^ ^^'^ Wife" (RKO), oke week at United Artists.
$14 000
Furnace Creek" looks solid at
Estimates Are Net
(Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)— Paramount and Oriental, "Noose
<'tj?^?**
Film gross estimates, as reUnion" (M-G). Tried all Hangs High" at Broadway Is also
ported herewith from the variniai^l^ °l
showmg Friday (30) for doing well. "To the Victor" hit
nprv.,,
key cities, are net, i.e.,
ous
^fn,7 »VS*i5*"S' with results okay. a new post-war low at Orpheum.
without the 20% tax. DistribubloomsEstimates for This Week
Last week,
K?an
tors share on net take, when
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
<Col) and "Adventii^P QiN ^""i"
percentage, hence the
playing
Moose Hangs High" (EL) and
^.^y^^*? (Col), light $10,000.
estimated figures are net in(EL). Sock
(1.000; 45-65)-"Ad- "Man from Texas"
W^uT}^^^^
come.
Casanova" (EL) and "Man $11,000. Last week, "Casbah" (U)
Frnm
admission
parenthetic
The
<EL).
Brisk $5,500. and "Jassy" (U), fine $7,000.
,.
prices, however, as indicated.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—
IRKc^^'^^-^^^F^^ and Mermaids"
Include the U. S< amusement
"Angels Have Wings" (Col) and
.•tax*.
(Continued on page 29)
"Secret

Ambassador

$1)—"Volpone"

RivoU (UAT^Par) (2,092; 60"Letter From Unknown
Woman" (U) (2d wk). First sessibn
ended yesterday .(Tiies.) hit fine
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$2.20) $30,000. Sixth
week of "Miracle of.
^"ttomecoming" (M-G) plus Xayier Bells" (RKO)
was down to $13,000.
Cugat orch, Harvey Stone, Rose
(5,886; 80-$1.50)—
Murphy heading stagebill. First .<A""'^r,^20th)
'Anna Karenina" (20th) and stageweek ending today (Wed.) looks bill headed
by Larry Adler, Paul
(M-G) and "Wreck Hesperus" (Col), smash $124,000 or near, and natur- Draper, GallTGali
(2d wk). First
ally holds.
Final- (8th) week of frame
$18,500.
ended-last
(Tues.) was only
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— "Naked City" (U) with Tex Beneke moderately good' at
$72,000 or less,
"Sitting Pretly" (20th) (2d wk) and orch topping stageshow was okay way below hopes.
Second week of
"If You Knew Susie" (RKO) (m.o.). $50,000.
"Scudda
Hoo"
(20th)
and Ed Wynn
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60Neat $16,000. Last week, "Let's
heading stageshow .wSs $54,000
Live Again" (20th) (m.o ), $11,000. $1.80)—"Casbah" (U). Initial week "Iron Curtain"
(20th)
cotties in next
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— ending next Friday (7) looks to hit Wed. (12).
"B.F.'s- Daughter"
(M-G)
and nice $31,000. Holds. Final round Of t State (Loew's) (3,450;
"Wreck Hesperus" (Col) (m.o,). "All My Sons" (U) (5th wk), was "Unconquered" (Par) (2d43-$l,10)—
run) and
okay
$17,000.
Mild $6,000.. Last week, "Buck
"Who Killed 'Doc' Robbin" (UA)
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.80) (1st
Privates" (FC) and "South of
Open today (Wed,). Last
—"Arch of Triumph" "(UA) (3d week,run).
Tahiti" (FC) (reissues), $5,000,
"Intrigue" (UA) (Isfrrun) iM
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)—"I wk). First holdover .week ended wk-5 days), dipped to $10,000 after
Love Trouble" (Col) and "Prince of last Monday (3) slipped to nice very nice $24,000 for first.
Thieves" (Col), Solid $6,000. Last $39,000 after $50,000 in first stanza.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
Golden (Siritzky) (769; 85-$1.50) "To Victor" (WB)
week; "Angels Have Wings" (Col)
and Cab Calloand "Doctor Takes Wife" (Col) (re- "Lost One". (Col) (eth wk). Fifth \^ay orch heading stageshow (3d"
session^ (inded last Sunday (2) was wk).
issues), $4,000.
Shapes very mild $36,000 in
final stanza after modest $42^000
for second.
'^Woman in White"
(WB) and Larry Green' orch, plus
disk jockeys from WMCA,
and WINS, with their stars (Sarah
Vaughn, Page Cavanaugh Trio,
Ames Bros.) open Friday (7).
Sutton (Rugoff-Becker) (561; 70-

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Winter Meeting" (WB) and "Devil
Ship" (Col). Modest $17,000. Last
Detroit, May 4.
week, "Mating of Millie" (Col) and
"I Remember Mama" at the
"Woman From Tangier" (Col), trim United Ariists looks best biz puller
of week with, socko session. "Lady
$7,500.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65) From Shanghai" is a strong draw
-—"Girl Tisa" (WB) and "Fugitive at United Artists. "Dual in Sun,"
Chain Gang" (WB) (reissue). Mod- at Palms with regular scale, is
est $7,500.
Last week, "Sitting only okay. "State of Union" looks
Pretty" (20th) (m.o.) and "Blind fine at small-seater Adams.
Estimates for This Week
Spot" (Col), acceptable $9,000.
Adams (Balabahl (1,740: 70-95)—
Fine
"State of Union" (M-G).
Last week, "Adventures
$12,000.
'Noose' Hangs High In

(U).

"Dangerous Years" (WB) (1st

at Rivoll.

although backed by Larry Adler under new policy
new scale
and Paul Draper on stage. Palace here. Second weekand
(11 days) of
did okay at $9,500 on first week of "Farmer's
Daughter" (RKO) (2dJ
dual-pop price policy using "April run) was
$12,000 at 60-$1.20 scale.
Showers" and reissue of "Robin
Paramount (Par)
Hood," both second-runs. House —"Big Clock" (Par)(3,664; 55-$1.50>
with Duke Elbrings in "Miracle of Bells" and lington orch, 4
Step Bros., EUa
"Dangerous Years" today (Wed.).
Fitzgerald heading stage show (3d
"Big Clock" with Duke Elling- wk). Second
session ended last
ton band heading stagebill is hold- (Tues.) held
up
to $81,000, solid,
ing nicely at Paramount with '$81,- after big
$100,000 for first.
000 for second week. "State, of
Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$1.50)
Union'' also is sticking near its
—"Mikado" (U) (reissue) 3d wk).
first week figure at Music Hall with
Down
to $5^500 but stiU nice profit
okay $127,000 or over in second after
$6;600 for second week. Holds
session.

.

Agxemmt"

week

run). Open today
(Wed.). Last
"Anna Karonina" is disappoint- week, "April Showers"
(WB) and
ing at Roxy with only moderately "Robin
Hood" (WB)
good $72,000 or less in first week runs), hit $9,500, okay (reissue) (2d
for twin bill

.h^e with thin Hipp
Socko $16,000 or close. Last week,
$1.28)— ^'Tamn and Mermaids" isn't up to "Matmg of MilUe" (Col) and
(20th) the Palace's usual business calibei^ "Hardboiled
Mahoney" (Mono),
and
"Miracle
of Bells" in second
X-ast
to. $5,500.
$14,000,
Allen week looks like it may slip
20th Century (20th Cent) (3,000;
to a walk.
40-70)—"Miracle ."of Bells" (RKO)
iSfietm (B&K) (3.900; 98)—;
Estimates for This Week
Down
(2d
wk).
to $lli000, still okay
Moderate.
"slWhg Pretty" (20th).
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)
$35,000. Last week, "Big Clock" "Miracle of BeUs" (BKO) (2d wk). after first week's smash $20,000.
.(Par) (2dwk), $21,000. Just oke at $10,500. Last week,
Apollo

"iGeUtleinaa'S
(24th wk-)> Down
week, mild $6,300.

Stays.

"AU My Sons." "Letter
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 40-95)—
Unknown Woman" looks
sturdy $30,000 or slightly better in "Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (2d run)
and

ecessor,

.

light $14,000. "If Winter
at Monroe, in second stanma, loote chiUy $10,000.
•slowj^st
Estfanates for TW« Week

towa^s
Comes"

'Amia'-Draiier-Adler

.

BstUnated Toital Gimw
This Week
$662,000
{Based on 22 theatres)
Last Year
$594,000
(Based ptt 18 theatres)

Koderate

Sock

at the Buffalo.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Winter Meetuig",(WB) and "Speed

&3K«:';'Udy From Shangwith Jackte Green and. Una
Wiiinav on stage at State«Lake Is
a neat $33,000. "Sitting
festtv" at the' Chicago shapes to
tovm

iooits tjiin

"Lady From Siiahghai" at Lafay-.
and "State of Union" at Great
Lakes. Both' are sock. "Winter
Meeting" is -a major disappointette

ment

;fcai"

holdover?

Fancy with 33G

1^ llmecfniing'^Ci^

mm

4.

Best bets here this week are
'

.

lj^''{ireeii-RiNiiay

IS

$11,000.
after $14,000 for third round. Stays.
(5,100;
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60(20th) $1.20)— "Are You With It?" (U) (3d
(2d wk).
Still stout $26,000 after wk). Third round (8 days) ending
nearly same last week.
tomorrow (Thurs.) is off sharply at
Michigran (U-D) (4,039; 70-95)— $12,000, barely okay, after $16,500
"Lady From Shanghai" (Col) and for second. "Dear Murderer?' (U)
"Madonna of Desert" (Rep). Great opens Friday (7).
Last week, "Miracle of
$27,000.
Bells" (RKO). (3d wk), fast $18,000.
Palms (U-D) (2,716; 70-95)—

(Fox-Michigan)
70-95)
—Fox
'^Gentleman's Agreement"
.

"Duel in Sun" (SRO) and "Campus
Sleuths" (Mono).
Oke $15,000.
Last week, "Ruthless" (EL) and
"Whispering City" (EL), strong

Laughton Gets

Hollywood,

May

4.

Charles Laughton was signed by
Metro for the third starring rola
$19,000.
United Artists (U-D) (2,976; 70- in "The Bribe," to share top bill95)—"Remember Mama" (RKO), ing with Robert Taylor and Av«
Socko $21,000. Last week, "Fugi- Gardner.
Robert Z. Leonard will direct*
tive" (RKO) and- "Blondie's Anniversary" (Col) (2d wk), good $14,- with Pandro S. Berman as pro000.

.

ducter.

'

,

,

'J

,4.

...

,!...,

Wedricsdijiy,

IHE NIGHT OF

MAY

May

S, 3,948

26th

AT THE PARAMOUNT

HOLLYWOOD

.

THEATRE
THE WORLD'S
FIRST PUBLIC

SHOWING Of

JOAN

Color by

A full-dress red-carpet gala Hollywood opening, our

first in six

years, indicates the exceptional

nature of this superb production.

TECHNICOLOR
with

.

'

ROLAND CULVER LUCILE WATSON
RICHARD HAYDN- HAROLD VjERMILYEA
Produced by CHARLES BRACKETT
•

Directed by

BILLY

WILDER

Written by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder

To be followed shortly by the
EASTERN PREMIERE

AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Early in

June

15

BUT UNBOWED
Irate

More on Bnymg

Fix'

London,

Hay

mKGITTiET

\iA Metro s Ro^ei^ Otter Sales

4.

Execs Cool to

W6

']^i^ ot Americans to earmark studio space, Wilson declared,
itW'iOWteiiW to the. interests of Britiish, film production. He stated
CfOVemment wished to provide rt-asonablc facilities for
Shjtt
jtomialters; hut that studio spatie could not be allotted nntH
XT
Control '^committee, consisting
the-'isfiitrol coiumitlee is formed.
of ll' g. iuid British reps and over whose decislions Wilson retain^

w

—

pro^dded for

m

the recent ^nglo-American Mtfus

X

yhaon said he also wanted i^oppOrtnuilbi' to study the -proposia'production program ol the Vanb: drxns. before allowing them

sales

-

"Direct implication of retaliation
by Yank exhibs because of the
British tax was mado by Blumberg,
it's understood. Demonstrating the
steep dive in revenues, Blumberg
told his listeners that Anglo imports
were averaging $100,000
weekly prior to the tax but the returns slacked off lo $50,000 weekly
and finally worked its way down to
the $25,000 low.

X.. WyattAJjatJoiite, urged that the Crovemto B^inipt BPiicB.
]^iettl.;lt)Mt\i^erican -production in. j^ngland to eight pictures a

'

fiiiftML of^Trade prez also dis4ilosed,'that a plan will sooil be forthcon^g't'D' ensure that indie producers won't be prevented from
opecaiiug thi'oug^ lack of iluancihg.
SHy prioi' to the Commons ^ebate^ X' Aitlliur Rank told the
Englaud during the
presK he. estimated Americajii itrodilcaOQ
jli«)!l'yeai^ at 12 to IS'fOms,

&

Blumberg,

iB flnnge

'and caUed the

Ipnouiieed' plans

for

Yank

pio*

Bngland "extravagant."
Net result isithat rather than the
SO or more- films which press de^
machines
partment' mimeograph
tnakine

Itt

have heett promi'sing for lensing,
overseas,

Ihe

fiiiaV

number

will

be

nearer 20. East count of the flack
handcutB ibowed about 25 plated
for >pin>du6tion in' England alqtte.
teased on- the statement of Wilsojtj
and of J. Arthur Bank the t«neVi"
.

ous day Uast. Thursday) the Britislii
statistic jsrill'-rodre likely ,be aboui
« dozek. Careftd chfecfc by Varibtx
pix more or less definite;
dnifws

n

liliis

eigttt.

lUite, i^Se©

in a somewhat yagu^;
story herewith.)

Iiabor
Hollywood's unions, rental studios, labs, supiily houses 'and the
Myriad, of other organizations and
«qierpri|;es .^vhose -very existence
liiiiges'on a iilgh level of Coast
.

been viewing very
dfKmalljr,. the chain of aimoimceWents concerning plans for shootittjg abroad.
And well they might,

'pi«diIctiOn'.hi<tVe

the talk resulted in pictm'es
leused overseas. Fifty films made
outside of Hollywood would represent approximately 15% of the
film- capitals total output o{ 36S
pictures in 1947—a big dent.
if all

More serious to continued Coasfr
prosperity is the natural ideclinit
in quantity of picturemaking that
has tafccK place there and which

—

was

refer-

—

m

-

A

h

no tieup with plans for producine abroad. The figure of 365
1947 compares with 397 for
we previous year. And based on
me production rate of the past six

Britain Impractical

As Frozen-Coin Saving

w

SP%r

said,

-

lias

Three-Cglor Process
Hollywood, May 4.

wiu see only about
comtog out of HoUy-

31948

f«0 flrtHres

it's

ring specifically to Bsmk's product
wMch- represents' Ifhe major share
of British earnings here. His company and Eagle Lion share in tiie
distribution of Rank's films. On
ment, the second factor, destined that basis, British films would earn
less
than $2,000,000 yearly in the
to .hold down foreign production
IT.:
S. market, and would only
lii. just plain dearth of studio space
slightly supplement the $17,000,000
land facilities. Many a gUb: Yank which the Yanks can take out of
producer is'«Xpected to do some Britain imder the Anglo-American
swift backtracking when he sees tax accord. There are strong hopes,
the,
incomplete, inadequate and however, that Rank will do considsnnqae facilities which will be the erably better in the near future,
only onejs ^if any^ available to and that Sir Alexander Korda's
product, distributed by 20th-Fox,
him, not only in England, but
will hypo British earnings substanItaly, and Australia, where Holly.
woc^tes are also talking of going. tially.
All company heads vehemently
Whatever firstrate space is available is pretty well tied up already denied any retaliation or discrimifor ft- limited number of U. S. pix. nation against British films at the
Another discouraging factor is meeting. In response to requests
that the foreign-mades, even when by Blumberg and Rank, they
American technicians- and actors poiu-ed forth a flood of suggestions
have been employed, very often how the Anglo imports could be
improved for the American market.
still have an overseas air about
Primary point was that British
them. Result is that they are considerably harder to sell than the films are still not intelligible
Hollywood
product, even when enough for Yank audiences. Severrated tops by the critics. A case al company proxies declared that it
to point is "The Search." -Metro took them 25-30 minutes of a Brithas been forced to aim its whole ish- pic before fhey could undercampaign at scotching the idea thid stand what was being said.
is a foreign pictiue.
_ Let Chmchill Teach 'Em
better test, however, and one
One prexy put it this v/ay. "We
on which much foreign production
understand perfectly what
may hang, is Hal Wallis' "So Evil can
Winston Churchill says, but not
My Love," made for Paramount your
actors. They don't talk at all
with Ray Milland and Ann Todd
(Continued on page 24)
starred. With top Hollywood personnel involved all the way
through, the picture, when.it goes
into release {diortly, may give a Feels U.S.
Processbg
good insight toto whether the foreign bugaboo can be beaten.

Into British Prod.

Bditsih proctwetiOb

Reports that major U. S. film
companies might process their
worldwide prints in Britam, as
another means of shaving down
frozen rental coin accruing imder
the recent tax adjustment, are
skepticaUy ViewM by print-department chiefs in New York. William
D. Kelly, manager of Metro's print
division, echoed the opinion of his
colleagues by pointing out that
such a scheme would be highly impractical for a large company.
In the first place Kelly doubted
that existing British labs would be
adequate to handle even Metro's
print-processing let alone that of
other majors. Among the tough ob-

Three-color process for all-purpose filming was announced by A.
^ SSkepticiism among homeoffice Pam Blumenthal, Ctoecolor chairngurc^men eohceming any great man, "in the n^itr future." Hitherto
quantities of filmmaking abr»ad Ciaecoior has fo^en restricted to
are based on a
number of factors two colors In its live-action films
T^ost all of them financial. No. although using three in cjartoons
i^ltem is studio overhead. That and blowups.
whether pictures are proImprovements, brought about by
^"''^wood or Timbuctoo. technical chief Alan M. GundelinAde to Thn- finger, will permit the three-color
ffi ""^.^^''^
**'**^ ''
less among process in all films, enabling Cine'fcS* !? spread the studio over- color to go out after high-budget
^l>*t
Hollywood pro productions.
Mghei>-Sd, Per se,
stacles i^t would have to be hurSmfl^" lower.
So It ^oesii^t t«&e
dled before the plan would become
feasible are the present high BritNet
Techni's
ish duty on the importation of raw
Hollywood,
May
4.
,&„P«»fitaWe to leave froaett
stock, pli^ a customs tax of $50
Technicolor's estimated net con- per print on every film ishlpped
thawing of
?rtM..^^^*u^'*i[°'*^
big solidated profit, after taxes, on in- back to the U. S,
Mr^i« J*^ ^^^^
22ffiT.,**™as production plans come for quarter ended last March
Only case where print processing
31 is $402,750, equivalent to %4c a
^^^^ "^"^ "^
in Britain might prove to be a

^

SS?x

S*

403G

"

togt*

share.

saving, Kelly felt, applies to small,
independent firms with an unusually large amount of frozen pounds
tied up. The littte guys might be
it
able to pick up a few dollars by
WewvU'''^""f5
making several prints for use in
were s not much
room for spread day (Tues.) of 25c per share pay- France and other countries on the
able
May 28, 1948, to the Continent. Aside from that, he emphasized, the plan has no ifterit
May
61
stoddioldets of
as
winusigsm by i|e
Buosh eovein-s 18,

This compares t& $254,786 of first
quarter of 1947t which was equivapictures, lent to 28c a sbai^'
to
Boiird of directors' of TechniPencll-wielders, that color dedared a dividend yester-;

%

^^2=
«s1,^°^

Scale Idea

British pix took a terrific beating in the American market during

a

uliiiAlptd veto-*-i9

Mig

*^ Selling pictures on a sliding scale
arrangement isn't looked on with
Katzell Gets Wetbacks*
half so ihuch favor by other majof
For iPiroductioii Debut company sales managers as that
the nine months' life of the ad
professed for it by Metro sales veevalorem, and as recently as two
Hollywood, May 4.
pee William F. Rodgers.
weeks ago had sagged to a low of
William Katzell shifts from
Twentieth-Fox sales chief Andy
$25,000 weekly in revenues. That Broadway to Hollywood to make W. Smith, Jr., declared his comHgure, it's reliably reported, was his bow as a film producer with pany isn't bullish at all on sliding
"Wetbacks" at Eagle Lion. Picture scale deals. Instead, he implied,
cited by Nate J. JBlumberg, Unideals with the smuggling of aliens 20th would rather sell product
^versal's prexy, at a recent meeting across the Mexican border.
either on straight percentage terms
of the Motion Picture* Assn. of
Aubrey Schenck, originally as- or on fiat rentals. Paramount sales
America which was attended by signed to the picture,
veepee Charles M. Reagan declared
.company heads, exhib leaders and cause of the press withdrew be- his company has no set policy on
of other comi!^hut Rank, immediately pre- mitments.
the scale but will sell on "any muceding Ws return to England.
tually fair basis." RKO
chief

monV.iitthat tiws'tlia* Yanli qomjanies'WOuW not donUnate British
allowed to eanaark studio space.
proiuctlon Jittd ,W»uW not
Amerkjan prodJiceF& hatre Ijeen having extravagant
"f tl&^i
IdeM'trf- wh«t tliey are going to do liere>" WUi3pffsaid,."tljat wliat
them'
down
and encourage them to eoncendamp
I Ibive Mid may
agrefemeat—13ie pun^se of
Uji^^moie on the o&er side of

^ their
aceo^

im.

x&m&

Majors Set 11

Robert Mochrie declined to comment, averring that his- company's
sales policy was the "business of
nobody but RKQ."
Rodgers announced sever a 1
weeks ago that Metro would seek
to expand use of the sliding scale.
He declared at the time that "it's
an absolute r-2quisite under current
.

For Prod, in Eng.

conditions

to find a different

method

of marketing pictures."
Metro has (discovered from experience, he said, that allowing ,aU
Check'Of major companies, dis- films to stand on theil^ -own meritl
closes 11 pictures on the agetfda at the boxofiice through, use pf a
for production in England during scale, arrangement is the most

8 More Mebbe

equitable means of selling.
the next year to utilize funds that
It's apparently that word "equiwill be frozen there under the new table," which has
turned 20th
About eight oth- against any oyer-emphasis on scale
ers are being talked of for British deals, stoce, according to Smith,
production and are still In the very the scale doesn't permit a fair percentage of the .gross to be returned
uncertato stage.
to the distrib.- Twentieth 1iasn%
Most of the majors plan to take abandoned the systeioi i^tirelyt
over their own stars for the Eng- though. "K.«tnutually satisfactory
lish productions, but will work al- figures can be arranged and if themost exclusively with British tech- atres can be satisfied with less
profit than heretofore, then we'll
nicians.
This factor, in return, is try to work out a scale with them,",
expected to pave the way for Brit- Smith said.
'

-

films agreement.

'

.

ish stars to make films in this
coimtry. In addition, British producers too are expecte,d to sign
U.S. stars to make pictures there
in order to heighten the films'
value in the U.S. market.
-

United Artists leads in British
production plans announced, with

Reagan

aven.'ed"^that 'tb,e¥e.caa

be no set policy OS, scjEde -deals,,
each ^ituattbu isi, {Utferent
Thus, he said, "we'll .Sell on any
basis that's fair t6, uS and fair tO
the exhibitor, taking into consideration the boxoft'ict; value of the picture." In the same waj, he said,
the question of adjustments ii the
gross fails to- hit the basic scale
figure would have to be .determined,
on a separate basis for ^ac^ situa^
since

three films said set to roll there
and two more now betog prepared.
UA's intei:est in producing'to England is believed based on the com- tion.
':.
iXV^.
pany's financial holdings to the
Gaufeont-British circuit, as well as
in its blocked film revenue there,
since much of the money earned Divide Pursestrin^s
for UA by the circuit v/ould otherwise be frozen. Company flouncOf Seizriick ITnits

ed last week that it had closed a
deal for use of the Riverside studios in London, with the first feature scheduled to go on the floor
July. 9..
Supposedly set are a Mary Pickford-Lester Cowan production, Edward Small's "Loma Doone" and a
Marx Bros. film. In the works are
two features by Benedict Bogeaus,

which -will probably be topped by
"The Lite of Charles Dickens."
UA board recently okayed plans
(Continued on page 31)

E. G. Mills CoitirStumped
So Abandons Africa Pic
Edwin Claude Mills has abandoned his plan to produce a film
Africa for United Artists release.
He said this week he is imable to
get financtog for the quality of picture he desired to make. He figured on a budget of about $400,000.
Mills, a member of the ttA board
and former general manage]!' of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, had made
a tieup with the CJatti-Hallicrafters
expedition, now to Africa, to shoot
the footage for the film, labeled

m

Due

to

Unped

Activity

Increased activity by both the
Selznick Releastog Organization
and Vanguard Films, tiie Selznick
productog unit, reputedly resulted
in a deci^on this week .to separate
the financial operatton$ of tiie two
companies. Promotion of Leonard
R. Case from assistant treasurer to
treasurer of SRO is 4 move to tocrease financial autonomy 'to the
east.

..

:

E. L. Scanlon, exec y.p, and
treasurer of Vaaguardt had also
been servtog is treasurer .of SRO.

Cukor

1st of Metroifes

To England

for Film

First of the Meteo studio contingent to leave the Coast ^or England to stari; production ojf "Edward,
Son" win be directoi^
George Cukor, who's slated to
arrive in New York tomorrow
(Thursday) by plane fieom Holly-

My

wood and sail Saturday (8). aboard
the Queen Mary. "Edwatd" jolls
at Elstree, June 15.
Edwto Knopj^ producer, sails
May 14, followied by Spencer

Tracy and studio' publicity chief
"Tanya Weeka."
Howard StricMing, who amve la
Cost of the expedition is betog N. Y. May. 21 from the Coast and
borne by Hallicrafters radio manu- sail the following day.
Accomfacturing company and totema- panying them, will be Deborah
tional Harvester.
By taldng ad^ Kerr, who's to co-^star with Tracy,
vantage of that and ha-vtog Comdr. and her husband, Tony Barttey.
Attilio (jratti, head of the expediMetro's British produotion chief,
tion, dh:ect the picture. Mills fig- Ben Cioets,' flew back to England
ured he could make a $1,000,000 last week after several months'
film for less than half that. How- huddles here with studio and
ever, potential coto-lenders are homeoffice execs on new proleary about the dangers of shooting duction plans at M-G's British
a pic 9,000 miles Away to the Elstree studtos, 'following settlement of the
fax.
Jut^e, Mills s^.

ibi^

*>y

Lundi

iJcTHmx

^^^^

'

'
J.

.^

^^^^

'
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Verjfict Objects to

Used by

Kvesting Method

Trial Court in

Sdune Case;

'No trnst htent' Fails to Save Gritt
On

Washington,
the;fi9me day that

May
it

+

4.

dealt a

severe blow to distribution giants
of HoUyvrtJod, the Sapreme Court
also hit the two largfest independent theatre chains in the United

3 Flaciss Wfti

Back P^y,

Reinstatement in Studios
Hollywood, May 4.

Three studio publicists were
awarded reinstatement and back
pay totaling approximately $10,000
by a board of arbitration consist^
cuits.
In upholding the convietion of Ing of Robert Kingsley, Ted Ellsthe Schine circuit, which has the- worth and William Walsh".
atres in New York, Ohio, KenThe flacks, all seniors in the
and Screen Publicists Guild,, were Herb
tuclcy, Maryland, Delaware
Virginia, for Violation of the SheV- Sterne
of
Columbia;
George
man Act, the court objected to the Roesch, Universal- International,
method used by the trial court in and Tom, Wood of Parsmouttt,
States, the Schine

and

Griffith cir-

divesting part of the circuit. This
was remanded with the direction
for the lower court to follow the
divestiture method used in the
Crescent Theatres' case by the Supreme Court.
In' the Griffith case, the High
Court pointed out that the government had charged "certain exclusive privileges" in the master liWasMngton, May 4.
censing agreements', and also use
The competitive-bidding proof circuit buying power in acquii'ing the exclusive privileges. Grif- cedure, most ' controversial prochain operates theatres in vision of the entire New York antifith
Oklahoma, Texas and New Mexico. trust decree, was thrown out yes"The district court." said the,de-< terday (3) by the supreme court
cree yesterday^ "found' no con- as. something as worthless as it was
spiracy -b$t*Ben the appellee ex- involved.
At first blush theje is much to
hibitors, or between them and the
distributors which violated the act. commend the system of competiIt found that the agreements im- tive bidding," said the court. "But
der which films were distributed after reflection we have concluded
were not in 'restraint of trade." that competitive bidding involves
Then the decision went on to ham- the iudici^so deeply in the^daUy
mer home its own basis of mo- operatiOQ^Af this nationwide business, and- pronuses such, dubious
'Dopolyj
"It is, however, not always nec- benefits that it shoidft not l>e un•
essary to find « specific intent to dertaken.
"The system would be' apt to rerestrain &«de or fo biiild a ma-.
nopoly in order to find that the quire as close a supervision as a
anti-trust laws have been violated. continuous receivership, unless the
defendants were to be entrusted
It is sufficient that a restraint of
trade or monopoly resdlts as a with vast discretion. The judiciary
consequence of a defendant's con- is unsuited io affairs of business
management;: and control through
duct or-business,
"And so, even if we, accept the the power of .'contempt is crude
and clumsy and lacking in the flexdistrict coutl'5 findings that the
ibility necessary to make continappellees had no Intent of purpose
uous and detailed supervision efunreasonably to restrain trade or
fective.
to monopolize, we are left with the
"The system uproots business arquestion whether a necessary and
rangements and" established reladirect result of the master agreetionships with no apparent overments was the restraining or mo- all., benefit
to the sniall indepennopolizing- of trade within the
dent exiiibitor.
If each feature
meaning of th'^ Sherman Act.
must go to the highest responsible
"Section 2 (of the Sherman bidder,
those with the greatest
Act) is RQt restricted to. conspira- piirehasing,
power would seem to
cies or combinations to monopolize,
be in faVored position.

Bids Get Heave

As Hlforibs'

'

•.

VerdlfGt Sbocks.
i faOSwl
s 'Conttainett fton
perennial feud
with circuits affiliated with the big,
producer^distributors, He'9 getting
set for what he thinks may ultimately mean earlier raws to fllwa
and a better chance to compete
with the deluxe houses.
While defense lawyers will still
which
axe
judicial
the
fight
threatens to deprive their clients
of their theatres, majority belief
Sto^ at
is that the high cottrt
little less.
It's sttH laMitfuJ for a
fllin producer or distributor to own
theatres, the opinion, sayis, but if
its past or present :aetions diverge
from the lily white so far as the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act Is ~ concerned, the hold qn theatres ts
shaky and temporary.
Industry legalites are upset at
the stern, almost hostile language
used by the Supreme Court in saying that the lower coin* ha^nt
gone far enough., Tlicre were no
patsy expressions. Such phrases as
"theatre empire," "marked pro,.;
clivity for imlawful conduct" and"
"fruits of .the conspiracy" were
used interchangeably in tiie main
decision and the two flanking ones
which referred to the Schine -and
Griffith .circuits. Latter ,two rulings; decided simultaneously with
the national suit, had been brought
by the Government against these
circtiits as Striking exampl(;s of
monopoly in localized sectors of t^e
counti^.
'Hit by BaaebaU Batf
"We've been hit with a baseball
bat" was the way one defense,
counsel put it 24 hours^ after ,fh«
decision was published.
Another
felt the ruling should have come
tion to

wage

.

'

down on May Day—because
spelled
try."

it

"a revolution jn the indus-

A

third's -copuhent

-

was;

"While the court itself didnjt order,
divestiture, it sent the case back
to the lower court tor it to do the

•

.

-

'

The GoTemnient xe^xtned

may

fully, acquired,
tute an evil and

itself consti-

Stand condemned

under Section 2, evea. though
remains unexercised.
,

it

,

"On

the r-^ord, .as.we .read it,
it cannot be ^oubted that the mo
nopoly power of appeileeis had

some effect on 'their competitors
and on the growth of the Griffith
circuit. Its extent must be determined on a remand of the cause.

We

remit to the district Court not
only that problem but also* the
fashioning of a decree which will
undo as near as may be the wrongs
that were done and prevent their
recurrence in the future.''
Upholds Govt.
In the case of ,the Seliine circuit, the High Court approved the
trial

court's dissahition of pooling agreements, thjs- prohibition
against buying or booking films for
theatres in which Schine has no
financial interest and the restriction on Mure acquisition 6f the-^
.

atres.

,

However, in the matter of

di-

vestiture, the provisions were remanded "so that, the district court

can .make the findings necessary
for an appropriate decree." The
trouble with the divestiture pattern was that the district court did
not pursue the pattern set by the
Supreme Court in the Crescent
Theatres case, wiiich ordered the
dissolution of the combination of
the affiliated corporations. .
Nor
do the findings reflect an inquiry
to detemine what theatres badbeen acquired by Schine through
methods which violate the act. ...
The findings do not reveal what
the rewards of the consp,?racy
were; and consequently the court
did not consider what would be
the preferable way of causing appellants to- surrender 'them."
,

.

"

"Our- doubts concerning the
competitive bidding system afe ija.creased by;the fact that defendants
who own theatres- are. allowed to
pre-empt their own' features. They
thus start with an Inventory which
all other exhibitors lack."Out of an abundance of cau-

its

optimism over its "victory. Assistant Attorney. General John Sonnett, head of the Anti-Trust Division, who had argued for- forced
sale of the theatres before the Su-

h

Orddng

RKO Borraws Temple,
Agar.

.Firont

Ifesohtion of Pools
The

'

RKO boiTowed ,Sftirley lleraple
and her husband, Jf«ha Agar, from
David O. Selzntetp for top roles in
"Baltimore
start

ESJJapadie/*

May 24.

slated

to a lower-court requirement that
pictures be sold to
highest bidder in certain situations.
"The
broad questions of how, the antitrust laws apply to the motion pictwce .industry have
settled hy
"
the rulings," be added.

me

Wo

Toturltest

Vmeb:

The toughest |>unch came from
the Griffith ruling, industry legal-

say after insisting tibtat 411
three decisions must be read with
reference to the entire question.
The rules and standards erected
by the court in that case to keep
a filmite scot-free from monopoly
tion, we add this additional word. stigma can- only speU divestiture,
The competitive-bidding system it's figured. And those rules load
was perhaps the central arch of the the dice at future hearings on the
decree designed' by the district main case.
These attorneys point out that
Its elinuiiation may affect
court.
the cases in ways other than those the Griffith circuit came to the
which
we expressly mention. Supreme Court with cards and
Hence, on remand of the* cases, spades in its favor. Lower court
the freedom of the district court findings, the High Court noted,
to reconsider the adequacy fof de- said that difficulties experienced
cree is not limited to those parts' by Griffith's competitors "were
not the result of threats or cowe have specifically Indicated.
ercion, nor the result of an unlawful conspiracy, hilt solely the
consequence of lawful competitive
Metro Buys TaJsan'
practices,"
Despite this buildup,
High Court reversed the verdict,
For Latii America it'js stressed, because Griffith had
used
its buying power to negotiate
Metro has . purchased rights to
films
for competitive as well as
"Paisan," Italian-made film cur"
rently doing sock biz in New York closed towns. In other words, Griffirst run, for all its houses in Latin fith used its buying power in localAmerica and all other theatres ities where it had no competition
to
get
better terms than rivals in
there which regularly use the company's product. Deal; calls for a t<*wns where it was. fighting them.
Sit^ttificant Passage
$50,000 guarantee to the distribuThe
passage, significants to the
tor against 40% 'of the" gross in
Metro's houses and varying per- future of aifiliated theatres it's
said, is as follows; "When the buycentages in other situationij.
ing
power
of the entire circuit is
Latin releasing rights are owned
by a former exec of LoeW's Inter- used to negotiate films for. his
(Griffith) competitive as well as his
national, Andre Ullman. His rights
extend everywhere but to Puerto closed towns, he is using monopoly
power
to expand Iiis empire. And
Rico and Panama Canal Zone,
even if we assume that a specific
which are held by Mayer & Burintent to accomplish that result is
styn, the U. S. distribs. Both Ullabsent, he is chargeable in legal
man and
purchased their
contemplation with the purpose
rights from the Italian corporation,
.since the end result is the necesOPI, headed by Mario Conti, which
sary and direct consequence of
owns the film «s a result of having what he did."
«
financed the producer, Roberto
As added weight, legalites cite
Rossellini.
the following court passages in the
Spanish titles are now being pre- Schine case: "In this type of case
pared for Latin relcasse. Pic isn't we start from the premise that an
going into general U.-S. circulation injunction against future violations
until fall. Meantime, it's in its is not adequate to protect the pubsecond month at the World, N. Y.-'lic interest.
alf WhaV'wM' done
ites

-

•

^

M&B

H

.

WashlngtoutMay 4.
«
Supreme
Court^'Wclwed

yesterday

^Iznlck

tO

(3)

that

^braints of tradte ore

"clearer

IS

difficult

imagine" than the pooling arraneS
meats in the film industry
were-otttlawed by tjie trial court.
The appellate bttncli held also that
joint ownership of theatres
also
had some of the aspects of poollM
and should be. dissolved iti m!^

St
'

Deal was made possible by the cases.
It found 214 theatres jointiv
postponement of "What
Every Yoiuig Bride Should Know," owned by two of tlie Big Five deto which they were originally as- fendants; and another 1,287 thcasigned. "Bride** was held up for a treff in- which one of tlie Big Five
rewrite job.
,and independents shared owncr^
•

•

Selznick

^P.

Ws^Setnpt

Paramounifc

^as the big

out-

fit In both types of sltuaUon.
Par
has A piece of 195 houses in which
another of the Big Five shares
ownership. Par.also partially owns
99a of the theal^s shared with

indies.

The court said of the New York
Court's ruling for the. dissolution
Bedgnntfoii ot Bobett Coyne as Of theatres Jointly held by defendmcutive director of Theatre ant companies: *'This dissolution
Owners .b£ America and selection and prohibition of joint ownership
of Gael Sullivan, formerly exec as between exhibitor defendants
director of the National Demo- was plainly warranted. To the excratic. Committee; as his successor tent that they have joined Interis the tfpoif that TOA is now in ests in tlie outlets for their films
solid shape both from the angle of each in practical efllect grants the
membership and finances. Coyne ower a priority for the exliibition
served notice on the TOA board of Its films."
The Supreme Court found that
duifog its recent Coast meet of his
impending resignation and insisted the jomt OAvnersMp arrangements
on the step despite considerable with independents fell into sevopposition.
His point was that eral categories and decided that
TOA had. weathered its birthing most of the, deals should be dispains and wa^ set to continue with- solved, \irith the defendants required to sell, their interests.
out fiwther nursing on his part.
"The district court," said the
TOA*s biggest shot-in-the-arm,
opinion, "mado an inquiry into the
it's understood,, came from the settlement of the exhib dispute with circumstances under which a parASCAP. ' Because the organization ticular interest had been acquked.
Wits able to £old down rates to «^ It treated all relationships alike,
nominal- boost,- after
ASCAP insofar as 'the disafiFiliatioa provimaneuvers for a 300% hike, the sion of the decree is concerned.
victory strengthened the unit con- In this we think It erred."
It gave these instructioits to the
siderably.
Following the deal,
,

,

membership and fees poured into
the national in heavy volume.

Appointment of Sullivan came
preme Court, declared that since as no great surprise to most board
the court had rejected the "com- members, Ifs said,, i>ecause they
petitive bidding approach," divesti- had been apprised at the Coast
ture becomes the big- issue "in the meeting
of his consideration.
settlement of the conspiracy." By Nonetheless, the move has crecompetitive bidding, he referred ated some opposition, particularly

•

but also makes it a- cgrime for' any
person to monopolize or attempt
to monopolize any part of interstate or foreign trade or commerce.
So it is that monopoly
power, whether lawfully or unlaw-

Court Sees Trade Restrsdnt Obvious

his

>

trial court:
"1. To the extent that these acquisitions were the fruits of monopolistic practicei or restrafaits
of trade,, they should be divested.
<

And no permlsston

to

buy out

the

other owner should be given ,a
°
de^ndant. .
"2: Moreover, even if lawfully
acquired, they may have been util-

tiie south, because of his New
political .convictions. .Some ized as part of the conspiracy to
trade circles expressed skepticism eliminate or suppress competitiott
over the appointment because pf in furtherance of the ends Of the
the feeling that the Republicans conspiracy. In that evept divestiwill be in, comes November, but ture wotud likewise be justified.
they recognke that Sullivan is a In that situation, permission to ac<
personable and able figure and a quire the interest of tlie independfluent speaker calculated to win ent would have the unlawful effect
attention at exliib meets and other of permitting the "defendants to
complete tlielr plan to eUminate
film confabs.
Sullivan, it's reliably reported, him.
"3. Furtlicrmore, if the joint
has no term contract for any particular stretch.
He'll stay on as ownership' i; an, alliance with one
long as it's satisfaclors^ to himself who is or would be an operator but
for
the jotat ownership divorce
and the committee. Despite DC
reports that his pay is set at $50,000 should be decreed even though the
annually that figure is exaggerated. affiliation was Innocently acqiiired.
He's to receive about .$25,000 For that jomt ownership would afford opportunity to perpetuate the
yearly, it's understood.
Sullivan reports on June 1 to tiis effects of the restraints of trade
new post Coyne ydU stick aroun^ which the exhibitor -defendants
for a month or. so to help show have .hiflipted on the industry.
him the ropes. Wliile the new
It seems, however, that some
director has no direct film back- of the cases of joint ownership do
ground he is generally familiar not fall lnt0 any of the categories
with show business. He took over we have listed. Some apparently
the Democratic Committee direc- invdlve.no more, than Innocent intorship after serving as secohd vestments by those who are not
asst. Postmaster. General.
actnal or potential operators.
If
', Reportedly,
Coyne may tie up in such cases the acquisition was
with Ted Gamble, TOA prexy, In not Improperly used in furtherance
the latter's theatre circuit.
It's of thciconsphracy, its retention by
said that he's ali^o dbnst^ing pos- defendiuits
would be justified.
sibilities Of entering film biz on And hi those
instances permissloH*
own or taking on a public relations naght he given the defendants to
spot offered him outside the in- Acqufre the
interest of thei Indedustry.
pendents."

in

Deal

.

was to forbid a repetition of the lawful project,"
Justice Douglas
who had un- wrote..
lawfully built their empires could
Most of the medium-Sized towns
preserve them intact." Later, tlie and
half of the big cities fall into
court swatted -the circuits with the a
bra^et, Which the court would
conclusion:
"For these reasons ^robably tera monopolistic so far
divestiture or dissolution is an as first-runs'
are concerned, one
essential feature of these decrees." noted lawyer
estimates. Legal imThe circuit buying power theme pression now is
that the statutory
is stressed again -in the Schine decourt win take up the question,
cision. While bigness alone is no
situation-by-situation, applying th^
sin, lawyers feel it's dubious that
Still vague standards of the Suany of the Big Five didn't, at one preme Court.
This may mean
time or another, bargain collec- further
protracted hearings in the
tively for open and cl6s6d Situacase^and another appeal>to the nine
tions.
What's more, the top court judges.
stressed that reformation Is no anIf divestiture comes, it may mean
swer. If the fruits of the practice a boon to.
distribs acting purely in
were the expansion of "theatre em- that capacity. Sales chiefs have
pires," then the price must be paid, frequently felt
that they could jack
even if long delayed. Otherwise, It better terms from exhibs if they
"would make enforcem)6nt of the were dealing with them at arms'
Sherman Act a futile thing unless length. Ultimately, It could result
perchance the United States moved in heavier grosses for Hollywood's
in at ihe incipient stage of the un- product.
illegal conduct, those

-

^

—
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THE 500

CAMPAIGN! lOPENINGSilPICTURE!

One of the most highly
concentrated publicity
barrages in all history,

27,799,467 people (actual paid circulation)
will read this

ad in 112

of America's greatest
Sunday newspapers diis

week!

a result of

months

of scientific plan-

ning in the 20th
showmanship tra-

In one

week — the

week

May

of

brought to the screen!

lOfli

a 500 theatre day-anddate

The very newest and

World Premiere

very best

rightacrosstfaenation!

May
2nd and builds

in'

the great

filmed-from-life tech*
'

dition, starts

nique introduced and

made famous by 20th
Century-Fox!

ever greater!

I

The most sensational and
timely subject ever

I

.

—

.

.

story and with stronger direction.
Miss Ferida, who; since the pic was
made has died, contributes an Impressive portrayal as the setrant.
Elena Zareschi, as Lupl's second
Contimied from 'pase S
wife, manages several dramatic
moments although she's too stilted
Robert
Lowell
Vaughan,
Dorothy
TVear.
Girl
in earlier passages.
Ooort
supply nice support.
others
and
delinquency amoiig girls in LonThe Walter Mirisch production
Vic
don's underworid, it won't bring
lenslng by
given
standard
was
much kudos to Sydney Box. It Mack Stengler and other technical
(Merry Life)
has a fair list of neai>stars who credits are in keeping.
(FRENCH)
Brog.
may help .at the boxof fiice, but the.
Paris, April 21. ^
UGC reloiiso of Raoul Pladuin Dnidwstlon,
going won't be easy.
Rlctianl,
Killed *^D«»e' Robliin Blar» li'nuKois rcvier, Colette
Story is mainly based on the
Directed by .lean ITaureit.
Saiou.
tiOni."!
(COLOR)
committed
Wheeler:
script, Henri Jeailmurder
*cleft-chin"
.Story by Bene
United Artists release of Hal Ronch pro- son; muelo, Georges van Parys; earner^,
deserter
American
GI
here by an
duction, Festtui'OB Virginia Grey and Grant Louis Page.
At Madeleine, Pane. Bun"
three years ago, but Sam Gold- Mitchell.- Dlrcctfd tiy Bernard .Carr. ning time, 1)0 .MINS.
_
Borothy The x»ver
Francois Perler
in his first assignment Screonpiuy, itaurloe Geraghty.
wyn, Jr.
Boyle; editor, fichoolmnstcr
caro*ra, John W.
.Louis Salou
,
should Kijia;
as associate producer
Arthuf Seld; sr'<;i'l"l Mimo™ eitccta, Roy 'rii« Gill
.eololte Hlchard
have known that an incident in W» Seawright. TrarteShown -ftt Beacon TMnl;eopei"a JXuitihtev
Slmono "J'aiere
MS. Running time, Prof easor' s Wife.
Cla ire OUv lor
i
real life becomes a generalization theatre.' N. Y., Ajiril
S5 JIIINS.
„
on the screen, and that showing a Ann
Virfilna Grey
Lorlng
Don Castlo
...J
couple of U, S. gangster deserters Deffense Attorney
Sarcastically titted "Merry Life,
(5corge Zucco
this is the sad epic Of a schoolrobbing and murdering in London Doc Bobbin .............. .Whltfonl
ICano
Dan..
isn't good for Anglo-American re- Housekeeper
.Claire Dubrey niasfer who commits suicide ber,,..,,. Grant MltohPll cause not only can't he get the
lations, and is definitely i>oison for .Tudse
Olson
.l«rry
the U. S. boxoffice. If only on this curley
girl he loves but he's additionally
.ISllene Jansaen
..
less sensitive people
account it can be ruled out for Betty.
ArdBa<. -.•>• •• •• •••••• ..Ardiia Ijynwood victimized by
Gerald Perroau and derided by schoolboys. Picture
export across the Atlantic.
,V
Dual«sr
Dale Belding reminds of Noel-Noel's "NightSpeck,
Jean Kent plays a s(luni g^rl who Dia
, .Bcnise Beard
,
Donald King ingale," due to locale, a boy't;
runs away fiojn hoedie betiaiiKse ber Bflti.
:
Isn't
geiired for sudt
acedemyj,
but
father has undesiprveaiy belted
com- heavy grosses. Marquee value wUt
her. She gets mixed up with' asRecalling the Our Gang
isorted racketeers. Afteir a drunken ediW, this 55-minuter is built draw in France, but sombre theme
party she drives a car, runs .down around a new group of Hal Roach will reduce foreigi^ puU, "wi^ only
a cop, kills hitn, but apparently is juveniles, and .they help make this moderate re'turns ii|U.^ in French
allowed to get away with it by one jell Into a fast comedy. Film patronage spots.
,
the police. Meetiqg two GI desert- rings in aU the familiar gags of a
Direction is uneven,. with some
ei-s she joins forces to rob pedes- haunted-house comedy. Pic is okay good scenes. Camera' doesn't favor
trians,
taxidrxvers
and for lower rung of twin bills. hijack
the gals nor enhance their s. a.
murder a car driver who, by a
Current picture is the sefiond Picture looks like the filmization
strange coincidence, is her former part of the "Laff-Time" package, of a psychoanalytical novel more
lover. I%e get$ 1^ years. Thia is of which "Here Comes Trouble" than an original written for the
told- in .filashb^efc by Flora Robson was the first.
Roach. is selling screen. Louis Salou convincingly
as the juvenile, court magistrate either together or sepai^atety. This handles the poor simpleton who
to a young girl who has <run away appears best suited to go vlith ^ets licked by the menace, FranI from
home. This gives a moral some No. 1 feature on a dtialer cois Perier, in his love attempt.
touch to ''a thoroughly unpleasant rather than
with" Perier, as the heartbreaker, is deyarn;'
"Trouble," since both are in the cidedly authenic, wbUe the boys
Starring for the first time. Miss Roach comedy gtoovC^lwd both handle their parts commendably.
Kent has full pppoitunity to re- heavily Ragged.
The^sets are okay and the incidenveal a rather limited range. The
mysterious
of
a
Disappearance
music efficient! support ia
tal
gangsters are portrayed by screen scientist in.
Mori.
a blast that wrecks a places.
experts in that line ^
Griffith house on his estate'-Starts a chase
Jones; Herbert Lorn, Peter Glen- ta uncover the suspected murderer.
Fii|e Savait
ville, Banar CoU«;ano and Hugh
Gang of juye kids gets right into, tTne
McDermott. Dennis Price, the one the middle of it because they seek
(AGirl-Knew)
sympathetic underworld character, to help their -pal (Whitlord Kane),
(FRENCH)
is credibly chanhing, and Jill.BalParis, April 12.
the village's Mr. Fixit. To win his
con, daught^ o£ producer Michael freedom they prowl the haunted
p. C. release of Royalty. (Maurice
production.
mann)'
flim
Directed, by lieliBalcon, gives.a good performance mansion of the supposedly^ slain
mann.. Adapted by Michel Duran from
as a rebellious inmate of. a reform medicb, played" by Geptge, Zijeco.
play by Andre Haiiruot, HuMc by Philippe'
Ij^rancoia
school. Direction and production
Pares,
Stars
Andre
"Berqard Cart directs for maxi- Perier, Ba,ny Rohin. AtX,tiguet,
.Marignan, Pariu.
are average. "
Cane.
mum, of slapstick bufr manages'to Running time, »t MIM!^.
>
.Andre Luguet
Iceep up breakneck pace. Leifsmg Bernard Lovaiuon.
Coco.
Francois
Perier
.good.
is
Boyle
of John W.
I Wonlthk't
in
,Tae<tueIlile
, . . . .V> •li'. Ohrfatopbe
Standard cast also includes Vir- Corlnne
.>......>k..»->'. .Pany Robin
'Slioes
Suianne Despres
ginia Grey, Dbn Castle and Grant Nurse
Hollywoodi April 28.
But main interest foMitchell.
Monogram release of "Walter Mrlsch pro-'
juveniles, namely
The legiter on which this is
Auction.
Stata'Don Castle, 321ys& Knox; cuses on the
was written by Andre
fdatures Regis Tooiney, Charles D. Brown, Larry Olsen, Eilene Janssen, Ard- based
Directed Ijy William Nigh,
Screenplay, da Lynwood, Gerald Perreau, Dale Haguet while in a German^prison
Steve l<°isher; from novel by Cornell WoolRenee Beard and Donald camp and produced without his
rich; camera. Mack .Stengler; editor, Roy Belding,
].,ivin6Ston, '-Previewed April 26, '48.
Run- King. La.st two are billed as "Dis" jseeing .it. If was a hit, and the
ning time, TO MIN$.
and "Dat," two small Negroes who screen comedy is likely to gipss
Tom..^.
... .1 .Don Caatie
steal the play whenever giyen the heavily
due to the excellent
Ann.
.IQlyae Knox
chance. Others do okay, especially Luguet-Perier starring combo as
Jutld..... ...'........-....... .Regis Toomey
Wear.
In^pccter Stevens... ;..^....Cha&. .D. Brown the Olsen youngster.
well as to the human interest
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Video 'Angels'

.

Anamti Svnxm Amore

,
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Glanna Aluniini, Gu^o Pipvene, Antonio
Piotrangell and Gianni PrnnclolH from Tol-

Hersh is convinced that this
multi-use is the oidy practical way
at the moment^ anyvyay—^£ proRome, jammlns tini9i IS MINS.
Uoldano Lupl ducing for television. Since it is
Doctor LeonardU •,,•>'•>
.Clara
Culanml
ISlena, ..
.,-,*k'«t,*. .t^. ,.
impossible to come anywhere near
Renry iUlUer
Joan Servals
getting the negative cost of any
Tliis modernized adaptation of decent production out of TV alone,
Tolstoy's "Kreutzer Sonata" is a he figures that every other po-ssible
fine attempt to get Italian cinema angle must be worked.
Thus, he claims. I10 already has
away fSrom. the usual realism. It
combines a risque psychological commitments to insure return of
study with" polemics on divorce. the $190,000 negative cost of the
Film has many possibilities for "Foster" epic. The 16m shorts
good expIoifaUon in art houses.
rights have been sold and seven
Pic is a story of an unhappy mar-'
-stations have so far played the
riage.
reputed doctor (Rolano series. of 12 tworeelcrs. Very' little
Lupi) kills hiKwifc (Clara Clalamdi);
Income
has been realized from telThen,, meeting with her lovcr^ a
well-known violinist (Jean Ser- evision, Hersh figuring that even
vais), he talks over the story with if he plays every possible station
him, and what caused it incom- how possible on a sustaining basis
he can't
patibility, misunderstanding, and, (as has been the. case)
above aU, a.love .which was merely get back Inore than ^,000 per
sensuality.
His marriage with subject.
Elena was. a blind alley, from
He's now working on a releasing
which the v^oman tried to escape deal with a minor company for the
first by attempted suicide, and feature version.
He expects this
then through adultery. Film cnd$ to produce a good bit of his gravy.
with doctor shooting- himself near Film, title of which is explanatory
Elena's corpse,
Quat.
of its public-domain contents, was
produced and directed in Holly"Kreul«er Sonanta"; camera, Carlo
Montuorl; 'qinstc, Nino Rnta. At Rivoll,

stoy'a

.
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Andre Luguet is introduced as a.
middle-aged matinee idol whose
son Francois Perier i$ engaged to
Oany Robin. When Luguet, a
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Adama

(FUNBIISn-MADK),
Toutlis)'
production and release.
Fi^lmi

Stars

Helena Kara, ICullervo KaMlce;. features
Henny Valjua, Paavo .Tannefl. Xjea Lamp!.
Sasu .-Haapanone, Sylva Rossi, Hnnnes
Directed by
Hayrinen^ Bnnl RoUola.
Herecnplay,
Martta
Hannu Leminen.
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Anupuncer.
Priest.

Cnunternuin.
Airs. Stevens...
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,i:!harlen

Assnnta Spina

.^..liaam Treadwell

(In UaXian; English Titles)
After "Furia" and "Open City"
"I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes" and,
more recently, "Paisan,"
wears a clumsy but apt .title. It's American film patrons may have
,an okay whodunit for, lesser situa- come to icxpect strong fare from
tions. It has been given good Italian studios.
However, this is
mounting and casting for the the sort of morbid story that has
budget.
a limited appeal for Italian-Ian
Film, gets off to an inept start, guage spots.
It has a ponderous
but after settling ,down to the pace, wordiness and total lack of
main story telling, offers sufficient comedy relief; though containing
suspense to fulfill all aims. .Wil several first'^rate character porliam Nigli's direction points up trayals.
some individual scenes strongly^
Story depicts a marquis (Ror
and has generally geared the pace lando LUpi) as a typical high-living
with interest after the clum^sy start. Italian aristocrat \yho apparently
Stoiy concerns a, young dancer cap* do no wrong until he tangles
who is convicted of robbery and with reli^on.
Scripter Ser^o
murder after print of ovfi of his Amidei has painted him as s
dancing shoes is found at' the pleasure-loving individual who carscene of the crime. Only the con- ries on an affair with one of his
tinued belief in his jnnocence by. servants (Luisa Ferida) until he
his wife and her final tricking of tires of her.
Then he forces her
the real culprit into a confession into marriage 'with a man of his
save the dancer from the chair. own choosing!
Becoming jealous
Tliere's nothing particularly new of her after she's wed, he kills
about the devices used to project her husband but manages to have
tlie yam but good playing and di- an innocent man convicted Of the
rection make it all come' off.
crime.
It is only after his second mar
Don Castle and Elyse Knox team
as the young couple. They take rlage that he realizes Miss Ferida
capable account of assignments, is still his real love.
And it is
managing several moments of ex- along about this time that he decellently valued emotional inter- nounces the Church and begins
est. Regis Toomey underplays the having wild dreams as his crime
culprit
his
crime being comes to haunt him. Yarn shows
role,
masked by his guise as detective him a thoroughly demented man
in love with Miss Knox. There are about to die at the conclusion.
.no knowing side glances or other
There are plenty of acting lapses
'stock-in-trade tricks used to show and' sloppy scripting, but some
music backgrounding.
his true colors, a factor that helps powerful
interest. Charles D. Brown, detec- Lupi is standout. Indicating much
tive inspector^ Esther Michelson, greater possibilities in a better
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Coin which Hersh has earmarked

;

em

Prisoners.^

Richard Westen, with
exec
producer

for video he'll use for his own
tiauicra, Arjnas llirvnnen; maslc. George do Godzinslty. At production and to finance other
Bia-Bla aua Rex,. UeUll»KL
Runnlne producers, just as in regular indie
time, 71 MINS.
filmmaking.
Coifiparatively large
sum that Ideal will make available
Finland, as with other countries, is necessary for jseveral reasons.
has its juve problem- In this film One is that the risk involved in
the producers have tried to analyze
the new industry is so great that
some of them. With a social 'story bank loans are impossible, unlike
as plot, picture has developed into
one of the better Finnish pix made the situation in films.
^Secondarily, Hersh has discovin several years> Acting and fine
technical credits contrib greatly in ered .in contacts with advertising
agencies and potential sponsors of
upping the 'film's quality.
films on video that they want a
"Maacet, .Tantarlca Tytto" ("Maai-et, whole serieS'^usually -a minimum
Daughter of the Mountains") (FINNISH). of 13 all ready before they'll st.irt
Suoml Filml production and releaNC. Ktars
lOila Pehkonen, Salcarl Jurlcka; features Ale showing the first. In other words,
POrkUn, Kster Llndgren, Olavl Beintas, they don't want to start a series
Hilkka Helina, William M'arkus. .Directed
t»y Valentin Vaala. 'Screen play, Usko and then have to cut it off in the
Kcmpil; camera, XCinO'^lelno. At" Kaleva middle' because the producer ran
and -Kino Palatal, Helsinki. Running time, out
of money, ideas or the urge.
SiSMlNS.
Also, 'Hersh figures that because
Excellent camera -vtack. in lens- of the economy demanded in video
.Salmeia- Jarvinen

•

•

J.

getting

Hersh's brother, Sam, is handling video sales of the film. Another brother, Ben, is an active
indie producer oii the Coast and
may play a. part later in the video
production plans.

-;''•

'.

'.lanltor..,.

"XBliattn

Hersh
credit^-

tfcirlcft)

Uulaa Perldai Rolando widower, is jilted by one of hisproduction.
Lupl, Klena .Zarescjji. Directed by Ferdl- friends; he sours en all womentvand
nando M. Poggioll. SoKsenplay,,' adapted induces his son to- wrong
IVQss
IKrsta. Ami.
.
Jimmy. Aubrey from novel by LUigl Capuaila,
Robin. Complex romantic scenes
Rnglish
titles. Caret C«ala»io. PJcedei:
...... ...John 'Shay
,
Donald Kerr vlcwcd ih N, t., April 18, '481 Running end; however, in "a happy finish,
'•.
,.'
...,.,i,Jos Bernard time. IM MINS,
with a repentant father. The story,
..... .Tjiisn Fcriita.
. .
solmo.
-Aigripplna
.-Stanley Blystone
Rolando Lnpl doesn't drag and: builds up nicely
Marquis fll Roccaverdina
.-S'otbtfly Vai»eji»a
Klena Zareschi to its climax.
KOsima UVunoz
Acting is good.
'%f .Robert
Iiiow^ll
...Klvlra Betrono
Signora Muni>n...
rMntty.JPain. Michel Duran's s(!ript has re- lng some firstrate scenery of northBaroness dl. LagomoLtn. iVanda Capodoglip
[John; Dotlcette
Waned Coop tained the best lines of the legiter.
Finland boosts this Finnish
Aquilaute Guzzardl.
j Bill WaJUer
Angelo Dcssy
Nell Casaccio..........i..
iDan White
Bits handled by. the supporting cast film out of the" Scandinavian mart
Anna
Arena
canaccio.
..i
Agata
(Ray. Teal
Andrea D'Amanlera are in keeping with the leading and into the international field.
{Paul Uryar Dr. MeWiIo. ......
Bella, slaraoe Salnati
Grastia
plaiyer's Work.,
Moari, . Story is a romantic ooe which
.. , .'. ,V,f .ou Alarcnlle. .Jilothej
.Ruggoro
-Ruggeri
Silvio
stems from Olavi Reimas' trip to
.'.Waiden Boyle DonStars

.

.

Grocer.'.*..,..,.'...;

Tramp..

..E^her' .3tfichelS0n.

viWalJy Walker
.....John Sheehan
. merman Cantor
....John H. Elliott
........Tito Vuolo

.Shoe Cleric
. ^

storyv

'

-ym

....AViUliUBk.lEUlll.

Mrs. Finkeliitetn,..,

Judge

Kennedy
.Bay Dolciame

(Bill.
.

Police XiieuteiiLant..

—

. , ,

.

'

.

"

1948

5^

ing an intensely moving portrayal
of a wretched woman. She's well
photogcaphed -bete,- to look a real
beau(^..Tit(nai De Filipp6 givfe$ a
ss Coatlmiea ftow jfuwt 5 ^
colorful characterization of the go-,
between, and Antonio Centa plays financially successful video picture
thb unpleasant role of the cheat production. He's enthusiastic to go
ahead with further filmmaking
cleverly.
Renzo BosscUini's score combineit along the same line, oh a nonpopular Neapolitan themes witb ejcperimental' basis/
dramatic musical' effects. Camera^
.Idea beWnd "Foster" is a thve?work, by Gabor Pogany, sets by way str(>t#u It consists of a
series
Piero I'illppone, costumes by Gino of 12 tvi^o-reelers in color.
These
Sensani pxe okay.
Qmt.
are so made that they can be edited into each other- to comprisenormal-length. staiidard feature.
'<l«>ver$ t^tboot Love)
Thus, Hersb has a series of shorts
for video, a series for 16m home
and school use, a feature for inde^ome, April 15.
Lux Film release' oC OanXa Pohtt nvoduc pendent release to theatres and,
tton.
Stars Clara Cnlamal, Raldano IiUpli
Jean Servala. Directed^ by Glai\nl HVancio- eventually, a feature for sale- to
llnl.
Scnenplay by Vlltorlo Novarese, video and to the 16m field,

.

.

'"

her tremendous personality, creat-

,

'

May

Ve4!ffl|f4iff,

20

a

(raAUAN)
Rome, April

IS.
Titanus release of Ora production. Stars
Anna Magnaril; 'features Antonio Centa,
Kduatdo' and Tltlna De Flllppo. Directed

the north country.

He meets

picture production, the shorts must
l>e shot in as large groups as possible, so as to use actors, directors,
technicians and studio space a minimum of time. All of this means i
heavy investment before a cent

Eila comes back from sales.
A single
series means an investment of
around 1150^000.
,
Hersh is now working on ideas
Fos"God's Angel* Aw KTerywlu're" C"Got^ and scripts along the Stephen
tess Engal Sinfl Ueheralt") (ACHTRIAN). ter line to ^tart production as soon
gacfaa Film Distributing Co, 'i-eiejiae ot as possible. He's also planning? to
Unilas Film production. Stars Attlia llnei start shortly a series of films of
blger, Helhie Kid: features Susi Nlccoietti,
r,olto l,ang. Helena Thimlg, Maria Kis,
vaude and nitery acts, made; in
Gisa Wurm, Helll Sorvi, Use Ilanet, Hans
Put'*,
Directed .by Ifans Thimig. Screen- cooperation Krith nitery ops.

Pehkonen and the couple are marSupportin{( players turn in

ried.

somt^good thesping.

'

Wing.

Mario Mattoll. Screenplay,. Kduardo 0e
.Fillppo from play by .Salvatore Di Glacomo;
camera, Gabor Pogany; music, Renzo RobBet)lni; editor, Fernando Tropea, At Corso.
Moderno and Margherlla, Home. Running
time, 7» MINS.
A.<isunta Spina
........Anna Magnani
Michele Boccadituoco. . .Eduardn De FJliPPo play, Peter SVancke, )LMTt Ueuaer: camera,
Feilerlco FuneUi. ,
Anionio Centa Fi-anz
IIotTermann; '." editor, "Hfinriette
Emilia li-orcinelll
Tltina, .]>e Flllppo
Kruensch; music, Anton Proves:; sets,' Wer-Ijy

:

Salvatore Di Giacomo's ."Assun-

ner Schllchtlng. At Apoilo, YIenna,
uinK.time, 90 MUMS,

Run-

ta Spina", got on to JJie Italian stage
Well acted, this film is a pic
in 1910,' first as a Neapolitan vernaciilar play, then turned into torial account of a soldier's return
Italian by the author himself. It to Vienna a few days before the
is
now considered a classic of end of the war. He encounters a
the Italian theatre. Filmization, young boy who also is bound for
handled by Mario Mattoli with the same destination in search of
care, takes on the importance of his mother. It's a fine human in.

'

"Melody Time" and "So Dear to
Heart," Goldwyn's "Song Is
Born" and "Take Three Tenses,
Wanger's "Tap Roots" and "Joan
terest plot which should gamer of Arc," Bogeaus' "Lulu Belle,"
inter^t of European audiences as
Small's "Cagliostro," Cagney's
well as fllmgoers overseas.
"Time of Your Life" and "Lion In
the Street," Roach's new comedy
series,
Hughes' "Vendetta" and
Team Gojdard, Peck
"Mad Wednesday," Hawks' "Red
McCarey's "Good Sam,"
For 20th^s 'Yellow Sky' River,"
Morros-Lebanon's "Babes In Toy-

a celebration. In U. S., pic may do
well for art houses and Italianborn audiences. For Latin-American market, its values are terrific.
Plot is built around- a typical
Neapolitan love vendetta. Blackmail, infidelity, murder, all figure
in a story that has the elementary
lines of a classic tragedy, but is
Hollywood, May 4.
quite understandable only to a
Paulette Goddard, on loanout
Latin public. Its chief fault is a from Paramount, will
co-star with
miscast Eduardo De Filippo. ConGregory Peck in 20th-Fox's "Yelsidering Anna Magnani's maturity,
low Sky," which goes into work
the role of her jealous lover
couldn't be assigned to a boy, but May 17 on location in Arizona
De Filippo is too aged and in spite with William Wellman directing.
Film was originally slated to
of his tnesping ability; lacks fire
start in April, but was postponed
for such a torrid character.
Opposite him. Miss Magnani is when Peck broke « leg in a riding
superb. She wraps up the film with accident
.

Coast Banks
as; Continued from p*EC 9 ss
ing Selznick's "Paradine Case" and
Disney's
"Portrait
Jennie,"
of

My

land," Golden's "Texas, Brooklyn

and Heaven," "Enterprise's "Arch
Lasky-MacEwen's
Triumph,'*
"Miracle of the Bells," Nebenzal's
"Atlantis" and Stromberg's "Too
Late for Tears."
Financiers assured - SIMPP that
banks have more money invested
in indie pix than ever, that they
consider Indies good risks and that
they welcome loan applications.
of

as youll see at
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AthiiM

20tb CenturjrfFox Sc. Rm. 197 Walton

St.

N.W.

BoMoii.

RKO Screinlng Room

Buffalo

Paramount Sc.

Ghvrlon*

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm. 308 S. Church St.

Chkigo

Warner Screening Room

CinciniMii

122 Arlington

St.

Memphii

20th Century-Fox Sc; Rm. ISl Vance Avt,

Milwaukee
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2i30 P.M.

Minneapolis

Warner Screening Room 1000 Curri* Ave.

2:00 P.M.
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.

W. Wisconsin Ave.

1307 So. Wabash Ave.

1:30 P.M.

RKO Screening Room
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8:00 P.M.
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Warner Screening Room

2300 Payne Ave.

2:00 P:M.

Omaha
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20lh Century-Fox Sc.

Philadelphia

Warner Scteenbig.Room 230 No. 13th

Denvet'

Paramount Sc.
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20th Century-Fox Sc. Rpii 1715 Blvd. of AUlei

Sc.

Detroit

Film Exchange BIdg.
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20th Century-Fox
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Century-Fox Sc.
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Room
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St.

1947 N.Wi Kearney St.

Portland
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From the Stage Play by

As^^uced on

thi Stags by Meyer
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Otvi»^||r
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•3'
knockabout.
Sid Stone follows
click,
quit*
P»lladinni« l4Nid«n
doeni't
imitation!,
after some fUn»y Impressions bya lot of hard work and
I/Ondtott, April it.
the Slates and gets" results with
Xavier Cugat Orch vnth Norma, despite good material. Part of
some
Carmen Mirandat George & Bert ,9jdewslk faker piitter which gets
Mortera, the Gorcios, Alladin; Har- trouble is that he coaxes loo hard
Bernard, Ted Ray; Amaut Bros., a howl on the nnish w«ft HHKry
vey Stone, Rose Murphy; "Home- for laughs, and customers just George Riley & Helene Heller,
a s<HipIhg
iominfl" (M-G-M), reviewed in don't give. Radio ribbing routine Richardo, Mr. X, Halama & Konar- Slate stooging in
Comic also gets Into Gypsy MarieVARIETY April 7, '48.
seems stale, but Hollywood take- ski, Duncan's Collies, Bahette, La off's act, tying in on the encore ftw"
strictly for laughs, is Petite Potvpee, Terri Carol, Mayall
offs,
with
funsterlng
an
acetsc^iiQn,
Booked for four weeks plus an really funny.
ette, Skyrockets Orch,
Miss Mai^koff holds « highly,
Stagg McMann harmonica trio
Optional fifth, this stage show
legitimate spot with flashy stuff o;i
spans 50 minutes with plenty of handles their varisized moiith
It's becoming a trifle monotonous "the squeezebox plus some vocaUng.
gusto, ear-ticlding music, comedy organs nicely, offering a tuneful to hear every topliner from across Does "Golden Earrings," "Flight
<ind personality. Of the three acts act. Arrangements are novel, best the Atlantic toll Palladium apudi- of the Bumble Bee" and "AccordiBose Murphy is the only stranger of which is "Dance of the Hours". ences they are the salt of the earth, on Boogie," for solid begoff. Slates
Completing standard quartet of but there's little doubt these same take
on the Capitol's hydraulic plathold next for the ftitmy Leo
the Herzogs, who bring audiences do their best to prove it
form, and she fares handsomely. acts are
Dwocher and the umpire busing
up the curtain with their rope In the case of Carmen Miranda and hold solid pace with a travesty
Past impacts repeat themselves for
/
stunts. Accompany routine with a the screen has already familiarissed
on wrestling. Utilize Fay Carroll,
Xavi«r Cugat and Harvey Stone. running line of patter. Trio of
exher
decorative dliirp, v/ho can really
Anything that the No. 1 maestro gals have some exciting aerial her outlandish headgear,
and her eloqueirt handle a vocal for added laughs.
for the rhumba dishes out is stunts, which they handle smooth- pressive eis^es,
by
welcomed
was
she
so
torso, and
Singer gets big returns on singing;
with gloating appetite, ly.
gi-eeted
Lowe.
a capacity house.
in spite of the heckling wiUi "Prisf•while Stone maintains a pretty
Accompanied by her "Banda da oner of him" and "Irish Lullaby"
high level of laughter out of the
Olympia, ]llianil
Lua," the group of Brazilian mu- handled In ^oovey fashioa
merger of his newer line of patter
Biz okay.
associated
Burnt.
been
sicians who have
Miami, April 30,
with the GI routine which on its
vi^th her since the beinning of her
Tfie X^agahonds, Baro & Rogers,
iiitro here two yeara ago catapulted
meteoric career in Rio, she intetliim to double-A rating among the The Arleys, Johnny Hyman, Lor- sperses her varied numbers with
raine Fortune, Les Rhode House
younger comics.
Boston, Ap«l 30:
patter directed at flatterOrch; "The Bishop's Wife" pleasant audience
Count Basie OrcU (17), WicJiolas
that was very
As usual, Cugat compounds a (RKO).
ing an
much on her side before she sang Bros., Mantan MoreUaid & Kitty
repertoire that swirls -with color
Her nine numbers in- Murray, Billy EtMane,.'The Hmta note.
and movement as it tingles with

CeiabWowsinCiiKsert

Mt

•

'

.

The Vagabonds, comedy-singing
melody and rhythm. Hie iiistru- instrumentalists-quartet, dominate
mental items are well diversified, layout here this week. Though
with each treatment bearing the Californians, they've become fa-

stamp. The
vorites in the several winter and
hiis ringmastering of
seasons they have been
Suave showmanly summer
installed at the year 'round Clover
touches range from grouping five
Club, with tlieir considerable folclarinets and seven violins' around
lowing
in this area auguring solid
the apron mike, for" spoflight inter- biz for this Florida vauder.
ludes during the course' of a pair
Stuff has been sapoliocd for
«f orchestral flights, to some spevariations
on the their family trade engagement,
cial-material
theme of "Manana." The latter bit, but they still reihain one of the
entailing the services of several of sockiest acts to have played herethe sidemen plus a girl billed sim- abouts ia'i town that has seen
ply as Norma, a maracas-beating the best. Combo of bass, accordion
chick with a sinuous -chassis, is and two guitars, plus the smartly
timed routining, vocalistics and
smartly contrived for chuckles.
high blend, of comedy keeps the
The instrumental number which stubholders
clamoring. Whether it
".Tungle
plaudits
is
Siets
top
Ehylhm," which Cugat sound- be a straight jive number, a barlad with "hep!" undertones or an
tracked for M-G-M and recorded
all out Jam qession, they keep
talso undec the Caluaibia label.'
building to a begoff,
It's a sttrtfire" Mend, of exciting
Balance of layout is good varibeat and haunting melody, with
flashy pianistics and solo passages ety. Baro & Rogers turn in a well
on the flute. Most of the band's thought out canto of hallroom
vocal chores^ fall to another oa^ dance duo burlesque for giggles
name perfbrmerj' -Monero; and he ^nd gasps. Throw the book at
shines 'cm up nicely. On tlie teriH them, all the way down to breakeical side of the Cttgat menage away costnm^.
these a good-looking young couple,
The Atleys handle aero stunts
the Garcias, :who fling a whirlwind in fair fashion, with enough noveltempo with acix>bat&; supplements. ty in the wonum understander to
Vhe team earns a generous >sendoff. take the fandUar edge off the
Individualistic
same goes for
the troupe.

Cugia^t

.

-

,

.

,

.

"South

cluded

"When

I

Love

I

American

ing With Gas," "I

Make My Money

With Bananas," the inevitable "Ay,
Ay, Ay" and, a number of "native"
melodies.
Val Parnell has given Miss
Miranda a good supporting bill of
Opening act
International flavor.
•

straiiping Miss HtUpIty with
the tiny voice doesn't veer an iota
from her style of working-itf cafes,
and she proves just as potcDifly acceptable on the Capitol stage; "The

Windup

of the season has only
layout with Count Basie's
band,' a pickup outfit, having its

by Richardo, whose wire-walking
deserved applause.
antics earn
Some wlsderacks by George Riley,
too often punctuated by grimaces,
pave the way for the always pop-

ular Amaut Bros, climaxing their
turn with the still welcome "bird
courtship."

The popular dancers Halama and
Konarski win applause by their
stylish work, and George Riley and;
Helene Ilellei- are a good combination of comedy and sin^ng. Closing the first half are George and
Bert Bernard, who run La Miranda
very close for' top honors. These;
brilliant mlmeos are fast becoming favorites with British au^ences, and the demand for encores was well deserved.

balancmg and

".

&

,

'

names for

was

Best bet for attention is Peggy
Baylor tidb. Acra danseuse, tossed

around by two

male

assistants,

does some top-notch balancing and
air twirls. Varies routine with
frequent' shifts in tempo, best of
which is a Latin-American medley. Impressed as rating better
returns than it got.
Jackie Gleason, comic with a
last line of patter and gagged

mid

assistant,

he

produces

baskets of flowers from an apparently empty scarf and contribs a
number of other fea,ts topped by
taking a live goose out of an "empty" chest.

king-size

show-

only around .3,000, less, than half
capacity, and grossed a little better
than ?8,060;
loud jum^ and showed disapproval
Of course. Heller picked Gai*of anything that wasn't Band dens over Syria MoSque, long-hair
really clicks in "Robin's Nest," but jnusib site, because of its larger
others,, like "Mutton Leg" 'and spiace, recalling that two years ago,
"One O'clock Jump" were on the at height of summer. Bob Hope
rough side.
unit packed the place. But there's
VocMist Jimmy Rushing s«iores only one Hope, and history of Garin a couple of blues tunes with dens previously has been that town
tenor men Paul Gonsalves and won't accept the spot for stageBuddy Tate filling out the jsoIo type presentations. Ice carnivals,
work. Band end of it seemed In- rodeos, etc., that's another thing.
rink,
secure, but if the outfit stays to- Stage was at far end of long
with chairs placed all the way back
gether it'll probably improve.
on the floor, with the result that
Nicholas Bros., a little more subthe midway mark faces Were
dued than usual, go through stand- past
Several of the elevated side
ard routine to get over okay, with a blur. part of the arena proper,
Mantan Moreland, pop-eyed flicker sections,
were likewise cut off from good
comic, assisted by Kitty Murray,
vantage view.
scoring in fast cross talk. Billy
Those that did come got their
Eckstine, in ace spot, nice romanmoney's i»ori:h/Berle worked his
tic baritone okay with "Intrigue,"
head off and killed them. He was
"I'm in the Mood For Love," "Fool
all over the place and all over
That I Am," ete. House returns to
the show. Had Moroccans, tumdouble feature bills after this show
blers; Stan Fisher, harmonicist,
with no vaudo opening set Usually
and Lindy Hoppers with him and
comes back in mld-aLUgost JSlie.
got into their respective acts a la

^

.

'

,

.

Carnival, New -Yotk, to terrific reespecially with Fisher and
the Moroccans, He likewise edged
into the Kaye band act, fooled
around with the vocalists and did a
lightweight love-making bit with
sults,

Fix in Colomiiia

and. hold up their hands for the Miss Blondell they howled at. On
management to see. If the pic isn't her own, film actress came back
special
stopped by the time, the matches later with a good piece of
to be
bum down, the doting commences. song material about wanting being
Latinos

are

equally

a strip-teaser, the

volatile

dle because the late singer's rendition of one tune, tickled their
fancy. On the threat of a riot, projectionist replayed the isong as an
encore.
,

4ccor£Qng to Jack ConnoUy,
newsreel litti^ for the U. S. State
Dept., who was on. the fecotiei some
terrific shots of the uprij^cng were
destroyed in a fire which occiured
the first evening of the i-iots at the
Hotel Regis. Connolly and a number of cameramen were caged in
the capitol building for five bours
by ragmg mobs.
Not a single theatre was dan*aged, Connolly says. However, one
cameraman was killed by a stray
shot and valuable equipment and
films destroyed.

.

Contlna«d from page 3

United Artists. Ent has one more
pic to deliver under its present
pact, with UA, Talks on the new
deal were started some weeks ago,
when Einf eld and Loew were both
Cast Einfeld remained in New

gimmick

down to the
her zipper won't work,
entire cast rushing down,
eager to assist. All this is new
to La Blondell, but she handles it
like a trouper, despite practically
no rehearsal, and that Oriental engagement with Berle, where working conditions will be a lot better,
ought to be something.
Kaye fivps out with his presentation house routine, oltered
piece-meal,, of course, because of
the insertion of the. other stun,
with Berle putting his own unmistakable stamp on everything orch
does, even into the "So You want
to Lead a Band?" stunt, which

that .when she gets

when the film suits them. A Grace peel
Moore pic was halted In the mid- and

York for the Broadway preem of
Ent's "Arch of Triumph."
Einfeld also participated with
others of his staff and with UA
Best stage layout here in many execs on pub-ad campaigns for
weeks has the Slate Bros, lifting openings of "Arch" and Harry
the entire doings into almost re- Sherman's Enterprise pic,
"Four
vue proportions with a steady flow Faces West." "Arch" tees off
toof solid clowning interspersed beday (Wednesday) in Philly and hits
Convedy is suppUed by Coke and tween supporting acts plus an exPoke, back for the umpteenth tended stay on their own winding the Loew's circuit out-of-town May
time. Their coarse humor is well up with a brief but cfinching sesh 13 and 20. "Paces" preems shortly
received.
Team closes with its of the hoofery. Lads have plenty in about 200 cities.
Ent pub-ad topper Robert Tapfamiliar jitterbug routine where on the ball and make every minlinger is slated to head to the Coast
one partner dons femme attire. ute on stage count for the limit.
Pleasing opener is contribbed by from New York today. Publicity
Sandwiched In the layout are
terper Billy Nightingale and the Carlton & Dell, mixed hoofing chief Bill Blowitz planed out last
Beale St. Boys, both reviewed un- team, who supply a trio of tricky Friday (30) with Binfeld's assistGilb.
routines highlighted by g o o d ant, David Hopkins.
der New Acts.

a femme

their

on, 'getting Gardens on a straiglit
tental basis at $2,500, and he took
a licking, inasmuch as layout drew

.

ing. Payees at show caught sat on
their mitts and acted as if shortchanged. Bach individual act has
eome merit, but pace is slow and

SO.

shops,' 'it must be obvious to lliem
by now that they'll have to alter
ups and downs. Has own clientele, pltysical setops radically. This
however, and got fairly good re- wasn't an AMA promotion; Saul
turns at first show, for which bix Heller, Cleveland promoter, put it

.

,.

April

Loosely-defined concert field hag
acquired a sparkling entertainment
in the Milton BerleJoan BlondeUj^anmiy Kaye combo even though
together tor just a short
it's
stretch, three or four dates in all,
as a matter of fact For Berlo and
Miss BloadeU, however, it's sort
of prertew for their coming fortnight vaude eng-^gement at the
Oriental in Chicago and stamps
their turn as a can't-mlss.
Show even played well in barnlike Gardens, and that's a good
sign. Big sports center was hardly
the place for this entertainment,
however, and if Arena Managers
Assn. is eyeing top vaude and band

so-so

Ensemble"
with
"Novelty
is
Basie m.c.s the show, presidinif
Bahette, La Petite Poupee, Terri at the' piano. Grabs only one fen*'
Carol and Mayette indulging in a ture spot, doing nice work on the
variety of acts from paper-tearing organ in "Paradise Lady," but
to dizzy acrobatics,, to be followed payees were interested mostly in

Second half opens with Duncan's
lifts, ^
ColUeSj an unusual collection of
Tlirush I^rtfilnc Fortune does canine .actors, iiuA then, as is beokay, with Her lyric soprano ap- coming a Palladium habit, Ted
plied to the pops to good effect Ray precedes the top Uner with his
Looks good and h?indles herself fiddling and fooling, and builds up
stylist, who hopped into national in capable fashion
' delivery
wise a nice introduction for the "Braattention not so iong ago on the to hit for ftill returns when she
Come.
zilian Bombshell."
teeterboard of ,a Majestic record, does "Indian Love Call" after
rarely looks out at her audience the ballading.
State-LMk.*s, €hl
while perfprming. The pose reNovelty
slot
is on the unusual
April
30.
Ch,icaso,
mains fixed. With a Cheshire grin side
Green, hina RoTfim,
Joclcic
and almost closed eyelids, she sits facilewith Johnny Hyman applying
work on words-^ny Jdnd Wiete Bros. (3). Henrg^ Brat«*<w
at the piano like a bemused Budof words—in any fashion. Stuff is
Orch; "Lady From ShaagM^
dha, giggling, tossing off snatches
different and intrigues the and
of lyrics, tapping off the beat with
witb handltag of words within (Col).
her heels, occasionally snapping
Short Bill, which acconipanies
her fingers or clapping her handB, words and letters within letters.
Les Rhode and house orch are extra-long film, does a satisfactory
and struriimSng away at the keys.
Henry Brandon orch opens
job.
And it's a set of digits that's as hep okay on backgrounding. Lary.
briskly with "Sabre Dance," whitJh
and skilled to the jazz idiom as
features double pianoing of the
they come on the waxworks.
Apollo, IV. Y.
tnaestro and Rudy Wagner.
Miss Murphy's repertoire here
Dizzy
Gillespie
Orch (15) loitfi
Wlere brothers are strong openhues closely to her record releases.
Jt includes "Time on My Hands," Sachi Stiens, Beale St. Boys (4), ers with their fiddle clowning and
Poke, Billy Nightingale, jugglingi Soft shoe routine to
•'My, Blue Heaven," "Cecelia," Coke
"Chichornia" and her initial- plat- Al HyXton, "Bury Me Dead" (BL>. "Minute Waltz" is also okay.
ter hit, "I Can't Give You AnySwitching hats bit, another oldie,
new twist that registers
thing but Love." She garbs herBe-llbp returns to this colored is given a
Trio, get hefly hand
self attractively, is quite comely in Harlem
vauder this week, Dijoy for laughs. break-a*ay finish to
as they do
a distinctive way and comports Gillespie's crew blasting
away with "Sunny Side of -the Street."
She was its wacky
herself ingratiatingly.
rhythms.
Comprising
garbed in a white,
forced bsick for several bows fol- four rhythm,
Lina
Romay,
five reed, six brass
lowing her encore, when caught.
plus the leader's trumpet, band sequlned evening gown, is best on
It doesn't take Stone but a mo- gets
Latin numbers. Not UhUl the third
the
sesh off to a fast
ment or two to warm 'em vp to his start withhour-long
song, when she stittted.to do a bit
a
hot
tagged
"Inominon."
inonolog on the theme of his wife,
Outfit then switches to the Spanish of hip waving, did the audience
a drab and. a termagant, but they motif with "Alga
start
Buena" for over- become attentive. She should
really don't cut loose with the yaks all
good returns. .Orch's^femme with one of the better known South
until he goes Into the' other half
American tunes and then switch to
•vocalist, Sachi Stiens, also scores
of his aet, the old GI routbte. From with
the pops,
'
then on it's a howl. They even run .You, a swingy version of "I Love
Jackie
Green
does
a
fine
job
of
Yes I Do."
ahead of him, deluging the gag
selling his impressions of Cantor,
Fresh from a European tour, Gil- Jolson and Durante. His first song,
With xoars iand shrieks before he
When lespie's boys Show the payees that "Harrigan," followed by Ink Spots
can finish the tagline.
caught, Stone likewise was" hauled they're stin in the groove with a take-off bn "If I Didn't Care," goes
back for several bows. A singularly neat aixangement of "One Bass over neatly. He pops his eyes,
pol&hed gagster, this fellow, and Hit,"- which spots Nelson Boyd for claps his hands, and si^gs an Eddie
one of the finer teehnicians at some mean bullfiddling. Bongo Cantor medley; then Into Jolson
player follows to register with impresh on
Odec.
timing.
-'Rock^-Bye
Your
"Manteca."
Group then lapses Baby."
Zabe.
Into the true be-bop idiom, dishing
€»pitol, Was1i>
out "Oo Ya Kooi'^
Gillespie reWashington, May 1.
jpUppodjniine, Bsilto.
minds
the
customers
it's Ws "latest
The Herzogs (3), Stagg Mc- Victor
Boltttnorc, Mom 1.
recording," then contribs
Mann Trio, Jackie Gleason, Peggy some
Slfttc Bros. (3) with fay Carroll,
screwy lyrics as well as some
Taylor Trio; "Black Bart" (U).
Carlton & Dell, Gypsy Markof,
hot trumpeting.
Sid Stone, Jo Lomhardi House
Magician
Al
Hylton
scores
with
a
Capof
current
General effect
Orch (12); "Lady From Shanghai"
Working with iCol).
•Itol layout is dull and disappoint- variety of trlcte.

The

...

Way," ed" (Mono),

Love," "I'm Cook-

P^^'bmh.

Milton Berte, Joan Blondcll
Sammy Kaye's orOi Sta,n Fisher,
Moroccans, LiMy Jfoppm. Beit,
trice Kraft Dancers, Laura LesuT
Don Cornell, Dick Edwards.. Kaul
deti. Chubby Silvers and Ccril
/Hidisill, At The Gardejw for o««
*
m^lfit, April 30, at $335

finale

dosed the slmw. Kaye brought
Kraft Dancers along and
they scored twice with their unusual East Indian routines, while
his. vocalists all mopped up. There
could have been endless encores
for all of them, but they were eon'-

Beaitrice

tent with one each to keep the
tempo going. Berle ran the show
off in just a little under two and a
half hours, and pace and movement were such that nobody couio
have possibly guessed whole thing
was put together at a single runthrough here that didn't end unUl
just about an hour beforo cui'tam
time.
,
,
Of course, it was strictly Berle s
show, as anything he's ever in is
always bound to be, andfor a town
that hasnt seen him since he used
to come here as a presentation act
except for
at Stanley theatre
Monte Proser's lamentable musiat the
cal, "Spring In Brazil,"
Nixon a few seasons ago the guy
No question
was a revelation.
about his ability to coordinate a
variety lay-out, at the same time
cementing his own status as a yeiT
funny fellow, and when that impression sticks even under the conditions the Gardens Imposes, then
.

—

—

it

always

will.

,

.

Show was four-alarm entc-^tainment regardless; anywhere els*
but this unlikely (for this type
of thing) spot, it would have been
Cohen.
twice that

.

^We dedicate this motion picture to tite maiestic
and colorful state of California and to the
California Gold Centennial, which marks 100
years off unparalleled progress in a great land
of freedom and opportunity*'
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sales

in Belgium, lias been
Biz manager
to Bolster
upped to a newly-created post of
district manager for the northern
ences against" worthier American sector of i^urope.
l>aris, AprU 20.
Marshall wlU
Hiere's nothing wrong with the product.
operate from his Brussels fa.q.
The American film business here,
French iihn industry that an addiIn other changes by U, P. Garcia
tional investment of $250,000 a despite frozen funds and other has be«a made Madrid manager

French Pix

Necessary

,

nevertheless of tre- for the company. C. JungiiuMrker
mendous political -importance to has been tapped as iri«D|iging dihelp seE the French on the Ameri- rector in Stockholm.
can way of life: This goes donltle toe
necessary coin down to the film in- newsreels and 16m which, at condustry this year and next, but the siderable distribution cost, peneCuts China Biz
Civil
tiiiknown quantity in the success trates otherwise inaccessible rural
equation will be the human factor; areas.
^
One -Third; Local Pix
Another swipe ' at Hollywood
There exists plenty of creative
talent in all phases including top- films is. being made currently by
notch directors, competent direc- agitation for revision of the BlumThreat to
ilors^ and many good actors^ several Byrnes quota of four weeks out of
While film business in China
product.
is- whom would rate ii;ternational every 13 for domestic
picked up in the two years followstardom if properly publicized. Thoui^ exhibs are dead set against ing
the end of World War II, it
are
!ntafs the consensOis of opinion in tbe picoposal* Communists
now has dropped about a third due
*
claiming that it is the cause of the
t(q» film circles here.
effects of tlie Chinese eivU
Enough studios are available to bog in Frendi production. Some to the
war, according to C; Y. Tom, proqr
turn out about 80 pix a year. But papers have mentioned it as the
of the Chinamerica Film Exchange
currently production is at a low cause of the closing of the Buttes
in Hongkong. Currently in New
,ebb with some studios folding, Chaumont studios, thus causing un- York, Tom points out that despite
«thers working part time and an employment.
an imstable currency, -and sundry
increasiiig number of French pro-r
Any move to revise the Blum- other problems, Chinese filmmakQueers electing to oP^r>te altroad, Byrnes pact will have to reach top ers are getting back into producit wiU
diplomatic levels,
ma&ity in Ita^,
tion.

year couldn't cure-Hproviding the
producers cliange their attitude towards business. The Suropeau Recovery Program will pncoolatie the

obstacles,

UAIMstribs

,

Layoff In

Sweden Endol; New

Plans Speeded
Stockholm, April
2Q

Wage

CaiitiiflasteHnwIla

is.

War

.

hi

Fonr-Nonlii
Uurersal in Belgnm

John Marshall, Universal's

Lq>it With

FreM& Sbw

Mexico Cilty, April 29.
Cantinflas (Mario M«r«to), t»p
pic player who started as a
stage comic, is en route to Paris
to bring back a French show to
hypo legit here. Show is penciled
for the Teatro Iris here.
Accompanying comic to Paris
are M. M. PcJgsdo^ bis seripter,
and Alfonso Sanchez Telia, veteran

Mex

,

pi<^

producer * beaded Use Spain .t9

make a

pie.

dispute between
workers and film producers

studln

jvS

has tied up production here slnni
the first of the year was flnallS
settled Thursday (27) with the inS
ing ot a new agreement which i»
effective for the balance of
I94n
Solution of their labor difficultiea
prompted the fllmmakei-s to lauhch
a flock of new ventures.
Svensk-Fllmindustri announced
four pictures which are due to go
before the cameras in the next few
months. Films Include "Karleken
Och Doden" ("Love and Death")
by Ingmar Bergman and Gustav
•

Molander; "Hosenblom," by

HAS PABSrS
IHE TRIAL' FOR

CHI INDIE

U p

Olrog; "Hamnstad" ("Harbor
City") by Olle tensberg, plus an
untitled yam by Rune Lindstrom.
Elsewhere producer-writer-direc*

tor Hasse Ekman, who recently left
Europa Film, will make "UUa
"The Trial," ritual murder pic Marta Kommer
Tillbaka" t"Hctum
1^ German director G, W» Pabst of Little Martha") for Terra
Film.
which has left a trail of controversy Stig Jarrel
.

will

star.
Sandrewin lSurope, will be distributed in
Bauman Film is planning a celluthe U. S. by Star Films, a Chicago
New Chinese product poses .a indie distrib outfit. Film will be loid version of Shakespeare's
"Taming
of
the
Shrew"
threat to American film distribu- dabbed with English dialog and
and also is
readying
a
pic
built
flood
native
around
tors, for already the
of
pop
tiadeshown in Ne>v York in two
tunes by Evert Taube. Same comfilms' has tended to: reduce the
IN
weeks.
'What French producers mosOy sirf^ NIPPGN-U.S.
available playing time for U. S.
During its European playing, pie pany in addition has tagged "Htai
fer'from, however, is an inability
especially in Hongkong, Tom encountered opposition fnmi sev^ Och &na - Lanninganna'' ("The
PIC pix,
.
to get together on ahy project, to
says;.
He adds that the piincipal eral groups who charged Fabst with DevU and the Smalanders") for
organize under one banner imd,
Tokyo, April 23.
source of Chinese films, other than being a Nazi collaborationist during early production Ivar Jobansson
lulling nominated a chief, abide by
Japanese and American film Shangliai, aire studios in Hong- tbe Hitlerites' heyday although this will write and direct.
Iiis decisions. Each one prefers to
Meanwhile, Sandrew-Bauman has
players will soon appear on the kong and the nearlqr mainland cUy film, dealing with a pogrom in
xranain independent apd scramble screen
Kowloon.
of
together If a deal between
Hungary, and made in Vienna last already rolled a pair of pta. First
^^Sainst the others as best as he can
Tom, who expects to return to year, of course Is anything but is "I^remmande Hamn" ("Strange
,and, Shochiku studios, remiti a perspective limited to the cently eoBcliided
Harb«»").
Directed by Harape
here by.Barl Cap- Hongkong late this summer, de- anti-Semitic.
CElDinlps Fly sees;
he
would
dares
enter
production
Faustn!uin,1Um was written by Her.
roUk gnesr ftoough, aeaqndfatg to re$20,000,000 Gross Biz
bert Qreventns from a play by the
ports here, CSamdl plans to bring via acquisitiaa of an existing studio
late Josef: KJdlgren cdled "Un7he national $20,000,000 y^ar four orfiveHJS. actors, plus aI>ont there. Meanwhile the film exec
has«Iosed
a
deal
with
Monognmknown Swedish Soldier." Second
fpNiss ion films could easily be in- 20 ^echnidaBtis, to Japan within
Brit.
starter is "Bn Bavets Son" ("A Son
oreased if exhibitors and distribu- the next foor or five mimflis. HieTt whereby bis distribution firm will
CMitlniieft froin pace IS
of the Sea"'), directed and scripted
tors sold their product more ag- produce a picture with shots of release four Mono films in the
gressively. Idck of modem com- Ht. Fuji aud other famed Jap HfHigkong .and "fiodth China area like Ctaurcbill.
They sound as by Rolf Hudieife.
and
negotiations
ate
pndecway
for
twt and service in theatres is al^w scmic spots as background.
Fotmaticm ef a new firm known
thou^ they all come from Mayeight more Mdoo pix. Be also
luirtmg, but streamlining
lone
fair..Let them stop dropping their as Futttrum Film Co. last week in
Companty would he on locatioR
plans stepj^ng into exhitntioa witb
l»wait on a nationwicte iecan$tanie^ ht Japan ioar or five wedcK.
Gotbenbutg will teing picture prolast ^Rabies and tbaiH tadp."
a theatre buying program whidi
iifaL program in hondng and inAnother prez asserted that Brit- duction to western Sweden for the
at present contemplates porcbasc
tfiistry.
ish dialog must be f»tirdy unin- first time when the outfit tees off
of some five bouses in Tfitrntgimmf^
The French yearly production
telligible to "Arkansas exhibitors, its shooting schedule n&d month.
Kowlooa and Csmton.
Iwdg^t, partly banJtedled by govfor instance, who couldn't possibly At 'present tbe company contemTiriiiibtt
ernment agencies, totals' around
be expected to understand Britidi plates turning out shorts and news*
i Coatlauetf from pace 4
$£,000,000 which is enou0i to turn
speech.'' Gist of j^restdential con- reels only, but eventually expects
•at 80 pix. This number could be mittees permii such cross-examinatentions yaxe that tbe, British hare to tadde full-length features as
lieached if lEVench prodncers op- tion.
come a long way hot must go even wdl. FMurum's tdMiirnum is
wtated like an Amerfean major,
iatOia! oa the ttdga betoe mass. lAfberg, who ftannerly dtrectedMotions by the defense for a diateaning a production plan and rected acquittal and for a subpoena
txKddngs would come near to those picfores for the Scndrew-Bauman
Mexico GStx; XgfA.
Fibn Co. 1b StodOwbn.
schedule, a talent stable and a o£ the House UnrAmericaQ ActiviFire said to bave stsurted ib a aC'BMDywood prodoet.
worldwide distributing organiz»- ties CQUtiuittee's records and min- warefaoose and attributed to sponTwo other main suggestions
M^nmldle^ a new distribution
tioB instead of being satisfied with ntear were: both qna^M. Other de- tanemis combustion destroyed the were told Rank. First, that British firm called. Minerva Film Co. has
national returns supplemented by fense witness today included Ger- Azteca pic studios here, one Of the stars still need further buildap been, set
hem bj Tore Sjoberg,
meagre foreign /jutright sales. ard Cahill, rep of the Motion Pic- five in this sector, April 30. Fire with the American public. Second, foimer manager of Nordisk Tone*
These sales are impossible to ana- ture Assn. of America, and Rich- was one of tbe worst in Meiican ttiattbe British should lay off the film.
lyze since they are partly trans- ard Griffith, exec director of the historyr Six stages went, with a lonighair themes afmed at attracting iittellecbiate add <play for the
acted' under the table.
National Board of Review: Both total
of $1,000,000 CU. S.).
French producers need, above witnesses woe quoted on. the
Asteca eliminatjwit won't hamper great mass oC filmgoers.
Ranl^ liunself^ in a London press
all, business men to direct their op- which Trambo scripted.
pic prodnctian berie beeans4$ tbcrie's
erations. That's where the $250,000
After a full week of hacking so little of it that the other fonr interview 'last week, admitted that
Confined from page S
would fit in for an exec producer, through te(>hnical details, the trial studios, all Ingger and better,, can the tax bad an adverse effect on
British' films but predicted "big
sales head, public relations exec judge rated Monday (3> that the weH take care of it
win bought oat all of Blumenfield's
business of British pictures" once and o&e'half
and smart theatre management. questions asked Trumbo tor the
of UA's share, giving
Maybe American personnel would
Un-American Activities:
TrKBTOWiBf KEPO&T the tax is off. Moreover, he refused them 75% of. the stock in the five
to <ionfinn the report of Eric Johnliave to be' hired, but this raises a Committee whether he was a
houses for $375,000. Buy is a
Sidn«7 Horen, 20th-Fox Ihtema-. stoBt,
pre^ that Anglo im- straight investment for Lesser,
l^titical problem as well as a finan- Communist and whether he hebomeoffice
recKcsentative
iioual
ports would make $12,000,000 in
cial one. But for the cost Of one of longed to the Screen Writers Giiild
for Spain^ Portugal and SpaniA the V. S. in. 1948. "Anybody could who will continue with, his indie
fhsir good pictures, the Tteaeb
were "pertinent to -the inquiiy."
prodoetion activities. Corwin, who
arrived in New Teak quote that sum." Rank replied.
{oreducers could graduate from In this case, it appears that the North Africa,
"I
sbares m& interest in several other
Mimday (Si for huddles with 2ath won't even try."
artisans into industrialists;.
only question which will go bcdiMre
JLA^ theatres with Mike RosenIntetnatieaal
prez
Murray
SilverWiU Pnblieize $ EanincB
Dubious Qualitgr
the jury is' whether Trumbo atberg, is actively managing the new
.st<Hie.'..'
He aims at 12,000 bookings per
Currently, there are about 40 tempted to answer the questims or
Dan Lcderman, ydto recently re- film in the U. S. instead of the
French pix ready or near-ready for .refused them.
signed
as
20tta
managing
director
product wiU continue playaverage of 6,000, interviewers were
release with another dozen rolling..
At the same time the court ruled
But in many cases, the cm'ality is out as immaterial a bedside deposi- in the Fbilipinnes, also arrived in told. Dollar earnings of British ing the bouses, althao^ there is
such that they are accepted even titm wtaieb bad 1aeea taken last K. T. SStmilsig £nr confabs with films will very likely be pubbsfaed nothing but a "mend obligalion"
Sili'erstone.
regularly in tbe future, he added. {nvolver. on either side. Company
for q£uota with considetalfle idiKt- Wednesday (Wi. from Bep. J. FarRank has no Intention of cutting sold half its Interest, it was said,
ance by exhibs. Ja several' eases, nell Thomas, committee chairman,
his own schedules to make studio because It amsidexed tbe $12^,000
French pix caimt^ find firstrun re- who is in at the Walter Reed Hosspace for Yank producers, he also a "good" price.
lease dates in Paris and find their pital here.
Cmrrcit
Shows
said. He's reviewing his Australian
way straight ta the sticks;.
Rep. John McDowell (R., Pa.,) a
Only icmainii^ theatre in which
London^ May 4.
and Canadian filmmaking plans for
Apart from exchange control committee member, was put on the
now holds an interest is .the
(FigHre shows week» of fun)
possible extension of them in Towne. Milwaukee.
problems, American di$tcib$ are stand. He largely read from the
Constanline
"Anna I^neasta," Majesty's (27). alight
of the lifting of tt|.e tax. As Pappas and
getting a migraine due to the transcript of the bearings of last
each have a 50%
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (48).
for Canada, two years 9ga oidy share.
Administration OtMber. Cross-essimination by deFrench
"BazccttS," Gacrick (1).
of Canadian screcntinie was
which is being run by anti-Ameri- fense counsel Cbsffles HbUstcm was
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (54). 4%
Distrib is at least temporarily
allotted to British pix but that's
can Communist fellov? travellers. directed to show that Triimbo was
"CadauSmt*" Palace (8).
off the hook on the Broadway thenow up to 24%.
^ They are devoting all their time to liot permitted to dear himself <^
"Chiiteni Hundreds,"'Vaude (36).
holds a
Oscar awards are not regarded atre, N. Y., on which it
snafu American trade, forcing the charges made by preceding witHouse
"Dai* Kjres," Strand (6).
as important by Rank who believes lease from the Shuberts.
Johnston office rep, Frank McCar- nesses before the House commitfec
"Edward My Son," Lyric (49).
Habimah
Hollywood is biased in selecting had been dark until the
thy, to carry matters to high gov- last October,
"Fenr, Five, Six," Yorks (8).
a sixPlayers
opened
of
Palestine
the winners. Britisher confirmed
ernment levels through the U. S.
"Freiay," St. Mart. (2).
last Saturweek
engagement
there
reports that David SamofiE, RCA
Embassy at every turn. He has had
"Happiest Years," Apollo (6>.
be
board chairman, had approached day (1>. Stay is expected to
to defeat such tricks as a pre^os"Happy Either," St James «2).
extended
successful.
if
it
is
him for television ri^ts to his featerously small allotment of raw
"Helbtapoppin,"' Princes (4>.
Best
can expect out of the
tures. "No decision has been made.
stock for dubbing and printing, re"Ufe With Father," Savoy
is
deal
with
however,
Contianed from pase 3
Habimah,
the future, we wiBt probably
fusal of visas for release of prod"linden Tree," Dncbess (38).
startgive the television rights to cme to break even. Lease, which
uct over two year old, and placing attend theatre more often can be
"Utile Lambs," Ambass. (4).
company," he said. Name of the ed April 1, 1947, and runs until
a ceiling of 15 situations for pix in seen in the fact that annual ren"Medium," Aid wych (1)
week
a
next
Oct.
calls
for
$5,000
1,
company was not disclosed.
their exiginal American versida tals on the increased take would,
"Mauntam Air," Comedy (14>.
rental to the Shuberts, plus 2%
with French subtitles^
amount to about $200,000,0(10 at
"Newsr Can Tell," Qrit. (31).
o£ the gross.
I^ose American Z's
normal termsi
Jordan's U.S. Visit
"Off Record," Piccadifly (44).
With permission of the Shuberts,
Another headache for- V. S. disDisparity between the ARI esti"Oklahoma!", Drury Lane (53),
Marion Jordan, representative in
has turned over the house to
tributors is the rasb of inferior mates and those usually bruited
"OulragMHs," W. Garden (53).
Germany of the Motion Picture Bxr the HaWmah on a "four walls
American films brought here by al^out by the industry haS:, left
"P«rteait Hidmry,'* Emb. (2).
port Assn., .arrived in New York basis for f3,5Q0 a week, plus $1,500
irresponsible French distribs. Af- many observers puzzled over the
"Present Langflifer,'' TFytakt (55). Sunday (2) from Berlin. He'll be more whenever the gross is greater
ter buying them for a song in variation In the two surveys. When
"Relapse," Phoenix (14).
in the U. S. about two wedcs; pri- than the legiters' overhead. Shi"
America, they bring them to the Industi-y claimed 90,000,000
"Royal Circle," Wynd. (l).
marily for confabs with MPEA berts have waived the 2% clause.
France, .dub them and then sell people attended theatres regularly
"Starlight Roof," Hipp. (26).
chieftain Irving Maas.
House has been In the red so far
them at bargain basement prices. each week, 'ARI put its figure at
"Together Agafat." .Vie. Pal, (46).
Jcttdan Is in Washington this as
is concerned practically
They are swamping the market 56,000,000. Both have mounted
"Tiqwence." Globe (30).
week, talking things aver with U. S. every week of the 13 months tne
and, at the same time, poison audi- since that time.
"Worm's View," Whitehall (53). Army occupation authorities.
lease has run.
.

where

Tbe local fit^blms stem £tom
fi^t union control, zooming eosti^'
'tiigh taxes, eensorisbip and a waning of amusement spending moner-

likely

be

killed.
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Biz Off

Films fioomiiig

Ciisls Yet; bilini

Wiwhlagton. May, 4.
"is
Th* PMUppin* fi*™ Industry
midst of the worst crisis Tridolin^
ta flie

Cn

l

i

a

mp ^

by

and

the

films are aflfected,
D. Golden, chief 6f
reporW Nathan
pieture-photothe DePt's moOon
victim
Saphic hranch. the primai^
Plulippine
the drop has been
pictures.
Somestic production of
fSome observers believe the tightof the marlcet may result in
"''^whu'e^U. S.

S

mine

the elimination
producers,"

of the independent
the tepprt, "conor

in five
fentraUntf the Industry

ilx companies."
Otter countries reported upon:
hit
Inflia: liidiaa film production
when 195 picI now peak in 1947
censortures were submitted for
This
contrasted
Bombay.
in
ship
with 156 during the' previous year.
"The liiSih production figure of
)947 is attributed .to the advent
proof new *ad inei^perienced
.

Ibis la borne out by the
out oiC^total of 195 piceensored In Bombay, 66 were

dncetii.

fact tbat

tures
,

produced by concerns who had
never been in the industry before."
Belief ii? that the quality of pix
piK)dlU)^«)n In India lias been deteriorating because of the influx

producers.
Norway: Norwegiui exhibitors
h«V$ stjfenwoualy protested the
4ft% luxury tax at the b.o. on
foreign films, a tax instituted during the war by the Quisling regime.
In 1947 earnings of the theatres
•were off by 11% from the 1946
In Trondbeimi the drop
figures.
was more than 27%.
of gieen

,

Bolivia:'

Country needs 436 fea-

tures and 260 newsteels annually
to keep its 72 regular iiheatres in
Spanish: dubbing of
operation.
tJ. S. phc. has. been • total flop in
Bolivia,

much

because >o

of the

composed of Indians
speak Spanish.

population is

who

don't

ULIAM HARVEY SET*
Copenhagen, April 26.
English-bom lilian Harvey, Gerfilm star of the early thirties,
will be the star of Cirkus-Revuen
here this year. She will shig old
nrngg from her picture "Congress
Dances" and a new Danish song.
Copenhagtitt will g^ four summer revues this year. They will aU
plaj' twice nightly, although both
press and public squawked last
summer over the Ugh prices for
mch short shows.

man

Preps
er

New

m

would halt

all pic

Bischoif was to have

years.

the trip, but he stayed in

Honolulu because of aversion to
air travel. T)uo will report to him
after planing from here May 1,
There's' a possibility that Harry
Sherman may fit Into the scheme
later.

produc-

tion in

Cohen

New IFRC Head

Relations
Film
International
Committee, meeting last week at
offices of the Motion Picture Assn.
of America elected Sammy Cohen,

UA

foreign publicity fiack. as

chairman for the next

six

its

months.

He
Sydney, April 23.
,
Martin brtags vaude-rein.„ J*
vue
back to Tivoll here May 5.
Micheline BornaNita and Dody. Bob
»nd Kalee, Schaller

rt^^ "?T'"'=^"«*es

S

HowS"''

^^'^

^

June*

replaces Universal's foreign
publicity chief Fortunio Baranat.

Switch is in line with the organization's policy of rotating its

IFRC also discussed methods of accrediting new foreign
correspondents in the New York
area as well as supplying them
with material, etc. Group has no
but
regular meeting schedule,
convenes whenever a need arises.
head.

'YEARS' STILL PACES LOIIDON
I-Apiuere'a
vw^,. T

.

New Job

^^

bv RKn^"'*l'i?"

Paris,

May

4.

tapped

o* continental
Lapinere, who prepublicity
d
/"'t? °»
win also continup
unue holding
down that
salit

*****

viousi??"*^*'^

Sr

Job.

Keisman,
RKO-, f "f"*^'*
topper, now
on a swing
svv,-«T!P
through the Continent.

a London trip and
the states soon.

down several
rights because

mar

is likely to visit

He

has

tumed

Following
the West

a

End

London, April

Balcon

London, May 4.
55 -week run in
of London,

Samuel

New
S. Africa

Ealing
bound,

i-iation

Grieg-less 'Gpt'
Is

Odo Smash

Bound

To Set Up Production
Sir

He'll

negotiate

on be- ference

to discuss questions of
production in relation to the new Wilson-Johnston
.
films agreement.

Arthur Rank Organ- independent

J.

for the development of film

production plans in the Dominion.
Rank Organization, which has
extensive
cinema interests in
South Africa, wants to set up
regular filming of exterior films in
the African climate. With Capetown only a short flying time from
London^ location units can convenientlyMbe flown from tJie Rank
studio headquarters in Britain.

OsIOi April 25.
version of Ibsen's "Peer

A new

27,

trades association, Briti.sh

Independent Film Producers Assn.,
has been formed by indie feature producers including Maurice
Ostrer, N. A. Bronsten, Edward
Drylmrst.
John Baxter,
John

London, April 27.
Michael Balcon, chief of Sutro,
Anthony Havelock-Allan
Studios, is South Africa and George King. BIPPA has ap«
combining business with proached Harold Wilson, president
of the Board of Trade, for a con-

offers for French
he doesn't want to pleasure.

^
.

New

Trade Group to Cut Distrib Costs

the chances of the Hollywood half of the

sale.

investors.

Sam Snider, local indie pic diswas responsible for interestbig de Toth, Silverberg and Sam
Blschoff in the idea of making pix
Silverberg has
In the Antipodes.
acted as Sntder's U. S. attorney for
trlb,

ducers

Sydney Vaude Return

Film rights are held by the playwright and Louis Nagel, his Paris
who Just returned from

publisher,

On

De

many
made

Producers Form

British bidie

Paris, April 27.
prevalent repoi-ts,

Gynt," rewritten by Hans Jacob
Nilsen and with music by Saverudt
has been a boxoffice smash for the
past two months at the Norske
theatre here. Formerly music by
Grieg was a dominating factor in
Toth, SilYerberg
the Ibsen drama, but as done in
the
current production the score
Aussie Quidde to Hnfl
takes a secondary role. New adaptation also points up the play's
Pix Production Setup drahiatic qualities thus getting
away from the romantic theme
Sydney, April 27.
Andre de Toth, pic director, and usually stressed.
Other recent big success here
Herbert T. Silverberg, attorney for
has
heen the French import, "The
indie producers, planed in today.
(27)
on a four - day survey Respectful Prostitute," by Jean
covering possibility Of making pix Paul Sartre. Play chalked up more
than 160 performances at the Stuhere.
Duo will interview Prime Minis- dio. Another French drama, "Les
ter Ben J. Chlfley covering his gov- Mai Aimees," by Mauriac, and
ernment's aid in the mooted pro- Ibsen's "Rosmersholm" also did
duction plan, mainly, according to well. Latter will soon he produced
Silverberg, as regards no heavy ia Iceland by a touring group from
taxation, plus freedom to import the National tlieatre hero. A newstars, who, likewise, won't he tax comer is a Sweftish comedy, "Meburdened. It's understood that no lodl Pa Lergok,'^ which bows at
financial aid will be asked of the the Studio this week.
government on the new production
J.
This, if duo finds eveiyArthur Bank's "Henry V"
angle.
thlng here okay to go ahead, will made its Jap debut in a one-percome mainly from coin frozen here formance screening at Tokyo's Impresently by the government via perial theatre. No subsequent run
dtstrlbs rentals, plus coinage is scheduled.
U.

Snider said that it was hoped to
get pic production going here ;0tt a
There; was ample
scale.
If plans were
finance available.
Mex Pix Strike Looming;
okayed, a company would be
formed immediately with U. S.
To. Halt All Production and Aussie capital. U. S. distribs
would make no comment on the
Mexico City, May 4.
Sti-ike against the five pic studios use of frozen coin for local pix.
here looms for June with demand
No decision will be made on the
by technical and manual workers Down Under production proposal
Ipeals of.tlie Picture Production until Silverberg and de Toth comWorkej-s Union (STPG) for a work plete survey and a report is filed
contract revision featuring
pay on local studio facilities and govhikes of 40% to 60%, plus 12 days- ei-nment's reaction.
paid vacations annually.
Sttike

to

royalties.

Montreal, May 4.
("FridoUn")
Gelinas,
leading figure in the French Canadian theatre, is presently rehearsing a new play which he calls "TitCoq" ("Little Rooster") and will
oifer it at the Monument National
for 'one week only starting Sat.,
May 22. Company wiU then tour
the Province of Quebec with the
hope of playing an unlimited engagement here next autumn.
Gelinas achieved a rep in recent
years with his annual revue, "Fridolinons," which he authored, produced and directed outsfcle of being its main star under the name
of "FridoUn." Under that name
Eddie Dowling and Louis Singer
presented him and Miriam Hopkins in "St. Lazare's Pharmacy,"
here and in Chicago.

major

Mexico, by Mexican proand U. S, and other foteign
companies using local studios. Biz
|sn t so good with
the studios. One
Imported to be running $400,000
Jii- S.) a year in the red, and can't
meet unionists demands.

Rights to 'Hands'

Contrary

hit,

Gratien

from home

FOR DANISH REVUE

On Pix

no film lights of any kind or for
any country have yet been sold for
lean-Paul Sartre's current Paiis
"Mates Sales" ("Dtety Hands").
Stage rights have been purchased
for Britain and U, S. by Gabriel
Pascal, who paid a $6,000 ante on

>

experienced," says
'R»t it has ever
of Commerce,
Ihrtl S, Department
f«nffne a FlUpIno proiiucer. The
tfraLe report estimates- that
.Sions have fallen Iw 60% in

2S

Sartre Still Holding Ofif

Worst

in

London Boos Richardson

-

Main points are agreement on
definition of a British film with a
view to excluding those made by
Hollywood with surplus money in.
this country from counting as ex-hibitor quota, studio space for in-

dependents, and the rents charged
to independents of 25% fw distribution.

Actual

co.sts, tliey

say, are not

distrOnittdn

more

ttian

10% on a feature film, and some
of the big companies also have the

advantage of "profits from handling the films in their own theatres
as well; 'Maurice
In 'Royal Circle* Preem;
Ostrer
argues that while many independent producers go out -of busine^^
'Medium' Wins Bravos distribs
never do.
London, May 4,
New association is not a break
"Royal Circle," comedy by new- away from British Film Produccomer Romilly Cavan, preemed at ers Assn., but is attempt to prothe
Wyndhams Tuesday (27). vide full representation for views
Piece
stars
Ralph Richardson^ of independent feature; producers^
Splendidly acted and produced, it
was accorded a divided reception
with the star considerably surprised by sonte unaccifstomed boos
from first-nighters. Press generally
belittled the play, but .praised its
Toronto, May 4.
acting.
fair run looms, bowever,
With. Olsen and Johnson signed
due to advance sales on Richard-^
to stage a combined swim and iceson's popularity.
skating
show
at
forthcoming
Cana'*
Week's other opening was that
of the American import. "The Me- dian Naitional Exhibition here, deal
dium," which the ^ew York Ballet is on to star 19-year-old Barbara
recently
won
worid,
Society presented at the Aldwych Ann Scott, who
Thursday (29). Curtain raiser lyas Olympics and Canadian figure-"The Telephone." Author-composer slcating championships. Understsod
Gian-Carlo Mendtti staged both, that, for the two weeks of this
which were produced under the summer's expo, which drew over
auspices of Emile Littler. Offerings 2,000,000 visitors last year,
were enthusiastically' received with appearance would not interfere
Marie Powers winning an ovation ydth flgure^kater's pending film
Tliis was confirmed by
contract.
and innumerable curtain calls.
Elwood UugheSr CNE ^enend'nianager,. jujst back fiom' a Suxiiipeiai
talent hunt for Canada's ."^Bif
Show."
With Lake Ontario for a badeground, Olsen and Johnson' aquatic
and iceshow will be staged ip tmA
of the new $2,000,000 .grandstand
now Bearing completion and whicb
will seat 26,500 people. Uiis 'would
higher than merely trade level. A mark Miss Scott's desertion of the
Washmgton briefing as to what to amateur sports rank* which wOl
the
matter
do in
has been asked also be necessitated when she acby Jefferson Caffery, U.S. 'Ambas- cepts one of the many Hollywood
sador to France, following which film offers the photogenic youngit is anticipated that negotiations ster has received) with Metro remay be opened between an Am^-^ ported to have the inner rail.
can delegate, probably E>ric JohnIncidentally, Marilyn Ruth Take,
ston, and some top level French 19-year-old Toronto figure-skater
rep specially appointed by his gov- and Canadian runnerup, has just
ernment to settle the Franco- signed a contract to he featured in
American squabble.
Shipstad and Johnson's "Ice.f'oUies
That the French are far from of '49."
swamped, as the anti-American
clique'' contends, by the majors can
be easily proved by the figures be-'
Ministry Passes
low, which evidence that, during
the last 52 weeks, the French have
Bilk to Aid
released 105 first runs of their own
product which is more than they
.
Rome, April 22.
currently produce, for the year.
At the last ministerial meeting
This applies in Paris and Stras- four bills regarding the settling of
bourg. In other key cities the num- state-controlled
film
companies
ber of French filais getting first were passed. The first one conruns during this period, though cerns setting up of a -General
somewhat smallery is equivalent to Direction Office, as result of
the total French production for the fusion of former Cinema and Theiastyear.
atre Office, under management of
The amount of "sundries" Shown Nicola De Pirro. Other bUls refer
in Toulouse and Marseilles is due to financial matters ^increase .of
first to the fact that Toulouse has ENIC Circuit capital from 200,a large colony of Spanish refugees/ 000,000 to 600,000,000 liras ($1.-

OLYMPIC CHAMP SCOTT

FOR O&J CANUCK SHOW

A

.

O&J

'

U.S.FilinensTnniJaaiiiiiced£yeTo

NewFreiidiPlayiiigriiiielW^
Declaring that "a treaty nego-

^ated between two governments

is

'

a solemn act," U. S. film industry

toppers have turned a Jaundiced
eye on official flench proposals to
amend the Blum-Byrnes pact to
give French pix more domestic
playing time. At a special confab
of major company- prexies and foreign managei-s Monday (3) over
which Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Assn. of America proxy, presided, it was decided that the
French proposals "should be further explored before changes are

made."
Spurred by widespread agitation
that U. S. pix are causing unemstudios,
ployment -in
French
asking that
French government
seven weeks, instead of four out of
.

'

Mm

New

Fibs

.

,

every 13 weeks, be reserved for
French features. U. S. industry
has indicated a wUUngness to
amend the B-B accord If, in return,
the French would stop needling
them with raw stock and dubbing
restrictions and begin remitting
some frozen coin. Besides, it's not
believed the French could fill their
quota of playing time in any case.
The ma.iors' reps in France,
spearheaded by Frank McCarthy, and for Marseilles that, as a seaEric
Johnston's
rep in Paris, poi-t, it has an abnormally large
have requested the U. S. Em- forei^ population from all counbassy to take the matter up at tries.
,

run releases in Fretuih key cities dwrims a pertod
and including March 20, 1948:
Italian
British
Sundry Total
American French
11
8
334
105
13
197
Paris
105
9
9
281
5
Strasbourg ....
153
7
10
84
10
253
Toulouse ...... 142
12
247
10
6
89
LiUe .......... 130
11
221
8
6
80
116
Bordeaux
186
7
5
83
6
Lyons
85
jyTitmber Of first
of 52 weeks VP to
-.

.

.

.

U

.

Marseilles

. .

. . •

141

5

87

BepeatS'0r-'Re-mn8'>':'^.

"

11

"''

225

—

increase
Cinecitta
200,000):
of
Studios capital to 250,000,000 liras;
and a 100,000,000 lira loan to Istituto
to complete its li-

LUCE

quidation and reorganize its most

important departments.

Other provisions have been
adopted concerning diffusion in
rural zones of 16m films and reactivation of the lido Theatre in
Venice for Film Festival shows.
50,000,000 liras have been ear-

marked for the Figurative Arts
Exhibition. Film Festival and legit
performances connected with Venetian Biennale.

.,
2
17
1
19
According to Cabinet Vice-SceGoldwyn's "Best Years of Our. Paris
2
t
retary Guillo Andreotti, a new
6
Lives" has cleaned up over $400,- Strasbourg
>i
1
7
5
cinema law, in aid of Italian film
•
000 in the first three weeks of its Toulouse
3
industiy, will be discussed by the
3
run in the Odeon circuit theatres Lille
. .
.
1
forthcoming Parliament. At the
1
Bordeaux
in London.
6
same time an increase of credit
2
Previous high of $320,000 for the Marseilles
This also shoics tuhat siite backlog of unplayed pictures American fa vorteg private film production
circuit was racked up by J. Arthur
some situMima such os Lyons.
is foreseen.
distribs are accumulattng
Rank's "Seventh Veil."
;

.

•

•

.

.

•

.

•

.

.

,
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Autry Personal Appearance Boosts
His Koan? Record $33,000, Balto

Baltimore, April 20.
Tlie big news here this weelc 5s
Gene Autry and his revue on stage

plus "Strawberry Koan." his new
starrer, at the fflppodrome. It is
hitting

^

an all-time high. Record
was held by Abbott &
Looks to hit a terrific

previously

mttiht

Costello.
fitfure.

Uippodrome (Bappaportr (2.240;
"Strawberry Roan" (Coll
20-70)
plus Gene Autry and revue <m
stage. Seems sure of an aU-tlme

—

high here at terrific $33,000. Biggest thing hero in moons and talk
of town via newspaper stories and
art, radio comment and even video
flashes of the block long- lines.

THE SUN, BALTIMORK..
By DonaW Klrkley

Gem Amty-rrStzgc

And

Screen

1%1b Is Gene Autvy ««ek «t the I}i)>po>
drome, for the cowboy stac is appearing ou th%
stage ifi i^erson, and on the screen in hi.i
latest vehicle, "The Strawberry Roan." For
the jflirst time since we c^n remember, the
theater wa^ filled, to tjhe topmost row in the
balcony befoire the clbsrot the first $h6w.
Costar of the film in the celebrated horse,
Champioit, its magnificent an animoU as'lKoUyf.
w.ood may boast. Champ and a fine gray mare,
Sweetheart, have much to do with this story,

and

a foal which Is like «
awkward miniature of his Sire, easily

thetar offspring,

small,

steals the 'last sequeilce.

The plctiire is bellied by color photogtaphy,
whibhemphasizesihe superb outdoor settings.
!Chere is a certain ionount of shooting, fist*
fighting and hard riding, but "Tiie Straw*
berry Roan," in line with Mr. Auixy'ii post*,
war poli^, has' little of the senseless, vio<
•
lence irfiich marks most iVesterus.

lY

Film Analyzed
The customary out-and-out

villian also l»

happily absent. Opposition to the hero is sup*
plied by a stern but virtuous rancher (Jack
Holt) who is determined to destroy the strawberry ifoan which threw and crippled his son.
The hero steals the horse to save its life,
gentles and trains it, and in so doiiig arouses
the rancUffiir's ire and becomes, temporarily^

A new and ;pleftsant element of sincevi,
Added to the Western forniula; for o:
no hanging around in tough
breaking out of jails^ no wi

is

^^^^^^

I

Personal Mano'gemeni

MITCHELL

^THC STRAWBERRY ROAN
A

inCINECOLOR
GENE AUTRY PRODUCTION
A COLUMBIA PICTURE
'

J.

HAMILBURG

HOLLYWOOD

slaughter of rustlers at the
Mr, Autry, as always, p

under bis own name, which
for

it is

nnybody

highly improbable
else* He takes time

faction of the audience, for
that informal style of which'
disputed master.
There is a very pretty leading i
!9'cnry) ; Mr, Holt in a tower of stroIT^

—

——
May

ifffA»8!dby»

MERCHANT OF MENACE

liisMe Stitf--Pk:bire$
transmission
not necessitate the dfr^
stock. 'According to Eastman Kodak
'•'
^i^h director Dr. Cyril J. Stand, it's been found that filras processed
proisfedarcs for theatre use glvte equaUy saOsStandard
to
nrtittR
Totnrv images when .transmitted and shown on a tele screen,
nr Stand announced that Easttoan has set, up a new laboratory to
uAv films for television, hoping to find films which will prove most
televistoa
TTa^ of films for

r

w.ont of

SfSuHor

any new-type raw

video.

'
;

is making available a short on
Motion picture Assn. of America
to Interested conservation and government groups.
atlonal fite losses
with cooperation of the organization's
film has been prepared

The

tnpmber-companifes-

newsreel clips
Print chiefly consistsi of
uxLof fires. It's slated to be screened
11.
Washington
tcctlon Assn. to

covering many of the nation's
before the National Fire Pi-o-

May

ycay stoce she broke away from Paramount, Dorothy Lamour
pictures, not one of which has been released to date.
has made four
Quartet tocludes the Columbia production, "Let's Fall in Love," and
thwe nroduced by Benedict Bogeaus: "On Our Merry Way," "Lulu
"The Ghrl From Manhattan."
Belle"
In thfr

W

pondering a problem, artistic and financial
Sleria Pictures
whether -to roadshow "Joan of Arc," the expensive Ingrid Bergman
r.rinounced
general rolerss. Dceisjor. '.viU
starrpr, <W to toss it into
.
in aftottt thre* weeks.
is

COlURimMSLJL

mmi

Picwmaes

Wrf

S,

Goldwyii-EL
Continnea from page 3

UFPED $4-5

of considerable fiscal detail and
Los Angeles, May 4.
problems by taking the studio opNine Los Angeles exchanges will eration and the financing of his
receive pay boosts ranging from product off his hands.
^4-$5^ for front office workerjs unEL's aim is manifold. Initially,
der a two-year pact signed by thp with the strong Goldwyn reputation, it will be enabled to attract
Offlc*. Employees Int'l Union and
a coJlimlttee representing the ma- other top producers. It is this possibility of making EL a fop agency
jors.. Saises affect about 250 employees, with the average saliury for indie distribution that is most
He has alatti-actiye to Goldwyn.
hike .ag(tt"ed at a Uttle over 8%.
LA exchanges were the only ways contended that there should
the
ones not represented by the Inter- be a releasing organization for
of Theatrical elite of the ihdic producers, and
national Alliatfce
Stage Employees which closed with during all the period of his parthe atthe majors for the front office last ner^ip in United Artists
Successful outcome of tempted to mold that company into
February.
It was partially
the month-long negotiations now such a pattern.
wraps »p the entire national on this issue, as a matter of fact,
that he finally puUed out of UA.
package.

Now Jammed

THROWN FOR A CHOE

KesenkA by Men

"At first," Mayer explained as he
disconsolately threw a few remaining skeletons out of the closets
and carefully sealed up the last
secret panel, "they were in a
'Panic' and then in a 'Furia.'
tiger woman in Sardi's cut
and how a sadistic tiger woman
can cut. Zombies, feebly disguised
as trade paper critics, dispartiged

Sears-Hughes Huddle
United Artists prexy Grad
who heads from New

Sears,

York for the Coast

A

has been in release for two
years, but played few dates;
Wednesday,"
revised
version of "Sin of Harold
Diddlebock," which did poorly
in a few trial engagements,
and "Vendetta," which Hughes
has been editing and re-editing over a period Of many

"Mad

our French and Italian offerings.
A cat man persuaded my own pjfftner to sell our great picture

w^

chills."

"One day when Frankenstein

,

.

later this

week, will reportedly huddle
there with Howard Hughes;
Latter is understood desirous
of
reacquiring
distribution
rights to three of ids fibns,
coraraittcd to UA, if his purchase of RKO goes throu^.
Sears reportedly is amenable to giving up the product
for release by RKO for a cash
settlement of $590,000. Pictures are "The Outlaw," wMch

me^

An in'Paisan' to a competitor.
terior decorator, strangely resembling Peter Lorre, sought to replace the horror murals in our
lobby virith a " painting of cows
muncliing their cud in a lush
meadow, and 'marble statues of
Cupid and Aphrodite. A new projectionist, who proved to be Boris
Karloif, took particular pleasure in
running films upside down, claiming that tliis made it easier to sead
the superimposed English- titles,
and an auditor by the name of
Lugoi^, manipulated my books
with such dexterity that althougli
our receipts were double what they
used to be, our profits were apinparently cut in half. I
undated with valentines such as
"There may be goU in ihem
bills,
arty
Bwt ArtH; give ia death or

monfiis.

Hughes-RKO
Continneil {rom page 3

through. Dozier emphasized, hoW'
ever, that "nothing definite" has
been set. His contract with U-I as
assistant to production chief William Goetz expires in July, 1949,
'

and has no options.
Hughefi does not hold an option On Atlas Corp.'s controlling
stock interest in RKO, but made a
"conditional 'purchase'' as of last
Friday (30). This provided that if
Atlas Corp. topper Floyd Odium
could not get a better offer than
Hughes* $8,:400,000 in 10 days, the
RKO stock automatically goes to
the plane manufacturer and indie
prodacer^
the 10-day period ftom Friday
may expire next Monday (l,0)i or
later in the week. It is uncertain,
since it could not be learned
whether this is a straight 10-day
iperiod or if it means 10 business
days.

On

Hollywood, May 4.
...
Tnh^^r" i'""'^' tl'rough its prexy.
announced a procSi™

year,

33, films for release 'this

Starting II

Lindfors,

MeCrea

Hollywood, May 4.
Viveca Lindfors drew the femme
Ma,!!! productions include "The
iS^^^rt^ Story."
"The Prairie," lead opposite Joel McCrea in the
"Miracle- in Milton Sperling production, "South
HarlL
*"'"00
Eyes," "The of St. Louis," which Warners will
TmIa
"Return bf^ WUd- release.
foi'?..^*^'?.
Picture, based on the Dan Toththe TvnS"fl® Goddess;' "JUst of
eroh legiter, "Distant Drums," goes
'

Into

Xiiroi*

May

17.

is

growing

resentment

against major

company high-command. His morale is currently at a
low point, several sales biggies privately concede, and there's an increased concern over what's admittedly a loss in sales efficiency.

Recent developments such as inpressure f r o
above;

creased

m

_

boosting" of bookers' salaries without a corresponding hike for salesmen; liquidation of a number of vet
pix peddlers and other factors have
warmed up the griping to the boil-

ing point.
Dissatisfaction

salesmen

expressed by

is also filtering through
to other levels, it's said. In a num-

ber of companies, the recent move
to eliminate district chiefs has
added fuel since the feeling is
spreading among branc'h managers
that they have no place to go via
promotions if they demonstrate
their sales power.
Top complainant, however, is the
film salesmen. Successive raises
won by Imokers has upped their
pay levels to the point now where
some chief bookers receive a higher
Weekly stipend than the film peddler. Ten years ago, it's noted, the
gap between thc bookcir who averaged $40-$50 weekly and the salesmen paid $75-80 was wide enou^
to pioinde incentive for a booker
to

win « seOtog

Now lthe

job.-

i^p

has praeticaUy been dosed because
the salesniaa still take$ home tlie
same amount while the boo^el' is
getting $7)1 and mor^-ln HM «byelope,
biflation

Salesmen are riled because
they've been needled by inflation.
Actually, it's claimed,'they're earning a lot less on the barfs of what
money can buy than' at any other
time in the history of the business.

"No booker wants a job selling
films any more,", one distrib easee
said. "He'd rather stay home, as
long as he's malcing tie same pay
than hit the road tand go through

BKO

by Atlas. Odium's reps have
been offering the holdings to variNew York interests this week
in an effort to top the Hughes deal.
stock'

ous

Several other studios are understood ready to bid for Sebary's
Hughes takes over RKO.
Only the death of producer's
mother last week prevented offers
being made.
Whether Schary, who has been at

services if

RKO little more than a year, would

Hughe&

leave with the .advent of

is thought questionable. It's felt
likely that he'd wait a reasonable
period to test the new owner's
policies and attitudes before determining his future course. It has
been
consistently
stated
that
Hughes has given assurances that

salesmen is cutting, two ways
weakening the ambition of the
booker and undermining the
morale of the salesman.".
Streamliidng of stties- forces
through eltmination of '.4iistrict
managerships is also considered an
unwise step by one faction .of distrib brass. "District managers are.
very important both as a rung in
the ladd(«r and for the' job they do,"
it's argued.
"Tie' exchange mairager, averaging $125^150 weekly,
bas no incentive to work bard if he
can't rfach for -that opening just
above hiiii. And the.jjir^ncb taaa'
ager 1$ fiuMiedrt «f fhe'Mles fdree."
Divisioa managt^ at!e>bad)(y bandieapped' without ^i^sislmt^ from
district chietct, some execs are con.

;

.

N. Peter Bathvon can continue, if
he chooses, as BKO prexy and tending. "It's true 'that some of
Scbaiy can remain v. p. in charge them flunk tbe spot is ideal for
-

semi-retirement but that's no reason to dfop the post entirely," the

of pi^duction.

Hughes and Odium have been
argument runs.
for months. At one
too valuable
about three weeks ago, are
was officially announced that tera."
conversations had been termi'

negotiating
point,

good ones
junk the :^s-

'^Tfae

to

.

.

.

it

nated "without agreement," but
they soon started up again. Atlas
acquired most of its RKO holdings
during ttte 1933-40 period when
RiKO was going through a TfB re-

CdosseoiQ

Okayd As

.

^

SalesmeB'sBargabier

.

Colosseum of Film Salesmen of
America won their first major
victory - against tlie major com-

organization.

Monday

panies

Chile's Proposal
Canfinued

bom page

(3)

when

the .Na-

Labor Relations Board rec-

as a proper bargaining
agency for pic salesman. Decision

ognized

it

-

i

than a month and' was finally nixed
last week. A number of factors led
Hollywood, May 4.
Jack L. Warner stepped up pro- to the ditching of the deal, first
duction on the Bm-bank lot by or- among them being reports that the
dering 11 new films to roll before quality of the spirits was poor and'
the end of June, in addition to that it is very difficult to dispose
of Scotch-type in the U. S. at hesl.
four features currently in work.
Another aspect was fear that the
Starters are "June Bride." "The
Girl From Jones Beach," "Fighter move might create a public relaSquadron," "Miss O'Brien;" "Hap- tions backfire. Aside from sniping
py Times," "The Pountainhead," that might be expected from the
"Two Guys of the 90s," "There's professional HoUywood-baiters, lU
.

Team

mcluding reissues.

¥ml

—backbone of
selling ~
noW

small-situation

nursing a

tional

Warners

in the

film salesman

Providing there's no better offer, all the inconvehiences that travelHughes at the end of that time will ling m^^ans," It's therefore claimed
receive the 928,000 shares of
that tlie relatively low pay for the

.

court may call for sale of the stun^A ^?"SiOHs t>rgnid2ations of 250,000 the group ffliureatraied to boy- dio, enabling Goldwyn or EL, if
the merger deal were to go
efitt the Roxy
theatre, 20th Broadthrough, to buy it in.
."^^sse^
for
if
a
full
year
"n^-.
Young, While on the Coast, Will
I'lwtain" is released.
Threat was .
made originally to Roxy manager also go into the problem of findn^
production chief for EL, it Is
a
^^abap.
who
refused
to canJ^"/understood. Prez Arthur Krim has
eel
the booking.
"been serving temporarily in that
capacity since Bryan Foy resigned
Young will also confab
recently.
33Pk;WithEeissiies,
with indie producers whom he is
Screen Guild Fl«»gratn trying to lure to EL via a revolving
production fund.

The

-

knives."

-

'

d FAn Sales Forces

"It's all

had been diisagreeably franik with
Pat ScoUard of Paramount acted
Merger of the two studios
me, I was strolling down 42nd
as chairmnn foe the. majors' threeman committee. Others were which happen to be across .the street, and for the first time in
pereach
other—
-would
-street
from
years I heard the refreshing music
Charles O'Brien of Metro and Berfacili- of gales of happy, hearty laughter.
production
mit
EL
offer
to
nard Goodmau of Warner Bros.
indies.
Its own lot is They
emanated from the LafEScQllard has returned east follow- ties to top
impos
that's
jammed
that
now so
movie owned by James Mage.
ing ^doseout of the deal.
sible.
'Here is the magician,' I said to
Another advantage that Young myself, 'best qualified to exorcise
undoubtedly sees in attracting the demons who pursue me. He
20tltWoiiklAssine
Goldwyn is that bis product would could ihake Mends out of fiends
help pave the way for selling other and patrons out of matrons.' So
EL films. EL, plagued by a dearth into his cheerful hands I entrusted
of strong b.o. product, has been t^je legacy of. Roxy, Riesenfeld and
still ignoring any direct answer
having a tough time getting accept- Bob Weitman with no complicato objections against releksc of
able terms and playdates in its tions whatsoever except weeks of
"Iron Curtain," 20th-Fox nonetheyear and one-lialf of existence, a negotiations, lawyers conferences
less has mailed letters to all exhibiproblem that the Goldwyn name resembliiig conventions, and tomes
tors booking the picture offering to
help to solve.
of statisticid research. As Mage
assume full responsibility in case would
One of the points of autonomy replaces Mayer at the ex-horror
any individual
or organization
on which Goldwyn would insist, it h^, I predict that aH will shortthreatens an exhib with legail acis reported, would be approval of ly be hunky-gory on the Rialto."
tion for running the film. One such
exhibition contracts, as he now has
threat has already been made by
Rialto Sold P«.r Over $320,000
with RKO. The pact with BKO,
a New York attorney, who claimed
incidentally, for the past several
Sale of the Rialto, whi^b was
three clients liad been libeled in
years has been on a year-to-year finally consummated last weiek, is
the picture.
basis, and Goldwyn could whid up understood to have involved in ex"Curtain." meanwhUe, wiU be in July. Goldwyn and Howard cess of $320,000, to be paid off over
released on schedule next Wednes-. Hughes, who may acquire BKO
a period of yearsi Purchasie price
day (12), with a saturation booKing next week, are friendly and that
covers IHie theatre's lease. ^ Latter
of more than 400 dates set for that
cliiange of ownersliip is understood runs for another H<t years. Mage,
week. Twentieth wUl continue to riot to be an issue in toe present
who also owns the Cinephone
slough Off the Abjections on the dealings with Young.
circuit in France and Belgium,
assumptiqa that any answer would
Goldwyn studio operates Laffmovie houses. in Bosthe
Before
only tend to digni^ what company could be merged with EL's, there ton and Baltimore as well as New
spol^en claim bears all the ear- would have to be a settlement with York.
?"?™s,<it a mass campaign being Mary Pickford of present litigaMage's previous experience with
canied on against the film by a tion bimCmnng the lease. Such a art theatres was confined to his
operation of the Studio, N.Y., which
i
Bro^Soviet group, itelease of settlement is now bebig talked.
fJ"»«
the picture Is ta
Goldwyn owns 25% of the lot he took over, last year for about
be-preeeded by a
tremendous
ad-publicity
cam- and controls, through a contract five months. He renamed the house
paigns.
with the former Sylvia Ashley, the "Studio 65," but French prodwidow, another uct and later British faUed to click.
Cliiiiiax to the
steadily-miounting Douglas Fairbanks*
number of objections was reached approximately 24%. Majority in- Theatreman used it principally as
Pick- a showcase for some of his French
Jast week with
a wife sent to 20th terest is thus held by Miss
She had imports: Now Under diiferent manSpyros. Skouras by a new ford, the third owner.
the lot agement it's operated on a grind
Ifottp calling itseH the New York been endeavoring to take
coimmttee Againist War Propa- over when Goldwyn's lease is up policy.
Exact policy Mage will pursue
sanda.
Claiming a membership next year and he had been fighting
Rialto is not yet known.
amoag^various trade unions, civic her- on it. It's expected that the at the
Eli

Streambn^

the fault of the ghouls,"
said Arthw Mayer, ex-maestro of
the Rial to, N. Y., when a Variett
mugg called on him in the theatre
ollFice that had once been the headquarters for murder, menace and
mystery. "The draculas and frankensteins never forgave me for replacing them with unctuous aliens
strangely deficient in homicidal
proclivities, and with ladies whose
white Iiosoras were consecrated to
dull
amoiurs instead of sharp

27

climaxed a two-year fight by the
CoU>sseum for the right to repits membership on a nationscale against company claims
that salesmen were not qualified
for guild organization.
Elections

resent
al

covering the 31 exchange centres
are expected to open shortly as a
result of the NLRB ruling.
Salesmen's guild Was formed in
the midw^ two yeani ago Ott a
semi-sodal,' semi-econoipaic

Irasis.

But
widespread
dissatisfaction
Irish," wUl would be created, it was among the film salesmen spurred
About the
Something
"Night Beat" and *jThe Younger feared, on part of the liquor in- the Colosseum into an organizational drive on a straight tmion
Brothers," in addition to "South dustry.
Another deal that was recently basis. It currently has .locals in
of St. Louis," to be made by U. S.
pictures for Warner release. Cur- knifed was a proposition from, a about 15 exchange centres and is
rently lensing are "Silver Lining," Finnish papermaker to do $200,000 now in the process of setting up
"Smart Money," "A Kiss in the worth of printing aUd binding in locals in New York and Nevr
Dark" and the Michael Curtiz pro^ tlmt country for the American In- Haven. Nationtd headquarters of
tibe Colosseum is in Chicago.
dustry.
ductiorif "My Dream fe Yours."
„•

\

'
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PICTURES
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Last week, "Naked City"
U) and "Campus Sleuth" (Mono)
good $4,000.
^ Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—"Sundown" (Indie) 4nd "Kansas" (Indie)
(reissues). Mild $9,000. Last week,
continued from page Z
"Where Are Children?" (Indie) and
"Are These Parents?" (Indie), $1,250 each is allowed up to four come and community property in$7,000.
exemptions making $5,000 the come can be eliminated if they
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Fur- maximum possible deduction on a elect to file a joint return thereby
nace Creek" (20th) and "French joint return with four or more ex- treating all income as though it
Leave" (Mono), also Denver, Es- emptions.
were community property income.
$3,000.
(m.o.),

Income Tax Reductions
;

Star P.I/s Ring

(Continued from page 13)
"dbast
T?«lr

Guard"

.

and

(EL)

In Frisco, Loud

"SmugCobra

"The

Ms'

.

(reissues).

Last week,

S4,000.

s''

(Col)

|2 1,500;

Ditto Uhless' $21,000 quire. Fair $2,500 or near. Last
Residents of community property
The following condensed table
week, "Panhandle" (Mono) and states
may also benefit under the will give a comparison of the
San Francisco, May 4.
"Flame" (Rep), good $3,000.
new law to a limited extent, This amount and. percentage saved from
Balmy weekend weather is clip-

,

Iftikes" (EL), $4,600.

(H-E) (1.000; 50-85)*»c. Box
Wife" (RKO) and "Sign

'

"rtishop's

(m.o ). Big ping biz at firstruns. Despite this,
p£ Earn" (Col) (2d wk)
Last week, big "Miracle of Bells",, at Golden Gate
$4,000 or near.
and "Ruthless" at Paramount are
^^iSriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)- doing well via a boost by personal
"Furnace CrecJt'* (20th) and "Ideal appearance$ by Hollywood stars.
Husband" (Indie)," day-date with Appearance of Frank Sinatra,
Good $4,500. Last Rhonda Fleming and Francis LedParafflount.
weefc "fliig Clock" (Par) and "Speed erer at three showings of "Bells"
last Tuesday (27) got the RKO film
to SpaM^' (Par). ^^.SOO.
, OrW««H (H-E) (1,750; SO-85)— oil nicely. "Ruthless" had benefit
"To Victor" (WB) and "Heading of p.a.'s by Diana Lynn and Lucille
Heaven" (EL). Thin $4,000 or less. Bremer on first two days. "Hatter's
Castle" at St. Francis is virtual
Last week, "Mating of Millie" (Col)
preem for this British-made in the
ana-"Boundup"/Col), S7,400.
Wamount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)— U. S., and doing okay.
Estimates for This Week
"Ideal
"furnace Creek" (20th) and
-

benefit comes about where a hus- the 1947 rates
by a married person
band and wife may have unequal with two dependents, the entire
inamounts of separate income. The
(Continued from page 12)
distinction between separate in- spouse:
nifty $3,500 in 5 days of fourth
week.
Income after
Amount
of
Tax
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
deductions but
Prior
Joint return
Tax Reduction
"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) and
law*
1948 law
Amount
Percent
"Half Past Midnight" (20th). Mild before exemptions
$190,00
$99.60
$90.40
47.58
$9,500 and below hopes. Last week,
4,000.
380.00
265.60
4th of "Bishop's Wife" (RKO) and
114.40
30.11
5,000.
589.00
"Speed to Spare" (Par) (1st wk).
431.60
157.40
26.72

SEATTLE

-

okay

6.000.
7,000.

$6,000.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Casbah" (U) ahd "Challenge" (2d
wk). Thin $3,000 in 4 days after

Oolden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-85) nice $9,000 opener.
HflSbandt' (20th>t also Oriental. Big
Palomar (Stering) (1,350; 45-80)
—"Miracle BeUs" (RKO). Sturdy
fiSSOO or close. La'st week, "Big
but below opening day —"State of Union" (M-G). Giant
Clo&k" (Par) and "Speed to Spare" $21,500
pace. Last week, "Remember Ma- $11,000 or close. Last week, "Big
$9,200.
(Pai-),
Clock" (Par) and "Inside Story
Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)— ma" (RKO) (4th wk), 6xlays, nice
(Rep) (3d wk), okay $5,200,
(Par) and "Prince $12,200.
''Big Ciock"
.Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-d5)—"Fury
Thieves" (Col) (m.o.). Okay $2,500,
Drab "Furnace Creek" (20th) and "Girl
at Furnace Creek" (20th).
L^st week, "Sitting Prfetty" (20th)
$18,500. Last wciek, "B. F.s Daugh- Tisa" (WB). Modest $9,000. Last
and "Challenge" (20th) (2d wk) ter"
week, "Unconquered" (Par), (2d
(M-G), barely okfe $18,500.
(m:o.), $2,300.
wk),
so-so 4^00.
Warficld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
Vnited Artists (Parker) (895; SORoosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)
Sock
"State of Union" (M-G).
BS)—"Naked City" (U). Terrific $23,000 or near. Last week, "Bride —"Sainted Sisters"
(Par)
and
Last week,
$13,000.
Goes Wild" (M-G) (2d wk), nice "Bowery Buckaroos" (Mono) (2d
DStughters" (M-G) (4th wk), fine
wk). Oke $4,500. Last week, very
$13,500.
$6iO00i
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)— nice $5i400,
"Ruthless"' (EL). Big $21,000 or

798.00

12,000,...,

-

14,000.
15,000
20,000
25,000.

.

.

.

.

2,.508.00
3,2,30.00

.

3,638.50
5,890.00
8,521.50
11,381.00
17,442.00
24,111.00
31,179.00
38.532.00
46,170.00
54,093.00
62,301.00

.,

30,000,,..,
50,000..,
60,000..,
70,000...
80,000,.
90,000.

Daring

•

BITO NOT whit;
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Last week, "Panhandle"
(Mono), $20v000.
St. Francis (Far) (1,400; 60-85)—
(Continued from page 12)
Hatter's Castle" (Par). Okay and "Captain Boycott" (Mono).
$15,000 or near. Last week, "Big Very slow $5,400.
Last week,
Clock" (Par) (5th wk), fast $11,000. "Foreign Correspondent" (Bidie)

close.

PROVIDENCjE

-

Baltimore, May 4.
i^ighUght of a rather offish week
Orpheum (Bluinenf«ld) (2,448;
here is the standout trade being 55-85)—"Lady
Shanghai"
from
registered by "State of Union" at (Col). Husky $18,000.
Last week,
"Panhandle" at "Casbah" (U) (2d wk), $11,500.
lioew's Century.
the. Mayfair looks fine. "Lady from
United Artists (Blumcnfeld)
Shanghai** is getting a nice lift (1,207;
55-85)—"Smart Woman"
from stagcshow at combo Hippo- (Mono). .aJhin $6,000. Last week,
dcome, Most of other spots are "Lost Horizon" (Col), 6 days, $6,300.
holdover.
•Staeedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60Estimates for This Week
85)—"The Mikado" (U) (3d wk).
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20- Fair $2,000. Last week, mild $2,700.
60)—"State of Union" (M-G). TopClay (Roesner) (400: 65-85)—
ping town with very big $19,000. "Man About Town" (RKO) (2d wk)
Modest Down to $2,400. Last week, good
Liist teek, "Casbah" (U).
1)9,400.
$2 900.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
tarkin (Roesner) (400: 65-85)—
20-70)—I'Lady fi;om Shanghai (Col) "Beauty and Beast" (Indie) (m.o.)
plus vaude. Okay $15,000. Last (10th wk). Nice $2,000. Last week,
week, "Noose Hangs High" (EL) $2,200.
and vaude, mild $12,200.
.United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60Keith's (Schanberger).. (2,460: iO(20th) (6th
60)—"Are. You With K?" (U). Fair 85)—"Sitting Pretty" Last
week,
wk). Fine $4,500.
i^h $10,500. Last week, windup of
$5,500.
18 playing days of "The Clock"
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (952; 55-85)

,

.

and "Trade Winds"

(Indie) (reissues), so-so $6)000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—

"State of Union" (M-G).
Single
feature helping to land nifty $21,000 with holdover sure. Last week,

Daughter"
(M-G)
and
"Trapped
Blackie"
(M-G),
by

•

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—"Mating of MilUe" (Col) and
"Best Man Wins" (Col).
Slow
Last Week, "Big Clock"
$8,500.
(Par), and
"FootUght Rhythm"
(Par) (2d wk),

good $8,500.

mYERlING' RIGHTS
WONBY iteBETO

M^

This tax

•

Colman Doubling

A

Dajfiight

Time Bops

D.C.;

.

Portland, Me., May 4.
Pic reviewing of puff variety,
of Union" at Or"Sainted Sisters" at written largely from convenient
supplied
by interested
big this week, and set samples
for holdovers. Former is pacing flackery ^with "reviewer" catching
film only if otherwise unengaged—
city.
thing
of ttie past
a
is henceforth
Estimates for This Week

Both

/'State

pheum and
Denham are

—

Editorial on
for local daUies.
(Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
amusement page of Saturday's (1)
Sock,
"Naked City" (U) and "Campus Press-Herald franklx stated that
Sleuth" (Mono), after week at DenWashington, May 4.
precipitated
policy
was
of
change
Thud of falling grosses can be ver, Esauire, Webber, Rialto. Fair by number of Guy Gannett Pubheard all along the main sector $3,0100. Last week, "Sitting Pretty"
Years" (20th) lishing Co.'s current "Opinion Concurt-ently,
vrith
daylight saving, (20th) and "Tender
deexpressed
entrants,
who
test"
which debuted here last Sunday (m.o,), big $5,000.
sire for better coverage of new
(2) due to take a further toll. Sole
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70) films.
Fine
bright spot is "State of the Union," —"Sainted Sisters" (Par).
movwill
involve
Policy
change
which is way ahead with sock take. $15,000 or near. Holds over. Last
Hal Gail, amusement column•'%*acle of Bells" at
Keith's, week, "Big Clock" (Par) (2d wk), ing
ist ("Two on the Aisle") over from
disappointing.
big $12,500.
Evening Express for part-time du„ Estimates for This We«k
Denvei- (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
P-H, involving both columnties
on
and
(20th)
(Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)— "Furnace
Creek"
Announcing
'Black Bart" (U> plus vaude. SUm "French Leave" (Mono), day-date ing and reviewing.
Last week, "Are You With with Esquire, Webber. Good $15,- move, editorial stated: "Gail will
tOOO.
to review motion pictures
attempt
Showers"
,,m, with Xavler Cugat orch 000. Last week, "April
^Img stageshow, nice $28,000.
Forest"
frankly*
He veill
sind
impartially,
in
"Lightnin'
(WB) and
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70) (Rep), fair $13,500.
tell his readers bluntfy what be
--"Naked City" (U) (2d run). SatisEsquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Fur- thinks about each picture. What
fectory $7,500, Last week, "Sitting
will
his
judgbe
read
will
"French
you
and
nace Creek" (20th)
^gtty" (20th) (m.o.), $8,500.
Leave" (Mono), also Denver, Web- ment, not a dramatic critique, but
(Loew's) (2,379; 44-74)— ber. Fair $2,500. Last week, "April our hope is that you will find his
•.c.tT"*'*'
IState of Union" (M-G). Siaaling
Showers" (WB) and "Lightnin' For- reviews a sensible, reliable guide
to goed etitertainment."
r5?°'^'a^.»«' towa dfapper. Last est" (Rep), good $3,000.

Kiiyon'

$25,000

Aladdin

.

RKO

,

^

(2,600; 35-74)—
and "Holly.„*^eWh's (RKO)- (1,939; 44-74)-^ "State of Union" (M-G)
Smash
„^i.racle of BeUs" (RKO), disap- wood Barn Dance" (SG).
$20,000, and holding. Last week,
week, "Cas- ''Bishop's Wife" (RKO) and "WestB.'^^^iis""^)bah-'
(U), thin $8,000,
em Heritage" (RKO) (2d wk), okay

$18 000

Orpheum (RKO)

Comelfe
Hollywood, May 4.
with the world premiere of "The Emperor Waltz" at
the Hollywood Paramount theatre;
May 26, all future preems of Paramount product will be held in
Hollywood.
\
Studio survey indicates that a
Hollywood dateline adds prestige
to an opening and insures national
coverage through nevRSreels, radio
Starting

(WB> (1,163; 44Woman's Vengeance" (U). $11,000.
Paramount (Fojc) (2,200j_ 35-74)—
£«"*fd after 4-day floperoo. "Pittsand
<U) (reissue) substituted. "Tarzan and Mermaids" (RKO)
"Angel's Alley" (Mono). Moderate
to^S?" ,S*'y„«ach $7,500. Last $11,000. Last week, "pMihandle"
^'^Sitive"
(RKO), neat
$9,006
(Mono) and "Flame" (Rep), air
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)— $10,000,
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Pan(Col).
J^""^^ Shanghai"
??g^\sfactoiT
$14,000.
Last week, handle" (Mono) and "Flame" (Rep),
5>amted Sisteru" (Par), $12,000.' after week at Parttmount. Thin and news

•jft,

4^'--

.

services.

16,658.44

aU

states except oontuiunity
•

'

.

,

SPG AND SOPEG'S JOINT

fiito

POWWmif

Personal With

CHt

STRATEGY

of Ben Henry, U's;. sales chief in policy conference Saturday (8),
London, who set up tlie^peitisg. Powwow of leading i4iembers of
Colman
planned tiie trip as both guilds will leadto fomitilation
a holiday and will now combine of new demands in ne#-jftiit talks,
business «dti!i $ljeasnre.
with ibe majors slated
open this
summed Current two-yfespf contracts of SPG and SOPEG expire

Md

U

Seymour

$20,000, Denver's Best
Denver, May 4.

30.96
33.98
35,74
35.80
33.89
31.24
29.70
28.71
27.99
27.32
26.74

2,001.68
3,045.66
.4,074,74
5,823.76
7,533,08
9,261.24
11,063.20
12,824.88
14,775.88

Preparing, a joint strategy for
Ronald Colman embarks for
England next week to lend a hand their new contract talks, Screen
in the fanfare accompanying preem
Publicists Guild and Screen Office
o£ Universal's "A Double Life" at
the Leicester Square, London. His & Professional Employees Guild
sailing follows by one week that are holding a combined Virage and

Up

<'T«WDl (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
-^"Miracle of BeUs" (RKO) (2d
wk)< Not clicking' as expected at
$8,500 after a bit disappointing
preem at $11,200

25.11
25.34
24.63
25.98
26.91
28.05

•

-

4.
Los Angeles,
Tax Gliange Would
ITebenzal and Nero
(ParJ
(2d wk-11 days), fancy
Benefit Pic Biggies
—"Lady from Shanghai" (Col). Big Films won a decision in L. A.
$13,000.
$11,000. Last week, "Women in superior court over Quader-Kino
Washington, May 4.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 35-55)
Night" (FC) and "For You I Die" Films of Switzerland in a suit in"Panhandle" (Mono). Fine $7,000 (FC). Modest $8,300 in 8 days.
-Film industry biggies, holding
volving
rights
to
the
picture,
OS near. Last week, "Old Los
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)—"Pan- "Mayerling," which Nebenzal mdde large options btt their firms, would
Angeles" (Rep), $4,900.
benefit under a proposed cl^ange
(Mono) (m.o.). Only $7,000, originally in Fi-ance.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— handle"
Last week, "Fugitive Chain Gang" 1 Court ruled that the Swiss com- in the Federal tax laws now under
"Sitting Pretty" (20th) (3d wk)
consideration by the House Ways
(WB) (reissue)", mild $8,500.
pany's rights to the film expired
Holding solidly at $8,000 after fine
and Means Committee.
second week's $11,100.
Oct.,8,-^945.,.;-::;^.i-;
At present, if stock price jumps
rS^tluiloy
(WB) (3,280j 25-75)^beijj^een the time the option is
"Winter Meeting" (WB) (2d wk). ^Sisters' $15,000, 'Union'
Reviewing Standards
given and taken up, the owner pays
Off at lean $8,000 after thin $13,300
For Portland, Me., Rag income tax on the increase. Thie
.

.

—

in 1947 applied to incojmes in

property., states.

200.40
264.84
318.24
409,64
501,04
703.52
967.92
1,126.50

Inasmuch as the estimates for 1948 were filed *in March and ^^t least
one quarter of the estimated 1948 tax paid at that time, it behooves
every taxpayer to re-examine such estimates, since these araouftts were
based on the old 1947 law. In many cases the estimates should be revised downward by June 15, 1948, ui order to enable the taxspayer to
pay his installiitients on the reduced basis.

"E.F.'s

$18,000,

597.60
780.16
973.76
1,167.36
1,360.96
1,804.48
2,262.08
2,512.00
3,888.32
5,475.84
7,306,24
11,618.24
16,577,92
21,917.76
27,468.80
33,245.12
.39,317.12
45,642.56

1,045.00
1,292.00
1,577.00
1,862.00

Sept- 27.
Pattern, of the

new wage jmd

hour demands to conftoht the

in-

dustry will be reyealed this month
as S(3PEG opens its contract talks
with United Artists whose, union
agreement ends May- 31. Oin top of

the recent round of 15% visage tilts
granted, to the' 4,000 home office
employees, the white coUarite
unions ate uiideirstodd^ to be t>'I'6<
pitring. demands for an additional
raise plus other iropJioveWents in
hoimi ahd working coaditioiKs.

proposal, meeting considerable favor in tiie committee, would turn

this into a capital-gains deal. Thus,
at least six months lapsed, the
•tax would amoimt to only 25%.
Treasury, however, is fighting ttie
proposal and wants to reverse the
situation, making it harder than
if

ever for holders of stock options.
This is one of a number of proposed technical changes in the law.
One would provide that in the
case of court-directed sales, in
with
Sherman Act
connection
cases, there would be no tax if the
funds are invested in similar propThus with the majors' parerty.
tial divestiture in the Big Fiv.e
case, they could reinvest their
money by buying ouf their partners in situations where the majors now own less than 95% but
niore than 5% of theatres.
•

.

3 Preems fo
Tee Off Smith Sales Drive

20tli Sets

Three "Holljhs'ood-type" preems

on new product have beeri set by
20th-Fox during the next month to
help garner mass booltings for the
Andy W. Smith, Jr., anniversary
sales drive.

Smith succeeded

Tom

Connors as 20th's general sales
ago. Sales
drive esctends front Majr,30 to June
J.

manager just a year

"Gtecsn Grass of Wyoitting" is
set to roll first, with te jjreem set
for May 25 in Lancaster; O., where
much of the film was lensed.

Preem will be followed by dayand-date openings throughout the

eastern part of the country, "trrass"
is set to open May 28 in the Salt
Lake City, Denver, Seattle and
areas, ^md the following
20TH SETS SWEDISH SHORTS Portland
week in Los Angeles and Saii
Series of unusual Swedish one- Francisco.
reelers has been set for release this
Two other flhns will preeni in
summer by 20th-Fox. Deal was set
Philadelphia in June to taMe adby 20th shorts sales manager Peter
vantage of the fortheoming politiV: V;.:-'
\;
Levathes.
cal
conventions
there.
"Street
Described as "dramatic stories With no Name" opens at the Philly
of nature," the shorts represent a Fox June 16, five days prior
to the
joint venture of 20th and A.B. Republican confab.
It'll also open
Svensk Filmindustri of Sweden. simultaneously at the Strand and
Action is all in pantomime, with' a Apollo
in Atlantic City, where
special score and original sound many
Of the pollticos are expected
recorded on film. Twentieth plans to relax from the
convention proto give them special booking and ceedings.
"Walls of Jericho" opens
ad-publicity handling.
in advance of the Democratic convention day-and-date at the same
Alton, m., 2% Tax
three theatres, with nationwide release set for July 4. Fourth film is
St. Louis, May 4,
City council in Alton, 111., near "Deep Waters," which preems June
St. Louis, has passed a two per- 24 in Boston- on the basis of its
cent tbeatl^e awnish tax for mu- having been leased WSfim Bngland.
nicipal revenue ikurposes.
•

;

*

80

Woman's Home 1f«nDanion, in \X% 1047
fhatTijki(Ets4r9«

31%

of your f^trbns!

V

.11

i

T

-

-

m
two U.S. companies ia which he

Bfow%Jlow letiieE

has a financial interest.

of how the majors' (all except United
net taltes compared In 1947 with the peak year
as fouows:

Blow-by'Wow description
Artists) gross and
'48 is set forth
'49 6*088 .

^

"4^

Co.

'

tm.y:

|l89;OJJ5,800

$31,668,709

186,867,989
Metro--^
133,948,900

14,003,640

«
4.

Warners—

'46 Gross

'46 Net

.

$194,701,099

$44,042,106

196,749,249

22,619,535

10,532,690

188;476,3l7

17,958,945

22,094,979

165,533,008

19,424,650

120,125,633

12,187,804

,

115,000,000 (est.)

,

Universal—

7.

Colttmbiar-

-

64,958i405
48,832,201

<^

8,700,000

(est.)

3,230,017

53,934,863

4,565,219

3,706,541

46,510.909

3,450,489

t947 Brass

Off

9%

CQntinued ttom pgee 3

the majors sion., all seven companies are comwere only able to convert 10% of puted as follows:
during '47
1.
Paramount .,..17
ttieir gross into net
2.
Warners
.13
Voilo 12% of the higher '4fi gross
pure profits
3.
RKO
7.6%
va-^ iranslated into
4.
20th-Fox
during that year. The all-import7.5%
S.
Columbia
7.5%
ant S% represented a rise in the

%

.

making and distributing

of

fllm

„
company was Para-

Tpp»grossing
inoiint,

Which took total revenuea
Both 29th-.Fox

of $189,025,600.

.

summer

to scout the setup.

RKO

ably behhid with an estimated
$116,000,000.
Univ:ersal upped its gross to .$64,998,405 during its fiscal stretch and

Backlogs

Mount

fihn inventories continued
the process «f mounting dur1947.

fiscal

Breakdown,
follows

corHpaay-^y-company,
lierewiijht

W backlog

Xmmxer
ypwiBUw
1. Metro

^

t8».800,0(ffl

53,834i094
B.
4.
5.

Patamount... 80,178,008

Warnora

...

2»,7t>8,204

21,4«5.04S
19.978,884

•Hstunalea.

Columbia to $46,510,909. U, Columbia and Warners, were the only
three- companies

to hoist their
It's signigrosses for Hie ymr,
Stmk that aU tioree
thei^ Ssessi
period months before the calendar

mA

eM

is over.

-

Paramount not only led in gross
and net but also in efficiency of
eoHverUtog gross to net. Par was
able to
in Uie

make 17%

of its gross stick

fma of profits. In this opwas undoubtedly aided
tremendous theatre holdings
since costs in eidiibltion did not
rise as sharply as in productioneration, It

by

manager.

It

fol-

First step locally in carrying out

he'd make no British production
plans until the tax settlement is
fully studied to ascertain whether
filmaking in England is profitable.
Columbia has assigned producer
Joseph Friedman to turn out four
as yet unselected films in England.
Monogram has a deal with British
Pathe to make four films jointly
in England and four in the U.S.

$63,942,000 Income
For Col, RKO5 U, Rep

Tops '46 Last Quarter

pubfilm
getoffi-

held
hibs even if not Allied members annual picnic April
26.
are invited to attend.
Regional meeting of directors
Problems facing the indie exhib
Allied Independent Theatre
will be discussed by Abram F. Owners of
Kansas and Missouri
Myers, Wm. Ainsworth, Sidney Was held in Dodge
City, Kans.,
Samuelson,
Trueman Rembusch April 28.
,
and Col. A. H. Cole. There will be
Rev. A. C. MacKmney has rediscussion of new legal problems, signed from pulpit
of Swope Park
ASCAP and I6m competition.
Christian Church here to enter
show business with Dickinson cirU's 'Banknite' Sales Brive
cuit as manager of 69 Drive-W,
Universal is launching a new Pittsburg, Kans.
26-week sales drive domestically
which includes a new angle by way
Reopen HI. Tdrnaao-Rit House;
of prizes. Company, for the first
St. Louis.
,
» .
^
rni,
time. Is awarding premiums to its
Lincoln, Bunker HUl, III.,
sales staffers at the close of the badly damaged
by tornado in
seventh, 13th and 20th weeks as March, is skedded
for an early lehypo to the

M
.

Campaign.

lighting.

Details of the drive were set last
Christ Kalafat, World War vet.
in h.o. meets of John Joseph, succeeded Thomas
Pappas as manU's ad-pub chief, with A.. J. ager of Lans, 800-seater in
Lansing,
O'Keefe, ass't general sales manager; E. T. Gomersall, ass't to Wil- _Publix^ Theatres
Drive-In near
liam
A. Scully, and other distrib French Village, 111,, Ughted
panies.
for
toppers.
season.
Columbia, RKO, Universal and
The Ashland, 300-seater, Ash1
Republic aggregated sales of $63,WeriiiaiiieF Aids Donohue
land, 111. sold by Oak Vawter
to
942,000 for that period, according
Chicago.
George S. Blutecker, Galesburg,
to figures relea,sed last week by the
Irving Werthamer upped to adSecurities Exchange Commission. ministrative assistant to J. J. DonoIt bettered, the* $59,540,000 of the hue, Paramount's central division
Reade Theatres Gets 2d Pilot
third quarter by $4,400,000; and sales chief. He moves to Chi from
waiter Reade Theatres acquired
was a neat $5,000,000 more than Milwaukee where he was .office a second pilot for its company
grossed during the manager of the conipaoy'S local plane last wedc when ex-Navy filer
$24,628,895 from an Oipiening figure the $58,994,000
exchange.
companies
James
1946.
By
quarter
of
last
Loeb Jomed the
of $21,465,043.
Gem theatre, which recently in- concession dept. Walter circuit's
the figures were:
Reade.
Without a single exception, every
new front and marquee, Jr. also holds a pilot's license.
RKO: $31,552,000, which includes stalled
company hoisted Its inventory durchanges name to the Gem FoUies
in
forfor
suhsidiaries
$4,575,000
ing the year. In Paramount'a case,
and adds firstrun plx ixf stock burTry Quiz Game in Calif.
third
Diwing
the
eign
territories.
alone, the figure would have been
lesque.
Angeles.
T,
,
,
Harold ]&ait, formerly with the
lower if it hadn't acquired Liberty quarter, the company, grossed $28,Bank
of Knowledge, theatre nuiz
Films and Rambow Productions. 907,000, including $3,606,000 earned Dallas 20tll-Fox office, assumed his game, got its first Southern Calithe
Par, 20lh and
were aided in by foreign subsidiaries; forgross duties as assistant to Jack Lorentz, fonua^tryout to Bellflower theatre,
of
the
fourth
quarter
1946,
manager.
Lakes
district
Great
operated by Al Hanson in BeUthe fact that they closed their
Glen Burch, associate editor of fiower, near here.
books on Dec. 31 or thereabouts. was $31,409,000, including $4,230,the Film Forum Review, appointed
This gave them additional time to 000 of foreign take.
Louis Wiethe Adds Drive-In
Columbia: $7,172,000 for the executive director of Film Coundl
cut costs following the British tax
Of
America.
fourth quarter of 1947, compared
imposition.
CiQcinnatl.
™. „
T
5
Louis Wiethe and associates,
Foreign remittances fell off in with $6,475,000 for the third quarJerry Fairbanks' Tulsa Office
operating seven nabes in
the neighborhood of $25,000,000. ter, and $5,670,000 for the last
Branch office for Jerry Fair- Cmcy, added an Outdoor Gr«»ter
to
Which Means that domestic grosses quarter of 1946.
banks ProductlQns opened in Tulsa, their string by purchasing
52 perUniversal: Fourth quarter, $17,- OMa., A. G. Pelxasek, manager. cent
In all, dropped little more than'
of stock in the Park-In,
$25,000,000 from the tremendous 912,000; as against $16,634,000 for It will serve as sales h.q. In the Healthy, with 650-auto-capaelty.
the preceding three months, and south for the Fairbanks org.
amount piled up in '46
$15,505,000 *or the last quarter of
Tom Howell to San Anton
vm's- 2-Day Sales Ktch in N. Y.
1946.
Sah .Antonio.
Laying plans for a new product
the
for
Republic:
.$7,306,000
Tommy Howell named manager
.Bros, district manthree months ending Oct. 25r a drive, Warner
nabe
of
Broadway,
Interstate
agers convene at the homeoffice
house; formerly was house mandrop from the $7,524,000 of the
for a two-day meet tomorrow
ss; Cootinued fxom pa.ee IS sss
previous three months. For Auager In Houston as weU as Inters
(Thurs.) under the aegis of. Ben
for production of several more gust, September, October of 1S46, Kalmenson, vlce-prexy In charge state city manager at Harlingen.
T. Pritzker, of Chicago, purfilms in England, but which pro- the take amounted to $6,410,000.
of distribution. Mort Blumestock,
theatre in Ft. Worth
ducers are to make theni ha^ait
In addition, figures for last quar- WB's pub-ad chief, will outline the chased Como
from C. Crockett.
been established.
ter of 1947 showed that Loew's company's promotion plans for the
J. G. Long Circuit, with headpix
lineup.
grossed
fcwrthcoming
theatres
$405,000,
Boston
Metro, Fox, KKO
quarters in Bay City bought the
with
$432,000 for the
contrasted
Lee theatre in Teague from R. H.
Metro, with its Elstree studios
Chas. Boshart Qtiits Dickinson
and W. B. Henderson.
now rebuilt and ready to go, may preceding quarter.
Kansas City.
Ed Hale, formerly with Circle
be the first in England with "EdCharles Boshart, manager of
Drive-In at Waco, named manager
ward, My Son." Starring Spencer
Glen and Tampico theatres here
of Shepard Drivfr-In In Houston.
Tracy and Deborah Kerrj the film
for Dickinson circuit, leaves comFilm
Also
is scheduled to roll June 15.
pany May 8 to return to Coast. Frank Thorpe goes from Sh^ard .
to Circle asmanager.
set for Elstree is "Young Bess,
Continued from page 4
Bill Meyer, new with Dickinson,
6.

Metro

7.

Universal

.

S.7%

,

......5

%

Coin hot converted into profits
wasn't necessanly spent in costlier
operations.
In a number of instances, goodly portion went into
rise in film inventories which
steadily mounted during the early
part of the year. Metro, for instance, which had a comparatively
low conversion percentage sunk a
very Mgh $5,500,000 in hiked backlogs. Universal Is another case in
point, its -faventory climbing to

Washington,

May

4.

week

Picture biz was on. the upgrade in
the last quarter of 1947, on the
basis of gross income oMonr com-

.

'

«

RKO
-

'46bacItlosr
$83,077,848
62,098,780
47,542,097
47,124.208

48,T55,06a
82,O0O,00O«
HKO
24,028,898
6. Universal
.<
T. Coluinbla ... 21,188,090

year

Cosmopolitan hotel here.

Par producer Billy Wilder goes lows confab of the board of na- industry's drive for improved
to England next week and may set tional AlUed at Cosmopiltan, May lic relations was talten
when
15-17. Convention will be largest row and theatre
plans there for one or two films.
men held a
Republic prexy Herbert J. Yates one of independent exhibitors together luncheon with city
announced on the Coast last week ever held here. Independent ex- cials. Paramount exchange

.

and Metro were only slightly heHlad Par in the extent of monies
hanked by the outfits. Total for
aOth was $186,267,980, while Metro
Warner
$183,948,900.
flittered
ros, placed fourth with $172,004,trailed consider197, . While

ing

%

.

Denver

FoUows Natl Bd. Meet; Xcliange News

that analysis discloses

cost

Confdb

.

.

BKO*—

ft.

Rody Ml

nounced plans for two films there
Allied
in
but hasn't yet decided what they're
to be. EL, meanwhile, has reached
no decision on producing abroad.
Paramount is also indefinite on its
plans, although iJal WaUis will
probably lens "House of IVHst"
Denver. 4
there. Par production chief Henry
Annual convention of Allied
Ginsburg announced lit N.Y. re- Rocky Mountata Independent The- replaces at
Glen and Tampico,
cently that he'd go to England atres is slated for May 18-19 at working as
district
this

172,004,197
B''

U has an-

its

distribution.

Rated by eff'ieieney of coiwer-

the^
ML

Set 11 for England

Stooks

i

in which Miss Kerr will also be
starred. In the works are a group
of others, including "Secret Garden," for wliich Metro hopes to

tested by. the

many

who crowded

into

picture people
brokerage of-

Hew York Theaires

fices in the Times Square area on
take its two moppet stars, Margaret Mond^. Their inteirest naturally
O'Brien and Claude Jarman, Jr., to was to see how the market "would
take" the ruling. Pact that there
London.
imloadlng of film
Twentieth-Fox, which actually was no drastic
shares yesterday
teed off postwar British production major picture
came
with "Escape," is now rebuilding hinted that most of selling
those who felt that other inits Wembley studios and is prac- from
tically set to
("Escape," dustries had a better ciiance to
roU.
lensed at a rented studio and star- climb In the current bull movering Rex Harrison and Peggy ment.
Cummins, will be released domesHeaviest loser yesterday was
.

fIVC-STAR

FIAGSHIPS

IAS JUtOEl^
iri^iiir^

10 niiMifn

Company will re- 20th-Fox, which fell $1.87i^ to
its British production with $21.75.
Other losses were ColumPursuit," in which Harrison bia Pix, down $1.25 to $10.62V6;
Harrison has just Loew's, off $1 at $17.87^^ Parais also to star.
completed "Unfaithfully Yours" on mount, off $1.62% at $2^.25; RKO,
the Coast, so that "Pursuit" is ten- off BZVze at ?8.37%; Warner Bros.,
tatively set to go on the floor in off $1.25 at $11.25; and Universal,
midsummer. Twentieth plans to off 37i^c at $13.50. None of prefollow that with "Britannia Mews," ferreds showed worse than fracfor which no cast has been se- tional losses.
held so well oblected.
viously because of having no theahas a commitment to make tre affiliations.
two more films in England under
Of indie companies, Republic
a joint production deal with' J. was unchanged, Monogram was up
Arthur Rank. (First one, "So Well
12%c and Technicolor up 25c.
Remembered," was released last
fall).
Duo of new ones haven't
Mrs. FDE in Preem Talk
been definitely earmarked, but

«

m^t

^niia kareiiiiia

sume
"Gay

A

HAvaiMycr i»sOM

«r yinrr tr«nr«l

«gmt

TWteJ Offices, AkBan Terraino/
*oc*»W/«rC<iflfor • Hotel New Yotker
120 Broadway • Hold St. George

AMmCAN
.

AIRUNES

U

ADLEIt-DHAPER

probably include "Ivanhoe"
and "The Captain Was a Lady."
Warners has its own studios in
England but hasn't set anything
yet for production there. Transatlantic Pictures' "Under 'Capricorn" is now in the works in England and will be released by WB.
Rank has announced that his
studios vriU be made available only
to Universal and Eagle Lion, the

Now Speetalivinf^
in Mefreshmtnt
'CoHcetsions for

RIVE-IN THEATRES^

BRETAiGNEWINDUST

'

{jENRTBUNKE

llidiii»litFi(m."2

MVtttfON

eiARKfiABLE
LAKA TURNER
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»ME

x»»i*CUBAT
andhbOKCH.
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WMP

€AHTOL
SVayliiartSl.

—— RADI0

CITY MUSIC

/lorlteroler
S|iine«r

Katharlm

HAII—

CenMr
Vui

TRACY • HEPBURN • JOHNSON j
Eleanor Roosevelt will
Mrs.
LmIi
Adolpht
Ano«l«
LANSBURY . ^ENiOU • STOWE
speak at the preem of the Cagney
In Frtnk Capra't "STATE OF THE UNION"!
film, "Thne of Your Life," at the
Pnniittd liy M.G-M Md Llbtrty Film*
Mayfair theatre, N. Y., May 25.
Sp»etacul«r Staga PfiMntation
Receipts from the opening will go
to Wlltwyck School, Esopus, N. Y.,
in which the late President took a
Walters to Buffalo for FG
great interest.
Charity preem is the mitlal gun
Ed Walters named office manin a campaign to »aise $1,000,000 ager and booker for Film Classics
Buffalo exchange.
for the school;

S

WARNER THEATR!
JB'wtySlsl "Opens lD:3CAM»Ult
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J
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RKO

they'll

WARNER BROS.' Niw success
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Radio Reps' Coiinter-Assaiilt

FriHn

At (Hiio Leaves Educl B'cai^ieB limp

-

.

May

Columbus, O..

j

4.

counter

And ihe

assault.

-

Sheppard Sans Flock
'

May

4.

over a radio bill which Rep.
Harry Sheppard (D., Calif.)
dropped in the Congressional
hopper last week. Measure was

referred

promptly

to

the

House Commerce .Committee,
where it is expected to die.
Bill would outlaw ownership
or tele stations
by networks or radio ^aanufacturing companies. It would
alteralso require stations to

AM, FM, fax

of

,

nate networks and local shows
with no two hours of web
broadcasts to be hired consec-

utively.

There

plenty of specula-

bill was
introduced s'ince Sheppard
himself told Vabiett he has
no intention of pressing for
action on it this session and
he wants "to give everyone

why the

plenty of .time to study it."
"some
anticipates that

He

compromises, wolid have to be
made."

'

WHA

NBCGnibsOf

'

'

WNEW

sion,

had warned

JQgiDs

Holiilay

ShouK from CBS

institute director

'

-.

.

•

—

.

.

.

LEE FONDREN

.

.

'

.

-

•

.

he tossed the educational broadcasters a verbal bouquet.
Talking briefly to the National
Assn. of Educationar Broadcasters
Durr disclosed he'd received calls
from several. Republican senators
urging him to reconsider his decision to retire and promising to
vote for his reappointment.. Durr
said Ue knew the states these senators were^from and believed their
support Stemmed- from "the fine
job you .fellows (the educational
broadcasters) are doing."
NAEB, with 82 stations now

members, announced its annual
meeting will be held early in October at the Univ. of Illinois, following the annual School Broadcasters
meeting..

lifts

Columbus, O., May 4.
fully; that these programs are "not
CBS and two independent New always designed for radio, but are
York stations, Bulova's WNEW and regular concert programs pick up
Jennings IVexy of AER
city-owned WNYC, took home 'arm- for broadcast;" that some of these
.Columbus, O., May 4.
fuls of awards in the 12th Ameri- programs "are not considered as
George Jennings, of WBEZ, the can Exhibition of Educational contributing to education" in mu-

veepee; Ellen Miller, director
the Roclcy Mountain Radio
Council, Denver, was chosen secveepee, and Blanche Young, of
the Indianapolis schools' radio department, treasurer. Post of secre-

of

tary was again voted to Gertrude
Broderick, radio education specialist iii 'tbe U« S. Office of Education;

'

•
,

•'

•

-

sic;> and that slotting of these programs "either at unimportant radio
times or around midnight in certain
localities" is detrimental.
Thfey
noted that the NBC Symphony's
time "is poorly chosen" and added
that "little opportunity 'has been
provided for the public hearing of
contemporary music, which would
add greatly to education by radio."
The full list of awards:
NATlONAIi NKTWOBKS
& ORCiANlZA3:iONS

ItellglouH I'roKrams

First awards to "Tho Etorniil. Light,"
pi-oduocd tor NBC by tllo Jswinli Tlico.Seminary
loBloal
o£
America;
"The
Greatest Story iflvor Told," produced l)y
ADC; "Family Theatre," produced by
Father, Patrick Peyton (or Mutual,

NARrlooltural I'MKramn

"fho Oaraen OmM,"
(Continued on pag^ 48)

First.

.

castuig, to join lE'rederlc Ziv's transcription operation May 17 in an
exec capacity
Ed Seldman of 'Blow's radio staff shoves off for the

Coast today (Wed.) to take over producer-director chores on "Take It
Wui
Bill Lawrence, has been handling the stint
or Leave It."
Goulden of Mutual publicity papa of a girl bom Sunday (2). ..
ABC readying a "Johnny Fletcher" series starring Bill Goodwin and
based on the comedy-mysteries of Frank Gruber, to preem in the 7:30
Sunday slot in several weeks. "Clock," now in the pre-"Stop the Music"
slot, probably going back to Thursday nights, Dick Howard in featured
role of NBC's "Frank Merrlwell" this Sat,
.

m

.

.

HOLLYWOOD ...

Harry Witt, right bower to Don Thomburgh at CBS, will be passing
the next few weeks, at the home office in connection with the net's
Operation KTTV, the tele partnership with L. A. Times .... Highest
priced per-word actor in Hollywood this season is Bert Gordon, wiio.
had one line of six words on last week's Pabst broadcast. It cost Eddie
Cantor $1,500.. ."Bunny" Coughlh>> who dropped off thi Hit Parade
when it marched into BBD&O, was signed 'by Blow to produce the
Out-of-towners, who take the tour of Don
Dinah Shore musical
.Lee's new $3,000,000 plant during the NAB convention, won't have that
soft feel. underfoot.
Carpets and rugs stored away for the building
went up in flames last week and Lewis Allen Weiss is not so sure he
can have replacements shipped out from the east in time.
.Coast vets
are organizing Radio Pioneers club, with membership restricted to
those who have been in the business for at least 20 years. Tom Breneman will have an honorary chair as a memorial.
Maj. Jack Connell
hung up his uniform after nearly eight years in the Army. For the
past two years he was public relations officer at Armed Forces Radio
Service and did a hangup job
CBS took Hal Burdick's "Night
Editor" as a sustaining quarter hour strip after many years on NBC
out of Frisco
"Date With Judy" got a renewal for next season and
gives up the summer time to Carmen Cavallaro's music
Al Capslall
took over production of the Bob Hope Show when Dick Davis was
transferred to Chicago as Jim Fonda's aide at Foote, Cone & Beldlng
... Judy Canova is now a Kentucky colonel and qualified to whip up a
mint julep for droppers*in at her valley rancho.
.Milton Blow is soi
interested in the success of the Dinah Shore show that he caught part
of last week^s rehearsal on the phone from New York. .
^
Ralph Edwards is assembling a cast for a strawhat play he will do at
Sante Fe, N. M., this summer.
.Artie Phillips and Charles Stewart
pulled out as one of the writing teams for "Beulah"
Travesty on
radio called "Here Comes Vicky," with Virginia Weidler starred, was
waxed last week by Kenneth Herts.
.

,

OUo Eyebrows; Institute lists Awar^

first

—

,

Toscy s Honwable Mentimi'

ond

.

.

,

Radio Programs, conducted in
conjunction with the Institute for
Education by Radio. CHher winners
included several awards to the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Talk of the institute, however,
was the judges' bypassing of a
"first award" in the cultural music
category in favor of a mere honorable mention, for Arturo Toscanini
and the NBC Symphony. If Toscy
and his orch cm't rate a top award,
especially after their recent spectacular role in tele, industry delegates wondered both privately and
openly In institute sessions, who'd
ever rate this Kudo?
Judges, however, weren't caught
with tlieir reasohs down. They felt
that radio's educational potentialities in 'iott^. aren't being realized

.

—

•

Betty Girling of
Univ.
of Minnesota station, was named

.

—

Tribute to Dinr

'

>
KUOM,

.

Oluo State In

•

1

'

.

.

stitute.

,

.

.

Chicago board.' of education station, was elected ^r^sident of the
Assn. for Eduction' by Radio, succeeding William B. Levenson, assistant superintendent of Cleveland
public schools, at the" organization's, annual meeting in connec
tion with the Ohio State radio in-

YORk CITY ...
.

'

;

:

The Actors Studio, legit workshop project conducted by Ella Kazan,
Robert Lewis, Martin Ritt and Cheryl Crawford, is mulling a pitch
from the Blow agency for ti radio or television series^ Such a deal
would be used to finance the studio's nominal-cost classes for young
Ben
They are now underwritten by private contribution
actors
Peter Freeman, scripter of "Superman," has authored a half-hour adventure series, "Report From Rusty," which he -aid Mitchell Grayson
.Radio Writers Guild has returned unused
are peddling as a package.
contributions to the strike fund for the walkout it threatened several
months ago against the networks., .Max Ehrlich, who has joined
"Big Story," also
Allan Sloane and Arnold Perl on the scripting of
writes the "Barney Blake, Police Reporter" television series.
Murray Grabhom, boss of WJZ (770 on your dial), has a new N. j.
Manager
KLZ's Nationul Sales
.Julian Funt has acquired a fancy
Ucense on his car. It's "JZ-77b"
WNEW's Ted Cott is "chairman of the
hacienda in Westport, Conn
new dlgest-siw! mag for program
His experience in program pro- editorial advisory 'board" ,of RPM,
motion and merchandising gives directors and disk jockeys. First issue will taef out in time for the NAB
WNBC almost missed the boat on a renewal of Mary MarKliZ national advertisers opportu- confab
Hcntty
nity to get maximum. deal^Erjobber garet McBride's contract. And paid a fancy hike as a result!
cooperation and consumer sales in Backus in from Coast Friday (30) to join hubby Jim in MBS airer
Walter Gorman has succeeded Charles Urquthe Denver market.
now originating here
KUZ, Denver.
hart as "Road to Life" cue thrower. ..Ruth Rowland, formerly in Foote,
Cone & Belding's radio department, has moved to the Ketchum, Maoi
Leod & Grove ad agency in Pittsburgh.
George Schreier, ex-ABC flack, has opened his own publicity emMBS v.p, and "tele coordinator" Jimmy James off -on a
porium
month's foray westward, winding up at the web's board huddle in UK,
WJZ-FM teed off last night (Tues.) with a duplicate feed of ABC'ls
Two quarter-hour e.t.'s
Pops concert of the season
Boston
first
dramatizhig work of the Foster Parents' Plan for. War Children, Inc.
and starring Madeleine Carroll and Peter Lawford, are skedded for
produced and directed
Lloyd
Jack
stations.
than
100
airing over more
Columbus^ O., May 4,,
next Sunday's (9) airing of "Strike It Rich," Walt Framer
FCC Commissioner Clifford Durr, ....With
his 20th year in radio. He started out as a sidewalk quizwr for
one of the Ohio State Institute's enters
quizzer.
produces
a
he
KDKA in Pittsburgh; now
faithfuls and the only commissfon
ABC eutthig an audition today (Wed.) of a show called "Oh, Brother!"
member to show for the four-day with Mercedes McCambridge
Lois Winston back in Blow's fliackery
session last weekend, found him- foUqwhig a month's illness
Jack Rayel, night manager of WQXR,
self Sunday njght (2) the recipi- has gone over -to DuMont tete.
His successor at the Times indie is
ent of an unexpected tribute. Dr. George O'Brien, radio oldtimei-, recently of the State Dept's shortwave
Keith Tyler, institute director, staff
Robert, J. Lapdry, sec'y of the CBS Program Board, and- Annett
presented Durr with a lifetime MacQuarrie, stage actress, were married out of town over the weekend
membership, an honor which in- ... .John Farley, ex-script writer at WMCA, now assistant managing
Maurice Dreicer, the
banqueters heartily ap- editor of one of the McGraw-Hill trade papers
stitute
plauded.
one-man program factory, opened K.N.P. Associates, Inc., last yteek
"His courage and. integrity," with a cocktail party. .. P&G is integrating two to four-minute seto
"Big Sister" and
willingness
Life,"
of
said Tylef, "his
qiWces ilito "Yoimg Dr. Malone," "Road
stick his neck out' on matters, of, "TRlght to Happiness." plugging the American Cancer Society.
belief and conviction have won
It was Charles Irvulg,' not Charlyes Erwin, in the Cancer Society
all,
of
dropped plans to
Barry
.ABG veepee "Bud"
the respect, and admiration
airer on ABC last week
whether or not they share his plane to Tom Breneman's funeral ui order to pact Garry Moore for the
Coast program topper J. Donald
views. His deiep devotion to the "Breakfast in Hollywood" spot.
democratic process of discussion Wilson repped the web at the Breneman rites. .. Latest contrib to
has been constantly .exemplified radio's giveaway di?sdness: a $25,000 prize essay contest.(on "My ClosJoseph Bell and
by his own unstinted participation est Shave") on NBC's MoUe "Mystery Theatre"
James Goss and Cecil
in innumerable sessions here. The Tess 'Sheehan Into the "Just Plain Bill" cast
"Musical
many friends and admirers whom Roy a^ded to "Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters"
he has won by his activities here, Camera" show Created qnd conducted by Joseph Chemiarsky over NBC
will not lightly face the prospect for International Silveip some years ago, being revived via WNJR, NewPhil Cook
of future institutes without Mr. 'ark.'. .Helen Coule on "Dr. Christian" tonight (Wed.)
nominated to run for councilman of Par Hills (N. J.). He lives .there.
Durr."
,
Bing Crosby will do his exchange guester with Fred Allen May 23,
As inconspicuously as any schoolTed Streibert, WOR prexy,
teacher delegate, Durr padded con- being switched from origmal May 2 date
scientiously from one session to back from vacation trip and looking as healthy as station's billings.
*
>
another throughout the institute. (You can't look any healthier.)
In his only bit of speeehmaking
Herbert Gordoq leaving Decca Records and its affiliate. World Broad'-

Keith Tyler that it was going to
be an industry soundbff. He \?asn't
The iK-ace of star-studded Elgin
kidding.
",'
"It is time the educators got hoiidur shows—Thanksgiving and
educated," he teed off. "They are Chrisftnas—which for the, past six
mired in the false syllogisms of years have injected a nighttime
the actual facts, and are basing programming flavor in the CBS
their attacks on false claims. They holiday daytime schedule, wiU
for move over to NBC this year.
are
substituting.' philology
philosophy. The fact remains that
The shows, which parlayed rathe greatest degree of incompet- dio's top talent into two hours (4
ence ii^ the Americaa system of to .6) of spck entertainment, bad
'
broadcasting rests with the.educa- taken on something of « traditlonid
tional groups' .
American radio aura around CBS, even though
is the best in the .world.' This in- most of the talent (Jack Benny,
stitute should -be its press agent Edgar. Bergen, Bob' Hope, et al.)
and not its detractor. But too were recrpited .fronji the NBC kilomany educators have not used 'Cycles.
radio as a tpoU but as a football.
Fact that its talent was getting
'*I challenge the pressure groups. A cuffo spread on the 'rival CBS
I challenge their claims. to -pre' web didn't disturbs NBC over the
senting programs in the^public in- past half-dozen years, although it's
- terest.
I think they have -abused to. Columbia's credit that it piothe intent -of public .service; and neered one of the few serious athave wound up behind the 8-ball tempts to change the daythne patof failure. Why are educational tern Of holiday programming to
programs always so arty? Why are eliminate the day-in-day-out soap
they .cloaked, in symbolism? Why opera, .fare.
-is ih^. '.leading protagonist some
This year NBC is only faced
m^rthical person named Joe Smith, With the necessity of clearing the
American, or quote The Little Thanksgiving time, liy • knocking
Man? Wliy ate educational pro- off the late afternoon soap sagas,
grams' the place to experiment in with Xmas falling on a Saturday,
futuristic musical cues?"
the' Elgin coin is so m>ich gravy,
He: suggested: that educational since it means bnlji' knocking off
programs mostly "preach to the sustainerst
converted", instead of^being "misElgin plunks down $40,000 for
sionaries^ for new areas of help- time alone for the brace of shows,
fulness/' Marconi didn't invent With an approximate l£ke amount
the radio to turn America's living for the .talent tab.
^
Tooms into classrooms, Cott asserted. "A proper proportion of
educational programs done with
the ejipertness that only trained
radio people can bring to a community audience can give radio
Its Continued acceptance by the
American people." He woimd Up
by suggesting the educators "foi>
(Continued on page 59)
•

ProdiiclioD Centres

.

is

tion here

tute's various

.

Wasbiiigton,

Network reps here appear
more annoyed than "worried

insti-

panels produced a
.customary quota of listener and
educator beefs about radio's commercialism, centered mostly, it
:ieemed, on triphammer plugs of
certain cigaret advertisers. But
there was certainly, no formidable
or orgapijKd retort ^o the industry
«ff«jisiv3. Maiiy expected, at least,
(U.
that H. B. McCarty of
"Of Wisconshi), a firehorse of former meetings; would rise up and
light back. But McCarty shrugged
it off, remarking. he guessed he
was 'Sgetting mellow" and, anyway,, commercial r3dio"^was doing
a much better job than it used to.
Cott Spearheads Attack
Spearhead of the broadcaster
barrage, was Ted Cott,
(N. y.) veepee, who,, in accepting
chairmanship, of the opening ses-

mW

IN

*

The 18th Institute for Education by Raclio went on the books
as the one at which the broadcasting industry, at long last, struck
back at perennial denunciations of
commercial .radio by educators.
Steamed np by long smouldering
resentment, the industry reps
came here for last weekend's session witb blood in their eyes.
Their bitter blasts at the opening general session reverberated"
through the four-day agenda. At
the annual institute banquet, the
educators caught it again. They
were told. In overall effect, that
commercial radio was doing most
of their job for them and that
they'd missed the boat in most of
their own air efEorts.
There were mutterings and
head-shakings in educator circles,
apparently stunned by Hie belated

Ik

ii,lwird)(

,

to

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

fJV
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CHICAGO ...

Roy McLaughlin, manager
the station

gram

.

May

director of

of

WENR, rounded

out his

fifth

year with

.Bob Piatt upped from continuity to assist proWIND..,. Ben Colman, of Chartoc-Colman Produc-

I.

.

.

tions, will look over the film-tele field for repping in the midwest
during his
sojourn in L.A
Dave Moore, of WBBM's flack factory, dislocated his shoulder in a fall from a streetcar named Lake Park

NAB

No. 27.
.New members to be banqueted at the May 25 rendezvous
of NBC's 20- Year club are Ed Stockmar, account exec; A. W. Kaney,
.

,

(Continued on page
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Ace Needs Pace Space

CBS Has a Brand New Concept On

GRANDDADDY OF

loriter-prodticer-co-ator of the "mr. ace & JANE"
office at CBS hdqs. on Madison
weefc to iind he had been moved to another
m)*«tt9 Wew ^or/c, tost
a letter he addressed to Jim Seward, who,
The following

Goodman Ace,

f*BS
'

flMf

cvmedy show, walked into hi$

U

'

president in charge of
personnel:

at a sort of
(a

CBS howekeeping,"

,

"I aitt aliraid ifie writers* budget on 'mr. ace & JANE' will have
be readjusted before the contract with General Foods can be
dimed. The writers' budget we had agreed upon was for writers
would come to my office in room 1507. But having been
weekend to an evacuated phone booth on the
t^iitioved over the

'

My

—two

of

my

tall writers be-

^the

made

around his caljs.
*'Now between me and my typewriter I can fit one of the shorter
writers in place ot the tall writer I now have, but this shorter
¥i4t<i!^ WiU cost $7S0^ Instead 'of the '$200 I now pay the tall writer
I am now going to dismiss. The other tall writer I can salvage if
he can stand in the doorway as we write, but that will mean rais--'

.

Because of the workout today both
ittg tlie arch of the doorway.
he and the medium-sized writer at the end of our session were so
bent over and entangled that I sent them up to see Dr. Eisenberg
and Dr. Bryson in medical circle on the 18th floor and both doctors
diagnosed it as writers cramp.
i^Xhe fourth writer I am contemplating hiriing when we go comUier<dal won't be a problem because he will just hang around and
thi'flw In jokes and this he can do with the aid of the 'windowwasher's belt. But most important is the lack of pacing space, pacing being such a large part in the comiedy writer's life. We fpund
today we could pace if we moved out the typewriter, but strangely
enough we get little or no actual writing done that way. Please
excuse size of paper as we are terribly crowded here."

They won't be around, they
'

'

'

(3S Plamung to Drop Ho(ver as It
Preps Its Own Radar^Ratii^ System
Now

that

CBS

is

going into the^

radar-rating business

and

plan-

is

ning to spring its Instantaneous
Measurement SysteiA
Audience
UAMS), the network, it's known,
will drop the Hooper service completely« probably by the end of the
year. CBS isn't tipping the amount
of coin it turns over to the Hooper
organization annually, but one web
exec admitted that it "runs into six
figures."

On the

other hand,

ing heavy coin into'

CBS is
lAMS

of radio Vtasa. And as far as
the network is' conceited, it's convinced lAMS has "all the answers."
Oi!icial launching, originally scheduled^for this spring, has been put
back to September, while the electronically-controlled boxes are being turned out.
lot

The network, doesn't intend to
make it a "CBS baby" exclusively,
but it will be avaUabie to the whole
The.
$100
planned to
York area with

it's

instruments
apiece,

splurge will
$100,000 investment.

On

local of the Radio
(AFL) elected
CBS producerpresident at a meeting
Monday night (3). He succeeds
William Sweets, freelancer.
Tom Bennett, producer-director
of the Fred -Waring Show, was
riamed veepee.
Charles Powers,

the basis that

Guild
Shayon,

'

'

director,

urer.
Sweets and Don Gillis,
director of
musicals, were
elected to the local council, hold-

NBC

overs being Carl Eastman, Frank
Papp and Maurice Robinson.
Charles Polacheck, of CBS' tele
director staff, was named video
rep on the RDG council.

will

and since

'Aldrich Family

add up to a

lAMS

In Budget

mo Broadcast

Row

;

Measurement dropped at the end of the current
Bureau, but the idea has been
cycle. The food concern has noti-.
abandoned, it's understood, on the
fled the William Morris agiency
premise that the cost in the initial
that it will not renew the comedji
stages would make it prohibitive
stanza unless the budget is cut
all but the larger stations.
from its present $13,000 to $10,000

m

net.

by

The show
GF's

Jello

lose

CBS

to

the

payroll, because it

„„y

rp

^lown a bid for the WednesP m. niche. It's the secthat this has

happened

to

®"dJBBD&0, agency on the

ac""'^^ to the conclusion
complete control of
Apn. ^l*^**,
J'^ednesday night lineup and
t^t'n
wont
f^IJPtlt.,.^^

let

a competitive manufacinto that evening's

schedulT"*^^

.

Earlier in the season
"Piper" in the
Peiiod but Phileo

GE

wanted

BBD&OIntoNol
Radio Agency Spot

of audience participation program*'
ming immediately following ABC's
Stop the Music" (8 to 9 p.m.).
The stratagem indicates a di'astie
reorientation of CBS' concept of
bigtime programming. It has apK
parently decided to go along with
the current tidal wave of phone*
jackpot and other -types of quiz
giveaways.
Newcomer quiz to CBS' Sunday
eve lineup is "Try and Catch Me."
It goes into the 9-9:30 span, pre-

ceding
another
query - popper,
"Strike It Rich," which previously
had been spotted at 10:30. "Shorty
Bell," with Mickey RoQney> movea
back a half hour to 10 o'clock and
"Escape" is similarly shunted back^
taking ever where ''Rich" vacated.
The insertion of "Catch Me" on
its' program roster represents for
CBS somewhat of a reversal of
policy in itself. William ,S. Paley,
it is understood, had first opposed
the inclusion of a listener-phoning
angle in "Catch Me," similar to
the oue that highlights "Stop the
Music," but, after much persuasion
from his program staff, he relented
and gave the
last Friday (30)
greenlight to the show's format

While still but a few million behind J. Walter Thompson on overBBD&O
all
domestic
billings>
through the acquisition of the Roseau Drug account safely esconces
itself as the No. 1 radio agency in
the business. With the $2,000,000
that Rexall spends in network and intact.
Placement ,of "Catch Me" on th«
spot advertising tagged on, BBD&O
seems headed foi: around $24,000,- Sunday night runoff caused conEven Kobak Absent
siderable surpi-ise within ABC's,
000 in radio billings for 1048.
In <;pntrast to heyday years when
programming
and sales ranks. It
With the entry .of the Phil Hartop radio brass junketed to Dr. 1.
was the first timie that a cdmpetiKeith Tyler's powwow, the 1948 ris-Alice Faye stanza (the new tive network had redesigned Its
Rexall
delegate)
on its list
( Continued, on page 46 )
schedule
of
an
evening with the
BBD&O becomes- responsible on
the networks for two one-hour pro- prime strategy of picking up a dis<
grams, 10' half-'hour shows and a tinctly E'.'.iecialized type of audienca
from
another
network.
quarter-hour series: Rexall is a
"Stop the Music," which had
heavy user of local time, perhaps
accumulatively bigger than any originally been offered to CBS and
one in the country, and this will turned down, has tilready snagged
three
sponsors, the orders piling in
serve to swell the agency's spot
outlay to probably the $8,000,000- within a space of several days. One
mark for the -current year. The quarter-hour has been picked up by
Jewelry and another 15
Speidel
(Continued on page .46)
Lever Bros., the only bankroller
minutes by Smith Bros. A ciggie
in the history of commercial radio
outfit has latched onto a third
with five shows in Hooper's Top
segment.
15 (Bob HopCi Amos 'h' Andy, Lux KLONDIKE
SUES
Rating ot -'-Music" has been
Radio Theatre, My Friend Irma
steadily on the upsurge~ since its
Talent
Godfrey's
and Arthur
inception, witht its last published
"FIBBER'
Scouts) has a new acquisition
Hooper
showing a 10.5 for the final
Henry Morgan. Move was brought
Los Angeles, May 4.
quarter-hour, and an average ot
about last week when Charles
Damage suit for $50,000 was 7.9 on the hour. The same Hooper
Luckman operation bought out filed by Mrs. Kate Rockwell Van showed the competing Fred Allen
Rayve Shampoo, sponsors of the Duren, known to her neighbors as show clipped by 4.2, and Charliit
Morgan program on ABC.
"Klondike Kate," against NBC, McCarthy off by two points.
Just how Levers' acquisition of Johnson's Wax and *'Fibber and
the shanipoo company will -affect Molly," charging invasion of prithe Morgan show (option time vacy.
comes up soon ) is conjectural.
One of the. characters in the
Trade belief is that Lever will Feb. 17 broadcast, plaintiff deretain him as a fixture in its star' clares, was "the- Gambler's daughter, Klondike Kate." As a result,
studded roster.
Morgan, incidentally, is adding she asserts, she has been held up
David Ross to his show. Latter re- to ridicule by friends a£l neigh-

.

.

.

.

Henry Moi^an

•

Works

for Lever

KATE

FOR

.

^

W

now banlixolled
division, through

Harry Onunerle

-

'

places Glen Riggs.

bors.

resignation

'IsWUBNextrTradeAskPondering

Saturday
N.

in

and

Dorothy Thackrey s Career

Hub

.

replacement,

Harry Ommerle, radio bead oC
S Lyons agency, turned in his
to Arthur Lyons on
(1), effective June 1.
Ommerle will open his own agency

A&

proSale of her two Coast radio staits sub- tions and her TV construction perStellar Productions, has mit to Warner Bros, is seeti as the
asked the higher-paid talent on first major step on the part of
the series to take one-third salary Dorothv Thackrey, owner of the
cuts, and is trying to get the bal- New York Post, to divest herself
ance Of the necessary $3,000 reduc- of her radio holdings and exit the
tion from Clifford Goldsmith, the medium completely.
show's creator-owner, and from the
General impression in the trade
commissions involved. If the effort is that WLIB, the Thackrey-owned
isn't successful, GP will probably New York station, will in short
order pass into other hands. From
(Continued on pagO 46)
time to time it's been rumored
that the publisher wouldn't be
was
Sub averse to selling WLIB, which
Fiedler Gets a
*
long operating in the red and which
Boston, May 4.
only recently got a billings hypo
Arthur Fiedler's "Sunday at when Herman Bess moved in as
4:30," top-ranking live show out of manager and turned it into an outBoston for the First National Bank, and-dut commercial operation.
is being replaced for summer by a Some sources close to Mrs. Thackdisk and transcription show called rey have quoted $300,000 to $400,"Thursday at 7:30."
000 as a reasonable offer she'd
,
,
First time the bank has used a listen to.
Many in the trade have been
musical

10:30-11
demurred since
immediately after its own
olng Crosby stanza.
sutniner

Rw^^^

RexaD Biz Spirals

•

duces "Aldrich" through

'mu?, JJ^y

:

said,

sidiary

Name?" stanza, which
„
^1^""^ "Willie Piper" on GeniLf
eral tlectric's

•

is

Young & Rubicam.
The Morris office, which

Answer

.

Pabst beer as the Eddie Cantor
replacement this summer. Himan
Brown's comedy whodunit will
take over the 10 30 spot Thursday
nights on NBC for a 14-week run
beginning June 24. It will again
be scripted by Milton Lewis; but
the laugh aspect' of the show will
be emphasized more than in the
song past. Brown will direct, as usual.
Warwick St Legler iii the agency.
time.

,.

repre

sents "just what the radio doctor
ordered" in getting an honest, all
"The Aldrich Fatrtily," for the
segment appraisal, it's been sug
eested that lAMS be integrated last 10 years the prize item in the
(as an overall industry, operation)
General Foods radio setup, may be

SB's Got

Move that has occasioned mucli
comment In the trade is CBS'
'Thin Man' as Cantor Sub alignment of its Sunday night
schedule, effective this weekend
"Thin Man" has been bought by (9) so that it would: have an hour

—

GF May Drop

sample the New
about 1,000, the-

initlal

Elects Shayon

New York

Directors

Robert

In,

So Reverses Policy on Phone-Jackpots

4,

for another reprise.
Some Of the industry spokesmen,
steamed up over"beatings!' they've
taken in past years at the hands of
"educators, had the belated satisfaction of sounding off (see separate
story), but even they had a feeling
it was too late for it to do much
good. The general paralysis creeping over the event- could only be
ascribed, the consensus went, to
perpetuation of past evils. The
sources of old gripes were still
present: multiplicity of concurrent
panels, old-hat discussions, unchallenging topics, lack of showmanship, too little effort to resolve attitudes or objectives. The no-resolution rule was still in effect.) This,
time there was the added beef that,
the institute had all but shut its
eyes to television.

plung- ABC staffer, was chosen secretary,
which, and Ernest Ricca, freelancer, treas-

incidentally, got a "sneak preview'.'
in New York lasi week before a

Industry,
cost about

RDG

sponsored institute sang its
quo for; the last

of status

•

]

,

By DICK DOAN
Columbus, O., May

medium-sized writer
to fit into one of the
nooks by bending his legs under the chair and wrapping his feet

—

i

;

The Institute for Education by
Radio, grandaddy of radio conferences, began doddering this year.
The decline in vigor which*' has
been setting in for several years
became painfully' evident at the
18th annual, four-day session which
ended last night (3). It was reflected in a sad slump in turnout
(700 as compared with 1,200 in
1947). The industry brushoif was
more evident than ever. JFor most
of the few industry, key figures who
did show up, the Ohio State Univ.-

to

14th floor I find I will have to dismiss
other writer
'cause the'- don't fit.
who writ; medium-sized jokes ^^can be

Gveaways; Wants to Cash

uiz

takes

hott^ VBS

^0

^

in

Radio

trying to fathom just where the

Thackrey
astray.

It's

radio ambitions went
recalled that a couple

of years back she called in the
trade press and won herself lots
of space and considerable trade
attention in describing a .pattern
of operations she planned to introduce.
But actually the station
never got rolling, and whatever
ambitions she had for injecting a
distinctiveness and freshness into
the operation were never translated into anything^ concrete. For a
while Mrs. Thackrey took an active
part in running the station, but
later let her managers, of which
there were several, run the "shop."
Best guess at the moment is that
Bess will put in a bid for the station if his present plan to own and
operate WOV, the bUhigual N. Y,
station, doesn't meet with FCC
approval.
'

Y.,

handling

personalities

radio-tele packages.

Ommerle takes with him the
"Information, Please" and Vox
Pop shows, both of which are due
for new network deals In the fall,
"Info" checking off Mutual in
June and Vox Pop winding up for
American
Travelers
Co.
this
month;

Ommerle had been with Lyons
moving over jrom
& Ryan agency.

for four years,

Ruthrauff

'Raleigh on Parade*
Raleigh, May 4.
"Raleigh's Industries on Parade," a dramatization of the city's
industrial firms, went on the air
over
for the first time last

WNAO

week.

.

The program, presented cooperaby WNAO and fee industrld
department of the C. of C, wUl
be giveti each Tuesday night. Initial program was a dramatization
of the work donebythePUotMiUib
tively

84

How Summer

LoobLfteTobey

Pop nmsic

fiDDropProbeAt Least

for '48

is

popiAng

summer set^

the

Hiatus

Jube 2-Sept. 29

,

Moving to NBC.

Bed Heart Bog Food

power in
on what Tobey
labelled "sbedding crocodile tears"
for SDS, made him see red. KetXfosA strategists in New York,
forewarned of Tobey's dose association with FM inventor Edwin
Armstrong' and fresh from. a House

FM

on BCA's

Elgin-American

Henry Morgan

.

,

.

June 6

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.....

.

.

.

Hallmark .....
Camels .....

.

.

—

June'28-Aug. 30
Ju^ 21-Sept. 8
.........

. .

.-.

M3d-June

.

.

.

...

:

,

.

What Makes You Tick? ........ June 6
Hiatus
.May 30
,

June27
.......Junel
...................... (13 wks.l

.

Fitch

.

.June 27
New Faces. .................. .June 17-Sept. 23
Hiatus
......... (8 wks.)
June 24-Sept. 23
July 12-Aug. 30
June 6-Aug: 29

Thin Man :
Hiatus
Robert Shaw Chorale

.

(or Sept. 26)

Date with Judy.....
Dennis Day
Duffy's Tavern

,

Colgate
..Tiuns
Colgate
Bristol-Myers

orch., chorus, guests

July

.

Carmen

Cavallero.

.

,

..

.

..

.

.

.

Tex

&

Jinx

June 30-Sept. 22

Melody

Bob Hope
KayKyser..

Lever Bros

,

Colgate
Kraft

Ai Jolson

P&G

Life of Riley

People Are Funny. ......
Skelton

Red

Supper Club
Truth or Ik>nsequeiices.

political-classifica-

.

.

.

.

.P

and

Harold

Stepler

WMAL-ABC.
Union has recently won elections

new daytimers

in the area

Alexandria, and WQQW,
is currently nego-;
tiating contracts at both stations.
Biggest news on the AFBA front
here is, pending negotiations for
new wage contracts at WOL,

WPIK,

Washington, and

WTOP, WMAL, WWDC,

Wmx.

WMAL

.

summer brass band,

Corliss Archer
;

.

.

.

... ..

.

.

Hiatus
.Nelson Eddy.
Hiatus ,

(or Sept. 3)

. .
.

.

Sammy

June 26-Qct. 2
June 17

,

^

.

.......

& G

.

..

.

..

; . .

.

Whiteman s

Disk Show Exiting
The Paul Whiteman platter show
ABC is being washed out come
The Martin Block wax twirl-

on

July.

er on Mutual will grind to a stop
at about the same time. Thus will
end the networks' experiment in
latching onto the disk jockey craze.
It paid off for ABC, to the tune
of about $5,000,000 in gross bill-

but

July 3-Aug. 21
(13 wks.)
(I3 wks)

i

Kaye<

30 days.

DUD WnXIANSON DEAD
OF A HEART AmCK

June 7

(8

wks )

ILGWU SETS JULY 15
KICKOFF FOR LA. FMER
Hollywood,

Hollywood, May 4.
Dud Williamson, emcee of
"What's the Name of
That Song?" died suddenly of a

Mutual's

heart attack Sunday night (2)
while visiting friends at Lido
Beach. Oddly, at the moment he
was stricken, he was strumming a
guitar and singing ^iust what he
was doing in almost the same spot
some years ago when he got the
idea for his air show.

—

He intmed the

stanza on KOL,
where he was program
it to San

Seattle,

manager, later taking

Frandsco and

finally to Los AnShow has been sponsored
by Wildroot on the Don Lee net
(in New York, a Mutual spokesman said the program probably
would be continued. Web airs it
Saturday nights at 9;30.)

geles.

'

Hiatus

P&G INVITES BBD&O
Paul
TO BID FOR DREH

AFRA Moting

of
of

,

Baleighs
Baleighs

.

Mark Austad

.

Chesterfield

;

Procter jc Gamble has invited
BBD&O to make a presentation for
the Dreft account, now controlled
basis."
by the Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
agency.
Dreft rates as one of
P & G's top brands and has allotted
D.C.
to it a big chunk of the manufacWashington, May 4.
The 300 members of the D. C. turer's radio budget.
local of the American- Federation
The bid for the presentation was
of, Badio Artists are balloting this made, through
Ji
C. Cornelius,
week to elect oificers for the com- executive v.p. in charge of
ing year. Mail votes will be counted BBD&O's
offices
with
May 10. Presidential slate includes headquarterswestern
in Minneapolis.
radio actress Evelyn Freyman, inprez;

...Hiatus
Hiatus
Paul Lavalle

Cities Service

(orlater):-"".'

June 30-Sept. 22
June 8-Sept. 28
...................... June 27
June 4- Aug. 27
• <

Fred Waring (daytime)

JunelS

was

tion as we understand it."
He
added, "I shaU be glad to try to
clear for Bogers. the same Tuesday
night period, (that Jester had) .
,
on the same customary political
"

...........

......Ford
Ford Theatre....
Great Gildersleeve ......... Kraft

gram;

comes under the

Pat O'Brien, Virginia Bruce.

1

(S wks.)
.

in

9

June 29-Sept.

.

Hiatus

,Rexall
Jimmy Durante
Fibber McGee & Molly ..... Johnson's Wax

Highways

1- Aug.

,.

.............

.

employees comprise a small, closely
integrated group and that they
have a sufficient^ dose community
of interest to cwstitute a single
appropriate bargaining unit."
The Board ordered an AFRA
election at WEEK within the next

,

Ray Noble

."

Can You Top This.

believe that

that in their daily operations, these

.

*

NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.
.Hiatus
Ford Dealers
Fred Allen
Lever Bros
Amos 'n' Andy...
Aldrich Family ............ General Foods. ........... Hiatus

Bandwagon

we do 'not

they are professiaoal within the
definition prescribed by Section 2
(12) of the Act. We further believe

June 27-Oct. 3

Hiatus

Quaker Oats

Those Websters.......

otherwise complied with the' act
and rejected the- station'^ offer of
proving' that some 4A'8 afQliates
were delinquent on this count.
As for the "professional" status,
the decision declared: "Although
the employees in question are
trained and are undoubtedly skilled
personnel,

Hiatus

.-

.

Pharmaco
.

.

carried as a public service proHough stated that Jester
did not advocate any candidate in
his^ talk.
Hough further said,
"anyone wishing to advocate' the
candidacy of any certain candidate

........

. .

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Vander Co.
.'

Jack Benny....... ...... ...Lucky Strike
FM inventor Armstrong who is Bums & Allen.......*,. ...Maxwell .House
«1so interested and the fight was Judy Canova..v.,.vi«.... ..Colgate ..v.>.
on all over again.
Eddie Cantor.
„ . . . Pabst
It looks now as if Tobey will Cavalcade of Amer
DuPont
drop the BCA probe, at least until Charlie McCaifihy
Standard Brands
the next session, after next week's
B]«edded. one-day 'bearing.
Philip Moms.
Call for Music.
.\ ......
Sealtest
Jack Carson.

Fort Worth, May 4.
Woodville J. Sogers has filed a
complaint with the FCG against
the Lone Star Chain in that the
web had turned down a request for
free radio time by the pro-Truman
group. Bogers asked for time to
balance the time given Gov. Beauford Jester recently. •
Harold Hough,, head of the LSC
here, stated that, the Jester speech-

.

Luden's
...Household Finance;

Gaines Dog Food
Juvenile Jury :
Helbros Watches
Quick as a Flash
Shadow .................. .Blue Coal

sta-

some of .the staflters AFRA
was seeidng to represent.
Board members pointed out that
both AFRA and the four A's have
filed., anti-oommie affidavits
and
tus of

.May 9

. .

>..,...'

.. Silver Theatre. ..... ^« ^
..i. .... ... Our. Town. ...................
.... ... .... .Vaughn Monroe.

Intemat'l Silver. ........
.

the possible "professional"

to

.•

.

,

.

.'

CLAIM TIME TURNDOWN

.

,

.

First

.

:

.

.

Jim Backus Show

WMAN TEXANS

.

.

but NBC raised the FM flag in
Tobey's face by regaling him with
Vnsolicited info on the company'^ Capt. Midnight

FM

.

.

spokesmen largely confined their Strike It Rich
remarks to the superpower issue Whistler

.

affiliate,

•

.

—

to that time, the solon had
been content to lasb out at the
company oocasionaQy and inject a
loaded question or twa into his
cross-examination. 'But, so comsnittee
sources say, NBC out^
smarted itself by going «ut of its
way to bring up the
issue. Tliat
part of Guy's prepared statement
predpitated some q^ick action by

Returns Sept. 29

.°

,

dedded to have diief en- Ozzie & Harriett.
Bay Guy go all out in sup- Reader's Digest
.....
port of FM and video. OQier web Screen Guild Players. ....

Up

Hiatus

•

^

.

gineer

FM pioneering:

;

Bayve Shampoo.
.Noszema
Famsworth,
Woodbury
...

, . .

Mayor of the Town

bistory,

and

4

Punch
a
Labor ReU.
tions Board ruling here last week

.

,

May

toppers here are pleased ax
over National

Artists'

grilling

earlier had stressed he didn't intend to inject a new line of investigation into the dear-channel
Srobe. But, it seems, fact that
BC based its opposition to super-

.

Washington,

American Federation of Radin

^

Ni^ter
Campana
Hour of Charmv.....vi..v. .EIec&ic Cos. ...... ..../..Franlde Carle..
Frank Morgan, et al
Old Gold.
...........Lever Bios
Lux Theatre
Hiatus
Your Song & Mine.
Borden's
County Fal;
Colgate
Mr. and Mrs. North.
..................
. .....
Swan Soap
My Friend Irma
Hiatus

ing radio biggies ever since he lit
0ut after BCA-NBC In tiie final
hotirs. of the dear-channel inquiry.
The New Hamifffiiiire senator

WWDC

hPeoriaTest

Bute

fflatus

Philco
Carter Prod

to Bargain

AM

Tobey this week tlirew some light
on ft question that's been plagu-

at two

Ri^t

.

ordering an el ection at 1-kw NBC
WEEK, Peoria. For tht
first time since passage of
the
Taft-Hartley law. the board over..... . . ..Hiatus t"^. .
. .•>«vi . < . . . i • .. . .
^ ...... .. .
Metropolitan Auditions. . ..
. . , ,
'.
.. ..r^.
...... ..
...<. .. . .. .......... ruled manageinent's objections and
Louella Parsons.^... ... .... .
. .... . .. < .
. .
found that singers, writers and an*
Al Capp
,
Drew Pearson
;..Lee Bats......
nouhceis are not profesdonabs and
Hiatus
Theatre Guild . ;
...May SO^S^t. 8
u; S. Steel
constitute an appropriate station
Vox Pop
.....Amer. Express....... .....^Dropped
bargahiing unit.
Arlene Frands-Ben Grauer^
V/aUer Wiocheli
Jergens
AFBA had sought to become exguests
, .
.
"
dusive bargaining unit for seven
Nat'l Biscuit, Camels, Wesson
Paul Whiteman Club..
announcers, two singers and two
Oil; Nescafe
Dropped
....July 2
continuity writers at WEEK, Sta>. .
What's My Name?
Willie Piper
General Electric
June 3
tion execs opposed AFRA on three
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
grounds, all of which were over,
Fannie Bricc.
Dropped .
General Foods
..May 28
turned by NLRB. WEEK owners
Big Town
..Sterling Drug. ........ .. .
............ . . ....... ......... said that the station
was not engaged
Dr. Christian. ..... ........ Chesebrbugh
...... ........
in commerce within meaning of the
Double or Nothing. ...... ..Campbell Soup ....... ...'..Moved to NBC.
......^ law,
contended the Board could not
Dick Haymes
Suspense
Auto-lite
process AFRA's petition untU all
Percy Faith
Musical; foreign guest-sters.
Coea-Cola . ^
June 9
other unions affiliated with AssoFBI in Peace & War
....Hiatus
P & G
:
..July 1-Aug. 19
dated Actors and Artistes of AmerInner Sanctum
......Brcmo Seltzer
^>,..
;
ica had compUed with Sec. 9 of
........
Godfrey's Talent Scouts. ... .Lipton Tea. ; ...
..... . Hiatus
.. .. . ........
the act (which calls for anti-comSpike Jones ........... ....Coiea-Cola
Dick Jurgens' orch
mie affidavits, bans union political
Family Hour.........
.Prudential ................Mu^cal with Earl Wrightspn &
activity, sets up limits on union
guest femme vocalists..*....
shop, etc.), and raised a question as
Give and Takc.,...........Toni ....................
i.....

company's FM and tele activities.
Acting Chairman Charles Tobey
has fixed on that date to accommodate Senator Homer Capehart
(R,. |nd.) and other solons ^ho
were called out of town this week.
RCA's four-ply licenses on commercial radio equipment, outstanding tele patents and litigation -will
be explained to the colons by
veepee C. B. JolIifCe. Committee wfll also get lists of Washington officials who have been loaned"
JlCA video sets;
Meanwhile, a spokesman for

cumbent

NLRBRnksAFRA

Ou$

W^t Bappens

Sponsor
Co-op

&

FRO

Up

Replacements Shape
mer

all

AMERICAN BROADCASmo CO.

Washington', May 4.
Progratti
'BCA reps are skcdded to tak.e Abbott
Costello
the stand before the Senate Com- Bing Crosby. . ,
merco
Cominittee
here
next Jimmy Fidlef
Wednesday (12) for what looks to Lassie
be a full day of quizzing on the Groucho Marx

Committee

mt

0f 29 sponsored replacement ihovos net up to yesterday (Tues.), 12, or obout half, are in tkt
light ttHtttc category. At least 21 web shows will duck out for hiatuses ranging ' from six
to 17 ioeeks. Bankrollers of nearltf two dozen other shows are Vet to make up their minds what
thev'li 'do during the dogdaya.
{Shows listed below with blanks in the third column are tho<«
expected io take powders or run in subs, but still are undecided.)

May

Williamson, who was 46, lived
with his wife, Bita, and daughter^
Lane, 8, in a house trailer in Huntington Beach.
.

4.

Unity Broadcasting Corp., sponChi
Writers' Pact
sored by International Ladies Garment Workers Union, has set July
Chicago, May 4.
15 as kicfcoff date for local
Midwest unit of the Badio Writoutlet.
Unity already has station in ers Guild last week ironed out final
Chattanooga on the air, operating details of a contract covering three
on a temporary permit and will be CBS continuity writers in Chi. Pact
on here ahead of three' of the ma- is the first
ever has negotiajor network outlets.
ted here in behalf of continuity
•ILGWU has received licenses for staffers.
six
One-year contract retroactive to
stations around the country.
Local station, for which call letters March 15 calls for individual wage

CBS

FM

RW6

FM

the hour-long daytime
have not been definitely set, has hikes, a $65 weekly minimum for
strip never quite paid off ratinginstalled a lOkw transmitter on new scripters, and exclusive barwise to the full satisfaction of
Mt. Wilson under the direction of gaining with RWG. Negotiations
either the web or the four bankchief engineer Bert B.
and with other nets are in the offing.
rollers who rode out the current
his assistant Jack Michaefs.
season on quarter-hour tabs. When
'HAI'
TO
the stanza slumped approximately
Detroit, May 4.
a point on the latest Hooper, the
Vaagbn Hontoe's Summer Duty
has a new program dire6washup was pretty well cinched.
ings,

Amow

Joan Lazer't Pic Pact
Joan Lazer, 11-year-old actress

CBS*

featured

in

Malone"

and' in

"Young Dr.
the Broadway

HOUGH

William Esty agency is pulling
ABC is pitching three shows,
Molly," has been
pacted by Columbia Pictures for a two of them audience participation Vaughn Monroe out of the CBS
spot in Glenn Ford's next film. items, to the four sponsors (Na- Saturday night slot for summer
duty as replacement for Screen
tional
Biscuit,
R.
J.
Reynolds,
NesJuve thesp will take a leavi^ of
Guild Players.
absence from her 8tait6 and air tle's Products and Wesson Oil) in.
Agency has made demand on
commitments to fly to Hollywood] an effort to- hold the billings. Bare CBS for a new time for
Monroe
this week.
(Continued on page 48)
next Season.
|
legit^r

"Me and

,

•

WJBK

WJBK

for replacing Judith Lawton, who
recently quit for a West Coast spot.

He

is

Everett "Hal"

Hough and he

comes here from KOME, Tulsa,
Where he was program director
and assistant manager. He points
to 10 years expoience in all phases

.

of radio work.

'

'47-'48

HOOPERADE OF STARy

Department of Coinddnice

MfilLY 11th Hour Pitdi to Junk Co|le, as Well

&

FIBBER

known. is the fact that £d Noble, chairman of fh«
network, also owns a good ch'unb of Rexall Drug
hoard of
Noble, as a member of the boardy was among those vbo
Mtock
recent
coup whereby the company grabbed oil the
the
in
fleured
show and turned over the $2,000,000 billFitch Sunday night
ines to BBD<fO «fter N. W. Ayer resigned the account.
succeeded in wrapping up the addibow
to
as
Question
(within
a
few weeks after getting the $10,000,000
business
MQnal
jjxO^ Strike billings) has cued considerable trade speculatton.
explosive
developments of last weeks was
in
the
overlooked
But
via its U. S.
the'already esUblished Noble-ABC tie witta
ifot generally

ABC

As Pos^le

Rail Strike, Fret

NBC

BBD&O

.

BBD&O

and

Steel Co.,

Sunday night "Theatre Guild of the Air" pro-

itti

''gramt'
It's figured as something of a coincidence that, within 48 hours
announcement of BBD&O acquiring the Bexall account,
word also came through that U. S. Steel, via the same agency, had
signed up again with ABC for next year. The competition for the
tr. S. Steel business had been keen, CBS, for <me. having saHnnitted

after the

a presentation for the biz.

Knotty

M

Problems To Get Toisais

Washington,
C. E. Hooper this week sprang
his annual "Hooperade of Stars,"
based on popularity ratings for the
six months extending from November, 1947 to April, 1948, and representing a composite sampling for
the peak half-year period in listening.
The programs have been
broken down in categories^ with
the fluree top shows listed for each.
Fibber McGee
Molly, listed for
the No. 1 spot on variety programming, (»pped the top overall rating
for the six months, with 27.0. Last
year the accolade went to Bob
Hope, who achieved' a 29.8 average
rating, for the '46-'47 period and
who winds up in third place for

&

^{toblems

Washington, May 4. 4:
of FM networking,

FM

permittees, dupli-

(iftciyUding
cation of web

shows and lagging
occupy the 150
to show here
tomorrow and Thursday (5-6) for
get'i>roduction will
delegates expected

FM

Association's regional meeting

FM'ers from

at the Statler hotel.

FM

area 4, will
nearby states in
convene under chairmanship of
WWDC's Ben Strouse and gavelproxy Everett
wielding of

FMA

-

Dlllard.
,

Commerce Com-

Acting Senate

chairman

mittee
(H.,

N. H.)

is

Tobey

Charles

tentatively skedded

tomorrow.

as luncheon speaker
S^obcy shows, it is

If

expected the
radio commissioners will
hear plenty about the wisdom of
in 1945.
their upstairs shift' of
The commissicinets wlU be on hand
at the luncheo^ to answer quesiseven

Powwow

BWinNewiroik
-

.

;

tions.

Forum on FM programming will
open the sessions, with a second
forum on how to snag advertisers
slated

Faught,

for Thursday. Dr.
public relations

MiQard

the parley:

appraisal of programming
qualitative standpoint.)

Garry Moore
'B'fast'

On

(hfM

By TV Promise
Giury Moore was given the nod

board

•

Amos

*n'

Andy

proposiitself

F-C^Axii$Not

Wailsble for a twin radio-leleviion deal at a *
pric* of $30,000 a
week.
MCA started pitching the availaouity around the agencies short-

V

ZdPiiiny Station

(WIP)DroppingIts

V

Now that the Foote. Cone
John R. Oilman, Lever
ToI>acco
charge of advertising, Belding-American
Co.
A & A a visit on the divorcement has I>ecome complete,
During the course of a the agency exodus got rolling last
Pleasant social chat Oilman, turn- week, with .some of the key perwig to the subject of earnings, re- sonalities involved in the account
marked that many a man who was checking off the F-C-iS payroll.
an important figiite in his com- Actually, however, the tot&l nummunity had an incMne of but $35,- ber was 31, which is in sharp conyear. Lever's contract trast to the trade rumors of sevy.uu*'^
A-tA terminates in the spring eral weeks back that the number
™",'J
has advised agen- of heads to roll would be closer
«r„
a release miglit be worked to 150.
m?f f?^*
radio-TV prospect
Among those saying their F-C-B
roi "
came
along.
farewells last week were Steve
Czufin, who was the overall acCamel, Sdinoz Deal Cold
count exec on American Tobacco,
and Vinton Freedley, Jr., the radio
Hollywood, May 4.
^
-//.^fotiations between Tom Luck- account exec. Freedley, friend and
William Esty agency, and ex-schoolmate of Gemrge WashingT?,SiI?' °4
Jimmy
Durante have been stymied ton Hill Jr., had lieen brought
network time into the agency operation by the
fl^/.J"l*??"*''"lty
acceptable to Camel.
latter. Also departing vi^as "Bunny"
planes bade to N. Y. Coughlln, who produced "Hit Patonight (Tues.).
He says there's rade," and who has moved over to
only a mild
possibility Durante Blow to produce the Dinah Shore
wiU return to the
Camel fold. Pall show, and Hilliard Marks, produpreceding the slot cer on the Jack Benny show.
maw
Durante NBC spot Marks continues with the Benny
unannl
unacceptable even if
Bexall vacates program, which now operates out
after.

Dodge,

Beefs

Philadelphia,

May '4.

Ed Breen, KVFD,
longtime opponent

with the watered-down code and
he urges radiomen to fight it in
'

'

The

AFM

IS.,

of the code, is actively soliciting
support for his petition to Strip the
board of authority to promulgate
the standards (without vote of the
membership) or to set up enforcement' procedui'es on any code
which may be adopted. Breen'S
circular letter contends 90% of the
broadcasters still aren't satisfied

still

standards, as Breen sees it,
little fellow most.

hurt the

Les Atlass, WIND, Chi, who cosponsored an earlier Breen petition against the standards, did not

.

,

•

2.

1.

.

11.8

.

.

,

.

Loiw Ranger

i

Pretend.

^

Jack Annstrong., .t
Daytime Dramatie SUts
One Man's Family

Over H'wood
Armstrong Theatre

Weekday

2.

Ma

Big Sister-

Perkins.

10.7
6.0
4.0
.8.5

8.0
7.8

Serial

Our Gal Sunday.

3.

.

.'.

.

.

.

. .

...

.

w. ..

.

7.9
7.8
7.6

Boxing Bouts.
Bill

9.5
6.0

Stern

Weekday Variety

1.

2.
3.

responsibility for

'

religious program categories and a
new section on educational standards is still to be written. The
latesj; revisions are the work Of
NAB proxy Justin Miller.

Arthur Godfrey..
;
County Fair
B'fast in H'wood,
Daytime Popular Music

6.9
6.7
5.7

Eddy Howard

8.4
4.3
4.0

.

, .

i

.

.

,

.

.

^

.

i

.

.

.

Fred Waring ....... ...i.
King Cole Trio......

Creator

Tom Breneman

Sepia B'fast

Show
May 4.

correspondent
double^
checked with the L. of C, which
sustained ABC.
Result: an indignant subscriber
and a quick cbange of "Buff" to
"Duff."

CBS

Packages Musical

As
CBS

Lum

'n* Abner Sub
has pitched a musical series

WHAT

Hollywood,

Tom

Breneman,

May

4.

creator^

:46,

emcee and part owner of "Breakfast in

Anti-Defamation Awards

Wrapped hto CBS Show
Anti-Defamation League's presentation of awards to five prominent figures, three t)£ them in the
film industry, will get CBS airing
via a special broadcast Saturday
(8), 8:30-9 p.m.. originating from

New York and

Hollywood.

Honors will go to Mrs. Eleanor
Lewis and Ted Roosevelt (son James will accept
Staeter's chorus and instrumental in her behalf) for her
work;
group as summer replacement for Charles E. Wilson, General Elec"Lum 'n' Abner" in the 5:45 p.m. tric proxy, for his civil rights acspot across the board for Miles tivities; Darryl Zanuck, for "Gen-

Monica

Philadelphia,
Bruce, sepia disk jockey,
will m.c. a new breakfast show Laboratories. An audition recordfrom a West Philly Negro nitery. ing was made Saturday (1) and
The program, "Breakfast at the shipped- immediately to the sponat sor.
Club Zelmar," opens on
Ed Downes directed the show
10 a.m. Thursday (6) and is beamed
especially for Negro housewives. and William Kendall Clarke wrote
the audition script.
Quaker Oats is tho sponsor.

Raymon

Dead of a Heart Attack

The Sun-Times Wash-

ington

with

WHAT'S

'Breakfast in H'wood'

Hollywood," died suddenly,
Wrong," said Parks and of a heart attack in his Encino,
tiful.
her chance to get thousands iA loot Cal., home April 28. Services were
conducted May X and the remains
went glimmering.
When Mrs. Glennan l>eefed, the cremated. He is survived by his
Sun-Times reaffirmed "Army Buff" widow, the former BiUie Dunn,
as correct. Femrae was told Parks one-time actress, liis mother, three
probably misunderstood her to say brothers and two sisters.
Brenemau's passing came as a
" 'D* an in 'dutiful.' " Radio editor
checked with ABC wliich gave shock to his friends and partners
(Continued on page 50)
"Army Duff" as. the right answer
and the Library of Congress as its
authority.

Sports
1.

2.

3.

places

.

.

.

1.

addition

code observance on the originating
outlet on net or multiple-station
airers. Language has l>een slightly
altered in the children's, crime and

.

3.

2.

ABCFmdsIts

12.1

Buff Stuff Ruff

2. Stars

1.

.

News Reporter
Johns-Manville (BUI Henry) 11.3
Mon. Morning Headlines.. 8.1
Chicago, May 4.
Lowell Thomas....
...
7.7
Newspaper practice of printing
Quiz-Expert
answers to radio quizzers can have
consequences,
the
9.5 embarrassing
Can You Top This?
.'.
Quiz Kids
7.8 Chicago Sun-Times learned last
20 Questions
7.4 week. Paper gave "Army Buff" as
the' correct title of the mystery
Female Singer
9.7 tune on ABC's "Stop the Music."
Jo Stafford...........
.
Jane Froman
6.1 When emcee Bert Parks long-dis.
5.9 tanced Chicagoan Mrs. Francis G.
Rise Stevens
,
Glennan on the April. 25 broadcast
'
Cmieert Haste
replied "Army Buff."
'8.6 die
J Voice of Firestone..
Parks, complaining of a bad con(Telephone Hour.,.;
8.6
nection, asked her to give the first
6.5
RCA Victor Show
" 'B,' "
letter -of the second word.
Chfldrim's Piogiam
said Mrs. Glennan, " 'B' as in 'beau-

2. Let's
3.

^. ....... 15.9

.

i-oast,

shop.

Ft.

,

AUmm of Fam. Music...
Man. Merry-G(»-Round.
.

had paid

BBD&O

.

Hit Parade.

Bros, v.p, in

of the

of practice.
Director-elect

.

.

1.

So Colossal

These are the threatened nationwide rail strike May 11 and an
ll-hour pitch by one of its own
directors to junk thfe new standards

L. A.

Orch;

*

30G

The team has made

FM

4.

.Variety
WIP has given notice to the
Fibber & Molly
27.0 Musicians Union that it will not re- participate in the latest blast.
Benay......,.Ji^.,,, 20.1 new its contract with -the studio Meanwhile, John Hayes, WINX,
-Washington, manager and new
3.
24.3 orchestra,
making the s/iitmiA chairman of NAB's program com'\ -y.:'
'/.J^ssis'".'
Piiilly outlet unloading its band mittee, has written Breen urging
1. Lux Radio Tlieatre
25.2 since the advent of the Taft-Hart- him to recant and quoting evi»
Scrcfsn Guild
15.7 ley Act.
deuces of widespread support for
3. Theatre Guild on Air
11.8
.
Officials of the union said they the code.
were still "negotiating" with WIP
Evening Draaiatte Skits
As for the threatened rail strike,
1. Amfts
Andy.;...;,,.. 23.0 on the matter and indicated that NAB is standing pat on its May
2. My Friend irina
19.1 they would put up a stiff fight 17-21 convention dates but admits
3. Life of Riley
16.2 against the dropping of the or- it could pare attendance to the
chestra.
Just what the union in- point where the association would
News Commentators
tends to do wasn't revealed.
lose real money. As of yesterday,
1. Wajter Wincfaell ......... .22.2
Two months ago^shortly after 650 radiomen had pre-registered
2. Lottella Parsons ...... ... 12.2
WPEN was. taken over by its new for the management sessions and
3. Drew Pearson. ...
^.iV.. 10.8 owners, the Sun Ray Drug Co.-^
about 200 for the engineering
Mystery
that station dropped its studio parley. NAB hopes for from 1,200
1. Mr. D.A.
..
19.3 band. The union squawked at the to 1,500 registrants in order to
2. Big Town
...... ..... . . 14.6 time, but thtis far nothing has hap- meet expenses.
3. This Is Your FBI. ..r.... 13.0 pened.
Meanwhile, latest code revision
The Musicians Union has already is being shipped out to NAB'ers
Male Singer
1. Al Jolson....'
19.0 concluded new-contracts with KYW tomon'ow (5) for a final looksee.
2. 'Bing Crosby....
16.9 and WFIL under virtually the same Revamping is mostly one of style
,
Negotia- and organization. Most important
3. Perry Como.
9.4 conditions as last year.
tions'are stiU going on "with the addition provides that if "a person
'
Variety-'v-Fenuile Star
other statims.
has suffered an unfair attack'! from
1. Judy Ganova
14.6
a commentator or anyone else,
2. Faimie Brlce
13.4
broadcasters should^ provide him
3. Joan Davis
6.4
reasonable time to reply. Another
Evening Popular Mnsie

Up

tion.

AM

May

Bob Hope

in the act on FCC's June 15 hearing to probe reasonableness of

into the

pre«convention
parley
York, Monday
(3): If a member has both
and
stations, does he
get two votes? And if he also
has a tele outlet, does he get
three?
District topper Mike Hanna
ruled that a member gets as
many votes as he has outlets.

1.

over* a

may

NAB

Two
in New

NAB

The National Assn. of Broadcast*
ers is upset over the prospects for
its May 17>21 convention of Los
Angeles on two counts this weelc

2.' Jack

flock of others for the 1.
decide to get emcee
job on "Breakfast in Hol- 2.
lywood" following the sudden 3.
death on the Coast last week of
(Continued on page 44)
Tom Breneman. Moore stepped 1.
into the show for the first time 2.
on Monday (3). Actually the field 3.
had narrowed down to three when
Gail Smith, bead of daytime radio 1.
for Procter
Gamble, which co- 2.
Perk
Interest In
sponsors "Breakfast" irtth Kel- 3.
logg, met in N. Y. last Thursday
Amos-An4r
Deal along with reps of ABC and the
1.
Ward Wheeloclc. whose agency two agencies involved. Compton 2.
has the Campbell Soup account,
(Continued «Mt page 48)
3.
tad Tom LuckenbUl, of the WilUara Esty Co., which
handles
1.
Camel dgarets, are each looking

FM

1.

Question arose in the

from a

Breakdown of the categories
shows thij following results:

.

expert/

speak Thursday on "There's
too Much Static in FM Thinking."
Meanwliile, here are a few of the
knotty problems due for airing at
VtUl

based strictly on
quantitative
audience
measurement, Jind dojes not represent an

.

FM

Voters

District

-

Major ripley of the- wedc
was uie flfittime broadcast, of
Garry Moore on Hbnclay Mi
as emcee of the "Breakfiuit 'ln';
Hollywood" Bhow^witb * Ne*
York origination.
Monday'4s (3) preem ma
transcribed in advantie before a
Gotham studio audience and
went on the air while- Moore
was 'flying to the Coast. Fact
that Moore was conunitted to
do his "Take It Or licave It"
£versluirp show out of New
York last Sunday (2) prevented
his Coast takeoff until Bbmday.

NAB

the current semester.

(Survey Js

Around at Two-Day DXL

3-Headed

UN

tleman's Agreement"; Barney Balaban, for his Fl'eedom Train work,
and Dore Schary, for "Crossfire."
Dramatic sketches 'from "Crossfire" will be incorporated, with
Robert Young, Celeste Holm and
Edward G. Robinson in the cast.

-

stars like Paid

Mmi in

"The Amazing Dr. CUtterhouse", ,

Mason in "Painted Veils". .
Dane Clark in "Golden Boy",

'James

.

Madeleine Carroll in "Farewell to
these

and many others are

Arm^%

stars

for "Stttdio One." All are' chosen from
the top ranks of stage and screen «
all

.

to the

show in

"Studio One," iohether

charmer

like

it's

a classic

"Pride and Prejudice'

or a fast-pae§d modern
*

.

are able to lend added lustre

and meaning

tale like

Young Man of Manhattan"

Glossy perfection of "Studio One" comes from surrounding
the distinguished gvsst stars with

invariably

made up

a,

supporting east

of radio's ablest, most polished performers,

;

n

i his IS

Big Radio
.

c

.

for an advertiser ivhose product

kind

is also the best of its

Every week, some nine million people tune right past top-rated
Tuesday-night comedy to find their way to "Studio One".

Today "Studio One"

is

not only Eadio's top dramatic show

available for sponsorship, but also one of the most rewarding

pijograms at any time on anybody's

For

this is indeed

Big Radio*

.

.

air.

big stars and big stories,

and performance and production that week after week come
comfortably close to perfection;

Within the framework of a

full hour,

"Studio One"

is

able to

bring to the air the much-loved" novels and plays that radio's

always wanted to .do but seldom can
.are too big

.

.

.

.

the stories that

and too powerful for anything but a

full sixty

minutes of radio.

And by some

sort of magic, probably

brilliant director-producer Fletcher

and acting coinpany, these

stories

known only to

Markle and

his writing

come out pure Radio,

with a brilliance of polish and dramatic rightness that make
millions of people, every week, glad that they listened.

To an

advertiser

whose own product

is

best of

its

kind, there

could be no better showcase, no more effective background
for selling, than a radio

show which

is

also best of its kind.

A CBS PACKAGE. PROGRAM

Critics go mit of their
to

way

heap f)ouqmts on the
perceptive musical

settings of "Studio One."

Responsible party

is

Alexander Seinmler,

for years one of radio's top eontposer-conduetors^

He hates to

have people

they go on doing

witer,

it,

call

Mm a "genius,"

but

because he's Fletcher Markle,

producer, director, aetar... and good!

,

niaU» RB¥IBWS

sir

BREAKFAST IN HOLLTWOOD
With Garry ]VIaore» audience
participants

GO FOR 'THE HOUSE
With George HickSt narrator; Linda With John Reed King. m.o.; Doug
Browning, announcer; Georgo
Carlton Reid, Peggy Lobbin,
Benninger, organist
Frank Behrens, Byron McGrath.
Bob Dryden, Somer Alberg, Producer, writer: Robert G. JenGrace Keddy, Marie Kenny,
nings
Jimmy Debson. Jimmy Lipton; Director: John Cleary
original music by Len Adonii!in, 30 Mitts., Wed., 9:30 p.m.
conducted by Josef Stopak
Sustaining
Writer: Erik BamouW
ABC, from New TTork
Director: Martin Andrew*
Like most of the quiz shows that
Producer: Robert Savddc
have been coming off the assembly
60 lUins.; Tbnnt. .429). 9i3<|l pM.
line the past two or three years
SHstaiaing.
this one concentrates all its imagABC, froBK New York
ination or ingenuity in the size of
To begin with, ttiis documimtary the giveaway. The entertainment
must i>e racked up as a product of factor lags away behind cupidity
Robert appeal. But the. vogue being what
courageous trail-blazing.
Saudek, ABC's public affairs vee- it is—like the craze for dance
pee, didn't just risk censure by a marathons,
bunion derbies and
segment of listeners; he was told flagpole sitters in the 20's—"Go for
in advance that the program would the House" wUl build tor a nice
be protested. And he went ahead rating and, if the price Is low.
anyway, in the staunch conviction enough, sdbg itself the inevitable
that radio had a job to do in the sponsor who doesn't mind giving

V. D,

,

'

Producer: Charles Harrell
Writer: Jaclt Turner
80 Mins.: Mon.-thrtt-Fri..' 11

'

a.m.

(EDT)

V&Q,

KellogB's^

"

ABG, from New York
{Compton,

K & E)

Garry Moore probably went
into this with his eyes open, knowing full well he'd be going way out
on a limb in trying to talteover Tom
Breneman's spot on f.'Breal^st in
Hollywood." For it was not only a
case of following a showmai|t who
had parlayed his distinctive assets
into the major phenomenon on

daytime

radio.

More than

i

that,

he's faced with the job of conditioning several million femme followers
into discarding those endearing

AND

WHN AMA'TEUR HOUR

-

'

'

.

LoS

mi

Goulding, an- Writer: Allan E. Sloane
Producer: Hiram Brown
30 Mins.; Sunday (2), 1:30 p.m.
Producer; Raymond Kate
Sustaining
Director: Milton B; Kaye
Mutual, from New York
Writer: Hal Arnoff
30 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 7:30 p.m.
If all the United Jewish
Appeal
-

'

Hntohinson,

nonnoer

*

•

'

.

..

MICHAEL BROS.
WHN, N. Y.

WHN's reentry into amateur
showcasing presents what is vir^
tuaUy a finished professional product In cooperation with the Loew
theatres, the radio station presents
winners, of contests held in those
houses with backgrounding of Joel
Hetron's band and emceeing tor

.

C

^

•

.

.

TBOm PROGRAM

•

•

.

.

.

m

,

'

.

'

wrote

"Operation

Nightmare"

•which starred Al Jolson last month
added another chapter to the UJA's
ndio campaign to arouse the consdence of America. Like past pro*
The initial batch of winners on grams sponsored by this agency
Monday (3), three singers and a this one pulled no punches in demimic, gave smooth and' polished scribing the war's aftermath in Euperformances in a manner that in- rope and Palestine. It was grim
dicated they're far above the usual stuff for tough stomachs.
conception of the tyro. Contestants
In one of his most vivid characare apparently carefully screened terisations, John Garfield played
a
by 'Elias Sugarman to prevent foreign correspondent covering the
clinkers from coming over the air. d.p. camps in Germany and the atWith a good grade of simon-pures tempts of the Jewish people to set
to begin with the performances up a homeland in Palestine. The
and entire tenor of the show has material for the drama came out of
a professional idr.
the daily newspapers, but the cold
Whether this Is tte atmosphere ty^e was transformed into a deeply
radio audiences hope for in an poignant drama of human suffering
amateur show is doubtful. There's by impassioned writing and sensilittle excitement for listeners in tive
thesping.
Sometimes these
noting the human frailties usually shows l>ecome almost unbearable
associated with amatemrs. The late in their sadness, but that i.s only a
Major Bowes, who catapulted tyro tribute to their power.
Hem.
shows -to an Ihstitunon, was able
to capitalize on this factor to an
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
almost sadistic degree, which probably was one of the factors in its
("Twv Unes")

.*

.

shows were collected into a sinal*
album, it would make a chronicle
of agony, horror and heartbreak
that would sum up the tragedv of
our time. "And In the Meantime "
scripted by Allen Sloane, who also

Morey Amsterdam.

A

—

IN THE MEANTIME

With Morey Amsterdam, Joel Her- With John Garfield, Ann Shenhi>wi
Paul Mann. Judith ""•-'ser,
ron Orobf Ruth Brown, Cy Topa?"
a^.
vln Sullum
per, Violet »e. FiorCj Lavern

Breneman byplays and asking them
to start virtually from scratch in
accepting a new, Iresh format and social disease field—that the only av/ay things so long as they're deway to stem the spread of such livered for nothing.
technique.
Perhaps it's wise, that Blooie, scourges and stamp them out was
The grand prize here is a house,
who preemed- as the "Breakfast" Iqr exposing '^he old conspiracy of a plot of ground and, as the initial
emcee on Monday (3) (initial show silence about VD" and tearing broadcast's (28) scenario indicated,
was transcribed from New York away the shroud of hush-hush un- complete, or almost complete, furbefore a ''strange" audience, mak- der which it has flourished for cen- nishings.
The fonnat is a syning it doubly tough), has chosen turies.
thesis of other quiz-giveaway for*
to adapt a new pattern for. the
For the difficult scrii^ting job, mats, which 'is no untoward reflecshow. The transition, however, will which called for a blending of- in- tion on the program in^questimr.
probably be gradual, for the initial telligent approach, good taste, ab- The thought of quiz device innoprogram found Moore still be- solute authenticity and dramatic vation was discarded away back
queathing the inevitable orcliid and values, which would at once inform for the thought of shattering the
retaining the wishiAg 'ring senti- listeners and bold their interest, listnier's comprehension with the
ment. "
Saudek made the oiily logical magnitude of the giveaway.
But the flavor of the show is choice: Erik Bamouw, of Columbia
A fancy tag has been bestowed
different and it's to Moore's credit Univ., prexy of the Radio Writers
on the grand prize. It's "Honey.that his own stylistic pattern and Guild. As radio consultant to the
moon. House."
The location of
contrib found a ready response in U. S. Public Health Service, Bar- this cottage-small-by-a-waterf all
the audience.
The show's top nouw has engaged in extensive isn't specified, but it's assumed that
moments, for«xample, didn't stem iield research involving venereal the choice will be left to the win- success.
/
from the "canyover" gimmicks disease.
The winners selected from «ne
ner.
If that isn't so, the imprethat were traditional .with BreneFor maximum coverage, Saudek sarios of "Go for the House" better of the Loew housea;. comprised
man, but rather from |he "Ode to a got clearance on a Class tune slot rush in to clear
tbat point or Ruth Brown, a soprano with savvy;
Cow" poem. The poetry insert will which would reach the greatest they m&y be in fup
or ^something of Cy Tepper, a mimic who hit a high
probably be permanent. It's as number of listeners and yet not
an argument when the winner is degree of fidelity in his impersonsock on the a.m. kilocycles as it was infringe on periods when diildren
ations.
Latter is only 16 and inbanded' the deed.
in the days when Moore was teamed, normaUy are listening.
To get around to the plot of dicates possibilities for tfie vaude
up with Jimmy- Onrante cm the
The facts in tliemselveg were giveaway itself seyen couples on circuits. Others were Violet De
BexaU nighttime comedy show;
startling enough: doctors estimate each program are ^ven
crack
at Fioi-e, with a smooth coloratura
a
The going will be tough. Not that 3,000,000 people in the IT. S. the Jackpot
with- SeVett questions. rendition, and Lavern Hutcbiason,
that Moore hasn't got it. The choice have syphilis, and a much greater
After' a .couple 'baa' answered the a baritone, with potentialities.
was unquestionably a wise one, for number gonorrhea, and that a mil- third questionMorey Amsterdam provided the
correctly they have
there's ah infectious and ingrati- lion of the syphilis sufferers don't
a chgice of taking the prizes they major portion of the show's color
ating quality about the comic that know they have it. oTo illustrate
won up to that point or "put- with Iris "usual brand of exuberant
must inevitably invite a healthy how these diseases are spread, have them.
in the house," If a cou- humor.
femme response. But the Brene- what their subtle symptoms are, ting
Contestants are awarded prizes
gets up io the 'seventh quesman audience was probably one of and how they can be cured with ple
tion and misses it they may come by the studios in addition to cash
the most loyal in radio. He was comparative simplicity how that
sponsor for Qieir
the following week and try awards by the
*
"Our Tom" to that vast a.m. audi- the powerful weapon of petdcillin back
again.
(Also not inade clear was participation.
ence, and for a while there will be has been discovered, Bamouw inMichaels Bros. Furniture stores,
whether such. a. team would have
something akin' to resentment terspersed the presoatation of these to start from- scratch or just an sponsoring the layout, gets the norAgainst anyone who" trespasses, facts (told mainly through a nurse)
mal
allotment
of
.plugs wliich are
with a series of dramatic sketches swer one question). In any event, well handled.
regardless of the circumstances.
practically nObody can go away
Jpse.
But if anybody can tear it down; depicting a case history.
emptyhanded. The prizes consist
"oj?.
Moore's the boy.
Some attempt was made, not too of all sorts of household products, TODAY'S BASEBALL
successfully, to inject an element Vdothing and, in &ct, anything that With
Marty Gliokman, Bert Lee
KITTA RADIO GUILD
of thriller suspense into the dra- the prpmoters for such shows can
30 Mins.; Mon.-tlim-Fri., 7 pju.
With Neil Van Horn, Dimthr matic sequences including even
Co-oP''
np.
,
Lundgreen,
Al
Snmmerhays, the midway station-break device of
."Ge for the House" is right in WHN, N. y.
Royal Nielsen, Howard Ander- "Will he learn the facts and find there with "Stop the Music" on
This show is built for the workStay tuned, ietc" one angle.
son, Wayne Logan, Jim Walker; out in time?
'Persons absent from ing baseball fans who can't
which seemed pretty soap-operaish
get
Bob Crawford, announcer
the studio .are given a crack at the
Writer-I^odttcer: Gisorcft
Ross for such a stanza. Nevertheless, the swag. Three n&mes with distant away to ball parks with the dying
grandmother gag. Expanded from
dramatic ^isodes, despite stilted
30 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 1Mb.
dialog in spots, were sufficiently addresses are read off and they are a 15-minute segment last year.
Sustaining
believable to get across their story. told that if any one of them can "Today's Baseball*' this season is
KTTTA, Salt
CSty
-For its intent, the KUTA Radio The narration suffered slightly tdegraph in, witUa a lialf hour of dramatizing two ball games in two
Guild rates a good hand. It's just from half a doaen minor flubs by the program's going off the air, the halves split between two bank-'
query
''^'S "ii'^'f fits neatly mto
about the only opportunity for lo- Hicks and Linda Carlt<m Beid, who ri^t answer to. a jackpot
the house and its contents will be iSHli?WHN's sports-loaded program patcal writing and acting talent to portrayed the nurse. Latter, howtern and supplements the indie's
have their wares heard. But the ever, was weU cast, and cast as a his.
The conduct of this one shouldn't play-by-play coverage of the Brookstanza caught rated more applause whole, hicluding Hicks, did a par
of
the
entail
much
a
strain
oil
qni2^
lyn fans occasionally wonder what
overall stint. Marty Andrews' difor its purpose than its results.
master, Jolm Reed King, who does the other -two New York ball clubs
Writer-producer George Ross rection was capable.
picked the story of the legendary
Windup incorporated a recap of 'em in wholesale lots. King's ex- are doing.
Assisted by a simple soundCasey Jones for liis script, and his the stanza's main points plus a pression of condolence to a flunking
contestant
desolately
sounds
so
effects
setup,
choice may have been the main wire-recorded playback of a docMarty GUckman
weakness of the stanza. As han- tor's interview .with a mother Of sincere that if .Oscars were handed handles the descriptive chatter in
dled by Ross, the script didnt have five who had just completed .treat- around in radio he eortainly would a rapid-fire style that makes the
Odcc.
proceedings far more exciting than
the dramatic impact it needed to ment. Latter sequence was effec- be deserving of one.
they really are. When he says, or
make an interesting half hour. The tive chiefly for its Sheer matterFROM THE
rather yells that "the ball i? going
opening was too elaborate, with of-factness.
With Frank O'Connor
It's going
too much bringing up of theme be
it's gone," it's
Stanza minced no words and 20 Mins.;
Wed., 6:15 p.m.
difficult to believe he knew it was
twieen
short introductions.
It pulled no punches, yet set forth its
sounded as if the script was too case in intelligent, restrained, let's- BBC North American Service (via a homer all the time. But in genshortwave)
eral, he turns in a solid job that
short, and music was being used iface-it sincerity. It was not
only a.
Britam's longhaired Third Pro- extracts all of the dramatic
to Dad it out.
milestone in public health discushighCharacterizations were
nicely sion on the networks, but, as ABC's gram is now being beamed to U. S. lights of the game. Only two sound
drawn once the show got under initial documentary effort of 1948, via shortwave. Effective showcasLog effects are used.-One is the crack
way. and ,NeiI Van Horn gave a gave evidence that this web is con is crippled here by time limitation, of a ball against a bat and the
but
it
shows
the
stuff.
good picture of the big, easy gO' tinning a policy of courageous use
other IS, a crowd roar which has
Frank O'Connor, Irish play- Mie decibel rating of two subway
ing Casey Jones. Dorothy Lund fulness
the public service field.
green was sharp as Casey's wife,
wright-novelist, talked for 20 min- trains pasidng each other.
Doan.
utes in sampling caught (21) on ^Bert Lee handles the plugs for
but she had trouble with an Irish
brogue that showed signs of turn"Art of the Theatre." Not as dull Stanley soap, Nedick's and' Gem
I LOVE ADVENTURE
ins Swedish every so often;
as the listing, though.
CConnor Hazprs^in a casual, slangy fashion
Ross' chief problem showed up With Michael Raffeto, Tom Collins. turned out as sparkling a gab ses- that effectively hammers home the
Barton
when it became apparcxtt that he
Yarborough;
Dresser sion here as only his compatriot sales messages.
Hem.
Dahlstead, announcer
Shaw could in palmier days. It was
hadn't solved the trick -of building
sock dramaturgy, both as to script THE VETERAN
'suspense to the final climax of the WrHer-Preducer: Carleton Morse
SPEAKS
ahd presentation, with changes of With Neman Logan*
crash. Scenes, instead of building 3* Mins., Sun., 1 pjn.
pace galore. Speaker's handling of 15 Mins., Fri., 7
to the climax, simply preceded it, Sustaining
pjn.
numerous quotes from plays dis- Sustaining
and- if a listener didn't know the ABC. from Hollywood.
story
of
Casey Jones, there
Good addition to the thriller cussed prompted suspicion that WPAT, Pateraon, N.J.
Gate or Abbey theatre lost a great
wouldn't have been too much to cycle is this new
This public service program is
series. Writing is
«
hold his interest
actor When O'Connor restricted his intended to let
the general public
crisp
and
professional,
with
acting efforts to writing.
Production was smooth, enou^
get an idea of veteran organizafor the iirst half of the show, but and direction to match. Program
Gist of airer was modest recipe tions, their useful efforts and
as the action speeded up, a feel- svrfngs right into the story with fo;- hypoing contemporary
world what's new in the life of former
ing of confusion crept in, and even little fuss or delay, to set up the legit. He attributed much
of re- servicemen. Ex-GI Norman Logan,
the actors lost the characteriza- whodunit mood in a moment. cent inferior legit to audieiice-be- who according to the announcer
tions they had established pretty There's little exposition but mostly damned attitude of Ignorant play- was stationed near Paterson
during
well.
Van Horn particularly lost straight dramatization, to make for wrights hopping over from novel, the war, runs this 15-minute stint
his grip on the easy going Casey, suspense and speed of story de radio and film fiel^. Suggested and is forced to do virtually
a 12
and substituted a weak effort at a velopment. Good sound effects by that' scripts be boldly revamped minute monolog. That's quite u
brisk, efficient engineer.
organist Rex Koury help create at from audience to audience as a load for anybody, and it's too much
One suggestion that might help mosphere.
storyteller might alter his yarn or for Logan in view of the material
producer Ross in the future would
Segment caught Sunday (2), sec. as vaudeville artists have always on his initial broadcast.
be to go easy on parts that call for ond in the series, continued the in- done. Speaker's artistry kept the
Thomas Orcinola, American Le
dialect.
"Casey Jones" was full of ternational escapades of an ama- pill flavored throughout.
His gion commander for Passaic countIrish brogues "that sounded too teur sleuth, called to
London by County Cork raciness of diction, ty, was guest speaker, and gave the
much like the old Pat-and-Mike the "21 old men at 10 Gramercy
plus engaging brogue, also helped. program a nice lift. Trouble was
days, and Negro accents that were Park" (obvious takeoff on 10 Down- Reception
(Portland,
Me.) was he was not on long enough. Much
straight out of minstrel shows.
ing St.) to investigate an airmail equal to a local sender, with choice of remainder of time was taken up
Bert.
robbery in Saudi Arabia. Bron.
of three channels.
Don.
(Continued on page 44)
-

.

.

-

mUHA

With Katharine Heplnpn, Catlqr
Lewis: Lnd Glnskla, nnsieal director
Writer: Irve Toniek
Director: Larry Benu
30 Mhis.; Sun., 4:30 p.m. (May 2)
,

CBS, from Hollywood
Radiowise the American- Cancer
Society has this year pitched its

campaign story with a

skill

and

perspicacity that others with pubcauses of similar nature might
note to their advantage. As happened with the ACA show on ABC
last week, this show drove home
lic

message sharply and vividly
and at the same time maintaining

its

a

commonsense

regard

for

the

listener intelligence. Information
was circulated and a problem, explained with all the realistic directness that the topic of cancer
control demands, instead of sugarcoating it with emotional fustian.
Irve Tunick's sketch made its

point with unmistakable clarity:
while there is no universal cure for
the disease as yet a huge per^
centage of the cases can be cured
if caught in time.
Also well compounded was the script's corollary
point, that a long^ step toward conquering cancer will be taken when
people stop regarding it as something "sinful" and bring it out in
the open for treatment. The "Two
Lines" of Tunick's drama were "I
had cancer. I was cured," and it
of how one young woman,
whose mother had died of the
immersed

told

disease,

herself in its research and helped save the life of
a friend by prevailing her to submit to immediate medical treat-

ment
Katharine Hepburn' made a perprotagonist both in the

suasive

drama and the after-speech, in
which she added a few words about
the need for increased support for
cancer research. Cathy Lewis was
cast as the author-friend with the
incipient case of the malady. The
direction and nuidcal mounting
topflight.
Odec.

were

>

LUCKY CORNERS
With ^iram Uigsby, Jed Starkey]
Joe Marshall, anneimeer
'

Writers: Uigsby, Starkey

Producer: Fran Heiser
15 Mins,; Mon.-Fri., 11:15 a.m.
Sustaining
-

'

KFRM, Mar ysville, Kan.
Quarter-hour serial has been
on KFHM, eastern Kansas

aired
rural

affiliate

KMBC, .^^since

of Kansas City's
station opened last
effort to

December. It's an
a Lum-and-Abner

provide
type of show for
the rural territory. Most of the
actual writing is done by Hiram
Higsby, KMBC's hillbilly emcee,
with Starkey chiming in on the
ideas and continuity. Show is produced in the
studios and
whred to the
facilities.

KMBC
KFBM

Format has Higsby and Starkey
as proprietors of the general store
at Lucky Corners, with activities of
a small town revolving around
them. This particular episode was
to have been the wedding of
Starkey and Sadie Green, but fireworks hold up the show. Script
depends mostly for its humor on
the situations and the hesitant
character Starkey portrays.

Show
field,

is a creditable effort in its
especially since there is noth-

ing like

it

somewhat

leisurely,

hereabouts.

howcv

Pace is
r, even

for rural listeners. Slep;'''ig thi.'
up a bit should help.
^in.
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RADIO REQUIEM STILL FAR OFF
i EXEC SEES

NAB Puts Bite on Statknis to Defray
Cost of Pic Projed
Washington,

May

4.

PhiUy, announced through
Gray is
last Frldoy (30).
ctlng chairman of the "all-radio
presentation committee" woiking
on the pi* project.

WIE

NAB'

individual station levies were
4)«dded on the basis of net income,
or "ability to pay." For example,
a whistle-stop earning $25,000 or
^ station in
uiidei!
the $100,000 -$125,000 income
bracket would fork over $110; a
$500,000 -$600,000 operator would
he asked for $480; and stations
earning $2,500,000 or more a year
would subscribe top of $1,000 a
piece. Losing stations, who probably stand to gain most from the
pic, Will not be asked for money.
Full committee—CBS' Vic Ratneir,

Phj^ hdnstry

Herbert Krueger, WTAG,
Eugene Thomas, WOR,
and Chairman Gray—meets

Arlene FVancis

By HAYDN EVANS

Show

Stork club, N.

Y., is

permitting the

Arlene Francis show (ABC) to
emanate from the Cub room of that
nitery. It's, the first show to be
broadcast on a regular basis from
.

that spot. Miss Fiiancis is replac-

ing commentator-columnist Winchell during latter *s six-week vacation Starting July 25.
Miss Francis' show, sold by
Marty Goodman, will feature interviews with guest' personalities
frequenting the Sherman Billingsley hospice.

Shawn at 3-Way Helm
Washington, May 4.
Major reorganization of WMAL

FM and tele
was announced here
last week by Evening Star radio
veepee Kenneth BerBfeley.
Fred Shawn, who was Berkeley's
and

affiliated

its

operations

assistant 15 years ago

when

WMAL

was part of the ,NBC Washington
setup, returned last
come manager of

week

'

„

operations for the ABC affiliate,
(WMAL hasn't yet gone on the air
but is facing a mid-summer deadline). Shawn will supervise engineering, music, news, pro-

with

.

to be-

AM'FM-tele

France s Informal

Hooper RatesTop4

A

Coca-Cola's IntTFIavor

A

number of the recent broadcasts,
programmed by CBS and NBC,

nave been of the "arty" type and
nave caused Senators and Representatives to Charge that lopsided
pictures of America weite being
sent overseas via DX.
Beattie, it was explained, took
over immediately at
the New York
Headquarters of "Voice of Amerwa.
He worked for UP in the
gallery staff and later
served overseas, including
a stint
as war

comspondent.
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6
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10

9
10
11

12
13

14
15

2
11
14

NR
NR
18
17

.

untU

—1.6

1

2

-fO.4
0,0
-fO.6

2
3

-1-2.3

5
6
7
8
9

10
8
3
-6
13

.28.7

27.7
27,3

.

.

.

25.9
25.1
.24.3
.23 9

23.6
23.3
.22.5

4-0.6
-(-1.7
.

-H3.7

......22.3

—0.2

22.3

-7O.2

16
17

NR

Red Skplton
Date With Judy

18
19
20

13
20
T^R

Mr. District Attorney.
Kraft Music Hall.
This Is Your F.B.1

NR—Not

-fO.3

—1.7
—2.1
—0.8
—6.2
—1:9

,

Godfrey's Scouts
Fred Allen
Truth or Conseq. ......
Your Hit Parade ......
My Friend Irma

Town

...... .22.1
21.0
,

.

.

.

.

..20.7

20.2

4

10
11
12
13

14
15

Shows

son,

and women's editor Alicia
geared for

^
—

Hart.
The stanzas
thrice-weekly airing

^will

be

pro-

duced by Ed Hart & Associates out
of Washington, designed for local
sponsorship. The disks will be 13
minutes net, opeurended with provision for a middle plug.
The Hart organization will handle sales to stations in the metropolitan areas. Keystone Broadcasting System, platter web, has
contracted to place the series, with

Move Coes Uteme:

With

Ibse Who Know
It's TV 2-to-l

Radio

Larry Bruff, radio and television head of
Newell-Emmett
agency, wiiich handles the Chesterfield account, is switching over
to the ciggie outfit, effective May'
1, taking over similar reins for
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co,
Moveover is seen cued to expansion plans of the ciggie companies, particularly in the! field
of TV advertising, where Lucky
Strike,
Camel and Old Gold,
among others, are also solidly en*
trenched.
Bruff has been associated with
Newell-Eihmett for the past nine
years and his deep-rooted knowl"
edge of the Chesterfield ad techniques made his selection for the
post a natural. Reasoning, too, is
that the whole commercial radio
pattern wiU eventually be integrated into the video medium
so .that those who have been han-*
dling the radio accounts will also
shape up as Important personaU-^

Kelly Out of

Points
Cnr.
Ratins Change

Program

1

11
7

14

4
12

15
9

NR

Aithur Godfrey

Our

My

..

.

.

.

.

;.1Q.9

Gal, Sunday ...... .10.4
10.4
True Story

Right

To Happiness

When

Girl Marries

10.1
10.0
..... 9.8
9.7
9.6
Big Sister
9.6
Ma Perkins (CBS)
Pepper Young ........ 9.5
9.4
SteUa Dallas
9.3
Wendy Warren
9.2
Portia Faces Life
9.2
Rosemary
9.2
Aunt Jenny

Rom. Helen Trent
Backstage Wife

Wf

;

Show

Switching Over to NBC
When "RFD America" moves

—1.4
—0.6
—0.9
—2.0
—1.5
—0.7
—2.7
—1.1
—1.7
—0.9
—2.3
—1.3
—1.1
—3.0
—0.8

over from Mutual to NBC in the
next couple of weeks, Joe Kelly
bow out as emcee-quizmaster

will

of the

farm contestants.

The Lou

Cowan office, which packages the
program;
may pact" Evcrard
Mitchell for the role. Latter knows
his way around A fiarm show, lieing
currently spotted on "Farm and

Home Hour." "RFD" exits Mutual
on May 13.
•

Likelihood

Of

NBC

slotting

"BFD"

in the Sunday 2-2:30 period
would create a program conflict
for Kelly, in view of his longtime
identificatiou with the Sunday afternoon NBC "Quiz Kids" show
.

(also off the Cowan beltline).
NBC has a couple of sponsorship
for "RFD" but there's
nothing definite yet,
While on
Mutual, show has gotten plenty of
kudos, but no bankroller,
NBC Sunday period would mean
a four-way Sunday spread for
Cowan packages, with "Quiz Kids"

nibbles

-f-1.2

—3.8
—1.2
—0.6

ranked in top bradcets on preceding report.
once a week shows, 15-60 M>ns.

* Includes only

1951.

Cur. Prev.

Rank Rank

33.4

.

....

correspondent
Erskine
Johnson, sportswriter Harry Gray-

But Bruff

TOTAL AUDIENCE

20.8
Bob Hope
Jack Benny ........ .26.2

Big

talk.

consensus of opinion here is that
even if the government decides to
accept the recommendation regarding commercial radio, it is a longterm proposition and probably no
station could be ready to operate

& Day

Night

Molly. .30.0

Fitch Bandwagon
Charlie McCarthy

DufTy's Tavern
.Teigens Journal

much

scene,, is stirring

DAYTIME
Points
Cur.
Rating Change

.

NEA

lywood

Fw South Afria

NIGHniME

4

titled

approximately 330 weewatters in
the small towns and. rural areas.
Richard Hollander, managing editor of Scripps' Washington Daily
News, will emcee the stanzas and
play the series up as radio's counterpart of a newspaper feature
Johannesburg, April 17.
page. Three men from NEA' and
BroadcastRecent report of the
Hart Associates have been tabbed
ing Commission, suggesting a com- to script and edit tlie platters.
mercial setup in the hitherto comradio
mercial-free South Africa

21-27)

TOTAL AUDIENCE*

McGee &
Amos 'n' Andy

be

series will

Information," arid
feature in a single quarter-hour
stanza three-minute spiels by
political analyst Peter Edson; Hol-

Dim

Coml

—

—

Ra£o Index-Top

Fibber

NEA

The

"PYI—For Your

-

Cur. Prcv.

3

coast airing.

and the new year.
"It's now 53."
It sounded
that television
-to 'me
recommendation
Commission's
wasn't much different from radio that commercisd radio be introonly more complicated and roudd- duced into the Union isn't considabout.
ered a very strong one and is based
something on the fact that as it is already
I kept thinking of
else. Excuse me being bad-man- coming from Portuguese East Afnered, but up in Green Bay it's rica (Lourenco Marques) and might
only the cheapest of the filmhouses also \)e introduced from stations in
that carries commercial ads on the other countries, it would be as well
screen. Maybe the analogy isn't to have it here.
entirely fair, but still I kept thinkDr. S. H. Skaife, member of the
ing how the audiences holler and board of governors of South Afscream after awhile at those screen rican Broadcasting Co. (which is
commercials and I wonder if the severely rapped in the report), has
radio way, short and simple, isn't attacked the report as unrealistic
ties in tele.
and unfair to the SABC.
(Continued on page 50)
No successor to' Bruff is planned
as yet at Newell-Emmett.
looked

Program
Rank Rank
Lux Theatre
1
1
2
3

Seri^

Washington, May 4.
Scripps4IowaFd's nationwide feature syndicate. Newspaper Enfeiv
prise Assn., is packaging its top
journalistic talent in a new radio
series geared for all-family lis*
tening, it was learned here this
week. It's believed to be the first
time a press syndicate has put its
big names on platters for coast-to-

,

"Is the sponsor," persisted
the writer,"seUing his product?" The v.p. again said,
"Yes."
"All right," claimed the writer, "then what are we sitting
around for—to find a way to
reverse that setup? Let's go
to lunch."
They went to lunch.

A

(Week March

Answer To

anAppointment,
nounced by Asst. Secretary of
1*1* George V. Allen, was regarded here as an answer to the recent
wave of Congressional criticism.

'.'Yes."

There is a general election here
next May and the new Parliament
won't meet until the following
It's unSeptember or October,
53."
nouncing "Temperature is now
likely to debate broadcasting durAt the same time the announcer,, ing that short session, and most
in case you couldn't read, piped probably it will be left over until

^

IGelseii

broadcasts.

the writer, "got a good
rating?" The answer again was

.

from the campus.

and foreign correspondent, was appointed last week
js^chief of news operations for the
Voice
of
overseas
America"

"Has the show," continued

radio doesn't attract listeners it's
because the listeners are busy- doing something else and one of the
hood").
something elses that they do in an
First program a full hour eve- average American community is
ning show, is aired on French Na- talk on the telephone. So that's
tional Radio. Other three are from what we figure: we're competing
Graham Bell
Radio Luxembourg, two being pro- with
Alexander
grams, and last-named being a 15- rather than Mr. Coaxial Cable.
minute noontime airer. Poll was
Girls and BaUoons
answered by 11,040 readers.
Readers were also asked to vote
While buzzing around Manhatfor their favorite station. Radio tan last week I took a look at this
Lux was first, with 59%; National television stuff. What did I see?
Network was next, virith 19.1%;
Cute. She was
girl in shorts.
Paris Network third, with 12.2%. sending balloons up in the air.
Nine systems were mentioned al- little silly. At least a minute of
top percentage among buildup for the gams; the balloons
together
the remainder being Andorra with and so on and then a slide was
3.8%.
superimposed on the image an-

WMAL

Washington

'*Yes."

dose-at-hand way of one
person talking to another person,
about news, crops, weather, whathaveyou. Or telling a story, playing a tune or cracking a gag. When

appointments

Congress Ifoice' Crix
Washington^' May 4.
lEdward W. Beattie, veteran UP

my

The answer was

the show?"

We

vejoient,

FM

Beattie Appt.

memo

that the account exec had composed when one of the writers
asked the v.p.:
"Does everybody else like

—

duction, promotion, publicity, speUnusual item in summer fare is
cial features, traffic and femme
being prepped by Coca-Cola as its
radio activities for all three opera- standin for Percy Faith and Jane
tions.
Harry Hoskinson will be Froman on "Pause That Refreshes."
Shawn's
second-in-command
on Eight-week replacement in the
television.
CBS Sunday evening spot starting
Other
were: June 6 will consist of "carbon
Frank Harvey to Teplace Dan copies" of air shows bankrolled by
Hunter as chief engineer; Earl Hil- Coke in Europe and Latin-America.
hurn to asst. chief engineer; Ben
Special orchestral group is being
Baylor continues as AM-FM-TV assembled for the series, and each
sales director.
Arthur Weld, Jr. we'ek a guest star will be flown to
of WRGB, Schenectady, checked N. Y. from the country being
In yesterday (3) as tele produc- "saluted" on the stanza. The airers
tion director under Shawn.
shortwaved
overseas
will
be
Gordon Hubbel, former special through the eight weeks.
Agency is D'Arcy.
events and TV production man,
has left
but continues to
head the radio-tele faculty at
American University, working in
close cooperation with the ABC
station in producing video originations

office of an ad agency's radio
v.p, discussing a critical

way, Green Bay, population 60,000, is mildly interested—
emphasijK the mildly
in television, but doesn't expect that it will
alter life, golf and simple radio
fun as it's been for some time now.
If a man bred in the radio-bone,
so to speak, nfay dare speak out
among all the big city slickers,
may I up and say that our real
competition around Green Bay is
not television, not now and not
10 years from now. We're competing with that party-line telephone.
And it's pretty simple, if you think
about it. Radio is an easy; conout

it

.

WMALm Major Reorg;

Shootiii* Fter
The producing and writing
of a network show had
sitting for an hour in the

staff

been

AM

Paris, April 27.
Top four programs in France,
£a Mew York today (4) to work out
n]!«septatidh of the project before based on a questionnaire by Radio
in
Los
Angeles
convention
Programme,
weekly
radio maga^
fhO.NAB
1948"
zine,
are
"Constellation
May 17-21^
("Stars of '48"), "Pele-Mele" ("The
Mixture"), "Crochet" ("The Hook")
and "On Chante Dans Mon QuarWash. ETening Star's
tier" ("We Sing in My Neighbor.

What*s the

Wis.)

^

A

week in New York <Sn imy
seihi-annual trip bias my eyebrows
up. When did radio die?, Has the
funeral been scheduled?. I've kept
running into folks who are ready
to bury poor old
radio. Television, they say,
shaking their
heads a bit sadly, has cut radio's
throat. Well, maybe.
And then,
maybe not.
haven't heard about

Worcester,
Jif.y,

WTAQ, Green Bay

(Mflir.,

From Stork's Club Room
As a nod to Walter Winchell, the

Ak

JoiffnafetK Talent for

iTS'

EAST 'TV

<

Subscriptions "ranging /rom $25
sought from NafI
to $1,000 wiU be
staAssn of Broadcaster member
Sons to finance production of a
before advertisfilm to plug radio
Ms and the public. Gordon Gray,

NEA Padapig Top

Scripps-Howarfs

(C^nrrielif. 1948,

A. C. Nielsen Co.)

and "RFb" on NBC. and "Stop
the Music" on ABC and Elmo
>Roper on CBS.

"

'

VBUBVISIOIV

40

VideoV'CelluIoid Network' Closer At

Hand as

,

cilities.

Establishment

of

the

celluloid

web would involve the filming of
a live studio show off the face of a
receiving tube and then shipping
the film to stations throughout the
country via air express. AFM prez
C. Petrillo put his okay on
the plan with the stipulation that
such films could be played once
over any station which is affiliated
With the network at the time of the
original live show, providing the
network telecast rate is paid musicians cutting the original show.

James

New

announced by

rates,

Move

Result of Petrillo

New Interim rate arrangements
set with television broadcasters by
the Ameiacan Federation of MU8i<
cians has pushed one step further
the proposed establishment of
video "celluloid network." If the
taleht unions now will go for the
same arrangements, broadcasters
will be able to set things rolling
on the idea which many believe
will be the precursor to networking shows oVer common carrier fa-

Petril-

and the AVebs over thp weekend,
provide that musicians working a
local show are to be paid twothirds" of the applicable ifiajor-station local
rates, both for weeklo

^At Bottom of a Well'

New

televiisiori

scales

for

musicians, set tor a six-month
period starting last Saturday
(1)-, offered "one of the most
difficult

ever

wage

faced,"

dans

prez

I've

according

to

.

James

G.: Petrillo.

"Our

problem," he said,
to set a decent wage
without hampering the
progress of an infant industry
that
the public has long
awaited. Nobody on either
side of the table had adequate
statistics
about employment
''was
scale

fourths of the appUcable radio
rates' in each case. Men employed

AM

on

staff for
work may be assigned* to TV shows and will con-

tinue to be paid for their
scales.

TV

Men employed on

AM
AM

full
staff for

work may be assigned to
shows but -must be paid the prorated difference in scale for each
day of
work.

AM

Y^ur Own Tuxedos, Please
If either

AM

staff

or

AM

stagle

engagement musicians play duplicated

AM-Ty

shows, they're to receive, Jp addition to their applicable
rate, $7.50 for each sponsored show on t^le and $3.75 for
each sustaUilttg show. Auditions
are to be paid fpr at the comparable local
audition' rate. Musicians get $3 for a costummg or

AM

Looks Deal for Tele
The television rights to the ZaleGraziano fight slated for the Newark (N, J.) stadium, next month,
are expected to be withdrawn this
week. Reason is ascribed to the
fear by the promoters that many
fight fans will not venture out tO
Newark when the fights can be
seen on television. Step is reported
to have been taken because of the
comparative paucity of ticket sales

possibilities in television.

We

so

fai".

television

move

our musicians get paid, the
public gets a break and so
does the industry."
,

TV Permits Near
lOOMarfeaslliree

More Get FCC Nod
Number

Washmgton, May

4.

of

video outlets authorized and on the air is nearing
the 100 mark. Grant of three new
tele permits last week
swelled
number of permits outstandtog to
71, while 25 outlets are now opBremer's
, commercially.
w^^ml?
WATV, Newark, N. J. filed Friday
•

.to

make

Errors!

The big league pennant races have only started yet it
is alreadv
evident that the three Manhattan television stations
are turning in
an ordinaty, routine version of baseball, RegHrding
NBC this sea'
son's earners work is actually below the standard
it set last
year.

Both DuMont and

CBS have tried to improve their audio side
hw
Mel Alleh.and Red Barber double over
from
a few innings. But this is only
tuminB
the heat on Bill Slater and Bob Edge, the
regular tele narrators
as
Allen and Barber know so much more
baseball,
respectively having

their standard broadcasts for

NBC has Steve
announcer who seems to have UttJe
authority
His
cameras too often ignore what he's talking
about

in calling for views'

and his

^

timiditv

apparent.

is

The key to the lack of baseball savvy in the
camera work of ait
three stations is the camera directors.
These director sboiOrt
as much, or more, baseball than
their narrXrs oTaudie^ce
hen the narrator should have more to
say
the cameras. There is much room
for improved coLination h2
tween the narrator and the camera
director orthl J^r.!^
the men actually at the view
finders.
For instate tho n?.!/
the first base side of the plate
couW be used
rteht
so that when a ball is pulled
ir^U>i^
lowed), or likewise the camera
on the third Mse
Se
plate) might be used for left hand
hitters and baUs
into rigM
'""^ a mmimum amount of "pahning"

Cnf

Labor Fight

labor

dispute

Video
May 4.

in

Philadelphia,
Television's

jurisdictional

first

struck

WFIL-TV,

Philly Inquirer station here, over

the weekend, disrupting but not
stopping the station's programming
activities.

m
S^^^S^^'^L^
Sd
LnH

In 1st Jurisdictional

.

Sic^
pXd

woWbenecesS

f^H

^''^ "P ^'''^
smashes dowrthe ?o„nta7s
missed so regularly. If the batter
should push a baU
into the opposite field the
narrator could be the cameraman's e.iirti

u^t^
! now
which are

StfiTirh*"*"'^

CBS

t'^^

'^'^

camel foZv'fh^*h«H ""'f^^^^

JL„w^^^ t

?rrfleld

is

muffrng

deplorable

SrgwSs in

haWt

tJe

of having

Se
beyond
happened

ball

^*'"°^'**'*'

^"'We'^ d^esn** kftow what^s

Dispute arose between Local 804
of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees (AFL)
and the American Communications
Assn. (CIO).
Latter union's contract with the station expired
at
noon Saturday (1).
With
no new contract signed at
that
time,
it
thre
a
picket
line around the WFIL-TV studios

to the ball"

at

themselves. That peep show idea
is wrong for the reaLn that
the
^^^'^^
men are thinking In terms of their saloon andto it, and « the iideo
caf^ audiences then
they are even more wrong than might
at first be supposed.
are the main men at the ball
game. None
^^'^
they should from the playm
h™^h!f
benches, rt.
the scoreboard, the bullpens,
or the crowd in the
•^"'^
"'^^ *° follow a replacement pitcher
orhtf,r2'''
'""^
*°
«"ek wttJ him as
he warms
ne
warmfuo
up. This
ThwTis one""ffJ**
of the prize stigewaits
all television
****
about it no matter how man?
S^t.h^r/atr''^*'
pitchers are used in a game. Nor
will they go to a half or full
shot
^^"^
^^^^
thi
bases
«
are
f^l
NBC
r."'"?
reluctantly permits such a view.
Having three
^««fiT\'^*„''"J^

1:20

p.m.

Pickets

were

still

parading today (Tuesday).
Since both unions claimed a majority

of

technicians on WFIL's
AM, TV,
and facsimile outlets,
the station said it would sign with
neither untU the National Labor
Relations Board decides on the

FM

case.

Station execs immediately attempted to replace the
commercial debut technicians with other picketing
personnel
May 10.
and maintained its programming
*t.^t^^,P®'™'** ^^st week went to schedule almost intact. At least
AM
the Video Broadcasting Co., ch.
3 one. shovi; was .pulled, however.
makeup call, but must be called PprUand, Ore.; Sunchine Tele- That was the Henry Morgan proPetersburg; gram, ABC video package usually
within one hour prior to the show, rnT^FA*'^?
and WAPI, Birmingham, on the aired under
or dress rehearsal. All AFMers are
Admiral Radio sponNo. 13 slot.

WO)

1948

^

WFIL-TV Involved

-

.'

5.

aboutX dlr^L ^

ahead.

Later on we "shall have a better idea of where it is going.
Then we can get together
again, look at the faces and be
guided^ accordingly. Meanwhile

What

Hits,

Ellis as its lone

Radio rights, however, are still
being peddled. MCAt which has
been commissioned to inake the
sale, has hit tremendous sales resistance. Webs have already turned
down the fracas, and indies haven't
generated too much interest.

were sweating this out at the
bottom of a well.
"This agreement is going to
help

No Runs, Few

:

situations

American Federation of Musi>

AM

ly staff work and for single engagements and rehearsals. Rates on
network ^hows are to be three-

May

VtxinWidiiy,

ble-Graziano

its

stS

m

^:Z^T

'

.

^

to provide their own tuxedos or
Group of Los Angeles radio men
business suits as required.
are backing the Video
BroadcastPetrillp's agreement on rates for ing Co.,
with other bids due for
remote, shows are also expected to hearmgs in San
Diego and San
hypo TV programming of this kind. Jose, Calif.
Outfit includes John
On remote tele shows, where mu- Masterson, partner
in ABC's
sic is incidental, as in sports, pa- 'Breakfast
Hollywood" as genrades, political conventions and eral manager;
former RCA West
special public events, no additional Coast rep
John
wage is to be paid musicians. In technical director; Wesley Turner
Charles Brown
aUi Other remote teleshows, such as
(Continued on jiage 42)
concerts, symphonies, operas, musicals from theatres, taverns, hotel
dance bands, etc., the rates are to
be sei by the AFM.
Petrillo indicated the possibility
that his still-extant ban on the

m

sorship Sunday nights from 6:30
to
7 and carried over ABC's east coast

web. Figuring the show carried
much of a load to be handled
by unskilled technicians^, ABC decided to pull it and pay the client

pla^eTfo^L^rS!„»*
° ® leaguer,

a rebate.

work'ofThr
£S CeLn
HusLg Sd
?¥ex^a^*eSul^^^^

Other stations scheduled to carry
the show on a cable feed, including
WMAR-TV (Baltimore) and
JN. Y.), substituted fihn for the

WABD

use of films with a music sound
track might soon be lifted from

FACE THE MUSIC

KH-TV Wants
Pic Studio Tieup

Richard Rychtarik
15 Mins.j Monday (3), 7:IS
Snstainlng
CBS-TVi from N. Y.

neatest little
,^,Sfri*packages
"I®
musical
to be wi-apped up
for television since the union
ban

on live music was lifted last month
bhow^ IS an unpretentious but highl}[-entertaining 15 minutes which
with some minor production polishing, could emerge as Video's
ver-

or someone

^»>« fastest would be to
lot of baseball

who knows a

''"'^"''^

"

tators

fo^^Lut

the.verbal boots of the

.""f

S

Between

commen!

--^^ ^^r^s^L't^vii

Sio^x\r/t?b^'';iSr;air

half-^hoiur.
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Television Reviews

video. Union and the nets, he de- With Johnny Desmond, Shave Coean, Tony Slottola trio
clared, are to continue their discussions "with respect to other uses Producer: Ace Ochs
Director: Tony Miner
of film in television."
Set:

^'^^^'^

too

were both nicely tuned to the

is TeK^

"^'^^^^

"T^'*

«P«*rts is

the back-

rbS=~s:S^^^^

selec-

^a'^'^ed

Tony Miner's camera
was interesting, although direction
the rea-

sons for his trick shots weren't
alevident.
Letting Desmond
sing an entire chorus of
"Nature

screening of team eamps
the video men sU if^th

The same
to

S

^^^^^
^^deo in their
^"^^ '^^"^d be asked to let
«° *°
and learn,

.1

Th-*^
*

l^^SeS^^^^

Hollywood in relavs in,?
what. Why? and how.

cameramen. Send these men
there show them

^J"^'"
^""^^^^

ways

stationary

^ at that
slowed the show
one point
signed by Richard

position

Rychtarik;
who <^f
recently went over to CBS

from the Metopera, was good,
but
too much emphasis was
placed on
the screen at the back.
Use of spot"

Hollywood, jllay 4.
the usual
hfn!i"^i
added touch
That
lonesome
feeling
has ?:?\
„iL^ feelmg.
JS?, "Chesterfield Supper ot mtery
stal.
gripped KFI-TV and a tieup with Club," CBS in fact, plans evena picture studio will be in the tually to slot the show across the
board.
works any day now. Earle C. AnSr?.I^T,^^''«ERINE
Program
stars
Shaye
Cogan
thony Interests are receptive to
and
Lawrence. David
Johnny Desmond, both promising
w" *^ertrude
overtures and three film companies
M>«hael MacLiammoi"
yomj^.'^'^ery singers, and the Tony
fJT"'^
Joan Mccracken, George
are reported more than mildly inMottola trio. Format
Matthews, Cathlecn Cordell,
terested.
Understood that KPI the same as that in basically is
Erik
any
intime
„»hoaes,
would go for a deal similar to the nitery, with the
Katherine Sergevi
two singers alterarrangement between CBS and nating on current pop
tunes and
L. A. Times, by which the network then duetmg for the finale,
followacquired 49% of the stock.
ing a short instrumental bit by the
'"'^SrHete"'''
KFI would be all by its lone- trio. Producer Ace Ochs has wisely 60
Mins.;
some should Warners be isuecess- dressed the show with sufficient SustainingSunday, 8:30 p.m.
ful in acquiring the KLAC-TV visual mountings and has given the NBC-TV, from
New York
two
sipgers bits of blisiness to do.
(Tljackrey) license.
As the only Latter
In
his first production on telefactor
gave the show that
linaffiliated indie, station reasons
vision., George Bernard Shaw
all-important movement.
was
that the competition of, the four
a
casualty.
Desmond,
.

hit'^upon^ist';^^^

film clips.
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Will it
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Cummin/ t dowr/^"f'"^ " Particulariy wooden set of

beft'c^mmertarS^^^^^
-the simplest way is tJe
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(DuMont) has
trademark on
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major nets and picture studios singer with who first won fame as a
the late Glenn Miller's
would be pretty rugged and would Air Force band,
and Miss Cogan,
like to go along with one of the who made
her local cafe bow recinema plants.
cently at the Village Vanguard, are
both attractive and personable
young:, entertainers.
Beauteous
Detroit—William E. Lane has Miss Cogan was not as easy
_
before
been made film director of WWJ- the cameras as her partner,
but
'TV. He was formerly assistant film that's
something that will be overdirector.
come with experience. Their voices

The

difficulty

HOETOFS WIIE-TV SPOT

much the medium or the
Philadelphia, May 4.
presentation,
but primarily the
Herbert K. Horton has been apweakness of the material. One of
the brilliant Irishman's early pointed television program
waSift so

'Rainbow House' Shutters

"Rainbow House," teen-age show
broadcast Sunday nights over the
man- UuMont web
under supei-vision of
works, "Great Catherine" is obvi- ager for WFIL-TV.
Bob Emery, left the air Sunday
ou.sly an awkward attempt
which
Associated with tele broadcast- U) night for the
fumbles the little it's supposed to
summer. Replacesay. Under the circumstances, it's ing since 1940, he formerly
was ment hasn't yet been set. Show is
to come back in the fall with a
no wonder tliat the play failed to executive pi-oduccr
of
(Continued on page 42)

Philco's video outlet.

WPTZ, format

pitched to a slightly older
age group.

"

.

,

TELEVISION

NEW GARDEN AS

ME CAPITAL?

GoscliUiibiirdensHiniselfoaW
Columbus,

'
.

•

O.,

May

Educators Warned to 'Get on

—

,

.

"

to television."

.What the public expects: "It has grown
things presented in a certain, slick way

accustomed to seeing
on a motion picture
screen, and it is' used {to hearing things done in another skillful
manner on a radio set. Therefore, it expects to enjoy the on-thespot feeling that goes with listening to Jack Benny, plus the.
visual perfection of a picture which might be produced by ^Sam
Gojdwya, directed by ^illiam Wyler, written by Robert Sherwood,
photographed by Gregg Toland, with settings by Cedric Gibbons
v and'costumes by Adrian. I admit that this paints a Ijieautiful t^levision picture, but we must bear in mind that the audience will
not, nor should it be expected to, make allowances for the obstacles
and idifficulties we face in creating such a picture. Thus, a good
television show is one which goes as far as is now technically
''possible, toward satisfying this public expectancy."
.Qn ^oduction technique: "It is my feeling that television is in
.'great need of a radical revision in its thinking insofar as per:

we sliould take the present television
out from behind the master-control panel and put him
where he belongs. And, in order to replace him,
we must go to Hollywood and obtain the services of a highly
sldlled film editor. It is this editor, or cutter, who for years has
been doing little else but selecting the shots and the angles which
'are best suited to the screen. la this way -we can complete the
four-man team of director, chief cameraman, lighting expert and
cutter that is vital to the production quality we hope to achieve."
On .station management: "If the owners of these new stations
lollow what appears to be an already established precedent, they
WiU. place the operation in the hands of junior radio executives
or assistant city editors to whom televlsioi), is an intriguing new
toy. But when established actors, directors and other creative
persons, who are asked to make great saci-ifices in time and
mondy, encounter the inevitable problems of a new medium, who
is supposed to solve them—-a,;- former rewrite man, or an erstwhile
radio time salesman? And, by the same token, I must caution
these new television entrepreneurs "that the jack-of-all-trades in
the local little theatre group is not necessarily any better qualified."
BonnelJis concerned. I believe
directoir

in the studio

:

'

II

M

US

CITI'

That
"Television
City"
idea
which has been kicked around for
so long

among

N.Y. broadcasters,

may

finally be established in the
proposed new Madison Sq. Garden.
Building oh the massiv* new structure,
which has already beien
okayed by the city government and
which will cost approximately
$20,000,000, is to start as soon as
the necessary financing is arranged.
John Reed Kilpatrick,
Gen,
prexy of the Garden Corp., revealed this week that he hopes the
new Garden "can become the tele-

TV

Mo On

To Bare
list

of Setowners

_ Demand for television set manufacturers to throw open to the industry their lists of setowners,

made

last

TV

Survey

Preliminary architectural drawnew Garden, which is
occupy almost a .complete city
block in the Columbus Circle area
of Manhattan, call for two large
tele studios which, according to
Gen. Kilpatrick, 'will provide ample
space and facilities for the staging
of almost any type of show. That
space is exclusive of the camera
facilities to be offered for the
usual coverage of sports events.
In addition, he said, the Garden
will also provide ample office space
tor broadcasters and tiieir produc-

would open

thfe

Sets

Detroit, May 4,
scanners seem to 1)0 Increas

15,000.

Autbrs League
Sets

petitors.

Bemoaning the lack of any setowner Ust in a speech before the
American Television Society, Flynn
oeclared that one of the prime ne-

Authors

cessities for tele

tion

now

is

a circula-

tion hst similar to the
newspaper
industry's Audit Bureau of Circula-

Television

TV Group

committee

of

-

-

-

,

tion staffs.

Basic idea in building tele stu^
dios into the arena, he said, is to
make certain that video "can be
operated as an adjunct to our
business." He declared that he's
still extremely bullish about the
possibilities of television's creating
new fans for the Garden's various
sports events. "-Television hasn't
hurt the gate on any of our events
"Instead, it's
yet," he declared.

many show

clothiers for

the

written material in the
video market, was named last week
of

biz person-

alities.

hour package. Format would follow the" usual variety show theme,
but the models are to be men instead of the customary femmes.

by Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, organi-*
Manufacturers, howfiver, be- zation's president. The group will
being unwilling to furnish work in two sections, one meeting
info to their competitors, in New York and the other in
pointed out that pubUcizing
a list Hollywood. Each section will consist
01 their customers
would also rep- of 12 members, including three represent an invasion of
the custom- resent;! lives each from the affiliate
Radio Writers Guild, Dramatists
(Continued on page 68)
Guild, Authors Guild and Screen
Writers Guild.
The committee includes George
Abbott, Lee Berg, Frederick Haz'
Brennan, Robert Cenedella.
litt

HARRYWin EAST FOR

CBS 'INDOCTRINATION'

„

Hollywood,

May

4.

Witt, assistant manager of
western division the last
.jour years, named
acting general
"manager of the CBS-L. A. Times
tele station
KTTV, has easted for

^T,'*^"^
uie LBb

ci.??'"'*'*.^*
«uay

of

"CBS home

video

office for

operations

and

P^ljpy indoctrination.
With CBS in Hollywood
for 12
years, he s one of

the Coast's outstanding radio leaders.
His successor as assistant
to Donald W.

ihornburgh will be
two weeks.

named

within

Edward Hope Coffey, Jr., Ken Englund, Paul Franklin, Ira Gershwin,
A. O. Goetz, Lillian Hellman, F.

Hugh Herbert, Laura Z. Hobson,
MacKinlay Kantor, Emmet Lavery,
Milton Merlin, Sam Moore, Charles
Palmer, Elmer Rice, Jack R, RobArthur Schwartz, Sheldon
Stark, Irving Stone, Dwight Taylor
and Theodore H. White.
One of the committee's first steps
will be. to caution members of tlie
erts,

O.,

May

OWo

4.

not

a
state

Institute for Education by Radio
apparently- came close to ignoring
tele completely on the four-day
agenda ending last night (3), lost
no chance to warn educators they'd
better "get on the ball" by immediately instituting video training
courses in schools and colleges.
In support of contention that the.

.

institute's planners were missing
the boat by giving tele a mere
nodding recognition, the video boys
pointed to the turnout one of the

—

best of the mfeeting'-^or a "prerconference" session on tele, dubbed
into the agenda just a couple of
weeks- before the institute convened. And the crowd stayed to
the windup, which isn't an ISR

commonplace.

.

"Don't be caught short," keynoted Nat RudiCh, tele editor of
Theatre Arts Magazine and tele
director of Gainsborough Asso.

No

Cm For

Tele

ciates, N. Y., who chaired the ses-*
(Rudich, in fact, patrolled
sion.
•

Fight Promoters
Fight promoters won't get a cut
on money paid for television rights
to Madison Sq. Garden, N.Y., even
tliey stage their fights
means
,
„ ^,
That's the ultimatum
forth this week by Garden prez

_

if.it
,

elsewhere
-set

.

institutef panels,

needling the edu-

"Start preparing
cators on tele.)
immediately for the utilization of
television as a. medium of education.
If properly used, tele can be
one of :the 'most significant aids
that has ever come within the
reach of the educator."
He made a- point, too, that
"here's an opportunity for the
long-called-for decentralization of

Gen. John Reed ICilpatrick, who
declared that "the only thiftg that's
made it poSsihle for us to stay in the theiitre. Here is ah opportunity
the boxing business is what we've
for communities to set up active
got from television-^and we're not
and professional companies of
going to' give any of it up."
players and musical units that will
Kilpatrick's ulthtiatum was the
great support through appear^
result of a demand for a share of find
ances on their local' tele stations,
tele rights money made by the
sponsorship
.
l^oxing Managers Ouild last weeK paid for by local
to Mike
Century For local communities, here is an
1,

.

.

Jacobs' .20th

Sporting Clrtb, JTacobs' outfit refused to Up their' ante to fighters
and their managers, which, left the
argument in the laps. of the Garden officials. According to Kilpatrick, the Garden can't afford to
give up a share of the rights.
Fighters now get 66-70% of the
gate .from each hout, Kilpatrick
pointed otit. "Now," he said, "they
want even more." Ned Irish, the
Garden's exec veepee, meanwhile,
was quoted as declaring that "without, our radid. and television fees,
*e could hot pay such percentages,
since boxing accounted for less
than 7% of the Gardeh's income
.

,

.

Plans for a Television City were
proposed to N. Y. broadcasters
two years ago, when the Pease-

enhancement of cultural life.":
Rudich noted that in- the past

week the Hedgerow Players, directed by Jasper Deeter for the
,

past 25 ye'ars, was given new life
via a contract to televise produce
tions on WPTZ, Philly. He noted
(Continued on page 48)

:

Elliman realty firm suggested that
such a project be bviilt on the site
of the old World's Fair grounds in
Flushing, L. I. Plan fell through

and the idea was practically
abandoned until several months
ago, when NBC proposed that the last year."
If the squabble continues, Kilbroadcasters themselves band together and finance the deal as an patrick threatened to" eliminate
antidote to their lack of studio boxing entirely and replace it With
space. NBC's proposal was nixed professional basketball, now staged
by the other broadcasters, how- in a N.Y. armory. Garden might
ever, who couldn't see the" reason benefit in that way, he explained,
for sharing studio facilities, de- since it promotes the basketball
games itself and thus no question
spite their lack of space."
Broadcasters won't be invited to of tele rights could arise.' Situain the
help finance the new Garden, ac- tion, meanwhile, is still up
No fights were scheduled for
cording to Gen. Kilpatrick. It's to
be paid for by issuance of bonds last Friday (29) night, so it's not
yet
apparent
what
.stand
the
manof the Port of N. Y^ Authority,
which rules out any financing by agers will take when the next occa-

TV Trananilted
Via Phone Wires

.

sion arises.

corporate interests.

Unions Want 4

New

'Principles

tion.

sucti

Columbus,

Television's proponents,

""le burned that the
l

Tentative plans call for the show
to be aired once weekly as a half-

first

League of America, to
work out a program for the protec-

sides

'

ShOW

.

ing by leaps and bounds. Latest
official report shows "JiSSO tele
sets in town; Of these 1,600 are
in public places and dealers' stores
and 5,750 in homes.
Experts predict the TV chain in
the fall and opening of other stations before the year is over will
bring Detroit's viewers close to

publicizing it
field to their com-

'

m

i*

Marlowe, program chief of WPIX,
the N. Y. Daily News' forthcoming
station, with Jimmy Carroll and
Mike SaVino, Manhattan custom

to

N. Y. Daily
News' prez F. M. Flynn, will apparently be turned down.

n

S Fashion

First television fashion show devoted exclusively to men's clothes
is being worked out by Harvey

ings for the

week by

Of the various manufacturers reveals they'll continue to guard
jealously all such information on
w>e assumption that

'

)

WrlX Men

improved them."

Del/s 7,350

'

iiiniV- a*

vision capital of the country." He
said that all the networks and local
video stations have already evidenced considerable interest in
locating their tele plants in the
building.
"We can!t offer them
anything definite yet," he said,
"because everything is still in the
early planning stages."'

'

IV Mfrs. Refuse

Collie Trcunimi Courses

Ball' Via

—

'

.

'

TV

4.

Martin Gbsch, producer of video's new "Tonight on Broadway"
himself of a. load of thoughts on tele's present
series unburdened
nroblems and their possible solutions in an Ohio State radio institute talk here last Friday (30),
on Broadway"; "All this involves, from
"Tonight
producing
On
one Tuesday night to the nekt, is negotiations with a hard-bitten
Broadway produce]! each week; the condensation of t hit show
hands with a completely new
holding
script;
half-hour
Into a
from self-satisfied Shakespearean
cast which' runs the gamut
ttagedians to self-satisfied musical comedy hoofers. Add to this
with 12 different unions, daily
weekly
negotiations
of
a mixture
and nightly conferences with the proud authors and directors of
v^lous Broadway shows, season well with a batterjr of lawyers
the theatre usher and
participant
including
every
representing
suddenly convinced their clients have struck
flU of whom are
the Mother Lode and you have a fine stew!"
desperate
need for trained
On staffing video: "There is a
personnel, and. this training can be acqipired. only by working in
television. Radio, stage or motion picture backgrounds, by themselves, are pitifully inadequate. It is my considered ^opinion that
the man with motion picture experience is most easily adaptable

—

/
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For Tele Actors; Submit

Co^

Four basic principles to cover above proposals would be in addi
the use of performers on all video lion to tlie suggested code, the
shows have been submitted to the terms and scales of which were
Variety la.st January
telecasters by the joint television reported in
committee of the various talent and which was also submitted to'
unions in the Associated Actors & the telecasters last week.
The first proposed principle
Artistes Of America. The proposals
and
were advanced last week in the first would make all conditions
meeting of the committee with reps rules -for telecasts a matter be^
tween the companies and the 4A's,
of the video companies. Another
thus eliminating the ad agencies,
(Wed.),
today
held
will
be
session
package firms and
production
with spokesmen for DuMont, Paraothers from direct representation.
mount and some of the ad agencies That would be a much simpler
joining the four network reps.
setup than the American Federaprinciples
general
four
The
of Radio Artists now has ii
wMch the- 4A's negotiators hope to tion
its network codes, but would be
establish for tele are (a) complete
more or less along the lines of
responsibility by the video comAFRA
transcription code.
takes
that
everything
pany for
Doing away with the differential
place in the studio, (b) no differenbetween sustaining and commer-

Sets Vast Vktas
'

,

Hollywood,

;

May

4.

Television transmitted through
standard telephone wires and recorded television has been perfected by Raymond Binney and
associates 'John Miller and .Marshall
Under fanner of
Schellhardt.
Record-A-Vue Co., they'.have taken
out 16 patents on units and now
are readying marketing.
Binney has invented a line
transmission unit which compresses
video signals so" that its frequency
is low enough to be transmitted
over telephone wires while another
unit at the end of the transmission
exjpands the signal for viewing.
Throe partners revealed that signal
can be carried 65 miles without a
booster; with results
equal to
(Continued on page 46)

,

JACK BERTELL'S TAC

TO PRODUCE TV SHORTS
Jack Bertell, former v.p. of MuCorp. of America and Columbia
Artists Bureau, has formed Television Artists Corp, to create film
and distribute package shows tor
video. T. A. C. has a film studio in
The Bronx, N. Y.,'for these variety
shorts.' Among the stars dealing
with Bertell are Phil Baker, Bert
Wheeler, Ted Straeter, Patsy Kelly,
sic

Russell Swann, Dave Apbllon, Jack
Pearl, Paul .Winchell, Holly Rolls,
Jimmy Carroll and the Harmonaires.."

.

Bertell plans to produce three
sho^^s a day, averaging six or
has never seven minutes long, 'with commerfees, (c)
vision rights from all deals for the mercial
succeeded
in achieving in radio, cials to be inserted later hy intelefor
film
of
for re-use
use of their, written matei-ial for payment
dividual sponsors,
-..^
The
(Continued on j>age 66)
vision and (d) union shop.
any other medium.
lunitation on and

cial scales,

which

AFRA

-^

.

;

—
We^msimf^ May
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te fi Get Relay Male I

Minneapolis, May '4.
Bars televisinf Minneapolis

Teievision Reviews

American Assn. basehall
games as one of their principal

CI

rinds to-Ax Kates loo nigh

attractions

The

*

loop

coaxial cable
Saturday U).

hookup

effective

games over
Katz,

WBKB

(Balaban

Chicago). Agaticjr

^

J.

&

M.

Connnisaon gave WtJ the same Mathes.
green light-to coUect for its video
Mars Inc., Inked for seven
servleea but the order is academic weekly televised "Dr, I. Q. Jr."
right now since the company hasn't programs over WWJ-TV Detroit,
yet activated its proposed New
York-Phllly microwave relay.
Videomen will get a refiind for
money paid out now, FCC ^id, if
Its Jxme 15 investigation proves
the rates of either or both companies are out of line. MeanWhUe,
NBC, Dipnont and Philco among
others are busy readyhig their own
web facilities which they claim can
operate- at a fraction of the common carriers' tab. It is believed
extremely unlikely th6- Commission
will hand down a decision on the
T. rates before June
WU-A. T.
53 when the GOP tees «£E Its big
show in Pbajy and real money
starts changing hands. for video
coverage of the political convenAnd the tele blg^es are
tions.
hoping to have their own Setup in
operation by that time,
Although the FCC nixed Teletoion Broadcasters Assn's request
to contitoue video webbing on an
eKperlmfental ba^, the Commission
seized on several of the arguments
raised by TEA. as issues in its June
.
15 hearing.

&

May

starttnt Saturday.
is preem of "Dr.

1.

15.
This
Jr." on

video
and first televised network program in Detroit. Grant
is the agency.
New series, of sports programs
featuring sportscaster Paul Williams with 10 minutes of baseball
nexvs just preceding telecasts of
the Detroit Tiger Games started
Thursday (29) over WWJ-TV in

Detroit Tab

picked up by Cunningham Drug Stores through
Simons-Mlchaelson, agency.
WABD, N. Y. wiU present
"Echoes of Virginia" from 8:30 to
9 p.m. tonight (Wed.), vrith Edward Tyler and Ruth-Glbbs, show
markmg first time for "a D'Arcy
agency to have a client oa tele.
Sponsor is James Lees
Sons Co.,
earpetmakers of Bridg^ort, Pa.,
who's paying for the talent, Wanamaker stores paying- for the time.
Show to go on once a week.
Philip Morris signed with DuMont for 52 weeks of spots, to be
run five times weeHx on
(N.y.) and three times weeWy on
WTTG (Washington), starting May
17. Agency is the Biow Co.
liocal Chevrolet dealers signed
to bankroll 16 top -purse races
fsom various N.Y. tracks on WCBSTV (CBS, N.Y.). Series started with
two races from Jamaica- SatnxiSay
.

is

complaining

"opposition" is from
department stores that
,

have television seta in their
windows and going during the
ball games.
One store alone

New

last

are

about "unfair opposition."

Washington, May 4.
FCC has ordered a piit^Uc hearing here June IB on the reasonableTele
ness of rates charged by the phone
company and .Western Union to
network video airers. But this is
Canada pry Ginger Ate paeted
Coast
outthe
East
small cheer for
for a series of one^mlttute spots
lets which were ordered by FCC to preceding and following airing of
&'T. for use of half the Chicago Cubs' home
start paying A.
its

had

five sets in action in differ-

ent windows last week.

come in such a

littSe-mastered rehearsing,
'

medium as television.
The Theatre Guild, ptesentliffl
the show in association with NBC,
gave It 9 lavish production by
The
current video standards.
name-studded cast included Gertrude Lawrence as the empress,
David Wayne as the stuffy English
captain, Micbeal MacLiammdir. as
Prince Patiomkln, Joan McCraeken
,

aiS1;he

misoMevous

Varinfca,

George

98N6CSbte

Matthews as the guard, Cathleen
Cordell as the lofty British fiancee,
Erik Rhodes as a court chamberlain and Katherine Sergeva as a
The costumes
spirited princess.
were, of course, elaborate (although
Wayne's, careless dress was notable)
NBC television continued its and the physical production gave
for
tagging of affiliates this week, ink- an illusion of expanse unusual
television. The scanning was uning stondard two-year contracts
even, the long shots being adBdwith 1l(fWJ-TV (Detroit), WTMiJ-TV rably clear, but the closewps some(Milwaukee)
and KSD-TV (St. what blurred.
Since the script itself Is such a
Louis).
statioijis of all three
dated jape, the intent of the proare members of NBC's sound duction apparently Was, to play it
for fcoad comedy. That was probbroadcasting net.
In announcing the new contracts, ably a'shn-ewd plan, but naturally
In turning poor
NBC exec veepee Frank E. Mullen didn't sdceeed
into a good Show. Despite
predicted the NBC tele web- would material
all the actors and the director
eneonapass 16 stations by the end
could do, it was a trying 60 minof 1948. By the miiddle of 1852, utes.
Hobc.

By 'S2-MuDm

AM

Mullen declfflfed, NBC shtfuld have
SO stations Iftterconne^d from
coast to coast.

.

—

.

linked

-RACKETS ARE

MY

TV

TV

'

FooM

—

.

m

MONT;

m

AGENCY

.

TV

.

.

.

audience

fell

Eat,

leaving

wondering

tMng was about.
Sherman shows signs

S

what

whole

at times of

having plenty to Offer tele. It's
too bad no one will give hhn a
chaiaiEe.

Stol.

S01EH>. TEliEVISION

TRTOUTS

Sleds, Tom Field, talea*
Producer
Dircotor; Stuart Bn-

imtk Ken
ohanan

30 Mins., Saturday 8 pjm.

SOttlO"

WEWS-TV,

Cleveland

iMcCanvfMnckson)
Mechanically, this show

Camera work

is

tops

is excellent; voices

good, idea Kiound. Soldo, first to
break into the video field, canvasses the Northern Ohio area, se^leefs the best talent and gives it
an airing. The show rolls smoothly,
but imfortunately lacks sparkle.
As emcee. Ken Sleds appears
handcuffed by not being given
freedom of action. Ho introduces

each act with same forward approach •with cameras giving him a

fuM-faee shot. He doesn't consult
any listing of acts which might
break his sequence. Apparently, it
is going to be a crime in -television
to look at anything faintly resembling a script. In talking about
would-be performers asking at
Sohio stations for an application,
BACKET
Sleds could hold up a blank—it
Walsh, John might give him a chance to flex

-Sgi. Audley
New affiliates, which have been With
Shelly, Herb Evej-s, Beverly Dento ISIBC via temporary
nis, Joe Bossett, Engle Conrow
"working toangements" for some
*
Director: Bay Nelson
thne, will continue to be fed N.Y.15 mans.; ThWPS., 8:15 p.m.
orlginated shows by film pending
WABD, DuMttnt, N.Y,
completion of intercity connections.
DuMont has come up with a new
First link is to be made in October,
"Backets
when the Bell System -wlU tie 15-mlnute series called
Are My Racket," designed to exWABD Cleveland, Detroit. Toledo, Chi- pose
frauds and confidence games.
cago, Milwaukee and St. Louis via
character is Sgt.
central
The
Cost Data Ordered
its coaxial cable. Midwest link will
Ridgefield
the
Audley
Walsh,
of
Both carriers were ordered to
be joined to the eastern circuit in (N.J.) Police Dept. and the show
supply full cost data on all their
December at which time live net- dramatizes the "tricks of the tricky
operations, along with info on
work shows wUl be available.
trades,"
actual and potenOal demand for
As a briefie interlude on TV, it
fheir segnce on- s coast-to-coast
came off on last Thursday's (29)
ba$is»
Texas
Bids
initial stanza as a rather unimagWestern Iliiion was told to come (1). Agency is Campbell-Ewaldr^
inative bit of programmlng( leavSan
Antonio,
May
4.
F. & M; Schaef er Brewery sigaeA
prepared to defend its ihsistence
where it was.
Two additional applications have mg video just about
installment, Sgt.
on minimum one-year contracts for to sponsor N.Y. Ranger pro been flted
with the FCC for per- For the initialbehind desk as he
a
monthly subscribers to its micro- hockey games next season from mission
Walsh, introed
operate commercial cautiohs his listeners against the
wave hookup. Idea here is that Madison Sq.. Garden, N.Y., over television to
outlets
here.
danger of investing before invideo m^n might be paying for a WPIX, the N.Y. Daily News' forthFirst was from the
vestigating, took the videoglers betele station.
lot of serviee they'ami't actually commg
Account
Publishing
Co.,
carnival
scenes.
the
owners and oper- hind
getting. At tfa« salne timOi tBfiir marks, the first inked by WPIX,
Subject No. 1 was the crooked
hands would be tied if a cheaper which doesn't take the air until ators of KYFM here and the second was from The Walmac Co., of wheels and the shills who collab
June 15.
video hbofcup «e<^4s available.
Stuart Clothes inked to a 52- which Howard W. Davis is head, with the con men. There's the inThe phone conspany must exevitable
scene of the sucker and
and
which
operates
KMAC and his gal who
plain its rfefusal to connect its lines week contract for a series of spots
get trimmed, although
with those of other carriers except to be aired tvrice weekly over KISS (FM) here.
the odds are all in their favor, plus
in cases where it. cannot itself sup- WABD (DuMont, N.Y.), starting
the dick in the background. WindMay
20.
Agency is Emil Mogul,
ply web service.' For example, the
ing up, of course, with the expose
present A. T. & T. taxffis would
and a detailed explanation (with
Pernifts
prevent General Electric from
charts)
as to how the wheels
tisinrf"its own relay Hnk between
operate.
Conti9lied Irom page 40
Oil Firm BankrollB^
Schenectady and New York and
But it was all done with emphaof KFI, as program manager; John sis on preachment, rather than
then to hook on to the phone comPro
Nelson, emcee of ABC's "Bride entertainment. The carny scenes
pany's isouthbound circuit. If and
as irsl
and Groom," John Reddy, man- could have lent themselves to
when Bell activates a Unk into
of the ABC show, and radio something even remotely suggest- Schenectady,
GE must use the
KHConnnerdalTekast ager
musical
director
John Reddy, ing excitement or color, which it
phone company equipment all the
Hollywood,
May
4.
slated for production posts; L. A. lacked, even though it's obviously
way.
Los Angeles Rams football games agency man Howard
geared at being an unpretentioiis
FCC spokesmen explained that promise
E. Moser, as
Rose.
to
be
one
of
KFI's
initial
sales director; and his father J. G. package.
the phone company tariffs $35 a commercial
month per-airline-mile for fulltime the packagetelecasts. MCA has set Moser, as counsel.
with
Union
Oil
spon
Sunshine Tele, a radio new- THAT'S OCR SHERMAN
users—apply equally to microwave soring all
Rams games for the comer bankrolled by Allied
Stores With Hiram Sherman, Meg Mundy,
(Continued on page 48)
season. Oil firm will spend $40,000
officials, is the first video grant in
Gloria Stroocfc, Marc Daniels,
presenting the games.
Petersburgh, while WAPI was
Billy Parrell
AH home games of the Rams St.
preceded in Birndngham by Prodncen Ruth Wilk
vail be handled live while out of
McNElL EXITS
town battles will be filmed for con- WBRC, which won Its franchise Director: Btowaid Cordenr
Writer: Max mtk
sumption over KFI-TV durii^ the last January.
EYES
Commission also granted time- 15 Mins.j Moi^. (3), 8 pM.
week. Outside games will be filmed
extensions to three other stations Snstainin^
TTnexpected resignation of John in their entirety, but vrtU be
edited now under
construction:
McNeil last Friday (30) from his and eut down to one hour of
NBO WNBT—NBC, N. Y,
video WNBK, Cleveland,
Apparently working on the old
to Nov. 15,
post as director of commercial op- time, thus presenting the highlights
1948; WJAC-TV, Johnstown. Pa. to "if at first you don't succeed"
erations for the DuMont television of the game. If, however,
any one
web leaves vacant two important grid battle is loaded with interest Oct, 31 and Westinghouse's WBZ- formula, packager Ruth Wilk has
come up with another little teleTV, Boston to June 23,1948.
jobs in the DuMont programming from beginning to end, it wiU
be
vision
piece starring Broadway acHearings on Video Scraps
setup. McNeil's resignation was shown in complete form.
Hearings were called but no tor Hiram Sherman. Only trouble,
preceded several weeks ago by
KFI is not expected to have its
though, is that Miss Wilk will still
dates
tliat of Ken Famswortb, who gave studios readied by the
opening of eight fixed for video scraps in have to try again.
other towns as follows:
up his job as sales manager of the fall season, so games will be
Miss Wilk's brother. Max, Is
Video Broadcasting Co., Radio
WABD, the web's N. Y. flagship done as remotes. Nut of $40,000
listed as writer on the show but
station.
aUotted by Union Oil vidll take care Diablo, Inc., FM Radio and Tele what that job entailed was difficult
McNeil, who joined DuMont last of station time and facilities, Corp., all bidding ch. 13, San Jose, to
figure. Entire cast semed to be
year as WABD station manager franchise for televising the
struggling with ad lib dialog, meanBams Cal.
Mississippi Valley Co., Loyola ing
and was upped several months ago and filming and editing of out ofthat Wilk didn't write the lines.
University and New Orleans Tele- If he
to the network operation, plans to town games.
v/as responsible for the idea,
vision Co., for New Orleans.
go into the agency business. He
he too will have to try again. ForRichmond Radio Corp., Larus mat was as innocuous as the first
deda]%d that be Im several standMrs.
Eleanor
Roosevelt
and Bros., Lee Corp., Southern Sherman-Wilk opus several weeks
ing offers to join the video departments of several major agencies
Set for
Guest Shot Broadcasters, Inc., for Richmond. ago, titled "Home on the Range."
but will take a short vacation beBadger Broadcasting Co., Radio This one had the added attraction
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt is schedfore beginning to shop around for
Wisconsin, Inc., both for ch. 0, of Meg Mundy, star of the current
the best offer. Before joining Du- uled to appear as an biterview Madison, Wis.
Broadway production of "Respectguest
Doug
6n
Edwards'
OBS teleMont, he was station manager of
Advertisers Press, Inc., Booth ful Prostitute," as guest. Even she,
vision
news
show
tomorrow
(ThursWJZ, key outlet of ABC's sound
however, couldn't do much to help.
Radio Stations, Inc., for Flint.
day) night. Mrs. Roosevelt, who reFormat had Sherman's girlbroadcasting web in N. Y.
Wisconsin Broadcastmg System,
turned
recently
from
unveiling
the
It's beiljeved that Len Hole, who
Inc., Hearst Radio, Inc.; Kapital friend, Gloria Stroock, waiting to
joined DuMont only last week as statue of her late husband in Lon- Broadcasthig Co., WEXT, Inc., for meet him in a restaurant. With
no Sherman around, she sat
WABD manager, wiU step in and don, will be questioned by Ed- Milwaukee.
wards
on
her
down
reactions
at the table occupied by Miss
to
conditake over both operation and sales
Hudson Valley Broadcasthig Co.;
for the station, appointing a new tions in England and British re- Tjie Press Co.; Patroon Co.; Van Mundy and. her husband. Marc
sales manager to work directly un- actions to various, world problems. Curler Broadcasthig Co.; Meredith Daniels, wandered over to watch
pianist
Billy Farrell stare away
News
show, carried over the PubUshtag Co. and Troy Broadder his supervision. That would return the station operation to a lo- CBS three-city network, last week casting Co. for thfe Troy-Albany from her into the camera and generally killed time until Sherman's
cal setup, Instead of its betas run became the first to originate from area.
belated
arrival.
Intended gag
by network personnel as it has the partiaBy-completed CBS stuWHEG, Inc., WARC, Inc. and finale, with
Sherman showing up
been since McNeil was upped to dios in the Grand Central Terminal Meredith Publishing Co. for in
his costume from Ben Jonson's
- «ldg„N,T.
the network job.
Kodiester, N. Y.
"Alchemist," on which he's now

&

S, 1948[.

Wf* G<>cMi» Vs* Dry Goods

himself.

Best minutes in the performance
was a commercial spiel between
Sleds and commercial»annoHncer
Tom Field with Field showtag Sled
the advantages

of-

the Sohio

tire.

Here was a friendly, down-to-earth,
man-to-man talk. It had warmth,
This is the type of
sparkle that is lacking in overall
simplicity.

Each act, jilthough
good entertainment, was just another unit in a half-hour show. The
commercial, shots of the many
steps involved. In producing oil, was
another Instance of a "Cold" approach.
Mark.
presentation.

first

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN TEST
With Bert LyfeU, Neil HamlMos,
Francis DeSales, Helen Marcy
and Patricia Brisht
Producer: Lester Lewis
Director: Jtalph Warren
Writers:
Alton Alecancler
Ricltard Dana
30 Mins,; 'Cbnm. (22), 8 pm.

and

Sostainimr

WFIL-TV, PWIly
Simulating a Hollywood

set,

with Bert Lytell acting as "producer," this new entw to network
video is good possibility once the
bugs are ironed out. Instead of
featuring amateur talent, which
most so-called "test" shows are doing on television, "Screen Test"
takes actors who have Broadway

experience and runs them through
paces in their specialties.
Gimmick of having a screen personality as "consultant" and taking
part in a "screen test" is good one.
Only fault with this feature, when
caught, was the long "glad-to-seeyou" routine between Lytell and
Neil Hamilton. Recalling pix
which latter appeared didn't help
any, stace most of them were beyond recall of any but must mature

m

viewers.

However, bits featuring Francis
DeSales as an "SOS" agent, abetted by Hamilton; impersonations
by Helen Marcy and scene from
play by Patricia Bright were okay
entertainment.

Slial.

WRESTLING AT THE ARMORY
With Paid Hodges

2H

hours. Toes., 8:30 p.m.
Cleveland
Paul Hodges and two cameramen

WEWS-TV,

take in this Tuesday night top ath-

endeavor of Cleveland and
It, into a pleasant evening of
comedy. The pros, mindful they're
being televised, watch their language and have a tendency to make
sure they're being "mugged" prop-

letfc

turn

erly.
It is

questionable whether the
boys go all out for television
since pro wrestlers are known to
be mindful of each other's record.
But their grunts are audible, their
holds and facial expressions make

good video.
As for Hodges, he's not a Sports
expert and his humorous technique
in very nicely wdth the "keystone comedy" aspect of the wrestling match.. Hedges' headlock on
fits

the English language is in keeping
with the sport. Hence, prostrate
after the third time becomes "prostate" and occasionally "strangularizatioh" is coined to describe a
hold.
But. Hodges can be forgiven. His
humor, his color, his mike technique and his carefree handling of
the show

make

it

a worthwhile
Mark.

.

The

list

of

WCAU s

reads like a Vino's

They

clients

Who

,

.

both local and national advertisers

among the

AnovK the surest -quickest

best

way

names

.

.

in adyertisii^«

to get results is to broadcast

on

WCAU ... the Philadelpliia Station with the largest listening audience/
You

*BMB
Hooper

"Uihlirefia

Coyemje"

too can enjoy the advantages of

TOP

MBfOR^^

WCAU
@0,000 WATTS

•

CBS

AmUATC

PHIL/IOELPHIA'S LEADING RASiO INSTITUTION

'

pmam
Renews

Itadio

Washington,

Memorial Day two-hour segment over .WHK each

with details about

plaas iot decoratlRg the graves of Saturday afternoon. Usually trtan»
day (May is devoted to a series of nationali^
9), a meeting of Disabled Veterans segments with music, blurbs and
Assn., activities of Veterans of announcements; For the Passover
holiday, lomat Was changed to inForeign Wars, etc., etc.
Show has a plug for Air Corps clude all Jewish folksongs, Ti,oliday
Idea of program is chants and a sertes ^f announce^
recmiting.
fuilidbtm«eataUjr sound but materia! ments for the comin|f.'?«msIi Welon flret broadcast was much too fare Drive,
Program was tied together with
humdrum. Also Logan has too
much to do. There surely are more Cleveland's Cantor iCTia Bushman
vital things to be aired for veter- of Temple Bmanuel serving as
for example, current moderator.
Kecordings on the
ans;
as,
squawlt of ex-GI's over the way show included Cantor Segal and
things^ manhandled by Vr*-' "Vd^ his choir from New York, seteo*
tions
from the Metropolitan's
ministration.
Weat.

fallen veterans, hospital

NAOTONiULIW iBKOAnCASTS
With

Bob

Black,

Busman

Cantor

Irvla

Producer: Joe Black
12» IWiiis.; Sat., 2 to t
B, W. BlaUSHILO

WBQS^

May

4.

AM

,

vantage of a proposed new FCC
rule pffinnittins standard broadcasters to share a single tower and
transmitting site. .Sharing arrangements are being authorized to overcome the increasingly tough problem of finding sites for new staflons which are acceptable to the
Civil Aeronautics Administration.
CAA, not FCC, lias the last word
on site approvals and its recent
crackdowns have created a virtual
impasse for scores of AM-FM-tele
Richard Tucker and selections entrepreneurs ^ce the war.
from Cantors Mosche Kussevitslcy
Wee-watters generally may seize
and Saul Meisds of Warsaw and on the 50-50 arrangement to shave
Cleveland respeetivdyr
laore
Two-hour solid period was ex- e^icpense^ and get on the idr
pertly broken by producer Joe quickly.
-D. C. daytimer, wiU
Black who interrupted heavy
music with fehort plugs for Pales- share its Falls Church, Va., tower
tinian fund drive to come, ^lugs, with newcomer WFAX starting in'
too, were "not the sled^ehfumer June. WFAX will concentrate on
type, but built around the theme local FaUs Churcli hiz v.-ith
of a homeland.
JBict
the D. C. operation.
Mark.

WQW,

<CleT«laiia

Clevdand's newest bigtime radio
tliae-user is the automobile agency,
6. W. Blaushild,. which takes a

& 5f. video networlf rates. on, Since equipment shortages sm
MS^evB think hearing should emlng, FCC concluded any future
fillbusterlBg
will
be
watched
be «3^anded to Include same treat- closely,

Two local indies are tfe first
A. T.
stations in the country to take ad- Some

m

"

ment i»f FM jOne charges.
3. S^'erg are sure to i^e the
2. Group wlU review FCCs pub- westiffia of 100% web
duplication
lic assurances last week that ,FM thotwgt it was beUeved
few if anv
laggards wiE'be weeded out quick- AM'Wi i^itiatos we 3!ea#
to buck
chamels
to
bonaand
opened
ly
tlt^ n«1»rarics at fbi9 ffime.
fide bidders. Commission last Fridirector BiU
day <30) wrote

4. tiatest Badio Manufactnrers^
Assn. figures showing 161,185 fmBailey that requests for more time
sets' turned out in the five
to complete station constractlOB
weeks ended April 2 are well' unhliive Ibeen acted on at ttte rate of
der earlier estimates of at least
20 a week. Where
permittees
200,000. FM'ers may have somehave appeared unreasonably slug- thing to
say too about video-FM
gish, FCC has given them a 90-day
production ratios. First quarter
ultimatum to get on the air or forreports 'for '48 shbiv 118,027 tele
feit their franchises. About 20 have
sete and 437,829 FM-AM units
r^ientlj^ turned back permits when
turaed off assembly lines. Though
faced with the news. No reprieves
something like three times as many
liave be^ grainted for more tlmn
sets were produced as tele,
90-day periods. Commission said it
figures are the more startling
hasn't been able to conduct. onwhen the 500
outlets on the
the-spot Investigations to date but
air
compare^ with a bai^ 25
are
facts
appear
to warrant it,
where
iitaffeix will be aent o«it from now operating video stations.

FMA

AM

FM

FM

FM

an advertiser discovers

THE HOUSEWIVES' PROTECTIVE LEAGUE
delivers

more

participation

sales at less cost than onv

program

in all

radio!

Ik
th* Hoiis«wiv»»'

mitt HOBE AND

SONS

MIlkCHAHOISIN*
roiiicity **

Hew York, Hew York
Dear Pletehert
Stl«is:58,000«ttWltt
.

next

u

8™^^Sv^,?•?,a|^^»^«„•^^J^^ » i»™

v^io..

^^^^

ft'^^^"**

mOBft-aW

ColttraWa'*
Hdrthwist and

great

alfiBttt-

SCMHatt

WM.SntHl.StiHW'*

pat

stations in

mare ireat

.

matXete

par.
Hater to the

For mor»5n*o^n»«**«*"*
with
get in touch

any

Protective lieague was
oa toe*«iJi

of

pro9Ta«n».
carrying the
Iheir nw*'^"*''
representeitives,

@r...
ever dreamed of
setting "!«^*» a time In which no nf^

THE HOUSEWIVES'

Job,

^"^ ^^^^'

,

^'f

St.

L§«is^

PRfllEOTlVE LEAGUE
A

Diviilon of

CBS—

.

^®^y truly

yours,

Cecil c. Hoge

show was going

'

Why are there twice as many sponsoredl mystery programs in

1948

as there

were in 1941?

Why

are they so popular with sponsors— manufacturers of such varied products as food and refrigerators
...

The answer
,

soap and clothing ... motor cars add foufltain pens?

drugs and cigarettes

simple: look at

is

them anyway you

will (ratings... costs... selling efficiency)

mysteries are better buys than all other types of programs.
fating point than the average for

aU

Mutual mysteries are doing a

job for their sponsors

advertisers).

terrific

and

And on Mutual, mysteries cost less per

networks. \

Mutual mysteries can do a job for you

top.

(who

include

some of

the nation's top

Here are four of them available— two

with great selling records^atid two which are buildiftg ioto top-mnk vehicles. Read the highlights ... listen to

them ... you tviU want to ptiti^^

THE CASEBOOK OF

ADVENTURES OF
Bought by Petri Wine in 1946 (as summer replacement for "Sherlock Hohnes")
Gregory Hood did so well it was kept through the winter and into 947. the Average Hooper for 1946 was 5.5 and for '1947 it was 7.1; it hit a high of 9.2
April
'

h

1947. Back otytlutual Tuesdays at 9:30 (following Heatter and "Mutual Nevsreet"), Gregory Hood is once $gaioi ready for sponsorship— ready once mote to
deliver ratings and sales.

Gregory Hood has an unusual

From July 1945

to the

Summer of

The Falcon was

1947,

,

week itidifFereat radio or scteea jpel>>
and is played by the celebrity himself; Ray Hoble,
Sam Spade and Jack Bailey of MutualVi^mous '"Queen" are examples. Top writing
«iles vehicle.
and difeetion, great plots conjliiiiv* TO Jl^

jsonality

is

twist; csch

written into the script

Company—and
The average rating for 1945 was

sponsored by the American Safety Razor
did a

terrific selling job.

5.0; for

1946 (including the summer)

the

half of 1947

first

it

was

also 7.0.

it

was 7.0; and for

nous

Nine times .during

those two years the rating went above 10!

Here's a show that's been huilMpg. Aveczge Hooper,

In January 1948,
Sustainer.

And

The Falcon

the

first

returned to

sustaining rating

Mutual— as a
was 7.4. The

:

March

*

latest rating i$ 6.4.

rating climbed to 8.2, against such shows as "Big

Written by David Kogan and Bob Arthur,

What The Falcon did for its former sponsor— it can do for
its

next one.

It

can get ratings.

It is

an eminently merchan-

disaBle show, with unusual tie-in opportunities afforded by

(a) 3 Falcon motion pictures a year; and (b) successful

Summer 1946, was 42}

average January-July 1947, was 4.9. Last September "Traveller" was moved to
Tuesdays, 8 00 p.m. ( its present spot ) and the 1 943 average went to 6.3- Its second

as

who

Town" and Milton

.

Beile.

have such other hits to their credit

"Thin Man," "The Shadow" and "Nick Carter" and starring Maurice Taiplio,.
field of mystery, crime and supei^-

"Mysterious Traveller" roams the whole chilling

Ripe for sponsorship, "Traveller" should pay out handsomely. Listen to it
•
and judge for yourself.

natural.

.

.

book series.

The combination
less

of rating ability and merchandisability

one thing to the sponsor— more audience for
money per rating' point and more sales miore profit-

means

just

ably. Listen to

. . .

The Falcon,

let

your

own ears convince ypu

of its power tO' hold and sell an aitdience.

,

"Riemarkablc.in a class apart.;. consistently quivers widi suspense." That's «
quote from John Crosby, New York Hetald«Tribune, who devoted two whole columns to "Quiet Please" (August 22, 1947 an<f March 12, 1948). Ben Gross,
Daily News, said "holds listener's attention from beginning to end." Variety raved
and so did Billboard.

Not a "whodunit"

For the complete story on these four programs, write,
wire or phone Program Department, Mutulal Broadcasting System.

New

York:

PE

6-9600; Chicagoj

in the usual sense, "Quiet Please"

is

a new, thrilling approach

and macabre. Written by Wyllis Cooper, narrated by Ernest
actors under expert direaion, "Quiet Pl«ase" is a
n&w experience in radio listening. And listeners prove it, through ratings .which are

to the mysterious, eerie

Chappel and played by polished
building.

Be

sure to listen.

Whitehall 5060.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

!

May

Wi^ismimff
in striking mSHumt tQ
former institute .yfears. Of -the
%mS.,
"practical" broadcijisters
tlie piogiam
virtually «a were
a lF«»el
or pradiyEttoa level.'
pai^dpaht plAtied to for His sched"

S»

B&B. was

'

m

Decline and Fall of Ohio
C9iitjiQli«d

from page

F May

Items, from an iadustiy stand* «i;ed appeautance and duc&^ out 9s put IJie coin
affair failed even to Ittre its old ising
grams.
Edgar poittt, liowever, failed to generate soon as WSpectfully posslblfe
Mutual prexy
standljy,
The budget
The National Assn. of fireworks. New Republic critic Saul
If Ohio's tired but tested format
Robak.

intoi

Broadcasters sent only Pat GrifHth, Carson rounded up Saudek, Earie
new director of women's activities. McGill, Radio Directors Guild
An FCC faitliful. Commissioner prexy; Erik Bamouw, Radio
Clifford Durr, flanked by Dallas Writers GuUd prtes; Nelson Case.
Smytlie and Charles Clift, was N. Y. chapter head of AFEA, and
around for the full session, but .(by Natalie Flatow, Gu-1 Scouts radio
choice) entered no voice except to director, for a "Critical Look at
make a few informal remarks to Radio Criticism." If the panelists
they
the National Assn. of Educational felt like tearing the crix apart,
Criticism is.
hardly showed it.
Broaacai^erst annual meeting.
they agreed; the i^dio
healtliy,'
Key network people who showed
has a tough job keeping «P
—the list was headed by ABC's critic
with everything that's, on the, air,
Robert Saudek (only web veepee on
CBS' and, on the whole, he does a fair
hand),

NBC's

Sterling Fisher,

another go-arounfl, it'll
probably be without the aid of industry elements of any ^ranfc
survives

IP's

'

job.

Lyman Bryson and Mutual's Elsie
Dick—got called oa to double in

.

Aside from what the delegates
brass, "most of them being tapped absorbed in galloping tiirough the
for two to three panel stints each. usual gatout of panels on agriculWebthe
children's, Women's, religious,
feeling
of
tural,
typical
the
But
bers, as «xpress6d by one, was: music, school and veterans' pro"You don't see Jop ^flucaters lii» grams, th^ perhaps came away
Dr. Conant and iDr.' HutcKlns here. with meatiest advice from a NaWhy should top networkers turn tional Organizations panel set Up
out?"
by " Lucille Clarke, Red Cross
On the credit side/the institute r^idio director.. In' particular, Leslie
Bowles ad agency
offered some conscientious efforts Harris, Benton
by production-side people (the x-adio exec, toSsed the planners of
nearest thing to industry "biggies" fund-raisAng apj^^ some stj^aight
'The
cutrdit
contest trend is
talk.
there) to give the educators praetical instructiiMi audi constructive going to have to be "controlled,"
tips on .publle ser^ifee program- lie said; contests are often made too
the mistake
complicated,
tod
make
ming. One of the best of these-was
freelance director Mitchell Gray- of pitting, local ."stations against
son's demonstration (using Ohio one another. Organizations, he de,

A

1st

(^r Bp

two .«be»^F pro*

jairoHlc

asthwn

tsmm$ imm

the

dry climate) has approved the Morarfasgement- flf ris plain of cuttmg the "Aldrich"
"Aldrich" is somewhat cOWplKS. bwdget by reductog the amounts
Goldsmith, who originally adapted paid f» ihft tsleait mA sUcing his
the series from his stage play, own fee and the commissions^
He has no interest in resttmfaiK
"What a life," and who scripted
it
unta two seasons ago, gets scriptmg of the aeries himself, or
$3,500 weold^ royalty. ISofa Stone of doing any other radio wi-itmg
roceives $2,000 for starring as However, he is said to be working
Henry 'Aldrich. Jackie Kelk gets on a aew l^git play, his second
$1,250 as Homer, while House since "What » life" and the unJameson and JKatherine Raht col- successful "Mr. Cooper's Left
lect $400 each as Mrl and Mrs. Hand.'.' Besides his income from
Aldrich. Balance- of tlie cast is paid radio, he has sulistantial shares in
slightly 6v0r scale, andt t.'ie orches* the Theatre Guild productions of
"Oklahoma!," "Carousel," "O Mistra costs about $1,006.
The script is now written on al- tress Mine" and "Allegro."
ternate weeks by Patricia Joudry
(Dinsdale) and Del Binsdale, and
Norman Tokar and Ed Jurist, Each
'

With a deep bow to the steadilyrapid growth of television, RCA
prexy David Sarnoff revealed in a
Statemsnt-io stocHholderS in N.Y.
yesterday (Tuesday) that the corporation's net profit, after taxes, for
pair shares the $1,500 fee on alterthe first quarter of 1948 was $5,- nate weeks. This $1,500 does not
5S Continued from page 3,t
764,498. representing an increase come out of the regular production
of* $1,084,433, or 23%, over the
budget, but is understood to be Rexall ad budget has been runsame peiriod in 1947.
paid largely by Goldsmitli from lus ning to $2,600,000.
Earnings per common share for $3,500 fee, with the Stellar corpoBBD&O is Stiir$3,500,000 behind
the first ;quarter this year totaled ration payloig the balance. (SteUar the $66,000,000 tally that the
36c, as compared with 28c for tlie is owned jointly by Goldsmith and Thompson agency bills out of its
quarter In '4"?. RCA's con- Morris.)
fii-st
American offices, but if BBD&o
solidated gross income for the
It's $gured that the actual pro- should hook up up with Procter &
three-month period totaled $88,- duction .'budget finiouHts to about Gamble's Dreft brand, for which it
053,297, an increase of $11,493,201, $10,000; That includes GoIdsmilJi's has been invited to pitch (see sepor 15%, wer the 1947 figure.
Stone's
Kelt's parate story), the additional bill$3,500,
$2,000,
Expressing general optimism fOr $1,2.50, .tele $1,000 for music, Jame- ihgs from that sounse could suffice
the future business outtook, Sar- son's and Wss Baht's combined to leapfrog BBD&.0 over JWT into
noflf declared that ordefs for home $900
estimated $1,500 to first place, Prior to the assignment
instruments still exceed produc- cover* the rest of the cast, plus of the' Lucky Strike account six
tion, despite expanded production sound, social security, taxes, insur- weeks ago BBD&Q ranked fourth
facilities. Major incSSsase has been ,ance and Stellar's share of the among agencies in annual billings.
in the sale of tele tub^. "Out- script fee' (Goldsmith's share, of
standing advances in television course, is excluded, as be pays it
Philadelphia ^Benedict Glmbel,
have amply justified the' optimism out of his $3,500).
Jr., WIP prexy, lias, been appointed
expressed at our meeting last yeai'
That would leave approximately a member of the Olympic ComnUt"
and on other occasions," Saraoff $800 a week margin for Stellar tee of the liUddle Atlantic Amateur
said. "Television begau in 1847 to Productions, which is shared by Union.
fulfill its promise of becoming a Goldsmith and Morris. In addition
new and dynamic postwar industry. there is a double commisSDioiQ. luc^
It is gaining impetus daily."
rangement, with Morris getting
Samoff declared that the NBC around $1,000 for agenting the
radio web 1» 1947 enjoyed the package and 'Brandt
Brwdt a
laigest business volume in its similar
amount -as QoldsoxUh's
Ustory. KVI broadcasting Is spread- agent.
ing across the country today at the
Because of this elaborate finanrate of 50 new stations a month, cial setup, the "Aldrich" Writers
lie said, adding that RCA is one are understood to have 'refused to
of the chief suppliers of FM equip- accept the requested oHe-third cut,
ment. Looking Into the future, he and several of the performers aire
envisaged the use of nuclear .energy also reported protesting. They
to power radio aiiid tele sets, declar- claim that between $5,000'" and
iri^ it would make possible the $6,000 of the show's $13,000 net
building of smaller and more com- budget, goes for royalty, commispact receivers.
siong and package profit, and claim
that the cost could -be reduced to
the required $10,000 figure ^thout
cutting the talent actually producing the stanza.
Yia
Meanwhile, on the possibility
Continned from page 41'
that Morris may be imable to trim
coaxial cable. Binney's invention, the budget to the necessary
in work since 1839, can be put $10,000, Sylvester (Pat) Weaver, Y
& R vice-prez and radio head, is
into effect at a very low cost.
* understood
making preparations to
Kecord-A-Vue is also unveiling
special recording unit cJipable of use "Aldrich" as bait to get back
putting televidon on wax complete the Bord«a "account, which the
with sound and teady. for re- agency lost to Kenyon & Eckhardt
transmission. Video caniera view a year ago. Borden ad execs have
is talcen through camera and into always expressed a yen to have
special unit, then put on standard a show like "Aldrich" and presum
acetate. ¥ideo is recorded at 5,- ably might be willing to pay the
000,000 cycles as in comparison to present $15,000 price (mcluding
600
YOUk DIAL
the 6,500 cycles for normal platters. agency commissioft) to get the
The human ear is incapatde of tak- original.
Mean.whUe, Borden
ing any sound over 12,000 cycSes,
has
the
Mutual's
Television transmitted through "Your Song and Mine" musical
phone wires, its believed, will bring series Wednesday nights on CBS,
the infant industry, almost im- produced by Air Features (Hummediately, into its own. Telephone mert) for K & E. and "Aldrichf is
also on
wires wUl provide outlets in low on Thursday nights on NBC, with a
population cities and towns were current Hooper ofr 13.5.
4:15 P.M. EOT Sataraafs
Goldsmith, who is building a
coaxial cable w6uld be too expensive to be considered. Tele- home in Tucson (where his son's
phone transmission will provide an

^

&

State tJ. dramaUc students) of how
17to put an air siiow together.
year veteran of lER sessions called
It the "most helpful" how-to-do
stanza he'd seen.
One of the agenda's most pronx-

Droil 'lUdncli'

Mwr

33

.

M

m&

ne^d to "exercise more
showmanship" in presenting their
radio ideds and need to slant their
plugs for specifie shows.
Absence of ^d agency people, except for Harris and Olga Druce of
clared,

—

;

&

1

I

T¥

Iroi

l)t

Phone

;

Per 28 years,

WWJ - THE MTROIT NEWS

.

has enjoyed a "family relationship with
Detroiters; who have -given WVyj the key to
their homes, Jtnd keep the "welcome mat" out
morning, afternoon, and evening.
This is due to WWJ's solicitude for the com-

FRACTURES ME
on WICG!
ON

munity's welfai-e, as evidence by its contmuons
Public Service leadership. It is due to WWJ*Jt
constant catering to the desires of Detroitefs
local

programming. And

it is

of stars available through

CHARLIE SLOOUM

iii

due to the wealth

WWJ's

WBAM-FM

21 -year old

NBC affiliation.
The.combinatipn of these 3 elemeq|8 provides
advertisers with an effective econdmicsl
medium -for promotion of, products of every de-

WWJ

scription in the multi-billion dollar Detroit
ket,

through W(WJ

-

THE DETROIT NEWS

you gain entrte-into the

instant

network policy for video,

bringing

Muzak

mar-

into idl iiomes.

it

reportedly

Is interested in
tfelevlsion.
Firm, noW
records via wire into
restaurants, would* switch to video
in eateries. It wouM also put tele
into apartment houses and other
places where there are gatherings
of people.
Platters will allow
sports and news events to be recorded and edited then sent to tele
stations for transmission at their
convenience. Tele set purchasers
can record the telecast to keep in
their record files for playing in the
same manner as records and the
files Will be opened to platteries
who will be able to record tele

waxing of
^

most htmi^s—all ike time.

Atsociafa Teltyisiom

SMioa WWJ-TV

playing

shows and

sell

them through

5^33,574

Pair* of Ears

within reach of fHifladd-

ph i« '$

Pi on eer

Voic«.

^retail

dealei's.

AM-~9S0 Kftocycm— 5000 waits

WIP

Bangor, Me
Guy P. Gannett
Broadcasting Services on -Tuesday
(4) launched iadepeudent operation of
here and

WGUY-FM

WGAN-FM,

Portland, on a

tandem

BASIC

basis. Sam Henderson, station manager at this end, is shotddered with

responsil)iUty for

new

MUTUAL

setup. Pro-

gramming wiU be out of

Mt

Hope

avenue studios here, -with Portland
picking it up via air relay.

-

-

sDWARD

PETRY & CO.

Curtain
for the

Sunday night dramatic show

home of Mr. and

Th

calls keep

coming ...
good

that brings

Mrs. America. Latest of the

Theatre Guild on the Air, sponsored

many

hy United

highest honor, the George Foster Peabody

Award

theatre into the

tributes received

by

States Steelj is radioes

fQr *'outstanding enter-

tainment in drama,"

Thanks
.

.

to the people

and thanks to

making

it

the

who

fetars

have said such nice things about the show

arid

everyone

who

has ^^^^^^^^

which nice things are said!
the kind of radio entertainment about

"THEATRE GUILD

on the

Sunday Evenings -ABC

AIR''

network

UNITED STATES STEEL

*

48
Council and KOA, Deavsri IionoraJ>I»
mshtton to "Adventures In Sesearob,"
wroductd by Westinghouso Bleatrlo Corp.

and
First award to "Lest W* forgot—Ths
American Dream," produced by the Institute for Democratic Education; honorable mentions to "It Can Happen to
Tou," produced by the American Cancer
Honorable mention to "Safety in Water," Society, and "The Tenth Man," produced
produced by CKIilT, Toronto; "All the by the National Mental Htalth FoundaKing's Men," produced by li^DQM, Univ. tion.
...
.
of Minnesota, and 'Hell or B[lBh Water,''
Freaentinx Fnblle ImiM
produced by KOIN, Portland, Ore.
First award to "Town Meeting in CanClilldren's (Oat-ot-S<)i1)«l lliit«iitnK)i
ada;'' produced by Town Meeting, I-td.
First awards to "The American Horl- honorable rasntlons to "Freedom (Bill ot
taero," produced by WNBW, N. Y,j "Fun
Bights)", produced by Troop Inforina*
Time," produced by 'WHA, Madison; hon- tlon and Education Division, Special
orable mentions to "Up and Down the atafC. U, S. Army, and to "Hing Crosby
Scalfls," produced by KSL, Salt Lake City,
Sings for Safely," produced by the Naand "Tlie Children's Cornsi'," produced tional Safety Council.
l)y Indiana Univ. department of radio lor
Furthering International IJnderstnndiiig
"IVIRK, Indianapolis.
First awaid to "To Tou In Amei'lca,"

S

Continued from paf e 32

by CBS; "National Farm and
Hour," produced by NBC,

iiroducea

Homo

Caltnrali eeneml
First awitrd to "CBS is TUore." producod by CBB; bonorabte mention to
''State «8," pfodiiced by the Canadian
Biottdcastlug Corp.* and "Qnlet Please."

produced by Mutual.
.
'
Oultuml: Music
No Srst award! Uonornble monlion to
Arturo Togdanlnl and the NBC Symphony Orchestra, and "Orchestras ot the
Natron," produced by NBC
Pttblki Affalrit

First awardn to "Uoorwaj- to Life."
produced by CBS, and to the CBS Documentary Unit productions; lionorable
inontlon to Mutual documentary programs; special citations to "Howard K.
Smith from London," on CBS, «nd "The
United Nations Today," produced by UN,
Children's rrocrain«
First awards to "Ma^lc Adventures,"
produced by CBC. and "Melody Theatre,"
produced by Bobert MaxweH Associates
for Mutual; honorable mentions to "Tales
of Adventure/' produced by CBS s "Let's
St'tiotend," pradnced by CBS; "The Story
to Order,'' produced by NBC, and "Ad*
venture Parade," produced by Bobert
Ma?:well for Mutualw
OwHtline Braadcasts
First awards to "The Friend and Piitcr
Stuyvesant," produced by CBS: "Son of
Man," produced by CBS; "Murder in the
Cutliedral," produced by CBC, and "'t^he
GaM» Against Cancer." produced by CBC;
honorable mention to "The Ohost and
the Bell," produced by NBC.
KKCilOMAIi NXnCB, OKGANIZATIOIiS, ft

BXGIONAI^ £ CIJSAB-CHASKeJL
..-STATIOMS
BeUsldns Ffognuni
.

.

First award to "Wteld Over Play*
house," produced by the Jewish SSducat'ton Committee for WMBC; New Torlc.

First
drops,^'

AKrlealtom Vrojmms'
Award to "Beglmented Rainproduced by WOW* Omaha:

produced by the Joint Reltglous Radio
Committee.

Tccn-AKers" (Out of School Llstenlnf)
No awards.
primary Orndesr-School Broadcasts

<Nd awards In this
news interpretation,

—

Pittsburgh;

.

Garry Moore

honorable menttonti
produced bv

-A-Fleld,"

classiflcation for
special
ona-tlmo

and teenagers'
clilldren's
broadcasts,
out-of-school listening, or scliool broadand
casts for' primary, intermediate
junior and senior high school srades.)

produced by WIP, Philadelphia: . "Music
Time," produced by KMBC, Kansas City;
and "Otseaae Control," produced by
i?T^^.^?'*'"^'?
IkDKA, Plttsbui-«h, and "News
the
Week," produced by WHA, Madison.
.Jr. and Hr. Hlij-h Sehool (Jrnaes--

M

'

Beiliclons

Frosrams

First award to "The Eastern Liturirles,"
produced by Radio Production ITnlt of
St. Louis Univ. for'
and WEW-FM,

WEW

Louis.

!st.

Acrioidtiinil

-

No

ihnKnim*

.

reported that practhe business did), but feeling was that
Von Zell could fit the biU.
(although

it's

tically everi^body else in

It's said that Moore was at first
hesitant about the additional dayNo awards.
Cultural Proarnnis
_.
time chore (he continues with the
First award to"Muslo for the CoiinolsCaUnnil Fracmnis
night "Take It Or Leave
Sunday
Bour,"
'"Music
produced
First awards to
fpr Marmaby 'WNTC, N, Y
PcrHnnnl and Social Problems
dulce," produced' by WOWOi Fort Wayne,
It"). However, the likelihood of
I'irBt awards to "People Unlimiied,"
tnd., and '"The 'Spoken Word," produced
produced by WNTC, N, Y.;"It'B Toueh "Breakfast'^ going television was
by WNKW, N. T.
t" Bs_TuunB," produced by WBZ,
the
clincher
In Moore's okaying
PersMud and Social Problems
Boston.
First awards to ''Divorce," produced by
Hearings,''^ produced by the deal, since he's got the video
KLZ, Denver, and "Mew World A-Com- WNTC n"y'
bug: «iid wants to piep for .the
Ing," produced by WMCA, N. T,; honorNews Interpretations
No awards.
able mention to "The Author Spealcs His
medlulh.
Fnrthering International VnderslandinK
Piece," produced by WNEW,- N. T.;
First awards to "rnternational QuIk/'
special award to "Report Uncensored,'
produced
by
produced by WBBH. Chlcaso.
WPBN, Philadelphia;
a'wa.Tds.

WomenTs Procrams
No awards,

Women's Erasrams

'

RcMBtliw

Vnblle Issues
First award* to^ "Houslngr^lt47," produced by WNBC. sr. T., and "Bresblns
'the Tra(Se;Jam," produced by WNEW,
N. T.; honorXMv mention to "A Home to
Live In," produced by WMCA, N. T.
.

News

'

Interpretation
First award to "CBS 'Views the Press,"
produced by WGB8, N.
:Curtherlac Interaatlaaal JDademtandlnc
First award to "An American Unlveri«iS[ty-*Prlne«toni" produced by the British
''i^rAadcastlnv Corp, in cooperation with
varloua U. 8. stations; honorable mention
to

"Nations on

WILL,

Parade,"

produced

by

tTniv. of lUlnola, and to "UN News
Reel," produced by the XTnlted Nations
'
Orgranizations tor VKHXM, TS. T,

Speilal'

KNOW,

Austin.
,

tion via WBOB, CtoTafatnd.
Spedal Oa«fXba« ^nadeasto
award to menace In White," pro' Intermeiliato Gtadea—Scrhool Bronacnsts
No awards.
Cblambia"* PkclQc Network;
'

3t.

_

anA

Hlsh SohooUH-

Sr.

.School B«fad«a«t*

awards to "Drama Time." nroduced by 'WNYK, N.
and 'As.,'!™inonl: TIN," produced by "WMYE, N. Y
First

;

honorable mention to "Junior Ilis'h
School Fomm." produced by N. Y, Btiard
of Education via WNTB, N.

T

Special Class
„
Special award to "WNTO JBlKhth
.

AnMuslo ^B-estiVal," Vodnoed

ORGA;mimoNs pbbpabing
AND DISTBlBTI'nNG
row USB ON stations

Mil.:

Religions ihcwmtau
First award to "All Ahoard for Adventure," produced by the .Tolht Relii-ious
''»"<""»We mention to
BulldliiFr for Peao^," produeed bv the
.Toliit RkIikIous Radio Committee.
(No awiirds fnv agricultural and

women's

pniffiaras in this classlflcailon.)

Cultunil Pragrnms

LOU CLAYTON

First award to "lloport to the Itoelii. H
prodncod by the Rocky Mountain Ujidio

is

Srt «I1 tlie

.

.

"last test-pattern year."
It must
emerge from this experimentation
phase next year, he said, and "as
an educational force television
must begin immediately to realize
its limitless potentialities."
It's a
fatal mistake to assume that the
public will permit tele to take as
long as radio did to reach maturity,
felt.

Raleitrh—The
work, through

WRAL-FM,

through May.

0*1

A/,,

uflintemipled oimI

KlOA TALENT (Top f« f offomi
DON

O'SniSM, Dlnclor or Smrts

JOS MantIN,
iooiM

MMUr Dl»

LII HannlS. Color

Moit,

Snorts

TRUOV MUMOW, Womon't

intcrtttt .

. .

;

mf fmit

W«Hs DayHM*
tjm WoMl NI«UH««

tO,000

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

FM

.

M. Roy^sr roproionfoffv* ftow #• rMuh

.

WWDC

at

$4 a plug.

Net

aifiliatOi

UstenOrs a
the-

Guber-

Common-

ttilt

Mofnoa

Salt Lake aty—KUTA has teed
with a new series of dramati«
shows produced by the KUTA Ra»

Co-Ax Raps
as Conttame* fMBi

l»

ott

bb

dio Guild. Shows are aired Satup*
or cable wherever they may bt' in days at 9:30 p.m., with George
operation throughout the country. Ross of the station staff producing
A. T. & T. cannot afford, appar- and directing. General purpose be^
ently, to discriminate against it- hind, the series is to encourage lo<
self by giving its microwave links cal talent in writing and acting.
a favored rate.
Comniission gave several reasons for refusing \^ continue
video's free ride. It mentioned discrimination to other broadcast
users of common carrier faculReference oliviously applies
ties.
to FM'ers, who have beei} paying
A. T. & T. at the rate of $10 peraii'Iine-mile a month for their high-

network lines, and were
ready to halt web operations If
video was given another reprieve.
Commission order also hinted
that Western Uidoii, whicli has few
chips to throw away on 'video
experimentation, might simply bog
down on its projected relay rather
than give the service away free.
Since WU has broken ground on
fidelity

the relay in anticipation of at least
meeting expenses through the summer,' it was believed an "act of
bad faith" to cut off that hope at
this time.

Contimied from page 34 jbs

ABC

both

III. waLLACf, MMIcal

IN

IOWA'S URGEST INDEPENDENT tttAR CHANNEL STATION
IN9EKNDENT HOADCASnMft COMPANY
eNTMNK •uiuiNa i«TH AH» Muumw m. Mto moinm •. lomr*

»* «»»» »

—

Cleveland
Pianist Bob Reed
brings his talents to
from
New York for a Monday-throughFriday half-hour stint at 8 a.m.
Formerly heard over
with
"Your Time" he also was producerdirector of Major Bowes' Amateur

WTAM

4-«

** «

["JINGLES

:

llHAT DON'T

JANGLE"

WOR

Hour.

WORCESTER

WTAG

'

wrtt* to

KlOA

.

WOL

exists that tlie White^.
disker will get a reprieve, but
the chances are very slim.
"Pops" Whiteman, just elevated
to veepee over
music, won't
be off the air entirely^unless his
Monday night "On Stage, America" alsi is axed. But he's under.stood to want, anyway, to move
gradually into an administrative
capacity.
With the Block hour on Mutual,
it was a case of many complications (including inability to get a
N. Y. airing until the season was
well along), and his only quarterhour sponsor, Semlcr, is yanking
the tab.

noseru

MYOlor
Howanp,' Ntwi

01*

...

Eighth series ot the quarter-liour '.'Here's to Veterans" platters
shipped out by VA last iveek for airtng between June 1-Aug. 31.
Series currently heard on 1;456 AM-FM stations, more than half
using it in Class A time ... Tom Elliston, Times-Herald radio ed
debuting a new radio review show over WEAM, Arlington (2)
Ted Granik's 20-yeap-old "American Forum of the Air" signed off
the local WOL-Mutual ether last ivfeek for a spring recess
Bing
Crosby, Bergen & McCarthy, Milton Berle and entire cast of Bergen's
Sunday NBC stanza staging benefit broadcast (May 16) from Uline
Arena for D, C. youth orgs. Tickets going at $L25, $2,50 and $5
,
morning man Mike Hunnlcutt cited
Marine Corps for re*
cruiting promotion
Matthew Dowd, leaving WLEE, Richmond for
engineering assignment at WOL
.
I. T. Cqhen ad agency starting

man
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.
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l» urv* Iowa

.

po.ssibility

independent »to«on.
fine* KIOA is
tht icopt of its programmins ii uniim<

ftall li fle*r«d

.

'

com-

A

KlOA's entire
iuben and rural.

FM

local

natorial and Senatorial candidates
in a program series, "Meet the
Candidates." Series will be heard
each Sunday evening, 6:30 to 6:45,

liMd <ip the atl'Importsnt newi room
iniurr down-to-the-minute coverege on local, national and tniernational newi.
ipeeiti two-mtn lc*m will make KiOA't
'newt programs outiiending In low*.

(ted.

Dixie
Its

is .giving its

chance to hear six of

and

POBUC SmUiCi
»f*f»rf»fc

.

.

A

^

• W«r»>fi>

.

.

.11,000 record end trsnicriplion library, under the di«rt v«r*v rection of Joe Martin mcini tops in muticel entertain*
mcnt. Joe net been letuted nationally «i • leeding diic jockey.

JV/^ltfC
"eP
•••

.

.

togethermore in the home.
Paul Mowrey, ABC felQ director,
said he regained 1948 «$ video's

J""
• . . a« d«eribed bir 4ne of «ic mid-west'i btit known Iporticsitcri— Oon O'Brien, Director of Sporti.
plete

.

ss

medium" which should draw fam-

the
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.
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UNITED RISXAI.I, DRUG CO.
Wednesday, NIIC, 10:3» P.M., K.1>.H.T.
H.0.]|I--»Ob the Island With Yon"
"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"

,

WNBW
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Teenagers' (Out of Sehool listening)
N<> awards.
t^rlnary Ondes-^SohooI BroadruNis
First yward to ;*The fiealth Parade."
produced by Cleveland Board of Educa-

.

,

—

"Cliicago Theatre of the Air" has been picked for the. first
Mutual's
Music Oscar to be. awarded by the Cjity club of Chicago
"All Star Revue" for Revere 'Camera added' 10 stations last week. Show
Tom Horan, midwest
shifts from 7 to 8:30 p.m., beginning May 20
chief of NBC's sound dept., at home convalescing after a major opera'*
Bob James and Bob Finnegan added to WIND'S announcing
tion
.Hal Rorke, radio director of J. Walter Thompson, back at his
staff.
McGeehan & O'Mara
desk following week-long battle with the hives
.George Watson tem«
have added WGIL to their station rep list.
porarily silenced on "Gold Coast Rhythm" by a throat ailment...;
Delegation of 35 Radio Rowers* Junketed to Kankakee, 111., Saturday
(1) to attend wedding of Connie Rivard, ABC flack, to David Kimble,
."Travel Time," with Frank Sweeney as emcee,
of NBC promotion,
bowed Sunday (2) on WJJD. Shoiw Will award free vacation trips t«
listeners.
.Beulah Kamey, home economist on "Shopper's Special,'*
named food editor of the Canadian Version of Liberty mag. .Baba
Ruth, en route to California, stopped over in Chi Thursday (29) for a
guest shot on "Tom Mix."

WGN's

also that the Pasadeni Gonunimity
Playhouse in California Is prepping

First

duced

.

montlily "Ike and Mike" radiO'-tele, newsletter for clients . . . NBCcompeting video tfaeatre-^studio at Wardman Park in mid-May
• Rep. Carroll Keams (R„ Pa.) starred as baritone soloist with AAF
soliciting
band over Indie Continental
web last week . .
entries for annual beauty contest for which it holds exclusive contract
... Fay Day, WTOP-CBS research director moving to New York
dramas for Los Angeles' KTTV.
Chick Allison, sales director May 10, as asst research manager of CBS radio sales . . . WGAY,
of WLWT, Cincinnati, another Silver Spring, has announced new "Bargain Counter" alter for bouse"
75-word spot Is specially pticed
speaker, saw tele as a "family wives and, taddentally, sponsors.

Educators

Ono-Tlme Broa«l«a»tg

First award to "l' Witness Death." produced by IvLAC, Hollywood; honorable
medtlou to "One-Hundred Fold," produced by WNTC N. T.
Cbildrea's (Out of,.S«hool UBteninc)
First awards to "Saturday Mornlne
CWWren'a story Fair." produced
bv
'WNYC, IT Y., and "Leather BreecIieH,"
produced by Bftdio House, Univ. of Texas
via

.

.

•.

.

produced by

'WNYC n^"t

.

.

,

honorable mention to "Fanu Safety."
produced by Wicr, Oklahoma City.

i

manager; J, R, MiUer, ongineer; At gchroder, mgtiieepf
and Chic Showerman, web veepee. .Bernard Howard, former assistant
radio chief of Arthur MeyerhofC & Co., has exited to form a new radio
Herb CunnilT, head of ABC guest rela*
and tele production agency
tions, left May 1 to re-don the khaki at Fort Riley, Kan. Harry Jeifriei
"Make Mine Musio," half-hour variety shoiv, is being
replaces
readied at WBBM for its CBS bow on May 9. Cast includes Billy Lea^
and Connie Russell.
Hunt Downs, scripter of "Let's Have Fun" and "Teens and Tune|
Club," will add direction of both shows to his scripting chores,.,.
Quiz Kid Ruthie Duskm sang the role of "Lola" in the All Children's
Grand Opera Co. production of "Cavalleria Rusticana" Sunday (2)
station ntlattom

.

Continued from page 3S

,

ard Kenyon & Eckhardt, to decide
on Breneman's successor.
produced by CBC over CBL, Toronto, for
Along with Moore, tlie most
CBS Mideast Network; honorable mention
Sories," produced by likely candidates for.tlte role were
S
ii?,?."^'"^
Columbus Philharmonic Orchestra Assn
Johnny Nelson, lon^me annountor WOHU, Columbus.
cer on the show, and "Bride and
Special Cbiss
SpcclaKaward to "Little Songs on Bi* Grobin" emcee; and Harry Von
Subjects." produced by WNHW N, Y
Zell. Actually, Von Zell didn't put
LOCAI, OROANIZAVIONH
AND LOCAI, STATIONS
in a bl>;..for the Breneman spot
Hchiiol Broadcasts
First award to "Ontario Social Studies,"
•

/

iggggSgBSm Gontiniied from pat* IK

;

First award to "Rndioland Express,"
.iroduccd liy WFIL, Philadelphia; honorable mention to "Story Period for Junior," produced by CBC via CBL, Toronto.
Iiitermedinto Oradee School BNadeasts
First a-wards to "Bxplorinir Music."

KDKA,

From The Prodnction Centers

Social Probleat*

Persooal

Ohio State Awards

LANNY AND GINGER GREY
RcKlio

»t

Programt

US» HADISOK AVK.

'

&

!

Jinglei
N. Y. <S,

'

AT«fHicr »-4Q20

49

RANKS

STAFFORD
No.1

FEMAIE SINGER
FOR THE StCOUD CONSECUTIVE
* Average Hooper Program Ratings from Kov., 1947 thru

YEAR.'

April, 1948.

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB
NBC NETWORK

Publicity

ond

Public Relations

MARGARET EfTINGER & CO.

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY

MONDAY

*

^

Personol

Management

MICHAEl NIDORF

^

Exclusively

Direction

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

^

CAPITOL RECORDS

so
Lofsa

Continued from page 32

get about getting into print by
attacking radio" and "look at some

New Packages

Stnff-Rafo

Two new radio packaging outLancer
Productions
and
Indie producer Frank Cooper has sewed up radio and tele
Franklin-Sands, were formed last
rlcht.
week.
Lancer firm, comprising W. Somerset Maugham's complete works, including plays, navels
radio folded up and died, leaving Hartley Samuels, Norman Frank stories and anthologies, via agent Jacques Chambrun.
After dosing the deal in N. Y, -recently, Cooper flew back tn
the field to the people it would and Albert Simmons, 'has set up a
Coast to supervise audition today (5) of the Ailene Harris show fcS
denounce, a generation later, as new situation combdy show based
on characters created by Daphne Mutual and to get the "Comedy Writers' Show" set for Its June 0 dehSf
hucksters^ But don't blame broadHarry as sustaining sub for Bfaig Ctoshy on ABC,
McVicker, mag writer.
casting for the' ills of a society Salter is musical director,
Mutual's malting the promotional most out of RCA-Vlctor's selenHn,.
Lancer firm is also planning a
made in your image. When you
have removed advertising from five-day-a-woek interview Show to of "Gabriel's Heater" as winning title for an unnamed pop tune ifl«?
our billboards, toned it down in be done on board the Cunard line tered by Ersklne Hawkins. Contest (with a tele set as prize) to niot
newspapers and magazines, taken ships, Queen Mary and Queen name was run ofiE via 80 disk jockeys and won by a crippled Brnnv
Name personalities will N. Y., boy. Winning title relates to Hawkins' billing as the "20th Cpn
its influence out of 1,001 phases Elizabeth.
of our daily life ^then you have be interviewed by Maggl McNellis turx Gabriel," but is such a natural switch on Gabriel Heatter's nam«
Mutual immediately glommed onto a tie-in. Web is shippine aTnnn
the right to demand that broad- and Ted Campbell.
Franklin-Sands group, consisting window streamers about it to affiliate stations,' Record comescasting do likewiisei"
'out
Bob Stephan, Cleveland Plain of Art Franklin, publicist, and Lee
Dealer radio editor, rapped the Sands, a writer, has cut a comedy
slotting of public service shows in show, "Pardon My Glove," starring
"unattractive time periods," but former heavyweight champ Max
Seattle to 'Adopf O'seas
proposed that education "must Baer, with Dick Lane, Sara Berner
Guest shots
cease being a beggar on com- and Marty Stanley.
Contlnned from page 35
Families Via Trent Airer
mercial radio's doorstep" and pay for noted pugs will be written Into
in the radio show, Raymond R.
its way to maintain its radio rat" the script as the .personalities be-

Com'l Radio vs. Educ't B'casters

fits,

;

'

-

facts."

Theme Throushout Meet
Some, although not
speakers

panel

of Gott's

all,

—the

scheduled

topic was "Building and Producing

Effective

WOV's

Programs"—chimed

(N: Y.)

in,

Arnold Hartley

as-

serted radio was a lot more grown
-tip than many of its critics and
charged that educational institutions have to a great extent failed
to take advantage of the FM band
handed them by the FCC.

The theme was echoed by

in-

dustry reps in subsequent sessions,
but neither at the opener nor
later did the educators fight back.
Thfe finishing touches of the counterattack were put on Sunday night
at the annual dinner by a trio of
* critics-tumed-defenders of radio.
"Don't kick that poor broadcasting hound for the tricks you allowed him to learn," admonished

New

Saul Carson,

"Look

nist.

Look, for
educators.

Kepublic colum-

homeward,

instance,

angel!

among the

They bad their chance
and what did they do with it.
They got their feet wet in radio,
right up to their splc-and-span
'

coattails

...

then

educational

—

Breneman

;

Third sound-oiler was Dean
Myers, Columbus Dispatch radio
ing.

come

Morgan, John Mastcrson and Chet
Mittendorf, all prominent in Coast

available.

He took a month's leave
the radio.
an- of his show in March on doctor's
nouncing staiT. He studied here at orders and rested in Arizona and
Ide-Faulin Bchool, worked for a Palm Springs. Upon his Return he
while at WEAP in AUentown and was given medico's okay to go back
spent 19 months of his 21 years in to his show, having appi^ently
the Navy. Jean McLallen, formerly made a gradual recovery from, a
heart condition. His death recalled
with WCFL in Chicago and
similar incident of a few years ago
in WheeUngi has joined
continuity department. Schmidt's when Danny Danker, Coast radio
shoe store has renewed sponsor^ head of J. Walter Thompson,
ship of Cleda Clark on WPIT for dropped dead suddenly after a
13 weeks more.
month's rest.
Breneman won a host of friends
in the trade and among the milFIttsbursh— Ray

ed.

were

There

some among

in-

dustry's forces at the Institute who
that the 'self-appointed defenders went overboard to the
point of painting 'radio considerably whiter than it really is, A
more general feeJimg, however,
felt

was one of frustration. As one
broadcaster said, "When
got around to rolling

heavy

artillery, thei*e

we

finally

out

the

was no one

to shoot at."

Buch

latest addition to the

is

WWSW

WWVA
WPGH

HIGHER TOWER
GREATER POWER
been increased

WIWT

^200 times

more

new

Cincinnati,

•

has

temporary

trartsmitter

facilities.

With the completion of the new $^00,000 studto and

i

trans*

originates from the newest, finest, most up-to-date television

now

WLWT

the country. The

in

comprises a

circle

of 45 miles

in

effective

radius

in-"

coverage area

... an area which

— 1,300,000 people.

encompasses 380,000 families

WLWT

\

is

providing

of television service
evening. The-

this

important market with

weekly— seven days a week,

20

to

30

hours

Vine

m

program schedule provides a balanced fare of

pets,

and miscellaneous

movies, cartoons

and

happier.
course, some radio
commercials are dumb, repetitive
and nerve-rasping, but you don't
have to work- so hard. Write me
care of General Delivery, Green

sports events ... in addition to feature

Bay, and no anonymous blasts will
be acknowledged.
But don't misinterpret my point.
Television will certaiifly have a
big place. Some products will be
ideal for TV, just as mahy fit radio
hke a glove and just as the newspapers have a clear advantage in
particular forms of selling—automobile copy for example. Radio

film shorts.

WlWT's coverage is available now also, on a non-interconnected
network

basis, to national advertisers using the

NBC

television

network.

Every facility of WLWT has been designed especially for television. The very latest, most advanced equipment available has
been used throughout the studios, the transmitter, the 570-foot
antenna tower, and the mobile microwave transmitter unit. No

and films exist side by side, So do
radio and newspapers; radio and
all sorts of other advertising and
entertainment media. So I suspect
radio and television can go along
without one dooming the oth6r.
I hope next time I'm back in
New York that radio will, like Lazarus, be back from the grave arid
the mourners will be concentrating on something else. I have a
hunch in sounding off this way I'm
speaking for a lot of broadcasters
around the U, S.

expense has been spared to assure Greater Cincinnati and surrounding territory with the finest, most dependable television
service possible.

focilities

America's foremost sing'
ers of Western tunes, The
Texas Rangeta, ace ready
to lasso their huge audi*
ence into your tales room.

They rope 'em in with
their wide selection of
favorite tunes, beautifully

transcribed.

,

Information on rates, availabilities, participating sponsorship

and

in Hollywood.

Continued from page 30

live

maker shows, quiz games, fashion shows, weather hews, hobby
shows, puppet shows, audience-participation programs, advice
on

street,

Radio Requiem

afternoon and

feotures each weekj including basel>allj wrestling, news, home-

.

A

later "Breakfast at Sardi's*' was
launched.
When Breneman and
Morgan tiflied with Dave Covey,
owner of Sardi's, the show moved
over to Breneman 's restaurant on

mitter plant, Ithe sight-ond-sound of Ohio's first television station

stailation

Iprogram,Service was set up by Miss Trent
as a supplemental service to the
l{u:ge charitable organizations, as
she felt that many Seattle families
would be interested in aiding European families on a personal,' individual basis. In setting up the
lions of middleaged and elderly machinery for such personal aid
women who made "him their idol she furnishes interested Seattle
both by remote and in attendance families with all pertinent personal
at his programs from the restau- data on the European family as to
rant bearing his name but licensed numer of children, economic staout as an eatery. He came up the tus, etc.
hard way after doing a song-anddance turn in vaudeville. Taking
BOY S^ABKET'S P.A.'S
to radio in 1929 he failed to imLouisville, May 4.
press and moved to New York,
where he conducted "Laugh Club
Roy Starkey,
cowboy
of the Air." It was no whopping singer, who airs with his "Wake
success so he moved back to Los Up Smiling"
at 6:30 a.m.
Angeles and became a station man' daily, and has his own show "Song
ager and part-time performer. San Stories" at 12:30 daily, has been
Francisco was his next port of call booked by "Doc" Cassidy to play
and it was there that he 'hit his the Switow chain of houses in
metier, the audience participation Indiana.
field.
Live shows have not played these
Hot on the idea of doing an houses for five years, and in some
'
aud participation show from a res- cases 10 years.
taurant, he returned to Hollywood
and interested tiaymond B. Morgan, who heads up his own agency,
in the venture.
few weeks

WHAS

maxlipum goyemment'OUthorized

at

effective than th«

used during the. construction of our

4.

gang

200-folcl.

now operates

—

power

WLWTf

May

-

ii

The signal strength of television station

Seattle,

Susan Trent, who does "Susan
Trent Calling," morning show on
KXA here, has pftrsonally
arranged for tlie "adoption" by
Seattle families of more than 50
needy families in Italy, France,
Germany and the Netherlands'
through a campaign on her daily*

in di e

are available upon request.

KMOX's Radio Workshop
,

KMOX,

St.

local

Louis,

CBS

May

outlet,

will

S

STATION

Marguerite Fleming, St. Louis PubSchools; Miss Martha May

lic

Boyer,

Lindenwood College, St.
Charles, Mo., and Ben Wilson,
continuity director.

KMOX

These

trans*

numbering in

the hundreds, are virtually
as flexible as live talent.

They allow you

to spot

your messages wherever
you want them. In other
words, you add The Texas
Rangers to your sales force
at a price that is scaled to

4.

sponsor a radio workshop providing elementary and advanced training in modern broadcasting in coop with the University of Missouri,
Lincoln University and the St.
Louis public schools. Courses Will
be held in the radio studios June
14-25 and midwest experts in radio
education will serve on the faculty.
They include Dr. I. Keith Taylor,
Ohio State U.; Mrs. Kathleen Lardie, Detroit public schools!
Miss

TELEVISION SERVICE OF THE NATION

criptions,

fit

your market and

sta*

tion. You'll find perfect

harmony . . .
sales.

in songs and

51
MacArthur. 1st to Get
Theme-Song Treatment

Pro^im Repred by AFM

Tele

Fw Video Use of Bind ?k Shorts
May

Chicago,

M.^

concluded

haS

4.

of Musithat 16m

Fedetntioii

*m*.riean

by name bandleaders
Si
to
be used by or
«S made

tele-

sold

«g*l,y

Kem,

t^e oompaniea dlstrlbutunless a tele-use clause
ta the orl^nri contract.

Kluded

San A. Music Lovers
Cling' to Player Pianos
San Antonio, May 4.
Most exclusive and tenacious
group of music lovers in this city

player-piano
are
fans.
Neither
time, jukobox, radio nor phonograph dims their attachment for
the peddle-pushei-s which swept
the country early in the century.
whomever holds the
tele rights to
Piano rolls are still available in
made.
ihorts they
local stores.
Sales arc small but
distributors of
In recent months
regular. Classical music rolls are
sellbeen
haye
inch musical shorts
now coUectorsV items, but one retele
to
rights
ine their showing
cording firm releases blues, cowboy
the
of
majority
jtoteiests, though a
ballads and
boogie-woogie and
'
contracts under which some standards: and pops. Among
fin
restricted their
them ate Straus Waltzes, Barcarolle
they were made
Soundies-machine and Schubert's Serenade. Standard
to
only
Rowings. But agencies and band- numbers include "Across the Alley
leaders began to create a stir, from the Alamo," "Let Mc Call
^MCh led some of the original You Sweetheart," "Red Silk StockmalRM of the films, notably the ings and Green Perfume," "Ticolocal Soundies outfit, to apply for Tico," etc. "Feudin* and Fightin' ",
the fturchase of tele rights to avoid "Lady ftom 29 Palms" and "Smoke,
Which led to the
trouble)
the bestSrrtwover, it has decided
made the shorU
tattdleaders who
ttdttsively for Sowdiea
sell
h6ine distribution can «ot
tlrat

mdunes

«

I

Despite the. comparative earliness of the Presidential race, Tin
couldn't carry on without a few words about Gen. Douglas MacArthur. Two tunes are already on the market. Other Presidential asph-ants are yet to be set
to musici a check with the Music
Publishers Protective Assn/s title
i-egistration dept. shows.

AFM

execs here and in New York
tele-musician
scales.
t^ilcerning

^itUfti

rates, cited two weeks ago,
official last week when

bC^eiiine

Junes

C

Petrillo,

the

l^gaeA
idiMttCiSd

tKW& M

AFM

bead,
covering

agreement

Jtnd the

tiK^

AFM

officially anThey call for

them.

AM

Expand Singers,

program, and
?S% of the AM rate for a network
In both instances reprogram.
toaisal pay is to be 66%% of AM

Mercinry

needed, but

For Disk in Eng.

AM

AM

Men

hired
rctes when so used.
for tele work may be assigned to

AM

programs, but must be paid
the pro-rata difference between
the lower tele scale and the
pdy.
staff or single-engagement musicians may be assigned to
programs that are sent out in
duplicate (both
and tele), but,
in addition to the full AM' rate,
they must be paid $7.50 per man
fm the tele show« If commercial,
and $3.75 per Jf suataininc. All

AM

AM

^

AM

"

(Cbntintted

on page 06)

ABCs'StopHhiac'

Fbpes Jobbers
"Stop

Which

is

the -Music" radio show,
creating a Hooperating

ABC

in the 8-9 slot on
Sunday
evenings, is also creating a headache for music jobbers. Every time
Itlr

we

Chicago,

Mercury

Records

May

14.

'&Ss.'**^'*"'
Since the number of sheet music
«sers demanding the
title of the
guessing melody in all
probability
represent
only a
fraction
of

NX Distrib For

RCA, Buys 200G Worth
Of

«Y8»'aWe telephone numbers

WNEW

Plug Time

wroughout the country, the chances
Bruno-N.Y.. Inc., whose whole''""8 caUed are smaU. But sale distributing operations inRCA-Victor record,
l^hZ '""in'* *«Wng unnecessary cludes the
Chances.
They want to be ready.
radio and Television line, has
bought $200,000 worth of disk
jockey Ume on WNEW, N. Y., for

L?

the current year.
While the commercial copy will
deal with the long list of products,
including radio and television sets,

Hollywood, May 4.
Ah«
UnkK? Olman, general manager of
Wobbms-Feist-MiUer, will spend washers and refrigerators, which
bni^^i"""*^'* here
'» the
wL?^.c

this

summer. Bruno

Beverly

Hills

give

distributes,

Victor

the

the deal will
heaviest record

combined vacash and biz plug concentration that any single
outhasn't been feeling
^ well, label has been getting on any
Due hei* July 1.
„
let in the New York area.

«h»?

ft,'.

?®

ers.

They work steadily

at .prices

ranging from
$500 to $2,000
weekly. And when they're booked
the agency involved usually is able
to sell a medium-name to background and thus add whatever b.o.
pull it may have to the singer's

release top billing.
version of

next Monday (10) a
"Nature Boy" by John Laurenz
accompanied by a full orchestra of
over 20 men. Musical background
was made in England and as far as
is known Mercury is the first company to go outside the jurisdiction
of the American Federation of
Musicians for music to beat the
iatter's disk ban. It'll probably be
the only recording, with musical
accomp, of "Nature" to be put into
competition
with
King Cole's
Capitol cutting. AH others are
done a capeUa.
Making of the background in
England, with the full knowledge
of the British Musicians Union that
the disk was to be marketed in
the U. S., makes it clear enough
that the BMU has no intention of
supporting the AFM's ban. If there
ever was any substance to the
AFM's claim that the BMU would
back the AFM, it had been worn
to a frazzle by the conistant shipment here of pressings made from
masters done in London, for tlie
U. S. London label, a subsidiary of
the English Decca firm. But since
it was known that London had the
full cooperation of the British government, which seeks U. S. dollars,
it was figured that BMU's cooperation with the London label was a
must that perhaps couldn't be

Bruno,

agencies are at the moment
handling lists of such ex-band sing-

will

giveaway program debuts a
new "mystery tune," retail music
dealers are poUtely, but firmly requested by sheet music customers
8w them the name of the song
*-Juain case they are called up by
Wiephone to identify it. Mystery
Wn$.Pn8!e on the show Is now
avoided.
worth $17,000.
Mercury's "Nature" was made in
Retailers, who more often than
aot do not know the title them- London 10 days or so ago and
fwves, are anxious these days to reached New York last Wednesday
*eep customers happy. They file (28). It was relayed to Hollywood
requests with large jobbers in al- immediately,, where Laurenz added
lyric and processing started.
Latter then go to the
^^^l to
? ^^^"Se.
work
dig up the title and it isn't Jack Lacey and other N. Y. disk
copies of the recording
easy. Current
"mystery tune" re- jocks had
air Monday (3), but it wont
the
on
services
21!Jf'«?„the
of an expert
ana its assumed that the title, be on sale until next week (10),
wnen discovered, was passed on

«

name bands

Makes

MuskalAccomp.

has concluded, how-

tele when
full

top

AH

ever, tele rates applicable to regular staff men. Those hired for

shifted to
Wk may bemust
be paid

Bands by Dnafing

to niteriesi

Kale.
also

NowSoloii«,Hclp

Many former

list.

10-Year Contract With

—

'

T^A^,^^A^

HfT..^:..

tir„««.^

SPA

Herman

n^i'

.

TBios.

-

unfair trade practice.

Rolls are al.so still in use in lo- and numerous medium orchestras
cal music schooLs and classes as a now find the shoe on the other
means of familiarizing students
Whereas once these combos
with the interpretation of not^ foot.
were steps along the ladder to sucpianists.
cess for singers who sprang into
solo positions, they are now working on the strength of the boxoffice pull of those singers througit
being packaged with them for sale

broadthe rcgulaiindividual lo-

Ctit Mtte applied by
cals for a one-station

AFM

Smoke" made

Smoke,
seller

AliVl decision re the shorts came
out of the lengthy discussions by

New

Starr, head of the Warmusic publishing interEdwardS Music Warns
jests, beat the Music Publishers
Biltmore of CounterSUitil^rotcctive Assn. to the punch
again by signing a contract with
Edwards Music, against which the Songwriters Protective Assn.
Songs pushing the general inDave Dreyer's Biltmore Music is Stan- agreed to a 10-year deal
clude "MacArthur for President,"
suing for allegedly infringing upon Monday (3), accepting all the
published by Royal Music, and
the copyright of "You Can't Be points that had already been
written by Charles R. Hayes as
Ti-ue, Deal-," is figuring on retalia- agreed upon botween the SPA and
well as sanctified by Lansing Hoy t,
tory action. Edwards says that if MPPA. Since the SPA-MPPA conhead of National Campaign, Com^
Biltmore's claims are rejected in
raittee
for MacArthur.
Aubrey the courts, it will immediately tract is not completely settled,
Starr's deal will automatically be
Stauffer has inked another, "Cairy
suit over the Iatter's threats improved equally with tlie MPPA
On For General MacArthur," pub- bring
to music jobbers to sue i£ they con- agreement in the event the latter,
lished by Joseph B. Fallon.
tinue to carry Edwards' versions when signed, is a better arrangeof the tune. Edwards claims that's ment.

m

]«fttsaL

W6 Jmnps Gnn on MPPA, Sps

Pan Alley

/

jydertSte^h

AsASCAPPrexy
Fred Ahlert was named the
fourth president of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers last week, a move that
Taylor,

He

replaced

Deems

who has been head

of the

was expected.

Society since 1941, but whose
reign was cut by the installation
two years ago of a $25,000 annual
'salary to the chair, with a restriction to It two-year run of any individual.
,

b^

selected as TayAhlert had
successor by ASGAP's high

lor's

priests' several weeks ago, after
considerable deliberation, but the

appointment was not made official
until the regular board meeting
His election
last Thursday (29).
was unanimous, incidentally. All
other officers of the Society were
Iveld in their posts, with the excep-

who was
replaced by Frank Connor as assistant treasurer. Incumbents are:
HammerOscar
Gus Schigner and
stein, veepees; George W. Meyer,

Starr did the .same thing the
Argument between the two com- last time a contract renewal came
panies is due to Biltmore's obtain- up between the songwriter and
ing of a U. S. copyright on the publisher factions, about eight
German tune from the V. S. Alien years ago. This time he participatProperty Custodian. This copyright ed with the MPPA director board
is the only one allowing an arin contract discussions with the
rangement of the original melody. SP.\ committee. Then signed his
Edwards also has a copyright, hut own deal, which is retroactive to
only for a literal translation of the •Tan. 1, 1947, when the previous
melody and lyric. Biltmore claims SPA-MPPA agreement expired,
Edwards' version is also an aris not a member. of the MPPA,
rangement and therefore a violaSPA-MPPA agreement is expecttion.'
ed to be ironed out by the end
One of the points
of this month.
^remaining to be settled springs
from the SPA insistence tliat U. S.
publishers write contracts for English and continental representation
of their songs with restrictions
upon the length of foreign copyright to 28 years, the same as a
copyright term in this country.
English copyright laws call for the
song to be held by a publisher tor
150 years beyond the 'death of author, which also applied to U. S.
Possibility that "Naturie Boy," songs taken by English pubs.

WB

ITidM Pub Eyes

'Mm Bfff As

-

;

I

Between the time' the previous
one of the quickest hits in years as
SPA-MPPA contract expired, and
recorded by King Cole, is an inthe new copiyright term clause was
fringement of an old Jewish mel- agreed, upon relative to songs sold
ody, is claimed by A. Edward Mas- overseas, some pubs had made
They were on the
ters, attorney for J. J. Kammen, English deals.
Jewish-time music publisher. Masters and Kammen have had tune
experts making comparisons between "Nature" and "Schweig Mein
Hartz" ("Be Calm My Heart"), from
an operetta titled "Papirossen,"
wi'itten by Yiddish theatre actor

Herman

Yablokoif'.

<

Masters, as a result, has drawn
vis dispatching letters to
recording companies,
^
broadcasters, Biirke-Yan Heusen
Crestview Music, and all others
concerned with "Nature Boy," ad-"
vising them that the tune is an
infringement and that legal action

up and

various

,

in all likelihood will follow. Yablokoif 's melody was copyrighted in
1935.

Kammen

has several times been
involved with ma jor music publishers in infringement actions.
One
of the most notable was its suit
some years ago against the Warner
Bros, firms over "Isle of Capri,"
which was won by Kammen. Firm
also
owns "Bei Mir Bist Du
Schoen," which shot the Andrews
Sisters to the top in the late '30s
and over which there was legal
.

action.

tion of -Ray Henderson,

'

old basis. Now the writers' are insisting that these be changed, under the arrangement which makes
the new deal retroactive to Jan. 1
'47.
It may be settled by having
income from foreign deals go to
U. S. pubs for the 28 years, and
revenue beyond and up to 50

all

years following to tlie death of the
V. S,. writer, to him or his estate.
In other words, the writer, will own
the foreign rights to his tunes
after 28 yieavs and up to the Engr
'
\ish copyright limit.
-

Major

M

Up (h*

Payola Chiffge
Music Publishers Contact Employees made its first move in five
years or so against a' major publisher and its employees on a pay*
ola charge. Union ordered Teddy
Black, formerly on the staff of
Bourne,
Inc.,
Ben
Bomstein,
brother of Sol Bomstein, owner of
Bourne, and the music company
itself arraigned before the organization's trial

board Monds^

(3)

on

charges of paying for arrangements
of tunes u,sed by undesignated
bands to broadcast Bourne songs.
'No Glory, You're Paid'
Meeting of the trial board as-^
treassertedly brought about a decision
secretary; Louis Bernstein,
H'wood Bowl Date in the case, but additional evidence
urer; Donald Gray, assistant secrewas presented late Monday evetary.
Hollywood, May 4.
ning to MPCE ruling heads and
Ahlert, it is anticipated, will take
In a rather unprecedented move, the decision is being held up-pendr
a more active role in ASCAP's Stan Kenton last week told KFWB
workings than any president be- disk jockey Gene Norman to ing further consultation by the'
trial board and MPCE council.
fore him, which is no slight to Tay- cease billing himself as the "preChair-holder is as a rule ex- senter" of the jazz concert Ken- What the additional, amounted' to
lor.
pected to be no more than a figure- ton will "play in Hollywood Bowl is being kept under cover.
MPCE hasn't made a' similar
j^ead, but Ahlert is known to have June 12.
Actually Norman will
miJve since a case involving -the
Considerable knowledge of the promote the bash, but bandleader
then at the Piccadilly
inner workings of the Society and wants no one billed on paper and Three Suns,
hotel, New York.
Last year, it
is the sort of a guy who won't air plugs except members of his agwent after a songwriter involved
stand by. Directors who appointed gregation.
in a mixed up affair with, a pubhim to the presidency do not exKenton relayed word to Norman Usher and, since the writer was an
pect him to take hold, but they he felt that since Norman is getMPCE cardholder, fined him $1,000
anticipate his doing so thereby ting 30% of gross, that's ample re^
for telling conflicting stories. Fine
partly filling the position of gen- ward and that the disk jock need
was never paid and the writer,
eral jnanager, left open last year not feel entitled to any glory or
Moe Jaffe, was suspended from
by the death of John G. Paine.
The deal is membership.
personal build up.
Ahlert. an "AA" writer in ASCAP that Kenton and Norman will split
just as is Taylor, has written a con- the expenses of promotion and
It is exsiderable number of outstanding then take their cuts.
'Blame Me' Lend-leased
Among them plained that the jock and the
hits over the years.
Warren Music, subsidiary of
are "I'll Get By," which was re- batoneer are still on the best of
Bobbins Music, is without a plug
vived almost two years ago, "Mean terms personally, but Kenton got a
Robbins last
tunc.
Thei-efore,
whenhe
noticed
NorBing
nettled
the
Night,"
bit
"Blue
of
Me,"
to
Merrilyn
Ham- week transferred the copyright of
flack,
Crosby's theme, "Moon Was Yel- man's
"Don't Blame Me" to Warren for
low," etc. His income from ASCAP mond, widely dissembiating ballyone
year. Dorothy Fields and Jim"Gene
Norman
Prethe
of
anhoo
$19,000
nins
about
writer
as a
Last autumn Nor- my McHugh wrote the tune.
nually, which of course will be in- sents-^" Sort.
It's used in Metro's "Big City"
creased by his $25,000 annual sal- man promoted a Kenton concert in
film, the reason for 'Wvrten going
ary as president, which Taylor also Pasadena and will repeat July 1,
to work on it.
helm
the Bowl bash.
well
as
yeai-s.
as
two
past
the
for
received

Kenton TeDs Norman
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OBCIIESIIIAS-MVSKC
Deal
For Tea Leaves'

Col. in Disk

^bcks, Jufees jond Disks
By Ben Bodec
"Nature enade" side merits the spotlight.
now apparent that
pieces Grooving happens to be the only
one of those rare
almost any one of the British hit available at
5?l iejtf well with
have now the moment, and it probably will
Tt's

»3»

ts

Sffi'Sinatra (Columbia)
"^iSded their diskea versions
of a pertot and the honor*
spread over an
formance well done
«'» even a
widening field.
capella backa
the
to
f*f „p
Ifaymes
of the two etchings.

A

Major Compaiwis Ditclu^ Many

Columbia Records last week
deal with the Algene disk
company, Philadelphia, via which
CR will press and distribute the
latter's recording of "Tea Leaves."
TJhis disk, by Emil Cote, has made
quite a sales dent in the FhiUy
area and seems to be spreading out.
Other majors are making the song,
owned by Morris Music, which purchased it six weeks ago from
writers Morty Berk, Frank Capana
and Max Freedman.
CR's deal with Algene calls for
the latter to receive a percentage
of the revenue from the disk.

made a

'

Pre-Ban Masters, Despite CoId Loss
Major recording companies
all

Indie

Whh

Makes Deal

in

probability will take fair-sized

tremendous
all majors
with the exception of Decca cut
prior to the Jan, 1 disk ban of the
American Federation of Musicians.
During the past couple of weeks,
with the disk ban four months old,
some of the majors have already
begun to be very careful about
what they select for marketing.
Sides are being checked thoroughly and if it's decided that the tune^
or even the performance, doesn't
measure up, they are being side^

due to the
amounts of material

losses

hdie for Hat Platter

much riding until the competish
Chicago, May 4.
conies along. Manson, backed
Universal Records has made an
with a symphonic harmonica group,
agreement with the Back Bay
sprinkles the gay melody with a
Record Company to release the
rieh assortment of nuances. Added
Frank Petty Trio version of
to the background is the effect of
"Hearts Win, You Lose." Record is
a shoemaker hammering at his^ Morris' deal with the writers as- claimed m, have sold 25,000 copies
chore in rhythm. Eleanor Bowers sertedly called for no advance^
during the last three Weeks in Bos^
contributes a catchy vocal.
ton alone. Only other company:
"Faddle" also rates as an earwhich has- cut the tune is DeLuxe
tickler.
Manson and the group do
Records.
Favorite Four
aptly by "Nature Boy," but the
Milt Putnam, of Universal, made
treatment of the lyric as a straight
Bud Whaley
a similar arrangement with Charles '"tracked. Many will never see the
Tex.
Anttonio.
recitation
diminishes
much
from
San
Kurtzman, head of Back Bay, to light of release.
KMAG,
(Coleman
Soul"
thing's
effectiveness.
the
and
release eight more sides waxed by
"Body
RCA-Victor and Columbia were'
the trioi
the heaviest investors in pre^ban
can't, Get "Started"
masters.
-G Capitol and
Columbia Records last week is^
Platter Points
(Bunny Bengan).
stashed plenty away, too, but not
sued publisher royalty checks for
Dor(Jimmy
Eyes"
"Green
Harry James (Columbia) should
near the quantities of the former
the first quarter of this year and
nick off a lot of jockey time with
ley)'.
two. Decca's poke is the lightest of
approxidisbursed
was
total
the
Artie
(
Beguine
"Begin the
his "Trumpet Blues" and "Carnival
all and and it therefore has less to
mately 20% off the company's
ZIV
Shaw).
of Venice." First is upper drawer,
worry about.
prior three-months. Drop in Cowhile the classic forms a handy
Herb Gordon, head of the re-lumbia sales, evidenced by its payLast December, when the disk
Decca records
springboard for a swell dcmonstra^
in cording division of
reduction
the
equals'
off
to
pubSk
ban was drawing close, the music
for Sinatra. tion of the James technique ....
chohr carries the effects
qu^^^^^
and recording industries were
last week to join Frederick Ziv in
Work of either group is of gold- Bob Carroll (Decca) does a smartly released two weeks ago,
amazed
by the small amount of
Haymes probably expressive job by "A Boy from
quality.
an executive capacity. He'll work backlog
star
Columbia, incidentally, noted a
Decca was putting on its
have the edge around the Texas and a Girl from Tennessee,".
with John Sinn, head of Ziv's N. Y. shelves.
It now comes out £hat the
the With Buzz Waters shining, as usual pickup in orders at its factories in office.
counters since he has trimmed
IMills,
Kings
company
Conn.,
and
made only a fraction of
Bridgeport,
current hit, at the keys
Gordon's contract with Decca what
ZiKsy Elman orch Cincinnati. These. orders are at
Blatter' with another
its rivals did, preferring to
wyoil Can't Be True, Dear," like
was slated to riin until February, bypass a major portion
(M-G-MI pours a mass of jazz imof the
and delightfully pact into "Zaggin* with Ziggy" and the factory from distribs.
but De V'» released him in order to "plug" tunes presented
w-ise a capella
by even the
Columbia's second showcases his stuff in an equally
permit him to join the Ziv firm. major publishers.
contpouttded.
There are some
Gordon will be at Decca until May of the latter who do not have even
feitwe is "Suppostn'" a neat bit impressive way with "My Reverie"
Act
Manager
accompani.Jerry Wayne (Columbia) racks Kay^^Starr,
17 in order to wind up his work.
of bounce with a tiio
one tune on Decca wax, whereas
Prior to joining Decca, Gordon they may hare anjrwhere
up a corking rendition of "Betty
ment.
.
„,
„„.
from five
To Prevent Yerxa
was with the talent diviaon of to 20 on other l^MMs.
BiW Crosby— Blue Shadows on Blue" to the accompaniment of the
with an Um- Dell Trio.
Jackie Paris clicks
World Transcriptions, a Decca subthe Trail," "A Fella
corking coup- ofC a smile winner for M-Cr'M in
Decca asserts its attitude was
te^la" (Decca).
Selling Her 18 Masters sidiary, and prior to that was with
tag and .an uncoh>moji buy for the "I've Got a Way With the Women"
the William Morris agency, and based on past history arid the
Hollywood, May i.
judgment of its execs. In other
Coloring lent by
Tommy Dorsey's chirper, Authe Frederick Bros, agency.
CtBfsby addict.
Kay Starr and her manager,
the west- drey Young, g^ts over "On a PaintDecca has not as yet named a words, it took songs only from
the Ken Darby Choir to
Adams, have put attorneys successor to Gordon.
publishers who have been consistDesert"
with exceptional Berle
ern tune helps plenty and the lush ed
his
on the trail of Ted Yerxa and
ent song pickers. It even passed
stringing behind Crosby wraps up warmth and sensitivity and the
in
bank-'
Lamplighter Records, now
up many film and show scores unT. D. combination dishes up "Misthe Irving Berlin composition.
the sale of 18 Trio Leave Music Biz
less there were individual tunes
Magic," sissippi Mud" with gusto .... Tex ruptcy, to prevent
"It's
Sarah Vauehn
masters she made for him to Coast
that appealed. It figures it saved
Laundries
Auto
Set
"It's No One But You" (Musicraft). Beneke orchestra (Victor) imparts a Records.
attorney
Lee Eastman,
a lot of coin and is in as good a poHepsters probably won't swoon pleasant tang of the blue, sage to for Adams, has served all parties
Dave Jacob, George Mario and sition as any of it?: rivals.
over Miss Vaughn's abandonment "Ramblin' Around" but fails to with notice that legal action will Leonard Vannerson, all formerly
of the torch corner, in which she's prove anything in particular with result if the sale is effected, and connected with Tommy Dorsey's
music
unquestionably one of today's "A Lovely Rainy Afternoon"....
the
leaving
are
organization,
has applied for a temporary injunc^
queens to compete with the sweet-^ Zieey Lane (DeLuxe) has an extraset up a com^^:
tion in U. S. district court, Ix«s business. Trio have
chirping chicks, but the platter is' appealing pair in "Raisins and
okay on the pany that Will establish a string
Almonds" and "You Can't Be True, Angeles, to bar an
loaded with performance and pro
handling Lamp- of auto-laundries. Initial one is
Dear." JPat and Penny prop him deal by tbe court
dnction appeal.
WUmington,
built
in
now beihg
lighter's bankruptcy proceedings.
Art Lund— "It Only Happens on the vocals and Michael Chimes'
Miss Starr, who now records for Del., Vannerson's home town.
harmonicas furnish the chords.
\(rhen I Dance With You," "May
Jacob was last with T. D. on the
Capitor Records, made the dislcs
of his
of
manager
(M-G).
Idea
Hold
You"
Stilt
for Yerxa some time ago and was Coast, as road
headed the Dorsey
coupling tunes which deal with
Hollywood, May 4.
Bill Snyder has reorganized his never paid for them, she claims. band; Mario
similar themes seem on the way to orchesti-a
Now that her Bros.' music publishing ventures
Alex Porges, in charge of Capi-^
after being out of the She's owed $4,800.
also
Vannerson
case,
the
becoming, a fad. In Lund's
bu&ine.ss, and is currently at the Capitol disks are beginning to until (last summer;
toi Record's International Division,
T.D.'s road manager, He
two-jSided topic has to do with Dragon
Grill,
Corpus
Christi, move, it's asserted, Coast wants to had beenwill
sail
from
New York Friday (7)
Gael's
dancing, ^specially a 1 1 r a c t i v e Texas.
Next stop for eight^piece take advantage of the unreleased was last head of Carlos
to join Jim Conkling, Cap veepee
about the "When T Dance" surface group is Baker
Hollywood offices.
masters.
hotel, Dallas.
in charge of artists and repertoire.
is Johnny
Johnston's orchestral
Conkling
is
in
England, having left
decorations.
Lund, himself, de1
of
the U. S. two weeks or so ago. Pair
livers a satisfying treatment of the
then expect to cover the Continent
Beriiiii ditty, but
"Hold" is of a
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HERB GORDON MOVING
FROM DECCA
TO

;
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Porges to Europe

For Cap Markete

May

Week

^S^^^IO Best Sellers od Con-MadiDes

far less inspired stripe.

Mel Torme—"Little White Lies,"
"Gone With the Wind" (Musi<taft).
Torme should be able to
cioUect a little of the froth whipped
up by Dick Haymes' grooving of

NATURE BOY (3) (Burke-VH)
YOU CAN'T BE TRUE DEAR (4)
TOOLIE OOL^E

Version is quite different
approach and batkground
idiom. It's light, bright and brassy

"Lies.".
in mood

No One"

Yoji or

*W

7.

BUT BEAUTIFUL

8.

BEG YOUK PARDON

w

conventionally s
eet
aplon^b botR in verse and instrumentation, rating qvite well with
«s rivals on the "Romance on the
High Seas" score.

9.

Ifl,

'wnk Sinatra—"It Only HapWhen 1 Dance With You," "A
«ller Needs an UmbreUa (Colum"

ST.

Sinatra has carved

out of
a thing of provocative
charm and the number
J ??
»nould perk his call on retail
£•"55. It's also extra special Axel

bounce
'Fella" likewise rings the belU
"Pecos Bill,"
.ilf^y Kayc
UtUe
Toot" (Victor). Pixyish
,„™«y cartoon flavor is captured
these novelties and the
JJL??*

.

.

«*<»»»P. Infectious

:

;

are ingratiatingly applied. Simultaneously released "I'll Always

MANANA

(13)

MATINEE

(5)

cut to the old Kaye
pattern of
rtil.r*??^' and sugary but lack
«»stmgu,shing points. .

MansoB

— "The

Shoettlf.; Serenade." "Fiddle
"Nature Boy.-' "Dominil« J."*u^"''»w>- Ot the two refuture Manson's comthe harmonic* tbe "Ser-

W

.

.

.

.

-K. Gnffin

-Decca

^

ContirieTital

y„„ Horton

.

(Burke-VH)

(8)

King Cole
Jerry Wayne
(Andrews Sisters ...
j

I

(

Francis Craig.
Frankte Carle.

i

Peggy Lee

J

(13) (Bobbins)

(Barbour-Lce)

(Mills

.

.

.

Bullet

.

.

.

.

:.

.Columbio
.

.

.

Capitol

•

Decca

Bros

Victor

(Vaughn Monroe
(Buddy Clorfc

(Morris)

LOUIS BLUES MARCH

iW. C. Handy)

HEARTBBEAKER (Leeds) ......
BECAUSE (ChappcH)
RARV FACE (Harms)

LAROO

LIIXI

BOLERO

Columbia

. •

.

•

•

. .

.

.

•>

•

•

• •

_

• •

.

..

• •

.

•

•

.

)

.'.

(Laurel)

HAUNTED HEART

(WIIIiainsoM)

,

v.* "A"

' *

"

*

"

'

V

;:

.

(Robbuis)

Perry Como.

(

Savimy Kaye

.

'

..

.

'

.

.

'

.

"

.

TERESA (Duchess)
VERONICA PLAYS HARMONICA
(Leeds)
I WISH I KNEW NAME

•
'

(Duchess)

indicate
IFUnires in parenOtetet

.

'

,

;

•

• •

of

.

.

.

.

.

...... Capitol
.Victor
.

.

.

...

.

.

.Victor

.

...

Bros.
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

,

,

.

.

.

,

.

(

•

•

.Decca

.Victor
Perry Como.
. .... Capitol
.
Jo Stafford
Frankie Laine. ....... .Mercury
Freddy Martin. ......... .Victor
Decca
I Larry Clinton. ,i.
Decca
(Andrews Sis-Haymes
Meratry
(Vic Daiiionc

I

•

the. U. S., excepting a distributorship in Mexico City. Conkling and
Porges are looking over the possi-

a deal and may close
for one before returning, to thi»
country. England of course would
be a natural market for Capitol's
stuff and there is said to be quite
a demand. Fact that Capitol hasmany sides'on its shelves that were
hits in the U. S., and probably
would be in the Isles, is almost
a convincer that Conkling- 'and
Porges Will conclude or at least
lay the groundwork for a marketing arrangement in that country.
Disk business is considerably off

bilities for

.

norm, altliough

it picked up a bit
during the past week, and C!apitol
could use additional ouUets for its

All other U. S. majors release inEngland and on the continent;
Decca through Brftish Decca, and
RCA-Victor, Columbia and M-G-M

through Electrical Musical Industries.

In

Capitol Music Waitins
the event Capitol Records

makes

a deal for England circulation of its disks, Mickey Goldsen,
head of Criterion, Capitol, Barbour-Lee and other music ftrms,
will make an arrangement with an
English publisher to market his

"Manana" hit. He won't do so,
until Capitol's records
are released in that country.

however,

Goldsen

feels

that

marketing

of
the Peggy Lee disking' of
..MG-M'
"Manana," which made the sons a
Dccco T' hit in the U. S., will establish a
.Columbia •• natural demand in England for the
'/''-'^Cio^^
tune. He feels that under those cit^
weeks tong has been in the Tap 10.1
cumstances be can nuke a betor
.

.

.

(

number

Ames

(

•

•

.

Lee...

\

v;r;v»>vV;';?v"i'--^ {

.

Capitol has no arrangements for
marketing any of its disks outside'

product.

Victor
Tex Beneke.
Decca
Andrews Sisters. ....
.... Palda
Ferko Strive Band.
Victw
.
i
.
Perry Como
.M-G-M
Art Mooney
.

»

(Shapiro)

TOLL ME A STORY

SHINE (Shapiro-B)
DICKEY BIRD SONG

Love With You" and "The
on the Tip of My Tongue"

Is

mui^

.

;

w»i

in

.

iPeggy

—

*une

.

J

"TOU shadings of the
stories about
we fabulous Texan and the tug-

re

.

Coming Up

uance"

w

.

.

.Capifol

{Woody Herman...... .Columbia
.r...._
Victor
{Freddy Martin
Decca
Dick Haymes
London
{ Grade Fields.
Decca
\Bing Crosby
Decca
.IBinsi' Crosby
Columbia
Frank Sinatra

Peiis

Of

.

Turned

(Decca).

ilvlth

•»»).

.

K. Harris)

(2> (Chas.

S.

5.

and a tonic for tired tootsies.
Haunting quality of "Wind," plus
Hal Mooney's ace accompaniment,
featuring choice guitar work, ranks
ade with Torme's best.
Bitk Haymca—"It's Magic." "It's

DOOUE

SABRE DANCE (10) (Leeds)
UTTLE WIHTE LIES (8) (BVC)
NOW-IS THE HOUR (14) (Leeds)

4.

(Biltmore), ...

»»-»-»*^

^MMMMM

MulcahaysC^'

.

V

;

Mills Bros:....

fmancial deal for fbe toag.

.

.

S4

ir<edpeg(i«y.

Kjd (hry

Liv(9is

commonplace.

Shop)

Survey of retail disfc best'
sellers, based on reports obtained from leading: stores in
12 cities, and showing iom^

Dispute between maestro Bernard HUda and Jo Bouillon necessitated the hiring of a special

and

of Josephine Baker's

week

the last

last

Rating:

This Last
wk. vk.

'

1

Hilda insisted on batoning himSo Hilda performs only for
dancing. During Miss Baker's act
a second band of outside tooters is
Club pre^
batoned by Bouillon.
f erred laying out the extra shekels
rather than irk either the sepia
girl, or Hilda, mainstay of the
house.

2

4

3

3

4A

2

4B

SB

(Capitol)

K. GRIFFIN-J.

WAYNE

TEX BENEKE

(Victor)

FOOL THAT
'

I

AM

•

ART MOONKV

EASY

SUilPRISED
•

Smith-M6M 10157

Rhodes— Vic. 20-27^7

Yvana—Vitacoustic 919

*
*

2

2

3

5

8

3

16B

..

16C

..

16D

..

.

COL.

Andy Russell-Cap. 15055
Snooky lanson—Merc, 5095

*

Russ TilusT-Musicana 14

39

8

39
25

3

25

4

••

••

24

•

7

•4,'':

_24

2

^.7:ft.'

10

7

'

4

21

6

10

7

e

8

'•

"

•

19

6

19

3

18

'

»

2

16

••

••

3

9

15

(Decca)
''^.'^

S

12

(Columbia)
11

(Victor)

10

(London)
.

. .

.

1

..

10

(Decca)
(Continental)

DooUe"

7

(Capitol)

7
(Decca).

"Haunted Heart".

....

.

A

..

t

(Capitol)

8

7

9

..

..

(Columbia)
"Dickey Bird Song"

7

lund-MGM

Art

Brolhjsrs-4>M;

Mills

10170
24409

A MAN

(Regent)
IS
Sarah Vaughan— Music, 533 * Hall Sitters— Vic. 20-2386
Martha Davis-^Dsc. 24383
•
Mary Ann McCq)l— Col. 38131
Ginny Powell— Atlantic 860
*
Peggy Lea- Cap.*
,

PUT THAT DREAM IN YOUR EYES tstifart

Mark Warnowr-Coost 8026
Jack McLean— Coast 8015 •

'

Ray Carter- Rep. 122
Chutk F*star*-Merc. 5126

:•

GONNA GET MY

LETTER IN THE

(London)

Mary Osborne—Dec. 24308

*

tOOK, MA,

RENDEZVOUS

Guy lombardo— Dec*

Adrian Rollin!^BullaM023

1

*$oon To Ba Released.

mClAl

EDITION'

I'M

DANCjN'"

Peggy Lee

Orig. Cast

Decca

Capitol

01 'Satchmo's Troupe

Breaks

It

Up

in

Del

Columbia Record Corp. is addDetroit, May 4.
ing a ^"Special Edition" label to its
Invading the sacred precincts of
product, the series consisting of
pressings of things that in recent longhaired music -~ Detroit Music
years have been collector items. Hall— Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong
With the series CRC probably will gave the jivin'est and jumpin'est
break up to some extent the black jazz concerts ever staged here.
Sesmarket prices that have been ap- sions Saturday (1) and Sunday
(2)
plied to such disks during and were attended
by approximately
since the war years when the de^ 2,000 persons
at prices from $3.60,
mand for current items forced down. Both shows grossed an
essidetracking of '/catalog" produc- timated
$6,000.

(Campbell-Porgl*)

•

SONG HITS OF
OUR TIMES
- Decca

OF COLLEtTOR ITEMS

^

tion.

.

Sextette including five jazz masAmong the artists Columbia will ters in their own right, and songmake available are Al Jolson, stress Velma Middleton, ran from
Johnny Mercer (now with Capitol a novelty intro through a brilliant
as artist and part-owner), Hoagy performance that left the aud
deCarmichael,
Mills
Bros.,
Glen manding mofe. Earl "Fatha" Hines,
(Cray's Casa Loma orchestra, Dor- pianist; Jack Teagarden,
trombone;
sey Bros., orch, Dorothy Lamour, Sid Gatlett, drums; Barney Bigard,
Bunny Berigan, Duke Ellington, clarinet; Armstrong, and Orville
Ethel Merman and a long string of Shaw, master of bass, made up the
,

I

others. Disks will be presspd only combo,
on order.
Standard
tunes,
Teagardett's
Columbia has laid down certain Stars Fell On Alabama," Hhies
rules for their purchase which have on "Rosetta," and the
new"Indian
drawn attention from rival com- Boogie on a Pale Moon" and many
panies.
Dealer can order only a others brought cheers. Musicians
minimum of 10 of any disk, and on tap made a full meal of the
they're shipped C.O.D, at 60c each, two-hour
concert. Armstrong
plus which the recipient must pay topped his work
with a "Black and
shipping and- insurance charges: Blue" vocal.
Disks will retail at $1.
Hefty rhythmagician Velma MidLetter to dealers was sent out dleton worked
over "I Cried for
•

BROADCAST MUSIC
i80 fIfTH AVENUE
.

2

8
"Toolie Oolie

ALBUMS

(Puehess)

NEW YORK

7

2

Kaya-f-Vic. 20-2761

Do-Ray-Ma Trio— Com. 7504 * Thraa Bloxart-Excl. 261
Jon Garber—Tower 1435
* Joe loss—Vie. 20-2819

MORNING

48

10

FIVE TOP

.

Dick Haymai-Andraws Sistars-^Oac: 24320 • Kay Kysar— Col. 38067
Jack Smith-Cap. 484
* Vic Damona-Marcury 5092

\

• •

DEL TRIO

Eddy Howard-Moj.*

I

•

1

•.

1

.

(bmh

Vaughn Monlroe-Vic. 20-2671
Frankia Carla- Col. 38130
•

YOU'RE

1

(Capitol)

JO STAFFORD

Halen Carroll & Saiisfi«rs-»Vi«. 20-2672
Oamona—Marcvry 5104 • Ernia Falita Quariat—CopT 486

WHO

8

(Bullet)

JOHNNY MERCER

SO

SOMEONE CARES

,

78

SB

'

>

STEEI,E- (Damon)

BING CROSBY

IS
TERRIFFIC (M«ii!n)
t«s1irown-Col. 38060 • Art lUnd-MGM 10126

TROUBLE

.

"Yon Can't Be True. Dear".

.

..

(Repkbiki

Sammy

LONG AFTER TONIGHT

:

••

(Excahior)

Hdnry Cool-Marc. 5080

TERESA

7

8

..

16A

16E

WOULDN'T &E

Vie

3
2

8

(Decca)

VAUGHN MONROE

* Savanna Churchill—Manor 1129
Dinah Washington—Marcury 8082

Bstly

X

1

20-2601

Chris Crots-'Starling 4004

LOVE

6

.

Eddia Ballantiita»-Tawv *

Kata

B

O

8

SPORTMAN

HOW(P*mora)

6

16

.

I

7

7

8

Brooks Bretban-Oa«. 48049

WHEN YOU KNOW

1
t(

u
7

8

VERA LYNN

John- f oris— Vic. 2fr4027
• Joan Edwards---Vita. 932
Buddy Clark-Xavier Cuga»T-Col. 38135 • BIwa Barton-MGM*

IWANTTOCRY

3

10

14B \

,

0

a

(M-fJ-M)

FREDDY MARTIN

DTnah Washinglon-Marc. 8050 • Gladys Palmar-MirMo 104
Tba Ravaas>-Ntff;.9040 ,

IT'S

•-

"Dickey Bird Song"

15

t

Indianapolis

(Mercury)

ROSETTA HOWARD

Eckslina-M6M 10097

f

'

Xa

(Victor)

VICTOR YOUNG
Billy

2

10

14C

U
iW.

(Victor)

iLondoii)

LARRY CLINTON

Ran3«*MMtiial)

an

1

6

.14A

|

—

(Decca)

FRANCIS CRAIG

,

Sammy Koya-Vic.

8
3

3.

Mai DarWin-Cap. 4S1

•
•

1

2

9

13

T

A
!<

Q

i

1

8

12

Snooky-laiifbii-wttarc. S124'.

&

(HIII

mninh Shpra-Col. 37952

Gaargia 6ibbi-<-Mai. 12013
Erikina HawM'nt-Vic. 20-2470

9
S

10
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(0

a

]
1
i
m

5

JON-SANDRA

(Pter)

•
*

1
6

(Pearson)

O',

(Columbia)

ANDREWS SISTERS

'

PEDDLER, THE

I
••

7

8B

A BROKEN HEART

,FranM«.C0rta-Cal. -3BO36

1

.

FRANKIE LAINE

(Marks)
Paggy U«-Cap. 15022 • Buddy Clark-Col. 3798S
Bob Haiiiten-MGM 10112 • Alan G«rdrd~Nat. 7019
John laarmi-'Morcury 5093
Alan DaU-Sig. 15174
Tho Rva Bort-Bullat IP09 • Jock OWant-^Towar 1263
Tha Van9vard«-^Univartal 34 * Jarry Cooptr<-Diamoild 2090
Run Morgan-Da«. 24339 • Eddy Moward-Mai. 1236
Bid Johhtbn-Vit. 20-2749
• Phjl ltaad-Dann.ToHa 176

0

ij

a!

'

\

.

.

banny D*nnit—lendon 142

*
ler

1

(Rondo)

..

9

1

<M

2

6

9A

(Paiio iO

Sammy: ;i(ay»--Vic. '20'2^2

a

t)

Q

1

Dannit Doy^Vic' 20-2737

DREAM
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«
B

S

8

7

(JehntleM-Mentti)

ALL DRESSED UP WITH

U

.

«

3

PERRY COMO

MAV

(On Records)

KISSES

i %
'

0

m-Clay)

tt5

.

11

6B 13

A FEW MORE

1

Si

i
&

4'

March" .......

GRACIE FIELDS

,

J

8

BING CROSBY

*

:l

I
a

5

6A

T

&

m

''r'

"St. Louis Blues

7

•a

%
Kresge

(Decca)

.FREDDY MARTIN

ROSES

s

I

PEGGY LEE

5A

HIT TVNES FOH

St

Co.)

Music

(Capitol)

1

DICK HAYMES

self.

enel's

Q

.a

H

A

ArtisitLahel. Title

KING COLE

»-!

2
•a

MAYl

WOODY HERMAN

Kay»-vrc, 20-2601

'

'

wife's {ierfothiabce.

(Continued on page 62)

Week Ending

lH a lilUlldl

nkins

1

erty

1

Bernard's band is back from a
tour and M. Marlet, club op, had

i

(§

week.

.2

expected the outfit, which opens
immediately to support Josephine
Baker now headlining. However,
Miss Baker's husband, Jo Bouillon,
a bandleader himself vnce, wanted
to conduct Hilda's band during his

1

Mus.

t
.

That' is, excepting Edward "Kid"
Ory. He's akin to Louis Armstrong
«s a sort of legendary figure among
jazz men. On the Coast for the
past few yearsi Ory is now headed

Sammy

Mueller),

Co.)

Music
Music

run.-

*

A BED OF

Shop)

parative sales rating for this

band by Club Champs Elysees for

quently have they occurred in the
past few years for the purpose of
bolstering the promotional angles
of a nation-wide concert tour with
the magic words "Direct from Carnegie Hall," that bands that have
done concerts repeatedly are either
(1) puffed up with importance, or
(2) look upon the date as just
another one-nighter. In short, few
deliver as they should at the usual
$3.60 top. They either ham it up or
kick it around .with poor preparedness.

Co.)

Paris, April 27(

fre-

I^o

1

To Soothe Jo Baker

Comegie Hall, New York, concerts by jazz groups or name orchestras using the jazz idiom are

now

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Costly Solomon Act

Carnegie Jazz

by

May

Op Does

Paris Club

.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

.

19

N

IMC.
Y

HOtLYWOOD

oye.r.

Gr.e.o.rge.
.

.

Ayakian's

name on You" and super-phrased "Buzz Sffe<
stationery. Buzz Me, Baby." Show closed with

American Record Co.
Nowhere is there, any mention of Armstrong
Columbia, but the return address
Columbia's N. Y. office.

is

I

I

and «Middleton ia m
spicy duet of "That's Aly Desire."
Stan.

MILLER'S

BUSY FINGERS

MASTERPIECES

Three Sun*

Victor

Victor

Russ f acchlne, roving exec of
Mus-Art, in New York last week for
look around that territory.

Veadggdiiy>

1948

M»y

OII€JIES11lilS.MU$IC
Denies Leeds Injnncbon

SHEET BEST SEUHtS

On

'Sabre l^nce' But

55

Nii^eASCAPAir

Sanctions Early Trial

PadiTYStiODim

Leeds Music and United Music,

in New York supreme
Boai'd meeting of the American
court over rights to Aram KhachaSociety of Composers, Authors and
turian's "Sabre Dance," were left
hanging Monday (3), although a Publishers in New York last Thursday (29) turned attention to the
verdict was rendered. Justice Louis
renewal of its contract with radio,
A._ Valente, considering Leeds' ap*
which has been pending for
plication for a temporary injunction against United's marketing of months, and also to television. It's
its
own version of the Russian very probable that the radio agree-^
song, decided against Leeds. At the ment will be settled before the
same time, he granted Leeds the gaze of the Society's heads will be
right to ask for an early trial of thrown fully on the video problem;
ASCAP's board ordered the rathe case, which the latter's attorneys look upon as an important dio committee to get together as
point.
He thought the granting soon as possible with the commitof an injunction too drastic a: tee representing radio interests,
and iron out final details of a restep.
Argument is one of copyright. newal, Board wanted, if possible,
Leeds several years ago took on a meeting with the radioites prior
representation in this country of to the National Assn. of Broadcastall Russian music held by Am-Rus, ers convention, opening May 17 in
Uv; S- arm of Soviet composers. Los Angeles. It's hardly possible
There is no reciprocal copyright a confab can be arranged on sucln
agreement between the two coun^ short notice, however.
tries, and when "Sabre Dance" beAs for tele, little or no progress
gan to come to attention as a pop. has been made by the ASCAP
melody, Leeds charged United committee named to study the situwith taking advantage of an oppor- ation and the board is becoming
tunity and marketing its own ver- impatient, but won't really try to
sion of the tune in view of the lack get results until the radio pact ia
of copyright. Leeds, claims that the cleared away.
tune as written by Khachatiurian
was
originally
called
"Sword
battling

Survey of retoil sheet music
bdsed on reports obtained

a

sales,

a

from leading stores in 12 cities,
and showing, comparative sales
fating for this

and

T
O
T

last week.<u

w

Week Ending
wk.

Title

"Now
"JX

2B
3

L

P

O
1

N
T

"Manana" (Barbour-Lee)

2

"Four-Leaf Clover" (Remick)^
"Bee Your Pardon" (Bobbins)
"Nature Boy" (Btirke-VH)
"rou Can't Be True" (BiltmOre)
"Baby Face" (Remick)

8

"i

5
9

iFli
12A
'

13

8

T"
.

.

.

.

.

4
9
7
4

3
8

.

10

'

.10

'Toolie Oolie DooUe** (C.K.Harri8>
"Laroo LiOi Bolero" (Shapiro-B).

6

"My Happmess"

-

Hollywood,

4
2

May

week paid $10,000

4.

for

4tol'*Snc rights to "Nature Boy,"
lAd will use new hit tune in

S

Buy

1

6

3

8

3

4

3

8

7

10

9
10

5
«

6
10

Al Borde has sold two more theatres his disk jockey revue pack-

age idea which will bill the Har"The Boy With Green monicats, Francis Craig, Ella FitzHair;" Song will not be vocalized, gerald, and a territory act. Dates
but-used as theme through the are Capitol theatre, Detroit, May
28, and Paramount, Toledo, June
film.

The eden ahbez ditty attracted 11.
Disk jockeys to emcee the shows
picture offers from the time the
'
have not been set
eral
King Cole disk was released.

Musicraft
Victor

20

.

Dance,!'

which

is

copyrighted in

ALEXANDER ANGLING

15

Wants

both downtown.

street,

Dugan.

GILLESPIE

NICK DELANO
ERROL GARNER

B/acfc

BETTY GARREH.....

HAL MelNTYRE

& Wh/to

ANDY

Mercury
Ai-G-M
A4-G.M

ARTIE

currently

dickering

with

to buy tjie co»*'tract of Dizzy Gillespie's orchestra.

Gale's deal with -Gillespie has 11
months to run and Billy Shaw, who

developed Gillespie,
000 for the pact.

is

asking .$12,«

Alexander has for some time
been after properties to strengthen
his position.

He

recently took oil

Boyd Raebum and has for somt
time been discussing off and on «
proposition of mergmg with MusArt agency, set up last year by e»
Music Corp. of America men;

Dial

RUSSELL

•

Cap/toJ

SHAW
SARAH VAUGHAN

Victor

Musicraft

PAUL WESTON

Capito/

•

•

HARRY WARREN MUSIC,
,v
,,.

,

i^...

,

Ben Kanie'
Chicago, III

the

Moe Gale Agency

•

•

TAKEOVER

WiUard' Alexander, in the pro^
ess of building his talent agency,
is

CHARLIE PARKER

THE ANDREWS SISTERS

ADELE CLARK
BERYt DAVIS

42
40
35
30
23

this country.
Justice Valente took two months
or so to decide against Leeds' request for an injunction. In refusing it, he said; "the best that can
be said for the plaintiff (Leeds) is
Toledo
Qniet
that it has failed to establish that
clear right to release, which is
Youngstown, O., May 4.
Two record shop proprietors necessary to justify the granting
were arrested lai^ week (24) on of the drastic remedy of temporary
charges that they, violated the injunction. Plaintiff may, however,
city's antiTUoise ordinance by using if it so electSj obtain an early
sidewalk loudspeakers
sell trial;" Leeds will ask for it.
to
wares.
Charges were filed against RobMaurice Lapue, formerly in Muert Kruass, owner of the Record sic Corp. of America's club date
Rendezvous Shop, 303 W. Federal and musicals department in N. Y.
street, and Pete Tsakos, owner of office, shifted to theatre booldngs
Pete's Record Shop, at 300 E. Fed- of bands and acts ^der Johnnc^

10

Borde's Disk Jocbs
Chicago, May 4.

Decca
Victor
BERYL BOOKER TRIO
i^AGE CAVANAU6H TRIO ...SignatufB

«0
48
43

17
17

Det; Par, Toledo,

stuSlo's.

117
61
61

10

10

7

Capitol,

3
10
9

3

(Blasco).

PAYS (lO^OO FOR
JAIORE^ PIC RIGHTS
last

7

6

..

"Saber Dance" (Leeds).

14

5

8
8
3
7
6
3
7 10
2

3

"But Beantirul" (Burke- VH)
"Haunted Heart" (Willianlso^)
"Wttte White Lies" (BVC)
.

12

-

0,

111111141

Bour" (Leeds)

3

*S

.

and Publisher

Is the

"Dickey Bird Song" (Robbins)

.5

BKO

1^

i
IS

6

.4,

}3

o

a

o

A

«

^

ii

a'
.a

MAY 1

3h

CO

INC
Ifvmg Wetss
Hollywood Calif

•

oRCOBsiniAS-iMraisic

96

Bauds at Hotel

B.O.'s
.

PIa.TO'0

lloitti
.

Emil Coleman*.
Dick Jurgeus

-Vi^aWorf

.

mO;

$2)

•

.Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50).

•

...

.

|;.awrence Walk.

.

,

30

•

New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
aohnny Pineapple .Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)

fihepFieldsi*

Covert

Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)

.Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
Voody Herman
Tito Guizar at WoWor/; Ice Show at New Yotker,

10
10
77.

.850

7

1,200
1,200

.

A

.

.

^

Los Angeles

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

Heartbrcaker
Hooray For Love

Mkrty Oodid

Willie Shore another hot

(Los Angeles)

Busse (Palladium

B.,

]M»'Y,Peiiii Options

Jiirgens for

hotel,

New

WALLER TAKES OYER

York, for a return date

Cafe Rouge next- spring.
iSsuct datcT Is indefinite.

in Ite

.Jin<gens is

currenUy a^the Penn,

his^st hotel' date!' in New York.
He goes into the Astorltoof/N; Y.,
in July.

,'

'

-

•

The NafIon's
•'Bigigisf

I

Reqaesf Song

d Give

GLEN ISLAND CASINO
Joe Wallei", operator of the Post
Lodge, Larchmont, N. Y.^ which
niore or less is opposition to the
Gl6n Island. Casino, New Rochelle,
N. Y;, took over operation, of the
latter last week. Waller closed a
deal with Michael DeZutter, holder of the lease on Glen Isle, which
is owned by the Westchester Park
Commission, and will operate the
spot and buy the' bands for its
season.
Gene" Krupa's orchestra'
had already been bought by DeZutter for four weeks; opening

May
i

27.

of Waller to handle
capped weeks of negoHis deal with DeZutter
isn't known, but It can only be for
t)ne year since DeZutter.'s.. lease

Signing

Glen

A Million

Isle
tiations.

Tomonrows

on the spot expires after this season.

.

Last year DeZuttei^ had sold bis
maestro lease to 'Shop Fields, and
at the end of the season Fields
sold it right back to him and went
out of the ^afe operating

(For Jiisf Oil* Yesfcrday)

oxMRP

Fair .7,500 callers.

Return

Dick Jurgens' orchestra has been
optioned
by the Pennsylvania

eoRroRATioN
Iraodwoy, N«w York -

-tiiisie

The Smash

.......

(Prague) publisher R. A,
DVqrsky on a long-term deal. More
than SOO compositions are involved.
Transaction grew out of- the
London junket last fall of Mills
proxy. Jack Mills, during which he
negotiated with Dvorsky for the
latter's continental hit "Sulcynka"
("Skirt Waltz"), by- V. Blaha. WhUe
Mills was originally interested in
only the one number, the talk
embraced the whole
,eveiltlilally
catalogue:
Dvdrsky's holdings are split into
some four ' categories. ' .These in-i"
elude popular Czech music, mostly
polkas, waltzes or marches; modem dance nmsic, piano selections
as well as a "super swing series."
That Czech composers are evidently influenced by the American
idiom is indicated by such swing
titles as "Boccaeio Stomp," "Red
Circle' Jump" and a pair of boogie
woogie items.
According to Mills' present plans
American lyrics will be set to those
Czech songs which are now popular
on the continent. Mitchel Parish
is already working on an English
lyric for the .'.'Skirt Waltz" and he'U
tackle several others. Among Czeck
writers whose compositions are in
eluded in the Dvorslcy catalog is
Jaromir Vejvoda, one of the
writers of the iBeer Bairel Polka.

Me

.

.

:

......

HAPPINESS
Being Wfdely Imitated

,

.

.

.

. .

.

k

.

.

,

..

,

.

,

.

?

.

. .

^

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Santly-Joy
Pianissimo
Sat. Night Central Park—«*'Make Mine Manhattan" T. B. Harms
.-.
....
....
. ... . Duchess
Teresa ....
.

-

Thouglitless
We Just Couldn't Say
What'il I Do
.

.

.

.

Feist

Goodbye

.Words-MusiC

My

You're Gonna Get
* Legit Musical,

;

Biltmort;

.Fox

London

Letter

t .Filmusicol.

Richard Himber's orch goes into
Frank
Dailey's
Meadowbrook,
Cedar Grove, N. J., May 11 for
two weeks. Replaces Art 'NIotmlef,
Decca Records recorded again forced out by recent illness.

DECCA CUTTING PAIR
HYPOED BY INDIES
'

<

indie

of

recording company

processing the sides at top
is
speed to get them on the marlcet
week.
"Happiness" tune started in
Kansas City via a Damon label

made by Jon and

Sandi-a

and has been or is being
made t>y all major companies; "'I^ea
Steele,

25TH ANNIVERSAkt

MAY

IS

McHUGH
MONTH
PLAY

'EM!

DISK 'EMI

Music by .

.

JIMMY McHUOH

Leaves" is the latest indie idisk to
make an impression on the maIt

in Pliiladelphia

started

as'

recorded

Eye New Tune Click

•

•

V,.G-M

s

ON AN iHAND WITH

'

There's another tune said to be
clicking in the midwest via three
recordings, and several New York
music publishers are hot after it.
'

It's

"Where the .Apple
disked by the
Highway and SItating

called

Tempo,
Rhythms

Our Unequalled Smash Record Has
Vocal Duet with Instrumental background

Fall,"

labels.

Various pubs are trying to run
down for purchase.

it

llER MUSIC

CORPORATION

I6'« ftDOADWAT

D-1 11 33

HARMONICA PLAYERS!
See Nearest Independent Distribntor Listed

In

Our Ad

in

Variety (April 21)
ProfMsional

netded

For Information Write

for

harmonica

aoloiitt

damoatlratlen.

.worii.

r«ai

and
chance

to pick up nice spare time

money

Abllily to givt short salci talin

DAMON RECORDING STUDIOS

Inslruction MWiiriali

in

122t Baltimore Avenue, Kansas

•

Berlin

Melrose

,

!

,

.

.

Whafs Good About Goodbye
You Can't Be True, Dear
You Turned the Tables On Me

Blossoms

Demand Damon

.

.

jors.

.

......

.

...... Laurel

Algene label
by Emil Cote.

'

:

.

via the

MY

'

Leeds
Leeds
Southern

The remaining 19 sQngs of the week, based on the copyrightejl
Audiente Ctoverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast
Over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Ittc.,
Dr. John G. Peotitton, Director.'
All Dressed Up With a Broken Heart
Marks
Morris
Brass Band From Brazil—'""Angel In the Wings".
Remick
Bye Bye Blackbird
.'..•....(.»..,> j... .Dreyer
I Never Loved Anyone
Pemora
..... .....
It's Easy When You Know How
Witmark
It's magic
Remick
It's You Or. No One
Mellin
Love Is So Terrific
.United
My Fair Lady

vdisk

(Damon Records Only No. P-111331

Harms

Barbour-L

a Story

latfer this

JON and SONDBA STEELE

T, -B.

;

last week, this time using Ella
Fitzgerald and the Song Spinners
Group cut two tunes that
(12>,
are showing up strongly as a re-

By

BVC
ChappeU
Burke-VH

disk^, one called "My Happiness"
and the other "Tea Leaves." Decck

Hit Origirtql Is

*

Fisher
.Shapiro-B

i,

.

.

subsHMes

Advanced
Remick

.

.

,

Is the

.

Tell

'

Thousand Islands Song—"""Angel In Wings"
Morris
...
... ... C. K. Harris
Toolie Oolie Doolie
You Were Meant For Me— 1 "You Were Meant". ... Miller
You're Too Dangerous Ciierie
Harms

•

^^^f**

.

,

'

Saturday Date

500 Tunes

sult

FLASH!

,.

—f'Casbah"

Hour
Sabre Dance

Mills Music has acquired the
American rights to the catalogue of

,

Hollywood 1st wk.).

Paramount

,

Sin

Now

Czech

lEIeiiry

Miller

Melrose
Williamson
Leeds
Melrose

Nature Boy

Music to Front

Catalog of

Bobbins

:

I'm Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover.
It's the Sentimental Thing To Do
Laroo Laroo Lilli Bolero
Little White Lies
Love of My Life

For Prague's Dvorsky

$1-$1.15 adm.). Russ Morgan's Sunday date
perked take to 17,000.
Art Kassel (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). New Show and b.o. stayed
rosy at 1,800.
Teddy PbiUlps (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Mildish 14,600.

Eddy Howard (Aragon;

(25)

'

May Be Wrong

I

My
Mills

Burke-VH

'.

Manana

|5j70b..

'

.

'

'..Bloom

,

Haunted Heart— "Inside USA"

Ricordi
Sorrento
South America ...... Feldman
IVJjike Everything. .P. Maurice

/

Bobbins
Crawford

, ,

'.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Cfiicogo)
(Chez Paree; 500; $3.50 min.).

,

Best Things In Life Are Pree-^t"Good News"
Betty Bljue
But Beautiful— f'Road to Rio"
Dickey-Bird Song— 1"3 Daring Daughters"
Encore Cherie
Feathery Feelin'
For Every Man There's a Woman

.

900; $1.50-$2). Strong 2,860 tabs.
^(Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Hefty 2,750 covers.

Guy Lombardo (Ambassador;

;

Beg Your Pardon

Noel Gay
.P. Maurice
Leeds
My Own Grandpa
D. & H.
.F.
Louella
Cousin
F. D. & H.
Too Pat Polka
Connelly
Heart
Oh Aching
Shoemakers Serenade Kassner
..Wood
How Soon
Apple Blossom Wed. Connelly
Wishing Waltz
Reflections Water.

\
\

The top 31 songs of the week based on the copyrighted Audi-cwce Coverage Index Survey of Popwfar Music iSroadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Df,
John G. Peatman, Director.
survey W«ek of April 23-?», 1948
Few More Kisses
Patmar
April Showers
Harms
Baby Face
;
Remiek

Second 12

Cliuck Foster (Boulevard Room; Stevens; 6o0; $3.50 mm.-$l cover).
Foster and ice siiow giant 4,700; mostly slioe convention delegates.
Orrin Tucker (Marine Room, Edgewater Beacli^. 700j $1,50-^2.50 min.).
Estelle Sloan and Tucker drawing okay 3,400.

Jan Garber

$(H%s unA Largest ftalo AnfiHira

\

Car

Wood
Near You
Victoria
Golden Earrings
Once Wintertime. Cinephonic
Morris
Serenade of Bolls
Morris
Civilization
Leeds
Teresa
Wonder Kissin Her,.Feldraan
Darewski
Sweet 16....
Tell Me a Story. ........ .Dash

Chicago

„

fic

.

Skinnay Eniiis (Empire Boom, Palmer House; 550; $3.50 min.-$l
Ennis and Rosalind Courtriglit 3,300.
Herble Fields (College Inn, Sherman; 650; $3.50 mm.). Jerry Abbott
Convention at liotel
vice Kay Starr Friday (30); otlier acts staying,
.

Box

Tree in Meadow.-. .Connelly
Unit
Silver Wedding Waltz

66,975
15,450
13,025
68,825
10,050
2,200

cover).

built take to big 4,000.

ciicSng April 29)
London, April 30.

Galway Bay

We«U On,D»t«
2,225
1,450
1,250

2

(Week

Total

Vovtvt

.Weelui'" Pant'

''
'

Bund

City/

Mo.

your

qualify.

community,

A

If

you

can

For fvrlhw detatif, write

FULLY and iMdl inapthortot

BOX
154 West

5001, VARIETY
Mth St.^Htm York If

"SLAP 'ER

DOWN AGIN,
PAW"
CHOICE MUSIC.

INC.

Garet Bomeio, Prof. Vk*'
giro BnnB«t Blvd. *tst« nmmOmta
eUttfvoea M, Oal. Ncir Xoih, V.tORetUlew t-HSUtt OOlvmlnni S-1880

'

\:i4msdayj__ May

'1^

..'

" "

-

1948

'

'

-||„||

"

_
'

p^ni^Mt

'.'•-4-

'

i'

AM FOX PUBLISHING COMPANY
*

if-

RCA Bidg., Radio City, New York
CHICAGO - LOS ANGELES

m

Vedneg#ay» May

Fancy Nitery Salaries for CBck Talent

NX Par

For June Date at

1948

Radio Names Eye

Phil Spitalny all gal jprch has
at the Florentine Gardens, Hollywood, will in- been signed for the Pi9riiiJ»o«nt
clude Bill Shirley, Dennis sisters, theatre, N. Y., isometime In June.
Cole trio and
Johnny Uuggw, Barbara tong and He'll follow the
Summer hiatus of radio shows is
Vaude booJcerS are now finding fice decline. The Paramount chain, Jaqnellne White. George White is the Ray Anthony band, coming in again making a crop of names
after the current Duke Ellington available
themselves in a position of con- for example, is operating with a producing.
for vauders. This week
Bisteatly being outbid for top tal- lower budget. The house is now
Landre and Verna have been set layout.
Dick Haymes, Ed Gardner ("Duffy's
Jo Stafiford has been signed for Tavern")
ent by cafe operators. Upcoming engaged in playing out their high- for the Latin Quarter, N. Y., Oct.
and Ralph Edwards'
nev; talent such as Kay Thompson salaried acts, and are no longer 17 for the show, topped by Sophie the bill succeeding the Spitalny

The May 29 show

Vaude for Summer

MakesftToughforVauderstoCoinpete

and lie Williams Bros, are now
beyond the reach of the vattfig
houses. Other new clicks, such as
Dean Martin and Jerflr Leiiyis are
similarly getting beyond the reach

Kim

for "subseqiient shows. Tucker. The Eichards Adair dan- oreh with Peggy Lee and Perry
23.
Comb set Jor subsewent sessions.
bookers, because of the cers mt that spot May
Gloria Kahg has been signed for
of good acts, isn't
in Blackpool,
booldng too far in advance and, ex- Tom Arnold sihoW
In
summer resort, for the en- AI RIckard Exits
cept on rare occasions, is not sew- English
The
circuit is tire season.
of Eatz

renewing

The Loew

availability

ARA

BKO
ing up talent.
Jose Melis rhumba band holding
The Martin and Lewis comeupp- also wary of buying at top prices. over at the Cai-lton hotel, Washance In salary is best illustrated by The Independents, have for some- ington.
„ , ,x
.
up many perpassing
been
time
for
a
the fact that negotiations
Pearl Bailey set for Celebrity
the
salary
situbecause
of
formers
theatre,
June date at the Koxy
room, Philadelphia, May 28.
N. Y„ is centering around $4,500. ation.
Keye Luke, Chinese filmster, set
of theatres.

"Truth or Conseciuences" have
been submitted for vaudeville theatres.

Haymes

is

being submitted at

the head of a package at $12,500
to
$15,000.
Price for Gardner
Tiff Over Naming
package hasn't been determined
Al Bickard, of the Arthur Fisher since it's planned to use another
from
the
name ta conjunction with him.
office, last week resigned
Artists
Repboaril of governors of
The influx of names to vauders
resentatives Assn. Rickard's resig- is expected to be greater this
year
nation was ascribed to his dissatis- because of the reduction of
taxes
faction in the method of selecting in the upper brackets.
Hitherto,

On the other hand, the niteries for the Esquire, Montreal, May 10.
because of complete dependency
Corinne and Tito Valdez Into Jack Katz as ABA attorney, last many top earners wouldn't con*
week.
Latin Quarter, Boston, May 23.
sider going out because a greater
It was Rickard's contention that percentage of this extra
Joe Bishop, comedian, Carousel,
coin would,
Katz's selection should have been revert to taxes.
Pittsburgh, May 17.
ratified by the enjfcire membership,
instead of being okayed by the
LEASE THEIR
board only.
William Kent, ARA president,
Aisls'
decided that Katz's selection "was
unanimously approved at the board
Miami Beach, May 4.
meeting with Bickard being preslocal hostelry,
wi^lknown
The
Many houses, are cutting
ent.
^U^fiOQ -mS^ $25,000 and one^baU
the Lord Tarteton', presided over
budgets In keeping with the bteof- beyond tliat.
by Walter Jacobs (of the Jacobs
At these prices, many vaude Family), has changed hapds, at
Saranac
Tho Exclusive and Anwista*
houses feel they can't afeord such least for the next 10 years. Irving
turns. Consequently, the market is Kipness, head of Beal Art FUms,
By Happy Benway
in a great measure being limited to reissue firm, is the new lessee on
SaranaC'Lake, N. Y., May 4.
cafes. Shnultaneonsb', the number
10straight
G.
Smith, fonnerl^' with
Albert
extraordinary
rather
a
of spots able to afford fbat Mnd of year lease at $250,000 per annum. "State of the Union," is recuping
money is also limited. However, "It was just too good to turn at General hospital after recent
there are still enough cafes around down," say the founding family of appendectomy.
Elizabeth Mounsey, formerly of
wining, to shell put the heavy coin. the hostelry, which however reThe problein in the attraction tains the Lord Tarieton name and M-G-M publicity .staff, left for California to continue cure and be near
field is likely to come sometime will probably establish next winter
husband.
during the summer, when an Insuf- further up Miami Beach although
Laura iSloan pleased by surprise
ficient number of spots wiU spend there is El Mirador hotel, PaUn
visit from W. Paul Crawford and
LAURETTE and CLYMAS
top money during the slow months Springs, StUl in the ofEing.
Jake Weber, *?ho «*iot In from
"D^NCCMOKISTS"
During the winter, business in that
CtttroMtly HAKKM. New York
This is the hotel Al Jolson Cleveland.
€hos'eograpIiy: Theoiloro Adolphns
direction is likely to pick up with wanted to co-finance with Jacobs
Walter Ostermans in for vacash
Chlcaso Bop.:
New York Kep.s
•tHE JACK
^ACK DATIXS
Kwau mmttTSi the opening of the Miami Beach now that it's beto returned by the and to visit Betty Blessing, who
spots.
OPCLUIV
Government whidbt utUi^d the now rates an allnclear.
Al Michalski, Warner Bros, manCnraentlr
desert ^ow spot as a mUltajy hosfromj,
aiger
Manchester,
Conn.,
CasliM.
Town
rumors
pital. Incidentally, despite
Buffalo, N. ¥.
to the contrary, Jolson is not part- cheered up by recent visit from his
frau,
Yvonne
Michalski.
hotel,
although
nered in the local
Leonard
Gtotte
frau
ana tUh
and
in
makMay
lUh
his ardent boosting for the Tarleing the rounds and handing out
Nixon* KfAtauMittt.
ton gave that impression.
FlttsbnrKh
good cheer and gifts to the gang.
The new lessee is brother of Joe
First catch of season goes to Ben
Monte
Kipness, co-producer with
TOM FITZPATRICK
Sehaffer, who bagged nice mess- of
SO W. 4ti St., N. V.
Froser of "High Button Shoes," rainbow and speckled trout.
Phone: PE 6-M7«
current Broadway hit, and m?ns
A treat out-of-the^an was given
Bflolcinsa:
f I. 48* St.
flEN'L ARTISTS CORP.
realty in N. Y. and other hofels ta to Carl Kessler, Moe Gould, Ben
Florida.
Schalfer, Mary Mason, Seni Okun,
Jack Parker, long with the Tarle- Helen Morris and Sydney Cohen,
when'
they
attended the holiday
ton, remains, as manager. ICipness
plans operating the year round. festival at the Jewish Center here.
Lila Lee, who is doing strictly in
The Jacobs', of course, will operV. 8> Wttft'iPMiMini
ate their Lake Tarleton, Pike, bed routine at the Hayes cottage,
anticipates
an
up O.K. for l^mmer.
N. H., daring the summer seasons
Cln*! «-»«««
.S908 EKO BnJMjr.*,
M. T,
Don Stone, owner of Melody
per usuaL
GrUl, and Pete Trembley, manager
of the Rainbow Grill, have taken
over Jerry's Lounge and re-named
it The Pine Room.
After alterations they will present special floor

Tills is in contrast to their recent
deal at the Capitol theatre, N. Y.,

at $2,500. The Boxy salary is seen on the draught of talent, aren't
as establishing their future asking passing up any bets that will bring
in a buck. For example, the Harem,
price,
Bookers of other houses regard 3Sr. Y.i is paying $3.2,500 to the Eitz
the Roxy as a unique situation not Bros. The Florida cafes used top
applicable to other houses. The entertainers at prices never before
huge 6,000 seater can afford to Shelled out. Kay Thompson and
DirecsheU out coin that others cah't af- the Williams Bros, are at Le
tbh-e, N. Y., at a basic $7,000 weekford,of the gross between
talent ly, plus

.

JACOBi

TARLETONFORlom

Lak

JAGKPARKER

'

.

mw

shows and dancing.
John and Ana^i Curry planed in
from N. Y. C. to chat with their
father, Tom (lATSE) Cuny, who

now

rates all privileges.

eV-

Expectis

an

all-clear in the near fittnre.
(Write to those wha ace jOl).

And

A HIT!!

if

Their

ra:

NEW ACT

Wherever They

CHARLES READER
We

it

Go

Theatre, London

Until

LANDRE ANB

tomt by

NICK CASTtE

eNA

OPENING
Mount Rdyal Hotel-Montreal,
House

May 7

>-Colymbo$/dhio,

May 24

'

June ISth

last Frontier

Pwk
Aet E$|»««iany Staged for Ovcrtc^

thmks hr

New York,

Booked Solid Thru fh«

ENGLISH PROVINCES

our sineem

«

Neil
'

(exfehdf

a wonderful nine weeks at the
COTILLION ROOM of the Hotel
Pierre,

A SMASH
Theatre Uoyalf Dublin
A SMASH
Empire Theatre, Giaigow«« A SMASH

Pqllacliunri

I

Under Mianagtmnrt of

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

nam

Hotel

3 Weeks
^la^ Vegas, July
2 Weeks
^St. Louis, July 3@

2W^eks
MtecHeii: iMfensatioHo! TNatricol

€mih

.

1

^^ Slay

y^^Mnm

jiX

-

%•>

1^48

VAIT|DKlW.li
'Satira'

Circus Attendance Ontdraws

Appeal Sept 2S
Chicago,

Cuban supreme court

by Far;

Last Ifear
AWflndfince

Snm

TV

Seoi as Aid

and Bailey circus
Madison Sqtiare GarIfliS at
last
is heavier than
the big top
mtgin.
Ijy a Vide

I
fJm
Sr

afternoon and
SiL capacity
ewn selling out at matinees
™t t« Hnth the last two we6ks.

eve-

15 years for slaying of

Ankara, Pitt, Drops Shows Chi attorney,
For Name-Band Policy new trial.
Pittsburgh,

May

seek

Se
IS

T^m
S tm

&d

•

whether the total takings
reach the record mark of 46

Too Much Competish

is

The battle of nltery attraetions
That season the around New York City has regisauesaonable.
as
eauien date was for 39 days
tered its iirgt casualty. La Mar-.
compared. Avith the current engag!!- Unique closed for the summer,
will be a
meirt of 33 days, so there
Sunday (2). Boniface Dario figured
diteence of 12 performsaces, that with the opening of the Ritz
grosfrfor the longer stay being of- Bros., at the Harem, N. Y., tomorficii stated to have bettered row night (Thurs.), the Riviera,
$1,800,000.
Ft. Lee, N. J.,-draining trade from
08tes Being Reduced
N. Y. with a bill topped by Harry
tBtf top will reduce its dates this Richman and Jan Murray, and the
jeason, spleding the coast-to-coast Copacabana slicing patronage away
tour,, it being indicated that other' with Dfeaii Martin anid'Jerfy Liewis,
dircuses are also cleaning up. RBB the wisest course was to shutter for
goes to the Boston Garden where the summer.
It plays six days starting Tuesday
La Martinique had a diSficult seacanvas in son this year. Dario opened last
(ijlii then going under
Washington where the new "bowl" fall with a Monsigneur (Paris) idea
seating arrangement will be in evi- featuring a tzigane fiddle orchesdence the first time. D. C. date is tra. It was later amended to a
im three days. May 18 to 20, with rhumba policy and finally wound
Wflf days in Baltimore to follow. up with his usual name policy
SilW- will be in New England which was successful fot a time.
around the Fourth of July and is Smith and Dale, vet vaude comics,
.

London lerrif

In

around Labor

in

Lake

May

/

London, May

4.

policies

4,

"Water Follies of 1948" preemed
here at the Coliseum Saturday (1),
and started its 15-day run with a
sellout.
Show, which was a sock
at last year's Centennial Expo, is
running ahead of '47 advances, and
looks to be a winner.
Playing to a $2i50 top, maximum
daily gross can hit about $5,000.

The advance

sale for Sophie
Tucker's date at the Casino here
is the heaviest in the history of
the house, indicating the American
comedienne will draw a four-week
holdover for a total eight-week
stand in London before 'touring the
provinces. She's slated to begin
her stand May 31. Bernard Delfont, Casino operator, is holding off
on a new show for late June, because of the holdover possibility.

Jimmy Durante was originally
slated for June, but called it off
because medicos advised against
the tour after a recent operation
Miss Tucker played London before the war and was regarded as
one of the hottest attractions to be
imported from the U. S.

4.

Chicago and State-Lake"
here may again switch
starting June 11.
Deal
may be finalized when Harry
Levine, Paramount talent booker,
huddles with Balaban & Katz executives here this week.
With the switch, vaudeville, noyf
at the State-Lake will be shuttled
to the neatby Chicago with the
State-Lake resuming its former

theatres

Lake City

City;

May

The

Heavy

in Salt

Salt

straight picture policy.

Acrobat's

Widow

Late

Beneficiary of

Hubby's Benev. Society
Pittsburgh, May 4.
Just about a month ago, Jimmy
Loster,

Jimmy

known

professionally

as

organized the
Entertainers Welfare

Fitzpatrick,

Pittsburgh

Society, to help
in this district,
its president.

Original changeover came sev-i
months ago after the U. S»
Chicago district court, in the
Jackson Park case, ruled a twoweek limit on first runs in the Chi
area.
B&K, operators of both
houses, subsequently decided to
switch vaudeville to the smaller
State-Lake, which has a capacity
of 2,700, and give the top films to
the 3,900-seat Chicago theatre*
However, move wasn't as profitable
as under the previous arrangement.
The shift *ill also permit Levine.
to spend a heavier amount on
stageshows because the larger
house capacity will permit a greats
er Intake.
eral

First

needy performers
and was elected

The group's first show will be
held at the Aragon Ballroom on
May 25—it'll be a benefit for

.

BROADWAY-CAP,

(Mrs. Jones)

ment

due In Los Angeles
opened last Tuesday (27)
Day for an eight day date. Re- weren't able to draw the Broadway
ports from there were that Clyde mob.
'
four perBeatty's circus gave
Dario Is reported as having

a single day,

it
placed the club on the market and
& continuous per- there's the possibility of an imtContinued on page .P)
minent sale.

tirtnaliy

Follies'

Jimmy Lester's widow,
The veteran clown and acrobat,
Allan Jones and Irene Hervey
wound up an engage- apparently in excellent health,
DEI,
at the Casino Sunday (2) and was doing a club date" in town
is resting for,pne.Ay,^gk .before Jtpiir- last week.^ He. had 3ust, ^finished
ing the provinces. During his 'en- 'one of* his fcarrel-jumping "tricks'
the
The
when
he
fell
to
floor.
Dettoit,
May 4.*
voice
Jones
strained
his
gagement,
and was forced out of the show for audience thought it was part of
United -Detrdit Theatees wlH litone day, but for some days after- the act.
stall stage shows at its Broadways
a
But
Loster
had
collapsed
of
ward he appeared at the theatre
("•apltol theatre.
heart attack. He was still living
without singing.
First unit opens Friday (7> with
when they picked him up but he
Delfont is expected to visit the died shortly after on the way to Stan Kenton's orch and the King
States following MiSs Tucker's the hospital.
Cole Trio topping the bill, which
preem.
His widow is an ex-professional, will also include Pat Henning, Pe*
having done a vaude act with her dro and Durant and others.
Horace Heidt orch and unit !«
husband before retiring several
set to follow May 14.
years ago.
but

'

formances

Chicago,

'Water

Advance

.

will

Widi StatC'lake Back to Pix Policy

to

John Mee,

last winter, will

oph 8 Advance

sunVV(9) and

«E
5?»gW

BIK Mav Smtch Vaude BiHs to Oii

4.

Ankara, nitery-restaurant about
10 miles from Golden Triangle
which recently reopened after
three-month
shutdown, has
with
but,
sold
Slee ia- already.is usually offish dropped floor shows after four
rtfeventog. which
weeks and plans to ride out the
performance probirtfe getSWy
vir- summer with bands only. Jimmy
It's
clean.
fllw fsoing
upped Spitalny's there currently, with
fflytrteili thit television
for^ RBB. Brad Hunt set to foUpw, but manSest and business
agement expects to go in for name
were five telecasts with show outfits as soon as warm weather
Closeup
total.
pictured in
season gets under way.
view of stand- '
Ss^Ve a better
Bad biz was given as the reathose
by
gotten
was
son for eliminating floorshows.
sdw the .performances and
atrepeaters
Ste a number of to see what
a second time
la Martinique, N.Y.,
_ ,
thev had mlsseA
.Garden,
*^i&ted tbat EBB'S
Shutters for Summer;
reach or better an ap*
riate
but
of $1,300,000.

atoS

4.

week

who was sentenced

Dancer,

Ringling-*

the

to

May
last

set Sept. 28 for hearing of appeal
of Patricia ("Satira") Schmidt,

Wag

ADDING STAGE SHOWS
,

(»UICa DROPS DEAL
FOR 2

NX NITERIES

Colucci's negotiations for

Tony

takeover of the Havana Madrid and
Village Vanguard, both N. Y., have
been dropped.
Colucci was dickering to buy the
Vanguard for $25,000 and the Havana Madrid for $40,000. He was
reputed to have outside backing on
deals. He recently took over Don
Julio's

Greenwich Village

nitery.

As matters staind, Max Gordon,
present Vanguard boniface, intends to keep on running spot. The
Havana Madrid, however, is still
on the market. Angel Lopez, owner, is currently talking de^ to
other parties.

Ellington

Professional Photographs by

JOHN
IN

REED

E.

HOLLYWOOD

are coniidfered

Sans Bant For

by rhe trade

London Palladium June 21
London, May

4.

Duke Ellington will top the bill
at the Palladium, London, starting
June 21. He's been booked as a
single inasmuch as regulations of
the British musicians union prevent the importation of foreign
musicians.
Ellington will headline a bill
made up of Negro talent, for the
most part. Layout will include the
Deep River Boys, Pearl BaUey and
the Nicholas Bros.

done by M'

cphj, personaffy
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SUNSET BOULEVARD
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In this layout, the Palladium will

maximum number

have the

of for-

eign artists permitted on ai^r one
shov^.

PAUL

"THE LAFF

AUCTIONEER

BENSON

SENSATIONAL RADIO AUDIENCE PARnCIPAT ION HIT
Assisted by HELEN MORSE
appeared
Received more laughs, screams and howls per minute than any comedy act who's

at the

STATE THEATRE,

or

PHONE

•

season."

CIVEN AWAY

THAWS
* ABE reiN©©LD For AH You Have Done
/ DOC HARRIS For Your Fine Cooperation

WIRE

this

Hartford

1

• OVER 300 PRIZES
BABY' STUNT OPENING NIGHT

$1250.0@ IN GIFTS
'LIVE

10 SHORE BOULEVARD, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

•
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"Gin-rummy widows," most of
and Abbey .Albert, who does whom feel lonely because of their
the emceeittg and piano lulls.
husbands' frequent absence at the
Carlo, fortunately, .hasn't the Lambs or Friars, have organized
problems of most new bonifaces into an organization known as the
inasmuch as the spot has an estab- Troupers.
Gals in showbusiness
lished dinner trade, a great pai't and affiliated fields are eligible.
of which lingers into the supper
First meeting last week resulted
(and entertainment) period. Ac- in Gilda
Benny) Davis
(Mrs.
cording, to the initial business
elected president of the group. Bea
splurge, indications are the room
disk-jockey over WHN,
has a chance of being a permanent Kalmus,
veepee, with. F«r Carnataed
was
gaiety.
eastside
addition to
Henry Slate) elected asIt would help, of course, if more roll (Mrs.
Lynn Gilmore,
new faces were introduced to pro- sistant veepee.
Trio,

Deep River Boys (S), Meroyn
Welson, Pierre Cartier, Martha
Short, Cedric WoUace Trio, Abbey
Albert; mtnimums, $3-$4.
who" maitre-deed at Le
for several years, has
gone into business for himself with
Ihe newly opened Encore, which
par^ltels the operation of the forCarlo,

Kuban Bleu

dispensary. It's an mtime supper club (sans dancing) with .an

mer

,

secretary.

Entertainment

com-

mittee is headed by Lael Lester,
wife of Buddy Lester; and tele
Beckman, wife of agent At Beck-

man (&Pransky).

Aside from being a social organization. Troupers' aim will be
to raise funds fpr the indigent in
This almost represents "Boom or showbusiness.
Bust" for the Devore Brothers,
tains
Deep River Boys, doubling from who took over this WJlshire bouleThe new
the Strand theatre, top the bill vard bistro last fall.
Rapped Kay Thompson
with sinooth harmonics of the ap- black-and-white decor has come noplause-winning variety. Comedy is where near matching the books,
15 Years Ago for
by Mervyn Nelson, another staple except during 'the highly successin the intimeries, Who socks across ful Danny Thomas engagement and
a series of characterizations for top the Devore Sreres are jout to And
Winchell
tesults. His satire on French sing- out if it's because business Is bad
Broadwayites recalling how Walers, an addled psychiatrist and his- all over or. .
,
perennial grammar-school health
Current layout rfepresents a nut ter Winchell first panned Kay
pageant produce .plaudits of the of some $10,000 since the .Devores Thompson years ago, in contrast to
encore-winning variety.
are quite willing to try out that the teiTific trailer he's beeB gSving
Pierre Cartier, the Gallic magico,- old saw about "it takes money to the Coast canary and her Williams
similarly gets Ms personality across make money." One thing is certain, Bros., now at Le Directoire, N. Y.,
in a series of -deft bard and hand- if this layout doesn't bring.the cus- get this explanation -from the -colkerchief manipulations along with tomers in, somebody had better re- umnist,
He blames it on "Star
write the rule book. It's the most Dust," which Hoagy Carmichael,
the dollar-transference trick.
Other items are Martha Short entertainment-packed, single bill in his "Star Dust" Road" (auto<Krew Acts), the Cedric Wallace assembled hereabouts in some biography), credits Winchell with
time.
reviving into hitdona.
Opening and closing are the
The columnist hai^ back to one
Jack Cole Dancers, who set the
of those hole-in-the^wall spealcs in
liUintClli
lEll
svrift pace for the show and then
Prohibition,
during
wind it up vnth a pair of sock iBaial Manhattan
^r'JUi BrtMciiM of Thiratritals
called
Hot Feet's, when he became
routined that leave both performers and audience breathless. Act enamored of the then-obsctire tune.
is a dynamic one that never fails By plugging it and requesting itto leave the customers clamoring Including a then series of "my
Nos. 1 to 22 at $1.00 ea. for more—a request that generally favorite song!' radio programs—he
cannot be filled because of the ex- forced MUls Music to take it off
ARODIES for $10.00 hausting-demands
of the routines. the sheKE. Subsequently, WincheU
COBiwy chores are handled by kudosed Mitchell Patrish, who set
tm an Eiti««*"
Jackie Miles, eastern click making the lyric, for having written
$3.00 ludidiiif 2 6«f fittt
his Coast bow. Miles has a sly, easy "poem."
Sena for list »I wiiieHiil, Murodlev,
eomei
tOje.m***,
Wit»-*lmekapproach to comedy that draws alWinchell's ardor for the tune,
outs, MOM, •te.
_
most continuous roars. Best are his virtually his No'. 2 national anthem,
,.NO «.0.»'a
experiences with a tout, his de- he recalls, caused him to press
1>AULA SMITH
scfljrtldii ot resatt Mfe i» the OatsEddy Duchin at the how-defunct
tm W. Mtk Bt.. K«w Tw* »»
.<C!0ntited on pt«« CZ)
Central Park Casino and Jerry
Friedman at the old Abbey Club,
a fave Volsteadian> hot spot, to
"put it in the books," and most
notably it "cost me many a singlebuck when I'd request that colored
pianist at Hot Feet's to play it for
trade.

for the most part conproven ingredients. The

The show
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Tomer-Fisiunan

Detroit, May 4.
Buddy Duray, 48, Detroit nitery
emcee, was arrested last week in
Toledo for questioning in the

murder of Mona MoBride, 29,
whose slashed body was found in
31.
a Columbus hotel room March
Duray said he was iiinooont and
that he had been playing a Detroit
a
nitery date and was to open
Toledo nitery Monday.
He was arrested in his hotel
room by Columbus detectives who
vide a degree of differentiation operator of Gilmore's restaurant, is said he left the Palm Gardens,
from the current intime operations treasurer, with Ethel (Mrs. Har- Columbus nitery, a day or two
Ruth (Mrs. after the woman's body was found.
in the sector. A procedure of this vey) Stone assistant.
type would give the Spot greater Jerry) Rosen is secretary, with
Duray admitted he was friendJose.
individuality.
Fran (Mrs. Lt^ny) Ken« assistant ly with Miss McBride, who was

entertainment roster that comprises
some alumni of Ruban.
The room itself is- as yet not
compietely overhauled for an intime operation. Performers accustomed to Ruban are finding that
they've to paroject a bit harder
in reaching the patronage. There Slapsj Maxic's,
are some minor changes necessary
Los Angeles, April 29.
in staging the aci;s, and once those
Jack Cole Dancers' (7), Jackie
wrinkles are straightened out, the Miles, Helen Forrest, Desi Amaz.
toom has an excellent chance of Orch (16), Dick Stabile; minimum
bagging the eastside sip-and-listen $3.50 weekdays, $4 weekends.

,

mm

INMTBOPCARNYm

"WeSbm^n May

Row€oesto^I
Chicago,

May

4.

Walter Turner, operator of the
Persian ballroom here, went
ta
the FBI last week with a complaint
against Ed "Flshman, deposed man.
ages: 0^ Billie Holiday,

who's now
with
Associated BooMm
Corp. Turner made a deal by mal
with Fishman for Miss Holiday to
do a concert at his spot April 25
and forwarded Fishman a deposit
of $1,125.
The singer never
showed up although the cheek was
cashed.
He's trying to get Slsh<
former nitery
a
identified
as
man on 9 charge of using the maifa
hostess and carnival performer.
to defraud.
Jack Irving, local American
Guild of Variety Artists head,
wired Fishman over the date. In
Houston Hotel
response he got a wire claiming
the pact called for her fappea^
To Plunge on Talent that
ance the "week of April 19 or a
The new. Shamrock hotel, being mutually agreeable date within 45
built in Houston, Texas, will use days."
Turner insists the under*
according
bands,
name talent and
standing was for April 25.
,

back

-

New

to

Bumham, who has been

Bill

namejj talent director for the MacCarthy Enterprises, wliich.WiU Operate the hospice. Bturnbam Js
currently dickenn* for iBBldegayde
to open at Spot sometime lu November.
Bumham, the
According to
Shamrock will use five bands and
musical combinations in the various rooms of the inn. The hotel
is designed along the lines of New
York's Waldorf-Astoria hotel, and
is part of the McCarthy center, a
25-acre group of buildings wMch
will house a radio and television

From Carter Estate
Hollywood, May 4,

Gets 13G

"Bd Fishman, Coast agent, was
awarded a $13,000 claim against
the estate of the late Ben Carter,
Negro film actor, who was teamed
in vaudeville with Mantan Moreland.

Fishman

filed against the actor's

claiming commissions and
fees.
Carter left a

estate,

management

$92,000 estate.
Estate had originally made a
el&im against Fishman for around

$16,000.
and a theatre.
Project is owned by Glenn Mc-

station

multi-millionaire oilman,
is investing $18,000,QOO in the
venture. It's expected to be com'
pleted in November.

Carthy,

.

who

I

Nitery, Racetrack Oper^itor
Tagged for Tax Evasion
Pittsburgh,

May

4.

William G. (Big Bill) Lias, longtime operator of Zeller's Steak
in Wheeling, W. Va., was
indicted by a Federal ^and jury
last week on^jpharges of defrauding

House

flELENE and HOWARD
'C«MMly IhMK* AMie*'

ALIEE. CINCINNATI

the Government of $903,984 in income taxes over a five-year period.

Olr.i

WATtY

RWffiN

also owns Wheeling
racetrack, was named on
five counts, one for each year from
1942 through 1946.

who

Lias,

Downs

Recent cleanup in Wheeling,
when city officials cracked down
all kinds of gambling, shut
and Mark (Hellinger) and some
You'd think I either Zeller's several' months ago. Withwrote it or was a songplugger!"
out a casino, expensive operation,
Thus,
when Kay Thompson which played cosi^ ishows, became
"messed around with it on the air" a losing propOsltioii.
some 15 years ago, Winchell reCtovemment contends that while
calls, it riled him, and he said so Lias reported his total earnings for
in print.
"What I didn't appre- income taxes at $477,182 over fiveciate then," he adds, "is that what year stretch, his income actually
she was doing then with her ar- was $1,464,228,
The indictment
rangements is what I'm so nuts continued that he paid taxes of
about now."
only $310,844 and the amount
should have been $1,?14.828.

me

of the boys.

International

Famous Magician

Ciirrtntly ApjMariiig

ROXY,

New York

Variety says:
„

one of the more adept practitioners
of hand.' He does an ent^italning job with his
of chicks, coins iwd a transference pit

"Grail .Gall is still

.

of

sleig]lit

toaTiijE)nIation

with a

dollsir till.''—J<ise.

Thanks io Morris
f*ni»n(il

Hi.

DULUTH

Fisher Booking Apollo
S, Silv«r

The Arthur Fisher office has reof white performers for the Apollo theatre, N. Y.
Initial ofay turn set vrill be the
Bmerald sisters, 4ated for May 21.
Al Ricikard will supervise the
sumed booking

Man«<Kr—Television and CwcMf

MOMiS S. SILVER
114 $«. Michigan Av*, Chicago,

Carrcntly

rLAME ROOM

loeMng Aqtat:

HoMi

Attar,

MUm

New Ywi^

iMgoll*

N. Y.

bookings.

VAWBTY.

April 28.

PARAMOUNT, New

Hit

"There's nothing about the inside of the buck-ahdwing that this group liasn't
mastered. It's wrapped up with
tricate

showmanship

ENTERTAINMENT
ami SPORTS STAFF

and

AMmrrH^kE

rereact

appeariag at this theatre."

—jaobert Weifeman,

spnnMed

Managing

with laughs."*-Odec.

FAMOUS OPEN AIR

Yoric

"The Four Step Brothers
ceived one of the greatest
ceptions accoVded a dancing

Director.

THE

FOUR STEP

BROTHERS
eurreittly

apFMriiig

PARAMOUNT, New York
SPEeiAL

©PEN MAY

10

Heated Rooms

for

LOW

MAY

RATES

and JUNE

N. Y. Pboa*: BA. 7-1782

FREE GOLF

1

t»

JUNE

m

ExeiHshre MooogcmMt
CHARLES HOGAN AeCNCir

MARCUS eiASER

,

Wmanm&Kf* May

.
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AGVACIamiKJNn oniiOasiMenes
Using Tyros taE
Hollywood,

Artists is

pmm

May

of Pro Talent
4

4.

Variety
putting tlie Ud on the
of aniatenr ^talent to

American

GulW

of

AGvA

Carle's We^tera
to

f oealist

Salfoa Set for Repeal

Pate at

Im&m Pallaiiin

Jean Sablon, the Gallic singer,
has been booked for a repeat date
at the Palladium theatre, sometime in September.
Chanteur is
expected to stay in England about
three months, during which time
he'll make an extensive tour of the

Horace Heii to Tow Amateur Ulis
In

Sunday nights, andin^some
Saacea, on a weekly hasis.
AGVA notified Billy B^vg nitery
national
that it would be put on
amaunfair list if Berg accepted
J.
teur show presented by Harold
nixed
immediately
Berg
ByerS
'

Guild has also
Club to cease Uising
checking Chase
Monica, on reports
bid

is

Kisiag

non-AGVA

notified Stork

amateurs and
hotel, 'Santa
that hotel is
"Casa-

talent.

Palladiom Sets Marlowe

in Egypt.
Harris is also set for this layout.
since becoming a single, will join
Singer is expected in New York
Singer
Tishman agency booked
the outfit. He'll do western items from the Coa^t next week and will through the
Foster agettcyi Lonexchisively, at least for a while. leave shortly thereafter for Brazil,
An angle of the association is that where he'll summer at his ranch. don.
Benny
and
Harris will play two
Williams is under contract to
RCA-Victor .for recordings, while
vaude stands in Detroit and CleveCarle is tied to Columbia, but that
land before taking off for London.
Asserted
jHrisdiction
won't be any problem while the
They're still to line up an accomdisk ban is on.
panying show. There's the possiin Dispute
At the time Williams joins Carle,
bility that the Sportsmen quartet
the latter's daughter, Marjorie
will tour with Benny.
in Hartford
Over
Hughes, will rejoin. She quit her
dad'a band last year to live in CaliHartford, May 4.
fornia with her husband. In recent
National Labor Relations Board Virginia O'Brien Gets

LmiE

DERBJTAIENTSPLUKGE

where it would be imLouisville, May 4.
them to take over on
Night spots splurged with talent
Byers also said he for the Derby weekend.
pocketed only $30 of the $100.
Club Iroquois show headed by
Jimmy Savo, included Terry LawFaber Dancers,
Danny Thomas signed for the ler, Mairgaret
Johnny Gilbert Orch and Janet
Ciiez t'aree, Chicago, the latter
Lee, Jay Arnold, m.c. Post & Padpact of July. It's the only cafe apdock Club had Jerry Lester as
pearance he'll make this year.
iitery work
possible for
their own.

headliner,

Nancy

Bell,

Ming
Bob Copsey
with

& Ling,
& Carolyn

Ayres, Morrey Brennan Orch.

BOSWEU

Hoagy Carmichael Set
For Cohceirfs Alter I^ndon

Currtntly.

FLAWmSO CLUB
N«vo«
Los V»9«.

Chicago,

;

ROMM

A New

has ruled that the NLRB has jurisdiction over disputes involving loRuling
cal theatres and unions.
was made in the course of a hearing Wednesday (28) on an NLRB
complaint issued agaiiist Amuiican
Federation Of Musicians. Local 400.
Complaint had alleged that Local
400 had violated provisions of the
Taft-Hartley Act in its relations
with the State theatre here. Denying a motion of the union counsel,
Henry Kaiser, for a dismissal of
the charges on the grounds that
the NLRB lacked jurisdiction because of the local nature of the dis-

May

4.

OK

units.

«

layout.

«

in

^

torneys.

pute, the trial examiner said the
operation of theatres comds under

TRIXIE and ESCO LaRUE
"World's Foremost Girl
Juggler"

**Star Comeiitian**

that NLRB has tried to exercise
jurisdiction over film exhibiting
Industry.

Hearing was adjourned to an Inunion to ap-

Thanks

definite date to allow

t&

]ohn Harris for Five

Solid Years with Ice Capades

paragraphs of the complaint be
These alleged that
stricken out.

union-management contract
the
prescribed that "featherbedding"
practices be permitted. Trial exsubject to exact time Carmichael aminer's action in dropping porreturns from England. Show will tions of the complaint was concarry 15-piece orch plus six or tested by attorney Robert E.
He
Greene, counsel for NLRB.
seven acts.
Asking price will be $3,500 stated he would bring an appeal
against 60% of the take, per date. before the NLRB in Washington.

High

perating and theatre grosses considerably. The maestro figures on
augmenting his incortie with the

London Greeting

simon-pures just as the late Major
Bowes, who made a fortune with
London, May 4.
Virginia O'Brien, singing come- the amateur imits.
dienne, topper for the new bill at
the Casino theatre, opened MonPermanagement, inc., has been
day (3) to a "good but not outstand- chartered to employ and train ehing reception. She's considered too tertainers, specialty performers,
with offices in New York and
light as headliner for a West End
with a capital stock of $20,000..
layout.
Austen CroomDirectors
are:
Hit of the show is Berry Bros., Johnson and Michael Levin, 237
Amasa Miller,
sepia dance team, Chartoteers, a West 15th street; A.
Littlefield & Mar1 Wall street.
Negro song group, ar* also on this shall, 1 WaU street, were filing at.

Hoagy Carmichael was pacted peal decision of the trial examiner.
week for a series of fall con However, the t.e. ruled that two

by Al Borde, Chi agent, who
form a "Star, Dust Revue"
around the singer-composer. Prob
able starting date and place for the
tour will be Montreal, Sept. 24,

A.

Acording to present plans, Heidt
to tour several amateur
Charles V. Yates, head of
Joe Glaser's Associated Booking
agency, is dickering for a series of
Paramount dates in the midwest.
The initial aggregation will be labeled Horace Heidt's Unit Number
One, indicating an entire string.
The amateur angle is credited
with having hypoed Heidt's Hoointends

examiner Charles Whittemore

last

certs
will

RRY

the tyro entertainers.

T-H

trial

Trianon Club show was headed inter-state commerce.
by Henny Youngman, surrounded
NLRB originally issued the comby Freddy & Betty Roberts, and plaint after charges of "featherNaomi Stevens.
Brown Hotel bedding" against the union by the
Bluegrass Room had Harry "Woo State.
House claimed that pracWoo" Stevens and floorshow with tice of standbys was in violation
Bob James orch.
of T-H Act. Hearing was first time

tONMEE

S

&

By NLRB

hlaiJCa ousted Byers' show, according to AGVA, after they squawked
to Happy Hacker, club owner.
weeks she had been dangerously
JSuild asserted that Byers was ill.
pocketing $100 per night on show
IfWle performers got "prizes" and
seen."
Byers,
be
to
"chance
a
NITERIES IN
ajeanwhile, stated that he has been
doini performers a favor in getting them television, radio and

flaser Ageicy

Bandleader Horace Heidt is.
branching out as a producer of*
amateur units ala the late Major
Bowes. He's taking the winners of
tiie Contests aired weekly on his
Sunday night Philip Morris show
for a tour of the vaude houses.
Heidt. however, will not tour with

Frankie Carle will add new flavor provinces.
Comedian Frank Marlowe has
Following his British
stand, been
his ci'chestra May 11 when
signed for the Palladium,
Sablon will play engagements in
London, to open around July 19
the Scandinavian countries, Paris
and may possibly do a theatre date with the Jack Benny show. Phil

it
has
hereabouts^
opens at the Ambassador hotel,
Central
enlisted the heip ot the ^
Los Angeles. Bill Williams, forLahor Council in an elJort to stamp merly with Sammy Kaye, but who
free acts helng inserted on has followed a cowboy-song trail
m-

nlteries

f auders la Joe

OPENING CAPITOL^ THEATRE,

N. Y., IN JULY

Musital Hilarity!

MICKEY
KATZ
and his

Highspot of the avoning

is

Funniest pari of the whole xhow
was Esco laRue, who doesn't Heed
skates t« be a hit.

Trixia,

lh« amazing girl juggler.

RUTHOLSEN,

.

RUTH OlSEN, i
Chicago Sun TiiiMit,

Chicago Sun limn.
Esco loRue,

For

my monay

Trixie

k

the bost jug-

proved

She'% blonde and
there aren't any stars
room door, thero

gler in tha land.
lovely,

on

he^r

and

if

«

a new comedian, ° Iras
big

hit

L.

I.

''

my

first

and

favorite,

Is

b*l-

than ever this year.

SWEEPING THE NATION WITH THEIR SMASH

wowing them

NED CRONIN,

"CHLO-E"

Management

N. Deheny Dr.

°

A. Daily News.

HAL ZEi@ER

WORLD WIDE ATTRACTIONS
^38

t.

a tremendous hand last night as >he IccCopades of 194S opened its
annual engagement in the Pan-Pacific auditorium before a star-studded audiIce Shows come and go, but a girl named Trixie keeps right on going,
ence.
charming her audiences yoor after year with a ball and stick in as cute <l
juggling act as you can find.
LOWELL E. REDELIN6S, Hollywood aiiten-New*-

SQUAHE DANCE"

{Management

is

nightly.

Trixie got

AFEN RANOE''

"TiCO TiCO"
'^YIDDISH

his

act while tilting in the audience

ROGER TREAT,

VICTOR RECORDINGS

"HAIIVi

A. Herald-Express.

loRue who works a good pari of

Chicago Herald-American.

t.C.A„

hit tllare

HARRY CULVER,

Cleveland Newt.

ter

the

A, Timei.

Of course Esco loRue gels
of guffaws and applause.

MAURICE VAN METRE,

Trixie,

throughout

BRAVEN DYER^

country..

dressing

should be.

Hollywood 46,

Calif.

CR«slview
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WM. MORRIS AGENCY

or

ESCO LaRUE
Avcitl<abi@

M&Y
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Show
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Milt Shaw Ore
Pepito Arvftilo Ore,

c & F Simpson
Ginger Kinney
Ben Ribble Ore
.Tack Bipley Itine
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;

Anne Russell
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Patricia Adair
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Pupi Caropo Ore
Vincent Travers
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Ore

Gao Ore
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Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ore
Sherry Britton

Boyd Heath
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Ronmaninn
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Jean.
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Mtehnel

ITIfth

Kni'L
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Kay Morton

Ore
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Carmen Miranda
Bernard
Cr &
Ted Ray.

Hold

»
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Kii'ly

Versailles

Brisson
Wnldorl-Aatoria

Carl

Tito Gulsnr

Emil Coleman Ore
Mlsba Borr Ore

Krun(;ica

T\Ui
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Bih Cluimllpr Ore
Tucker Ore
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A'rnaut Broa

Itoli

HoplOnK

Claire Hof^ran
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Bob Farrall heads the abbreviated layout with versatile bari^
toning and neat emceeing.v He
Hall
ranges from German lieder to
American pop tunes with firm, Igggs Gontinned from page S4 ggj^fj
controlled pipes.
Rosalie Qrant
supplements with some sopranoing for a tour. What better than to
of Viennese and Gallic numbers. start it off ^t Carnegie? UnfortuHer voice is okay, in the middle nately, the date (Friday, 30) was
register but strains for thfe high badly promoted, though well-advernotes and sometimes doesn't quite tised, plus which Ory hasn't had
make it Lea Pleskow's four-maB the bi^ldup recently that others
combo furnishes the music for have had. As. a result, no more than
customer-hoofing in the usual style. 600 addicts showed up to hear him.
Xerm.
And he put on the best show of
this type that Carnegie has cuddled gince Armstrong's
recent
€liek, Phllly
"
show.
Philadelphia, .April 29.
Ory personally Isn't accustomed
Carmen Camtiaro Orch (16)
with Al Cemiek; Jack Verw Qumt' to Carnegie. It showed in his aptet, with -Diablito; ,no cover, no proach. But be was natural. And
it came out as showmanship that
•
Miinimiim.
did as much to put the comparaCarmen Cavallaro
orchestra tively small crowd heavily on his
pays a return trip this week at side as the excellent music his
Frank Palumbo's huge nitery, and sev^n-piece combo performed. This
continues as uisual ^to please cus- group works in New Orleans style
tomers with his rotating on again, and it can give lessons to many a
off again appearance on the band- jazz group'. It was great from start

Carnet^e

'•,

'

—

.

.

that two members were
suspended but on Monday (3> Ben

stood

way's Cab Jivers for his Giro's.
Group opens Friday (7) for iH/o
weeks.

Palumbo, who
name bands 'at
Kin

>Iai'.v

Orj-iu

'

<

in,

4.

.

nismnrli

Ore

May

Palumbo, local nitery
operator, has bought Cab Callo-

tower

Bentiiie

Andrews

.Tean Cn.rson
Kautiero Bd
I'alladinni

and

street,

—

Frank

Ralph Ijpwis

Ku.'ifstfl

of the flock of .strudel
cafes operating in

:

"

March

Uliiokluiwk

Art

One

goulash

Broadwox sector above 72d

Smartly dressed Negro quartet
from radio purveys infectious 'harmonies to self-accompaniment of
guitar and bass. They're excellent
on such tunes as "Them There
stand.
Eyes," "Teach Me Baby," etc.
to finish.
Working in half-hour shifts, the
However, there's, a disturbing
Ory brought with him Jimmy
sameness to their vocalizing in that master of the ivories clicks with and "Mama" Yancey, husband-wife
all
numbers fall in the same his routine of one show for diinc- blues pianist and singer, plus Lon*
ing,<
the
next
for
eye
and
ear nlc Johnson, also widely known as
melodic .groove. Mixing
a Latino
appeal.
Especially
bofC
were
song or a 'jump tune for' theatre
a blues vocalist. He, however, is
dates wo)Ad help bireak the mo- "Jealousy," "Bhumba Maria," and now with Mercury Records and it
Moon" typteal Cavalnotony. Shape up as okay calil^'e "Voodoo
laro offerings. The latter piece is shows in his work. He was prolor vaud&and cafe circuits. 'Gilb.
from the maestro's recent pic, grammed for two tunes and did
two others cited as having been,
"Hollywood Canteen."
Cavallaro's muSic, arranged by recorded, then got back to the proBILLY NIGHTINGALE
Ted Duane, leans heavily on the gram.
'Dancing"Chippie" Hill, femme
string section of Tony Maratea, Ed bliies singer, also did well. She's
5 Mins.'
Koski, Al 'Brecker, Irv Geller and an exhuberant type of shouter. All
Apollo, N.Y.
An energetic Negro hoofer, Billy Bill Spear. Their efforts win acts were as well received as Oi-y's
Nightingale has- a standard terp plenty of mitt-pounding.
CavalWood.
routine rounded out with a little laro's piano work is top-notch.
Al Cernick, band vocalist, scores
aero stuff. His timing and footwork
ai'e good.
As a climax he leaps in his soft baritone, especially with
from a pedestal on the bandstand "I've Got You Under My Skin." it
is the first Philly appearance for
to do a semi-split on the stage.
While Nightingale's stepping is Cernick, a Frisco lad Who joined
Continued: from page 99 ss
fair enough, a larger repertoire the band last October.
Jack Varna's quartet, which takes formance, with audiences shooed
would serve to give the turn an
added polish. Once he develops a care of the lulls on thte revolving flut the back-way, so that waiting
better change of pace, the act bandstand, does a neat fill-in job, crowds In front could be admitted.
ticketsellers
should be okay for vaude or nit- aided by versatile Dioblito, whose
and
Treasurers
rhumba and vocal exertions ''get union, Which staffed the Garden
eries <using sepia talent.
Gilb.
heavy applause.
put a dozen members on the carHouse was well filled when re- pet charged with breach of reguviewed,
Shol,
lations covering gratuities. Und<;r-

Pierre Carller

CHICAGO
<;U))-iii

m Y.

Pleakow Orch; no minirmm.

Palumbo Sets Cab

Monk

Splvy's

Spivy

.

,

NsYsCircns

t

IXrertuire

Kay Thompson
Williams Bros
Straeler

favor

in

'

Dors

Bon Vivants

Ted

able; Lamm, of course, is a cinch
for strong audience reaction after
Craig in his introduction tells audiof at ledst one ence singer
has been siglitless since
his stuff is defiage of 3, but he's got a nice pleasnitely crowd-pleasing.
ant voice, sells
Dick Stabile, who has disbanded have ho trobuleit well and would
clicking even if
his own crew temporarily to serve
customers didn't know of his afflicas nitery's music director, does an tion.
TelUng crowd that back in
excellent job of guiding the Arnaz,
1927 the singing saxman in
orch through the show routines, his
band was James
Latune combo, of course, keeps th* Craig his opening toMelton gives
rattle off a
terpatrons happy between shows.
number of old-timers at the piano,
Kop.
which gets him off to fine start.
Nothing out of the ordinary about
Craig-Lamm turn but it's a good
Viciiiia Cute,
filler and, of course, Craig's conBob Farr'alX, Rosalie Crmnt, I40 necition with "Near You" cinches it.

p&tter

.

(^anzonerl

Alidrea.

.

more number since

,

•

:

Nicholas Bros

on the trumpet.
Craig introduces his two latest
"Fooling" and "Do Me a
Favor, Will You," hotli keyed in the
style of "Uear You" to make tlie
Identity of thti composer unmistaksongs,

m

Hatwl Warwicli
Alan McPalge I
Suns

Ollyor

Pat Kirliwood
Frdd "I^niney
Mela.chrinij Ore
Julio

Frances Maddux

Latin 4}miM«>
Joey Adams-'

some of her disklicks.
Opening night throng gave her
hefty returms
and she finally
begged off.
Desi Arnaz scores solidly with
his bongo-beating "Babaloo" and
other Latune routines. He could
easily dispense with some of the

—
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Tony Craig
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Jtr.vstory -PavalCBdc
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Eddie Stone Ore
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nippodnimn (M) 3 Syl vesiri
(Chester Co
O'Keefe

tunes.

Desnirond

&

3

4

gariiet appreciation.
occasion, she "shows a
to over-dramatize her
It's especially evident in a
small room and seem to be designed for larger halls. For rooms
with a Continental patronage, this
tJtsoa'

tendency

livery.

BoM
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M
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3

circuits;

type of projection would foe ideal
inasmuch as the expatriates seem
to prefer the broader type of de-
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DUrso Ore

Alvares Ore
Mamoufl Borgesliw
Mata & Ban

a vet on
has been a draw with New
York's Greek patronage for some
time. She's an ac<;omplished songstress with savvy delivery and
varied selection of numbers.
Aliss Cortis' catalog embraces
French, S|>ani$h, Greek tunes as
well as those of standard tongue.
energetically
delivered
They're
with a -high degree of showmanship
'Soiiiii Cortifi,

•

.
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Alice

commentary
of Dick Tracy.

his hilarious

novelty and Instrumental routinM
before introducing Francis Craitf
composer of "Near You" and "BpiI
Your Pardon." With Craig Is
Lamm, blind voc.ilist who did BoB
thU
warbling on recordings of the dick
tunes, and the two of them have
a nice session that's pleasant and'
™>

Voung Fisk has a crack outfit for'
dancing and can give out with
solid entertainment.
His trick of
the playing "Do You Think of Me" on
two trumpets at once, one carrying
Vienna Cafe presents a familiar melody and the other the harmony,
type of show for Old World habi- is a show-stopper. "Slap Her. Down,
tues.
There's the baritone, thfr Paw," featuring band's -two vocalViennese songstress, the Magyar ists. Gene Canfleld and Glnny
violinist and a small instrumental Coon, gets good returns, too, and so
combo that zings with the same .does orch's arrangement, featuring
rh3^m on a Strauss widtz or: a brass setftion, of "Flight of the
rhumba. But even if the show Bumblebee."
isn't the thing for these spots,
All in all, a good bargain for
there's a pleasant, atmospheric those who can take dancing or
the saloon quality for the
clientele to wallow Icave'it alone. ^
Cohen.
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There are some
cernible weaknesses when hitting
the lower stretches, but fortunately, she dwells in the top tier with
greater frequency.
Tune selections are good, comprising "What Is This Thing Called
Love," a nicely interpreted "J'Attendrai," "Happiness Is a l^hing
Called Joe."
Miss Short is still to determine
if she's to develop into an easy
styled songstress along Maxiae
Sullivan lines, or whether she
wants to work into a pattern that
would make for greater dramatic
variety. In view of the excelleace
of her upper range, former devel«
opment woUId most likely serve her
best.
Jose.
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to Intime rooms. Her. vpl(» has a
nice range encompassing a Well
rounded lower register to a smooth
upper shelf of tones. It's in the
latter she excels. When dwelling
in that range, there's a soft fluidity
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Martha Short, a sepia looker, has
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McCarthy & Fnr'i Comic made a sm'ash impression
C Ka)y Dncjrs (4)
opening night and will probably
lionora Bdwin
remain here fpr some time,
Helen Forrest's Singing stint
shapes up well, chirp socking over amiable without
being showv
two such diversified numbers as Craig at.the
and Lamm siuK"Them There Eyes" and "Nature ing several piano,
numbers as well aa
Boy" before going into special ma- blowing out a hot Dixieland
tun«
terial stuff which enables her to
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Variety Bills

has used full-sized

his Click for the
past couple" years, has been seeking to use names in the Giro's .spot
for months. It's smaller than the
Click, and its two bandstands, one
on, street level floor and one below, were built to accommodate
only small combos and Calloway
is an answer to his desire.

Pittsburah, April 29.
Francis Craig, Bob Lonim. CharUe Fjs/c Orch with Gene Canfield
and Gtnny Coon; Cover 75c weekdays, $1 Saturdays and holidoi/s.

Town's leading dancery seems to
have found out that entertainment
pays off. Instead of ju.st boolcing
in bands that play exclusively for
dansapation. Bill Green is looking
for outfits that can also give the
customers something in addition.
He's found it in Charlie Fisk's to

meet

his

new

policy.

When show time comes around
twice an evening, Fisk and gang
put on quarter-of-an-hour of crack

commissioner,
license
personally served a summons on
a nicketseller alleged to have
overcharged $1 per ticket for
pasteboards priced at $120 (gallery locations) at a Garden boxoffice.
Carl Knofer, the accused
seller, will be tried in magistrate «
court today (5), the ofiense being
punishable with a fine of $500, or
six months incarceration, or both.
Upon complaints that no mo(lerate-price tickets could be had
at the Garden but were plentiful
at rates over the boxoffice price
ii} the agencies that cluster near
the circus.
Fielding,

.
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French to Handle Stock
List for Century Plays

fiyte-Kantor Case Inspires Equity
in

(Nk

Procedure

McUGLEN-LOWE

SixS-^ni

.

TOAT

PRICE

'

Derwent Would
Refuse to

Run

Again at Equity

—

BRUSHES

show.

To Brodie

.

On

•

"Inside U.S.A." got off to a runAlthough contracts hadn't been
start on Broadway at the signed, Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Century last Friday (30), the E-ramerstein 2d, who presented
Arthur Schwiartz revue getting ex- Berlin's "Annie Get Your Gun"
cellent reaction from first nighters,
and Krasna's "John Loves Mary,"
as indicated by the virtual 100% were to have produced "Stars,"
press. The Shuberts, who operate
with Walter Huston set for the
the theatre, stopped selling theatre
leading role. But apparently irked
parties at the suggestion of the
by Krasna's reported stateihents
show management after many such here that the deal was "cold,"
ticket deals were set.

Credits Goes

To

Dramatists Guild

ning

Tiff over credits for the book
of "Sleepy Hollow," musical production based on the Washington
Irving legend, has been dropped in
the lap of the Dramatists Guild for

arbitration. Protagonists in the dis-

of

Broadway Grosses

ARDREH ROP 'ROCK'

GLORF

bC.

OFF THEATRE PARTIES

Approaching End of Season Key

Samuel French has taken over

stock representation of a large part
of the list of the Century Play Co.
The deal is on a temporary basis
pending the recovery of Gus Diehl,
New*
one. of the Century partners, from
Aftermath of the recent
a serious eye ailment. Not all Ijhe
Century list is involved.
IN
Tom Kane, the other partner,
pro and
nwnagers, which aroused
will' continue in charge of new
Srcomment In actor circle?, is ina
plays for Century. Christopher
procedure
nrohaWe change ofi
H.
Rosen,
former
mancomAlbert
O'Leary handles the stock def miltv's disposal of such
a
C»"nc" ^""^ appointed
ager of Loew's State, N. Y„ has partment of French.
to.
Kitlee. which is expected
scheduled a revival of "What Price
recommend revamping the rules, Glory," post-World War I stage hit.
"off-base,
because of the allegedly
Revival is
No' definite date set.
atmosphere", that atcoSrt-lilte
brought by slated for the Coast with Victor
tended the xiase
McLaglen and Edmund Lowe, playchoristers in the two Broadway ing the parts originated in 1924 by
and
musicals against Jerry Whyte
liOuis Wolheim and Bill Boyd, both
Herman IKantor, "defendant" stage deceased.
McLaglen and Lowe
men
managers. Charges, that the
played the film version. War play
used abusive language at the was written by Lawrence Stallings
clwrines, were upheld and the men and Maxwell Anderson, and progiven suspended suspensions.
duced by Arthur Hopkins.
A number of leading Equityites
Rosen this summer will also opobject to the case being referred
One year remains in his threeerate* Warners' Mobtclair, N. J.,
to as a "trial" and believe that in- theatre with summer stock in as- year term as president of Equity
differences of the sort
ternal
sociation with Lessor Grostaerg. but Clarence Derwent has made up
should be more in the nature, of Charles K. Freeman will be the his mind nbt to accept renominaarbitrations, with both sides bemg
tion in 1949. It's a non-salaried job
director.
equally represented. In some inbut that's not the reason Derwent
stances it's conceded that one side
doesn't desire to continue as prez.
—Equity's is presented because
He explains that he has been callecl
those charged with breaches of Krasha-Berlin Await
upon to participate in so many of
conduct are not permitted to have
the association's activities that too
legal representatives present durlittle time remains
for himself.
Finished Musical Till
ihg hearings before the council.
Derwent .was in one play this seaAlthough the conducting of the
son, a flop revival of "Topaze."
Setting Broadway Deal
heftdng was considered aS fair as
Derwent was chairman of the
Holly wobdi May 4;
could be possible under the nownominating committee two seasons
questioned procedure, it's stressed
Until Norman Krasna finishes ago when a candidate to succeed
^at points arose that could not be the book of "Stars on My Shoul- Bert Lytell was a problem. He was
'jproperly ruled upon by the coihiders," he and. Irving Berlin won't named to the post but it was necciliors, because of legal technicaliattempt to set a production deal essary that he resign vfrom the
ties. Involved.
for the musical. One of the show's committee before becoming eligi-'IVs reported that a petition will two acts is written, but needs ble to accept. He was elected withpresented to the council calling punching up and tightening. Berlin out contest.
Equity's annual meeting and
for a change of procedure in has completed 12 songs.
The cohearings where members of Equity authors will hiiddle with Lew Was- election this year is dated for May
are Involved.
serman, prez of Music Corp. of 28.
America, Krasna 's agent, when he
arrives Thursday (6) from New
York. One of the matters they're
INSIDE U.S.A/
'Sleepy Hollow' Tiff
expected to decide is the percentage
arrangements for the

To Mull Qiai^es

YEARLY IG CUSHION
"Thunder Rock,*' a critical and
boxoffice flop on Broadway nearly 10 years ago, is still paying' off
both financially and prestige-wise
for its author, Robert Ardrey. Although the original production by

Approaching end of the season,
which technically terminates May
29, was the logical explanation of
a brodie in grosses for most at>'
tractions on Broadway last week*
There was partial recovery in bus*
iness the previous week, but tak*
ings slipped as much, or more,,
when the weekly statements were,
made out Saturday (1). Managers
were surprised and seemed to run
out of alibis until it was pointed

the Group Theatre brought him
a maximum of $700 or so, the play
has since earned an estimated
.$10,000, and is currently bringing
in about 81,000 a year.
The text of the play continues
to
be a popular choice for
little theatre and coUege groups
in this country and with professional companies abroad.
It is
also done occasionally on the air
both here and in England (the fee
for the last performance, by NBCj
was $350). Film version was pro=
duced in England by John Boulting with Michael Redgrave starredi and subsequently shown in the
U. S. by Metro.
:

'Streetcar' Citation

Second

Time

Marks

Pulitzers,

N.Y. Critics in Agreement
For the second time since the
N. y. Drama Critics Circle started
picking the best play of the season
in opposition to the Pulitzer prize
committee, the two outfits have
agreed. Monday (3), the Pulitzer
drama award was given to "A
Streetcar

Named

Desire," 1947-48

drama smash which was also picked
as prizewinner by the critics last
month.
First time same choice
was made was in 1939 when William Saroyan's "The Time of Your
Life" was the dual winner.
Williams' "The Glass Menagerie"
was also chosen by the critics as

out to be the

and

"Command

Decision''

also

pute are Russell Moloney, who's
currently credited with the book,
Nicholas
Bela,
who,
it's
claimed, wrote the initial adaptation. Legiter is playing Philadelr
phia with its Broadway opening

and

'

.

.

KtrS'l

,

,

Velden Buy* Out Turner

and was slated to go into rehearsal
legit set in September, with Logan directEEADMrG'S 40 WEEKS
^^'^o^ator^ heidquar- ing.
Shows in Rehearsal
Presumably It may still be
Reading, Pa., May 4.
^t""**
dil^^'^.^'*""^'" has bought out headed for the Music Box if Berlin
"Hope's the Thins;," "Home Life
The Reading Theatre Guild,
the Turner so desires, as he owns a major
ConKf-^"'*^P™P^
of a Buffalo," ''Gone Tomorrow" which closed a 14-week winter seashare of the theatre.
son Saturday night (1), will reopen
(playlets)—Eddie Dowlmg.
"Ballet Ballads".—Experimental next fall for a 40-week schedule.
acquisition,
Vehfl^lJ J^^K
The all-Equity stock company,
t" package complete
Jack Buchanan, British actor,
seA f^.P'®"?
"The Vigil'*' Alexander Markey. operating without guest stars, is
Operations will sails for home June 4 after windbe
ne split
snm between N.
Approval" (revival)-^Gant headed by Anthony Carr, James
"On
Y. and Fort ing up bis thesping chores
Wyler and Edith Skinner.
Gaither.
PaintLy^'^lf^

tered

SSuder^""

•

—

m

"Harvey."'

.

week of day-*

This spring has been much
active than that of a year
ago, and the arrival of the much
talked-about "Inside U. S. A."
.

more

(Century last Friday (30), attended
by an excellent press, should
up
BroadWajr
generally.

tone

There were no musical entrants
last

season after April to the sea-

end but four have been
produced this spring. "Hold It"
(National) and "Sally" (Beck) ar- T
rive this week, and "Sleepy Hollow", trying out, completes the

son's

.

quartet.
There are 29 attractions current, no|; counting repertory, same
number, as the same week last
year. Lilcewise there are five sell*
out attractions, three being musical, current "^week's incomers, not
being included, of course. Grosses
currently, however, are under the
levels of last spring. It's hoped
that reduction of income taxes*
with less money withheld from/
salaries, will be a tonic.

Newest import are the Habimah
Players from Palestine, troupe
having opened with "The Dybbuk";
Saturday (1), with
(Broadway)

Crown" to follow this
(dialog in Hebrew), two
other plays to follow. Engage^
ment is for a limited period. "The
Alchemist*^ starts a second period of repertory (City Center)

.

"David's

weekend

i

.

'

a revival.

.

Musical shows selling out, with
standees all times, are; "Inside,"
"High Button Shpes" (Shubert)
•

and

"Make

Mine

Manhattan"

(Broadhurst)', others of the same
type getting high grosses, too, include "Annie Get Your Gun" and
"Look Ma, I'm Qancing," whiU
Allegro" has eased off consider*

ably, though it's still getting high
takings. "Mister Roberts" (Alvia)
and "A Streetcar Named Desire*!'

(Barrymore) are the unquestlOixed
straight-play standouts.

AGENTS-MANAGERS
SEEKING MORE PAY

Lowe

J

first

light savings time,, which season"
ally has accounted for lessened
attendance until theatregoers be'
come accustomed to longer days.

the best play of the 1945-46 season, Thursday (6), same night schedwhen the Pulitzer prize went uled for the revival of "Sally."
to "Harvey," still on Broadway Sunday (9) the Experimental Thea(48th Street). There was speC' tre (Elliott) will present "Ballet
Ballads." Also coming this mdntll
ulation over the Pulitzer choice
are "The Vigil," which originated
"Mister Roberts"
this
season.
on the Coast, and "On Approval,"

figured to be in the running.
While the critics chose "Streetcar" by a preponderant vote, no
Early this week the party listing
revelation of the Pulitzer commitindicated 49 of those package
ter deliberations was made.
deals, 23 being capacity and 24
Williams drama has been- runpartial sellouts to charitable orpencilled for mid-Mpy.
ning on Broadway for five months
ganizations. Two scheduled parties
Bela claims duress in signing a at the Barrymorc, selling out plus
were cancelled. Earlier reports had
letter which waives
all
public the limit o£ standees since openthe number of parties much higher.
credits for his part in the show. ing, even during the blizzard last
He still gets royalties for his stint. winter. Play was staged by Elia
Advance sale was supposedly
His attorneys, Rachlin, Migdal, Kazan, whose direction of the film,
Placed at $408,000, but whether
dollar basis (instead of the usual^ Cohen
that total included ticket-agency
& Diamond, refuse to com- "Gentleman's Agreement," also
of half that rate),
backer's
share
ment on the hassle.
allotments is still undetermined.
won him laurels. Jessica Tandy is
dropped
they
balked,
and
finally
Its believed the advance actually
Lorraine Lester is producer of won him laurels.
Fact that a
stand, Ber"Hollow," and George Lessner single director had the winners of
approached the half-million mark. out entirely. As things
other
will
get
some
lifi and Krasna
With agency business included.
wrote the music.
four major awards simultaneously
producer for the show, but onU'
(Pulitzer and Drama Critics, and
Brokers were soriiewBaTmollified after the writing is completed.
^
when the revised party list was
Academy and N. Y. Film Critics) is
The dispute between Rodgers- Singer, Leyienthal,
finally compiled. But they
unprecedented.
got alKrasna (and
Lease 'Lucasta' Rights
Of special interest to Broadway
lotments for only two perform- Hammerstein and
ances this week, Friday and Satur- Wasserman) .;ame to a head two
anent other Pulitzer awards is the
Touring
rights
to
"Anna
Luweeks ago in New York. Since
day nights.
casta," currently in Boston, have prize to James A. Michener for his
Both matinees this
week had parties, unusual -for a then, the producers have arrived been leased from John Wlldberg "Tales of the South Pacific," supon the Coast, but they're not
Saturday, especially, but thfe
by David Lowe, whose associates posed to be fictional stories of GIs
latter
have any plans for
a partial sellout and part known to,
in the deal are Louis J. Singer and on islands between Tarawa and
further meetings with Krasna.
or the balance
J. J. Leventhal.
Arrangement was Australia during the war. Book is
will probably go to
They have various projects to han- made on the basis of secondary to furnish the basis of a musical
All
?F,?"es.
party deals for
dle while here, including casting rights, same
Inside" are for full
as for stock showings, play scheduled next season by
boxoffice the leat^- for their own musical,
prices.
instead of a percentage of the Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hamand
of the South Pacific," which
Show can gross $46,046 weekly, "Tales Heyward and Joshua Lo- gross, a fixed fee is divided 50-50 merstein, 2d, who went to the
Leland
Coast last week for preparatory
not inclusive of
standees, restricted gan will present in the fall. They'll between Wildberg, the original work'in connection with the show.
presenter,
and Philip Yordan,
also consider cast replacements for
"Anna" author.
next season for "Allegro," "CarouCost to the present management
"Oklahoma!", "Annie Get is
sel,"
$500 weekly, half of which goes
Group Preps
Your Gun" and "John Loves to the author, Wildberg, collecting Coast
Drop Cultural plans
And both have various $150 additionally for the use of the
Mary,"
Pulitzer Prize Plays
For Chi Auditorium other Incidental tasks on the slate. scenery. "Anna" was recently
Los Angeles, May 4.
Krasna's terms for buying into done by a Yiddish-language troupe,,
Chicago, May 4.
p]«„. *
Series of 15 Pulitzer prize plays
the production of "Stars" would playing five weeks at the Parkway,
ppnw . establish a civic cultural have been double the percentage Brooklyn, and one on the lower will be staged here by a group of
^¥ 4.000-seat historic he had for "John Loves Mary." east side, Manhattan, fee for these legit players who will share in
acting, directing and producing
aiTrt
f^^T ^""^ been abandoned In the previous show he supplied showings being $150 weekly.
1--^ to a most of the financing on the usual
Wildberg had backers when activities.
Group, still Without an official
backer's terms of half the profits "Anna'.' was originally put on at
owned
by
Roosevelt
Colcase,
that
leii*'"^?'
the Mansfield, N. Y., in 1944, col- firm name, includes Richard Baseon a pro-rata basis. In
"sed in over a the screen rights were sold in ad- ored-cast drama, running there hart, Marc Lawrence, Joseph Budpn'^^ ^ ^i***
requite extensive vance of production.
Kate Drain Lawson, Teddy
lolf
over .two years. Last summer he
fixing
Thomas and Boris Benrhardi. First
Before the Rodgers-Hammerstein acquired the rights by paying the
play on the list is the 1917 winner,
bowout, "Stars" was to have been backers $65,000 after a dispute
Marry?"
"Why
over expenditures.
1 loked into the Music Box, N. Y„

Rodgers and Hammerstein bowed
out, particularly In view of Krasna's financial demands.
The producers had agreed to the
unusually steep terms of 4% royalties to librettist Krasna and 5%.
to composer Berlin. But when
Krasna insisted upon buying 25%
of the production on a doliar-for^

aZhJ"

63

Agents and managers have ap'
for salary increases, the
union taking advantage of the socalled escalator clause in the basic
agreement which does, not expire
until next Labor Day. Pact gives
the Assn. of Theatrical Agents and
Managers the privilege of seeking
more pay before that time. Accord is with the League of New
York Theatres and the first huddle between that organization and
ATAM is dated for Friday (7).
plied

Union

is cognizant of the contract's
provision that gives the League's
showmen the right to counter with
a move for salary decreases, which
was unsuccessfully tried when
ATAM-ers got a 33V&% tilt in 1946,
Increases two years ago set minipay for press agents on

mum

Broadway at $190 weekly and $210
on the road; for company managers the minimum is $133 In
N. Y. and $166 on tlie road, men
back with musicals getting $200.
is understood that ATAM will
ask for a 10% tilt in all categories.

It

The

'46 boosts were retroactive and
the amounts due piled up to between $600 and $700 for some
agents, when the pact was finally
signatured.

'Forest* for

Coast

Los Angeles, May

4.

Lillian Hellman'S "Another Part
of the Forest" will be staged for

the first time on the Coast May 5
at the Musart theatre with Mervin
Williams directing for Actors' Lab.
"Forest" will start the workshop's summer program of l0giters
at popular prices.

'
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Ferrer to Take 'RichanT to Haylofts;

Bucb to Open Seasra

M

7 Keys'

quently stated lease was terminated because of "material breach,"
Wasserman contends an attempt
to negotiate regarding a higher
rental drew » blank, and the corporation is suing for $10,000 damages,
claiming expenditures for scenery,
Outfit
equipment, supplies, etc.
an injunction restrainup with the Yankee Network, also seeksfrom
leasing, facilities to
which plugged it plenty. Theatre- ing town
competitor.
a
Colworkshop IS part of Wellesley

Boston, May 4.
Ferrer is figured set to
into the Wellesley strawhat
theatre tills summer with a tryoul
of Richard III. Star is said to be
considering several similar productions at 'he strawhatter, which
clicked last season following a tie-

Jose

move

lege's

summer

school.

There's a new management for
summer theatre this seasoti; Mris. Alexander Dean, long
cotutected with the south shore
strawhatter, having retired. Heni-y
Boetcher and Fred Burleigh, both
of Pittsburgh, will take over the
managerial chore.

"

.

J.

Pittsbuirgh,

May

4.

English Smith, stage manager

at Pittsburgh

Gov. Hoffman Steals Show
By ARTHUR BBONSON
There's no "business" about rebarriers and the like in
show business—as Sunday night's

ligious

(2) testimonial dinner of the Jewish
Theatrical Guild to Walter Vincent,
at the Astor, N. Y., eloquently
proved.
The guest of honor, kudosed for
his work as. head of the Actors
Fund Of America, was an Episcopalian. Half of those on the dais
were non-Jews Protestant, Catholic, Negro. Additionally, the guests
included "immigrants" of Greek
strain (Spyros Skouras) and Danish
blood (Jean Hersholt), and some
from nearer at hand, as England
(Jack Buchanan) and Jersey (exGov. Harold G, Hofttnan). Emcee
overall was Harry Hershfleld, referred to by one speaker as "the
one-man conference of Christians
and Jews.". The guests, their
speeches, the warmth of feeling
that permeated the huge Astor
ballroom, were typical of the Guild
and of sho\V business—a simple
example of the essential brother-

—

Back to Dorset, Vt.

Colrasset

To Actors Fund's Ymcent;

Playhouse and also

part-time actor there, will return
to the Dorset, Vt., strawhat again
this summer, but as co-producer.
Last year he and his wife, Helen
Lake, were at Doiset as players.
She'll be on the acting roster for
couple of shows, too.

Bucks County's June 4 Opener
New Hope, Pa.v May 4.
Bucks County Playhouse will
Woods, Matteson Back to EUtch
open its season here June 4 with
Denver, May 4.
"Seven Keys to Baldpate." Philip
Donald Woods will return for the
Bourneuf and his wife, Frances fourth year, and Ruth Matteson
Reid, who will be co-stanred, will will be back for her third, as leads
also appear in several other Bucks in the summer stock at Elitch theplays this summer, including "An- atre. George Somnes wiU be back hood in man.
gel Street," "Made in Heaven" as director for his 11th successive
Nearly 1,000 were present to
and possibly "Road to Rome.'' year.
Another production will be "Late
Reservations from season ticket honor the 79-yearK)ld Vincent, perGeorge Apley," starring Grant holders are heavier than ever, in- ennial chairman of the board of

—

,

Miy

St 1949.

When "The Play's the Thing" played Washington teicently the re.
drew a discouraging .press but Broadway critics greeted it heart<
ily, with one exception, at the Booth last Friday (29),
Monday (3)
extra space ads Ih the dailies quoted excerpts and prices, actuallv
including mention that tickets for the Mew Year's eve performance
are available.
"Thing" was originally produced in 1026 by the Charles Frohman
office, of which Gilbert Millei: was then managing director. Miller
James Busso and Michael Ellis are the cua'ent premiers, the latter
duo being jstage managers of "Pinian's Rainbow" (46th Street). They
AV^re in on "The Last Dance,"-^ which flopped quickly at the Belasco
ettrlier this season. Royalties amounting to .9% go to Paramount, which
owns the Frohman properties; Molnar and P. G. Wodehouse, who
made the adaptation from the original Hungarian. "Thing" cost
$40,000, Miller and his associates financhig the play In equal amounts.
bought the picture rights 'some time ago, then. shelved the
script, but .the play may go bef rre the cameras on the strength of the
vlval

RKO

revival.

Theatre Club, a women's organization, gav|» a luncheon early last
week at Sherry's, N. V., to lead^ in "Mr. Roberts" (Alvin), chosen by
the organization as Its favorite play of the season. Actors invited Were
supposed to enact a short scene from the play. When one queriedEquity whether it was okay, he was surprised to learn that such an
appearance calls for one-eighth of a week's salary. That stipulation has
been an Equity rule for some time, being designed to protect members
from commercial exploitation but social functions are Included.
Retroactive increases in pay to New liork stagehands amounted to
around $90 each for heads of departments, a matter of $8 weekly each
since Feb. 1, others in crews getting lesser amounts. Union had requested that the retroactive money due be paid separately from the
weekly pay, thereby reducing the amounts withheld for Federal income
taxes. Extension of the contract between the managers and the union
was signed last week> deckhands winning a pay boost of 7%.

'

Mitchell. "Dream Girl" is another
grespect. Second' week's bill will
e "Room Semee," with Jackie

dicating big year, according to Ar- Republic Pictures and vet circuit
lu a warm appreciation of Arthur Hopkins' book, "Reference Point,"
operator (Wilmer & Vincent). Reps
nold Guttler, manager.
based on the lectures he gave at Fordham University's drama class last
of the Catholic, Episcopal and Nesummei', Brooks Atkinson, drama critic for the N. Y. Times, averred in'
gro Actors Guild were present as
10 Flays for Yellow Sprint:s
his
Sunday (2) column that the tome is virtually the showman's autowell as so many show biz leaders
Yellow Springs, O., May 4.
biography. Atkinson said; "Mr. Hopkins goes on radiating light and
usual. Theron Bamberger will
sYellovv Springs area theatre an- that Hershfleld at one point obagain be managing director, with nounces 10 plays in 54 perform' served that each end of the dais believing in the glbiy of the theatre. Never was there a man of such
Elizabeth Meats as assistant; Paul
celestial
faith in the workaday theatre."
ances for its annual summer season had its own gyiests of honor. HershMorrison, scenic designer, and
beginning Jime 23 at the Opera fleld did a hangup humorous job as
Phyllis Perlman,- publicity. FrankHouse.
toastmaster.
When WCBS-TV went sustainintf in telecasting "Strange Bedfellows"
lin Heller, who will direct the
premieres of two new
World
from the Morosco, N. V., Tuesday of la$t week, concessions in actor pay
opener, will also stage most of the
Non-Pro CUck
will highEmily Ross plays by Ohio authors
season's attractions.
schedule: "Voice of the
Most humorous slant of aU, how- were made. John Mason Brown, critic and lecturer, was the commenand Raymond van Sickle have been light. The
June 23-27; "Night Must ever, was the fact that from a dai^ tator. Featured players got $150 and others .$75. Company and house
signed to the acting staff for the TurUe;"
"Dream full of show biz people, the speak- managers, also the press agent, were supposed to split $150, but acFall," June 30-July 4;
season.
"Hear Ye" (orig- er who stole the show (aside from cepted $33 each, ushers and cleaners also being paid. Telecast of
Cooper will tour the strawfaats Girl," July 7-11;
Ralph Vhies), July 14-18; Vincent's simple, moving closing "Make Mine Manhattan" (Broadhurst) was made last night (4).
this summer, playing in "John inal by
Importance of Being Ear- speech) was a non-professional^ extioves Majcy" and "Room Service' "The
nest," July 21-25; "I Weep for Gov. Hoffman. It'^ true, as he ad•Itemately.
Jill Melford, fa<3ter daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Davis, graduates
You" (ori^bal by. Siarle Reynolds), mitted, that he was once briefly a from
a private school, then rejoins '^Oklahoma!" (St. James, N. Y.)
July 28-Aug. 1; *'Daik of the
But, as he as a dancer. She was with the show last summer during vacation.
Hunterdon's- Gnesi DiKctors
Moon," Aug. 4-8; "Charley's Aunt," radio commentator.
where
only
program
it
was
the
said,
Miss
Melford is the daughter of an English actor but has been living
Jutland, N. J., May 4.
Aug. 11-15; "Thunder Rock," Aug.
Identification
station
foster parents for eight years. Davis ,1s general manager for
the
pause
for
with
her
Hunterdon Hills Playhouse dur- 18-22;" and '.'Gomcdy of Errors,"
got a higher Hooper than the reg- the Theatre Guild, which produced "Oklahoma!"
ing, the coming summer season will Aug*
ular program. Completely misunuse, Instead of one stage director,
the
to
a series of prominent Broadway
politician
derstood—
Show Shop's 12«Weeker
Split between Monte Proser and Joseph Kipness, producers of "High
contedUans in New York; a comedi- Button Shoes," at the
tweat directors, including Lee
Hartford, May 4.
Shubert, N. Y., has reached such a stage that
John O'Shaughnessy,
trasberg,
Twelve-week season of the Show an to the politicians in New JerMary Hunter and Margaret Barker. Shop summer theatre, at nearby sey" (who didn't re-elect him)— Proser has retained an attorney, Samuel Becker, to represent his inLast-named, who helped, to found Canton gets under way June 15. Hoffman filled his allotted time terest in the show. Differences between the partners date from before
the Group Theatre on Broadway, is Each -,play is skedded for two with roaring, fresh humor and the show opened and have steadily widened.
also CO - producer at Hunterdon;
weeks.
completed it with a charming Irish
Along with Helen Thompson. Latter
Sid Harris, manager of "Look, Ma, I'm' Dancm' " (AdelpM, N. Y.).
House is operated by Mr. and
has been business ^TUanager for Mrs. Stan Cobleigh. Paton Price nosegay to Vincent.
who slipped in the theatre lobby and. fractured his hip, winding up
20th's prexy Skouras, in a brief, at Mt. Sinai hospital, also contracted a nedk affliction that required an
many Broadway attractions.
will direct with Morgan James at
Season will open June. 28 and'
graceful speech, ;apolo0b2ed for his operation. Elliot Foreman is counting,
boxdifflce.
up for him, turning over the
the
run 10 weeks. Seating capacity
bad English, and told the yarn salary to Harris.
has been doubled, from last yeai-,
about the time he was cut off durAbel-Hodge •Darkness' Trek
to now total 600.- Schedule ining a wartime call from abroad
V'alter Abel and Martha Hodge
cludes idne revivals of recent
to Dan Mlchaelove because the
Broadway successes and one pre^ are set to costar in a revival of censor eouldn't understand him
Xttlere,
Lynn Biggs' "Verdigris "Children Of Darkness" for a and suspected the worst. ArMiss H u n t c r, who strawhat tour this summer. The thur Hopkins; in a' beautifully^
Primitive."
staged "Respectful Prostitute" on Edwin Justin Mayer drama is al- polished speech,
told how Vincent
Annual meeting of the Actors ciate producer, -will be a six-setter,
Broadway, will dii-ect the Biggs ready slated for dates at the BucSs
play.
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.; (who started out. as an actor and Fund of America will be May 21 budgeted at $60,000, with Martin
lUtt as stager and Jo Miebdner deCape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., and is now a millionaire), was origi- at the Coronet theatre, N. Y.
nally
cast
in
bankerand tycoon
signer
"Life with Mother" wiU
Bar Harbor (Me.) Playhouse.
Strawhat Goes to College
Ned
Warren and Bill Steuer arc have two' sets and will cost
parts,
realbut
grew
up
to
be
a
The two leads are being booked
Old Town Summer Theatre, on a guest basis, not as part of a life tycoon—a perfect bit of cast- trying to raise backing for an early
$100,000, compared with a single
Sinithtown Branch, L.I., will open package show, so the supporting ing throughout.
Equity's
prez, fall production of "The Happiest set and $25,000 nut for "Father"
season June 29 with Neil Hamilton
actors will be cast irom the resi- Clarence Derwent, put in a pitch Days," musical comedy with score
Helen Sloan Stetson, author of
and Peggy French starred in "Par- dent company at each stand.
for the Actors Carnival and Fair by Joseph Shennan and Charles
Dipper Over Gimbels," at Wilkeslor Story." Robert jO'Byme will
next fall on behalf of the Actors flick; and book by Abby Aliuin and Ban'e, Pa.j to judge the local little
again manage house, with Gloria
and Motion Picture Relief Funds. Bernard Drew. They've budgeted it theatre one-act play contest.
Keeve to Beopen
^;
Monte as stage-director and David
at
Theatre
GuUd
still
4.
$150,000
H.,
May
Keene,
N,
James
Sauter dittoed.
Hersholt
Berman as- scenic designer.
Actress-producer Mary Mason
Keene Summer tlieatre will open descrilied the full meaning of the trying to cast that six-feet-tall will have an eye operation Monday
Bard Playhouse, new summer
theatre to be operated by Bard June 29 for a 10-week season. Al Danish toast "Skaal," in toasting femme lead in Eueene O'Neill's (10) at Manhattan Eye, Ear &
Cojlege, with Lew Danis as man f red T. Colony operates the spot, Vincent. William Morris, Jr., pre- "Moon for the Misbegotten," tried Throat hospital, 'N. Y
Ezra
aging director, will open a seven with Jolin Parker Samuels as gen sented Vincent on behalf of the out on the road last season
Stone, opening tomorrow night
week season at the college. Anijan- eral manager and Darrell Larsen absent
_.
John Golden a cup
given Clem Stiffden will be stage mana- (Thur,) in "The Alchemist" at N. Y.
^ „
dale-on-Hudson, with "Blithe Spir- stage director,
by President Cleveland to Tom ger at Charles Coglan's Mt, Gretna City Center, is due July 14 at the
There will be a resident com Jefferson, soti of Joseph
it'* June 28.
Danis. and his assist'Pa-)
Playhouse
Al Tamarln, of Univ. of Virginia to stage Saroyan's
Jefferson.
.
ant production manager. Alida pany, without guest stars.
Artists publicity depart- "My Heart's in the Highlands" and
Vincent's closing remarks of
Freeborn, operated the Sail Loft
thanks to the audience and his !?,'^*' T'^}}^^}^^
must be back Aug, 1 in New York
theatre at Germantown, N.Y., last
Clovelly for Newport
^ Bring the Red Roses to to direct a show to tour Army hosguests were brief and touching. He
year.
Newport, May 4.
Prospective backers. He's pitals. Sara Seegar (Mrs. Stohc)
Cecil Clovelly has been signed had started as an actor in August. :^®
production
will play
strawhat engagements
by Sara Stamm to stage produc- 1868. nearly 80 years ago, an infant
Cauiaeld's Strawhat Dates
'l'*^'''
this summer at New Hope, Pa.,
tions this summer at her Newport carried onstage in "The Seven *^''*i?*„'*'S*^|j""f1
Hollywood, May 4.
and Howard Youuk may take over and Olney, Md.
Stage manager
Joan Canliield will make two Casino theatre. The 11-week sea- Stages of Man."
On the dais, with Vincent and the "Medea" production for next Bobby Griffin had a cataract restrawhat
appearances in
"Co- son opens June 28.
if
they can
persuade moved from his eye
Hershfleld,
Understood
were: Noble Sissle. season,
quette," first at the Westport,
Anderson to tour. The star Robert Lewis withdrew as director
Harry G. Sommers, Rev. Gustavo
Conn., playhouse and later at the
^''''^
DeLeon, Gene Buck, Commissioner ^P" 'l.*^*'"
of the Kurt Weill-Alan Leroer
Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass,
J'***
Set Heads for 'Spe'
*he Whitehead-Bea managc- musical. "A Dish for the Gods,'
of Licenses Benjamin Fielding,
Actress is currently playing in
'
Brock Pemberton, Jack Buchanan. ment.
"Larceny" at Universal - InternaSt. Louis, May 4.
after learning that the authors had
Maxwell Andefaon dramatijiing given a private audition for Joshua
tional and is slated for a top role
Brian Sullivan, tenor, and Gloria Bobby Clark, Marcus Heiman, A. J
In "My Dear Wife" at Paramount Hamilton, soprahoi Will, head tlie Balaban, Bert LyteU, James E. Sau- Alan Paton's novel, "Ciy, the Be- Logan.
In the fall.
cast of "Auld Lang Syne," which ter, Emil Friedlander, William Mor- loved Country," dealing with race
Edward Rcveaux, of Yale Drama
Coast
will be world preemed June 4 in ris, Jr., S. H. Fabian, Spyros Skou- P'''^J"S"=<1
...
School jLa,;uiiy,
ou..u«i
faculty, heads for
i«. the
p"""' A^^":''
Play in June for, a second season of dl
Clinton, Conn., Stymie
the al fresco playhouse in Forest ras, Abel Green, Arthur Hopkins, ir^*"J?"®"*"*"is ^'l*-" ^'"''^
rooting at the Green theatre, Gnf
Park, when the 30th season of out- William Gaxton, ex-Gov. Harold G, ^^'^
^: ^""".^ P"*^ *"
Clinton, Conn., May 4.
Opening of Clinton Playhouse door entertainment. Sponsored by Hoffman of New Jersey, William Y'^^'- Others have been Frank Fay, nth Park, Hollywood, Under operatlon of Gene Maim, the 4,600season has been stymied by failure the Municipal Theatre Assn., tees Degen Weinberger, Jean Hersholt,
'*f'Sf ^^i.T'"^'
seatcr opens a 10-week season Of
of Wasserman Theatrical Enter- ofl',
Max A. fcohen. Will H. Hays, Vin^T^^'\J'^^
^t**!'
''"e baft light opera June 21.
prises, Inc., of New Haven, and the
Other principals will be Svdna ton Freedley, Clarence Dement, f
.
.i
i„„,_
/JA'f^f
<Wed) *rom^^^^^^
Lcnorc Tobin has issued revised
EllzabethNvatts. James" Mc Rabbi Abraham Burstein, Dave ;e^«y
Tl^a^l^t^i^lli^J^f^iZZ^^^^^
edition of Stubs, containing seatColl, Walter Burke, Leslie Barrie, Ferguso n and S. Jay Kaufm an.
L^-arin^'
auditorium.
Tnll ing plans and capacities of legit
Wasserman outfit, which oper- Jerome Thor and James Jamicson,
Evil," which John Gassncr and and firstrun Broadway picture theated the strawhat in 1946 and '47,
Robert H. Gordon, who directed David Dietz will produce in the atres.
William Hcrz, Jr., genera'
Ed Reveaux set by Ned Warren the new Broadway legit, "Inside fall
claims the '47 rental included a'
Dorothy Heyward's "Set manager of "Angel in the Wings
renewal option for '48, and filed and Bill Steuer to direct their U. S. A.," signed to stage the Pitts- My People Free," which the Thea- (Coronet), to Detroit to see his farenewal notice and made a deposit "The Happiest Days," their forth- burgh Civic Light Opera Assn. tre Guild and AUyn Bice will co- ther, seriously injured in auto acr
on Feb. 24. Town counsel subse- coming Broadway leglter .
summer shows.
produce, with Gale Barsh as asso- cidcnt.

Cooper, June 14.
Season will run 15 weeks, as
,
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B way B.O. Still Sagging, Some Hits

in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, May 4.
Jane Cowl's return to Pittsburgh
last week after an absence of many
years wasn't a very auspicious one.
Chicago, May 4, 4Her appearance at Nixon in revival of "The First Mrs. Fraser"
Although last week's take was Ballet
the ar^
Theatre
was a demonstration that play's
expected to be upped by
Cleopatra,"
still the thing
crix here rapped
Sraf rf "Antony and sag^
32I/2G at Met, N.Y. the creaky
tide is
was general b.o.
vehicle and show wound
Business along Broadway sagged tinue has proven inaccurate many
which
Ballet Theatre, in its fourth up with a miserable $3,500, a new
ftUtaK for "Sbo'w Boat"
most legiters.
Only reason, times; still making some money;
week at the^Metropolltan Opera low by a wide margin for the sea- for
ascribed was that last week was around
estimated
$19,500
last
wecteTefOTC goin? on tour, "My House, N. Y„ last week had its re- son.
the first under daylight saving week.
Snmance" tell -off in its second ceipts jump an astonishing $9,000
Nixon currently has Katherine time, the populace not being used
"Strange Bedfellows," Morosco
St the newly remodeled Great over previous stanza, to check off Dunham troupe, gets back "Anna to the seasonal switch in light (16th wk) (C-035; $4.80). Due to
gross of $32,627. Figure is all the Lucasta" Monday (10), with "Winsrevise
hours.
However,
wliile
indications
operating
nut
soon
and
^"^hylMk and His Daughter" ar- more unusual because of the com- low Boy" coming' in May 17 under are that some shows .are approach- hopeful of staying into summer;
a two-week stand petition from Ballet Society, which subscription auspices for what will
rivfs May 9
ing the end of their runs, managers eased to $11,500.
toe ^tud«baker. while "First put on four days of ballet perform- likely be the le^t windup here.
''Streetcar
are still hopeful that profitable
a
ed
Desire,"
following
the
ances at the City Center.
Mrs Fraser" mens
business may accompany the re- Barrymore
(22d
wk)
(D-1,064;
Reasons advanced for the up(lO) attheSelwyn.
duction
of
witliholding
taxes. $4.80). Regardless of trends and
9 swing, after two successively de"My Homance" closes May
Thursday has been weak in the- conditions, smash drama plays to
Great clining weeks, were the return of
after three-week run at the
standees right along;
atres; that evening last week saw limit of
a
company
after
Nora
Kaye
the
to
maWng
wasn't
Northern.- Show
the lowest grosses of the season $27,500.
illness; two performances of
OtMith due to adverse notices, but long
"The Cup of TremblhiR," Music
for some attractions. But weekend
the new Agnes DeMille hit, "Fall
iorsonal puU of Anne Jeffreys
theatregoing was strong, saving Box (2d wk) (D-977; $4.80). First
Legraid"; American Composfull week's takings figured under
Seined to even break. However, •River
some grosses from slipping.
Wednesday (28), and the
she has to leave cast because of ers night
"Inside U.S.A." will undoubtedly $10,000; heavy drama needs more
appearances as conductors of Igor
to
stick into summer.
old contract with Greek theatre,
Boston, May 4.
be the new high grosser. Revue
weeks. Stravinsky and Aaron Copland, ba"The Heiress," Biltmore (3lst
L A., at ^30Q weekly for sixadvised
"Anna Lucasta," back at the was accorded an excellent press
toning their own works.
Ooerators of L. A. house
Plymouth, and the D'Oyly Carte after its Friday (30) debut. The- wk) {D-920; $4.20). Another stayer
Shuberts if she tours, they will
that
slipped last week when gross
Opera Co., in at the Shubert for a atre parties at full price should
geek an Injunction.
$18,000;
three-weeks' run, were only open- send takings over the $46,000 level approximated
"High Button Shoes," which was
ers last week with "High Button this week. Revival of "The Play's plenty at that figure.
not due until June 1, comes in
"The
Respectful Prostitute" and
in
Shoes"
its second week at the the Thing" also got a mostly faMay 18. "Shoes" was set for the
"The
Happy
House,
Journey,"
Opera
filling
Cort (7th
out
the
sched$20,000,
vorable critical nod with boxoffice
Shubert, 2,100-seater, as against
ule. Three did good biz. Tributary strength rather promising.
Figured
The wk) (C-1,064; $4.20).
"Show
Los Angeles, May 4.
Great Northern's 1,500.
theatre, semipro, had a big week
Players did not open un- around $14,500 last week, at which
Boat" at Shubert refuses to move
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera with its Shakespearean Festival at Habima
level short-cast short plays should
til
Saturjlay
(1).
"Hold
It"
and
a
is
.and can't be pu-shed out as it
Assn. teed off its 11th season last N. E. Mutual Hall, doing rare plays
make money.
revival
"Sally,"
of
both
musicals,
clause,
running way ahead of stop
night (3), bringmg in the road like "Measure for Measure" and
REVIVALS
,
Get Your "Troilus and Cressida" for strong open 'this week.
figure estimated at about $30,000. company of "Annie
Players;
Broadway
Keys: C (Comedy), D {Drama),
Highest possible Great Northern Gun," with Mary Martin starred. press support and good biz.
(.Comedy 'Drama), R (Retiue), (1,900; $4.80). Hebrew-playtog imtake at $4.20 top is about .$35,000, Rave notices and a hefty advance
"Oh Approval" is next at the CD (Musical),
part from Palestine opened Satui^
O (Operetta)
while at Shuberts, "Shoes" could point the way to an all-time house Plymouth, coming in May 17 for a
day (1) with 'The Dybbuk," com"Alleero," Majestic (29th wk)
illicat about $10,000 more.
record for the four-weeker. Top fortnight, with "Burlesque" followpany planing in on day of debut;
scale has been boosted to $4.80.
Estimates for Xast Week
ing at the Shubert, May 24. That (M-1,695; '$6). Summer continuance "David's Crown" next drama, due
"Thieves Paradise" finaled at El appears to take care of th^. legit outlook not as sanguine as before; Saturday
^Antony and Cleopatra." Black(8).
three
Bnsk
after
-should
indicated
Saturday
chances
be
better
$5).
Patio
last
wk)
(1,358;
(1st
situation for this season with nothatone
"Man and Superman," Hudson
K1,000 for the first eight per- weeks which saw a total take of ing scheduled so far for summer during May; $35,000 estimated.
(30th wk) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Alcapacity. occupancy.
around 30%
$6,000,
"Ant^el in the Wines," Coronet
formances.
„ „ ,
,„,,
ways has commanded excellent
(21st wk) (R-998; $4.80). Jncluded
«||«»ies«He," Selwyn (Bth wk) Author Myron Fagan plans to reEstimates for Last Week
business; last week eased off with
with open at the snmUec Hollytown
sharpiy
musicals
that
"Aiina Lucasta." Plymouth (1st among
<1,000: $4.33). Closed Sat. (1)
$18,500 estimated.
Closing
May 17 with Gladys George wk) (1,200; $3.60). Second visit to dropped last week; intimate revue field;
date, of July 3 has been set.
'*iSi*iS2?M Mary." Harris (12th starred, "Declaiation" also finaled town and weak $7,500 on its first rated around $22,000 but quite
"Medea,". Royale (26th wk) (Dprofitable at that figure.
wk) (1,000; $3.71). Rounds out first after three weeks with a medium week. Second and final current.
1,026; $4.80). daimed to have more
$8,200.
Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial than held its own last
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.. Shubert
three months with grand $19,000.
week
alEstimates for Last Week
Has though under normal
«My lUnnanoe." Great Northern
(1st wk) (1,760; $4.20). Had a great {103d wk) (M-1,472; $6.60).
tor .this
"All My Sons," Las Palmas (6th advance and got wow notices with demonstrated strength of its draw
(2od wk) (1,500; $4.33). Musical
Engagement
week wk) (388; $3). Climbed back to first week doing a strong $26,000, several times when general busi- standout; $16,000.
Isn't catching on and second
slated
to end after another, week
$15,000.
Weak
$4,500 and may be extended.
but opening was rather light. Two ness slumped; making real money; (15) mstead of
»hows no change.^
playmg through
"Blackouts of 1948," El Capltan more weeks to go and should gain. nearly $37,000 estimated.
"Show Boat?' Shubert (9th wk)
May as announced, "The Vigil" to
$16,000
"High Button Shoes," Opera
(2,100; $4.94). Matinee trade sluffed (306th wk) (1,142; $2.40).
"Born Yesterday." Lyceum (117th follow.
for first slump since January.
House (1st wk) (3,000; $4.20). wk) (C-993; $4.80). Business spotty
off with gross fa lUng to $3 3,000.
"Sally." Beck (M-1,214; $5.40),
"Declaration," Musart (3d wk)
to
$42,000
early

W

Exchded; 'bside USA' New Smash^
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TOYEY'

ICE
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Habima

'

M

'HoM

(eight days) (388; $2.40). Fmaled
Sunday with better than $3,000 for
$8,200 total. House rekindles tomorrow (5) when Actors' Lab presents Coast premiere of "Another
Part of the Forest" for one week.

$iem

It'

Biltmore

"Harvey,"
(1.636; $3.60).

000.

Philadelphia,

May

4.

With the departure of "Inside
U.S.A.", after its four sellout weeks
at the Shubert, "Harvey" took over
the legit lead last week, but biz
has definitely been off for the
Frank Fay starrer at the Locust
"Hold
for the past two sessions.
It," musical tryout, limped out of
town Saturday after three negligible weeks at the Forrest. Plenty
of changes were made in collegiate

;

.

musical while here and general
word-of-mouth, towards end of
Stay, was not too adverse.
Plenty of renewed activity this
week with all four legit regulars
again Ughted. Last night (3) "The
Wmslow Boy" opened a two weeks'
stay at the Walnut as sixth and
last of this season's ATS subscripPrince" began a three weeks' stay
at the Forrest. Tonight (4) at the
Shubert, "Sleepy Hollow," new
musical opens here after a couple
of tune - performances
New
in
Haven.
Estimates for Last Week
"Tropical Revue," Shubert (1,877;

$3.25).

'

Katherine

Dunham

dance offering got a fairly good
flliSOO in one week's stay.
J*?'^^^'" Locust (5th wk) (1,580;
Now in

DRAWS

(2d
wk)
to $20,-

Jumped up
-

SUPER-CAPACITY PrTT

than previous week's improvement; (D-2i200; $2.40). Revival ,of Ben
$30,000 estimated.
Jonson drama opens two -week
"Command Decision," Fulton repertory engagement Thursday
(30th wk) (D-968; $4.80). Eased off (6); second
stock venture in mualso after perking and pace last nici^ally-owned
houses
week was around $16,000 mark"The Play's the Thine," Booth
very good profit, however.
'1st wk) -{CD-712; $4.80). Opened
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street late last Week; drew strong
press
f68th wk)'(M-l,319; $6).. No excep- surprisingly; takings
around $10,tion to other musical stayers last 000 in first four
times quoted.
week, wlien gross dipped to apADDED
proximately $32,000.
"To Tell You the Truth," New
"For Love or Money," Miller Stages. Flopped out Sunday (10);
(26th wk) (C-940; $4.20).
Rated two weeks after weak press.
around $11,500 and should play
through month; talk of replacement for summer, however.
"Harvey," 48th St. (184th wk)
Slipped to around
(C-902; .$4.20).
$10,000 mark when James Stewart

Pittsburgh, May 4.
Value of films and records to a
longhahr artist was demonstrated
over again last week when Jose
Iturbi came here for a concert
and drew the second largest house
in entire history of Syria Mosque.
He packed 4,200 into the hall ordinarily seating 3,900, and grossed
approximately $10,000.
It was the same story the night
wk) (253; $2.40). • Okay $2,800 on
before in Youngstown, O., where
first four days.
the promotion was also handled
by the Beegle Brothers, local impresarios, who presented him in
Tallu's lives' $12,500
There, too, Iturbi
Pittsburgh.
stretched the capacity of the audiIn Seven Kaycee Shows torium, playing to a crowd of over withdrew and Jack Buchanan replaced, regardless of good press

"Ice

Capades

1948,"

of

Pan

Pacific Aud (2d wk) (6,0«6; $3.60).
First full week a hot $104,000.

"Thieves Paradise." El Patio (3d
wk) (796; $3). Cast illness knocked
out all but four performances.
Final frame's $1,000 and corrected
figures gave it around $6,000 for
the three frames.
"The Stone Juiiele,? Coronet (1st

all

.

.

Kansas

"Private

Lives,"

City,

May

4.

night (2) with only fair biz for
the seven performances. At $4.27
Play got
top, gross was $12,500.
excellent reviews, but failed to live

up

A & N

Presentations'

schedule is "Carousel," due
17 for a week.

in

May

City,

High Button Shoes,"

May

4.

Hall,

Monday

.

(26).

had been a sellout since
shortly

after

House

late Feb-

the

concert

was announced, and gross was

$5,-

000.

Eddy went on despite the fact-he
was recuperating from a severe
had caused him to canD.C. Visit, cold which
Iowa date three days be-

™V UpSecond
Heaping
Rolls

Kansas
Miisic

$21,000

Met 8i)Gin 4

h St Loins

for Britisher.

Eddy 5G in Kaycee
Nelson Eddy in a one-nighter
here sang to a packed house in
ruary,

to expectations.

Next on

3,000.

with Tallulah

Bankhead, played a five-day run in
and '»The Student the Music Hall ending Sunday

tion offerings,

Climbed
big
on seclast week then picked up and
by Hunt Stromberg, Jr,
ond week with two more to go, held its own around $14,500; not Presented
and William Bemey; book revised
both of them figured to stay at big but okay.
by Guy Bolton and P. G. Wodecurrent level.
<'Briradoon," Ziegfeld (60th wk) house; due to
open Thursday (6)
(M-1,628; $4.80).
Like other run after week of previews.
shows, dropped considerably more
"The Alchemist." City Center
lOG IN
rrURBI

cel an
fore.

$3.90).
Okay at $16,000.
last two weeks here.

Shubert

(30th wk) (M-1,387; $6). Continues
the attractions in top demand in agencies and also boxotiS of

St. Louis,

May

4.

performances
of
New
York's Metropolitan Opera Assn.
office; pace continues and count
in the Henry W. Kiel (Municipal)
approached $38,000 again.
Auditorium
last Thursday through
"Hold It," National (M-1,164: $6).
Saturday (29-1) gtossed a sock $80,Presented by Sammy Lambert;
music by Gerald Marks, lyrics by 000 for the best of the tiuree antrips made here.
Sam Lerner, book by Matt Brooks nual
Operas presented were "Der
and Art Arthur; opens tonight (5).
Bosenkavalier," "Cavalleria RustiInside U.S.A.," Century (R-1,cana," "Pagliacci" and "La Travi670; $6). Opened Friday (30) and
drew a great press; looks like new ata." Rise Stevens, Dorothy Kirrevue (Beatrice Lillie and Jack sten and Jan Peerce were singled
Haley) will stop the town; ap- out for plaudits by the critics.
proached $19,000. first three times.
Denver's 68G for 3 Operas
"Joy to the World," Plymouth
Denver, May 4.
Fared
7th wk) (CD-1,063; $4.80).
In three shows the Metropolitan
very well during opening weeks
then eased but said to be making Grand Opera Assn. was a practical
operating profit; $13,500 estimated. sellout at the Municipal Audi"Look Ma, I'm Dancin';" Adelphi torium. With a top of $15 the
(14th wk) (M-1,434; $4.80). Among gross was $68,000 for 2.900 seats.
given were "Carmen,"
the best musical grossers; .little Operas
change last week with gross around "Aida" and "La Boheme."

Washington, May 4.
Revival of "Red Mill" in its sec'Glass' 7iG, Toronto
^"Hpld It," Forrest (3d wk) (1,766; ond time around within less than
?o.90).
Toronto, May 4.
This musical, while well a year did an amazing $21,000 last
regarded by some, never
On concluding week of fortgot week at the National. Unanimous
started here. $10,500 in last se.s- panning by critics did nothing to night's engagement here, "Glass
won after plenty changes had been dim enthusiasm of Victor Herbert Menagerie" took a further drop
fans, who filled house to near when it grossed a bad $7,500 after
chalking up a poor $9,000 on first
capacity, at $3.60 top.
Jane Cowl in revival of "First week. Piece got rave reviews but
Mrs. Fraser" arrived for single public was apathetic. Royal AlexLUNTS $15,000 IN 4;
andra (1,525) was scaled at $2.50 $33,000.
the
George
with
week yesterday,

Four

1

W

27G, FRISCO

San Francisco, May

4.

" Lunt was more seriously
cit^i
than originally supposed
2»
cancelled out five days and seven
of "O Mistress Mine"
* J"'^"'^^'^
the
Geary, leaving only four
S,^., '"'^'"^^s in the third and final
week
Gross was $15,000. "Oklahoma!", which closes at
the Curran tom9rTOw (Wed.),
eased to $27,000 in eighth week,
«i

with Joe E. Brown,
the Geary Monday (10)
aSS HA?*
S?,l^Naughty Marietta," starring
nnn?^'^^,^^'."

^u«mna

Foster, debuts at the Cur-

.

.

Mpls. Advance $92,000
Oppenheimer comedy, "There Goes top.,
"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad"Carousel," however, had an ad- hurst {16th wk) (R-1,160; $6). Still
Minneapolis, May 4.
the Bride," starring Ilka Chase and
Statewide committee of "guarRobert Alda following on May 10. vance sale of nearly $30,000 for approximating capacity with
current week, at $4.20 top.
standees present most times; fig- antors" that put up $70,000 fund to
make
possible
fourth annual enover
ured
$35,500.
•Prince' 16G, Detroit
"Me and Molly," Belasco (10th gagement of the Metropolitan
'Sleepy'
(4), N. H.
Detroit, May 4.
wk) (C-1,077: $4.80); No parties Opera at the Univ. of Minnesota
New Haven, May 4.
Shortage of good stage shows is
Auditorium
here will get all its
takings
dipping
to
week
with
last
at
Hollow"
"Sleepy
of
Breakin
keeping Detroit legit houses dark
claimed operating coin back. The "guarantors" don't
around
With "Tlie Student Shubert last weekend (29-1) pulled profit $11,000;
this week.
share in the certain profits, all of
at that level.
Prince" closing after its second two SROs out of four performance
"Mister Roberts," Alvin filth which go to the Minneapolis Symweek at the Cass, only visible book- stand. Fair advance built substan- wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80), Daylight phony Orchestra.
recepgood
critical
following
tially
for
inked
Time,"
"Blossom
ing is
Advance sale for the four perTotal take, at $4.20 top, time makes no difference with this
a two-week run beginning Monday, tion.
reached a dandy, approximate smash, house being jammed at all formances a week ahead of the
May 10.
opening was $92,000. The sellout
performances; $34,500.
Last week's "Prince" gross was $15,000.
"Oklahoma!", St. James (264th gross was $98,708 last season and
Only other legit booking this
approximately $16,000. with a sellwk) (M-1,505; $4.80). Guesliung how it's a virtual certainty that this will
out Saturday night upping the take. season is premiere of the "On Aplong record-run musical will con- be equalled again this week
proval" revival, set for May 13-15.
Shubert-Lafayette is still dark.

15G

May

WoilnHggday^

USGITIAIATB
about

how a young

bride

Plays on Broadway

by the

Gilbert Miller pnoduotton

joins

.

a»so<latlon

(In

Bills)

;

.

Bobert Russell Bennett; incidontal danco/ 48; *.".G0 top ($7.20 opening nightl
..Louis Calhern
Opened at Cen- Snndor Tural......,.;
music, Genevlovo I'ltot.
.Ernest CossartMansky,,..,.,....
tury, N. Y., April 30, '-IS; $« top.
Richard Hylton
Supporting Miss Llllie ami Haley: Aaleric Albert Adftra,,...
Francis Compton
Johann Dwornltsehek
Bettls, Estelle Loring, Herb- Sliriner. John
It^ yo Bmoraon
Uona SKabOk .•••••••<•
Tj-eiH, Carl Reiner, J. C. McCord, WHUam
Margetson
Arthur
LoMasaenn, Tlfolma Carpenter. Albert Ppp- Almady. . <• •#>•••#
....Claud AlUstrtMell.
woll, Bo.verlea Bozeman, Lewis Nye, *.rlo
Patereon
J Tod
Victor, George Keieji, Rod Alexander, Jatw
..IPred AVeiitlcr
I<awreiice, Ronald Chetwood. RlcUard Reed, Lackeys.
Runtlnln,'
JOan Mann, Boris
. , .

.

,

-

able cast tacludes a good looking

ray of girls, with the singing an.
a?,d
dancing divisions both maltinS
their presence felt. Several
t«r
ented moppets are listed, RlchaiS"

Rhoades

in particular playlnu

™

important part in good style.
Direction has succeeded in bringing the preliminary phases of
settings and liulitlng, Jo Mlelilnor; choreoBthfa
ance.
to
a promising
raphy, Anna Sokolow
costumes, David musical
In general, the playing seems Ffolkos; muulool director, Irving Aotman; Proper guidance from here point
on is
about like that in classic drama in choral director, Bile SloKmolster: orcheslrn- the vital Issue. On several
occa.
tion,
Hans Splalok, Tad Royal, George
English, hence broader than that Lossner.
Opened at Shubert theatre. New sions direction has capitalized «„
in contemporary plays on Broad- Haven, April 20, '48; Jf^.lW top.
ap overlapping technic which feal
way. At times the actors use al- Ichubod Crane,,.,.......
Gil Lamb tures various Individual
elements
.Larry Robbing In operation
.... ..
most a chanting delivery, and a Roelf
simultaneously. Ex.
.John Russell
..
...
few lines are sung. The sets for lAither
Mva. Van Brunt.. i.........Laurar I'lcrnont amples are the male lead staigine
presumably
(and
"The Dybbuk"
.Ken Foley ,an onstage ballad, against chorjfl
Mr. Van Hooton,
simplest,
the
Howard
plays)
arfe
of
Tassel.
Jack
Van
other
the
psalm singing offstage; employlnc
Ruth McDovltt
naturally, for an engagement of Mrs. Van Tassel
.Richard Rhoades two different songs ("I Still Have
Jacob Van Tassel
this kind.
Morley Kvuna Plenty to Learn" and "Ask Me
Mr. Van Ripper
.,V<seey V'errls Again") in a vocal
Because of the late arrival of l.ona'.
boy-and-girl vls•

;

, .

,

.

,

. I ,

.

,

.

,
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Twenty'two years ago the late
Holbrook Blinn achieved somewhat
of a tour de force in Molnar's
"The Play's the Thing" in its
American debut, and now Louis
Joan Barrett
Calhern is playing the sagacious some of the Habimah players, Sat- Henrietta,
Bert Wilcox
Mr. Van Brunt
playwright in its revival on Broad- urday's opening was delayed until Katrlna Van Tassel. .Betty Jane Watson
way. There are certain elements after 9 p.m. The final arrivals did Brom "Bones" Van BMint,,. Hayes Gordon
Mary McCarty
of datedness in this Hungarian not reach LaGuardia airport until, Eva
Hendrick
,.......>., Ward Garner
originated comedy of continental late that afternoon, and went di- Mrs. Van Ripper ^. •«.<.....; Jean. Handzllk
,Kate Frlcdllch
,
side," and lyricist Howard Dietz manners and morals, but with a rectly to the theatre. Others got In Jenny
...Margery Oldroyd
have teamed before in successful cast headed by Calhern, Faye the previous day. The troupe was Annie
Ike. .....
.William Ferguson
.....
musicals. Thgir material and that Emerson and Arthur Margetson, supposed to have left Tel-Avlv the Walt. ..
.James Starbuck
Shaun O'Brien
of others mostly goes to Beatrice and some adroit staging by QUbert previous Sunday (24), but when Plet. ....
.Bay D'rakeley
Lillie, the standout English come- Miller, here is a play that should Arab forces captured nearby Lydda Bait.
Franklin Wagner
Kick
Both have at least a moderate run.
dienne, and Jack Haley.
airport, the company went by boat Willie Van Twlller
Walter Buttarworth
Alan Shay
have been absent from Broadway
It will be recalled that Molnar's to Cyprus and then to Athens, and Hans Van Rtpirer.
Farnaworth
Martin
Horsen.
Don.
Van
too -long. There are some excep- comedy, set on the Italian Riviera, planed from there to the U. S.
Teena. ..,'«. v.
,. ....Doreen Lana
tionally clever entertainers in sup- is a play within a play, and CalThe local engagement Is pre- Stuyveling Von Doom,.., Lewis F, SchoUo
Jo SulUvun
!.
port. Ensemble is handsome phy- hern employs all the resourceful- sented by Theatre, Inc., under Greta.
Sloan
Robin
Hilda
Show
is
cossically and vocally.
«ess that Molnar must have in- sponsorship of the American Fund Margaret. ................... .Sylvia Ijane
tumed $tilking]y and the settings tended in the part of a playwright for Palestinian Institutions, and Is Wllholmlna.
.r.llen Repp
are admirable.
Margaret Rltter
who very ingeniously devises a underwritten by a group of local Bertha.
Elizabeth
Janice Sprel
and
$125,\rounds
of
The stars ate adept at making scheme 'to salve the
individuals to the amount
Ty Kearney
Conscience
the audience laugh, each having restore the confidence of a young 000. There was talk last week that Indian
Ken Remocomedy highlights in addition -to composer who inadvertently over- if the scheduled engagement Is suc- Cotton Mather. ... .... .William Menda
Dorothy Bird
,
romantic cessful it might be extended be- Siren .....
obviously
an
duo contributions. Miss LUlie as a hears
inerm^id says "there's a saga bom boudoir interlude between his yond six weeks, with a passible
When this oiie dumps some of
every ndnute," number being new fiancee and tin aging actor. The tour of major cities to follow.
Since the show tried out in Phila- manner in which the playwright There was also speculation about the excessive ballast that is now
delphia. For it she is encased in a provides the balm that permits the the company adding one or more holding it to a medium level, it
mermaid's .taU, looking; uucomfort- young lovers to become reunited productions to the repertory while
able on a Massachusetts marine is something that must certainly in New York, with Ella Kazan and should soar to fairly substantial
heights in the upper musical strata.
rock. "Inside" skips from coast to have been much more credible in Margaret Webster mentioned as
A considerably overboard premiere
coast, somewhat like "Look, IVIa, the '20s', of course, but the casuid-* possible stagers.
had the local Shubert Interior akin
I'Di-PaneinV
ness and aplomb with which it's
'This is Habimah's second TT, S.
the play's title, but despite a
A Itloss Hart sketch is one of her .currently carried out help pro- engagement, the other having been to
superfluity of some 35 minutes In
most comic contributions. Scene vides considerable quota- of laughs during the 1926-27 season. The running time, overall reaction prois a dressing xoom, and she's maid in the second and third acts .after company was foimded In 1918 by a duced a general stamp of approval,
to the fe'mme star of a new play. a trying opening session.
group of actors in the Moscow Art with indications of better things to
She almost drives her mistress
Calhern^ of course, is excellent, Theatre. The >first director, Eugene come in its post-whittling status.
nuts with her. 'antics, which in- playing, the Author, with iust the Vachtangov (who .staged this proIn addition to' visual and audible
clude ringing in a ouija board, and right totich of apparent boredom duction of "The Dybbuk"), was asLeaving elements, there are a number of
'while firstnighters had a good time,- mixed with the actor's own good signed by Stanislavskii
other factors that augur favorable
the actress, excellently acted by humors. The playing is consistent Russia in 15326, the troupe toured
ultimate response. These include
perits
made
when
it
1928,
Jane Lawrence, hardly does.
until
performance,
with Calhern's every
Ms the- an undercurrent of charm, a wide
Miss Lillie is welcomed at the whatever the play; he remains .a manent hpme in Palestine.
Tel-Aviv in, age-range in gener!al appeal, nonstart with "Come, O Come" (to performer who seemingly coiila atre was eompleted in
stereotyped presentation and a
Kobe.
1945.
Pittsburgh),
the director tA a never give A bad performance.

"Inside U.S.A." should prosper
not because of the profusion of its
theatre party ti<!ket deals but because, it's a very good show. It is
especially so in the second part,
where there are several successive
iCllck sketches and numbers.
Arthur Schwartz, the composer
now turned producer with "In-

Town

Plays Out of

her lover in death. To anySleepy Holtow
one Ignorant of Hebrew, the play
New Haven. April 2&.
suggestive Df opera without
oC is
with James Rusao and Michael
The plot synopsis in the Lorraine tiester praduotlon ot muatcal In
music.
from
Molnar,
adapted
Feronc
by
comedy
ArnoW
sltetdu-a,
Howard I>let«i
lyrics,
Stars program explains the action ade- t\vo acts (IS .scenes),. Features OH Lamb,
Auorbacft, Mobs Hart and Arnold B. Hor- the HuiiRarlan by P. G. 'VVodehoase,
Betty
Jane
Watson, Hayes Qor^on, Jiury
Louis Calhorh lentures Faye Emerson, Ar- quately, but without knowledge of MoCarty, Ward Oarnor, Ruth. MoDevltt,
wltt. Stars Beatrice UIUp and Jiulc Haley.
AlCloud
Cossart,
Morgetson,
BrncBt
thur
by
Dances and musical numbers Btuged
Stacbuck, Dorothy Bird,
and Richard Hyl- the language there's no way of dis- lilllen Repp, James
H«len Tamtrl*! dketchoa staged by Robert llsLcr, Francis Compton
Book and lyrics, Russell Mnloney and Mlr>
Staged by SHller; setting, Oliver tinguishing the real quality of the lam Battlata; music, Goorga Leeaner: pro*
cos- lon.
fi, Gordon: BOttinga, Lemuel Aycrs:
April 28,
tumes, IilUlan Goldsmith; orcheatrations, Meascl. Opened at Booth, N. y„
play or the skill of the perform- ductlon directed by John O'Sliaughnossy;

Th© Play's the Thing

Inside 1J.S.A.

JlrthW "'ScUwmU profluctlon Ht revuo ta
two pofts (10 scenes). MuMo, Schwartz;

l»4a

is

spirit ot Iter dead
lover. After this spirit, or dybbuk.
is driven out l)y the rabbi, the girl

sessed"
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three different types of lover
couple dances which blend for a
finale; ensemble dancing In one
a-vls;

which

shifts

smoothly into

full

stage as traveler parts.

Discounting some premiere technlcal tumbles that can easily be
ironed out, sets, lighting and costumes give the production sturdy
visual alliance.
double turntable
aids numerous changes but a filmy
traveler will require adjustment to
eliminate dead spaces occasioned
by slow closing at end of several
scenes. Colorfully, scenery Is topnotch, and the same verdict goes
iBoTie.
for the apparel.

A
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as
choral socie^. Then she's a daSizIeT
Elliott
(Mrs.
Miss Emerson
in ChilUcothe, O., for Arnold Auer- Roosevelt) is making her Broadbach's "Song to Forget," her tem- way debut as the lady of indisperamental suitors being Chopin, cretion. She has a surprising flair
Liszt and Tschaikowsky.'
coun^ for comedy and lends considerable
try fair number (Wisconson) with physical attractiveness to the role.

basically clean show.

In this, her initial effort as solo
producer of a major musical, LorLester has exhibited sage
acumen in assembling the talent re.

College Play

raine

A

.

mtm

'

Dybbuk

to closing is

"We

Won't Take

It

Back," the two stars being Indians
at Albuquerque, lyric being topical,

Fordhaua Ben-Ziasi, At Broadway the-

tion,
atre,

N.

"jf..

Jklay 1,

at

'-48;

¥-1.80

top ($7.20

*

opening).
Batlan 1... ..,..«

AbrahAni Baratz
Batlan 2. ; . . »
^ ....... >Shlomo Bruk
satirical and humorous.
It's got Batlan
Zvi Ben-Halm
3.,«,
punch,, making it easy for the Meir ........ ^ >..•*. Menachem BCtnyamini
finale, show's best-dressed number. •Chanan , - . . .............. .Ari Warshawer
(alternate preformancea) Zvl Friedland
Late in the second part is "Tiger Henoch
.... ^ .......
.Baphael Klatzkin
Lily" (Chicago), Called a tabloid Meshulach. ....... ..^ . Josphua Bertonov
v.Tnraar Kobins
ballet, staged by Helen Tamiris. Genesaia>
Sender, Merchant.
..... .Shimoji Finkel
It's exotic, with Valerie Bettis and Xjeah, His Daught&r. ....... .Hanna Rbvlna
(alternate performances)- lanna Govinska
Eric Victor sending the number
............... .Tmima Ju(lelevitch
over to enthusiastic results. The ^rieda.
(fl,Uernate'pei"formances) Handle Hendier
way he uses his hands as a mes- Gittel
fl'araar Kobins
>
T
tr..!««,ic
merist Is something to see. Miss
»
Hanale Hcndler
Bettis scores earlier in an artistic, A»her
Sundol 1
fHaiin Amltal
curtailed ballet callied "Haunted .Shalom
Zvl Ben-ttaim
Shlbnvo Bruk
He^rt," Which has a San Francisco Beralk
AronMeslcia
background. She is a find; number Bafael
DWOBSia ..Beggars,.- Kliirnsiheln
lo baritoned sturdily by John Hy- 0re8el
Shoshana Buer
BatiiUlon Bubinstein
ers.
Jachna
Bobchia
Hanale Hendier
Thelma Carpenter features "Blue D'aKan J
iHaphael ICtatzkln
Grass," at Kentucky's Churchill Menasbe, I.eah's Bridegroom. .Anrrni Kutaf
Hia Father... ..Tehuda Rubinstein
Downs, colored songstress airing {NachFnan,
Mendel, His Teacher. .... .Abraham Baratij
powerful pipes.
Accompanying Azrlel, the Thadlk
..D.avld VawU
dance number, also mixed, is one Michael; His Attendant . ..... Zvl FriedlanA
.Shimon BruK
of the most animated in the per- Shimsan, a, Ra.libi.
<
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Herb Shriner makes his

After a hectic trip by water and
air from Tel-Aviv, the Habimah
hickily
of Palestine opened Its
volume Theatre
scheduled
sfac-week
engagement
of "Inside U.S.A.", the only part
Saturday night (1) to a near-capacin the show having anything to do
with John Gunther's bestseller of ity audience at the Broadway, N. Y.
The first show of the run is "The
that title, which inspired the revue.
legit

bow on Broadway with a

Hoosier

monolog.

He's

amusing in toying with

Shriner's

a

chatter is of the Will

Rogers pattern.
Out of "Inside"

sinjce

the show

started trying out are "Atlanta,"
vbleh Miss Lillie had; "Family
Portrait," a Haley sketclr, and
"Protect Me," handled by Nellie
Hill, who's out of the show.
It'll
do very nicely as is.
Ibee.

current season of original productions with- a topical musical on
juve" delinquency which is one of
the most difficult and ambitious
jobs the school has ever tackled.
It is a good idea which doesn't
quite come off. It suffers from not
knowing when to end.
The nlay, broadly, is collection
of dead end kids In their late
teens,
and with some "Street
Scene" overtones, all put to music.
The youngsters move up from
petty pilfering to bigger stuff,
leader,
their
largely
because
=i"Keys," Is enamoured of the moll
of a racketeer who needs the boys
to do some dirty work for him.
They all land In reform school,
get out, and In their efforts to'
help the mother of one of them
get a house of her own, there is
a shooting in which the racketeer
is killed and his youthful killer,
in turn, is shot down by police.
The first act holds together well
and features several nice numbers,
although the dancing is weak
throughout. At one stage the kids
smoke reefers and this feeds into
a dream ballet of what they would
like-^a yacht, girls with perfume,
a cop scrambling for cigaret butts,
etc. This is a good job of imaginative choreography but requires
better 'dancers 'to handle it.
At one stage, the boys all go to
work in a greenhouse, and the
number, "Dance of the Dandelions," in which they burlesque a
dance of the flowers, is weU within their capabilities and good for
plenty, of audience appreciation.
its

The second
Dybbuk," the group's original production, which It has played more apart at the
than 1,100 times in various coun- strictly

"life

Dybbuk"

is

a classic

and doing away with the present
setup in the picture Industry, in

the companies have the
right of unlimited re-use of talent
performance via films.

which

Union shop is already the gen-'
eral rule in most performer fields,
but under the Taft-Hartley Ikw
might otherwise be*-a complicated
It's understood
matter in video.
the 4A's committee has no immediate plans to seek a rule covering
simultaneous broadcast and telecast of the same show.
Various guilds In the 4A's,
meanwhile, have advised their

members to insist on a clause
any contracts signed after last
Saturday (1) that would make the
contract
subject to any future rules
Authow have adapted the Washset
up by the 4A's.
wouldington irving legend of the
be pioneering schoolmaster in such
Clause will be a necessary proa manner as to spread nostalgia all tectlon for the talent, according to
over the place. Some good chuckles a 4A's spokesman, in case the neare thrown in, together with a side gotiations with the nets break
dish of romance. The ingredients down and the guilds are forced to
of a good story are all there, the evoke a new set of rules for tele.
principal
current
requirement Clause may also serve to bring the
being a pruning to remove the
the
dead wood and* emphasize the high- rates and working hours in
original contract up to a par with
lights.
set by the committee and the
Show boasts a score containing those
net reps.
several entries of hit-parade proToday's meet is being held at
portions. Tuneful melodies due for
a play are "Here and Now," "My the ABC offices in Radio City, N. Y.
Lucky Lover," "Alone" and "The Nets are reportedly bringing in adThings that Lovers Say." Among ditional reps to those that met with
the livelier numbers are "You've the 4A's coftimittee at the first
Got That Kind of a Face" and "In meet April 26. There's no possithe Hay." Laugh lilts are "There's bility that the rates will be set up
History to Be Made" and "Poor
at today's confabs, according to the
Man." Lending themselves to fine
described the
group singing are "Time Stands 4A's spokesman, who
the
Still"
and "Goodnight.'.' Lyrics discussions as being "still in
many
overall stand out as ace word- preliminary stages," with
factors remaining to be discussed.
blendlng.

act,

however, comes

seams with

collegiate

some

entertainment.

"Sleepy Hollow"

is

not a slam-,

in

bang, rocket-paced type of musical.

.

.

,

Choreography^ .'grade A on the
whole, has touched on many facets
of terpsichorean art.
There's a
headless-horseman ballet that loses
considerable value through late
Continued from page 51
entry, also fact that it fades Into
following scene instead of carrying auditions for such shows are to be
a sharp and distinct ending of its paid for at regular
rate.
own. James Starbuck and Dorothy
Final rate so far set by the AFM
Bird pace the show's steppers, with
covers costuming and makeup tor
able assistance from a capable
Calls for $3 per man
"
tele
shows.
dance roster.
If required to wear specinea
On casting, the Ichabod Crane extra
clothes (tuxedos, etc.).
role is a natural for Gil Lamb. The
at
AFM has not yet arrivedmusilanky comic finds plenty of leeway
scales
for concerts, operas,
for his special talents, and he never
bands
misses a trick. What this show cals, remote pickups of pop
still
does for him he reciprocates; it's a from taverns, etc. They are
good exchange all around. His to be worked out. Meanwhile, _in
range, from laugh song deliverx' to many cases where shows are being
participation in a serious ballet, televised, the above scales are bewith clowning In between, lends ing applied.
u.
considerable versatility to the part,
These rates were worked out ny

AFM

Tele Scale

AM

.

.

J.

Topping the singing contingent the AFM? to give the budding tcie
are Betty Jane Watson and Hayes industry a chance to develop at
memGordon, both of whom register sol- minimum costs. But
idly. To their vocal ability they bers in a good many cases are unadd plenty of appeal as personable happy with them. It's felt among
romancers.
Mary McCarty and radio staff and solo-date musicians
Ward Gamer uphold secondary
that the. scales should have been

AFM

There are some excellent sets,
some fine .moments and* a lot of comedy roles, former coming
good material in "Alley Moon," through also with a somewhat oddly set to equal AM scales in all cases,
Musicians don't* agree
but they require plently of tight-r pitched voice. Other featured play-^ at least.
ening up and ruthless cutting to ers, Ruth McDevitt and Ellen Repp, with James C. Petrillo, AFM prexy,
give this musical play its profes- account okay for their respective that the new rates are fau: tw
drama sional chance.
Lowe.
straight and vocal assignments, SizH all concerned.

Subsequent presentations will
be ''David's Crown," opening Saturday (8); "The Golem," May 15,
and "Oedipus Rex," May 22. All
performances
are
in
modem
Hebrew.
tries.

.BTTTii'

simpli-

fication for the performer unions.
Limitation on re-use of films for
tele and payment for their repeat
use would likewise be a major advance, putting video in a similar
category with radio on the subject

sponsible for this opus.

Moon

Haley at the firstract finale^ brings
Margetson> as the middleaged
Alley
on a mixed ensemble,- colored par- ham, has most of the laugh lines,
Washington, May 3.
ticipants also figuring in several and he niakes the most of them. In
Catholic TIalvfersIty production ot musical
numbers. She's in the opening of fact, this comes pretty close to be- by Walter Kerf, vpith score by Stephan
Staged by
the second part^ fantastic and bal^* ing his play. He has never been Allers, In two aots (12 scenes).
Kerr; choreography, Evelyn Davis; setting;
let*14ke ''At the
Gr^s" <New better.
and coHtumea, Don Gifmanj choral direcOrleans).
At Catholic tinlThe. featured-cast list also in^ tion, Nick Wandmaoher.
veralty, Washington, D, C., May 3.
A Miami Beach hotel scene by dudes Ernest Cossart, as the playArnold B. Horwitt and Auerbach •wright-coUaborator; Claud Allister
Father Gilbert Hartke's Speech
Is Haley's first big inning.
Skit is and Francis Compton,. and they
and Drama Department winds up
.

ContinuedI from paee

'

'

nutty and laughable, the star be-' give well-integrated performances.
Ing a guy who goes south for a
Kahn.
rest and.gets a trick bed. His song
number with attractive Estelle
'The
Loring, "Rhode Island Is Famous
<HEBR£W)
for You," is not only amusing but
Theatre, Inc., under the sponsorship of
one of the top tunes in the score. the American Fund for Palestinian InstituTravesty on New York class cafe ttons/ presents £biblinali' procluctlon of
waiters, with Haley instructing 'em drama in three acts by S. Ansky, adapted
Hebrew by Chalm Niichman BirUik.
how to annoy the customers, Is a into
StaKed by Eugene VachtangofC; music. I.
good idea but not. so funny. Next KngeU fe'ettiiigrs, N. Altman; musical direc-

aa;

would also be a profitable

iLranMAtit-coiircrai'r
Fox-Denver Into Concert
Biz Again Next Season

m

RALPH

By
j)Q

mm.

ou)
KETTERING

T.

BmEMBEB

YOU

Denver,

Fox Denver
Harry Huifman,

WHEN-

f

May

De Panr Chorns of 35 Ex-^ Negroes

4,

Theatres,

with
city manager, as
impresario, will be in the concert
business again next season,
Bookings, which will be presented at the. Municipal Auditorium,
'Annie 75G, Des Moines
include Lily Pons with Andre
Kostelanetz and an 82-piece symDes Moiqes, May 4.
phony; Alec Templeton, Lauritz
Although "Annie Get Your Gun,"
Melchior, Mia Slavenska and her with Mary Martin, didn't break
Ballet Yariante, Ginette Neveu, any house records here April 19-24
Rudolf Serklit and "Rhythms of for six nights and two matinees, a
gross of $75,000 was nice going for
Spain."
the 4,2Q0-seat KBNT Radio The-

Set for

'

Recwd

ISO Concert Season
The DePaur

'

Ijctor."

Harry Clay Blaney (the elder)
Mrs.
(i>ow
Poynter
Beulah
and Kitty Wolf, played "Across the
george Leffler) wrote and starred Pacific" and never failed to 6.R.O.
"Lena Rivers."
George Kleine bought the multiBe"I
of
author
Leslie Morose©,
reel Italian "Quo Vadis," made it
Disband
meffiher When—," was juvenile a two-a-day legit under manage- N. Y. City Symiih to
in stock at the People'^ Chi- ment of Merle Smith and Bill RayLeila Shaw, nor. Yep, I managed one of the
For One Year Pending
cage while his wife,
Marthe
troupes.
was leading woman at
William Harris, Jr., beat me ibelowe, same city.
Return ol Bernstein
Grace HayWard (now Mrs. Geo. £ore Judge Landis and made me
The N. Y. City Symphony, erewhile acting in stock, change> the name of m^* play,
M Gatts)
8^ed by Leopold Stokowski to give
wrote "Graustark" and made a "Abraham Lincoln," although mine

Sammy Kaye and his orchestra,
April 25, and Tallulah Bankhead in
"Private Lives," April 27, did only
fair business but advance sales on
Spike Jones' show slated for May
19-20 already indicates the same

million.

HAZE scon SET FOR

'

.

atre.

-

hm

.

was

sellouts as last season.
due May 27-29.

Annette Kellerman was a high
"'Father David E. Gibson, who
diver in amusement parks before
directs the Cathedral Shelter for
she became a pix star in ''Neptune's
tbe Poor, in Chicago, owned and Daughter."
mearated Gibson Studio, theatrical
John Montague succeeded Sam
poto shop,
Hoif enstein as general p.a. for Al
^0 season was complete without Woods.
*ln. Old Kentucky," "Way Down
Ivan Simpson, now with Katha^
'East" or "The Village Postmaster;"
rine Cornell, was a mainstay of B.
'
"•Jfork State Folks" was written S. Willard's English company.
with an idea of starring Ray L.
Charles Warner starred in a
tj^ce but James Lackaye (Wilton's great play "Drink."
>ther) stole the show.
Conrad Nagel played "The Man
David Belasco listened to Jolin Who Came Back."
.£teel sing a song, "Ladies of the
Joseph Santley played "Bllty the
Evening," and straight oif wrote a
Kid" on the melodrama circuit.
play of that name.
Pat O'Brien was an actor in "A
Ethel Johnson, comedienne with Man's Man."
tlchard Carle, married " E. Ray
James Rennie played "The Great
oetz.
GatSby."
Myopic Richard Carle broke his
Cecil B. De Mille played Toison
losses and, as an understudy, D'Or, Burgundian herald, with E.
Made his fiiift entrance through a H. Sothern in "If I Were King."
l^dow instead of a door in "The
Ralph Morgan played the juveas nile
Storks" which established
lead in my play "The Clutcha comedian.
ing Claw."
Sam Forrest, stage director for
Guy Kibbee played a -butler in
the Dearborn Stock Co. (Chicago), my play, "The Marriage Question."
met Mamie Ryan, married her,
Lee Baker and Edith Evelyn
changed her name to Mary Ryan, played stock leads In Milwaukee.
company.
and made her a star.
Edward H, Robins played leads
Charles Winninger was a ment- with May Hosmer at the People's,
ber of the Winninger Bros. Reper- Chicago, and his name then was
Current Road Shows
•
tory Co., did an ImltatiOa of Leo not Robins.
'pitrichs^ht which got him into the
(May 3-15
Edward Clark Lilley Ulid a stock
Cohan Revue.,
"Anna Lucasta"
Plymouth,
in Akron.
Richard Domey left Augustin
Leon Errol was just about the Host. ((3-8); Nixon, Pitt (10-15).
"Annie Get Your G«n"— Aud.,
Daly to become manager of "45 biggest draw in musicals.
L.A. (3-15).
Minutes From Broadway.''' Jack;
William Lightfoot Visscher ac"Antony and Cleopatra''—-BlackWelch^as the-agent.
cepted a dare f rom Opie Read and
Chi. (3-15).
Emma Cams and Scott Welsh became an actor in Read's play, stone.
"Bidekonts of 1948"—El Capitan,
replaced Fay Templeton and Vie- "The Starbucks."
L.A. (3-15).
tor Moore in that same musical.
Frank Bacon took his old melo"Blossom Time" ^Palace, RockClara Bloodgood made an oveiv drama, "Tennessee's Partner." and ford (3); Parkway, Madison (4);
night hit in Clyde Fitch's "The re"wrote it into "Lightnin* " to Davidson, Mil. (5-8); Cass, Det.
(10-15).
Girl With the Green Eyes" only to make a fortune.
Adelaide Kcim put on black
"Burlesque"
Victory, Dayton
jjeek self-destruction.
Maud Light changed her name tights and played "Hamlet" at (3-4); Cox, Cincy (5-8); Hanna,
Cleve. (10-15).
to Margaret niington because she Bush Temple, Chicago.
Hermann Lieb produced Wm.
"Carousel"
Royal Alex.. Towas horn in Btoomington, ItUnois^
McGuire's first sketch, ronto (3-8); Aud., Cincy (10-15).
Marie Doro made her first im- Anthony
"The Devil Servant and the Man," • D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.
Shupression as the ingenue with Mrs.
and acquired a hit.
bert, Best. (3-15).
G, H. Gilbert, star of "Granny."
Fiske O'Hara was a stock lead"First
Mrs.
Fraser"
Nat'l,
Ben Turphi played
"Happy ing man, then a tenor in musicals, Wash. (3-8); Selwyn, Chi. (10-15).
Hooligan" for Gus Hill.
and his name was not O'Hara.
"Harvey"—Locust, Philly (3-15).
Stella Mayhew left vaudeville to
Frank Morgan was a stage actor
"Hanrey"
Biltmore, L.A. (3-8);
play in "Down Mobile" for Lbicoln in "10th Avenue" along with GregGeary, Fri.sco (10-15).
J. Carter.
ory RatolT, Frank McHugh and
"High Button Shoes"
Opera
John and Emma Ray also left Louis Calhern.
House, Bost. (3-15).
Walter Huston was a hoofer in
"John
Mary" Harris, Chi
Loves
'"^
***
Tlrae^"
vaudeville and met Nan Sunder- (3-15).'
Florence
"Lady Windennerc's Fan"
Reed was leading land, daughter of the mayor of
woman of Dave Hunt's stock com- Fresno, whom he married.
Broadway, Denver, (3-5); Capitol,
Fred Niblo married Josephine Salt Lake City (7); Pinney, Boise
Chicago Opera House,
S11
George's sister.
wnictt company also
(10-11); Mayfair, Port. (12-15).
included Jane Cohan,
The "road" was so good that
"My Romance" "— Gt. Northern,
Darwell, Herbert Brenon,
Oscar
toured an- Chi (3-15).
Hobart Bcsworth, all of more than 1,000 shows
trf'
nually and some, never played
"O Mistress Mine^'
Geary,
V?hom did weU in pix.
towns of more than 5,000 inhabit- Frisco (3-8); Metropolitan, Seattle
Sherman
played
leads
at ants and prospered:
UnlSf
(10-15).
Proctor's
Fifth Ave., N. Y.
Curran,
"Naughty .Marietta"
-

.

'

"Carousel"

is

popular-priced concerts at N. Y.'s
City Center, and conducted by
Leonard Bernstein the past three
years, will be disbanded next season due to Bernstein's recent resHazel Scott has been set for
ignation.
Thought was that successor would be appointed, but four alfresco concerts this sumboard' of directors decided to take mer, as soloist with symphony
orchestra at Lewisohn Stadium,
orchestral -sabbatical,: with
an
Bernstein reported' promising to N. Y.r Robin Hood Dell, Philadelphia; Milwaukee and Hollyreturn for the 1949-50 season.* His
wood Bowl. She's the only consuggestion that the board get guest
cert artist thus far engaged by the
conductors for the interim season
four top summer spots, and will
was turned down.
get $2,500 for each appearance.
Bernstein quit in order to take
Last winter, first under managethe assignment of conducting the ment of Goppicus
Schang, diviPalestine Symphony during its sion of Columbia Artists Mgt.,
regular season next fall (if the Miss Scott filled 42 dates. Next
State Dept. gives its okay then, season's bookings include a Caribpending political conditions). It's bean .^tour of 12 dates, including
known he want» to be the group's one in her native Trinidad, markregular conductor for ^ idealistic ing pianist's first; concert -engagerather than commercial reasons.
ment there and first appearance
Meantime there's talk that since she left there as a child.Ballet Society, non-commercially
operated outfit Which put on public
performances at City Center last Eic^CIassmate Affiliated
week for the first time, may go
Eythe in Legit
into the Center next fall
place
Pittsburgh, May 4.
of the symphony, two ni^ts a
Associated with William Ethye
week, alternating with the opera
in his new Coast theatrical pro-

written- first.

'

.

'

'

-

Mm

—

)

for

REPU6UC

was a scriptei;, and a.ssistant director at several indie studios and is
the son of Bill Finkel, local Indie
circuit exhibitor.

—

—

Efrem

leaves N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.) for
the Coast, and will complete his

May

specially'', composed

Starlight,

mu^ic chores by May 15. He sails
22 from N. Y. to Europe tor a

Aaron Copland, who wrote the

operetta

May

season

score for the Republic pic, ''Red
is
making a symphonic
from the music. Suite will

Pony,"

4.

suite

has

of 'Venus," July 8 week.

dances, stall of Civic' Light Opera
Co. here for the season is now
practically complete. William Wymelal is back again as managing

LeRoy

'

'Counter' May Try S. Af.
After ItsAnzac Run

Frisco (10-15).

Little. Pussy.''

and gave

1

—

—

Wash.

canriL^V'"'? f«"ich San Franciscagor?M «f J*™*****^"^' George (Chity*'"««> were newsbov«
ntl*"**

.

Revue"—Nixon,

Michel Rosenberg, Yiddish legit
comedian, who alfio operates the

Roureiania iaiitery In Miami
Beach, embarks on a concert tour
St. Louis which will take
'M^^
him to cities throughout the west.
Four-week junket will also inCheney, soprano;
Charlotte
clude
the famed

"Winslow Boy"— Walnut, Philly
(3-15).

Cobmhi^'
Norman Atkins,
Francisco.
Rb^ Atwell
A?'
Ben
was p.a. for the Capi- Samuel Spielman,

baritone,
pianist.

and

'

I

21 and

John

28.
S.

Susan Reed will play
engagement with the

a return

Toronto

May 13.
Orchestra
Ballad singer played her first en

Symphony

gagement with that group March
25.

Edwards, associate man-

ager of the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orch., has resigned to become
manager of the Baltimore Sym.Gcbhard Schroth, direcphony.
tor of choral music at the Univ. of
Chicago, appointed conductor of
the St. Louis Philharmonic.
Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin
flew in to N. Y. from Manila yesterday (Tues.) after ballet engagements.
.

Little

,

ate theii'~daily"ruMcKH
aauy lunco.
at tu^
^^^^ conttaually
in
Shanley's"""

i

Stravinsky's "Story of a Soldier" at Ojai (Cal.) Festival May

i

Pitt.

(3-8).

Will

again be in charge of the .boxof fice.

in

(10-15).

"Tropical

EOSEMBERG'S CONCERTS

Shanahan and Murray Levy

Lons lair Gab

Nine-week seasoft opens at Pitt
Negro conductor Dean Dixon stadium June 3 with "Show Boat,"
won the Alice. M. Ditson Award of and three members of the recent
Broadway
revival cast of Ziegfeld
$1,000, given annually by Columbia Univ. ^or distinguished services show will appear in it, Carol Bruce,
Antal Dorati, Ralph Dumke and Helen Raymond.
to U. S. music
Joan
Roberts
and Lawrence Brooks
conductor of Dallas Symphony,
appointed music director of N. Y.'s will do the Magnolia and Ravenal
World's Fair of Music next month roles, and Tim Herbert has been
engaged
to
play
Frank:
... Ballerina Nora Kaye to dance

—

K

director;
Sam Handelsman and
Howard Newman were recently
named business manager and press
agent, respectively, and Dave

"Rosalie."

—
Lives" —

Sydney, April 21.
Cicely Courtneidge's "Under the Haven (13-15).
Mein. Hall,
"Private
smash run
Counter," closing a
Joplin (3); Gonv. Hall, Tulsa (4);
here, may visit South Africa before
Home, Okla City (5-6); Aud., Pueblo
returning to London. "Counter," i8);
Aud., Denver (10-15).
under J. C. Williamson manage*<ssanay Films.
Shubert, Chi
"Show Boat"
ment, will play two weeks in Brisowned Pa- bane, eight in Melbourne, two in (3-15).
lesis Hall,
w n ^'"'^™elly
Shubert.
"Sleepy Hollow"
on the Bowery, Jake
then go by boat to New Philly (3-15).
was his bartender, and Fred Adelaide,
Zealand, with South Africa the next
Forrest,
"Student Prince"
was, alderman of the ward,
possibility.
whnl
Philly (3-15).
'^t"
cards
Star has cut out quite a bit of
"The Red Mill"— Ilanna, Cleve.
on i%o J^""^
front for a quarter biz from the show in order to make (3-8); Shea's, Erie (10); Colonial,
a dn™
^2J*
the routine easier for health rea- Akron (11-12); Shea's, Jamestown
the three men sons. Show had to lay off for a (13); Strand, Elmira (14rl5).
woriro^?*'"^.*.""
company man- while, due to star's illness.
"There Goes the Bride"— Nat'l,
age«
"P^i*

will have the lead in "Ro.salie,''
opening July 12. Treacher will be
"Anything Goes" and
in both

"Oklahoma!" -— Curran, Frisco
(3-5); Aud., San Jose (6-8); Biltmore, L. A. (10-15).
Shubert, N.
"On Approval"

Uaudette Colbert her fir.st
part in
?*»PPed but she didn't.
r\l
married Wallace
n*.«i?,
were comics with
fiwiL*'^^?

by.
Kurtz

Opem

V

Al Woods, for
Shanghai Gesture"

film.

have its world permiere under
added Joan McCracken, Gertrude
Kurtz's duiactioq In Houston Nov. 1.
Niesen, Vivian Blaine, Hal LeRoy
and Arthur Treacher to State Fair
Casino sked for this summer.
Pitt Civid L^ht
Miss McCracken will play role
in "Bloomer Girl" ]Biat she origCompletes '48 Staff
inated on Broadway when it opens
Pittsburgh, May 4.
here July 26. Title role of Cole
With signing of Fritz Steininger
Porter's "Anything Goes," playing
as musical udureetor, Furth UUman
week of June 28, will star Miss
as Scenic designer and Anthony
Niesen. Vivian Blaine takes over the
Nolle and Edward Noll to stage the
Mary Maitin role in "One Touch

—

^•^e

in .Italy

Jacques Ibert for the

5

—

almost stole the show.
produced a comedy,

-as

for production at Pittsburgh Playhouse.

Dallas,

—

iir,J!" t,

'

Houston

musical director on the- new Qrson
Welles pic, "MaCbeth," Music was

Vacation.

—

recommended

Pictures has signed
Kurtz, conductoi; of .the
Symphony-'' Orchestra,

by hometown of Mars, Pa. Opening
show will be Charles Gaynor's
original revue, "Lend An Ear;"
with Judy Clark, and consisting of
best songs and sketches from. five
musicals Gaynor has done in past

—

M:arshall

K6RTZ

ONWELIS'mcra'

Incidentally, Eythe has named
outfit Mars,, Inc., after his near-

..

.

.

Republic

Ills

—

'

—

a new attraction. Columbia
veepee Fred Schang. says there's
been no attraction like this in his
experience. He's had requests for
the group from South America
and Europe, and would like to
&
send it to En^hoid if Dassagie
could be assured,
Schang notes a big demand for
ensembles, group attractions, in
the concert field. The Don Cossacks, Trapp Family and others
have fed an increasingly large
audience for years, which audience is now welcoming unusual
newcomers. Other reasons for ttw
DePaur draw, says Schang, include
fact that a chorus is much cheapWith
er to buy than, a .symphony, for
instance; doesn't need big stage
facilities, such as ballet; and its
unusual type of program, which
ducing venture will be Robert includes five groups of songs,
Latin-American,
war
Finkel, a, classmate of his here classical,
some years ago at the Carnegie songs, Negroi mnic songs and songs
Tech drama school, who has been of all creeds.
working on the Coast as a theatre manager for some time. Before
going into the army in 1943, Finkel
PACIS

—

.

cluding eight states in the deep
South), from Sept. 27 to May 20.
These will all be paid engagements no sharing terms with an
average $1,200 fee. This past season, its first, the chonis did 115
dates in 20 weeks, for a record

4 ALFRESCO CONCERTS

m

'

Chorus

Infantry

has been booked next season by
Coppicus & Schang, of Columbia
Artists Mgt., for what is claimed
the biggest tour in tbe concert
field since the memorable Paul
Whiteman season of 1920. (Whiteman and his band, with Morion
Downey as an obscure singer at
$150 a week, and George Gershwin as soloist in 15 principal cities
in his "Rhapsody in Blue," toured
the whole year). DePaur chorus,
a group of 35 Negro
cx-GIs
trained and led by Leonard DePaur, will do 30 weeks, for 180
dates, or about 50 more than any
chorus has done.
It's claimed no chorus has ever
had such a booking, or any other
concert attraction (ballet performances not being included). Chorus
will tour U. S. and Canada (ex-

.

'
Chicago.
tol theatre, N. Y., and Jived at the
old Princeton hotel. My brotherCorse Payton gloried in advertis- in-law, Walter Percival,
and I did
himself "the world's worst also.,
a himseU
lug

67

'BLOSSOM' ea in

4,

djbpis.

Indianapolis,

May

4.

-

"Blossom Time" made season
complete and rang down curtain
for 1947-48 at English April 29May 1, grabbing modest $6,000, its
lowest take in several yearSj iU
four performances at $3 top.
Vincent Burke, manager, reports
plans are going ahead for operation next season, which may be
English's last due to recent sale of
building for new department store

.

—

.

.

VeJbiidhy, May

LEGim^IATi;
jeweler husband, throvring heraeK
at the butcher next door. Although
her husband forglvog her, she stabs
him and Induces the butcher, out
of chivalrous love, to say he is ttie
Even the King's abdication murderer. The weakest part of the
ing.
fizzles out,
,
play is the way the police learn
Richardson gives of his whimphilosophical best in the ^!l^t*?h1'WoTsS,""ThSiS?st« ox":
sical,
stellar role, but it's a thankless
Lilian Braithwaite, -one of between the jeweler's daughter and
task.
London's grand old ladies, makes the butcher's son.
her brief appearances as the Queen
There is a very large cast but it
Mother pointed and' effective. all boils down to the triangle, with
Meriel Forbes is graceful and pro- Robert Amoux as the butcher,
vocative as the mistress, and Jes- Henri Chemieux as the jeweler and
sica Spencer gentle and sincere in Valentine Tessier as the femme..
her depiction of low* at first sight They have been beautifuly cast,
and disillusion.
and the performance they give goes
Playwright is a newcomer and a long way towards the success of
her next effort may prove more the play.
satisfying than this one, which got
Besides these three, the butcher's
a niixed reception at the premiere. son, done by Jacques Fabric the
Clem.
jeweler's daughter, Janie Grazia,
'and Marcelle Monthil, as the hicktown
Mrs. Grundy, do well, as does
.Happy itfith Either
also Jacques Sapin In the final
London, April 24.
Afoxi.
Thoatro Group proaentallon ot scene as me policeman.
Brlliali

Plays Abroad
Royal Cirele

.

London, April

28.

Sltophen MltchoU preaentatlon (tor Lonaon Thenlrlcal Ptoauctluns) ot comoily in
tlu'eo aots by Romllly Cavun, Divwlo(l

W

hull* Klchiudoon. At Wyn(Hmni'», London,
April

27, '48.

Quoon Mother

,

.

Ullatt

*

Itaterinu Fautina
Princess Adilana
Barbnr.'i

Mr

Sergfti

,

.

BmUImaite

.*'«'""'J,
IJjBtchnn
Anne

Jessica

Martin

feponoei;

John TurnbuU
< J"'^n
'S;™

KloKK-

WHrop
'wnhiiV

L,,

,
,
„^
Ralph JRlcharflson
.David Hutch«aon

.

King Mtticus
Col. Nnkornn

Bogie

,

f
Frederic t Klchtey
liymton Brook
Chrlstopber Hodgo

VronsKy
'

Jorge.

understand why
to
Difficult
Ralph Richardson chose this play
in which to return to London, his
first appearance since 1939 outside
the Old Vic Co. It's a bewildermg,
sketchy comedy of the Ruritanian
type done so much better in the

In tliroo acts by Margai-et Kendays of Fred Terry and Henry con\ody- Directed
by Basil Dean.- At. St.
nedy.
Ainley. Some of its satirical mo- James', London, April 22. '-IS.
Sbeelagh Maoalplne
narchial problems Will inevitably be Helena Benson

compared with Shaw's "The Apple
Carti" Its chances will depend on
ttie star's drawing power, but its
prospects in the U. S. aren't good.
Marcus is ruler of a small,
hitherto neutral middle-European
state and his peaceful vacation in
his summer retreat is spoilt in turn
by his Prime Minister, his mother,
daughter, mistress and politics.
Delegates of the big powers are
all anxious to make his kingdom
fi^e hea^uartera of the new peace
federation.' Their choice, of this
isolated spot is due to the finding
of a new super-vital mineral de-

.'

,Tohn Medley..... 4.,.. .....Cyril

Haymond

Adrlenno Corri
Valerie Taylor
Constance Cummlngs

Kitty Benson

Naomi Wright
Annalalse KIoppS

Angela Baddeley
Laura, Benson
Christopher Benson.... Wlltrld Hyde White

Major Pubs, Diskers
Couttuned from paie 1

iudle diskers simply because tl»
the major majpr pubs and major recording
firms refuse to waste time
and
money on what they figure as
As a result the major
tunes now among the best sellers, "tripe."
lidt counting revivals (3), there are pubs and diskers are going bcK>
only four written by estabUshed ging;
Songwipiters prMective Assn. inem-«
bers Xii700)jii or members ot ptif!
American Society of Compflstes^
Authors and PuWisheW, Aiid the
Mfrs.
circumstance has many big pubiss Contlnueft from pan
lishers bothered. Thejr say they

Tele

.

understand the success oit
sUch simple and "badly constructed" musical themes as some of
those in the list. In the majority of
cases these tunes were rejected
wheu presented to these same pubs
can't

for consideration.
Whftb> these wopwers

jto

privacy rights. They conceded
that they might consider furnish*
ing a sample list to an organization
such as C; B. Hooper's,
Flynn, in his speech, also cited
the need for the establishment of
a training school for tele personsee nel and for cooperation among
sta*
ers'

'

simply what the average band- tions and networks for program
and recording c<)mpany has material. Tele Is still too much
its infancy for the development of
a "dog-eat-dog" atmosphere,- hf
said.
News proxy disclosed plans
You" (which the music and record- to publicize WPIX, its forthcoming
ing men laughed at and which video station, with a saturation
sUbsequeUtly oeeante otsa ot the campaign that will tec off in about
biggest reeent hitti in bdjth. «iate- two weeks, just a month prior to
goriesV stressed a prefemice for the
station's
scheduled preem.
the ^bnide and melodic approach. Campaign, he said, will al^o make
It liiecms dbVious that that por- N. Y. more television-conscious.
tion di tiie, public which buys disks
Offering one of the frankest ap*
and sheet music is too. tired of praisals of station costs yet made
fighting its own battles to exist by a.' video official, Flynn declared

Le'Bfaltre de Sanilago^

is

(The Master of SantiaKo)
Paris, April 12,
Jaoquen Hobertot production of drama

failed to envision during the past
few years. And that is that the
public has, even before "Near

In three aqts by Henry de Montherlant.
Directed by PaUl Oettly.
Beta and costumea by Mariano Andreu. Stars Henri
Rollun, Helene Vercors. At Theatre Heber-

1

ot songs lata last fall to beat the

f

leadei*

,

tot, sParis,
This latest Margaret il^ennedy Mariana.,, .....
.Hoiono V«rc)>nt
play compares in no way with the Tia Campanita
....Suzannft Demar
Isidro......
Jules Ruest
•quality and charm of her best Don
Bernnl..-.
Allain-Dhurtal
Constant
"The
work,
Don Alvaro..
Henri Bollan
,
good
but
is
Don
idea
lernando
Nymph." Basi|C
Georges galllard
.....Andre Var
the interest in the story peters out Don Gregorio
Moncorbier
with its unfoldment, giving impres- n™**??".?® '*^»wa
.^Vincent Ortegu
PnS,f?"f'">S*-;
de Soria
sion it might have been much Comte
.....J«m
better. Its chances are slim here
against inflation, taxes, political the difference between his original
Henry de Montherlant is a politi- arguments, etc., to take the time estimated costs and the actual
and for^he U. S. negligible.
An elderly Cambridge don des- cal wfiter and playwright. This is ^nd energy to develop a preference charges he'd run into for equipo
posit that would be all-powerful
his family, newly a strong play, difficult to take* and for Involved melqdy and lyric and
upon
cends'
construction was "stag*
6i the event of world rearmament. moved to a farm, after having
abroad appear Umlted. the even more involved perform- ment and
originally es>
The laboratory tests prove nega- served his prisoa sentence for big- v^J?
awnosphere of Spain ance given them by the average le- gering." Station had
tive. so tiie emissaiies- troop off
timated its> equipment would cost
amy. He is amazed to find his sec- nirS^ ^Stn
idea cording artist.
Simplicity is the some $425,000, he said, but the cost
gain.
ond "wife" sharing the home, both that i.T th^'th-i^^M^"''/'^
and
if
the
abovekeynote,
PUblic'i
The king has a brief amorous in- women having become firm friends. nof liLlv
hdw has already passed the $600,'*
™»°y
"
eviaren't
sufficient
woman
deletunes
hamed
terlude with the Only
000 mark.
Original estimate ot\
They bear their betrayer no illwUl, tries!^
gate, for whom he would relish ab- his fall from grace having been the
The only thing that malrpq it * deuce, the phenomenal success p£ $150,000 for studio construction is
dicating. When she discovers he result of wartime overseas separa- hit ip
Boy" is the capper. It's now up to $523,000 and the annuthe extral^^^^^^
bas a ndstress, her Anglo-Saxon tion, with the possibility his guilt performance given by Henri RoUan « simple tune and lyric.
al payroll estimate of $380,000
sAiit recoils, and the monarch is might never come to light.
m.the title role, that of an ImpovIn the same way, topname band- now approximates $750,000. It was
left- to cope with his irregular
Laura, the genuine spouse, is erished Spamsh grandee. His re- leaders allowed their arrangers to noted, however that the News
menage, his exacting ministers and contemplating divorce, and mar- ugion makes hun renounce everylead them several years ago into plans one of the most expensive
his motherless daughter. The girl riage to a neighbor. Naomi, his tiling on earth,, refuse to become a
has decided she won't marry the second string, is about to join-rela- viceroy in newly-discc;ered Amer- involved musical paths that the un- operations in the industry.
man chosen for her, for the simple tives in South Africa. Desire to ica, and succeed in having his educated- public ear couldn't, and
reason she is in love with him and be with his two young daughters daughter renounce a young man eventually wouldn't, follow because
.What hapresents being obliged to take him. causes the father to hover in the she loves, to become a nun when of their poor taste.
All this, with a few half-hearted village, Tlds upsets both his mates, he finally decides to become a pened? The path steadily led top
bomb throwings from the local an- each feeling she ought to cleave monk. Rollan succeeds in making bands downward in public esteem,
archistSj liven up the proceedings: to him. Even the young Austrian the character real, and in interest- while the comfparatively simple perbut it's all much ado about noth- cook casts a roguish e^e in his ing the audience in the mentality formances of sweet bands, topped
direction. Planning to start a new. of this man who really belongs out^ by the perennial Guy Lonlbardo,
And relife in Ceylon,' the husband has a side this world. Be is weU sup- increased in b.o. stature.
touch-and-go bout with his vacil- ported by Helene Vemn^s and' Al- cording men let them get away
MtuH.
latfaig females, and eventually the lain-Dhurtal.
vidth it, thereby destroying a good
sprightly Viennese announces heif
S»
part of their own revenue.
intention of accompanying him
called "swing, bands^' todi^ don't
lis
but he makes a speedy getaway,
earn their keep,
(They Are Twenty Years Old)
solo.
I
Those Swittff Bandto
Paris, April 12,
Angela Baddeley and Valerie
Rene Sanceime production ot comedy In
Taylor are'splendldly contrasted :as four acts
Those close to the business of
by Roger Ferdinand. Directed
jthe two women, with Wilfrid Hyde by Jacques Baumer. Stars Noelle Nor- making records for good ttines and
man, La Jarrige. -At Theatre Daunou,
White a gay, philosophical deceiver. Paris.
good performances point to the
He -has an infectious gaiebr but Mile. Bravardf
disks made in the late '30s and
hardly conveys the accepted idea La PHncesse ( ... <..>....NoelIe Norman late '40s by the swing bands un...a..
La Jarrige
of a university professor. Con- Barbarln,
Qabrlel Laray...,, a.,....Pbnippe Ii«malre der Tommy Dorsey, Heimy Good'
stance Cummlngs' natural charm Legros,.
-— ...... Don)Jni4ue Kdbain man, Artie Shaw, et al. They were
and talent are quite wasted in the Itavalley.
Bernard Farrel
hot then, but listening to them to
Faturel ........ ^
, Jean-BAuI
C<MiU«ltti
characterization of the refugee Lamy
pere
.Gusttrve GaUet day is a revelmon>
Compiired to
his
cook.
Cyril Raymond gives
today's performances of new tunes,
„
usual polished performance as the
Roger „
Ferdinand, prexy of the even those by name vocalists with
inarticulate
country Englishman
and the two youngsters are capably w,
^j'*j9°?P"I®" Society, huge background bands, they are
what might be termed prissy stuff.
handled by Sheelagh Macalpine "Trf^a
f„iS«-**w
JS a followup
that '""^^i;
is at least as Out thpv wprp thpn' fho hn<ii<« of
and Adrienne Corri.
l/ll>,llll'0
auspicious,
not more so. This ,fe fl" h„')f,J^,w''?^^^
Show owes much to the expe- due to the if
fact that this time the
Th«fir»t
rienced direction of Basil Dean.
^To get back^.f.^^i'"?^^^^
to the current schenae
story,
taking place among older
ixciting iuui
Clem.
adolescents, holds more human m- e» things, there s nothing more obgfTHE BEST
terest than the former skit on the ^°ns than the reasons for the suci THEATRE
Lneienne
et
1«
antics
c^ss*
of
such
items as ."Four-Leaf
and
bad
manners
of
young
MAGAZINE
teenagers. The one-setter, beauti- Clover" and "Baby Face.'-' When
(Lucienne and the Butcher)
AliwrlMliM
fully acted, economically produced, the former began to reach hit
Paris, April 24.
•var known I
Anet BaclQl and Vieux Colombier School provides sock entertainment and status, recording men facetiously
ot. Dramatic
Art production of comedydrama in four acts by Marcel Ayme. Di- the lines are packed with laughs at asserted it would "set the music
rected, designed' and costumed by Douking. every turn.
_
business back 20 years." That exStars Valentine Tessier, Robert Arnoux and
'^-^
Henri Cremieux.
At Vieux Colombier, tion'Takes^.^'^l^^'t^InTt^^^
°*
Pnris.
meant literally; but only referred
Butcher,
..v.
.Robert Arnoux Wright put into the play register
Alfred..
...... Jaci^ues Fabbrl with telling effect.
The comedy to the simplicity and com of the
.Teweler.
... ..
Henri Cremieux
recording.
And
that's
the
tipoff
First Client...,
...Jacques Jouanneau. unfolds at fast tempo and In buildthat real melodies were being writ....Valentine Tessier ing up to the climax maintains sure
TiUcienne. ......
,
.Marcelle Monthil suspense.
Mile. Vorbe..;,
It is a surefire screen ten a couple of decades ago; and
£dil«ll>yCHAUESM«eAKrHyR
Mme, Lerond
. .'M. Coutant Lambert
'
sensibly
performed,
too.
Writers
property
here, and has potential!
fanmt ploywrithl (of Tronl fasc tantl g Uadelelne..
Janie Grazia
•.^•«*.... Jacques Bourgois ties abroad for both stage and and artists in the business to make
Doctor.
..i.vv,
Jacques Sapin screen.
Folfceman.
That is, provided an money tried to do just that instead
Bath luM will confoin ilit
$
adaptation can be made that brings of laboring to combine the "artis
cbMPUfi scRin OP AN our. •
This play has been given every out the laughs that are packed in tic"" and the "commercial." It's
PLAY... * chance by hankroller Anet Badel, a very hard-to-translate dialog,
flMNDMO
full fairly evident that this isn't the
JOAN OF S and took plenty of courage con- of double-talk.
2 "COMMAND DECISION"
modem approach. Songs that are
olc. ... THE
5 LORRAINE" . . . "MEDEA"
sidering it is a four-setter, with a
Acting Is exemplary, with honors artistic
successes but commercial
Z BROADWAY SCENE - Gilbert Gabriel racast both numerous and excellentV to Noelle Norman in a double role,
2 viewi 111* lotvit plmyt .... i THEATRE USA
It was first as an adventuress and later as failures in the majority of in)jrith- resulting heavy nttt.
. . 0 departiDMI devoled 4s the bnt
#.
written 16 years ago by Marcel a girl student. La Jarrige, in the stances are a waste Qf time. And
# lliealrlcol work don* outilde of the Brood# woy ipotllgKt i . ArtlclM by th* nallon't
Ayme who couldn't find a producer part of the rough but goodhearted when they're arranged and perlending thoolrlcol ptnonalllltb
formed
by bands and artists who
to do it. At the "Vieux Colombier, simpleton, and Dominique Nohain,
beautifully
produced by Anet as the poor but hard working measure their success in terms of
involved harmonics that tickle the
2 BON'T MIS» THI PIRfT COPVl S Badel with a cast as nearly per career boy, are also standouts.
beautiful
sets
feet
as
can
be,
and
in
* >vyil«ryowr ncwMiandNOW sot pctr J
The story, as shown by the title, ear of competitive performers,
for two roadway ealibra 1*91*''
Douking, the comedy is an un^ takes place among students, the despite the fact that the public
0 cppy oriby tvbscrjpfipii 12 Imum $5. • by
mate playi. Writ* quallficarioas
questioned Paris hit.
only grownup being Gustavo Gal- rarely agrees, then the waste of
and terms to Box 230, Radio City
It's a very likely click for most let, as the father of Phillippe Le- time is 'compounded,
Station, New Yorh.
European countries, where smaill maire, the wealthiest of the gang
Another convincer that the pubIW W. 5«th fr« t(. v. IT. Y,
town life is more or less akin to of friends. The boy is infatuated lic wants fundamentals and the
PImm iOnd m* 12 htWM ftf THEATRE
that of France.
For America, it with a girl he has seen once in his simple
at least for
ARTSai$9.)mclo<f.cliMfcimoif«yoiraor><,
may be adapted, but requires con- home town and whom he looks for the timeperformance,
being, .is that that sale of
siderable rewriting.
First act is everywhere without finding her.
hillbilly and kindred-style music
topshelf comedy; second one is also His pals, to play a joke on him,
years unuHual, varied tlioaWcomedy and a little too- long; third bring into his apartment an adven- and recordings hasn't slumped any-j Tivelve
cnl experience ns prfvafe secretary—J AI»IIES$>..
is excellent strong drama, but last turess who makes him promptly where near that of the pop catebrokei^playrendor, etc. with own «»fice-^se«retary and telepUone-rttva";
one is not only too long but has forget his quest and his work, turns gories.
Bo*
• CTY
nblo
tcom
Un^r to September
ZONE
StATEAll this has many major pubs bethe unreal feeling of whodunits.
him into a foppish playboy and
M«, VarielrrnM West 4«tb St., Neir
The very human story shows a gets hhn into trouble oy her gold- wildered. Lesser companies are'
bringing out the hits developed by
sensuous woman, frustrated by her digging.
M<uA.
. .
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Lower Court Nudged
CoBtlnned from pace

5.

C
S
S

,

.

small indie eadiibitors.
of hurting
Upheld
isaiins vs. Scfilne
against the
The anti-trust ruling

restitution:

is

no finding (by the

profit

from

distribu-

those of theatres.
Nonetheless,
business has been "at fairly high
levels" during '47 and so far in '48
though concedcdly less than in '46.
6. Par's holdings in DuMont are
set at 29%.
Its film recording
system for large-screen television
is touted because, of the economy
which can be achieved in supplying
programs to its houses.

Net working

capital climbed
$5,881,969 during the year. As of
Jan. 3, total current assets came to
7.

$95,511,702 and current liabilities
a net of $79,-

trial to
$16,067,434, leaving

court) as to the presence or absence
of monopoly on the part of the five

majors in the first-run field . .
yet the first-run field, which conr
stitutes the cream of the exhibition business, is the core of the
present cases.
"Second, we point out . . . that
specific intent is not necessary to
establish a 'purpose or intent' to
create a monopoly but that the
requisite 'purpose or. intent' is
present if monopoly results as a
necessary consequence of what was

444,268.
$14,347,778 In Dividends

S.Net earnings per share of
outstanding was $4.46
compared to $5.92 -during the year

common

previous. Dividends: paid during
the year totalled $14,347,778 at $2
per share.
Swinging behind the proposal of
Theatre Owners of America that
stockholders be informed of big
future productions to aid in a
public relations job. Par's report
has a prelim statement stressing
done . .
the pitch. In a statement tagged
"Third, monopoly power, whether "The State of the Nation's Movies,"
lawfully or unlawfully acquired, it's asserted that "the completed
may violate section 2 of the Sher- pictures ready now to be shown not
'

I^m

'

'

.

.

man Act though
ercised.

The

it

remains unex- only by Parftmount but by other
did^ companies in the next six months,
.
constitute perhaps the finest series
of entertainments that have ever
reached the screen in a similar

district court

.

i;

not address itself to this phase of
the monopoly problem."
Warning Flag
Here the Supreme Court sent up
a warning flag to the lower court
not to go too far. It pointed out
that the Government argued "ver-

Philadelphia.
,. ,
film distnbu•
In that case, the

,

appealing a verdict under
period."
William Goldman, indie
Recent rumors and statements
Philadelphia,
spreading the impression that the
theatc operator of
treble damBritish tax induced "panicky rehad won $375,000 of
Goldman has another case tical integration of producing, dis- trenchment in Hollywood, and a
•ees
over
involves
which
pending
tributing and exhibiting motion decline in the quality of American
pictures is illegal, per se," but that motion pictures" are unwarranted
$8,000,000 in damages.
The Supreme Ckmrt, was riding the majority of the Court did not and untrue, declaration reads. Avon the take that view. Thereupon
hiEh. wide and handsome
the erage of b.o. disappointments was
Big Five Supreme Court
issue of monopoly in the
aside the lower no higher than in any average year,
mam court findings set
It found that; "The
on monopoly and but "their number and importance
case,
of the divestiture, giving as an added have been magnified by certain
cream
the
over
Is
contest
the reason: "the district court con- sections of the press," statement
exhibition business—that of
prob- sidered competitive bidding as an holds.
lirstrun theatres. The central
lem presented by these cases is alternative to divestiture in the
highly
the
get
sense that it concluded that further
exhibitors
which
That consideration of divestiture should
profitable firstrun business.
problem has important aspects not be had until competitive bidding had been 'tried and found
Act.
tm4er the Sherman
wanting. Since we eliminate from,
'•Ita the 92 cities of the country
PM's Shot in the Arm
with populations of over 100,000, the decree the provisions for comPM, N. Y. tabloid-size daily,
firstrun
petitive bidding, it Is necessary to
the
all
of
«t ieast 70%
wound up its career under owneror
set aside the findings on divestiture ship of Marshall Field 3d last Friwith
one
theatres are affiliated
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mitre of the
day (30). Members of the biz and
those cities there are no independ- of the cases may be made on their editorial staffs got full severance
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eftti firstrun theatres."
At the same time, the High Court pay Monday (3), and everybody was
General Monopoly
happy
over the weekend, despite
set
aside
the
ruling
barring
the
The Supreme Court pointed out
that the district coiirt held "the majors from further theatre ex- the uncertainty of future jobs.
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than that from theatres. That's
because costs in production-distribution rose more sharply than

.
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it. could arise, for instance,
as a
consequence of ttie anti-trust suit,
such funds will be available on
very favorable terms through this
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Las Vegas, May 1.
E. Lewis may stand out as the prize chump of the dice
he follows the general pattern of entertainers who come here for
money ^nd leave It all to smarter guys. It was bad enough when
he only followed horses ('-horses that followed other horses"); but
when he carries his "skill" to the galloping dominos that slow down to
a walk, he's lucky to make Baltimore (his next booking) with his dicecalloused thumb.
A great entertainer Is Joe. He has a beautiful wife, too, but while
she is playing a benefit for Laramie (Wyo.), where a fire burned out
half the town three weeks ago, Joe is being burned by a pair of dice
and drops 4G in one night That's what he publicly confessed and
tried to laugh off between pieces of his priceless patter.
The Vegas of Sta
And how did he lose it? By playing the Galahad of Broadway. He
was trying to get an m.c. off the" hook! He learned that Gordon Ayres,
once the Freckles of Our Gang comedies, who more recently lost his
house in Carmel backing a show, was working at El Rancho Vegas to
get enough money for something or other. But Ayres wanted to make
it fast.
So he ended by picking up so many tabs from gaming tables
around town where his credit was still good that he will have to work
six weeks more to earn enough the hard way to have nothing at all,
That way he can leave town, but clean.
So. Old White Joe staked Old Flat Ayres at a dice table, and wh^n «'
few rolls put the dealer $600 ahead of the comedian's front money, Joe
took over with the end money. They tried to rope in Austin Mack, Joe's
accompanist, but ivories are Just more: work to a piano player, so the
comedians deuced it to death.
If cars could travel as fast as Joe's b.r. backpedaled, the motor mag>
nates would be announcing a new world's record for cars in reverse.
Between that midnight show and the dawn's early blight Joe was so
deep in the red, danger signals were flashing all over the Un-American
Activities Committee room in faraway Washington, and behind the
Kremlin wall they were dancing with delight at the fall of private
capitalism in faroff Nevada.
After the wreckage was cleared away Joe was advised (by me, no
less), to change his name from Lewis to Walcott, figuring that way he
not only might get out of town easier but might also have a longer run
for his money. Especially when backpedaling.
Sounds Like a Lotta Trap
The next night .the boy who still saw spots before his eyes, mainly
twos, three and double sixes, had to work three shows, oiie on the cuff,
a labor of love for a visiting collection of sharpshooters from California.
Joe called them"skeet shootei-s," but the only heckler who iever corrected Joe, and had it right, shouted they were trap-shooters. That
came so close to crap-shooters that Joe turned white with fright,
thereby ruining all chances of blacking "up and sneaking out of town
as either Joe Louis or Joe Walcott.
When he finished that third show at 2:30 a.m., audienced by Sally
Eilers, Andy Devine, Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Jane Frazee, Whitey
Chrlstensen (just married to Miss Frazee),' Dick Hyland, Norman Sper,
Charlie Winninger (an old Travers Island trapshooting champ), ~Nomui
Talmadge, and a house, packed with guys who could hit a pair of dice
with both barrels at a hundred yards, Joe gave them the old "I've had
a wonderful evening, but this wasn't it."' And remembering earlier
what that dice table took out of him, for once he was kidding on the
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What happened to Lewis in one night is the secret behind bookings
in the Vegas saloon set. Certain entertainers can get staggering prices
Others, can't even get In free.
It all depends on the|r
at Vegas.
Hooper ratings around the tracks and gambling salons of the country.
Lewis being tops both as.an entertainer and player is just what the
croupiers ordered; They figure they could pay him Mr. Truman's yearly
salary in one week and still get it back. The same reason lies behind
the inexpensiveness of hotel rooms, meals and the absence of mini-^
inums and cover charges at the niteries. AH have gaming, tables with
plenty of -cover charge.
The El Rancho Vegas is now the sole worry of Sanford D. (for Dough)
Adler.- About three weeks ago Adler was eased odt of control of the
Flamingo in a "friendly get together" at L. A. among -the heirs of the
That left Gus Greenbaum as head man at the Fla^
late Benj. Siegel.
mingo, and now. If you have an "in" there, as I did, you can get a $5
room reduced to $14 a day.
-

The Stamp Tax

Among further changes rung at the Flamingo are. a few which rate
at least unique. To get to your hotel room you have to register at the
casino, and if you want a stamp for a letter you'll find none in the lobby
You'll have to cross a wide lawn, skUt the swimming
at the hotell
pool aitid pick your way among the Slot machine itt the lobby of the
casino till you find the one run by Uncle Sam not for profit. If you're
nearsighted and your coin lands in the fingers of a one-armed bandit,
well, that's the price you pay for using the wrong glasses the night
x.
before.
It's small Items like this which thwart Vegas in its £(mbition to become the Desert Riviera. If the thing were under the Army the brass
would at least send all these bookies, dealers' and barkeeps to Monte
Carlo for an orientation course in how to play down gambimg and build
up ease, refinement, relaxation and the old entrepreneur's b.r.
Then the Vegas venerables would pass, a law denying all who work
at the various gambling joints, casinos and glamorous spinning wheels
the dubious freedom of gambling. Of course, this would kill the "Lost
Wages" gag, but isn't it time it was retired to radio anyway? That's
how they do it in the Principality of Monaco. There the prince really
protects his peasants. In Meiite Carlo, even Joe E. Lewis would have
to be on a layoff to lay it on the line, and if he were laying off what
would he use for money?
Zut alors, I feel a warm breeze of moral earnestness working up from.
Death Valley and bathing my light prose in, the salt of remorse. So
I'd better scram before I find myseU billed as the Ahnee Semple MacPherson of Cactus Coiners.
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the magazine distributed with
So major Sunday newspapers from
coast to coast.
Ezra Goodman's profile on WB's
Jerry Wald, in May Harper's, captioned "How to Be a Hollywood
Producer," is a good closeup of a
film producer's workaday problems.
Bantam Books is publishing
ly,

RKO

1,000,000 copies of
picture books, based on four films:
"The Pearl," "I Remember Mama," "Station West" and "Your

more than

Red Wagon."
Magazine and film rights

to

Hen-

"My
autobiog,
ry Armstrong's
Struggle to Three Crowns," being
agented by Gale Agency. Negro
pugilist's tome is under option to
Doubleday, Doran.
Prize tor year's best detective
novel in France, amountiiag to
,

100,000

francs

($300),

has

bcien

awarded to Emile Pages and Maurice Charles Renard as co-authors
of "Meutre aux Hawaii" ("Murder in Hawaii").

Lillian
novel,

Smith's

"Julia,''

will

under the Reynal

&

forthcoming
be published
Hilbhcock im-

print, not by Harcourt, Brace, as
reported last week. The novelist's

"Stramge Fruit" was published by
H, which has since become
part of Harcourt, Brace.
True Experiences mag has modifled Its policy to include signed
told In first-person "inside" pieces
by personalities and others whQ
have appeared in newsprint. June
issue includes Jane Froman's recital of her Clipper accident and
marriage with the flier who rescued her.
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Wednesday, 'May

Roosevelt Raceway near Garden
L. I., opens trotting season

City,

May

21.

wife.

Martin Schwartz, who agented
winter stock in Reading, Pa., engaged similarly by the summer
theatre, Cambridge, Mass.
Jean lightman, daughter of
M; A. Lightman, w.k. circuit operator, engaged to Herbert R, Levy,
Columbia Law School grad.
Sam Lake, Selznick Releasing

General MacArthur's headquarJap radio
main media for democratic education. Last month alone, nine radio shows were broadcast over the
national network on laws touching
the Civil Code, which previously
have been practically .unknown by
ters continues to use the

as

Nippon women.

'

'

weds
sales
rep,
Organization's
Thelma Bender next Sunday (9).
Couple will honeymoon in Miami.
Maurice 'Bergman, Universal's
eastern ad-pub head, back at his
desk Mondajf (3) after being laid
low for.a number o£ weeks by ill-ness.

Jock Lawrence, veepee of J.
Arthur Rank's U. S. organization,
enters Harkness Pavilion today
(Wed.) for a onerweefc medical
.

'

ing

Two

Jap" pix

Will Fyffe left around $17fl,000.
ager fSr Will MaHopey, Is staging
Ram Gopal and his Indian Ballet floor shows at tourist hotels in
a tour of Scandinavia fol- Queensland.
London
their, successful
British singers Webster Booth
season,
and Anne Ziegler will do Aussie
Georgie Wood has leased West- tour in August for three months
minster theatre to present Donald for J- & N. Tait.
RKO's "Best Years of Our
Wolflt in a revival of "The Master
Lives" looks to run one year solid
BuUder" May 14.
.People's Palace in the East End at Hoyts' Century, Sydney. Pic is
is to reopen at end of BBC lease in now in its 34th week.
J, B, Priestley's "An Inspector
the fall, when a resident company
Calls" is a' hit at the Minerva,
will present a series of plays.
Sydney, for Whitehall Productions.
"Burlesque" failed to hold up in
Is in only for four, weeks.
its transfer to the Garrick and
Ballet Rambert opens New ZeaEmlle Littler's revival of "The land run at St. James, Auckland,
Barretts of Wimpole Street" sucMay 7. House is flagship on the
ceeds.<

received

publicist,
George p.
GeTeland
Lottman, voted a Phi Beta Kappa
By Glenn C. Fullen
at NYO. The other boy, Evan, due
Herman Pirchner, Alpine Village
to enter Columbia.
operator, heading new combine
inie jean Hersholts going to
tha^ preemed Showfolks Club last
Denmark.
He'll
make some week
under a private nitery Uspeeches there but first plans to
.cense/
brush up on his Danisli, which he
Alexander Lane/ -playwright-atIiasn't spoken in years.
torney and former congressional
Paramount hosting birthday' to candidate, had first play, "Dangerfiing Crosby today (Wed.) at the pus Rehearsal," tried out last week.
-

,

Rainbow Room.

Invitations advise It's satire 'on politics.
guests "you may bring him a presHalf of, Frederic McConnoU's^
ent if it doesn't cost imore than Play House crew going to Chautau50c."
qua (N. Y.) July 5 to form annual
company, reIt was the first time -for the Ben repertory summer
Palm peating this season's hits.
Henrys
in
(Universal)
Springs, and they're going back to
iSigland thii; weekend raving about
"baked,
out^'
being
the wonders of
Mexico City
in the sun.
~ Joseph M. Franklin of the Yrank-:
By Douglas L. Graliame
Herschorn circuit, which oplin
Emilio Azcarraga's radio station
in
the
theatres
seven
erates some
and XEQ
chain, headed by
,Canadia)a marttlme provinces, in in Mexico City, is opening KEEX
towi) en route hoiiie after a five- in San Luis Potosi.
month Florida vacation.
Sofia Alvarez, Colombian comediHarry Novak, Universal's Euro- enne, scoring on weeldy half-hour
pean' manager, and his wife, Jean- show at XEW, sponsored by Gen
nine, arrive in New York June 2, Popo, auto tire company.
Mexico had a comfortable cineafter a South American detour, and
Sail for Novak's Paris h.q. Jime matographic biz balance laist year.
Some 380 foreign pix, mostly U. S.,
9 aboard the Queen Elizabeth.
Bernard Sobel, ex-theatre critic, took $2,600,000 (U. S.), home, but
now public relationser for Cela- Mexican pix screened abroad in
nese' Corp; of America, due. back 1947 brought $3,800,000 (U. S.)
from a London and Paris show biz home.
President Miguel Aleman agreed
0.0.
Bill Raney, executive editor
Both to umpire dispute between perof Rinehart
Co., ditto.
formers and radio station XEX.
over together by coincidence.
Latter wants to pare performing
Solly Violinsky, back on the personnel 50%. Claimed 40 perCoast '"after a strenuous layoff in formers and station help have been
N. Y.," writes, "This is a good town laid offfor me.
I can walk down the
Dolores del Rio, recuperating in
.
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XEW

&
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street and look everybody straight
never played here."
in the eye
Charles Coyer to the Coast after
a two- week stay here to take part
In the preem of "Arch of Triumph"

—

at

the

Another

Globe.

outfit's

series
films.

:

"Your World and Mine"

classroom geography
She also served once as
of

film librarian of Pathe.

Tokyo
Toho Motion Picture Co., which
stirred up a storm by its recent dismissal of 270 workers, announced
two more mass discharges soon,
which

will bring total of layoffs to

1,000.

'

"Terror of Z," thriller on the
adventures of Jap water police in
tracking down smugglers, is now
being filmed at the American-controlled port of Kobe. Produced by
Oaiei studios, film is scheduled for
release about May 23>
Toho Co., which operates Tokyo's
largest theatres ^Nippon, Imperial
and Yuraki-*^ls also dabbling in

—

:

"Arch" cameraman.

player, Charles Laughton,- also .left
for Hollywood over the weekend.
Sally Levine, secretary to L.
Jack Schlaifer, assistant .general
sales manager of Eagle Lion, engaged to Ernest Pinter, *nuptials
set for September. She's a daughter of Herman Leidne, real estate
exec with Warner Bros.
Alice Lichtenstein, former exec
secretary of the wartime United
Nations Central Training Film Library in Washington, joined Louis
de Rochemont as film librarian for

the

Cuernavaca from a slight illness,
has been inked to star in Posa
Films, "The Unloved One," in
Roberto Galvadon will
Spanish.
direct with Gabriel Figueroa as
President Miguel Aleman ordered merging of Ministry of Public Education's radio stations XBEP
and XEOF with Ministry of In-

latest

WE

Chief Secretary
Dogshun, with headquarters in
Melbourne.' announced that his
Victorian

makes

its

"*

^'^'P""*

"«'P«'«t«i'B ««««

laSiE

citSB.''-''''**'*"'^*"''^^'
Margaret Sullavan divorced 1*.
" **•
land Hayward.

Arthur MacArthur

hospltalizKii
""I'^atKefl

with heart trouble.
Virginia Grey out for a week with
™
a sprained ankle,
Marcel Hellman in from London
for 20th-Pox huddles.
Lynn Bar} home from hospital

*». Worcester.
.-r^**™.
Mass., to direct strawhat(!ers,
Patti Moore and Ben Lassey
to
Chicago for an engagement at Chw
Paris.
E. Henry

'

.

Lewis joined the

Goldstone agency to handle

Jules

stories

mand Decision."

Edward Aniold spoke at Pomona
government will pass legislation College, in behalf
of the World
almost immediately to nix horror Student Service Fund.
pix at children's matinees through^
N.T.G. and his nitety $how.
out his territory.
"Hollywood Glamour Girls," to Las
Vegas for Flamingo date,
Joan Caulfield will present the
trophy to winner of Memorial Day

"The Trial," after successful run
in Scala, and now in -Kaerntner,

London

Frederick Block's opera "Samurn" will be produced by Lintz
Henry Wood Promenade Con- (Upper Austria) City theatre.
certs open 54th season at Royal Block is Austro^American. reiddent
Albert Hall, July 24, continuing for <>fN. Y.
London Symphony
eight weekSi
Excelsior began work on pic,
and the BBC Symphony Orches- "Little Melody from Vienna," in
tras, under Sir Malcolm Sargent, Schoenbrupn studios, starring Paul
Basil Cameron and Stanford Robin- Hoerbiger and .Maria Andergast.
son, to perform.
Robert Stolz contributed the music.
it

hospitalized for

chwkup!*"'"

and writers.
Clark Gable readying a trip to
K. Europe when he
completes "Com-

Haydn, Heimat, Votivpark and
FUmpalast, is still drawing.
Association of theatre managers
asking city of Vienna for $500,000
credit, to offset bad biz. Claim lowMoynaMacGill.
est
attendance ever registered.
"Calypso," new musical by RodRobert Stolz wrote the songs for
ney Hobson and Ronnie Hill with
all colored stars—Edric Connor, "Song of the Suburb," by Dora
Evelyn Dove, Moya Nugent, and Brandt and Georg Eraser, which
Mabel Lee—going on provincial is next Volkstheatre production.
tour before
bow.

p. Mayer's divorce becam?

sufe

Robert Kerridge pic loop.
after sacro-ltiac treatment.
E. W. McClellan, WE sound en-

gineer, arrived from U. S. to teach
technical equipment and
special cinema service work.
Old 'Vic Co, will stay for eight
weeks at the Tivoli, Sydney, in
June, presenting "School for ScanNorway, was bound and gagged by dal," "Richard III" and "The Skin
a group of thieves '-who ransaclced of Our Teeth,"

1947 her London apartment.
awards from the.. Education MinisRobert Whitehead and Oliver
try for significant contributions to Rea, in association* with Hugh
the advancement of education in Beaumont, will present Robinson
Japan. Films were "Teotsunaga- Jeffers' "Medea" here late this
kora" ("Children Hand in. Hand"), summer, with Eileen Herlie starred.
produced by Saiei studios and
Allan Jones postponed his book"Kodombno ' Gikai" ("Children's
ing at Golders Green Hippodrome
Parliament"), a Toho release.
Establishment of a new nation- following his Casino engagement
wide union of all news and radio due to persistent throat trouble. He
workers' is being sought by the All- plays there June 14 instead of
Japan News and Radio Workers \lay 3.
Ian Hunter to make Jbis first
Union. Idea is to bring about return of the Mainichi, Yomiiui and stage appearance in London in 14
other newspaper chapters, which years when he appears in a new
recently left the AJNRWU in pro- comedy by Jack Minster, "Wonders
costarring
with
Cease,"
test against alleged Communist Never

Broadway

.

man- ^Louis

lowing

overhauling,
Priscilla Morley.yMrife of latank
Unet, tJmversal's ad chief, on the
back cover of the May 1 issue ot trends,
Saturday Evening Post. She's a
professional model.
Herbert Lottmah, son of the late
"

Hollywood
biz

left for

Google Withers replacing Margaret Lockwood in "Roses for Her
Pillow" after latter's suspension
from J. Arthur Rank Organli^tion
for declining the 'part.
Mary Morris, with her leg still in
plaster following ski accident in

1948

5,

play dur^

visit.

Bob Geraghty, former

lic spots.

Kami-shibai, famous Japanese
Woliie Gilbert Witli wife Rose paper theatre hauled on a bike to
and daughter Ellen visiting' from remote villages for street corner
Beverly Hills.
showings, is now being utilized by
George Jay Epp celebrating 30th General MacArthur's officials as a
anniversary as Universal's bome- la'bor education tool, to tell the baoffice projectionist.
sic story of provisions of the new
Si Seadler with Sam Dembow, labor standard lay:.
Jr., organizing the GCA, yclept the
Deluxe liner travel between
Gout Club of America.
America and the Far East has reWilliam Weslow took over fea- sumed for the first time since 1941.
tured dancing in "Annie Get Your New American President Lines'
vessels feature everything from
Gun" from Daniel Nagrin.
grownEugene O'Neill, recuperating classy modernistic bars for
merry-gofrom an arm fracture, motoring ups' t o push-button
through New England with bis rouhds for the kids.

modem

Chpyney" and a

restaurants. Outfit has purchased
10 places, which are actually just
tea-houses until Jap government
lifts its ban on selling lood in pub-

.

race-at Indianapolis Speedway.
Alexis S'mith crowned Queen of
World Trade Week, sponsored by
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
San Maung and U Thein

U

Maung, Burmese government
ficials,
gandered production

of-

at

Cecil B. DeMille, Linda Darnell
and Tyrone Power guests of honor
at a testimonial dinner tossed by

American Society of Cinematographers.

.

^

Walt-. Disney,

Harry' Sherman,

Edgar Bergen, Preston Foster and
Jerry Colonna to Santa Barbara to
ride in th.e annual Rancho Visitadores trek.

'

'

Alexander

Kowalev^ky,

Washington

By Florence S. Lowe.
Sidney Eckman, Metro salesman,
new added
to membership roster of
will

manager of Stadt Theatre,
present
"Greetings and Kisses local Variety tent.
Matthew J. Dowd, ex-WLEB,
from Wachau," '^ith music by Jara
Benes and book> by Hugo Wiener Richmond, Va., joined engineering
Cohen
and Loehnep-Beda next Septem- staff of WOL-Mutual.
Otto Krenn upped to chief an-,
Margaret O'Brien slated
Metro's
nouncer and head of production ax ber. KowalemiFsky first produced the to tee off American Overseas Aid
operetta here in 1938, just before
WPGH.
for Children with a D. C, stint.
he had to leave the couatty.
Actor Canada Lee will be chief
Press photographers here have
speaker at V'E Day rally here pro*
?icked Mickey Crawford for their
moting the Henry Wallace cam*
948 queen.
paign.
Paris
Jane Russell set for week at
Mike Hunnicutt, WOL-Mutual's
Lenny Litman's Club Copa beginPhil Reisman to Rome.
ayem m.c., received a U. S- Marine
ning May 31.
;

'II

By

Ilal

'

Boris Morros out of Paris for
a London gander.
Gino Arbib, formerly a Paris
ten percenter, here as Jack HylDonald O'Connor around for ton's manager, and taking care of
couple of days making p.a.'s with his ice show at I^toUe.
Studio Champs Elysees shuttered
"Are You With It?"
Harry Brooks, formerly with by police because considered unsafe, but to reopen soon after alacWCAE, now head of
terations.
counting department.
During Phil Reisman's tour on
.Ollie Frank, Daniele and Banice
the continent, a meetteg of all
and Bobby Winters
the Carousel
RKO territorial chieftains was arshow with Jackie Heller.
Janice Boyd and Ann Deasy back ranged in Paris for the first week

Dancer Ginger
•

Salinger

after several months of
French cabarets.

home

work

in

.

W^SW

Corps citation for his promotion
the

of

Leathernecks'

recruiting

drive.

Ring Crosby and Edgar Bergen
afe skedded to highlight National
Celebrities golf tournament May 16.
before going on the air in benefit
show for juvenile delinquency^ with

Der

Bingle

guesting

NBC

on

Bergen show.

m

I

from 'ballet

stu^ty in

In May.
N.Y. to join

Wladimir Lissim, RKO contiNora Lewis (Mrs. Joe Schafer) nental rep, who had been bedded
with flu in Switzerland, came back
hospital after being into Paris and promoted Ellas Lapinjured in an auto accident.
Jay Reichs (Doris Jacobs) will ere, RKO continental publicity
make Sid Jacobs, WB district man- head, to continental sales manager.
ager, a grandpop late this summer.
Tom King taldng over as -WB
'
personnel manager while Fred LaHonololo
Belle is on leave »of absence for
By Mabel'SliomaB
health.
Sam Fineberg, Variety Club
Lloyd Pantages in.
chief barker, heads for Phoenix
Writer Ed. Beloin loafing at

By Les Bees
Louis Armstrong concert group

summer opera ensemble.

home from

Auditorium May 9.
Blue Barron band and
August into Carnival- nitery.
Dorothy Spicer, of KSTP
at

named

station's

TV

program

Jan
staff,

dlreo-

tor.

Mcnasha Skulnik playing annual
Minneapolis date at Lyceum June
12-13.

Sherman

Fitch,

RKO's

Sioux

manager, in hospital

Falls, S. Di,

following heart attack.
Waildlu.
KSTP tossed dinner and broadDon, the Beach Comber's, ready cast with John Royal, NBC veepee,
started combine«. '
to open.
as guest to mark inauguration of
Radio Mexico^
O. W. "Fisher, owner of station video programs.
ac
currently
KOMO, Seattle,
Joe
Morrison,
with Wife for
signed contract
two weeks.
Curly's nitery,
Rex Stevenson and wife at the with Columbia pix and goes to
Francisco
By Eric Gorrick
Polio outbreak headache to ex- Royal. He's managing director of Coast after local run.
By Ted Friend
and
films
the Golden Gate theatre in Frisco.
Grace McDonald, of
hibs in the Adelaide zone.
Lena Horne to Venetian Room
Jerry Colonna and the Dinning stage and now a Minneapolis
Bemie Freeman, Metro's local
of the Fairmont.
Sisters will show here one week housewife, returned to stage fOf
head, in New Zealand on biz.
revue,
Ben Blue at House of Harris last
week in Sydney for J, C. Wil- for the 49th fair to be held in lead in Temple Israel's
with Dwight Fiske set to follow.
"Temple
Alley."
Kapiolani
Park
May 15.
«
,
„
liamson, looks a surefire hit.
Tony and Sally De Marco at the
Ruth Swanson, producer of large
Charles Chauvel, Aussie;pic pro^
Palace with Nat Brandwynne's ducer, planning a London
Loop
store's daily radio vro&^am,
visit.
orch.
named acting manager of KUOfli*
Wirth's Circus going on. tour
Dean Maddox, KFRC sidewalk shortly after boff run in Sydney.
University of Minnfesota radio sUreporter, did interview program
tion, whUe Burton Palon takes
By Larry Solloway
Cliff Amos to. hapdle publicity
from submerged submarine out- 'for the Acme-Odeon urban loop.
Park Avenue Club shuttering year's leave of absence.
side of Golden Gate.
Bert Hamilton, Sydney pic exec this week.
in the equipment field, dropped
Mother Kelly's adding Muriel
Chicago
dead while bowling.
Hall line to show.
Doris Fritton making a run with
Ned Schuler planed to N. Y.
Jimmy Stewart and Eddie Albert
Haven
"The Doughgirls" at independent after illness delayed trip on talent here shooting scenes in^local oann
By Harold M. Bone
theatre, North Sydney. ,
quest for his Beachcomber reopen for "You Got to Be Happy."
^
Bijou manager Bill Brown out of
Joe Fearon to London soon as ing in July.
Richard Rodgers and Oscai
hospital after surgery,
Hoyt's rep. Fearon was assistant
WINZ, local indie, went on 24- Hammerstein looking over tneu
Herman Levy to be feted for a to gen. mgr. John Glass,
hour sked, with plenty of program- local legit shows for talent for new
decade
TOA counsel.
Australian immigration authori- ming gimmicks to attract night- show, "Tales of South Pacific.
Inter-Racial Summer Camp spon-* ties have okayed visiting operatic time listeners.
Max Halperin, Theatre AutljoTsoring Josh White Jazu Concert at and concert stars of ex-enemy naMurray Weinger, Copa owner, ity, rep, leaving Chicago to retuw
Shubert, May 5.
tionality,
will soon head coastward on com- in Florida.
Jack Irving, AGV*
.Tack Quinn plotting a 10-week
Jack Buchanan may visit here bined talent hunt and delayed midwestem director, takes over
strawhat season at Southbury.
next year td do "The Last of Mrs. honeymoon trip.
TA duties.

XEXA

terior's

-nd

month to attend son's
XEDP. Four next
tion from high school.
vice May 1 as

gradua-

.

m

ha

.

.

.

'

New

.

her native Texas panhandle with Saint," died at her home In PittsPawnee Bill Wild West Show. burgh AprUS.
In 1914 she went to Great Britain
Dorothy Echols to Nathan Slepwith 101 Wild West Show.
She
Pcpe Walk, 24, for several years yan, April 27, Chicago. He's manretired from the chrcus lO years
head of Pittsburgh Playhouse ager of the New Era theatre, Har-

MARRIAGES

the

OBITUARIES

ago.

been a member of ASCAP for the
MILT BKITTON
originator of past 27 years.
Milt Britton, 64,
Survived by wife,
orchestra, died April
the slapsticlc
of a heart attack at the
JACK SHAPIRO
after
Y.,
Hotel BooseveW. ^
Jack Shapiro, 58, builder and
of
his band at A laneheoa
operator of motion picture theaClub.
Jhe padio Executives
tres,
was
killed May. 2 in a plane
band was variously
Britten's
Europe crash near. Danbury, Conn., while
known in the U.S. and Craziest
making a solo flight, He also oper1»24 as "America's
the
French Casino, N. Y.,
ated
Derby
nrihestra," "The Brown
1934r37 in conjunction' with
Mad Musical from
ffl -' and ''The
the realty firm of Haring and BluManiacs." The peak of its popu- menthal.
1930s,
and
1920s
the
in
larity
in Russia, he was brought
to-begln play- to this country at the age
Its specialty was
of four,
rendition of a and after a period as a school
ing a conventtonal
Half way teacher, entered the construction
ifllet jazz melody.
stumwould
violinist
firm of M. Shapiro
Sons with his
through, a
the
of
member
father. Among the houses built by
ble into another
would the firm were the Broadway, Hollyfiand or a trombone sUde
another wood, and Mayfair theatres on
knock the cornet out of
Saver's hand.. The members of Broadway, the Earl Carroll theatre,
fell to fighting with .which, later became the French
orchestra
fhe
violins Casino, the
Flushing and
each other. Breaking prop
heads, firing chain of Proctor theatres. He reover each other's
•Wank cartridge pistols, and shoot- tained an interest in several film
ttiey r^ houses in Brooklyn operated
by
Ing jets of seltaer water,
duced everything on the bandstand the Randforce circuit. He also had
some hotel holdings.
'to a ^{Eittibles.
,
,
Shapiro was a charter membeir
Britton *as born Milton Levy in
Winston-Salem, N. C. He came to of the Independent Theatre Owners
New York City in 1896, and went Assn. and a member of the Hofion
Picture club.
on the vaudeville stage in 1914.
Survived by his wife, two sons,
He joined Frank Wentzel .in
•1917 in a two-man trombone and four brothers and two sistei-s.
tomet team know as Frank and
,
ROSE
.
Milt Britton.
in
performed
band
Rose Dugan, former vtHbder and
The Britton
in 1931-32, agent, died at her home in N.Y.
the! "Ziegfeld PolUes"
America,
South
and
Europe
last
Thursday
(29) a week after
toured
and appeared in short and fuU- leaving the hospital where she
Frank was under treatment for heart
length motion pictures.
Britton retired fn W38. .Under disease. She was around 55.
''Clown
Miss Dugan was in the vaude•NBtt •Britton. called the
Mnce of Music," the band's last ville agency field after appearing
appearance in motion Pictux^ xa 'Redheads," a vaude production
in the Paramount flhn ''Biding act then going into the Keith
agency
under George
,
High," in 1945.
Woods
, ,
wife, Mrs. and later with Jules
is survived by his
Delmar. For
Helen Pammer Britton; a son, a time Miss Dugan was in the
Myron Britton; a daughter Helene advertising department of Vamety
Britbut in recent years she was with
Britton and two brothers, Joe
Ad«i»s,
the Monte Carlo restaurant, in
;-ton and Howard'
charge of telephone reservations
Associates there took duiige of
CLARA
funeral arrangements.
Clara Morton, 66, who had been
During the Prohibition era Miss
a member of the vet comedy team, Dugan was wed to a Britisher who
the Four Mortons, died in Detroit, died enroute to England about
IS
M««r 2, She had retired from the years ago.
stage ..some years ago.
Eldest daughter of Sam and
JULE
BENEDIC
Kitty Morton, who were vaude
Jule
Aun
Benedic, 55, traveling
headliners at the turn of the cen- rep for
King Enterprises, died in
tury, she and. her brother, Paul,
Christopher, 111., April 29. He was
later joined their parents in a fourknown in newspaper and
some act. Parents did Irish com- widely
film fields through 40 years of
edy, with youngsters punctuating
For work in both. At the time of his
\ turn With songs and dances.
death he was handling an advertisyears they toured the leading
ing clock for theatres 'through the
vaude circuits here and abroad, King
firm out of Des Moines, la.
were
mostly as headimers, and
He began newspaper work as a
standout
one
of
the
considered
reporter for the New Orleans
iicts of that generatloq.
houses Times-Picayune and later was state
variety
Hotating the
editor of the Dallas News and city
about the same period that the
editor of the. Hollywood News. For
Four Cohans were catapulting to
a time he published his own trade
fame, via the ingenuity of their
paper, Screen Craft, in Hollywood.
son, the late George M. Cohan, sevHe was on the board of the Kansas
eral managerial
attempts were
made to have the Mortons follow City Unit of the Motion Picture
into the Cohan's footsteps in the Foundation; and a member of the
Des Moines tent of the Variety
legit
field.
Consequently they Club.
toured the legits as stars of their
own musical, "Breaking Into SoJOHN BLAIR
ciety," and several others.
John Blair, 73, retired actor,
In later years the foursome split
When Paul Morton married and died April 30 at his home in New
teamed with Naomi Glass, also a York.
Blair was born in New York City
standard act Clara Morton -then
branched out as a single. How- and attended the Sargent School
In the early 1900s he
ever, the Four Mortons act was of Drama.
revived again with two younger appeared in productions with Julia
Children, Joseph and Martha, sup- Marlowe, Viola Allen, Nazimova,
planting Paul and Clara, to be Mrs. Patrick Campbell and in later
subsequently dissolved through tha years opposite Katharine Cornell.
death of the mother, Kitty, in Since his retirement from the theatre eight years ago he had been
director of the Passedoit Art Gallery, N. Y.
CLABENCB L. GASKILL
He was a member of the Lambs,
Clarence L. G^skffl, 56, comthe Players and Actors. Equity.' His
poser of popular songs, and musicomedy scores, died of a heart ail- wife, Mrs. Ida Reed Blair, died in
ment at his home in West Brighton, 1930.
giaten Island, N. Y., April 29. He
WELLINGTON PFLUEGEB
"M. written many hit songs, inWellington C. Pflueger, 73, cirSff1«8 "Minnie the Moochar'' and
Love." His most re- cus executive and booking agent
N
were "Mother for Lyman H. Howe, pioneer moJ,*!* eonipositions
j-aDtini," hi honor of the American tion picture exhibitor, died at his
nun recently canonized, and a com- home in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., April
.
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"^""^ * Lonely Disk

Y,,?«ring his songwriting career he
??*_eollaborated with Billy Rose,
A.-T,"""* '»nd wrote, scores for proS"™5ns of Plorenz Ziegfeld and
farroll. He had been musical
rif^
?i^*'K*<»r the latter's several editions of "Vanities"
from 1927 to
nn^Aa ^"^l*"^ *«> that he was conwith "Whoopee," starring
niLj paitor, and other Ziegfield
ffi^fnctions.
He had also conwiftuted songs to these
shows.

^^her son&t which he
wpaS°°^ collabed
upon ate "That's
Wr.?.r x?*^
You Can Tell They're Irish,"
Has Passed
A«?^?, »
Mind Being AIJ
a

1??^

SM

9i™,«-

When I'm

All Alone With
*he
Who Put

Guy
llie Salt
ine
sau'^iin
the Ocean."

He had

property deparixment and actress vey, 111.
there in several shows, died In that
Fawn Morgan to Jack Tirman,
city April 24.
New York, April 27. Groom is

HA SUN LOO

Ha Sun Loo, 54, founder of the
Wa Low Theatre Restaurant,

publicist for

Kin

.

ler

band

April 25.
,

years and had

five

Mary."

Annett MacQuartle to Robert J.
Ethel Butfehid, cashier at the Landry, Baltimore, April 30. Bride
Capitol theatre, N. Y., died May 2. is stage and screen actress;
he's
She had been connected with the- secretary of Columbia Broadcastatre for 28 years.
ing Program Board in

'

been Ul for

Warner Bros.

Marjorie Sanborn to Tom Ewell,
Two-year-old son of Shirley Hel(Mrs. Harry Gordon), former Crown Point, Ind., April 29. He's
singer, died in New York lead with legiter, "John Loves

and leader

in Chinese relief drives, died April
30 in St. Vincent's Hospital, ToHe operated- the restaurant
ledo.
since 1312.
His wife, a son, two .daughters
and a brother survive. He had

New

turned over the management of the
night club to his son-in-law, Char-

York.

Jeanne Newland to Dick Reeder,

Mother of Brian Doherty, Cana- Las
Vegas, May 1. She's a secredian playwright and producer, died
tary and he's an engineer on
Columbia's production staff.
»
S. WALLACE
Craig Rice to H. W. De Mott,
Raymond S. Wallace, 56, AlMrs; Jane'M. Bennett, 82, writer
San Diego, AprU 30, She's « wholiance, O., theatre owner, who op- and mother of Nan Blake,
erated all four of the city's the- flack, died April 26 in Hollywood. dunit writer; he's a radio ^iterproducer.
atres, died April 30 in City Hospital in Alliance, of complications
Connie Rivard to David Kimble, Kankakee, 111., May 1.
following an emergency appendecShe's
tomy. He-started here in the thean ABC web flack; he's an NBC
atre business as a youth. He served
promotion writer.
Contianed frou page 1
for many years on the Civil Service
Mary Beth Hughes to David
Commission, retiring as chairman concert-goers, making attendance Street, Hollywood, April 28. She's
last Dec. ^.
too diversified.
a screen actress; he's a linger.
His widow, Sophy, survives.
Another factor contributing to
Leona Wilson to Oliver Rea,
the downgrade is the habit of Montreal, May 6. He's co-producer
many bands of coming into a con- of Broadway .legiter, "Medea";
MRS. BELLE SCHARY
Mrs. Belle Schary, 73, mother of cert with a repertoire limited to she's former member of Its cast.
Dore Schary, executive veepee in the pieces done in theatres. Too
Anita Appleby to Jim Shannon,
charge of production at RKO stu- frequently, the orchestra fails to Pittsburgh, May 1. He's an andios, died May 2 at her home in bring in new numbers which can nouncer on KQV.
lios Angeles, after a long illness.
be exploited. Duke Ellington, for
Ellen Berger to Sid Roberts,
Besides the film exec, she leaves example, invariably brills out a Chicago, recently. He's disk jockey
another son, Samuel, of Philadel- controversial number at his Car- at WIND, Chi.
phia, and a daughter, Lillian (Mrs. negie Hall shindigs.
The Woody
Paul SmaU), of New York,
Herman concert featured a Stravinsky composition.
There
are,
however,
bright
PAUL
Mr. and Mrs. John Leban,
Paul Wartenberg, 80, former spots in the pop_ concert field. First- daughter,
pittsbuigh, April 24.
vaudevilllan known professionally ly, is the: fa(Hb'^that in the stops Father's
head of prodUCUon at
as Wordeni -died 'April 28 in away from New York, the decline
WCAE.
Brooklyn.
He had appeared in is not as marked. ...Concert grosses
Capt, and Mrs. Harold Broudy^
vaude for years with a brother, are still strong in the midwest.
Bad Tolz, Germany,
William, as the Worden Bros. They Another heartening factor is the slaughter.
April 10. Father's son of Dave
did a juggling act.
continued upbeat of the corn, nov- Broudy, Pittsburgh
theatre manSurviving are brother William,
elty and personality showings.
ager.
a daughter and son.
Spike Jones,- for example, is
Mr. and Mrs. John DeSciibd, son,
hitting top grosses.
Other high Pittsburgh, April
15. Father is
SIDNEY '^OBBY"
scorers Include Burl Ives, and comSidney "Bobby" Dubow, 61,- bination recitals of bands and acts, musician.
Mr, and Mrs. Eddie Abrams,
United Artists general sales manager in Great Britain, died Monday The -Milton Berle-Sammy Kaye son, Pittsburgh, April 24. Mother's
promotion^ with Joan Blondell, is Regina Peterson,
(3) in London- of a heart attack accafe accordionist,
cording to word received at the expected to gross heavily, since father's former, tnanagel' of Club
firm's New York homeoffice. He advance interest have been big.
413 in that city.
Several managers are now skirthad been with
in various sales
Mr. and Mrs, Jerry Riley, son,
ing the Atlantic seaboard in con- Hollywood,
capacities since 1934.
April 28. Father is a
cert promotions. Eddie Sherman,
Wife survives.
publicist.
for example^ who is sending songMr. 'and Mrs. Milton Eeldman,
smith-actor Hoagy Carmichael .put
ARTHUR MacARTHUR
daughter, Hollywood, April 28.
Arthur MacArthur; 62, retired on tour starting Sept. 24 fot
Mother is the former Imogene CarHollywood agent, died thet« May days,. will confine his activities to
penter of the stage; father is an
3, of cerebral hemorrhage.
the midwest. He's a. new face to
He came to Hollywood in 1924 make his appearance on the con- assistant film director.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Donohoe,
as an indie press agent and later cert circuit. He'll tour at guarandaughter, Kansas City, Mo., April
produced films with Monte Banks. tees rariging from $2,500 to
26. Father is manager of the Roxy
He had operated own talent agency nightly plus percentages. $3,500
Car•
until retirement 18 months ago.
theatre in thdt 'city.
michael will supply the surroundMr. and Mrs. George Zachary,
WILLIAM (BILLY) ARMSTRONG ing talent.
daughter. New York, May 2. Father
Promotions appealing to for- is
William M. (Billy) Armstrong,
producer
of
the
"Ford
Theatre"
eign language elements also do
87, singer who retired from show
radio program.
business in 1927, died at his hom^ well. Concerts with Yiddish talent
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hillman,
have done well in New York, Bosin Philadelphia, April 30.
son, Hollywood, April 30. Mother
He started his stage career at ton and Philadelphia; Bridgeport is Joan
Barclay, actress.
the age of 18 with the Camcross does well with Italian names, while
Mr. and Mrs> Paul H. Raymer,
and Dixie Minstrels and toured German concerts have done nicely son, New
York, May 2. Father is
Europe with Anna Held.
in New York.
The Negro per- head of station
rep firm, Paul H.
formers and bands get a large sec- Baymer
Co.
MERLE DAVIS
tion of patronage from members of
Merle Davis, former cartoonist that race.
and later manager of dissolved
The major hope for continuation
Ansonia Amus. Co., in Butte, of ^boom takes, according to the
Mont., died there after a heart prevailing belief, lies in the reattack, April 30.
alization that bands, performers
Contianeil from page 3
His wife died a year ago.
ley Hong.

in Toronto, April 30.
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Trust Decision

and promoters must use restraint

the most basic of all issues which
have faced; the industry over the

in the number of concerts given
RALPH H.DIXON
and stop selling shows at $3.60
Ralph H. Dixon, 51, veteran
years, The "Nine Old Men" ruled
motion picture executive, died May that can be seen in a vaudery at that the industry rated the same
pop prices.
1 in Hollywood.
freedom of press protection as do
Dixon entered the film business
the newspapers. This immediately
as a story editor for the old SeUg
brings up, industry sources pointed
Film Company in 1913, and later
out, the question of local and state
Tete Riglits
had been with Fox and Universal.
censorship of pictures. Thp near
Continued from page 1
future
is expected,^to develop one
DUDLEY WILLIAMSON
or
more test cases on thft militter
tough
the
author's
how
Dudley Williamson, 45, vet radio ent upon
;

performer, died in Newport Beach,
Calif., May 2, while visiting at the
home of a friend. He originated
a popular radio program titled
"What's the Name of That Song."

agent is and how badly the studio
wants the property.
Details of contracts for the three
most important recent purchases
.

of censorship.
The fear of the industry has
dated back to a 1915 Supreme
Court decision which stated, in effect, that motion pictures were not
entitled to the protection of the

They
haven't been worked out.
are Paramount's buy of Martha Air
brand's "After Midnight," Univer- first amendment. A considerable
TOM BRENEMAN
acquisition
of segment of the industry Has wanted
sal-International
Breneman, 46, emcee and
Lionel Shapiro's "Paradise Lost, to fight this fhrst amendment issue
part owner of radio program,
1948" and Metro's purchase of for years but has been held back
29.
"Breakfast in Hollywood," died
by the fear of that 1915 ruling.
Pflueger joined the D.° M. after a heart attack at his home in Humphrey Slater^s "The ConspiraAnother section of the industry
tor."
Bristol Equcs-Curriculum, a school Enclno, Cal„ April 28.
In each of the above cases, how- has urged that the fight Should be
for horses, in 1895, serving first as
Details -In Radl<r section.
Jt is notable, for
ever, It is untierstood that the au- made anyway.
a musician and subsequently as an
example,
that Eric Johnston, prez
Later, he beorchestra leader.
thor was able to hang on to the
ELIZABi?HALDRICH
came an executive with a circus
Elizabeth ^I'^ldncti, 72, former ac- live action video rights.* In some of the Motion Picture Assn. of
America,
has
always argued Oiat
the Bristol show tress and atiiutores.*;, died April 28 cases, film companies get live acwith, wjilch
merged and, in this capacity, he in New York aSikr w long iUniess.
tion rights for purposes of exploi- motion pictures should be bracktoured the Orient.
tation of the picture only, with eted with newspapers under the
He leaves wife, and three daughMrs. Ira CohK, v-idow pf United the author iretaining the rest.
first amendment.
ters.
Artists mana.'teo iji Vittsburgh, died
One
angle, it was pointed out, la
Authors League of America In
April 10 in Hts'TaVj. N. Y., follow- the past few weeks has entered the that the supreme court ruling may
ing her lius'iMnl iii death by a video rights picture and, it is ex- have some effect on the "10 unMRS. EUGENE BOLTON
Mrs, Eugene Bolton, 53, one- year. Cohn hav^ rt viously been in pected, its efforts eventually vnll friendly witnesses," even though
time queen of the circus cowgirls, Buffalo and .' t'.-biugh for 20th- have a strong bearing on the form their trials involve contempt of
died in San Jose, Calif., April 30. Fox for more livr S:- years.
of the film company contracts Congress.1
The defense has conShe was know professionally as Dot
Authors tended that the first amendment
Mother of lUi-J".)Ui. and Wallace covering such rights.
Vernon, trick roper and rider who
League aim is <;hat video rights was an issue and this would be
performed in Great Britain, Africa Battistoh, vete'firs ^Pittsburgh exand. the Latin-American countries. hibs and prot acrs of the indie should not be sold at all, but only very important when the matter
comes before the Supreme Court.
Mrs. Bolton began her career in Mother Cabriri ?>i('tiiiie» "Citizen licensed by the writer.
Details in Radio section.
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NBC MAPS COLLEGE-BY-RADIO
Goes Back Into

I. S.

As Gapers

i

Give

Its

Dance

Way

EDyCITBfiSBiK flottpood Pix Get Extra

fiave been on-^through the east
past few Sophie Tucker in 41st
liid midwest during the
has been
there
W'tfk«.'a«ise)rt that
Year with Morris Agcy,
I dtflnite pieKup in business and
With her May 31 booking at the
also
They
Intertst in name music.
London Casino, tfite William Morris
>]h«vii been notich>^—in many oases
Agency
has started laying out
pato thfeir surprise— a trend by
\mi back toward dancing.^ And Sophie Tucker's route fojC the
the one-iiight trail

tielatter has! struck

an optimistic

the .walls of top and

»j>ti»i41itougK
ttiediutti;jiam6

leaders alike

who

in

found themselves
hard "by a lagging band b.o.
Sor quite a number of years, the
nature of tixe music fed ballroom
patrons by name swing bands has
engendered a concert atmospliere.
Manybailroom owners, agency men
nhd Ktaestros blame this for tne
recent ihopiths
hit
.

of prestige

loss
titune

combos,

and business by
feeling

VtxKt

1949-49 season.
This marks the
4lst anniversary of tlie comedienne'S affiliation Wlth the Morris
ofeice.

Abe Lastfogel, g.m. of the
agency is again personally super
vising ha: next yew's bookings.

VihtAt thing.

.Tommy Dorseyt Guy Lorabardo,
(Continued on page 63)

Turk

Sees

Ate in Residence
.A$ Hypo tor Theatre

Pres.

Hollywood pjx in the Internamarket are euri:ently paying
good will for America, even
not in the form of sol!,d coin. As
a result of the system devised by

tional
off in

Truwan Accepts
Petrillo Invitatioii

if

Washiflgton, May 11.
the industry last year to closely
President Truman accepted an sieve its product for overseas coninvitation last week from James C. sumption, criticism of the quality
Petrillo to «ittend a free concert of U. S, filjns has aow. virtually
Federation
American
of
which
the
died out in western Uurope, tn
for the conveying of academic
Musicians is sponsoring at Consti- Soviet-dominated eastern. mMo^,
learning to the masses.
Concert will of course, virulent attack^, against
Thus is
Vigorously needling tution Hall May 25.
the National Hollywood pix as purveyors of
the nation's institutions of higher be
"capitalist culture" .still persist
learning to join with the web in a Symphony Orch.
Petrillo said he had landed Mr.
U. S. State Department officials
vast adult education project which
would apaount to k "people's uni- Big following .a White House have been specially gratified- by tlie
industn''s move to purge all pjfod*
versity," offering opportunity to courtesy eall,^ which the
non-college grads in particular to prexy described as "two musicians ncf frcim the export lists 5Wtcli
engage in home-study courjses discussing a Utttefbit of harmony." tended to distort the Ameri6iai|i \vicy
of life. Through the Motion Pife^

Time has coiiie, it's felt, when
dio, grown strongly aware of

raits

social responsibilities in an atomic
age, can offer a powerful pipeline

NBC

played by

AFM

around

network-produced

universities in several sections
of the U. S., probably will be
launched early next year.
manager of
Fisher,
Sterling

on
its

to liead off

ijig

For Lee-Barbour
Hollywood, May .11.
Peggy Lee and hubby Dave Barbour have run up a tidy $97,000
to date, on their hit song, "Manana." Coin score comes well
nigh being Impossible in these
days when music profits are at a
lowest level.

affairs

E

S.

To Play Abroad As
B.O. Aid to Pictures
Top names are being urged by

'

'

ship.

Sarnoff

Columbus,

week. The day

of Govern.

ftensor-'

ittKl'-

.

filing though « douMe checsk
system oirganized last year, all pix

the niiie member companies
the Motion Picture Assn. of
America are now being sereened
of
of

(sn

^age

18)

May H.

Television will play an important military role in case of another war, RCA prexy David Sarnoff told Army officers and engineers at nearby Wright Field here
last

'

:>
,

(Continued

Names

Miss Lee and Barbour cleffed
Salt Lake City, May 11.
"Manana" and secretly waxed song film studios and talent agencies to
They popped take theatre bookings in England
is combining her for Capitol Records.
ehgagements with a crusade it just after American Federation and some countries on the Contifor «j:|tanslott of university thea- of Musicians' ban became effective nent as a means of popularizing
tfes throughout the country. Dur- Jan. IT Tune hit heavy and fast, not only their pictures abroad but
ing an appearance here last week catching rival labels completely all U. S. product as well.
Pressure upon the filmsters has
ift
All My Sons," the actress took off guard.
tmie out to interest C. Lov/ell Lees,
Orders on Miss Lee's platter are been heaviest since Danny Kaye's
director of the University theatre, biggest Capitol has ever had on a recent appearance at the Pallademand
in the idea of
"artists in resi- single
Release— 1,500,000 copies. dium, London, created a
aence,
a system of professional Miss Lee gets 3c. royalty on. each, for his pictures and kayoed an as^tora 5vith university faculties to $45,000 so far. As cleffer of "Ma- sumption by film distributors that
Wttld.ttp college dramatic depart- nana" She and Barbour get IV&c. Britons would not go for Kaye's
type of zanyism.
>H«tttg,
per disk--$22,000. All record sales
Although top picture personaliArtists in residence are doing a
other than Cap's will net songties are still to be signed, names
{Continued on page 63)
stress-writer royalties of $10,000.
radio and other fields that
To date, 200,000 sheet music fi-om made
pictures have already
have
copies have been peddled. As half
owner of firm Miclcey Goldsen op- l)GGU pStCtcde
HO
AVAIIABIE?
Jack Benny and Mill Hawis have
erates in their name, and warbler
already been set for the London
and her hubby will pocltet $20,000.
Martha Raye is curBlanche Yuria

md

hWarVisioned
By David

Urge

all.'threatS''

mental intervention

and education
(Continued on page 22)

NBC's public

Assn. of AmMGii, tBe iadust)»y,
its side. Has moved to tighten
export control system in order

tui'e

programs.
"Controlled" experiments with
the plan, in cooperation with lead-

tibe

consistently patronized such
ballrooms eventually got out pf the
'hjkbitt 'Then they tit«d of the

+

Radio is going to drag the college professor from his ivory tower
for a specially teamed-iip effort to.
beam education into the home.

built

-^vlio

Blaiick

-STI

.

'Manana' Means

{and •f'around '• the-bandstand Idea
:was isarfied so far that youngsters
,

To Assist State Dept. Cause Abroad

to GTiders

who

BSttdleaders

0. 0.

An Exlib From

Dixie

SJi. Juror (Blonde)

And

Cause

may come, he

$2,100,000 Suit Mistriai
said, when the nation's commander-in-chief in Washington, throjjgh
The teesistiblie beekonii;^ of a
the wonders of video, will be able curvaceous blonde juror turned a
to watch distant military activities $2,100,000 triple damage, anti-trust
and maneuvers, even ovejrseas.
hearing into a mistrial in N. Y,
Stressing
the
importance of fedei^al district court yesterday
adapting new developments to (Tues.). S.a. windup to what looked
military uses in a speech before to be a dull .three-weeks of court
the Armed Forces Communica- testimony in the flght;of Fifth &
tions Assn., of jvhich he's prez, Walnut, Inc. against the eight maSarnoff detailed the "many prac- jors had its dress rehearsal in a
tical applications of television to restaurant neighboring the courtmilitary operations," which he said house. The juror, Mrs. DeUa Brenare immediately feasible. Among nan, contrary to specific instructhese he listed:
tions from the court, signalled one
Remote control and direction of of the plaintiffs, "V^nce SchwartSi
pilotless bombers and crash boats to her table while lunching and had
laden with explosives against en- words with him.
emy targets; use In observation
Earlier in the dSy, Federal Judge
(Continued on page 61)
Vincent LeibeU had
against any Qf the Jurors talkitiS
Palladium.
with
witnesses, parties or coimseL
Films' First Saturation
rently touring the provinces, workAdvised by defense attorneys of
ing onstage from a wheelchair, beSchwartz's table-hopping.
Judge
cause of a torn ligament. Allan
(Continued on page 63)
industry's first saturation
Film
Jones and Irene Hervey also found
advertising campaign on television
iavor with the British public Ab- teed off last (Tuesday) night when
bott and Costello are also slated
20th-Fox ran trailers plugging
deal is
for appearances there.
"Iron Curtain" on four stations on
on for Edgar Bergen to play some the NBC east coast video web.
English theatres after a trip to the
Film opens day-and-date today
Scandinavian peninsula.
Business in the Broadway niter(Wed.) In more than 400 situations
ies has heartened bonifaces to the
throughout the country.
Trailers were run twice last extent that they're now saying
the Tops
Tops
there's
nothing wrong with the
night on WNBT (N.Y.), WPTZ
(Philadelphia),
(Washing- cafe trade that a solid attraction
Retail Disk Seller
and
(Schenectady), won't cure. Grosses being racked
ton)
"Nature Boy
up
are
the best in some time, and
latter outlet covering the Albany
Retail Sheet MuEdc Seller
area. They're to be screened twice considered unusually good for this
"Now Is Tbe Hout"
again tonight (Wednesday) On the time of the year.
<'Most Beqtiested" Disk
The act lineup is also the Strongsame four stations. Trailers, run"Nature Boy",
ning two-and-a-half minutes, were est. For example, the Ritz Bros,
Seller on Coin Macliiiies
specially designed for the video at $10,000 at the Harem; Harry
"Nature Boy"
They •originated 111 N.Y. Richmau' ($5,006) and Jan Humor
plants.
and were piped via coaxial cable at the Riviera; Kay Thompson and
BritlEdh Best Seller
(Continued oa .page 68)
to the other three outlets.
"Galway'Bay"
i

ROUS

M>STlHtNDIRECTOBS
'

^y MIKE CONNOLLY

*hZZ^ f'^^

*s

always greener in

Not yet computed are future sales
royalties of all sorts, plus American
Society of Composers, Authors and

pasture, especially for ac- Publishers cuts.
St"??*
w^. Uncertainties of the thesping
^^'^"^ ^"^iven a number of
^
'^5"»»<^ tlie camera during Rail Peace Lifesav^r
ihr \

"months, and several
niiw,.
Biz Travel
r^hill"-'^l^®"i^8 coached for diCalling off of the projected railfiV„;S^o?°^f ^-mong the latter are
»atra, who recently got his road strike Monday (10) following
fp«f
l>y directing test footage the Government seizure of the
of ai!!„
^^^^ Davis at Metro; rails and a Federal court order forGfir.i l®?,
Popping for di- bidding the walkout, was a lifereetoi^wl''','^**"/'
Existing
•^^'""^ guidance saver to show business.
clores
and plane and bus transportation would
pi..,j i^^* *® same studio:

To Show

JSfi\Colbert, who
reer

whi**^?

wha^W
their

rtff

has

an- have been insufficient to handle the

other

^^"^

bands,
shows,
legit
performers, and film
cartage, especially in the light of
the rush to these facilities by all.
Even shipment of sheet music

» directing ca- travelling
vaudeville
actors
fl«t time in

^tmB\^^^^°*'^
^U)tttl«ued on

Millions"

page 63)

would have been

affected.

.

Talent agencies, for a week back,
(Continued on page 61)
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RKO

Make Mine Borscht

Eased Ont of Fmancial Hole

-By

6yMTele-Leasii%ofN.Y.Stiiiiios
Leiise closed this

week by

RKO

^d

its plant there for bulk of its
.shorts production, and actually
will have an adcUtional series

its venture into eastetn production
planted it. Terms of tlie lease, it's
understood, are designed to permit BKO, parent org of BKOFathej to break even on its flyer
Cksninto eastern studio space.
"pany had already lost .about ?60O,000 in the two-year occupancy of
the Pathe building.
NBC takes over the three studios
July 1 on a five-year lease with the
intention of devoting them strict-

,

of shorts soon going into work.
(Tues.)
Revealed- yesterday
that in this shorts expansion
program for the east, RKOPathe has lined up a series of
seven one-reel, specialties, exact nature or subject matter
for which will be outlined in
the next few weeks.
RKO-Pathe currently turns
out "This Is America" series of
two-reel short subjects -and
"Flicker Flashbacks" at the
studios on Park avenue at
106th street.
Additionally,
It
was announced that RKQ-Pathe wiU
expand its current cbmmeFdal
picture jprodnction program.

ly to television. The main studio
is largest yet used for video, meas-

74

uring 97 by

-The two

feet.

come to 63 by 30 feet each.
iwiU also get .a complete floor

nnalier

Urt

spjue berades. facilities
vfiktcb. include a maMeidt nom.
-Entire film-for4eie setup wiD. be
NBC.
moved into the boUding
Tliat 'includes the Jerry Fairbanks
fi»r oflSce

NBC

StiU in Short*

Despite. the leasing of spice
its NJY. studios to NBC,
RKOFatne continues to use

in

RKO

and aU film
program projects which will orig-

unit, the

inate 'from

library,

that

All

spot.

new

equipment will be installed by the

^ee(i,ite Censor^

WEEK!

KEN MOTRAY'S
AND COO"

Lany Parks
Notice OB

Serres

Cohmbb

That He's Bowii« Out
Hollywood, May: 11.
refusal
on Superior
Basing
Judge William C. Mathes' decision
preventing Columbia pictures from
enjoining him working elsewhere,
Larry Parks has advised the

studio he's quitting. He feels the
ISvo nevr steps to cbmbat eenSor- ruling knocked out the "Specific
five tele ship.':'of;:'^peei!h: aiid/tbe::srfs, sstt Perfonnance" clause that gave tbe
operating U'ndet'iiriQr 't]iiS';Weeks;''L.Qil6'is.:be^ studio exclusive xi^ts to bis servtwo smaller ones 3H and 4G in ing readied by tho ;^meriean Civil ice. In serving, notice he's availBadio Ci^. All studios will com- Liberties tToioh and the other by able to other studios. Parks wrote
Mne telecasting of live shows and the Authors League of America. Columbia, "As you knowi the
declared
that
tbe
those filmed first and later broad- In soine iiistaucei ihe two groups judgment
of
Sept.
1949,
28,
east,
will probably work in tlose col-* contract
was
procured
from
me as
RKO^Pathe was forced to give up laboration.
result
of
duress
and
undue
inThe
AGLU,
which
loiig
has
most of its facilities because eastproduction didn't pan out in headed anti-censoi8>hip activities, fluence. It stated specifically that
the volume which RKOers first ex- is meoi^Aizing ite c^usorsblp c0m» nothing in the judgment is to be
to
entitlinp
you
construed
as
0f
under
the
chahnnanship
mittee
pected.
few features were made
in the building, including BKO's Elmef Rice. The committee is be- eqpiitable relief for injunction or
"Mie Window" and David O. Selz- ing eularged, and will be given a specific performance under the
contract. It's my intention not to
projects.
its
Own
sizable
budget
for
luck's "Portrait of Jenny," but not
eikou^io keep the studios oper- It will also have a permanent, full- render any services for you under
time oxecutive to carry on its the contract wrongfully procured
Atinjs^ at near capacity.
meeting to put these by you, and to make mj^If availWork.'
After long dickerings, the way
inioves into effect has \ieiea set for able, to solicit other employment
for the deal was cleared last week
v. -^' >which offers an adequate oppoi^
3«ay 21. V
when Pathe Industries okayed the
Authors League has fonued tunlty for me.?
The
subletting as landlord.
Pathe's a neW, enlar^d coimidtteeto wage
Parks hasa't worked since he
approval was necessary under its
a more active^ battle against cen- fimshed "Gallant Blade"- at Colum
lease to JtKO-Pathe for letting of sorship in the virions writihg
bia in January.
He has let his
more than 50% of the space.
fields, and the group will havie its $800 weekly salary pile up at
Since HKO-Pathe's lease is for firist meeting thii! week.
Mem- studio since, last June. Checks
five years, with an option to renew* bers named by Oscar Hanuner- being held for him now total
for another five, years, company s^in, 2d, League iK£ie»E^dait^^ a^ $25^000.
It
would have been
may be called to reroccupy the fa- Christopher LaS'acge,- 1ViQ£»n JL. $39;200 but there were no checks
<aUties for tbe last ^bree years of SbiUret
Gi^) , Moss during the regular 12-week lay( Authots
the.Iease's ]if&
Hart, Marc Connelly (Dramatists off period. Parks, it's understood,
Guild) , Sheldon Stark and S. Mark definitely won't make the '^Jolson
Smith (Radio Writers Guild). Story" sequel unless a one-picture
Haminerstein aild John Hersey, deal is made.
League idce-pfez,! are ex-offidlo
Columbia's statement on Parks
members.
observes : "Mr. Parks has develBIG UNION'
The tsDJtnmittee Will^^^^^;|^^^
opened a habit of trying his case
Meetings at which steps wiU elect its own clj^iiimian Sttd will in newspapers. Columbia has in
work out methods of i^ocedute. It past and will continue to leave its
finally be taken to create "one big
will probably function differently
union" in the performer organiza- than the old League committee, litigated legal problems to courts.
tions have been postponed xmtil possibly in separate units repre- Columbia, however, will' resist by
all means the law permits any 'atJune 21. The delay is ther result senting the various, guilds. Thus, tempts by Mr. Parks or anyone
of the court hearings, current Jn in a censorship case involving else to' violate terms of contract
books the Authors Guild members
New, York, of the legal tangle be* (LaFarge and/or Shirer) might between Mr. Parks and Columbia.'

net.

By

taking on the BKO-Pathe

space,

NBC

studios.
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tween the Associated Actors and take action: Or the Dramatists
Artistes of America and Matt Guild i-eps (Hart, Connelly), or
Shelvey,
ousted executive-secre- Radio
Writers
Guild
(Stark,
tary of the American Guild of Smith) may do likewise in their
Variety Artists.
The "one big own fields. However, any question
union" sessions were to have been of policy would undoubtedly be
held in New York next week.
referred to the committee as a
Present when the consolidation whole, under the League's basie
confabs get under way next month
will be the 4A'S board. With the
presidents (or their selected delegates) and administrative executives of the {iC51iat«d unions, ineluding
Actors
Equity
Assn.,
American Federation of Radio
Artists,
Screen
Actors
Guild,
Screen Extras Guild, American
Guild of Musical Artists, Chorus
Equity, AGTA and several minor
groups.

George HeUer, executive-seeretary of AFRA and chairman of the
4A's television committee, is regarded as the probable choice as
executive head of the "one big
union."

'

Search' Momiet Stays

Hollywood, May 11.
International complications have
stymied Metro's plans to import
Ivan Jandl, Czechoslovakian moppet iwho played the lead in "The
Search." Idea was to star tbe 11year-old thesp in Hollywood pictures,

but

political conditions

Gzehoalovakia

have

in

grown too

MAX LIEBMAN-

In his nostalgic itoodling about Life on. the Borscht Belt (Variett
March 24), Doii tfartiw an recalls his first jsummer job as my second
assistant at Log Tavern In the hills of Pike county; Pennsylvania. Don
nosed out a long string of contenders to land that job. My first assist,
ant wa.s a young actor named Robert Gordon. Bob was a member of
the American Laboratory 'SbKsAxe, piloted then by Richard Boleslavsky
He said there was a lot of talent floating around the Lab and I ought
to take a look. I told Bob my staff wais complete (me and him) but I
was casting waiters for the camp and there was an openhig for a lead<
ing-man type of tray-carrier who looked good in tights.
There was a sUJt set of standards for waiters at a summer camp, a
soup-spiller had to be college-bred, have" a fine physique, wield a
wicked tennis racket, shake a nimble hoof on the dancefloor, possess
rumbling
a
larynx for poetry-reading in a caiioe and know how to hold
307th
his own in * "Wb^ is life?" tete-iirtete. If he cotdd idng, tap-dance
play a tdtelele or l>alnt scenery, he had an edge. lAy particular need
was for a hash-sUnger ijvith pash who coiild.double in "Hamlet."
"BLACKOUTS OF 1948".
Bob took me over to the American Laboratory Theatre. Boleslavsby
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
was rehearsmg 'Twelfth Night" with Robert Gordon, Don Hartman
Now Plying ilfatioimUy
Harold Hecht, George Macready and Fat Duggan. I took no notice oi
«^BILL
the femmes in the company. They would be considered competiUon to
Spacial Academy Award Winner
the gal guests, who were shelling out 50 weeks', savings for two weeks
of romance. When we needed female& in the shows'^ey were chosen
from the guests or from the office staff .(most typists were coloraturas,

NBC*

for a substantial portion of HKOfacilities in
Pathe's studios
Pathe Lab building. New York,
out of a hole in which
pulls

194S

Screenwriter Ihivid Hertz

Disappears in Plane
HoU^ood, May U.
'

bookkeepers contraltos and room clerks emoters).
Don looked good in "Twelfth Night." He was a talented actor, had
wavy blond hair and a Bartymore profile. No doubt about his feminine
appeal. I took him on. He was to wait on tables (for tips) and work
on the social staff (for A...£cason bonus of $25). He was a lousy waiter,
We were, at this tune, beginning to create a pattern for camp entertainment. While over at the Catskills a high pressure "toomeler" was
getting yocks with his porch routine (practical jokes, card kibitzing and
off-color stories for tbe wedded femmes), his swimming pool routine
(walking into the water fully garbed, nonchalantly smoking a cigar and
reading a paper) and his dining room routine (fortissimo screaming,
wearing an inverted souppot for a helmet arid frantically waving a
cleaver), we were writing and producing original shows. The piece de
resistance of the previous season at Log Tavern, was a musical comedy
concocted by Morrie Ryskind, Max Lief and Yip Barburg, favored guests
at the camp. It was performed on an Improvised stage In the dining
roiW, with a pair of blankets for a front traveller.
Soup Stains or Show
Don was put in charge of the season's waiters' show, written, directed
and acted by the waiters. It was the first time he took to the typewriter,
turning out the bulk of the material. On the Saturday night of the
show there were thousands of details to attend to, and they were preying heavily on the troubled mind' of the waiter-impresario as he served
the potroast to a table of female wolves.
"Where's the soup?" one of them wanted to know. 'fNo soup tonight."
Don announced. "What do you mean no soup tonight? There's .soup
every night!" "Look, do you want soup at a. show?" They -skipped
the soup.
Next season

Don went out on his own and finally wotmd up at Camp
Tamiment. He was later followed by Herb Polesie. Then came Vincent Sherman, and then/I moved in for nine years. 'Hie entertainment pattern was taking form. Over at Spiegel's Lakeside Villa and
Cottages, Fallsburg, N.Y., there cropped up a crying need for an
assistant "toomeler"—any little guy with a large collection of funny
hats, who took care of the porch while the top man was busy falling
into the swinunmg pooL Then they added a baritone, a "prim^
(prima donna), an all-around juvenile with a blue jacket and white
flannels, and a blues^ or "Orchi-Chomia" singer. These specialists had
to know how to "speak lines." They performed one-acters like "The
Valiant," "Thank You, Doctor," "The Flattering Word" and the whole
Eugene O'NeUl cycle on Friday nights (Sabbath eve), when singing and
dancing were taboo. Saturday night was reserved for the "big show"

—a

cut-down, pirated version of "Rain or Shine" or a hastily cooked*

up goulash of vaudeville acts and "production numbers."
Soon completely outfitted stages With fly lofts became standard equipment at hotels like Grossmger's, The Flagler, The President and Laurel
Country Club. And a place called Nemerson's built a eoo-seat theatre
With permanent seats because old riian Nemerson was "sick and tired
of pushing folding chaurs around." The "social staffs" became larger
and more professional, and the productions more elaborate and formal.
The adult camps, on beautiful lake sites, deep in pine woods, with
plenty of privacy, accenting tennis, swimming, golf, 'horseback riding
and romance, were attracting the "young crowd." Doctors, lawyers,
bookkeepers, schoolteachers and young bi&inessmen imleashed their
mhibitions in these backwoods Bohemias in an orgy of physical and
social activities. Having an intellectual or pseudo-intellectual outlook,
they demanded a more highbrow type of amusement at the adult camps
than they did at the hotels in the Catskills, When profestSional standards were introduced, not only
the entertainment but in the operation of the resorts, all the audience^participation activities
were eliminated. Masquerades, campfires, poetry readings (Remember the dining room steps at Tamiment, Don, and the after-lunch gathering fpr the
daily drool?), canoe sings and stunt nights were eschewed
for a weekly
biU of concerts, firstrun pictures, drama, political satire, dance recitals
and'musicia i«vttes.
The theatre at iTamiment now is all business. It is a model 1,200seat structure completely equipped with the latest
and advanced paraphernalia. It has Broadway standards and a unique method of operaUon—no socializing, mixing or life-of'the-party stuff. (And, Don, they
don t dance with the audience.) It is, and has been, the summer laboratory of well-established performers, many of whom
come to re-leam
how to walk and talk. The company numbers close to 60. This includes musicians, actors, scenic designers, costumers, lyricists and com'

m

David Hertz, 43, screen writer,
disappeared May 5 with his light
With Hammerstein on the Coast plane in an offshore fog near Santa
and, even while in the east, fre- Monica and no trace of him or his
quently busy with other League plane has been found since. His
matters (not to mention his own last message reported engine
manifold theatre and music activi- trouble 17 minutes after he left the
ties), it's expected that Hersey may airport.
After a search by the
'
participate actively in the censor- Coast Guard and the Sheriff's Aero posers.
ship committee affairs.
Detail he was reported "missing at
winds up his beguiling reminiscences this way: ".
alsea."
tnough I believe it was tbe greatest training ground in the world. I
Formerly a legit playwright. never want to go back to it. And I wish all of my fellow alumni the
Zinneman's Lion Fifan
.
Hertz became a screen writer in same."". ,
1935 and at the time of his disap'I Wanna Go Back!*
pearance was under contract to
Well, Don, I know you're sincere in wanthig to save your triends
la 'Search' for
2(tth-Fox. His screen
Fred Zinneman, currently direct- clude "Daisy Kenyon," credits in- irom a fate worse than death, but after an absence of seven years, I
"The Devil want to go back to Tamiment. And I'll tell you why.
ing "Aot of Violence" for Metrtf, is a Woman,"
"Beloved Enemy,"
For at least 10 weeks out of the year I want to function in the theis planning an off-the-cuff film on
"History is Made at Night" and "I atre without the aggravating obstacles that
plague a writer-director on
Palestine after he finishes the curMet My
Again." His last Broadway. I want to reach an audience without
interference, withrent chore around Aug. 1.
He script was Love
"Tender is the Night," out compromise, without stifling regulations and
phoney traditions and
hopes to sell Dore Schary, produc- for David
O. Selznick. A daughter, without the wise guys' slant on the boxoffice. I
want to put into praction chief of RKO, to whom- he's
Katherine, 10, survives.
tice some muUed-over notions .on pivotal scenery
and painted costuihcs.
committed next, on the idea of
want
to see what can be done with those new, powerful, compact light
1
allowing him to rejieat in the Holy
units. I want to do a folk play in fluid
action, interweaving in continuLand.! the technique he used on
ous movement the mediums of the spoken drama,
Metro Inks
making M-G's "The Search" in
music and ballet I
want to integrate the bold, heroic elements of outdoor pageantry withStollywood, May 11.
Germany,
the proscenium-bound confines of the stage.
Perry Como, formerly with 20thZinneman said that he hopes to
I want to go back to consolidate a company
go to Palestine "without any prc^ Fox, signed a seven-year player
of dancOi^s employing
conceived story idea and let the contract with Metro calling for various technical styles. I want to work with a choreographer on a new
ballet combining hoofing, classical entrc cHat
screenplay write itself as we go one picture annually.
and modem movement.
I want to do revues with biting political
along, as we did with 'The Search.'
content I want to do charm
Singer is working currently in
I am convinced that this is the only "Words
and Music," the Arthur shows, blissfully untopical, with unabashed hokum; geared for straight
way 'of making a picture of that Freed produeUon on tbe Culver divertissement I want to convince Gian-Garlo Menotti to let me try out
"
kind."
City lot
(Continued on page 17)
practice.
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some of the frozen

companies

the.,

budgets,
then for

the

drastic cut in
will take until
full effect of the

likewise
a'year ago.

of

equal

amount

Companies would thus get
dollars for at least a portion
of their frozen coin and em-

ployees would get a vacation
overseas at half-price.

National Theatres,

down about 20% from

There's a very pleasant surprise
for the company's
iiS. store, .too,
In
DWtters on the positive side.
contrast to the news that's been
heard regarding the effect of the
Supreme Court's anti-trust decision and the state of the film
bushiess in general, 20th's execs
wUl be able to report an almost
'pienomenal .zooin in income for
the current quarter.
Film rentals for the period are

workers

exchange and then
making him a present of an

economies to be felt. It's not only
the production side, either, that
slashed expenses, shareholders
Operating costs of
iViH learn.
jtr0

the

trip a supply of blocked
at the established

rstip

it

jhas

20th's -'subsld,

and

profit

currency

more
since

is

by selling each
employee who wanted to make

could

Second half of 1948 will reflect
even

British

pounds and French francs

to give each employee a cutIt's
price vacation abroad.
been suggested that both the

They

;

.

British Films

up more than 15% over the same
tfiree months last year and more
than 20% over the first quarter of
Business of National
this year.
Theatres continues at an even pace,
equal to that of the other major
circuits, at about 8% to 10% under
1947. Last year's figures, it must
be remembered, however, were
just a few percentage points below
the alltime peak business of 1946,
Compensating' for the drop in the
(Continued on page 18)

nw

'PEiicE

*

Lead die World

Schary's Status

urably strengthened by the U. S.

Supreme

Used as Case History In

CBS Pix Documentary
'

r'

Format for the upcoming docu-

mentary radio study of the film industry by CBS has been set, with
Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years of
Our Xiivefs" to be used as a case
histoiy. Pic will be traced from its
incepnoii to its final impact upon
the filmgoer starting from the item
Ih Time mag which spurred Goldwyn to commission MacKinlay Kantor to write the original story. Subsequent squabble among Goldwyn,
Kantor and director William Wyler
over credit for the film will also

,

,

be touched upon.
"Best Years," however, will only
sejcve as a takeoff point for digressions into various phases of the
film industry, with the documentary
slated to emphasize the social and
economic angles of the business.
Program will also cover the functioning of the Audience Research
Institute and George Gallup's statistical influence over pic production.

Peter Lyon is scripting the show,
TOich is being produced by Robert

CBS documentary unit
No date will be set for the
Broadcast until the script is 80%
completed. The network is also
planning to engage in a five-week
promotion job for the program betore its airing. Show will probably
be aured in late June.
Heller,
chief.

Court's anti-trust decision

and sentiment of top-drawer major-,
company execs is now violently
swinging in favor of an unvarnished drive for a consent decree.
An overall plan to settle the 10
years of litigation is already taking shape, fostered by biggies
who've fought for "a new approach
to the problem": ever Since hear*
ings first started before the statuThey're now favored
toi^ court.
by a ruling which only promises
endless court sparring and continued uncertainty for the film biz
for years to come.
The peace plan is simple in purpose and it's thought that the Government may be won over to its

interest by
this week.

•

consummated Monday

night,
Confirmation of the sale immediately brought into focus a maze
of conjecture in the industry and

Howard Hughes

Respite

Until

He

and Eagle Lion might make a
limited merger via an exchange of
stock and that the indie producer
would release through EL. Goldwyn and Robert R'. Young, controlling stockholder in EL, huddled
on the meriger scheme in New York
several months ago and are slated
have further- talks during
to
Young's present stay on the Coast,
which never apbut the deal
(Continued on page 24)

more people who come

forward to help the British film industry, the happier we shall be.
Through the overseas Daily Mail,
we have started an entirely new
award in Canada to try to popu-

and hope to
one in Australia."

larize films there

INDIE PIC

—

start

Rail Strike Threat
ters,'

'Woman,'

ON RACIAL

Race prejudice will be tackled
again next month when "Strange
Victoi-y," produced by a newlyformed indie firm known as Target
is

BENNETT, REP

,

,

Of Freedom Guarantee
Washington,

11.

of the screen despite the statement
in the Supreme Court ruling on
the big anti-trust case: "We have
no doubt that moving pictures, like
newspapers and radio, are included
in the press whose freedom is
guaranteed by the First Amendment."
In fact, the picture companies
are being advised to lay low on this
issue for the time being and let
•

The

film big-
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Threat of a nationwide railroad worse this session, being good only
weekend plus mild in Seattle.
Pacing new product are "Fightto the
Dunne" (RKO), "All
is hurting firstrun theatres ing Father
(Ui and "Berlin Express"
in many key cities this week. "Slate My Sons"
Last-named is nice in Bosof Union" (M-G) continues leader (RKO),
bv a wide mai-gin although on its ton while world preem Of "Dunne"
Louis 'looks strong. "Sons,"
initial holdover stanzas in most in St.
several weeks ago
spots, playing in some 19 keys after big tocoff
in N. Y., shapes sturdy in Detroit
covered by VARiEtv.
Remainder of field in national and great in Boston.
"Ft. Apache" (RKO) is standout
biz sweepstakes is widely split up
indicating the desire of exhibitors in Baltimore with sock week. "Panwill be okay in
to reshuffle product in order to handle" (Mono)
come up with winners. Few of same city. "Smugglers" (EL) looks
Karothers in the Big Eight money class strong in Louisville. "Anna
measure up to the big takings of enina" (20th) continues very mild
"Union." "Big Clock" (Par) is in second week at N. Y. Roxy.
Another newcomer, "Letter From
strong enough to cop second place
while "Sainted Sisters" (Par) will Unknown Woman" (U), while mild
wind up in third. "Woman In in N. Y., shapes okay in L. A. "To
White" (WB> is finishing in fourth the Victor" (WB), which is thin in
|
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Literati

Chicago, looks solid in Pi'ovidence.
"Noose" is: being pushed to a
big session in dull San Francisco
personals opening day by
via
Abbott-Costello. "Song of Heart"
(Mono) is doing fine in Denver.
"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) will rack
up some nice coin via four additional dates this week.

(Complete BoxoSice Reports
Pages 12-13)

.

.

|

weather that sent many

'

May

There appear to be no plans for
an early court test of the freedom

(Continued on page 17)

of the Paramount producing-directing-writing team, disclosed in New
York prior to sailing aboard the
Queen Mary Saturday (8), that he'll
probably visit Palestine during his
trip and write a yam with a Near
East background when he returns.
Wilder, who recently completed
a directing stint on Par's "Emperor Waltz," said that his trip is
primarily "a vacation. He expects

'Bells'

.

s

Low on Early Court Test

country

BIAS PRODUCED AT 70G

Films,

Pix Cos. Advised to Lay

well enough alone.

to

on both

officials

Visit
Wilder (Brackett &), half

Hits Biz—'Union,' 'Clock,' 'Sis-

strike over the

execs as to the future

was widely reported

It

It was quickly painted out by
corporation attorneys that Hughes
could legally make no guaranteed
to Rathvon or anyone else. They
cited tha law as stating that no
director can be bound as to future actions which are wholly
within his discretion
and for
(Continued on page 4),

Wilder'sPalesHne
Billy

National Boxoffice jSurvey

declared:

"The

company's

chose.'

'Merger Rumors

Declaring he spoke not as presiLawson Appeals Decided
dent of the Board of Trade but as
HoUywoqd, Miiy 11.
one of an army of filmgoers, WilA sudden reversal of the Govson said: "Tonight is a happy occasion because it marks the end of ernment's stand has resulted, in
a year in which British films have effect, in postponement of the
gone fi;om strength to strength. trials of the remaining eight deThe awards presented are not fendants for contempt of Congress
merely to the public's choice of pending the results of appeals to
top performances in Britain but to higher courts of .lohn Howard
the best performances in the world, Lawson and Dalton Trurobo.
Technically, only the decisions
because there's no doubt that the
been delayed until final
British 'film industry today stands have
first and foremost among the film determination of the pending appeals. Defense lawyers succeeded,
industries of the whole world.
four
days of argument, in
after
"We of the cinema-going public
convincing JJ. S. assistant attorney
look to the film industry to progeneral William .'Hitz to agree to
vide a large proportion of our enwhich the court
stipulation
this
tertainment in the next four or five
(Tues.)
this, morning
years. We now no longer fear any approved
provide
competition from any part of the Terms of the stipulation
present to the
sides
both
that
world and I know it will be the
in
deem
they
evidence
any
court
government's desire to do all it can
eight cases, with
to help British film producers to the remaining
decision un^
go on producing the kind of films the court withholding
(Continued on page 22)
we are honoring tonight.
Lord Rothermere, publisher of
the Daily Mail which sponsors the
awards, introduced the winners.

RKO

oi the
coasts.

Schary and exec v:p. Ned Depinet,
could remain in control if they

RKO. Scotches EL

Trumbo,

among

that important changes in top executive positions in production
and distribution might be expected, despite indicated assurances in
Hilghes' announcement that prexy
N, Peter Rathvon and his staff, including
production chief Dore

Goldwyn Stays

Mills.

$8,823,500.

•

takeover -of Atlas' 929,020 shares
by the plane manufacturer and
indie producer had been firmly

Says Here

wood, Herbert Wilcox and Johii

for

announced that the tentaagreement of 10 days ago for

Corp.,

chasing an affiliate house would
Samuel Goldwyn will continue to
later be squeezed out for lack of release through KKO, Producer
product.
has notified the company that he
London, May 11.
The plan envisages an approach will pick up the option he holds to
Claim that the British film into indie exhibitor organizations in continue his distribution arrangedustry today leads the world was
ment with it for another year from
(Continued on page 54)
made by Board of Trade prez Harnext July 1, when the current conold Wilson at a dinner here last
tract expires.
night (Monday) where the NationThis is seen as bursting the
al Film Awards were handed out. S of 'Unfriendly 10' Get
bubble of possibility that Goldwyn
Winners were Margi^ret Lock-

It

Hughes

Floyd Odium, president of Atlas
tive

with Hughes and Hughes gets
along with him, he is pert'ect'ly content to remain, he has
informed his associates.

support. It would mean a partial
surrender by the majors of their
theatres in order, to convert every
middle and large-sized situation
which is now closed to open, comSupplementpetitive conditions.
ing the 'actual transfer of theatres
from majors to indie operators
would be an accompanying agreement to divide product in those
situations.
The division of films
would guarantee that no indie pur-

Control of RKO passed yesterday (Tuesday) into the hands of

Howard

Schary's attitude is one of
wait-and-see. If he gets along

scheduled to be i-eleased.
Rather than seeking a distributor
for its picture at present the comexpects to roadshow the
first
pany
CONNIE
entry selected keys then will work
out a release deal.
Company heads Leo Hurwitz and
Barney Rosset, Jr. explained last
Hollywood, May 11.
Constance
Bennett,
currently week in New York that they shot
Piaymg one of the top roles ii» "Victory" in a documentary tech- slot.
Others in top ratings are MirUrums Along the Amazon" at Re- nique in hospitals, office buildings,
Bells" (RKO), "Lady From
P""J"c, is talking a production deal etc., with no sets whatever em- acle of
Shanghai" (Coli, "Noose Hangs
with that studio.
ployed.
High"
(EL) and "Sitting Pretty"
arranged
Actress has submitted two story
Rosset, who produced,
finishing week in order
(20th),
totaled
which
properties to Herbert J. Yates for for the financing
ms approval. If the deal goes $70,000. Cast includes Cathy Mc- named. Best in runner-up category*
"uough she will double as pro- Gregor, Muriel Smith and the are "Unconquered" (Par), "B. F.'s
(M-G) and "Naked City"
Daughter"
Magazine
"8 she did recently voice of Alfred Drake.
"Furnace Creek" (20th) shapes
Woman" for Allied writer Saul Levitt did the com- (U).
very spotty and mostly mild or
Artists
mentary.

TALK PRODUCTION DEAL

Quo

Hollywood, May, 11
If RKQ policy remains as is,
Dbre Schary viall continue as
the studio's production chief,
it has been learned. Although
it is understood his contract
permits him to depart if .the
company changes hands, he
has made no decision along
that line as a result of the
acquisition of a controlling

-

Coldwyn's 'Best Years'

.

RKO Bny-h For $8B30

Cues Conjecture on Execs' Status

The peace party in the film in-t
dustry has had its hand immeas-

Popular idea making the
rounds pf film company homeoffices on a way to use up

ago,
.

20% Less

Cook's Tours at Cutrates

durSsclose that films amortized
(second) quarter of
intt the current
are runthe company's fispal year
year
ning 20% less in cost than a

ah'

Hughes'

Profits;

Costing

Ejects of the drastic economies
last fall are
Jranosed in Hollywood
sweet music
Starting to show up. as
of the major
in the profit columns
companies. Xipoff came this week
preparation of figures by
stock20th-Fox to present to the
at their annual session in

CONSENT DECREE

(Published in Hollywood by
Daily Variety. Ltd.)
IIS k Tear 120 Forelan

—

.

H^edncaday,

Dme^In

llieatres Thrive, With

In li^.; Conces^ons Equal
only to the attention^
is getting from the film
is
the interest being
this year in Drivc-In theatres. Proved to be profitable in
every situation where
virtually
tried, the under-the-stars emporia
^are out of the experimental stage
and definitely taking their place
this year as a major facet Of the
Industry.
With priorities off building, the
Drive-Ins have been getting mnch
more / attention than regular
houses, since the field is considerably more fertile. Glosed-ln theatres have been built to -near capacity in most sections, of the U. S.
An early reason for buUding the

^

of Gate

Second

television

Hughes' Big Stake

industry

With purchase 6i BKQ Monday (10), Howard Hughes became without question the

shown

.

largest individual irtvestor in

the film business since the inHe
ception of the industry.
now has over $16,000,0000 of
his

film;

as much as normal theatres for
the same anticipated attendance.
Enthusiasm- with which the Driveins are being greeted is seen in
the announcement of the Walter
Beade circuit that it is planning
27- of the houses in four mid-At'

.

Washington,

Bureau of

Internal

May

11.

Revenue

is

leported

preparing a full-scale
probe into the Buffalo area for
possible fraudulent admission tax

xetums by

exhibitors as result of

BKO

produced in 1941^

Cen-

sor troubles have kept it from
more than a minimum of

that

market yesterday follows in full:
"The tentative contract that
Howard Hughes and I entered
into several days ago permited me to withdraw if within a

Capey Renewii^
Despite William Cagney's recent
dispute with United Artists over
distribution of his

'

"Time

of

Your

'

Life," the producer declared in
•New York yesterday (Tues.) that
he'll renew with UA on a nonexclusive basis. He has one more
committment tO: the dlstrib under
the present pact Pointing out he
has no committments' with anyone else, he revealed he'll produce
two films this year.
Citing the advantages of aligning
witli a major, Caghey said that the
chief benefit accruing ,to an independent through such deals is
ture."
tiiat the major puts up the completion bond while many banks
Odium's reference above to pre^
refuse to do this, at present. He ferring Hughos to other buyers
also stated there are a number of because of his "indicated plans
advantages in shooting on a major with respect to the futiu-e of the
lot. Nevertheless, he said, he'd re- company"
is interpreted in the
main independent.
trade as indicating Hughes' guarof
.While he has an ambitious pro- antee
Rathvon's
continued
duction schedule, Cagney said, he tenure. Makeup of tht RKO board
has no 'filmmaking plans overseas. and a po.ssible tipoff on future

.

the theatre ijs located.
$250^000 investment, is slated to
The two T-men check for any preem
at tlie Mayfair, N. Y., May
duplication of orders which might
28.
Preceding evening film will
Indicate a scheme to skirt the adhave a benefit screening with promission tax!- requirements.
How- ceeds going to the Wiltwyck ^chool
ever, there^s such a volume of refor Boys. There's also a simulports that a spot-pheck, so far, has
taneous preem taking place in San
beeil the only Jeifisible procedure.
where much of the story
The Rivoli;«$ij^/which was tossed Francisco
imfolds.
out by a iae^ after major defendants introduced evidence that the
management had ordered duplicate
tickets from three different print-

AMUSEIttENT STOCKS

ing concems, has the Bureau thinking.

period of time I should obtain
Iiigher
a
cash offer from
others. I have received such
an offer, but notwithstanding
this I have today made the
purchase agreement with Soward Hughes firm and final, and
the shares will change hands
within the next day or two.
"I accepted the Hughes deal
in preference to the alternate
bids,
having in mind Mr.
Hughes' indicated plans with
respect to the future of the
company. These plans are important to Atlas Corp., not
only because it has been the
isponsor for RKO during more
than 12 years past, but also
because Atlas Corp. eliminated from the sale to Howard
Hughes, and will continue to
hold, a large block Of RKO
options warrants and is therefore maintaining a direct and
heavy financial interest in the
company's progress and fii*
'

IS1¥€

,

•

day was $8,87V^.

OdI'um'fi Statement
Statement issued by bdlum immediately after the opening of the

the disclosures made in the recent There's a general confusion in
$3,000,000 RivoU anti-trust trial. Britain, he felt, and opined that
JlSven more significantly, there's the lack of production icnow-how
talk here that more men will be abroad usually extends shooting
assigned by Treasury to the job of schedules so far that in the long
checkhig theatre reports on the run costs are about even with those
Udmisi^ti tax.
in the U^- S. since pictures are made
As; matters now stand, only two more efficiently here.
Tevenuers work full-time on checkAmong story properties which
ing data 'filed with the bureau by Cagney has on his upcoming
ticket printing companies. Under agenda are "Lion in the Street"
Treasury regulations, outfits which and "Only the Valiant." Former
print up the pastecards must file a
will have a budget of $2,250,000
duplicate copy of all orders from while
the latter has been marked
exhibs with the Collector 'of In- for
$1,650,000. Producer's "Time
ternal Revenue In. the area where
of Your Life," in which UA has a

'

ss

Continued from page 3

which he alone bears legal responsibility. Thus the new board to be
named by Huglies may have some
moral obligation to keep present
officials, in line with a promise
by the planemaker, but certainly
the directors are under no legal
compulsion.
Hughes paid $9.50. per share for
the Atlas holdings. It comprises
24% of RKO's 3,024,9131 outstanding shares. Retained by Odium are
327.812 optiqn warrants for purchase of additional stock at $15
per share* These options were being quoted on the New York Curb
Exchange at $2.12V^ at the time
of conisummation of the sale Monday. Clasing price of RKO shares
on the New York Stock Exchange

dates..

laniic states.

Duplicate Stubs

in

In addition to the $8,825,500
he paid for the RKO holdings,
he has more than $3,000,000
in "Vendetta" and $2,400,000
in "Mad Wednesday," both as
In addition,
yet unrelcased.
he has about $1,750,000 unliquidated in "The Outlaw,"
including tbs -advertising and
sales costs on the $2,400,000

outdoor showplaces, because they
were cheap to put up, has gone by
the board.
The Drive-ins have been getting
fancier and fancier, and now cost

According to the recent theatre
survey of the Motion Picture Assn.
of America, there now are approximately 200 Drive-Ins operating.
That figure may well be doubled
«r tripled by this fall at the rate
spots are going up.
One of the great attractions of
the al fresco filmeries is the profit
on the concessions. It's understood
that the food and drink income
4;an be counted on to equal at least
50% of the gross at the gate. Of
this income, one-half is said to be
profit to exhibs who run the concessions themselves. Where the operator chooses to lease out tiie
dine - and - drink privileges, con(Continued on page 24)

own money tied up

and in three films he made as
an indie producer.

In that caiie there was .some

evidence that the Government may

have lost $12,000 in taxes in three
jrears' time.

The Bureau has the idea that the
practice in the Buffalo sector may
have been widespread on the basis
if one could do it, others could
also. Hence, the probability of an
investigation. Reps of the Internal
Revenue Dept. listened in during
the RivoU trial and noted- down all
evidence which could have referred
to tlie tax question.
,

Sears Delayed in N. Y.
Grad Sears, United Artists
prexy, has pushed off his scheduled trip from New York to the
Coast "for a few days." It was indicated '.that he might lea.ve over
the weekend if matters talcing his

STABILIZED IN APRIL
Amusement

stocks

stabilized

management

will

'je

made

public

shortly

'

control of the

new company up

to the present time.

in figuring at what rate payment is
being made for the coiitrol of the

company.
Since RKO has not issued its
1947 financial report as yet, exact
extent of the indebtedness cannot
be ascertained.
Based on 1946

among

insiders.

'Hughes^'

industry,

holding

—but
—

large

no-

where near controlling blocks of
Paramount and Walt Disney Pro-

ductions.
Accordii^ to Odium's
report, as of the end of 1947, Atlas
had in its portfolio 70,500 shares
of Paramount (current value ap^
financial opera- proximately $1,625,000) and 91,700
to have taken shares of Disney. Latter are un-

figures and what
tions are known
place last year, total indebtedness
is believed to amount to about
$25,000,000.
This compri.ses a
1946 refunding bond issue by the

I(KO theatre company and a revolving fund loan made for the
production company in 1947.
Atlas Corp.'s RKO lioldings involved in the deal with Howard
Hughes represent 24% of the outstanding stock in the film company. This is suflftcient to provide
control despite the fact that it
is far from a majority interest
inasmuch -as the remainder of the
outstanding shares are so diversely

—

—

held.

dustries)

,

for instance,

is

on the exchange, but were
valued by Odium, in his report at

listed

$275,000.

RKO STOCK ACTIVE

NT PRICE mANGED
announcement

While
ticker

of

on

Howard Hughes'

the
pur-

chase of Atlas holdings in RKO
brought increased activity in RKO
common yesterday (Tues.), the
shares closed unchanged at $8.*
87 V^. On announcement of tlie
bUy^in, interest in trading pushed
to $9.25, high for llie diiy,
many later quotations around
The $9.25 price was only
$9.
12%c. !iway from the 1948 high.
During the day, 5,300 shares
«j[|anged hands.
Ri^.6^Qn warrants, listed on
the N.
Curb, also were un-

RKO

with

changed on the day

at

$2.l2Vi,

but
active
.shares
with
1.200
traded. Atlas retains a large block
"
of these 'warrants.
Film shares generally were
fighting little changed in yesterday's firm,

Trans-World Airlines^ is a highly- for dominance
of the New York if not too bullish, market. Paraimportant customer of Consolidat- Central Railroad with
only 4% of mount sold as high as $23.79,
ed Vultee Aircraft Corp., of which the outstanding shares.
where it was on^ fractionally
Atlas is No. 1 stockholder. Atlas
Aside from its RKO holdings. At- away from the year's top, but
holds 1,780,650 shares in the com- las has other
interests in the film closed at $23.37V^ up IZVic.
pany, which are valued at about
$25,000,000,
It was clear, therefore, that he'd take no undue
L. A. to N. Y.
chances t)n jeopardizing, the imEdgar Bergen
Anita Gordon
Jack Mel V in
portant orders that TWA could
Jack Bolton
Henry Hull
Ona Munson
throw to Consolidated and that
Sam Bronston
Benita Hume
Richard Murphy
other ciers would have to be a
Dr. Norton Brown
Ruth Ilussey
Martin Murray
great deal higher than Hughes' to
Macdonald Capey
Adele Jergens
Ray Noble
capture RKO -ut from under him,
Ronald Colman
Joe Kaufman
Pat O'Brien
MrSi Walter de Leon
Larry Kent
The 10-day conditional sale pePat Patrick
Cecil B. DeMille
Burt Lancaster
Harry Revel
riod,
during which Odium was
Donald Douglas
Ross Ledcrman
B. B. Robinson
free to cancel the agreement if he
Harry Ellerbe
Perry Lieber
Lee Sands
could obtain a higher offer, was
Errol Flynn
Harry Link
Alan Smith
IflPked on by insiders as primarily
Royal Foster
Joseph Mankiewicz
Howard StrickHng
a lever by Odium to try to jack
Eve Ginsher
Carole Mathews
Eugene Zukor
up Hughes' price offer. As a mat.

;

themselves during the month of
April for the first time since the
started,
loop-the-loops
postwar
varying on an overall average only
ter of fact, a flock of syndicates
a fraction of a percent from the
sprang up
March average. Total value of all the waitingon both coasts during
period
and came
stocks listed on the New York
through with varying deals. Their
Stock Exchange in the entertaininterest was primarily the reputed
ment bracket and that includes value
of $50,000,000 placed on
major film companies, big networks
theatre
holdings
alone.
and disk outfits—came to $706,- RKO's
Even should total divorcement be
496,144.
ordered by. the courts, the stockThe total, as of April 30, on the holders could thus come out
adbig board represents a slight dip vantageously on their
investment.
of $8,344,840 from the 1948 high RKO has 124 houses,
plus shares
racked up at the close of March. in al>out 75 others.
It's way ahead of the postwar low
On the basis of the present exof $597,576,683 which stocks dived
change quotations, the total value
to at tlie end of February.
of

—

RKO

is

just short of $35,000,000.

price of amusement Company
has
considerable
inat'^ention in the cast, are out of shares at April's windup hit $17.08 debtedness, however, dating
back
the way by that time.
per share.
That compares with to its years in 77B reorganization,
Sears is Slated to huddle on a $17.29 per share average in J^arch and new owners naturally take on
number, of indie production deals and a cellar $14.59 ,per share in responsibility for this sum. That
iluriag bis stay on the Coast.
February.
must be added to the $35,000,000

Average

Howard Hughes* buyout of RKO gives another twist to the comOn^ strand leads back to 1883 when B F
Keith opened his first vaude tlieatre, in Boston which was later to
become part of the powerful combine of Keith-Albee and Orpheum
Another traces back to the automobile export
circuits in 1914.
company of Rufus S. Cole and-H, P. Robertson which formed a
film export division in 1917, after unexpectedly receiving an order
for pictures from the Far East, A third strand links up the Mutual
Film Corp., one of the earliest production and distribution com.,
panies to grow out of the nickelodeon era.
In 1920, Robertson-Cole stepped into the production phase on a
big scale and bought out Mutual's studio and exchange facilities
Two years later, Robertson-Cole stepped out and the controlling
British banking interests changed the comp^y's name to the Film
BooMng Office of America. While move of a releasing than a
producing company, FBO made numerous serials and westerns
P. A. (Pat) Powers, of (Carl) LaemmIe, (R, H.) Cochraine & Powers
the triumvirate behind Universal, was prexy at this stage,
In 1923 Graham's of London, another English banking firm, took
over FBO with Major H. C. S. Thomson, a sahib from India
succeeding Powers. In 1926 FBO passed into U. S. hands when
the Boston banking house of Hayden, Stone & Co. bought out FBO.
Joseph P. Kennedy, later to become U. S. ambassador to England
became FBO's new prexy until 1929 when Radio Corp. of America
assumed control and gave the company its modem look.
After buying into FBO, RCA merged the company with the KeithAlbee-Orpheutni theatre circuit and renamed the setup to RadioKeith-Orpheum Studios. Further expansion of RKO came in 1931
when the distribution and theatrical properties of Pathe were
acquired. Purchase of the Pathe newisreel, however, came a few
years later. RKO took over Pathe's Culver City studio known as
the Cecil B. DeMille studio. In 1931, David O. Selznick became
chief studio exec, succeeding William Le Baron. In 1932, Merlin
H. Aylesworth became chairman of RKO's board.
Drained of its resources due to the feverish race in production
and theatre expan^on during that period, RKO went into receivership in 1933 with the Irving Trust Co. as trustee; In 1935, RCA
sold to Atlas Corp. a part of its large holdings and in January,
1939, Atlas Corp. put 'forward a plan- of reorganization that was
approved by the court and ended the bank's control of the company.
In addition to Atlas, RCA, Rockefeller Center and Time, Inc., held
substantial holdings in the new company. In 1943, RCA dispcsed
of all its remaining .interest in RKO, leaving Atlas in effective
pany's tangled history.

with issuance of proxy
It's
conceivable
that
other
statements for the annual stock- minority interests might
attempt ta
holders' meeting, generally held rally a sufficient number
of stockin
June.
Proxy will disclose holders in a battle of <proxics ia
whether present officers will con- unseat the present mapagement,
tinue on the directorate.
They but that is thought very unlikelyr
art Rathvon, Depinet and J. Miller The shares involved in
the'HughesWalker; the secretary.
RKO deal, as a matter of fact,
represent a considerable greater
Aviation Biz Ties
percentage of RKO stock than
Odium's remark that he took controlling
interest in many other
Hughes' offer despite higher bids companies.
Robert R. Young (confrom other sources- caused no sur- trolling
stockholder in Pathe Inprise
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Hbtory of fiKO Goes Back to

RKO Execs

S

May

N. Y. to L. A.

Lariy Adler
William Bendix
Briggs
Geraldine Brooks
Ted Cott
James Franey
Benedict Gimbel, Jr.
Walter Gould
Charles Hammond
.Tack

Karl Hertzog
Saul Jaffe
G. W. Johnstone
Jesse

Kaye

Ed Kobak
Roger Murrell
Morris Novik
Dick Pack
Brock Pemberton

Frank Pope
Marjorie Reynolds
Ginger Rogers

George Ro.sen
Walter Seldon
Frank Stanton
Robert D. Swezey
Niles Trammell
Clifton Webb

N. Y. to Europe
Fayette Allport
Guy Bolton
Faith Brook
Nigel Bruce

Douglas Byng
Philip R.. Distillator

Anton Dolin
Andor Foldes
Edward Knopf
'

Gertrude Lawrence
Anatole Litvak

Irene Selznick

John G. McCarthy
Alicia Markova
Pierre Monteaux

Howard

Irving Pichel
Eric Maria Remarque
Sam Sale

Izler

Solomon
Strickling

Maggie Teyte
Spencer Tracy
Andre Ullman
Ray Ventura
Billy Wilder

Anya Seaton

Europe to N. Y.
Jerry Dale

Ucltor Villa-Lobos

John

C.

Woolf

ncrriJRES

m'?

27 DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF
Independent Producers

yi

Happy Over

Possible K.O. to Buying Combines

industry
rnurt in the

S
S
^fit

However,

it

n?ifflth

suit

SmUnes may

Blackstone Blues

Court's industry anti-trust de*
cislon last week, replied:

that buying:l)polang
face the ihdicial axe

was making the producers

"The lawyers."

anti-trust
'''iwth^the Government
over the heads of
decree hanging
majors, it was said by the in-

X

Legal Pendulum

dependent producers that in the
they have been
past few years
,of
making a considerable show
hand, the
noliteness. On the other
combines
buying-b6oking
crowth of
operatheatre
among independent
sales reps say,
tors, the producers'
profhave become a real threat to
picture making.
Decision in the Griffith case, the
give
are hoping, will
Indies
strength to the anti-trust suits they,
have been preparing on their own
combibuying
against some of the
Society of Independent
naUons.
Motion Picture Producers, sparkplugged by Samuel Goldwyn, has
had its general counsel, Robert
Jacob Rubin, gathering evidence
(gainst several of the combines for

Swings to Majors
In Trust Verdicts

itable

now.;

i»eeks

The decision m the overall anti,

^

,,

Despite their setback by the U. S.
last week in its de-

Supreme Court

cision on the industry anti-trust
suit and refusal to review the Goldman case, the majors are taking
comfort out of three victories In a
row on other -fronts recently. The
trio of decisions by lower courts
In favor of the dlstrlbs are seen as
significant trend In slowing down
future forfeitures to theatre owners

4..

looked on as healthful
in that it
by the indie producers

trust suit is

who claim

they've been wronged.

Major companies have paid out

millions of dollars to exhibs in
the past few years as a result' of
court decisions and settlements of
suits before they ever got to court,
Directed verdict in Buffalo for
acquittal of all 12 distrtb and theatre defendants In the $3,000,000
triple-damage action of the Rlvoli
two weeks ago was the latest of the
three successful suits for the
majors. In weeks previous, the dlstrlbs won a generally favorable deiiis iprtce-*-or else.
,
indies,
the
cision in the Bordonardo case, also
On the other hand, say
While that situation has been on In Buffalo, and a complete victory
(Continued on page 18)
in the McLendon suit in Dallas.
Whether the dlstribs are able to
hang on to their lucky bandwagon
Gamble and Schenck
will be determined in the current
Walnut theatre case in
Fifth
New York federal court. It's a $2,Still Pushing for That;
100,000 triple damage action alleg'

demands more competition among
theatres. And anything that will
film
create additional pressure for
among house operators is viewed
by the indies as helping them. They
up
pushing
as
see the competition
prices and taking them out of the
position of being told by a major
first-runs
most
with control over
in ft territory that they have to take

&

(Contlnued on page 22)

50^ Mike Naify Deal
San Francisco, May 11.
Notwithstanding last week's U. S.
Supreme Court decision, both Ted
Gamble and Joseph M. Schenck
.pe pushing their separate negotiations to purchase a 50% interest
in. United
California Corp. from
•Mike Naify, it's been learned.
Gamble's proposition is very hot
And persons close to the prexy of
Theatre Owners of America think
he has a solid chance of closing the
transaction. Schenck, on his part,
thinks h« has a fair likelihood of
witming Dept. of Justice approval
H he resigns as 20th-Fox exec producer as a condition to making a
deal.

Gamble

has offered $6,750,000

UC

(or the half interest in
but
there's still some further dickering on price. Amount pf Schenck
offer hasn't

DeMille

Sounds

On 'Right

to

Off

Work' To

D.C. Labor Committee
Washington, May 11.
Before grinding newsreel cameras, radio microphones and an absent audience, Cecil B. DeMille
testified today (Tues.) before the
House Labor Committee as the first
witness in the "right to work"
hearings. Although 20 of the 25
members of the committee, headed
by Rep. Fred A. Hartley, Jr.
showed up to hear DeMille, and
the largest room was reserved for
the hearing, reporters were the
only attendees at the hearing.
DeMille, on the stand for four
read a one -hour prehours,
pared statement attacking the labor

been disclosed.
There are reports that Schenck
liberand Gamble may yet combine on a union's alleged threat to U.S.
He said: "We have seen
Joint deal. UC controls some 115 ties.
beaten and
houses In California via Golden studio employees
the ominState circidt besides subsids and bombed, we have heard
ous cry from the throat of a mob,
realty.

U

to Sell

On

Its

Rank's 'Hamlet'

Own

our
'to hell with the law,' outside
studios. One employee stepped up
1
am an American and I want to go

to a mass picket line and said,

For an answer, he was
bodily over a hedge.
DeMille asked for a constitu(Continued on page 17)

to work.'

4-Wall Basis thrown

With advanced admissions tossed
put by the U. S.

Supreme

Court,

^

_

.

Hamlet," the Sir Laurence Olivier filmlzatlon of Shakespeare's
Europe
Classic, will probably
be given the Tracy Heads for
four-wall
treatment.
been
It's
learned. Universal, dlstrlb of the
to Shoot 'Son'
This
Pic
the U. S., will rent theatres
May 11.
Hollywood,
worn exhibs to show the film flrstSpencer Tracy heads for London
in most spots.
"Henry V,"
wWeh was also made under the on Saturday (15) to teeoff Metro's
Danner of J. Arthur Rank, was British production with Edward,
June. It s
V»»?snown profitably by United My Son" slated roll in
ptlsts and the system will be fol- the first time Metro is using its
18 months ago, re«s the decree per- studio, built
in
mUs
portedly the most complete
Strickling, who
j.^i'^Salites believe the four-wall England. Howard
will set up the
permissible under the accompanies Tracy, Producer Edcourt decision.
In that event, no publicity program.
ward Knoff also accomps Tracy.
disiwh"^ ^h"^ ^ signed and the
Director George Cukor follows
an exhibitor,
flxpi
it. l''^^^. «f
nxes its
own admission price.
on the next boat.

m

™

Week

Expansion of Arbitration System

Seen as Potent Step Forward By

There are 27 different ways of
American film companies getting
their frozen money out of England
—and the British have found a
way of saying no to all of them,

One film exec, asked last
week to give a concise opinion
on who won in the Supreme

anti- trust

was the implica-

vei^iiet in the
in the court's

ly

LOOKS TOUT

generally

mdie proaucers vtere
past week over
cleeM during the
Fif ripcislon of the U.S. Supreme

PACT

If not all, at least most. And If not
precisely "no" In so many words,
there are such a number of restrictions around use of the coin that
the effect is the same.
That's the word trickling back to
New York from reps of U.S. companies sent abroad since the recent
Anglo-American films p act to
devise ways of thawing the frozen
currency. Some of the men are

already back in the- U.S., while
others are still abroad. In every
case there's considerable disappointment that the 27 means listed
in the agreement for freeing the
dollars are so hedged In that not

much

going to be realized
income from American
production in England.
is

beyond

, It's admitted that It is too early
come to any definite conclusion
since the agreement hasn't
even been published in London,
but the indications are unmistak-^

Majors to Kayo 'Monopoly'
ACLU's Theory
American

Civil

Union, which

filed

Liberties
-

a brief In

Government

the Government anti-trust action as friend of the court,
sees "a large degree of divorce
of theatre ownership by producers'' ordered by the lower
court as a result of the U. S.
.

exhibs and filmmakers "would
then find a wider market, and
the public ready access to all
.

upon

produced

Immediately

their release."
stating

Without,

.

reasons,

group also forecasts a substantial

reduction in the

number

of first-run tneatres.

to

.

able,

according to

top

execs of

20th-Fox In

TV

Frisco Bid; GOOG

Outlay Earmarked
Washington,

The

May

11.

It's

siilt.

Num-

been learned/

are whooping it up for a new setup
to be again administered by the
American Arbitration Ass'n. . It's
figured by them as a sound proposal to make to the Federal statutory court when renewed hearings
start as evidence of an honest intention to rid the industry of any

decision. The
bulletin declares Its
legal experts predict that indie

films

anti-trust

ber of top execs,

Supreme Court

AGLU

Taiitf

Strong interest in a revival of
the motion picture arbitration system with greatly expanded powers
has been generated by the U. S.
Supreme Court's decision in the

yet,

major companies. They're viewing
ruefuUylhe clippings that continue
to arrive in this country from England, showing newspapers there
squawking that the American companies walked off with the jackpot
when Eric Johnston and Harold
(Continued on page 17)

s

monopoly taint.
Proposed revamped arbitration
system would include runs as well
as

Clearances within Its jurisdicThat, in itself would be «
drastic extension of powers since
the majors always bitterly opposed
any suggestion that runs be arbi'
trated.
Additionally, arbitrators
would be" empowered to pass on
any other charges of discrimination
or unfair tactics In the s(tle of
product.
Second major feature to the reborn system would be liberal appropriations from all companies
participating to be spent by the

tion.

,

AAA

on an educational program
directed at exhibs. Money would
be shelled out for lectures, forums,
brochures, pamphlets and advertisements In trade papers to get
across the idea that almost any
exfaib grievance would bp fairly
and speedily heard by an arbitration board.
It's always been the AAA's contention that the majors failed to

plx-vldeo meeting of the
continues to make news
here with another major film comAt Least Put an
pany expanding its move into video
station
ovmership this week.
(Continued on page 18)
Anti-Films Bills Spyros Skouras' 20th-Fox entered
its second tele bid—this time for
Washington, May 11.
If the Supreme Court decision ch. 11 in San Francisco, dompany
'Agreement'
Got Over
on the big anti-trust case did uoOit is already in the J^oston TV coning else, it probably ended the test.
20th
will
have to compete
$500,000
flood of anti-block booking and
against seven other contenders in
anti-'blind selling bills which have
Frisco, including Paramount, CBS,
House, a Current Record
been filed in Congress with great
oilman Edwin Pauley, Don Lee,
regularity for years.
Rentals of slightly over $500,000
Lelaiid Holzer,
and KSBRThese bills reached peak with
FM, San Bruno.
Company bul- have been gleaned by 20th-Fox
those introduced several times by
from a single picture at a Broad(Contlnued on page 18)
former Senator Matthew Neely (D.,
Film is*,
way showcase house.
W. Va.). Many other members of
"Gentleman's Agreement," which
Congress have taken part. In the
wound up its sixth month at. the
past couple of years, the ball has Ignoring 'Friendship'
Mayfair theatre Monday (10), durbeen carried by Senator William
ing which time it played to more
Langer (R., N. D.), who last week
Groups, 20th-Fox's 'Iron
than 660,000' persons and collected
expressed himself as welLsatisfled
some $1,150,000 at the boxoffice.
with the High Court ruling and
Film, which preemed Nov. 11
Curtain' Debuts on Sked
Indicated that he felt it would not
last year and since copped the
"Iron
Curtain,"
which may Academy Award citation, is bebe necessary for him to do anyemerge as the most controversial lieved
thing else on the matter.
to hold the record for both
of the year, opens on schedule
length of run and top rental for
He told the Senate that "while filn}
today (Wednesday) at the Broadthe current season on Broadway.
the decision could not itself be the
way Roxy and more than 400 other It's slated to remain at the Mayultimate victory for which the
theatres throughout the country,
Government has striven, since the despite threat of picket lines be- fair for another week-and-a-half.
a
Supreme Court did not itself un- ing tossed around the 20th-Fox With "Time of Your Life" (CagneyUnlted Artists) pencilled in for
dertake to write or specify the
Broadway showcase and the spread May 26. That will give "Agreerepredecree,
it
final
the
details of
of objections to the film In Chicago
defi^al
the
ment" a run of more than 27
that
assurance
sents
and other key cities. Documented weeks.
conform
will
written,
cree, when
story of the atom bomb scare in
Top rental is based on a special
to the basic principles advocated Canada last year, "Curtain" Is redeal worked out with the- Brandt
63)
on
(Continued
page
viewed in Variety this issue.
cii'cuit, operators of the Mayfair,
Continuing to ignore the flood by 20th sales chle^ Andy
W. Smith,
of written objections which have Jr.
Under terms of the contract,
Jackson Wins $17,500
deluged the 20th studios and home- 20th gets 25% of the first
$16,000
office for the last month, 20th ofeach
then
week,
75%
of
anything
'Scandalous'
(Contlnued on page 18)
betjveen $16,000-$26,000, 85% of
Los Angeles, May 11.
the next $10,000 and 90% of all
over that,
Film company, toOj
Frederick Jackson, playwright,
pays all ad-publicity expenses.
was awarded $17,500 in L. A. su- Jean Parker's Husband
perior court in his suit charging
title,
the
pirating
with
Universal
Plans Indie Production
"Slightly Scandalous," from his
Decision Diie If Metro
Film rights to the Charlotte
own legit play.
Armstrong current Saturday EveHis attorney, • Harold Fendler,
Continues Prize Novels
ning
Post serial, "The Chocolate
said it was the first time a plaintiff
has been optioned to
Cobweb,"
Hollywood, May 11.
had Won a suit against a film stu- Curtis Grotter who expects to exDecision on whether Metro will
dio for appropriating a legit title
ercise his privilege within the near continue its prize-novel contest has
for its product.
Total purchase price is been delayed again for further disfuture.
$25,000. Stoi-y is being published cussions between production chief
in book form in July by Coward- Louis B. Mayer and script departPickf ord-Rogers Sailing
McCann,
ment topper Voldemar Vetluguin.
Armstrong yarn will be the
Vetluguin declared today (TuesMary Piclcford and her husband,
Buddy Rogers, are planning to Initial production venture for Grot- day) that the decision would be
the
husband
of
actress
at
who
is
the
Europe
ter,
York
for
forthcoming before the end of the
leave New
revealed
the
He
Monover
Parker.
look
Jean
They'll
week,
but that there are still a
"end of June.
production picture while there, day (10) that 75% of the financing "few factors'' remaining to be disHuddles on the contest
but principal reason for the trip has already been assured plus the cussed.
completion
of
a
bond.
niece,
posting
were held in New York last week
is to" be with Miss Plckford's
Gwynne, when her third child Is Producer contemplates making at between Mayer and M-G prez
pictures
a
year
on
budgCarol
two
Nicholas
Schenck.
least
M.
born.
She is the wife of Bud Ornsteln, ets between $500,000 and $700,000. Brandt, Metro's eastern story chief,
United Artists' rep in Italy. Baby Whether "Cobweb" will roll on the arrived on the Coast last weekend
east
has
hot been to take part in the current disCoast or in the
is expected to be born in Switzercussions.
decided.
land In July.
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ENGLAND:

AWARD

FIRST BRITISH ACADENIY
For

"The BEST

picture ... British or Foreign ... shown

England

ifi

in

1947"
mliiiii

^^^^^^^

^^^^

FRANCE:

^^^^S^PIIiiiiliiliiiiiiiiiiiiB^^

France's Highest Motion Picture Honor

"THE VICTOIRE"

i

^^iiiiliiiiliSliiiiiliiiiiii^^^^

For "The Best Foreign Film presented in France in

1947"

HOLLYWOOD:

NINE ACADEMY AWARDS
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strong b.o. tsati^,
"Kiver Lady" (Color) OJ).
Outdoor meller of logging and
gambling; average b.o.
"PiHt Said" (Col). Contrived
mclodraana of very modest interest. For filWn bookings.
Father Dwnne"
"Fightinsr
fRKO). Story of the St. Louis
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qualities that don't readily blend
with the usual ballyhoo. At a cost
seems incredibly
The documentary screen tech- of $2,000,000 it with
.some of the
cheap compared
timeof
heights
the
niaue reaches
ephemeral
-trash that is lieing
TellCurtain.".
Iron
"The
•liMss in
and it wiU earn profit
ing a true story with impfi^SatiMis ttumed out.
PollBewan ......
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important to cveiy American, film
comes off as a iMOoffice wmner
that should fiU the tills of eveiy
theatre playing it Factually dealing with Soviet undercover acUviti^ in Canada where atomic
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the artistic integrity of the play.
tinging levels as the expose is
Pundits may argue that RosenunfialdefL Stoiy 1': the pcisonal
one of Igor Gouzcnko. former code crantz, Guildcnstem and Fortinr
bras shouldn't have been sacrificed,
in
Embassy
U.S.S.R.
clerk in the
and
that many 'familiar gems are
Communist
devoted
A
Ottawa.
v^wn^ lie anives at bis new post, misang. Th^ will argue about the
GoueeAo' is gradually aware of bewildering cmssang and inter*
what it means to live without fear crossing of motives. Scholars may
and. to help insure his son's fu- complain that this isn't Hamlet as
ture, exposes the Soviet spy net- Shakespeare created ium, but one'
woik to the world in a story that that Olivier has made in his own
filled newspapers' front pages in image. The multitude of questions
1946. Gouzenko,' his wife and son will remain unanswered, but that
under the won't prevent audiences from getStill live in Canada,
protection of its government, but ting maximum enjoyment and an
appieaatum of a s|oiy that]
etill in fear of Sed reprisals.
hitherto may have been obsenre to
High credit goes to all involved millions.
.in filming this one. Sol C. Siegel's
In his interpretation of Hamlet,
prodCHetion realistically values the Olivier thinks of him as nearly a
case history report on which Mil- great man, damned;~~as most peoton Kiims based his screoiplayi ple are, by lack of resolution. He
and, at the same time, has insured announces it in a spokim foreword
sfaowmanly qualities oC'fhe story, as "the tragedy vt a man who
essentially a spy melodrama.
coiddnt make up his mind." OlivWilliam A. Wellman's direction ier's "Hamlet" isn't in a class
carries out documentary tech- apart.
He's nieither a' petulant
luque. pointing up factual material poppycock nor a moody Dane sufnever
by
iralues
dramaiie
flie
fering from an Oedipus complex
and
perndtUng a scene' to be over- SQs dreams, his thou^its, his eterplayed. Stress on ^dcrplaying nal questioning to which he can
and tbe absence of obvious metier find no answer, are a natural part
tricks goes a long way in adding of' the sen^tive, educated man

tt is in. life. Gene Ticmey is
fine as his wife,- who first becomes aware of the deadend that
Communism leads to. June Havoc,
Soviet spy, has little to do. Berry
Groeger portrays the notorious
Grubb, Red secret agent, and it
Is the only theatrical performance
in the cast. Splendid worit is contributed by Eduatd Franz as the
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Starrett

Durango Kid

°

.

;

dominated the
lighting and camera work and has
made the deep-focus photography
an outstanding feature of the film.
With no use for the static camera, Olivier has aimed for spieedi
and actibn. -The final duel scene is
a masterpece of- productim. The:
famous soliloquies
most of thei
lines represented as thoughts, here
and thero a line actually spolcen—
are spoken in movement. With bbld
use of crane shots Olivier moves;
the actiion' about ancient Elsinore
with tecluucal sldU. Everything'
was dime in tlie Denham studios.:
Elsinore Castle was there, Ophelia
died in the tiny stream of the'
studio grounds, yet the keynote, is
always grandeur and maraousness.
Music of VnOiam wSlton for his
third Shakespearean film ("As Tou
Like It," "Henry V") is inspired
and drainatic, and alwajns in sympathy with the story. He's made an
integral coatrilmtion to the film.
has
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Price Daniels has
Atty-Cien.
given his approval to a new motion
audience
participation
picture
giveway, "The Bank of Knowledge." Darnels has ruled Out the
game is not a gamble but is a test
nf Knowledge. Game has been
used in several Dallas houses. Interstate Cirouit introducing Into
their Wilshire there.
Questions are sent into the theatres plajing the game with an
elimination contest to select the
final winner.
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"Four Faces West" shapes up
most spots.
tha novel,
"Paso Por Aqui," makes for a
ItiJHft*^!!:
«iISt.ov,
t-ii.met'a,
.ra,cic
T.ardner:
'WMMt Itimasmmi unMfc,; OJMiM Xiaralcta. highly satisfactory western meUer,
niTOMlras which gets a nice boxofiice
TiMOs^vn U. T. Jl»»; H,,.
boost
ttaw, M Sines-.
BenrT MIWSSIB. finnn having Joel McCrea, Frances
temSe f-iirtt:*
TBetbest Jtal-cy
Kwdy ViAw Dee. Charles Bickford and Jose^
ja^^aa^ n;iiaslxin..........,....niai. <inoi^«r2ia CaUeia in the top roles.
Add to
...Itnsfc Hwbett
Jkfr, troralJoB..
Bill (Soodwit). T.t?o Goropy, .Tei'ome C'tnytin.
Dlrorted by Hichiu-d O. Flciscllci-. .S(-rpeii-.
Phxy hy Ctirl Korcman and Ht-rbfrt I)!il«'r:
b.-iped on novel "The Uig Town," hy JtiuK

as a strong grosser in
Literal adaptation of

.

.

that excellent production valuer
scripting and directing.
cross'section of New Mexico
pioneer days, yam concerns itself
with the reformatton of a cowboy
turned bank robber to help his
father from losing a ranch. It has
"So This is New Yorkf' is a an neat blend of manhunt and
pronusing puiiioff for the new pro- romance.'".'''
McCrea is at home as the outduction outfit. Screen Plays, headwho's ultimately reformed.
ed by Stanley Kramer and George law
CaUeia. as the Mexican saloonPic {launched under the
Glass.
keeper,
is outstanding though bis
Enterprise stodio banner after a
is more or less a suteidiary cbarcompUcxited series of financial
acter.
Bickford plays an undermaneui'crs) is a fast mix of subtle
standing V. S. marshal. Miss Dee
gags and brittle situations jelled
'Mrs. McCrea in real life) conby ingenious direction into a neat tributes
one of her better roles as
and novel comedy.
the railway company nurse, sharThis offering may be a sleeper. ing the romance .with McCiea.
But its novelty is> likely to cut both William Conrad and Martin Garways with plenty of word-of-mouth ralaga top the big and capable supin more sophisticated circles and porting cast.
plenty of wonderment about what's
Russell Harland's camera has
going on out in the liinteriands. successfoliy taken in the broad
Tet, even though this film's im- sweep of the western plains. And
pact may be greater on the critics edUting by Edward Mann is sharp.
than at the boxoffice, it should
Wear.
gamer good returns with a bright
selling campaign.
I.july
The marquee strategy will have
to be based almost exclusively on

P5d KctMT.
Kiia. wtKib.

Kmte

Ijfw GiilX'ey

<.v».*.ytestnii» ^ft-y
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Ui-;;illc«

VruBcis (irj)no......i,.......Jr«in>ii>e (Toti-mo
..Df^-e WlDwJ:
Willis CIBwy.....
.Finnic onto
A. j. «iu!*Miijer.
Arnoia SUuu;
WeMffirn TTnlina Cbtdc.
.Wnjiaili B!d»nr«|l
H-oteS CHwfc

Vmi

A

iver

HoUywood.

Hemy

3kfarfih»S3

Ophelia. Tlusi part, about
have wrangled for
4.;
years, will still give cause for argument, but she does bring to Qie
^
role a sensitive, impressionable in'-"iJuijufE^ur.
,...1......... Jlmsaisr IJjuy^
noooice, periiaps too ehOdlike.
(Sutler.
... .Jltnmy IjoRUn
Basil Sydney repeats his stage .Junior.
..3immy Hunt
success as the King, of whom ambition and lust have taken possesIn "Fuller Brush Man." producer
sion, and rises to his greatest Edward Small lias done for Red
liei^t in ids soliloquy trying to Skelton what Metro hasn't been
pray and swing himself accursed able to accompilish in the last
like Cain, Felix Aylmer is a tre-j couple of years.
Film marks the
mendous Polonius, giving true ],comedian's best offering since his
value to his famous vei-ses, and early break-in days on the Culver
embodying the perfect busybody. City lot. It should do okay in alAs Laertes, Terence Morgan is the most any situation. Janet Blair's
complete foil to GHvier's Hamlet; name on tlie marquee won't hurt
Norman
'Wooland
is
under- either.
standably Hamlet's best friend;
In addition to being highly enHarcourt Williams represents the tertaining slapstick from the Macfk
First Player as though in need of Scnnett school, interlaced with a
Hamlet's advice, and Stanley Hoi- mild dose of murder mystery, the
loway makes the Gravedigger hu- film also represents a terrific runman and humorous. Utterances of ning commercial for Fuller
the Ghost are at times unintel- brashes. That theme is carried to
ligible.
such an extent, in fact, that a brush
OUvier's conception of "Hamlet" turns up as the murder weaptm in
as an ei^raving has been beauti- the picture.
fully executed by Roger Furse and
S. Sylvan Sinum, who produced
Carmen Dillon. Sets have been and directed for Small, wisely
planned as abstractions and so gave the comic a chance to strut
serve to point the timelcs-sness of almost every mugging trick and
the p«riod. The story takes place routine for which he's become
any time in the remote past. This known, and Skelton milked practl-
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Iklay

tTnlvfWml t^ktam »t 't«»wi«ia CoMeleta
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memorable, pitiful figure. It was
an experiment to cast Jean Sim-

.........

'llei't)ei-t..

Morgan, radio comic who
hereby makes his debut as a film
Co3B30^e«iI<)i>f^ '"Z^lst. > . , « ..^
Nl^lsMsie Jest
He won't disappoint
Hve^^msr Cii»?i»;to3}........'...'l>oi)iul<d Curli« personality.
his air Caius by his screen comedies.
.Lieutenant Quints
:...Arit1tnair
Ucns7 SeTOTd
.fi^^lnw-r Ja-i-lt-wTi
His drollery is stiU acid, varying
D^txitilve Foftter...............lU^.r wwrns
wryness and nastincss,
Tftttietive E|»x<>«ni..,.'..,.Stanl<9r .AtMlmms between
JnjO^rs...
... .Hud' WV^lfe and his nonchalance is left unper.^jt4-h
.....I>a.v3d j^laarpn turbed by the cameras.
Within a
mu-kie
<-hk-lc IVilijon
narrow range of demands, Morgan
Ji«^ri<tazi.
..^ .......... ..1)E111[^ JcM^,^i4

»e<jiaie IMeti........,.,....: ...n«Hi.

,

SStarB Virxwy M^tr-

KHn; filatures Rudy Valleo, Hutfh

MaiT«>. Bmi Cameron, HeJ^Tui j^ikt;
l-ui-Mi
IJcyd GouRh, FltmeBii; Jlai'-i".
»e«c-4*\a toy

t3ec«^s»

EEUemmn.

BaavM; cMoera

.Mjrajf,
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displays an expert thespii^ talent
that warrants additional Holly-

wood

tries.
pic's h.o.
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invariably succeed or fail on the
interpretation of the title part, but
this film although naturally domCiNie.
inated by Olivier —^wiU also be
judged as a wluile, and not merely
Fuller nrnsli
on the star's great performance.
Colunibiji.
rGleafit& of JSdwnrd MmnU Pl-oEvery character has been cast with
duotlon. pvodiK-eil and directed by s.
meticulous care and for the most vnn.
Ktar.'j llwl .Skelton, Jimot Blair
ft;apart the company of trained dra- tul-ea Don MCCiulrp, Hillary Brooke, Adplc
matic stage actoiis, with a capacity
for wearing costume to the' manner
hy Itfjy Hu^ins; -namera. ljt«it*r Wlai}*;
twm, Gives a perfect performance <-.litor.
Al CJaric; mu^p, HeinJG J^scmBaeJld.
Special praise is due Eileen Her- Prei-leireiJ X. T,, A^ril », *«, Bannliie

and agony, her death

'

-

WlMsiiBn Boy.

SCsraxnsr^ .ipi^ucrUknu

sciousness of evil-doing, her grief'
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gars J^r M<-<W.

j.»a««loo.

in Monogram's Teenager se^
For secoodaiy bookings.

Mn.

is
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oatuner in

(trne, «e MESS.
Soviet major who becomes sick-i lie for her playing of the ^uem. Ro* Jr'*He«.,.......,j....
ened of his country's policies. Ed- She has made the diameter really! Arm- uaikt.
WAllIdc
na Best. Stefan Schnabel, Nich- live. Her love for her son, the con- KTcmn
MniL Tiist

olas J«y, as the atomic scientist
who aided the Conunies; Frederic
Tozere. Peter Whitney, lUbiuritz
Hugo are among the others that
help put the factual stamp on th&
picture.' Wisely, there has been no
attempt to have the dialog accented, contributing to reality.
The Darryl F. Zanuck presentation draws on the music of four
Soviet composers to higbli^t -the
excellent score conducted by Alfred Newmaii^ Otiirles G. Clarke's
photography doctunents the story
expertly. Exterior scenes were
filmed on actual sites in Ottawa.
Louis Lioeffler's editing has held
the picture to a crisp 88 minutes without sacrificing apy story
'
values.
Bros,

quality.

,

bj0i.\

Stage performances of "Hamlet"

circa 1920

handled flawlessly. Camera worii
is top grade while Dimitii
Tiomkin's score has a fanciful touch to
match the film's outlook and

xttm\ "Pastv.Pm .Aqiil," iy Ka'.
smoothly ntat;. PUBt
iMi«Blmse Rl»ib«: ii*ipial"«>ti »» Wllrepugnant as the competition for Iwm
JHbWjte Biieot;-- caiayrjii, itoss'll
Mhss Blair's affections, and Hillary l»«jril«Ml;- odHBf, BdiiRHta
i^KscJa! tt.
«<*«rt.H...5low!l»ail^,, .Tni*Aoi»'« la
Brooke is beauteous as woman of ftsjstR.
X. r.. iH«s- ^. '48. Runniiitt tiaje. SW UtSH.
mystery. Adele Jeigens turns 4n a Rms M<'lKii«*. ... .... ..i ... ...,a«fj Sfe<!t«»
I'ay
IJfflllWer, 1
nice .lut as a Sexy custmner for
i-.'.-SlHiiwg Vta
l»Jit UanxAt.-.
itastfs
Hk-kfind
Skelton's banduHL
Wimtie.;*. ...,.,»,,.».. .i.i..ij»>«i^.. HIalWa
From the looks «f the sets, the SlreriH Bfean.-. .;;,.-.,.»,. .Willtam CMitad
....Martin t:-.t)Taliixa
film is a medium-^budgeter but J.'^UHfncio
Dr. BWiWig*, ........ ..,.nas'.motid tjitgsy
nothing more spectacular is called FwstKVr
.......,-„.,.... 3 Jj>«. I'aijTiih
for. CHher production taedits are 4-3imt XVatt-Mi
Ban WbiH
Ituraeil
«.
IjHviBcm Clai*
all good.
SUA.
AmlFc-Hftii

Don McGuire

neatly.

Moderately entertaining entry

conception

New York

•

Avenger"

series;

^

Editing job of integrating stock

shots of

the cast, woridng tmder Simon's
3«Ja,
WflBam OiMtSMj, Mjuiiii (Sarratosi
light directorial tondi. Miss Blair Bai-inwd
tiar««-.
(n- Alfrou'
makes' a winsome heroine and Kneem, SaMieBiilay,.BixtfitA
t^U^lmw Water and
works the helter-skelter •£nale toMJ ^HKsnoan,. l!ponj .Bovrt a,tMl iiit Et«-

Standatrd

tCoU.

Charles

om

pears.

hilarious

etc.

so^
"Whirlwind Sai««r^

(Songs)

in- a

Altbou^ SkeltiHa carri^ the
film almost single-handedly, he's
given a good assist by the rest of

Good

"Sword of the

i

makes

Stars"

<Sepia) (EL). Sepiatone dressing to
cloidc and dagger
okay for duallers.

,

Olivier

girls.

comes
'

story bass
iMtdly used. For secondaries.

struck

Hugh Herbert. Jerome Cowan aiui
Bill Goodwin also score in
bri^
^tang, MotgMi^g
"^i*?'- •J'^™?*
sidekick
on the radio, punches
the single scene in wluch he an-

where the pair are trapped
by the killers in a war surplus
goods warehouse and run the thugs
a wild cha^ througb rubber rafts,
camouflage sets, ^7e-Cab houses,

life easier for

CaliCMBU

"0«ler

m

finale,

(OoioivSongs) (Bep). One o£
the weaker Boy Rogers pix init
still good for the oatune fans.
"Gaas of Hate" !(RKO». Action wejiem with Tim Holt
for Saturday, matinee trade.
"Stase StaKkf maao). Hild
expose of £tte awaiting stage-

teamwork which has produced one
of the most memorable films ever
to come from a British studio.
large b.o. payoff on that count 3liin<HC tibaracters and a good deal
alone. ei'«3» without the timeliness of veese have been ttirown overand importance of its news story- board, and a four^d^-qnarter
Footage is crammed with eye- hour' play becomes a two-andsat-half
film. But this speeding and
opaung details of Soviet treacb- hour
tight^iing has in no way impaired
ety and the suspoise mounts to

to realistic sSa: wiUi. wldiA flte
film is imbuedi
Dana Andrews does 4Hie of his
best joiis as Gouzenko. making
the cimacter as real va. the screen

Free-for-all

ne^vsboys in the early 190Qs.
role; aver-

Star-producer-director Laurence
Olivier was the driving ror*ce be-'
hind the \diole v^ture.' His confidrace and energy infected tht^
around him and resulted in tlie

medium-bnde^

o^to

steam, though, when it rolls into
the second half, where Skelton is
present in his brush-scUing role at
a society murder and gets tailed
for the crime. Released, but stiU
under suspicion, he and Miss Blair
set out to traclc down the killers.

Pat O'Brien in title
age b.o. ouUook.

boittb secrets were theftcd, picture is a coining spy melodrama.
In fact, it would have rated a

-

who made

a

part attempts to delineate Skel- in his belt wiUi a superlaOvelSS
tcm's attempts as a ne'er-do-well trait of a far-western track tseoon
zany to prove he can make good at Leo Gorccy, as a crooked iwir'
sclUng brushes to win the liand of puts his "Dead End Kids" traS
Miss Blair. Film really generates to use for an hilarious drunk xt

.
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.
eral b.o.
•OPonr FMses West" tOAl.
BlcCrea, Frances Dee,
CalJoseph
Bickford.
Cfaaries
western;
gripping
in
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...SteCw SehnaSwl
Nirliotan Joy
JSitasnJ Vranx

Although

the pic's com was spent
tS
nght places for script and thcsum
with only a minimum laid

backgrounds and setting. Case in
and Oevery Freeman from an orig- pomt is the firshcate group of sun.
mal by Roy Hu^ins, is- divided al- porting players for Morgan.
Rudy Vallee cuts another ncrffli
most perceptibly in half. First

Henry
Morgan is original, smart comedy for city slickers; good gen-

First pic for radio condc

lloll««viy
j4An S^^urle

StJinSey

£Ya«i'-l«co

.^^

KiltM i»st

Mt-s. FVjster

Lesnanl
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Ctouxenlia.o..
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Karanov-RM.

Trlsoiili...

AJlmw

12^ l<>4a

Result

as a dbor-to-door brush salesman,
runs up against the nasty little
"junior" character that he himself
plajrs on his radio show.
Story, scripted by Frank Tashlln

Red

iPontiind

F«413x

British-

"FiiUcr Bnuh Man" (CoU.
!^elton, Janet Blair in
in
slapstick
best
comic's

.V...,.IIiUe<« Herliet

S^wnun

activities;

made classic, starring Laurence Olivier, is magnificent.
Great prestige-builder and b.o.

.......,;>.;^Bwn Sydney

nbOLtia..
I^lonlin.....,)

-Daiui Anilrpw*

, . . .

Anna

€iii.

of Soviet undercover
a ctach b.o. Icatler.
"Hanlet" (GFD).
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Bxsil

tuivs

..

and

maximum comedy.

Minalire Reviews

ammsH)
GPD relww ot J.
lawliictSan.

murfo fi»m wj«tea

May

WirfliWfday,

8.

2eMi-Foic relwise ot Dmtj-1 F. S£»ach (Sol
SlCKBl) produclion. Stun) Dkiul Andn-tra.
Oonii Tterni'y; Icalures June l(«%-on, H^ray
Kroixfr. K«lna Best. SwCan Sk-limrtwl. NtohTViwnf.
cl:i« Jov. Kfluard Frani, *Y<Vi<fric
Uireoed by WBllam A, Wrtlman. SSiTM'nplay. Milton Krims; bdJied nn the iwiwmal
story ot Tuor Goutenko, foxniw cmie clerit,
r.S.S.K, l^Dl^wl^^By in OttsKta, <'SuiiuJ«.; cam-

'

situatioB for pie «f Sew Yos^sse from >
BubtHles. trtinslatuirf lffi
la a illm cabbie.
that builds, into a jEtee^oivall finale lingo into American, are prii^
that should have the customers underneath, a la the EuronSS
gufltewing. Tighter 4edit|lng would fihna- Director Richard O. FleS^
help the first half of the picture er has crammed the film vsitttwi
considerably, but the slam-bang de- type of suggestive comedy
nouement more tlian compensates doesn't belabor his points. Sonw!I
for the earlier mildness. XUustja- times, it would have been wia»T
tive of the film's gcncacal caniness have done so for the geaendtin,
tw.
Is one sequence In wtaldi Skelton, of filmgoers.

caliy every line

<J.

.

'

FILM RK¥IfiWS.

8

.

,

:
;

'S***^!'

Mwwila;

May

Tvornie DcOurfo
Hi'" C>«7<»

.Sfsiuln

IKaavals

K«l

Oin-tam
."Wianle
l>«n

H<-5«i»

the
question mark. With
the nation's dialers split into two
Mr. jkfon-tffon...
irreconcilable camps vof pro and SwfKSe
auti-Morganites,
the , comcdiian's MrB. M4»^ii>t13Xl'.
Hooperating may be a gauge of his K*lh«I:llil<-r.
.......
drawing power.
Currently, the
.......
HewUt.........
ratmg is only fair.

<

...KliMWW* Bales
M<'InU»
,

iarts

.

.'

. .

.

UillllW"-

..'Miil.i

TitrnW

...Kt'ltmnid

B«l'f it""
Na-idy e.

« < K'f
KlUhn

......WlltBH
Based on a King Lardner story T^in.ii»y
.......tuny VVHyiia
l)«iUr.
about some hicks whff are taken in I.oi;KP|'...fi..,.
iiiiiiny J^'"™
.'Kilwiini I'lurle
the big city, pic's yarn is a wide- llxccutlve. ..
open scaffold for the New York
"River Lady" is a brawlmg outmisadventures of Morgan, his wife
average Dox< Virginia Grey^, and his marriage-' .door melodrama with
sight. A 'ogg'^
able sister-in-law (Dona Drake). office returns
wwi
Although strung together like gags camp yam, with a gamhimg
teameasure,
in a radio script, the situations roll thrown in for good
nexat top speed, sparkling with orig- ture stresses outdoor muscle
Action
toppei-S.
inality and only deftly dropping mg by male cast
givms
Technicolor,
is
garlMd
in
the laughs instead of hammering
producit added b.o. value, and
them.
oafsr
Funniest sequence is set at a tion othcrn'ise supplies good
the
racetrack where some jockeys WhO mg to make it satisfactory for
have fixed Uie main eveht wtiip outdoor film fan.
^ fore«
.'.

.

.

.

;

m

•

.

Plenty of footage of
the opposition horse.
logjams ana
activities,
brilliant touch is added as Morgan logging
for m*
steps out of .Grand Central upon river shots are included
tContinued on page 20)
his arrival and encounters a sam-

home

A
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TV HURTS REBSUES-BAIABAN
QdeoihGB Pool Ord Iqr Skooras Bat

Rank Insures Playdates for
Bank's recent visit to"
3 Arthur

produced at least
United States

1.;

okay on his plea to peroperation of his Odeon

larned, Its

„» nooled

^&*Bt-Brittsh
flie

J; to

citciiits.

swdion he g*t, however.
eOTrideraWy different form

to this
C/t^ Vto.1himheInbrought
March. Spyros

Sl'ywith

prexy.

Stouras, 20th

who had

orig-

objected to.Ranlc's pooling
K' insisted
on inclusion In the
rian,

arrangement of a round of

fliial

company s
Buarantces Insuring his
in
favoraljle, treabnent

product

boolsings.

.

necessary for the British
It was
get the nod from
flint tycoon to
arrangement,
20th on the pooling
holds a $22,as the 0. S. company
in G-B. The poolinterest
000,000

came

proposal

ing

about

JUbsitl)

Skouras

Odeon

TV

stressing the growing importance of a film diet for television programs, Pathe Indus-

up a special department for processing pix
tries is setting

made

solely

for

telecastiiig

New departmmt
purposes.
will be located in PatheTs New
York lab building af Park
106th
street.
It'll
avenue and
have a general supervisor and.
.

staff of assistants.

Pathe's
action
has l>een
taken because, tele-pix can't be
processed the same as fiims
intended for theatre screens.

Treatment

for

light

and

circuit.

after that,

to

any

to England shortobjecting strenously

submerging of the power of
feared that his
20th to Odeon. He
c*nw«nar*s pictnres were in danger

a

number of other important
make
technical
differences
special handling essential.

sloughed in favor of Brit-

or other

barney Balaban, comtold Variety this
Taking cognizance of the

pany

prexy,

week.
current

activity of tele nets in
seelcing film diet for their stations,
Balaban said the interests of ex-

customers was the first
consideration of the company. He
would not predict how Par would
act in the future because "conditions are toajUQcertain."
As an adided reason for his stand
making, bis company's
against
films available for video, Par's
prexy declared that the reissue
value of the company's product, at
'the present time, far outweighed
what the films could bring from
hibitor

EL Stepng Up

New

hak

Pix

Pntsch for U. S.

films have a tremendous
if taaadled prop"Consider,
Balaban ' said.
that there are only about
500,000 television sets in operation
throughout the country. We would
never jeopardize the reissue Tights
to cater to a market which could
not return comparative revenues."

For Television Due
on the bid by David
board chairman of RCA,

Decision
Sarnoff,

for television rights to J. Arthur
Rank's films is expected to be made

Because reissue ri^ts to films
represented a substantial property

Paramount, Balaban said that
some time back he had ordered
for

distribution forces to avoid "frittering away of their value" by
scattered bookings of the oldies.
At that time, P^ir adopted a policy
of withdrawing reissues and only
booking them; a few yearly, on a
general release basis,
.

Meanwhile, there were exhitntor
maneuvers elsewheie to t o r c e
eiUier a disicontinuance of the ssde
(Continued on page 22)

Feature which Rank is making
Balaban^s Philly Date
around the Olympic Games will
Philadelphia, May 11.
follow in September. Games wind
Barney Balaban, prexy of Paraup Aug. 15 and the first print will
be rushed to the U. S. on Sept. 3, mount Pix and national chairman
of the UJA, was guest speaker at
Heineman said.
the Allied .Tewish ApYoungstein has asked the Rank a dinner of
peal's Theatrical Division in the
office for 10 British stars to tour
Warwick Hotel. Abe M. Ellis.
the country in the coming season.
Philly independent theatre owner,
Overall principle has been accepted
presented with a scroll for his
with the only question remaining was
efforts "In behalf of humanity."
to map itineraries so they don't inIn an mterview on WCAU-TV'S
terfere
with film comitments.
.Tohn
Mills,
Stewart Grainger, "Show Business" program, Balaban
Katharine Ryan and David Farrer predicted a growing future for
would be among the English thesps television in film houses, a step
pioneered by his company.
to essay U. S. tours.

the next couple of weeks,
according to a spokesman for tlie
Rank office. Offer is being, seri-'
ouriy considered and will be discussed in confabs of Nate Blumberg, Vniversal's prexy; William
A, Scully, U's distribution vecpee;
With the new pre-selection arSobert Benjamin, prez of rangement for division of Rank's
Bankfs U, S. organization.
is in pix between EL and Universal in
the picture because it handles half
the U. S., EL expects to publicize
of Bank's product in
the U. S.
the films long before tlieir release
Samoff has asked Rank for a 10- here. He's already mapped out a
year deal which would incorporate scheme for intensive exchange of
we prmciple of swapping free materials with London for the next
trailer time on
the
tele net- six montlis.
work for video riglits to old British
Startolf point is a series of sales
P}". .It's hidicated, however, that
meets which will kick off in New
« a deal were to be made it would York May 15-16. Second is set for
ne on the basis
of a sale of rights Chicago, May 22 next, New Oiv
w the net.
leans, May 24; and last, San Fran-"
Any deal made v/ith
or Cisco the 29th. Heineman, Youngoww video chains would probably
.Stcin and Jack Schlaifer, ass't to
through, United Heineman, will attend the out-ofw...i!S"^"^"*'<J
town meets. Youngstein. will also

witliin

M

NBC

subsid which
tele rights to Rank's visit the studios.
U's

K^"^'

™«^,the

While not naming
'fOliver Twist" will be bracketed
irwp'
tnwVP"*^<>a"y' Rank recently for a top advertising budget which
J^"^ ™ * London inter- will be not less than $2.'50,000, acviil *u

wZav^^:

television

Pictures
tmn... -.V

Now

Hollywood,

Possible
May 11.

Company
the trip to England.
plans opening in Cuba, Panama,
recently Peru and Brazil. It now has oftices
and
Chile
outfit in Mexico, Argentine,

Pictures,

formed "^''^

Sort u^'t^

There's a
good possibility it will preem af
Radio City Music Hall.
offices
branclt
eight
EL will have
operating in Latin America by
.Tuly, according to Sara Seidelman,
made
also
who
foreign dept. head

transactions cording to Youngstein.

Vinson's Impossible

producing

Puerto Rico.
j
Company has no plans to produce

P**"
with a deal fiims in England this year, Seidel'^i?
^"S^ closed via Rcman said. So few EL pix have been
lexer is the released in England that there
«P««t«»r
anW?.
and d«*r„"i*^'**'»'"'^ of 14 tiieatres won't be subsUntial blocked cur« Mississippi and
the
•
TcSne^""*?!
rencies accumulated during

fM

•

U

NBC

diQ^?u

PuWir

i^^VS"

™

mugfi u
producer.

•

, "^evinsott,

»'ies,

writ „„
•

ex

-

Variety current year.

" and flhn writer-

flrlfo?'^tho'
'^i*!'.

Rumbolia."
Journeys" so-

*hhs iQ Trucolor.

•

'
,

Walt

Disney's ."Reluctant
Dragon," cuiTently showing in
South Africa, is listed as an
educational film and is tax-

;

free.

rdms

years.

Heavy
advance
on
up the fabulous

On B'way Stress

points

Briefs

royalties
success,

k!«nvn in the picture indus«
Disney books. These include
picture and text stories based on
Disney feature films and an assortment of other "idea" books with
which the cartoonmaker's name
can be tied. Western also owns the
riglits'to Disney comic books. Size
of the enterprise can be judged by
the fact that "Tales of Uncle
Uemus" (from Disney's "Song of
the South") sold 100,000 copies on
the first printing and 150,000 on
the second, all at $1.50 per.

little

try, of

S

A BaUy Ads

"Beauteous busts bring boff b.o."
a time-honored axiom in

may be

the trade, but Broadway theatre
operators and especially foreign
house managers are finding it as
reliable as ever to judge by the
flood of spicy newspaper ad copy
and pepped up marquees featuring
the feminine form.
Saucy layout
used by Brandt's Apollo about a
month ago in the N.Y. Times ballying the twin bill revival of the
French "Passionnelle" and the
Swedish "Torment" resulted in
squawks from the paper. The N.Y.
Daily News- had turned down the
same copy.
Subsequently the text of the

copy was toned down and another
cut showing the actress reclining
on a couch was substituted. Max
Ginsburg, in charge of the Times'

!

Book was

publisiied

by Simon

&

Schuster, as are many of the volcartoonist's
bearing
the

umes

name. Comic books are issued by
'

Dell Publishing Co. Rights are sublet by Western, which also j»ublishes son'<>.of the books itself.

Works Both Ways
Disney provides source, material
for the volumes and occasionally
artist to illustrate
them, but they are all written and

recommends an

cartooned by craftsmen employed

publishing company. In retheatrical advertising points out by the
his name and the
that there's no change in his tom for use of
CContinued on page 22)
sheet's policy which "goes over and
beyond the motion picture code as
far as good taste is ooncerued."

He explained the "Passionnelle" N. Y. Video Station
incident as something that "slipped through by pure accident."
' Doing Fast Business
"It isn't the Times' attitude at
all," Ginsburg maintained, "it's the
method employed by the exhibitors
On Its Korda OMies
that's causing all the trouble.

The

situation simply boils down to an
attempt of the theatres to sell
foreign pictures from a sexy point
of view." He added that the Times
with
is
continually -confronted
cases where ad copy is objection-

(Continued on page 22)

From

the Lots

up television broadgnawing hunger for fea-

Pointing
casters'

WPIX, N. Y. Daily News'
forthcoming video station, has
leased its group of 24 Sir Alexan^
der Korda oldies to stations in 13
other key cities throughout tiie
countiy. With exhibitors massing
to fight the sale of fibms to tele
outlets, the WPIX deals are expected to force the situation to a

ture films,

showdown.
Interesting aspect of the

WPIX

deal is that one of the 11 other
stations buying the films is. KTLA,
former jockey, drew a role in
owned-and-operated
Paramount's
Maxwell Shane will produce Paramount's "Sorrowful Jones." TV outlet in Los Angeles. Par has
Willard Waterman switches consistently refused to permit
"The Amboy Dukes," a novel about
Brooklyn, authored by Irving Shul- from radio to make his film bow KTLA to use any of its own prodbut is apparently ready to
man and recently bought by U-I in the Pine-Thomas picture, "Spe- uct films
fro"m other distribs. Par
starring
William buy
George cial
Agent,"
for autumn production . ,
Blair assigned to direct "Whispers Eythe ... Richard Maibaum, cur- tele chief Paul Raiboum declared
in the Dark," Republic version of rently producing "The Great Gats- in the Par-DuMont hearings before the FCC yesterday (Tues.) in
Patrick Qnentin's novel, to be produced by Stephen Aner, starting by" at Paramount, was repacted Washington that tele could not
Joan Caulfield yet afford to pay for Par films
Dane Clark joined Vir- for two years
May 19
ginia Mayo and Ronald Reagan as will co-star vvitli William Holden in and that, in addition to the James
one of the three toppers in "The "Dear Wife,'' slated for autumn C. Petriilo nix on leasing pix to
Girl From Jones Beach" at War- production at Paramount.
tele, the
question of rights of
Janis Paige and Douglas Ken- other pel-formers had to be clariW.-iUace MacDonald gave
ners
the gun to "Rusty Pays a Debt," nedy joined Wayne Morris and fied first.
Columbia's latest picture in the Kobert Button in "The Younger
Daily News station, which won't
Colin
Warners
...
at
boy-andniog series with Ted Don- Brothers"
British
actor hit the air until June 15, will bealdson^ Ann Doran aiid John Litel Keith - Johnston
John Sutherland signed by Samuel Goldwyn for a playing the Korda pix almost for
in top spots V
free on the basis of its deals with
starts "Guilty Woman," his second role in "Take Three Tenses."
produce the other 13 stations. Under its
Schlom will
indie production for Eagle Lion re- Herman
"Stagecoach Kid," second of the contract with Korda's London Film
lease. May 25, at his own studio.
(Continued on page 17)
Hal Roach making a pitch for new series of Tim Holt oaters at
Lois Wilson returns to
video producers to use the facili- RKO
ties of his studio for filming their films after an absence of 11 years
Grant Withers fea- for a role in "The Girl from Jones Coast to Hear Austrian
product
tured in "Far Outpost" at Repub- Beach" at Warners ... Edmund
WoMe switched MacDonald is doubling as technical Tele's Effect on Pix B.O.
lic ... David
AlHmportant question of how
from stage to screen in "Under- adviser and heavy for "Black
Albert J. television will aAect attendance at
cover Man" at Columbia v ^ .Xewis Eagle" at Columbia
Milestone brought in"No Minor Cohen and James Nasser huddling the nation's film houses is to be
on a co-production deal for "Gal- aired before the Society of Motion
Vices" in 39 days at Enterprise.
Tony Martbi signed to make one lows Hill," which Cohen wrote.
Picture Engineers on the Coast
Nat Holt established offices at next week by Foote, Cone & Beldpicture annually for five years at
Windsor Pictures bor- General Service to ready his indie ing tele veepee Ralph B. Austrian*
U-I
rowed Gale Storm from Allied for production, "Canadian Pacific," for
Austrian, who's SMPE treasurer,
"Night
release
Wind"
20th-Fox
.
Bell
Harold
picture based on the
left for the Coast Saturday (8)
Wriffbi novel, "When a Man's a is the new title for Sol Wortiel's
Charles Russell, to huddle in advance of the SMPE
Man." ... Leslie Fcnton will di- "Big Dan." ...
meet with FG&B execs in Hollyflo," to be Peggy Kniidscn and Lynne Roberts
rect "SticL-U of Lr
produced by Ro"> ri Mlows at drew top roles in the Sol Wurtawl wood. He's due back in N. ^» in
Paramount , . . Billy Cartridge, production. "Trouble Prefertwd."'
.

Hollywood,

May

11.
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Orleans
S60.000 Blaie Near New
New Orleans, May n.
Gayle Theatre, Raceland, La.,
last
near 'here, destro.y«d by fire
week with a $60,000 loss.

was given in
consideration of the cartoon pro-ducer's renewal of a contract giving the company all lights to pub"
lication of books using -thfe Disney'
name or characters.
Loan is to be paid off during 10year life of the pact via Western's
withholding royalties' due Disney.
Producer's earnings from the publishing company have been running about $200,000 a year, so repayment, plus interest, is expected
actually to take only about six

taxation.

erly."

then,

Diwy Arrearages

Co., Racine, Wis. It

escaped the bite of overseas

television.

"

RCA'si^forltsPix

reports at least one
picture that

American-made

Foreigii

Royalties

Walt Disney's $1,000,000 loan, of
which he informed stockholders
last week, was obtained from the
Western Printing & Lithographing

'Dragon* Teaches
Hollywood, May 11.

RKO

sale basis,

"Our

reps; lost

Rank's Decision

Enables IKsney's

inten^
tion of offering its old film$ to
television, on either a licensing or

value as reissn^

American films if his
their contix* over bookBritish films will gear into high
ings via the pooling s«tup.
Bank felt that tlie combined this fall with a ma.ior tub-thumping
necessary to give campaign to win American patrons.
bookiris was
Blueprint of the drive was marked
strength to the Odeon and G-B
out in London confabs ^f William
units. It was thus that he cai^ie to
.1. Heineman, Eagle Lion's distributhis country to personally put his
stand before the 20th board after tion veepee, and Max Youngstein,
he and Skouras could come to no ad-pub veepee, duo said last week
agreement in England. The board on their return from England,
finally agreed to the plan after
As part of the plan, EL will reRMik had modified it to put In the lease
one top British import
safeguards to 20th's position.
monthly in this country, slioving off
with "Oliver Twist" in August.
Jd>

PiyNMO
Paramount has no present

went

ly

of being

Ml

after

merged his General Cinema
Rnance Corp. (of which G-B is a

Him*;

into the

Eye on

Pathe's

results. He won
rrUafly positive
EothCentury.Fox,ithasbeen

amOOO Loan on Book

E

.

-

.
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FIRST REVIEWS

THE

NEW-LOOK MUSICAi

ISi

WORD TH^

Wh.taki„g....._...,
grosses.

Should solve any ticket-buyer's entertainment problem.

Strauss Melodies,

comedy and gorgeous

A natural parlay:

'Lavish,

quality fare.

audience satisfaction. Strewn with gags and the telling

It

V going to kick

'Different
to |ho$e

who go

chuckle throughout
ture and

this- is. their

to see

its

it.

One

The

its

heels into

stuff of sock

sheer delight. "—FILM

is

of the most delightful in

&

"Laughladen

many

a year. Patrons will

Wilder get better with every

crowningcreation,'— HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

pic-

^'--./r-'''^'

yarn in which blueblood and snob-

bishness are subjected to as thorough a ribbing as the screen has ever essayed.
1

DAILY

Will bring joy to the boxoffice and even

whole unreeling. Brackett

mighty magnetism of No.

Wilder

pace."--VARIETy

the high brackets where the season^s big boxoiEce moneys will be found.

more

&

color. Multiple functions of Brackett

have given film an infectious quality/ zing dialogue, zippy

Crosby,

Add

the

Boxoffice Star Crosby and the offering undoubtedly totals top

popularity.^-BOXOFFICE

'Delightful

humor

Bing was

My Way' as he is in this one. He was fortunate
& Wilder guiding his enterprise. They Ve embroidered their

never better, and not as good since ^Going
in having the clever Brackett

in the foreground.

Btettfeibms*wkh chuckles and charm*^^'TTM*.K.

DAIJLY

.

..

'Boxoffice
tainment for moviegoers of
playing time

all

ages.

picture

.

.

.

adds up to topnotch enter-

Highly imaginative— a gem. Crosby a

seems destined.'^-SHOWMEN'S

TRADE REVIEW

3 UpCI* production numbers
oh-so-so!id nevv tunes. There's
year's big

boons for the

it

One

it.

and

of the

Parampunft obviously opened the floodgates for this
'-^^

'

V^'-^

takes to keepi the turnstiles moving.

Mabel and Friend

glittering Technicpior

J

^

Excellent:
what

.

a long, long line of greenbacks in store for

exhibitor.

/one."-DAIi;^: VARIETY^:

starjdout. Extra

money

in the

The customers

Bill that there's a real slice of

till

in

any

situation.

are a cinch to

tell

Has

Cousin

entertainment at the movies dovi^a

the?
'

8treet.^'~-MOTION

PICTURE HERALD

'

v-

r

-

.

:

JOAN

BING

CROSBY* FONTAINE
Color In

Produced by CHARLES BRACKET!

•

Directed by BILLY

Written by Charles Brackett and

GALA PREMIERE, NI6HT OF MAY

26.

TECHNICOLOR

Billy

WILDER

Wilder

AT PARAMOUNT. HQlLmQ0D

—

HITonian' Fast $45,000 in

letter' Not
21G,

U;

In Indpls.; Cooper
Indianapolis,

Unbom 35G;
May

11.

Firslruns here this week are
dominated by reissues and holdovers, with only three new pictures
being launched. Six oldies are being shown in 11 situations, with biz
ranging from slow to very dull.
Top new entry is "Woman in
White," which is gettitng a pleasing $45,000 or a bit over in three
theatres. "Lptter From Unknown
Woman" is okay $35,000 in flve
houses. "Sainted Sisters," in two
spots, looks thin $21,000.
Best of reissue combos is "Sahara" and "Destroyer" with $30,000
in five locations. "State of Union"
is down to oke ^38,000 on initial
holdover stanza in three houses.
Final iive days of "Furnace Creek"
in second week at five theatiaes Is

Boosts

'Sosters'

Rousing $40,000, Del; 'Sons' Fme34G
Key

Cit]f

Kenton band and King Cole

Estimated Total Gross
$2,481,000
This Week
(Bdsed on 20 cities, 200

Week
.

$3,094,000

Moderate
(Boscd on 20 cities, 206 thea"De- "Unconquered" (Par).
first time at pop prices.
tres)
stroyer" (Col)
Neat t12,000,
,ast week, "Scudda Hoo" (20th),
$14,500. Last week, "Tarzan Mermaids"
(RKO)
and
"Arizona $11,000.
44-65)—
Keith's (G-D) (1,300;
Ranger" (RKO), nifty $16,800.
"Black Narcissus" (U) and "Campus
Pantaees (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)
Sleuth" (Mono). Thin $4,000. Last
"JFighting 69th" (WB) and "Valley week, "Seven Sinners" (EL) and
of Giants" (WB) (reissues). Light "Sutter's Gold" (EL), $4,500;
Last week, "Lady. Prom
$9,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,^50; 44-65)—
Shanghai" (Col) and "Adventures "State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk).
Silverado" (Col) (2d wk), mild So-so $10,000 in slowdown after
$10,800.
sizzling $19,000 first week.
Kansas City, May IL
44-65)—
Paramount (F&^ (3,398; 60-$l)
Lyric (Q-D)
(1,600;
only $28,000, with "Iron Curtain"
—"Sainted Sisters^' (Par) and "Man From Texas" (EL) and "Astap here with
Mild week
coming in Wednesday (12).
"Shaggy" (Par). Dull $12^000. Last signed to Danger"^ (EL).
Slow "Miracle of BeUs," at Orpheum,
Efstimates for This Week
week, ''Big .Clock" (Par) and $5,000.
Last week, "CongoriUa" best of newcotners. "Casbah" in
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)— "Speed to Spare" (Par) (2d wk), (20th) and "Borneo" (20th) (re* the Tower-Uptown-Fairway is good
"Sahara" (Col) and "Destroyer" $15,000.
issues), nice $7,000.
enough, but is not exciting. "State
(Col) (reissues). Okay $3,500. Last
Paramount Hollywood (F&M)
of Union" in second week at Midweek, "Tarzan and Mermaids" (1,45*5 60-$l)—"Satoted Sisters"
land is doing nicely. Otherwise
(RKO) and "Ariaona Ranger" (Par) and "Shaggy" (Par). Slow
film row is lightweight. Weather
(RKO), $3,30J9.
$9,000.
Last week, "Big Clock"
was okay through the week until
Pitt
Beverly Hills MUsic Hall (G&S- (Par) (2d wk), trim $13,500.
Sunday.
"SumBlumenfeld)- (826; 65-$l)—
RKO nuistreet (RKO) (2,890; 60^
Estimaics for This Week
mer Storm" (UA) and "Abroad 80)—"Fighting 69th" (WB) and
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45with Two Yanks" (UA) (reissues). "VaUey Giants" (W£) (reissues).
65)—"Naked City" (U), (m.o.).
$1,000.' Last week, "Let Us Thm $14,000.
Last week, "Lady
Continues big at $4,000. Last week,
live" (Col). and "Flight Lieuten- Shanghai" (Col) and "Adventures
"Woman of Vengeance" (U) and
ant" (Col) (reissues), only $2,100.
SUverado" (Col) (2d wk); modest
Pittsburgh, May ii.
"Stork Bites Man" (UA), same.
nf ".<S*-nt» tit TTni«n»
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 60- $10,500.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)—"Let- Penn likely will top town this
•l)__"Fumace Creek" (20th) and
"13 Lead Soldiers" (20th). Slow ter Unknovm Woman" (U) and week. Reissues of "Fighting 69th" —"State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk)
Last week, "Sit- Port Said" (Col).
Over $9,000, and "Valley of Giants" will give nice $11,000. Last week, buxom
i^s.
$3,000 io 5
ting Pretty" tiOth) and "Challenge" good. Last week, "Jassy" (U) and Stanley a nice stanza. "Black Bart," $49,000.
'DockS' New Orleans" (Mono), dis- at Harris, looks best bet of new(20th) (3d wk), lieat $6,300.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)
comers.
Moveover of "Sitthig -"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) and
Chfaiese (Graunian-WC) (2,048; mal $3,500.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)— Pretty" to Senator is continuing
Western Heritage" (RKO). Get60-$l)—"Furnace Creek" (20th)
Letter Unknown Woman" (U) and that comedy's blistering biz down- ting main interest in town, big
"13 Lead Soldiers" (20tb) (2d wk).
$13,000, and -probably will hold.
Slim $5,500 -in 5 days. Last week, Port Said" (Col). Trim $5,000. town.
Last week, "Jassy" (U) and "Docks
"Winter Meeting"
week,
Estimates for This Week
Last
fair $10,600.
New Orleans" (Mono), $ii,900.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)— (WB) and "I Became a Criminal"
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)—
United Artists (U A) (2,100; 60'Smart Woman" (Mono). Very thin (WB), so-so $10,000.
"Sahara'' (|2ol) and "Destroyer" $1)—"Letter
Unkhowh Woman" $5,000. Last week, in 8 days, "Are
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45..65)
(Coi) (reissues), Oke $4,500. Last (U) and
"Port Said" (Col).
Mild You With It?" (U) disappointing
"Woman in White" (WB). Modweek, ''Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO) $11,000. Last
"Jassy" (U) $6,000, Donald O'Connor's p.a.
and "Arizona Ranger" (RKO), and "Docks Newweek,
ap erate $11,000. Last week, "To the
Orleans" (Mono), parently helping very little.
Victor" (WB), ditto.
$4,000.
drab $4,300.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)—
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—
DoivntAwn (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)—
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)—
/"Woman in White" (WB) and "Al- Furnace Creek" (20th) and "Lead "Black Bart" (U). Looks to hit "Women in Night" (FC) and "For
ways Together" (WB). Nice $17,- Soldiers" (20th) (2d wk).
Slow around $11,000, okay. Last week, You I Die" (FC). Oke $4,000.
OOO. Last week, "Winter Meeting" $3,500 in 5 days. Last week, fair third of "Sittmg Pretty" (20th) al-- Last week, "Along Came Jones"
most $4,000 in 3 days.
(Indie) and "Allegheny Uprising"
(WB) (2d Wk), slight $8,200.
$8,200.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76) (Indie) (reissues), $3,500.
VOKUe (FWC) (885; 60-85)—"SaDowntown Music Halt (Blumene r hara". (Col) and "Destroyer" (Col) *-"State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk).
"Su
feld) (872; 60-$l)
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Storm" (UA) and "Abroad Two (reissues). Fair $4,000. Last week. SUck $17,000. Could stay but "Arch Midwest) (2,100, 2, 043, 700; 45-65)
of
Triumph"
(UA) has a definite
"Casbah" (U). A bit over averYanks" (UA) (reissues). Thin $3, "Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO) and
(RKO), oke commitment to open Thursday (13) age at $14,000. Last week, "Naked
Last week, "Let Us Live' "Arizona Ranger"
000.
"State"
so
will
move
on.
Last
week,
City'V (U), nice $17,000.
(Col) and "Flight Lieutenant" (Col) $4,600.
Wilshtre (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)— solid $24,500.
(reissues)/ $7,200,
RItz
(Loew's)
44-76)—
(800;
"State
Union"
(M-G) (2d wk).
Eeyptlan (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
Tenth Ave. Angel" (M-G) and
Brisk $12,000. Last week, $15,000.
"State of Union". (M-G) (2d wk)
to Spare" (Par). No dice Heidt Makes 'Honeymoon'
WUiem (WB) (2.300; 60-$l)— "Speed
Near $10,000. Last week, smart "Woman
in .White" (WB) and "Al- at $2,000 or near. Last week,
$13^800.
Sainted Sisters" (Par) (m.o.), oke
ways Together" (WB). Good $14,Sockeroo Click, $38,000,
El Key (FWC) (861; 60-$l) - 000 or over. Last week, "Winter $2 200.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)
"Sahara" (Col) and "Destroyer' Meeting" (WB) (2d wk), $7,200,
(Col) and
(reissues).

'State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk)
Good $10,000 compared to ttn»
$12,000 last week.
Art Cinema (Marten) (459; 60-90)
"To Live In Peace" (Indie). Uii.
usual $3,000. Last week, "Moarning Becomes Electra" (RKO) (6th
wk). Stout $6,000.
Broadway • Capitol (United -De>

.

'BeDs'BestAit

h K.C. Loud 13G

trolt)

Fox (Fox-Michigan)

95)—"All My Sons"
Lead

$3,100..

(Rosener)
—Esquire
"Holiday Camp"

Light $1,500 in 5

(685; 85-^1.20)

(U)

daiys.

(2d wk).

Last week,

$2,100.

W

15G, Cooper Oke

m m mm

000

first

'Father Dunne'

'Sisters' Solid

5 days. Last week, night Serenade" (Par). Okay $12,.
okay $23,000.
000. Last week, "Mating of Millie'
Los Anr«les (D'town-WC) (2,097 (Coi) and "Best Man Wins" (Col)
Union" (M-G) (2d so-so $8,500.

Newsboys'

13G

Dunn

.

•

,

Heidt band is
"Lost Honeymoon" at Albee for
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Cincy's tallest take in months.
"Sahited
Sisters"
(Par)
and
-Miracle of Bells" and "Duel in "Waterfront
at Midnight" (Par).
Sun," both are in the plush. "Black Solid
$20,000. Last week, "Best
Bart" is only moderate. "State of
(Continued on page 18)

—

TORRB)

PACES

to

—

State (Loew)
44-65)
(3,200;
days), •"State of Union'.' (M-G)' (2d wk)
Still strong at $14,000 after woW

—

Loew's StSlti! (LO0WS-WC) (2,404; $21,000 opener.
60-$!)—"Furnace Creek" (20th) and
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
"Lead Soldiers" (20th) (2d wk). -T-"Unconquered" (Par) and "Mid$11,000

$20,000

St. Louis, May 11.
Tying in with the American
Legion's Founder Day conclave
and bringhig th6 Archbishop of St.
Louis, the Governor, Mayor, Pat
O'Brien, Jane Wyatt and others together for a luncheon, parade and
world preem of "Fighting Father
Dunne," at Fox, turned out to be
one of biggest bally jobs ever for
this burg. With locale of story here
and interest of charitable organizations that continue to support the

—

"Father's House" (Indie) (2d wk).

Mdd

Preem

St Loo, Big $28,000;

In

.

"

(9

stanza.

—

.

week,

$15,000 after great $14r

first stanza.

Palms (U-D) (2,716; 70-95)-"Scudda Hoo" (20th) and "Tender
Years" (20th). Trim $16,000. Last
week, "Duel in Sun" (SRO) and
"Campus Sleuths" (Mono) (2d wk),
fancy $15,000.
United Artists (U-D) (2,076; 7095)—"Remember Mama" (RKO).
Good $14,000 after socko $21,000

—

Strikes" (EL) (2d wk).' Snappy
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)— $5,000. First was very good $7,500.
in White" (WB) and "AlFay's (Pay)
44.65)-^«Holiways Together" (WB). Near $14,- day in Mexico"(i;400:
(M-G) (2d ruh) and
OOO. Last week, "Winter Meeting" vaude'
on stage, Nice $7,200. Last
(WB) (2d Wk), scant $6,800.
week, "Under California Stars'
HoUywaod Music Hall (Blumen- (Rep) and vaude on. stage, $7,000,
60 -85J
feld)
(475;
"Summer
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
Storm" (UA) and "Abroad Two
Yanks" (UA) (reissues). Just $1,- "To Victor" (WB) and "Campus
000.
Last week, "Let Us Live" Sleuth" (WB). Happy $15,000 or
near. Last week, "Naked City" (U)
(Col) and "Flight Lieutenant" (Col)
(2d wk), good $12,000,
(reissues), light $2,200.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)—"Letter
Unknown Woman" (U) and "Port 65)— "Corvette K-225" and "Wings
Said" (Col). Okay $5,50(J. Last Over Honolulu" (reissues). Average
week, "Jas'sy" (U) and "Docks New $7,000. Last week,- "Secret Beyond
Door" (U) and "Captain Boycott"
Orleans" (Mono), dim $2,000,
Laurel (Rosenerf (890; 85)^ (Mono)i slow $5,500.
I<ast

Oke

wk):

Home founded by Rev.
assures
week.
a
socko
"Sainted Sisters" is big runnerup
at Ambassador. "State of Union"
still is hefty draw in second Loew's
week.
boosting
Estimates for This Week

Wow

May 11.
biz is on the bounce
second straight session.
Cincinnati,

?

70-95)—
,

—

"Woman

$5,300.

Cincy; 'Duel'

Downtown

(2d Wk), stout
(4,039;

Union" looks stoutish on holdover.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)
"Fort Apiaclie" (RKO) (2d wk)
Estimates for This Week
Maintaining sizzling pace at $13,'
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 60-95)
500 on top or smash $19,000 last "Lost Honeymoon"
(EL) with Hor- 'BJ.'S'-YAUDE
week. Likely will hold again.
ace Heidt orch on stage. Atomic
$38,000, for town's tallest take in
WASH.
$26,000
many months. Sunday night's NBC
Washington, May 11.
broadcast show, with all seats at
Town's two newcomers have suc$1.50, was sold 10 days in advance.
cessfully hurdled the first week of
week, "That's My Man" (Rep) fast time.
Both "Winter Meeting,"
BIG $22,000 IN FRISCO Last
with Mills Bros., Shirley Ross,
at Warner, and "B.F.'s Daughter,"
San Francisco, May 11
others on stage, solid $28,000.
at Loew's Capitol, look fine, with
Weather and daylight saving
Capitol (RKO)
latter soaring to big session. Rest
time is hitting business here this "State of Union" (2,000; 50-75)
(M-G) (2d wk). of. town is dull.
week. Personal appearances by Holding up
well at $11;000, in Wilik6
Estimates for This Week
Abbott-Costello at flve shows open- of $16,500 sock
preem.
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
ing day is boosting "Noose Hangs
plus
"B.F.'s
Daughter"
(M-G)
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)
High," their latest, at Partimount
Hot $26,000, despite rough
where big session is in prospect. "Duel in Sun" (SRO). Sugary $13,- vaude.
notices from crix.
Last week,
Otherwise, the city is mahily in 000 warranting a second week or
"Black Bart" (U), with vaude. Slim
holdover, with second weeks for moveover. Last week, "Tarzah and
$19,000.
most product off drasticalhr from Mermaids" (RK0) solid- $11,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
opening rounds.
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75) —"Big
Clock" (Par) (2d run). So-so
Estimates for This Week
-=-"Black Bart" (U). Fairish .$6,000,
City"
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-85) Last week, "Song of Heart" (Mono), $6,500. Last week, "Naked
(U) (2d run), fair $6,000.
—"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (2d $4,200.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)-wk). Very mild $12,500. Last week,
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)
"State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk).
<
nice $21,500.
"Buck
(U) and "South Dropped to $19,000 after smash
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—"Fur- Tahiti" Privates"
(U) (reissues). Mild $4,500. $26,000 initial Stanza.
nace Creek" (20th) (2d wk). ListLast week, "Un6onquered" (Par)
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)
less $11,500 in 6 days. Last week,
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (2d wk).
(tjn.o.), about same.
very dull $18,500.
Thin $9,000 after mild $12,000 last
'Palpce (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)
Warfield (FWC) (2.656; 60-85)—
week.
"State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk). "Miracle of Bells" (RKO). Good
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)
Okay $16,000 or near,
Last week, $1^,500. Last week, "Winter Meet- —"Pittsburgh" (U) (reissue). Slow
^
ing" (WB), very thin $8,500.
sock $22,500.
"Woman s
$5,000.
Last week,
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)~>
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)
after 4
"Noose Hangs High" (EL). Big "SitUng Pretty" <20th), (2d wk), Vengeance" (U), yanked
days at only $2,000.
$22,000.
Last week, "Ruthless"
days

$2,300.

good

Last week,

"Fighting 69th" (WB) and "Valley
Of Giants" (WB) (reissues). Doing
very well for Oldies at around $14,000. Last week, "Winter Meeting"
(WB), very dull $10,000.

—

Nice $3,500.

$4,'500.-

Husband"

(20th) and "Let's
for the
Live Again" (20th), $2,000.
Horace
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76)

Rings 15G in 2d
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l)
Providence, May 11.
^
-*-"Scudda Hoo" (20th) and "Tarzan
Two holdovers. State's "State of
-Mermaids" (RKO) (2d wk-m.o.).
Union"
and
RKO
Albee's -"Miracle
Thin $3,000. Last week, slow $3,600.
of Bells," shape brightest this
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)
"Letter From Unknown Woman" week. Brisk weather will cut in
slightly. "To the Victor" and "Un(U) and "Port Said" (Col). Okay
conquered" top new bills.
$4,500. Last week, "Jassy" (U) and
Estimates for This Week
"Docks 'New Orleans'.' (Mono), red
Albee .(RKO) (2,200;, 44-65)ink at $1,500.
Hawaii (G&D-Blumenfeld) (1,106 "Miracle of Bells" (RKO) and
60-$l)—"Summer Storm" (UA) and "Philo Vance Returns" (RKO) (2d
"Abroad Two Yanks" (UA) (re- wk). Snazzy $15,000. Last week,
issues).
Dim $1,500. Last week, great $21,000.
."Let Us Live" (Col) and "Flight
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44'-65)—
Lieutenant" (Col) (reissues), thin "Smugglers"
(EL)
and "Cobra

—

Brisky

"Ideal

Sturdy

(20th)

Mlchlcran (U-D)

'

ris.

and "13

"Lady From Shangh^il" (Col) and
"Madonna of Desert" (Rep) (2d

.

Pro?. Goes for 'Victor/

70-

(5,100;

(U)

(20th).

$26,000.

—

"Sitting Pretty" (20th) (m.o.). Still
plenty solid after 17 days at Har-

'

Last week, "Gentlemani's

Agreement"

$11,000

mm

About $3,500. Last
week, "Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO)
and "Arizona Ranger" (RKO), oke

Soldiers"

$34,000.

.

(Col) (reissues).

"Sainted

$10,000. Last week, "Overlanders"
(U) and "Cobra Strikes" (EL), moderate $9,000.

>

—

—

70-95)

Downtown (Balaban) (2,863: 7095)—"Bishop's Wife" (RKO). 6ood

Punchy But

.

(3,309;

Sisters" (Par) plus Stan Kenton
orch. King Cole Trio topping experimental stage try here. Great
$40,000. Last week, "Sahara" (WB)

m

MTaU

Trin

taking credit for big draw.
"All My Sons," at Fox,
looks
solid,
to
top
straight - filmem
"Scudda Hoo" and ''Bishop's Wif?'
also shape up in good fashion.
Estimates for This Week
Adam (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)_i

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

.

It

Experiment with stage shows' at
Broadway-Capitol this session with
"Sainted Sisters" is paying off S
socko fashion, with combo of stan

Grosses

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year ...

May

Detroit,

_

2d

—

60-$l)—"Sahara"

1948

12,

11.

Mm

petish

Stately 38(;

May

Same Kenton-CoIe Trio

May

Circus and other outdoor combiz to
combined to hold
'Sisters' modest scale at deluxers here this
week. "Unconquered," a returnee
at pop scale, was only average at
at
Wife,"
"Bishop's
Indiana.
Circle, is better. "State of Union"
held up only fairly well in second
Last week, stanza at Loew's.
Fair $15,000.
wk).
Estimates for This Week
medium $21,900.
Cirole (Gamble-Ddlle) (2,800; iALoyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)—
Wife" (RKO).
"Bishop's
"Furnace Creek" (20th) and "13 65)
Lead Soldiers" (20th) (2d wk), Sturdy $12,000. Last week, "TarDovM to $9i000 in 5 days. Last zan and -Mermaids" (RKO) and
"Western Heritage" (RKO), $10,000.
week, fair $7,900.
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-651i—
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210;

Union Not So

Los Angeles,

Slow

WetlneaJwy,
'Bishop's' Portly $12,000

three

(EL), $20,500,

ini

I

-

for

sixth

downtown

Warner (WB)

(2,154;

44-74)

week, and "Tarzan and Mermaids" "Winter Meeting" (WB).
Stout
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)-^ (RKO) (m.o.) four days. All right
$17,000, best in weeks. Last week,
"Hatter's Castle" (Par) (2d wk). $5,000. Last week, "Sitting Pretty"
"Lady from Shanghai" (Col), nice
(Continued on page 18)
(m.o.), okay $4,500.
$15,000.

PICTURE

Heavy Rains
Berle

Ups

KAYE BOOSTS TOY'
SOCK 126,000, OMAHA N. Y.

Shg Chi's New Films;

Leaier of
Chicago, May 11.
Heavy rains early in week cut
grosses this sesInto opening day
Snn Only money film among six

Straigiit-Pix,

306

•

,

A

Oentle'^AUaa
*hlch looks great $65,000
big coin is
it Oriental, hut the
S,,e to personal appearance of Milof
fon Berle and his unit. "State
the Union" should bring smash
arrivals is

„pw

S"

Orpheum

in

Sammy
Estimated Total Gros»
This

Week

a whirlwind start, but still paces
the holdovers at $27,000 for secweek at Palace. "Sitting
Pretty" looks lean $25,000 in seeond week at Chicago. "To Victor''
(Appears to be dyuig with only
$7,500 for second Roosevelt stanza.

Estimates for This

(B&K)

Apoiio.

Week
98)—

(1,400;

XQverlanders" (U). Lean $10,000.
£»st week, "Gentleman's Agreement" (20th) (25th wk), $5,000.
Chicago (B&K). (3,900; 98)—"Sitting Pretty" (20th) (2d wk). Light
;

.

Last week, mild $27,000.
Grand (kKO) (1,500; 98)—"Are
VoU Vith It?" (U). Thin $13,000.
weekr,
"Hunted" (Mono).
Last

$25,000.

j^lLOOO:

.

(Indie)
98)—
(1,000;
«F«macft Creek" (20th). Fair $13,000. Last week, "If Winter Comes"
(M-G) (2d Wk), $6,000.

Mpttme

oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 98)—
"Alias a Gentleman" (M-G) with
Milton Berle revue. Smash $65,000.
Last week, "Casbah" (U) (2d wk),
(Continued on page 18)
'

But

W

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"Tarzan N. Y. Adventure" (M-G)
"Tarzan's Secret Treasure"
(M-G) (reissues). Okay $3,500, Last
week, "If Winter. Comes" (M-G)
and "Arnelo Affair" (M-G) (2d wk),

and

'(U'Ticks Loud
$14i)i in WMsMinneapolis,
Bells"

share of boxoffice attention currently. Latter shapeift up
strongest biit *'Bells" also is big.
City," in third week here,

VNaked

open- erally are offish.
Estimates for This

to $4,000 after over-average
ing round at $6,300,

(20th) (3d wk), big $7,900.

—

off

—

Astor (Jaycox) (1^00; 40-80)
"Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk). Slipping to $7,000 after good $9,500,
last week,

11,

newcomers, "Miracle of
and "Big Clock," are getting
•

nia.1or

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 35-55)— looks top holdover. Despite con"Panhandle" (Mono) (2d wk). Down tinued cold weather, grosses gen-

Stanley. (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
"Woman in White" (WB). Good
$12,000.
Last week, second of
"Winter Meeting" (WB), $8,400.
Boston, May 11.
Town (Itappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
Not much doing around here this
"Fort Apache" (RKO). Biggest
session.
Too
competition
from outdoor weather, baseball and thing in town and best action here
tracks despite fairly strong prod- in months at sock $19,000, Last
uct. "AH My Sons" looks best at week, "Miracle of Bells" (RKO)
the Memorial with "B.F.'s Daugh- (2d wk), $7,900.
ter" good at the Met.
"State of
the Union" shapes okay at State

and Orpheum on holdover but
from first week.
Estimates for This Week

May

Gee-Gees Slough

AM

'Sitting'

L'ville

Pretty At

$17,000/Sinuggler$'
Louisville,

—

May

7iG
11.

I

Week

—

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
"Tender Years" (20th), Very thin
$3,500, and yanked after 6 days.
Last week, "The Smugglers" (EL)
$5,500.

Gopher (Par)- (1,000; 44) "Broadway" (FC) and "Flame New
Orleans"

(FC)

'$3,000. Last

Fair

(reissues).

week, "Enchanted Val

ley" (EL), ,$2,600.

Lyceum
"Street

(Sclireiber) (1,900;

Corner" (Indie)

85)—

Capitol

(Loew's)

(4,820;

70-

$2.20)—"Homecoming" (M-G) with
Xavier Cugat orch, Harvey Stone,
Rose Murphy topping stageshow
initial stanza,
(2d wk). Holding up firmly at big
Lyric 'Par) (1,000; 50-70)—"Sign $112,000 or near after sock $126,of Ram" (Col) (m.o.). Light $4,500.
000 opener, and a bit over' hopes.
Last week, "Scudda Hoo" (20th). Stays on indefinitely.
(3d wk), good $6,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60Radio City (Par) (4,400 50-70)— $1.80)— "Casbah" (U)
wk).
(2d
"State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk).
Present round ending next Friday
Rated among best of recent crop. (14) is off sharply at about $19,Good $12,000 after very big $19,000 000 after nice $29,000 opener.
first week.

Roadshown sex

Damned"

(Indie)

(3d-final

$1,25)

— "Letter

Woman"

From

Unknown

(U) (3d-final wk). Second
(Tues.) slid

round ended yesterday

sharply to $18,000 after passably
good $29,000 opener. "Another
Part of Forest" (U) opens next

Tuesday

Roxy

It's

again,

(2d wk).

•

"The

wk). Third stanza ending next Friday (14) is dropping to $7,000 after
$9,000 for second, "Will It Happen
Again" (FC) opens Saturday (15).
Rivoli
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-

(18),

(20th)

(5,886;

80-$1.50)—

.

$3,000.

fast $11,000.

(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
(20th), Fairly nice
$9,000, Last week, "Sitting Pretty"

much

'

$12,200.

the

at Winter Garden.

second. Goes a fourth, with "The
Pirate" (M-G) due in May 20.
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)—

taking the smaU-seater Sutton to "Iron Curtain" (20th) with stageshow the way for new product with show headed by Ed Sullivan and
"The Brothers," Wound up first his "Dawn Patrol" revue, Chandra
week last Monday (10) with fine Kaly dancers; Evelyn Tyner, Bob
$10,500, Ambassador also is doing Evans, Arthur Lee Simpkins, Al
okay at $7;200, with reissue combo Kelly. Opens today (Wed ), Se(&of "Lost Horizon'' and "Adam Had ond week of "Anna Karenina"
(20th) and stageshow topped by
Four Sons."
Larry Adler, Paul Draper, Gali"Miracle of Bells," another new- Gali, was
off sharply at vei-y mild
comer of the past week, shapes $50,000; opener also was mild at
solid. $11,500 in second run at Pal$72,000.
ace on dual bill with "Dangerous
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)-.Yeays," and holds, "Unconquered," "Unconquered" (Par)''(2d run)
and
also second-run, is giving the State "Who Killed TDoc' Bobbin"
(UA)
a very good $24,000 in nine days, (1st run). Landing very good $24,with "Who Killed 'Doc' Bobbin" as 000 i* 9 days. "Fuller Brush Man^
second feature. House brings in- (Col) (1st run) opens Friday (14),
"Fuller Brush Man" Friday (14), In ahead, "Intrigue" (UA) (1st run)
Most pictures are not faring well (2d wk-5 days), okay $12,000.
currently on their second weeks.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75.$1.50)-^
About the only exception is "Home- "Woman in White" (WB) plus disk
coming" with Xavier Cugal band jockeys from three local radio staheading stageshow at Capitol, It tions and Sarah Vaughan, Larry
looks to hit $112,000 or over after Green, orch, Page Cavanaugh Trio,
sock $126,000 opening week, busi- Ames Bros. First we0k ending toness being helped by high mat and morrow (Thurs,) looks bareljf good
night scales.
$51,000, not iip to hopes in view of
Estimates for Thjs Week
novelty of stage lineup. Last week.
Ambassador (Siritzky) (1,200; 55- "To Victor" (WB) with Cab Callo$1)—"Lost Horizon" (Indie) and way orch (3d wk), $35,000.
"Adam Had Pour Sons" (Indie) (reSutton (Rugoff-Becker) (501; 70Doing nicely at $7,200 $1.25)—"The Brothers" (U) (2d wk).
issues).
and stays a second. Bill rushed in first week ended Monday (10)
in when "Volpone" (Indie) fell off got fine $10,500. In ahead, 11th
to $4,000 in 18th week, and next week of "The Pearl" (RKO) was
foreign film was not ready, "There $3,400.
Victoria (City Inv,) (720; 70Are No Angels" (Siritzky) opens
$1.50)—"The Search" (M-G) (8th
May 21,
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80) wk). Seventh frame concluded last
—"Mr. Blandings" (SBO> (7th wk). (Tues.) night was $9,500, after $11,session
ending today 000 for sixth, not bad for this stage
Current
(Wed.) down to $14,500 after okay of run. "Berlin Express" (RKO)
Holds opens May 20.
$17,000 in sixth stanza.

(Tristates) (2,800; 1665)—"State of Union" (M-G) (2d
wk). Fair $7,000. Last week, fine

Two

week

first

Paramount

11,

'Woman' Not Br^ht23G

•

16-65)

$6,500.

The big news here this week is
"Fort Apache," at the Town, where
it A^ll hit one of top grosses in
months. Some fairly pissing returns are being registered also by
"Woman in White" at the Stanley.
Rest of town, mainly holdover, is
not smash,
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 20-60)
--"State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding very strongly at $14,000
after sock $17,800 opener.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70)— "Lady From Shanghai"
(Col) (2d wk) plus new vaude layout.
Maintaining fairish pace at
$12,500 after unexciting getaway
with $14,600,
Keith's (Schanbcrger) (2,460; 2060)—"All My Sons" (U>. Opens today (Tues,) after "Are You With
It?" (U) inched but $9,200,
In
ahead, "Big Cl*)ck" (Par) (2d Wk),

"Scudda Hoo"

Fast $28,000;

(2,100;

week,' "Girl Tisa" (WB) and "Fugitive Chain Gang" (WB) (reissue),

Balto,Tail$m
May

(Tristates)

—"Lost Moment" (U) and "Roses
Are Red" (20th). Weak $6,000. Last

New

Weather Bops Hub

Mild

Omaha

'^p(k'R«nses
Baltimore,

Smash

Last week, "Panhandle"

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) and "Adventures Silverado" (Col). Fine
$6,500 or near. Last week, "Winter Meeting" (WB) and "Devil
Ship" (Col), same.

tlSOOO

ond

with

fair $10,500.

.

51G;

Gable-Lana-Cugat Hot
Broadway firstrun theatres are
experiencing a rather sharp downbeat this session. A few houses
are doing fairly well in breasting
the offish trend but the overall
total will be off considerably, even
as compared with recent spotty
weeks.
Showing is aU the more
disappointing in view of six openings during the past seven days;
"Woman in White," with local
disk jockeys heading stagebill, is
disappointing
at
Strand
with
around $51,000 for first week end<
ing tomorrow (Thurs,). "Dear Murderer" also is way off at $15,000 in

20-

(3,000;

(Par)
stage.

Oped by Ra3 Strike Hireat;

'Woman -Jockeys No Winners,

(Mono) and "Bill and Coo" (Rep)

$608,000
theatres)
$643,000
theatres)

.

(Based on 21
Last Year
(BaseA on 18

(Tristates)

Fury"
Kaye orch on

$26,000.

at Woods.
Jt"? seeins wealc

first

at Grand while "OverlanderB" is in the same category
with $10,000 at Apollo. "Furnace
Creels" promises only fair .$13,000
at Monroe, ''Three Daring Daughtepid $14,000 at
is
ters" also
United Artists.
'.'Naked City" slipped off after

— "Caged

13

11,

Kaye,

always a big
grosser here, is holding his usual
pace at the Orpheum, Coupled with
"Caged Fury," looks in for smash
session, "Miracle of Bells" at the
Brandeis shapes strong. Remainder of town is only so^so,
Estimates for This Week
85)

mM you With week
-'Are

Omaha, May

Sammy

'Alias' to Terrif

fS.IIOSSE:S

pic film. Fine $12,terrific $16,000

000 indicated after

.

;

Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)—
"Winter Meeting" (WB) (6th wk).
Fifth stanza ended last (Tues.) night
was down to $8,500 after okay $12,000 for fourth. Stays.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)—"Dear Murderer" (U), For
first week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
very thin $15,000 looms. Third

week

(8 days) of "Ai-e

It?" (U)

was down to

Seattle Off to

You With

$12,000.

New Low;

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50- Stays.
Nice weather here and fact that
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$l,80)
(RKO)
and gee-gees are still r u n n i n g at 70)— "Miracle of Bells" (RKO).
"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (4th
"Smart Politics" (Mono), Opener Churchill Downs, means that the Heading for big $15,000 or over.
Seattle, May 11.
hypoed by Merle Oberon and wicket pace is slow at most spots. Last week, "Naked City" (U) (2d wk). Third round ending last
Boxof fice generally is on downMonday
(10) continued to slide but
others m person with nice $24,000 "Sitting Pretty" at the Rialto had wk), nice $9,000.
beat here this stanza, with surplus
still good $35,000 after $42,000 for
on week.
of holdovers and reissues pushing
Benefit opening night the benefit of a lot of publicity
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600: 50-70)— second. Continues.
in
weeks. Sole n^w
biz
lowest
Jo'^^.Cancer Fund got $6,500.
to
Last because a local woman wrote the "Naked City" (U) (m.o.). Here after
Golden (Siritzky) (769; 85-$1.50) picture, "Panhandle," is feelihff;
.^eek, "The Hunted" (Mono) plus
"Smugglers" and two fine Orpheum weeks. Nice at
original story.
"Lost Moment" (Col) (7th-final) the offish tone, Bfeing very thin at
Wicholas Bros., Manton Moreland,
Last week, "Design for
"Blonde Savage" are a couple ac- $8,500.
wk).
Sixth week ended last Sun- the Paramount, "State of Union"
Wunt Basic orch, others,
(RKO),
Death"
$5,000.
the
okay
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)

J^?"^!!?

«??P"ss"

.

.

—

..Ar'?*'f'
^Nicholas

^"f^^ie^

<1.300;

$27,500.
44-75)

—

Nickleby"
and
(U)
rTl?L^?^''«nd" (Indie) (3d wk).
Good
$4,000 after $5,800 in second.
,",Jettway (M-P)
.

(1,373;

White"

40-80)

(WB)

—

and

tioners which are doing
Strand.
Estimates for This

at

State (Par)

(2,300;

50-70)—"Big day

(9)

fell

to $4,500 after okay

looks best of holdovers in second

fifth,
"This Wine of Palomar week.
Solid $14,000 or $5,500 for
Week
Clock" (Par).
(Indie) opens Friday (14),
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; over. Last week, "Sign of Ram" Love"
Little Carnegie (Indie) (450; 95Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Big Clock" (Par) and (Col), fair $8,000.
$1,20)— "Camille" (M-G) (reissue) "Furnace Creek" (20th) and "Girl
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)
"Caged Fury" (Par) (m.o.). Mild
(2d wk). Second round ending Fri- Tisa" (WB) (m,o,). Good $3,500 m
$3,500. Last week, "Bishop's Wife" "Unconquered" (Par). First nahe

—

45-65)

—

showing. Big $4,500. Last week. day (14) is still okay at $5,500 after 6 days. Last week, "Sitting Pretty"
(RKO) (2d Wk), about-same,
$6,500 for opener.
(20th) (6th wk), $4,200.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) Call Northside" (20th) ,$4,000,.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)
Fifth Avenue (H-TH) (2,349; 45-80)
wi.
World (Mann) (350; 50-85)— "Lost
"Knew Susie" (RKO) and
Sisters" (Par) and
"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
"Bambi" (RKO) (reissue) and
«n^t
Fair $3,000, Moment" (U). Satisfactory $2,500,
in Forest" (Rep), $6,- "Double Life" (U).
'"^
(27th wk). This is down to $10,200 "Rocky" (Mono). Trim $9,000. Last
800^
Last week, "Voice of Turtle" (WB) last week, "Shoe-Shine" (Indie)
26th
ended
last
in
stanza
Monday
week, "Ruthless" (EL) and" "Ideal
and "Ends -of Earth" (Col), $3,200, (Par). $2,000^
night,
(10)
after
$14,000
for
25th
(20th), $6,200.
Husband"
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,10();
week.
"Time
of
Life"
(UA)
<U) and "Louisiana"
opens
Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 4,5-80)—
^?,"^
"Winter Meeting" (WB).
(mI^/
45-65)

"fe?"
Figlrting

69th" (WB) (reissue),
^^^^ at oltay $7,000. Last

Wfl2''''..»,r?'"=?"en'^

and "Wou^'^lf'^
fzH wk),
u,^?^''!,^^^*
S^d
$19,000

Rn?**.*5'???**;?

$28,000.

Last

—

—

—

New

getting

action

Be"s" (RKO) from the paying customers,

LooJk

Midnight" (20th)
in 8 days.
<M-P) (4,367;

40-

product not

Colbert,

MacMurray

Team

Last week, "Tfor 'Honeymoon'
sluggish $4,000.
Men" (EL) (2d wk), $5,(^00.
Hollywood, May 11.
National (Standard) (2,40(^; 45Claudette Colbert and Fred Mac"Bush Pilot" (Indie) and Murray, who co-starred in "The
65)
Spade Cboley orch, and Smiley Egg and I," will do it again in
Slow
stagebill.

—

?.5i- .B-P-'s Daughter" IM-G) and
D^^af *?5"„J*''as <EL). Good
!?*"9P°^ast week. "Win- Burnette heading
tep
"Are You With "Family Honeymoon," comedy
Soar^"
v"!P> «nd "Speed to $8,000. Last week,
«>Pare'

W

(Indie),

floppo $17,500.

(Siritsky) (700; 40-80)

Heaven" (U) and
"no^i?"T5?!
Dead of Night" (U).
SoHso $2,300.
..ft'L^ee k, "Tosca" (Indi*) and
Resurrection" (Indie),
$2,500.

"StaS''*?f".<'^,9«w) (3,000;

^

J

"

40-80)—

in first.

IgeSS

.

at
Universal-International,
It?" (U), lively $7,000.
Rialto (FA) (3,400; 45-65)—"SitPicture, based on a yam by
ting Pretty" (20th)., This one go- Homer
Croy.
goes into work
ing over in fine style. Solid $17,- June 15,
000. Last week, "Big Clock' (Par)
and "Caged Fury" (Par) $13,000.
-State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)
Estimates
"State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk).
Film gross estimates, as reHolding up to oke $12,000 after
$18,000,
ported herewith from the varilast week's swell
45(700;
Theatres)
ous key cities, are net, i.e„
Scoop (L'ville
65)—"Shoe-Shine" ,(Indl^. „ Light
without the 20% tax. Distribu(UA)
$1,800. Last week, *'In*xigue''
tors share on net take, when
splitting week with shorts fair

^^Sst^-^^^ret

Are Net

^nd ^Llght: ^^Strand
•mg in Forest"
#Ml'H^?":i^'^>
(Rep), $15,700.

—

^'''?w). (3,500; 40^80)
"StatP Vf
(2d wk).
Off to Sn^SA**"!
° *****
*1'»000
for fi^t
•

(FA) (1,000; 45-65)

-

Blonde
"Smugglers" (EL) and
SavagI" (EL). Strong $7,500. Last
week, "Adventures Casanova (EL)
and "Man from Texas" (EL), $5,-

500.

playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.

The parenthetic admission
however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
prices,

tax.

May

26,

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 40-95)
(RKO) (2d run)

'Miracle of Bells"

and "Dangerous Years" (WB)
run) (2d wk). Initial holdover

(1st
ses-

sion starts today (Wed,). First week
hit solid $11,500., In ahead,. "April

Showers" (WB) and "Robin Hood"

(WB)

"Mating of Millie" (GoD (2d wk).
Solid $7,000 after $7,800 last week.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45^0)^
"Bishop's Wife" (6th wk), Down
to ,$4,000 in 8 days after good
$4,400 last week.
Music HaU (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) and
"Half Past Midnight" (20th) (2d

(reissue)
(2d runs), were
$9,200, okay.
wk). Okay $7,000, and holds again.
Paramount (Par) (3,664,''55-$1.50) Last week, nice $8,000.
—"Big Clock" (Par) plus Duke
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
Ellington orch, Ella Fitzgerald, 4 "Robin Hood" (WB) (reissue) and
Step Bros, topping stagebill (4th- "Docks
Orleans" (Mono). Fine
final wk). Third session ended last $8,500.
Last, week, "Casbah" (U)
(Tues,) night still was in okay and '.'The Challenge" (20th) (2d
profit at $70,000 after fancy $80,000 wk), $3,100.
for second. "Sainted Sisters" (Par)
Palomar (Sterlfalg) (1,350; 45-80)

New

with
Bros,,

May

Buddy Moreno orch, Wiere —"State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk).
Henny Youngman opens Steady $10,000 after soUd $11,300

19.

in opener.
(583; 90-$1.50)
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
(U) (4th wk). Off to "Panhandle" (Mono) and "Knock$5,000 this round after $5,500 for out" .(Mono). Very thin $6,000 or

Park Avenue (U)

—"Mikado"
third.

near.. Last week, "Furnace Creek"
Radio City Music Hall, (Rockefel- (20th) and "My Girl Tisa" (WB),
(5,945; 70-$2.40)—"State of moderate $8,800,
Union" (M-G) and stageshow (3d
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)
wk). Third session is holding well —"Sainted Sisters'* iV&x) (3d Wk).
at $120,000 after fine $127,000 for Oke $3,S00. Last wee^, $4,900.
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greement
The Longest-Run Record in 20th
Century-Fox Long-Run History
6 months at the Apollo, Chicago!
20th's all-time champion holdover attraction!

Doriyf

GREGORY

F.

ZanucCc pretenft
'

DOROTHY
•

Move-overs! Repeat First-runs!

From

Goast-to-Goastl.

Setting

new 20th marks
,

•

Laura Z. Hobson's

in

Gentleman's
for

Agreement
with
Celeste

subsequent runs!

Holm

•

Anne Revere

Jane Wyatt

•

•

June Havoc • Albert Dekker'

Dean Stockwell

Produced by DARRYL

Matching its big-towo figures in
every smaller situation!

The most honored

picture

iOHN

PECK McGUlRE GARFIELD

Screen Play by

F.

Sam

Directed by ELIA

KAZAN

iii

screen history !

CENTURY.FOX

Winner of 53 awards!

Winner of 3 Academy Awards
including "Best Picture"!

Jaffe

ZANUCK

MOSS HART

12^ 1948

g
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lank Reissues
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Show Healthy

'Cantinflas' Cleared

Results

"Cantinflas"

3 New

Su)W^

SSWu^Tare

remue

S

mbnS
llSWwiBls.

SI

So^ S

•

&al

BJ,

M»d
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•
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Foreign Pix Make

Latinos Choosy

WALTER
PACT
ON TALENT EXCHANGE

NEW
OFfmiGS LOOK GOOD

LONDON'S THREE

.

of

Wimpole

Steeet

was revived at the Garrick
(6) with Tom Walls playRole is totally outside his sphere as
farceur, smce he
never conveys the requisite
..complex character. Play has
outstanding performances
by Margaret
Johnston and Alec Clunes
as Elizaneth and Robert
Browning, but a
prolonged run is doubtful.
"The
;1?^^"' "Penlng at the Fortune
yesterday (lo), is a tense
topical
flrama by Roland
Pertwee, collaborating for the first
time with
n s son Michael.
Splendidly acted
was enthusiastlcaUy received
^f/
oaa has an even
chance of success.
MTnt„^'^"'" Starring Douglass
w!.?'"®^' opened at the Wales
wfl*^ (10), followhig an Em'

.

Thursday

??r''ett.

'

sacrificing interest in
Tootersr Will
and mannequins.
same film in other territories. number about 45, including 20 fid"Carnival in Costa Rica" (20th), dlers. Miss Blue Bell is now supfor example, was only a fair grossplying the girls, with Dodo Felton,
er in the U. S. while it proved to who used to, gone over to the
be a smash in Mexico. The out- Varieties here.
look, he felt, will continue to be
unfavorable for the bulk of American pictures in that mart with the
Current London
exception of action films and west-

Shows

erns which never have lost popularity with the Latins.

,

la Men' Mex
Mexico

City,

Click

May

of

Cultural

11.

Relations,

the dancer opened May
two-a-night May 5, 6 an« _8, to mcreasingly good trade at $2 (U.S.)

Johannesburg,

boS"?u

May

P?o<Jucts ..have
largest

1.

just

teder ever
nifl!^
placed.,**^®
on Lourenco Marques

1 and did

Sam Pierce, Melvln S. Parks and
Martin Hohnan are the impresaAttendance is Americanrios.

Mexican.
announcements and six hours
a week.
The time is
divirtiS
Quits Belgium
"P„»nto two half-hour
•''I.Sunday and four 15Selim Habib, Metro managing
has resided
«mp« .'P®""**^ °n weekdays five director in Belgium, with Robert
^'^""^^^y "'"^""^h because of ill health,

snnt
spot

'

«=overmg several thousand

U&Mh

neS
Sto

S'rday,.'"''''

be adver

Pine C^^''^'^ Aspirin, Glostora,
Honey, Cough Syrup;
PWll'in^?^!?

W
Oil

^^"*al Magnesia,
Mulsifled

no"/"'.^'

W MSSir^'

O. Schoham named to fill the
tion temporarily.
Schoham until recently was sperepresentacial Metro homeofflce
posi-

tisert°^^'^*i®'^^'^<^"le<i to

Phil-'

tive

Coconut ing

™"iP«' Milk was

in Scandinavia, headquarterhe
in Sweden. Prior to that
Cuba
territorial manager

and Finland.

m

London,

May

11.

(Figure shows weeks of run)
"Anna Lucasta," Majesty's (28).

"Annie Get Gun,"

Best dance recitalist seen here
in year is "La Meri" (Mrs. Russel
Meriwether Hughest. Topping under difficulties, the altitude, half
oassy tryout
and provincial tour, as high up again as Denver, which
ana was well received.
stage
It should hits her hard, and the small
^^^^
of the Mexican-North American
Institute

.

Moreno),
Mexico's top pic-stage comic now

Tax^lMden fe^

fwm

Ar|. Pix iiiislry Taleofcr Seei

(Mario

visiting Paris, was cleared by the
federal attorney general of a
Xi0ndpn, May 11.
plagiarism charge.
reissues will
take
«
Charge was made by Alberto
In the last J. Metro'S
?°'?l«Pt the
Pina Uzama that the comic stole
OrSnteatioa, trading
his story and made it into one of
Svanee reports show
^"S^nt
III jfept Cote,
his
most successful pix, "Un dia
netting,eonsWe^
While all other majors are mark- con el Diablo" ("A Day with the
for Bank.
Ite Sional
ing time on large-scale theatre con- Devil"). Prosecutor assigned a
fltie_ to the £ax^
films
of
jury
of experts, writers and scriptShortage
struction abroad, Metro, is now
about to' build showcases in three ers, to examine Lizama's plot and
^'TftsoUcy of f«al Meases to countries. Construction work will the story done for "Cantinflas" by
G-B ctoma circuits. start within the next few weeks, his own writer, Jaime Salvador.
5?= nieon
W«te released M-6 spokesman said, on theatres Jury reported that while there was
TOO tome lSducts
J°PwSeircuit8 with only a couple in Alexandria, Egypt; Havana, a certain similarity between the
hreak .between each Cuba, and Hosario, Argentina. two scripts, that which Salvador
«f
Iaaddmoa.oW Sites have been owned by the wrote was definite^ original.
-hack
fflms, some ewu dating
company for some thne but the
Gainshorough days, greenlight was held up until the
iJrtto Ostrer
wore brought off the shelves and past week.
'Years' an Embarrassment
tet or second features.
In addition, Metro will take over
tooflice takes on these
availabje, but on a longterm lease, a theatre now
Of
Austere Brit;
issues are Bot as yet
being built in Cali, Colombia, by
sAdica^^^^
here if ^an
private capital. M-G is to equip
oftotoess the oldies have been the house besides operating it.
Petrol, Cbnrch Stymies
pulling 1».
also has a site pui-chased
.
,
1^
London, May 11.
the Company
DurilM a six-month period
in Buenos Aires but has yet to auSamuel Goldwyn's^ "Best Years
were reissued by thorize actual construction,
fdllo«fitoS
of Our Lives" is enjoying such
^anization: "IVieda"
conditions success in the British Isles it's
overseas
Uncertain
Box(London area only ^el^ase)'
When, have Restricted erstwhile ambitious* making trouble for municipal ofoffiee business excellent.
Councils in at least three
circuit plans by majors for postwar -the- ficials.
the BOugh Breaks" (second
average, atre, building in foreign countries. towns have been confronted with
release); BojsofiEice wonly,
Paramount recently opened the requests for extension of hours
probably due to release dates be
Lima,
Peru,
and
theatre
in
Tacna
cinemas
are permitted to be open,
"Great Expecta
tag tod close.
Bros, has a house under so that the unequalled crowds can
good. "'Green For Warner
tloBS," very
Other- catch the film. In every case, the
" The
Captive construction in Havana.
Danger," good.
little activity in city fathers nixed the request.
been
there's
wise,
Heart" and ."Pygmalion" (on comthe field of theatre acquisitions.
In Southport, the exhib wanted
bined bill); average. "This Happy
to open at 7 p.m. for four Simdays
Breed" and "Garnival" (on cominstead of 8 p.m.
That ran into
bined bill); excellent. "This Happy
an unbeatable squawk from the
Breed!' proved to be one of the
churches. In Glasgow and Oxford
most successful reissues for some
request was made for permission to
time.
run until 2 a.m. instead of shutOn results of this reissue group,
tering at 11 p.m., so an extra show
the Rank booking chiefs consider
could be squeezed in.
It was
that the success of reissues devetoed in both towns because of
pends on how Soon they are relack of petrol to keep buses opleased after their original showing.
SuGcesis of foreign films in the
The fact that "Breed" was such an Latin-American market has been erating after their regular stopoutetanding success tends to sub- so widespread that exhibitors in ping time.
Anyway the south-of-the-border countries can
stantiate this point.
final results of the reissue policy
be choosy in picking their Ameriwhich still has some months to run can product, according to H. AlIN LIDO
before the renewed flow of II. S. ban-Mestanza prexy of Foreign
,fllms gets into its stride, will be Screen
Corp.,
foreign distribs,
'seen in the. next annual Hank bal- Growth of Mexican and Argentine
ance sheet,, and the present fore- films, coupled with the fine boxParis, May 6.
cast is that it will have a healthy
During Lou Walters stay in
o0ce strength of Italian product,
effect.
i
has cut American playing time in Paris, he will ink a pact with
Pierre Louis Guerin, operator of
Venezuela alone about 80%.
Lido Club here, for a mutual
An indication of the appeal of the
exchange of talent between latter
Italian pix is seen in the terrific
and Walters' N. Y. Latin Quarter.
gross of 83,000 ($16,000) pesos
the Lido, Rene Fraday i^ now
At
Which "Open City" racked up in
one Mexico City house. With other rehearsing the nev/ revue he Is proLondon, May 11.
ducing for Guerin, titled "ConItalian, Argentine and British imfetti,"
with a carnival scene with
'London had three new shows and ports doing fairly well, the Latino
a revival opening this week, with exhib for the first time is able to floats, which will include plenty
The four Ben
the new productions looking good. pass up the poorecAmerican films American talent.
singers,
the Debonairs, FrakYost
"Bob's Your Uncle," opening at which, Alban-Mestanza said, too
son and Charlie Chase are in the
the SaviUe Wednesday (5), is a often
has been crammed down the
will
open May 25
show,
which
bright musical by Austin Melford, throats of South American theatrewhUe Lou Walters is still here,
with music by Noel Gay, starring men
in the past.
with the three Charlivels held over
Leshe Henson and Vera Pearce.
that it's until Oct. 1 when they go to L. Q.
however,
He
conceded,
It s. the usual Henson
It
vehicle.
for the U. S. film com- in N. Y., opening Oct. 19.
was splendidly received, and a difficult
panies to improve the story appeal
prosperous run is likely.
Choreography is by Don Arden,
of their pix for the Latin market
includes 18 Blue Bell Girls
-."The
Barretts
the and
without

^A/S^
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Of

Pic Plagiarism Charge
Mexico City, May 11.

Col's'tn (49).

"Autumn Gold," Embassy

(1).

"Barretts," Garrick (2).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (55).
"Bob's Uncle," Sav. (1).
"Carissima," Palace (9).
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (37).

"Dark Eyes," Strand (7).
"Edward My Son," Lyric (50).
"Four, Five, Sts." Yorks (9).
"Frenzy," St. Mart (3J.
"Happiest Days," Apollo (7).
Either," St. James (31).
"Hellzapoppin," Princes (5).
"Life With Father," Savoy (49).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (39).

"Happy

Morrttr

m

riix toy

Aussie

M Clamp Seei

Censor;

Sydney, April 30,
Chief Aussie film censor Jack
Alexander has put the final ntx on
horror pix for the Antipodes. Says
he won't hand out any more licenses permitting their screening.
Pix already here and awaiting
screening are exempt from the ban.
Majority of distribs and exhibs are
said to be in agreement with Alexander on the ban. They say this
type of entert«dnment brings too
many kicks tO the industry, not
worth while when measured with
the b.o. intake.
There's now a possibility of the
Aussie government passing a law
at next
session
of
Parliament
whereby the government will have
control of all pic advertising. Idea
is to keep down the sex playup
With pix. Agamst this the major
newspapers say they operate their
own strict code of ethics, meaning
there's no need for official inter-

Nationalization of the Argentine
film industry, long forecast by the
trade, appears to be well on the
way, now that the Central Bank of
Argentina is financing some 70%
of all picture production there.
Trend toward nationalization,
pointed out by U. B- distribs returning frona Latin America, was
verified by Frank L. Mayne, N. Y.
re'presentative Of the Argentine
firm of Eraelcd Films, one of the
country's largest flimmakers.
He
revealed that his company had
been taken over by the government about a month ago. When
pressed for details he suggested
diplomatic channels be contacted.
Move of the government toward
taking over the industry obviously
boils down to an attempt by Presi-

ference.

MPA Dickers On
(13e Fix &tfry
Santiago, Chile, May 11.
Representatives of the Motion
Picture Assn. of America have
launched negotiations with the
Chilean government for a new
agreement on importation of Yank
films to this country. The dickering is aimed at relaxing stringent
regulations which have prevented
American companies from bringing in any but a few films since
the latter part of 1947,
.

The government never clamped
absolute nix on Yank

down with an
films.

quired

However, permits are refor

both

importation

of

and remittances of dollars.
Very few of either have been

films

granted in the past six months.
Ordinarily, Chile is good for
about $1,150,000 yearly in dollar
remittances to all Amefican film
companies.

dent Juan Peron tO use the screen
to a wider extent as a propaganda
medium than it ever was employed
before, top execs in the major
American companies' homeofflce
foreign
departments
intimated.
None expressed surprise at the
nationalization step.

One homeof fice topper caustically pohited out that the Argentine government has even taxed
the U. S. film firms to aid native
production.
American product,
other quarters pointed out, has
faced u variety of adverse sales
.conditions throughout Argentina
since th<5 end of the war. A quota
restricted imports and a freeze on
remittances was imposed last year
following Britain's drastic step in
refusing to permit Argentina to
convert her pound balances received in exchange for wheat and
beef for dollars.
Ban on advertising in behalf of
U. S. films also is said to have hit
grosses of American pix badly.
Another crusher was a recent government edict decreeing that many
filmhouses must present vaude
bills. When flesh returned, the second feature automatically was
eliminated. Before the Peron administration hampered the U. S.
distribs, American films received
up to 80% of the Argentine playing time.

HOLIDAF SOCK IN
MEX„WITH 300GIN2l

'ICE

Mexico

City,

May

11.

Outstanding sock of local amusebiz this spring is "Holiday on
current at the National
Stadium, where it opened April 21.
Its b.o., about equaling the recordParis, May e.
high it: copped here last year,
Recovery of his 47 theatres from proves that though a depression is
government or SOGEC control is on, there is plenty coin for what
only a matter of time now for the customers want. "Holiday"
Leon Siritzky, now cleared of col- closes May 13, after 28 shows, an
(He has 18 extended three days. W. Carl
laborationist charges.
back now out of an original 65.)
Snyder, its rep, figures gross of
Operator plans to make arrange- more than $300,000 (U.S.), Top of
ments with the main chains, such $3.60 (U.S.) prevails.
as Pathe and Gaumont, to avoid
"Holiday" is skedded to open
cutthroat competition by forming May 15, for a contracted seven
a booking combine which would days", with probable extension, in
hold most of the best theaters- here. Guadalajara, in the far west, MexSo far as_he is personally con- ico's second city. Paul Dempsey is
cerned, he intends to run his. making the arrangements there.
houses on lines which will not After Guadalajara, show is skedded
mean either firing quickly most of to play Monterrey, eastern Texas
superfluous personnel which has border Industrial center for seven
been hired, or look like sudden days, then go U. S. ward. Victor
Americanization of the houses.
Sturdivant is impresarioning in
Siritzky, whose sons, Sammy and Mexico.
Joe, are currently in N. Y., plans
Sturdivant and Ms Mexican asto extend into production deals, sociate, Joaquin Guerra, are comand as a starter has plans with Ar- pleting plans for building the
nold Pressburger to film "Ana- show's own stadium here, reportbios," a Russian novel by Charles edly a 20,000-seat bowl and with a
Philip, about people frozen, for 150 roof, so that rain or no the show
years and revived. He Is currently can go on.
scouting for pix to buy for his
Last two times here, "Holiday"
N, Y. theatres.
used the all-opeh air National Stadium which left it at the mercy of
characteristic of late spring
Crown's European Look rain,
here. Impresarios hope to have
Alfred Crown, foreign chief for their stadium ready for "Holiday's"
Samuel Goldv/yn, sails on the third stand here, tentatively
late
England
for
May
Mary
22.
Queen
'
next April.
<a
He'll be abroad about six week.",,
going from London to France, Italy
Sweden.
and
Daiies-UeS. Tax Okay
He'll view the general foreign
Washington, May 11.
situation, look info the possibility
New income tax convention Jieof deals for unCreezing coin in
tween
consult
the U. S. and Denmark,
and
with
countries
various
eliminating
exhibition
policies
double taxation, was
on
execs
RKO
on "Secret Life of Walter Mitty," signed here last week. Provisions
which will shortly go into foreign are similar to the conventions now
in
force
with
Britain,
Canada,
release.
France, Sweden and the one signed
Bernard J. Gates, Latin-Ameri- about two weeks ago with the
for
Monogram
InNetherlands.
can supervisor
planed to • Havana
Under these agreements, Ameriternational,
Monday (10) on the first leg of a can show biz people working temthree-month tour which will take porarily in any other countries pay
only
American income taxes on
him through most South American

SIRITZP HOPING TO
REGAIN 47 THEATRES

ment
Ice,"

.

"Little Lambs," Ambass. (5).
"Medium." Aldwych (2).
"Mountain Air," Comedy (15).
"Never Can Tell," Crit. (32).

"O^f Eecord." Piccadilly
"Oklahottia!",

(45).

Drury Lane

(54).

"OntrageoHS," W. Garden (54).
"Paragon," Fort. (1).
"Present Laughter," H'ymkt (56).
"Relapse," Phoenix (15).
"Koyal Circle," Wynd. (2)..
"Starlight Roof," Hipp. (27).
"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (47).
"Tuppence," Globe (31).
"Vigil," Wales (1).
"Worm's View," WhitehaU

(54).

-

countries.

salaries

earned abroad.

,
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M'G'M HAS
PICTURES
Week after week
AH Spring and Summer
One

At the Hunting Room of the
'

long!

"M-G-M

is

tasty dish after another!

Frank Capra's "State of the Union''.

A

Hotel Astor, N.Y.

ever film

feast

from

.

coast-to-coast!

^'Homecoming"

. .

Bredcing every

.Wow!

M-G-M

record in the

Entire history of the Capitol,

N. Y.

Then "Summer Holiday" {Technicolor)
And "Big City" Then "The Pirate" n.echnicotor)
"On An Island With You" {Technicolor,
Irving Berlin's "Easter Parade"

{Technicolor)

"A Date With Judy" {Technicolor)
Then "Julia Misbehaves"! Followed by
''A Southern

Yankee"

Then "Three Musketeers" {Technicolor)

And more M-Q-M
Everybody's saying

Big Ones!
it:

Happy

Are here again/Aanks tQ-

days

j)

Naturally~"VITAMI]Sf M-G-M"! /

men

and where^^i..^^

meet, they r'e

sayiriig:

the talk of the industry."

19441

;

PICTVIIIES

'

Per-Company Breakdown

Company
•'•

:.;'.'!

Waramount

.

.

..i

i'

^

.......

Twentleth-Fox

•

.

i

amendment providing for a
Federal "right to work" backed up
by a stiff criminal penalty and substantial civil damages. "This would
May-Dec. go far," he said, to clarify the just
1947
limits of the right to' strike and to
51
discourage the use of goon tactics
tional

26
23

_^

-

39

86

came

* Rele(t5«!s set only
yif Set only until October.

until ;$epte«>iber (lOith

•

.26**

'

:

27

_11***

,

1,1*

,
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vnm^ for 1S47K

-

-

UAW's

Over U. S, Film Delegate

May

Successful Film

Spurs More Union Prod.

Long-bruited plans of trade
union leaders to produce and distribute special films for labor are
being dusted off for action in the
successful
ment appointee to head the com- near future as result of
tests by several large unions. Cued
jhercial motion picture department.
Henry, currently in by the repeated bookings for
B. Horton
their initial cartoon documentary,
Spotlight was thrown on the
chargej is stepping out of the post
"Brotherhood of Man," United Au- Hollywood labor situation by reto become legation secretary at
CIO, is taking peated attempts of Hartley to get
Damascus, Syria. Before switching, tomobile Workers,
lead in. mapping further films DeMille to estimate thie average
however, Henry is expected to be the
•on social and economic problems. wage: of the skilled studio em-the U. S. rep in Paris for talks conTop union leaders will meet in ployees. While refusing to commit
cerning revision of the BlumNew York next Wednesday (19) himself to a definite figure, DeMille
Byrnes film agreement.
under auspices of the N. Y. Film said they were "the highest paid
Claiming that they lack funds
with Council to air their views on de- workers in America." Hartley said
to hire a specialist familiar
State Department veloping a trade union film circuit. that a studio carpenter had testithe industry,
Speakers will include Mark Starr, fied in earlier hearings that he
officials will probably select aneducational director of the Inter- earned $10,000 per year without
other green hand to handle U. S.
national Ladies Garment Workers overtime.
^'
film relations in the world market.
Union; George T. Guernsey, CIO
Replying to a comment by Rep.
associate director of education, and John Lesinski that everyone in
Robert Delson, chairman of the Hollywood made money, DeMille

Washington,

11.

Film industry reps in Washing-

over
ton are expressing concern
who will be the next State Depart-

.

Freedom Guarantee
C6ntitt«ed

gles

want no

Irom pace

S

ssssB

new excitement

till

they study the High
and get the issues once more before
the triaVcourt in New York. Final
settlement on the divestiture angle,
may be as much as a couple of

Court decision

yesirs oft;

National Film Cooperative which said: /'In the first quarter of 1948,
was set up last year as the clear- with a $350,000,000 investment, the
ing house for labor films.
seven major companies made a net
profit Of $1,000,000. Industry itself
would be wiped out at this rate and
Ent's
Playdating
a dejpression' would result and the
great plum for labor would be lost.
Los Angeles, May 11.
alive the
Enterprise's "Arch of Triumph" Instead of trying to keep
it open to get
will preem here June 4 in day-and- goose, labor has cut
date openings at Warners' Holly, the golden egg."

WB

'

One important feature of the
Supreme Court's dictum is. that, if
have the same protection as
the press under the First-, Amendment, the right of any Congressional Committee to probe the content of films would apparently be

Downtown and Wiltern
It's the first time in six
film CP. Skouras' Pre-Trial
years that anything but a
has been booked into these first
run showcases.
Exams Another 2
"Arch" will play the entire
After several weeks of pre-trial
nullified. The House Un-American Warner circuit. Pic is distributed
examination, Charles P. Skouras,
Activities Committee has charged by United Artists.
that communist propaganda was
head of National theatres, has two
insinuated into some films, and that
TECHNI SUIT STAKTS JUNE 4 more sessions in the stockholders'
it would name these pictures and
suit against 20th-Fox before tlie
Washington, May 11.
disclose the "Bed" parts. Nothing
Government's
Quiz of
Hearing of the
lawyers call it finis.
Jias ever, been done about this,
although the charge has been anti-tioist suit against Technicolor Skouras won't wind up for anJudge
14
by
loosely repeated on two or three has been set for June
it's said,
William C. Mathes of U.S. district other couple of weeks,
occasions.
schedules of both
crowded
because
Back in 1940, a Senate Commit court.
Milton Pollack,
Hearing already had two delays the NT topper and
tee investigated Hollywood, using
preparation by attorney for dissident shareholdas. a springboard the allegation due to insufficient
ers, bar continuation of examinaattorneys on botli sides.
films

'

wood,

theatres.

WB
'

.

Weeks

•

that the industry was warmongering because it was making anti-

Hitler

pix.

Nobody

Now

same

films

'No' Varieties

would have that

Continued from

patre $ i

Lehman, board
Robert
prexyj
Wilson put their signatures to the member; William C. Michel, exec
pact.
,
veepee, and Otto Koegel, general
Major trouble, it's reported, is counsel, have already taken the
the flock of domestic regulations
chair.

shield.

.

Korda Oldies
tonttnued from page 9 iss
Productions,

TV

WPIX

obtained ex

and

rationing that prevail in
Practically every idea the
into a

Britain.

Americans have had runs

witness
Six consolidated stockholders'
actions are seeking to upset the
deal whereby Charles Skouras and
his NT aides, F. H. (Rick) Ricket-

rights to the films for blank wall when they discover that
»„year at a package price of $125;- they can't get the supplies or
son, Jr., Elmer C. Rhoden and
MO, with the privilege of leasing •materials they need to
Harold J. Fitzgerald netted $6,tnem to any other stations in- through their plan. They're com850,000 through sale of NT stock
terested.
ing back With the idea that Britain to 20th. Suit also attacks bonuses
Station immediately set up its is nothing but a mass of maddening
and salaries paid to Spyros and
OWtt film distributing organization, restrictions.
_„ Charles Skouras.
lining up sales to
In the meantime, Fayette W.
the other stations
at a price
Allport, Motion Picture Assn. of
elusive

push

.

determined by the numreturned
ber of sets in
circulation in each America rep In England,
c«y. It's believed
the Queen Mary
that WPIX will to London aboard
with him
get an average
of $5,000 from each from New York. He took
Anglowith the latter having the the interpretations of the
reached in the
right to repeat
the 24 films once U.S. agreement
aunng
meetings that American execs have
the year, giving

them a

full

one station in any
single city.
indicative of the spreading re
volt among
indie exhibs is the sit^
Chicago, where theatre
.1?
t» boycott all reissnl

HeWPiv^f^^ brought to a head by
t'le Korda product
tn wr^xx S?*®
0 WGN-TV, the Chi Tribune outvnu

h«.c

vi<*«o stations.

^"'^d

oilicial said

mem

wmL

organization obviously
.
IJooking such product
on their own
initiative and pend-

Issuance

of

an

official

Labor Meet in Fall
Washington, May 11.
Hearings of the House Labor subcommittee investigating conditions in the. amusement industry will resume in
Hollywood in August or
September. At that time, Herbert K. Sorrell, prez of the
Conference of Studio Unions,
will be given an opportunity
to'

explain

charges
•

made

'

his'
denial
of
against him that

he was a Communist.
Other Hollywood persons,
who were named as Communists at- the hearings, will
also be called before the committee to present their side.

Film exhibitors will have about
the same number of pictures to
,

book during the remaining months
from May to
December in 1947.- Seven major
distribs have some 86 films already scheduled for release between now and the end of th«

this year as they hitd

year, with another 79 either in the
can or in various stagey of preparation.
Total of 165 is almost equal
to the 164 released in the Jast

schedule only through July, Paramount through September and
RKO through October. Same months were taken into consideration in the 1947 listings to arrive
Metro Won't Cut
at comparable figures.)
Fact that the releases for this
year and la$t are^, almost equal
Prod. But Acquiring
points up the fact that the major
Indie Pix for Release companies expect the nation's boxoffice to hold up this year at least
Hollywood, May 11.
as well as it did in 1947. If there v
Metro has no intention of cut- were a drop in grosses,/ it would
ting its own' production slate al result in less playing time for each
though it's stepping up its< releas. picture. That, in turn, would call
for a stepup in the number of reing ^edule tlirough acciuisition of leases, which apparently is not in
outside pix, production chief Louis the works.
B. Mayer reports. Deals have re.
Under the current lineup, 20th*
cently been inked with Hal Roach Fox will probably pace the Big 9,
for six films with John Fprd-Merian with 15 pictures slated for release
C. Cooper (Argosy Pictures) for between May 1 and Sept. 1, along
one, and John Huston and Sam with 11 others tentatively set for'
Spiegel for at least one annually. the remainder of the year.
In- :
Studio will make 26 productions eluded are four Sir. Alexander
this year. It will also do three Korda pix, plus "Escape," which
abroad, two in England and one in was lensed by 20th on location in
Italy. Indie producers won't affect England.
RKO is next in line,
the company's own output, and with 14 films set through October
Mayer indicated the firm isn't try- RKO's list also has several indie
ing to line up more indies but- "if a productions,' including among
good outside deal comes along, others Argosy's "Fort Apache,"
we'll snap it up."
Independent Artists' "Velvet
Deal for takeover of Enterprise Touch" and Samuel Goldwyn'S "A
product is currently hot, with Song Is Born."
Also slated by
Loew's already handling foreign RKO is a reissue of Frank Buck's
release for the indie. Next year "Brlpg 'Em Back Alive,"
Metro expects to add to its proReissues
duction slate by at least five picPar has 12 films set between
tures. V.
now and. October, which includes
a reissue' of Cecil B. DeMille's
"Crusades."
Warners will trade
most in reissues, listing four,
among the 11 pictures set between
middis
of July. These
now
and
the
IN
ENG.
STALL
.
include "Valley, of the Giants,"
Technicolor processing ;Will be
"Fighting 69th," ''God's Country
pretty tight in Britain for some
and the Woman" and "Plowing
months to come, according to Wil- Gold."
liam B. Levy, worldwide sale's
Metro, which made the most of
supervisor for Walt Disney, who
returned to New York last week its reissues last, year, has evidently
foregone the idea for the remainder
after a five-week junket to England and France. Situation, he said, of 1948. Not a single reissue is
stems from the new films coming listed among the seven films already scheduled and the 12 others
in on the Wake of the tax adjust-

Own

.

:

.

'

'

'

TECHNICOLOR JAM MAY

mODY'

.

"Melody Time."

Sales outlook. Levy noted, appears fairly good. He cited the
strong business now being done in
Paris by "Bambi." Picture opened
recently day and date at the Marignan and Marivaux theatres there
and "broke all houlse records." Film
is the first American pic to play
the former theatre in 10 years.
Same: picture, he ^aid, has also
been getting extended playing time
in England where it's reissued
on the Gaumont-British circuit
coupled with RKO's "Up in Arms."

,

'

pencilled for distribution in 1948.
Among the new films on whicli

M<G

counting is "Command Decision," based on the legit production still current on Broadway.,
and "Edward, My Son," which is
to go on the floor at Metro's Brit*
ish studios next month.
In addi->
is

tion to its own features, the company will also distribute two specials, "Secret Land," story of the
Byrd Antarctic expedition, and
"Tales of the Navajo," as well as
'

the first group of Hal Roach
streamliners, wMch tee off in Octo*
beP.

Universal has 16 films set for re*
lease between now and October,
with 15 others in various stages of
'

.

Gomt>letion. Company, in addition,
will have 12 J. Arthur Rank British-mades from which to choose.

Make Mine Borscht

his

K^e

AWN

.TwftJliJls. Alt?*.....

'

eight months of 1947.
(Releases for 1D48 may eventually, exceed those released latst
year, since Warners has set its

Columbia' has 11 pix earmarked
Continued Jtom p»Ee t
for, distribution during the next
four months, with 29' others in the
new Opera. I want to go from one production to another without Can 'or almost ready for release.
the deadly between-show hiatus on Broadway.
For 10 busy and rewarding weeks I want to be part of the most exciting show business there is, where Jerome Bobbins originated the concept for the Keystone Kops Ballet ("High Button Shoes") and the N.Y. Adwomen's Luncheon
"Madamoiselle Marie" sequence ("Look, Ma, I'm Dancin' "), wh«rf Anita
("Finian's Rainbow") developed her dazzling individuality,
To Put Accent on Pictures
aiding Allport. McCarthy leaves Alvarez
where Mata and Harl (Diamond Horseshoe) created their routines,
New York Friday (14).
Metro's Howard Dietz is sched.„
,
("Make Mine Manhattan") choreographed his .first uled to "report
Allport and McCarthy will work where Lee Sherman
on the motion pictradesharpened her wit and Danny.
together in setting up an ad- ballet, where Sylvia Fine
ture
Industry" at a luncheon to be
where dozens of others found the inspira- held at the Hotel Astor, N. Y., next
ministrative agency for running tlie marked his eloquent, hands,
American end of the agreement in tion and a hospitality for the new.
Tuesday (18) under auspices of
an acThere was a time when I considered the nomenclature of "Borscht Advertising Women of New York.
Britain. This will include
counting setup to keep track ot Circuit" libelous and went to some lengths to stamp it out. But the
Also guesting on the dais will be
the earnings of the various com- label has stuck and has become a tadge of honor proudly worn by the Richard de Bochemont, March of
panies there and figure out the members of its Hall of Fame.
He'll spiel on
Time producer.
divvy to each.
So rather than an institution to graduate from and leave behind, like "How to Use Films in Advertising."*
Erasmus Hall high school or the American Academy of Dramatic Arts, Forthcoming gathering is said to
New $30,000 House in Alberta
be the first luncheon on the film
is a workshop for talent developed to the highest
Circuit
Borscht
the
Calgary, Alta.
ketchum up beaucoup industry that the
Y has «iver
at degree. 1 know a few top-ranking stars who could
$80,000 theatrf is being built
...........
...
»
lmftW-lhiOKi9i».;»«WiPJEJ*W.
.

weeks of programming. WPIX, been holding for the past fiVe
consequently, will get back $60,000, weeks. John G. McCarthy, associate
Interna« It succeeds in lining up a spon- manager of the MPAA's assigned
been
showings in N. Y., it tional Division, has
«^H«*
Johnston to
wm
turn a neat profit on the films. by MPAA prez Eric
in London
wer^ not sold to more than spend several weeks
a"

Sets Pace With 26 in 8 Mos.

tions this week.
It's likely that other 20th officers Will be .questioned before the
case goes to trial late this spring
or in the early fall, according to ment. Backlog -may result in posPollack. Spyros Skouras, company sible delay for British release of

investigated

newspapers. They were
^tected under the First Amend-

tttti-Hitler

ment.

M

,

*** Set otily tHrough July.

Execs Concerned

exercise their right to work."
Film 'director tried to sidestep all
queries referring to his own dispute with the American Federation of Radio Actors, commenting
that he "hadn't come to plead his
own cause," and that he considered
that only a glaring example of the
whole problem. Detailed backgrounds' of His dispute with AFRA,
however, were distributed to ail
committee members and reporters
It was disclosed tliat under the
Taft-Hartley act, DeMille could not
have been dropped from AFRA for
refusing to pay the $1 political
lessmmt. He said that his lawyers were; exploring the possibility
of his reinstatement under, T-H
law provisions. DeMille said, however, that he wouldn't ask to go
back since he hadn't asked to be
"I should be invited
dropped.
back," he said.

'47;

Rest of Year, Almost Sarnie as

'

11

=

16
.•

,

...

15

.

Universal
.

ikage 5

on American citizens who want to
12*
-r 14**

»

»>>
^•'iV

29

,11

;

<

RKO

;

\

Boltedule^ for
Other tentative
remainder of 1948 releases in '48

C|ol»n*«« .-

Warners

.

Major Cos. Slate 165 Releases For

DeMille
Continued tiom

t'oUowing Is a tentative list of the number of films to be released
companies from now until the end of
hv seven of the major film
tentative, since several of the companies
the year. Figures are
their distribution plans.
have not yet completed
. 'Beleaaes..'

17

>

;

.

18
Talk

Pictnre 0resses
SS*N

FSANaSCO
liast

week,

tall $15,-

600.
Orjihcxun

(Blumenfeld) i2,W,
From Slianghai"
55-85)*-"Lady

Portland, Ore.,

May

11.

55-85)— "Summer Storms" City" is best o£ holdovers at
•
<UA) "attd "Aijroad With '2 •Yanlcs" United Artists.
(U A). (reissues). Thin $5i500. Last
Estimates tot This Wec&
.
•week, "Smart Woman" (filoiid),
Broadway (Parker) (1832; 50-85)
only :^,500.
^
60- -—"State of Union". (M-G), and

.

.

Objections, for the

State (Par) <2;l33;-60-8S)^"Seiven and "Boweiy Bucfceroos" (Mono).
Sinners" (EL) and "Sutter's Gold." Okay $6,S00, Last week, "Furnace
(EL) (isissues). Bull $6,500. Last Creek" (20lh) and "Ideal Husweeki "Panhandle" (Mono) (2d wk), band" (20th) also Oriental, big $8,300.

tdmon' mid 111,500!,

and "Prince Thieves" (Col) (2d
wk). So-so $1,200. Last week, "Big
Clock" (Par) and "Prince Thieves"

'Sisters'

14i, 2d

(m.o.)

(m.o.), okay $2,400.
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50-

(Col)

Denver, May U.
holdovers and !&issues are slowing hiz gait here
"Adventures of Casathis week.
nova" is only moderate at Paramotmt. "Eobin Hood" looks fairish iai two houses. "Sainted Sisteii" 3!?ill be nearly as solid in sec-

85)—"Naked City"

(2d wk).

(U)

Big $8,500. Last week,

terrific $13,-

200.

Guaa

(Parker) (427; 50-85)—
NooSe Hangs High" (EL) and
Man From Texas" (EL)
Last week.
Fair, $1,§00;
"Cashah" (U) Jnd "Jassy" (U)

"Thie

"The

(m.o.).

on 'first at Denham.
EsBmates for TMs Week
Aladdin (Fox) (35-74)—"SonR of
Hejttt" (Mono). Fine $4,000. Last
week. "Nake;a City" (U) and ^'C3ampus Sleuth" (HO»o) (ittite), MSmi

ond week

50-85)—

as

(m.o.). So>-so

$1^00.

,.

—mvbam
-r^ted
twrnr-

(Co(tojra (l.^S0:.|M05
:®sfc«s*'

$14^00DF«^'

La^

<m wm.
$Mr

-TS-eek,

500.

Denver

issues

(PoX)

(2,525;

May

Bu£E(do^

Town

•

35-'?4)— scale.

Ijs

full

«rf

II.

Baldoveis, re-

and return dates at pop

Ace newcomer

"Itoose

is

!

.

—

—

'

Webber

(Pox)

(150;
35-74)'a(reissue) and

'

-

ST.

LOUIS

Whole effort of the buying com'
bines, say the indies, is to pre^?ent
competition and to create circuit
buying pow$r) so the fact of feeir
independent ownestsihlp
doesn't
matter in tasMng Ihem Ulegal.
In' the attempt to boost bujfeg

a

"selectivity

1

cottimittee"

on their export
Following^ the idx are

given the 0.0. by staft members
of the Motion Picture Export Assn.
hefore being given final approval
Details of the method have been

MP&A

a

special newslettser to

officers

tories,

in foreign

(2,500;

98)

—

ster" (Mono), $3.8,000.
.

Loew's

(Loew)

terri-

'

Cruci^ test that each pic must

now

pass is its ambassadorial role
for the U. S. High budget fihns
and several pix ths^t have done
smash business in this country have
been turned down as unsuitable
on this basis. On the other hand
less pretentious fihns with accept
able themes have been given the
MPEA greenlight for shipment

ticated? Is

(3,172;

50-75)—

..

Okay

Last week, fine
$24,000.
$30,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98)

(m.o.), $11,500.

Orpheum (Loew)

"Black Cat" (SG) and "Black Fri-

—"Daring Daughters" (M-G). Mild day" (SG)
;

$14,000. Last week, "High Wall"
(M-G) (ad wk), $10,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073;. 98)—
"State of Union" (M-G). Socko
$30,000. Last Week, "Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (8th wk), $14,000.
World (Indie) (587; 77)—"This
Wine of Love" (Indie) (2d wk).
SUght $2,500. Last weelfe $3,200.

(2,000; 50-75)

week,

(reissues).
"B, F.'s

Oke

$6,500.

Daughter"
(M-G) and "Wreck of Hesperus"

Last

(Col) (m.o.), $5,000.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500;

^
40-65)—

"Fighting 69th" (WB) and "Valley
of Giants" (WB) (reissues). Nice
$S,500. Last week, "I Love Trou
ble" (Col) and "Prince Thieves"
(Col), $5;000.

it

and "Northside

777,"

all of which are racking up fine
grosses. Promising even greater
profits for the quarter, which has
until June 26 to run, is the fact
that "Agreement" is just really

and

Particularly

tiius

said, even though an exhib does
not waive his right to sue by going
to arbitration.
Supreme Court cleared the way
for a new system when it held the
lower court could provide for one
on a voluntary basis. The lower
court had plugged vigoriously for
an arbitration proposal, during the
hearings preceding appeal, but
ruled it had no power to aid in
even a voluntary setup.
At the
same time, it praistetf the AAA's
work and the system generally as
one way out of the monpoly mijoip.
First system went into effect
simultaneously with the consent
decree in 1940. It stopped receiv,
ing arbitration procedings after
the statutory court ruled it cotdd
no longer exist.

too strongly slanted
for

towards American audiences

appreciation overseas? Is there too
vice or violence? Does it give
a distorted portrayal of American

much
life?

Then come the payoff tests: Is
there anything in the picture that
can possibly offend the government
in MPEA countries? Will it pass
the local censors? Will the film appeal to the native filmgoers?
in view of the interval between
domestic release of films and their
export availability, MPEA committee also studies critical reaction to
all pix in this country before passing judgment. Also noted are special citations from pul)lic-nunded
groups and the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences.

U Won't

Sell

grati^ng

to

the

20th execs is the biz scored by
Clifton Webb's
"Sitting Pretty."
saga of a baby-sitter cost only $1,300,000, and is generating income
at a rate that promises a domestic

it's

0,

CHICAGO
(RKO)

theatres as possible

wring better terms from the

wliich first passes

outlined in

page 3

.;

many

-

Palaise

Awement"

possibly filing an anti-truster in
That's generally so,

suitability.

ttoiii

ter are, primarily, three pictures
—"Sitting Pretty," "Gentleman's

the courts.

before

Gontiuned

power, producers say the combines
have been offering to get product starting to get under way on quanfor some exhibs for very little fee, tity bookings while "Iron Curtain"
as compared with what's charged v/ill open in more than 400 spots
others, in order to purchase for as this week.:,

•

"Naked City" (U) (2d wk). Fine "State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk).
$27,000. Last week, big $32,000.
Smash $18,000 after $25,000 initial
Koasevelt (B&K) (1,500; 98)—
"To Victor'' (WB) (2d wk). Very
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-75)—
thin $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
"Sitting Pretty" (20th) and "MatState-Lake (B&K) (1,500; 98)— ing ol MilUe" (Col) (m.o.). Trim
•Lady from Shanghai" (Col) (2d $12,000. Last week; "Sitting Pretty"
with
wk)
JacMe Green on stage. (20th) and "Knew Susie" (RKO)

B

—

Continued from page

Up

Profits

.

downward.

itself constitute

.

H%ood PixO.

slightly

.

:

$39,000.

.

flowed

an grosswf ate the new opeiratihg
evil and stand condemned even econotnies.'.
though it remains unexercised
3 Soek Grdssers
The anti-trust laws are as much
Responsible for the sock fihn
ivlolat^d by the prevention of comrentals coUeoted during this quarpetitioia a? by its destruction."

"Arthur Takes Over" (20th), also
(Continued from page 12)
Denver, Esquire. Tfti6- $2,000. Last
week, "Furnace Creek" (20th) and Man Wins" (Col) and "Mating Of overseas.
•MilUe" (Col), $16,000.
"French Leave" (Mono), $2,200.
Following are several hurdles
FoK(F&M) (5,000; 50-75) ;^
"FiiSiting Father DuUne'" (BICO) each ffilm must paffi: is the dialog
aad "Western, Heritage" (BKO), too heavy? Will 3?fot development
(Continued from page 13)
Strong $28,000, Last week, ^^Baa- be understood without too many
with Tony MarOn on stage, fine handle" (Moii6):..and *'13)te Gang- siibtitles? Is the pic too sophiS'
•

wage demand

release. In another tribs.
turn to the, situation, the four

.

"Hobin Hood" (WB)

may

wage demand

from a proposal for a flat 30% increase passed at the last convention of the union's parent organization, the United Office & pro.
fessional Workers
of America
CIO. However, since the film office union just won an average
wage tilt of about 15% for its 3,*
SOO members, it has revised its

Russian composers vi^hpse music is
used to back the film advised a
N. y. attorney, Qnrough the .AmArbitration
JRus Musie A&sae^t to sue 20th for
aneged #eg& use ®f their music.
Contintied Uom p»se S
Film company lias ignored that
threat also. Compogeis. include completely develop the possibiliDmitri Shostakovich, Aram Khach- ties of the old setup. Originally,
aturian, Nicolai Mlaafeovsfey and AAA intended to educate exhibs
but that idea bogged down because
Serge Prokofleff.
With :2Qth-Fox'S "Iron Curtain" the coin was never available.
now in natio:^l release, an indie
Se% Bi|; 8 in A|xeemeut
New 'York distributing firm, Four
Major company execs are now
Continents FUms, is reai^ing an- supporting the idea^and think,
other antL^Ionimunist picture for a this time*.the Little Unree will also
prtffini' ^iMn the nraa few wedcs. go
for it ^because the problem of
Picture is "The i&|Sferf»r," pro- triple-damage, anti-trust suits has
duced by Lou Jac^n's BritliA grown nmwi more acute ia. the
National studio.
past eight years. Proponents arFilm already has played a num- gument is that every exhib who
ber of dates in South and Central takes his case to arbitration is an
America.
exhib who',s been won away from

(reissue/ £md Bbngs High," which shapes smasli
at the Century.
Other new films
date -v^' EsBuire, Wehher, Wain^ «re moderate to good.
Ish ,*»1S:,500. Last, week, "Etoace
Estimates for This Week
Creek" (20th) and "Rrendht Leave"
Buffalo (Shea) (3;500; -40-70)—
(Mono), $15,080.
"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Okay at
35-74)— $15,000. Last week, "Winter Meet(Fox)
(742;
Esijnire
"Robint Hood" (WB)' (reissue) and ,mg'" (WB) _
and "Speed to Spare"
Arthur Takes .Over'; (20th) also (Par), $9,500.
Thin $2,000.
Deader, Webber.
jQireat Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
Last week, "Furnace Creek" (20th)
State of- Union" (M-G) (2d^ wk).
ana.:"French lieave" (Mono), $2,- Still solid at $14,500 after big $18,300.
000 opener.
Ornheum (BEQ) (2*600; 35-74)—
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—
Union" (M-G) and "Fighting 69th" (WB) and "VaUey
"Stiite
of
"Hollywood. Baiitt Dance" <S<5) (2d of Giants" (WB) (reissues). Good
Nic» $15,000.
wk).
Last week, $10,000: Last week, "Sitting Pretty"
socko $20j000.
(20th) and "Heart of Virginia"
Panamount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)^ (Rep) (2d wk), $9,000.
"Adventures of Casanova" (EL)
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
and ."Man From Texas" (EL). "Adventures of Casanova" (EL) and
Moderate $11,500.
Last week, "Bury Me Dead" (EL). Passably
"Tarzaa and litermaids'' (BKOI good $11,000. Last week, "Lady
and "Angel'a AUey" (Mono), $11,' From Shanghai" (Col) and "Blon000.
die's
Anniversary"
(Col),
fine
Kialta (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Fur- $15,000.
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
nace Creek" (20 th) and "Er-ench
Leave" (Mono), -.after week at -each 40-70)—"Noose Hangs High" ,(EL)
Denver, Esqiiice, Webber.
Thin and "Cobra Strikes'' (EL). Climb$3,000.
l^t we^; "Panhandle" ing to socko $20,000 or near. Last
(Mono) and "Fiattiife" (R6p) (m.o.), week, "Miracle. Of Bells" (RKO)
(2d wk) (5 days)' line $11,000.
same.

"Robin Hoodf tWB)

.

acquired,

drawn from

new

panics in New Vork, Screen Offiies
& Brofesslonal Bhnployees Guild"
opeoed new ^onfoact talks with
united Artists last week with a demand for about a 20% wage In,
crease for 200 UA whitecoUarites.
UA's pact runs gut on May 81
while the rest of the majors' cou»
tracts with SOPB(j} ej^ire nest

Aetoally, attorneys for the indies
and. for the buying combines themselves aren't sure whether the September.
SOPEG's
verdict puts the combinations out

,

$6,800,

many

relief.

Setting the format for negotiations with all the major film com.

Monopoly power,
petitive towns
most part, have whether lawfully or unlawfully

pro-Sqvlet groups
claiming that r^ease of the picture
will stir up w£tf 1^5rateria in this
country. In, a swit& from its recently-inaugurated policy of boldr
ing advance of its product for all
civic And religions groups, as well
as the pre^ 20th has held screen
ings on "(Curtain',' down to the
barest minimum, with each, member of the, advance audiences carec
Mly screened at &e door for identifieation Imrposes.
Chi ot^ectlon paralleled t^iose
raised.in N...Y. and on the COast,
coming from a group lahelling
themselves the "Chicago Coimcil
of
American-Soviet Friendship'
and desnanding the film to be with-

from

comes

—

8e»¥ei^

source of

of business or not. (See separate
story.) The decision doesn't apply
to this type operation directly, but
it has some strong words from the
Suprme Court that might be jused
buUethi says; "JQm catt boo
in the suits Eubitt is preparing and
without' sneeia! maclii».er5r."
bring about the end of the central
purchasing services eventually.
Justice William o' Douglas, in
his majority opinion, wrote, for
instance:
"Appellees were cons CoBtiaued ftom fiitjsa K j
cededly Using their circuit toying
ficials haven't screened "Curtain" power to obtain films. Their closed
towns were linked with their com*
for any of the pre-opening critics.

"Heart of Virginia" (Kep). Toixid
Hangs
'The Mikado" (U) $15,000. Last week, "NooSe
High" (EL) and "Man From
:wk),: $2,900.
,^
(EL), $11,800.
Clay (Boesaer) (400; 6gi85)—"To Texas"
Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 50-85)
iiv* in iPeace" (Indie). TiirHia. $3,(BKO) and
—"Bishop's Wife"
200. Last week, "Man About T«wn''
"Sign of Bam" (Col) (3d wk)
<RKO) (2d wk), $2,700
Fine $3;580, OP near. Last
Larkin (Roesneu) (400; 65-85)— (m.o.).
,
^.
"Mayerliiig" (Bidie) (reissue). Nice week, big f '^900.
50-85)—
Onentai
m-£-t
(2,000;
Oriental
(H-E)
$2,000^ Last week, "Beauty and
(Par),^day-dat&
Beast" Gndie) (10th Wk) (m.o.), $2,- "Unconquered"
with Orpheum. Sock $8,500 for
500.
week.
Last
CJooper
starrer.
Gary
60United Nations (FWC) (1,149;
85)—"The Fugitive" (RKO). Good Furnace Creek" (20th) and "Ideal
$6,500. Last week, "Sitting jpretty" Husband" aOfliV^good^J*^^^^
Orpheum (H-E) (W60; 50-85)—
<20th) (6th wk), healthy $4,500,
Es«oi«e (Blumenfeld) (952; 55-85) "Unconquered" (Par), also Orien'
"Tarssan's Secret Treasure" (M- tal. Torrid $12,500. Last week, "To
G) and "Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure" Victor" (WB) and "Heading For
<M-&) (reissues).' 'Passable $7,500. Heaven" (Indie), sad $3,800.
Paramount '(H-E) (3,400; 50-85)
Last week, "Lady .From Shanghai"
-—"Bobin. Hood'? (WB) (reissue)
(Col), strong $11,000;*

Too

flocMng. Thus the Griffith decision loolcs promising as a possible

is

.

Latet,
warning of the reception the
pic will receive ia Ewrope, the

Stage^toarJAcfeerinan) (350j
Brothers" (U). Ofce

(20tb)

v>t^ s

shoJJts of the public."

OOO;- liast weefc,

(1,200;

urn

cwBjUiinca

the decllae in dealing with major
companies In the past few years,
ifs exactly what's happening as
regards the buying-faooking combines to which the indie exliibltor

drowned oUf by the indignant

85)_i-;«'Tfe«'

Playhouse (H-E)
"Furnace Creek"

Com-

of N^^H' TTork,
Pittsburgh, Detroit an4 San
Francisco, the diflcet t^nes of
the vampire, Barattova, will
hardly be heard. They-wiU be
districts

class

207;

(3d

local

.

"State of Union.'! at Breadway.
and "Unconguered," at Oriental
and Orpheum, are gathering in
most of coin this week. "Waited

(Col) {2d wfc). Very good $13,000.
Last: weel:, nice $13,000.
, ,
Unites Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,-

mmmimkii

the Soviet govern-

munists the go-ahead signal in
an aUegad "sabotage" campaign against "The Iron Curtain" has heea spurred by a
passa^ in the cnrrat issue
of the USSE Infoonstttm B«illetia published toy the Owlet
Emhassy.
It leads: "In tti* WoifkijRg

<Cottttaued f poni page 12)

Nice $10,000.

tliat

ment has given

gross

of

$4,000,000.

It

comiparea

with the sock business of another
similar

years

two

of

picture

"little"

ago—"Mai^,"

Made

in

color, that top profit-maker ^o£ the
year cost $1,600,000, and did bet-

than $4,000,000.
the big uiowing
Aciiountii^ f
in second qpart^ Oba rentals tent
•

ter

the same period of a year ago also
the fact that there were large
gaps i9_ 20th's releasing schedule
then. First quarter of the current
year saw plenty of iilms released,
but most of them of a quality that
*
failed to score at the b.o.
Profit statement for the first 2fl
weeks will be below the $8,500,000
for the same period of 1947, despite the fine second quarter. Initial three months of this year were
so weak they gave the second 13
weeks too mtion of a handicap to
overcome. Preseht prospects, however, are for a year-end statement
that
compares favorably With
is

16m Where

1947's, particularly

inasmuch

as

it

was shortly after this time last
year that theatre grosses fell olf
and so contrasts soon Will be made
against a lower level than at
present.

20th-TV
ss Continued

.from page

S

sa

warked its bid with the statement
it was the first film outfit to offer
product to existing tele statioiis
and has the. only fully-scored na-.
tionwide newsreel on the video

its

ether.
Warnera and Par are the
other major producers in station

ownership field.
Skouras'. company will spend
Responding to a request by the $563,014 on plant, underwrite the
Theatre Owners of America, Wil first year's expenses u pto $600,000
Uam A. Scully, sales chief of Uni and locate Studios at the Fox Theaversal, has reinstated rules regulat- tre BuUding. Transmitter is to b?
ing the sale of 16m fihns by United fixed on Mt. Tamalpais and wiu
World MUns, U's narrow-gauge perc with 28.2kw video and 14.9
subsid.
Henceforth, Scully has aural power. 20th withdrew bids
advised TOA, any
16m ac- for Los Angeles and Boston in '49
count must be approved by the but has refiled in Boston.
Universal branch manager whose
Others filing for video this week
knowledge of the local situation included: Television Enterprises,
enables him to pass on wisdom of Ch. 10, Ft. Worth, Tex.; Marshall
It

Hits Regular Exhibs

UWF

filling

the order.

Scully studied a

number

of ex-

amples of "unfair competition by
hotels and other establishments"
before assuring Myron N. Blank,
chairman of TOA's 16m committee,
that stricter regulations would be
enforced. Blank, as a result, declared he's satisfied with cooperation from major dlstribs.' Other
larger distribs of narrow-gauge
films—20th-Fox and .RKO—have

Fields' KJR, ch. 7 in Seattle; WSM,
50-kilowatter, for ch. 4, Nashville,
Tenn.; WJIM, Inc., ch. 6, Lansing,

Mich.;

Mid-South Television Co*,
and Nelson

ch. 6, Shreveport, La.;

Poynter's

WSTP

(Pinellas

B/C

Co.)

ch. 5, St. Petersburg, Fla.

W. Harry Johnson, well-heeled
and operator of bus companies in Arizona and Arkansas, is
realtor

principal in the Mid-South Co. bidding for Shreveport. His applicaalready announced policies di- tion said he plans to file also for
rected at keeping unfair competi- Memphis, Oklahoma City, Jackson,
tion at a low point
Miss, and Little Rock, Ark.
'
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THE MAGIC OF WARNER SHOWMANSHIP!
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CRUMP

St9ph«n longtlnoi and Harriet Frank, it
t«n9sir*..i
Mujic by Mok Slei

Not.1 by St«ph«n

y

,

WUM

(Continued from page 8)
coupled with some

terest. These,,

good hand-to-liima fight staff
the emphasis on action. Latter js
needed since story' never bmlas
too strongly on suspense ^oglf s.
Plot deals with rich gamhimg
gal who tries to buy the love of

an independent

in business

things

look

until

he

good

finds

She

logger.

him «p

sets

by a rase and
for romance
Haued, he

out,

marries another girl and the gambling lady sets out^to ruin him.
She nearly succeeds but nght
triumphs, Yam foUows a fairly
familiar formula but hard-worKing cast and George Shermahs
direction keep It unfolding at fast

Mis

to Hetena
Carter as the gal whom Bod
Cameron marries. Her character
dialoged,
brightly
is
and
zip
has

^*&lcest

riile

and she whams it over with & stm
that ^ves plenty of lift Jo tiie
proceedings. Yvonne DeCarto has
heavier soing aS' the gambhng
lady but has bf^ ,gO|«^fK
costuitted in penwl style for nsale

Wediieftliiy, Blay

the priest's work With St. Louis
newsboys early in the 20th century. There's a lot of hoke, humor
and heart tugs to make it an okay
entry for general situations and
the family trade, with average
b.o. returns indicated.
Pat O'Biaen does an excellent
job of making the priest, warm
and human, and the stoiy carries
satisfactory interest in detailing
how Father Dunne was- inspired
to better the lives of tiewsboys
when he found one sick and freezing in a padciug case home. Uphill fiiht for funds, the newsboys'
fight for good comers,, the inevitable bad boy .who reforms at
the finale, and other details are
unfolded leisurely in the Phil L.
Ryan production.
achieved mainly
teterest'^is
•'
----- ^- by
the little tridts to which the priest
resorts to carry out his aims, and
the good hearte of most of the
people he approaches. There's
plenty of humor in the daily situations feced by Dunne and his boys
and these chuckles are abetted by
good work of CSharies Kemper,
Una (XGonnor and Arthur Shields.

Hickman

the
appeaL
j_s»_ younger troupe of players as the
Bod Cameron makes a virile had boy who finally tumst to God
hero, haiidy with Jute «r love- on tlie eve of hanging for a
mafiiBg, and pleases. Ban rairyea murder he didn't mean to commit.
some strong viHamry Donn Gift is another who stands
turns
with accustomed assurance.
out among youngsters. Anna Q.
Goagh is good as Cameron's side- Nilssoa has one sharp scene that
kick and Florence Bates and Jom impresses. S$yma Dell, Jim Nolan,
Metotire are among the «sapabie Haqxy Shannon, Joe Sawyer, Jasqn
supporting playeis.
Bob^cds are among others conDarryl

:

heads

'

'

•

U

Uwd

^
m picture
.

A

bright spot

.

is

the

score's shigSle tune, "Louis

Sands

and Jim McGee" by Walter

S«&tt-

mann and

Jaisk

, .

REVIEWS

Illver I<««ly
,

;

production guidance suppli<^ ex-,
cellent leasing by Irvmg Glass-

numerous

•Under r^alifornia Stars

Bi*og.

(SONGS-COLOK)
Republic release of iadward

May

8.
HoUyWood,
Columljla iPlease of Wallace IfecDonald
Fpatures Glaiia. Henry, WllJvoaBCtion.
Uam Bishop, Steven. Geray. BJaK»r Barrier.
HUslttrd Hale, Ian MacBonalil. Blancha-Zo.
Sclfen*
har. Directed by RcginaM I.eBorg.
tlay, Brcnaa Wefeljets; story. tMais Pollock: camera, Allen, SlegleK editor, RIchjra
Fantl. Reviewed at Guild. Hollywood, May
7, '43. Rnnning time, 68
•

MSS.

Gloria tfenry

.William Bishop

I,eslie Sears..
AteJtls Tacca.

keyboarding of "Jun^e Bhumba

(Sera
•,• ';t«von
,...lMj.->r Barrier
Tlie Great Hng»UO
...Kl^tord Hale
M!B*>. OuiEta»o.,.......-

—

duetion.

Vraxee,

Stars

Andy

Roger.i; features Ja-ne
D'evJne. Bans at tlie I>lo-

ne'ers.
Directed
Srreeiipltiy.. Sloan

William

l>y

Witney.

Nibley and }'aul GanReliasert on Original story by Gansellu;
camera. Jade Marts; editor. Tony Martinellt. Tradeiliowrt, N. Y„ May 5, MS,' Run.
nlng time, 10 SUNS.

lin,

Caroline Mayn»rd.
Cookie BoBllnoher.-,

lonas "Pop" .Jordan

Lye McFsu-laod........
Ted Conowr.

Mibliael Cliapla

..........House Peters, Jr.
.Steve Clark

Kheri
_.. ft
,

,Toe

liln.v,

llany Xeumann;
71

May

I'l-evlewed

tin.

MIXS.

NitU Mnntoe........

Kaney Howard ....

TA
.Sgt.

WlUlams.......
'Com Kainey..

Benny

Norilifle.....

Mr. Barda. , ..v...
Wlntera.....
Roy Rosers Janet
CaWsin Vi'eliB.,...
.lane Frazee
Howard.
Andy Devine Mre.
Mr. Howard
Georse H. Lloyd Miss Lloyd
Wad* Crosby Helen Howard..,.

,

Koy Rogers

Bd

Dicertcd by Willtato Nigli. SoreeBOeorge Wallafe Sayre. Asnes ChrisJtthnRton; original story, Sayre; canfl-

make.
tine

Wliite Pro-

J.

Roy

.

Ruth Ames,....—
I'rot.

editor,

7,

William Aus-

Running

"tS.

time,

^^^iM^

'

i|n« nims

(MEXICAN

Steve I.annlne

30.
Pellcniaii Naclonnlea relea*» of Fl|)i»«
production.
Stars Maria Fclis. Pcrnan.io
Soler: fe«.tt»r»s TJto Junco, Jollnn Selpv
Kriicsto VUches. Adapted (and dlrecleui iw
Tito Davtson ttom original by Jose lieTOcf.
fas.
CnmerA. JnJIo Bntctao. At ««« AIn.
meda^ Heitteo City. RUnntng lime, lol

Tliis smoothie, one of the best
of this year by Mexicans, has a
good detd to recommend it to U.
audiences.
Star is Maria Felix,

j

.Chill

.

le.i

.Sttin-ett

Smiley Burnette
.....Kred Hears

.

flarro

zalez.

amount of shootin' and
Market appears limited only

rldin'.

the
I>ir^.tor..
.Paul Powr
, "Stage Sixuek" had a chance to
Charles Starrett-Smiley Burnette
Aniioruncer
...... Jolm Wald
be a .sturdy expose of dangers fans
Bob Kolan & Sotta at the PJoueer*
plus the Saturday matinee
lurking for girls yearning for
producer, director juvenile trade.
but
stardom,
-fe^ii^'
Hepublic hasn't done right by
Moppet attendance, incidentally,
... .
..i"...
•i?*^,.^£5?
failed to make the
.Martin 6a»Wt«Ba Boy Bogers in this one.
"Under and writers
should receive a lift through the
Hotel Sorter
their opportunities. The
California Stars" _ represents .one most of
of 10-year-oId thesp, "Litare dull, slating this oi)e presence
(Bon Kay),
"Port Said'- is a contrived melo- of his weakest jotis though it's results billing in the secondaries. tle Brown Jug"
lower
of
modest
a
will
find
still
okay
for
anybody's Saturday
drama that
"Champ" rodeo rider has a meaty
Jeffrey Bemerd has achieved
Script matinee trade, since Rogers' name
role climaxed by a bit where he
oflf In lower rung bookings.
some good physical production foils
is dull and isn't given much of a continues to be a»-inagic lure for
outlaws by recognizing
the
values, taut misses on guidance
production, direction or the kids.
Formula
lift by
disguised leader.
their
Film suffers mostly from poor otherwise. William Nlgh's direc- story treats with depredations upon
playing.
develconcerns itself with camera and editing.
Use of a tion paces it slowly and his
Picture
by dishonest Texa^i "State
opment is never quite adequate ranchers
Minions
of the law are
Police.'.'
search of a man and his daughter
melodrama demands,
the
for the people responsible lor S&nl^ls S^'appi^^^^^
?^P?3^^T.t
Scriotini! by
bv George Wallace Sayre
Savre rounded up when the Texas
Scripting
death, of the mother during war use of a dummy to double for one
Rangers return to power.
and Agnes Christine .lohnston,
in Italy when the Nazis and of the villains kiclccd in the face
In his customary dual thesping
from Sayre's original, fills play- assignment,
Starrett adeptly carFascists ruled. Locale is the Egyp- by Trigger, Rogers' horse, is also
trite,
ers'
mouths
with
cumbertiaii port of the tiUe but doesn't easily disqernible,
ries out his mission of thwarting
some
completely
faUs
dialog
and
Otherwise, the film is the usual
Comedy is ably
add a particularly colorful backthe evil-doers.
to
realize
on
okay
essentials
in
shootin' match, straining at creground, productionwise.
bandied by Burnette. He also conthe
original
yarn.
Gloria Henry plays both the dulity. This one has Bogers and
tribs a few vocals, supplementing
Plot deals with police efforts to
good daughter and the femme his DoubleB cowhands mixing it
backwoods rhythms of Doye
track down the killer of a young the
better
bit
fares
with
a
gang
rustlers,
kidshe
a
of
who
heavy and
O'Deill and the Radio Bangers.
girl who had taken her stagestmck
in the latter charaoterizationi She nap the famous Trigger and hold
Fred Sears is an okay bandit chief
to Broadway in search of
and Kdgar Barrier, as the father, it for $100,000 ransom. Crippled ideas
who hidi^ his true status under
come to Port Said to hunt down Md who Rogers befriends is ap- stardom. Police work gradually the guise of a respectable banker.
a phony agency v/here
some pro-Fascist in-laws and Wil- parently in cahoots with the mst- discloses
Nancy Saunders brightens' the celliam Bishop is drawn into the plot lers, but in the end it's he who stagestmck dreams are fattened, luloid as a cattleman's daugliter.
a- nightclub where girls evenwhen a friend is murdered. An- saves the day, and Rogers and and
Other players are adequate
tually end up as customer conother friend is bumped ofi before Trigger are reunited.
Vernon Keays does well enough
Rogers plays the hero in his veniences. There are some compli- with the direction while M. A. AnBishop can get the clues in proper
order and disclose the villainous usual offhanded manner, handling cations when the dead girl's sister dersen's camerawork. Is creditable.
turns
amateur
Miss Henry for the heavy she is, the acting, fighting and singing put everything detective but police
Gilb.
right for finale and
Jane Frazee is a
along, with Steven Geray, Hichard chores neatly.
Hale and Ian MacDonald as good replacement for Dale Evans turn to the next missing girl case.
Conrad Nagcl and Audrey Long
(who's now Mrs. Bogers). Andy
cohorts in the dirty work.
try
very
(SONGS)
hard
to
give
their
asKeginald' Le&aisfft direction 1st Devine is sufficiently funny for the
Hollywood, May 5.
short on the action needed to comedy relief, and George. H. flga^nents some lift but_^are often
Monogram release of Will Jason producbring oif the melodrama. Best Lloyd and Wade Crosby make a thrown by the clumsy dialog and tion. Features Ii'reddie Stew.'irt. June Preissituations. Kane Richmond and
technical credit on the Wallace couple of dastardly bad guys. Bob
ser. WaiTcn Mills, Noel Ncill, Donald MacBride, Bobby Sherwood orch. (Jerri Galllan.
MacDonald productinn is camera Nolan and the Sons of the Pion- John Gallaudet share the heavy Directed
by Jason. Screenphty, Hal ColllnH:
eers are along to break into song assignments and Ralph Byrd is atory. Max Wilson, ColIlnH: camera. .Mack
Bros'.
\?ork ;by Allen Siegler.
at the slightest provocation. Trig- Conrad's aide. Others are ade- Stengler; songs, Freddie Stewart, Will Jaquate, also.
Hi\hhv Sherwood, Tony
son, Sid Robin,
Fightiiig 'Fatlner lliinne ger, along with some unidenMed
On technical side, credits are Beaulleii; editor. Wllitam Austin. Prethemselves
pooch,
acquit
weB,
'48. Rwnning time. 37 MINH.
viewed
May
May
8.
HoUywood,
Film was lensed in Republic's good, from the lensing by Harry Freddie TrinllKill. ......... .Fi** (idle Stfwort
RKO release of Phil L. Ryan production.
Neumann through art direction, Dodie Rogers
June Frelsser
Stars Pat O'Brien; features Darryl Hick- Trucolor, which doesn't show well
..Warren Mills
I,ee Watson......,,
man, Charles Kemper, Bna 0'<:onnor, Ar- in this one. Process runs too much settings and editing.
Brog.
;.,Noel Nelll
Betty Rogers
thur .Shields, Harry Shannon, .Toe Sawyer.
Donald MacBrkle
Tnspeclor Watson.
Anna Q. Nllsson. Donn Gift, Myma Dell, to bllies, which makes it tough on

•fhyniesta.

imsk
%K Zafcl

.

.....

..Jasei>!3

—

'»i™?'">^5!;i
J«y ^No™Mo

.,*..v... ........

Carlo. ....... ......... ..y.-...-

.

Story stresses the languid Latin
adoration of tragedy too much. But
it's interesting as & slice of Uf?
among the Mexican elite during
the anpeeeedented wartime prosperity.
Story climaxes on Lake
Patzcuaro, Miehoacan State, with
Soler. and Tito Junco, an excellent
heavy, in death grapple out in a
skiff.
M[lss Fejlx inherits Soler's
property, but renounces it in favor
of her stepdaughter, a promising

Standard hoss

fair

She's

a wealthy widower with a

vivant;

Nant'.v rfaunders
.Little Brown Jug

.

act, too.

charmiijg daughter, Carmelita G<on-

..
.

.

Robs.,....,.

.She can

looker.

outstanding in -this mystery of a
European refugee who has a child
in a concentration Camp. Opposite
her is the ilean of Mexican actors,
Fernando Soler, in the role of bon

.....Jnck Ingram
Buff Tyson.
...ICatie nichmond
Phi Hp .Mnrrls
Audrey I.onK Homer Boss. .......
....Patili'k llHi-at
......Conrad Nagel Bill Webste*
IMrker
, ...Edwin
.Ralph Byrd Red Jordan....
...l.yim Farr
.....John Galktudet Slim
Dbye -O'Bell and I he Radio Itanisera
....Anthony Worde
Pamela. Blake
Charles Trowbridfee
"Whirlwind Raiders," another
Nana. Bryant
Columbia's Durango
,.i..Selmer Jackson oatuner in
Kvelyn Brent Kid series, shapes up tepidly com..Wanda McKay pared to some of its predecessors.
......lacqueline Thomas
opera has only a

Wilbur Mack

Corelia,

Mexico's highest-paid pic actress
and concededly Mexico's leading

!

.

Claire Ross

Tommy

:

Meidtco City, April

^

Smiley Burnetle.
Tracy Beaumont

Me I*erd«ne'

(May God Forelve Me)

Wbirlwixiii Itaiilers

The Durango *Kld

''

S

IVite plot haiS. Stewart, Jmie
Preisser, Warren Mills and
Weill mixed up in the campus mu^
der of a ma^ photog. Plot stumbles
along until evidence ties batoneer
Sherwood to the JdUing;
to^ proeeeduigs" comes
from, wails,: who exerts good com.
edy talent to raise a few chucMes
Dottal* MacBride runs him a close
second foje laughs. Miss Preisser
and others are adequate to de,
mands made, by Will Jason's direction, and
proauetiprt
guidance,
Lensii^ antf otb«r technical contribntion*
sisintod.
Brog.

Myma

Jfllin

Pont'/Satil

(
Gila I<ingano
lleleoo; Gulatanoi

S

Count On Me." "What Happened'"

and "Neither Could 1," Bette,
presentatton te given "Sherwood's

furnished by Maiiin Kackin and
CS.ONGS)
Bfoff.
Columbia relsastf o£ Colbert Clark producFrank Davis from a story by Wil- grouuds for full value,,
tlon.
stars Charles Starrett. SniUey IBurliam Bankin, although pace is a'
nette; features Fred Seart, Nanry Satinbit on the leisurely side. liaising
/Stiig«.$<3nieis:' v
dera. Little Brown Jng, Uoyfr O"0eH and
Radio Bangers. Directed by Veomn Keaya,
by Geoi^e E. Diskant, mtt direcHoiJywood» May 8.
Norman HaUj mnetA, M, Ai
tion, settings, and other teehnica!
Monogram release of Jottrey Bernard pro- Screenplay,
editor, Pan! BofoWky. At New
Stars Kane IMclimond, Audrey Andersen;
duction.
credits are standard.
Brogi.
Tork theatre, N. T.. vKeek. of -Way 4, '^8.
LonS, Conrad Nasel, Baltih Byrdi teatiirea Running time, 64 MINS.
GalliWrtet, Anthony Wards, Patneja

has infections beat and; J«iss_ DeiCarlo gives the lumberjaek aingie
neat deHveiy. While witbotit pop
sale value, tune fits perftec«y into
the story. Leonard- ^GoldStem s

1948

introduoed and, consequently, loss
value. They are "Baby, You

w^

^ ^J^W^^

tributing capable performances.
Good camera
Ted TetzlafiE's direction makes ing it on the move.
in by George K."
good use of the script material work was turned
Diskant, displaying outdoor batids-

Broote:Numb«

berg, tight editing and
sifSht values that help.

line to
release aims in the oater provide a decorative lower
situamarket. It has been given good theatre marquees in most
production, story and direction to tions.
is virtually a direct
story
The
deaction
outdoor
of
take care^
mands, but its many good points rewrite of "Count of Monte Cristo"
original. .Exare neutralized to some extent by with HO credit to the
in locale and a
lack of spectacular stunts and some cept for a change
stow unfolds
of the worst shooting yet demon- few ether Items, the
in the same manner of the famed
strated by a western hero.
^
An essential of western plots is Dumas classic. Spanish-dominated
Locale Is the
a definite cleavage between good
and bad .and a hero that is a marli®- Philippine Islands in the early,
man without peer. Holt rsdes laoos, when Castauan noblemen
through this one aimlessly bangf ran the islands in a manner that
ing away like a kid playing miW- Invited resurrection, Kamoft Del
boy and IniSiaHS in the street. The Gado is depicted as a sailor who
lack of nrarksmanship wUl be un- is falsely imprisoned for a political
favorably noticed by moppet pa- crime and flowed to languish for
an interminable period in a
Holt and his sldeWcl^ Sichard dungeon. With the aid of Kalph
Martin, appear mi the scene la time Morgan and ytevor Bardette, they
to escape, with
tunnel their
"'"'^^'*?LiT2
of a long-lost Del Gado getting possession of a
RobardiB, discoverer
goldmine. Heavies Steve Brodie treasure map." He ultimately reand Tony Barrett did the killing to trieves the hoard and makes his
secure Bobards' map to the treas- way back to Manila to get his reure and the heroes are forced to venge on, those that betrayed him,
Sigrid Gurie does well as the
break jail attd dodge the slieriff
while they attempt'to link the bad- love interest as the girl whose
dies with the murder. After suf- wedding is postponed by Del
ficient chases and much footage of Gado's arrest, and who spends the
aimless "basig-bang" Holt and Mar- intervening time leading a band
tin comer the killers and Justice is of guerillas.
The sepiatone process, as used
done.
Holt makes a good appearance here, gives added, dramatic values
and chuckles are well taken care to the outdoor shots bat otherwise
of by Martin as the amorous Chito, tends to slow the action sequences.
Dell
supply
Sidney Salkow's pa'cing is good,
Nan l«slie and
Brodie but has permitted the cast to overslight romantic touches.
and Barrett are excellent heavies, act. The sepia tensing by Clyde
and Jim Nolan is a: capable sherifiE. DeVinna is of top cut as it the
Lesley Selander directed the musical scoring by Eddison von
Jose.
Herman Schlom production, keep- Ottenfeld,
fulfill

when word

pianist, tlien suicides
'

comes

that her clfild couldn't survive the concentration camp horGrah.
rors.
'

to

Fore^

•

fik^ Reviews

.

.

(Uttlikely for

Anglo-U

S.

Market)

'

'

'

:i,

Swwd

niio'ted by Ted TetKlalT. Screenplay, Martin Rackin, SVanfc Davis; story, William
B.mkln; camera, Geortfe B, Diskant; music,
Roy Webb; editor. Frederic Knudtsoh.
Running time. »2
Tradeshown May 6,

the eyes.

MIKS.

7.
.Schlom production. Stars Tim Holt; features Nan- Leslie,
Richard MBrtln, Sieve Brodie, Myrna Dell,
Tony Barrett. Directed by Lesley Selander,
Houston, Kd B,irl
Screenplay, Norman
Repp;'camera, Geoige E. Diskant; editor,

Dunne......
Matt Bavis
Bmmctt Mulvey....
Miss O'Bourke
Mr. O'Donnell
John T.rf'e
Steve D.ivis
jrather

.Mrs.

Knudson

Paula

Kate Mulvey..

Danny Brfggs
Tony
,

Lefty....

AMhbishoi.

.

.

Kemper

.ITn.'i

........Joe Rawyer
..\nna. Q. Nilsunn

May

Herman

May

Atftrquette.

.

.

.

3,

.

RaKlc-T.ion lelrase oC Kidney Salkow production, ilirectcil by Kjilkow. Stars Ramon
Del Gado, sigrid Gurie; features Ralph

Morgan.
Duncan lleualclo.
.Screenijlay
Kvans; ciimpra (Kcpla), Clyde DeVinna; editor. Mel Thorsen; music. Eddl-

Julius
.son

t»,

viin
'48.

Ottenfeld.

T'revlewed N. T. April
RumilnR lime, T2 MINS.

Roberto lialagtas...
Maria Louisa

Don AdoUo.

.

Ramon

Del Gado

Slgrld (Surie

Ralph MorKan

,

Fernando................. .Duncan Renaldo
Ming Tang .... , ,
Leonard Strong
Tsnacio ...................... Da vid licbnard
Rodrimo
Tim HttritlPy
Alisnel
.Tremr Bardette
.

, ,

-Aunt

Duke of

.Belle Mitchell
lifrrara

timnt Vclastiuca......

Trfe

Raker

.Cy Kendall

.

,.

-

Somin

Mabel

™
...Rudy Whistler

.Marilyn

Alercer

i"^"

Soloist

"Pighling Father Dunne"
fnsoirational

'of

Tradeshown
Desmond
MINS.
Donn (Sift MS. Running time, 01
Tim IfoU
Myrna Dell Bob
Nan Leslie
Ruth Donnelly .Tudy...
.................... .Richard Martin
Jim Nolan Chito.,
.Steve Brodie
Muisran
... .Billy cummlnKs
Myrna Dell
Dixie
Billy dray
.Tony Barrett
Kric Rob'xls Wyalt
llm Nolan
,.
Gene ('olllns Sherlir
.In son lloliards
Matthews Ben .inson .................. .Ilobcrt Riiiy
• .Lester
RofUy
^Sr'T
,

Monk
fSovcroor

Hollywood,

tlKO release

O'Connor
Arthur Shields
....Harry Khannon
.

Avenger

»f th«

(SEPM)

Pat O'P.rlcn
..D'jrr.vl lllckmnn

...Charica

.

Jimmy

<Tiip

.

5tal.

niece

dealing

'Gtm.s of Hate" follows the exan pectcd piitt.em set by previous Tim
with Holt westerns and, as such, will

i.s
'

'

Sepiatone, an infrequently used
print process, gives "Sword of the
Avenger" its most distinguishing
feature.
Otherwise it's a routine
cloak-and-dagger opera that can

Dean McKinley.

...Monte CoUlns

Ronnie Wallace.

.............. .Stan Ross
........ .B<jhhy Sherwood
..Biny Hnyiler

t'oroner

..William

Winkler

Bobby

IVavlg. ....

Houser

l\iul

fCdwarda

Per Gnnwall.
era,

.......

Telpgrnph. Girl

.

.(Seorge
.Dotty.'

time,

104

At

Gunwatl;

.\stori0,

i-;iin.

t^tockhrtlm.

MINS.

With

practically no plot at all,
this entry boils down to merely a
big variety show whose chief selling poinfi is that it features some
of Sweden's niftiest bathing beauties. Pictiure is best described as a
Swedish "Hellzapopphi." Cast does
a good job while direction and cam-

erawork are olay. Film looms

as a

satisfactory grosser in Scandinavia

and has mild chances abroad.
Winq.
"Olympiad I VHt" ("Olympic

GiinHfl

In White") (SWiSS-SWBlHSH). Knroii».
release of Svensk Journaltllin & Cuiidnr
Film, Zlurich. Directed by Toi-gny Wli ltman. (Camera, Harry Persson, Rene llof-aiger, Robert Garbade, Brnat KlslKcn. t4»ii:'iie
Alexath, J. Bart. Hans Jawoisl-.v.
Aveny and Lorry tbctUces, Stockhnlni.

An interesting documentary,
I Vitt" is the first film
covering the winter Olympic games
to he shown in Sweden. Produced
"Olympiad

in cooperation with Swiss producer Condor
Film, the pic is a sure moneymaker
here principally due to the fine
lensing. of the cameramen. Sport
shots have a worldwide appeal.

by Svensk Joumalfilm

Wiiiq.

Price
Price

War Hares Up
lit 16m Distribution
war in the non-theatrical

has fllared up. While
rentals long have been a highBrown ly competitive market, with low
quotations the rule rather than the
exception, sales of prints outright
Trcfiton
now reaching rock-bottom
Joiman are
Bryiir

KIdredse
I).

Screenplay,

(^urt Jonssen.

Running

;

.N'orton Biilley
I'hsirleB I'ultinbell

Dunkel.
Officer

"Kailek, SAldieo OeH Sanv" f'tove.
Sunahtae unA Sonsa") (S^VKDfSH), .'iaiidrcw-Batumm produetton and relcsse, stJira
Ake SttderWoia, Bengt LoRardl. Annc-Waile
Aaroe, Stig Jarrel; features Anders IMif,
Guatat Torteatad, Benkt Ake Bcnlil^on.
Gull Notorp. Lena Cederstrom. Dirci lPd by

16m
16m

field

Hari-y Taylor
.Margaret >',ert
T.ane ('handler

Hiwhaod,
Wife
Police Officer
Joey.
Little Miss (lonishucks

.Ioe,v

..Mildred

.

.Jimmy tJrisson levels.
Boy in Wagon
George Fields
Band Boy
Wjve of price-cutting, independBobby Sherwood and Orch
Oerri Gftllian
ent distribs feel, was touched off as
long as 18 months ago when United
"Campus Sleuth" is a musical World attempted to spread out into
Whodunit that will get by as sup- the home movie market shortly
porting feature for the secoi^aries.
after acquiring Castle Films,
It follows a formula groove in prepointed out,
senting its songs and mystery; the this field, an indie,
most suppliers make a concession
results are just adequate.
to
Score has three vocals by Fred- to the "guy who wants a comedy
die Stewart, but tunes are poorly take home and show the kids."
.
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COSTELLO HAVE EM ROLLING
IN THE AISLES. A SLAPSTICK KNOCKOUT!^
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FUNNYI'-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW . , ''A LAIIGH
SPREEr-nijiBUliETiN
/POPULAR APPEAL! "-iXMlBTOR
"COMEDIANS AT THEIR BEST!" -MmiYmm& riportii
*A FUNFESt FROM START TO FINISH!" -Variety
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Further

From Exbib Biz

STODIO UNIONS

MDU

By Giwng Up Park Ave. Showcase
Universal is withdrawing onet
step fui'tlxer from the exhibition
end of the film business by turning
over its lease to the Park Avenue
theatre (N. Y.> to Nat Sanders,
head of EAglish Films, Ltd. Park

®f 100 M-G Shares
Btocte Candy Suit Peace

Owner

One stockholder, owning 100
shares of common, blocked a proowned by Walter Reade,
posed settlement of the minority
w.k. circuit operatbr, Who buflt the stockholders' action against Metro
showcase with the original plan of when the peace pact came up for
catering to the Upper crust on^a
stockSanders wul court okay Monday (10). The
Bubsci'iption basis.
represented by Attorney A.
the house, holder,
Avenue

is

Inside Sinff-Hcitares

ElcmiNGWAGEHIKE
Hollywood,

May

May '18,

11.

The Association of Motion Picture Producers ba» proposed that
the present 11.17% cost-of-living
paymente to studio locals of the
lATSB be continued to Aug. 10,
1949. The locals will study the offer
before their next meeting. The
proposal would provide that the
union could reopen the wage
clause any time during the contract period if the cost-of-living
index rises to 17S, or 15% above
Jan. 1, 1847, on which the 11.17%
is based. Index, .as of Maixb 15,
1948, is at 167.4.

The so-called "Paramount tax fsoVlsion,'' wMcfe the Supreme Court
decision indicates tfe^ theatre-owning jasJoJW wHlneed, was, practlcaliv
executive sessloa of th® Hoas© Ways and Means
clwbbed to death at

m

Committee last week.
Although Eep, Bertrand W. Ctearhart (B., Calif.) announced he
would bring it up again, >both ISeaKKsrats «nd KepubUcans on the
Committee agreed that the pifoposal fead ao cliMice. It provides that
where a Fodorid «6«rt anti-trust ««fll!io»t results Jft the foeeed sale

of certtiln tsseis, the money may lie 3i»!nvest*d ill something slmiiw
capitia gaias tsx. In this c«se, it
without the necessiiy of payins:
appears that tihie majors will be forced to sell many—if not all—of their
theatres, Under thfe existing law, th« 'StWoAsmpm capital gains tax
must be paid, on any profit. Under this ptoiKiSW. fh«9r could rei^i^^gt
the money without paying any tax.
What licked the proposition was a statement by Under Secrefsfy
of the Treasury A. L. M. Wigging, who was testifying. He pointied out
first oi all that the provision would not apply only, to the motion
picture companies hut to any business found ISdlty of anU-tcust violations and forced to sell holdings. He argued thiM: tho Treasury was
firmly against using the law to benefit ausaieiMl found gniJty ol
violating the tedosa anti-U ust laws. He declatwi that II Couguess tiied
to slip anything Uli» this through, the Treasury mviA he lonjed to
reconunend that Rpej^dent Trumaa veto it.
In order to biififer his position, ho read portions of th« Sup¥«»e
Court decision to the congressmen, i» wMdi th» big companies- were
attacked as monopolists.
;

take over operation of
Lewis Spitzer, labelled the settleMay 19, wlien his film, "Showtime" ment "unfair" and asked for fur-,
The pre^ht lA contract expires
replaces "The Mikado," current ther court hearings on the ground
AJifr 10, 1840. to making the pitch,
tenant,.
the evidence was too meagre foi^ a AMPP gave tlie union toppers a
Retreat from Park Avenue by U judicial ruling.
general statement on current ecoleaves that company only one theaAs a consequence, N. Y. Supreme nomic situation In the Industry,
tre, Winter Garden, on which it Court Justice Louis A, Valentc re- and the need to tighten up all
bas a lease. Company, several years served decision. Suit had mainly around if full-time piQduetion ft to
tigo, also operated Kei<Ji's Cinem- been aimed at a concession to all be met.
but later surrendered the Loew's theatres which the eompany
atti
theatre. It originally announced had granted to People's Candy Co.
plans to acquire some 30 show- Compromise provided for certain
cases which it intended to run revisions of the basic pact to perBing Crosby is distributing a Mark Helltoger memorial album
which contains two disks from his Feb. 4 PhUco radio time program.
iointly with its partner, J. Arthur mit greater revenues to Loew's.
ass Cdntinned from page 1 ss
lank.
Cut last December, the show had as its ^Oste Jtomy Pmaurtef jDl^^
Claim had been made that Metro
assuming
oificers or their relatives had an department, unwrapped the blue- Haymes and the late producer.
Reportedly, Sanders is
a lease which calls for weeldy ren- interest in the candy outfit.
print last week. He disclosed that
Recording session was held only a few days before Hellinger's death.
Meanwhile, attorneys for the one midwest university was on the On the Inside front cover of the album Is a glossy print of the pro^
tals of $2,000. U occupied the theatre for 18 nionths. under a flve- minority stockholders withheld ap- verge of joining the network in dueer, Haymes, Crosby and Durante posed abont tlie mike at th«t time
year tenancy with an option to re- plioatlon for legal fees pending the initiating the
experiment,
but While the back inside has a photo of the same group seated about
liew for another five jears. Gom- court's decision. Grosser & Walker switched deans and the new ap^ a piano with the exception of Crosby. Bing's iiiow^t in pr^aiSng
nany, however, found jt difficult rep the plaintiffs along with Abra- pointee, apparently anti - radio, the book was that it's "in memory of a swell guy."
to keep the theatre -supplied with ham L. Pomerantz.
nixed the idea. A number of eduadequate product since its strongcators representing major colleges
Officers and directors of .20th-Fox aggregately received $22440 less
est films were slotted for Broadway
immediately told him to "count remuneration in 1947 than they did in 1946. That's revealed in proxy
screens: At one time, U's top brass
them in" on the project.
statement for stockholders' meeting to be held next Tuesday (18).
flirted with the idea, of playing
Jt.
Officers and directors together during 194? received $l,S63,05l as
Fisher
says
received
he
has
a
foreign-lingo and British pix only
Votttiiiuea.'rfNtaK 3pmw t
number of letters £rom other col- against $1,285,191 during the previous la-montli period. This is conin the theatre.
trary to previous reports of an upswing in pay to the company's execs
able to its standards and said he leges offering to cooperate.
U's board has alrea# approved
As tentatively outlined, the plan and board members.
suspected that some- cuts which
the deal and Reade has .okayed the
Only increase at all was a slight one in coin paid into the retirement
wiU are submitted in display copy don't would be to constitute NBC's ""Uni- fund for tlie men. This amounted to $92,6S0 in lOtT.
UnderstOioa,
siElbletting.
agatowst fS9.000
even apjiear in the pictures they versity of the Air" programs
Stand as guaiantw on ttie lease.
to 1946, a tilt of $23,630.
("World's Great Novels," "LivingOnly i^ep remaining Is |o ink the plug.
Whether the press has or has 1948," etc.) a course for home study
papers*
Moyd
pi?edicting
that
are
the
C. Douglas
RKO
lot
the
Railbbsds
on
not tightened up; on its advertisihg Iby adults, who would yegister for
Sandeis expects to operate prof^ codes is still open' to question fol- the course, at a nominal fee, via novel, "The Robe," will not be produced in the near future or for
Jtably with British films which he loi^g scrutiny ot several papers participatiiig universities and re- a long time to conaie, if at all. Story is §uch that aa adequate producdistributes in the U. S. His ."MUl last W6ek. Display, ad for the Rial- ceiv* Itt return assignuients for tion would require a budget Of $5,000,000 or moi^*. Unto current
on the Floss"' played Aere some to's "The Damned,'* a French ira- supplemeutary teading. Enrolled boxoMce conditions it is doubtful if ttie studio will, lay thai much
weeks'back.
port, is built ground a full-bosomed listeners would make reports, on coin on the line.
gal whose charms are stressed by a their study and, at the end of a
"T-Men," the Edward Small production being distributed by Eagle
low cut gown, Three other Frentai specified period such as 39 weeks,
Newsreelers Pledge
pix, "Panic," "Volpone" and "Not take an exjimination prepared by a Lion, is by far the latter's most successftil film so {at, wi^ domestic
were promoted by copy -special corinaittee set up by the gross expectancy, based on income to &it«, set at $1>400^IO or a bit
Aid Vs. Delmquency Guilty,"
which employed f«males in various college witt whiidbi they were reg- better. It cost $450,000 to make, of which BL put up JS5%, mostly in
Newsreel companies will get be- stages of unofa%ss. Big displays, Istered. On receiving a passmg deferments for studio rental, etc. In return it gets 28% ol the profits,
hind the ative against juvenile de- incidental]^, Usifclly go to the grade, the listener would be for^ in addition to its distribution fee.
linquency launched byiJie Theatre Times, News, Post and
while warded an embossed certificate preOwners of America in condunction other sheets receive the standard sented jointly by the school andOnce a Columbia producer, Helen Deutsch is back on the old lot
with the Gavemment. Editors of eight or 12 lines.
but not working for Columbia. This time she is worldng for Milton
OTC's "Uniwrsity of the Air."
all five companies pledged their
Lovers" to Columbia in a package deal
Survey of foreign film marquees
project sttms from a long-held Pickman, who sold "The
support' At » londheon meet last last week diowed Brand't Pix N.Y
Cornel Wilde as star.
by Fisher that radio's edu- calling for Miss Deutsch as scripter and
week hosted by, Charles Skouras, now homang PassionneHe _and feeling
cational programming is "faiUng to
head of National 3Che8tr6s and VTorment, '. nescribn!« its 'product Ujj,[j[gg
g^n" because so little
ehairman of the TOA committee,
sensational L,j.g^j5jed use & made of
with ttie tagline
It He beTOA is plugging for inchisioii of
that, without diminishing a
J^'^Jli
Inside the lobby were ,i. jx
clips Iif newsreels playing up Uie themes.
general anneal • of such
campaign. Co-op pledge was lauded blowup* ot a gal and male com- j^jyers, the network^n "capitalize
Continued ftom page S
Ca^on beneath the
at the meet by John W. Andrews of panion.^
^^ke far more effective the ing monopoly by the Big Eighti Buffalo suits as UA's counsel.
the Dept. of Justice and administraPjosrammto it already does to this
to the van- field
the
Loew Booking While there's no disparagement of
Republic,
tive vice-chairman of The National the highest bidder!"
the abUity of other topflight todusConference for the Preveniion and guard werO; Loew's State- which
Educators have been cagey, how- Agency and United Artists Theatre try attorneys who've participated
featured a busty blowup of Paul ever,
Control of Juvenile DeHnquen<3r.
about stepping down from Corp. in Louisville.
at various times in the monopoly
Government has fixed September ette Goddard in, beb^ of "Un- th^r academic heights to «n{Me
successive
victories
actions, Raftery is figured to be the
three
The
Criterion wsconquered"
coaqoerw wn«e
diswhile the
we i.nwnoni
.
as National Youth month.
education unj^^
played the diest cuwes of .Maria XSTw^ct"' n
after such most familiar of all counsel with
dertaking. It was wtX^TXlrt
Fisher'^ o-p e n for the majors follow
Toren and Yvonne de Caxlo, both
disastrous defeats as the Goldman the inner workings of day-to-day
challenge tiw* s
$ university
of whom appear in its cunent
whicli cost film company operations.
ought to "stick Its neck out and do case in Philadelphia,
"Casbah."
Similar Pattern.
something for the unacademic," them $375,000 in treble damages,
Park case in Chithat final^ produced the offers he'd and the Jackson
|L_— conttnnea ftom page 4 sicss
In all three suits which the
hoped for from -weugh educators cago, which nicked them for $300,- majors have recently won ,tlie is000, but, more importantly, upsist sues
til the final outcome of "the men
to assure the project a tryout.
are similar—a charge that inthe whole Chicago playoff system dies
already found guilty by jury .trial.
discriminated
have
been
and is costing the distribs a great against in the sale of product in
Originally, Hitz held out for a
ConUnued irom page 3
qu^tity of coin every week. In favor of an affiliated house or cirplea of guilty ^ from the eight of films for video or the fixing of
addition, in Philly Goldman has a
defendants before consenting to fair trade practices to gfsii&ak their
cuit. In the Bordonardo case, It
suit pending, similar to the one he
wait until the higher court rulmgs. disposition to tele nets. Disclosure
was stated that the Palace theatre
Co
ffom page 9
won, for additional years in which
Defense coxmsel has clearly in- that a number of distribs had I—„j.^ ConUnued
to Clean, N. Y., was being sloughed
dicated, in event they are stymied licensed films for video or were material, Disney gets a per-book he claims he was injin-ed by the in favor of the Warner circuit.
in their efforts to get a retrial for contemplating it stirred unorgan- royalty, so anytiitog he can do to majors' monopoly.
Among the defendants, UA, Unithe two convicted men, they will ized but fairly widespread exhib promote their sale is profitable to
versal, 20th-Fox and Loew's were
Other Factors
petition the U. S. Supreme Court movements to refuse bookings, on him. On the other hand, he conWhether it is just eircum.stances acquitted, while Warner Bros.,
siders the books promotion for the
for a hearing. Since the high court video-purchased pix.
concemmg
the particular suits RKO and Paramoimt were ordered
recesses early to June, it's likely
Edward Lachman, prexy of New films.
which has been swinging the tide to pay only $28,000 altogether. CoReilly, who heads the
^U»k
Damages
that no final dl^po^Wtt Of ti>e 10 Jersey AlUed, told Vakiet? that
in favor Of the majors or whether lumbia was not involved.
department of the it is some new tactic of defense of $750,000 trebled were asked.
cases win be made before next "the time is fast approacfatog when publication
the ea.st. He isn't even clear to the
fall.
television officials, exhibitor studio, is currently
In the Texas salt, B. R. McLendistrib atNext act of the legal drama un- groups and distribution represen- has just sold the idea of two new torneys themselves. The deciding don charged that his Beverly Hills
folds May 21 when argument for tatives sit down at a roundtable to books to Western officials. They factor in the recent Rivoli case, and Casa Ltoda theatres in Dallas
opens here. thrash out the problems confront- are one on how to draw and anoth- however, was definitely the dig- were suffeitog because of discrimiretrial of Lawson
California lawyers Robert Kenny, ing all concerned." Lachman said er on the genesis and development ging up of evidence of percentage nation in favor of toterstate and
Charles Katz and Benjamin Mar- plans for the future should be of Miekey Mouse. Reilly leaves for payoff chiseling to the distribs by 'the Robb & Bowley circuits, which
golis plan to trek homewards by formulated,
hard-and- the Coast at the end of this week, the house, proving that plaintiff were defendants, along with the
"nothing
the end of the week leaving mo- fast, but at least some standard
The $1,000,000 loan obtained Stanley Kosinowski wasn't coming eight majors. McLendon asked $lr
tion for retrial to local counsel. formula."
from Western will be used, presi- into court with the proverbially 200,000 damages trebled. Thomas
Albert Maltz, scheduled as the
"Personally," Allied official de- dent ifey O. Disney wired holders necessary "clean hands." Obvious- C. MeConnell, the samg attoi-ney
third defendant, wiU leave with claredj "I woiddn't like to see films of 6% preferred stock last week, ly, the majors are going to con- who successfully fought the Jack*
them.
shown at all over television. Or if to pay off $9 to accumulated divi- tinue along this tack in building son Park suit, was tho counsel for
Last Wednesday (5) Trumbo was they must be Shown, it should be dends. to addition, the board de- up future defenses and feel that it the loser to all three of the acfound guilty on two coxmts. He during hours which wouldn't com- Glared two regular dividends, due will considerably cut down the tions. He wasn't able to be perHouse
Untell
the
refused
to
pete with theatres." Lachman July 1 and Oct 1, of 37VSc per number of anti-trust suits brought. sonally present in Dallas, however,
had
American Activities Committee guessed that would be early in the share on the preferred.
Otherwise, there's some feeling since a JP contempt action was on
Payoff of the arrearage will be among attorneys that the return of in Chicago at the time.
whether he (a) was a member of morning or late in the evening.
ib)
Guild;
or
There is thought, incidentally, to
"As it is now," he added, "we initially in two $2.25 dividends Edward C. Raftery to the active
the Screen Writers
ever
had
been
recognize the important part of payable also July 1 and Oct. 1 "The front line forces of counsel for the be a chance of obtaining an appeal
whether he was or
a member of the Communist Par- television is going to play. To con- board has further unanimously de- majors in fighting the anti-trust in the McLendon suit, since the
court
ty. Sentence has been postponed tinually snipe at each other isn't clared it to be the intention and suits may be a factor. Raftery for judge in the Texas federal
on Trumbo pending a motion for going to do any good." Allied exec policy of the company," Disney six years was president of United refused to allow a jury trial.
a new trial and he is under $1.- said he believed union and guild stated, "to pay the remaintog pre- Artists and unable to talce a direct
The BivoU case in Buffalo was
000 bail. Similarly Lawson is un- offieials concerned should also be ferred arrearages in installments hand as trial attorney. He left the based on a charge that Sheas
der bond, awaittog argument on invited to his proposed roundtable of $2.25 each on Jan. 1, 1949, and UA ejcec post last year and has Roosevelt had unfairly been given
talks.
'AprU 1, 1949."
appeared personally in the two a rtin ahead of Kosinowski's house.
bis petition for a new trial
.
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After the war It reverted to reissues and subsequentruns as the Pix. A month agtft It
once, more went to newsreei policy.
Now it plays dualers.

during war.

MkA to Seek NfimL Dhrorcement

we

Law like N. Dakota's; Xchai^e News
Minneapolis.
The old North Dakota theatre
divorcement iaw will be the pattern for a similar measure to be
Central Allied
North
sponsored by
at U>e next Minnesota legislative
according to President
session,
Bennie Berger. Failure of the consent decree decision to mcder im-

Boom

Vrive-ln Theatre

Auto yUm, near Tacoin*
cessionaries are reported «illiii8l to latest
hand over as high as 35% of their and DtiTS-lB doae to P<SSf
aMe WHiTOcft"''take.
.
.
There an? two distinct philoso-i
Ktnr
Itafve-la Started
phies developing among Dfive-In:
men 'on concessions. One is to have
Fraaik Yaaienoff ^d"^rold ',
hawkers wandering among thei
and the other Is to xestrid: Schwartz, who own the EasSiHi
and Bivexdde Drive-lhs
sale of the alimentary twAontives
started coostaracUon of a
to shellers tm ttte lideUnes. Some

K. C, Fox-Midwest ChanKCS ,
Kansas City.
One of laigest shuffles of theatre
managers ia several years was anopped to office nuuuger with Paul nounced by Leon Bobcrtson, FoxKrumenacker's prom^ioa to head Midwest city manager. Key move
of exchange. Latter leplaees D. F. takes Joe Redmond to-the Esquire,
(Dinty) Moore, who wUl head Bos- flrstnin downtown, as manager. He
ton-New Haven-Buffalo-Albany dis- had been assistant at the Tower.
H. D. Canon moves from Esquire
trict for Warners.
Bitz and Ford theatres, Fozd to Ftdtway. suburban fif^un. Roy
City, Pa., transferred iff ABfegheoy Cato goes from Fairway to the
Theatre Enterprises to Leo Galonis. Warwick, replacing George Mul-

im na CM

n

OWo

TSf

Drive-Ih on HanlidMug PiU.
ejdiibs are' xcpotted to have as
many as 30 honAxxs. This admit- FIni IMn
mediate divorcement compels inStite-bi naOr Soon
pushes «ip sales of the pixiddependent exhibitors to seek it
Harris chain has lost its Familjr lare, wa^ed. Bob Collier, house tedly
Des SIMnes
90
tteoagh state legislation, Berger theatre
East Liberty. Harrises manager at Uptown, moves -to ucts, but it's also said to be
Oes iUMoes Diive-Ia is stated' tn
annoying it drives the betterclass op» liH» ivithin
said.
,
still have one house in £.1^
„ ,
a. wedk. with
clientele away.
Minnesota Amus. Co. launched a trict, tlie Liberty.
Wayne
mbmm,
tonne^t
court fight against the North DaOn the other hand, some of the City, la., as manager,
Hal .Kaiz, manager of WB's Cfcas. BnriB to Telwwws te N. Y.
Mus is
kota divorcement law which, ic- Model tbtetre, to Veterans hospital,
new, ultra-class Drive-&is iiave firrt IMve-to fw this territory,tht
Cleveland.
j
^yoired producer-distribulwts to di- witli Jack Keiffer pinch-hitting for
Charles N. Burris, manager of fancy xestauraats and dancing £a- jgarteeEsfaip deal with Tetstates
vest themselves of their theatre him.
yeara cilittes to exiiw* three layers «£ aiMtre Corp. and Mid-West Drivfr
seven
for
here
Tcienews
holdings. Before the courts passed
Eddie Reith, formerly with Warto New York wh«re he coin from the ctHtomcES—^aBooer. .ui Corp.
0n its validily, however, the meas- ner exchange, joined Col's shipping transferred
and afteF«how. Ontdooc
will become ad-sales manager of show
ure was repealed*
department.
Telenews Digest, cbato's'own news- ttieatics also are now banning to
Howard Crombie, former WB reel magazine.
include blocks of uvular seats up
1i»m Jefferson Resigns
checking supervisor in New EngMartin Printz retired from iHm front, playgrounds tor Out diOiben 1
Miami.
land, joined Monogram here.
business last SatuwiaF <1), after and other Innovations.
Tom Jefferson, pub-ad director
theatre,
Dormont,
Hollywood
CMliKM^d frwa Mce 3
operating theatres here for about
No longer ai-e most of th«n play f
j)
of Paramount theatres here for the closed by WB for complete rebuild30 years, resigning as manager of ing reissues and slough-off product- peaied to be
past eight years, resigned effective ing: Warner lease on South Hills
tfaaqi a remote
Alhambra, to move to Los Angeles, None has reached the first-nm
June 1. He'll start a new pub-ad theatre expired and property re- He
possibiUly'—mHdd
deBnitely
retains a ihiancial interest in category yet, but a majority are
firm called Jackson & Jefferson
cold
now.
verted to Harris Amus. Go.
Corp.
the Alhambra Theatre
association with Jerry Jaclison, opusing top films in compandively
E. S. <Jim) Thorpe, vet 20th-Fox
In the meantime, it has been
«ator of an art service.
early runs. And they're no
salesman who has covered West
learned, BGlton Kroner, (juirman
Central States Loses Ineram
Prior to coming to Florida in Virginia for years, moved to the
buying them at flat rentals, but
Des Moines.
of the board «C tlie Selznick Re1940, Jefferson held posts with Pao:- dty
paying the same percentages as
and Jack Bllstrom gets
manager
formerly
Ingram,
F.
leasing Organizatiffin, aiwroaehed
anxount in New York as -well as Thorpe's former territory.
la., resigned regular theatres. In some tastaacei^
Esthervilie,
Grand,
of
vith the Scfaine and I^cddiaitial
Seekins to ease up Lou Gilbert's, to become secretary of EsthervUle Ihey have been bidding agwUiSt; Robert Benjamin, general counsel
for Toung, with a pMIBVMAn by
circuits.
duties since his recent illness,
Chamber of Commerce; succeeded conventional houses, to obtain the viiuch £L would handle part of the
transferred the Warner theatre
by Don Loftus &om Strand,- Ft run.
Dezel's Astor Franchise
selling for SRO. SelznicVs own
manager to Regent, nabe in East Dodge, la^ with JLoftns' successor
The Drive-Ins enjoyed tiieif force -would xestrict its
acProductions
Dezel
Alt>ert
activity to
Iil>ei^. Hiaixr Koch r^laces Gilbeuig iraiiam Madk. All are Cen- earliest boom in the south where major circuit sales. Young
emired Cincinnati franchise to bert at the Wamer.
turned
tral States opmfkms.
they can (qperaW ueaily all year.
Astor Pictures, which will be rethe proposal down.
First qnonset-type theatre in
However, - plenty are being built
leased in that. territory through western Pennsylvania under conGoldwyn -will continne' wifli SKO
cHaer <|iiii8 Par
S
now evon in New Kngiand,. with
Screen Guild Productions of Cin- steuction at SbiefS^d, Ba^ fiir O.
St. Louis,
the word around thrt the jjpv&ts at the same dBstrilwtion fee as at
cinnati, banner under which Dezel's H. Baldens^eiser, vetecaii exhibMaurice SdiewUaer, vet man- can be plc»iiy big enooielt in am present, 20%. Baac deal was
oBice operates fhere.
It'll seat «!0,
itor.
ager for VaamaanA here, resigned April-to-OctirtMx
«algned last spring, with Goldwyn
to enter Drive-to field, becoming
holdiag yeariy nenewal optiom
Trd Tad Br jaiim "iRfl
Bob Russell's 25th Aani
an executive of a recently formed
making tbe pact potentially rim
Ted Tod, foniKr exploiteer for
131^ «eMsia iMta^.
Ashtabula.
corporation building Drive-ins in
the Selznick Beleasang Organica^
fiw years. Fee 'was unped with tlie
*[homasviIle, Ga.
Robert
Bussell, city manager of Rockford, m;, and Lincoln, Neb,
tion, was rehired by the distrib last
New Hi Wa Doive-ln. cosling beckoning of the piesent contract
celebra^s
his 25th Schweitzer was Par's St. Louis rep
Shea
Theatres,
week. Bob GtUham, SRO pub-rad
,'$75,000, has been mveiled near bom UHje%. It coattones on the
.„
,
circuit this month. ftw
nith
the
amqi
25 ye^ _ . .
chief, was in Clucago oyer the
,
„,„„..a^ here by Nat li. WlUiams. bead of 30% baidbt for the life «E the deal.
'Chain as an .udier.
Started
with
succ«rf^
Woodward
weekend for huddles with Tod €m
jjntetprises. orcuit opJ?P^J-,
Willumi Held, resigned, as
openings of "SSr. Blandings DieamHas 40a«ar capacity. Owf
FMke Ctecma Opeaiac Ddayed agisr here to Eagle ^i®^ Wowl-|jj^,,,;^^
house" and 'OHiel in the Sun,"
deagned to lure teenPathe CSnema's Finis ' theatre. ward fw^riyvwsmMag^^
'Tod will handle the midwest ter- 4»i^nail|y
ig dance fUtac immediately
scheduled to i^ea in wajifcBeiWis.,tor 20th-Fox.
ritoiy.
ataecn
for ftee daoMig
jheaMth
ndiBown New Yodc in AjfiSL imn't
I before the show Starts.
It alsn has
, .
c,„rx
preem until falL Bad weather reVeiilman to Wit 9tmn
«»teferbikea«li«lk.to
portedly set bade the mneffiiKg 4^
^"'"L^Jtagdes.
Pittsbitt^i.
the 571-seat arty house.
Moz Buries, now head of SioBO- New Ori*e4k ^tmr. Niagm FaOi
Saul ]?erilman resigned at MonO'
gram in POeOand, joins SRO asl
•gram to become Main Line salesBuffalo.
manager here. Buries le-l 3Jew Starlite Drive-Jn tlieatae.
Sunday 'Sing' Used in N.
branch
__
man for WB, taking over territory
_
*» Km.)
Charlotte, N. C.
jEnm Jack Kafanenson, recently
«»«»te4 »«»
Niagara
New policy initiated by Manager mount 'SS^i^i.fl^'S^lSLf?^
but switched suddeiiy
Falls. wiU open early in May, Tlus
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S. McDaniel of Evon theatre,
Dallas, N. C, of opening the house 'Southern
Sunday albanooBs to a 'CommuNiagarano^^nMake.
bearing fruit
nity sing." aiieady
in creating n kinkier feeling
among the diun^-^iMng people, smt. Paul Williams, SCIUA. oinyi-1
New pidii^ is reputed as hel^gi sd, win explain its effefet on tb*- ^ndy Andenon
IrtS
to break down the bacneis against!
«*«^ations
^jteM* to buRd 800-car Orive-to cm

^^-"^.^te^a^X^S^^

aT'|-.^l^^r^;S*^i^
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SimUW'S
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FtlEli

Bowline^mL

j

Sunday film shews.

m

Modem Rooms

500

with barti and radio
''EverytWng N«W(but the Name"

Near lUHfaa: SM-Scater

...

Sonth-Lyn t^l^toM. headed to 3©^^ tnM* near Owensboro. Ky,
out *1M OOO Boige bmaea, manager of AnderAl Haison is
on reraodeltfigwa a new building }sQB ilwatn^

b^

^

HaOifUc
lHOj|ect in Sooikem California.'
& Ber^ Work starts soon an .a 950-seater in
flenin. nt, Ptfte-Ia
costing $^,000. The BeOSt. liOttis.
here. "This 908-seater i^ves c3iain flowcr, in town of same name, is
John Marlowe. Henin, BL, tat~
eigiit theatres in Marqme Frov- tmdergoing improvements coSQagjiutiitor, plans to boild Brive^
inces.
near that town within the mart few
**2'*''?S^
capa«aty wiU be nppedjnionths.
over 280 seats to 1,21*.
Rosenthal Albany TOA Chi^
latest link in FSranidin
'

ULCXANBftlA HOTEL
ai Spring * Los

AngcUs

FHANK WALKER,

General MaiMqer
Formerly at Olmsted, Ctev*l*ncl, O.

.

schom ciremt,!the Vogue, opened Hynes,

Sca^

^

M, Mhw^

XkUcan CSty.
Albany,
Ifppti i in -Texas
Leonard L. Bosenthal, ul
Chicago
Gatvcstm.
Construction started on MiclaJ<dinny Johnston, fixmer osni
gan City
^ Drive-Ih. Michigan
ij^ -^ City,
unit here. Larry Cowen. upstate ant manager aft Broadway bae.ji^, Blinois-ln^Uuia Theabr^ to^
-publicity director for Fabian, has named to manage the Tremont
g^her with Ifanudce Bubens, of
started a membership drive for AlOunlake
Ciront.
are
bnUdiog
Ibis
~
tUm attorney, named general counand executive director of TOA

^

sel

—

-

Johnny Gardner,
Scltenectady,
was appointed

bany l^OA

"l^E IRON
A

CURTAW

of
treasurer «£ unit.

CSfady flanered in Cincy

20f6 Centuty-fox.Pktmm
P.LU8

'

unit.

Cincinnati.

oMaraac

Bwecs's Opea-Air Smtbt

'or

jo nr 'tHWOl'i

ndatOftciiCi

odaMwCnMr
1309naAmif

AMhwTanaiW
• Hohl M«w Yor^r
• HcftlSL George

mERKM
AIRUNBS

1,000-car i^entiMi, costittC neariy
$300,000,

Chicago.

Jack Barker's twin open-air theatres open May 21 on the southwest side.
Lidice theatre, 300-seatcr, opens

Vmc BL
-"•'.-•'.•Sfe-lfflois.

Bivcaiane

Anuis.

CCNrp..

ctm-

James J. Grady, newly appointed MaorMlnUdiee^BL
ttolled by Mannie Buidie amd
manager for Paramount here,
Sidney Scheniier, of St. I^oids, let
HIS DAW>X XAVKOt. mXWB
hoi^xd at testimonial dinner by dis- New Ite. UHes Ho-AetiM Weet I contract tor-800-car Drive-In near
tribs and «xiiibs-from this territory.
, ''*?*^ .. »«»«*ford,Bl. Setap WiU cost $100i*
Annual
of
convnmon
todepend-jooo not including site for Drive-BL
Gmdy had been 2S years with
ent
Exhibitors
of
'New
20tfa-F«x before his switch to Parheld last week with aU huddles be-l BidMUng Upstate N. T. Orive-lB
amount.
liind closed doors and no leaks.]
aiARICfiAILE
Albany.
.
Most of cmifab is reported to have | Henry Boeder and Heniy GrassFt. Wotfli fiayety Closed
LANA TURNER
taken In oongratidations on recent man. who operate the Community
Ft. Worth.
MME
Main and Star
L. B. BieUcer shuttered' his Gayr Suprane Court decidon.
Hudsm, N. Y.. are
BAXTER
ety here and has put the house up speedies were by Ted Genock. of builduig a driveto at Stottvilte.
for sale. Increased cost of Alms, Paramount <m futnre of video in near Hudson, for opening in July,
CAPITOL 'he]|>
and rent for the theatre are theatres; David Palfireyman, of
Johnston office, on admission j
blamed for teasing.
flfOjNi Brive-Ba For La.
taxes; Johnny Dervin. of Variety |
New Orleans.
Club, on current adivities, and]
Alexander to Mt. Sterling
RADIO. CITY MUSIC HAU
The ate*of a .new Drive-to onKoclieteiller Contor
T
Greenfield, O.
James Mahoney <m theatre opera-] Jeffersim Highway was leased by
Van
Katharine
Spencer
Gene Alexander, Greenfield, O., tions.
^
Drive-lH Movies, inc., for 25 years,
[UtACY • HEPBURN • JOHNSON^ made manager of State, lift Sterldeal involving more than 1100,000.
tewit
Aitnlfka
Angela
ing, 0„ succeeding Daniel Giisso,
Ga. Ileatm Owners Meet
wiU be located on site of old JetHENIOU
STONE
LANSBURY
moved to Springfield^ O.
Atlanta,
Bace track, Shrewsibuiy,
j lersim
,.
™.
Frank Cnprn't "STATE OF THE UHION'
Motion Picture Theatre Owners] and accommodate about 600. cars,
M-CM Mi LlkMUr Flint
rretented
£L
EBas Fox to
of Georgia held thdr conventilm]
.v;
Speetacular Stage FiMsentafiwi
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oppinmnY
4-YMr mdhabHiwi rights for
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Elias Fox has joined Eagle Lion here last week, re-electing all offi-|
SeatM Difve-lB Teles Off
a pressbook writer; formerly cers except treasurer, this post gO']
Seattle,
ing to B. D. Martin, Columbus]
with Max Rogel Associates.
Dowamish Diive-In opened last
chain operator.
Tteasurer's job] week on outskirts of this city^
had been vacant since the death Owners are Bill Forman, of ForMpls. Newsreeler Back to Duals
Minneapolis.
of B. £. Martin, who lost his life] man Theatres, and John Danz,
It's "on again, off again" for the in airplane crash.
of Sterling TIieatn& Both
] head
Newsreei sure-seater theatre here,
Qighli^t of meet was talk by]partoers are heavily interested hi
changing its name and policy for Ted Gamble, head of Tlieatre Own-] regular picture houses, but this is
fourUi time. Originally opened as crs of America, -who defended films first venture for Danz to Drive-Bx
Time witli a feature policy it be- agamst crlx vidio blame screen setop. Forman is' owner or lnt«rcame the Newsreei with newsreels products for juvenile delinquency. ested in eight Drive-ins.' Two of
as
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SHAVE PRICE'
The Utde

Man Who

NEW

IS

Wasn't

^

dinner had baxdiy started, however, ^riien Crosby scranuned,
Bicbords, Fa«l Whiteman, NBC pres Niles Trammell and
Ci^^tets Vriaiti Stanton on the dais for n protracted period of
out kodoes ta m. goest ol honor who wasn't there.
tmi
jTtut

leaving

^

Tales New

in radio today. If such perennial
kilocycle favorites as Jimmy Durante, Fannie Brice or Red Skellon,
all cucceirtly oa the avmlability
the network
list, are missing
programming ranks next season,
it^s strictly because the bankrollers
ot radio programs aren^ interested
these days in shelling out those
$12,000-$13.000 plus figures,
be-all-and-end-alL

the

m NBC Tde

Who's Kiddin'?
Mushrooming
call

tnm

angle

of the phonequit give-

among

away shows has inspired a new
line of gags

around the pro-

ducing end of tbe trade.
Cracked one prodttcer last
week: "A switchboard, a handy
warehouse in which to store
your prizes and a transmitter

A couple seasons

and you're

in the broadcasting
business nowadays."
Another gag has it that the
National Assn. of Refrigerator
Manufacturers is coni^dering
awarding an annual plaque to
the program which gives- away

back the trade would have looked
askance at a. Raleigh shelving a
vveek-inrweek-ont

Has

Spedate

"Shave your price, bub," is the
dominant sponsor-to-talent theme

Top 15 Hooper

winner such as Skelton, despite the
Still
$17,000 price tag. But peddling a
Skolton todajf at that fancy coin is
Fiteb, which has turned over its^
another story as agent Freeman
Phil HanfeiAllce Faye sht«w to'
Keyes had been finding out in the
Bexdlt bw definitely comniitted it- BG, deergia
Teamap past few weeks. (If Skelton does
self ti^xnunmer show in the 7:3&return in the fall, hell probably
S SiMV nigbt period on NBC.
remain
Under tbe Raleigh banner,
As Pontiac Summer Siww for ifs now
Its CMtnct with the network for
reported that- the cigBenny Goodman and Georgia gie client is having a change of
wbat is nmceded to be one of tbe
molt wkied franchises in all radio Gibbs have been optioned by Pon- heart, with the cast reportedly told
doejat ran oat until December tiac for a summer musical series, after last weekfs broadcast that
and V yet the company bas ^ven through the MacManus, John & they had been renewed for next

Fitch

hch

—

the most refrigerators.

Co^ate Nixes

of exercising its can- Adams agency.
season.)
l^etwork time and the format of
The factors differ this semester.
which means Fitch may the show aren't set, but it will be Last yea)f!..the client set a "ceiling"
or mv not be insbUed in the produced by Mildred Fenton.
on talent coin to cue bis spending
tame between -Benmy-and-Beigen
to the nation's economy pattern
segment with a new program in
and unsettled state - of -tl^- union
theltU. but tiiere ,are numy in the
conditions. Today the sponsor is
trade who ate wagering that. Fitch
tiglitening his radio coin belt becontnct or no contract, Rexall and
cause he's planning to siphon smne
still
its "Banis-Faye combo wiB
«^ his advertiang dollars into telebe keeping company with the two
vifflon next season. He figures that,
blessed with a good time spot, he
If Besatt is oUfiiged to keep its
can get by very nicety in radio
Wedncsdiar night lOrSO-U slot,
today with a $3,000 to $5,000 packwhere it's; been showeasiag Jinoay
age "and don't be too fussy about
Durante ttiis season, the inevitable
a name."-

NBCRak^
iMdlb^e

no iiKBeitie*a

clause.

All 0i

Mutual to

Me

AScbwerinTest;

Sets 52-WIl Deal

question arises: what will happen
those Hairis-Faye ratings? For

to

now accepted even among the

Ed. Kobak, Mutual prexy, says he
ndio tradesmen that means business about improving
you've the caliber of network programs,
you've got it when it now that the web has, to its way of
comes to the Hooper sweepstakes thinking, built tbe facilities to give
tod»yi
it "listenabiUty." or coverage.
To
Question, too, is what goes into implement "Step No. 2" in the
Tueidi^. mght 10:30,
following net's development. Mutual this
pob Hope, on NBC. now that week is closing a deal with the
Raleigh is planning dropping Red Schwerin-Eesearch Corp. to preSketton.
Ciggte company's at- test the web's sustainer shows
temBl to retain tbe tune for a and package availabilities. Horace
switdisver of its 'Teoplc Are Schwetin's outfit, wliich has been
Funhy" show, currently
heard qualitatively profiling NBC shows
Friday mgbt. wasnt acceptable to
the past couple of years, will
NBC prez mies naanmell. who for
test three programs per week for
nixea tbe idea.. (Latest report is
Mutual, starting June 1.
that Raleigh nwiy retain Skclton
Deal «nth Mutual is on a 52ancEtttoe.)
week basis. How much the net will
pay for the audience-reaction service isn't being told, but Schwerin
lieen getting approximately
lias
$100,000 a year for his service to
NBC. While, he haa tested com-

it's

mott naive of

mm important than what
got it «ribet»

ABCstoHeOttbi'

mercial programs for advertisers
all four of the major nets in
tbe past year, the pact with Mutual
is. the first with any web outside
n» Wall Street is that new NBC,
Schwerin said the MBS
common stock issue which
Edward negotiation did not affect or reBoard chauman, gnire any waiver in his NBC tie"
Secmrities Exchange
(Continued on page 41)
toimnission to okay,
will be offered

AtSlOaSiare

on

flT^

W

h?niv

5*'"=

The
shares will be
an underwriting
by Dfllon Read &

SJ^,u^'"<»
Sr1.*'^"«h
granp lieaded

P««»'ase of the network in
to derivmg
Bmf,>^ "ddition
the sale of the stock
w"^?*
JMoniSr*'* proposes to borrow

iwa

W

Info'

"information Please," like

Amos

Andy, is up for sale as a twoday radio-television package. Dan

'n'

I

There are some healthy offshoots

to this thinking, for it's had the been pitching to rotain the; timefoi'
effect of inviting a flock of new "People." NBC, Itowever, has other

names

into the radio picture.
There's a John Lund package that
can be iiad for $2,500. Susan Peters
has been packaged into a $3,500 a
week show. Dick Powell and Sam
Levene in ABC's "Front Page" are
available at $4,500. Bician Donlevy
as a cu-cus advmiceman has been
packaged at $3,500. And so on
down the line.
"Blondie," which started its
radio career eight years ago as a
$3,000 talent production, is now
asking $10,500 froih Super Suds in
negotiating a new contract, and
report is that the WiUiam Esfy
agency, which handles tlie show,
figures that as a lot of coin and
is asking questions. Bob Bums,
whose .show^ a couple seasons back
commanded $12,500 a week, has
shaved his asking price down to
$8,000 but there are no takers,
amount still being considered excessive.

Then

there's the saga ot Joan
Duviii, who at $17,500 a week got
the I<ever Bros, heave. She'll be
available next season at $0,500, but
the trade wonders how many
cUents will be around to put even
that much on the line. Jack Paar's
asking price, $7,800, is exactly
half of what Lucky Strike was paying for his show last season 'but
nobody appears interested even in

plans for Tuesday
Raleigh down.

Anyborfy

and

and

KMPC,

Informed .sources got wind of the
negotiations during the past week
and it came as a considerable sur*
prise, involving as it does one vi.
the major industry shifts on a tajf
executive level in. an otherwise
static administrative year in bnKtd-

One reliable source reports that,,
in contrast to the approximate
$60,000 he commands as No. 2 wim
at NBC, Mullen bas been offered
$100,000 ,a year plus stock, in the
lucrative three-station opemtion.
It's
also roported that Sinllea
win be located on the Coast.
Move to install Mullen as headman of the Richards' properties is
believed to have Iteen inspired by
tbe present dilemma of Richards,
who is under investigation by tiie
FCC for aUeged slanting of news
on his stations, especially KMPC. ^
It's figured that Richards teaisoned,
with a top industry ex«i soch.aar
Mullen to head up his operations,
his chances of being cleared of th«
charges would be more favorable;
(General trade sentiment appean

Wanna

having plenty of femme
its proposed "Our
Miss Brook^' situation comedy
rolling.
Originally intended as a
Shirley Booth starring vehicle, thelatter bowed out after a couple of
auditions when she and web programming execs couldnt agree on
how the part should be played.
Then CBS lined up Joan Blondell for the role and everything
seemed in ordicr until the film
actress put in a demand that she
be allowed to lay off eight weeks a
semester to do plx work.
CBS figures knocking the program off for that length of time is
too great a risk. It's now scanning
the f enmie availability list.
is

'

TO

FORD

Carlos Franco, head of Young
stations

&

relations.- is

routing his staff out into the field
to get in closer touch with whatlt
going on with local broadcasting;

fk liss Brodb?
CBS

tbofh^UJSi.

turned Rubicam's

trouble getting

AS SUMMER

'

r

Cleveland,

Hollywood.

y&Rs Franco Co.

company is^ving up Skelton in a
budget retrenchment move iKit has

.

.

WGAR,

.

'

dice.

—

MoBed

summer.

-

&

from «» Golenpaul's asking price is $12,500
ImhI^T
the combined
caa^S*.:.**"*
be used to pay off a loan for the simultaneous spread. That's
the same price Golenpaul com(M>ntinaed (m page 36)
BIIY
DEALERS
manded for "Info" as a radio showcase alone before it went co'op on
'RFD'
this season. Golenpaul figMutual
Men OB Horse' As
ures "Info" as a radio, show is still the
Looks like Ford Dealers, after
$7,800 figure.
valued at $10,000, with the TV ride
all, are gobig to buy the "RFD
NBC Series
a bargain at $2,500.
America' form quizshow. But on^
"Info" winds up its Mutual semesas a summer replacement.
"
John
*
Jolson,
Groucho
West
De.S^„w
(^Hohn's comedy hit of the ter next month on tlie heels of
"RFD," which is moving over to
Jolson heads for Chicago May NBC from Mutual, was originally
^f*^ season on Broadway, ha.s litigation, with Golenpaul accusing 21 Alfrom
where he*ll air h& NBC tagged for sponsorship by Ford
netwoi-k of mismanagement in
^r^^^^^-^y NBC as a' half the
"Kraft Music Hall" show the fol- Dealers, but deal fell through when
co-oplng the program.
lowing Thursday (27).
the auto men sank their coin into
In view of tlie successful "Info"
The Groucho Marxes, who ar- the Fred Allen Sunday night profihn shoi-ts, Golenpaul figures the
Mildred Fen- qui/, show as a natural for video. rived in New York with Jolson last gram. Ford Dealers now want to
on
"^J*^*
the deal, wbd Harry Ommerle is peddling tlie week, will stay over In Gotham for buy it as the summer fiUin when
aL lv^^'
I'ss
entop is slated to nii.d,'Jr twn-wav narikatfe.
Allen checks off for 13 weeks;,.
another fortni^t.

_

tecoff this

Deal is said to have been in
negotiation for some weeks, thus
accounting for the presence in New
York the past month or so of
Richards, who owns WJR. Detroit;

NBC's efforts to effect a switch
in Brown
Williamson (Raleigh)^
.^nd Colgate program time slots
went for naught last we^. Colgate
chiming in that it wanted no part
of it.
NBC's plan was to move Ccdgate's
Qennis Day out of the Wednesday
at 8 period and put him in the Friday night at 9 slot now occupied by
Raleigh's "People Are Funny,"
with "People" going into the Wed.
1'alent Frice TalMggan
time. Move xvould give Colgate a to be that, while Richards has left
The result has been a downward back-to-back full-hour of Friday bims^ open as a political ponnt
tobogganing o£ talent prices and night programming, with '.'People'' in an election year, bis eimtees
some unprecedented activity following the same client's "Can of exoneration are bettex tbaii
around the talmt agencies and You Top This?" Although this good if the Republicans get into
among indie patduge producers .in. would have permitted for a Colgate
(Cmitinued on page 41)
whipping together smaU-bndgeted discount on time, the client said no
shows. That's what tbe average dice, proferring to let Day conclient in radio wants today, and if tinue the Wednesday whii-1,
Raleigb, in tura, has been shoota Fannie Brice persists in her
demands for $12,500 a week, or ing for "People" to take over its
a Durante continues brandishing a Tuesday night 10:30 period now oc"$13,500-or else" tag. ifs. strictly no cupied by Red Skelton. Ciggie

—

AsMayOd

'

^»

m fkfk

Successor

Althou^ the principals involved
say that it's "not ofHcial" as yet,
resignation of Frank E. Mullen,
executive veepee and second in
conmiand to prexy Niles Trammell at NBC, to take over the radio
operation of the three G. A. tDick
Richards stations is all set foi- a

casting.

.

(riHtiiM.

Up Rkhads'

'EmiHre'iMoveCnedto'Out'onProbe:
Br GEORGE ROSEN

Time was when the name was the

Gne^ Game: Who

Gets7J?

IffT TlINE

Frank MnHen Heading

talking in bushed an<) embarrassed tones
The iM^wo^k brass is
the "Comnumd Pcxformance" banqfuet tossed at the Chatbam
N If. last week (4> by G. A- (Dick) Ricbards, owner of WJR,
and XUPC in Los Angeles. The
C9ev»land
f!^^ W6AR,shindig, attmded
by abont, 30 persons, representing
<<S(kttf dresi^'
t^«ieioe de ia creme among broadcasters and talent (with their
Bing
Crosby; All four network presidents
Of
bopor
wives) was in
rnie
later
de^bed
as
it. they all bad a stako
becatue.
!Lm«^ up
via Richards or talent aMliation, and couldn't
In the occasion,
"mgiaA" to stay away. As for Richards, he demanstrated to the
Detroit
they
out
way
know
a thing or two about
Dew YtHtken that
dass, and report is he gave it all the
taiiiDg banquets with

2S

M

especially programwfse. The station visits and tuning-in from the
outside will involve extra' attention:
for video and detailed reports on
what progress each operation is
making in programraing, the trend
of set sales, etc. It's the first time
that
has sent its staff on such,

Y&R

a junket.
Of Franco's staff Art PardoU last
week was covering New York state,
Ru.ssell

Young was moving through

New England and Joe Smith was
on the firfst leg of a look-and-hear
along the Atlantic seaboard, including Philadelphia, Wasbingtony
Baltimore, Richmond, etc. Frank
Coulter is headed for the nddwest
Franco himself will traipse along
the west coast and the Rocky
Mountain area on his way baclc
from the NAB convention in Lot
Angeles.
,

Daytime With

Warn^

Johnson's Wax, sponsors of Fibber McGee & Molly, served notice
on the network last week that it
was taking its first nighttime sunn
mer hiatus and moving into day*
time radio.
Inability of Fred Waring to movt
into the Tuesday night spot be*
aause of his General Electric Mon-

day ni^t commitment, cued Johnson's Wax decision to buy tfaa
Waring morning NBC show on
twice«-week basis through tbm
sununer months, sharing sponaoiy
ship with American Meat'lnstitute.
wfaii^ bankrolls Waring on fit*
otiier

three mornings.

-

numo

VetM8day» May

TV-Industry s

M

BenPaik Quits WBBM as Atlass Axes

ant Terrible!-

ID Hog NAB

And Code

Chicago,

Shotwell in Agcy. Switch
long-pending
controversial broadcasters'^ code
Chicago, May 11.
appear due to steal the spotlight at
Shotwell Manufacturing (Hi Mac,
Broadcasters
•the National Assn. of
Big Yanic) shifts its account from
lios Angeles convention May 17-21. O. Wendel Muench
Co, to Wade
has
that
NAB
It's no secret here
Agency early in June. Candy firm
fjeen hard put to find protagonists bankrolls "True or False" on Mufor standard and FM broadcasting tual.
glamor-^
more
who will offset the
ous video presentations skedded
for the L.A. meet. Latest announcement on the tele front vras
scheduling of a special demonstration of Psramount's new method
of transcribing TV programs at a
and

,the

&

Projectables

Thursday

(20)

luncheon meeting of

If

,

agenda

falls

itself

•

.

-

to photogriiph images as
they appear on a TV receiver tube
Willie described by Bichard Hodg-

camera

director

technical

of

The code session, set for Monday
n?) afternoon, the first day of the
management meeting, is expected

Feature

criteria.

of

presentation

Charlie

McCarthy—23.78

rural 21.14.

Benny—23.62

Jack
homes);
rural

Hope

-

Week

Hollywood, May 11.
an old occupational
emotion with radio people, has
taken on alarming symptoms.
Witli the death of two emcees and
the collapse of three others within
a week, the ante rooms of medics
jitters,

.

and

especially heart specialists are
well peopled witli radioites these

days.
Superstitious

of

the

Breneman and "Dud"

cycle-.of-

Tom

Williamson,

the lads went for a quick sesh with
the stethescope and cardiograph.

Kor were

their fears allayed when
in rapid succession Ben Alexander,

£d

East and Tony La Frano, emcees
all,
were either- hospitalized or
ordered under immediate observation.
All three will be missing
from their shows for many weeks.

The

others

are

time at home and
mills.

'

(8,030,000
24.08;

town

27.50;

city

18.61..

Bob

— 23.40

(7,956,000
town 21.68;

homes); city 28.10;
rural 19.19.
Fred Allen
23.29 (7,918,000"
23.67;
the homes); city 25.86; town
"

Jitters Grip Coast

three following the death- of

(8,085,-

000 homes); city 25.27; town 24.87;

McfCuUoUgh,. WGAL, Lancaster; Charles Mortimer, v.p. of
General Foods; and A. J. Hoffman
ladio manufacturer .who will speak
on behalf of the .RlifA.

Stricken in

A

FM

block-buying of FM time
help put some struggling staon their feet. On the Chicago outlet, for instance, Storecast
has bought the 10 a,m.'i p.m. and
2-6 p.m. segments for. every day
except Sunday.

cast's

may

tions

'

-

Storecast programs are made up
pop favorites in music (of the
Kern, Berlin type) interspersed
with commercials for such national
Washington, May 11
advertisers as General Foods, Cocaconcerted effort to .rally in' Cola, Libby, Swift, Heinz, Schaefdustry and broadcasters behind its fer Beer, Pillsbury, Wilson and
move to obtain a census of radio American Home Foods. Joseloff's
receiver' ovmership in the 1950
(Continued on page 38)
decennial census was undertaken
Assn. In
today (11) by the
letters to a score of trade associaInherits Bin Henry,
tions, including NAB, TBA, NAM,
RMA, AAAA and ANA and to
That Deal's Set For
broadcasters and permit
1,000
holders, Bill Bailey, FMA execuJohns-Manville Switch
tive director, invited them to join

—

ural 19.92.
Radio Theatr<»--22.89 (7,782,000

homes);

city

pas.sing more
less at the gin

town

29.25;

19.34;

rural 18.10.
'n'

MBS
Now

FM

FMA

in urging the Census Bureau
to conduct a set count in 1950.

Andy—21.05

(7,157,000
town 20.38;

fascimile, FM-AM and
receiving sets by families."

television,

Back

in Fall

consisting of tape-recorded inter-

views conducted by Fahey Flynn,
Persons to be heard on the May S
broadcast were:
Edwin R. Embree, chairman of
.the Mayor's Commission on Human Relations; Dr. Robert C.
Weaver, director of the American
Council on Race Relations; Leon
Despres, Chi attorney who lud
filed- a brief in the restrictive
covenant case; Philip Toomin,
chairman of the Oakland-Kenwood
Property Owners' Assn., and MtSi
Elizabeth Hunt, prez of the Ken<
Oak Property Owners' Assn.
Atlass-Kelley verboten was the
first handed out to Park, although

.

—

'Aldrich'

sored," vras hastily substituted.

Suppressed sciipt followed the
usual "Report Uncensored" format,

FM

Following published reports that
the Census Bureau planned to exhomes); city 22.63;
clude radio- set ownership from the
rural 19.71.
Your Hit Parade—20.22 (6,874,- 1950 count, the FMA boiird of di000 homes); city 19.86; town 22.41; rectors unanimously adopted
resolution declaring "there exists a
rural 18.87.
need for a census of radio set
Bandwagon
20.12
(6,840,000
homes); city 21.60; town 21.62; ownership in the United States,''
and requested that the census
rural 17.16i
1
specifically list the number of FM,

Amos

of

AM

(In New York , last week, the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau
executive committee also went on
record urging advertisers, agencies
Writers Still Hold Out and broadcasters
to press for inAlthough "The Aldrich Family" clusion of a radio set ownership
has been renewed by General count in the 1950 census.)
Foods for next season at the reported price of $10,000 net ($11,500 with Young & Rubicam's
Hell and Damnation
agency commission ) the budget
breakdown is still not set. With
Washington, May 11.
some of the talent still holding out
Sen. .Charles A. Tobey took
against the one-third cut demanda "fighting preacher" stance at
ed by William MoAris as agent for
the FM Assn. regional .meeting
the package, it's understood that
here last week which: nearly
^tumbled the FM'ers out of
Clifford Goldsmith, creator-owner
their chairs.
of the series, and the Morris and
In ringing prayerful tones
Brandt & Brandt agencies have
and repeated Biblical allusions,
agreed to share whatever reducthe New Hampshire solon
tion is necessary to meet the $10,adlibbed:
"T h e diil^erence
000 package price.
between
and FM is the
As reported in detail in last
difference
between Heaven
week's Variety the show's budget
and Hell
and I've got both
is now $13,000 net, including $3,in
my
home."
He
was referring;
500 royalty for Goldsmith, $2,000
to both types of sets.
for Ezra Stone and $1,250 for
Probably unaware that all but
J ackie Kelk as leads, $400 apiece
a
half-dozen
of
the
broadcastfor House Jameson and Kay Raht
ers in his. audience were also
as featured players; about $1,000
operators, Tobey labeled
for music, a trifle over scale for
some
of the
programs
now
the other talent, about $1,000 each
on the air "as downright lewd."
in commissions for Morris and
He added: "It's up to you FM
Brandt & Brandt, and around $800
fellows to show those standprofit for the package (owned by
ard broadcasters the path, of
(Continued on page 36)
righteousness."

But Price Shaved to lOG,

,

,

AM

~

.

^

AM

AM

-

The order's been inked for
Johns-Manville to shift the Bill
Henry flvcrminute news

CBS

to* Mutual.

strip

from

Switch, resulting

a previous script, also dealing with
restrictive covenants, got a peculiar bypass.
Script, set for April
14 airing, was sidetracked at the'
last moment in favor of a net show,

"Washington Cloalcroom."
Park has written and produced
26 of the 27 "Report Uncensored"
shows to date. His letter of resignation to Atlass reads: "In accepting
the
foremost
nation's

awards for what may well have
been radio's most outstanding program in the past year, you have accepted the responsibility of

Bros.' pressuring of
to close out the 8:55-9 p.m.

counter to your greater duty to
convenience and

public interest,
necessity- ..."

gap between shows banicroUed by
the soap outfit, gives Mutual one
of the toprated news properties
(currently

bested only by
Pearson). Henry also

10.5,

Winchell

and

becomes

the

Unlikely,

name

to follow this route, William
L. Shirer having shifted to MBS'
camp last year.
J-M closes out its longtime stand

on

CBS

deal,

next month.
approximately

$750,000

gives Henry a 9:55-10 slot
starting next October, or possibly
sooner. Possibility arose this week
that the strip might b6 initiated in

Order

Commerce Committee here
(7)

little

time

CBS REGIONAL JACKPOT

tor

sessioUi

CBS
Gene

veepee

Juster,
spealjing

Gammon^;
program direcNBC's FranK

Earl

WRC
for

"Scoop" Russell, *and Jess WiUard,
Natl Assn. of Broadcasters v.p., a"
plugged for uniform time throughout the U. S. and expressed willing'
ness to go along with either day^

HIT BY JOAN BROOKS
May

Friday

but are willing to' admit there's
or no chance of getting any
bill through the Congress this

is

for the full basic net to start with,
with more stations possibly to be
added before teeoff time.

Richmond,

D.C. Appeal

Washbigton, May 11.
Radio and web officials made a
final pitch for some sort of uniform
time legislation before the House

billing,

August or September.

Though Brass

Makes Strong

The Mutual
a

.

Uniform Time Law Seems

CBS news

second

lead-

ership and obligation to continue
telling the whole truth. Anytjiing
short of this objective can only be
interpreted as callous, cynical and

from Lever

CBS

veepee and
nixed Park'j

Chicago.
Script nevertheless got
the ax and another, based on the
Variety, OuPont and Peabody
kudos won by "Report Uncen-

York and Hartford will he added
to the Storecast "network" shortly.
Effect in cities where Storecast
moves in—and the operation is
now set to roll nationally»-is to
give indie
outlets healthy billings hypos^
And most of the
FM'ers, it's no secret, are plenty
Imngry for billing coin.
Whole deal, according to Joseloff, has been cleared with FCC,
which apparently feels that Store-

WBBM,

WBBM

Stan Joseloff's Storecast Corp.
of America, which ^has been op«

Setups

CBS

Atlass,

script four hours hefore broadcast
time,
Atlass, supported by Don
Kelley,
director of public
relations, charged that the write^
producer had "editorialized." Park
insisted the script was an objective
presentation of facts on the Supreme Court decision as it affected

crating a wired music-and-commerclals service for several supermarket chains in the east, is takChicago
ing to the air via FM.
station, WEHS-FM, already has
been inked for a^six-days-a-week
schedule of Storecast programs,
and stations in Philadelphia, New

hU.S. Counted

24.70: rural 23.98.

Clair

Th6

Les

manager of

B.O.Hypotohdies

Want Ra£o Sets

Tuesday (18) management session
Is to be an all-radio panel presentation by AM-FM-TV toppers on
"Broadcasting '— Horizons Unlim
Ited."
Judge Justin Miller will
moderate the( panel which includes:
Marie Woods, ABC prexy; Noran
Kersta, NBC video director; Lewis
Allen Weiss, Mutual board chairman and Don Lee general man
ager; CBS prez Frank Stanton; FM
Assn. head Kverett Dillard; Boger
Clipp,
manager "WFIL, Philly;
AAAA president Frederic Gamble;

Emcees After Five

FM Storecast Web;

KL2, DENVER.

E. Hooper cracked out his
U. S. (Projectable) Hooperatings this week. There was little
in them to lift industry eyebrows.
Of the 10 leading evening shows
disclosed up to today (Wed.)-^
Hooper is releasing the names of
five shows at a timer-yearly all
are familiar to the top brackets of
twice-monthly
rating
Hooper's
The projectables are based
lists.
on January-February, 1948, listening, when the Walking Man contest was- in high -gear, accounting
Washington, May 11.
for "Truth or Consequences' " No.
The FM Assn. is ready to ask for
2 slotting behind. Fibber McGee &
Molly. "Your Hit Parade" edged amendment of the Federal Cominto the top 10 by virtue of a strong munications Commission's rules to
"town" (2,500 to 50,000 pop.) ap- forbid "one-legged television" folpeal. Lux Radio Theatre, with the lowing discussions at an FMA retop city showing (29.25), managed gional parley here last week.
FCC counsel Benedict Cottone
only seventh place because of much
pointed out that the agency's preslower town and rural appeal.
U. S. Hooperatings are based in ent rules permit videocasters to air
part, on diary studies.
Hooper's FM music s6 long as a test pattern
"complete" report on his project- or visual slide is on the air, even
able findings will be issued (tib sub(Continued on .page 38)
scribing advertisers, agencies, nets
and others .only> about May 20.
The standing (with city^ town and
rural hreakdowns):
Fibber McGee & Molly—24.85
(8,449,000 homes); city rating 27.53;
town 23.>97: rural 22.35.
Truth or CQnseq.uences-r-24.26
(8,248,000 homes); city 24.22; town

to .teeoff plenty of excitement.
Becent recommendations of NAB's
District 2, meeting in New York,
f<ir U(st-minute changes in commercial code provisions, plus effort
of direetor-eleet Ed/ Breen of
KPVD, Ft. Dodge, la., to balk
enactment of any code that doesn't
receive majority support in a membership referendum, may result in
more delay on adoption of industry-wide standards. Other Coast
indies are rumored ready to renew
their drive to limit the standards
to no more than a general creed

on program

JOHN CONNORS

V^o

the past.
That Atwater-Kent party, etc.,
engineered by Maizlish has engendered more enthusiasm
than the convention jproper.

•

FM

On'One-L^ged'

lKFWB

cott, Par's
operations.

WHAS

FHIA Seeks Ban

short of exciting the imagination, at least the delegates to
next week's confab will get a.
"refresher course" on how an
alert entertainment committee functions.
It was only inevitable that
the NAB bunch should come
to Harry Maizlish and" his
"Warners operation to
tie in the entertainment functions as a public service to
radio, on which count Maizlish
& Co. has scored notabjy in

S

FM

C.

somewhat

n

,.J^^"_^^*??' writer-producer of
"Report- Uncensored," resipnoS
froifr WBBM's
Louisville, May 11.
production
Airing of separate programs over Saturday (8), following suppression
afrUiate of WHAS, will of a script dealing with the u s
WCJT,
be discontinued, Victor A. Sholis, Supreme Court's decision on 'ra
director has announced. cial restrictive cbvenants, Resienr
Starting at noon Sunday (9) WCJT tion comes as a sour payoif on Hut
began duplicating programs carried public service airer's much kudoed
policy of giving the hard facts
by WHAS.
on
Chi community problems.
Lack of public Interest in
Current "Report Uncensored"
was the principal reason for the
PRIMES KLZ PROMOTION
series, subtitled "The House
change.
We
Live In," has probed Chi's housinB
situation under the guidance of
experts in. the field. Script on the
KLZ keeps selling profitably for
Supreme Court decision was set
its advertisers because it keeps
The
for May 5 as a logical tle-ln with
everlastingly seUing itself.
the housing theme.
promotion of its programs and
Restrictive
covenants blanket the Chi realty
services is as much a part of KLZ's
scene, especially in nabes borde^'
operation as the programming iting the "Black Belt."
self.

first

,

May

L'TiDe'sFMM

Stan Joseloff Sets

Few Eyebrows

Maizlish Touch

Hollywood, May H.
convention
the ' NAB

A

Raise Only

the engineering conference. The
pix company's new electronic
method of using a motion picture

The

llncenswed'OmaxingWsTopKudos

Spotlight

"Washington, May 11.
Television, the industry's "enfant

terrible,"

12, 1943

11.

One

of the most expensive layouts for CBS regional programming is being bankrolled by C. F.
Sauer Co., of Richmond, which is
now going into its second 13- week
cycle with the "Joan Brooks Show."
Program, originally tabbed "Hospitality House" for the initial 13week semester, is heard on CJK
stations in the South Sunday nifthUi
at 10, originating from

(Continued on page 38)

Veto's Spot Campaign
Veto, deodorant, will be on about
KUi stntions with spot announceuK'tH <:;\mpaign for 16 weeks Start'
i:.,; thi'i weekend.
It's at the r»e
ot fivt" a week, and Ted Bates is the

WEVA

here.

In addition. Miss Brooks, whc
Swansdovim Instant Cake Mi*
backed by an 18-piece orch, doo.^i viil have a special three-week anthree half-hour weekly musl>'al
muslnal inoinicement run at a like rate,
shows for the same sponsor on|,s[0;i,e stations starting June 7
WRVA, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and othe.)-s. June 21. Young & Rubicam
Saturdays at 6;30 p.m.
jplapm/it.
j

i

BAmo

'RED NETWORK'
Those Radio Awards
The

.

"Editor, Variety:

New

.

'Badio's present 'system' of recognizing creative excellence is
tnarehy pure and simple. There are too many awards. There are
too jTjany organizations self-appointed to bestow awards, whose
chief objectives are not the betterment of broadcasting, but free
newspaper space and, radio time to promote their own limited aims.
There are too n\any awards, supposedly based on broad democratic
selection, which ^xe in reality determined by 'chairmen' who overiftt^e their committees, make their own personal selections, and
]l>hrase their ovra subjective citations. There are too many awards
granted to programs whose producers happen to be friends of
,

committee chairmen.
It is foolish of broadcasters to have permitted so many outside
organizations to usurp a function which -by all rights belongs to the
in radio and television. It is unwise for
'industry to have catered tO' groups which value their own
promotional interests far mor^ than the interests of better radio.
And, iinally, it is high time for the industry, out of respect for its
jw^st gifted craftsmen, to establish a fair and representative
itl^paratus of its own for recognizing and rewarding its 'top-

men and women working
'the^

-

talent.

A few years ago, there was talk in the trade about a Badio
Academy, designed primarily tO' establish annual awards in all
categories of programming and program crafts. It was suggested
that a system could be devised by which winners would be selected
«nd voted upon by all the men and women of radio, tlirough
taii'ly weighted ballots. That discussion needs to be revived now.
Pixradcasters must begin to work together to develop a plan
analagous, though not necessarily similar, to the Motion Picttire
Academy.
It is perfectly reasonable to expect that a bemedaled creative
craftsman of our industry would be willing to trade ail of his
awaMs for one simple expression of collective praise and recognition from the thousands of his working colleagues, expressing
tfteir opinions anonymously, soberly, professionally, and
most
of all—democratically. Perhaps the only rewards he seeks outside
the industry are tnm his audiences. Their most signal award is
Uste^bi^,' enjoying It. and maybe learning from it."

—

ABC w Ihgiesaie Revaqi

Censor Political Talks as Libelous

1Washington,

May M.

May Be Put

The Federal Communications
Commission is girding its loins for
another Congressional investigation^this time in response to
charges by Rep. F. Edward Hebert
(D., La.) that the agency is using its
licensing power to create "a sinister Red network." Hebert, newlyelected member of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee,
has ealled both on his group and
the House Commerce Committee to
put the. FCC through the thirddegree. /

House Commerce

c

h airman

Charles Wolverton (B.; N. J.) over
the weekend wrote FCC?s Wayne
for an iexplanation of Hebert's
charges but "has neither an appropriation nor much time right now"
for a formal probe .of the radio
agency. Hebert based his attack on
FCC's recent grants of three FM

Coy

and

two television stations to
Toledo attorney Edward Lamb,
whom he described as "drenched"
in Commie-front connections.
From Ohio, Lamb promptly and
-

vociferously denied the charges as
"rank lies." Coy repeated the conclusion of the FCC majority in the
Lamb cases and his own arguments
used in a personal set-to with GOP
Commissioner .Robert F. Jones
over the matter. No evidence, the
FCC chairman sai(H had been pre^
sented which showed that Lamb
was a Communist. Without it, the
radio agency has no basis on which

Into Laps of Congress
Washington,

Exam

This
It's

tough

gabber for N.

WNYC.

Of

who took a

Ain't Givil
qualify

to

Y.'s

a

as

city-owned

flock Of aspirants
civil service

exam

announcer appointments
this past week, it's reported
not one passed. (Several years
ago, Morris Novik, then WNYC
director, gave the late Sidney
Hillman the test, just to show
him how stiff it was, and Hill-

for

.

man flunked with a 42
Some of the things

score'.)

the an-

nouncer candidates are expects
ed to know; Who von Peabody
awards this past year? What
baseball player had the highest major league batting average in '47?
"Bizonia" is in

what zone
radio

"Not

of

Germany?

correspondent

So

Wild

What
wrote

Dream"?
named net-

a

Select one of five

work shows that

What

is not a co-op.
writer scripted "Seems

Radio Is Here to Stay-—
Verse Brochure"?
And, "arpeggio", is a musical figure
with what musical
instrument?
identified

Atlanta's

deny licenses on this ground.
Waiting on Mundt BUI
Hebert said he based his hopes
of an FCC probe on the Un-Ameiii
which has a big
Committee,
can
dossier on the Commission collected over the past and present
Democratic administrations. That
committee says it wiU defer action
on the FCC matter until the House
passes Rep. Karl Mundt's bill re-

WAGA

to

SbwWdo4"Slery,"Ageiit'Oiit
is

prepping a

New Look

in*

whpdunits.
And it promises to'
olfer one of the summer's more
Interesting experiments in devia.tiott^from old-Ilne programming.

DebOssa Exits NBC
Ernest dc

Ossa, personnel diTike New Look includes, as might rector at NBC, is resigning, to join
be expected, injection in one case General Electric Co. He'll serve in
of the phone-'quiz gimmick. In the a similar capacity with GE.
sHakeup to make way for the new
De la Osso has been with the
stanzas, some Old Look crime- network for more than a decade.
shows are lieing shed, Including
mie Clock,': "Ellery Queen" and
Treasury Agent."
The wholesale revamp stems
irom. a feeling on the part of program veepee "Bud" Bm-ry that
While the standard crime -show
lormula still pays off passably well
la

'

(3SFoi#iJews

m

Staff

most cases, it's time mystery
were "vitalized" via dressing

UDdergoes

airers

ReMe

to give them
appeal. The trio of
.«taittas being axed, for
instance.
moderate sustainer
CBS' foreign news stail' is cur-Showings In the rating stakes, but
rently undergoing its first extensive
(Continued on, page 41)
resliuffle since the war s end. Move
is a result of a tftur of Europe and

?L'? listener
added

Drastic

X*,

Court Squabble
Atlanta,

May

11.

After considerable conjecture
quiring registration of Commie- and mucli doubletalk it has been
reliably reported that definite deals
front organizations, probably* next
have
been worked out whereby
week.
Liberty
Broadcasting
At FCC this strategy was inter- WAGA,

.

$1,500,000

m?

the Near East

WORTH OF

made

last

preted by some members to mean
the Committee may have reached
the conclusion it should not go after agencies for allegedly favoring
"pinkos or fellow-travelers" until
tion's new station.
legislation is on the books which
At that time
assumed
provides a clear cut yardstick for
determining just who is or is not that it had CBS affiliation in the
sack, but WGST, owned by Georgia
to be considered subversive.
Hel)ert was annoyed at FCC's School of Technology, went to
handling of Lamb's applications on court and blocked transfer to
another count. The Ohio labor WAGA, dispute ending in comlawyer got all his permits "within promise that left WGST with CBS
a two week period," the Congress- for at least one year.
men said, and contrasted this with
WGST, however, will not be left
the delays experienced by "good, out in the cold withfout affiliation.
ordinary businessmen," in their They are schisduled to set a' Mutual
dealings with FCC.
tieup. which is now aired, locally
Hebert added that he has infor- through WATL, which is owned by
mation FCC has granted permits to
(Continued on page 41)

WAGA

WAGA

tlie

they

ert F. Jones, who was the only
FCC'er to raise violent objections
to licensing Lamb.
vice-prexy
The Lamb case has been public-

ABC's four-auarteroH "<?fnn tiiB faction with the work of the forcorrespondents. Taylor inMusic" pieTs tSrleSarteSuS^
most of them wanted
--t)ut one of the
takers won't be dicated that
and needed a change of scenery.
fi?!""?,*" ^^"^ "P his piece until
Howard Smith, chief of CBS
1 »-n«"i^"''**"»^' *he web still ha.s European news bui-eau, will return
2 J^^'WO price tag showing on the
June 1 for a reo.it}-so. segment
of the hour-long from London
giveaway Goliath, and Crosley Ra- fresher coiirse in American politics.
political convengrabbed an option on He'll attend the
S?.^"*]?/
that.
ihree-way sponsorship rep- tions in Philadelphia, and while his
duties have not been set.
resents
$l,5"od;daol(irnrtwork bifi- broadcast
he'll probal)ly pitch in for the net„ ,.
jeweU-y manufac- work coverage.
/fi.S!.*''''*K.^'"''P-'
CBS' Berlin
Stephen Laird.
^^^''"8
wet
in
netwnrt
work radio, v«U be the first
correspondent w he's currently
"Stop"
sponsor up, taldng over the
in German hospital by a
8:30-45 bedded
period May 23. Outfit
infection, is moving to Lonpicked up liver
the tab vio
work together with Smith
CecU
Presbrey don to
Allen
return.
agency, Old Gold,
which snagged upon the lattei-'s
the cream 8:45-9
London, will move
slot ahead of Jackson, from
Berlin.
in
billet
Walter Winchell, will
Laird's
in into
move
correspondeither June 20
or 27. Clggie agency George Polk, Athens
leave of
.JsLttinen ai Mitchell.
ent, is planning a year's
hopes for a Neimann
Smith B^s. absence with
Farnsworth
vii ,S"ll>van,
^^m-^^"'";^"^'^''
Stauffer, Colwell & Fellowship at Harvard.
Fowles, Palesthie man, may redelayed
its
teeM'i^^S^J'
off
the M:15 time to Sept. 6,
(Continued on page 41)

iised

widely by the two Ohio pub(Continued on page 41)
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NBC Roughened

month by

Davidson Taylor, CBS
over public affairs programmmg.
While expressing complelfe satis-

MUSIC SOLD

(Storer chain) outlet here, "will, in
future, become affiliated with CBS.
relinquished ABC affiliation last year and it was grabbed
up by WCON. Atlanta Constitu-

two aliens "in direct violation of
law." Commission men said
had no idea to whom the
Congressman referred. He had
high praise for Commissioner Rob-

May

By Wax Deci
Tliere'll be lots of strange doings on the Tuesday niglit NBC
kilocycles this summer, with the
variety of moves and counter-?

11.

The Federal Communications
Commission may seek direction
from Congress before it adopts as
final

its
controversial proposal
that stations may not censor potentially libelous statements in political broadcasts.
This, at any rate,
was the feeling of FCC staffers
and industry observers who sat'

through a heated argument on the
ruling Friday (7):
The political ukase was roundly
lambasted by a Texas Congressman, the National Assn. of Broadcasters and counsel for a dozen
stations.
The only support came
from the CIO. and CIO Political
Action Committee, which did not
appear at the argument biit filed
a strong letter with FCC yesterday
UO).'..''

•

At issue is the finding of five
Commissioners in the WHLS,
Port Huron, Mich., case that Sec.
315 of the Radio Act, which forbids licensees to censor airers of

FCC

political candidates, also bans^'any
screening of scripts for libel.

Equally controversial is a second
interpretation of the Act that stations may not be held liable for
defamation in political stanzas.
The radio men agree with the conclusions but think FCC's go-ahead[
won't spare them in dealing with
state courts.
Commissioners Roliert F, Jones and Rosel Hyde, both
of whom participated in the Friday

argument, dissented with the

Gees CBS After

'

ABC

May

York.

gestures.

arawer

Question of Whether Stations

'

An honored practitioner of the craft of broadcasting often
wonders, these days* wliat the awards are really worth.
They've become so numerous, so obviously more gainful to the
givers than the. getters, so patently and crudely instruments of
public relations for ihe donors, that the receiver feels insigniecant
and lost in.- the sbuifle. And—if he's honest with himself—he must
tiso fe6l lieprived. of. the emotional rewards which might be his
if radio's socslled prizes were important, honest and meaningful

:

RAP AGAINST FCC

REP. HEBERI IN

io\l(naing letter, written hy a network executive who prefers
a reflection of tite mtmnting feeling in
awards in radio.

<o reiMatw anonymous, is
the multiplicity of
the trade against

27

WHLS

FCC

majority in the
decision.
According to reports here, the
original majority opinion held FCC
couldn't clear stations on libel but
finally svioing around to an opposite view.
For this reason and
in view of the storm of protest
which it has raised, it was believed the agency may solicit Congressional advice, possibly tlirough
letters to the

House and Senate

Commerce Committees.
Two-Faceted Opposition
Industry opposition to the Port
Huron ruling centered on two
grounds last Friday: (1) Congress
never intended to deny stations the
right

to

screen scripts for libel;

and (2) only Congress or the Su-r
pfeme Court—not FCC—^has authority to exempt stations from
libel actions in state courts.

Dem. Lindley Be'ckworth, appearing on behalf of the Attorney
General of Texas, told the FCC:
"Congress did not intend to per^
mit the unlimited' and unbridled
use of the airwaves for the dissemination of libelous, scandalous and
obscene remarks in political broadcasts." He said this would be tlie
natural result of FCC's ruUng and
predicted Congi-ess would never
let

the decision stand.

On the other side of the fence,
CIO publicity director Allen Swim
wrote FCC that labor has encountered heavy opposition in getting
airtime for discussion of non-political controversial issues. For that
reason, "we ai-e tlie more desirous
that no obstacles be placed in the
way of labor political candidates
to broadcast their, views." Threat
of libel action. Swim said, is frequently used as an excuse to censor
or ban altogether labor broadcasts.

.

moves stemming from Johnson's
decision to return the 9:30-10
time to the network for the straw-

Commie SerKs
(hi

Wax

ABC Agenda

ABC public affairs veepee Robert Saudek has a series of three
documentaries on

Communism

—

at

the top of his list but he's having
difficulty finding a writer for the
He feels that the
assignment.
series must hew closely to an unbiased viewpoint, but finding a
scripter who is neitiier pi-o-Comraunist nor anti-Communist is turning into a search.
Tentative plans call for a June
teeofT for the series, but it may
have to be delayed unless a topnotch writer without particular
Communist leaning Is turned up
soon.

hat season.
Here's what
happens: Lever
l&vos., sponsor of Amos 'n' Andy in
the 9-9:30 time, will take over the
9:30-10 Fibber period for its sumreplacement
whodunit, "Call
mer
the Police," thus bracketing Lever
with its Bob Hope replacement and
permitting for the client discount
full-hour programming.
Pabst, sponsors of Eddie Cantor
in the Thursday night 10:30-11 period, moves into the Tuesday seg-

on

ment being vacated by

A&A

with

Cantor replacement show, "The
Thin Man." But because NBC
doesn't permit whodunit shows on
its

its
kilocycles before 9:30' p.m.,
"Thin Man" format will be revamped into a sophisticated com-

edy st^a.

John Paris, Silver, Sues
Cott,

WN£W on Program

John Paris, singer, has retained
the law firm of Jaffe & Jaffe to represent him in a claim against
WNEW, New York, and Ted Cott,
its vice-president and program director. He claims the station is
using his program idea- without
compensating him.
According to Paris, he submitted
an audition record of a program
titled "Around the World witii Music" to Cott a couple of months ago.
Recently, he says,
began
broadcasting series called "Musie
'Round the World," with a similar
musical format. He asserts he's
been unable to contact Cott or any
responsible
official since
then.

WNEW

WNEW

—
Vedncaaoy, May 12^ X948

IIAMO BSVIBWS
A MOKE PERFECT UNION

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN

ROBERT

Q.

LEWIS SHOW

FRONT PAGE

CARLES

COMES CALLING

With Dick Powell, Bill Conrad, WlOl Frankie Carle Orch, Marjorle
firith Bill Ctai«n, ^iuizmaster; stn- With Robert vYounr, Edward G. With Ruth Gilbeii;; Vic Bamone,
Betty Lou GersOn, Juhe Feray,
Hughes, Grew Lawrence,
star!
guest; Howard Smith orch
dlo
and.
](ttbijnsont Anne Revere. Barney
plum« contestants;
Kroeger,
Berry
Moore,
Jill
Balqban, Cbarlcs E.- Wilson, Producer-Director: WIU Roland.
Georve Bryan, announcer; Ber*
Charles MoGraw, Paul Frees, producer-Director: Glenhall
T»y.
Jamiss Roosevelt, Justice Meier
nie Lelshton, Stan Freeman.
Peter Leeds; Owen James, anJilicoby,
,lor
Coleman
Lewis,
Writers:
.
Steinbrink
Prodnoer-Directors: BUI Todmian,
nouncer; Arthui;, Adiam, oondvc- 30 Mins.; Sunday S:30 p.m.
Cohen, Ernest Lehmim
Bobby
Mark Gopdson
Producer; Wllliaiu Itobson
•tor
ELECTRIC COMPANIES
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri„ « pJtt.
30 Mins.; Sun., 0 p.W,
Producer: Don Stark
Writer: Ranald Macdougall
CBS, From New York
Sustaininr
CBS, from New York .
Director: William Rousseau
(N. W. Ayer)
30 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
CBS, from New York
A little more sparkle in the Writers: Morton Fine, David Freid- JFrankie Carle's orchestra de*
The temptation, under the cir- Sustaining
ktn
buted Sunday (9) as the summer rescripting division, and the projeccumstances, is to tab this a "Stop CBS. from Hollywood
Mins.; Thur., 8 p.m., BDT
placement for Phil Spitalny on thp
in the CBS 30
Lewis
Q.
Robert
tion
of
the Music" without music. It.s
Sustaining
Back in the war years Ranald
program" sponsored by various elecmay yet bear
nice the new ABC show in that it
trie power companies.
Macdougall ranked^ as one of the comedlc pattern various wander- ABC, from Hollywood
His start
employs the long-distance phoning
In his
fruition.
It's about time radio got around was poorly devised.
What might
technique, is a giveaway orgy, has most forceful and -yet down-to- ings around the CBS late night, to doing an official adaptation of have been a good
"mood"
a "mystery*' gimmick designed to earth documentary, writers in the mornin? and afternoon kilocycles, "Front Page" and paying royalties considering the basic talent show
avalli
build up week-to-week suspense, trade. He is remembered particu- this new late afternoon showcase, to its authors, Ben Hecht and able in Carle, turned
out to be lust
and is pitted against toprated Sun- larly for his early scripts on "The which finds Lewis holding down Charles MacArthur. For scripters another band remote.
It meant
day night programming. On the
difficult assignment of filling of newspaper shows have been nothing,
amounted to just a pleasthe Gun." Macdougall the
other hand, the core of its format Man Behind
the 5 to 5:30 slot cross-the-bpard, cribbing from the 20-year-old play ant. but poorly paced
half-hour.
He most closely approximates the for years. In fact, the pattern of
is somewhat more like Mutual s later went over to pictures.
Carle opened with "I'll Oct By«
"Take a Number," or any one of a had quite fen opportunity to show youthful comedian's potential as an the Hlldy Johnson-Walter Bums using an up-tempo
arrangement
number of quiz.shows going strong the old gift for pitching words air personality.
guerilla warfare has become so bridged by his
own pianlstics.
today, since it is woven around tlie through the mike on this program,
the an- hackneyed that it may have spoiled which barely served to introduce
found
they've
that
Not
old business of questions-and- through which the Anti-Defama- swer yet. Not by a long shot. On as many radio programs as it has the
answers on every subject under tion League of the B'nai B'rith last Friday's (6) session, rounding young reporters. For nearly all self. bands' main point—Carle himThen
there
was
a succession
a
of
sort
words,
presented its annual awards; but he
the sun. In other
out the first week of the new show, scripters write their newspaper of weak pops down to a Mother's
Dr. I.Q. with a lady in San Fran- muffed it sadly and regretfully. Lewis was groping and flounder- men in terms of Hildy and his Day
salute "My Mother's Eyes" and
cisco instead of in the balcony, plus The words he pitched all Sounded
goodly part of the half- editor, cue-tossers almost invari- through "Beg Your Pardon." From
mouthwatering loot instead of beautifully coming out, of the ing for a
with some innocuous mono- ably direct them that way, and there in the show's producers
some silver dollars, plus a labori- mouths of trained actors but they hour,
exactly actors emphasize the wiseguy char- seemed to be searching for the formissed fire because their meaning loging that added up to
ously contrived "secret sentence
nothing. But there wasn't a cliche acteristics. Hecht and MacArthur mat or "mood" that might have
riding on a giant jackpot. Plus a must have been away over the
in the 30-minute round, Every so are now apparently due for the been thought out before the proheads of the average listener.
piano duo for bridgework.
proper payment for all this mimeo- gram hit the
often, particularly in the sequences
air.
There was
CBS' bid for giveaway glory
The conception of the documen- with Ruth. Gilbert (incidentally,, graphing- they spawned.
made its getaway, last- Sunday (9) tary was admirable. The data was one of the show's most valued. as-, The radio version of "Front "Diane," from Carle's excellent
"Girl Friends" album (Columbia)
before a studio audience that marshalled Vith fine Sense of orwith Page" 'is 'Obviously not going to and "Carle Meets Chopin."
seetned to have been whipped to a der and dialectic appeal. The ci- sets), and again in the byplay
legitimatize
the
anyold
hokum.
If
An idea might be for Carle to
frothing frenzy for the takeoff, giv- tations from historical documents guestar Vic Damone, a refreshing thing, scripters Morton Fine and
thread three or four
ing out moans of ecstasy as Bill and the utterings of American quality projected itself.
David Freidkin are out to top the arrangements, which"Girl Friends"
use only his
It's all very casual, and rightCullen unveiled the booty—-niano, leaders of political thought fitted
ilay's picture of boozing, bragging,
wrist watch, radio-phonograph, dia- like precisely carved mosaics into fully so, but unfortunately much irawllng newspaper adventurers extremely saleable pianlstics and
his
rhythm section, until such time
It In the accepted tradition that commond ring, DeSoto deluxe, etc.
the pattern of the documentary's of the writing is too casual.
Then preachment on democracy and the needs sharpening. Otherwise, the mercial radio drama has to be not that there aren't any more of such
all tantalizingly adjectived.
tunes
to
dig
inup.
Then
start on a
It
under
way.
the game got
practice of brotherhood, but if is stanza Is a laudable effort toward merely larger than life, but twice
islmilar idea; could be city names,
volved a "climber" contestant and doubtful whether the grand splciiig up'a time of day when as loud' ana four times as lurid.
a J'challenger." For every question phraseology that sought to demon- audience participation shows and
The program's opening episode etc. This at least 'Would provide
the climber answered correctlyr he strate the very significance of these soap operas saturate the plrlanes. used the play's two 'chief charac- some pacing since It would relieve
the use of the full band. It figures
went up one rung of the "ladder of quotations and the pattern was un--'Rose..'
ters and took off from the same
that other ideas could be develsuccess." Up five rungs, he was at derstood by those who had most
plot. Its version of the Chicago
"the Golden Door," where he got to gain from the recital. What
Examiner city room sounded like oped to create some mood that
« chance to figure out the "secret saved the program from shadow- RED BARBER'S CLUB HOUSE
a prizefight crowd in a boiler would make better use of Carle's
productive keyboard talent than
sentence" unlocking the big jack- boxing with Its tafget was the In- With Red Barber
factory. The yarn was still about
pot. But liE the climber missed a clusion of the plain speaking and
the case of the escaped murderer, allowing his band to smother it.
ruiigWi the challenger challenged Indelible scene from "Crossfire" in Writers: John Derr, Judson Bailey but the plot, and all the subordin- Full band Isn^t thtlt strong.
Carle has Marjorle Hughes, his
his wrong answer, the climber was whi6h Robert Young, as the detec- Producer: Jack Carney
ate characters (with the possible
eliminated, the challenger became tive chief, reduces the practices of 30 Mins.: Sat., 5:30 p.iii.
exception of th peg-head Mayor) daughter, back with him. She did
the climber, and a new challenger hate' to its raw essences and recalls Sustainlnir
were freely adapted. The famous a better job on "There Ought to Be
.
watf brought in. If the diaUenger; the thing that bappened.to his ovim
tagUne about the stolen watch was, a Society" (duo with Gregg LawYork.
Arom
New
CBS,
rence) and others solo than she hat
bowever, challenged & correct Irish grandfather. The repetition
naturally, completely gone.
answer, he instead was knocked 6f that scene, lasting but a few
This new show (airecl live over
Onie or two lines <such as, "this in the past. She sounded good.
out and a new challenger brought moments, .imparted far greater the network at 10 a.m. and plat- is the hottest story since the Ital- Lawrence is something else. He's
on. It's as simple as that.
cogency to the program's theme tered over the flagship in the late ian election") were apparently in- nowhere. Starlighters were okay.
Commercials, stressing the
-The secret sentence, incidentally, than the thousands of words con- afternoon)^ represents a CBS pitch tended to modernize the story, but
ia first depicted in sound eifects tained in {he documentary';'
for the Saturday jave audience. didn't really altei^ Its quaint Prp- "neighborliness" of the combined
and voices, then pecked out/on a
The presentation of the awards Main attractions are the sports ma- hlbltloil-era quality. The attempt power companies which back Carle,
"talking typewriter." clicks of lat- were effectively Woven also into terial and Red Barber, who cuts a to write vivid narrative and dialog Were fair enough. Pointed out the
job they do in promoting Industry
ter indicating the number of let- the documentary's narrative, most highly likable figure before a seemed forced.
ters and words in the sentence. of which was shouldered, and with mike.
Format of this program,
The production and performance locallyi by supplying power, etc.
Wood.
One. of the teeoff contestants ^in much oratorical effect, by Edward however, is a cut-and-dry quiz duel also pushed the loud and speed
feict. ths first one up—got to the
G. Robinson. Justice Meier Stein- between opposing teams selected pedals, with no waste effort for
(j(plden Door, but couldn't open it. brink, of the N. Y.' supreme court, from teen-age community groups. subtlety or pacing.
As he has
Phon6 yras used twice to ring in second judicial district, officiated As a slight novelty, Barb«r brings demonstrated in both films and kNAVE OF HEARTS
listeners as contestants, one being for the League. James Roosevelt along a leading sports personality radio, Dick Powell can be a con- With Richard Woelhaf, Bill Jones,
Barbara Peters, Jim Herrick, Dr.
a woman in Providence, the second accepted the award for his mother, to guest on the show.
vincing and likable toughie when
Edcar Dnrbin
(Listeners are Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, honored
a' femme in Frisco..
Kickbff stanza last Saturady (8) he has a well written part and pro-, Producer: Charles Roberts
invited to mail in postcards if they for her work on the United Nations
contingents from the Boys pulslve lines. In this instance, how- Director: Clayton Brace
want to be called-^-ta device which Committee on Human Rights^ brought
Club of N. Y. and Police Athletic ever, he was merely tough, and Writer: Elliot Wager
should flood CBS' mailbags.)
ParaBarney Balaban, president of
League face to face with Barber there was insufficient voice-distincThe questions are no great brain mount, in accepting the award for popping questions ranging, over tion between him and Bill Conrad, 15 Mins.; 10:15 p.m>. Sun.
Sustaining
twisters, but of course aren't in^
his major instrumentality in bringvarious sport fields. One kid was playing Walter Bums. The other
tended to be, since the object is ing the "Freedom Train" to the asked what he would do if he heard actors weren't Identified by role, KLZ, Denver
Following station policy of keepprimarily to dispense giveaways at people, said that the thing about
someone yell "fore" on a golf but those playing the Mayor, the ing one public issue hot at all
as fast a dip as decently possible the recognition which gratified
nitei-y
singer
and
Frankie
were
course. He said that he would yell
times, KLZ gang has turned from
without making listeners and conr Mm most was that he, who came
back "five." However, the queries notable. Arthur Adlam's musical the cause and cure of divorce in a
testants feel that's aU ttae° show is of emigrant parents, had been
suggested
the
themes
and
cues
repies are usually more rouable through the "Train" to show and
for.
clatter of backstreet previous series to the medical,
s mo key
social, and economic problems of
Since that's all it's for really, that "freedom finds its noblest tine. Bucky Harris, manager of the saloons.
Hobe.
heart disease.
though, the producers seem to have expression in the practice of Yankees, was interviewed briefly
on his ball club's prospects and
Format is a .15-minute docugone unnecessarily out of their way brotherhood,"
served
as
a
judge
for
one
compliMAKE
MINE
MUSIC
mentary with a local medico being
to complicate the necessary evil of
Young, who recreated the bit cated
teaser
pose
to
the
kids.
WinWith
Billy
Leach.
Connie
Russell,
the quiz format.. These intricacies, from "Crossfire," accepted the
interviewed in last four minutes to
Hem.
Caesar Petrlllo's orch; Charles drive the problem home. Opener
plus the fanciful names tagged on award for the film's producer, Dore ners receive $25 bonds.
Fredericks, guest.
of series took up rheumatic fever,
the game's gimmicks ("golden Schary. Anne Revere did the acProducer: Skee Wolf
door," "talking typewriter," .etc.), ceptance for Darryl Zanuck, prothe unseen visitor on the nation's
Writer: Mort Hall
put one in mind of those gigged-up ducer of "Gentleman's Agree- THE LIGHT THAT FAILED
schooigrounds.
pinball machines that thump and ment."
Production was on a par with
Also accepting for him- With Georee Ball, Muriel Ames, 30 Mins.; Sun., 3:30 (CDT)
Art Paterson, Jerry Carr, David Sustaining
flash. They add a little fascination self was Charles E. Wilson, head
Denver's best, with script carrying
Piatt. Bob Harris; John Mc- CBS, from Chicago
to the playing, but what the player of General Electric, honored by
top
honors.
Hammond organ
Kntght, announcer
This season's standard model bridges and dramatic punctuations
is really there for is to try to the League as chairman of the
knock oif a jackpot.
committee which turned in the Writers: Clifford Evans, Rhoda musleal from Chi has much to rec- too ambitious for local keyboarder
ommend it, considering that such with exception of sound of a heart
It's bingo night in radio, and "Report on Civil Rights" to PresiCantor'
shows are meant to have all the fighting to keep going, and finally
-"Gatch Me" is the newest attrac dent Truman. Wilson remarked ProducerfDirector: Evans
permanence of an ice cube 'under collapsing.
tion on the ether boardwalk. Cul- that the "curse of second-class
IS Mins.; Sun., Z p.m.
the July sun. "Make Mine Music"
len is a capable barker.
Every' citizenship" is most inimical to the
Show hit air with howitzer prohas Connie Russell and Billy Leach motion in all media.
'body's on a giveaway binge. And "American dream," while Roose- Sustaining
Station
as vocalists, with the latter doing plugged show all week, with mayor
while the jag lasts, the crowd will velt, quoting his mother, pointed WHLI, Hempstead, L. L
be as likely to turn in at CBS Sun out that dignity and integrity of
This wee^watter packs a mighty the verbal segues. Their turns, and governor doing spots. Newslonger
scale
was
no
man
on
a
world
days, at d. as/anyplaoei else; Doan.
pul>lic service wallop. Last winter plus a 28-piece orch and a guest paper ads and car-cards spotted
a "subject of debate but an un- it tackled the Long Island Railroad spot, add up to a relaxing half-hour show's sharp title. State Medical
'^
^
alterable reality."
HAMLET
in a documentary series titled ''Op* that won't retard the digestion of Society cooperating with barrage
With Jack McCabe, Bob Andrus,
William Robson's direction was eration Snafu," lambasting the Sunday dinners on warm after- of direct mall and offers of giveAnthonyi Messuri, Mimi Norton, of a distinguished order. There poor service delivered by the rail- noon§.
aways.
Lola' FisHer, Florence O'Grady, were no frayed ends and the qual- road during the great blizzard of
Leach, one time singer with the
Will
Walsh.
Joseph Martin, ity of the pacing was faultless.
1947. This time, WHLI is playing Raymond Scott and Guy Lombardo
Harry Paul, Roland Hughes,
Odec.
David to the Goliath of the Long orchs, has developed a personable ORPHIO.N CHORAL SOCIETY
Frank Eiehhom, Jack MoKeown
Island Lighting Co., which services way with dialog during two years With Georgette Giboln, Walter
Producer-Director:
William
A.
Beaupre, announcer
Nassau County aWith gas and elec- as a WBBM staffer. His borderline
Coleman
BOB REED AND HIS PIANO
tricity.
These 15-minute sessions baritone-tenor is well suited to the 120 Mins.; Thurs. («), 8:15 p.m.
Asst. Producer: Anthony Galano
are only modest productions but light lyrics he lofted on the preem Sustaining
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 8 a.m.
Music: Chris Kieman
they are competent, pointed, infor- (9). Connie Russell hit the right WCOU-FM, Lewlston, Me.
Cleveland
WTAM,
120 Mins.; Sat. (24). 11 a.m.
mative and interesting.
FM adjunct to wee-^watter has
nuances of bittersweet amor in her
The morning air around NorthWFUV, Fordham Univ., N. Y.
Major beef in this series is the brace of low-flamers. Together, swun^ into independent programFordham Univ.'s ambitious at- ern Ohio takes On an additional frequent breakdowns occurring in they made an okay blend of "You ring in £[ manner reminiscent of
tempt tO" do "Hamlet" on the air sparkle with the advent Of Bob the gas supply for Long Island Were Meant for Me."
some of early promises of new
piano
The
former
WOR
Reed.
was a noteworthy effort, and on
Caesar Petrlllo's orch gave fluid brand of broadcasting. Outlet is
residents and the high rates charged
the whole successful. Production, tickler and mirth man, Reed gives for inadequate service.
Opening accompaniment and responded on using a few of parent's Mutual inwhile dramatic, showed an im- the Cleveland-listening audience a show outlined the predicament of the mark in meaty orchestrations clusions, but largely it's local commaturity natural in its participants. stanza of musical talent that should gas consumers and nailed the com-" of "Kiss in the Dark" and "Lady munity stuff, as Witness this in
Delivery of the lines from many of go far.
of
Spain." Standout was violinist toto airing of annual concert of
pany for making almost $2,000,000
He sings, lie plays, he redtes; he profit in 1947 while complaining of Fritz Siegel's boWlng of "Golden
the players was too rapid, so that
local I'horal group.
the style of the production was fast even ties in the three spot com- lack of funds. The facts were de- Earrings."
Item t'oesn't rate notice solely
rather than even-i>aced. It sounded mercials with adroit handling. Par- tailed through a technique of nar-^
In the guest spot Ciiarles Fred- on basis of novelty angle, either.
too often as if lines were being ticularly strong on the blackface ration and drama similar in style ericks, co-headliner of the operetta It made £ >r easy listening, and for
and blarney dialect, Reed Is able to the major network documentar- "My Romance," which folded here the flur- ion.
read rather than declaimed.
Franco-American
But dear delivery, clean enun- to make with a change of pace that ies, but without the production last week, baritoned nobly in miHi.owivi n area have long standciation and an eager. spirit made should hold an audience.
furbelows.
Most surprising and "Glory Road" and "Donkey's Ser- im retw f s favorable nurturing
up for amateurish qualities to
For the station, it marks another laudatory, however, is this small enade."
gi'dUii'ls
tor
musicianship
top
make this an unusually interesting step in bolstering Its a.m. program- station's fearlessness in climbing
Show, in sura, does an, all right (Li;i;\v arooks, Rudy Vallee, et al.),
ttrogram, md a feather in Ford- ming with emphasis on personality out on a limb against a mwerful Job for the net and listeners, too. witii Oi-,-!>i(,n Choral Society of
Bron.
nam's cap.
and quality entertainment. Mark, corporation*
Iferm.
Baxt.
CCMiUnued on page 38)
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Washington,

KFI Nixes Candidates
Until

.ABC cutchecking out of the station this week. She'll freelance.
today (Wed.), of a new melo-comedy, "Desmond
and Alan Rogers, with former doing the lead
Margaret Draper featured in a
and staffer Clark Andrews directing
show, "There's Always a Woman," Friday (14)
Treva
new
Frazce of Theatre Guild's "Iceman Cometh" now auditioning for radio
.WOR prexy Ted Streibert elected to represent the radio
and tele,
.CBS announcers and
industry on the board of the Broadway Assn.
network operations staff gifted John Tillman with an onyx pen and
lamp, set last week on his bowout, after nine years as a CBS gabber, to
He's taking a week's vacation in the old homestead
{ttiii WPIX tele.
Clio. Ala., before starting the new stinf.
Scripter IiUlian Schoen expanding into the short story field....
General Mills renewed "Lone Ranger," "Green Hornet," "Famous Jury
.

Is.

.

HARRY SALTER

Magazine" on ABC
Masonic Grand
awarded Bob Wilson of Mutual publicity
the title of "Grand Representative of the Grand Lodge" for his work
Terry Clyne, account
in Masonic pioneering via radio this past year.
esec on the Bulova billing, named to the Blow agency's plans board as
specialist on radio And tel?... ..Hank McCuen in town front the Coast
for agency huddles in. connection with his KFI (Hollywood; show..
,It was the Radio Directors Guild, not the Writers ditto, which recently
returned unused strike fund contributions to the donors. The Writers
Guild is going ahead with plans for a strike against the agencies, probably deddlined for early fall, and is thus obviously not spuming strike
Walter Seldon joined the Biow agency and has gone to
fund gifts.
the Coast to produce the new Phil Baker quiz show> "Everybody Wins?'
.... Madeleine Carroll and conductor Jack Miller became, godparents
(9)
of
the
Harry, Ackermans' (Mary Shipp) infant son.
Sunday
Ford Theatre" producer George Zachary' papa of a newborn girl
named Susan Fleurette
Plagued by a strep throat during a Gotham
Vitit, Jean Hendrix of WSB, Atlanta, reports from .magnolia'-land that,,
just to cap off the junket; her plane home cauight fire and had to
Getaway show of WDHNv new FM'er in
fnake a forced landing
New Brunswick, got assists from Mutual's Jack Barry, WHN's Marty
.Giickman and WOV's Bill Williams, among others ,
Adam Young,
Jr., Inc., radio station rep outfit, added Tom Malone, Paul Wilson and
ABC's Grace Johnson new prexy of
'Steve Machcinsld to its board
.
Evelyi) Pierce, Compton agency''s daytime
the Ad Women of N. Y.
radio boss, in Hollywood for story huddles with Ima. Phillips, creator
.
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»f "Guiding Light."
Art Henley billed to dissect comedy construction Monday (17) before
class in playwriting
Bob White, head of WMCA's
record dept., partied by station pals on wedding anni ... Add every
body's-getting-intthe-awards-act:
won the Linguaphone Institite^s Qiird annual award, for -excellent diction by announcers . . .
herman Dryer Productions forming a. subsid to market tele films . .
t>as«y Allen into a running part on the NBC daytimer "Road of Life"
w Gail Ingram continues as a scripter of "Big Story," along with
,
Allan Sloane, Arnold Perl and Max Ehrlich ...
sales manager
Eugene Thomas now known among Navajos as Chief Ta Yonie. Tribe's
inedicine man- inducted him at the Ad Club last week
Arline
.
ipiackburn and John McGovem added to "David Harum" cast
Jo}in Baby and Spencer Bentley new to "Our Gal Sunday." ... Leonard
wraube has resigned as veepee of the Earle Ferris public relations
nrm to t^ecome an independent publicist and trade relations consultant.

'KYU evening

.

.

.

WNBC

.

;

It

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop tiie Mucic —ABC
to Be Ignorant—CBS

parties.

Pays

.

.

FoniiedmNorlfaeniCal.

Aims to Raise Standards
A radio listener council rivalling
those of Cleveland and Wisconsin
is promised in the formation of a
group here called Radio Listeners
of Northern California, representing 35 of the Bay City's leading
civic, welfare, educational and reObjectives
Ugious organizations.
already outlined by the group ai-e
four-fold: "To obtain better radio
programs; to work out balanced
such programs
of
distribution
throughout the listening day; to
urge the responsible use of radio
as a social force, and to stimulate
liie listening public to exercise its
rights, privilege

"Because
largely

and

radio

duties."

are
acting

audiences

Inarticulate,"

said

chairman Edwin Rich, headmaster
of the Town School for Boys, "we
hope to serve as a channel to convey the ideas and. opinions of local
listeners to the broadcasters.

We

intend to analyze and criticize promans broadcast in this- area."
An active participant in the new
council'is Mrs. Horaee J. Cbchrun*
information chairman of the group
and radio chairman of the local
American Assn. of University
Women, which has a well estabUshed radio listeners' committee
here. "If the broadcasters do not
IN
voluntarily improve the quality of
.
.
.
Bemie Schubert closed a deal with Mutual for a fall sustaining run programs, public opinion may enof George O'Hanlon's comedy piece built around his film short charac- force regulations on the industry,"
commented. "The airwaves beter, Joe-McDoakes ... Renewals came through for Gordon McRae she
and Evelyn Knight and the Texaco thrushes will tweet through the long to all the people. The public
has a legal right to challenge the
|ummer .
Edgar Bergen packed up his dummies and led the cast east license
of a local station if that
for season's washup in, New York May 30. Pi>oducer Earl Ebi passes the
is not satisfying the comI7»week layoff by moving over to the controls of the replacer, Robert station
Shaw Chorus , . . CBS appeal to district court on $35,000 award to munity."
University Women's Bay Branch
Jack Stanley for appropriation by the network of his program, Hollywood Preview, was denied day after petition was filed . , Changes has a 30-memfoer committee of
"trained litseners" who meet weekin writing staffs moves Milton Geiger into Fred Brennah's spot on
ly to tabulate opinions on proMickey Rooney's "Shorty Bell," and Sherwood Schwartz replaced
grams. A "Good Listening" list of
Artie Phillips on "Beulah." .
Anacin gave Hollywood Star Preview recommended programs, compiled
,
.? new ticket and the dramatic piece rolls on through the hot months . .
annually by them, is revised sevBob Bence took over the emceeing duties on "What's the Name of eral times during the year to keep
That Song?" following the death of "Dud" Williamson
Old Gold it up to date.
is passtag up a summet replacement and turning over the eight-week
till to CBS .
. Hollywood Ad Club tossed a salute to Metro's frequency
modulation station, with Manager Bill MacCrystal taking a bow and
Irene Beasley Peddling
Les Petersen,
radio director, running on a flock of talent . . .
Art Rush is back east to wrap up the Quaker Oats deal for Roy
'Junior Partners'
jfpgers .
Biow shipped Ed Feldman to Hollywood to continue as
lUirector of "Take It or Leave It." That frees Bill Lawrence for Screen
Irene Beasley has put together
vmld Players and his sundry television interests
"Your Witness," a new juve quiz show, "Junior
**^ the audience participating
whodunits, is being revived for Partners," which she'll peddle as
flji
JJ**^\sion by Ashmead Scott and Bob Longnecker, who are putting it a half-hour or 15-minute strip. The
on film at the Hal Roach studio
NBC dispatched four studio audition record, produced by Todd
.engineers to New York for four months training in television tech- Russell from a script by Lillian
"'^"e
Sandy Cummings, one-time with Benton & Bowles and Schoen, has Russell as m.c. and
J'^^'^ntly a picture producer, joined Nick Keesly at Sam Saife to handle Dan Donaldson as announcer.
tne list for radio and
pictures ,
In town to help shape the new
,
Miss Beasley already has a musiBreakfast in Hollywood" are Brewster Morgan of Compton, and cal audience participation series,
1" & G's Gail
Smith and Bill Craig
Claude Sweden's got his doc's "Grand Slam," at 11:30 a.m. across
OKay to pick up the baton again
and he's the favored candidate for the board on CBS for Continental
ine music on the
Oscar Turner com- Baking^ through the Ted Bates
Groucho Marx show this fall
Pieied his mission for NBC in
New York and returns to the net in agency.
woilywood as aide to Prank "Bud" Berend, sales and sales promotion
ciiiet for the
werf»m division
Jim McFadden of McKee & Albright
Weil Sits It Out
a choice of Charlie Herbert or Bunny Coughlbi as producer
•nf ii™"^
Sealtest suumier show ... Joe Welters, CBS announcer, took
Because he's currently bea I,
J
.
twixt and between in negotia.
sleep and Hospitalized with a broken collar bone
w^?.'"
Joan
Crawford cancelled out her Screen Guild Players bookmg when
tions to dispose of his
sne learned it
bilingual station in New York
would be before a live audience. Just doesn't like
under the FCC duopoly rule,
K^°P'^, watching her work ... Harry Von Zell moved in as emcee of
Arde Bulova has sent through
Desire" when Ben Alexander was drj'-docked with nervous
Bvi:» . ^
a memo to "keep all- expenses
Bill Goodwin's "Johnny Fletcher" series on ABC
'
i^i""
moved back to May 30
down to a minimum." Edict
takeofl:
Maj. Barney Oldfleld commg out
means that Ralph Weil, station
convention to display his sartorial effects and spread
aiound good wUl
manager, can't get anyone to
for the Army.
pick up the tab on a N. Y.-toL.A. trip for the NAB conven'A'
tion next week.
Patton leaves ABC's production staff Saturday (15) to jom
Result is that Weil is sitting
tfS^^^
Seated.'
this one out, despite the fact
St? u c P™ductions as exec director of "Ladies Be
on
that he was one of tlie key
S?|P" Schulenburg, former station repper, is the newest recruit
*
force
broadcasters among the indies
.
Swaney Drake & Bement has been renamed
Zz:
^lorns
F. Swaney, Inc.
programmmg, and
in the femulation of the NAB
. Pat Campbell, of
JJ-u Sshort,
WJJD's promotion chief, plan to wed in August ... Jeff
Code, which gets top attention
OB the convention agenda.
(Continued on page 38)
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it has been asked to approve
such stock, sales only after the fact.
Control of stations may be effected,
the Commission added, even when
a majority of the stock' is not involved. The radio agency was also
irked by another practice whidi
some stations have been following,
apparently on advice of attorneys.

:

The

stations show stock transfers
the annual ownership reports
which they fiPle with FCC and then
wait for the agency to decide
whether a formal application to

in

State.

transfer control of the station is
necessary.

D. C. C^stion:

were

Broadcasters

keep the

WmX

FCC

fully

warned

to

informed on

all

stock transfers so that in doubtful
or borderline cases, the government has all the facts before it be^
fore such saljes are made. Ignoance or uncertainly, stations were
warned; is no excuse and hereafter
the Commission may nix sales
Washington, May 11.
made without its prior approval;
Disclosure today (Tues.) by
With this warning, the CommisWINX, indie, here, that it's now us- sion proceeded to approve sale of
ing three 250-watt transmitters to KTSW, Emporia, Kan. In Decemmore adequately cover ^to metro- ber, the station's bid to sell had
politan D.C. area, perked immedi- been tabbed for hearing to decide
ately interest in local radio circles. .whether or not the principals, actIt's the first operation of its. kind ing jointly or individually, had not
in the country and may, observers in fact already acquired cotatxol Of
believe, occasion some kickbacks the station. At the time, FCC confrom other stations, feeling l>eing sidered revocation-of-license prothat the WINX setup, in effect, ceedings against KTSW. The stagiyes the indie three 250-watt sta tion later admitted it should have

Is Indie

•

Now a Network?

tions.
filed an earlier transfer applicaWINX lias moved its main trans- tion with FCC but acted on the
mitter from downtown Washington wrong advice of 'its counsel.. In
to Arlington, Va., and has estab- Feb.. 1948, it filed a retroactive bid
lished 2S0-watt boosters at the to sell.
V
downtown site and at Rock' Creek
Park, in the Chevy Chasc-Bethesda-Silver Springs area of MaryCancels OntCleve.
land. Three transmitters are linked
•

.

,

BRT

by micro-wave relay.

WINX
erage

200%

claims

Show

nighttime* covincreased about
via the booster system.
its

Over

Protest

in

has been

WJW Doubling Its Rate

Cleveland, May lli
WJW, havmg felt the blast: Of a
baseball ruckus, now finds itseU
blasted by the Brotherhood of Railroad. -Trainmen for doubling its
rates on the ABC Dorothy Fifl*Radio committee of the Amerheim newscast.
ican Civil Liberties Union, meetInstead of paying the double
ing in New York last Thursday (6),
rate; BRT dropped the show here.
delegated Morris Novik and exBoost" in rates, according to

CIVIL LIBERTIES

MM

SETS STAND ON CODE

FCC

chairman

James

Lawrence

WJW,
Fly to outline ACLU's views on the
established
proposed NAB code at an NAB
double for
board meeting in Los Angeles TsS&y
grams.
15.

Committee went on record as
"heartily endorsing and welcoming" the code's requirement of a
clear distinction between news reporting and news analysis. However, the group, wlueh has been
very critical of code provisions in
general, still objected to broadcaster "control and' supervision of
content, format and presentation of
news commentary and analysis,"
feeling, that qualified commentators
should have freedoin Of judgment.

.

.

•

said

Ryan stated that station is available for non-poUtical reports to the
people by the President, Governor
of California, Iilayor of L. A., and
president of the county board Of
supervisors and that other requests
for non-political time would be
given
individual
consideration.
Policy also applies to candidates

San Francisco, May 11

.

.

-

•

,

.

Trials" and "Betty Crocker
jLbdge of New York State has

11.

in and out
of the statiab ownership field at an
all-time record rate, licensees got
a stiff warning from the FCC last
week that they stand a good chance
of losing their franchises if they

ge^g

won

.

They're Nominated
Hollywood, May 11.

May

moving

KFI has nixed NBC's "Living
transfer control of their stations
1948" broadcasts of speeches by without first
FCC. approval
Sen. Robert Taf t, Gov. Earl War- in writing.
ren,
Henry Wallace, Norman
The Commission noted that "it
Thomas and Gov. Thomas Dewey. has. become increasingly disturbed
Bill Ryan, general manager of the in recent months" by the failure of
Los Angeles NBC affiliate, stated several licensees to comply with
that political programs by candi- Sec. 310 (b) of the radio act which
dates for the Presidency of the requires FCC's approval before
United States will not be broad- controlling stock interests may be
cast until those candidates have transferred.
been officially nominated by their
In "several recent cases," FCC

,

totg ah audition disk
Garrick," by John Griggs

.

pemms

With

Wajren has resigned from Newell-Kmmett agency, where, as
publicity director, she did some multiple drum beating for ChesterHeld
(Supper Club and Arthur Godfrey) and the N. Y. Giants radio-video
Virginia Momand,
She'll continue with her mag pieces
series.
writcr-producer-director of WOV's kudosed "American Family" series,

.

Reported

Isn't

.

.

Gill

.

Reyoci^on

Stock Transfer

If
liv

—

Raceway Disk Stanza
Prepped by WINS, N.Y.
WINS, Crosley-owned N. Y.

in-

prepping a one-hour cro-ssthe-board nightly disk and gab
stanza to originate from the clubdie, is

house of Roosevelt Raceway,. Long
Island; featuring celeb interviews,
harness racing results and baseball scores. Program is being of-

fered for approximately 26-week
sponsorship, coinciding with Raceway's meet, which starts May 21
and extends through October.

Show

is

slated

11:43 p.m. slot and

for

the

10:45-

Lou Melamed,

creator of the stanza, is bidding
for a name disk jockey to take
it over. Although WINS has
28
night ballgames calendared, there's
apparently, no conflict with the

ball fans

According to trainmen, station
Fuldheim that something
"might be done about the station's

policy of double rates for 'controversial' programs, so that her BRT

show

might

are gee-gee addicts.

under

go

regular

rates."

"Nothing more was heard until
Charles Hunter, program" director,
called the show's New York agent
and told him the story of the
,
double rate demand.
"The agent refused to accept
the call, asked for it in writing,
pointing out that the show was sold
through ABC.
Hunter then
dropped the April 17 show."
BRT charges Fuldheim was offered at regular rates when she was
sustaining and that neither "Walter
Winchell, nor Drew Pearson are
considered controversial enough to.
warrant double charges."
Railroad also claims that Fuldheim, when in New York, was told
by ABC the net could see no reason for double eharge.
A. F. Whitney, president of
BRT, maintains "that under no
circumstances will we pay the
double rate, nor will we permit any
of the companies to penalize us,
merely because we are a labor or.

.

'.

•

.

.

.

.

.

ganization."

With WJW out. the weekly
Saturday show is being carried
over WJMO, indie, as special favor

ABC

who

charging
policy
of
"controversial" pro-

told Mrs.

airer. Program is cal- to
and
culated, in fact, to get a hypo £rom a poilicy of

proposed

with station's long

is in line

grams.

BRT. WJMO also has
no contibv^rsjal, jpyo-

.

Wcdhcwliiy,
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The Extras Get

the jCiieiits

ATS' Tele Cbinfest

Down;

12, 1948

MM M
»

l
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Teleyision Reviews

I

Television indie producers and
directors will air their views on
the new. medium at a roundt&ble
discussion before the American BACHELOR QUARTERS
merclals were nondescript. Chalk
^
1
Television Society tonight (Wed.) With Allen Presoott
this one up as another one of
at the WiUkie Memorial Hall, N. Y. Director-Producer:
Raymond X). video's infantile aberrations.
Slated' to speak are Thomas
NelsoH' •
Henn,
Ad agency executives who have*
Hutchinson, JklcCann-Erlckson staf- 30 Mins.; Wed. (5), 9:1S p.m.
been active In the buying of tele^
CAREER
fer and director of the Swift CHARLES W. HOYT CO.
,
vision say that what may break the
With Ralph B. Austrian
Show; Irvin Paul Sulds, producer WABD-»umont, N. Y.
camel's back before the medium
In a move to hypo its clients' in- Producer-Narrator: Norris West
of DuMont's "Court of Current Iscan really get rolling commercially
terest in television, Charles W. 30 MIns.; Thurs., 5 p.m.
a
producer
Gosch,
Martin
and
sues,"
11
Is the mass of extra costs that
Buffalo, May
for Hoyt ad agency engaged in the Snstalnin?
client finds deluging him after he
Tor the firsl time in church his- of "Tonight on Broadway"
unique stunt of bankrolling One WCAU-TV, Phllly
has assented to a flier in video. tory, consecration ceremonies for CBS. Moderator is NBC director half-hour show to prove the
This is the first time
These plusses, bewail the agency a new bishop will be telecast by Ed Sobol, chairman of the ATS efficacy of the new medium. Un- "Career Forum," which that the
has had a
men, have made it impossible for WBEN-TV May 13 when Dr. evening meetings.
fortunately, the idea was better long run as a public service feature
them to give a client anything near Lauriston. L. Scaife will be in''Bachelor on WCAU's
than the execution.
circuit, has been
his
what
of
approximation
an
ducted as Bishoi) of the EpiscoQuarters" was a slipshod hodge- televised and the ijesult, as this
video campaign will cost him.
podge of plugs and chatter sewn typi? of program ^oes, is satispalian diocese of Western New
Flock
Philco
together With the seamy side up. factory. Televising fhis particular
The keepers of the budget say York.
As a boost for video, this show show was apropos since the subthey realize that the operators of
High church dignitaries will
Firsts
Of
added up to a defense for bill- ject
discussion was tele^
the medium and the servicing or-, participate in the consecration and
going
are
it
boards or sky writing.
vision and the speaker was Ralph
ganizations allied to
special platforms and other apparabut
The half-hour was built around B. Austrian, vice-prexy in charge
period,
through the, groping
'Blast CIttb' Showcase
tus will be constructed to insure
disAllen Prescott who usually can be of television for Foote, Cone &
their
they have discovered to
sUcceessful telecasting. Philco has
Philadelphia, May 11.
relied
as
competitive
showthat
upon
a
Belding
take
agency.
may that the client won't
arranged the installation of 25,teleNo less than three "firsts" in man, This time, however, Prescott
After a brief survey of prospects
as an answer when he inquires why vision sets—one for each Episcopal
television will" Ise racked up tomor- had to contend with a disorderly of
careers
in. video,
Austrian
his bill comes to three or four Church in the Diocese. Program is
wfhen Philco bankrolls format that had little or no method opened up for questions with the
times the original estimate. The the final -test p^'er WBEN-TV be- row (Wed.)
video
ABC
at
the
center.
A
stream
of
charone-shot
quizzers
a group of hlghschool kidst
full-hour,
a
among
complaint about extras
fore formal opening the following
acters walked in and out of his Earnestness of youngsters as they
Don
here
of
Mcfrom
airing
web
on
taken
agency men have almost
evening.
apartment setting, providing him
robed into the question under
Neill's "Breakfast Club."
the .chant of the blues.
with chances to plug the ad SLscussion was the added flUip
It'll be the first time a top dayThey speak of eitras for studio
agency's clients. The program was which video brought to the show,
time radio feature has been nettime, extras for cameras, for reapparently designed to be half- which was being simultaneously
and
on
simultaneously
worked
mote facilities, for even the recomedy and half-commercial, but broadcast over
by WCAU.
tele. It will be the first time such
the comedy was sad and the comhearsal Of a commercial film, for
Shal.
a stanza has been offered to telethe editing Of a commercial, for
viewers in every city along the
storing the film (since the law reby
served
now
seaboard
eastern
quires a special fire-guarded refirst
time
be
the
it'll
video.' And
pository), for announcers and exa sponsor has arranged a simulDenver, May 11.
traS'for num^erous other ttnataflcl'
With five a,pplicationa on file for taneous tele show over stations sePfited items.
lected from three separate video
What hiSs become, say the agency Denver's five channels, and a sixth webs.
men, the No. 1 phobia in making in the works, mil? high city is dead
Hookup, originating from Philup an accounting sheet for video is set to get pictures in 1949.
Local operators are most worried ly's Academy of Muiic at 9-10 a.m.,
the shooting' of commercial film.
Washington, May 11.
They report that they have yet to about locating trained receiver in- will include two local outlets,
Tele broadcasters got new assurexperience a case of winding up_ stallation and maintenance men in WFIL-TV, ABC affiliate heiti, and
ances from the FCC last week that
with such ^ job at a cost that' area. Confabs with Denver Uni- Phllco's own WPTZ; WMAL-TV,
it means business "when it talks
WMAR-TV, Baltiwasn't at least 50% over the origf- versity have resulted in Russ Washington;
about expanding video into the
Cited firom ,.this Porter, university's coordinator of more; and DuMont's WABD, N. Y.
inal estimate.
roomier ultra-high, channels- "bePhilco is one of three ttankroUquarter are instances where the radio, heading for NAB spread in
Hollywood, May 11.
tween 475-890 megs so that everyers of "Breakfast Club" on ABC's
•final bill has been three and four- L. A. to huddle with manufacturers
Dick Goggin has been named body "can get in on the act." The
Pointed to to see if college's engineering aural kilocycles.
fold the expectation.
director of television programming Commission called for an omnibus
as a classic case in this regard is school can't set up a training center
for ABC on the Coast. He'll work hearing opening Sept. 20, '48, to
Chesterfield's experience, which, for the whole Rocky Mountain
directly under J. Donald Wilson, explore the prospects of upstairt
according to reports* started off area.,
Joseph Gotten Sets Tele,
coast program director.
tele operation and to get a progresii
with an estimate of $40,000 for the
Leading in the station race is
Goggin, now with the net's video report on interference problems on
,
plug film on its N, Y. Giants base- Pox Inter-Mountain Theatre chain's
Radio Production Firm operation in the east, reports for the low-band tele channels.
ball telecasts over WNBT, N, Y., AUadin Television Corp.'vtrhich has
his new duties after the political
and came out Of the plunge with an sn^^gged cream transmitter site.
Hollywood, May 11.
The Commission order for hearPhiladelphia.,
accumulative bill closer to $100,- Tower will rise
Thesp Joseph -Cdtten, Stuart conventions in
ing came somewhat as a surprise
on Lookout
000.
to the video industry, even though
mountain across the road from Ludlum and Frances Purcell have
These agency execs think that Buffalo hiO-'s «rave.
Chairman' Wayne Coy, speaking to
Spot is 12 formed "29; 30 Inc.," for the proWPIX, the N. Y. Daily News out- miles from Denver, and 3,000 feet duction of l6m television shows
an PM Assn. meeting earlier in the
let, is moving in a constructive di- higher, with
week, had mourned "There's been
a clear sweep to and radio programs.
rection.
The WPIK management, wealthy Colorado Springs, 70 miles
Gotten has just finished directlittle experimentation on the liigh
taking heed of the many com- to south and Cheyenne 90 miles to ing 12-imnute video reel, the first
TV bands" and warned that "FCG
plaints from agencies, about the north. Applicant Alf Landon is re- in a series, entitled "Pete Hunter,
might have to take the first move
«xtra spectres,' first finds -out just ported to be sharing site. Latter's Private Eye." Series stars Frank
on its own."
what the account will want jn the
opener
featuring
with
Albertspn
station, KTLN, hits air May 16,
When the CBS color issue was
way of sejrvices and then figures 1,000 watts daytime^
Virginia Hunter and Wendy Wal-'
Washingtoii, May 11.
decided in 1946 it was generally
out & total cost with even the
Olher contenders are CBS-KLZ, dron. Plans are also being readied
Don Lee and Allen DuMont's believed that low-band video was
agency -commission included.
whieh will probably transmit from for a video serial and non-fiction
here both won major vic- set for another five years at least
Telecasters look on this extra 500-foot hillside south of Denver, features.
tories at .th$ Federal Communica- But the terrific rush of new bids in
tangle as one of the growing pains and Daniels & Fisher's department
Production unit has just com- tions Commission last week,
the past six months— with about a
of the business and feel certain! store which has
a 12-story tower in pleted a 26-week half-hour, openDon Lee, whose standard and third of the. contenders likely to be
that it will diminish as the busi- downtown
area.
Texas oilman end series starring Gotten, Ludlum PM licenses are on the hook for left out in the cold on low-band
ness become more stablized in its
did
Carlton
Alsop
some
produced,
Homer Snowden has filed, but
alleged violation of the govern- assignments is .believed responoperating and accounting strucdirection.
Jack
Finney
of
the
pilans still under wraps.
Gift ord
ment's chain broadcasting regs, sible for FCC's anxiety to set the
tures. The main cause of the trouPhillips, owner of KGHF in Pueblo, scripted series and Lud Gluskln had been .taking a heating in Los
ble,, they say, is that the agencies
machinery in motion for upstairs
come back so often with additional magazine Rocky Mountain Life, and Johnny Gart were responsible Angeles tele because of FCC's re- expansion, Though the September
programming needs after the origin and tW{» newspapers, still prepar- for music.
fusal to give it a commercial video hearing is likely to do no more
Phillips
was
nal price had been given them. ing -application.
license there pending a decision than get engineering facts on the
Many of them don't realize that the granted an
for Denver several
Set Hike on the AM-FM franchises.
record, FCC men believe it will
things that look so simple are com- months ago, but has not yet comCommission last week softened act as a "psychological" lever to
Milwaukee, May 11.
plicating from a technical angle menced building.
Video set sales in the area served its order and okeyed Don Lee's speed ultra-high video experimen•and involve much expense.
Shortage of program talent In by WTMJ-TV have taken
a 50% petition to sell time on its experi- tation. An actual upstairs move,
One telecaster suggested that, Denver will always be a major hop during the past month and a mental tele station W6XAQ in
(Continued on page 36)
the problem might be solved to an problem.
check of distrlbs show a set owner- L. A. The authority was limited
appreciable extent if the agency
Network lineup as follows: NBC
took the precaution in each in- (Alladin Corp.); CBS (Kt,7;-TV); ship of 2,658 as of May 1, with 74% to a so-day period. KDYL, Salt
of them in homes.
Lake City, is the only other stastance of making up a TV budget Mutual
7o
(Gene O'Fallon of KFEL
The previous average per week tion which has an FCC green light
of Including a contingency fund,
doodling with plan for color on ex- was about' 100. They're now selling to sell time on its experimental
say of 15% on top of the estimated
perimental channel); ABC (local at an average of 152 a week.
video outlet W6XIS.
cost. This additional sum would be
Prize fights from Madison Sq.
applied to the extras that might outlet KVOD not interested).
Dumont's WTTG, pioneer video
be
crop .^p, And if it weren't spent,
VIVIEiniE ALLEN TV SHOW
operator here, was given another Garden, N, Y., will continue to
as a result of the Boxing
the client could consider it as so
Set to
New television series featuring six months to complete construc- televised,
much saved.
Managers Guild decision Monday
^
Vivienne Allen,
Buffalo, May 11.
current
"Ado tion at a new transmitter site in (10) to accept half the video
Arlington,
and
spared
Va.,
necesWBEN-TV will telecast its for- Annie" in the Broadway produc20th Cenmal opening on the night of May tion of "Oklahoma!", is being sity of defending its license at a profits of Mike Jacobs'
tury Sporting Club. Garden Corp.,
14 with ar program to include wrest- whipped into shape by Indie pack- hearing, earlier skedded for May
however, which gets 50% of the,
ling matches from Memorial Audi- ager Clayton- Williams, Entitled 20. Commission wanted assurances
tele money as a partner of Jacobs,
WTTG
speedily
would
vacate
its
torium in which ^President Edward "Keep Up With the Joneses," the
a* cent of
H. Butler of WBEN-TV, Mayor shows are based on the life and Harrington hotel site which doesn't has refused to give up
its video profits to the fighters.
Negotiations toward a television Dowd
of guffalo and other officials adventures of a young married provide the kind .of video coverBoxers will get about $25,000
age Dumont bad promised listeners.
production code between the per- will pafficip^te;'
couple.
outfit,
yearly
Jacobs
from
the
In
another
action,
FCC
nixed
a
former unions and the video combid
of
Paramount subsidiary, With the cut to the managers depanies are being held over for
United Detroit Theatres Corp.. to pe'nOing on their individual conthree weeks. The telecasters have
throw the video permit of ABC's tracts with the fighters. Managers
asked for that interval to study
King Trendle Corp. in Detroit into hope to, increase the take after
the demands submitted last week
hearing. Commission instead gave June 1, wx.en the contract among
by the unions, and have promised
SIGHT AND SOUND: When he sings, some facial expressions of Lanny ABC a few more months to com- tlie Garden, Jacobs and Gillette
to come up with a joint reaction Ross put enough Wrinkles on his brow to resemble the furrows in one of plete construction of, its Detroit Safety Razor comes up for renewof the producing companies, ad those geometrically plowed Iowa fields. Maybe singing to recorded Station.
al.
As a result of the settlement,
agencies, sponsors, etc., at that playbacks will be the ultimate answer.
Johnny Desmond must have
the fights will go on as scheduled
time. The last meeting was held won the slow ballad championship when it took him just short of two
Friday (15) night over WNBT
Wednesday (5).
minutes to sing one chorus of a pop tune. It was only the chorus, too,
Cincinnati. Lining up for per- (NBC, N. Y.).
The performers are represented no verse. This is murderous to the song and his show. Even a pro- manency in its video division, the
Garden's refusal to give up any
by a television committee of the tracted version of the "Star Bangled Banner" only runs a minute and Crosley organization last week iis- 01 its share of the tele receipts
Associated Actors & Artistes of a half .'. .Those full head closeups, which cut the individual off at the signed Bill McCluskey to full time is based on the claim of Garden
America, whose member unions in- chin, overdo the production boys' contention that "intimacy" is the key as a saleman for wLWT. Since pi'f-.y Gen. John Reed Kilpatrick
clude the American Federation ^f to tele broadcasting. Such closeups are too close and can also be cruel the tele station opened t,!ii'(»e thai,' money derived from video has
.They've gone to the expense and trouble of surrounding the Jack months ago McCluskey was dou- bviHi the only thing that's kept
Radio Artists, Screen Actors Guild,
bling as manager of
ProActors Equity Assn.,. American Kilty "Musical Merry-Go-Round" Friday night show with a live musical motions, talent-booking subsidiary fii" (V'sanization in the boxing
Guild of Musical Artists and combo (a piano-organ-guitar trio), then wind up using it as background of Crosley's clear channel station, bi!i,-nefc.s. Cutting in the boxers for
American Guild of Variety Artists. muisic, except for one brief solo spotlighting. Program still tries to which post he filled for several a vtixt of that money, according
George .Heller he«<ts the commit- jam too much into its 20 minutes and is overboard on vocalists (tiiree years, and parttime salesman for to Kilpatrick, would result in the
on last week's stanza).
tee and Henry Jaffe is attorney.
Gttrden'i! l<).^ing coin on the fights.
WLWT.
-
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NBC
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Sets
186,100
33,900
21,700
21,700
9,600
8,900
8;800
4,400
4,300
3,900
3,000
2,800
1,500

Areas

New York.,
Philadelphia
Chicf>g0

LOS Angeles
Washington, D. C.
Baltimore

•

Detroit

Louis
Cleveland
Schenectady
St.

Cincinnati

Milwaukee
Paul
Bichroond
St.

Salt

.............

....

.

311,250
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Boston
Buffalo

Others
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the majority of television viewers
in each city whenever the first
Estinwted Antlience video station in that city takes the
* 996,000
air. As tele catches on with the
214,000
public* though, and as other sta208,500
tions start operating in the same
179,500
area, the number of home viewers
48,000
increases until they eventually sur83,000
pass the number of tavern lookers.:
90,000
That's the pattern of tele's growth,
47,000
as revealed in a survey of tele sets
40,500
and audiences compiled by the
29,500
NBC research bureau under the.,
33,000
supervision of Hugh M. Beville, Jr.
30,000
Estimated N. Y. audience of 996,12,000
000, for example, is about five
5,000
times the 186,100 sets in operation
3,500
in metropolitan N. Y. Philadelphia
audience, on the other hand, is es2,028i?00
timated at 214,000, which is some
AKEAS
seven times th,e 33,900 sets in
2,200
PhHly. Since NBC's WNBT took
1,650
the air in N. Y. before Philco's
23,000
WPTZ, Philly, the number of bar
sets in- Philly is still comparatively
larger than in N. Y. Same situation holds true all down the line,
with Chicago, the nation's No. 3 TV
.
city, showing an estimated audience of 208,500, some 10 times the
21,700 sets operating now in Chi.
With both manufacturers and
.

AdnEiii^ative

Format; Pitch for Top

Sbwman Next

dealers still sitting tight on their
lists of setowners, the NBC survey
is considered as close to the actual
picture as it's possible to ascertain.
Definite statistics are expected to be made available to the
industry within the near future, as
the result of a plan implemented
by the Radio Manufacturers Assn.,
which' calls for each manufacturer
to submit his sales figures to a central agency, which in turn would
.

'

of Jack L.

Naming

Van

Volken-'^'

as a v.p. and director of television last week was inspired by

teg

CBS' realization that the time had
come, to tighten the administrative
end of that division bef5re launching its video operation into high
gear. The next major tnove on Columbia's video front will be the
fippointment of a programming and
talejit executive with a trade repuiCation to head up the show phase of

Par Lines Up Tele Staff
Lining up la staff in advance of
Paramount's projected full-scale
entry into theatre television. Par
veepee and tele chief Paul Raiboum has upped Richard Hodgson,
until now head of the company's
tele engineering department, to
chief of technical operations for

'

distribute them to the trade.
Par's tele division.
the operation under Van VolkenNBC figures reveal, meanwhile,
Carl Maurer, project engineer
burg and Lawrence Lowman, who on Par's theatre video and broad- that tele advertising is still a highly
has been moved out of the d. of t.
cast tele film recording systems, expensive proposition, despite the
spot and made a general v.p. and.
was named supervisor of develop- tremendous increase in the numIn part a coordinator of tele ac- ment engineering.
Walter Swen- ber of receivers purchased during
tivities.
son is new supervisor of studio the last year. A sponsor buying
As part of the tightening up operations and Theodore Grrenier time on WNBT, NBC's key outlet
and ^^guaring off Adrian Murphy, is supervisor of remote operations in N. Y., for example, would be
another v.p., comes out of the for Par's
theatre tele activities. paying some $2 per 1,000 listeners,
video picture—Lowman had been
Latter appointment indicates the based on the station's time and favreporting to him and. assumes his
company plans to use its own re- cilities charge'^^of $1,750 per hour.
old role of planner with specific
mote crew for thieatre pickups, in- That figure, too, would hold only
duties of supervising operations
stead of depending on network if the sponsor had every one of the
under the direction of James Sew- broadcasts.
996,000 estimated viewers tuned to
ard. The problem of administrating
his show. Inclusion of production

—

the video division apd molding it
into a well dovetailed, smooth-running organization had been so
acute that there was even consideration of assigning some one from
the top CBS echelon to the post;

some one

Prexy

Frank Stanton
w general v.p. Howard
S. Meighan.
like

French St31h
Tryout Stages

The decision

to switch Van Volkenburg out of his job of head of CBS
station

administration

was

in-

fluenced .largely

by the fact that
had had considerable administration background, first as as-

w

Despite
Much - heralded

BaHy

•

sion of the French government is
slightly superior to the 525-line
standard now in use in the U. S.
but is by no means breathtaking,
according to William Fineshriber,
general manager of the CBS program department. Fineshriber returned recently from France, after
studying the Radio Diffusion Francaise operation in company with
various other U. S. radio officials.
French television, contrary to
May 11.
previously circuTh» t,or.''^"*'"Ston,
agreed with the Tele- glowing reports
lated
in this country, is still in the
^broadcasters Assn. last week
stage, according to
experimental
P^'^sent rule requiring all
i»i
i»
technicians, he
French
Fineshriber.
program a mini,m of
mum
(Continued on page 36)
28-hours-a-week as soon as

Scrap 28-Hr. Rule

As Program lust'

m

ab'aUned.

tinn^^if^
tions whole

^^'^

^

'^'"^^

TBA recommendaPCC proposed a

cloth,

permitting licensees to
op^.,
schedules on a
nnll?^ uP^S*"^"^
"T^^ *>^ew rule renn,Vo™ """I'lnum
of 12 hours proPrami?
giamming
a week during a Ucensee's first
18-months on the air.
successive six-month pe,
rinH
"^operation, this minimum is
to be stepped
up to 16, 20, 24 and
^'^

and talent costs
figure even more.

would boost the

NBC survey revealed that the
public is quick to catch on to tele,
often buying sets before the first
station takes the air in a particular city. In Boston, for example,
there are already 2,200 sets in operation, despite the fact that WBZ-

REDD QUITS SEALTEST
TO PRODUCE TV FILMS

FOR PREEM SAT. (15)
After

several'

delays,

Broadcasting's

WATV,
Newark

,

,

tlie

cable in the Tuesbacked the contention of Par tele
slot for a few
veepee Paul Baiboum on this score
—that such consent would not be
necessary.

Highlighting the second day's
testimony was- the revelation by
Dr. DuMont that Par had recently
rejected* his offer to buy the film
company out of his organization for
approximately $6,000,000. Under
cross'^examination, he refused to
say whether he considered tlie
$]10,€00,000 asking price set by
Raiboum on the stock was too hight
Repeatedly
stressing
that
Par
doesn't run his company, Dr. Du'Fearing that televisioif will Mont declared his company's profreshuffle all labor jurisdictional its were increasing steadily. He
lines within show business', chief- listed the total assets at more than
tains of the various entertainment $9,000,000 and the net worth at
trade unions are currently trying slightly over $6,000,000.
to head off an inter-labor war for
In a lenglihy cross-examination
power. Initial stab. at diplomacy today of Raiboum, Blume- and FCC
instead of a slugging match is attorney John McCoy brought out
currently being made by' toppers that DuMont directors had voted
of the International Alliance of to Dr. DuMont and to Raiboum
Theatrical Stage Employees and.' "absolute discretion" in- picking the
the International Brotherhood of cities and dates of :filing on Du'
Electrical Workers.
Both unions Mont's tele applications.
are trying to settle jurisdictional
Questioned on Par's decision to
claims for video technicians at file for
a Boston TV outlet in Augseveral outlets.
ust, 1945, and DuMont's decision
lATSE, now' dominating the film three months later to withdraw its
and legit fields, is particularly bid for the same city, Dr. DuMont
eyeing the fiiiuEe of television as declared his company had given up
a medium that may displace or its intentions to Operate in Boston
subordinate other facets of show<- long before Par filed its bid. He
business. With video due to shift declared he withdrew from Boston
large numbers of cameramen, set because he objecte'd to arrange^
constructors, stagehands and cos- ments under consideration then,
tumers into its bailiwick as it which woiild have given him a 40%
develops, lATSE will try to move interest in the station, New Engalong with them with broader land theatres 40% and another

Top Unions Move

To Prevent Ai^
Inter-Labor

War

I

I

.

as

Par subsidiary, Netoco Theatres
meeting a Corp., the remaining 20%. That
(Continued on page 36)

is

far

as

numbers are

program^

of short musical

L.A.-N.Y.

Hollywood,
Television's coaxial

Los Angeles

air

Be-

May

11.

cable from

New York

has been
awaits the

&

live
i

'
.

to

Line now
insertion of repeater stations before it will be accessable to video
Boosters are expected to be
call.
readied in from 12 to 18 months.
Co-ax, unknown to general public, is being used now for telecompleted.

the

are

COAXIAL

CABLE COMPLETED

film
tele

'

day night 7 to 7:30

weeks more.

potatoes,

May

WATV

m

hold on

tinues to

films, tied together by an emcee
working live in front of one cam11.
Hollywood,
a kids' show,
Robert L. Redd is giving up his era, from 4 to 5 p.m.;
40 minutes of filmed carproduction of the Sealtest series including
toons, from 5 to 6; a western film,
after four years to take a flier in
from 6 to 7; film shorts from 7 to
television. He signed with Edward
from 8 to
Nassour to become executive pro- 8, and a feature film
Station's almost total de;
9:30.
ducer of Telepictures, Inc.

Redd will serve as producer on pendence on film points up
This means a 24 opened-end video films, to be ready market available for
\h.*il°"''^,?
stauon will reach the
28-hour re- turned out hi the full-scale tele distribs in the number of new
«t
the end of 36 studio recently completed by Nas- outlets scheduled to take the
mnn^JT?"^
months'
operation.
asso- within tlie next year.
sour. He'll aliso function as
program chief Paul
°* two hours a day ciate producer-writer on a series
In any
five days of the week will
Redd langer plans a full schedule of
of five feature-length films.
•be required
of all new stations. The
Sub- studio shows once th.e studios
"Point
in
interest
retains his
ready.
directs.
and
writes
<5'°"*^^"®*'
page 36)
lim6," which he
«i 1

the case until after hearings for
tele station applications are held in
Boston, San Francisco and Deti-oit,

.

its

film.

Scheduled for daily

11.

where Par has bids pending.
weeks will be carried out.
FCC ordered Par and DuMont,
Tieup on the coaxial cable be- meanwhile, to file proposed findtween N. Y. and Washington, fol- ings on the question of control
lowing the inclusion of ABC in the within 20 days.
PCC examiner Jack
co-ax schedule after May 1, had Blume
also asked for a legal brief
led CBS to believe it would be from
both companies on the quesforced to cancel the show. With tion of whether
it woaid be necesABC's programming still confined sary for DuMont to obtain Par's
to a few nights weekly on shows consent before
selling one of its
originating over WFIL-TV (Philowned-and^operated stations. Duadelphia), CBS was able to retain
Mont prez Dr. Allen B. DuMont

concerned. But if television congrow at its present rate
with a competitive scramble among
the unions, industry and union
execs both anticipate a repetition
in video of the many bitter and
paralyzing jurisdictional disputes
that have plagued Hollywood during the past 20 years.

television outlet, takes the air Saturday (15), but its new studios,
now under construction in Newark's Mosque building, won't be
ready for occupancy until fall. Station will tee off, consequently, with
five-and-a-half hours of programming devoted almost exclusively to

ming are an hour

May

no controlling interest in DuMont.
That was the principal point made
as the two-day hearing on the issue wound up, with the FCC indicating it would postpone closing

,

lATSE, however,

WATY, NEWARK, SET
•

FCC IVdbe

challenge, to its virtual shovF biz

WBEN.

Bremer

Despite previous reports, "Tonight on Broadway'' continues on
the CBS television web for at least
a few weeks more. Shisw to follow
"Play's the Thing," which was presented last (Tuesday) niglit, hasn't
yet been selected, but CBS' commitment with indie packager Martin Gosch for the next several

jiu^sdictional claims.

TV, the Hub's first station, won't
be on the air for a few weeks yet.
Same situation holds true in Bufwhere 1,650 sets have preceded by several weeks the opening of

in

Prospects faded fast today (Tues.)
that the FCC would ever agree to
Paramount's contention that it has

Reprieve for 'B'way'

labor monopoly from such unions
as the IBE'W, the American Communications Assn., the National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineering
Technicians and a flock of other
indie groups which have jumped
into the opening made by video.
Top officials of lATSE have hinted
that they are willing to iron matters out with the other unions on
an amicable basis.
Sentiment is prevalent that
chances for an inter-union settlement are good while television
per.sonnel still represents small

850-line televi- falo,

(Continued on page 36)

Fade Fast

Washington,

.

350
300

Lake City

Totals

'

DhM

Over

ILyillSM
Bar and tavern patrons comprise

.

,

TO TV

Projects of Par Provh^ No Cobtrol

Cities

following is the latest available list of the total number of tele-*
vision receiver sets in operation in the nation's television cities, as
tele research bureau. Audience estimate- is
compiled by the
based on an average 6f four viewers per home set and 25 for bar
and tavern receivers. Report is complete as of May 1, including 23
stations in 15 market areas. (Granting of a commercial license to
(Los Angeles) last week brought the station
Don Lee's
total to 24.)

»1

phone calls. Pacific T.
T., to
date, has had no inquiries about
availability of cable.
(t:i'.'
SSI-.i".
4!
r-O
'

BuioyaDropsZilOG
Air Tone for Tele
Bulova Watch is cancelling from
$150,000 to $200,000 worth of time
in radio so that it will have available funds to buy time signals on
television stations as they open up
this year. The manufacturer heretofore had been putUng additional
money into the advertising pot for
the new medium.
The Blow agency, which handles
the account, had gone to John H.
Ballard, Bulova prez, with a bid
for new coin to take care of such
newcomer TVers and the instructions it got was to get it out of
radio. Affected by the clipping are
the non-network stations on Bulova's list. The web affiliates are
being let alone, at least for the
time being.

Husing on CBS-TV
For One-Shot (Tennis)
Ted Husing, CBS network's
sports director before taking over
the top disk, jockey spot on WHN,
N. Y. indie, returns to CBS tonight
(Wednesday) to call the Bobby
Riggs-Jack Kramer tennis matches
from Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y.,

CBS television.
Show will mark Husing's
stint at tele sportscasting. ,
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The voice of Man has long struggled
'

The "magic horn" of Alexander

to defeat space*

carried his voice almost three miles!

Now, antennae kept

at

peak

like that

efficiency

of WCBS at the

left,

send Man's voyaging voice everywhere.

go from

e

•

One frontier

•

Wherever Americans

in

Radio

Today the Radio
of

.

.

all

the

is

fariiijies in

almost entirely gone: the frontier of space.

live,

set is

here...

an

they now own a radio and

.America.

What frontier,

then,

It lies in

whatiRadio can say, rather than where

It lies in

the

natme

limitless field gf

The
all

arid quality of Radio's

MAn's imagination and

evidence accumulates that

Radio in pushing back

listen to

furnishing of the lives of

intintiate

CBS

it

is

it.

-

93%

•

left?

can go.

programs

. . .

in the

responsibility.

leads

frontier—

this

week

bringing 99,000,000 listeners each

CBS-produced programs which ^take new
.

claims on the American people's desire for
entertainment, knowledge and inspiration.

As the New York Times put
summary

programming— CBS was
leader. In

CBS

in its annual

it

of Radio's progress -r'7ft original
far

and away the

a year marked by vapid

actually did something. ?'

This "sonietliing" includes ihe
exciting

talk...

•'

.

new

CBS Package

hits in Radio. Sucli

Programs, the most

sponsored shows as yVrthur Godfrey,

*'My Friend Irma," Abe Burrows, Edward R. Murrow,
such sponsorable ones as
in "Shorty Bell,"'

Sponsored
'

"'mr. ace

•'Strilvc It

Hoagy Carmichael, "Studio One," and many

CBS Package Programs

Rich";

and JANE," Mickey Rooney

currently average

40 /c).

others.

less

in talent costs lhan other network programs.

So, for large audiences at low cost ... at the lowest cost in nelwoi-k

Radio today.

..

see

CBS.

Columbia Broadcasting System
— where 99,000,000 people gather every week

.

VHtae«dwy, May 12,

ABCs

New Video Blueprint F»k to Ease

Tele Tower

TowD%-Town

Availabilitffis in

>

Top 140 Markets

'

w

.

cities.

users.

.

1.

The Commission adopted a
.

final order turning over the' No. 1
Video, slot to. police, cabs, and other

non-broadcast services -7- a move
generally expected by ihe videomen. In return, FCC said that effective on or after June 14, video
would be given exclusive use of its
other 12 slots below the .216 meg.
area. In the 72-76 meg. band, between video channels 4jBnd,S, the
Commission proposes to locaW star
^tionary non-broadcast trausmitfets
on the condition they do not interfere with adjacent tele operators.
Up to now, video has had to share
its spectrum with roving police and
other transmitters.
•2. The new nationwide tele allo-

frequency

allocations

Phoenix, Ariz

'

'

Minneapolis^

TV

May

Fie
11.

With the idea of getting in on
the ground floor of television, the
Modemaires, who just 'Concluded
an engagement at the Hotel Badisson Sl^me -Rooai hpre, will televise "open ei^'-' television film with
just one. $ong with enough space
at the $taxt and end for a local
commercial for the five-minnte
breaks between regular television

cation was proposed as an amendment to FCC's rules and a public
hearing skedded on the proposed
re-assignments for June 14 in
Washington. Persons wishing to programs.

.

.

.

.

Miami-Ft. Lauderdale,
Tampa-St. Petersburg,
Terre Haute.

.

.

.

; ,

.

;

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

i

.
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^
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,
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'2 to
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,

,

.

.

;

j

,

.

i,...; .,i
........... .....i

4 to

. i

l to

,

.

.

.

4 to

V.

4 to

.

l
1

.

4 to 5
5 to 6

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ,

.

.

...

.

4 to 5
1 to 2

.

'..

3 to 4
.

.

,

.

;

.

. .

;

. . .

.

,

1 to 2
1 to 3
4 to 5
4 to. 5
4 to 5

. .

3 to 4

4

El Paso
San Antonio
Charleston, W. Va. .
Huntington, W. Va. area. ...............

6

to

5 to 6
3 to 4

.

2
Madison, Wis..
1 to 2
Following states had no video spectrum before but are now
well provided. Here tb<^ are with total assignments now available:
North Dakota
Idaho
Id
29
South Dakota
Montana
30
23
10
Vermont
Nevada
5
,

.

1 to

.

New Mexico
17
Wyoming ........
14
Only states which did not add any new channels are: Connecticut
(4); Delaware (1); District of Columbia (4); New Jersey (2); and
-Rhode Island (1).
Everywhere else, channels were added, in some cases to swell
the former total many times over. For example, Texas now lias a
,

total of 83 video slots; California, 42;

New

York, 29.

five million?

fHEY ARI S,000,000 CUfTOMERS
In many jways they are the nation's 6e«t customers.

five million

They buy morethan half of the West's goods.

'

;

a buying income greater than

who

live in the six

people

nearly three times as

KNX listeners are spending

many dollars as they did in 1939.

They are building 233 new homes each day^

/.

over

7,000 each month. And every day 475 newcomers

14,500 a month

The

listen to

station

move

But the

facts

add up

.

.

into Southern California.

apply to the

to this: the

KNX' market

arc

5,060,000 people who

KNX every week have a buying power no business can

afford to overloolc.

one

.

statistical superlatives thftt

endless.

Year

. i

'

QROWINO MARKET

In Southern California alone

,

They have

that of all the people

New Engknd states.*

IN THI HATION'S FASTEST

to

after year,

\4oUars on

That's

why ...

Southern CoMfomia advertisers spend more

KNX than on any other Southern CalilorrUa sttUioh.

eveiyweek
Los Angeles
COLVMBtA OWNED

lUprcteated bt

'

3

2 to 3

Who are these

...over

.

.

i

^

Shreveport, La. ......
Minneapolis-St. Paul...f .
Kansas City, Mo; . ..........
Binghamton, N. Y.
:
Charlotte, N. C
Toledo, O
... ...... .... . .
Altoona, Pa..
Knoxville, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Amarillo, Tex..
Dallas
.

.

.

.

"

.

Pacific
revealed that radio
lines, already In different
locations throughout the city are
capable of handling tele signal but
boosters are required at one mile
intervals. Only one-third of the

amount of boosters is required
with the telephone company's
video .wire,
KTSL will put the phone company'rf wires to use for their remotes while Klaus Lansberg of
Paramount's KTLA stated tliat he
is entirely satisfied with the microwave si^ud vdA will continue to
use it.

.

.

.....

South Bend area. .....
Louisville, Ky,

'

remote

Wodernaires Open-End

,

Stockton, Cal.
"

remedied

quest.

.

.

.

T&T

for all services."

.

.

Montgomery, Ala

for
installation
throughout greater Los Angeles by
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph.
" Major
Lines, especially designed to
for FM and television
allocation changes ordered since carry video
signal; will link
the war, he added, have adversely antennae towers to network stuaffected FM and television. There- dios, auditoriums and other pickup
fore, the Ohioan urged a compre- points throughout the city. HollyCivic,
Bowl,
Pasadena
hensive hearing on all' users of the wood
radio spectrum under 300 megs Shrine and other auditoriums will
looking to long-range rather than be set with video wire upon re-

temporary

.

I

100,000 seatTng capacity, will be
wired for television with lines be-

ing

.

•.

KTSLU.

The Commissioner said "the time
No. 1 Slot to Cops
Commission
These were the developments ac- has come when the:
companying the new allocation should provide more than a temhome for these services and
porary
plan:

11.

IProvision for some 950 t«le stations from Uie farthest reaches
of the lone prairie to the depths of the Dixie swampland is contained in FCC's new vidpo blueprint. Commission has earmarked
channels for almost every, whistle-stop in the country but points
out realistically there isn't a ghost of a chance for video operation
in most of these towns, even though it's engineeringly feasible.
Biggest changes are in the less-populated areas. The new allocation
represents a net gain even in the larger markets.
Following is a breakdown of major. cities, who lose channels
by the new allocation:
Riverside, Cal
from 1 to 0
Pueblo, Colo.,
4 to 3
T.......
Chiciigo
7 to 6
,
Indianapolis
V /..,.,,«, ^ .
5 to 4
Waterloo, la.. .
...... ......
3 to 2
^v.i
Cedar Rapids, la
2 to 1
.,..,..«
Boston
5 to 4
Springfield-Holyoke'
2 to 1
...
,..
Buffalo-Niagara
4 to 3
Cleveland
5 to 4
Columbus, Ov.
4 to 3
Portland, Ore. ......... ...
i... ........
5 to 4
Larger towns picking up channels over those already assigned:
Birmingham^ Ala.i
i
....
3 to 4'

WIRE

among the '^ig ten"

May

Washington,

yesterday (Tues.) closed a
deal with Ira Hirschirtann, prexy
of Metropolitan Television Corp.,
for permission to erect the network's New York television antenna atop the Hotel Pierre, Fifth
Avenue and 61st Sti-eet. Hirschmann's outfit operates FM indie
WABF, which already has its
antenna on the Pierre. Construction of the ABC tower will begin
today (Wed.).
Location was selected after extensive tests and surveys by Dr.
Frank Gregg Kear, electronics development consultant to ABC.
Originally, ABC planned to share
the Chrysler building spire with

protest any of the channel changes
Washington, May 11.
Television availabilities In the must file an Appearance with FCC
top 140 markets ai;e eased only by May 28.
3. In turning over the No,
1
slightly in a sweeping new Federal
Communications Commission re- video channel to non-broadcast
allocation ordered last week. Big services, the Commission denied a
video towns were relatively unaf- competing bid from FM'ers to use
fected despite the fact that govern- the 44-50 meg band to relay FM
ment engineers .turned the tele network programs.
spectrum inside out to squeeze oui
The FCC declared in general,
some 950 possible channel assign- common carrier wirelines will be
ments throughout the U.S.
used for FM networking, adding
FCC admitted, frankly that not there is nothing to prevent FM'ers
more than half of these assign- from rebroadcasting programs of
ABC's station,
ments are likely to be jised in the other FM outlets by over-the-atr CBS television.
WJZ-TV, is slated to go on the air
entire country, unless a "poor pickups.
man's video station" can be develAs a compromise, the Commis- by August.
oped overnight. As a result^ the sion also proposed to soften its
Commission foresaw video expan- present rules to permit relaying of
LINKS
sion along the main circuit only by FM programs on tlie ultra-high VIDEO
an upstairs expansion into the wavelengths between 940^952 mc.
ultra-high rainbow tele channels.
Commissioner Hobert P. Jones
COLISEUM
Kew York, Frisco, Washington and dissented to the Commission's proHollywood, May 11.
Los Angeles maintained status quo posed new allocation for tele and
Mutual Son-Lee's KTSL and the
in tlie new video' blueprint, with its final award of the No. 1 channel
Cleveland, Chi and Boston the only to 4>olice and other non-^broadcast Los Angeles Coliseum, with its
losers

Giannel Reallocation

Going Atop Pierre

ABC

RADIO SALE^IUdto SUtt«ii« R«{in««Mitiv«..,AI>ivbi«n «f CBS

•

50,000 Watts

New Yortc aiogVi Lot AH(el«i,DelniIl, Sin frtncIttOt'MeiiwUh

^^New York's most

dpamic

radio station''

^^A serious competitor of

the biggest networks"

^Terhaps the most

successful

enterprise in radio"

^^A fabulous operation"

Bouquets for Us

.

mean New

^

Yorfe's JVo. I

buy for You-

TIDE

FORTUNE
COLLIER'S

VARIETY

ON
Represented by John Blair

& Co.

THE AIR 24 HOURS A DAY

;

;

Wednesday, May IS, l94g'

French

In

will remain at the drand Central
location, where all the current CBS
space is being converted into two

TV Tiyout Stage

large

Continued from page 31

very good but all work is
being held baelc by the very limited
budget available. Only studio in
use is a reconstructed theatre
stage, which is fairly large but the
fact that the cameras operate on
the stage reduces the available

Said, are

"

floor space.

plaining about the scarcity of tele
channels, a move up to higher line
Standards would not be feasible

now.

French are working on overhead
and camthat focus electronically by

dollies for their studios

eras

remote control, but both are

Fineshriber. said the French operate mostly on 450-line tele, which
The 850-line
is inferior to U. S'.
standard, which, the French demonstrated via a film transmitted over
the air, gives somewhat better
clarity than U. S. 525 lineSi with
the edges of the screen showing up
better. French are also experiment-

ing with 1,000-line tele, which they
demonstrated to the U. S. radioites
through a film taken oil the face
of a receiving tube. That is better
than the 850 -line system, Fineshriber said. He pointed out, however, that the French demonstrated
both under controlled laboratory
conditions, and that there was no
'way of telling how they would
work if broadcast over the air.

No U. S. Moveup
Despite the superiority of the
two French-systems over the
U. S. 525 lines, Fineshriber quoted
GBS engineers as saying there was
no reason for the U. S, to move up
to those line standards now. Each
would require a wider band on the
frequency spectrum, he pointed
out, which would mean less channels available. And, with the FCC,
as. well as the industry, now comlatter

still

in the blueprint stage, Fineshriber
declared. Another spectacular ex*
'periment is a stereopticon - tj'pe
camera, which will give a threedimensional effect to tele when
completed. Until the French gov-

ernment allocates more funds to
radio and video development, however, there's little likelihood that
any of these will be put into commercial use. Fineshriber said there
are only 2,000 sets in circulation
now throughout France. Most of

owned by government

are

these

officials in Paris.

TV

studios,

the

,

•

s

ABC's 'Come-on'
SB

Continued from page 25

ss

:

of $4,000,000 Which has been outstanding since his deal with RCA
for the whilctm Blue Network, The
reisidne, plus other ABC. funds, will
be used for video expansion.

J. Kelly Sinith took over Van
Volkenburg's' spot in station administration with the title of v.p.
and William A.' Schudt, Jr., succeeded Smith as director of station
relations and likewise became a v.p.
Edward E. Hall took over Schudt's
niche as eastern division mgr. of
station relations. In addition to being responsible for tele coordination Lowman will supervise personnel relations, shortwave and reference.
.

Noble controls around 900,000 of
the 1,189,000 shares of stock outstanding on ABC, with the result
that the sale of the new block of
common stock will not involve any
shift in control of the network.

obtained permission from
years ago to diminish
his holdings in the organization if
he so wished and subsequent moves
to bring the publle, in. on ownership
were shelved for' one reason or an-

Noble
the

FCC two

.

other.-

FCC

"

•
'

Tightens

sistant to Leslie Atlass in Chicago
and then as head of KMOX,. St.

BJSXAU. DKUG CO.
lOr-IO JfM., E.D.S.T.
the Island With Yon'^

"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"
MIt.: LOU CLAYTON

Louis.

Van Volkenburg will find himself
directing
Part, the

a

dispersed

personnel.
programming technicians
•jm

io recorc

$229.50
TERMSIF

Spiirs

affiliate

Continued from page 3A ssm
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with

knowQ

facts about propaga-

with 'aroaanfl
accuracy anything .you can hear. SiO(ip>y puA a button
and iljf magnetic ribbon goes. to work, Ahalf-hour re«l of
magnetictppe cost* only $2.50, oftd'cait be re-recorded
insfrument

revolutionary

r«cord*

thousands of times. This low cost enables you to build a
whole library of reels you want to hear over and over
again. Soundmirror is unconditionally guaranteed for

90

\

days.

'

let Schirmer's exi>er»s show you exactly how to
operate the Soundmirror ... the many ways that
this revolutionary tdpe refeorder con help you.
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instead of buying
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TV

web;

DuMont

equip-:

exclusively.

Facts uncovered by

from

.the

FCC probers

DuMont minutes

in-

cluded:
1. Last month DuMont directors
discussed' but "dropped for thetime being" negotiations on Par's
proposal that one of the film company's Coast subsidiaries should
handle Coast distribution of DuMont telesets. Raibourn disclosed
the two outfits couldn't get to-

FRACTURES ME
on WICC
600

Par dispose of

its

Mutud's

CHARLIE SLOCUM
also on

"JINGLES
THAT DON'T

JANGLE"t

DuMont

after.

UNNY AND
I

which -is paid by Goldsmith and
the package.
Despite resentment on the part
of the talent which is actually producing the program, some of those
involved are reported to have
agreed to the requested one-third
reduction, while others are known
to be still holding out. In this connection, the Morris office is now
apparently in a stronger bargaining position with the talent, since
the series has been renewed for
the fall and could thus presumably replace holdouts.
It's understood that Stone
and
Kelk have accepted the one-third

while the writers are reported
be still holding out, though with
varying
degrees
of
resistance.
Thus, the actual reductions to be
absorbed by Goldsmith, Morris
cannot yet be specified.
cut,

to

K

m

Seattle—Mel Gaumer, salesman
KING, local indie, has been
Wenatchee.

tion,

time,

of

KWNW

New Wenatchee

sta-

with 250-wattS power, full
is scheduled to hit the air

about June

15.

GINGER GREY:
* JInglti

Radio Programs

Raibourn, prez of Par subsidiary, 41362 UAPISOD^ AT£.
Television Productions, Inc., took
ATwater B-4020

.Goldsmith,
Morris 'and
B&B).
There is also $1,500 for writing,

named general manager

WBAM-FM

4:15 P.M. lEDT Satui-days

holdings within 60 to 90 days there-

;

National ReprtsenHitive

l

ON YOUk MAI

<

Raibourn told the

tion

at

OPEN THURSDAYS

with DuMont's

in case the split goes through, and
that Par picks and chooses tele
equipment for its own stations on
the basis of "price and delivery,"

—

Continued from page

This

but

FCC yesterday
tion on the attic frequencies. (Ad- (10) the pix company is
ready and
jacent-channel interference has al- willing to sell its 29% interest
in
ready played hob from time to time the DuMont -television labs
for
with video service in Philadelphia, $10,000,000. Par paid $164,000 for
N. Y. and Washington.)
it in 1938-39.
But Raibourn added
Persons wishing to appear at the thai; he couldn't commit his board
September hearings must notify of directors, when Blume inquired
FCC of the fact by Aug. 23.
if he would be willing to accept additional video grants on the condi-

Aldrich
WANT SOUNDMIRROKS

is,,

FM

DESIItED

PEOPLE

questions,

made

SOUNBMIMBR
• KIHEARSMS
• SOUND irnECTS
• AUMfflONS
• MNDMCORMMOi
• VOCAUnS
• INSTKWUNTAUSTS

of

gether on terms.'
2. From 1939 to 1945, DuMont
directors
weighed several pro.^
interference, conflicting sigposals fo operate a Boston station
nals from video stations on adjain joint ownership with Par's New
cent chaitnels and from harmonic
England Theatre Corp. there.
radiations.
In other words, tele
3. In August, 1945, Dr. DuMont
reception, though improved, isn't
proposed to file for an
outlet
likely to be perfect imder the new
in New York. Raibourn wanted
allocation.
more time to study the proposal
Commission want? to eompare so the DuMont plan was deferred
the low-band operating experience and subsequently dropped.

ISO

Q0kjf MOK AMD MORE

Under a barrage

Raibourn declared that Par

is not asking for large
screen theatre tele patents. He
said Par has no cdmmitmentji to

they conceded, is still "probably
several years oft."
FCC hopes to use the September
sessions for another purpose. Last
week, tele lost its No. 1 channel
but was given exclusive use' of the
remaining 12 slots below 216 megs.
Beginning this summer, tele will
get actual experience on the lowbands without interference from
cruising police and Other tremsmitters that have been messing up
video images:
The Commission
order pointed out that even with
100% use of the low bands, licensees may encounter some man-

Continued from page 31 sgs

U-a-M—"On

cost another $5,000,000 to get stations on the air.

.

CBS
_ tmXED

Licensees may not credit to
Mont stock holdings for $10,000,schedules time
000 to write off an estimated $9,- minimum program
100%* spent airing test patterns or vis*
on
investment
000,000
owned Par stations. These would ual slides which have "no substan*
music beinclude Chicago and Los Angeles, tial relationship" to FM
for which Par has already shelled ing transmitted simultaneously. In
out $3,000,000-$4,000,000, and San other words, stations cannot enFrancisco, Boston and Detroit, gage in "one-legged, television"
which Raibourn estimated would and/:ount it as video programming.

DuMont

S5

Wednesday, NBC,

Par-DHMont

executive,

program operations and accounting
CAntlnued from page 31
department will move to 11 East
42d street (the Lincoln building), would leave DuMont with only a the stand as FCC opened a twoout. day hearing to determine whether
the sales department will be quar- minority interest, he pointed
company is in position to
office
home
the
tered again at
FCC probers canvassed minutes the film DuMont,
The two are an.
building and the staff which han- of DuMont's board meetings back control
plying for a total of 10 tele stations
being
on
dles the newsreeL will go
to 1939 to get ammunition for
limited to an aggregate
but
will
be
Eventuhoused at 1600 Broadway.
Bar Chief
quizzing.
Raibourn's
five,
-unless
the government
of
all
ally CBS hopes to recentralize
testified he believed Par's tonsent
personnel, excepting the newsreel would not be necessary if Du- finds there is no substantial inteiw
ownership, or Par disposes
technicians, in the Lincoln build- Mont wished to sell one of its locking
of
its DuMont holdings.
ing,
stations. Blume, however, pomted
DuMont stock was quoted at
CBS' present planning does not out that a majority vote of both
call for the establishing of any classes of DuMont stock was re- $13.50 a share last Saturday, Rai,
other TV studio facilities in the quired on any sale of a major bourn speculated it would be sellmidtown area of Manhattan. It an- asset. That would make Par's vote ing at from $20 to $30 a share it
Par were not in ihe picture. Unticipates that the major production necessary.
certainties arising out of FCC's
in time will be performed by the
Raibourn declared he has made current probe were blamed for
networks in one* or two outlying
this
no formal proposal to Par direc- situation,
locations of the Burbank or Culver
for selling their DuMont
tors
City type. Such suburban develophave
there
apparently
but
ments would, it figures, be man- shares,
Quesdiscussions.
informal
datory from the viewpoint of capi- been
tioned on whether Par would lend
tal and tax savings and lower opScrap 28-Hr.
split between
erating costs.
CBS, however, re- DuMont money if a
|
companies was. effected BBSS (Continued from page 31
\
gards the maintenance- of midtown the two
discovefed It couldn't
studios by th video industry as a and DuMont
apply to program tests
rule
will
handedly, Raibourn
permanent thing because of the operate single
temporary
"special
authorand
any
Par "might be inconvenience to legit actors and declared that
ities"
to operate ecommercially,
other performers who are appear- clined" to do so.
prior to issuance of an Actual U«
Par 'tele exec denied tlfet he's cense.
ing simultaneously in the Broad^
trying to sell the company's Duway or nitedub sector.

'I
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;
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It's

...

a 50,000 watt boy, Mr. Time Buyer!''

the first of

its

kind in the

Metropollton Areos

Television Station

New Jersey- New York

We're

sure

WATV,

will

this

His imposing schedule of film

newcomer.

will

moke a mighty

Studio at Television Center

New
in

new
York

transmitter—the most powerful

Area—is now

blanketing

America's Richest Market" with

of effective radiated

25

in

shows and remotes
at

4 p. m. Live

studio

programs from the World's Largest Television

valuable addition to your media family.
His

be on the air daily starting

You con

the

learn

newcomer by

counties

WATV—and

50,000 watts

follow shortly.

will

more about

this

high-powered

calling or writing Television Station

don't forget to ask about the special

Pioneer Rate Plan.

power.

*WATV

Prospectus now, avoilobl*

watch

Th«

Ffiniily

Station

serving

New

J

trtey

ond

M•

t

r

opo

I i

t

o

N»w Yprk

—

'
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WediMwdity,

May

12, 194$

3S
of the platters is built around

Each

a leading idea which, while not
strikingly original, gives cohesion
talto the sessions. The warbling
enc and instrumentalists are .firstContinued from page 29
rate while good production mainas Continued from page 28
tains a smooth pace. Special twist Wade, of Wade Advertising, in New York over tlie weekend ganderina
Dempsey,. Dizzy Gillespie,
on this show is Eddie Kaspers the air show of the agency's newest client . . .One of the final fellowLewiston pioneering (since 1912) Jack
Pickford
and
Mary
Male cliorus (40) under Erna Sack,
emcee job, which is done entirely ships awarded by the Rosenwald Fund went to Bib Lucas, freelance
in work.
not Barbara £>Ra Scott; coverage of in rhyme.
This sort of writing,
sock batoning of Alex Cote
Holland
parachute jumping, takeoff of a however, can get ovcrworlced and radio writer, who will script a series about Negroes .
onN provided its standard wellReichert upped as assistant to Jules Herbuveaux, NBC's midwest manRoyal Canadian Air Force survey
balanced program here, but, as flight into the Arctic, a county fair obvious if dished up steadily,
of programming and tele. Ken Nelson replaces in Reichqrt's
considOn one of the disks, program, ager
usual, introed a soloist it
Milton
supervisor
Berle
special
Christmas
booking
CFRA's
program
as
and
post
collected
former
the
trip around the
ered worth the best showcasing
remote was based on a music fitting tlie $31,961 in pledges for the Chi Heart Fund during a 14-hour phone marasix
of
airer consisting
world with the
state may offer,
Gorm,
shows.
clime and country. Virginia Hauer thon on WIND last Tuesday (4) night. Comedian per-sonallj handled
Georgette Giboin, young LewisFrank Falknoy, general manager of WBBM, reporting to
opened in Ireland with an ener- 2,000 calls
ton soprano, gave with everything irOUTH PaOGRAM
National Board of Fire
Blue
Old Done- Fort Knox for two week of officers' school
"Alice
,
"Dear
rendition
of
to
getic
from bravura anas
With Father Harold B. Hinds. gal," followed by a swing through Underwriters has pinned its $500 gold medal on WLS for public
Gown," impressing as an excmng
Guests
potensouth-of-the-border
of
plenty
Paris,
and
Italy,
Station Won the same award in 1944 and '45
prevention.
with
fire
in
service
new voice
15 Mins., Tues., 4:45 p.m.
both
crooner
the'
band,
registering
by
musical
styles
radio,
Stone's
five-a-week
George
for
bankroll
newscasts on
Borden Co. wOl
tialities
Catholic Radio Guild
Dave Ballantine and a male quar"Career Performance" tees off on
in teclmical finesse and zingy per- WTRY, Troy
beginning June 7
Herm.
tetsonality values. Here's an obvious
Mutual May 2i9 as sumnur replacement for "Chicago Theatre of the
Program^ on the air for more
bet for auditioning at any . pro than a year, has varying levels ot
talent,
with
winners,
as chosen
vocal
Air." Series will showcase new
level.
upon the subby listeners, set for dates on 1948-49 airings of "Chi Theatre of the Air."
an- interest depending
Walter Beaupre, station
Frank Doyle, ex-KMOX staffer, now a producer for
ject, preparation of material by stu...
nouncer, displayed infectious brand dent guests and their speaking
General Mills has renewed its ABC lineup of "Lone Ranger," "Betty
of enthusiasm for assignment, pro- ability. Some of the topics hold
Dwight
Crocker," "Green Hornet" and "Famous Jury Trials."
s: Continued from ifutt ts
viding nostalgic color in descrip- general appetil; others, particularproducer-emcee, here May 15 and 16 originate "Crosstions of City Ball crowd during appeal to Catholic listeners; a third though no actual video program- Cooke, CBS
Larry Lajsarus, WBBM
Section, U. S. A." and "People's Platform" .
hiatus caused by misplacing of key group, both general and special apming Is in process.
Emcee Don
accountant, in Michael Reese hospital for surgery .
to the Steinway, aijd of the 16 peal. The results, while rather
The WH'ers showed plenty of op- McNeiTil has launched the Tom Breneman Memorial Fund on "Breakfast
bouquets eventually trundled up good, would be better if more prt
Incidentally, FM
position to video's invadfag their Club," in cooperation with the American Heart Assn. .
Flacks
to Miss Giboin.
air attention were paid.
audience with FM music during for stations that haven't added tele are moaning about the space
Sender booms into 40-mile-distant
Father,. Hinds, diocesan director
sigand m{iy chlal- local* radio eda allot to video . . . George Watson back on the "Gold
Portland, while "parent"
of the Badio Guild and a frequent test-pattern periods
nal Is buried in a kilocycle bone- broadcaster witli young people for lenge the practice in a forn)af FCC Coast" shows after a week and a half absence because of an ailing
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Don.

yard.

five

.years,

CFRA, Ottawa
Plugging its progress during its
first year of "existence as the third.
English'-language station in Canada's Capital, CFRA was probably
wise to emphasize its public service
broadcasts. Station did a TaoR job
service as well as enter-

tainment despite lack of any network afiiliation. But anniversary
airer completely ignored its entertainment times, of which it has
several okay disk programs, gab
shows and quizzers. Dialers were
left breathing heavy
under the
load of rebroadcasts of special
events on the anni show, which
could have been lightened by bits
of the musical jobs the station car-

combines the roles of protest.
His
and questioner.
These were other developments
number from' one to at the FMA parley:

'throat.

guests range in

—boys andof

from Catholic

girls

live

high

ischootsr

area.

The

•

on public

.

moderator

ONE YEAR TODAY
With Teri-y Kielty, Fred Mavis
Writer-Producer: Brian Hodgkinson
60 Mins.; Mon., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining

other

the

script;

the Albany-Troy

priest apparently uses

participants

m TfAsmmTON

no said
do hold hearings on the desirability for radio committee of the

depending upon the of 100% depulication of web airers
on FM, but recalled that right. now
Father Hinds asks questions di- the nets make no contracts with
rectly and simply. He has an efiEec- FM affiliates of AM stations. CoSntive manner with teenagers. Voice mission action, he indicated, will
would be more pleasant if a little probably wait for more unanimity
less n9sal and hard. Shots origi- of opinion among FM'ers themnate from tlie DeWitt plinton Hotel selves on a desirable policy. A
studios
of
WTRY," in Albany. four-man panel on the subject split
Names of panelists should be re- two-to-two on the wisdom of the
Jaco.
peated at the signoff.

and do

not,

circumstances.

duplication policy now in efCey added that any commission divorce of AM-PM ownership
in the same town is ''probably some
time off," particularly so long as
duplication of programs continues

100%

»

f

fect.

t

Transcription Review
SPICE OF til*'

,

2:

The FM'ers adopted

resolu-

miral EJlis Zacharias

Claire,

manager

(B)

.

.

.

Ed Hart &

FMA

FM

.

.

.

Nancy Osgood,

.

.

WRC-NBC Women's

WRC-NBC

.

.

WWDC

.

ABC

(6)

hurt

.

.

WMAL-

.

on announcer Jackson Weaver, who was cooperating
with Miss Crane to plug "Be Kind to Animals Week." In an exchange
with a Great Dane, canine guest- star. Weaver was floored but. not
backfired

.

WOLrMutual Women's director Meredith Young emceeing
today
WOL's Larry Fronimer named to Board of

.

local "City Fair"
Trustees/ United
goes on the CBS
Levine, features

.

.

.

Jewish Appeal
"Capitol Cloak Room,'' D. C. airer
net May 26. Stanza, produced by Ed ScovlU and Leon
.

a

.

trio of

.

.

Columbia newsmen quizzing the

t

——

politicos.

Uniform Time
Continued from pa^e 28
light or standard

;

time observance.

The network men

of

WGNB, Chi, was named an
director, replacing Leonard Asch of
WBCA, Schenectady, resigned.. New.
region 4
officers elected for
Washare: Ben Strouse,
ington, chairman; R. G. JSmbrey,
WITH-FM, Baltimore, secretary;

(ret.)

.

RMA

Marion

radto-tele ciUTiculum and

"Television in Education"

here Thursday

.

With Virginia, Hatttr; Dave Bal- tions calling on the webs to use
lantine, Male quactet, Eddie Kas
8,000 or 15,000 cycle high-fidelity
"One Year Today" was showcasper, Sam Eisen Orch
ing of special events which brought
lines to network FM shows; urged
In on-the-spot broadcasts in floods, Writer: Aaron Bloom
to encourage manufacture of
top-brass garden parties, a circus, 30 Mins.
FM portables and auto sets; plugged
{Kasper-G<yr6Mm\
the Marian Congress, visits of
for more equitable A.T.&T. line
musipackaged
This is a neatly
President Truman, Maurice Chevacharges for. FM- and development
lier, Duke Ellington, Harry James, cal show for the open-end trade
of microwave relay webs; and recommended that the Census Bureau
undertake a detailed survey of AMFM-TV-fax set ownership.
3.

AAUW

Activities Director, new v.p. of the D. C. Women's Ad Club . . WTOP's
Jerry Carter, who pulls top Hooper among local chitpers, signed to
new daily "Date with Jerry" stanza, 5:15'^30 p.m„ Mondays thru
Fridays, with organist Johnny Salb
morning man Bill
Herson elected to a four-year term as mayor (part-time, of course)
Waker-Upper Milton G. Ford
of Glen Kcho» Md., nearbyi. suburb .
added new assignment as emcee of "Lunch at 1450" for indie
yesterday (10)
Ruth Crane's "Modern Woman" telecast on

ries regularly.

V

.

.

Associates, radio productions, incorporating with 'Ed Hart as prez,
exbraintruster Robert R. Nathan as veepee and brother Gene Hart
handling sales and promotions. Hart's newest release is a<. quarterliour weekly platter "World Intelligence Report" featuring Rear Ad-

•

< t

,

FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
Gordon Hubbell, director of American U's
FCC .may eventually have to ex-WMAL program supervisor, ad-libbed on

1.

said

all

com-

munities as well as businesses
should operatte on a uniform time
schedule.

.

But Acting dommerce Committee Chairnian LeonaM Hall (R.,.
N. Y.) pointed out that lione of the
bills before the committee does
FM, Wilmington; Tom McNulty, more than require uniform time
WMGP, Baltimore; Harold Essex, for businesses engaged in interRep.
Joseph
WSJS, Winston-Salem, and Ray P. state commerce.
Jordan. WDBJ, Roanoke, as vice- O'Hara (R., Minn.), author of one of
the bills in question, maintained
chairmen.
the- committee would never go all
the way with radio and attempt to
legislate locai observance of a
Joseloff
nationwide time system. "We sim-.

WWDC,

and Cteorge Sutherland,

WAMS-

Continued from page 26
outfit installs fixed-frequency receivers in the food marts signing
for the service, which they get
gratis.

Corporation currently is feeding
programs on leased phone wire
into the nation's fourth and fifth
largest ..grocery chains, American
Stores Co.. Philadelphia, and First
National Stores, New England, as
well as to Baltimore markets and a
local chain in Philadelphia.
Via FM, the programs will become available to all supermarkets
in a 50-mile radius of Storecast-

its

affiliated stations.
The "member
stations" will control and operate
the programs, but utilize Storecast

IS

techniques for related-selling on
food commercials designed for
home listening as well as, aimed
at market shoppers.

TOPS

.Joseloif,

TOP JAZZ PIANIST
TOPS IN PERSONAL APPEARANCES
TOPS IN RECORD SALES

Now

in

—

th» U. S. A. to stay Goorg* Shearing, Britain's
"blind geniu* of the keyboard."

Currently in 5th

week

New

at Three Deuces

York
*

LONDON RECORD ALBUM "PIANOLOGY"
WmI

42 StrMt. Naw York

Citr.

&

Trom daily association with

New

WDSU
and

of radio
for the Biow agency, started his
Storecast system two years ago.

George
Hehnessy,
ex - BBD&O
agency exec, is in the operation
with him as veepee over merchandising operations.
One thing Joseloff can guarantee
FM'ers tying up with his deal:
Storecast's Hooperatings in supermarkets will be the best possible
100 all the time.

LO*g«eM S-«3»4

Mutual outlet

liat

integrity.

WOSU't dominate Hoop*
crating prove* that hoitr
oring local I'nstitutiona
creates high Ifsteiief
loyalty.

ABC

NEW
ORLEANS

¥n>su

sow'

1280 kc

iOHM BLAIR k

ENNIS

CO., Rtpniintatlve

OAyI

JOHNNY APPLeSEEDmm
NEW TtCHNICOLOR MU^ICAt*

Gordon-Marshall,
Inc.,
bankrolling a "You Name It"

contest on a five-days a week newscast program over KWK, local

of

timt rtgularlf

the Internuional House, Muisant International Airport, Tulane University.
UoionSi*tian,the Municipal Audiiotium,
Symphoniea and Openn.

St. Louis— Feld Chevrolet Co.,
St. Louis County motor distributor,
is

WDSU

quailt}'

fngnm

exclusively to the St. Louis Csithcdrat,

Rubicam

adman and former head

devotei

said.

Juster declared NBC favors a
uniform observance of daylight
time from April to September for
the
entire country.
Reprising
earlier testimony before a Senate
Commerce subcommittee, Gammons told the Committee Columbia
Will pay $200,000 more to. the
phone company during the summer months because of shifting
time schedules. It will have a 58statioA web of .daylight time outlets and a second hookup of 108
stations which continue to observe
standard time.
Willard said the.
NAB was urging passage of H.R.
2740, providing for uniform standard time throughout the year.

timc-hoiiorol

Orliaui ilisliiuthm

developed a high

through

Ripretsnrativ*

SIDNEY ASCHER ASSOCIATES
33

ex-Young

ply haven't the authority,'^ O'Hara

WDSU

btoidcasts HOOOfrttW
from the. French Quarter to
the Gulf and South LouUEaii-i listciicrl.

RKO'ROtliOMctuIW

"

UADIO
Stop the Neurosis

Monitoring
Washington,

Looked upon by

Hk Foreign Countries

May

bruecken, in the Saar.
world operation in July.

It begins

11.

lyric.

roundup of
Roumania: The Rumanian Broadwas olconed from the casting Co. has been authorized
to
V. S. monitors.)
borrow 350,000,000 lei for 10 years,
is trying
Attstralia: Government
for development Of its service.
Station DIG, an ilto run down
Meloutlet in the vicinity of
(Following

radio

Vocalists who have had some
contact with
psjichoanalysis
say that if performers are
subject to such interruptions
long enough they could develop some pliobia or neurosis.
One suggestion made is that
for the good mental health of
the "Stop"! singers the studio
audience ought to be held over
after the broadcast and the
program's vocalist given an
opportunity to complete all the

nam

Ser

by

-offlcial

iiclt

among other things,
Itoume which,
broadcasting anti-commu]tas been
Operation of an
Ulst propaganda.
may bring a fine
illegal station
500 pounds and live years

Sepia Disk Jockey Sues

WOOK

After Dismissal
May 11.

Washington,

A

damage suit against
station WOOK and its president,
up to
Richard Eaton, was filed last week
Imprisonment,
celebrated by disk jockey Harold B. Jackson,
Russia: The Soviets
charged that Eaton had
broad- who
«Badio Day" May 1, with
and abroad wrecked his program, "The House
casts both domestically
Alexander
claiming a Russian,,
Stepanovitch Popov, rather than
Marconi, developed radio. In the
Ukraine, it was announced rebuilt

now have considerably
more power than they had prewar.
more than
It was claimed that

stations

1000,000 receivers (including the
public places) are
On
«pet$ting in the Ukraine.
May 6, Russia conducted a series
of tests for its radio hams, the outstanding ones.getting money prizes.
new 20kw transfii«nnaliy:
jnltter has been Installed at Saar-

itottdspealters in

A

Earl Harper's

Rep Spot

Atlanta,

May

11.

Earl Harper, whose sportscasting
backfBTQund dates back 20 years,
lias Joined the Walker Co., station
reps, as local office

manager. His

Job will keep him on the road most
of the time, traveling throughout
the south from Virginia through
Texas and making use of his pro'
grammlng and commercial associa
tions in dealing with stations and
advertisers.

Harper,

who

originally

came

Ala., worked as a
Orleans and
sportscaster on
Qeveland stations and
¥ork. Later he handled Gillette

from Mobile,

New

'

$50,000

fight

pan

ABC and for 10
covered baseball in "Newark,

programs on

General Mills.

General Electric "What's My Name?" billing
thereby hangs a tale. It seems GE and its agency,
BBD&O, have been dissatisfied with the ABC Thursday night spot
occupied by "WiUie Piper," which GE is replacing with "Name," and
a.sked the web for a Wednesday evening niche. Net turned down the
bid, presumably because GE is a competitor of Philco, which has made
ABC's Wednesdays a Bingsday. As a result, the agency was reported
mulling shift of "Name"- lo CBS.
ABC meantime was bidding for a CBS billing, Wildroot's "Sam
Spade," which also is a BBD&O show. As an availability for the show,
ABC offered its 9:30 Saturday slot,^ vacated by the Wine Growers'
eancellation of "Murder & Mr. Malone."
"We'll take it," was BBD&O's quick retort, "not for 'Spade' but for

ABC

to

didn't lose the

:

CBS—but

My Name?'

'What's

"Name"

debut in the 9:30 Saturday period June

will

19.

in the U. S. A.," believes Martha McHatton, radio and
film editor of the Indianapolis News, "there's a city (or reasonable
lyrics they started.
facsimile thereof) called Usoapia. Here live ail the winners of radio
contests across the tracks from the bingo and china movie winners
of depression days. All the residents drive Kaiser-Frazer cars and
everyone likes something because—. The Western Union boy is a
'Tick' as
That Jack Built."
Tom Mix Straight Shooter riding his twin-built bike wired for teiftJackson^ who is colored, and who
now works for
here, charges
Replacement for Helbros vision. The postman, '6bviously, is the walking man, who whistles the
mystery tune as he delivers the check prizes daily. Non-residents of-,
breach of contract. He said he was
Experiment in taping and edit- Usoapia have but one hope; that someday they'll become a' LEMAC."
hired on a one-year contract at ?50
Foregoing, at least, is
Miss McHatton felt after a typical day
weekly plus 15% commission on ing an audience participation show
the advertising he obtained. H^ in order to weed out dull inter- in which her phone rang, she swears, over 50 times with readers
said he signed the contract in May, view;s and put together choicest wanting to know about radio contests. "If only radio knew what it
was doing to radio editors!" she moans.
1947,, and was dismissed "without
segments
of
the
proceedings
ahead
cause" in December.
of air time is about to be initiated
Barcelona newspaper. El Mundo Deportivo, which claims to have
Addison Smith in producing the "largest and best informed" radio section in Spain, is writing U. S.
"What Makes You Tick?" as sum- stations tor information about their operation, organizational setups,
Al
Vice Pearson
mer standin for Helbros' *'Quick programs, etc. "We are gathering all the news of the radio world that
Cartoonist Al Capp, creator of as a Flash" on Mutual.
we Can collect," Pedro M. Voltes, head of the paper's"radio department,
"Li'l Abner," will be the summer
John K. M. McCaffrey, moderator wrote a Ni.Y. station. "We feel that, our ^columns are constantly bindreplacement for commentator Dre^^
of "Author Meets the Critics" and ing the radio lovers of our country to the foreign actualities.
Our
Pearson in the Sunday 6 pirn, slot
gabber of WNBC's (N.Y.) "Room
on ABC. Lee Hats continues spon- 416," has been pacted as "inter- section has also proved to be a valuable guide for the: publicity o/Iices,
the commerce and the staff of our broadcasters, who generally lack at
sorship. Weintraub agency wound
rogator" for the
stanza, which any information."
up. negotiations late last week.
Will tee off June 6.
Capp's starting time is still inFriendship -that began in Pittsburgh nearly 20 years ago when Dick
Smith, who has come in f ro/n the
definite inasmuch as it's believed
Coast to both direct and produce Powell was the m.c. there at Enright theatre and Harold C. Lund was
that Pearson will continue in his
the Helbros strawhatter, will tape, with Paramount exchange paid off last week in ABC's new weekly
spot until the Republican and
the initialer May 25 at Mutual's sustainer, "The Front Page." It was Lund who cooked up the package
Democratic conventions in Phila"
Longacre studio, he said this week. show, sold it to ABC for 26 weeks on a sustaining basis and got Powell
delphia are over.
An hour-long show will be put on to ;go along. After leaving Par, Lund was an exec with Ross Federal
Interest in Capp's possibilities
lieutenant
the ribbons, then trimmed down to §prvice for several years before going into the service.
as a radio commentator came with
in the Navy, he worked for Ward Wheelock in Philadelphia up until
a half -hour program.
"
his participation on "Town MeetOne reason for' using the tape last September, when he pulled out for the Coast.
ing of the Air." Talks were retechnique
is the nature of the show,
corded and submitted to various
-Greater New York Fund, which still has until June 12 to go on its
which caters to the long popular
agencies.
pastime of self -analysis. Format 1948 campaign, figures ^more than $100,000 in. time and talent already
calls for each "subject" brought has been contributed in the fund's cause via more than 20 N. Y, area
Pittsburgh—Ben Muros, who re
before the mike to evaluate him-, radio stations." Stars who've guested or Wade e.fc's for the drive'inclttde
signed as program director at
self 04 the basis of his answers to Bing Crosby, Kate Smith, Raymond Massey, Jo Stafford, Hildegarde^
mana year ago to become
psychologically prepared questions. Phil Silvers and many others. Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak heads the
Pa.,
AUentown,
of
in
ager
radio committee, with active legwork being done by Mike Jablons.
has resigned to return to Pitts- (A panel of three judges Will award
being directed by WOV's fjcei
burgh as assistant to Pete Schloss prizes to participants offered the Disk jockeys' efforts for the fund are
Robbins.
v
best self-evaluations.)
boss of

WOR, New WCAE

siJ;, for

M-Radio

Inside

vocalists as

perhaps the most frustrating
program on the air is "Stop
the Music" (ABC). The singers
on this show are too frequent*
ly prevented from finishing a

39

how

"Somewhere

—

.

Summer

Taped

WINK

how

;

'

A

by

Capp

:

MBS

•

A

WKAP

WWSW.

I

to get in fastSOAKED)
(WITHOUT GETTING

This

is

a yoohoo to

ail

malcers of sun lotions

bathing suits

and

all

other

advertisers

soft drinics

products. This

is

to sell in a big

a nod to

way

in a

short time.

tea and coffee
ice

summer

who have

cream

canned foods for salads
sporting goods

Your best way to make a quick, inexpensive,
effective
is

SPLASH in the world's richest marketWOR. For WOR exposes your sales

time on

to the largest single-station

message

America;
18

to 34,057,161 people in

states!

On WOR, you move right in on
teners

WOR
heard by the most people

a mass of

—

Does

WOR sell in summer? A soft drink com-

pany's sales upped

on

A

100% during 13 summer broad-

sun lotion company ... But

like this for days!

And

we

LOngacre 4-8000.

could go

WOR does all this fast,

high-diving selling for you at low-tide

mutual

lis-

who are ready to hear about your product.

Because WOR's shows stay on the air during the
summer and their listeners stay right with them.

casts.

where the most people are

audience in

430 counties in

costs.

Call

.

The

nation*s

most honored
"Chicago's Showmanship Station"
has

station

— 50,000-watt WBBM —

won more of this year's most coveted. Radio Awards than

any other station in America:

THE ALFRED I. DD PONT STATION AWARD
THE VARIETY PLAQUE AWARD FOR RESPONSIBILITY
TO THE COMMUNITY"
'

THE GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY AWARD

WBBM was honored six more times for humanitarian service
community during 1 947^ including citations by

to the

.

.

THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR! THE ADVANCEMENT
OF COLORED PEOPLE

A SPECIAL WENDELL L. WILLKIE JOURNALISM AWARD
And WBBM-produced "Melody Lane" was selected as the best

f

commercial program in America for "large store advertisers"

by the National Retail Dry Goods.Association.

Chicago's

most sponsored

station

WBBM — the nation's most honored station — carries more
advertising than any other radio station in Chicago.

.And has every year for 22 consecutive years !

. .

The reason? Local, national spot and network advertisers

— like major radio award committees — have
has a

flair for

creating programs that

big audiences.

nuity and skill

WBBM's

make

contender .. .whether

every

it's

38 master

showmen ivhose

WBBM-built program

designed to

problem or to^moye people

The

WBBM

And results.

Credit goes to

social

found

command attention. Get

to

move people

inge-

a pri^e

to act

on a

buy and buy and buy.

conclusion

erners to

is obvious: To get many more Midwestbuy much more of your merchandise, use WBBM

—"Chicago's Showmanship Station."

'Chicago's

Represented by Radio Sales. ..Radio Stations RepTescntativ«...CBS

Showmanship

Station''

WBBM

WeJiHMMl»y,

May

IZ, lywt

41
grams more

HBC EXECS GO WEST

Mullen

FORWORKmSESH

i

Hollywood, May
echelon in

Hollywood
*ork moved in on
ggjf

CoBtinaeil from page 25

,

11.

NBG mecuUve

New
this

threeto participate in tlie
Worksliop at
jW98iOR «£

NBC

tomorrow
Itoosevelt hotel starting
be devoted to
<Wed.). Meet will

power, although the charges

may

create a public odor.)

TV

effective

and

Operation Open

Mullen's leave-taking of NBC
raises .the all-important question
as to who -will run the web's television
operation.
Mullen Was
NBC's No. 1 video man, and in a

programclinical discusdona
year when the network played the
promotion, pub- major role in helping
ining, advertlring,
to set teleengineering.
vision's pattern.
There is specu- tion,
iictty and
on which a fuUtime
lation that Sidney N. Strotz, westthe
for
York
New
from
Here
be employed.
division veepee and now in
immediately
em
which
conclave,
o£

NAB

urecedes the

Adams,

fiurton

James

Nelson,

convention, are
Kersta,
Evans,

Noran

Jacob

N. Y. to coordinate the chain's TV
activities, might sueceeed Mullen
in the high tele post. Strotz, howit's known; prefers liis permanent berth on the Coast.
Trade guessing virill take many
tums^ the possibility not being
ruled out that Mullen may promote the capital to buy out Richairds.
Latter is said to have recently set a price of $10,500,000
for WJK alone.
Should Mullen
swing a deal for the stations, it
is no trade secret that KMPC
would be the NBC outlet in Holly-

U

Seibert and J. L.

nttsbnrirli—Bill Hinds and Buzz

Aston have landed a new sponsor
tor ttielr daily quarter-hour of fun
and music on KDKA. It's Chipso,
which will bankroll the five-times
weekly stanza at 8:15 in the morning beginning Monday (17). Conruns through the end of

•

^t
pecwnber.:'

COVERAGE
KANSAS cav

MARKET

plus

KERM,

its

hew

5«000>w«tt daytime
S50 Kc. associate station for rural Kansas.

Hit Team's coverage
custom-built to
cover all the Kansas
is

Cbjr market.

Teim

is

And The

the only

Kansas City broad-

mi» d<riiig that job.

tram pace 47
:

WQXI

a strictly

i

Continued txom page 27

;

place Polk in Athens if the Palestinian situalion becomes quiet.
Taylor reported that CBS cm>
rently has no corresponde^nts operating in the Soviet - dominated
countries of eastern Europe. Alexander Kendrick, CBS stringer in
Czechoslovakia,
liis
last
broadcast six weeks ago immediately following the Communist
coup. Wilfred Fleischer, Stockholm ootrespondent, may pull out
of his present spot. Setup in Rome.
Paris and Frankfurt remains status
quo.

made

instigation. FBI director J. Edgar
Hoover also provided FCC with info on Lamb's writings, participa-

Lawyers Guild,

but a majority of the Commission bench decided that no evietc.,

dence bad been produced linking
Lamb with the Communist, party.
The Un-American Activities
Committee "has been laying for
FCC" for some time now, a staff
memt>er said. The Committee has
a full iile on the Lamb case, per-

Hebert placed his letters to the
two Committee chairmen in the
Congressional B e c o r d yesterday
(10). Some newspapermen, his office said, complained they could not

is

i

si

the FCC.

1

present

CBS Foreign

Ushers who failed to get FCC okay
their competing FM applications
and is headed for the courts at their

sonalities Involved in the Hollywood Community radio group, and
several other organizations whose
applications are not now before

MBS.
at

daytime operation and Rounsaville
is general manager, with Jim Davenport and Chester Bennett in
charge of commercial department.
It's a 1,000-watter.

on

tion in the National

Tenn.;
Greenville, Tenn., and
Pulaski, Tenn., all affili-

ated with

'i

guesses will win $100;
Scattle-»-Don Solbeck, formerly
otherwise the coin goes into a
jackpot call ($300 plus any clue with KJR here,.is now on continucoin) at the windup asking a lis- ity staff of KIRO, local CBS outlet.
teoer to guess the identity of the George Glavin is new salesman at
murderer. If the listener misses, KING.
the jackpot carries over,
"Criminal Casebook," a refurbished edition of the old "I Was
A Convict" show, with Dr. Edwin
J. Lukas of the Society for the
Prevention of Crime again conducting interrogation of anonymous
ex-cons on why they committed
their crimes. Series won strong
critical applause during its run on
Mutual.
Cori-ect

WBEJ, EUzabethton,

WGRV,
WKSR,

HoUyvi'ood post, where he is to direct the net's tele operations along
the Coast, in addition to, managing
the western division.

s Contlnneil

&

will

string of radio mills isr WQXI, locatd in Buckhead, unincorporated
suburb of Atlanta. Station is owned
and operated by R. W. Rounsaville,
who also owns WBAC, Cleveland,

Tenn.;

;

'

.

Continued from page Z1

wood.
Mullen has been one of the top
leaders in network operaUon and
has been right bower to Trammell
since the latter moved from Chicago into the presidency Of NBC.
Both Ken Dyke and Harry Kopf
virill be favored candidates for
the
Mullen post should Strotz decide
against being transferred from the

you buy The

Teiun you get KMBC,

Continued Ironi page 27

Woodruff Broadcastmg Co., which
operates four Georgia .stations.
Most lecent addition to Atlanta's

'Red Network'
yffhita

staflf

ABC Crime Shows
monllis of promotion and Stanza will get "Treasury Agent's"
production effort (such as ace 5 o'clock Sunday segment starting
producer Bill Speer's assignment June 6.
to "The Clock") still failed to snare
Time slots and debut dates for
sponsors.
"Who Did It?" and "Criminal
The kilocycle!; already being Casebook" will be set in a few
loaded with straightaway who- days. Meantime, a whodunit that's
dunits, Barry figures the trick that had bankrolling but is losing it.
Mr.
may win new listeners is to blend Wine Growers' "Murdei'
mysteiy stories with other enter- Malone," has won a reprieve, but
tainment formats or special angles. has been rctitled "Tlie Amazing
To give the theory a strawhat Mr. Malone" and is due for a .sliift
whirl, the webber has lined up a to a new time. It now tails "Gangwho-did-it, a "whydunit,'' a comedy busters" at 9:30 Saturday.
mystery and a superstitionrdid-it.
In other schedule shifts occaThe shows, all due for teeoffs sioned by show exits, "On Stage,
within a month, are:
America" is being moved into "Vox
"Who Did It?," an ABC-Music Pop's" 8:30 Wednesday slot and
Corp. of America package^ which "Soimd Off" will move up from
will
be supervised by George 8:30 to 8 Mondays starting June 7t
Harmon Coxe, creator of "Crime taking over the "Point Sublime"
Latter show's sponsor^
Photographer." Twice during the period.
half-hour stanza, listeners will be John Hancock Insurance, hasn't
phoned and asked to guess clues. made a decision on renewaL
atler

WAGA

Gliomas Knode, George McEUath. ever,
H.'W. Clark, J.
jfofltaw ayy

less of-

fensive via Schwerin testing.
Mutual will provide studios and
other facitifis for the pre-testmgwhile-you-wait. AH of the testing
wall be conducted in New York,
with platfers being shipped in from
the Coast, Chicago and other points
in the out-to-town packages the
web wants to sample. Indications
are program veepee PhU Carlin
and his staff will take advantage
of the deal to audition a wide variety of stanzas. Schwerin has assigned Don Blue of his staff to be
service exec on the Mutual opera-

"Johnny

Fletcher," a nu'stery
played for laughs (with
audience) starring Bill
and based on Frank
Gruber's comedy-mysteiy stories.
Barry claims he's more confident
of the salability of this show than

stanza

studio

Goodwin

any in his experience.
ting

it,

starting

May

He's slot30. in the T.ZO

Sunday spot ahead of "Stop the

HIRES TO YA'"

Music."
"Superetition," dramatic series
(packaged by Mrs. Martin Straus)
in which each episode is built

around

an

age-old

fOI THIiD yiAl

ON

1

CIS

superstitioB.

Bj mi mmmii

use the full texts biecause of possible libel action. Once in the Record, the salon's
leged.

remarks are

Schwerin
Continued trom pace 2S

of

KenMS Cily

lor Jtwral Konsofl
Hi cnnaMt Cwtftt* ol KMmk
CHirttrMltarM
FREE

<i

PETERS. INC.

IMtioHl RtprtiaMalNM

privi-

1

is a six and a half-year
r
deal running to 19S2.
Indicating, all the same, that he
had obtained NBC blessing in his
latest move, Schwerin pointed out
that web toppers Niles Tranunell

up, which

and Frank Mullen "feel that what
is good, for radio is good for NBC."
It's been their concept, the researcher explained, that one means
of improving radio

is

to

make

pro-

rmrf .W.

MoKBcy. Vic»f

Wne*>

-

"Ue'Uldt«i4rtlikity(railNM«..»lift«*ttWbeAtl«tl'<

Woftwr JohiiMn, AsriUMl ««n. M«r.>-Slt.

Mgr.
SO,eOO w^mi

wyrewiiM

Mrtmnlty by

Wted

ft

C«.
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VcdnegJay, May 12. 1943
and the Three-O-Niners on the vocals . . . Don Rodney's "Schoene
Maedel" (Dana) has a chance of

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By Ben Bodec
One

The farther that the pre^ban
hurleyburley recording period recedes the more apparent it becomes
that the guy who first wheezed,
"haste makes waste," wasn't talking through his zither. As the releases roll ofC the wax assembly
line

trite

fattens, the quality of material dips
steadily and records of distinctive
merit and possibility seem to be

moving more and more toward the

line

.

Orleans

of

diminishing returns. It
would be to the advantage of all
majors to take immediate inventory and for one thing start backing up a potential hit with a potential hit and In the process discarding whatever likely tripe that got
in through the stencilling rush. Until the
unshackles the business it inight be a profitable working rule to. meld strength With
strength and only strength.
Penny Dennis—"I'd Give a Million Tomorrows," "Need I Say,"
"A JFeller With an Umbrella,"
"Steppin' Out" (London). Neither
j)latter is up to the quality of some
of Dennis' past releases, but this
English lad's fine tonal quality ana
uniquely relaxed phrasing still
.
lends a special floss to "Tomorrows"
and "Umbrella." He gets' good
sparking from Stanley Black's or,,-<;hestra and the Song Pedlars.
Gordon IlacRae
"It's Magic,"
"Spring In December" (Capitol).
MacBae is pretty much himself in
this pair and the result is
smoothly melodic performance,
even though it tends to overflow
~
With syrup.
Clark Dennis -r- "On the Village
Green/' "Jalousie" (Capitol).. After
his overcuddling of the Peter DeRose-Stanley Adams sentimenetal
piece, Dennis' vigorous approaich to
"Jalousie" comes is quite a relief.
"
Fof timbre, control and expressiveness Dennis, as underscored by
this item, rates around the top
among recording tenors. Back.

AW

Desi Arnas (^Victor) whipped up
a rousing version of the Migiielito

h First Qnarter

.

with

pianistics

major companies are

same

in the

position.

:

,

'

'Fair Lady" . . . Al Clothier's orchestral treatment of "Man on the
Carousel" (Dana) will probably be
getting quite a play from the
jockeys . . . The Dinning Sisters
(Capitol) have a catchy grooving in

WPOR,

Portland, Me.
With bulk of his jock experience

garnered at San Antonio, Texas,
perhaps it's not surprising that Bob
Martin came home to Maine a
maverick, or maybe It's a reaction

"The Last Thing I Want is Your to that hillbilly fare. Anyhow, he
JPity" .and a well contrived feature spins nothing here that he doesn't

in "Bride and Groom Polka." Jack mmseU^ enjoy, telling requester on
Fascinto's backing helps tremend- recent "session that he had personously ... the Sportsmen's (Capitol) ally consigned all available "Saber
furnishing of their own. a capella Dance" disks to the ashcan. It's
jazz-concert stuff throughout, with
by the recording - on - recording avoidance of sweet, novelty, and
route with '!You Can't Be True,
juve-f ad items. Must have plenty
Dear,'! deserves a listen if only to
of company in his austere notions,
note its technical effectiveness . . . too, as average session pulls in 60
Louis Prima (Victor) is much off wires, with -mailcount also high.
par with "I Feel Smoochie" but
Stan Kenton's "Collaboration" is
fairly entertaining via "Betty Blue" Martin's current fave, and no airLarry Donglas makes cohven ing goes by without it being played,
;
tionally sweet music of: "I Kiss analyzed, and replayed. Chatter is
Your Hand, Madame" (Signature) similarly advanced hep or brash.
Irving Fields (Victor) has a Commercial copy sounds adlibbed,
.
,
solid winnei? for the sentimental with sponsors torn down and built
ground from Billy May is a' darb.
Ray McKinley Orch
"A Man trade in his holero garnishing of up in close enough to the same
^^^^^
reasonably
Wedding
Song," with Betty HmiIs P^^^^^
Could Be a Wonderful Thing,"
.•.:..&ye',nappy.
Don,
"Tambourine," "Put 'Em in a Box,

.

.

.

.

—

^em

.

.

Can't

Run Away From

NATUBEBOY(4) (Burke-VH)
VOtr CAN'T BE TRUE DEAR (5) (BiUmoreV
TOOLIE OOLIE DOOLIE (3) (Chas. K. Harris)

As cooked
up by McKinley and his staff
chirper, Marcy Lutes, it's about the
cleverest

piece

of

tease

ducting

come oil the 'etching table in
some time. Number could catch on
in a big way. A blend of charm
verve and humor,.
t

NOW

,

.

5.

Anne Sbt:Hm->^"Ohl
barling," "Love of lHy Life^' (London).
This British girl's rich fund of

My

6.

THE HOUR (15) (Leeds)
LITTLE WHITE LIES (9) (BVC)
SABRE DANCE (11) (Leeds)

V

with plenty appeal in
"Darling," but the Cole Porter side
turns out a mistake from almost
every angle.
Those low. notes

8.

.

should never have been attempted
nsual, Camarata's orchestral
treatments ar^ beauts.
Helen Hume "Today I Sing 'the

10.

As

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

—

'

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

"JumpinV"

flips

has

lots

of.

MANANA

(14)

"

(Burke-VH)

BECAUSE (1) (Chappell)
BEG YOUR PARDON (14)

her back into the

—

illBIBiHiiiiiai^^

fZ

Cn^it^i

Mama' Song

SZ'

wte'.V.V.r.V.K.
Andrews Sisters
Decca
(Vow Horfom........Comtt«!e«tal
Gracic Fields
London

"

^

n-"f J^^""^^"

^

Woody Herman

All the legal entanglements involving the song, "L Remember
Mama," have been straightened
out and the tune now becomes tlie
publishing property of the writers,
Charles and Henry Tobias. They
have agreed to pay John van Druten, who created the "Remember"
title for his stage version of the
novel, "Mama's Bank Account," a
royalty of -a cent and a half per
copy plus 16%% of the mechani-

^^''"^

Colitmbto
iFreddj/Martitt........... Victor

••••••••

( Bing Crosby
Decca
iFrank Sinatra......... Columbia
Peggy Lee
Copifol
^^^ca
^
,

i

•

.

.

1

(Robbfais)
•
'

cal, rights.

?

Perry Como
\Francis Craig
iFrankie Carle .......

CapUol

Max Dreyfus, as part owner of
Williamson JVIusic, other partners
being Oscar Hammerstein II and
Dick Rodgers, let the Tobiases
have the number back after considerable dickering. Dreyfus withdrew the song from broadcasting
some weeks ago after the produ-

-^^ctor

cers of the film version of "I Be-

Victor
Bullet

Coiwmbio

,

.

^

'

•

Tex Beneke
Andrews Sisters
\
l-Ferko String Band
Jon & Sandra Steele.

.

. .

.

.

'
'.

Coming Up
(Shapiro)
|

ST. LOUIS BLUES MARCH
HEARTBREAKEB (Leeds)

I
:

:

.
.

MY

HAPPINESS

"

(W. C, Handy)

(Blasco)

BABY FACE (Harms)
HAUNTED HEART (Williamson)

'.

!

• •

•

•

•

•

DICKEY BIRD SONG
SHINE

(Perry Como.
\Jo Stafford

^

I

WISH

.

(Robbtas)

(

(Shaplro-B)

TELL ME A STORY
I

"

(Laurel)

KNEW NAME

I

THAT AIN'T RIGHT
rr.'
.

IFwures

-

'

•

Fr^y

.

.

•

member Mama" (RKO)

Victor
.

.Damon

vteZ "
"

.-

.

ccmitZ

Sor

Martin.

(^""T/ Clinton
Decca
l^ankie Laine.
. .Mercury
H^'^my Kave........:, -, victor
\Anies Bros...],.:
'" "
f Mills
Bros
p

O«™one

^

in*cate number of weeks song

"

'.

^t^4^.

>

"

The Tobiases, who are putting
the song into their own catalog,
Tobey Music Co., have asked
ASCAP to take off the wraps
which Dreyfus imposed on the
number's perfornxance, following
the complaint, since they intend
to plug it on their own.

Elmore White to Coast

"

JWercury

^'"wfcieLaine.,,......MerMm^
been in the tan 10 1

Im

objected,

.DeccI r pointing out that the writers, any^
Palda y way, hadn't cleared the rights to
the title with van Druten.

z:.r^s^^-::^

(Am. Academy)
...
^,

,n parentheses
'

"

(Leeds)
;

"" "^

Lee

',

*
::

Peggy

Dispute Ironed Out

^

\

'

t...i

(Barbour-Lee)

LAROO LILU BOLERO

run-of-the-mill brackets.

Spike Jones
"By the Sea,'.;
"William Tell Overture" (Victor).
Buffoonery in either instance depends more on talk than on instrumental material and the platter
should register solidly with the
Jones clientele. Dick Morgan does
a sideshow barker in "Sea" that's
A notch or two above the convenwhile "Overture" serves
tional,
merely as the background to
Doodles Weaver's extra amusing
description of a horserace.
Bruce Hayes and His Trio
"Hearts Win, You Lose," "In the
Shade of the Old Apple" (DeLuxe).

! j

J!^I,!^

Tnlf.

j

—

she

! !

.

"

Bluest," »'Jnmpin' On Sugar Hill"
(Mercury).- Stands out as an exponent of the blues in "Today" and
with the right material Miss Hume
should be able to give her sisterhood of the torch quite a run. Personality and subtle phrasing is

-something

! !

*''*

'

through

,

! !

IS

BUT BEAUTIFUL" (9)

warmth and rhythmic sense comes

.

.

.

Kina

! ! ! ! !

that's

P

Duke

.

10 Best Seflers on (4Hn-IfecIiines

of "Wonderful Thing."

M
II

,

Celley,

Love'" (Vic

tor)k Just, so much sound mixed to
call it a session with the exception

1^

AI

.

'Em with a Ribbon," "You

Tie
.

.

Hollywood

Ellwork one-nighters out of N. Y. ington manager, here
on visit,...
beginning July 17 . Sammy Kaye Roy
Randolph band opens at Breni*
band added tenor Dick Edwards to erton City Club,
Bremerton, Wash.
staff. ., Mel
Torme also May 15..., Bill
vocal
Williams formed
recorded BVC's "Little White orchestra
with
Obie Johnson,
Lies," which was \>mitted from retrumpet; Tino Isgro, tenor sax;
cent Variety ad on the time.
Bert Caldavell, alto sax; Wilfe Wy.
Joe Galkin,- manager of Art lie, piano; Monte Mountjoy, drums;
Mooney, Blue Barton, planning to Bill Peysar, base,
.Warren Pearl,
open a shoe stoi!e In Macon, Ga.; Frankle Carle, manager, in for
he once owned one there .', Buddy Carle opening at Ambassador
hotel,
Greco's Three Sharps into. Dome,
Minneapolis, for seven weeks following close at Edison hotel, N. Y.
Kansas Gity
Bob Troupe, song
June 16
Benny Strong underwent throat
writer turned singer, into Edison operation during week his crew
when Greco leaves
. Red Norvo
was at Terrace Grill
Bernie
at Stage Door, Milwaukee.
Cummins back at Muehlebach hotel for umpteenth time .... Don
Ragon band on PlS-Mor bandstand
Chicago
this week-end (7-9)
.Dutch HolPhilharmonic" land band at Fairyland Park ball'!Jaz2
at
the
room when outdoor spot opened
group, with Flip Phillips batoning,
for
summer
Saturday
(8)^...
plus Helen Humes, headline Sherman hotel's new show, opening Spike Jones crew due for concerts
May 21. ... Johnny "Scat" Davis in Music Hall May 26-27 and in
St. Joe, May. 28-29. , Wayne Bjfuir
holds at Cap! tor Lounge, another
Chi office of Mu- and two-piano orch moved from El
.
four weeks.
Casbah to Tooties Mayfair.
tual Music closed this week, third
Drum Room of President hotel has
local music rep recalled in month.
Chick Kardale, formerly with Jimmy EUyn orchestra for three
weeks.
"My Happiness" platter
Melrose Music, now. plugging "Naby
Jon and Sondra Steele (Damon
ture Boy" for Burke-Van Heusen.
.Mickey Downs, of William Mor- label) now over 300,000 mark.
ris band department, vacationing
Spike
in
Northern Michigan
Pittsburgh
Jones has set July 18 as wedding
Connie Haines at Bill Green's
date with chirp Helen Greco ....
along with Marshall Young orches.
George Olsen band opens Beach tra.
.Di^zy Gillespie set for jaS
Walk season at Edgewater hotel, concert for Norman
Granz at Syria
June 11 for entire summer.... Mosque
May 27
Lenny Ross
Sarah Vaughn into Blue Note July follows
Jerry Cooper into Club
26.
Newly formed Remco, head- Copa next
Monday
(17). Johnny
ed by R. E. McGreevy, named local Marino's
band renewed there
distrib for Majestic Records.....
Jirnmy Spitalny's option at Ankara
Mills Brothers into Regal th'eatre,
picked up through June 3, after
Martha Glaser, former which
May 28
he moves to Vogue Terrace.
flack for Norman Granz, settling
.Tony Pastor to open outdoor
here .... Sherman hotel's College
dance season at Terraced Gardens
Inn got ABC remote wire- last May
26. He'll give way June 7 to
week, after being off more than Dick
Jurgens .... The New York*
a year .... Jimmy McPartland into
ers into Mercur's Music Bar for
Club Flamingo, Moline, May 11. two
weeks. ., Red Ketter unit re<
.Gloria Van and Vanguards addplaced Adam Trie at Horseshoe
ed three mtisicians for stay at She- Bar,'.''
.

of 776,650 capital shares.
Pecca's gross sales for the three-

"Piano
Madness" and "Canadian Capers"
Vera Lynn dresses up "Farewell to Arms" with smart lyrical
Disk Jockey Review
nuance in her latest London release, with "Flower Seller" tagging
along as just acceptable , .
Vic' OPERATION MIDNIGHT
DaMiOne (Mercury) does ably by
With Rob Martin
but adds nothing to his stature on 105 Mins.; 11:16 p.m.. Men. thni Sat.
'Laroo, Laroo, Lilli Laroo" and Participating
briiliant

Stewart,
here
fllmliur
You've Got to Stay Happy" .

.

,

of the U.»S. trade which goes for

Jimmy

.

will

of this year were
"Rhumba Rhum- month period
about $2,100,000 off the
bero"
Harry Roy orchestra $7,923,735,
^47 first quarter take of $10,220,780.
(London) should get a big rise out
AH other
.

cS

.

V.aldes standby,
•.

"Jazz at Philhamm.

Ike Carpenter orchestra repeats
Hollywood branch of Masters Mart at Trianon balh-oom
May 15,,..
store. .Music Corp. of Aiperica Billie
Rogers, femme trumpeter,
submitting Xavier Cugat for one singer,
due back next week from
nlghters for three-week period
N. Y. >tc rejoin Tommy Federson
following July 7. .Tommy Dorsey
orchestra

'

—

.

the latter still to be discussed.
Carl Fisher opened new music reuptown in N. Y, .Abe
Glaser, formerly with Burke-V&n
Heusen, going out of music biz;
will soon head for Coast to open
tailing store

Decca Records cited its net
Smith mixes it pleasantly profit for the first quarter of this
enough with the Clark Sisters in year, endjng March 31 last, as havtouting the British import, but it's ing been approximately 50% below
the reverse surface that perks at- the corresponding period of 1947.
tention. "Ball," from M-G-M's ';On Company earned $388,400 the first
an Island With You," is a, rhythm three months of this year, after
novelty with an uncommon quaint-^ setting aside $238,050 for taxes.
ness about it. Horsercloppiiig .efx. Comparable quarter of last year
feet adds much to its charm.. Rec- earned $687,120 and paid 88c a
ommended to jocks, especially for share dividends as against the 30c
a change of pace.
that will be paid on this year's first
three months' income to h61ders
Platteif Pointers

'

. .

.

.

(Capitol).

Serenade"

raton hotel.

.

Net Profit For

—

Larry Wilson
"March of the Bob Cats"
(Bob Crosby)
"Temptation" (Artie Shaw)
"Deep Puri^le" (Bing Crosby)
"Summit Ridge Drive" (Artie Shaw)
"Moonlight
(Glenn Miller)

that

the Upbeat

New York

„

Thomas "Fats" Waller National 2, with Sarah Vaughan,
grossed
Memorial Week occurs May 15 to $8,100,
.Barclay Allen into
23... Millard C. Faught named hotel. St. Louis, June
24... Sam!
public relations counsel for Indus- my Kaye and
ensemble vocalizing
. The same
Tom Rockwell • of
goes for Johnny Long's (Signature) try Music Committee, named last GAC, here for confabs
with
snappy turnout of "Just Like year by 'the networks ' and re- terfield regarding Supper Ches.
Club
cording companies to deal with the summer shov;
That."
on NBC,.. Lan?
American Federation of Musicians Adams, Marty
Gould's vocalist at
on radio and recording contracts, Chez Pares, acting
as stand-in for

Hayes' interpretation is of niinor
import is attested by the flatness
of the flipover co-oldie.
Jack Smith
"Flower Seller,"
"Takin' Miss Mary to the Bail"

My Favorite Five
WNGE, Hew

toss-togethers

backroom in quality, conception
and performance, "Hearts Win" is
an amalgam of a "Hearts and Flowers" melody and "The Curse of an
Aching Heart" lyric.
DeLuxe
rushed this into production after
the Universal version, cut with the
Frank Petty Trio by the Backbay
Record Co., started to cliclc in
Philly. The song, revised by Jack
Clifford, dates back tb 1903. That

week after week the percent-

age of the mediocre and the

of those

come out of left field and land
among the best sellers. Strictly

On

ingratiating itself with the foreign
language customers . , v Chuck
Fostec (Mercury) pours a saleable
quality of sweet dansapation in
"Who Put That Dream in Your
Eye" plus an attractive sample of

Elmore White, professional manager in New York for Crawford
a Dreyfus subsid, will shift to the
Coast next Week. He'll handle the
T. Br Harms catalog in that territory.

•

:

,,

White won't be replaced
east«""'''

in the
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CRC N.Y. Oflfice Gets New

McHogh One

Jgnrny

of Hiese Rare

ASCAP ers^
ABEli

nmmy

JLa

.'•I^lirl

M

GREEN

V/iXVtTT commemosicHugh's quarteivofa soiismith with a

Local

47

Tolls

Torme

ToPayBill-Or

the^dig-

Else
11.

S
S

the

A

from Tin Pan but assertedly unused by singer.
it's a far cry
Coin change of hands was on order
where McHugh would teach of American Federation of Musi^
Mills
£i^hPM with one hand, as a
other clans' Local 47.
MuifpluBger. and with the
impresJust before Torme opened a year
ffiime toknock off the
whteh now ago at Kfiw York's Copacabana,
KcS^log of tunes
he ordered a flock of arrangements
in ASCAP.
rite him douWc-A
of the from Sonny Burke, who farmed out
McHugh Is the epitome Berlins.
some of the work to Conniff. Torme
mSusin^ss. Like the
as contends Conniff cleffings did not
and (^rShwins he started
his affable reach him in time for the Copa
f wng^uggcr where
small asset in opening and that he had to pay
«Sli^wa» novaudeviUlans
in N. Y. arrangers to do the work.
iXericing
was then
Conniff recently took matter to
plugging the wares he
He may refute tlie union, which told Torme to pay up
exDloitlng.
ye^
the
but
implications
or his membership standing would
Lothario
foi- a be "in jeopardy."
caUed
days
vaude
teryear
tew of "coBtacting" that ^a««i»

them.

TD MuHs

Then McHugh teamed with

1-Niter

Ei^Hid

bridst Dorothy Fields and the
Tommy Dorsey has discussed
move sent both of them over the
In time Miss Fields col- wiUi Music Corp. of America tlie
top.
jdBkated with sttchL topnotch tune- possibility of going to England
ActualArthur
later
tliis summer or fall.
and
Kern
Jerome
fttdtbs as
Schwartz, and McHugh worked ly, nothing concrete has been arwith other distinguished word- rived at, but the Idea would be for
of an
T.
D.
assume
leadership
to
snitfas.
What makes McHugh unusual in established British band, as a guest
pre«nt-day Tin Pan Alley annals conductor, a h d play one-night
on
to
rest
dates,
theatres,
concerts,
etc.
content
not
is that he's
In
2}yi
While no communications have
Us ASCAP laurels.
decades, he has veered with the been made with the British Musib-cnds and the times. Yen to write cians Union, it is felt that if DoriU
than
rather
sey's
plan reaches the point where
the nation's songs,
is a must, he
laws compels America's premier contacting the
ongsmiths to keep abreast with will have no trouble. English lootillusMcHugh
union
does not frown too darkers
its current events.
World
the
ly
individuals
coming into
upon
tcatei the point. From
Vfut-l period wit6 his "Hinky the Biles to work, so long as they
WMfS Parlex Vous" he embraced recruit British musicians for their
Wing
purposes. But that is no proof that
War I£ in "Cmniaf In On a
From the "I they'd permit Dorsey to work.
and a Prayw."
(Continued on jpage 48)
Dorsey undoubtedly flgm'es that
he'd draw in Britain, on the basis
of virtually an international reputation.
Plus which, he has been
covering England fairly thoroughly
as a disk jockey for almost six
montiis. The transcribed show used
by dozens of U. S. stations is also
broadcast by France's Radio Luxembourg five nights weekly and it
There is good Indication that is beamed towttcd England.
.

BMU

.

iMm£yeMa»c
Aeromps

ti'seas

more recording- companies, major
and minor alike, are planning to
cut musical accompaniment for top
singers in foreign countries.

week

it

Last

became known that Merwaxed a background

cury Records

Sky Writing Ginunick
Gives Carpenter

to

"Nature Boy'" in England,
biwught the disking here and had
Jdhn Laurenz add the vocal. Apparently,

some

companies
were heartened by Mercury's lead
and are planning to follow.
rival

One of the reasons that may be
influencing such a trend to beat
the tight restrictions of the American

On Trianon Terp Date
Hollywood,

May

11.

Ike Carpenter's orchestra got Itself a raise to 60% of the gross of
a one-niter Saturday (8) at Horace
Hop
Heidt's Trianon ballroom.
from 50% outfit formerly got was
caused by Carpenter arranging to
have date at the spot sky-written
over the Santa Monica beach area,
afternoon of affair. Week before.

From FB, Goes
Chicago,

Mve

Hff

m

and

BASIS OF ST.
St. Louis,

L SUIT
May

will

11.

Millner

Record Sales Co., St.
Louis, was defendant in
a suit filed
last week in U.S.
district court by
Miracle Record Co., Chicago, for
Prodttchig and selling unauthor«ed copies of pop Miracle records
under labels that resembled Miracle'is.
Judge George H. Moore
f„.*d a temporary injunction
against Milton Saul and
Edward
Oekel, agents of MUhier
company.
Local record dealers said that as
soon as a record
becomes a jukebox fave "dubbed"
copies of it are

Manager of Carpenter, Hal Gordon, also manages disk jockey Jim
Hawthorne, Who rides programs
here sponsored by used-car dealer,

"Honest John." Dealer

also

Commodore

Sets

tion of Musicians agreed his deal

with the agency had been violated.

Bishop

sought his release on
FB failed to book the
band for four consecutive weeks,

a provision of the contract.

HITS OF ITS

OWNSONGS
Columbia Records Corp. in the
future hopes to make its own hits.
In recent months, CRC, along with
the other major diskers, has been
the

click

disks

Boyd Raebum's orchestra

crack at a major New York
wholesale hotel in several years when it suc«nH ni*^*- 'S^^l «t
retail.
Hide-away manu- ceeds Woody Herman at the ComfLf..^*^
'""St of whom are al- modore May 18, Date is for four
f^'*'
"Pei^ate on «ie West Coast, weeks.
n,ztz IS
dubbed" records accordCommodore, which usually folds
inc. ! ^'It.
dealers. Millner its Century Room for the summer,
ii
""^ve advertised na- may remain open through the seatinnin^*^
«nd promoted a Miracle son this year if suitable talent can
record Ragged
"Long Gone."
be bought.

nSu-

rec3

market in large

its first

Claim 'M^mana

its

own

benefit.

all over, it's asserted; in

Columbia

has a
fairly substantial batch of tunes on
wax that it has an exclusive on.
What's meant by this is that among
the 150 or so tunes it is holding
in

its

that

feels

it

dormant Columbia Music

Corp., there are dozens that no
other recording company was able
to cut before the ban. Perhaps all
are exclusive. And these will pro-

vide the springboai-d for Columbia's dive into the business of concentrating promotion on its own
backlog rather than be forced into
the position of takinfi a hindley
hold on the clicks launched by indie firms.

Obviously,
if
Columbia can
achieve some successes out of tiie
own backlog, it would
steal a march on its'
major rivals. It's ahnost axiomatic
that the original disking which
caused a hit is never overcome by
a rival's later issue.
Business of getiing that "first"
varies. Not always is it the initial
version of a tune tiiat clicks. One
disking, of a 'song may foe on JJie
market for weeks without creating
a stir. Another company will issue
a version and tlutt interpretation
may do the click trick. And that's
the one that gets the major play
from the public. Same is true of
indie hits, in the event the smaller
company can get production. "Near
You" is an example; Bullet label's
version was never headed off by
majors despite almost identical recordings by major company ai-tists.
Prize example was "I'll Never
Smile Again."
Glenn Miller recorded that tune in the late '30s on
RCA-Victor's Bluebird label. His
was an up-tempo disking. Montlis
pile of its
be able to

Si

LAFM Local 2 Pats

Stop to Disk

Show P.A/s

By Visiting Bandleaders
St.

Louis,

May

11.

A ban against visiting maestros
making cuffo p.a.s on local disk
jock programs was ruled last week
by Sam Meyers, prez of American
He

Claims of infringement were
lodged against "Manana" last
weelc, the second such accusation
to be made against a top tune
within 10 days ("Nature Boy" is
the other). Barbour-Lee publisdiing
house, operated for Peggy Lee and
husband, Dave Barbour, writers of
the tune, by Mickey Goldsen. received a letter from a San Francisco attorney.
It's claimed that

Edwin H. Morris music company,
Boy"

the selling agent for "Nature
,.a

Tinkers-Evers-Ghance aris mulling indemnifying

rangement
recorders,

•

and

broadcasters

everyone else who may be connected with the exploitation of the song
as a result of a threatened infringe*
ment suit. Morris' action is due to
the distribution late last week of
letters from attorneys representing
the J. J. Kammen publishing company, Jewish melody outfit, to the
effect that "Nature" is an infringement on its "Schweig Mein Hartz,"
from an opereti:a titled' "Papirosr
sen," by Yiddish theatre actor Her*
man Yablokoff.
.

or-

Morris

would

be

<

making

a

routine move followed by all pubs
in .simile cases. What gives this
particular one an unusual twist,
however, is that Morris is only the
selling agent for the song. It's
owned by Ciestview Music, a new
firm set up by Nat "King" Cole,
whose Capitol Recording put the
tune into the best seller dass, and
Carlos Gastel. his manager.

the "Manana" melody was lifted
Crestview recentiy made a deal
from an oldie tiUed, "Midnight On with Burke- Van Heusen, which is
the Ocean," by Harry K. Mc- in the throes of realigning its affiliation deal with Morris, thiough
Clintock and Sterling ^herwin.
"Midnight" is said to be a pub- Whose facilities all of its songs
were dii^buted in the past. And
lic dom^n melody with a p.d. lyric.
But, in a folio published by Morris is handling "Nature," too.
Southern Music, there is an arrangement of it owned by the

above writers.

And on

this basis

they are claiming "Manana"
infringement.

is

an

•

UWaHkTo

Goldsen points out that the portion of the melody the two writers
claim was stolen from them for
"Manana" can be found in any one
of a dozen p.d. melodies, notably'
Horace Heidt wants to go into
some by Gilbert & Sullivan. How- the recording business
for himself,
ever, he immediately indemnified

HiBself

much in the way Phil.Spitalny got
into the disk swim last year. But
torneys had advised allvxecording the circumstances upon which
companies, broadcasters,' etc;, of Heidt is basing his plans has Co-

all users of the tune against suit
losses.
McClintock-Sherwin at-

their claim.

Goodman
To

Trio,

Octette Reduced

So He Cancels.

Out on Carnegie, N. Y., Date
Benny Goodman cancelled the
Carnegie Hall, New York, Pops
Concert he was to have done Monday (10) evening because he
couldn't get ready in time. B. 6.
got into N.

Y. only last

Monday

lumbia Records wotid«ing since
he had been under contract to that
label until Jan. 1 last, when the
disk ban went into effect.
Heidt has seven masters which
he aims to release in album form

as

his first effort.
However, he
needs eight sides to make up a
four-disk album and is" asking Co-

lumbia to sell him one oif the masters he made for it before Jan. 1.
j
Now,
Columbia is
wondering I
where and when the seven sides ^
Heidt already has came from, remembering that he was their prop«
erty up until Jan. 1 and did not
have the company^s permission to

(3)
to prepare for the concert^
which was to be done with an cut material

had only pianist Teddy
Wilson and two other musicians

octette, but

use.

tiiat

wasn't for thd^

•

•

as the nucleus.
He began auditioning men tor
the other four places to be filled
soon after arriving in the east, but
couldn't find suitable tooters in
time. Rathra* than work the concert
with a hurriedly constructed group,
he cancelled out.

DUCHESS BEHIND

ON B&W DISK PAYOFF
Hollywood,

Lou Levy, head

May

11.

of Duchess "Muwhich published "Open the
Richard," introduced on
and White records by Jack
McVea, Is crying: ^no royalties.'
the group May 24 and begins weekend dances at the County Center, Levy asserts B&W .sold 250,000
copies of McVea's etcbini^, that
White Plains, N. Y. June 18.
other waxeries have paid ^off on
their versions, but that he faas been
Gillespie's $4,200 in N. Y. fonished by the originator.

Goodman

.

sic,

Door,

to open at Frank
Palumbo's Click, Philiidelphia with Black
is

—

The Dizzy Gillespie concert at
Black and White disked McVea
Carnegie Hall, N. Y;, Saturday (8) before bandleader, who also cleffed
grossed $4,200 with .1 ,800 paid ad- the tune, made the deal for Duch-

'
With that return, proT^nard Feather, made
sum or broke even.
Cutting into the gross was the
KXOK, has been hypoing his stufi" fact that Gillespie two days prior
via gabf ests with visiting leaders. to the concert; wound up a week's
Last week he had skedded Liber- engagement at the Apollo theatre,
ace, Nick Stuart and Alvino Key N. Y., which is conceded to have
for p.a.s but Meyers' edict put ttj^e decimated his potential take.
quietus on theni.
Gillespie, on his previous recital
Meyers explained that leaders at this hall, around four months
may appear fif Uifty are paid, but ago, played to a sell-out house with
hundred bemg turned
the cost is too steep for local bank- several
iway.
rollers.

TV

.

expects to demand
100% of the tune's earnings, a rare
claim in infringement cases.
suit

ganizations whdch inay find themselves involved in a legal suit with
Kammen, as innocent bystanders,

Thafs

the future

CRC will concentrate on. making
successes of material made, b^ore
the Jan. 1 disk ban.

.

•.

••

His

By indenmifying the Various

launched by indie companies all
over the country and marketing

them for

ize...

via

Immediately after release, Bishop
signed with General Artists Corp.,
which immediately booked him
into the Bismarck hotel, opening
May 18. Bishop is currently at the
Sclu-oeder hotel, Milwaukee. Date
also marked GAC's first crack at
the Bismarck, heretofore an MCA
spot.

Federation of Musicians, local 2.
said such appearances are contrary to a rule of tiie union. Meyers
said band baton wavers have been
"going wild lately, so we're putting
the damper on."
Ru.sh Hughes, disk jock who has
a Monday p.m., program on KSDin addition to another on
gets

Raeburn

11.

Frederick Bros, contract last
week, after the American Federa-

]

owns

the sky-writing outfit, hence Gordon was able to do some fast-shuffling promotion and get Carpenterat-Trianon traced out in vapor five
miles Up, What pleased ballroom
was fact the writing was done at
beach, where rival sites, Aragon
and Tommy Dorsey-owned Casino
Gardens, are located and usually
pick up Saturday nite play from
crowds swarming surf and sand

GAC

his

COL MAPS DISK

repeat again this week

\22).

DUBBING

to

May

an

drew a release from

Billy Bishop

Federation of Musician's disk
is that a capella backgrounds
later Tommy Dorsey made it for
proven of small value. Of all
the disks made since Jan .1 by all Carpenter played Trianon at 50%. the same company's Victor label,
top companies^ with vocal back- He pulled slty-writing gag and at slow ballad tempo, and his version
was a huge succes&i Miller's
grounds, none are proving very gross jumped to $1,600 at $1 top,
successful.
biggest ballroom has pulled in never sold.
some time, so he got a re-booking
ban,

lisher

gi-ounds that

-

Edward Masters, attorney for
Kammen, Jewish music pubwho claims "Nature Boy" is
infring0ment of one of hi«
tunes, is so certain of his case h«
won't ask for a temporary injuncition, as originally planned.
It's
felt that if the injunction is granted, stopping the sale of music and
disks of ijhe tune would only hurt
in.come Kammen expects to reaK
Ai

J. J.

'

appropriating

TiHor in

"

Bishop Wriggles Loose

provide a $6.50 across-the-board increase, hiking the average Columbia employee salary to $56 weekly.
Radio Guild's chapter negotiating committee was headed, by
Deborah Ishlon; Sylvia Sheridan,
Guild organizer;
and attorney
Samuel M. Sacher. Columbia was
repped by Kenneth Raine, treasurer and general attorney; Richard
Smith, "personnel director, and
Raine's assistant David Leventritt.

C

entertainment
frwn the electronic
teiiililoue today.'
i...
^
course, that
It was naturial, of
into writing
segue
would
McHilgh
time also
his own tunes, and in
singers
loyal
of
legion
his
utilize
to plug
tiid other song interpreters

Earnings in Infringement Action

United Office and Professional
Workers of America^ CIO, and
Columbia Records.
Agreement

Now quite
songs.
Hollywood, May
iK
HillsTli Sent of the Beverly
Mel Torme has turned over $534
!^^ir Stor. privy to theset"best"
(in- to Ray Conniff, composer-arranger,
ultra film
^L^ ^ the Xater
Kent shin- for arrangements done by him,

l^^i

JewbhPnbWiHAsklifoofmture

Union Pact, $6.50 Per Hike
Climaxing some six weeks of ne>
gotiations, a new one-year contract
affecting some 30 homeoffice white
collar workers was inked Friday
between the Radio Guild.
(30)

missions.

moter

either a small

ess to publish the hit. Recently,
after a series of disagreemente,

McVea and

B&W

split.

Waxery

paid the performer $1,000 cash and
ties were cut. Waxery 's pre*.
Paul Reiner, said that the tune was
cat by his label before Duchess
ever entered into the "Richard"
picture, and that all firm's dealings
on ditty were direct with McVea.
Reiner stated that payoff given
performer is a final settlement and
a contract release that worked two
all

'ways.

Vcdnegday, Mtty 12.
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^0(SfA Slmiip in

Musk

&Jes Seen Worst in
sheet sales picked up
toward the close of last
bit of
^ii. giving publishers a
slump
iSclpatlon that the deep
six weeks or so was
of the past
However, «t the beginending,
week there was no inning of this
nse. Pubs
fflMtion of a continued
sluff
htvi found during the sales
eat allies wUl be good for » few
then drop to a walk again.
the
that
assert
publishers
serjor
reached the
riarent slump has
Lfat wbere it's the worst in 15
sales
anyplace
Estimates
KSs.
where from 60% to 75% oil the

Freddy Martin Set
For Waldorf-Astoria

Sheet

Years

,15

.

.

,

tustm of a

B.G.TOG£TPHILLn
May

BRITISH PUB, IN

Tonpos

Latin

|p k Fnnce^

relations
through his music, particularly in
breaking down racial discrimination barriers."

Vocational School Rally, May 25.
Citation, sponsored by the Board
of Education and the Fellowship
House, in previous years went to
Frank Sinatra, Kate Smith, Joseph
Josh White and Jay (Mr. D. A;)
Jostyn. Presentation will be made
by Connie Mack, Jr., son of manager of- the Philly Athletics.
Also listed is a presentation of
a Goodman likeness to the Fellowship House's Doll Library.

......Morris

.

Teresa

Leeds

Wonder Kissing Her. Feldman
Wishing Waltz
Noel Gay
.

Sweet

16

Once Wintertime

.

Darewski
Cinephonic
Morris

.

Serenade of Bells.

....

Second 12
Tell Me Story.
Dash
Reflections Water. .P. Maurice
.

.-

Cousin Louella
F. D. & H,
Oh, Achin' Heart.
.Connelly
.

.

.

.

had a recent novelty hit based
upon rationing tagged, "Where Is

How Soon
You Do

Some

Potato?"

.

Wedding Waltz .... Unit
Near You ........... B. Wood

Civilization

.

My Sunday

'

Silver

U.S.

Catalog, of the London company
principally consists of light concert pieces and ballads.
But, it

.

.....

.

.

B.

Wood

Ghappell
Grandpa. ... .Leeds

.

My Own

of the
writers whose numbers are now
available to Mills as a result of the
deal are the late Richard TaUber,

Cora Bell.
..Yale
Apple Blossom Wed. Connelly
Shoemakers Serenade Kassner
Too Fat Polka
F. D. & H.
Make Everything. .P. Maurice

Walter

Kaufmann, Harry RaUon
and Cecile Chaminade.

mi BEST sEtras

RETm

U.S. Pops Off
While American music has enjoyed, a fair amount of popularity
In France in the postwar period,
it's now on the downgrade, says
Jirench bandleader-publisher Ray
lil'entura, in New York for an 18day stay. He attributed its slip
Troitt public fancy to a tremendous
upswing in Latin tunes.

.

Mills Music last week inked a
long-term agreement with Arcadia
Music Publishing Co., Ltd. of London, covering the western hemisphere publication and recording
rights to some 75 orchestral compositions and songs of the British
firm.
Contract also specifies that
Mills is to hold first publication
rights to all compositions which
Arcadia might release.

man

Award by the group, composed
few months ago, which of some 75 clubs in junior, senior
and vocational high schools in
Philly, will be made at a Fleisher

was then lower than wartime fig"Now Is the Hour" is still
ures
sold over 700,000
the leader (it has
copies), with "Nature Boy" second
with iobbera' and "You Can't Be
These three
truet Dear" third.
are doing'the majority of the, biz.

{"Week ending Mai/ 6)

London, May 7.
Galway Bay
Box & Cox
Golden Earrings.
.Victoria
Tree in Meadow
Connelly

MILLS TO REP ARCADIA,

will get the
"Fellowship Citation" of the High
School Fellowship for his "outstanding contributions to the im-

Ban s Impression on Public

Hit

Best British 9ieet Seflers

the

11.

Benny Goodman

provement of h u

plays

Strand
theatre, N. Y., in September.

CITATION'

Philadelphia,

also

Spot^lit'New'DisiK

4-

opening.

Martin

miOWSHIP

To

the outfit comes east. Martin has
been slipped into the Aug. 5 debut
slot formerly held by Jack Fina,
who is moved back to a Sept. 2

.V'llusta

iUgljtly

CRC Victor Ads

Freddy Martin's orchestra will
play the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria's
Starlight Roof this season when

Both "Victor and Columbia have
embarked on a policy of playing up
all consumer
advertisiogt
Move stems from a

the word "new" in

decision, arrived at individually by

the two labels, that something
must be done to counteract the
public impression that records released since the imposition of the
American Federation of Musicians
ban, Jan. 1, ate reissues of old
masters.
This is the first admission by the
major companies that sales have
directly been affected by the re.

cording shutdown. Pi'om now on
these two labels will gear their advertising and promotion intensively toward stimulating the public
into again patronizing record stpres
as a habit. In the instance of Columbia, advertising copy will focus
attention on new tunes almost exclusively, as a companion piece of
strategy toward getting over the
main theme of "new" recordings.
Victor introduced the highlighting of the "new" angle in an ad
prepared last week for insertion
Monday's (10) edition of the.

m

New York

World-Telegram, which
on that day inaugurated a record
review department;

BenSeli^Johs

.

Pickup of rhumbas and tango in
has been a logical one,
Ventura noted, inasmuch as the
French are basically a Latin race.
On the overall, he said, sheet music sales ate not so good now nor
does the outlook appear encouraging. Primary reason is low wages
aiid high prices.
Until economic
conditions are adjusted there can't
be inucb hope for a boom.
Ventura, who produced two 151musicals last year, and appeared in
;both with his band, is in New York
principally to arrange a U. S. disitribution deal for the pix.
One
:iicore includes a Paris hit titled
•Maria de Bahia"' by Andre Horpet «4d Paul Misrakifl It's due
to be published here in June by
Xou Levy's Duchess Music.
Hedd Evans' recent s'ale of the
BngUsh publishing rights to his
U. S, hit, "Ballerina," to London's
Peter Maurice for a $3,000 advance
plus a 15% royalty on sheet music
teles is unlikely to be repeated in

P^fiiEfy

a

o

Survey oj retail disk best
based on reports obtained^ from leading stores in
12 cities, and shovring comparative sales rating for ihis

and

•

Ventura felt. He
faded that a publisher must pay at

similar
feast

.

cist

deals,

ahother

in order
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W

Hearts"

originally

—

Eilifing

'

3

to .sell, Clifford

saiSfo„

Latfr

Tt'

fit

which

J
H^^Kd

own

version,

a dispute with Clifford
DeLuxe copied his
a"rani»t
used
" h^ th!i*',l'?*'*
JJel-lWe. arrangement.
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TEX BENEKE (Victor)
"St. Louis Blues March"
'^Kecanse"

104
53

1

2

50

5

49

(Victor)

"Dickey Bird Sons;"

PratRir

10

5

4

6

34

5

2S

(Victor)

.

3

.

WOODY HERMAN
8

2

1

1

.

(Decca)
"Little White Lies"

7

'T

St.

n9

3

6

N

Indianapolis—

tn

PEGGY LEE
2

O

—

Minneapolis

Kansas

New

ntte

Artist. Label,

4

4

7

8

.

8

6

27

7

26

(Columbia)

5

2

5

.

ART MOONEY-

(M-G-M)
J?ACE" ..........

9A

8

"BABY
BING CROSBY

9B

6

"Now

Is the

.

.

5

...

7

8

7

6

22

(Decca)

Hour"

6

1

4

.

22

GKACIE FIELDS

lOA

(London)
"Now Is the Howr".
JON-SONDRA STEELE (Damon)
"My Happiness"

6

lOB 10
IOC 14

.

"Sabre Dance".

in

5

3

3

15

15

.

(Victor)

4

.

.

3

15

.

Columbia/ Records

is

making a

big thing out of the Baltimore area
click of one of its old recordings
by a band led by Ben Selvin—now
a CRC musical director.
Selvin
made dozens of disks for the old
Columbia label in the I920's and
among them was a tune called.
You Dariin'." Story goes that
Marvin Ellin,
disk jock,

WCAO

was cleaning out record files and
came across the disk by Selvin.
Testing it, his opinion was such
that he put it on the air and
pointed out to listeners how bad
was the recording of almost 20
years ago as against modern methods.

Much to Ellin's surprise, the
disk created a furor, the reverse
of the reason he aired it.
Calls

and letters came in asking where
the disk could be bought.
He
played it again and again and
created
an increasing demand
Then it was brought to the attention of CRC execs, in N. Y. by the
Baltimore Columbia distrib.
Now, Columbia is pushing. Selgoes to Baltimore Saturday
with a dozen more of the old
disks he made, some with Tommy
Dorsey,
Benny Goodman, and
other outstanding, names as sidevin

men.
Ellin's
listeners will
beasked to choose a coupling' for
"Dariin,"
which Columbia will
market as quickly as possible.
SeJvin's original pairing was "Dariin" and "Kiss Me With Your
Eyes."
He'll guest on the show
.

ANDREWS SISTERS
llA 16

UB

along

4

8

15

4

14

9

S-':'

•l4

^i-

(Mercury)

S

......................;>
(Columbia)
"I Got a Crush On Yon"
"Shine"

6

9

.

8

.

13

FRANK SINATRA
13

STAN KENTON

U

"Peanut Vendor"

15A

"All

10

9

BULL MOOSE JACKSON (King)
My Love Belongs to Yoa"
.

SAMMY KAYE

,

.

,

6

.

3

.

9

»
8.

4
3

FREDDY MARTIN

5

.

May

of Selvin's disk.

20, as a result
Selvin will make

one appearance with him onstage.
P.S.—WJhen Selvin made- the
"Dariin" song for Columbia he
worked on a flat salary. He has
no royalty deal.

VITACOUSTIC FILES PLAN

FOR CREDITOR PAYOFF
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TEXAS TYLER

7
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(Four Star)

6

"Urek of Cards"

9

.

7

I

SONG

Records

May

II.

last

week

a proposed plan for payment
of debts to creditors with the fedfiled

4

MACKLIN MARROW

ALBUMS

.•

Chicago,

10

(Decca)

"Haunted Heart"

FIVE TOP

'

7

s

16D
16E

8

(Victor)

.

T.

sent Sabin there to- check.
copies of the

now readying

Ellin, incidentally, has gotten a
week at the IJUpo theatre, Balti-

(Victor)

BING CROSBY
16C 16

of

8

(Musicraft)

15C

PERRY COMO

rep

(Victor)

15B

MEL TOBME

It's

tiine.

more, opening

(Capitol)

Sabin,

music,-*- which owns the
last week didn't be*

Bourne

Ueve the Baltimore reports on the
disk,

(Capitol)

Lee

with

Bourne
tune."

"Toolie Oolie Doolie"

JO STAFFORD

3

.

(Continental)

16

FRANKIE LAINE
12

(Decca)

9

VAUGHN HORTON

worked

Chicago's UniverP'^ss and distribute,
Records, N.Y. oui-

—
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DICK HAYMES

when Jack
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a

KEN GRIFFIN-J.WATNK (Hondo)

%

16B
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—

Francisco

bt

Chicagro

KING eOiM
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a

"Nature Boy"

1

(S.
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—

York—
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This Last
wk. wk.
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^andle exploitation
on a percentage arrangement.

°* the words
and n»i''*''^''2^
Prant n'i/"'* recorded it with the
H« started the
Bark R
^^^^^ w»th *t; when the
dkl h?^'*'
began

L

(Pe

(Dg

S.

(SchmoU

WiHsk

National

.Feist

.'?^yj:lght, but writer Andrew Steri-*
jWfeaome years ago failed to renew
n's legal hold
on the song and it
went into public domain.
Feist,
??;yfver, still holds the foreign
r gms to
the song and due to this
circumstance, Abe Olman, Big
3
"eaa,
got
together with
Dave
tJ^^M' '^^'^ '^^d taken the song
Jaydee
Arm.
and
worked
5
n«t a
out
deal under which Miller will

0

t

Grinne
Sherma

lOD

was a

T
A

arson)

ler

)n
Jei

TONE

ilHler Music, one of the Big 3,
wound up with the song, "Hearts
Wm;' launched in Boston by the
new Bacic Bay Record company.

n-Clay)

£i

snel's

FREDDY MARTIN

'HEARTS

<U

O

&

Leary)

Music

nkins

;rty

WithOwnDiskHit

T

Sherman-Clay)

n-Ross)

week.

(Hudso

rewrite job of

lULERWINOSUPWITH

Mueller)

y

Co.)

Music

.

last

(Libt

royalty to a lyri-

assure a lirst-class
the English words
for the Continental market. With
* 20% bite off the^ top, the publisher is taking a dutnce.
.to

d

Mus.Sh<

Music

Gallic tastes

.

Revival Parade

0.

a
C^

Sh

sellers,

HITS

OF

OimTIMB

CAPTAIN FROM

BARBERSHOP

CASTILE

BAUADS

Atfreil

Decca

.

N«wman

Majestic

Decca

KINC COLE TRIO
Vahimc N«. 3

Capital

RENDEZVOUS
Peggy

U*

Capitol

eral

district

courti

Company

is

deep in Chapter XI of the Chandler Act.
According to the plan, unsecured
claims that have priority under
Chandler Act, will be disposed of
by Nov. 1 next, while all general
claims not paid before Feb. 1, 1949,
will be paid quarterly from that
date in eight installments. All
creditors will be allowed
in«
terest from Feb. 20 last.

A%

•

I

Wms

Jerry Wald

Out

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

.

Survey of retail sheet music
based on reports ob'toine^
from leading stores in 12 cities,
and showing comparative sales
rating far this and last week.

h

Week Ending

National
Ratine

demanded

extra coin. They filed claims
Local went after the
hotel for the coin, but was refused
because the War Labor Board,
which granted the scale boost, exempted hotels from payment in situations involving "name bands."
Leaders were cited to be liable.
Local 802 then went after Wald
and hie defended himself on the
grounds that his salary from the
New Yorker, while equal or above
802's scales, did not actually cover
his operating expenses, since he
was paying some of his men far
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"Dickey Bird Sons" (Bobbins).
"Nature Boy" (Burke- VH)
"Four Leaf Glover" (Remick).
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Groen Vice Dl Wallace
Larry Barnefs Field Swing Akron Terpers Still Can't
For Local 47 at AFM Meet Larry Bamet, head of Music Exerdse on Blue Sundays
Hollywood, May 11.
Federation of
Musicians
Convention convenes
at Asbury Park, N. J., June 7,
John Groen, v-p of ' Local 47,
will represent local.
Prexy J. K.
Spike" Wallace Is too ill to at-

Corp. of America's band department, leaves New York today
(Wednesday) for a swing around
field offices. He'll go to Cleveland,
Detroit, Chicago, I^allas, and Los
Angeles and back east. Trip will
consume three weeks.
Bamet, who recently recovered
from a serious illness, has been in
N. Y. about a month and in the
future expects to repeat such trips
as the above every few months!
Johnny Dugan heads MCA's N. Y.

When American
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r

MAYS

This Last
wk. wk.

tiie

Leeds Pushes for Trial

T
O
T
A

B

with 802.

above scale.
case was before 802 at first,
then went to the national body,
which returned a verdict for Wald.
Thijs verdict was appealed and the
director board again ruled in
Wald's f avoR

Paris,

.:

M

Graeme Bell; Kenny
Howard McGee

the

Clarke, anj
sextette are

here at the Claridge at her
penile. Local talent includes

Aime

orchestra and the
Claude Luter band. Hubert Rostaing, Andre Ekyan and Alix Combelle combos.
House, at a tilted 800 frs top
($2.60) has a daily potential tit
$2,000.

American performers

contracted

through

Billy

who came over with them,
under straight

salary,

no

snag came when Air
France, expected to allow about
50% on the transportation, onljr
agreed to an 18^% cut, meaning
a loss to her of about $1,600 on
transportation alone. Then the tax
people, expected to allow a reduction in their take, stuck to 25%,

though

it

is

still

hoped

HIT
MIT

Dick Morton orchestra is setting
an endurance record in Amariilo.
Crew marked its seventh annl at
the Herring hotel May 1 by drawing a new contract for three yeaM
more.
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will

Considering that she has to
spend about one million francs mi
publicity alone, Mrs. Volterra now
views her venture as hazardous.

A

IHEV

that

francs.

Vocql Duet with the Sensational INSTRUMENTAL Backgimmd

MAASn
SMASH
%
"I

weie
Shaw,

and ate
percent-

age.
First

-DEMAND!
THE ONE

ex*
the'

Barelli

be scaled down. Another blow was
Alcron, May 11.
the dollars to be paid In Nejir
City fathers went along with the that
which Mrs. yolterra hopftj
wishes of AIu:on ministers recently York
Changes would supand defeated an ordinance that the Office des
about 240 francs to the dolply
at
would have permitted Sunday
lar,
had
to be bought by her at 309
dancing. Ban on Sunday terps has

Leeds Music lost no time in applying for an immediate trial of its
case against United Music, which
existed here for many years beclaims infringement on the forcause of ministerial pressure. Sunmer's "Sabre Dance." In refusing
day movies are permitted.
Leeds' application for a temporal? tend.
Several councilmen previously
injunction in supreme court, N. Y., .- S'rattk Pendleton, local's recorddeclared themselves in favor of
Justice Louis A. ]Valente, decreed ing Secretary, and Charles Green,
regulated Sabbath dancing to keep
that Leeds could ask for an early trustee, bave been elected as deleAkron's youth from night spots,
trial.
gates of Local 47, and Kelly Shubut a'~bombardment of letters and
Action, for $100,000 damages, gart, public relations director, has
postcards, plus the pressure group,
was submitted to the court late last been named by board of directors band division, as well as theatre caused most of them to change
week for an early calendar date.
to attend.
act and band bookings.
their minds.
i

jUl

May u

Mrs.
Simone Volterni
operator of the Marlffm!
Theatre,, is going to come
out
financially oji the jazz; session ahe'ii
promoted in her house this Wtel
has her worried. Prompted by th»
success of Louis Armstrong durlnS
his recent stay here, and
grosses, exceeding 1,400,000 francs
of each of his two concerts at Sail*
Pleyel, she took a flyer In operating in ja^z.
Mrs. Volterra has 12 Americans
here at her own expense and for a
fixed salary, partly paid in dollars
Coleman Hawkins, Chippie HUl'
Errol
Gajiner,
Slam Stewart'

femme

sales,

Musicians. Wald recently came out
on top over the second appeal filed
with the APM national executive
board by officials of N. Y. Local
802, on behalf of the men. Issue
was over two dates played at the
New Yorker hotel, N. Y.
Wald got into the dispute because 802 boosted its seniles twice
while he was playing the hotel,
maldng them retroactive. Several
outfit

U.S.

Risky

Coin Ventures for

American Federation of

mehtbers of his

Still

How

after a long battle involv-

ing the

Tooters

Demand

Case against maestro Jerry Wald
by a group of his musicians for
$1,100 retroactive pay is flnislied
finally,

12, 1943

Overseas Dates bv

Vs. Group of His Band In

Retroactive Pay

May

Vednftaday,

ORCHBSniiiS-MUSIC
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Songs wilh largr-*

the loecJc bosed ow the copj/rtghted AudiTtt(» to» 30 iOWffs of
» rn7)erflflc Indca; Survey of Popwlor Music Broadcast Over
by the Offlce of Rescorch, Inc.< Dr.
fJ^ia Networks. Published
Director.
G. Peistman,
i
Week *« April 3«-May 6, 1048

mn
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Cleveland,

'

.

;

Remick

. Bsby Face
nie Your Pardon
:

*'

/TellVSea' Couplii^

wifp Shadows

Robbms

On

Santly-Joy

the Trail

Burke-VH

H,t Beautjful-f'Road to Rio"
1"3 Daring Daughters"
TMckey-Bird Song—

Robbins
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DFeam

5?^fore Cherie
For Every Man There's a
Hearir-*"lnside

KedBe Wrong

S?.??''"'
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Woman

Melrose
Williamson
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T Went Dovra To
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L^oo Laroo 14111 Bolerw
I

Little White Lies
Lovcls Fun

KeBoy
Look
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the

Hollywood,

11.

May

off.

Name

11.

Hollywood,

Cocanut

•

•

Sept. 14.

.... Feist
C. K. Harris

Melrose
Robert
Biltmore

.

Fox
You Turned the Tables On Me
Were Meant For Me-J-f'You Were Meant" .... MUler
You're Too Dangerous Gherie .................. Harms

Yott

The remaining' 2a smtgs of the week, based 'on.the copyrighted
Co«ero0e Indea: Survey of Popular Music Broadcast
Published by the Office of Research, Inc.*
John G. Peatman, Director^

.

JlttdicTicc

Over Radio Networks.
Qf.

All Dressed Up With a Broken Heart
Bye Bye Blackbird .... ...... ....
• Cryhig For Joy
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•

.

.

.

Leeds
Melrose
Oxford

HearfJjreaker

Hdoray For Love—^fCasbah" ...
I'd Give a Million Tomorrows.
It's Magic
.

.

,

.

.

.

Witmark
Remick

You Or No One

It's

.

Because

;;'Jtlst

Li)vc

Is.

So

.

Terrific

,

,

Man On

the darousel
Mathiee
My Gal Is Mine Once

My

.

,

.

.

i

.
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.

.Leeds
Mellin

Bob

..•

Miller,

Morris

More

Crawford
Chappell
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Cole Trio, opening at Rag
Chicago. nitery. May 14, will

^ King
Doll,

do Sunday afternoon concerts dur^
ing three-wefk stay.

Robbins to Transcribo
Disk Jock Show for K-R

For National Showcasing
WOV, New York,

25TH ANNIVERSAItY

Fred Robbins,

lielHKiH

disk jockey, and also major domo
of a natTonal Columbia Records
transcribed program, will soon beThis
gin another national show.
one's also to be transcribed and

MONTH

he has CRC's permission to do it.
Program is being backed by the
Kermit-Rayinond ifirm, and Rob-

MAY

PLAY -EM!

IS

DISK 'EM!

Hmie by,

»

JIMMY MeHUGH

"SLAP 'ER

MWHAGIN,
PftW"
CHOICE MUSIC, INC.
(iJiFct

Bomcrii, Prof. Mgr.

»10» Sniiset

sua.

1876 Bioadmty
WoUywooa 10, Cal. Now Tork, N.
CBestview 1-6JS4 GOIambus 6-78*0

MIUER MUSIC CORPORATiON

Ray Bloch( Sigpature RecBob
conductor,
musical
Signature head, and Ray
Green, of K-R, all have an interest
in the venture. Show will be comeliminating the
pletely ad lib,
script work, necessary with such
shows, and will be laid out musically so that the pop song factor won't
be so important as it is with similar shows, which must be made
up weeks in advance.
bins,

ords

Thiele,

D.S.

TREASURY EASES

SIGNATURE'S BURDEN
Signature Records, which went
Chapter 11 of the Chandler
last Dec. 13, seems headed for
Last week, the
clearer sailing.
company received an okay from
the U. S. Treasury to stagger excise taxes owed; and prior to that
had wrapped up assents from the
last of a list of publishers on apportioning overdue royalty payments over a long-term period.
Pubs are owed $52,000.
Now that the main creditors have
granted deferments on debts, Signature will go ahead witli secure
ing an additional $100,000 or more
fresh coin. This money had been
promised in the event all debtors
could be lined up under the deferred payment plan. All that remains is for the company to lay
the new operation plan, coin infusion, etc., before the bankruptcy
court and gets its okay to proceed
in business.

AmbassadSr

open between time Les Brown
draws out and Dick Jurgens opens,

Martin
Leeds
Leeds
Leeds
Laurel
Duchess

•

Grove,

moved in and inked Shep
Fields and Frankie Laine to start
in July while Cohen was mulling
the idea. Palladium has 10 weeks

»VH
>

11.

iiotel,

Encore
Barbour-L

Oooh Look-a There, Ain't She Pretty
Sabre Dance
Tell Me a Story
leresa
»
• •
»
Thoughtless
Toolie Oolie Doolie
What's Good About Goodby^
Worry, Worry, Worry
•You Can't Be True, Dear

May

Maury Cohen, Palladium operaplans to insert name singersr
in his ballroom in an effort to bol.'
Move will be the
ster the b.o.
initial step in shifting from strict
band policy.
tor,

BVC

Hour

Cliirpers to Aid

Lure of Terpatrons

Shapiro-B

:

.

also undisclosed.

Remick

•

Jr^rtina

\e\v

Jefferson

,

May

RCA-Victor last week hurriedly
Peggy Lee and Metro have failed
withdrew all copies of Spike Jones' to come to terms on studio concoupling of "William Tell Over- tract thus far.
Chirp insists on.
ture" and "By the Sea" from the clause clearly giving her televimarlcet. Reason for the calling is sion rights, which studio has failed
not clear to distributors in this to do. Carlos Gastel, manager, is
area, but they were told that the continuing negotiations, however.
record would be reissued immediMeanwhile Stan Kenton, anately with one of the sides re- other Gastel attraction,
has nixed
placed.
a bid to make a short in the MarOne report has it that the "Sea" tin Block series which features top
side caused the withdrawal because name bands.
Kpnton wants final
of a defect in the disSc. How many say on tunes and' story which sturecordings had already been issued dio will not consider, so talks are

Somy

'

47

ORCIUB$XIIA$*9IlJSIC

TELECUUSESTJULLS
PEGGY LEE-MG PACT

into

Act

OXFORD MUSIC CORP

VMriftsday,

May

12, 1i.94^

oiiciiBS'riiiis-MtJsic

Premature Coiiat Osst

Bands

~'

Larry Clinton

69-175
1,400
l,12o
69.7o0
11,450
d,550

925

,

1.400
1,200

"Nature Boy" and "But Beauwhich they publish.
Kick is stemming from the

'

tiful,"

current and consistent reports
that as a result of the breakup
of its affiliation with Morhs
Music, the firm will fold.
B-VH execs liken the situation to Mark Twain's "the reports of my death are greatly
exaggerated."

Chicago
min.-$l
Skinnay Ennis (Empire Boom, Palmer House; 550; $3.50
in exit weelc
cover). Ennis and Rosalind Courtriglit olcay 2,900
Generous
Hcrbie Beias (College Inn, Sherman; 650i $3.50 ini».).
min.-$l cover).
Chiick Foster (Boulevard Boom, Stevens; 650; $3.50
skidded to
With big-spending convention "trade slackenmg, ice show

tune picked up by Larry Aditer, while making a tour of displaced
campa in Europe under auspices of the Joint Distribution
Committee, is being primed for publication. It's an old Yiddish folksong, "My Little Town of Belz" (a city in Poland), to be released on
his new Decca album of harmonica solos.
The tune, Adler found, was the song most requested by the DP's
He didn't know the tune, but on a train between Frankfurt and Berlin'
Adler found somi3one who knew the song. By conversing in French*
he was able to get a manuscript of the song. Recording for X)e<:i>a

A

persons

ting quite a kick out of the
current bestseller ratings ot

Covert

2 200
1,400
l,12o

......... 31
(400; $2)
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50) .... 1
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) .... 1
Eberle*
78
jXinv Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)
8
SenceWelk^..Roosevrft(4()0;$l-$^^^^^^
.... 3
Woocly Herman,... Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
*Tko Guizar at Waldorf; Ice SJiow at New Yorker.

EMolem,n*;...WaIdorf

.

rot«)

e<)vti>n
I'HSl

ncvkH

Inside Orchestras-Music

Hollywood, May 11.
Burke-Van Heusen compahy
owners and Executives are get-

Hotel B.O.'s

at

.

followed.

Morton (Mayfair

Majestic -Decca

>

,

Deal Nears Boil

Los Angeles
Very good 2,900

the American Federation of Musicians because he plays piano oS
stage. However, Adler refused to do so stating that to join, because
of his piano playing, would defeat his fight to have the harmonici
recognized by the union as a musical instrument.
Adler, who is teamed with dancer Paul Draper on concerts and
vaude tours, recently had a southern concert cancelled because of his
support of presidential aspirant Henry A, Wallace. Both Adlei- and
Draper feel that such acts threaten freedom of performance and
such steps aid those who advocate thought control. They stated that
their policy, while on tour, is to get permission from the concert
promoter to take part in any public meeting, feeling that the pnh
moter has the right of prior- and estcluslve performance. Duo's 'busi-«
ness has been affected in Birmingham and Atlanta where manage*
ments declared that t!iey didn't agree with the pair's political views.
In Kansas City, the performers expressed disapproval of segregated
audiences, especially in municipally owned auditoriums.
They feel that they'll do around 50 concerts this year, a numb0r
equal to that of the previous annum.
.

iftoom, Blackstone; 300; $3.50 min.-$l cover>.

Biiri Ives storing neat 1,450,

,.

While abroad, Adler played in two camps in Berlin, a DP qaJt^
in Zeilsheim; near Frankfurt, and the camp in Llndenfels.
While at the Boxy, N; Y., last woek, Adler was requested to jdlji"

'

*'*ltoy

'

tabs.

Deal between Decca Records and
the parties which have control over
the Majestic Records situation, is
still in the works. But there's a
definite deal agreed upon between
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
Jack Kapp. president of Decca, and'
the Majej D side, which of course
(Chicago)
Shore-GoiU.d
Willie
involves the courts since Majestic
iWarty Gould (Chez Parse; 500; $3.50 min.).
is in the throes of a Chandler Act
Jan Garber is having a field day in a circular sort of way. Garber
mellow 5,900 callers.
routine.
can be heard on any one of six different labels now on the market.
Eddy Howard (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Some 16,600 payees.
Art Kassel (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Not bad 1,400. ;
Exactly what Is involved in the RCA- Victor is releasing Garber's "Baby Face.V which he waxed 22
Teddy JPhillips (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm,). Up to 15,700.
deal between thQ» two factions is years ago. Columbia released "Bedelia," which maestro plattered in
undisclosed, but there's one thing 1941, a^d there are still' some Black and White biscuits on the market,
(LosAngeles)
said to be certain—Eddy Howard Is waxed two years ago. Tower, Castile and Capitol platteries have all
Bewry Busse (Palladium B., Hollywood; 2nd wk.). Poor 5,000 callers. included. Howard's manager, Big- come up with maestro's later recordings. Columbia is planning to
gie Levin, has been asserting that re-release "Beautiful Xady In Blue," which batone;er etched nine yeafli
"Let's Get Lost" rated first and Majestic had violated its contract ago. Garber is currently under contract to Capitol.
second. It was during that '43-'44 with the bandleader prior to its
period that his works sold 4,000,000 legal difficulties, and that thereLeeds Music and Sid Bobbins, deffer of "Money Is Honey," hope
copies of sheet music and almost fore he is a free agent. It's claimed
they have found the way to stampede Capitol Records into releasing
that this is not so, that Howard's
Continued ttom page 43
10,000,000 records. All of which
Nat "King" Cole's plattering[ of "Honey." RCA^Vlctor's Count Basle
as the recent "salute" to Mc- contract with' Majestic is part of
Can't Give You Anything But tove Hugh's catalog in Variety evi: the company's assets as listed with etching and Columbia's Mitry Ann iVIcCall tracking of ditty have both
Baby," "On the Sunny Side of the denced—gives new accent to the the courts and that it isn't 'that gone to market, but Cap is holding on to Cole's because of "Nature
Boy." Firm wants to milk "Boy" and Leeds wants Cole at high tide,
Street,' and "Diga piga Doo," of
importancie of the veteran's ac- easy for him to get loose, even
that an added 150,000 "disks can be hit now that Cole is hot
the Charleston fad, he breached
A glance at Mc- with the American Federation of believing
crued works.
Leeds will go to wo'i'k on disk j'pckeys with Victor and Columbia platthe gap of decades with "Murder Hugh's catalog, and the realization Musicians help.
ters in hopes of creating' a demand thus forcing Capitol's hand.
He Says" and' "Dig You Later" of that such copyright values apprethe jiye era.
ciate with the years—and that
Other Activities
there is no such thing in songHarry Ranch, who was injured in an auto smash two weeks ago on
Oscar Moore Sues For
Likei show business itself, Mc- smithing as being "written out"
his way to New York from Philadelphia, rejoined his band at Club 86,
Geneva, N. Y., despite a broken jaw and broken ribs. Maestro of the
Hugh's wartime record in the last is what makes ASCAP the ideal
Cut of King CoIe^s Cap
novelty-dance crew- got out of a Newark, N. J., hospital with his jaw
holocaust evidence a deep-rooted pattern for so many other writing
responsibility as he essayed War crafts.
One does a book, play or
wired and ribs taped- and, because -the club operator couldn't keep his
" Royalties Since leaving band without its leader, got back on the bandstand. He can't open his
Bond drives from his now BevhiUs scenario and it's, the end of that
mouth, let alone play trumpet, sing or go through his comedy routine.
headquarters, resulting in a Presiwith rare exceptions of possible
Hollywood, May 11.
remakes,
adaptations,
He just directs and the band adheres mostly to dance music.
dential Citation for authoring the reprints,'
Oscar Moore, who quit the King
7th and 8th War Bond songs; and foreign rights, and ,the like-^but
Cole Trio months ago, filed suit inSome music publishers made hurried preparations last- week for the
being personally credited, with the the nature of pop song usages is
superior court asking for a cx).t in
possible interruption -of the flow of music to jobbers and retailers due
sale of $38,000,000 worth of bonds, such that the years add, rather
royalties received by Cole from
to the railroad sti-ike.
Leeds Music, for example, wired dozens of
of which $28,000,000 were pledged than detract from values.
Capitol records since Moore left.
purveyors
As a reward
to check stocks on the five tunes Leeds now has going, topped
in one evening.
Of course, this has been given Moore claims Capitol paid Cole
by the No. 1 "Now Is the Hour," and if orders were needed, the pub's
for his local civic enterprise, Mcaccent in recent years with 830,000 since that time and he
stock
room
expected
to
Hugh was named to the board of added
stay
On the job Monday (10) evening until all
the number of "revivals," indicat- wants a slice reputedly amounting
directors of the BevhiUs CSiamber
were cleared and on the way.
ing aneW that the old songs seem to $8,200. He claims he helped
of Cominerce.
to
the most durable commer- make the disks, hence should get
>
On the basis of show biz statis- cialh'av^
Tony
Pastor,
currently
at
Frank
Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
In truth many of a cwt.values.
tics, some sort of professional mileN, J., makes an unusual approach to the problem of putting on floor
them reap rewards nowadays far
Carlos Gastel, Cole's mamget,
stone occurred when in i943-|4
beyaitd thefar ortginad achievement. answered suit with assertion that shows. He has a band boy who does an impressionist turn in addition
McHugh was the first composer td.
to taking care of instruments, drivtag a truck on one-nlghters, etc. He's
One more footnote on McHughi Moore was merely a member of the Joe J. Mooney and
hold 1-2 positions on the Hit'
he does Apings of Lionel Barirymore, Kdward G.
Parade. "Wing and Prayer" and In thfs 25th anni milestone, is his trio working on a salary basis Robinson, Charles Boyer and a host of others.
flair for discovering talent.
This during his years with the combo.
M
a
uij:.i-i'„
dates back to the Cotton Club days Further, contracts Cole holds with
when the mobsters ran that Har- the waxery are in' his name indiHit!
lem, New York, hot spot which vidually and not under the trio's
Music Notes
r/ie Novelty Ballad
cradled Duke Ellington, Cab Cal- billing. Gastel further states that
Roy Hogsed trio added to Capitol
loway, fithel Waters, Florence no oral or written agreements ever
Mills, Bill Robinson and the like. existed whereby Moore, who played Records tal0nt lists. Hogsed bHngs
McHugh mentored the Duke most guitar for Cole, was to have re- 20 pre-ban masters to Cap
prominently, just as he did Lena ceived an* portion of recording Lionel Newman starts scoring 20thHotne in later years. He was also royalties.
Fox's "1'he Shamrock Touch" this
in on the organization of the
During his final year with Cole, weekj with 80-piece ork. Score by
Porsey Sros;' band whose person- Moote received a total of $57,000 Cyril
Mockridge. Jimmy
Mcnel included such sidemen as the in salary and bonusesC During his Hugh's "I'm in the Mood for Love"
late Glenn Miller, arrangers Paul period with Cole, he always cut
in. ballad set for U-I's forthcoming
Weston and Axel Stordahl and on Cole's disk royalties, although "The Saxon Charm.". Trenier
vocalist Boh Crosby. McHugh re- it's roundly denied that a contract Twins optioned at Somerset House
calls that the combo in its starting ever stipulated he was to receive for four weeks... Top
Notchers
days earned a total of $1,400 a any cuts. Suit also a$ks a cut of trio and Art Whithife planed to
weoTc on One-nighlers, which now all fntuir0,.is|^of Cole platters an Waikiki for 10 weeks
ROBBINS VU'.IC CORPORATION

Guy Lombardo (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2).
Lombardo closed (9). Frankie Carle followed.
'
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Excellent 2,950 covers.

$1-$1.50).
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Hear,

a day's pay for either Dor-sey.

at

which Mooni'.'Wdrked.

PINAH SMpi^E, BUDDY CLARK, PEGGY LEE, BOB CROSBY and Other

GREAT SONG

Misn mmtmcs

Elf

RAY

GILiERT. TED FiORITO. EKNEST

BOURNE,
H83

Lau Yee
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Page Mr. Anthony

income

tax Cuts Maldng

Validates

Chicago,

Attractive to Screen, Radio Stars Again

May

new Income-tax redH^tions*

;

in getting film
improving helpful
names to malce tijeatre

fn/radlo

Kay Thompson and the Williams
during the summer.
Bros, can now be considered a sucby pointing out the cessful act. They're being included
permit top
in the ranks of Hildegarde, Jimmy
Suction which will
retain a greater part of Durante, Cary Grant, and others
earners to
have been able to that are being mimicked.by various
their salaries,
to do per- performers.
id a number of stars
An impression of the Thompand
during the lull in films
son-Williams turn will be done by
^nttearaiicea

T*lent agencies

Lals

•

Mitzi Green, when she opens at
Dick Haymes, Ed the Copacabana, N. Y.. July 17.
For example.
Powell,. Jane Bus- Her contract calls for her to inGardner, Jane
Langford and John clude two boys in her act for the
seU Frances
those who have takeoff,
Hall are among
responded so far.
to
The agencies are continuing
pitch, for more
strong
f31,960
a
make
of America,
Ses. Music Corp. attempting
to
CHI
is now
example,
for
Betty
with
package
a
i,p
Chicago, May 11.
James band.
Grabic and the Harry
Milton Berle J^rought in $31,960
Dorotiiy
ThfeV're also pressuring
in pledges for the Chicago Heart
Lamour and other top names on Fund Association during a 14-hour

radio activities.

May

Heatre

11.

Because of a British customs
ruling, Vic Hyde, comic oneman band, is having difficulty
preparing for his opening at
the Casino theatre in London,

Backing Tollies as Unfair Competisli

31.

Rule, states that, "Musical
instruments are limited to two
of any one kind," and since
Hyde uses eight trumpets in
his act, be has a problem.
He may solve it by renting

& 'Ice Follies' 6off330G
Minneapolis, May 11.Playing 32 performances in 26
Shipstad-Johnson "Ice Folat $3 top in the 5,500-seat
Arena grossed an estimated $330,-

:

days,

needed instruments upon arrival in London,

lies"

000.

Engagement

More

;

BERLE COLLECTS

FOR

L

HEART FUND

their roster.

phone marathon here

Haymes has been set for the
late
Hoxy theatre, N.Y., gtarUng
Gardner has
.Tuly at $12,500; Ed.
been set for the Strand theatre,
Tavern"
N.y., June 11 in a "Duffy's

over Station

Comedian established
ord for

calls,

last

week

WIND.
local rec-

exceeding 2,000.

He

started at 1 p.m., Tuesday (4), and
wound up the following morning at

package that will include the radio 3:30.
sho^ regulars Charlie Cantor and
Eddie Green, plus Jane Russell.
,
Latter was added to the turn at Costello, Phil Kastel
the insistance of the house which
wanted femme representation to
in N. 0,
hypo interest. »
New
Orleans, May 11.
Frances Langford and Jon Hall
Judgments against Frank Cos(Mr. and Mrs.) ai"e set into the tello and Philip Kastel, prominent
Stefl Pier, Atlantic City, July 4, in New Orleans and New York
and jane Powell goes into the State night club operations, for back
28.
Lake theatre,
Federal income taxes totaling $87,Sq far, summer bookings indicate 619.42 have been satisfied. Federal
that the agencies will have greater court records showed last week.
success in getting personalities to
Assistant U.S. attorney N. E.
go out than they've had in the past. Simoneaux said that the judgments
One of tiie strongest arguments were issued here by Judge Wayne
against personals has beeft the fact G. Borah in 1942 and involved inthat much of their earnings would come taxes for the years 1927 to
revert to the Government in the 1934.
form of taxes. However, the agenKastel's amount totaled $52,031cies have been able to knock down .98, while that of Costello and his
that argument by
showing the wife jointly totaled $24,286.90.
amount that '<;an; tie retained from
Kastel operates the- swank Bevertheatre totn*.
ly Country Glub in suburban
O.

Pay

Up 87G Tax Rap

Mi^

Set for Paris
"Paris,

May

of

show,

which

originated in Twin Cities, is an
annual Minneapolis event. Attraction doesn't play St. Paul which,

Shows

Ice

however, gets the
every season.

"Ice-Capades"

NX CAP DATES

RKO

week tour of British, theatres. No
London house has been lined up as

Tour

is

RKO

lywood Doubles" and "Greenwich
being lined up by British Village Scandals," for a similar

B^man

Tliis year's squawk
it was disclosed that
the Fair board was working with
taking 30% of the net

Zahl.

"'Follies,"

gross, and guaranteeing pre-opening exploitation of ,$4,000.
"The specific charge was .that
public money was being risked in
a private enterprise, which, accord-

Continued on page 52)

MPLS. COURT UPHOLDS

BAN ON GAL BARTENDERS
Minneapolis,

tour.

Law had been challenged by Mrs.
Clara Anderson, backed by 10
years of experience as a bartender.
Majority opinion, veering to
morals side, maintained permitting
women to tend bar would encourage "presence of women in drink'
ing places as patrons."
In his dissent; Chief Justice
Charles Loring wrote saloon bus!'ness today doesn't carry stigma attached. to it in pre-prohibition
that women of good character not only patronize bars, but
He conare employed in them.
,

tended

women

can do as good a

job of drink-mixing as men and,
from standpoint of maintaining or*

"always occomplished more
by diplomacy than men by vioder,

.

lence."

"Charlie Chan's
favorite son"

WAYNE MARLIN TRiO
"Adagio

THE X-TREEMS

Dance

Bql!ei«.ee"

TWO VALORS

AL FERGUSON

DAVID and DOROTHY PAIGE
"Pages of Romance"

DACAL TRIO

JACK RANDALL

MARIE LOUISE and CHARLES

Management

JOHNNY LASTFOGEL
1697 Broadway,
LEE STEELE

'New Comedy St«r"

NEW YORK

Phone: Circle 6-8139

11.

prohibiting women from serving as
bartenders in niteries or saloons.

KEYE LUKE

BURKE
"Ltffovtr from

"Noture's Mistake"

May

Supreme court has upheld
to 3 a St. Paul law

State

by a vote of 4

Kennedy and Rosemarie Remerse. days and

Unit tees off at the,
Madison, Brooklyn, May 18, with several
yet. but it's e;Kpected he'll go into other dates to follow.
Once this one is set, Jackson
Palladium or Casino at the concluwill produce two other units, "Holsion of his dates in the provinces.
percenter

attorneys for the amusement people let fly with a blast that tax
money was being risked by the
Fair operators to back ""The Water
Follies of 1948," playing a two*
week stand' at the Coliseum^
The battle dates back to last
year's Utah Centennial Expo, with
operators of picture houses, dance
spots, and such claiming they were
forced to compete with a tax free

came when

FOR

'

Salt Lake City," May 11.
A long standing feud between
commercial amusement operators
here and the Utah State Fair board
broke wide open last week, when

organization.

SKINNAYENNIS,JURGENS

II..

may have

four ice shows
rolling simultaneously, featuring SET
U. S. talent. Blades display at the
Capitol theatre, N. Y.. has signed
Palais de Glaise with Joe Jackson, two bands for summer engageJr.) the Colstons, Terry Brent and ments.
Skinnay Ennis has been
Phil Romayne, opened last week. signed for a July date with show
Les Ambassadeurs opens an Ameri- topped by Lena Home with Paul
can-produced show lined up by Winchell also on the bill.
Moe Gale Agency, May 20. The
Dick Jurgens will go into the
Lido will have another, produced Capitol sometime in August, folby Donn Arden, and British pro^ lowing run' at the Commodore
ducer Tom, Arnold- expects to dis^ hotel, N. Y.
play one. iii theatres.
This form of entertainment has
been making headway since the 'Bowery Frolics; Pacted
war. Cafe and theatre operators,
looking for the unusual, have emFor Tour of
Theatres
braced this type of entertainment
''Gilhooley's
Bowery Frolics."
and are exploiting it to the hilt.
new unit with a cast of old-timer
French buying of ice shows has talent, has been set for a whirl
been hypoed by the recently con- around RKO theatres in New York
cluded pact with the American and Brooklyn by Billy Jackson, yet
Guild of Variety Artists which agent.
permits U. S. performers to take
Cast will include Billie Dauscha,
half their earnings out of France. emcee; Ray Walker, songwriter;
Morris Lloyd & Andy McLaughlin,
blackface comics; Lillian Ashton,
Boles' British Tour
Sally McNamara Gilhooley, GrandJohn Boles has signed for a 12 ma' Darling, Lucille DOner,- Andy
Paris

Utah Fair s

Literests Blast

.

19, N. Y.

GARNER ^nd WILSON
'"Two fookr^om Europe"

.

Wedgggday, May 12, 1945

50
as is, in fact, Bonn Arden's
entire production job.
Walter Nyes' orch plays a neat
show and for the straight cmtamer dansapation, while Cataliworking performei-s around—-one no's band is still plenty danceable
who's always preparing new ma- for the Latin stuff.
Kahru
terial, new pieces of business. It's
the sort of preparation that has
kept the Sophie Tuclrers and a few
Y;
N.
on
top.
right
oldtimers
other
Ritz Bros., Bettv Reilly, LauIt's inevitable, of course, that
rette & CliBmis, Marcia Leighton,
Richman do some of the old songs Alexis Kotow, The Maxellos, Jefwith which he's been identified
frey Clay, Wally Wanger Girls vnth
out
a
But
he
ti-ots
years.
the
over
Nevada Smith, Charles Btocfcman
miniature piano for a little novelty
Orch; minimttms, $3.50-$4; openplaying-singing. And he indulges
byplay with Jan Murraj?, ing right, $7.50.
nifty,

ITight

Onb Reviews

BlU Miller's Riviera
Vn. LEE,

Htmy

N. J.)
Jan Murray,
(3), Joey Gilbert,
Toni Kelly, Tony

Rxehman,

Acrommiacs

Carol King,
Bavaar, Wally Wanger Girls (23),
Walter Nyes and CataXino Ornhs;

^.50 minimum.
The fleeting years need hold no
terrors foi- Han-y Richman, who's
a return to a spot \i*iere
In iwst years he enjoyed as great
a success as any he ever had. Kemember the Riviera when Ben

maMng

>

Marden had it? Remember when
the Marden rostrum had Eiclunan,

Sophie Tucker and Joe E. Lewis
on one bill? Well, nqw it's Bill

and Richman

is

Miller's Riviera,
back, on the old stamping grounds
—as clicko as ever.
When one tells of Richman
clicking today as ever, there are
certain qualifications, of course.
Richman Limself is the first to admit that the old voice just isn't
what it used to be. But that's incidental in a career such as Rich-

Harem,

in

some

the show's comic, even being gracious enough, despite his top billing, to play straight for Murray.
That's another test of a real star.
It's the sort of thing that likewise
keeps the B«nnys and Crosbys
right up there at the head of the
Ust. They're never afraid to build
their fellow performers,
Richman has been particularly
smart in changing enough of his

routine, since his last date, at the
Beachcomber, Miami Beach, to
maintain interest for those who
might have seen him
there.
Enough of the usual Riviera paare of the nitery-going
man has had. What's more im- tronage
warrant that
Miami
clique
::o
portant is his savvy as an enterswitcheroo,
that's where Richand
tainer.
.

For $5,000 a week Richman
would be the. first to admit he's
got to give the customers more
for their money than a stoic, dead-

pan land oi singing. Once, maybe,
ne cfflil^^-liave gotten awjr witili it.
Today he''is one of the haxdest

The Ritz Bros., with the same
pieces of business they've been doing for years, are attempting to
jar the seams of the Harem apart,
as they've been doing in cafes and
theatres around the country for
years. To say that the Bitzes almost succeed is a commentary as
.standard ds their act.
Through the yeSrs there's hardly been a change of a line or piece
of business in the Ritz act, but
then again it's stiU the guy who

shells

out the

Murxay

,

—

'

From

a. Scnsaiionol Hit

THE TIVOLi THEATRES
AUSTRALIA

The Massiwe

Twiiis

(YOUTH IN MOTION)
Now Held Over Six Wteks

The Acromaniacs still are the
kind of act to divert attention
from the dinner plate with, their
fast, rhythmic acrobatics.
TJiey
go over big.
Joey Gilbert is a young hoofer
who does nicely in a spot, ^and
Carol King gives the show an added class with a brief ballerina
stint. Tony Bavaar is again back
for the production singing and the
introductions, and he does a nice
job on both counts. The girls are
aU strong on looks, and look good
in the hoofing department, too.
And the costuming is likewise
.

At the ALPINE VILLAGE
CLEVELAND, OHIO
0ir«ctIeii-4fAltRy

f^hxm- ThMrtM |kl9q

AMES
N«w Yock

ever-improving
rhythm singer, of Latin tunes
Miss Reilly has a great
mostly.
sense of rhythm, and she wrapped
up tlie opening-night audience.
Laurette and Clymas, dance
satirists, are a mixed pair who sock
They have several cute
home.
pieces of business and a particushe

remains

cent date in Miami Beach. They
lack good material, let alone just
plain materiaL They do anything
for a laugh.
But imagine them doing a takeoff on Kay Thompson and the William Bros. Or the Jack Cole danOr any of
cers.' Or Hildegarde.
With Harry
several other acts.
Ritz as the fulcrum for this sort of
business, they could conceivably
be hilariously funny.
Imagine Harry Ritz in that sleek
satiny garb of Miss Thompson'. Or
in a Hildy getup!
,
The ipayoff is that whatever they

an

sense

of comedy
larly effective
values.
Miarcia Leighton is a cute httle
ballerina who works effectively-

and with Alexis Ratov, the
showing a sharp ap-

singly

latter likewise

titude for rostrum work though
he's in only for production work.

the nitery field, It seems there am,
* CQijsiderable nijtaber of spendMi
Who prefer hep in these surronnS;
Miss Holiday has lost "Ma,
Ings,
of her potency in this field "vhl

smoothly underplayed and

styiixpS

renditlonB talse'on greater potenro
In cafes than In any of the other
fields she played.
It's in this
ele.
ment *that she finds a highly an.
preciative audience.
.
Miss Holiday's stint includwl
only six numbers for two encore*
and several bows. Her best is the
provocative "Strange Fruit" «
plaintive and spine-chilling'
seription of the southern land,
scape.
Others in her repertoire
are "My Man," "I Cover the Waterfront" and tunes she's been identi.
with for sometime.
fied
She
stopped the show here.
Rest of the layout includes vets
on the sepia circuit including the
Dynamite Jefferson, who lifts toe-

•

The Maxellos do well enough in mendous weights with his choppers; Apus & Estralita, with a weak
comedy and song routine, and the
Smith Kids* calypsos which are

their standard tumbling and pyramiding. Jeffrey Clay handles the
production songs nicely, and the
line comprises some of the best
lookers in town. Not only that, but

they can
minimum who Blackman
know—

counts. For the guys who
the show mob ^the Bitzes' madcap fol-de-rol may violate some
of the best precepts of good
deportment, but the test
man has exercised good jud^ent. stage
apparently lies in the fact that
Conversely,
Tiasn't the. Ritz Bros, have helped add up
changed hijs material much froiu some tidy totals at the boxoffice.
what he was doing the i>ast winter And the boxoffice may still be the
Copacabana in Miami best common denominator of light
at
the
Beach.
The result was, when and wrong. The Harem won't sufcaught, a practically stony silence. fer with the Ritzes. That is, xmless
Perhaps only one sight comedian the walls collapse.
can get away with tsonstant' repeti''
The Ritzes are inclined to be
ticMi of mateiial
^iwt.Jan Murray dirty, Oiough here they've cleaned
is no MQton B^te.
it up considerably over their re-

—

do that might be new is so much
in the idiom of their Old stuff that
the novelty 1« pretty much lost.
With the Ritzes knocking Jhemselt^es out like nobody else could,
the overall show is a pleasant and
entertaining one. Betty Reilly gets
bilUng second to the Ritzes, and

dance, too.
plays a neat

charmingly projected.

Production
includes six-girl line in a series d(

Charles torrid routines in the best

Cotton
show and Club tradition, and Rosebud,
Kahn.
whose sinuous writhings in the
production numbers generate exR«toni, S. F.
citement.
Jose.
,

dcncing accomp.

Venetian

(FAIKMONT HOTEL)
SAn Francisco, May

4.

Lena Home with HendersonDrayton-Hamilton Trio, Dick haOrch (10); $J.50 co»er
Salte
nightly; $2.00 Saturday.

Latin <|narter, N. Y.
(POLLOWOP)
Lou
parture

Walters, prior to his defor France last week,

up a new

lined

set of principals
Received with enthusiasm by the designed to meet competition of
swank opening night audience, the neighboring Harem, which i$
liena Home's engagement is prov- headlining the Ritz Bros, at the
ing the strongest boxoffice attrac- herculean $12,500 mark. Whether '
Continued on page 52)
tion of the current season in the
.

plushy Venetian Boom, with over
200 turned away premiere night.
.

Advance

also
are
heavy for her three-week run.
Qowned in striking sea'green
draped model with nair-do garnished by gold combs giving almost Balinese aura, sepia songstress opens with "I Get a Kick
Out of You," and gamers hefty

reservations

hand with "Where Can You Be,"
done in nifty torchant manner.
"Beale Street Blues," "Gypsy In
My Soul," "One for the Road" and
"Deed I Do" 'are among her other
Encores with "Hunslick clicks.
dued Years Prom Now" and "Sitting On a Rainbow" for solid response and beg-off.

Loveiy

Lady
of

Song

JANE

JOHNSON

Musical support provided singer

by Henderson - Drayton - Hamilton
Trio, on piano, bass and drum, re-

latively is socko with Xuther
Henderson in particular turning in
,

accomps.
Orchestra
backgrounding
by
Dick LaSalle's troupe is also firstrate.
Ted.

brilliant job of piano

Clob Eiiony,

IV.

Y.

(FOLLOWUP)
The BilUe Holiday opening

at

the Club Ebony, Friday (7) gives
further support to the contention
there's nothing wrong with
the cafe business that a solid attraction won't ciire.
The sepia
singer, who's making her first cafe
appearance since her enforced

that

.S.V1C8

Foremost
Mttrimbht

GEORGE

GUEST
Pot'miial

MnnaKement:

BOBKBT COK A880CIATK8
New VMk

temporary retirement from showbusiness a year ago, gave the Club
Ebony its strongest business in the

sea HAdlson Ave..

history of the spot.

Miss Holiday of late has been
frequent
appearances
New York, having in the
of a little more than a

making
around
space

^onth made two
,
'

successful

ap-

pearances at Carnegie Hall, and
played a variety revue at the Mansfield theatre, v.'hich didn't pan out
too well. Now that she's back in
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Uachlng Stock Strlet, Nu, I
te
Muter Monsloguu, Noi.
I

yttm Fin
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tin.
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SAM PERRY

N. Y.

;
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CAEOWAY

OrcB$ Tickets Bite
Brings $250 Fine

SSe
"

at Madison
Garden which were scarcer
than ever before steamed

performances

thryear

(Tues>. when Carl
iver yesterday
Garden ticket seller, was
.

Ser sentence of $250 fine or
Sed a -accepting gratuities.

X

"this man is
guilty of the

declared th,«t

one of

many

Long-Dravn-Out

CASINO, LONDON, SEPT. 6
Carl Brisson, after closing at the
Versailles, N. Y., follows with the
Blacltstone hotel, Chicago, May 18.
King Odom quartet inked for Le
Ruban Bleu, N. Y., starting Mon-

May

10.

N.

0.

sentence
An additional 30-day
tacked on but suspended as a

'

COPS START

.

AGVA

A

With a threat of jail or fines, he
warned igirl performers must wear
more coverups and jokes and songs
'Binfordized Blessing'
must be sapolioed.

In recent moxiths, Watters stated,
club owners and entertainers "have
been trying to outdo each other
with nudity and filth." He added
that city and state laws will be invoked to enforce decency, and
those who break the law will face
fine or imprisonment.
fice."
The police chief also ordered
that
defense
the
ottered
GeVb
barkers and puller-ins off the
not
circus,
for
the
Knofer worked
streets, and a tightening up on
v/asthe
latter
the Garden, while
"B-drinkers."
licensed to sell the tickets.
Corporation Counsel
who prosecuted the case, no previobtained
ous' cpnvlctions had been
'Mause no one before had been
cauglit )red-handed at the boxofHftgers, Ass't

>

Des Moines Nitery Op Fined,

CpL£BRATING
OUK RETURN FROM
2 YEARS

m

t
OH TOUR 1

HLLO,

Jailed on Tax Evasion
Des Moines, May

Rap
11.

Grover M. (Dooley) Kirsch, nitery
was fined $10,000 and

operator,

sentenced to 18 months in a fedpenitentiary

eral

last

week

for

evading Federal income tax. The
Federal District Judge ordered
Kirsch to pay the fine and the order commiting him to the penitentiary will be withheld pending disposition of another term Kirsch
faces which is an 18-month sentence g i V e-n him in 1945 on a
liquor violation, for which he was
given probation of three years.
Kirsch was chariged in five
counts of evading $119,90O in income taxes during the years 1941
through 1945. He was found guilty
on one count of failure to pay tax

on $71,028 actual income

in 1944.

ARA Sets Up New Claims,

Accorded Sally Rand

By Memphis' Censor
Memphis, May

Heller looked like the logical successor as head of the 4A'Si not of

Trouble developed at the outset
trial when Arthur W. A.
Cowan, Shelvey's attorney sought
to enlarge the scope of the trial.
Cowiin attempted to prove that the
entire 4A setup in governing of
the performer union was illegal.
Justice Cohalan ruled that additional briefs would have .to be submitted In order to permit that line
of questioning. However, prior to

AGVA.

yesterday's deadline,
drew the claim.

11.

Lloyd Binford, who has put the
kibosh on scores of Memphis film
and stage presentations with the
exception of Gene Autry's "Cham''
pion" lias finally yielded—and to
fan-dancer Sally Rand.

The Memphis censor, a steady
thorn to show biz with his baffling
censorship here of flickers and
shows, in reviewing, the Royal
American Shows, stan-ing Miss
Rand, at the preem last night (9)
of the annual Cotton Carnival midway show told Variety, "the only
changes we suggested was that the
lighting be toned down slightly in
certain scenes. While the show is
slightly racy, it is not obnoxious
and the handling -of the lights and
sets verges on the artistic, making
it a great improvement over the
typical carnival show of 20 years

running
until the question
of leadership is settled.
of the

;

New
on a cTiarge of this nature in
York City. According to Bernice

Major portion

Cowan

claims filed by agent-members, the
other, a grievance committee to
take care of member beefs. Jerry
Rosen will head the grievance
group, while Herman Fialkoff will
look after claims.
ARA board of governors last
week named Sol Tepper to the
board as successor to Al Rickard,

subpoenaed among others, virtu-

Tangle on

Billie's

Chicago,

May

Date

|

THE

COLSTONS

N.

J.,

to

in

visit

who

suffered a setback.
Arthur Proffitt left on a 10-day
furlough to N. Y. ©.
Every patient, of the lodge was
gifted with candy sent up by Dr.
Harold Rodner, exec Of the Will
Rogers.
Frank Hynes upped for suppers
and appointed assistantJibrarian
at the Rogers.
Joseph DiNicolo given 10-day

Town and Brook-

lyn.

navona

ond insidt U.

SHALL

S. too.

WE GO

O

AROUND AGAIN L
*0»

KERR. ». K. o.
iiD©..

N.w

Mrs. William "Mother" Morris
planed to N. Y C. for a vacation
with her children, William Morris,
Jr., and Ruth Morris White.
Lillian Mansfield, formerly with
George White's "Scandals" and
Earl Carroll's "Vanities," who beat
the rap here three years ago, in for
Given all-clear
general checkup.
she left for California where she
will make, her home.
Bob Goldstein, theatrical lawyer
"

City to Montreal,
to Vancouver, B. C.

Y.rk

and ex-Rogerlte, in from N. Y, C.
to visit Margie Regan and mitt the
gang.

The Amazing Mr. Ballantine
(Carl Kessler) has progressed so
well that he has been appointed
at the Rogers.
(Write to those who arc ill.)
.

mailman

;1

Opening Moy *
for 12 w«ek»

PALAIS d« ©lACE
Paris, France

•
Manogenient
A. ROMM

-

'

,

Star Bright

I
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the Waldorf^stqria
. . .

d by

6o0P

HARRY
E

57th

St

A.
.

New

ROMM
fork

Critics

Roof

Baritone of ^'Finian !s Rainbow"

RI€Hi%RD<>$

Say ...

LOUELLA O. PARSONS— Journal-Am.rican
"Donald Richards so handsome and can
sing like a bird."
IRVINO HOFFMAN-Hollywood Reporter
"Donald Richards, who brightens 'Finian's Rainbow,' just completed an engagement at the Waldorf and was so successful
that he is booked back to open the Starlight Roof,"

,

DOROTHY KIIGALUN-N. Y. JournaMmtrican
"Tops in town—Donald Richards' show
stopping at the Waldorf,
EARL WILSON-N.

Y. Post

"TODAY'S BRAVO: Donald

Richards

for his wonderful opening at Waldorf Sert

Room."
NICK KENNY-N.

Y. Mirror

"Donald Richards' magnetic personality
and amazing delivery will lilt you right
out of your seat."
ED.

SULUVAN-N.

Y. Daily

Newt

"Waldorf so elated with Donald Richards' show stopping at the Waldorf that
he's been booked back to open Starlight
Roof."
LEE

MORTIMER-N. Y. Daily News
Feminine hearts flutter since Donald

",

. .

Richards opened at Waldorf

down

"Crowded

Room

.

.

•.

brings

the house.

LOUIS SOBOL-N.
.

.

.

.
Y.

Journal-American

opening at Waldorf's Sert
smart set turns- out -to cheer

Donald Richards."
Dirtctlen—M.

C A.

N Y

-111.^

•

J

HARRY

Charles Stegel at the Piano

Vandermast shot

from

Mexico

staffers.

Former Judge Samuel Rosenman

11.

is handling the 4A's side, while
Walter Turner, operator of the
Cowan is assisted by- Samuel L.
Persian Ballroom here, and Ed Scholer.
Fishman have come to a peaceful
understanding ov.er the concert
date .which Billie Holiday was
booked to play at Turner's spot.
Turner had contended that the
date was for April 25 and Fishman,
with a duplicate deposit slip on
Miss Holiday's bank account as
proof, had argued that the agree-

AGVA

The

11.

Maplewood,
her father, Garry (lATSE) Vander-

THE ACT THAT!
REALLY jumps;

ally the entire 4A's board, AGVA
organizers, attorneys Jonas T. Silverstone and Mortimer S. Rosenthal,
various members of the
AGVA staff, and trade paper reporters including two Variety

Father Joseph

of

folks here.

furlough to Big

Indications point to a lengthy
some feeling it may last as
long as three weeks. Shelvey has
trial,

Turner-Fishman Settle

DOXALD

Blals was a sad blow to this colony. For 25 years he was spiritual
adviser to many of the ailing show

Catherine

administration.

AGVA

SaranacLake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, May

mast,

counting firm specializing in labor
organization accounting, was testifying on the state of AGVA's financial condition during the Shelvey

of Cowan's examl-

ment had been for "April 19, or a
mutually agreeable date 45 days
ago."
In having the "Binfordized bless- thereafter." She has yet to play
ings" sprinkled over her show, the the date,
fanner stated, "We are delighted
Turner says that he did not comto have Mr. Binford and the people plain to the FBI about the matter
of this community come and see of having made a $1,125 deposit
it."
And that's exactly what these for^the date and not having the
localites
did When the show sfi&ger on hand for the date. Jack
boomed to an SRO opener Sunday Irving, Cliicago
head, to
night (9) and indications are that whom Turner did complain, had
it will play to bumper crowds dur- wired
to the Guild's Hollywood
ing skedded week.
office to query Fishman about the
One customer complained of the tangle and Fishman directly wired
"Binfordizing," stating "that the Irving his version of the agreeblue lights were so dim, I could ment. That ajpparently settled the
hardly tell there were human be- matter as far as
was conings on the stage."
cerned.

resigned.

The passing

At press time, Cornelius Sacco,
Trade Union Audits, an ac-

of the

with-

-

Grievances, Committees
Assn.
Representatives
Artists
has set up two permanent committees, one to keep track of various

AG

cember, was part of a conspiracy
to prevent the performer union
from attaining too much power.
Cowan asked Dullzell whether in

British

New Orleans, May 11.
The Calloway deal was made by
"cleanup" order was issued
Specifically, last week to operators of French Calloway's personal manager, Samwarning to others.
with exacting Quarter night spots by Supt. of my Bur'ce, who's currently in LonKnofer, was charged
each of three reg- Police A. Adair Watters.
don.
a $1 advance on
ducats sold to a cusGelb, intomer: His attorney, Sol
dfcated art appeal.
CdtiVlCtion, it's said, is the first

nation of Dullzell consisted of at'^
tempts to prove that Shelvey's
VA's head, last De«

ouster as

Musicians
Union forbid the importation of American Guild of Variety Artists. private conversation he had mentioned George Heller, American
musicians in retaliation for the DuUzell testified in the injunction
American Federation of Musicians suit brought in the N. Y. Supreme Federation of Radio Artists execudecree banning tootlers from other Court by Matt Shelvey, deposed tive secretary as the head of the
union. Dullzell said that in view
couiiiries. British union, however, AGVA
national
administrator, of his imminent retirement because
pe,u-its foreign musical acts to seeking to restrain the 4A's from
of advanced age and poor health,
vorK.

.

,vas

4A s Gets Under Way

Shelvey

the

NiTERlES' CLEANUP

practice."

ular $1.20

Sm^od Loobs As

Bandleader Cab Calloway has
been signed to appear at the CasiSuit vs.
no theatre, London, starting Sept.
6. He's the second sepia maestro
Paul DuUzell, president of the
to have signed for a British apday (17).
Buddy Lester into El Bancho, pearance in as many weeks. Duke Associated Actors and Artistes of
Ellington has been pccted for the America,
Las Vegas, July 7 for two weeks.
afternoon
yesterday
Mary La Roche added to the Old Palladium, June 21.
(Tues.) concluded a day and a half
Knlck Music Hall, N. Y.
.'Joth bandsmen will go
Mario and Floria signed for the their orchestras, inasmuch, without of testimony on the background of
as reguHotel.
Shoreham,
Washington, lations of
the leadership dispute in the

$n dlys for

with a .conKhnfer was slapped
by Magistrate Samuel Orr,

SIGNED FOR

*

*

.

and

DonaM Hichdrds

Says

''Thank you Frank A. Ready lor
retiirn engagenteut to the
Waldorf-Astoria, oj^euing the Starlight Boof, May^

my

Wcdneaday, May 12, 1948.

VAVMBVIULV

S2

slon of kicks and
them cheering.

Unit Review
HVatev trollies of
SaU Lake

City,

1948
May

7.

"Water Follies" presented by
Aquatic

ternation

In-

Productions,

produced by Natalie Komarova; musical director, Larry Flint;
director of choreography, June
Milton; stage manager, Paul BuckInc.;

jumps that had

C, Lenny Laden. Features
nell;
Peter Pick, Eddie Rose, Charli6
Diehl, Danny Southern, Cecil Lew- and execute difficult stunts with a a fancy c611ection of falls that reand Joy Fitzsimmons, casual air, to win solid hand.
sult in a continuous session of belly
in, Jean
The 3 Aces, Lorre
Cooper,
Gene
The Aquabelles were in the laughs,
Layne, Aquabelles (16)! at Coli- water, where they belonged, in the
By and large "Water Follies" has
s&m, Salt Lake City, ?2.50 top.
third number, in usual water bal- the makings of some swell enterlet routine.
tainment. But it needs work, and
when
the
comof it. The featured acts are
basic"Follies"
sock
plenty
1948"
is
Is
"Water Follies of
edy divers do a rlp-roating minute good, but the salad dressing, in
ally the "same aS last year, with
on the high boards. Dressed in old the form of the chorus, can stand
Berl.
only a few changes. By and large fashioned bathing suits, water plenty revision.
"Follies" is good entertainment, acrobats race tlirough a routine
but at the preem some glaring that has the audience howling.
does
follows
the
divers^
and
Fick
ynless
and
up,
showed
weak spots
Interests
a slick job in the. water. His rouIroned out, this water show will
tine is built .around' the evolution
continued tcom page 49
have tough sledding ahead. The use of modern swimming techniques,
of the Aquabelles as a dancing and the former world's champ puts
is illegal. An
attorneys,
the
ing
to
chorus as well as swimmers doesn't on a great display.
appeal was made to Grover A.
The gals are completely lost
jell.
Danny Southern, singer, comes
gwieral, for
on the stage and slow up proceed- through with three solid ballads as Giles, state attorney
the situation.
discuss
to
meeting
a
ings.
Lad has a good
his contribution.
Sheldon R. Brewster, secty-mgr
On the credit side Peter Pick, baritone- which he uses skillfully.
and David
Assn.,
Fair
State
the
Eddie
of
e r Olympic champ,
f0r
Opens with "They Say It's WonHose, slambang comedian, comely derful," goes into "The Girl That Tl^omas^ chairman of the board,
Fitzsimmons asters, Danny South- I Marry," and winds up with answered charges by plattning the
ern, Lorre Layne, warbler, the "Hushabye Wee Rose of Kilarney." deal
was strictly legitimate.
divers, and the Three Aces, do
agreed the Fair should
Fitzsimmons sisters, billed as Thomas
in competition with"going
granddaughters of ex<b«avyweight not run
any
champ Bob, are a palt of good business uptown," but denied
risk .was being taken.
wrongful
looking blondes who tui:n in an ulderived
tra smooth performance. The gals Brewster stated no money
in
involved
taxes
was
state
from
green
are nicely costumed in light
suits with mirror decorations, and the "Follies^' deal, and said it was
i
mirrored Roman helmets. They go just a legal effort at making the
through an intricate routine of Pair Grounds pay its own way.
tandem swimming combined with
ever
As a mattei* of fact the $4,000
acrobatics, and turn in one of the
promotion fund «dvanced by the
top performances.
Fair may not be too easy to malte
told
Show continues with a comedy up. "Follies" seems on its way
routine involving Laden and Rose;
towards laying a sizeable egg, and
Rose has a voice Uke Abe Buryou
despite heavy publicity and prorows, and sticks pretty close to
low comedy, but he's a crack per- motion isn't getting the customers.
of
former and gets sock laughs. He
The current battle is part of a
and Laden work well together, general fight bein^ waged by prodowning, singing, and doing their fessional entertainment organizasiuire of physical stuff, The audi- tions against the amateurs and
v
.
'ence ateit up.
r
At Logan, Intermounsemi-pros.
Fick steps into the m.c. role for tain Theaters, Inc., operators of
the next number, featuring fancy three picture houses there, are
diving.
The lineup is headed by running into competition from the
Charlie Diehl, a 260 pounder who Utah State Agricultural College,
knows what's on a high board, and' showing second run pix at 35c adtluree others who do a nice job.
mission, with ho restrictions on
Cecile Ijewin closes the .firgt who attends. IntermouUtain's attihalf with the good session of pop tude is, why Support an ofganiza~
ballet, using routine of classical
tion With taxes, when it's in busidancing to rhumbas and waltzes.
ness against you.
Second half opens with Cooper
Intermountain in Salt Lake City
and the choruis doing a South Seas
number. In this bit, Cooper shows runs into the same problem when
he could be a bnoCkout if he'd the University Theater, affiliated
stick to acrobatic and eccentric with the Univ. of Utah, bids
dancing. His taps are routine, but against the theater operators for
at the close he puts on a .brief ses' legit road shows.
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Lorre Lane, new to the "Follies,"

follows the swimmers with Some
more than their share , towards unusual warbling, Miss Lane has
a voice of operatic quality, and
making "Follies" worth while.
Show gets oil to a shaky start socks over some longhair stuff
with Gene Cooper, hoofer, backed that appealed to the listeners.
up by chorus. Cooper has a peBalance of show consists of a
culiarly remote way of dancing. production comedy number, more
The chorus rate little better than fancy diving, and a hilarious coma high school group,
edy routine between Diehl and
Rose takes diving lessons
Three Aces are next, and their Rose.
Work from Diehl, gags between splashy
handstand feats are tops.
deliberately with great precision, efforts off the board and turns out

TOUR OF

CHI

SAUOiB

Chicago, May
n.
patrons start gettfcg
the name value of Joey Adams heavily iced drinks in the next
few
and his co-workers,, Mark Plant months, they can blame
it
on a
ana Tony Canzoneri, plus the
Nicholas Bros. Andrea trio, Anne new ice show, which will toijir bars'
WjslRussell, and the usual lush
and niteries. Claiming to be
th«
ters production, will be suffteient smallest real ice show,
it uses
a
to overcome the draught of the
Ritzes is still to be determined. 10 by 10 foot rink, which can ,lbe
Nonetheless, the Latin Quarter placed on
back bars.
layout can match its entertainShow, packaged by
ment quotient with any cafe in Attractions, is headed Billboard
by Lennv
town.
Colier, m.c, and includes Jay
Adams, flanked by Plant and son's marionet skaters, and Ja^,
Skatina
Canzoneri, has comc' in with a Kelleys. Acts
are backed by KdSit
batch of fresh material, which he Davis
Quartet, who also double for
sends over with potent delivery.
dancing.
still retains the framework

bar

It

mmy

He

Package broke in last week at
of his usual act, but has Interlarded it with new bits, and pieces the Pierre MarquetJ,e hotel, Peoria,.
of business that make it virtually
a new routine for cafegoers that
Paul Benson, comedy auctioneer
haven't seen him since he played
La Martinique a couple of years has signed with Associated Boob
ing agency. Goes into the Adams
ago.
'
Newark, May 20.
rie now does a songwriting piece
that's hilarious. It's a takeoff On
the oft-seen bit that's been identified with many acts, but jt has
several refreshing turns, one of
Which is the use of Pupi Campo
as the lead stooge. Thie piece,
incidentally,
points up Adams'
ability as a comedian builder. Expug Canzoneri is definitely a funny man now, as is singer Mark
Plant during his lighter moments.
Both developments are a result of
long
association
with
Adams.
Should he play with Campo for a
spell it's likely that the bandleader will develop into 9 zany.
Another of Adams' attributes is
his ability to work with all the
pets, aiding each without pointing
too much attention to himself. He
does a dance turn with th& Nicholas Bros, and a bit with Anne
BusselL'
The Nicholas Bros., to be sure,
need no outside help. They're established and- polished dancers
with a high degree of finesse. Their
routines are smart, well-conceived
and provocative to strong hands.
Incidentally, the younger of the
duo is branching out' as a singer,
and is quite good.
Other showtoppers, Anne Russell and Andrea Trio are both un-

der

New

-The Exclusive

Uurette and Clymas
"DANCUMOmrS"

HELD OVER
harem; new YORK
Chenegraphy:

New

Thtodor* Adolphui
Chicago |t*|i,:
PHIL TYRIUEtL

York R*p.:

JACK DAVIES-

COMEDY PAHER
For Ail Iranehcs of ThMtrlcoli

Acts.

There's been some refurbishing
of the production talent with Marilyn Frichette showing excellent,
pipes in classic numbers, with
Patricia Adair holding over in the
ballet chores. ~ Billy Drew does the
tap terps in the line- sequences.
Plant takes care of the main
hitting spontaneous applause when
he goes into "Beguine." Campo
fills the
floor with his rhumba
orch, while Vincent Travers showbacks in top fashion.
Jose,

and Amusing

FUN-MASTER
"TIN .Shew

Nos.

to

1

Ms e«9

Fil»"

22 at $1.00eb.

10 PARODIES for $10.00
"How to Be an Emcee"
$3,00 heliicliMfl 2 Oa« Filu
Sukd tor Ibt ot material, paroilo,
comedy muKS, mlaitnl biti—Iliads,

OBt*. ddtt, etc.

NO

O.O.D'a

PAULA SMITH
800 St.

I

utb

St.,

New Tefk »>

'

N. Y.

Icelandi,

Harry Rose, Margo Wade, Frank
Malino & Hollis, Dolores Janell,

Ben Kibble

Records Are Made To Be Broken

AMERICA'S GREATEST STORY

:

minimum.

proves that many of the oldtimers
in the business have the savvy
and sense of showmanship that
can hold its own in any situation.
His date at the Iceland is not a
typical situation for Rose. Nonetheless, he meets the requirements
of the room. Hete, he plays to

TELLlER

HAS

SMASHIED THEM ALL AT THE FOLLOWING CAFES:

LATIN OUARTER,

orch; ^2

After a four-year absence from
Broadway, Harry Rose, who last
appeared at the old Hurricane,

New York
-Ask

LoH Wallers

HAREM, New York ^11^

Hal Harris

He

table.

frequently comes
®«^?u
off the floor for personal asides to
the mob
something that never
fails to cUck with this type of
au'
dience. He does his w.k. mindreading bit and* a "Pagliacei" with
translations that hits the crowd

—

NOW Appearing

at

the

LATIN

Mi Loew

Surrounding Rose
Syely strong show

is a comparawith Margo
displaying a neat brand of
taps, while .Dolores Janell
gets
the mob with her songs.
Hollis do well
l"**
With fast knockabout
comedy that
reaps strong returns.
Jose

CASINO,

31st

-Ask

46tb

St..

NOW WITH
STAN KENTON'S BAND
B'woy Capitol.
Mflhi EDDIE

Dot., Mich.

SMITH AGENCY

RCA
VICTOR

FAVORITE*

New York 19.

E. 48tli St.

Now

1948

Personal Management:

HARRY ADL€R A^ElTty. US West

The "Topsy Turvy. Boys"

1

All
;

Anriei'

ROSEN

ENCORE
9

7,

MAm

Pedro and Durand

Currently

Harry Wallins.

AVAILABLE AFTER JUNE

Dir.:

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP

PHILADELPHIA - Ask Jack Lynch. Return Engagement at the TOWN CASINO, BUFFALO,

MAY

'C«m«ly Dane*

PALACE, CLEVELAND

well.

Wade

LATIN QUARTER, Florida
-Ask E.

HBLENEandflOWARD

neai'ly an exclusively femme audience, inasmuch as this hospice is
the stronghold of the hen-party.
In this instance he uses a fairly
elemental form of humor, playing
directly to the large parties congregating here, and he's a hit with

Major

York
Kettrorlcii

Ilieatres
;D. B.

N. Y.

nnd Clubs.
and Cannda

Plata 7.2535—6>-7

'

tm BKO

BOYS

'

"'

DoltiUnt.

Venonid Dlrectlon^BD

Mew Vorit Hb

Circle «-»3«

,

'

y,^^^.

May

12,

harry
Trio,

iS?;

Green

Ame9

Paul'&tenner; "Worn^
(WB), 1reviewed in
White"
e» (V

•^"^f-

rfil 21

strand~sitage is knee-deep
Tti^ifr in disk jockeys, but.
loaded.
^iSYfmore importait, it's
talent that has
w
or is on the way
talent
the
between
Srast
chitchat is
radio dishers of
It shouldn't remi..

W?f*rpSng
tr arS

"""ii^ltom^w^^-

the imagination
fE aWrain on
punches the
f
inals which camp
impression.
t° §ir tn make a good

the opportunism which
jockeys imRrtsence of ?he pixies
really
rffe/ the turntable
runoff or mar the
Sin't impede the
rattling fine collection
Sffect of a
To get an earful of

""••IL

W
*

all

f«ipnt

Vaigban, especially, it would
twough greater
ffwortli

V«K

diskspinning delega**Eve"' if the
ii^-^neon't mean a nickel at the

probabilities
&te-thrgh theStrand
stands

™

does-the
thS
Investment in
profit from its^
promotion,
gat quarter via free
does his title
piul Brenner, who
it

Sow
Sid

WAAT,

a Jersey ^outslated to originate his daily

caluW over
tet, is

from the Strand's mezzanine.
has arranged to have disk

Ime

Ssle While he's doing his stage
And; the odds are that Jack
out of the
tllgen, Who holds forth

.

IIOCr§B
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Voin, Ani

Rett

over WINS, nightly,
tnd Bea Widn and Andre Baruch,
and Mrs. Music" of
the "Mr.
WMCA, won't keep their listeners
In the dark about their four-a-day
odirt currlcular activities. Begatd.stage
less of what happens on the
smart showmanship to
still
it's
Guh in on current fads and popularities, and the balancing of the
is
from
posting
the
whether
books,
or promotion, should
iKSCOtfice
Strand.
ihbf a healthy plus for
Scraped down to the core, the
routines that the platter-jugglers
indulge in are of the behind-thescenes sort, coked up with gag

;

the "Pardon" etching and the playing of a more recent release, "Concerto to the Moon." Both numbers
fared handsomely when caught.
The Anfes Bros, likewise impart
a rich assortment to their act. but
with them it's strictly vocal. These
four young fellows, now recording
under the Decca label, but fort
merly attached fo Majestic as the
Amory Bros., are definitely headed
for the bigtime. That lead singer
In the group is endowed with an
exceptionally expressive baritone
and it's perhaps only a matter of
meeting with the right song. Their
stage act could stand a little more
and they themselves
polishing
need both a smarter habiliment
and more "relaxed deportment
around the mike. The two numbers in the brothers' repertoire
"Sabre
that register best are
Dance" and "Because." That gag
on the latter title, which Brenner
compounds with the quartet, could
be eliminated for' the benefit of all
concerned. Each of the jockeys introduces an act, and the Ames boys
are Brenner's quarry.
The Capitol label is represented
by the Page Cavanaugh Trio,
whose specialty is mixing up-to-theminute jazz Idioms on the piano,
guitar and bass, and heaving in a
sotto voce vocal for an~ioccasiohal
clincher. It's a brightly contrived
turn, with a nifty rep in radio and
nitedubs as well as the waxmarts.
The boys look good, they perform
with professional aplomb and they
get over here, with more than

Casino, London
Virginia

Let's be candid. This toplining
of Hollywood players in British variety is pointless if the players are
not universal favorites, or if they
are not top stars in their own
right. Latest importation, Virginia

O'Brien, illustrates this point. Depublicity
Miss
intensive
spite

May

Detroit,

Day," "Ridin* Down the
and had the folks clapping hands tleman" (M-G).
rhythm to "Sincerely ,Yours."
of
Hour and a quarter of Milton
Berle can be prime vaudeville.
Business slow at show caught When he's in top shape this zany
Friday (7)._
.
Hold.
has no peer as a performer. Consequently, one can wonder why
he occasionally goes 4nto lapses of
Ralto.
indigo when it's not necessary to
Baltimore, May 9.
He has enough comedio
Esmereldy, Florida: Trio, The his cause.
almost any
Harpers (3) , Sonny $pdrfcs, Jo talent to bowl over
a
Lomhardi House Orch (12) with audience, and there's scarcely
mob that Berle cannot cut down
Earle
in

An old friend, and always sure
a warm welcpome at this house.

Hippodrome,

,

to size

Consequently, it was surprising
that Berle had to bow to Chimatinee audiences with an act that
was too raw for the housewives
and one that should not have been
exposed to the kids in the audiFortunately. Berle cleaned
ence.
UD the 52d street bits of business
proving
for subsequent shows,
that he can get along with none
or only a moderate degree of in-

June Chris-

&

Durant, Pat Henning;
tVt Pedro
'.'The Sainted Sisters" (Par).

New stage policy here has
knocked Detroit for a loop. It's
the biggest draw house has seen
in many a year. If the subsequent
bills prove to be the b.o. magnet
this show is, It may mean stage
shows have come to stay—for a
while at least at this downtown

,

digo.

,

Supporting

acts, while all good,
fodder for Berle's
quips and routines. Berle works
in every act. fi'om tumbling with
the Moroccans to pecking with the
Lindy Hoppers. Much of his mateis
fairly familiar,
but it
rial
doesn't detract a bit, as far as the
customers are concerned.
Show opens with special film
trailer, quoting razzes from local

also

prove-

-

.

He
critics as Intro for comic.
starts an open forum with the
small-fry,, never coming off second
best and then introduces' Joan
BlondeU, after a reverse buildup.
Gal makes svelte appearance in
peekaboo decolettage. Two go
through a clinch scene; However,
Miss BlondeU is certainly more
deserving of something better; for

'

the ex-film star shows in an all

too brief bit that she can do more
Breen come next with crossfire Grand" and "I'm My Own Grand- than wrestle.
Stan Fisher; harmonicist, after
but are out of place in a West ma" all in the accepted groove
End variety bill, Their humor is and well enough received when getting the reverse intro, displays
fancy lip runs on "Roumanian
)rovincial despite their radio popu- caught.
spot.
Makes a spot for Sonny Rhapsody"
but a less Intricate
(Couple were taken out Sparks to follow with gags and a
Delighted jazz addicts forced the arity.
would be better opener. He
SRO sign out early. Lines forfned after first show.) Harrison and funny travesty on "Babalu" which piece
of which score
and Berle clown around on "Night
naterial, some
until late, and the screaming and Fisher are held over and again de- is an extended piece of strenuous
and Day" and then Fisher encores
Uughs. , Brenner, the most folksy- stomping was deafening
light
with
their
artistic
ballroombusiness but good for considerable
when the
with "Hora Staccata" for boff
Jttjtnnered person in the jockey
curtain raised on Stan Kenton's ology.
laughs and a nice lift.
Burm.
hand.
l^ttp, tells 'em why the job isn't
Leslie
Strange follows with
array of talent including 15 brass
Moroccans seem never to light
all beer and skittles, and kids himinstruments-^going into "Artistry clever impersonations. First half
as they flip from one end* of the
self and the craft in the process.
Capitol,
Jumps"
to teeoff show with maes- closes with The Charioteers, billed
stage to. the other. Quartet adds
£igen demonstrates how he does
Washington, May 7.
as "Colored singers from the Bing
tro soloing at the keyboard.
a fifth" member as Berle dons an
his WinchelUan act from the Copa,
Toy & Wing, The Tunesmen (3
Pedro
and
Durant
follow with Crosby radio show," who assail
Turkish towel to. become
and for the fadeout gag enjoins
comedy aero work; balancing and the mike until the ears tingle, but Sibyl Botoan, Sensationalists (3); old
Seatnon-efficient understander.
the servldes of & stooge.
win solid applause. Intermission "B.f.'s Daughter" (M-G).
holders igasp as tumbler does a
With the Wain-Baruch team it's tumbling to nice appreciation. Ed- music, "Singing With Sophie," is a
die Safranski, bass player in band,
back-flip over three men.
not quite that cut and dried. They
A sock show, dependent on no running
does neatly on "Collaboration" to pot-pourri of Sophie Tucker's melrapid,
>play blackouts with intent to burComedian's
series
of
odies, with a reminder that she single headliner, but i^aintaining a
Boyer«
lesque :vari0us types, of radio pro- win applause.
hoked-up
impressions
of
lively, high pitched pac6 throughKenton then brings on Pat Hen- opens here for a month, May 31.
trams and commercials,' and at ning, a capable comic with nifty
Second half begins as usual with out, gets hefty returns from Capi- Bogart and Tony Martin precede
mes it gets a little dim as to
The Vikings. Vocal group, garbed
line of gags that click.
His im an ineffective number by the Casi- tol's customers current se;ssion. At in
just whom the laugh is on. Pargrenadier
costumes,
run
no Girls, followed by Max and His show caught, each act got plenty
ticularly the quiz giveaway bit. preshes of Hollywood greats bring
Gang, clever dog act. Next are of well deserved attention, with through group of operetta stand-'
When caught, it fizzled sadly. Miss additional salvos for a solid hit.
ards, leading ofl^ with inevitable
the
Western
Brothers,
always
welgeneral
feeling
of
money-well-spent
June Christy, dazzling blonde
Wain also sings, and even though
"Stout Hearted. Men," followed by
comed
with
up-to-date
songs
and
filling
the
enthusiastic
galleries.
the shows that her pipes are in beaut, clicks in vocals of "How
bass solo of "I Want What I Want
gags, and then come the Berry
Showstopper in Isyout is mimic
I Want It" and "We Are
.winsome trim, it does take, it High the Moion," "Soothe Me" and
Brothers, colored dancers, whose Sibly Bowan in her first appear- When
th'e Musketeers. An added ranger
would seem, a certain amount of "I Told You I Love You, Now Get "pyrotechnics really awaken, the auance here since her wartime USO
courage to yield to that urge with Out."
dience to something approaching stint. Cleverly adding interest by dashes on, wearing a modified,
Kenton
then
"St
James
In
does
w«h Vaughan' on the same bill. firmary" and clo'Wns with the lads enthusiasm, and set it in good hu- a series of costume changes on union suit, gracefully held by a
Miss Wain, incidentally, has, as
girdle. Here Berle has one of his
in the band to the merriment of mor for Virgnia O'Brien. A skat- stage to match her quick change funniest bits as the extra vocal
•*er., that
well-garbed sparkle,
ing act, the Martinez; closes the of character.
She keeps things member. It's one of the bluest bits
stubholders.
especially in decolletage.
In closing slot King Cole Trio bill. Two hours of unexciting en- rolling and the payees rocking of business seen on local stage,
_To get down to the entertainCane.
with laughs without a let down. but funny, nonetheless. He could
give out with "My Baby Likes to tertainment.
phaiie
of the bill, the choice
"J??t
Most convincing of her impres- eliminate the swish business and
"I've
Only Myself to
01 the acts redounds to the^ credit Be-Bop,"
sions are 'her takeoffs of Hilde- still
M the co-appearing jockeys. The Blame," and a novelty number,
wham 'em.
National, L'ville
garde and Bea LUlie. Latter rings
Lindy Hoppers, two sepia duos,
MS describe the roster as the "That's What" and "Nature Boy,"
Louisville, May 7.
particularly true, since Miss Bowlocteyj' selectees for '48 stardom. with Kenton's boys accompanying
Spade
Cooley
Orch.
(15) with man's English music hall style has do some furious and fancy truckfor a sock closer.
Stan.
ing with Berle spelling one of
Miss
Jimmy
Widener;
Vaughan.
Becky
Barfield,
who
Slj**."*"*
a Lillie quality in everything she
records 'em for Musicraft,
Pansy the Horse, Smiley Burnette; does. The Hildegarde routine is the males for a few minutes and
may
displaying fine pecking technique.
Olympiai,
•» considered as one who
'Bush Pilot" (Indie).
keen satire, and strikes home at To dose, Berle does a mushy paro-'
««s already arrived—
Miami, May 7
and in a big
the right places. Also worth menDomrfld Novis, Hal Sherman, RaSpade Cooley's crew is breaking tioning is a ribald "nurse's aid" dy on "Near You" in front of curffi."*!™® designations couldn't
Bunin Puppets, the live talent drought at this house number. Act is hep, with an inti- tain. Song could be droiiped, since
?"<^h better from the dio Ramblers,
it's in fharp variance with rest of
"pe- Berk & Halloto, Joj/ Clorfce, Lcs this week, and a lively lad he is mate touch that should make it a
the program.
Carl Sands house
SfflSn.
Rhode House Orch; "Out of the with his blazer of black and white nitery natural.
orch works from the pit and cuts
stripes, and the green trousers.
of
response Miss Past" (RKO).
VjJ?„u^*"".s
Tunesmen runs close second to
Zabe.Vaughan ties the
Known only to local patrons by La Bowman as a potehtiol show the show well.
%how up Into
terms of performance,
Average bill on tap here this his records and screen appear- stopper. Trio of instrumentalists
Apollo, N. Y.
week, with overall effect okay.
ances, Cooley has a 15 piece outfit
with
hi«L?*'^**"Ps
have come a long way since they
we most provocative little dispute,
George Patcton Orch (16), Billy
Donald Novis, radio tenor, hits of the Western type, who dish out were "discovered" by the Capitol
pop singer of
P«r warmth, phras- nicely with his versions of the the tunes comparable to any of two years ago. Showmanship and Eckstine, Strawberry & Julia, Salt
inp TT"^Guys are smart style have been added to & Peprper, Wilfcey & Dare, Jesse
*"'<'*'?"«1 shadings put pops in ballad tempo. Topper is the name dance bands.
he? pretty
James; "Railroaded" (E-L).
togged in Western suits, and have
much in a class of her Irving Berlin medley and "Eileen
genuine talent. Combining vocals
solid
Have
a
a
neat
appearance.
palming.
solid
Off
to
programming
for the
piano,
with their instruments
daS"
With George Paxton on the
t be iiriproved upon.
Hal Sherman emcees in fairish brass section consisting of four clarinet and drums
team offers
Thflf
when caught. fashion, and in own spot clicks with sax, two trumpet, and two trom- chosen tunes. "Sabre Dance" and Apollo podium this week and Bay
cnmn,.ii*?!.'S;^P''re,
Gentleman Friend," his eccentric dancing. Personality, bones. The fiddle trio is worthy of "Casey Jones" are their best bets, Anthony coming up for the next
''rS^^V^y
semester, it's apparent on the basis
delivery and know-how, gets the mention, with Cooley scraping his
"Man,"
"Nature
Boy"
returns
though they play to good
and "wli^^,
of these ofay bookings as well as
fiddle on several of the numbers.
Pobody Else But You ""
stubholders.
Tn
four numbers. Lads work
Vocalists with the band are Jim- in all
frequent others in the past that
Faves here with each successive
.^rouble" and "Nature
hard for novel effects, rating atjol" c?\
into full play that appearance are the Radio Ram- my Widener. tall, pleasant chap, tention as a top drawer musical there must be a shortage of good
vehrptff ?''*"es
Negro boxoffice bands. While Paxat swinging from deep blers.
Offers a melange of radio who caught nice applause for his
throatv
is an able group; it's
^0 a clear-toned so- and musical impreshes that click warbling of "Ain't Goin' Out ToChinese terpers, ton's crew
Wing,
&
•Toy
Mann
With the aud. Satires of radio com- night," "I'll Keep Ridin,' Hidin' are better than average pace set- sweet style does not jibe with the
brined a^^ VI ^,*<=*» instance she
Gal
Teardrops in My Heart."
house's usual policy of be-bop and
'^°"se. Even when mercials are especially effective
ters. Slight in build, both dancers
she tm-^^A*^
rhythm item for Smith appro|ich adds for solid re singer, Becky Barfield, with cute manage the large stage well in a barrel house.
the finish
Comprising four reed, four
blonde tresses, makes nice impresimpact of her re- sponse.
laxpri o^'^'
routine of ballroom terping with
Bunin Puppets impress with sion with "I've Got a Humpty, a novel twist. Open with a sophis- rhythm; seven brass and vibes, band
for th^'^Sf"**''* ^^''^ a'r of singing
appropriately programs a Duke El*
Rou- Dumpty Heart," Band also gives
figures.
minilh .^K?***?re of it doesn't di- hand manipulated
ticated version of "Putting on the
"^l^ed asset is her tines are carefully played for full Noel Boggs plenty opportunity to Ritz," go into a jitterbug number, lington medley for a reception
good t^ff*".*with
guitar
steel
on
which
is more polite than enthUT
show
his
stuff
make
Hallow
downing, makeup and returns. Berk and
hafrdo
and Wind With "Kicking the Gong
Their opener, done in a
for a good enough filler with their "Steel Guitar Rag," which the out- Around," a novelty with plenty of siastic.
brassier vein, is "Lady Be Good,"
mitts fit has been using as 'a theme for
thi^*«?LF'"^?'?'s orch comes into precision taps, to average
trick turns.
goes
Band
also
years.
okay returns paving
six
or
seven
which
garners
with
out
worked
well
two.
though
Routines,
recent
Victor
h s t®"i?
Rounding out a bellringing bill, the way for the vet femme terp
over big with "Sugar Blues," "Saimaginative.
more
namely,
could
be
an'i'^.n'^redit,
"Near
You"
the Sensationalists, trio of roller
Jay Clarke, with his mental bre Dance" and "Devil's Dream." skaters, bring down the curtain turn of Salt & Pepper. Gals tee off
combiSaH.^^^^ ^o"r Pardon." The
with a so-so song, then sell themattraction on Outfit reminds at times of the late
added
of
is
an
magic,
excitement
lnw°'l®.«=^"ter
acroof
and
exhibition
Milt Britten's band with their with a dazzling
selves nicely with spirited stepof course. Green's bill.
Shows more know-how
piano trfc'*
batics and skilled wheel work.
^'y''^
of the easy- handling an aud, than last time out zany comedic carryings-on.
work in varied
flowhi'iT^H^
Pansy the Horse, standard act, Two men and a gal
^*Oreh returns with vocalist Dick
school, one which here and brings murmurs and
for ?hi
whirlwind pace. Much
on sub- with looker Marilyn Joyce to put combos at a the usual stunt act, Merrick chanUng "All of Me" and
vogue T^IT*"}. *s strongly in gasps with his accuracy
than
better
grabs plenty laughs
The reserved
"Loye Is- Funny."
5^?^ s contribution to mitted questions. Les Rhode and comedy paces,
the hiu
they exit to plenty of nitt action.
addition to aecompany- house orch baclcground in good 9iid clicks*
(Continued on page 84)
iM
Lowe.
'"i
comes
Closer, Smiley Burnette,
consists of re-echoing fashion.
iMry.
"^ .r.l f
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Milton Eerie, Joan Blondelt,
Stan Fisher, Moroccans (4), VikLindy Hoppers (4), Carl
a Lazy ings (5),
Canyon," Sands House Orch; "Alias a Gen-

"It's

.

Stan Kenton's Orch, King Cole
Trio, Eddie Safranski,

and then warbles

.

Broadway-Capitol, DeA.

..CMi«c««>«n8

playing. He reminisces a bit with
the customers, makes some sly references to his work in Western
film,

sa

Oriental, Chi
Chicago, May
.

O.'Brien is known jonly to a fraction of film-going audiences. Her
Donoho; "Lady From Shangdeadpan act. her -pointed lyrics, hai" (Col).
her immobility, her studied lack
of expression, are admirably suited
Current, bill is standard layout
the
screen
to a number or two on
with no particular sock or highor to the intimacy of a night club, light but pleasing enough in perbut not to the comparative vast- formance. Unusual spotting of Jo
ness of a music hall like the Lon- Lombardo and his house orch in
don Casino. This is not belittling the closing niche for a strong walher talent, and the audience lop via "The Warsaw Concerto."
showed its appreciation of it. Her in which Earle Donoho, youthful
skits on "Ramona," "Salome" and pianist, gives out with top-flight
'Virginia" were nicely received, keyboard stuff, is the giveaway- to
and her other numbers, "Go to the problem presented by the acts
Sleep My Baby," "Peudin' and at hand Maybe booking four acts
Fightin' " and "He Wore a Big Red a week is getting to be a bigger
Rose" maintained the; kindly ap- problem than conditions would inplause.
At the opening perform- dicate but a leaf out of the old
ance Miss O'Brien was so nervous book of vaude might point a great-*
that she could not utter more than er consideration of routine and
a couple of stammering words of proper spotting.
thanks for her reception.
As offered currently. The HarNor Is the rest of the bill any pers, trio of harmonica tooters,
help 'to a nervous newcomer. In- open with good arrangements of
dividually most of the acts are "Hora Stacatta." "Dance of the
first-rate
but collectively they Firefly" and "Four Leaf Clover,"
storm the mike and give a general scoring well enough but hardly an
air of disconnected bits of enter- opening act on any bill. Boys come
tainment without! any spark of joy through
mightily
nevertheless.
or continuity. Opening act, as Florida Trio is next and a solid
usual, is Freddie Carpenter's Casir sender via rag doll contortion
no Girls in an outmoded routine. stuff, smoothly timed.
Something skillful and peppy
Esmereldy, .hillbilly singer, with
would be a help in this spot. Reg' some recording background, gives
Redcliffe follows with his rhumba- out with typical talk and down
xylophone and works hard to earn yonder vocalizing. Including "Slap
deserved applause^ Collinson and Her Down Pa," "Ain't Nature

Odec.

gratifying results.

London, May 4.
Berry Bros.,
Western Bros.,

O'Brien,

The

Charioteers,
Harrison^ & Fisher. Collinson &
Breen, Leslie Strange, Reg Redcliff e, Max & Ganfif, The Martinez,
Freddie Carpenter's Casino Girls,
Harold Collins ond Orch.
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on for some friendly visiting with
the folks, and a bit of accordion
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Miss Starr is also a looker,, neatly
the
garbed and should click
Jose.
plush cafes and vaudcrs.
good, the

Acts

m

chirp doesn't sing so
cash registers never reflect It.
DARE
WILKEY
SonsB
Miss Patemo (she's not using the Comedy-Acrobatica
ISMins.
name of her present spouse pro- 7 Mins.
Copaoabana, N.
fessionaMy) is a looker, nicely
Although she's already sung in garbed, and sings as well as her Apollo, N. Y.
Ofay mixed team is a snapjpy,
several top New York and Miami predecessors in this fleld.
She
ftrst
well-timed act. Primarily a satire
niteries, this is Lisa Kirfcs
carries a tune, has a nice sense of
on tumbling turns, couple opens
cafe dale since her legit oow
selection that gets polite atsong
patter then switch' to
Althe Broadway production of
However, with a little
somersaults.
holds tention and applause.
exaggerated
some
legro," in which she still
she is vet to gain sawy of Stage
Their zanyisms clicked heavily
featured sirtging role. That cieponmeni
Jose.
^''l^^^'^^
entirely
at this Harlem
payees
the
almost
with
factor, plus her
another
her
house.
vaude
rates
new routining,
Inti-oed as Phyllis Dare, the
Vamety New Acts review. (Since
last
gai'a a- cute blonde who bolsters
she doesn't appear until the
14 Mifls.
her looks with a neat display of
act of "Allegro," she's able to dou- Latin Quarter. N. Y*
As a windup
prowess.
muscular
ble between that and the Copa.)
The Andrea Trio, an import from
tromf-nrtniislv
she and her mate do a hand-toV
bow South America, is one of the best hand revolving cartwheel across
N. Y^nite^^
since making her N
hereabouts in
^
„acts seen
j the stage for solid results. Duo is
at Le Buban Bleu two years ago.
„ ,
an acro-novelty with more origtlfperfom a inality
rj^'r withTlood volcfste^
than most of its colleagues.
that bring gasps and
i;r'a%Z%'ed'*pSmt'^
Should get over in most vaude and
Gilb.
nitery spots.
mixes
work
with
control
^helrio
results""'Throa?y-
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Oro

llARTFOBO

liivaiia

Htute

Kolly

Kildie

(I)

14

Duchln Oro
come)

HOIiiTQKlii
Valley Awim XI}
19 only
,

Baruch

yictpr

Htandliig

Empire (M)

Jover Co
& Roll

]t

Paradise ParadV

Dave Morris

Albert Burden
Ivarlna :
:

'I'oni
.1111

&

.

.

,

MosS

.Suintnera

WOOD

wHKBj,

Myrons
Lucerne Bkalers
Fred BroKln
Temclln Co

II

Pot«r Blair

Taylor

&

Harry IPavry S
Bros

Alfred

Thrlpp

Umpire

Max

,

(6)

1#

Miller

AiipietoHB

&

I'

Pleroyld
Harris

SIIBPUltDS BVHB Donald B Htuart
Kmptro (S) 10
M'oDon'd ft Oval.'m

(three to

Wnin * Andro

Russell

SnKFFIKI.ll

VP)

Keldt

,

White * iJCf.
Olga Fleming

S

Kniptre (1U) 10
.Henry X> Adams
Jewell & WarrJsB
Cycling Astons

14

I. filrapklni
Htniiid (W) 14

Consent Hecrae

Howard

Leonard
IH«'CBOIT

Iloran-

*>phl8tlci,(e«

Mary. IVIestman

Tommy

.Dagmar

»'w«y-c«nitol

Shaw

2

Tommy .Fields
(laston I'.almer

Nelffou Si9
Helitno *

*

Kddli) ItelndBor

Freddy Salea
hl>NUKU|,ANo

Billy

Oi-o

<B) IS

Bros
Ilae

,raolc

Klrby

Boxy

M

Hands

Mills

J^VaK'

King
Urnynn

BMplre (M) 10
2
Kulda
MUtoh
Dorothy Gray Co

liowery

'

sailors

MUTTINfiHAM

UAyroN
,K«ltli'»

12

ISd J4uinvan
velyii Tyiior

Bob

Fisher'

Ballet
(P)

Hollftce

sum
carl

Barry
dft

JBIlB FftZK«rald
Stap l>ro«

Oifo

Blonilell

ii

Moroccans'

Sym Ore
Duke

,Toan

t\t»ti

Lot>w; <M) Uhi,,

(I.)

I'atton

Lewis
Helty
IV

The ViklDBH

Kacte«U«i)

linntmnuiit

Geiie

facklo Grcon
Itiimay

Una

Orlentnl
Milton Berle
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op«nlnr day of
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Dorlns

the girl is thrown into the air by
arman (,'avallaro O
Paul Brenner "
3' Sss
dinner crowd well here the night
s; Continued itiaa pate
Maude Hilton Cs>
Sal-ah VauKlm
the lads high enough to permit her
caught (7). despite a table of noisy
Toy * Wing
.CuvanauRh S
to do a triple somersault before an effori; to win them over as sup- Ames
.lay Marshall
Broa
stews and fne usual clatter of
landing in a sitting position in the porters. While the Government is tiurry Green Oro
Johnson
A' A
dishes.
,
llarrlB & Anders
BRONX
boys' interlocked arms.
Another in no-wise compelled to first obAttraetively-gov.'ned, Miss Kirk
.USA%[
14-16
<i)
gasper comes with the rapid twirl- tain exliib consent to a voluntary Windmir
Olympliv <P) 12
Kayos
opens here with a novel, off-melody
YORK CITY
I.arl & l.ynn
tftanley
"Grand Night for Singing," okay ing of the femme, and the subse- decree, the chances of the settle- Nell
Hooton
JJon
Rimnier
Sl«
Banntell*
Ilubnn Blrti
quent suddai stop wlien one Of the ment winning out would skyrocket
i'rlnoe
but mild. She gets down to cases,
,I.ic,k
;av'ernes 4
Dorothy Uoss
PtttTjfIa Bright
lidflB * IiaPlerre
BROOUT/YN
Blit» Angel
BUI DlUard
though, with a.pashy rendition of a men stops the action by grabbing if that okay was obtained. Hence,
vher hands. It's a matter of dis- there's a feeling that exhibs should matbuHli (I) 11-18 .lay Clark
J\ine Klchmund
JUuriel Miiinos ^
special, "All Man and All Mme,"
MINNKAP01US
Lamouret
IleedA
I,>olora Bueno
cussion how the gal's limbs aren't
.a good tune which demonstrates
be invited to any negotiations en- RoQfl & titone
RiiiUo City U") 1*
Nan Wynn
Nermann Paris I
wrenched
out
of
their
sockets
by
ilummy Kaye Bd
ew FltXKlbbuna
milii IiMTkln I
Julius Monk
that blues are her forte. Rodgers
tered into with the 0ept. of Jus-*
Oy Reevea
Argo & YounK
Hal Cooke
h
Hotel l/exiagloa
and Hammerstein medley, as a this bit of business.
Olsen &. .lay.
Phil Gordon
Ineapple Ore
Trio "can work any large nitery tice.'
tribute to her "Allegro" bosses, is
N'»nVARK
Brndler'*
The idea would be to take jHmaleb (I) It-lS
Itntel Mew VorkM
AlltuM <!) 13
Slilela Barrett
pleasant and the "Hustle of Her or. vander, and would similarly up each situation to determine Stan Barly
Bay liberie Or«
Vivian Blaine
provide
showstops
in
larger
outBwoy
Co
Curbello
r
Oro
Ice Revue
excelis
Bustle,"- another special,
llaymonil Hcoit- 5
whether it should fall within the Baina & While
Cnffl JiuiMs
niurlel Pack
door
spots
such
as
fair^
anaarmas.
natucloses,
She.
handled:
lently
Alan Dale
Lane
soma Cortl»
Hotel I'onnsylvaiili
category of locales requiring re- Ann
Jose.
Dprby WilHon
Skating Muck!
Dorothy Carlels
liarry Cilinton Ore
rally, with -"Gentleman Is a Dope,"
vamping of theatre holdings. Num- Geneve Dorn
Phil Foster
Ilutet Pierre
Cafe S»«lot9
her "Allegro" tune, to good audiBlck Ijeyne
Maurice & Maryea
ber of major execs are ready to Bob & Irene
(Duvrntawu
ANNE RUSSELL
ence response.
r<ouls Basil
Tost ColU-ens
& J Keadlnr
Tlmmle Roger*
go far in. the overhauling of the- T>
M1CW1WB6H
laew NolHon
Van Smith -Ord <
With this Gopa-date and her legit 'Comedy
Starr
Kay
ChUH Kciidst Urs
cinr Bits «n i» (wiy Gene Kodgers
atre interests and .would not con- AixANTic
work; Miss Kirfe ha$ bit -the show 10 Mins.
Great
I.esier
Hotel Plank
Ciwlna (I)
Jackson
'fine the situations
to those, in Hemereldy
She's also Latin Qnarierk N. Y.
pinj^nxxpinA cute
biz bigtlme to stay.
Florence Deumonil
Bdmund Hal) Oro Artlnl
tlammn (I> IS
Uonsu^lo
proved photogenic in her several
Anne Russell^ who recently ap- Which affiliates have an absolute B Wella. & 't E'arM
Con tioHeano
Monte Ore
l.add I*yon'
which peared al thet Strand theatre, im-^ monopoly.
appearances,
television
KatltarlQ* .Ctaanc
Maude Hilton Co
Zabach Ore
Artie Dann'
Jack Soo
If it's found in any situation that Maee & Karr
would make her a good bet for presses as being more at home in
Malone «r Sharon
Hotel
ItootsTSH
LaurJt
Lone
T JjaFranconl
Lawrence Welk Oi«
ALTIHORX
StaU
cafes'.
filmsi
In this medium, her com^ affiliate holdings are lopsided in
3 Cantons
BKAUINa ^
Hotel Hi Horiti
Blppodrome
(I) 14
edy characterizations take
on strength, theatres would, be trans- .Taeon He Oarroll
Rajah (I) H-IS Matt Tuok
MenconI Ore
Noro Morales
g;reater potenQr, and ber. interpre-> ferred even though some indies Franklin & Moore Allen & Nobles
Betty George
THE COLLEENS (5)
J Fras*
1>ady Frances
Hotel St JKegIs
tatlon of characters pirovides ex- have operated profitably in the Paul Bemon
'Songs
XIul Baunders Ors
C & F Simpson<
.Tolinny Morgan
Copaealmim
cfellent comedic highlights.
Her particular town. Once the change
Franklo Scott
15 Mins.
Frances Muddm
Boy»l (1) 14.
Martin & Lewismi)
to
(one
Laszlo & Pepite
takeoff on HUdegarde and the of ownership-is put through, prod- T..aelEy Willinder
Vivian Blaine
Hotel Pierre, N. ¥.
BO€KFOR»
Wllllnnui
Milt
Paul
Shaw Ore
Betty
Bonnie
femme singers are good uct would be divided in propor- Berk & HoUon
VHlaee (I) IS
The five Colleens .should be a southern
Pepito Arvcllo Or*
Donovan
Ward
bits ot satire.
"VaMaty .Tubliee"
Stftte (I) IS-U
Hotel Savoy Ptsn
M Durso Ore
^^0^
the number of firsVrtin
going concern for some time. WarMonty Woln
She laces her mimicry into the houses held ^.by majors against Marjiess & liUcla
Johnny Thompaoi
Alvares Ore
bling g.als represent the first group
3 (Alexins
settle Hampton
Cedrtc Howard
frameworic
of
"LadiesSing
Horiesho*
Who
DIanwnd
Jordan & Parvls
Charlie Althort
Barbara Barrie
of femmes trained by NBC choral
Mata & Hari
With a Band" which provides a those owned by indies. That di
Paul Walker Ore
ITanttnoH
Irving Conn Gr«
dix-ector Ben Yost after years of
vision would foe part of the decree
Choral Octet
(one to nil)
i«-ia
Hotel Taft
logical peg for her impressions.
H Sandler Oro'
his setting' saeb. mfde-actst
SPBIKUK'IRI.n
A Catrl
Vincent Lopez Ore
There are a couple of bits that so that' an indie would be protected Haym.ond
rjourt Sii <I) 13-16 Alverer. Hera
Chaee
Eqiiipped' with fine voices that
by the aWity to call for contempt Alan Carrier
Juenger Ballet Lino Charlie Ijrow
could
be
eliminated-Alan
King
to
heighten
Hotel Warnlefe
blend strikingly, the Colleens have
El CMco
proceedings in the event of vio- Wiltrod-Mae 8
The I>eliuartin»
Alan McPatge t
Cerhanda
Cresp*
been neatly routined by Yost. Girls the total result. Ttore'-s no Solidity, lations.
Jackie Cooper
; SUIIH
Contls lAils
Towers (I) 14-ta .N & V OoHins
have identical ^wns and .coiifs, to her. t^eoCfs on Botte Davis and
teelanrt
Victoria Barcelo
V. S. May Balk Now
Katharine Hepburn.
Wallaoe & MioKdl
Others are
Carlton Sb Bel
Harry Rose
ijnd everything «lse they do is
Rita & Rozlno
Whether the present Federal ad- .Taek Marlln
Ben nibble Ore
plenty okay.
JTose.
Los Panehos
based bn predion.
Capitol <lt) la
Hammond'a Blrde
Jack Rijiley IJns
ministration will' accept a consent Kanasa-WA S
Hector & Byrd
Musical ^arrangements are excell'.aitln <t<mtt«
Deep River Boys
Deane Carroll
decree is problematical but there') Marble Taylor
.Toey Adanis
lent vnd the gals handle them STRAWBERRY tc SVLIA
Elerre Cartler
CIHICtAaO
Frank Mallow*
Mark Plant
still strong sentiment for the atMervyn Nelson
neatly^ They are equally at home Comedy
Biate-Tjtke (P) U Solioi's Puppets
Tony Cansonerl
Martha Short
tempt to be made. Before liie anti
Mins.
on pops or operatics. They lack
Nicholas Bros
Cedric Wnltaca
BRITAIN
•
trust case- was hesu-d by the SuAnne Russell
the bounce at present, to project Apollo, N. y,
Abbey Albert
UIBMINOIIAM
Elrlkson
Patricia Adair
comedy but perhaps that wUl come
Stout gal and male partner offer preme Court, the Dept. of Justice HiPIMtdrome (M) 10 Dave A ^laui-ine
liftrom
Andrea Dc-rs
Rttz Bros
when they get the feel of the room a dash of singing, tiivd gags and evidenced a willingness to sit down Thanks Memory
M Frichotte
Betty
Reilly
Pupi (lam)jo Or*
Kaaplni (») 10
stepping. On overall the team im- and talk peace. The D of J, how- a H BlUlott
and N. Y. audiences.
Iianrette> & Clymas Bon Vivantu
Oltana
Ou WHh Modley
i
Gals open slowly with a med- presses as a solid -novelty turn for ever, is now in a stronger position Gertie
Alexis Botov
Nellie Wallace
Vincent Travers 0
Albert Modley
•
Maxellos
*
iey of oldies but their harmonizing theatres, and niteries employing a and may balk at settlement.
l.« I)lre<itolr»
Blla Shields
(.^urry Co
Ijoighton
M.
Sutton
Bandolph
Billy
West
Kay Thompson
&
on. "Whiffenpoof". gets them roll- sepia policy such as the- Apollo.
Last efforts for a consent decree
Blackmau Oro
WiUiaiiiS Bros _
O'ParreU
Harmony Boys
ing fast. Their swing-againsti-clas-' Open with some tepid gags fol- were fronted by former Secretary T
4 Mornccatis
Billy Danvers
Balagner 4
Tea Straeter Ore
Jobn Bllloi;
sics on "II Baccio" is too remi- lowed by Julia's peppy delivery of of State
2 Towae
Lynda Koss
Gao Ore
.
James F. Byrnes. A tenta- Duonoa
Leon A liddte^
Bert Undon
navnnaKHadfM
niscent of other acts and loses
ZipTa-0ee-Doo?-Dah."
tive plan which, called for some
BRABFORD
Highland Pipers
Rddie Davia
Oalgai'y Bros
punch, but they close niftily on a
Pair's droll' humor is chiefly, at
Alh»lnbi» (H) 10
Art Wancr Of«
SSin Angels
Wm Boebn
South American medley, which in- the expense of the obese femme., divestiture was worked out sketchi nccadllly Hayride Wonder fitarlets
Sherry Brll ton
Or^ulda
Pbuf
ily.
It's reported that Paramount Nat Jaokley
UBilCBSfrEB
Boyd Heath
Doria Myrick
corporates some Jack ' Cole dance Describing his mate, Strawberry
lllta Mayo
PaUee (S) 1«
Jose Duval
steps, and a medley of Irish tunes observes a Doc once was undecided then kicked over the traces since 4 Hurricanes
Beverly Bei^liM
4 I'affolae
Blister Shaver
Hoveler Dors
to prove the right to their title. "whether to operate upon her or it was affected most drastically. Marianne Lincoln
Wills Sis
deorge & Blohard Argueso
Shepard I-lne
Irene Manning
Saccassas Ore
Blonde gal who fronts the group blast." Male then contribs some There's good reason to believe, .lack Fraacofx
Rousii»»i|«
0ABUI1<'J<''
Old
& J O'Goj-man
Hotel BeIm't-PIns»
has
an infectious
personality, unique takeoffs with the aid of a however, that Paramownters have
Billy Matoliett
New
<S) 10
(!ross & Dunn
Sadie Ranks
which aids the act tremendously. homemade violin. Gal returns for now changed their attitude.
Holiday Mood
Mr T.yons
B'ranks & Janice
Bella Smnvo
Vli; Templar
Joe r.Hl'orte Or*
I-lddie Stone Ore
There's no question about the the finale and both score with a
If aettlement attempts fail with Oaryll & Mundy
Oro
Moxhalii
Bros
D'Aquila
I,.amonte
.Tulie
3
Macblto
Ore
Colleens being'rigfat for any nitery. comic terp routine.
this administration, peace partisans Ann acott
Gilb.
Splvy"*
ritTHKIHHM.
Hotel Uiltinore
All they need is a little more
are determined to try again after .Tava Bros
EiDPlni (H) 10
spivy
Oarlos Molina Ore
I'iolaire
punch to turn their act iiito one JESSE JAMES
Harold Nagul
Jean Maroli
election. That effort will be made Danny Crray
VersuillM
flea ijavole
B
MineviK'h
Commodore
Co
Bote!
of smash proportions.
Dandnj;
regardless of whether President Wyatt His
Kva May "Wong
Bob Grant Ore
.Herman Ore
Maurice and Maryea rbund out 5 Mins.
Panolillo Oro
Tost Royal (Snai-<lH
Hotel Bdiaon
Truman is still in the White House V & M Norman
Carl BrISBon
the new Cotillion Room .show with Apollo, N. Y.
A .1 Powers
AIvy West Ore
or a Republican has taken over
Village n»r«
Kmpire (S) l«
Arnley & Clloria
Buddy (Ireoo 8
their polished ballroomology,
Supported by crutches, Negro,
(1
t'hnatBr C5o
Plule Pete
Placli & Tdican
No 1 Citth Ave
'Which has given them three dates lad clad in a cream-colored suit
li^alcons
loyoe Golding
Doris Faye
Tony Craig
Xyowu&y & Dayo
Ci & Ij CalientaBourbon & BniP
here- in the last year.
Hazel Webster
Sh6w Is tees off by whistling a chorus of
Society 4
liOjfDOI*
Downey & Fonvillp PopulairCR
backed ably by Charles Reader's "Heartaches." Garnishes tune with
.sunt Rhyder
Bill WUvhnr-ls
IIIliIHidrnme (HI) 10
Pentlionsn ('Inb
orch, with Reader doubling as em- some okay trills for average recepRoslhas
VliMelody niilors
Oliver
Maxine Sullivan
DKBUY
Village *«»g>««™,
Pat .Kirkwood
Oscar Walzer
cee.
Van Smith'^5 riiumha crew tion. Then switches to terping,'
SB .('ontinued from Dage
Orand (S) lu
Fved ISmney
LoulHe Itownvd
George Kreisler
spells the Reader band for dancing. which proves to be his''forte. Act
Konte Rey
Melachrino Ore
Blvlm»
Bam Bamin-s
Apollo,
Sfal
Suaette Tarrl
is a good bet for houses similar to
Marilyn Hightower Harry Richman
,Tay Marshall .
Y,
Max Bacon
Michael Bentine
Melrose Colbert
Jan Murray
the Apollo"he-man" type, he registers okay.
Abordonlans
Julie Andrews
Don Frye
Carol King
,^
James confines stepping to one Outfit follows with a mass choral VttKfKy Morllmer
BEVERLY PATERNO
Waldorf -Astothi
.loan Carson
Aeromantaea
Lionel KinK
Donald Rl''l'»'™,
Saiiflgo Bd
leg giving the impression 'that he of the novelty, "Curse of
Tony Bavaar
an
Muliloon 4
Pulfataiintt
W'Angclo & Vaw*
(M) 10 .Toey Gilbert
may have a wooden gam. Does a ing Heart." Boys score with Ach10 Mins.
jive Skating TyplioonH
Carmen Miranda
Tonl Kelly
lUmil Colemnn or*
hand stand atop the crutches to arrangement of "Exactly Like
Le CA4, Rotige, K. Y.
KniNni'iiOH
<} & B Bernard
MIsha Boir or*
Donn Arden lAws
limptre <M) 10
Ted Rax
Beverly Parker Paterno Hum- follow with torrid tapping remi- You," which spotlights quartet conCHICAGO
Danulng Yearn
Arnaut Broa
phreys, for several years one of the niscent of Peg Leg Bates. Climaxes sisting of clarinet, trumpet, trom- Harry .Sinclair
G Ulley
TI Tli'llpr
Nlcolette Boea:
more publicized members of the with a half-.swing while pivoting on bone plus Paxton's sax.
Hn,lama A Kon'r'kt Art Knsnel
Marty (iouia or»
PARK
t^N8»CHY
Willlo Hluiro^
Duncan's
C'ollles
Gloria
Hart
the
sticks.
Registered
solidly
here.
social register, and daughter of
In the closer is Billy Eckstine.
RmplrA (M) 10
Leo DIaruoiid
Rlr'arrto & Co
Cy Landry
Gilb.
theati'ical agent Al" Parker, who
Warbler receives top billing here, Xrlmler Show
BabettH
Tho DiGatiiiiO"
Gln-ger Klnny
Trlnder
manages James IVtason, has entered
Tommy
& I-<'»»'f,,„
and on the basis of the whoops of
MAKCIIISSTKB
Hotel BlackHiope MooreChients
Ore
Don
Hippodrome (H) 10
the ranks of society chanteuses KAY STARR
the femmes in the audience, he Banjou Broif A
Ray Morton Oro
Juantta
Dorben Dcjrs I'*'
Maurice Rocco
certainly earns it.
with her bow. at Frank Bonanc- Songs
Burl Ives
Lanky song- 5 Ortandere
Wheeler & Wilson
.lurrntt
ster mixes up his repertoire nicely WoodH
Hold ShermiijiOrt
chini's Le Coq Rouge.
Hoherta Kuby
She's the 11 Mins.
Hotel BIMnark
Herble Fields
Billy Bishop Or.c
first postwar manifestation of this Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.
with the ballads "Intrigue," "Mood Bemand & PlKeon» M oran & Blot
Allan 3
Jerry Abbott
Cynthia & Gladys
Alice Mann
Kay Starr, a newcomer in east- for Love" and "Fool That I Am" .TerryCIIjA8«OW
fad which took on a comparatively
Sonny Howard
M Held *. Dorothy
ttelslnn
Moatl Lun <^"X'f
em cafes, comes with a pre-estab- along with a zippy novelty, Kmpire (M) 10 Hkatlng Merinos
strong hold before the war.
Dick Gale
'Pa .Ua Hah Boom
.loiuu-ll .layiPS
Lorraine
Marvin Hlmmel
Now, as then, talent is a second- lished rep based on her Capitol "Rhythm of the Riff" plus "Lone- Fi-<uki<t
ilownrd
ratflnn <10)
B""''".a'.
The Honeydream- Randy
According to all In- some Lover" for the finale. His Adrlenno
ary consideration. The all-impor- recordings.
liftMlle
Hotel Bl"vr»»
virBtnia O'Brien
ers (B^
Chuck Fo«l" "on
(^irloteorn
tant angle is ability to attract the dications, she'll make out in this broad, even tones are piped with n Bapids
Bill Ghandler Oro
* Doyln
Rudy Rlctiiirils
.Borry BroH
society spenders.
The gals are field with her pei-sonable delivery precision to really wow the payees. Morgen
H Bdgewuter Benrli The
Prenlonn I"
Irving & Olrwnod
Pnluee (M) 10
Sandwiched in the layout are the
credited with filling a few tables and interpretative savvy.
HAOKNIilY
,Tenn Arlcii
'M'ce Revue'*
Orrin Tucker Oro
Kmplre (H) 10
Matian Sl»''"""
ilecllia rollege
Kstolle Sloan
Miss StaiT is a stylized singer comedy turn of Strawberry &
during the course of their engageMerry IMaoa
M.-inueI Del J"™
Phllhacmouics
ment, are a boon to th& spot's who takes slight liberties with the Julia, ofay acro-dancers Wilkey & Rouatd C^esney
Jerry nel>fl<^V_rt
Trio
IBimpm (M) 10
pressagents who are gratefuLfor a melodic line. It's a modus oper- Dare and terper Jesse James. All Petei' Bf oiigh
The Aristocrats of Skating B>Vl!.!?
Brnlo Tjotlnga
Palmer Hoi«*
IQlkWardoN
Kramer * Voliiier
Song <»1
that permits application on are reviewed under New Acts.
legitimate peg upon whicl^ tb\pin
ant
andi
to'
"
HlldPgorde
Bill Bui-k
Hltd
Dorothy
2
ToniKonS'
0*»
vtrtuaJbr^ievery type of tune. Her
their hanclouts.
dlb
So eveti if Tj^ .VlEl
Rildle Oliver
O'Doyle E & Joaii »; Calislleros
Dancers (11)
.
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Crisis
•ni,

Amerlcatt Theatre

1^

LEGITIMATE
Chi Erlanger's Gets
135G Air-Conditioner

On The Wing
Wing needs

help.

the machinery through which the
»
.p/.Ment of war,,ci?eated as
bit in wartime, the Wing has berl^ninment industry could do its
of peacetime. It wants to continue
an imnortftnt implement
and needs membership and support. The
'^""'f intf the community,
put on by the whole industry for the
nrffanized public service
T
community, the Wing has found vital worlc to keep it in
oral

no longer has its former means with which to do so.
CXtetence, but
._ jng the war the Wing ran 51 projects, from canteens for GIs
performances in settlement houses
^acting groups in camps, to
centers. Since the war It has concentrated
*"S management of youth
its ex-GI training program, its hospital job
« tliree big projects—
Plays.,. Its school is rehabilitating professional
Community
ii
Its
hospital groups are cheering the wounded and its Comffliflnt its
waking up civilian groups to the theatre. Its
I^ifnitv Plays are
available about $1,000,000 of educaUonal benefits,
'chool has made
to returned todustry vets.
at

Chicago, May 11.
Erlanger's, which has been closed
for a month, 1$ being equipped
with a,n air-conditioning plant at
a cost of $135,000. House will be
ready to relight by mid-June. It's
understood that a musical now
playing Broadway will be booked
into the home.

Amer. Rep. Theatre, 340G Flop, Wasn't
Non-Profit; 293 Investors Nicked
Application for the. dissolution

American Repertory Theahas been filed in Albany
and when granted, the costliest,
House is operated by Marcus
yet ineffectual attempt to establish
Those
BOIkanls
Legit
Heiman, who heads the United
repertory on Broadway during the
Booldng Office. Formerly ErlanAmoflg ad regency men, Fred season of 1946-47, will have been
ger's was controlled by Heiman Golden, account executive with oflieially defunct.
It was erroneand the late Iieonard
Bergman. Blaine-Thompson, is known as the ously believed that ART was a nonfiying ad checker. A veteran flyer, profit outfit but when shares were'
Golden planes around the .New sold it was plainly stated that the
York area every weekend (weather project was commercial and most
permitting) to check all his out- of the stock was sold by a Wall
door display locations. He was a Street brokerage house. Last figof the

tre Corp.

Come, Joseplime, Check

Dowling, Silver

cost,

budget, supporting its 51 activities,
the Wing's wartime annual
The Wing
Its present annual budget is $100,000.
i»as $800,000.
lot of money during thei war.' It never, however, netted
oolle^ed
the film, "Stage Door Canteen," as reported. The
B« much from
program, "Stage Door Canteen," brought in $471,000,
•WiaS'S radio
to the American Federation of Radio
itf 1^^^^
The film grossed $2,303,000, of which the Wing
AjfHsts for relief.
But of this, S2V!t% went to other causes, and
$1,555.0.00.
netted
Conference of Christians and
National
the
to
$75000 more iater
and it ^eeds to raiSte every bit of the
JewSi Its money is now gone,
$100,000 needed annually to carry on.

In Legit Break
Eddie Dowling arid Louis j.
Singer, who've teamed in presenting several legit productions, have
finally parted after differences. A
suit has been filed by the latter
against the actor-manager.
Last
Wednesday (5) Singer
sought a court order for an examination of his erstwhile partner
before trial' of a claim of $6,028,
Dowling counter - claiming for
money allegedly due him in excess
of that«amount. Recently Dowling's
claim for his share of profits from
"The Glass Menagerie" was reputedly settled by Singer out of
court. This was the
show that

,

.

"

Tiie Wing's activities are a proud part of an industry that has a
be proud of itself. Few, Industries such as the entertainment world gave away Its product during war time free, rather than
Few such industries have retained their vets
at cost or at a profit.
'across the board—a model for others to follow. It's a respectable
Industry 'now, even in Washington—thanks to such unselfish endeavors as the, Wing. The industry should support the Wing for what
^trainIt's done in prestige, and for what it|s doing now in practice
ing its men again fbr the theatre via its fichool,. bringing the theatre

right to

Navy flight instructor during the ures given placed the loss at,
war and now flies from the Teter- $340,000.
Only assets of AHT are costumes
boro (N. J.) airport.
During his air rounds last week, of questionable vialue and electriGolden spotted one of his signs cal apparatus, which will be saU
blown down on the Jersey Mead- vagefl, and whatever is realized will
ows, outside Jersey City.
It had be split among the investors, who
been plugging the Maurice Evans total 293. It's evident that refunds,
revival of Shaw's "Man and Super- will be puny amounts. Stock was
man," at the Hudson, N. Y., which sold in units of $500 each, invest
automatically gets a rebate. The tors being in and outside of show
show is scheduled to end its Broad- business from coast to coast. One
investor was a nurse, another, a
way run in a few more weelos.GI and even a" midwestern'-' college
invested.
Some investors bou^t
shares in bunches. Joseph Verner-

Producers Point to Biz

Reed,

who

-

declared himself out of

show business several seasons ago,

Dips as Agents, Mgrs.

being the biggest individual cus^

tomer, h^ buying $50,000 wort^ of
in for Raises shares.
ART was headed by thriee proAgents and managers huddled fessional fenimes, Eva Le Galbrought latter into the managerial
ranks. Dowling held a 20% share with legit show producers last lienne, Cheryl Crawford and Marin the Tennessee Williams hit but Friday (7) in the offices of the garet Webster. None of the half
Community
plays.
the
public
via
to
alleged he couldn't get Singer to League of New York Theatres, it dozen revivals operated profitably
give him a production accounting. being the first session in negotia- at the Columbus Circle, N. Y., theaThe Wing needs support from the theatre, while also seeking it
Papers in the current suit aver tions for increased salaries^ Per- tre known under various nameSi
Anyone can become a member, from $1 to $500 a year..
outfdde.
that Singer loaned Dowling $10,- centage of tilt was not discussed latest
being the International.
Angels may not need wings, but the Wing needs angels.
000, plus $12,500 last summer, and but the Assn. of Theatrical Agents Final venture there was "Alice in
Managers expects' a formal Wonderland" but ART had a minor
it's set forth that Dowling repaid and
$16,471 of the combined items. offer from the showmen during
(Continued on page 60)
Dowling claims that the larger this week. ATAM has a contract
amount was money Singer put up with the liCague until the start of
for hini for an interest in "Under the 1949-50 season, it being^stipNo London 'Streetcar'
the Counter," a revue brought over ulated however that the uhion has
from England by Lee Shubert last the right to seek higher pay before
Until the Spring of '49;
summer. Actor-manager says he the expiration of the pact.
It
At the initial session, producers
didn't know he was supposed to be
Viyien Leigh May Star
in on the show until it was imown said that business is slipping and
Washington, May 11. 't'
they cannot afford to tilt the salary
to be flopping.
Proposed
London production of
Seversing its previous stand, the
Early this season the duo teamed scales, there also being observa- "Streetcar Named Desire" prob^
Treosuiy Department has agreea
136 Ahead
in presenting "Our Lan"' (origi- tions' that ATAM probably picked ably will not be done until someto make the Belasco' theatre,' now
nally done on 14th street by the the wrong part of the season to time next spring. Producer Irene
After Payoff of 20Gon£T; Henry Street Settlement) on negotiate. However, the union com-, Selznick revealed that prior to sailb«i|fig wed as « ttorehouse for recBroadway. Mixed-cast drama also mittee explained it is looking for- ing Saturday (8) for Britain aboard
ords, avaUabte for legit next seaward to coming seasons and is actElects
Bd. Members flopped and Dowling claims a $4,- ing at the instancy of members who the Queen Mary. British version,
son. Indicaticouf ate that the house
000 item for directorial fees he
she said, will likely be done in.
will be Iea«ed for touring legit
The American "National Theatre didn't get. He says too he was also declare the pay to men ahead and association
with the London firm
bookings, though flhn Interests may & Academy had a balance of
back on the road, merely supplies
$33,- supposed to be in on the Garde
of H. M. Tennent I& Hugh Beautry to obtain it ajs a first-run pica subsistence, especially for those
000 in its treasury at the end of hotel. New Haven, which Singer with families and homes in New mont, with whom she lias already^
turefaouse.
purchased and which is a profitable
discussed
the
matter.
the fiscal year. May 1, it was reliving
venture, but discovered he was de- York, because of excessive
Joseph H. Curtis, film advertisMrs. Selznick was careful to
expenses out of town. If an agree(10)
by Vinton clared out.
ing man and son of Jack .Cohn, vealed Monday
the point out however, that a deal with
veepee of Columbia Pictures, is Freedley, president, at the organDespite the supposed settlement, ment cannot be. reached with
is not set,
Tennent
&
Beaumont
Dowling claims he is still entitled showrmen, arbitration will be used, and she will continue negotiations
one of those seeking to lease the ization's annual meeting
at the
as it was when the preisent stjales
theatre for
legit,
upon her arrival in London. Trip'
and he has Maxine ElUott theatrfe, N, Y. How- to share in the "Menagerie" prop- were adopted.
erty rights and wants an accountpledged not to conduct it on
is
the
producer's
first
journey to
a
ever, $20,000 of that amount will ing. Singer denying his claim and
racial discrimination
England in 12 years. She said she
policy.
In
be used to pay off the deficit of the stating that the differences in that
attir case, however,
hopes to secure Vivien Leigh as
it's figured the
Experimental
Theati:^.
One
ET
matter
were
settled
April
COAST
25.
star,
doubted
Dethe
femme
but
she
invite bids on the
production, "Skipper Next to God," spite the apparent disparity in figwould see her, t» the actress is
*^"^'s' offer among
provided a $16,000 profit for ANTA. ures Dowling claims that Singer
to be considered.
SEEKING 'HARVEr SUB now in Australia.:
really
owes
him
$971.
Another
losOfficers elected at the meeting
Besides looking over the London
Opening, of the Belasco as a legit
Brock Pemberton, planed to
included, besides Freedley, Helen ing venture of the partnership was
house would offset the
legit scene, Mrs. Selznick will also
loss of the
"St.
Lazare's .Pharmacy" "•^''•^
which Hollywood Sunday (9) to secure a, visit Paris and Rome. In. the latpictures, probably ef- Hayes, first vice-prez; Margo Jones, cost
around $70,000. It never star to follow Jack Buchanan, Eng- ter city "Streetcar's" author, Tenilii
The National, second vice-prez; Gilbert Miller, reached Broadway.
lish comedian who completes his
«ni.f
nessee Williams, is writing a new.
by^ Marcus Heiman. is treasurer; Sherman Ewing, asst.
assignment in the N. Y. "Harvey"
"S?<» to
said she probably
flhns rather than drop treasurer; Rosamond Gilder', sec(48th Street) cast May 22.
Rudy play. Producer
?*"«J»n«
would see him there and while
Breen, execu'acial discrimination, retary, and Robert
yallee was set to take over but was
w i?'*?
she would be "very eager" to seis
RE-ELECTED
continue the latter rule tive-secretary. C. Lawton Campsuddenly called for k film stint his
iftfw??*
next effort, it would be premabell continues as board chairman.
him
the
for
as
will
keep
on
Coast
that
Actors
Equity
h« »orbidden
* uf,^,?^^°"'
to discuss it now. Mrs. SelzElected to the board were Richits members to play
PREZ OF N.Y. GRIPS another four or five weeks, but he's ture
nick is due back June 17 in New
^^^^ segregation is dis- ard Walsh, president of the InterAnnual election of the New York expected to appear in the hit dur- York aboard the Queen Mary.
CMtllS
national Alliance of Theatrical
ing the coming summer.
stagehands union was held Sunday
Stage Employees; George Somnes,
Marx
is now mentioned
Groucho
(9), when Joseph Dwyer Was reproducer; Robert Dowling, presiANTA Angllne Lissner Aud.
to appear as the amiable stew in
elected. There were contests for
dent of the City Investing Co.;
"Harvey," the part being played ALEXANDER REPLACING
wSS*^^"^ to ™cent reports from Moss.Hart, president of the Drama- three other posts, all salaried posi- by Frank Fay and Joe E. Brown
tions.
»s still a probahimV, *?*?'
tists Guild, and H. Darkes Albright,
on the road. Harpo Marx is also DOUGLAS IN IfESTERDAr
that the Lissner auditorium
Closest to an upset was for the
president of the American Educapossibility^ going into the show
Washington Univ. will tional Theatre Assn. Reelected to secretary's job, held for. years by a
John Alexander,' who has been in
h»".„ ?f*^*,
either before or after Vallee.
bookings next the board were Brooks Atldnson, John McDowell, who won in a close
films since scoring in the original
s/»,l
understood the open- Ben Boyar, Clarence Derwent, vote over Bill GoebeL There were
inp ^f Vi,"^
"Arsenic and Old Lace," has been
four candidates for the two busi^ciasco for legit wiU not
Kase,
R.
C.
Gilder,
Miss
afffl^;
Freedley,
Levy
Englund
Tie
With
to
«nej!i this
'
engaged as the male lead for "Born
ness agent jobs, Solly Pernick bemove.
William Morris, Robert Porter- ing re-elected along with
John
Musical This Autumn Yesterday" (Lyceum, N. Y.), replacCampbell,
board field, Oscar Serlin and t<ee Simon- Goodson, they
chSv.v,'""^'*'?
outlasting Warren B
ing Paul Douglas at the end of the
Hollywood, May 11.
ThS^n of the American National son..
Brady and George McCormick. AnAcademy, has recently
*
Writer Ken Englund will month. Douglas is leaving td fulFilm
in
other contest was for the vicepresiWashmgton -for-meetings
produce a legit musical with Lou fill a pic. contract; "Yesterday" wa«
»
\^ih
w
th responsible
dency, George Fitzgerald winning
officials on using 'Moonlight' to Be Staged
head
of Leeds Music, in the his first stage part. Douglas had
Levy,
over Bill Little and Joe Nolan.
for years been a radio announcer,
fall. They're seeking comics such
Wit I auditorium for selected
Barnes-Clark Team
International Alliance of Theatri- as the Ritz Bros., Danny Kaye or
Judy HoUiday, who plays the
wrinkle to such a
dPai il^the Danny Thomas to play the lead. femme lead in "Yesterday," intend*
"I'U cal Stage Employees, of which
MacLiammoir's
bookings would
Micheal
^
,
,
hllA
set through a -local or- Met by Moonlight," formerly held N. Y. deckhands union is Local 1, Englund will soon visit New York remaining with the show but will
«SnL?
will
hold
convention
its
in
CJleveacquired
take
been
has
a month's vacation. Max Gorcould not be for by Oscar Serlin,
to submit the book to the Ritzes
don, Who produced the hit, has in#
by Howard G. Barnes and Lon land Aug. 16. Delegates' named to and their manager, Lou Irwin.
Clark, Who plan an early fall pro- attend are Jack Shapiro, 'Vincent
Writer is currently on the Coast, vited Lucille Ball to accept the rebe'hLi'i^'i^Y** t'iat angle could
Jacobi
(both
newly
elected
to
the
is
assigntnent.
Fitzgerald
placement
Geraldine
Where his wife, Mabel Albertson
arranging bookings duction.
tlirnifoh 5?
local's board of trustees), Eddie
(sister of Frankie Alberston) will
Washington Art Assn., reported interested in the script,
airt
Gately, John Brousseau (chairman
play the lead in "Craig's Wife" at
the ANTA office in and Barnes and Clark would like
^
Louis
yet
of
the
board),
Harry
Abbott,
P sadena Playhouse next
select only shows con- her as star, but they haven't
the
Dupree for Renos'
siripv3°*.
sidered
Yeager, McDowell, Meyer Harris, month. His son, George, is in the
approached her about it.
suitable for the house.
Hollywood, May 11.
"Moonlight" is a one-setter, Bernie Quatrochi, John J. Garvey cast of "The Adding Machine" at
tlie pre- (elected secretary-treasurer), Good- the Circle theatre.
St. Louis Opera Co. signed Ro''"lehman, revue and sketch with a cast of six, and
Dwyer.
son, Fitzgerald and'
wph'a?
one of the leads
senters figure roughly on a budget
recently returned from land Dupree for
y^s
Englund,
once
director
of
entPrLi^^"
outdoor presentation of
Barnes is a
«t Camp Tamiment of $50,000-$60,000.
New York, saw his daughter, Patri- in its in
in th-'^S**"*Producer Ned Warren and BUI
Silk."
and former stock
embark for London, where "Venus
cia,
wep{S+uP°'=""'>s, will spread 10 radio producer
summer trying out there company stage manager. Clark is Steuer set Don Walker to orches- she'll play Ado Annie in the Loni;:hipree leaves for St. Louis for
somB
musical,
material and ideas for a radio actor and a member of the trate their forthcoming
MmL?«^
don production of, "Qklahamal'i.-,- ^rehearsals starting June 1.
wospecUve Broadway production. New Stages group.
"The Happiest Days "
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Int'I Theatre Institute
To Be Set Up in Prague

Record Strawhats Tins Snminer;

International

S4 Register With Equity Already
William Miles, 149 E. 40th
Indications so far are tliat there house;
St., N. Y. (E.)
will be a record number of strawWellesley Summer
WcIIesley;
hat theatres in operation this sum- Theatre; Eldon Winkler. (E.)
Westboro; Red Barn Theatre;
mer. They will, as usual, include
T. Daggett, 161 E. 48th St.,
Robert
established
thefrojn
everything
N. Y. (E.)
and financiaHy-firm spots like the
Worcester; Worcester Playhouse;
Westport,
playhouse,
Country
Guy Palmerton (also Pitchburg,
Conn., and the Muny Opera .in For- Mass.), Wellington hotel, N. IT. (E.)
assort^
an
to
Louis,
St.
est Park,
MICBHGAN'
ment of just-vacated cowbams and
Detroit; Shubert-Lafayette; Robflimsy comcribs.
Nearly all the best-known straw- ert Fryer. (E.)

.

NEW

CAJilFORNIA

.

Santa'

Buhant Lobero

Walter Rathbun;

-

Eddie Rich, 959 S. Broad
theatre; ton. (E.)

(E.)

GOI.OKADO
Denver; Denver and Colorado
Springs theatre; George Meister.
,

(E.)

Denver; Elitdi's Gardens; Ar6iu«ler, 4620 W. 3!Sth st.,
nold
Denver. (E.)

&

eONNEGTICUT"

ist.,

Tren-

Olney Hayfarft Unes

vened..-:
^

Up

1st Four;

Institute

idea having germinated with the
United Nations Educational, Scienand Cultural OrganizaUons.
tific
UNESCO has had several sessions,
most recent having been in Mexico
City last winiter, but the blueprint
for the Institute was agreed to last
summer in Paris, when representatives from many nations first con-

MISSOURI
hats now operate under Actors
St. Loids; Municipal Opera; John
Equity Assn. rules and are uwa44th .st., N. Y. (E.)
chised- (usually under bond), but Kennedy, 11 E.
many smaller ones do not. Some oi
Keene; Keenc Summer Theatre;
the latter are professional outflte!
Box 1163,
paying, under Equity scale, while John Parker Samuels,
Lancaster, Pa. (E.)
others are pro only by courtesy."
PlayAs 6f last week 54. summer the- Peterborougb; Peterborough
Steams, Louis
atres had registered with Equity, ers; Mrs. Edith Bond
58th
N. Y. (E.)
st,
117
Fischer,
W.
than
"higher
which was somewhat
PlayChase
Bam
WhitefieM;
correspondthe
U»e registration at
Sparks;
ing time last season. Following are house; Mrs. Lucy Chase
Whitefield.
tfae-spots so far definitely set to re- Chase Farm Colony.
open this summer, incIudiRg hotn (E.)
JERSEY
Eqtuty an^i non. They are, listed
Atlantic City; Chelsea Titeatre;
acGOfidiUg to location, with the
May and
name .of the theatre and producer T. C. Upham (also Cape
included. If no other address is Ocean City, N. J.). (E.)
Cape May; Cape Theatre; T. C.
given, the producer may be addressed at the theatre. Equity- Upham (see Atlantic City and
francliised spots are mdicated by Ocean City, N. J.). <E.)
Clinton; Music Hall Theatre;
the letter (E.y.

NEW Hi^PSmBE

Theatre

will be formed during a meetuig
in Prague to be held late in June,

Pratt s 'Dilly' to
Olney, Md.,

Olney

theatre,

11.

new

Haw Preem at

will

be followed by aindy

"Papa

Is All,"

Redge

CJhris8;

Lake Geneva. Wis.
'Shont.

•

SelawiSbds

9 for ^ravi^t

Atterbnry Drops Tamarack
Albany, May 11.
'

Fnsedon' at Charl«tt»

May

Raleigh,

.

Freedom."
"Shout
histoileal
drama, opens May 20 in Ctiarlotta.
National ticket sale opened wk
week.
,

.

'

'

June

Clanton.
Clarence Derwent, president of Haila Stoddard and Ralph
38;" June 15, and
Equity, will be the American dele- hi "Amphitryon
Lillian Gish h» "The Mauqnlse,"
gate, as he was last summer. Its
haven't
bookfags
OUier
22.
June
possible that he wiU go abroad
been set yet for the 15-weck seaunder auspices^ of tlie State Dept. son.
which is interested in .having
Murrey
is set as stage
Peggy
Americsm participation In the In- manager. Additions to nermanent
stitute's formation, because of its company
are Mary MacArthur
United Nations background. Der- (Miss Hay«s' daughter), Donald
went, whoae annual wards to ac- Murphy and Phillppa Bevans:
tors were announced tiver the weekend in New York and London, rePratt Premiere At Spa
ceived two personal citations reSaratoga Springs, N. Y., May 11.
cently from organizations outside
John Huntington's Spa Players, in
of show business..
their second season at the Spa
Playhouse on the state reservation,
will present the prenriere of Theodore Pratt's novel, "Miss.Dilly Says
No" this summer. Pratt dramatized the book with the collaboration of WiUiam Hendrek. Playhouse director.
Latter will sCage it here; with
an early fall production on Broodjvay being planned. Several years
nine Broadway producers were
ago
La JoUa, Cal., May 11.
interested in buying the dramatic
Actors' Company, composed of
rights to "Dilly." but Pratt reSelniiek personnel, 'will open its
fused
to sell them because a suitasecond strawhat season here June
ble playwright was not available.
29 with a program of nine plays
Last season the Playhouse had a
to be staged over a period of nine
tryout of a comedy starring Faye
weeks.
Troupe includes Gregory Peck. Emerson.

Jutland; Hunterdon Hills Playhouse; Helen Thompson, Margaret
Barker, 545 Fiffli av., N. Y. (E.)
Lake Hopatcontn Lakeside Summer Theatre; Richard Stevers,
Dean Goodman, 208 E. 51$t st,
N. Y. (E.)
Mel Ferrer. Joseph Gotten, .JenniMillbum; PapermiU Playhouse; fer Jones and Dorothy McGuire.
Frank Carringtbn. (E.)
Oeean City; Beach Theatre; T.
C. Upham (see Atlantic City and
Cape May, N. J.). (E.)
Berlb
McCarter Theatre;
Princeton;
Harold,J. Kennedy, Herbert KenfligUights
with, 3 Weehawken ave., N. Y. (E.)
Theatre;
Contemporary
Trenton;
Robert L. Fierman, Edgar Levy,
of Writer
Jack Barry. (E.)
Richard Bodgers and Oscar

%

strawhat in Highland Park, oi>erated by H. M. Rogers, has an.

plied for Equity approval.
Non-Equity houses scheduled to
Allen, and Evelyn Freyman, has set
its four plays for the summer sea- reopen.next month are the Michi.
ana
Shores Players, Michigan
fa
Hayes
Op«ier, Helen
son.
Ind.,
«nd the Geneva playhouS
Star
«n
28,
"Alice-Sit-By-the-J'Ire,"

auspices of Richard Skinner,

tians in

-

May

under

Coast Strawhat t* Debnt flay
Los Angeleii. May li.
Michael North will play the male
lead in "Lonsdale Holiday," .a new

by John Meredyth Lucas, td
be Staged by Gryphon Playa^;,
Laguna Beach stniwhatteis, in
legiter

July.

.

Marilyn Maxwell
offer to play the

deals vrith
house.

is

femme

murder

mulling an

ha

lead. Play
'

a

Derweilt Prizes Sontrise

By Going

'Off-Broadway';

Twfr Award Sets in Londw
Cash awards for the
best

performances

by

season's
actresses

and actors in supporting parts
were announced late last week in
New York and London, from funds
granted to Equity and British
Equity for that purpose by Clarence Derwent, head of the Ameri-

Malcdlm Atterbnry; who in re- can legit actors' association. For
cent seasons has openited the Tam- the first time appearances in playi
arack Playhouse, at Lake Pleasant, put on by BbipeiimCTtal Theabe
N.Y.(E.).
in the Adirondacks, will appear were considared by the award*
^
Playhouse;
Ivoryton; Ivoryton
with the Brattleboro (Vt.) Players committee and both winners came
MUton Stiefel, 63 W. 44th St., N.Y.
this summer with iiis wife, Ellen
from two £T shows.
<E.)
Hardies. That was revealed here
Summer
Litcbfietd;' litdifleld
Catliolne Ayers, who appeared
Saturday (8) by Hany L. Yonn^,
Theatre; Laurence Slade, Leonard
managing director ^at Brattleboro^ in "A Long Way From Home," allAltoben, 1775 Broadway, N. Y. (E.)
with whom the Atterburys are as- Ncgi-o cast adaptation of Gorki's
Cragsmoor; .Cragsmoor Theatre; Hammerstein 2d &ve founded an sociated in the operation of the The Lower Depths," and Lou GilNew Mllford; Theatre - in - the
Dale; Louis Townsend, One Fifth Parker Mnis. (E.)
Irving Berlin scholarship in mur Albany Playhouse Co., local stock bert, who was in "Hope la a Thtag
Derby; I,ake Shore Playhouse: sical composition at the Juilliard troupe. Atterbury ^iU,;either lease with Feathers," were selected, each
Avenue hotel, N. "X, <K.)
T. Bldg.,
Westvott; Country Playhouse; Lewis Fisher, 520 M.
school of Music, N. Y.. to be Tamarack for the summer or keep to get $500 at Equity's annual
Lawrence Langner,.23. W. 53d st,, BufFaio. (Non-E.)
<
it shuttered. Youn^ said.
meethig May 28. Both £T engage'Middletown; Stratton Theatre; granted a N. Y. high school graduand John C. Wilson. 10 Rodcefeller
In addition to Younii and the ments were for one week at the
Samuel Zerlmsky, .William Har- ate annually. The course will Atterburys.
plaza,. N. y. <E.)
mon. Joseph H. King, 150' W. 21st be for at least four, years, the first tleboro will the company at Brat- Elliott, N. Y. and as players in ET
DELAWAKE
include
Nancy
Cushshows get little comiiensation, the
scholarship to be awarded in the
itehoboth Beich; Henlopen Play- st, N. Y. (E.)
Mt Kiseo; Westchester Play- '^U. Announcement was made man, Bert Whitley, Anna Minot and awards, although surprising, met
ers; Earl- J. MacHardy, 21 Park
house; Barton.B. Emmet, Beekman Tuesday (11) Jointly by Juilliard Pitt Herbert, stage manager. Sea- with .general'commcndation. Howave., Rehoboth. (E.)
son opens there July 12.
hotel, N. Y. (E.)
Towers
ever, "Hope" is one of three sliort
H, the date being Berand' R
ILLINOIS
Saratoga Springs; Spa Theatre;
plays which opened last night (11)
HieUIand *Pai1i; Park Playhouse; John Huntfaigton. 433 W. 21st St., lin's 60th birthday and Ms 40th
Boettcher-Burleigh Tieup
dt the Playhouse, N. Y., bill hianniversary as a songwriter.
H. M. Rogers. (E.)
N. Y. (E.)
Pittsburgh, May 11.
cluding "Home of the Buffalo," ia
Miirewo; Shady Lane Players;
said they could think
R &
Skaneateles; Skaneateles SumHenry Bbettcfaer. head of drama which Eddie Dowling and his wife
Frank-Bryan; (E.)
mer "Theatre; Walter and Vir^nia of ^o better way to honor Berlin department at Carnegie Tech, will Ray Dooley ate co-starred, latter
INDIANA
F. Davis, 332 E. 53d St.. N. Y. (E.) by expressing "bur hi^. profes- be associated with Fred Burleigh
Michiaua Shorea; Bamum SumSndthtown Branch; L. 1.;. Old sional regard and our great pro- in operation of South Shore Play- emerging froih a 14-year retireBetty Linley of "The
mer Theatre; Norman M. Bamuin, Town Theatre; Robert O'Byme, fessional friendship." More 'Uian ersr Cohasseti Mass., this summer. ment.
633 Fine Arts, bldg., Chicago. Webster hotel, N. Y. (E.)
two yearS :ago .R .&
were about Mrs. Alexander Dean, widow of Heiress" (Biltmore) and Philip
<Non-E.)
NORTH CAROLINA
to produce ''Annie Crct Your Gun," founder of strawhat group and Tonge of the recently closed reKENTUCKY
Manteo; Waterside Theatre; Ro- book of which was' written by. Her- presently assistant to the chairman vival of "Tonight at 8:30" were the
Lanisville; Louisville Park oper- anoke
Island Historical Assn., bert and Dorothy Fields. Jerome of the Yale University Theatre, and runnersup.
ettas: Dennis DuFor, Lambs Club, Manteo. (E.)
Kern was committed to' compose Richard Hoo'^r, general manager
N. Y. (El)
,
Tuxedo; Lake Summit Play- the score
Terry-Derwent Prises
but when he died sud- of the Playhouse here, where BurMAINE
house; Robroy Farquhar, Box 21,
denly Berlin did the job, regarded leigh is the dhrector, are withdrawBar Harbor; Bar Harbor Play- St; Davids,". Pa. (E.)
London, May Hing from the venture because of
as something, of a miracle, as he
bouse; Theodore' Leavitt, 16 GramOHIO
the pressure of their year-round
Clarence Derwent awards, comercy Park, H. Y. (E.)
Columbus; Hartman Theatre; was under time pressure.
posts.
parative to those given by him
KemtdHMk^ott;' Kennebunkport William G. Johnson, Beverly Kel"Aimie" is still on Broadway and
First
aU-Equii^r strawhat Pitts- for' Broadway appearances* were
Playhouse; Robert C. Currier- (E.) ley. (E.)
wiU complete its second year at burgh's ever had. the White Bar announced by British Equity last
Ogonqntt; Oggnquit Playhouse;
PENNSYLVANIA
the Imperial this weekend (16). theatre, located next to the Co- Saturday
(9), >the winners being
Mrs. Maude Hartwig, 78 DartAllentown;
Hayloft
Summer Musical is cleaning up on the road lonial Manor hotel
about 25 min- Jessicc Spencer, who is in "Hoyal
mouth St., Forest Hills, N. Y. (E.)
Theatre; Don M. Dickinson, 263 and same goes for "Annie"
com- utes by auto from heart of Golden Cirele," Which opened at WyndPeak's IsfaHtd; Gre«iwood Gar- West End av., N. Y. (E.)
Triangle,
will
panies
in
London
launch
and
a
Australia,
10-week
Paine,
305
den Playhouse; Robert
hams April 27, and Colin Gordon,
'Bsyn Mawr; College Summeir
W. 97th St., N. Y. (E.)
In the N. Y. Times- Sunday (9i season on Jan. 10. Playhouse, re- who's in "The Happiest Days
Theatre; Bryn Mawr college drama
Surry; Surrj' Playhouse; Charles department (Non-E.)
magazine Ihere was an illustrated converted from an old barn, will Your Life," completing its second
seat around €00 and has for its proO. .Carey, «4 W. 56th st, N. Y. (E.)
story
by S. J. WooM with the head- ducers Clay
Jennerstown; Mountain
Playmonth at the Apollo. Vahiei-vs
Flafig and Cart Low,
SkoWliegan; Lakewood Theatre; house; Louise Maust (E:)
ing "The BerUn Album: 60 Years,
(5)
latter presently on tour with Joe Clem in last week's issue
Melville IBurkov Dauphin hotel,
Moylan: Hedgerow Theatre, Rose 800 Songs," subtitle being "Amer- E. Brown
ferred to Miss Spencer's work in
in "Harvey."
N. Y. (E.)
Valley; Jasper Deeter. (Non-E.)
ica's 'words and music' man has
"Circle" as "gentle and sincerejn
MARYLAND
Mt. Gretoa; Gretna Playhouse; built a phenomenal career and
her depicUon of love at first sl9>(
BrooklandvUIe;- Hilltop Theatre, Charles Cog^lan, 230 W. 11th St.,
Dean Muivby Ey«s Strawhats
he's still busy at it."
Berlin was
and disillusion."
Don Swann, Jr., 907 St. Paul st., N. Y..(E.)
Minneapolis, May 11.
pictured in Idbe- uniform he wore
Terry
Baltimore. (E.)
Ellen
annual
currently playing
Second
New Hope; Bucks County Playr, -^^i^l^^^^'P'^y'
Olney; OIney theatre; Richard house; Theron Bamberger, 1430 in "This Is the Army," outstand- Hotel
Nicollet Minnesota Terrace, awards, referred to as "Oscars,
mg World War II service show. will take his first Whirl at eastern for the be.st actress, actor iind playSkhmer, Royatton. hotel, N. Y. (E.) Broadway, N. Y. (EJ
He said he couldn't pick his fav- strawhatters this summer. He'd
MASSACHUSETTS
Nuaqgola; Grove. Theatre; Royal
1947-48 season were
wright
the
of
orite composition but lis};ed seven. hke to team with
Boston; fioston Summer TlieatrCi Stout. (E.)
Nancy Walker announced at the Savoy hotel last
The title pages of songs pic- if she's able to pry herself loose week, presentations being made
Mutual Hall; Lee Falk, 235 E. 45th
RHODE ISLAND
Bt., N. Y. (E.)
Matunuck;
Theatre-by-the-Sea; tured: "Alexander's Ragtime Band" Irom the Broadway musical "Look Sir Louis Stu-ling, the donor. TM
Cambridge; Brattle Hall Summer Edward Gould, 9110 Avenue A, (1911), "A Pretty Giri Is Like a Ma. I'm Dancin'."
Ashcroft aBO
Mimic never has done any legit- winners were Peggy
Theatre; Robert Fletcher. (E.)
Brooklyn, N. Y. (E.)
Melody" ("Ziegfeld Follies," 1919),
Robert Morley for their perfomCtaafhant;
Monomny Tlieatre;
Newport; Casino Theatre; Sara "Say It With Music" ("Music Box imate theatre straight roles, but
ances in "Edward My Son," whicn
Mary B. Winslow. (E.)
Stamm, 1674 Broadway, N. Y.
Revue," 1921), "Always" (1925), has appeared in pictures as well is completing a year at the Lyric
Dennis: Cape Playhouse; Richas
vaude
Tiverton;
The New Yorkers, "Easter Parade"
and nltcries.
("As Thousands
(due on Broadway next season),
4trd Aldrich, 1430 Broadway, N. Y. Whitridge hall; Alan Lee* '336 E.
Cheer," 1833), "God Bless AmerCarol Bruce in "Bloomer," Dallas while the cited playwright was
<E.)
56th St., N. Y. (Non-E.)
Lhidenf
Christmas"
.T. B. Priestley, for his "The
Faidisven; Eairhaven Suanmer
TENNESSEE
.A*^'**^'
Dallas, May 11.
("Holiday Inn," fihn, 1942).
The
Theatre; Anthoiay Farisar. (E.)
Memi^iis;
Memphis
musical
Carol Bruce will do the Celeste Tree," soon entering its IWJ
Ealmodtfa; Tanglewood Theatre; stock; Victor Morley, 130 W. 44th numbers are merely -highlights. Holm role in the Dallas production month at the Dutchess. Dramatist
He is still writing songs for Holly- of "Bloomer Girr' opening
Arthur J. Beckliard (also Oak St., N. Y. (E.)
July in acknowledgement of the honor
wood and Broadway and a revue 26 at the State Fair Casino. Joan said that "writing plays is a gnm
Mansfield hotel,
Bluffs,
Mass.),
TEXAS
N.Y.(E.)
Dallas; Starlight Operetta, Fair by him is tentatively slated for McCracken has already been an- business." It's ironical that "Tree,
Fitchburg; I^ake Wnaloni Play- Park Casino; Charles R. Meeker, next season at the Music Box.
nounced ffir the role she created hi? 24th play, was voted the best
house; Guy fialmertonr (also Wor? Jr. (E.)
in the original Broadway produe^ of the year in London and flopped
cester, Mass.), Wellington hotel,
VERMONT
tion.
badly on Broadway, at the Music
N. Y. (E.)
Brattleboro; Brattleboro PlayBABTHOLOHEW TO PRODUCE
Arthur Treacher will also guest Box.
Holyoke; Mountain Park Casino house; Harry L. Young, Albany
in "Anything Goes" and Rosalie".
Albany,
May
11.
;
Charles B. Cochran was given «
Theatre; Jean Guild, 176 Lincoln Stock Co., Lodge st., Albany. (E.)
Freddie Bartholomew. Inc., has
VIRGINIA
special statuette for his 50 years
St., Holyoke. (E.)
2 Summer Spots in HI.
Oak Bluffs; Martha's Vineyard
Abingdon; Barter Theatre; Rob' been chartered as a producer, with
of sei-vice to the theatre and acChicago, May 11.
offices
in
New
York
City.
Playhouse; Arthur J, Beckhafd ert Porterfleld. (E.)
Shady Lane Players, Marengo, cepted the token with modesty but
Bartholomew, onetime juvenile, lU., Equity
dis^
WISCONSIN
(also Falmouth, Mass.), Mansflel^
troupe, will resume tlic vet showman expressed his
hotel,- N. Y. (E.)
\ ^ OconfNmo:H'qG; Port Players; Wen- screen star, has been playing In summer stock June 15 under the approval of such recognition a»
legits recently, mostly in strawhati direction
<
PlayBerkshire
ten. (E.)
StOokbrid£ret
of Frank Biyan, Another copying the Hollyvraod custom.
Playhouse;
Lewis Harnion, 547 Riverside drive,

Chapel

Guilford;

Scholar^ By
Week
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UBGITUiATE
Dunham IHG,

Conventioneers Soosting Chi RO.;

Pittsburgh,

Pitt

May

Sidd Stays

11.

Considering slow start Katharine
got away to at the Nixon
week, her "Tropical Eevue"
didn't do too bad, grabbing around
$1 1.500 at $2.50 top. That probably
enabled both attraction and iiouse
to salt away a small profit. By
week's end show had built almost

&eased on B'way

67

for

AD

Dunham
last

"

Advent of

Chicago, May 11.
a«w plays-and the

tVi«>

^ma^vf

o« "My
frir *l*rfng
week. "Shybrightened the b.o. last

UmS

35G

IN FRISGO;

'OKLA' $17,000 IN 5

to capacity on
a good press.

BiitFew;m'47G,'Sa]lyl4Giiii
'HoU' 121/26 1st

word of mouth and
The trend was downward on
Nixon currently has return enBroadway and grosses of longrun
shows dipped further. Where there
was betterment, it was counted in
a lew hundred dollars. Occupan<^
in midtown hotels is eonsidcirab^
under normal.

^

feeHiventioncers.

ance

Button Shoes" steps into

>lMi

^»g

vmU^the Black-

X

(they were out for
with Virus
five days and seven performances)

stene.

Estimates for Last

week

m

the Geary (1,550; $4.20).
"Harvey," with Joe E. Brown,
opened Monday (W) at the Geary

Dwth virtually identi"AntoiV and Cleoiiatra," JWackcal cast that played here in 1946.
Got
irtone (Sd wk) <1,358; ?5).
The Civic Light Opera rang up the
^wing wiS fine $25,000 plus.
its ninth season with
curtain
on
Seliwn
Mrs. Fraser^"
"First
"Nadghty Marietta" at the Curran

m

Opened
IIjOOO: $4.33).
wiCtt moderate advance.

(1,550; $3.60)

yesterday

a©

«tj«ui I-ov«s Mary." Harris (13 th
Consistently
$3.71).
(1,000;
$19,000.

(1,776;

$4.20)

Monday

with

(10)

Susanna Foster, Wilbur Evans and
Edwai-d Everett Horton.

wk)

fine;

"HWr 'Svnance," Great Northern
(3td ,wk) (1^00; $4.33). Closing
week brought in some trade; fair
$14,500.

'imE'52G,ieri04€,

*HARM' $21,000, IN LA.

Lbs Angeles, May 11.
'Los Angeles Civic Light Opera
week.
Co. kicked off its 11th season last
His Danehter." week, bringing in Mary Martin in
(lOtli wk)
drawing well

"Show Boat." Shubert
<2,jOO; $4-.94). Still
Willi $33,000 for this

"Shyleck and
tlie
Studebaker (1.246; $3,71). Caught "Annie Get Your Gun" as
vMsked house opening night (91 ana opener, and first: week take indicates a lecoid season in prospect.
like stawg fitst week.
Frame's figure was $52,000. held
down somewhat by season subscriptions. Fourth and final week, of tiie
run, however, will be single sales
exclusively and Civic expects a

Sock

Mi!t

M

Los AngdieSt May 11.
Plans to bring the Metropolitan
Oyen Assn. back nesd season
were formulnted here after accountants reported that the Met's
14' performance stand had reaped
a net profit of $30,789.30, with
.

new

liouse record,

"Harvey" finaled at the Biltmore
Saturday on a strong note, three
frames totaling $57,000, very pleasant considering competition and
fact it's^ repeating. "Oklahoma,"
which rekindled house last night
for six weeks, also is a repeater but
even so, advance sale at curtain
time was around the $100,00 mark.
Nothing else coming in this frame.
Etitinuics for Last

Week

"Inside

U. S. A." did the expected and is Broadway's new top
grosser getting over $47,000 and
"The Play's The Thing" had a
promising first week. Sharp difference of opinion attended the debut
of "Hold It" and virtually the same
applied to a revival of "Sally."
"The Alchemist" revival drew what
should be boxoffice notices for its
repertory showing. "The Dybbuk,"
first Palestine rep show, did very
well for a foreign language show.
"Medea" ends a goocUy run this
Saturday (15) "Cup of Trembling"
was expected to fold but continues.
Philadelphia, May 11.
With the end of PhUly's legit
Estimatesfor Last Week
sea.son apparently just around tlie
Keys: C i.Cotmdy'), D (Drama),
comer, last week saw the city's CD ^Comc<^y-DTama); R (Jteuue),
four regular hou-ses all occupied
(JWusicol), O (Operetta).
again for only the second time
"AllegTO." Majestic (30Ui wk)
since the first of March. Biz was
on the fairish side with no loud {M-1,695; $6). Using extra space
cheers heard but few squawks ads aimed to bolster matinee attendance; business however stiU
either.
The old perennial, "The Student making operating profit; $32,000
Prince," playing its 14th local en- estimated.
"Angel in the Winss," Coronet
gagement, led the van despite the
fact that it was tmcking two at- (22d wk) (R-998; $4.80). Eased off
tractions new here and highly her- to approximately $19,000 which is
alded. The new musical, "Sleepy still very good for intimate revue.
Hollow," bowed in at the Shubert
"Annie Get Your Gnn." Imperial
on Tuesday (4tb) heralded by lau- (104th
wk)
(M-1,472;
$6.60).
datory reports from New Haven. Reaches the two-year mark at end
The crix, however, were not too of the week and is still making
kind. In face of tepid notices, man- money; last week $35,000 estiagement decided against holding mated.
the showing here beyond two-week
Yesterday,"
"Born
Lyceum
period originally announced, and.it (118th wk) iC-993; $4.80). Picktd
goes from here to Boston for a final up a bit and was quoted close to
fortnight's tuneup.
$15,000 which is good enough
"The Winslow Boy," opening figure for exceptional longrun
Monday night at the Walnut, got comedy.
miiversal raves, perhaps second
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld <61st wk)
only to those accorded "Streetcar"
and "Mister Roberts." Biz has re^ (M-1,628; $4.80). No exception to
acted accordingly and English the downward trend and last
drama will probably be a total sell- week's takings figured around
$29,000; profitable at that figure
out after tonight.
however.
Estimates for Last Week
"Command Decision," 'Fulton
"Sleepy Hollow," Shubert (1st
wk) (1,877; $3.90). Opened two (31st wk) (D-968; $4.80). Stood up
weeks' stay Tuesday and received better than most others and with
mostly disappointing notices al- the count around $16,000 another
profitable
week registered.
minority
report
strong
though a
was filed. Got tepid $12,000
"Finian's Rainbow." 46th Street
seven performances and moves to (e9th wk) (M-1,319; $6.). Another
Boston next week for another fort- run musical that eased off further
night's tuning up. House has noth- and
the
estimated
count .w
ing mentioned to follow.
around $28,000, profitable.
"The Student Prince," Forrest
Tor Love or Money,'' Miller

Tmslow'

May 17 and stayed over for a fourth week and
^nssom Time" makes ite annual turned
a tremendous $35,000 at

th^narBat Northern

$m,

HoliowSlli

I

M

'

-My S«ns," Las Pahnas (7th
gnw hmng $36830.78 at the wk)"AU
(388: $3). Solid back to $4,000,
efiOO-^t Shrine Auditorium. .Pro- which is still very nice.
fit
was split between Met and
"Arnde Get Tour Gnn," PhilharGreater Los .Angeles Plans, Inc.,
wk) (2,670; $4.80).
which brought the troupe here. monic And (1st
greeted L. A. Civic's
Nut for the engagement was $276,- Rave reviews
kickoff show and first frame wound
000.
with a smash $52,000.
Heaviest grosser was "Carmen,"
"Blackouts of 1948," El Capitan
season opener, which- racked up (307th wk) (1.142; $2.40). $16,000.
$3.25). Old favor$33,943. Lowest take was $78,098.(3rd wk) (1st wk) (1,766;
(27th wk) (C-940; $4.20). Slight
"Htorvey," Biltmore
got a very satisfactory $18,500 betterment claimed for -this comSO with "The JMasked BalL" AverFinaled on a ite
(1,636; $3.60).
With this 'low scale. It is in for"* edy at $11,500; ticket sale into late
age attendance was 5^800.
.stronger note with $21,000 for
three weeks with nothing follow- .Tune. Diana Herbert due to replace
Other grosses for the stand swell .$57,000 total.
ing.
were, "Aida," $29,401; "La TraviJune Lockhart at May's end.
"Ice Capadcs of 1948," Pan
"Harvey," Locust («th wk) (1,580;
ata," $29,455; "Magic Flute," $29,- Pacific Aud (3rd wk) (6,036; $3.60).
"Harvey," 48th St. (185th wk)
$3.90). Going along on even keel
269; "Cavalleria Rusticana"-"Pag- Second full frame slumped slightly
with almost $14,000 last week. Ends (C-902; $4.20). Business about the
haeci,"
$29,162;
"La Boheme," but still great $103,756.
same,
gross approximating $10,000;
Saturday
seven weeks' stay this
$29j048;
"Manon," 028,831; "II
"The Stone Jungle," Coronet with "Anna Lucasta" in Monday as yet no replacement for Jack
Tiovatore," $26,754;
"Die Wal- (2d wk) (2J»5; $2.40). Fu«t full for fortnight's return.
Buchanan, now in third week as
kure," $25,598;
"Rosenkavalier," frame, slow $2,500.
Winslow Boy," Walnut (1st lead.
"The
.$24,879; "Tristan and Isolde," $23,"High Button Shoes," Shubert
wk) (1,340; $3.90). English dranxa
510; "Peter Grimes," $21,365; and
in on ATS subscription as sixth (31st Wk) (M-1,387; $6). One of the
'Madame Butterfly," $18,568.
Schwartz to Direct
and final olfering, got rave notices exceptions, attendance being of
nil around and biz has picked up standee proportions and count con$98,0» In 4 In Mpls.
Jouvet in 'Shylock' steadily from start when subscrip- tmues close to $38,000.
tion was a vital need. Almost $17,Minneapolis, May 11,
"Hold It," National (1st wk) (MChicago, May 11.
,500 and will beat that figure this
At $7.50 top in 5,000-seat Univ.
$6). Got a few favorable,
Maurice Schwartz, here current- week. Next Monday, "There Goes 1,164;
ot Minnesota Auditorium, Metronotices but mostly distinctly adin Yiddish-language "Shylock the Bride," foF two weeks and after verse. Figured around $12,500 in
politan Opera Assn. for its thU-d ly
after
will,
that house has no booldng.
six times, including highfirst
annual engagement here drew and ffis Daughter,"
American
priced premiere.
complete capacity for three nights cross-country and South
and a matinee. Huge gross of $9B,- tour, sail for France, where: he Tan* 8G in 2, Salt Lake;
"Hope's The Thing," Playhouse
"00 was on par with those of will direct tragedy in French ver(865; $4.20) Presented by Eddie
Yurka*s 'Sons '3G in 3 Dowling; '*Hope," done by ExperiLouis Jouvet would play
preceding seasons,
representing sion.
SPMlty. It was $28,800 above $70,- Schwartz' Shylock role.
Salt Lake City, May 11.
mental Theatre and two other
000 guarantee.
"Lady Windermere's Fan," star- Richard Harrity playlets; opened
ring Cornelia Otis Skinner, had a Tuesday (11).
Hngagements here have always
Jane Cowl 13€, D.C
snown substantial profit which is
solid session at the b.o. for its
"Inside U. S. A.," Century (1st
two performances at the Capitol wk) iR-1,670; $6). Six parUes at
lurned over to Minneapolis SymWashington, May 11.
Gross was full price during first full week;
phony Orchestn fund. PubUcJane Cowl in "First Mrs. Fraser" Theatre last Friday 17).
spjrlted guarantors have never had did a surprising $13,000 at $3.60 a juicy $8,000.
new musical click topped $47,000.
Blanche
starring,
Sons,"
My
"All
dig down in tiieir jeans.
"Joy to the World," Plymouth
top, in its week's stint at the Nain a Univeraity Theatre pro- (8th wk) <CD-1.063; $4.80). Stated
tional. Show had sad fadeout in Yurka,
duction, ran into too much compe' to be malung operating profit and
Pittsburgh the week before.
Con<»es Cnat Met
Follies" and
"There Goes the Bride," George tition from "WaterKingbury Hall, slated into summer; improved to
Indianapolis, May 11.
at
week
last
"Fan"
Ilka
starring
$14,000.
Oppenheimer comedy
Metropolitan Opera Assn. Chase and Robert Alda, opened and came through with about
"Look Ma, I'm Dancin'," Adelphi
one-third capacity at (14th wk) (M-1,434; $4.80). Nancy
l-""** perfoi-mances at state last night for a single week. Frank $3,000, doing
"™v«i"snies this week, drawing
top, for three performances Walker out last week; sister Betty
Fay in "Harvey" follows May 17. $2.40
f?P,ac»ty or near for each. Indiana
(6-7-8). Next west's i^ring festival Lou Barto subbing; show is one of
ujwv.s 3,800.«eat auditorium at
production will be "Arms and the the musical favorites but has eased
'BLOSSOM' 12G IN 5, M'kee
Man," with Frances Reid and Phil- off to $28,000.
'""SJington was complete sellout
f
lor
Milwaukee, May 11.
Don Giovanni," with Pinza,
lip Boumeuf.
"Make Mine Manhattan," Broadluesday (4). About 3,200 attended
On its 20th visit to the Davidson
hurst (17th wk) (R-1,160; $6). New
Hosenkavalier"
'Fan* 18V4G In 4, Denver
musicals may affect excellent pace
there
Monday theatre, the ever-reliable "Blossom
did
Marshall,
^vith Rise Stevens featured. Time," with Everett
Denver, May. 11.
of revue but It has been selling
vL
performfive
was
in
the
in
"Lady
*0P
a cool capacity
Cornelia Otis Sldnner,
$7.20.
out so far; well over $35,500.
here.
Windemere's Fan," did a big $12."Me and Molly," Belasco (11th
„,J?°i'?lhy Kirsten and Jan Peerce ances of its four-day stay
Take was $12,000 in the 1,600- 500 for four shows (three nights wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). Business
^^^^
"Traviata," sung to
fi ftnn
6,000
and a mat) at tlie 1,250-seat Broad- quoted around $10,500 again; will
in Purdue's Hall of Music seat house.
was
There
lop.
with
a
$4.20
wav.
probably i-educe operating cost fpr
?i„^'afayetle Wednesday (5). Five
"Private
TORONTO
on
advance
'CAROUSEL'
33G,
try,
summer
$9,000
a
11"'* students were admitted
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (l2th
Lives," with Tallulah Bankhead,
Toronto, May 11.
Pl"s ^ax, faculty
Xmvi * J^^'^^'
wk) <CD-1,357; $4.80). General
With standees at every perform- currently at the Broadway.
$2, auditorium manis ringing up conditions cannot dent the capaciOberfelder
M.
A.
ca
absolute
did
^IkH'"^ ^^'^'ne Pfoflts from ance, "Carousel"
gross a big advance on Spike Jones. ty-plus pace of laugh-getting war
^PacSi entertainments there this pacity business for a terrific
"Holiday on Ice" moves into the play; $34,500.
^° i."^ "P differences. of $33,000 last week.
Pim?,?..
"Oklahoma!", St. James (265th
Royal Alexandra (1,525) was Auditorium for 10 shows" starting
''ras closed to
PubSc
Wk) <M-1,509; $4.80), Xalk «f send'
June
i«caled «t $4L2Q top.
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gagement of "Anna Lucasta," which
San Francisco, May 11.
"OWahoma!" wound up its ciglith played here before early last seaweek at the Curran (1,776; son, and gets "Winslow Boy" Monopening. "First and final
(17) under subscription aumit at its Sunday
Wednesday
(5) with a still day
$4.20),
Fraser," which curtsied yes- strong $17,000 for five perform- spices for what will probal^y be
adsSav (10), had a moderate
ances. Full eight weeks showied a the legit finale.
'Antony and Cleopatra" is husky $297,000.
while
mouth,
thriving via word of
The Lunts, who have spent most
seems set for
"John loves Mary"
of their scheduled "O Mistress
tte^mraer, "Show Boat" is stUl Mine" tlu-ee week run off the
major attenddoing okay, drawing
boards due to Alfred Lunt's siege

Scbv(rart2, got
leeiter with Maurice
press and sold
excellent advance

company to Atlantic City
the summer; stiU making a

ing this
for

little money; $18,000 approximated
l^t week.
"Strsnse Bedfellows," Morosco
(17th wk) (C-935; $4.80). Like several others will likely go on summer basis by reducing nut and
.

sharing

arrangement;

shaded

to

$11,000.

"Streetcar

Named

Desire," Bar-

rymore (23d wk) (D-l,0fi4: $4.80).
Winner of the Pulitzer and Critics
Circle prize should keep dramatic
smash playing to standees through
summer and away into next season;
$27,500.

"The Cup of Trembling," Music
Box (3d wk) (D-977; $4.80). Was
slated to close last week but fresh
money showed up; partial parties
last week didnt help much; $iO,'<
000.

.

"The

Biltmore

Heiress,"

(32d

wk) iD-920; $4.20). Proves its class
by drawing very good money but
not capacity; rated around $18,000
again.

"The Respectful Pro.slitutc" and
"The Gbppy Journey," Cort (8th
wk) (C-1,064; $4.20). Doing alright
but not drawing capacity; extra
space ads for the- short plays which.,
operate at inoderate cost; $14,000
approximated.

Habimji. Broadway
<1,900; $4.80).

(1st

wk)

Estimated over $23,-

which meant goodly profit
week showing of "The
Dybbuk;" 'T)avid's Crown," also in
Hebrew, by troupe from Palestine,
000,

for one

.iS'Current.

"Man and Snpennan," Hudson
(31st wkl (CD-1.(B7; $4.80). One of
the season's best moneymakers-and

dong okay businees; Sated:
around $17,500.
"Medea," Royale (D-1,026; $4.80).
and 28th week; business
better to $17,500 which is quite
profitable; "The Vi^" next week.
"Sally." Beck (1st wk) (M-1,214:
$5.40). Like "Hold It," revived
musical got sharply ^vided press
but fairly good business $14,000
'
in first four times.
still

Final

'

"The Alchendst." City Omter
wk) (D-2,200; $2.40). Drew

rist

goodly notices but limited to this
week; next in repertory will be
"S. S. Glencairn" and three other
Eugene O'Neill playlets due next
midweek.
"The Play's the Tbbiier.^' Booth
Strong
(2d wk) (CD-712; $4.80).
lower floor business after favorable reception; g r o s s approactied
$14,000.

Experimental Theatre
"Ballet

Ballads,"

Elliot.

Bill:

"Susanna and the Elders," "Willie
Weeper" and "Eccentricities of
Davey Crockett;'' opened Sunday

the

(10)

very well received.

'Shoes'

mm,
Boston,

May

IX,

Three legit shows
tovm last
week did pretty weU considering
competition from the Pops,
ii:.,

terrific

outdoor weather, night ballgamcs
and nearby races, but D'Oyly
Carte Opera Co. is still baffling
the town by its so^ biz.
"Oh Approval" at the Plymouth
for twio weelcs is only opener this
week, as of tonight (11), with
"Sleepy Hollow" figured for the
Majestic May 17 and "Burlesque"
at the Shubert May 24. Circus is
in for six days as of 11th.
Estimates for Last

Week

"Anna Lucasta," Plymouth (2d
Did about
(1,200; .,..$2.'5M».
estimated on second and

wk)

$8,000

final week, not too bad considering pop prices.
"D'Oyly Carte Opera Co., Shubert <2d wk) (1,750; $4.20). Something went wrong here with biz
way below expectations. Price is
figured much too high for one
thing, with plenty of Gilbert and
Sullivan companies in recent years
taking edge off. Estimated $24,000
on second, with two more to go.
"High Button Shoes," Opera
House (3d wk) (3,000; $4.20). OB

from last week's peak with estimated $34,000, very good considerinc the «QoipetitiOB.

i

I

VcdneBday, May 12. imit
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Hunt Stromberg, Jr., and William Berney pi-ofluctlon of muilcal comedy revival
Stars TVlUla HowIn two acts (7 i>oenos>.
teatures
ard, Bambl Linn, Jack Qoodej
Shackletort, Bibi Oathere's not enough room for all en- Kay Buckley, Robert
It
Stagtd by Billy
torwald, Henry Calvin.
Saminy Lambert prodtictlon of mualcal rolled. "Red" Buttons and Keiiny Gilbert. Book by Guy .Boltoij; mualo by
conieilr in two qots (eight scenes). Jfca- Buffett play his pals, they having Jerome Kern; lyrica, P. O. Wi)dehou«e_and
tnres Johnny Dowhli, "Hed" Buttona, Jet lost 3G's raised to pay for the trail- Cli«ord Grey musicn) supervision, PomAfoDonala,- Ada Ijynne, Patricia Wymorei
broke Davenport; orchcslratlons, Robert
Larry Douglao, ICenny Buffett, Pat MoVey, ers. So the book goes on and on, Russell Bennett; dances and musical numFaiil Reed, John Lane, Douglas Chandler. and it certainly isn't an intelligent bers, Richard Barstow; settings and lightBoole, Matt Brooks and Art Arthur, music,
Stewart Chaney; costumes, Henry
ing,
collegiate progression.
Oeraid Marks; lyrics, Sam Lerner; daiipos
Mulle; orchestra conducted by David MorMIchuol
Show's most mixed-tip number, a deoal. At Martin Beck theatre, N. X..
and musical numbora stnBoa by
KIdd! sketches directed by Robert Ifl. Perry! "ballet," all hands In action, is the opening May Oi HS; $4.80 top.
„ „,
.VGloritt Sullivan
.
settlnes, Edward Gilbert; costumes, Julia
...
Nadlna.
bits
extaking
motion
picture,
of
a
Charlejj Wood
Sze. Opened National, N. Y., May 0, '-tS;
The Young Walter
tending from horse opera to a The Old Walter......
Holger Soronson
«a top.
Jack Goode
Eodney Trent. ........ , . , . .Bob Shawley harem. Sub-divisions of "the num- Otla Hooper
Kay Buckley
.Ruth Savlllo ber are billed; "Continued Next EoSlo
Mrs. SImpklns.
Blbl Oatorwald
Lily Bcdilngton
Mr. SImpltlns... ........ Douglas Ruthdrtord
Honvy Calvin
.....Helen AVen/.e! Week," "Operation X" (surgical), Shoftdorf
Mrs. Blandish......
Rubeit Shookleton
...Budd BoKers "Saga of Roaring Gulch," and "Ar- Mickey Sinclair
Mr. Blandish...
Bnmbl Linn
.Lariy Douglas senic and Old Araby," which give Sully.
"Sarse" Denton
Grand Duke Constantlne. ., .Willie Howard
Bobby Manvillc..,i,........Johnny Downs an idea of the weird proceedings.
Helen Wenzol
Mrs. Vischer Van Alstyn. .Kathryn Cameron
Helen.
.Lucy Hillary
Jack AVarncr
Jack.
Jet McDonald, Ada Lynne and Toto.
.Andrea Mann
Bob TSvans
...
Chuck.
are featured Olga.
Bulfett Patricia -Wymore
"Judge" Bogem. .
, i. . .Kenny
Lawson femmes, the latter a singer and
. . ... .Sid
fiid
......
^. . . i.t i .
It is frequently unfortunate that
....Jet McDonald dancer, emerging as a refreshing
vii-.
Jessica Dale
must be compared to their
Patricia Wymore
Pamela Scott
newcomer to Broadway. It's her revivals
Millie Henderson.. ........;....'.Ada Lynne
originals, as in the case of "Sally,"
Budd. .>,..•.. ....w.v........^Budd Rogers debut after some musical comedy which Hunt Stromberg, Jr., and
.Bob Bernard experience and nightclub dates.
Bernie.
have brought back
William
."Red" Buttons
"Dinky" Bennett...
Paul Xcj'day Miss Wymore's best number, "You to BroadwAy. For 28 years ago, at
Paul..
George MonopoliB........ Douglas Chandler Took Possession of Me" is with
Amsterdam theatre, Flo
Penny. . . ... ......... . ... . *Penny Carroll Buifett; Miss McDonald teams with the
Zlegfeld presented the memorable
Mr. Jenkins ..................... Paul Reed
Bank,"
in "Buck in the
an.*.......;>.. . .Tom Bowman Downs
Joe, 1.
Marilyn Miller in the musical
.Pat McVey other of the score's better tunes^
Charlie Blako.
Douglas Rutherford and his dance at that spot Is the whose current production is a far
Headwalter.
from the artistic and boxoffice
Ruth Snvillo
Mrss Jollop
Same duo cry
.......Scott Lewis show's nimblest solo.
,.
O'Brien
success of the Ziegfeld show. The
Usherettes! Wana Allison, Gloris Benson, handles "Alway* You." They and current
"Sally"
has hardly a
Janet Bethel, Penny Carroll, Kathryne other principals are >in the "Hold chance to repeat "despite the very
Mylrole, Helena Schurgot.
It" number, which cues into Mi-
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ide Legit
"Hold It," which bowed onto Broadway at the National last Wedneii.
day (5), drew several favoraWo notices but most of the press wenl
severely critical. Brooks Atkinson (Times) let down the musical In tw!
caustic paragraphs, under the title "Freshman Cane Hush." Its bookW
a collegiate atmosphere. Poor reception dfd not deter the show's backer
Anthony B. Farrell, wealthy Albanyite, from continuing his financial'
support. Farrell is the show's sole angel; most major musicals have
multiple investors. "Hold It" represents around $250,000 and of tlwt
sum approximately $60,000 comprised losses in Boston and PhlladelDhli
tryouts. Farrell is new to show business, having become interested
after meeting show people in Saratoga last summer. Musical is nw.
sented by Sammy Lambert, who was stage manager of "Up in CentM
Park" and other Mike Todd shows.

.

.

•

. . ,

.

Bemey

New

. .

;

The Habima acting organization from Palestine started very
at the 'Broadway, N, Y., the first production, "The Dybbuk," betterini!
$23,000, Which meant a goodly operating profit. Habima's week statS

on Saturdays, ending on Thursdays, there being no Friday night or
Saturday matinee performances because of religious principles, (juite
a ]^roportion of audiences who speak Yiddish appear to find it dl(!lcult
to understand the dialog of the visitors who speak the lines in' pure
Hebrew but they are enthusiastic and all join in singing the Palestinian

hymn

at the finales.

Each play is given for one week, there being two performances on
Sundays, Current drama is VDavid's Crown." with "The Golem"
opening Saturday (15) and "Oedipus Rex" dated for May 22.

Russell Maloney and his wife Miriam Battlsta, who wrote the book
funny Willie Howard in the part for "Sleepy Hollow," musical trying out in Philadelphia, have stepped
created by Leon Errol. Bambi Linn aside for revisions being made by Marc Connelly, who also replaces
Both John O'Shaughnessy as the show's stager. Latter attracted attention
is essaying the Miller role.
Vocally the men are better than suffer comparisoni
this season for his direction of "Command Decision" (Fulton, N. Y.),
the distaff contingent, with Larry
In 1920 "Sally" was a beautiful an4 "Sleepy" was his first musical try. Connelly is teaching drama at
Douglas scoring in "Down the
show of beautiful people. It had the Yale but figures he win have time between classes on Tuesdays and
Well." Miss Lynne, the show's
lovely Miss Miller as the orphan Thursdays to handle the show assignment. "Sleepy" goes to Boston
comedienne, has a couple of inbecomes,
Ziegfeld dancing next week. It's a possibility for Broadway at the St. James, i£
who
a
and
nings, both with Buttons, numbers
(Continued on page 60)
being ."Fundamental Character"
when "Oklahoma!" ends its record-breaking engagement.
and, later, "Friendly Enemies."
She's in the Nancy Walker idiom of
film
rights to Jean^Paul
Contrary to report from Paris last week, the
raucous comedy.
The Original 'Sally'
"Hold It*' represents enough inSartre's "Mains Sales" ("Dirty Hands") are included in the U. S. legit
(OPENED DEC. 22, 1920)
vestment for a- major musical but
rights recently acquired by Jean Dalrymple and Gabriel Pascal. Under
Plorenz Ziegfeld. production of muit doesn't impress as a $6 show.
elpal comedy In three acts
book by
the terms of the contract with the author, the film rights belong to her
Bolton; lyrics by CllfCord Grey.'
Sammy Lambert, who presents it. Guy
and Pascal until six months after ^e play's Broadway opening. Miss
music by Jerome Kern; ballet music
has been connected with musical
by Victor Herbert. At New AmsterDalryinple says. She hopes to present the show here in the early faU.
hits as a stage manager, but this is
dam, N. Y., opening Dec. 22, ](»20.
"Hands" is a hit in Paris, and the same author's "The Respectful
"Pops"
Alfred P. James

chael Kidd's top ensemble- dance

"Hold

It" has distinctly doubtful

chances despite its animation and
new faces. While plenty loud, it's
certainly not funny enough, though
it

has some fairly good songs and

several ensemble dance numbers
that are diverting. Book links up

the campus and Hollywood, but the
two haven't been mixed correctly.
Locale is mostly the fictitious Lincoln University, a co-ed college,
which points up the inconsistency
of the opening, that of the school's
musical show: boys are made up as
dames. Photo of the show's lead
hung in- the campus coffee shop attracts the attention of a picture
scout and "she" is supposed to get
away with a screen test, the scout
thinking he has a find, same going
for the studio head, who planes east
to tie up the "girl."
Of bourse, it's a scheme by three
tnale students in dire need, and the
glan flops but there's a happy endig. Johnny Downs, a likeable juvenile, plays thfe phoney find so
that money can be gotten to pay for
living-quarters trailers to
eeveral <?I's in school,

number, quite

collegiate.

;

a producer,

his first try as

Ibee.

Rosalmd Ralterty.
Sascha

•

Katherine

Pittsburgh^

Dunham's

May

..

.

.

.

, . , ,

,

Colonel Travarg.
Blair Farquar.
Jlramle Hooper.

"Babe"

. ^

Reblnoft

Irving Fisher

,

...... Stanley Ridges

Alta King
. Betty
Williams

<...,,

>..'.;.. . .
Fluff. . i i
. ; .
Tot. ....;>....,....,.
Barbara Dean
Kitty
,V, ............ Vivian Vernon
Pickles. ...«*..... .. .Gladys Mongomery
.

M&vy McDonald

Bobby

Wade Booth
Jack Barker

Richard Farquhari

Harry Burton.......
Ivan.

Prostitute" is successfully playing at the Cort, N. Y., having beett
moved uptown from the New Stages theatre In Greenwich Village.

...Delorea

Marilyn Miller
.Leon EiTol
.Phil Ryloy

-.

"Connie"

troupe

.Maiy Hay

Walter Catlett

,

Mrs. Ten Brock
Sally..'

11.

closed a 26-week coast-to-coast
tour at Nixon theatre on Saturday
night (8) but will have only a fortnight vacation before sailing May
22 for an engagement, opening, in
keep June, at the
of Wales thesince atre,. London.

^nce

..........

.....Jacques

Otla Hooper.

Dunham SaiU May 22

>

.......... .Elan Barroy

Number of theatre parties for "Inside U. S. A." reported before and
since Arthur Schwartz opened the revue on Broadway at the Century,
N. Y., was varied but the actual count appears to be 64 although tlie
"official" tolSl was 49. Variance is explained by the fact that
a number of party package ticket deals were made for the same dates,
one benevolent organization taking the lower floor and another getting
the balcony. Sellouts are advertised up to June 23 and mail orders
therefore must be for pei^ormances after that date, same gofaig for

supposed

regular ticket atlotments.to ticket agencies.

FOR THE PAST TWELVE WONDERFUL WEEKS THE MESSRS. SHURERT HAVE PRESEHTED

MV RO

THE MUSICAL PLAY
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STARRINQ

MNE

JEFFREYS

•

NCE"

CHAS. FREDERICKS

WITH

.ce-

MELVILLE RUICK
As CORNELIUS

VAN

TUYL

(MUSICSTAGE—SCREEN—RADIO SINCE

THE LAMBS

1925)
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Pitching HORSESHOES
™

SOLOMON TAKES BID TO
Sol
LEAD PALESTM ORCH

Columbus, O.^ May 11.
Izler Solomon, conductor of the
is like when a hit Columbus Philharmonic Orchestra,
tixrtaimt ataowbue us what backstage
movies
rooms, telegrams pasted planes to Europe today (11) to dipThe
^^hrfSes crowding into dressing
«« the boy and girl go Into a rect a six-week concert series of
the Palestine Philharmonic Orchestra in Tel Aviv. Series starts
the night a flop show
cUo^'
^ „„c«iii* scene would be backstage
on May 15. Bid came through Henry
tSe theatre is at its best. The show put
*
Haftel, of Tel Aviv, a member of
is. generally one of cockclose*' '?,J?!;;Serlhe final curtain drops
the Orchestra, who was in N. Y.
pfirfor"'®"'
is being lugged out to the
scenery
the
the
As
by
Mllantrv
week to engage a guest conScoatage «"* f^^^r^guX drops gay asides about the Hollywood last
ductor for the summer series.
The leading man, smiling gamely, Only hitch in the proceedings may
are
P««™«,eV stock company he's going to nm up in come in obtaining a visa from the
.gints who
all swap lies about
they
player,
tiit
English but Solomon hinted he
the smaUert
sou^f
didn't expect too much trouble on
and PJ^^^P^*'"
their plans
„e—least of all themselves. The last night thatseore.
family, or to get fancy, the goodHe has an engagement to conbreaking up of a tai
"'^iitftl^
iiiiketbe breaUg^
out.
duct the Chicago Symphony in
«£*
et*rm^J»:lL
choo-choo pulls out,
the
°™
by«.»w»
shows, the ones which July but won't be able to make it
oil are the borderline snows,
bj* »*s Of
„f all
of
* go of it with a now, since he's not due back in
have made a
might
which
Mjgl "f?he
ones
on.
.Ifflost
The other night I heard a story about one the states tiU Sept; 1,
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Hurok Back hto Big
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Ballet Biz

Pacting De Cuevas Co. for U.S. Tour

—
i^^^V'^^^Voi^^i^^^i

Sol Hurok, who passed up largescale ballet troupes this season. Is
going back into the field again
Vet impresario is
next season.
sailing for Europe May 23 to comIN
U.
plete arrangements with the- MarColumbia Theatre Associates, as quis Greorge de Cuevas about
part of this year's Columbia Univ. bringing latter's new troupe, the
spring music festival, presented Grand Ballet de Monte Carlo, to
Otto Luening's opera, "Evange- the U. S. in the fall. Troupe, headline," at Brander Matthews Hall, ed by such American dancers as
Ni Y., for a week's run Wednesday Andre Eglevsky, RoSella High(5) night.
Group had done "The tower, Marjorie Tallchief and
Medium" and "Four Saints in George Skibine, and buttressed by
Three Acts" in former seasons, some highly-touted French dancers^
both productions later being seen has been dancing at its Monte
on Broadway, and there had been Carlo home grounds, and in Paris
talk of "Evangeline" as a legit and Vichy, and is booked for Lonpu^.
prospect.
Idea, however, is quite don and South America this sum""^ra
et
t*^*
tit
UtttelMk®'.^,,*„
fl„«R and it's a sad little tale indeed.
unfeasible, the music-work having mer.
flo^.^^^^^^
J^^lK»tderline
16 tKHNlerlim
^^^^ players, who closed
no pull for the Big Stem.
Import will create an interesting'
This company was brought Chase Forks Out Another
1*^ story conce
theatre.
Wtottsficld
Discounting
the amteurish per- situation in the U. S. ballet world,'
weeks ago ,safthe
Who ho?^^^^^^^^^
formance and direction at Colum- and especially in N. Y. vrith two
^.K^r^SdCbacker«
The engagement was
over from |F«»?gbCT PlayVra some years back.
235G for
Theatre; bia, and looking at the work from other major companies active. The
the
i.*. h<um arAnn<i Broadway's
nmiidwav's success"
h*«
a professional angle. "Evangeline" de Cuevas company would be here^
belongs in chamber opera, not in
a relatively short season, as it
Total Outlay $1,600,066 large-scale opera like the Met or ior
wd-^Sfli^^rpnPrtlrvTroup presented three plays: "John Bull's
has to be back on its home grounds
"The Old Lady Says No." and "Where
Lucia Chase, angel as well as cO' City Center, and certainly not on by next April. Tentative plans call
OtSlSI^ by
It isn't even a good for a New York season of four to
director of Ballet Theatre, spent Broadway.
Stars. llWk.''
easy. New York's enthusiasm approximately $235,000 this season chamber opera. The opus has some six weeks and a short six or eightg
with the%. Patrick's Day parade ('47-'48) to cover deficits, as well good music and some excellent 'or- week tour. But both Ballet Tlief^KhetritseeS tohtve enTed
as costs of new productions, of lier chestrations, but the music style atre and Ballet Russe de Monte
Skinner left his apart- outfit. Miss Chase paid out the is hodgepodgy and too varied. But Carlo will be competitors, with all
a bus to the theatre. On the seat same amount, roughly, the pre- Uie static story and stilted, ama- three com'panles due in N.'Y. in the
^fSrSnwkhVUtage and took
were
they
movie
what
about
arguing
vious \scason, to «iake her contribu- teur libretto are its chief defects, fall, following soon after some
"WhhJfTMttple of kids were
Bro?t.
tions to ballet over the past dozen and they're fatal.
ballet appearances in connection
They were unmistakably Irish,
thTevttringT
ev«un§. ^j;^
to see mat.
^ stage
^^^^ play?''
„iav?" Skinner said years total about $1,600,000. No
with N, Y.'s Jubilee program, to
like to see a
^uld
* you genSemen free tickets to tfn Irish play with Irish other individual, in Europe or
present what may be a surfeit of
'I «>n get you
to
the dance art.
America, present-day or past, has
Library
Shows
Equity
the
kidi.
of
ever spent so mudb money on the
"t"^;. mpnii a show with round people?" said one
Scouting DP Camps
the
in
like
"Round ones. Not flat
toe art.
Hurok will be in Europe for
4Saf right'- smiled^^^^^
Schools,
At
The carpet-clocks heiress iAXex.
months, visiting 10 countries in
lose
to
Smith & Sons-WatfTbury Clock
decided Ihey had nothing
search of talent. He also has per"The ids put their heads together,
"1 live at such-and-such Co.) paid out $80,000 for two new
Mayor O'DwyiHr's Flan mission from the State Dept. and
«ad«:Spted the ducats Dick handed them.
manager. "I'd appreciate it If you gen- ballets tills sea.son, the Agnes DeOne development of Equity Li- International Refugee Commission
Jh adS?* dw^panned the
Mille-Morton Gould "Fall River
of the play.
brary Theatre free-admission shows to visit DP camps in Allied zones,
tleiBM wrote me what you thought
was the
Mven ntxt momtag. Skinner's doorbell rang. It Mass," Legend" and Antony Tudor's is slated to be the presentation of where he also will scout for talent.
way to
"Shadow in the Wind." Ballet plays in N.Y.'s hi^ schools, which He's heard of some already, partwoSrsMuSed, shfaied and necktied. "We're on our
bring our brother Theatre last at least $75,000 on
b;>y. "but after church we'd like to
has been propo.sed to the board of ticularly some folklore ensembles.
Mid the
tour this season, while the run at
education by Mayor William
The Hurok oMce will have one
passes the Metropolitan Opera House,
O'Dwyer, who alludes to the idea of its biggest lists ever, for next
'"rrf sorry," said Skinner, "but I'm afraid I haven't any more
N. Y., just concluded, accounted
as the John Golden plan, It fol- season, with about 26 attractions
How'd you Uke ttie show?"
- .,
u
i
<.t ii,^ one
for another $80,000 loss, approxiLike
lowed when the Mayor witnessed listed.
The older of the kids i^ed. "It was swell." he said.
New talent includes the
told our brother Ralph, mately.
a performance recently of "Turn
of grandma's stories. When we got home, we
Company had plans to go to Lon- To The Right" given at the Central Trieste Trio, Jerome Hines, MichRalph wants to see
about It, He's treasurer of the bricklayers' union.
elangeli,:Matiemma
dance enmoney don or South America this sum- Needle Trades high school audi- semble, as well asand
you alMUt buying some tickets. He says the union has a lot of
the Vieniui
of the membere are mer, but pilans didn't materialize. torium at Gulden's invitation." The Choir Boys, back after 10 years.
iHiits entertainment fund, and seeing as how most
of tickets for Dancers will lay off till August, vet showman has been financially Ori^naUy planned forIria, he thinks it might be a good Idea to buy a couple
10 weekslongest hiatus company has had in supporting ET shows for the past
touring, the Vienna Choir has now
eMh"one."
its nine years' existence;
two seasons, during which time has been booked for 18 weeks, aver"How many belong to Ralph's vmtayV' Skinner asked:
time to commercial aging six dates a week. Together
devoted
no
"About 3,000," said the kid.
,
.
.
production.
Six thousand t«*ets
sThe manager tells me he felt like bawlhig.
with the Serge JarofF Don Cossocfc
lAHild have come close to packing the Mansfield for a week. The msh- MarfcoYa-Dolin Settle
Mayor O'Dwyer said that actors Chorus, which has 25 weeks' booked
mia and Oieir wives figured to love the shows about the ould sod, and
have to eat and it is expected that at six dates a week, the Hurok ofcharged
fice has 43 weeks> or 258 performadmission
wiU
be
lt;%ouM have- been like hiring 6,000 press agents. That one extra push
small
a
Shreveport Suit for $756
niight have gotten the troupe-A six-month run.
for the school performances^ it ances, of «horus booked.
Mobile, May 11.
'
But there was nothing the manager could do about it. The Dublm
being believed that Equity will
Stress will be on ballet- and
The Markova-Dolin ballet troupe concede a special pay rating, prob- dance. In addition to the Grand
l^to^ had left, for Canada at'three tJiat morning.
on May 6 settled for $750, a $1,500 ably less than the minimum of $60, Ballet and'Mariemma, Hurok will
"And they talk' about the luck of the Irish!" said Skumer.
damage suit filed Jan. 19 in the for school performances, whereas present the Trudi School Ballet
..Copyrichl, 1948, by Billy Roh«
;•
Mobile circuit court by Mrs. W. E. there Is no actor's pay for ELT and Harald Kreutzberg.
Dlstrlbatcd by The BeU fiyAdicdte, Ine.
There's
Woods, of Shreveport, La., head of performances. The Mayor also said isome question about contract rethe Civic Amunement Gent^ there. he rememi>ered seeing a perform- newal for the Alicia
MarkovaMrs. Woods sued the ballet troupe ance by traveling players *hen he Anton
Eqpltr Group Huddling
Dolin
ensemble,
which
after it notififd her from Nash- was a schoolboy in Ireland and Hurok iwoked this season.
that it couldn't Icecp an en- thinks the student youth of New
In addition to its regular cott'
SEASON ville,
Ot Any Contract Change
gagement to appear in Shreveport York should Iiave similar opporr cert attractions, tlie Hurok office
Milwaukee, May 11.
Jan, 21. The suit charged breach tunlty.
is booking the Margaret WebsterIdeas for '48-'49 Season
A heavy schedule of concerts is, of contract.
Golden also made an address Eva LeGallienne Sliakespearean
;Aa Eciuity committee which in- assured Milwaukee for the 1948-49
Management of the ballet troupe after the "Right" performance troupe in "Hamlet" and "Macbeth"
contended that the bus and train (which will be repeated elsewhci'c on tour. Tour will be unusual in
cludes stage managers and deputies
season. Civip Concert Assn., in
schedules
were so badly disrupted this week>, saying that the comedy, that it's being booked on a conwith shows has been huddling for
business 2S jfears, will present six on account of freezing weatlierthat presented by him and the late cert instead of legit basis on a
purpose of submitting ideas for concerts for $6 next season: the they could not fill the
Shreveport Winchell Smith, made $1,000,000. straight fee spmething not done
Mttible changes in act<irs' con- Four Piano Ensemble; Marjorie date.
Mrs. Woods alleged in her It scored a long run on Broadway before.
Where original expectatacts for the season of 1948-49. Lawrence, soprano; Martial Sin^- suit that she had expended $750 at the Gaiety (now the Victoria, tion was for 16 weeks, troupe has
Szigeti,
Joseph
baritone;
her, opera
for
pre-concert
promotion ex- playing pictures) and several com- already been l>ooked for 35- weeks
e numbers 16, four being
panies toured. The Maj'or has con- on concert series and coUegjs
violinist: Robert Sliaw Chorus and penses.
2"lWaHo«S Who selected 10 actors
Orchestra.
Symphony
Superintendent
of
with
courses.
sulted
nom casts plus two stage man- Minneapolis
Schools William Jansen, also MaxArion Club, Civic's leading rival,
agers, and -suggestions
Dolin Seefciuff Paris Dates
from tourimilian Moss, Frederic Ernst and
announced James Melton for
* are ulao being consid- has
Anton Dolin flew to Paris last George F. Piggott, Jr., also board Robin
Deli Sets
» J «
erea.
Each company in town and Nov. 5; Marian Anderson, Jan. 26; weekend to arrange a couple of
education officials, who wiB
WWfflt asked to huddle for similar the new Italian pianist Benedetto dance recitals for Alicia Markova of
liath Season, 28 Events
the school
jwppses and suggestions from Michaelangcli, Feb. 28; Jascha and himself. Miss Markova sailed place the facilities of
Philadelphia,
May 11.
ELI"
disposal
the
of
auditoriums
"at
oratorio
companies were also sought, Heifetz, April 14, and an
on the Queen Mary Saturday (8) companies.
Robin Hood DeU's 19th season of
ae coBjmtttee wiU submit a com- by the Arions' own chorus of 250. for
London, where she and Dolin
outdoor concerts in Fairmount
The Chicago Symphony will are booked for four weeks with the
annual meetPark
opens
June
21
for
a sevenat
again coine up for 10 concerts
May ^tt*
Covent Garden ballet troupe startweek series of 28 events. Dimitri
Pabst. Raymond Mitchell, lead- ing June
7. The two Paris dates
Mitropoulos will be the chief con-'
would be Incorporated the
Longhair Shorts
will
(n^S?^^
ihjg booker of pop attractions,
the basic agreement
«
ductor for the four-atweek eonwith the sponsor Phil Spitalny's AU-Girl will be extra bookings, to follow
janagers, that pact
certs -Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-'
being expected Orchestra June 8 and* in the the London engagement. Duo will
w be extended. No radical
return to N, Y. some time in July,
Virginia MacWatters to Guatc- day and Thursday evenings. Other
autumn, the RCA Victor Show
we anticipated such as thatchanges
which with Robert Merrill; the First
Meibitime, Alicia and Fernando •mala in July for six opera per- nights are being held in reserve for
loUowed the Washington
August
for
weather postponements.
segregareluming
Piano Quartet; Jussi Bjoerling, the Alonso, of Ballet Theatre, flew formances,
^«st season. At that time
Bowl with
Of the 28 concerts, 22 will high.
his iirst Milwau- home to Cuba Monday (9) at close date in Hollywood
a
provision that no actor could be Swedish tenor, in
War- of BT's N.,Y. season. With 20 other orchestra under Eugene Ormandy light soloists, including John
«quMed to play the National at kee appearance, and the Fred
Tel-Aviv
Bcrtwnoflf,
Charles Thomas, Lauritz Melchior,
BT members who will follow in
Deborah
jw capital was inserted
ing and Wayne King shows.
one-womin the
present
Jose
Itufbi, Claudlo Arrau, and
June, the Alonsos will do a two- dancer-mime, to
Myra Peache, manager of the week season that month
agreement
Ballet Theatre will
in Cuba an dance-theatre at Gort, N. Y., Isaac Stern.
Pabst, will present the Ballet Basse
Werre Montenx also appear.
and Caracas, for about six per week ot May 24
de Monte Carlo, Ballet Theatre, formances
(7)
Friday
.
Guest conductors to Show inin alL Cuban govern off to Europe last
•Watt;
Harold Kreutzberg, solo dancer,
Elaine
soprano
Usher In
ment Saturday (8) presents Miss NBC's 17-year-old
clude Sylvan Levin, musical direc-'
Trudi Schoop comic ballet, and
Alonso with its Carlos Manuel de Afalbin singing at two Carnegie tor of WOR; Sigmund Romberg,
Memphis
Season Vladimir Horowitz.
Cespedes medal, giving, her title of Hall, N.Y., Pops Concerts, tomorrow Robert Shaw, Max Goberman, How-,
impresario,
vet
Rice,
Mempliis,
Margaret
Heitor
May
11.
22
Th/. \.
(Thurs.) and May
ard Barlow and Paid StraUss.
on Dama. - She's first dancer to get VllU-I>»b08« composer of score for
on „m ""P*^ Open Theater sea- will sponsor the concert herePhilmedal, Cuba's highest award.
New York
Broadway musical,
forthcoming
W^th
Fred Ilillebrand has written an
mL*'*'^""'^*^ way June 28 Sept. 26 of the
with Mack
Harrell and Gail Man- harmonic under Leopold Stokow"Magdalena," in by plane from intimate revue that he plans for
which Virginia Card singing lead in
Wauwatosa,
In
Suburban
"The
Great
ski.
weekend, and leaving Broadway, and with Bert Wheeler
Wt,»°?^?5"«
"Desert Song" with Indianapolis Paris last
Starring it will be tried out at the
her^^» ^^^H^ productions skedded has just finished its first commu- Civic Light Opera July 12, and in N. Y, for Coast next week
anpresent
will
course,
"No.
concert
No
nity
«™
lWHo..^*^S'y
Ballet Espanol Ana Maria making Spa theatre, Saratoga, starting July
other. The Wauwatosa course will "New Moon" and "Merry Widow" U.S. debut as special evenly of Car- 2 for a couple of weeks. Hillebrand
- —^-^
^
..^..i^S^/'-i^eV"**-^"The Men-y include the St. Louis Symphony Or- in Toledo in Augii.<5t, prior to fall Uegie
BWl. NX, Pops series May has written not only the sketches
ffidoK- "Roberta''
DePaur Infantry rehearsals for Broadway's "Gay
the
"JRose chestra,
but also the lyrics and music
20 and 80.
Masquerade."
Chorus and three other events.
,
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performance aa the Cocaine Lil
menace.
,
•

.

Plays Abroad

,

The final piece, "The Eccentricof Ijavey C|<wkett," is nftother
witty account ot a familiaT yarn. In
this one, Ted Lawrle dances anft
Contlnuea from paie SS
Envoy Pi-oductlons preacntallon of wvi
.
.
sings the title part, and striking play in twA acis by Lionel Bi-own. Di1.
,
1
„.
,
epithets and frank physiological bits contributed by Betty Abbott as rected by Val Glelgud. At Umliassy, LonSally
allusions. A hardy N. Y. theatreamorous Mermaid, Olga Lunick tomn?:.
Sidney MottCkton
.'f?;
star and Irving Fisher as (he goer can take it
stride, as the
Meyers
A.
William
and
comet
gg
^
HUa
as
Ty Walsh
juvenile. It had Walter Catlett
r,'*''"''«^<?l!„"5
^altney
lines pop up less for laugh effect
Robert Baird as pugnacious captain Walsh
the theatrical agent who helped than to mirror a character or sitchoreography ^\?i*'"'^"'-:.\-;!::::;::::;;;A.m c^JInSS
Holm's
Hanya
j,ears
There
goal.
her
attain
Miss Miller
uation. End result, though, are a jg a yitgi element in the effectivePatrick Carglll
Philip "vaVdajiuwas Errol and those bandy legs, lot of laughs.
Father John? ....^.......'.lijamund Wlllard
ness of the bill.
as Connie, the deposed monarch
Dan Culleh J
.,
,,n_„
Ferrer has a fleld-day as a servMilne
Alexia
Two-piano accompaniment for Mnrv Free
who, in America, had become a
entire performance is played MrsT Pitera...
waiter. There were Mary Hay and ant who uses his master s London
»«S:*'''f * J^SS^
Neyun
.,
one of Ziegfeld's loveliest of show- mansion. w*e» the. latter is away, l^y John Lesko, Jr., and Mordecai -Bhamus Ruflat1i..
headquarters for some 17th .Sheinkman.
Hobe.
girls, Dolores, with heir exquisite as
adventure
get-rich-quick
schemes.
This Is an improbable
costumes. And, of course, Jerome century
story of liquor" smuggling and
Kern's music, with some Incidental Coulouris, as his partner-in-crime,
treasure trove on the Irish coast.
ballet music, too, by Victor Her- playing an alchemist .who can turn
(HEBREW)
baser metals to gold, is effective
It's put over very well, but isn t to
bert.
Theatre, Inc., una<«i- sponsorship ot Atner.
seriously. Its chances
his
heavier,
style
of
comcontrast,
lean J'und ior Palestinian Institutions, pre- be taken too
In 1948, however, "Sally" as curedy blending beautifully with Fer- seiits HablmaU proiluotion of arania In throe of moving down for a West End
rently done is a dated museum
trawlatjil
rer's brezzy style. Nan MbFarland's acts by CalSeron de la Baroa;
Immdau, Staged by run are slight.
piece whose redeeming features
I.
Into Hebrew
ichly-varied
role
trollop
as
a
Rosovsltyi
Shlomo
Setting is an old abbey on a tiny
are Willie Howard, the Jerome makes a perfect third for the ras- Alexet D. Dicky. Music. musical
direction,
settings,
M. Sohmldt;
island inherited by a hard-bitten
Kern music and a fair production.
Fordhaus Ben-Zissl, At Broadway, N. X,
sea-captain whose young daughter
At that, Howard is most uproarious cally trio.
May 8, MS; $4.8t) top.
,,,,
.
Meskln runs it as a guest house. There is
.Aaron
Ezra Stonfr is immensely amus- King JJav'd.
not when he is doing "Sally" but
Sons:
King's
The
ing
as
the
rich
voluptuary
eager
Willie
plain
,
»<
suspic
just
when playing
Shlmpn .^H' a hovering revenue agent
Amnori
medland ious of the proximity of an illicit
Howard. H«. does imitations of for more gold and a seragUo, His
Absalom ..................
Chate Amltal stUl und black market links with
Adonlyahn. ..... .. .,.
Jessel, Chevalier, Cantor i^d Jbl- description of the pleasures to be
..... .Kapbael Iflatskin
Solomon
son in a second-act bit that hasn't derived from the latter is one of
Liverpool.
gin
to
deliveries
of
f
> Alra'ia-"' J?*^"
Bllphelst . . . . .i
the faintest resemblance to the the highspots of the .evening. Wil- Tamsr
.....I.. •••••<• •Haniia Bovlna
A Spaniard arrives .with his
Bertonov
Guy Bolton book, but that's when liam Nichols, as a foppish derk; Joab, . ....... ..... . . . JoshuaBenyanilnl
"wife," ostensibly to purchase old
... .Menacheni
. .
Howard is at his best. It's that Ray Walton, a doltish druggist; Aohitophel
.ShlttnlQ Brule manuscripts for his collection, but
Huthaf .
kind of a show—-the best part of it Robert Carroll, a suspicious cour- Stmei.
Zvi Ben-Halmfor the other half of a
..Shoshana DMcr searching
-—
having no relation to the book at tier; Hiram Sherman, a boorish
Sorceress
David Vardi, J«\};"\f„,^"jS,'{J,';f,^*';; 16th century map with the usual
knight, and Phyllis Hill, his pliant Eiders
-all.
........ .Itzhak Shulman cryptic clues to hidden gold sal......
Coiirief.
Miss Linn has the childlike Alice- sister, are all effective in rich bits.
a wrecked galleon. The
from
vaged
Morton Da Costa's breezy direcin^Wonderland flavor intended by
As secpnd play of their U. S. woman is really a dance hostess
the author, ,but, while she gives an tion, Herbert Brodkliti's colorful engagement, the Habimah players
who has teamed up with the adadequate performance, she is no sets and Emeline Roche's rich cos- from Palestine unveiled "David's venturer for a share in the spoils,
Marilyn Miller— as who is? Jack tumes rate compliments. Bran,
Crown," a recent addition to theh: but is pushed over the cliff by the
Goode is playing the agent, and
repertory, for a w^k, A biblical hea4 of the liquor gang masquerBallcit llallndls
he strives mightily with a comedy
drama written by a Spaniard, ading as his twin brother, the local
American National Theatre St Academy
part, that falters in an attempt to
Calderon de la Barca, and trans- priest. He in turn gets killed and
presentation
Experimental
o(
Theatre
proof
the
gags.
Kay
modernize some

Plays on Broadway

ities

AulnmnGolid
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•

•
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ly for screen even here. Biif .»u
Americans will go for it as leRttT
W
film fare.
Inspired by the success of Hi.«„\
Miller's style and way ol
ing himself in his novels.

lS
&

;

m

Vian penned one with the spn»r
.tional tttle, pretending it was
inwt

=

W

ly his translation of a"

American author, one Vernon
llvan. Then inspired no doubt
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by

having affairs with various

girls in

the town. Hence the odd title. Fafe
anally catches up with him, wlie?

he

kills

one

whp

girl

and a mob

color,

discovers iS

gets him.

Daniel Ivernel, who does

and the

latto, acts well.,

the mu-

. .

m

girlg

pretty. Alexin© does a coloredseiS
vant in an exemplary manner, iSd
rest of cast is unimportant. Production is inexpensive, but tijf;
licient to give the play the exotie
flavor it requires to be palatable.
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success
of
Jean-Paul Sarti^
"Prostitute," Marie Valsamaki
the nov61 done in stage form
Story concerns a mulatto,'
vm,
Ing for white in a southern townin
America, whose brother is IvnoW
and who "avenges" the deed

,

.

(myth®

Moii.

.

,

Curreot Road Shows

|

.

I

. .

. .

.

|

(May 10-22)
"Anna Lncasta"
Nixon,

—

Pitt

(10-15); Locust, Phllly (17-22);

.

Buckley is attractive -atid competent as Goode's vls-a-vls (the Mary
Hay role), while Robert Shackleton
has little more to do than come on

and

off for the songs in the original Irving Fisher pail;. He has the
score's top tune, of course, "Look
iot the Silver Lining," and the lat-

ter is reprised throughout the show
by the orchestra* as well it should
be.
It- remains one of the top
tunes of this or any generation.
IBSSiy Gilbert staged thei production, bttt he has failed to inject the
nci^aed pace lit this. IdZO-ish, New
York-backgrounded yarn. Kahn.

duction o£ three ballet dramas by John Latouche, composed by Jerome Moross. Produced end d«slgned'by Vat Karson; directed
by Mary Hunter. Choral and muslcihl director,
Hugh Robs; associate conductor,
Ger.ard Samuel; choreographers, Katherine
I.ltz. Paul anillriii
H«nvn Holm.
Mftlm- planiStS
Lltz,
Oodkin, Hanya

In

.by

turea Jose Ferrer, Ezra Stone, Ooorge CouHiram Sherman. Original music,
louris,
'jbeems Taylor: seta; Herbert Brodkln; cosBmellne Boche. At City Center,
tutties,
(N. Y., May e, ".ISi $2.40 top.
Face. .1. .. .....I •>•.>.......... -Joae Ferrer
George Coulouris
'Subtle.,
Nan McFarland
Doll Common t..
^

singing Willie.. ............. ...Robert Lenn
Dancing Willie..
.......Paul Godkln
..Sono Osato
Cocaine Lll.....'

'THE ECCENTRICITIES

DAVEY CROCKETT

Davey Crockett.

OF

Tod Lawrle

........

..Barbara Ashley
Sally Ann.........
.-Lorin Barrett
Indian Chief.
.Carl Luman
Backwoodsman ..>,.......
....Betty Abbott

Mermaid.'
<

Bear.-

Olga Lunick
....William A. Myers
.Robert Baird

Ghost Bear.

William Ambler
Oldham (Singer).
.John Castello
John Oldham (Dancer).
Ann Hutchibaon (Singer). Gertrude Lwkway
Ann Hutchinson (Dancer). . ..Sherry Traver
Grace Sherwood- (Singer) .Artouine Ooodjonn
Grace Sherwood (Dancer) . . Barbara Downie
Bert Thorn KTath^nlel Turner (Singer) .Arthur Friedman
•
XjOvevrit
fitst Olticervi>...i.>....<>Stanley Carlson Nathaniel $tirner (Dancer)
Beau Cunningham
econd Oftlcer../....''<....l^eonardo Clmiuo
,Tohn

. . i

,

.

Jonson's

bawdy

study of

man's greed and superstition holds
VP pretty well under present-day
light. Especially when performed
as spiritedly as it's being done at
New York's City Center. Paced by
Jose Ferrer, and George Coulouris,
as a couple of capering charlatans,
the revival is a broad farce stopping this side of burlesque, providing one of the funniest evenings

on Broadway. At a

$2.40 top,

it's

For its final production ot the
season the Experimental Theatre
has topped itself again with "Bal
let Ballads." This show is more exr
periinental

.

as "Hamlet" and "King
Lear," despite the Hebrew tongue,
"David's Crown" tell$ a story of
and incest among the
children o£ King David; Tempestuous acting, ancient liturgical music, severely simple settings and
mask-like faces turn the play into
a haunting, and sometimes terrifyHabimah players
ing ispectacle,
are not afraid of tearing an emotion to tatters.
Standout players of this produc
tion include Aaron Meskin, in a
magnificent portrait of the elder
king; Shimon Finkel, as the son
who loves his sister; Zvi Friedland,
as the ambitious Absalom, and
Hanna Rovina, as the daughter.
The Whole troupe, however, works
as an integrated team in which
even the walkons contribute to the
ballet-like stage coinpositlons.

plays

murder

.

and more interesting

"Ballet

two seasons.
Ballads" combines the

that Is, new techniques and theatric
It may also be one of the town's cal excitement
but that have genscandals, if the Comstocks ever erally been missing in the past.
get around to It. The dialog is The three pieces, written by John
sprinkled with juicy Elizabethan Latouche and composed by Jerome
Moross, are imaginative, entertaining and stimulating, though they
may lack
appeal foir
.
, ^sufficient mass
sucdessful commercial presentation
Why tpmd your Summtr in thai hot **"a?,'^11'^^*^:.u „ J .> .
n
All three "ballads" involve
the
dingy room? Live aboard an 8S fl.
combination of balleti songs and
modfrn yacht, moorMi in thi
spoken lines, and the various el6
Hudson (mId-tQwn) S minutM from
Vavr^eMH^^^^^^^^
tht tubway.
to the special, multiple require-

—

AHOY ADVENTURERS

.

FACILITlESt
3 deubl* statitrooms, 4 ilnglo aiid (
additional guest borthi, 3 bathrooms, hot and cold running water,
cofflploto electric galley, ship to
shore telephone, outboard motor-

boat and beautiful deeh space for
sunbathing.

-

.

CRUrSES:
Possible to any place within a 100ipilo radius over weekends^

RAfES:

ing of Katherine Litz are captivat-

$70 to $100 per month ptr person.

ing,

APPLICANTS:
Interested in the above, write to Box
104, Variety, 154 W. 46th St., New
York 19, by May 15th giving the
following Information: Talents, ambitions, personal references, age

and htiephOM number.

and Richard Harvey, Sharry
Ellen R. Albertini and
Frank Seabolt and Robert Trout

are notable in the cast.
"Willie the Weeper" Is a saga of
the fantasies of a hophead, told in
lowdown blues and boogie-woogie
tempo. It is impressively sung by
Robert Lenn, with choreographer
_ .
Paul Godkin dancing the title part
and Sono Osato giving an arresting

Wash.
"Harvey"

22),'

Frisco

(10-

'

•
•

—

"High Biitton Shoes"
: Open
House, Bost. (10-15); Gt, Northern,
Chi.- (17-2?).

.

(12-15);

Vic, Victoria

Vancouver

(17-18); Lyji»,

(19-22).

"My Romance"

—

^Gt. Northemi

Paris cities gave this version of Chi. (10-15).
current Broadway success a thor"O Mistress Mine"
ough panning, but it's doing busi^ tan, Seattle (10-15).

by word-of-mouth.

•

— Biltmore,

has an (10-22).

ability, it

— Metropoli'

"Naughty Marietta"— Cu r r a n,

Beautifully produced by Henri Frisco (10-15).
"Oklahoma!"
Bernstein, and directed by him

with consummate

(10-15);

"John Loves Mary^'—Harris, Ghl.
Andre. BervU
Robert Dhery (10-22).
"Lady Windermere's Fan"—Fin.Pierre Labry
Boger Vincent ney, Boise (10-11); Mayfair, Port.

Director. ......'.........,>.... .Jeatt JBrttnel
PblUppe Dnmat
Asst. Director.......
Hairdresser^ ............. .i. ;.XiOUls Vonelly

ness, improving

*

Phiily

(17-22).

— Geary,

—

"On Approval"
Haven

L, A.

Shubert,

Plymouth,

(13-15);

(17-22),

N.

Bost

—

"Private Lives"
Aud., Denvef
(10-15); Met, Seattle (17-22).
"Show Boat"
Shubert, CM.

—

(10-22).

.

"Sleepy

HoUow"

Phiily (10-15).

"Student Prince"
Phiily (10-22).

— Shubert
— Forrest,

—

"The Red Mill"

Shea's, Erie

Akron
Jamestown (13);

Colonial.

(10);

Shea's,

ElMra

(14-15).

(11-12);

Strand,

„

.

"There Goes

tjte

Bride"—Natl,

FOR

|

J'Irai Craeher Snr

arclub/'^™^^^^^^^^
"^^^^

f'*?
^p'^
ped

•

Traver,

.

.

'Harvey"—Locust,
Nat'l,

SUMMER

"'inlKuiFdt^

match the Moross music. Mary
Hunter's staging, in this and the
other two /pieces, further highlights her as a major directorial
find of the current New York season. The choreography and danc-

,

Slia*

Selwyn,

.

having a the dose by the drunken lawyer Wash. (10-15); Walnut, PWlly
cooling system, the International could easily have been omitted. (17-22).
not being so equipped, but the They like to draw their own con"Winslow Boy"—Walnut, PhiUy
engagement there was a flop too, clusions, not have them fed them. (10-15); Nixon, Pitt, (17-22).
But the real problem is that of
JDurlng the current season, ART
had a share of the profits in an adaptation in the broader sense.
ibsen xep company headed by Miss This comedy, rewritten with i
Shows in Rehearsd
Le
Gallienne
("Ghosts"
and French locale, a French action
"S.S. Glcncairn" (playlets)—N.Y.
"Hedda Gabbler"), that try also based on one of the current graft
City Center Co.
being unsuccessful.
Last season cases. Is one of innumerable to
"The Vigil"—Alexander Martof.
choose from. Better adapted, .it
P-iHced "Briga- might have been a new "Topaze,"
doon," her ART associates not be
and for the French what "Born
ing in on the musical, which is Still Yesterday" is to Americans.
Howrunning at the Ziegfeld.
THEATRE
ever good the Clair translation may
Shakespeare To Classes
be, it remains translation, not an
RENT!
Recently
Miss
Webster and adaptation in the true meaning of
Reed were listed among the in- the word. It's regarded here as an
Equity, famoii
Long.eslobli«hMi,
amusing
oddity,
and doesn't get
vestors in Marweb Productions,
playhoui* In Matt, resort arHMaxl,
new corporation formed to troupe under the skin.
Other butlnitt Interctti make MY

ments. In each case, author, com.
poser and choreographer have
blended drama and wit, which the
staging and performance artfully
project. If there's a single fault
common to the three pieces, its
the apparent need for further conSketch, "Susanna and the Elders," the Latouche story and lyrics admirably

Qaby Sylvia
Aline Bertrand
Mmo. Hedges
Manicurist. .............. .Maniqas Darritz
Noel Koquevert
Brock
t

—

Chi. (10-22).

jestic last' summer, latter

=

Jun* 1st to October 3l*t.

Ambassadeurs, Paris.

(10-15);

—

bert, Bost. (10-22).
"First Mrs. Fraser"

Blllle

.

(ID-

—

"Carousel"—-Aud., Cincy
Music Hall, K. C. (}7-22).
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co

Henri Bernstein production ot comedy in

i .

Det.

"Burlesque" ^Hanna, Cleve, (lORoyal Alex., Toronto (17-22).

three acts by Garson Kanin. French adapSet by
tation by Rene and -Mr.s. Clair.
Wakhevitoh, Directed by Bernstein. At

Devory
Paul ....... ^ ... i
Jim
Hedges. ...... r. (1. .......

Capttun.

Time"—Cass,

15);

,

one of the town's bargains and two basic qualities all Experimenshould be a draw for its two-week tal Theatre oifecings should have-.-

SEASON:

Blackouts of 1948"—£1

"Blossom
22).

American

tal Theatre's

stay.

"Antony and Cleopatra"—Blact
stone, Chi, (10-22),.

L.A. (10-22).

excellent cast that gets the most
out of it. Noel Boquevert as Brock,
and. Gaby Sylvia as his girl, are
Hcrm.
exemplary. Balance of the cast is
excellent support.
What misses here is the fact,
first, that the French don't understand the situation which develops.
To them a crooked politician is
Continued from page
just a politician, period, and the
interest, backing being supplied by Senator's doings with the business^
Bita Hassan, and the rep coiq.- man are Just normal.^ They can't
pany's share was hacdiy Included be expected to consider the whole
thing as creating a moral problem.
in if s total red:
Also, French audiences don't like
"Alice" was moved to the Ma- preaching and the moral speech at

than the last previous presentation,
the triple-bill of sceneryless oneaoters by the Six O'clock Theatre
and it may be, in fact, the out
standing production of Experimen-

A«4,

'

out.

it all fizzles

.

Voyage » WMhington

WEEPER

WILLIE

Comet
.William Nichols Brown

......Ray Walston
Di-ugger.
61r Epicure Mammon...........Ezra Stone
Robert Carroll
Pertlbax Surly.
.Robinson Stone
Ananias
.Hiram Sherman
Kastril.
Phyllis HiH
Daine Pliant...........
Will Kuluv
JParsofl;

Ben

Lamdau,

I.

—

.

,

Dapper......

Hebrew by

the play is staged by this troupe
There's good acting from Liam
with a theatrical flourish and an Gaffney, who gives a gem of an
almost hurdles the interpretation of the captain,
inner force that
---s-'
language barrier separating aUOl- Edmund Wlllard, veteran actor,
John I.jesko, Jr., and Mordecai Sheinkman. eUCe SOd ^dtOFS
emphasizes dramatically tHe opposAt Maxine SSIliott, N. Y„ May 0, '48i
But the language barrier malfes ing character in the dual roles, and
SUSANNA AND THE ELDERS judgment of the play's texture a Sally Lahee is fresh and natural as
Parson
.Richard: Harvey
It probawy the youn^ girl. Rest of cast, and
Susanna (Dancer) .......... .Katherine tiitz matter of guesSWork.
the
Susanna (Singer)....,, ...... Sheila Yogella would have been wiser for
„„„„
splendid direction, give realism to
Cedar irom Lebanon......... sharry Traver Habimah to have selected for their a stereotyped meller of the old
Ijlttle Juniper Tree...... Ellen R. Albertinl
current appearance a group of school.
Clem.
Handmaidens.M..,........argaret Cuddy,
already familiar
Handmaidens. .......... i i Margaret Cuddy standard classics
This
audiences.
i Barbara Downle
American
to
Elder (Moe)....
.......Frank Seabolt
troupe could probably make a
Eldee (Joe)j
<Born Yesterday)
..-ftobert Trout
Angel. ..4
James It. i^ygren playgoer's holiday out of such
Paris, Apill 30.

The jilchemlst
5Taw Torlt City Theatre- Co. presentation
two
(ibmeily revival by Ben Jonson
M
Morton Da Costa. F
MtEi. Directed
.

lated into

i

"Annie Get Your Gdn" ~.
L.A. (10-22),

PF"'^*''^*^
if

In

corporation papers call for 100
snares of capital stock of no par
value but it's understood that
$25,000 has been put up for the
touring venture. Jack Yorke, who
is general manager for "Brigadoon," is one of the directors of
Marweb.
Dates will be under
auspices only, virtually guaranteeing the financial end of the
tour.

Vos

Tombes

will be satis

he gets his money back.

(I'll

Go

Spit on Your Graves)
Paris, April 30.

Marie Valsaraakl
in three
Pasquali.

act.-!

BouUet.

At

production

comedy

ot

l)y Boris Ylan.
Directed by
Sets and costumes by Jean
Tliealfe Verlalne, Pari*.

Hansen

.Boger Saltel
Daniel Ivernel
,Aloxlno

Lee Anderson
.Teremie

,

Jloky
I

,

A

little

thit *«",;

"{(old-miiw
ALSOi a*

Apprentica Theatre en Cap«-,
theatrti,

compute

««»»•

lay-out,

roomt, dormitory for' 30.1

.

Write lox 868, Varitly

154

W.

46Hi

St.

M«w

York

!

,

.

...i

.

. ,

...,>. .V.
,\

.
,

.Doudou Bnbct
.Pierre Lenglet

Dtok .•••,....,.>.,.,.. 1 , o .Pierre Fromon t
Jean
.Anne Campion
Ijou .>>>>>..•.
,.>,,, i
.Danielle Godet
,

.

<

ImpottibI*

It

next.

for a highxgrade group.

.

,

Jim.

mar and

Vera Norman

Client,,.,.,, ,v»..i..i,
.Georges Aubert
Judy
<<.•.....>., Jacqueline Plerreux
Dexter.
^
.Baymond Oallo
Bill.

operation of

,

Pegrgy French to play opposite
Neil HamiUon in "Parlor Story,'"
Here Is something for Americans
opening Old Town Theatre, Smlth- to see if they want to see America
town Branch, L. I„ season June 29 fifSt, and discover it anew. Unlike^

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCSi 1880

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Repi-esentatiyc*
•

eo W«st *Bth street," New, *S'H.-|,
t""
less Sunset BItiL, Bollywood 40,

"Tunnel

13," dealing with train
robbers^ hits the, book stalls this

Literati

week.

Don

New York

Iddon,

corre-

i

»

SCULLY'S

UTERATI

61

SCRAPBOOK

;

spondent of the London Daily Mail,
papers (and has returned to England for a %
By Frank Scully
******
mow Antf-BopAy Boote
their drama editors and critics), month's furlough.
of 20th-Pox's
SaturaUon booking
film
Las Vegas, May 8.
major
companies
and
radio
Ezra Goodman now working on
- riirtain" in more than 400
One of the things New Yorkers rarely appreciate is that it is almost
"W^^X^Hrti^s in the week start- networks, and the theatrical supply a story about the Beverly Hills
companies. It all adds up to a
impossible to sneak in and catch their'town at its worst. By plane, sea
mountain of data on all phases of police for Pageant and a piece on or land, it's a front^door approach. Even trains plunge underground so
Paul Mantz for Coronet;
the strawhat picture.
that visitors emerge not through endless wasfalines ahd dismal backuponiTich th% film is bS5k:
N. Y., News columnist Danton yards but within blocks of Times Square.
"Handbook," although less comNo other city in the world has quite matched this midway approach.
plete (about half the number of Walker submitting his "Cafe CavIgor
of
iffffie personal story
alcade"
columns
on
nitery
history
pages,
including
with
numerous
On the other hand, no town in either the old world or the new can give
ads),
it
clerk
^^toTtormer code
em- also contains more general infor- for publication in book form.
you quite as much contrast on entering its city limits as Las Vegas,
Sffilel's Ottawa (Canada)
than
previously
Irwin
mation
Shaw's
the
publLshed
first
novel
Rushing
and
WilNev.,
the desert Riviera and bargain-basement Monte Carlo.
28.
on April
liam Faulkner's first novel in 11
If you come by way of L. A. you motor across 150 miles of so much
and binding. the firm has works on the subject. It has a dePublicaUon. tailed list of active strawhats, con* years, to be titled "Intruder In desolation that even coyotes, rattlesnakes, tarantulas, scorpions and
for
Dust," will be published by Ran- bagslingers
densed
suggestions
on
operation,
expose
have become discouraged and turned back. Those Whose
still another
iSiitton hag
and lists of New York and out-of- dom House. Shaw's as yet untitlied. courage exceeds their discretion come suddenly on an Elk's idea of
/XTltfe is like in present-day town newspapers, and names of
Bert Andrews, head of the N. Y paradise, a mirage that turns out to be made of such solid substance
conveniently
Si«la which also will
with the pic agents, .theatrical .supply firms and Herald Tribune's D. C. bureau, and that it cost $5,000,000, has 100 air-cooled pastel-shaded, badly-managed
SSf colncidentally
principal play availabilities. It is tjie 1948 Heywood Broun and PulitRussian
the
from
rooms, a swimming pool, acres of green lawns, a dining room that can
tnre Translated
Wreden, the tome is also an extremely useful booklet zer prizewinner, has completed seat 1,400 and a gamut of gaming devices which have either paid for all
by NichoIas
Hobe.
"Washington Witch Hunt" for RanBack." It's for strawhat operation,
this sandblasted magnificence or are keyed to do so so fast a^ to make
ficeed "I'll Never Go
om House.
Bussian army
bankers' heads swim.
fhe "true account of
Parton Buys Coast Weeklies
Chicago
Sun-Timesand.
Ws
Koriakov
story
conMikhail
Officer
If- you stop at the first place you meet, your first shock will be that
James Parton, president of the cerning highbrow oil paintings,
the physical,
utrtisxle to escape
telling of a. wrangle between Lon- even the hotel has its lobby in the gambling casino. To go to your
newly
formed
Los
Angeles
Indeof
subjugation
moral
and
sMWal
pendent Publishing Co., announced don critics and an artist who room, to go to the dining room, to get a stamp, you'll have to pass
^Wiiiia tbe iron cuttato."
the purchase of a chain of seven painted his model three times on through those clicking customs officers and their dice, cards and
weekly newspapers in L. A. terri* the same canvas, was captioned: wheels. This model is practically inescapable anywhere iir Vegas.
Cte.whaer'» State Dept. Post.
From this $5,000,000 port of entry, you soon run Uito others of like
tory, with an aggregate circulation "Critix say nix to 3 way pix."
Frederick C. Oeschner, veteran of 4S,000.
Papers are the West
Henry Denker, scripter of "The character though of different architecture. Altogether there are at
foreign correspondent and wartime Los Angeles Independent,
Venice Greatest Story Ever ToW" radio least 100 places to sleep in the daytime and play at night, More than
aids,
Services
Strategic
of
Oitlce
Independent, Santa Monlcan, West- series, has written a prizefight a baker's dozen have cost a million to build.
assistant
spbcial
named
fas been
wood Villager, Rancho Park News, novel, "Killer Instinct," which
Between the extremes of Glitter Gulch and the faraway Flamingo
to the State Department's Office of Ocean
Park .News and Sunday Growell will publish in the fall. are the extremes of gambling. You can win or lose as little as a nickel
ifttemaUonal Information. He re- Morning Home
News.
Ingrid Hallen, of the Mildred Fen^ at one end of town and as much as $150,000 at the other.
At the
cently completed a special trip to
Parton has been with Time, Inc., ton office, represented the author. seamier end you can see winos picking up butts and the other end patcentral and eastern Europe for
since 1935.
Other officers of the
"Night Rider" by Robert Penn ting them. Everything is legal except punchboards.
OIL
new company are Merrill Lord, Warren,
'46 Pulitzer novelist for
Even Reno seems to have a run of higher-grade ore than Vegas.
Oescbner was Central Buropean veepee and. treasurer,
and Gerald his "All the King's
Men,'? is heing This could be because Reno recruited its dealers from San Fran-<
Qqinagfer for United Press from
P. Rosen, secretary and general reissued.
It was originally
to 1942 and was interned in
pub- Cisco, whereas Vegas got its easy aces from as far west as L, A. (after
counsel. Lord was formerly budget lished in
1937 by Houghton Mif flin that town had broken up a $150,000,000 combination between, the
Germany for the first six months director
of the Hearst Newspapers. but because
of the subsequent underworld and law enforcement in 1938) and as far east as the PurplO
of the war. He later joined GenSheets
are
throwaways
but pur- fame Random House will repuberal "Wild Bill" Donovan in OSS
Gang of Detroit and Murder, Inc^, of Brooklyn, U. S. A.
chase
is seen as first step towards lish.
laij, after the war, served for a
B«»iny's Bum Ruidi'
the occupation au- developing chain into a new daily
"^vbile with
Murray Bloom's lead article in
newspaper.
An instance of how difficult the boys are; finding it to adjust themIjiWities in Berlin,
June issue of Cosmopolitan, "This
selves to urbanity even in an area where almost anything is legal is
Is Blackmail" includes a number
N. Y. Guild's Salute to Pix
reflected
in
this
tale
of
the late Benj. Siegal. A well-dressed and
Hesitant on Waush Nove|
of showbiz people as victims of the
Saluting film producers for their racket. His article, "For
Young well-mannered gangster, be had small patience with western ways
Future of Evelyn Waugh's novel
current cycle of racial tolerajnce Adults Only" in the May 22 issue but no means of distinguishing true from false.
"The Loved One" is giving Little
pix. Newspaper Guild of New York of Collier's is about
He
once
thought
he
caught
a croupier around the Flamingo pool.
a peacetime
Brown, which ftgures on bringing
presented a "Page One" award to USO setup in Madison, Wis.* run The guy was in shirtsleeves and wearing a black bow tie which
it out the middle of June, plenty
the motion picture industry at its by young men and women in their dealers frequently affect. He told the guy to take a powder, and
of concern.
Novel,
result
of
annual
ball last Thursday (5). 20's.
when his instructions were ignored, he added: "Scramt You!re fired!"
Waugh's recent Hollywood sojourn,
Francis S. Harmon, v.p. of the MoThe directive left the recipient bewildered. He walked into the
appears to have be6n inspired by
Ward Greene's "Star Reporter,"
tion Picture Assn. of America, aca famed Hollywood cemetery
collection of the greatest news- bar and asked, "Who's that jerk, out there at the pool? I am a guest
cepted the award in behalf of Eric paper
which he profiled in Life mag last
stories which the King Fea- and worth $12,000,000, and he says I'm fired!',?
Johnston, MPAA prexy.
tures editor is editing, is due next
year.
Money has unique terms around Vegas. They don't speak of "change"
Ella Kazan also received an fall.
v"LoyeB One," first appearing in
It includes no war stories, else and "folding money" but of "soft money" and "hard money " Bills
award for directing "Gentleman's it would run into many
the British literary mag Horizon, is
volumes. are soft money, coins hard money. The silver dollar is used most
a Ingubnously comical satire on Agreement" and Montgomery Clift Greene asked 400 editors to make because it is easy to count and easy to see.
American undertaking with par- accepted one for David Wechsler, nominations. Incidentally, one exThis hard money is easy td conceal, too. Dealers make $120 a week
producer of "The Search." Ginger editor complied by nominating
ticular rieference to the Hollywood
in salary and another $300 in tokens from players. Owners, have a
four of his own stories.
variety. Hero, a British film writer Rogers made the presentations,
practice of taking about $300 apiece "off tiie top" before entering
Whose option wasn't picked up,
Following up his recent pamthe night's take in the books. It's pretty difficult for XXncle Sam to
The Chinese Treaty
"""mal
phlet
about
the
mortuary
United
Nations,
called
uSu
i?
though a pari-mutuel system of
Protests from the publishing
ihe Happier
Fred Smith has published another get his finger on this hard money,
Hunting Grounds"
tokens and tickets, which would have to be cashed going in and
wtiue the heroine is a mortuary trade are still holding up Senate brochure
under the
Graphics
cosmetician in a L.A. cemetery, ratification of the controversial Group imprint entitled "How to out of the casinos, could eliminate much of the trouble.
You hear much, of course, of lucky stiffs taking huge sums out
wrl at length commits suicide and Chinese treaty. The pact, negoti- Think About Business"; 30-page
the
State
ated by
Department and
England by signed by U. S. and Chinese offi- pamphlet is an all-out defense of of these places, but the ones you meet personally seem to have
Ihi
l^^^^^
the nMBritish
film colony.
the American economic system and dropped their rolls, hocked their Cadillacs and planed home on excials in 1946, is being studied by
Little Brown can't quite
figure the Senate foreign relations con}- is being sold in bulk to corpora- tended credit. Only recently Joe E. Lewis dropped $8,000 in one
out wlietbw ta risk it
or not de- mittee. At hearings last week in tions for distribution to their em- night, and one Texas oilman dropped half a million.
ployees.
pwblication date.
In fact most habitues of Vegas feel'like guys who have built a yacht
Horizon, Washington,
publisher
various
alter all, doesn't have
in the cellar and couldn't get it out.- Ifs a rich setup when viewed from
much to lose spokesmen criticized phases of the
afar, but inside most of them are in hock to each oilier and can't break
"'"e Brown treaty dealing with international
?ni?^;'*l^
ten
t too happy about
loose if they want to. Various games have become specialized fields
holding the copyright. The committee has also
,,G«neraUy figured in local
Tele's
and each specialist knows that his is a sucker's game, so he plays the
Role
been receiving considerable mail
other fellow's. And, of course, he loses and has to go back to his
expressing opposition to the pact.
Continued from page 1
more, than a long short
story, will
own game to recoup: Some day they may have to cancel each others
come out as scheduled.
Nix N. Y. Authors Guild Setup planes for artillery spotting, gun tabs and start all over again.
Can't Lase.^the House That Is
Proposed formation of a New control, map-making and other reSnyder's ZSOG Time Suit
York committee in the Authors connaissance work; observation of
The percentage is so much in favor of the house that it explains
Guild to meet regularly to deal dangerous' operations from remote why- Vegas can pay such fantastic salaries to nite dub entertainers,
and of Ruth Etting, with purely local matters has been or protected positions; guidance of and bands, and drop all muiimums, cover charges and the like. They
Cook County voted down by the national mem- radio-controlled aerial bombs, fly- cah give a dinner for two for five bucks that would be ridiculous if
ir*«;.^!?
asking for bership, 538 to 152. Guild council ing torpedoes and other guided the clients didn't have to pass those gambling devices going in and out
teonSn"""
Inc. opposed tlie measure, which was missiles.
of the dining rooms.
Wdfl?mrt?^t ^!?»™ TimI,
article «>f suggested by the dissident CommitTerry McGovern, who changed Tucson from a cactus plant into
tof IQ ^n? 5^** .T^.™
"Such a list of possibilities could
ng the come- tee for Action group.
back of mII;
the desert delight it is today, tells of a Texas oilman who was nuts
the theatri•»
Membership meeting of the be expanded," Sarnoffi said. "But on racing quarter liorses. .He thought he had the best in the world
cal wS;m 'S^,®'*^
the
important
consideration
for
us
to
Snyder
26,
as
May
a
called
for
Guild
has
been
*Ch^2?'„*'*''^"«<J
and said as much in Vegas. Challenged, he ordered his horse
is to do all within our power to
and
Y.,
mentioned
hotel,
N.
Tower
at
the
Beekman
flwt h/cJ^"?"?2">
spent 12 months in jail.
despatched from Texas for a $10,000 side bet.
for a report by the membership bring about the fullest practical
Between the time his horse could be shipped to Vegas and the
utilization of these and the other
of&AiHl" "^"^ singcfsshooting committee and 'Other matters.
new developments of modern day set for the race, the Texan played the tables. He wanted the
present
hu^,^'^^'^'"''"'
science. By so doing, we will make limit taken" off the front line of the craps table. The gamblers
^?"'*' y^i^s ago, but
Snvdpn
DPS' Editions of B'way Plays
"The Heiress," drama by Ruth a worthwhile contribution to mili- demurred on that one but submitted a- counterrproposal. They offered
and Augustus Goetz, will be pub- tary preparedness and to national to remove the limit from the whole field, a sucker switch, and he
fell for it.
lished in cloth edition by the security."
Within a few days the syndicate took him for $500,000. But his
Dramatists Play Service. The play
Two"te,?^*»* Theatres
strawhat is current at the Biltmore, N, Y.
horse won the $10,000 side bet hands down, sending him back to his
theatres ^^l^*^ "'^'^t
pilwells feeling like the guy who broke the bank at Monte Carlo.
Wete V.,;»^™*??^y the most eom- Two recent Broadway shows also
.published on the suhJect
Wbethei" the race was one of those things, deponeths sayeth aught.
slated for publication fcy DPS are
Rail
is
Another Texan, R. E. Griffith, took an insult to his solvency and
%hS„i'?"^1, '»«t week. One Terence Rattigan's "The Winslow
COtttinucd tram page 1
eompiKi-^^;^"^'"^'" Theatre," Bov" 'cloth) and J. B. Priestley's
parlayed it into the most magnificent place in all Vegas. Having lost
HiSd 1*1^1*'**.*°*' published by "An Inspector Calls" (paper edi- had been- dispatching all perform- all his cash on hand one Saturday night, he tried to cash a check
tion). All will be ready in June or
for $1,000. As he owned theatre chains in Texas, Arkansas and New
ers
by
plane.
Consequently,
a
July. ,
not
plane seat shortage resulted that's Mexico it was a shock to him to find that a gambling joint would
HwdbTOk»'i!.;'S«nimer Theatre
•
still in effect.
Few, having made honor his signature.
JbTcarTpri.^***'* and puhlished
CHATTER
In fact it burned him so he decided to run the two-bit gamblers
plane reservations are cancelling
.Tohn O'Hara's new novel due
of business by building "a place which would bury theirs under
out
newsstands
in
despite
the
fact
that
railroad
the New
next Spring.
its magnificence. In the end he released the production as The Last
•*^*'^?t™ district.
"BluiTnri^^^'
Forrest Sievers is the new art passage is freely available.
Frontier and up to the present at least it's the last word.
•?^«ledicated to and
director for Script mag.
h,
All those from the east and midNot content with his hostelry he proceeded to buy a snow-capped
American National Tbl/'^
Joe Smith (& Charles Dale), vet west planning to attend the Namountain about ah hour's run from Vegas and proceeded to make
After
„''*'''i,^«=«<le«'ytwo
autobiehapters
vaudevillian,
doing his
tional Assn. of Broadcasters con.^"^ general strawhat ography.
it the San Moritz of the Mojave Desert. He chartered planes to transsetup it
vention in Los Angeles, will leave port clients free from L. A., gave them free meals as well, figuring it
^^"^ «"hject fully
from the
Colliers will serialize "Marriage
erat on t„H^?''P*»'"t °f theatre op- '48," co-autliored by Vera Caspary by the end of the week by plane, would all come back at the gaming tables.
space having been bought in adThe percentage in his favor was not quite that high, but he gave the
and Isadore Goldsmith.
«nd suBaZ'l3^ ^P^^'^c information
Wingy Manone's autobiography, vance of the strike.
town a great name and the natives thought he was terrific. He might
"Trumpet on the Wing," will be
The rail strike cancellation have elevated the other gamblers to his own grandiose levels, but
P%ee"clegon"es
published by Doubleday & Co.
comes
as a particular help to N. Y. unfortunately he died at the height of his beautiful bender,
Pete Martin is in Hollywood cafes, restaurants and hotels. Any
st»^Vat''m5'' "^'s the principal
Another like him may come along, and when he does Lai6 Vegas
PJay aKent^,^»™ts, the main rounding up material on "The
protracted stoppage would have will drop all invisible clips and relax in the lap of luxury and play
Dave Siegel Story" for Satevepost. resulted in a. food shortage, and down gambling. People will play without pushing and Indeed some
theh- most popuPic magazine is doing a story on
pSvV J? 0***?ts
them ought to be discouraged from doing so. With a proper public
available
would
Of
what
would
be
various the operations of Bill Pine and
%uity r.Ltl''^
""""^s .and Bill Thomas, producers of action have to be bought at inflated prices. relations job we 'may live to see the day when Vegas will be exporting
•ddresses "nf ''5*^
Also, the lack of travelers would ballets to Monte Carlo, which would be a cute switch and one that
*™de films.
Association^ thi^*,
theatrical
miglt even save the Marshall Plan.
*'
producers,
»««„
MiUon Baison's new novel, have caused « b<«< dowhbeat.
trade and
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of "Wien, Pur Du' Allein" and other
popular songs, received "honoraiy
ring" of city of Vienna. , „
,
,
*'*^Ex^Paramounteer Chris Dnnphy
Benee Houston suing tor divorce
Ha-De-Ko (House of Comics)
the
renewed old acquaintances at
from Pat Ahearne, now in Holly- nitery has switched to something
tenparty
Bing Crosby birthday
wood.
,
,
here non-stop shows.
.
unknown
sailing
for
dered by Par, before
Sir Hugh Roberton, founder and Hour and half eabaret programs,
Scotland for the golf tournament. conductor of the Glasgow Orpheus starting at 2 p.m., with last one at
Dunphy, personally well fixed, is Choir, injured in auto accident.
10 p.ml
an expert amateur golfer.
Bernard Delfont has bought the
Bill Bendix planes out to the touring rights of "Hellzapoppin"
Coast today (Wed.) In time for his which lie .will send out when show
Paris
Saturday "Life of Riley" series. closes at. Princes some time
While New Yorking, Bendix shot July.
...
Sir Ccdric Hardwlcke In PaHs
some scenes at the Yankee stadium
Patti Morgan, 18-year-old Aus10 days.
Sunday (9) for the "Life of Babe tralian film actress, engaged to forJohn
Paris
after a
Powell,
Ruth" in Which he plays the Babe. Victor Silvester, son of bandleader unket, to Frankfurt radio.
Twentieth-Fox sales chief Andy Victor Silvester, whose , business
territorial chieftains in
Smith, Jr., will be feted with a manager he is.
town for Phil Beismaa meet.
Leslie Posner, formerly general
testimonial dinner May 29 at the
stiffering from
grosses
Theatre
Waldorf on the first anniversary of manager for Hyams Bros, and the slowdown strike in the subway
his job. Spyros Skouras to ethcee Gaumont-British. theatres, is now
system.
the affair, which is behig hgsted theatrical supervisor for Associated
Pianist Nicolas Orloff concertizby 20th's divisional sales managers; British Picture Corp.
in Paris after 10 years
Mrs, Lew (Edith) Wasserman,
Arthur Askey planning a return ing again
prez, vhrtually to the West End in a new musigpl interval.
wife of the
Elen Bossla, Greek songbird,
making her nocturnal of fice at the comedy, with music by Manning
show at the Opera
stopping
the
Y.
visit
return
to
during
her
mark
Copacabana
N.
Sherwin. Show Will
because of her liking of the Jerry management, of Jack Waller. Ten- Comique.
Madeleine Lebau, who was in
Lewis-Dean Martin comedy team, tative title is "The Kid From StratHollywood, now starred in "Secret
doesn't even, handle ford."
(And
Cristo," rolling in Epithe act.)
Clark Bros., who went into the of Monte
Madeleine White and Steve Ed- "Hellzapoppin" company at the nay.
Barbara Laage postponing her
wards, pub-ad directors for Allied Princes following their successful
Offered
Artists and Republic lespectivelyw season on the same bill at the return to America because
elected to the advertising and Casino, have four -weeks* return the film chore Martin Carroll
secretary. Latter's

Singer Kitty Kallen discharged
from tlie French hospital.
Baritone Igor Gorln vacationing
after 55-city concert tour.
Douglas Byng, British nitery
comic, returned to England lost

week.
Irving Pichel off to London last
four-weel junket to

week on a

'<scout talent."

Elkort, of MCA's cafe
dept:, back' at his desk following

Eddie

a lengthy Illness.
Jules Levey back from Europe,
where he studied production possibilities in' Britain and France.
Joan M. Lyman,, secretary in
Universal's accessory sales dept.,
tagged as Miss Subways for May.
Joe Glaser, head of the Associated Booking agency, planning
to reopen his Coast office next

month.

.

.

Karen Lewis, member of the
"Oklahoma!" ensemble, cover gal
May issues of American mag
Salute.
^
.
"Uncle" Henry Berlinghoft and
Hugo Morris both back at their

for

and

with

posts

agency after

the

Morris

William

illnesses.-

Woodchuck Club, new midtown
social organization, held Its first
Woodstock
the
gettogether
at

hotel last Thursday

Dick

Condon,

(6).

ex-Disney

and

20th-Fox, with Columbia Pictures
for special ilack assignments on
Loves of Carmen."
James Franey, prez of United
World Films, heading for the Coast
Friday (14) for a fast huddle with
Universal'^ studio toppers.
Jack Goldstein, ex-ttKO studio
eastern rep, giving up his Walter
Kane agency association on the
Coast and may return to N. Y.

"The

on Equity's o^

—

12. I9|]j

HoHywood

i

Allan Pwan has Virus X
Al Vaughan bedded by ^nn«^

«-*a

va^loir."^*^™"'^

'

m

•

RKO

.

MCA

MCA

booking at the Casino when the tuitied down.
The Gharllvels to leave the new
show ends hi July. Then to Paris
Lido revue Oct. to open Oct. 15
before returning to the states.
"Diamond Lil" succeeded at the at Latin Quarter, N. Y„ in the
Prince of Wales' Monday (10) by a Sophie Tucker show;
Art Ford here for three broadthre^-week season of Ladislas
Fodor's biblical play, "The Vigil," casts on French Radiodiffusion for
Montgomei-y. PIX and a tele short for Daily
Douglass
starring
News
WXAN JunelS,
Play had splended reception when
"Clochemerle" pic okayed by
staged at the Embassy early in the
year and has since done well on Cabinet provided- some cuts arc!
made, with- the censor board betour.
Harold Keel, until recently play- latedly endorsing the Cabinet.
Rober Ferdinand to have his
ing the role of Curly in "Okladay, "Neuf al la Bapque" ("The
honiia!,"signed by Anthony Havelock-Allan for a key part in his banker Wins the Point") done in
production, for Brussels with Jules Ben-y to act a
first independent
Films,
"A Small gambler.
Constellation
Frederico Garcia Lorca's "House
her Voice." in which Valerie Hobson
which clicked last
stars. Pic being directed by Fergus of Bemarda,"
year in Paris, will again be done
McDonnell.

publicity directors committee of
the Motion Picture Assn. of Amerrecently
ica.
Both
companies
joined the MPAA.
Jock Lawrence working 'on bis
book, "How to Be Famous" (via
system)'
Soundscriber
dictation
while bedded at Medical Centre
following minor surgery. Veepee
of J. Arthur Rank Organization
(of America) still plans sailing for
London end-of-this-month with his
wife, for threemonth stay setting
up Rank campaigns for U. S.

.

Anatole Litvak, who. sailed for
France last week, may produce and
Mexico City
direct a film there in association
Esther Williams selling
with a French filmmaking firm;
mansion at Acapulco.
Jack Robbins a grandpop for the
Gonzalez, Mexican
Ana
Maria
first time when his son, Howard
(Buddy), a veepee of J^ J, Bobbins torchsinger, to Spain for stage
work,
Co., becoming father of a son,
Emilia Guiu, Spanish pic actress,
Universal's British chieftain Ben
Henry farewell-luncheoned by the heading vaudeville at the Teatro
entire U exec staff, from Nate Ideal.
Neguib Simon reportedly
BMmberg down, prior to sailing
dropped $100,000 (U. S.) in runhome.
Frank "Bring 'Em Back AliVe" ning the San Souci nitery.
Spanish dancer, Antonio de
Buck, recuperating in San Angelo,
Texas, from a recent operation; Triana and his troupe topping the
expected back in N. Y. late this floor show at £1 Patio nitery.
Ciro's, in paid ads in local prints,
month.
spikes
rumors that it's to Gutter
Arthur L Weinberg, son of Col»
mfibia eircuit sales exec Lou Wein- pronto because of progressively
poorer
biz.
berg, and a graduate x>f Harvard
Galindo; pic
Marco
Law School, has passed his N. Y. writer, to Aurelio
do public relations for
State bar exam.
the \National Cinematographic
Elsie Kaufman, Columbia PicCommission.
tures homeoffice ad » publicity
Fernando Soler, dean of Mexistaffer for the last 20 years, resigncan dramatic actors, reelected prez
ing Friday (14) to await the birth
of Mexico's Academy of Cinemaof her first child.
Universal has named Herbert H. tographic Arts and Sciences, his
term.'

Jack Gross back at his BKOd.*
after a stretch in hospital
Peter O'Crotty and BUl MiUI*..
organized a publicity outfit
Harriet Parsons cheeked in .»
*
RKO after a nine-week vacatlnn
Edgar Bergen sails JuneT™,
Junket to Scandinavian countrtM;
Rita Johnson to San FranrSU
to entertain wounded serviceS
Charles Koryin to Seattle
flr
Veterans of l^egj

Wall

Robert R. Young guesting with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., hi*s2
Monica.
Ann Sothern recovering fnim
^
shock and bruises after an "*
cqllislon.

Cecil B, DeMllle to Washlnutai,
to appear before the House Sbw

committee.
Louis De Rochemont in
huddles with Metro on a
documentaries.

Donald O'Connor goes

Diamond

Chicago
Alice Blue, former

WGN pianist

down
Danny

with arthritis attack.

Newman handling- the
press for "Shylock and His Daugh-

1

'

,

Charles Trenet suing for $15,000

to South

Jubilee.

Slavko Vorkapich, montage
rector,

named head
confabs

of

series

dl*

of cinema d^

partment at USC.
Robert tt. Young in town
with

for i

Arthur

Krim, Eagle-Lion prexy.

John H. Auer injured by
ing

platform

while

a

fall-

directing

"Drums Along Amazon"

B^

at

public.

Faith

Domergue

planed

to

Buenos Aires to join her husband

Hugo Fregonese, who

Is

making in

indie film there.

South Africa
By Joe Hanson
"Naked City"

(y)

doing

strong

'biz.

Rhodesia following Union's lead
by setting up commission to inquire

into

broadcasting

situation

damages from the football clubs there.
which invited him to sing in RoSir Michael Balcon, British proComic Jack Waldron winds up anne, following which he was ducer, here on- the Athlone Castle
seven years of camp shows this mobbed when ha refused to sing with Lady Balcon, Said his visit
after appearing very late.
month.
Bernard Hilda back at his Club was purely a holiday,
John Lambour and John Golden
Webster Booth and Ann Ziegler
back to New York to pick up Champa JUysees and packing them
in, with Jane Morgan helping at doing broadcasts from Cape Town,
Frank Libuse bedded in his su the mike and the Mexican dancers Johannesburg and Durban during
on voyage to Australia.
stopover
burban home here after minor Teresa and Luis Sillo, of the Carmen Amaya troupe, doubling
Sir Thomas Beecham to visit
operation.

ter;"

,

Simone Volterra busy with her
Marigny where she's opening a
Jazz Session and prepping the
Roland Petit ballets.

T

towii fm
series «t

JohannMW

Africa in July for

when the currently shuttered Stu-*
dio des Champs Elysees reopens.

&

,

May

»

•

.

-

South Africa in August when all
mistress Stella Yapapa, SABC studio orchestras will conH
Foy, Jr., in the Phil Silvers role
opens May 18 at recently reopenec. formerly a lawyer, suing Henri, bine with Cape Town and Jobi^
Varna and defending herself in nesburg Municipal Orchestras ui'
Great Northern theatre.
Dorothy Shay, vocal star on her own case, alleging he in- der his baton.
Spike Jones radio show, penciled fringed her rights by lifting some
Tonks to the post of 'Far East su- third
Dramatic season at Teatro in to sub for Ethel Merman during of her choreograpl^y in current
pervisor. He flUs the spot vacant
here headed by Fernando vacation from "Annie Get Your Casino de Paris revue now nearly
Arbeu
iington
since Michael Bei^gher moved 6ver
two years old.
.Soler and Maria Tereza Montoya^ Gun."
for homeoffice chores.
By Florence S. Lowe
Ian Keith, film actor who re
fast flop, reportedly $6,000 (U.S.)
Rodgers
Hammerstein giving in the red.
cently completed ""Ihree Musket'
Vincent Lopez inked to
eers," here to do series of comband here May 24 for dance given
a party at the Pierre Saturday
Picture Production
Miami Beach
pictures and television
(22) to celebrate the second an- Union has joined the National mercial
by local Republican Committee.
niversary of ther "Annie Get Your Electricians Confederation, on6 of shots.
By Larry SoIIoway
Duncan Sisters, currently at (31ub
Gun," current' at the Imperial.
Joyce Thoresen, Chi model re
Lord Tarleton hotel,, sold last Cairo, are readying their autoMexico's most powerful labor orcently chosen "Miss Photoflash' week, will be renamed Hyde Park. biographies in book and film form.
David O. Selznick vacationed in ganizations.
New Sherry Frontenac hotel, a
Bermuda over the past weekend.
Mexico has plenty pic rawstock by press photogs association, to
Ilka Chase, here in "There Goe;
He left New York -Friday and re' for the while. Kodak Mexicana, Coast for role in "My Dear Secre- 250 roomer, setting up latest gim- the Bride," helped local hospital
micks in cocktail lounge.
turned Monday, Uncert^it yet as largest supplier of this material^ tary."
commentat;
Latin trade expected' here in benefit with a fashion
planed in two tons, relieving a
to date of departure for Coast,
stint.
summer
season
led
has
to
most
Ned Schuyler, who operates the looming shortage.
Variety Club's annual Mother's
niteries setting up rhumba shows;
"Captain From Castille" (20th
Beachcomber nitery in Miami
Detroit
postponed to May
Day
luncheon
Fox),
firstrun
currently
at
three
Ned Schuyler, still in N. Y. on 17, with Mrs. John Snyder, wife «I
Beach, in town for a few days to
By Stan Worris
talent hunt for July reopening, of
line up talent for a planned-sum- cinemas, was praised for its phoTed Weems at New Casino Ball Beachcomber, having trouble get- Treasury boss, guest of honor.
mer reopening of his club July 1 tography and tinting but panned
Bamum and
for allegedly "distorting Mexican room, Walled Lake.
Ringling
Bros.
ting lineup.
Al Bickard, broker in the Arthur history" editorially by Ultimas NoTuesday
Pat O'Shea, Irish tenor, off for
Mt. Sinai Hospital, according to Bailey here next
Fisher office, heading a commit- ticas, leading local sheet.
cut to J.
stint at 400 Club in St. Louis.
new prexy, Max Orovitz, will have with the usual week stint
tee to provide aid to a former
Argentina has banned three
Kid Ory's "Jazz At New Orleans' AGVA room, for indigent
days because of D; C. upped licensUSO-Camp Shows booker, who Mexican pix^"Gran Casino," "A
perfom^ ing
in Music Hall last Friday
fee.
ers who live or play in area.
was evicted' from his Brooklyn Media Luz" and "La Corte del concert
ol
(7) cancelled because, of small adEric Johnston, as chairmaa
home.
Faraon." While 34 'Argentine pix vance sale.
the Congressional Awards CommitWilliam Wyler, Paramount piro'- pix were exhibited in Mexico last
»en.
Cancer fund benefit sponsored
tee, made Collier awards to
ducer-director, recipient of the year,
only 29 Mexicans were by Bull Moose Jackson and other
Copenhagen
Alben W. Barkley (D., Ky.)
French Legion of Honor bestowed screened in the Argetine in 1947. King Record stars netted $1,800 at
(B., Mass.)
Pierino Gamba, 10-year-old con- Rep. Christian Herter
on him in Los Angeles by AlexParadise theatre.
last week;
andre de Manziarly, French consul
Bud -Guest preemed "Let's' Get ductor, a terrific hit conduct-;
In that city.
Around" over WJT Tuesday (11) ing the Copenhagen Philharmonic
Robert Breen, executive-secre*
a program of on-the-spot tape re, Orchestra.
\
Minneapofe
By Hal Cohen
Biermg Petersen, 50, both mancor dings around Detroit and Michi
tary of the American National Theager and orchestral conductor of
Mike Cullen In from Sti gan.
atre
Academyl in New York, has
ByLesRees
„.
been trying for three weeks to Louis to visit friends for couple of
Elizabeth
Firestone,
socialite Denmark's only operetta theatre,
Dean Murphy into Hotel NicoUei
contact Nils Astfaer, former film weeks.
composer due home from London Norrebros teater, died after a
.
Minnesota Terrace.
Lyle Harding, manager of
player, but' still no dice.
this week, offered chore of doing heart attack.
toppw
Hotel Radisson floor show ^o*^
The Johnny Greens (Bunny Wa- Sheridan Square, off to Florida on musical score for Bob Montgom
Ole Palsbo, former film and legit
by Jack Marshall and Nype &
ery's forthcoming "Come Be My critic, has scored this winter as
ters) ))ack to the Coast after his vacation.
a
show
Hank Whitehous^ aiid Lihdsay Love."
Reel Fellows' club annual drew
trip east to greet the body of his
film director with pie, "Take What
Nicollet
brother, Dick Green, who was Lovelies went from here for date
You'll Have," and is now debuting and dance at Hotel
...j
killed in a plane crash in South in Havana.
at legit director, staging "All My record crowd.
Ex-actor Dillon Ferris, now a
America during the war.
Sons" for AUe-Sceuen.
Flame, Duluth nitery. jtffi^
Vienna
lensman, here for check-up at
floor show policy with fortnight
Testimonial
dinner' for
Sol mag
Magee hospital.
Josefstaedter theatre rehearsing
change of bill
Bloom, Congressman from New
"Steps of Sand," Carnegie Tech's Ferdinand Bruckner's "Timor.'
only
territory s
York and w.k in vet show biz latest
Bloomington,
play, is by Bert Pollock, stuSan Francisco
suburBS.
John Drinkwater's "Abraham
circles,' is being held at the Hotel
Drive-In in Minneapolis
in drama department.
Lincoln" on program of American
Commodore June 10 for the ben- dent
By Ted Friend
launched second season.
Dick Walsh's new bride a Play- Red- White-Blue broadcast here
"
efit of a Palestine hospital.
Lena Home clicking at Fairtelevision exhibit
KSTP
has
house widow while he's rehearsing
U. S. A., England, France, Italy mont, drawing biggest biz since
»"
Film execs and directons of the for "Widow From Wyoming."
Radio City theatre, plugging «
and Austria participated in Salz
Will Rogers Memorial Fund will
spot's filiTis over the ah:.
Joe Bahm became a grandfather burg film festival week, May 2-8. Hildegarde.
w
Al Wallace, orch leader at House
meet in Gus Eyssell's office in Ra- twice on same day when two of his
Eddie Howard band to play
Napoleon play with the shortest
Of Harris, town's newest disk- Coronation ball of MmneapoiB
dio City Music Hall Thursday (13) daughters gave birth to girls.
possible title, "N," by Arnold
gr»=to discuss plans for financing the
Lisa Bourdin, French models Bronnen, will preem in Lintz, Up- jockey via KSAN.
Aquatennial summer mardl
industry's Lake Saranac hospital. plugging "Arch of Triumph" and per Austria.
Gayle V. Grubb,
manager,
Illness of Alfred Lu"*
Dr. Ben B. Broaude, a dentist, aiding in Security Bond drive.
Professor Storch to Paris as convalescing following operation at cancellation of "O, M»st«»
George Jaffe coming around all Austrian delegate for conference Stanford hospital,
elected president of the N. Y.
Mine" Lyceum engagement TO
chapter of the International Broth- right and will be out of hospital of International Union of Scientific
Abbott and Costcllo here for p.a. 24-26, .v»...
leaving
.a "Carousel"
,— , weeK^
erhood of Magicians, with Al- any day, He's been there eight j Cinematography.
at Paramount when their "Noose June 7 only remaining leg"^
fred Eltinge the new recording weeks.
pr.. |ludolf Siecznski, composer Hangs High" opens. '
'show booking.
"High Button Shoes," With Eddie there.
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and

Allen, 78, actress

winifl

Jif

JertSrye?;rs.:«U»d

legit

New

theaxJafSen had t«e« In tte
decades,
JftS. more than three In her

^'

debiit

her stage

varfetaf o£ roles met
early in her career in
SSSiSS^an-draroas- After reSSSrste wa? active in fraternal
"S'JiiMfioM of the theatre and
Xr^Sllertor of theatrtcal
She was the widow of

^T^rtd «

Sentos.

%/AUe?»he daughter

of

l^»«^^'.e?to^.fi^.
verse,
Shakespearean
had been trained
ffugh *e
It was the only
for a stage career.
she had when she made
ffielwt in the title role of 'Es-

ui^

Kr

nf

SmS

Sda*'

Madison

old

the

at

N.Y..

ISRarden theatre,

,

father was in the play's
lady, Annie
<«st iwhcn Its leading

to, take a sumoyer
mert rest Miss Allen todc
an 6utstanding
for her and scored

&11,

decided

then until 1893 she played
Shakespearean and other classic
including Desdemona,
heroines,
Cordelia and Juliet, with
as John
leading actors

such

McCut

lon«b,TOnunaso Salvlni and Joseph
Jefferson.

.then
Charles

^.

,

.

,

,
she became leading lady of

Frohman's Empire Theatre
ieimny in New York. She was

a-tete.
She had only cracked to
died in Chicago, May 4.
Schwartz, she later said, "I see
Survived by widow, three daugh- you're on a champagne diet." Reters and 'a <$on.
mark was apropos of earlier testimony in the form of a letter writJOHN HIGGS
ten to. Schwart? which observed
John Higgs, formerly .associated that he had
"a champagne
he was elected president of the with "Buck" Lewis in the operation appetite."
of the Carney, Rolla, Mo., died at
Atlantic City Amusements Assn.
Schwartz, who's operator of the
Surviving are his widow, a son. his home in Waynesville. Mo.,
National
theatre,
Louisville,
May
Ky.,
3.
Warren F., veepee of the Apollo
was also reprimanded for behaving;'
chain, and a daughter.
as he thought, as a southern gentleCHARLES P. ANPERSON
man
should.
His
suit
againstthe
FRANK GABDNEK
Charles P. Anderson, 76, reFrank Gardner, vet vaude per- putedly the inventor of the player majors will pick up again next
former who appeared for years, in piano, died in Chicago, May 9. in Monday (17) after a new jury is
selected.
He
was
Gardner
&
Vinrecent
as
years
spotted
known
making
he
was associated with
a turn
cent, jumped or fell to his death J. P. Seeburg. jukebox manufac- his way to Mrs. Brennan's table -by
Howard Levinson. Warner Bros,
May 10 from a hotel room in Fbil- turer.''.
legalite, who reported it to his conSurvived by wife and son.
addphia. In difficult circumstances
freres.
since the passing of vaude, he was
Mrs. Georgianna Lotdse Morgan,
said to have been despondent.
Trial started Monday (10) with
Gardner, who did a tramp char- 63, wife of Ralph Morgan, actor, opening statements to
the jury.
acterization, worked with his wife, died at her home in Beverly Hills, Monroe Stein
represents the plainLottie, and brother, William. Their Cal., May 8. In addition to hus- tiff on the
hearings.
comedy act was a success through- band she is survived by a daughter,
Case involves the National theaout the U. S. and Europe some 25 Claudia Morgan, stage and radio
tre. Louisville, Ky., with the plainyears ago. Later he shifted to legit actress.
tiff charging that it was discrimiand appeared with Gertrude LawPaul L. Morin, 45, father and nated against in favor of affiliate
rence, Sanderson & Crumit and
other stars. His wife (}ied about former manager of the Morin Sis- theatres. Ed Raftery of O'Brien,
ters, radio singers, died in Chicago, Driscoll,
Raftery & Lawler is
tturee years' ago.
May 6.
fronting for Metro and United
A niece survives.
Survived by wife and three Artists; John Caskey of Dwight,
daughters,
LOUISE MINK
Harris, Koegel & Caskey for 20thFox, Paramount and RKO; Louis
Louise Minki 60, retired legit
Arthur B. Marshall, 62, stageactress, died in Philadelphia, May
hand for the past 25 years, last em- (Schwartz .&) Frohlich for Colum7. She had been under treatment
ployed at the Shubert theatre,. Chi, bia; Abraham Friedman of Philaat the Univ. of Penn hospital prior
delphia for Warner Bros.; and M.
died in that city, May 7.
to her death.
Survived by wife and two Lavenstein for Republic.
Although scoring her greatest
daughters.
success in musical comedy and
operettas, she had appeared in a
Mother of Harry Azen, violinist
number of straight plays with the with
network orchs in New York
Anti-Film Bills
late John Barrymore and others.
and former concertmaster of StanShe also appeared with Emma ley theatre ensemble
CoDtinned from jwse S
in Pittsburgh,
Trentini in "The Firefly" and sev- died at her
home- in that city. by
other musicals in which May 3.
the Government in this litigaeral
Trentini was starred.
tion."
„
.

,

"Liberty
Hali,""The MasQueraders," "Sowespecially

ins the
jind

suceesiSfnl. In

BARNEY ROSENTHAL
Barney Rosenthali

Wind.'" "TJie Coaquerors"

mm
In

63, St. t<ouis

m manager of the Monogram Pictures

'^mder tbe Bied Robe."

Fand RememhrdntB

Wilbur M. Lewis.

IS,

who was

a

member of T. Fred Henry concert
band, died in' Des Mines, May 4
following an operation.
Mother, 72, of Al Horwits, eastern publicity manager of Univerdied in Pbikidelphia Monday

sal,

•

(10).

Mother of Dick Irving Hyland,

STEIN

H.

CO^FOyNDER OF M.CA.

writer-producerj

died

M^'

3

in

Hollywood.

im

14,

pire company to .star in "The
Christian," by Halt Calne, a play
In which she made an enormous
•

hit

died May 3 of a cerebral
hemorrhage in that city..
Rosenthal came to St. Louis from
Chicago 'in 1907 as manager of the
old firm of Swanson-Crawford, film
equipment distributors. Later he
was manager of the Universal Pictures office and in 1923 formed an
indie company with Naf Steinberg,
manager of Republic Pictures. He
later bought the Columbia franchise and also was associated with
Republic Pictures before joining

Em* exchange

Miss Allen stayed In the limeshe decided to retire
from the stage. Her' last appearance was in December, 1&18, at the
light until

Amsterdam theatres in. "When
»]Pen«r Needs a Friend."
Sl» was married in 1905. in
Louisville,
Ky., to
Duryea, a
of^otting horses Duryea Monogram.
Jr^e^J'.

flew

A

^.^^ying ire a

brother survives.

and two

sister

n«y*''*.^.*''don, 61,

mnlJ''^'?'^^

anrt

hSr

moof
in

died at her

Beverly 'S^??'
ails, Cal.,
thP

in

portrayal

May

home

8.

success in
viH3?!S^y^^
ftS*^ theatres in New York

nL^^^^f

y®'""^ tonred with
actShe en-

£rt *„L™"*^Y*"«

1919

when she

"Humor^ue^ SJ'^l?'*""*'^
screen suc-

t^ t^^^^
i^'nK
S^^a^Jde

i."*^''
-

E

wnXIAM

,

«

tC

a

.

New

an actor in
number- of

hits

there, and is now directing "JuneBride," Bette' Davis-Robert Mont-^

gomery starrer. Montgomery, incidentally, can tell Windust a thing
or two about the business, having
guided and starred in "Lady in the
Lake" at Metro and "Ride the Pink
Horse" at Universal-International..
His "Bride" assignment is' a restup between other directorial assignments at U-L
Others at Warners are David
Butler, now directing "Silver Lin-r
ing," whose first big role was- as a
street
cleaner in Pox's Janet
Gaynor- Charles Farrell starrer,
"Seventh Heaven," after many
years as a bit player; Raoul Walsh,
Who ended his acting days with
the old "Cisco Kid" series when
he lost an eye in an auto accident,

U. S.

fiito Its

Ihim

Continued from. page. 1 sBSS

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Panama,
daughter, Hollywood, April 29.
Father Is a producer-writer at

Foster

directing "Kiss the '.Blood

is

'

'

for"Repub]i0.

Otto

Preminger

provides

the

switch. He has deserted directing
at 20th -Fox for the time being for
a spot of histrionics with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., in "The O'Flynn"
at U-I.

Names BDQiitfiistros
Continued from page

1

the Williams Bros., at $7,000 plus
percentages at Le Directoire, and

Joey Adams, Mark Plant and Tony
Canzoneri at the Latin Quarter.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis; whd

Blanelre Yurka
E

Continued tram paee 1

;

top job at Stanford Univ., Miss
Yurka said, and if the system were
to spread across the country, with
30 or 40 universities and colleges
participating, -she believes it would
help solve the le^t problem on
Broadway. She's firmly convinced
it wduld bring out local talent that
now dies aborning, and would also
give theatrical hopefuls a chance
to get training under professionals.

Lees showed considerable inin the idea, and said he
hoped to get something concrete
under way, but of course the deal
will depend eptirely on university
Miss Yurka is workauthorities.
ing with Lees on another appearterest

ance here next year, in productions that could be tied in with the
Utah Symphony. She's particular^
anxious to do "L'Arlesienne"
with incidental music.
After finishing her three-performance stint in Salt Lake, the
ly

actress headed for Broadway, for
rehearsals in an unamed comedy
for the strawhat circuit and later
possibly New York.
'

.

-

edy," has just finished "Mr. Peabody and the' Mermaid" at U-I.
with "The Miracle of the Bells''
being released by RKO. Normaii

'

WB

GmJ^^ ^

start as

York, staged

Off My Hands" at U-I. BiU Setter,
who once rode a horse for Al
Diana Bennett Wanger to John
Christie^ has just finished "One
Hardy Anderson^ Beverly "Hills,
Touch of Venus" at sanie studio.
May 8. Bride is daughter of Joan
Elia' Kazan, who won the 1947
Bennett and Walter Wanger.
Oscar as best directSR- for 20thp
Lynn Warren to Larry Coleman,
Fox's "Gentleman's Agreement,"
New York, recently. Bride- is band
was origin<ally brought to the Coast
vocalist; he's a composer.
by Warners several years ago as
Rosebud Kayes to Bill Uher, prising. Even though his is essen- an actor. Director of Par's "The
tially a dance band, large percentChicago, May 4. He's with David
ages of his attendees heretofore Great Gatsby" is Elliott Nugent,
LeWinter orch.
another
off-again-onTagain trouper.
gaped instead' of gliding.
Florence tiaptor' to Vernon. HeerRichard Whorf, currentiy unasAnother cheerful note is the signed, has an actor-director
en, Chicago, May 8. Both are with
pact
claim by agencies that a majority with Metro. Orson Welles directed
NBC in Chi.
Dorothy Olsen to Charles B. of the summer one-nighters who and starred in "Lady from ShangChapman, Chicago, May 13. Bride have been conducting preseason hai" fbr Golisnbia and "Macbeth"

BERWALD
Dr.
Dr. William Berwald, 83, musiRKO.
cian and Composer and for more
Mr. and Mrs. Syd Magldson,
with
her
member
of the
than
years
a
husband,
50
ca^ii^;^"!''
J^eto
the U. S. from Russia iii faculty of the College of Fine Arts daughter, Pittsburgh, May 6; Parents are the dance team of Sydney
of Syracuse University, died in
and Ames.
S^dn member- Loma Linda, Cal., May 8.
s^f^t^^'^l
Mr. and Mrs. Donn Wemuth, son,
Among more than 400 works Dr.
li»hl2h?„^-^^'»'*w-Actors Union,
endeavors were con- Berwald published was "Symphonic Fairmont, W. Va., April 14. Father
flhedtft
theatre there.
™^"er Yiddish houses Prelude," which won many awards. manages
ta Brlw
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bronder.
She later toured
His- wife died in 1931.
Vjud.*^J^"-.
daughter, Pittsburgh, April 22.
sketches. After
ttot «hi'
Father
operates
indie theatre ciriTOd^fJ^'^/'f^d in the London
FRANK LEIGH
cuit thereof "Business- Before
Frank Leigh, 60, character actor,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard (Buddy)
^P**" return to the died in Hollywood, May 9. He had
tr.'s^hL
Robbins,
son, New York. May 10.
appeared
in "The Land
of S;/^
^pj^ee," "Why Worry" and been featured many years in pro- Father is veepee of J. J. Robbins
"Ihe
ductions on the London stage be- & Sons, music publishers.
Wife."
RhL .
fore coming to the U. S. Upon arhusbMid, Nathan rival he concentrated on film work,
"raon, a son
and two daughters. starting with the old World Film
Studio, Fort Lee, N. J., in 1916.
Suit Mistrial
GEORQE F. WIELLAND
Wife and two brothers survive.
Continued {roin page 1
the AJS?/-5'«'"'>nd. 74. prexy of
CHARLES CORMIER
^laiS^"<?-*^'«"it of theatrd^ in
Leibell promptly called a halt to
Chai'les L. Cormier, 59, come^"d nearby resorts,
aiedafhiVi.^
the trial after admonishing Mrs.
his home at
Margate, N. J., dian and radio actor, died in New Brennan and her lunchtime comOrleans, May 4. He was known propaniob. E. William Tooth, another
Thiladelphia, Wiel- fesionally as Chuck Connors. In
land latir*'
Both were dropped from
juror,
Atlantic City recent years he was "Cinders" of
Were
leaded a realty firm. He the radio comedy team of "Smoky jury lists,"
built hie
The blonde, who had been widely
theatre,- the Bijou, Joe and Cinders."
^n J'^^
expert show biz observers
billed
by
Ventnpr «r' ^°d successively the
as the cutest casting in anybody's
LEO JAWOBOWSKI
and M^rlA"?"? Embassy. Apollo
^f^J'^^^tres in nearby
Leo Jaworowski, 64, assistant to jury box, was taken aback by the
surburt.*
«*wurbs of
Atlantic City. In 1916 James C. Petrillo, lieiid of tlie sudden twist to her harmless" tetc.

.

-got his

Gene- Krupa and other maestros
have within the past month made
note of the fact that over 90% of
attendees at their, dates consistentiy got out on the dance floor to
terp, not gather around the bandstand. .That Lombardo should be
included in that group is not- sur-

BIRTHS

it.

<.

at Yf^am!as

.

KMBC

ropes holding

-

Many

Latter studio is loaded -vvith
such abaut-face careerists. lafttest
addition is Bretaigne Windust, who

.

operations for the past month or
is secretary at ABC, Chi.
Jean Boxer to Joe Wolfson, New more, have done well at the b.o.
Cozzolino, 29, aerial
York, May 9. He's in the theatre Most have made money and virtudied in Providence, dept. of the William Morris agency.
ally all have relayed to agency men
R. I., May 5, of injuries suffered a
LuciUe Springer to Raymond
few liours before when he plunged Steinkarap, Jr... Kansas City, Mo.. the opinion that biz tMs season
110 feet from a trapeze during a May 1. Bride is receptionist at will b J better than last.
As for the agencies, they are
carnival performance at Cranston.
in that city.
Cozzolino,
said
Cranston police
Mary Frances Kylen to David experiencing the usual shortage of
a veteran of Air Corps service and Page, Seattle, May 1. He's an an- bands. Always during the spring,
a native of Chatiiam, N. Y., fell nouncer at KIRO in that city.
when -summer booldngs are being
when his trapeze bar, suspended
closed, there's a dearth of combos
from the wrists of a fellow acrobat,
to sell. This year it's the same.
broke lose from the end of the

Abie's Irish Rose."
and Perl-

.

man.

it

Nicholas
performer,

known

di-*

now.prepping "Fighter Squadron";
Peter CJodfrey, former London le&t
thesp, now readying "The Girl
as "a deci- from Jones .Beach"; Vincent Shersion which, in my opinion, will man, ex-Group Theatre-ite, who
wipe- out forever the combination first came to the Coast on tonr with
currentiy
between the manufacturers o£ -films "Counsellor - at - Law,"
or the distributors of- films and the getting "Flamingo Road" ready for
owners of theatres which have the cameras after winding "The
been forcing out the little fellow Adventures of Don Juan"; and
Richard Bare, little theatre thesp
from the theatre business."
Langer also related the story of brought to the Burbank studio to
the North Dakota Act of 1937, direct the "So You Want To—"
which outlawed ownership of thea-. series and now, directing his first
feature - length
film,
"Smi(rt
tres by film producers in that state;

Langer described

NICHOLAS COZZOLINO

VERA GORDON

ssssJii

.

MARRIAGES

she wiOidrev front Ous

1

-

Paramount's recording supervisor,
died May 4 in Hollywood.

1943

Continued from page

Paramount; Gene Raymond,

at

recting and starring in "Million
Dollar Weekend," which Matty
Kemp's Masque Productions is
making in- -Honolulu for Eagle Lion
release; and FeUx Jacoves, former
Broadway thesp Tiyho came to.H»l->
iywood as dialog director and is
now completing for Warners "This
Side of the Law.'Miis first as head

Money."
but which the legislature repealed
Irving Pichel, remembered for
Mother of Charles Balthrope, before the Supreme Court could
his role of prosecuting attorney in»
owner and operator of KITE, died rule on the legality of the law.
Paramount's "An American Tragin San Antonio, Tex., May 5.
Mrs. Gebrtre Dutton, 43, wife of

MAY

Thespsto Directing

are in at $2,500, are responsible
for a healthy slice of business at
the Copacabana.

Another instance,

albeit

in a

smaller orbit, is Billie Holiday,
who's jamming the small Ebony
club.
She's giving that room the
healthiest trade it's had since it
opened up.
Indicative of the business being
racked up is the indication that
the Harem will gross an estimated
$45,000 for the first week of the
Ritzes. For this engagement, minimums have been hiked to $5 and
$7.50 on weekends. The Riviera is
reported to have grossed around
.$45,000, while the Copa is in tiw
groove with a smart $30,000. Directoire is in the fine form with an
approximate $25,000 although the
Thompson boff draw is now easing
a bit.
In the case of the Ebony club, an
unprecedented situation occurred
Saturday (8). Because of the huge
crowds the management borrowed
a batch of chairs from the Iceland,
next door.

'

«

,

'
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Andrews Gals Gobble
little

ambitious

over ten years ago,
igo, three.tagreement. J'On the train, in the,!
"
girls from MlnnesQt
in gjiylanes, itV;
itinnesot*\- ^'^At»wi" ,.o<»^^-

"

ican combine, has announced that

con-

tract has been renewed through
1948. Contract calls for their con,

ANY

ME BELS
^'iSd

'

v',

came to. New York to sintf.
Leon Belasco's band. TSi

39 Weeks More

Ward Whe«lDck, ad agency tw soon to go on their own
the Campbell Soiips-Franco Amer- management of«
radio

1^48

CASH REGISTER JINGLES WITH ANDREWS TRIO
A

Soup For

the Andrews. Sisters'

I2i

}

a

'1

wcr^

all

Strrthe.bustie
^akirilg rec-

fand doing

Kap':

hav

our
latini^.

„

appearar'

broken

healthy- Hoopers.
Trade reports, as well as public

there

"™-

is.

commended the
show particularly when the An]ippr4)val,

have

drews Sisters are on. Their happy
touch with a breezy script, their
xestfut renditions of current songs
and the musical plugs for the products, Mtd the humorous characters
aissumed .by the gifls for the program, all combine for a llckety
split quarter hour.
The' trio will be on leave from
the .show during the summer while
they< make, a trip to London (see
stoty 'eUewhere on this page>,but
will retitftf iift the fall.

Andrews %ter$ To

%

theii

Blame

turning into a relay,

,

Sisters.

ANDREWS

Yod/

According to Decca prexy, Jact
Kapp, the "Sabre">"HeartbreaHfJ'"

Wooglie Pi,
nqoga Choo

coupling writes the iateist chapter
in one of the greatest success

Today
Elmer's.®
Three
1" as
^.

Pjneapple,|l

0ne»
Sis-

"jt

and- SanbdiP

1/ "

make no other overseas appear-

office,

anceSr as they will have to plane
1>adc to L.'Ar by Sept. 6 to start
hew 52 wk. radio series and fulfill

films in He
"in person'

other commitments already paeted
for fall and Winter.

Los'Angele^v..,';/';
ca records.

the vocal offerings of the trio. En
tire company will sail about July 16.
In addition to managing the expedition. Levy plans to confer with
Peter Maurice Music Company officials and attend to other business
matters while in London. Levy's
firm, Leeds Music, and Peter Maurice have for several' years enjoyed,
a reciprocal pub rights deaL

m
Store of Andrews' Platters
Discograpbcfs unearthed an unusual story recentljt wfa»n.they dis
covered that th0
Princess
was among the world^s most avid
cpllectors of American pop music
in wax form.
Among other priceless Items

H^-m

'

after years
\<

:

-

irst

'Sisteris,

e practice, and learn
when we're travelling

famous

stars of the em
arated, and not known!
over as "America's Nul
Singing Act!

WALT DISNEY SPOTS
ANDREWS SISTERS
FORN.IROXY
IN 'LinLE Toor

ANDREWS 3 A 'NATURAL'
ANDREWS SKEDDED
FOR TEE SHOW
The Andrews Sisters are prep
ping a show for television to be
presented to sponsors in the. fall.

almost boomeranged re cently.

Video heads have long felt that
the girls would be naturals for the

and other dates have had their
manager^and staff in- a frenzy for

color cartoon,

the past several weeks.

cently

picture wavbs. Pamoos as much
for their entertaining routines as
for their pipes, the
has always
gone over big iii p. a.'s. Case in
point is the terrific reception accorded theit after«tfae-show bit on
the Campbell Soup$i ra^io pro-

Mo

gram.

The

Sisters

Andrews' popularity

<JaIs' foreign, radio,

recording, film

Majiage

ment was

fearful that other commitments would prevent their
sqiieezing in any 1948 American
personal appearances for one of
the country's top B, O, magnets.
Clever, split- second juggling of
bookings aiid time-tables made it
.possible to arrange a four week
stint at the Roxy with the
tee-off
slated for June 23. Although long
time faves on the stem (Paramount), appearance will" be the
first for trio at Roxy.
'

FOR ANDREWS

"Melody Time,"
Pic, which

along same lines
"Make Mine Music,"

as

reis

Disney's

stars the

An-

drews trio in a song and narration
sequence titled "Little Toot."
revealed in the
course of the film, is a little tug
boat in New York's harbor who becomes a hero and gets his name in
all the papers for bravely rescuing
a big ocean liner. Fans will recall
Little 'Toot,

similar stint in "Make Mine Muwherein gals told the story of
"johnny Fedora and Alice Blue

Bonnet,"

W»'r« taking a yatdtiaA. .
Junf 4ih. |« jTiin* i3ra

, ,

-

"Melody "Time'' is the 20th
movie in which the Andrews Sisters have appeared.
19th was
'.'Road to Rio" with Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope, and Dorothy Lamour,
an experience which .the giirls survived with fixing colors.

In September, upon their return
from London, Lou Levy plans pro-

LOU
«K0 BM»,

.

l-J

In'

II VY

Rndia

N. Y.

boogie," "^^odelin' Jive," "Ti PI
Tin," "Down in the Valley," "Pistol

Packin'

Mama," "Rum and Coca

Cola,"
"Apple Blossom Time,"
"Along the Navajo Trail," "SoMth
America, Take it Awny/ and
flocks more.'

Style Slanted to John
The Andrews Sisters who have
remained solidly at the top f»^;
ten years, far outsell any other vo'
the business.

cal combo in
to their tremendous

Answer

success on

records probably lies in the fact
that they have developed a polished style which is slanted to
John Q. and appeals to folks of all
ages and musical likes.
Patty, Maxene, and La Verne sre
famous for their rhythm, jazz and
comedy sense.
They're equally
famous for their frankly schm.ilta'
arrangements of old sdngs and
sentimental tunes.

Whatever they record, the Andrews gals are in there every minThey started out with the
highest standards of performance
ute.

and musical integrity, and th^y
have never relaxed those -stand*
'

ards.

Maybe

that's

why

they're

such hits with the G. A. P. (g«at
American publicK

Crosby, Ibymes, Lombardo,

Kaye Team With Andrews
The Andrews Sistert have helped
to establish a trend of super-starstudded disks by making several
recordings with their "boy friends.

One

of their favorite cb-stars is
Blng, with whom they have made

enough best-sellers

to

finance a

bank.

Dick Haymes joined the gals rewax "Teresa" and "W
Sin" and Danny Kaye came over to
do "Civilization" and "Bread an4
cently to

Butter Woman" and followed with
"Big Brass Band from Brazil" an«
girls' own picture,
"It's a Quiet Town." All are spm*
"Apple Blossom Time." .Vame, of Ring merrily in juke boxes and on
course, derives from trio's famous turn-tables across the countn^
theme song which has become syn- Next Andrews release will be loU
onymous with their name and is Acres" which they cut with Crosbyone of their million-record sellers.

duction of the

f*n»Mar Moaaeamiiit

Their

it is

sic"

made

'

Patty, Maxene, and La Verne
Andrews have an important part
Walt Disney's great new techni-

in

released.

.Sisters

diJ'

records hit

;meant more work
is the problem,

me

•

GATE

From

and other

:

The Andrews

vue.'

pi' about, pei?«
?ih Lar(:]F^ict|

w

mt

'struggled

h world,"
''mood, deMve us our

'

,'

withi^

collection
of Andrews Sisters' platters that
experts believe to be the most
complete of any outside the States.

DANNY

vs,

'
~

The Anc

ft has been pointed out that the
Andrews gals are born entertainers and the step to television will
require practically no change in
th^ir style. Their rapid fire delivery
has always necessitated
memorizing their mattirial and has
made them tops tn timing and the
not-so-gentle art of ad-libbing,
They achieved their taitial show
biz success as hoofers, so, in addiSEES
tion to other specialties, gals are
polishing six new tece routines and
KILL
also brushing up their pantomime
Danny Kay^. who .recently com- material which has always been an
pleted one (tf.the most sensationar hilarious part of their personal
appearaa<!e» ever
by an appearance shows.
With the Andrews Sisters not
American, star in London, re- only
singing, but dancing, acting,
marked when hearing that the and making with the
gags, the
girls had definite plans set. . .
show looks like a hot prospect for
"If I went over as big as I did, betele.
So. sponsors, the line forms
lieve me, the Andrews Sisters will at the right when
the gals return
fracture 'em".
from London late in the summer.

brought to light was

do

who
^speaking

wagon and
gram with Benn;

Andrewis

on the Queen Elizabeth
with the sisters wif
Lou Levy,
Vic Schoen and a.£roup of musicians specially seleSed to back iip

out

as^old

with^ii?'

1940; and I
in 1941 on-

gagement

on records.
For over ten years, the Andrews
have been turning out'lilts,
first record hit was "Bei MJr
Bist Du Schoen" which sold 350,005
copies in its first year and which
is still in demand. Since "Bei Mir;'*:
Andrews have established all-time'
sales records with "Hold Tight,"
"Beer Barrel Polka," "Well. All
Right," "Beat Me Daddy." "Rhumstories

on in

^

gram

SIS

KOP KAPP KUDOS

som Time

IfOu Levy, gals' p. m., has contracted for*(he trio to appear at
the Palladium in London this summer. Thci Palladium has booked
the girls for' 4 weeks beginning
August 2nd. They will probably

Sailing

M.e."

>

Jose.^

:

is fast

stir

Beert,
^
includilng

in Aug. Under I..
Radio
HoUywpod's current "go east" program.^^Sj

trend

Hcartbreaker" is creating ijuitfe-ii
on the counters and in tiie
Decca expects sales, to
equal Andrews' "Toolie," curcehfr
*

jukes.

leased re-issue of "Mean to Me"
and a pair of back-to-back pic tunes
"Run, Run, Run" andi "Don'

:

i

London Palladium

with second step being from New
-York to Europe. Notable among
recent stars .to sign tor appearances overseas are thtt Anidrews

ca

Sisters' recent
release of /'Subi-e Dance".
ajfC

Trade is also keepbig an cy^
peeled to the Andi'ews' just re-

;

Lou Li
came
their
Bist /!

Mf

bW

The Andrews

diskety top-seller, and gals'
morl
recent release, "We Just Couldnl
bay Goodbye" backed with "The
Bride and Groom Polka."
Both "Sabre" and "Hearts
breaker" are top-drawer Andrews.
The trio give with a seven syllable
per second beat on "Sabre" and on
the flip, gals' pipes contribute
«
top rendition of the current Leeds'

4,000,000.

last fall.
Show emanates from
Hollywood and has been showlngr

Andrews-Decoi Hit

in a

them a contra

Dave

Latest

having

shows

'cen

ui

ords, unearth&
Mir Bist Du i
f
is history

ords

Be topped By

Boy,' one of our
big records
c

Patty-Maxe^y
the top ai|i

tinued thrice-weekly appearance on
Bob Crosby's "Club Fifteen" program on CBS Network. Gals have
been regulars on the show since

Tootle polie Doolie' May

Boogie Woogie

song,

mcE, a¥X

—
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Winthrop Rockefeller
Breaking Into Pic Biz
Hollywood,

bonanza

Winthrop Rockefeller

May

18.

breaking into the film business as a
Sew York's main stem amuse- partner of Eugene O'Neill (not the
igient sector, preempted in tlie last
playwright)
in
a
company,
new
film
two decades by first-run
with Herb Lamb Signed as produc
houses, iias steadily moved up
tion chief.
Broadway for the past 100 years
Lamb has recently produced intt 16ast; Now, realtors and thea«
wfe5^"&lperators are predicting' that dustrial films for General Motors,
ihe eastern swing will divert ma- Ford, Lincoln Electric and Lever
Bros.
joi' theatre-building operations to
is

,

'

.

,

>

'

f^ Kvenw,

in tlm£Os« Above Ra-

dio City.
Wlslle

fliclsertes

on

Times

Square's uptown border show increasing, signs of wilting, number
of houses have already been pencilled in for the 6th avenue bailiwick.
Additionally, both Metro
and Paramount are reported investigating
the
possibilities
of
erecting their
tjtiifc
,

own showcases on

sti'eet.

The big handicap is the skyroclcbeing aslced for frontage on the avenue just east of
Broadway, Added, of .course," Is the
etiug prices

expense

Some

Bisiro Maitres

BowSoLowThey'fl
Never Straighten Up
The public

in this day and age
of watching its dining-out budgets
is openly resentful of the over"servicing" in some bistros and
eateries, with result business is suffering. One class eastside N.Y. res-"
taurant owes it biz downbeat to the
ganging-up of captains, with result
the patronage balked at having to
tip their way into unconsciousness.

of building materials,
hive ballooned out of all
to pre-war costs.
At
One of the hottest new niteries
understood that one synsuffered an early business reoioate is alre«dy planning to build has
action because of the crude $10
PWWsite Radio City Music Hall at
and $20 pourboire scale set up by
50th street. The Music Hall,
of the avaricious maitre d'hotel. This
(Continued on page 63)
habit of "buying your table," i.e.,
paying a supplementary ."tip" for
the privilege of spending one's
money, reached aggravated wartime standards and was tolerated
only because of the considerable
Dramatic Shows;
easy money around. The catering
stalls, however, refuse to recognize
Walter
i
£incees the changing economic picture, and
'.J^^ Episcopal Church is going while a couple of the peak cafes
In the fall with a major still do all right on the general
A..
titled "Great Scenes take, cafe veterans point to the
"W'lpyeat Plays." The series will long-established places as being
a guest-star operation
in cooper- those where the captains and waitW'th the Episcopal Actors ers are under managerial control
with Walter Hampden, Guild and don't run the managements,
m>.c. and sometimes to the degree it chases the cusman^
tomers.
series has been set
ItTih
^- Humphrey agency,
Clti, iu
National Council of the
"ffihi^^
100 Television Set
,C:hurch. Walton ButterZrt ?'^?,'
™11 J^e the agency producer,
"Which

that, it's

Hampden

W

'fe

McGiU

directing on a
frJL^'"'^!
"5** ^'^''^s and Nathan Kroll
cnnrt,
^nductmg
a 20-piece orchestra.
transcribed, with
t-UiT^'"
of suiting the convenience

name

guests.

will probably be aired
^P°tted on a weekday
announcements will not

OnT^J^^^^

Zhf

'JL*'-

Hi,

i

sectarian

plugs, but of a
tenm.M'^*
inspirational nature. The
m-ew'' I"ate"al, from past and
successes, will be
''^f.
^^^e*'' theme of moral
A,?""^

Sbh

f

^loan wrote the audi"'"t the actual series
freelanced. "The Brian
Rostand's "Cyrano ri« T'^^""
aud?tiln^''T''^'= W«s used for the
.w*" P^bably be the

'tift«

;

win

.'

HooirJi^

prem

Pr k"**

Consumer

House

Pei'cent

Played by jocke y
Label 1st out' with songf
Novelty of treatment..,.
Likes the artist
Heard it op jukebox ......
.

More

at

%

For June 8 Teeoff

A

ghost out of the past and a
show biz potential of the future
vaudeville and television will be
mated June 8 when the Texaco Star
Theatre starts a series of weekly
vaude programs over WNBT, N.Y.
and NBC's seven-station TV hookup. Budgeted at $5,000 weekly, the
bills will comprise seven acts and
emcees. Milton Berle will
Needs No Antenna changing
be the teeoft conferencier.
The William Morris agency,
A portable television set, priced
to sell for less than $100, is slated founded exactly 50 years ago with
to hit the market about June 7. vaude as its keystone, is thus comIt's to be manufactured by Pilot pleting a pendulum-swing back to
Radio Corp., Long Island City, the original with its consummation
(Continued on page 63)
N. Y.
New set is expected to mark the
first step in the industry to bring
TV receivers down to the pocketTops of the Tops
book level of the mass buying pubRetail Disk Seller
lic. It will have only a three-inch
"Nature Boy''
screen, about half the size of the
smallest receiving tube in use, and
Retail Sheet Music Seller
if public acceptance is successful,
"Nature Boy"
it's expected other manufacturers
"Most Requested" Disk
will have to cut prices.
"Nature Boy"
Outstanding aspect of the Pilot
on Coin Machines
Seller
receiver, in addition to its price, is
"Nature Boy"
the fact that it requires no special
British Best Seller
installation and will work without
"Galway Bay"
an antenna.

—

active members and $16 for associates. More important, because
Shaw's unique position in
of
world letters and his vital help
to the Guild during a critical
period of its early history, he's the
only member who pays no assessment on his play royalties. Other
(Continued on page 63)

rec-

reasons, rated in the poll:

GBS

By Texaco

tlie

ord counter, according to a poll
conducted through retailers this
month by an organization in the
trade. Of buyers who. replied to
the question as to what caused
them to select a particular disk,
the number who cited a disk jockey
hearing ran oyer 50% better than
the next best reason.
Following is bow the factors, or

A

Vaude-Tele Mated

Influence

The disk jockey is by a wide margin the most potent factor influencing a customer's choice at

To

No
'

sitt)cle

'ah other

factdr.

34
13

.

11

9
7
31
IS

..

factors',

.......

Total

100

The "all other factors" included
advertising, direct mail, preference
for a particular type of music, etc.
By "novelty of treatment" was
meant, as examples, the highlighting of the piano beat in Francis.
Craig's record of "Near You" and
the inclusion of the banjo in Art
Mooney's etching of "Fouip-Leaf
Clover."
Poll
further
disclosed
that
whereas only 10% -of the pop sales
are made directly to teenagers, the
biggest buyers of records are those
who have teenagers in the family.
In other words, the teenagers do
little buying themselves but they
exert a big Influence on those who
do the buying.

Disk Jocks Important

Enuf

Now

to

Be Cut

h

.

f

S

Im.

1

the breakdown of
one important aspect of the new hi: Exhib Oives
Anglo-U.S. films agreement was
Churches Hit by Storm
seen by Industry insiders in the
St. Louis, May 18.
deal Ikst week between David O.
Tom Baker, exhibitor in Bunker
Selznick and Sir Alexander Korda
for production in England. Move Hill, 111., where every church was
is viewed as the beginning of the destroyed by a tornado recently,
end of that portion of the new pact has changed the policy of his house
which provides that American com- so that church Services may be
panies shall share in a dollar pool held there every Sunday,
equivalent to the earnings of Brittime for each denomination's
ish pictures in the U. S.
services will ."be set.
Baker also
Breakdown of tlits facet of the offered to stagd benefits in his
pact is of no consequence to the theatre for those who lost most of
British government. It marks only thbir property in the tornado.
a mo.ve toward the end of the sharing by American companies in- the
earnings of British pictures in the
In One
Year It's
U. S.
Samuel Goldwyn has pending
with Korda a deal similar to that
Figured
Will Have
made by Selznick with the British
producer, except it is for only one
Edge on Dramatists Guild
picture, while Selznick's is for an
Ninety-one
year
old
George
indeterminate number Of films over
Bernard" Shaw has only a year
a four-year period. Other American producers are expected to fol- more to go to break even with the
Dramatists
Guild.
life
memberHis
low the Selznick-Goldwyn lead,
using the pacts as models for get- ship in the organization, for which
he paid 21 pounds ($100.80 at
ting around the provision of the
the then rate of exchange) in 1929,
U. S.-British agreement that prowill have theoretically paid off in
vided for pooling of American inSeptember
of next year.
After
come of English-made pix in this
that he'll be on velvet, as far as
country.
his Guild dues are concerned.
Selznick and Goldwyn execs,
At the time he became a life
while fully' admitting that their
moves will dissipate the- dollar member of the Guild, the Irish
playwright sent his check with a
(Continued on page 16)
note saying that he'd never live to
get his money's worth on the deal,
as he was an old man ( he was then
However, even on the basis
72).
of $5 a year (the dues rate at that
time), he appears likely to pro'fit
on the transaction.
Actually, of course, Shaw has
been ahead of the Guild on it for
several years, as the organization's
dues have been boosted several
times and are now $20 a year for
Initial step in

.

proportion

w

Shows No.

t

fot eBtertalmnent expansion.

§ot

Poll

,

fiiilMing

CENTS

25

Jockeys Ride Herd on Disk-Buyers;

Points to 6th Ave. as Future Rialto
business and*
traffic,
plans are swinging to we
regions of
liit, leaving the upper

Postwar

PRICE

1048

rock pk paq

B'way Hieatre Map Again

•

19,

eetiu.

Muriel Smith Takes Her

'Carmen' Into Grand Opera

On Record

Royalties

has
The
happened. Disk jockeys, who are
today the country's No. 1 medium
inevitable

apparently

for the introduction of

new

songs*

I

are being cut In on record roysd«
There have been several ift-

ties.

stances during recent weeks wherein jocks have been offered conof disk

tracts calling for cuts
an unusual switch from
Broadway lead to grand opera earnings in return for plugs.
It seems that the cut-ins are conprima donna, Muriel Smith, who
had the title role in the Billy Rose fined to the income only from disk
production of "Carmen Jones" in sales, and not from the overall
X944, will sing the name part in gross royalties a tune might build
the Salmaggi Opera Co. perform- up.
ance of "Carmen," at Triborough
Payolas to jockeys are not new,
Stadium, N. Y., July 16.
but in the past the methods have
Production will be part of the been confined to an occasional $10
Salmaggi open-air season at Ran- bill. On, the other hand, there are

In

dall's.Island, starting July d. This
will l»e Negro soprano-actress' first

many
accept

jockeys

who

gratuities.

flatly

refuse to
believe

They

appearance in grand opera. She first in being free from such deals
was last seen on Broadway this in order to present the best posyear in "Our Lan' " and at the sible programs, and they can't do
American Negro Theatre iq "So- that by being undet obligatiiou of
any kind.
journer Truth."

+

,
.

HCrVIIES

EcoBomy-Minied
Its

Neck Out OD Legit Angeling

economy - mindedHollywood's
ness during the past nine months
has made the- current Broadway
its end,
legit season, now nearing
years
one of the slimmest in recent

In

Readers Health a Factor

One of
Dugan" .
'

There's the possibility
more venture into play
backing before the season closes.
Current play in which there's
picture money is "Allegro," the
Hammerstem musical.
Rodgers
20th-Fox has $30,«Q0 in it. Coming up is "The Vigil," in which
20th. is also the investor. It has a
$50,000 piece of the Laszlo Fodor
play which opens at the Royale,
N.vY., Friday (21).
Only other sign of Hollywood interest in bacldng a show is Metro's
in the revival of George M. Cohan's

Charged

vult (no defense) to an indictment
accusing him of libeling Wayne D.
McMurray, editor of the Asbury
Park Press, in a letter published
in the thealremto's defunct Asbury
Park Sun in August, 1946.

Heade, the
was taking into cog-

Minutes

,

soon ... He invited them to sit down.^ront at "Mary Dugan"—the
however, they gathered in the foyer, con, . After Act 11,
first night
While Act III was on they
vinced VeiUer had another failure
bunched in his balcony offices and agreed to settle for as Uttle as
50 cents on the $ ... He paid them off with the advance ticket coin
and with money borrowed from wealthy first-nighters via checks
Veiller was "done" with his hounding creditors before the final curtMn
It ran for a long time,
. Tl» critics ,nwed about it, and
dropped
becoming Yeiller's Mggest hit.

"BLACKOUTS OF 19«r
Now Playing Nationally
"BILL AND COO"

Special

.

.

.

KEN MURBAY'S

.

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

.

.

.

Academy Award Wi.mer

An
flicker

no

English critic (named Dick Richards) summed up a failing
with these scallions: " 'No Leave, No Love.' No wit. no taste,
No good, no like, no go."

fun.

prior to sentencing
court said

it

Newsreds, Radio Get

From

Att^n

interest is wholly tentative,

ABROAD

TO

m

geles.

frontiers, either orally,

C A. Lejcune, reviewing *^Captain KIdd" in "The Skeldi." forad
She wrote: "The producers have acUeved something
it tame stuff.
. The film cannot
little short of a mii3Ae.>-a diall pirate picture .
compare with tlw lustr vigour of sucb i^te yams as 'Capt^ Blood,'
*Xlie Black Swan' and Douglas Fairbanks' glortaqi
Hawk,'
Sea
The
PtcatB'."
Black
The
fihn.
silent
old
•The lady critic added this devasting box office wrecker; "Ye-ho-Juii,
and A bottle of lemonade!"
.

One critic (on at nevrsmag) reviewed a movie star's frontage instead
of the picture. He reported: "Katharine Hepburn hasn't enough of
what Carole Landis has too much ot"
Chinese proverb: B*ee dttott «t play always gmmble most.
Alec WooUcott's pubUshers asked ton to be nice to « youpg relaThe yeath made the rounds
who aspired to be a drama critic
with Alec and saw about eight dull shows in a row.
Later the pUbUsber asked Alec's .new assistant how he was dwogi
is
up Mr. WooDeott
I've
done
"So far," he complained, "all
at the end of the show."

tive,

mke

A

Barrymare premiere stoty is concerned with the time the late
John' was doing .a serious monologue in a very tedious sliow.
As he was finishing his speech a backstage gun prop w«a»t off with
a loud bang.
Banymoie confided to the audience: "Think you got troubles?
That was the producer, blowing his brains out!"

by written

.He asked production chief Darryl
or printed matter, in the form of
F. Zanuck and producer George
art, or by l^^ly operated or audiJ^ssel to have a look at it. Zanuck
Have Irish Play for U. S. tory devices."
was imable to go and Jessel merely
The four words in question -obFilm actress Maureen Q'Hara
went as a gesture. He became
vionsly could apply to pictures, rahighly enthusiastic about the play, and her husband, Will Price, RKO dio, television or periiaps even
however, and eommimicated his director, have optioned the
legit.
enthusiasm to Skouras. Latter told rights to one of tiie Abbey Players'
One resolution, pointing out
him to make arrangements to bring clicks, "The Righteous Are Bold.
It's planned to try the play in that "interchange of news, newsit to Broadway and ordered the
papers, news periodicals, newsreels
$SO,000 investment. Thus Jessel is August at Richard Aldrich's Caiie and other medui of a distinct news
Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., prior to
acting as co-producer lyith Alexcharacter are a necessary part of
ander Iitarkey. Cast incjind6$ Heniy a Broadway run.
Peggy Cummins may do the freedom of infonnatinn," ncges'lhe
'Wilcoxon and Ian MacDondd,
easing of import resttictiims oa the
In additiOU'to tsoia invested in lead. Miss O'Hara will be unable raw materiate involved in each.
current season's crop of legiters, to appear as she wiU be tied up
Newsreels and radio broadcasts
with the production in England of
there's picture money behind one
aro also listed among important
Broadway holdover from two sea- "Brittania Mews" (llOth-Fox), while media in the field which the UN
sons ago. That's "Annie Get Your Price will be busy with directorial Sub-Commission
on Freedom Of
Gun," in which 20th, is also the in- chores.
Information and the press will
terested party. It put up $300,000
continue to study for three years
in backing;. Metro later bought
under its new lease on life voted
screen rigfate for $650,000. Metro
Pic Balks Laraine
by the d5-nation .Geneva confer,,-

,

The

.

Broadway." nizance the 64-year-old exhibitor's
health. Although one libel charge
in Geneva
Top
however. Should it go in, it would is now disposed of, two others
mark a reversal of a policy set two stemming from similar letters pub"
At Info Freedom' Meet
years ago, when the company's lished in the Sun renrain to be setwhole New -york play department tled. These aflegedly libeled J.
By HARRY MAKTIN
was shuttered witti the word that Oliver Armstrong, Asbnry. Park
Show bu»ness got scant heed at
Metro's interest in Broadway was City Manager, and Joseph Rediker,!
at an end because of excessive pur- lessee of the boardwalk ConvoitioD the recent UN Conference on Rneechase prices and the fact that it Hall.
dom of InfonbaUcoi in Geneva.
had too often been burnt on investAside from newsreete and radio,
ments.
first world huddle Hbout free flow
Revival of what interest there is NEGULESCO
of info paid litUe attention to the
results from the fact that Gene
realm of entertainment. Confab
Kelly, Metro contract player, is
'BRITANNIA' concerned itself almost entirely
tentatively set to direct the dances
with matters pertaining to the
Jean Negulesco, 20th-Fox diof "45 Mhiutes." He got" the ear
literature, etc.
York to press, books, mags,
of MT-G production chief Louis B. rector, planed from
Article 17 of the Draft Covoiant
to start reJMayef -willt his enthusiasm for the England Monday
musical and Mayer promised to search for "Britannia Mews," filmi- on Human lUghts, which may some
give consideration to a pre-produc- zation of the novel by Margery day take shape as international
He said before his de- law. does leave a loophole for furtion deal. That's how things stand Sharp.
area
now, vdth producer Milton Baron parture that it isn't certain yet ther action in the theatrical
whether the picture wiQ be made through use Of the phrase "visual
awaiting further word.
or auditoisr devices" as follows:
in England or the IT. S.
Vigil"
"The
in
investment
Fox's
"Every person shall Iiav« the
were
Accompanying
Negulesco
background,
interesting
fias
an
ri^t to freedom of thought and
Company's prexy hLj wife and Frederick Fox, 20th
incidentally.
the right to freedom of expnesaUm
Spys?os Skouras, has long had a unit manager. They expect to be without interfexence by governdesire to back a religious play. He abroad three to four months and mental action; these rights shall
Italy
will
tese»:ch
in
France,
do
heard about "The Vigil," which
include freedom to hold opimons,
and
Belgium,
as
well
as
En^tondL
concerns the Resurrection, playing
to seek,' rec^ve and impart inforat the Coronet theatre io Los Anmation and ideas, re^ndless of
"45

M-G's

.

.

fine here last week from Judge
John C. Giordano in Monmouth
County Common Pleas Court.
Reade earUer had pleaded non

&

HKinoroble opening nights w»s "T^ho Trial of Mary
author. Bayard VciUer, had beea plagued with many

(fc€
.

.

Freehold, N. J., May
with criminal libel,
theatre exec Walter Beade drew a
suspended Jail sentence and a $500
18.

this weelc.
of just one

York

flops prior to this premiere, and his creditors were hounding him
VeiUer had a plan to convince them all he'd be able to repay them

Sentence in Libel Suit

angeled
now on the boards and another due

New

Stage Enmmee

Suspended Ja3

In the

m

participation
Picture firms have
tolay financing.
only two shows, one that s

aim company

for

Walter

H wood Won't Stick

Several months after John Wilkes Booth assassinated President
Lincoln, his brcrther, Edwin Booth (one of the greatest thespians of
all time), starred in "Hamlet."
On the opening night a drunk sliouted: "IBeji Booth! What
you going to do for excitement toni^t, now that Lincoln's dead!"

m

A spectator
The actor flushed and didn't know how to reply
knocked the heckler down and called to Booth 1 "Sony fn? the interruplaon. Please go on."
The defender was Robert Lincoln, Abe's son.
.

.

,

.

Percy Hammmd once described the deep-voiced Tyrone 'Po*W«
"a well-known Shakespearean oboe."

Sr., as

Max Bccrbohm, one of the toughest of his day, admitted: "My
whole portion (as a critic) is unfortunate. When I am laughing at
anyone, I am generally ratJier amosing, but when I am praisang aagtM,

am

I

always deadly dnilL"

,

owns screen rights to "ComHollywood,. May 18.
Decision," but bought them
.Laraine Day can't see her favorbefore the stoiy was dramatized
and has. no partacipation in the ite team the Dodgers, or her husband, Leo Durocher, in action for
legiter,
at least three weeks. That was
the dictum of Harry Popkin, proalso

mand

ence.

18.

Senate Commerce Committee
had decided to sidestep the two
daylight saving time bills it was
considering. The first would provide for nationwide standard time
and the other would create nationwide daylight time.

Radio interests urged that either
bill was preferable to the present
half-and-half setup from the viewpoint of the nets, while film spokes-

men

favored

uniform

standard

time.

Award

Senator Clyde M. Reed (R., Kas.),
chairman of the sub-committee conday) in the JWV all-star show at ies for bilateral negotiation besidering the legislation, said one
tween nations, and drafted articles
Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y.
bill would make the city people
Benny and most of his radio for the world Declaration and Covmad and the other would enrage troupe,
including Phil Harris, Den enant on Human Rights.
the farmers.

nis Day,

Mary

ter, etc., sail

Balaban's Coast Quickie

the

Livingston, Rochesfor England aboard

Queen Mary, July

opens., a

1.

two^eek

Group

stand at the
Balaban,
Paramount's London Palladium, July 19, followprexy, planed for the Coast Mon- ing which Benny heads for Paris
day (17) for studio huddles. He's and southern France for a vaca
due to return to the homeoffices tion. Comedian Jast played the
within one week to 10 days.
Palladium in 1931.
JW.y citation is being presented
Ordinarily, Balaban visits the
studios in March but pressure of a to Benny for his "untiring efforts
number of industry crises kept and unselfishness in entertaining

Barney

hi®-eafitjrotiUb«,W!e,efc,

^

^

men

of the

armed

forces."

enough, not every act that played the Palace was sore. . . "Miss Hamlet, Jr." (a travesty on Shakespeare),

on the road

was a laugh-riot at the PaUce, Clocked for 50 laughs in 18 minutes;.
The act opened in Hazleton, Pa., right after tbe Palace engagement
°
and was .cancelled after the first show!
The miners never heard of the Bard of Avon and couldn't undorstand a word.

Radio came in for additional
nods in two other resolutions. One
caUed for: reduction of taxes on
radios and radio parts, establishment of radio' ownership as a luxducer of "My Dear Secretary," in ury rather than a necessity, allocawhich Miss Day is starring.
tion of taxes OQ possession of raShe walked off the set one day dio sets (as in Ei^land) exclusive-^
last week, declaring she had been ly to cost of radio organizations,
promised permission by Charles and exemption from taxes of all
Martin, director, to fly to Cincin^ radios in schools;^ The second resnati to catch up with Durocher olution called on the UN Economic
and the Dodgers he manages. Pop- and Social ConncU to study measkin called up the Screen Actors ures which would make possible
Guild, and the Guild told the purchase of radio sets by the pubactress to stay on the job until lic at the lowest possible prices.
the shooting is over.
Work of Conference will be continued by the Sub-Commission,
with another world session likely
Benny Gets
to
be held in three to five years.
Jack Benny flies back to the
Coast tomorrow (Thursday) after Conclave adopted 43 resolutions
receiving the 1948 Jewish War intended to shape national policies
in
this
field, approved Uiree troatVetei-ans award tonight (Wednes
,

Washington, May

Treiricollj;

lire

Fiiars to Roast A-C
..loUywood, May

longer than they did) . . . The Messrs. Shubert still get heavy returns
from their two top veterans, "Blossom Time" and "Student Prince.
These two ^ows.make nuve coin for them, it is sxid, than they^Qse
on all their flops.. . . !Fhe.opera^s "Boris Goudonoff" was invariiW
the target of wiseacre critics, who punned: "B<His wasnt Goudunm"
"Tobacco Road" has never stopped playing since it was produeeo
UJ years ago. It's in Warsaw and Budapest now. (We were iuae^
its opening night blackballers) ... It may have been TalluhA Bankhead (we cant recall) who sent a critic this wire: "1 dont care
about criticism; Flattery's good enough for me."
.

.

.

The Palace Tlieetre opened in March, 1913. and lost dose to ^10,006
week for over, a mohth before it enjoyed the first week of !;ensation»
business with the memorable engagement of the great Sarah Bernharot
.
. While business was big,
the Keith Circuit took a loss that we»
also due to the terrific expenses involved.
a

.

Following the Bernhardt engagement, the Palace was shuttered f««
the Summer, reopening in Scomber, 1913, for its first Fall season
with Fritai Scbeff as headliner , She remained two weeks, foUoweO
by Nora Bayes and Nance CNeiU & Co., as the attractions. An addeo
feature to the bill was the showing of the fhmy K. Tbaw case tomion
pictures, which created more interest than the lieadllners.
.

.

It is intercsfing to note that business at the Palace never
from that time on to IffiS—15 years v£ umntentipKnl,

let

down

business..
IB.

Abbott and Costello will be barbecued May 26 at the Friars Club,
with femmes and outsiders barred.
George Jessel will function as
chief torturer, aided by George
Burns, Lou Holtz, Kay Kyser,

Mickey Rooney,
Jack Graiit

•

Bob BcTtcMey-and H^rwood Broun wei« the chJef pauners of "Abie s
Irish Hose," whicli ran (and ran and ran and ran and ran) until it
garnered the ^world's record for long-distance clicks ... (It lasted

Abe Buitows and

Circuit heads agreed Uie success of the Palace boomed vaudevilte
over the world and that it was vaudeville's barometer .
business at the P,alaoe dropped vaudeville theatres all over the cou^j
were likewise affected. When it was good at the Palace, it was reflecteo
ei^where . . . Eventually, when business fell off to an alarming degrw
at the Palace, it proved the beginning of the end of vaudeville eveiy-

ail

.

where.
(Kepiinteil

irom N. Y. Mirror, May

13, 1948.)

•

SiFabiaii s Woiikl-Be

UA Spdkate

Now Bdnnd Ted GamUe's
'

.

New York

to

effort

Fix for Juves

buy control of
has been learned,

On the heels 6i adopting an IS?
in his point platform of standards for
purc-hase the producers of juve feature films.
current efforts
United
Parents Assns. is currently
State
Golden
United Calilornia and
Mike Naity. mulling methods of implementing
theatre circuits from
the program.
Ramble has been offering about
inPoints
asked for are elimination
Naify's
half of
J6;500,000 for
theatres and « of exaggerated, dialects, brutality,
terest in the 115
emphasis on adult love-making and
estate.
large quantity of real
deal misleading titles.
Bunning time
Financing Fabian in the
of the for juve films, it's suggested,
was Serge Semenenko, v.p.
of Boston. should not run over 90 minutes^
First National Bank
furnishing
He's also understood
tabian and Gamble part of the
Fabian now
coin for the Naify buy.
controls about 45 theatres in the
an

in

Gamble

to

UA

Ilew York area.
Also continuing an Interest in
buying control of the California

Indications Point

,

circuit

theatre

.

.

Joseph

is

m

Dicker

circuitf

Si Fabian,
wliich
«nprator' and the syndicate
;^Tassociated with him last year

United Artists, it
Ted
ta'? backing

llLLByTBIGG[SI

M.

gchenck, 20th-Fox production exec.
Schenck and the Gamble-Fabian
combine are not associated at the
moment, but there's a chance that
if one or the other is not able to
make a deal with Naify separately,
they may join forces.
Whole matter is expected to come
to a head within less than six
At that time. Naify Is
W0efcs,
obligated to inake a large payment
to the twx» partners he recently
bought out of the theatre empire.
Unless he can obtain a loan elsewhiire of several millions of dollars, he may be forced into making

a decision among the offers now
before him. In any case, Naify is
interested in selling only one-half
of his holdings and giving up management control. He has. about
$13,000,000 worth o£ stock in the
setup, which has
an estimated
overall value, of about $25,000,000.

Supreme Court Decision

Makes M.P. Foundation

Givi

Upbeat of Anglo Pix in U. S. Markets
Already Seen: fr(Hn

yp

Indie production, already panting on the ropes, has been handed
Crosby's 'Accent'
a couple more heavy jabs to its
Hollywood, May 18.
fiscal solar plexus in the past few
Paramount is readying a musical
weeks. New York and Hollywood
version
of "Accent on Youth," first
banks,, despite salving statements
screened
13
years
ago with Sylvia
of good intent, have landed some
new punches that will probably Sidney and Herbert Marshall. This
prove fatal for all but the hardiest time it is aimed as a starrer' for
Bing
Crosby,
filmmakers. At the samewtime, all
Arthur Sheekman is rewriting
regular sources of "second money"
have dried up and the venture the script, bvt no producer or director has been; named to date.
capital is being obtained on a
strictly "angeling" basis.
The topper from the banks is a
demand that at least 159^ of loans
to indies must be "guaranteed" by
Still
a tliird person or by collateral. To
obtain such guarantee or collateral,
the producer generally has to give

Remake

Russians

away 10%

of his film.

That leaves him, after all the
other percentages he has to pass
out for financing and for services
of players, directors, etc., with so
little interest in the profits of his
oym picture that most of the lone
filmmakers are taking the attitude
that the whole thing's not worthwhile. Except for the handful of
solidly established independents,
such as Samuel Goldwyn and David
O. Selzniclt, the knell is heard
sounding for this type production.
That's viewed by a good many
observers as a blow for the industry in general, for over the years
a surprisingly large number of top
films have come from the independents. These producers have
frequently
shown courage, in'<
genuity, taste and perseverance
against obstacles that the average
studio produ9er is not called upon

Staffing

on Any

,

To 30-Day

Ceiling

On Clearances

U.S. Picture Buys
The Russians won't say yes and
won't say no on their long-pending
and desultory negotiations' for the
purchase of American films.
It
was said this week, however, by an
exec of the Motion Picture Export
Assn., which would handle a sale
to the Soviets for the U. S. industryi that the deal currently looks
more dead than alive.
Refusal of the Soviets to defi-

A 30-day ceiling on clearances
throughout the U. S., except for
scattered spots where the circumstances are unusual, is being viewed by distrib toppers as a likely
early development: The new limit
on the time lapse between any
two houses separated by one run
was being approached by most manitely bring the curtain doWn on
jors before the U. S. Supreme
negotiations 4hey started last year
Court anti-trust decision was made.
is believcid to indicate their desire,
Now, the decision's added impetus
if possiblev to get Yank films.
is expected to bring about that reA
second reason seen in' some quarsult without protracted delay*
ters is that they don't want to be
Dlstribs think that any clear*
in the position of outrightly refusance beyond 30 days will be exing to buy American pix for fear
tremely difficult to justify on the to give.
After the wartime heyday that that such action may put ideas into
ground of reasonableness.
Suthe heads of some U. S. congress(Continued on page 61)
.
preme Court ruling validated only
men, who would start wondering
"reasonable" clearances and placed
why Russian films are allowed to
the burden on the distrib to justienter this country so freely.
fy the extent of protection while
'Alice'intlieMiildleOf
There's just a faint possibility of
stating that any clearance must be
kicldng the film-buying plans of
devised solely to protect exhib
the Soviet into life. Irving Maas,
revenues, not those of the distrib.
While chopping down of clearWhether "Alice" in Walt Disney's MPEA v.p. and general manager,
ances were widespread before the forthcoming VAlice in Wonderland" leaves for Europe at the end of
decision, it's being intensified as should be live or animated has this week and may possibly add
a way of bloclcing further private become a cause celebre within the Moscow to his itinerary when he
anti-trust actions.
cartoon organization, with consid- gets into the Iron Curtain counOne distrib, Universal, has prac- erable personal bitterness having tries. He was offered a visa for
tically fixed the SO-day rule as a developed over the issue among tlie the trip by the Russians while
(Continued on page 6)
guide for its future course of con- staff on both coasts, Disney himself
duct. Spolcesman for the company is still undecided and work on the
declared that U has no intention picture, which is slated for 1950
release;
is
going
ahead
in
such
a
of "buying a lawsuit.:' "Since it's
First Negro Drive-In
incumbent on us to justify clear- way that either a live or cartoon
Charlotte, N. C, May 18.
ances, we'll continue to set them," "Alice" can be filled in later,
Disney was all set to use his
he added. "We don't intend to be
Construction of a $40,000 drivemoppet
star,
Luana
Patten,
in
the
in
for
Negroes of Charlotte is now
dictated to on that subject and
we're going to insist that they be film until he went to England about under way near here.
months
ago.
He
mentioned
his
First
Drive-In for Negroes in the
18
kept to 30 days wherever possible."
Other company sales biggies in- plan in interviews and found he Carolinas, it will have a 400-car
(Continued on page 55)
capacity^
dicate that their outfits will follow
the same rule. Moreover, although
there have been plenty of squawks
from exhibs, it's said, not one example has been forthcoming of an
(Continued on page 55)
.

An

Innocent Victim

'

The Motion Picture Foundation,
the industry's $10,000,000 philan
throplcal project, looks to be an in
nocent bystander run over by the

VS. Supreme Court's recent antiWhile not in actual
MPF is going to be side-

trust ruling.
discard,

tracked until the statutory court,
due now to rehear the Gov-

ernment case, has tipped off
the industry on the future of
the
major companies. It means a mini-

mum

delay of six months to one
further organizing efforts
y^JJ
'With
the chances of postponement
betag much longer.
None of the majors wants to go

m

.

lurther in
to

committing themselves
bankrolling its share of the proj-

ect while film conditions
are so
uncertain.
Hence, It's said that
there s little likelihood

"™es

of

any

towards final organization

wiUle the case is pending either
statutory court or on
^^^^^^ *°
Supreme

•

National Boxoffice Survey

Spring

three-judge, lower body
«»F
OWers substantial divestiture, there
(Continued on page 56)

Looks Like Arthur

Won't

Loew

Res^ After All

„„Arthur M. Loew, reported at
various times to be resigning his
position as prez of Loew's Interna
"^'w believed to be stay
mg with the company.
_ Loew had wanted to enter indie
production.
It was thought he'd
ewner sign on with Enterprise Pro^""•ons. in which his brother,
wavid L. Loew, is a partner, or join
producer Lazar Wechsler on
such foreign films
as "Search."
fersistent squabbles with Metro's
.'

rop studio
officials had also been
as the reasons he wanted to
f'^f"
«ave
the. company,

fhl

1"°*

believed, though, that

Wz

hung up by
'l*.PP°^»t'ne
In its U. S. presm at the
Victoria, coupled with
"»sistent persuasion from
PrtSty Nicholas M. Sjhenck,

•SiL
^"^"ch"
Tft»«.
Loew
s

«aused

»»J

Lq«w

to change bis

—

racked up

by J, Arthur Rank's
Anglo pix in the past few weeks.
»

Ranlc's films which were down to
a low of some $30,000 weekly immediately preceding settlement of
the tax difficulties h a v e no
mounted to some $42,000, That's
been the take since the beginning
of May for both Universal and
^lagle Lion, it's understood, With
distribution fees and advertising
expenses deducted, dollar credit
going to Rank can't exceed" $21,000
weekly at the present point or approximately $1,000,000 for the year.
Main reason for the present
.climb, it's understood, is increased
bookings of British pix in affiliate
theatres.
Word has gone down
from high to affiliate circuits to
build up the number of boolcings on
English imports. It's felt that the
change in stance is some support
(Continued on page IS)

Weather Hurts Some Spots

—

Big news this week nationally
tlie launching of "Iron Curtain"
TELEVISION is(20th) in some 20 key cities
FIX
Intensive study of television has covered by Vahiet't and manner
occupied mucli of David O. Selz- in which it is clicking in a majorinick's time during the producer's ty of spots. Such blanket coverage
current three-months' stay in New means that this spy picture will
York. He returns to the Coast to- top over $500,000 in these cities

'Curtain/

ON

FOR

session to make it an
national boxSelznick has been endeavoring easy winner in the
Picture is outto work: out a wedding of video and office sweepstakes.
several keys, being
in
standing
him
into
the
would
get
films which
big
in numerous spots.
to
fancy
and
prove
entertainment
field
new
few
understood to It's only fairish or dull in
He's
profitable.
have entered into a number of ne- cities, most of them towns where
is way off generally. ArgotTationrtharwiu'leaTto"deS^
rain.
and
wcather,
of
Spring
'rlval
chnvHv
in
virt^n
shortly in video
Producer also worked out the Will hurt several keys.
arrangement
Second best this stanza is State
British
production
With Sir Alexander Korda while of Union" (M-G) which has been
east (detailed elsewhere), huddled pacing the pack for two weeks.
with Selznick Releasing Organiza- "Ft. Apache" (RKO) is pushing
tion execs on distribution plans for ahead to cop third place, being
keys and
his films and handled a large num- pace-setter in three
great to swash in virtually every
ber of other activities.
Accompanying Selznick to the city.
"Arch of Triumph" (UA) wall
Coast will be Dan O'Shea, prez of
his Vanguard Films, and Ernest L. finish in fourth slot while "Noose

morrow

(Thursday).

on

initial

-

.

"Unconquered" (Par) in that

EYE TO LOCAL PROD.
Hollywood, May 18,
Herbert J. Yates, Republic preXy,/
heads for England May 31 to survey the British film industry personally and explore methods of
thawing frozen coin. Financial, tieup is a serious blow to Republic
since England was one of its major sources of revenue, especially
in the western field with Boy Rogers rating high,

Sidney

Meyers,

general

sales,
dis-

manager of British Lion, Rep's

tributors in England, is here for
huddles with Yates. It's possible.
Republic will make a limited number of films in England to get

around icingi

.
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"Fuller Brush Man" (Col) and
"Berlin
Express'
(RKO) look
most promising of new films. "Express" shapes fair, to fast in three
spots while "Fuller" is fancy in
N. Y. oh preem week. "Big City"
(M-G) is disappointing in first
N. Y. week. "Smart Woman"
(Mono) looks fine in Chicago.
"Summer Holiday" (M-G), another new film, is oke in Boston
and nice in Providence.
;

"Winter Meeting" (WB) continyes a big disappointer current-

"Outlaw" (UA) is doing smash
trade
in
slow
Denver.
"The
Hunted" (Mono) is having a great
week in Cleveland. "Song of
Heart" (Mono) will wdnd up With
ly.

'

trim takings in Chicago.

"Lady from Shanghai" (Col)
looks fine to solid. "Duel in Sun"
(SRO), with additional bookings
this week, is adding some nice
coin to previous big biz. "Smugglers" (EL), which is stout in
Scanlon, exec v.p. and treasurer Hangs High" (EL) and "Miracle Boston currently, will wind up on
They came east Sunday (16) to con- of Bells" (BKO) round out the the slow side in Indianapolis.
fab with the producer on a number Big Six. Best runners-up are "All
(Complete Boxoffie* JReports
Sons" (U), "Woman in White"
of deals he was winding up in
l(WB), "Big Clock" (Par) and Patrcs 10-11)
New Vork.

My

'

YATES TO LONDON WITH

'Union,' 'Apache/ 'Arch/ 'NooseV Strongest Bets

SELZNICK ALSO KEEN

to 42G Wkly.

ports from England will pile up
substantial revenues here
revenues that can be translated under
the accord into a sizable upping of
remittable dollars from Britain
but a gain of some 30% has been

.

-?

cSurt

M

With the Anglo-American tax
peace now two months old, Britisli
pix are already showing a comeback in the American market.
There's no proof yet thitt the im-
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mn.'s VAiuExx
(Pabltahed in HoUytrooa br
Dally Variety, Ud.)
tlS a Teai^fgt ITorelBa

I

-

W<Mloe»d«y»

USBSieSf

Fik Earnu^s Staifb^ to Reflect
Upped Crosses
RaUying of gross rentals

wA Prod Econonues

slnce'f'

the beginning of the year and the
effects of Hollywood's economies
Is starting to register in the all-

Important net earnings column of
major company ledgers. Distribution end of the business on an overapproach has now worked its
way back to the black-ink bracket
after most of them turned In a loss
for the final six months of 1947.
With the hike in film revenues and
the growing impact of economy
all

°

moves on the Coast, industryites
predict a steadily bettering of net
returns.
Latest
straws-in-the-wind
are
Paramount's first epiarter of 1948
report? a boost in grosses garnered
by Columbia during' the iirst three
months of the year; and disclosure
that 20th-Fox's film rentals climbed
15% and amortization costs dipped
20% since the current year began.
BKO's gross from tlie distribution
wing of the company has also

'

worked its way up, company
spokesnan disclosed, to a point
where it's again contributing a net
profit.

•

r

Overall dip in the fiscal 1948 net
to datci compared- to that of 1947,
is 40% at this early date with five
companies reporting at least firstquarter earnings. Entire slide for
1947 as against the record earnings

the

f^MOOO

Worth of $1.50 deferred

important, it actually represents a sain over the la.st quarter
'47. .It's all the more significant
(Bince Par, from the first of the year,
bas excluded all earnings of subsids operating overseas except to
the extent of dollar dividends actually received.
Columbia has racked up a gross
of $8,529,000 for the three months
ended March 27
a sound gain
over the $7,172,000 which the company garnered in the last quarter
of '4.7 and far ahead of $5,670,000
which Col took in during the final
quarter of '46. Company has yet to
yeport its" net on this gross. With
f725,000 earned for the first 26

—

Wox

Profits

ott

55%

March

•

for

the

period

ended

netted^ so far, $3,886/745 iagainst $8,596,779 for the
equivalent stretch, last year. M-G's
sales department reports an im
provement in biz with some strong
product heading for release figured
to better the
half of the year's
It's

'11.^

IM

rentals.

-Warner Bros., 'after scoring its
peak profits in fiscal 1947, show a

UppiHgSteaiy

March

27. amounted to $2,926,842
against $5,897,603 for the Comparative period of .1947. Skouras
declared that earnings for the
second quarter would show a 25%
advance while the third stanza
should-equal the 1947 performance.

'

Company prexy Kroger

Babb,

two have been

these,

Good

Par's

Profit

same

and six others on tlie
quality theme for radio

gabbers.

.

Campaign

is

currently under

way

in 3,000 communities, according to
TOAers. In Detroit, under guid-

ance of Earl Hudson, head of
United Detroit theatres and chairof the committee, managers'

man
in

six

minute

theatres

delivered

2^-

talks'to audiences after the

were thrown on.
Lobby
comment on the stunt was good
and TOA' is planning an extension
lights

of the practice.

Three longer speeches have
been forwarded to exbibs for
presentation to forums and dubs.
Each is in two 'versions, one
planned for an exhib, the other lor
.non-industry members' presentation.

per-share against $2.07 l»st year.
Gross' receipts from film rentals
and theatres totalled $40,316,174
for the quarter compared to $46,996,356 in the equivalent 1947
period. Total gross which also includes dividends and rents from
tenants amounted to $44,408,346.
Amortization of film costs increased slightly in the 1948 first
quarter, coming to
$13,621,654
against last year's $12,806,963.
Film distribution, theatre operations and administration expenses

u REPAYS

%\mm.

Enables Cuttii^

Down Bank Debts

CUTS DEBT TO

In the face of the U. S. Supreme
decision in the anti-trust

Court

'

case.

Par

own

stock

is

continuing to buy its
during the current

month month,

been learned.
Originally, stock deposited in the
treasury was intended primarily to
buy out theatre partners under the
it's

statutory court's 95%-and-5% proLower court, in effect, held
where a major owned less

vision.

that

comes

to

$2,600,000.

Of

this

amount, $1,400,000 is represented
by a promissory note which matures Oct.

1948.
Par is in to the Manufacturers
Trust for $2,080,000. Of that total,
$1,120,000 is in the form of a note
1,

Hollywood, May 18.
Jean Hersholt, president of the which falls due on the Oct 1 date.
of Motion Picture Arts Bankers Trust is Par's creditor
to
and Sciences for two years, will the extent of $1,820,000. Note for
retire May 25, when the board of $1,400,000 also falls due Oct.
1.
governors vail elect a new set of
Interest charges on notes comes

Academy

to

1'/^%

New members of the board arc rises to
Robert Montgomery, Robert Haas, after.
John Boyle, George Stevens, G.
Carleton Hunt^ Harry Warren,

Members

of the old board, holding
over for another year, are HerUrieMcCleary, Charles G
Clarke, William Wyler, William
ivLs four division sales meets Hombeck, Morris Stoloff, Perry
Lieber, Frederick Quimby, Thomas
concluded in New York yesterday
T. Moulton, Charles Brackctt, N.
<Tues.). Heineman also announced
Peter Rathvon. Jack L. Warner,
start of a 26-week sales drive,
be- Walter Wanger and Donald
Nelson.
gmnmg June 4, with $27,500 in
cash prizes posted by the company.
Others addressing the meet were
KtARGUUES'
SHINGIE
Max E. Youngstein, ad-pub veepee;
Irwin MarguUes, formerly of
L. J. Schlaifer, ass't to Heineman;
Metro's
Herman Beiersdorf, western sales opened New York legal staff, has
law oOiices of his own in
manager; Sam L. Seidelman, for- New,
York and will shortly estabeign manager; and D. R. Pickard, lish
a branch in Beverly Hills. He's
ass't treasurer.
sholt,

OWN

wfao arrived here over the weekend, is no.w making final script
Heineman, Young- specializing in film clients.
revisions on "Too Many." Balance stein «nd Sehlaifer leave New York
Attorney was with M-G for 17
of the cast has not as yet been this week for Chicago, New Or- years,
handling studio affairs in
chosen.
lieans and San Francisco sesisions.
the cast.

until

3%

maturity when

it

for any period there-

company's profit pool and
then shared on the basis of their
receipts over the past three years.

Main object

'Is

to slash operating

Cinema Exhibitors Assn. has indicated opposition to the streamlining plan and may appeal to
Board of Trade to block its

Chase
Louis de Rochemont
Irene

Dunne

Stephen Dunne
Jack Durant
Margaret Ettinger
Freddie Pox
Hardie Frieberg
ElUot Gibbons
Ralph Gleason
Jack Goldstein
James R. Grainger
Katharine Hepburn
Paul HoUister
Ruth Hussey
Dick Irving Hyland
Irene

Danny Kaye
Robert Lantz
Walter Lantz

Marc Lawrence
David A. Lipton
Ludy Ludwig.
Carole Mathews
Bess Meredyth

Leo Miller
Leo Morrison
Luana Patteu
Brock Pemberton
William Pereira
William Perlberg

Frank P. Rosenberg
Babe Ruth
Margaret SuUavan
Barry Sullivan
Lamarr Trotti

Ben Wallersfein
Maufhie J. Woolf
Monte Woolley
Jane Wyatt
Joe Yule
Blanche Yurka

N. Y. to Europe
Edna Best

N. Y. to L. A.

Gor-

don Sawyer and Emmet Lavery.

new

Ilka

-

officers.

will take over management
of the 516 cinemas of the G-B and

Odeon groups. Odeon and Gaumont earnings will be put into the

'

sum.

.

Acad to Name Officers

Scheme envisages the formation
a new company to be known «
Curcuit Management Assn

of.

the

which

the
im-

W. Farrow and Mark Ostrer, joint
price of $1,476,200.
Par now owes $6,500,000 on notes managing directors of G-B; and
to the First National Bank of Chi- two other reps from the circuitl'
cago, Manufacturers Trust and
Bankers Tru.st Co. of New York.
L. A. to N. Y.
Conipany last year set up a revolving fund credit of $25,000,000 with
Fred Ahern
banks but hasn't been
these
Janis Carter
pressed for anything ^ear this
Jacques Chabiier

than

Lantz,

plans.

plementation. Rank, meanwhile, is'
With its impressive net profits keeping the BOT informed of all
maintaining Paramount in a highly developments under
provisions of
liquid condition, company is press- the Film
Act, which gives the BOT
ing a double-barrelled drive to control of some circuit
booldttg
whittle current indebtedness and practices.
cut its outstanding capitalization.
New i:ompany's board will have
During April Par reduced its notes
Rank' as chairman, with other'
to three banks by $500,000 while
picking up another 67,100 .shares members including John Davis,
of its own common at an estimated Odeon managing du'eclor; Leslie

95% or more than 5% of a
$9,000,000 theatre it could buy or sell to disUniversal repaid $1,000,000 of its solve the partnership tie.
loan from three banks last month
Supreme Court ruling indicates
bringing its total Indebtedness that any. Invalid partnership must
down to $9,000,000. Payment «as be wiped out by sale of the major's
made to the Fii^ National Bank of interest. Par, however, it's said,
Boston, the Manhattan Co. and has found the stock'purchasing
Guaranty Trust Co. of N. Y. In- policy favorable regardless of uldebtedness is outstan^ng on a timate uses of the bought-up shares
credit set up by- the three banks in since it's saved dividends which
May, 1947.
otherwise would have been paid
Actually, U has only borrowed out.
Indebtedness to banks was sliced
$6,500,000 for its own production
program. The other $2,500,000 has by a series of transactions which
been advanced to United World involved prepayments on the notes
Films, U's 16m subsid on a guaran- and issuance of new ones. Total
tee which U extended to the banks. owing to the First National now

Gabe Yorkc, Walter

British circuits

costs and simplify booking meft.
ods for allocation of top playing
time in both circuits. Odeon will
hold 57% of the new company
with 6-B having a 43% stake.

interest,'^

For .the first quarter, 20th prexy
said that rentals on films showed
Sullivan To Set TOA Office
gains but that theatre' biz dropped
Washington, May J.8.
off. Domestic income for the first
Setting up of a Washington of
half of this year would be ahead of
last year. Foreign revenues, on the flee for the Theatre Owners of
other hand, had dived sharply. He America is one of the first jobs
estimated per-share earnings for Gael Sullivan has in mind when he
(Continued on page 63)
the first half-year at $2.25 for out-

HebemanKejfnotesE's

Hygienic's 2d Pic

Of

general surveys of quality product
eral

decline of 45% for the first three
months of fiscal '48. At its recent
stockhol&srs' meet, officials of the
company predicted a 50% slough- totalled $22,142,291.
Company board also declared a
off for the first six months. WB's
net take for the three months ended number of dividends.
Regular
Nov. 30 was $3,947,000 against $7,- quarterly divvy of 50c. per share
203,000 in the comparative period on common will be paid June 30
to stockholders of record June 7.
of the year before.
Hardest bit, to date, is Universal, Quarterly payment of $1.12?^ per
which registered an 83% drop in share on prior preferred stock will
net for its first 13 weeks. U, of be made June 15 to record stockcourse, hasn't the stabilizing factor holders as of June 1. Holders of
of theatres. They still remain the convertible preferred stock will restrongest part of the business. Its ceive 37i^c. per share on June 30
net was $134,206 for the quarter for stock owned on June 7,
ended Jan. 31 against $756,543 for
the same stanza of '47.
Par's $7,760,000 net for the quarter represents equiv:alent earnings
of $1.11 per share on the 6,987,039
'Bigfutte' at Sales Meet
shares of comm'on outstanding
gainst $1.30, last year, on 7,303,972
Eagle Lion's entry into "the big
shares. Company has declared a league of production and distriburegular quarterly dividend of 50c tion" was hailed by William J.
per share, payable June 25 to stoek- Heineman, company's distribution
veepee, in keynoting the first of
liolders of record June 4.

Hollywood, May 18.
Hygienic Productions, producers
and distributors of "Mom and
toad," is readying another film
titled "One Too Many."- Juvenile
legit star Ginger Prince will make
ner celluloid debut in the pic.

'

to be released; four stories of gen-

•

,

U

has reported to its members- Driving along its new public relations
program, TOA has distributed a
total of 12 yams to exhibs for use
locally.

opera

Odeon and Gaumoat!
through a profit,
pooling .scheme. With approval
of
20th-Fox, which holds a
$22,O0o.
000 interest in G-B, in his
Rank; is now huddling with head$
of the Kinematograph Renters
Sc
clety on distributor reacUon to
hi*
tlons of the

.

Pro-Pix Pitch

Skoiffas Detais

London, May ij.
Bucking opposition of
organi»fl
Arthur Rank is prej^
ing his plan to streamline
exhibitors, J.

OnRankPixSabniU.S.

U

dowa 50%

is

Scnlly^Bergmaii to Ei^.

TOA (kbits

fiscal '48

J947), Col

Chains' 516 Cinemas; Exhibs Squawk

Commis-

Cohn with

move designed

standing common which would
mean a sixmonth total net of $6,(ended Dec. 27, 500,000.
for that
Common stock earnings for the
halt of the year.
first quarter on the 2,769,024 shares
Others
With 28 weeks reported, Metro Is outstanding were: equivalent to $1

weeks of

leaves

still

47,969 shares. He also got rid of
200 shares of Columbia common
from 'a trust fund in which he is

'46

of

Exchange

This

capitalization

now

more

Security

19.

Rank Aims to Merge Odeon and G|

interested.
William A. Sicuny. Universal's
to .simplify
Louis K. Sidney, of Loew's, acveepee, and Maurice
structure, 20th- quired 500 shares of Loew's com- distribution,
chief,
Fox has cancelled 83,500 shares of mon last Jan. 30, The SEC also Bergman, eastern ad-pub
off for England July 1
$1,50 cumulative cwtvertible pre- reported that in December, J. will shove
for J. Arthur Rank's
ferred stock held in its treasury. Cheever Cowdin received 5,000 to set plans
Quoted on the New York stock ex- warrants for Universal coiUmbn as forthcoming U, S. campaign to sell
British films. Scully and Bergman
change at 35, value of the cancelled compensation.
will parallel the recent British trip
shares come to a shade under $3,of their Eagle Lion counterparts,
000,000. Remaining in 20th's hands
William i. Heineman and Max
are 6,800 shares of this particular
and EL divide
Youngstein.
stock, disposition of which is still
Rank's product in the U. S.
uncertain.
toppers will spend
Duo of
Preferred shares were picked up
in Britain confabbing
weeks
three
by 20th in a series of transactions
with Rank officials and glimming
preceding 1944 and held in the
product slated for Universal distreasury until cancellation was
Newspapers with a total Circula- tribution liei«.
ordered this month.
tion of 7,517,878 have already run
stories circulated by the Theatre
Owners of America, exhib outfit

In a

its

was 25%. However, the rally
beginning to take, shape is exConfirming the overall improvepected to recoup much of that 40%' ment in the distribution end of the
Xetreat; before the year is over.
film business, Spyros Skqnras told
stockholders yesterday (~l!ues.) at
Paramount For Example
.Paramount is a case in point, 20th-Fox's annual meet that the
last of the five to report, Par dis- company's rentals had steadily
closes a net of $'i',760,000 for its climbed since the beginning of the
first number, ended April 3, against year.
Prexy of 20th announced
¥9,522,000 for the same period of that the concern's first-quarter
'46. That's only a 20% decline but, earnings
for the period ended
Of

Stock Gift
Washington, May 18.

Jack Cohn of Columbia Pictures
turned over 1,000 shares of his no
par common stock last month as a
gift to the Artists Foundation, according to figures just released by
sion,

20th Cancels

Ws

Jack

May

Eddie Albert
Joseph Auerback
Barney Balaban
Jack Benny
Louis Berg
True Boardman

Harold Boxall
Maurice Chevalier
Ronald Colman
Alfred

<

Crown

George Cukor

-

Frederick Pox
Rita Hayworth

Dame Myra Hess

Carl Brisson
Mrs. Mark Hellinger
Morris llelprin
Dick Hodgson
Saul Jaffe
Gene Kelly

Jose Iturbi

Margo

Lauritz Melchior
Gilbert Miller
Jean Negulesjco
Carol Reed

Jerry

Mason

Margaret O'Brien
O'Shea

Danie'. T.

•

.

Ernest Scanlon
Grad Sears
David O. Selznick

George Shupert
Paul Stewart
Ed Wcisl

Deborah Kerr
Edwin Knopf
Efrem Kurtz
Herman Levin
George Margolin

Olivfer

Smith

Howard

Strickling

Spencer Tracy
Sophie Tucker
Joe Westrei«h

Nat Wolff

.

WONT

DIVORCEMENT
^ooras Sees

New Benefits to Films

TH[I1TRE LOSS

Despite Rathvons

Via Hieatre-TV and Telecast Pix
in the4fvnrcssing confidence
store for the film in20ththrough television,
Mrs. Carol
told
S"'*^nrPxv Spyros Skouras
^"^,Zf stockholders yesterday
With
at the combinaUpn of

Ee
Kids

Brandt Stays

M-G Another 2 Years

t

Metro has. lifted the option of
and the 'new market
open for films wi 1. more Mrs,. Carol Brandt, studio's eastern

video

in™«ds story chief. Her original threefor
ffn compensate
the box- year pact would have expired next
TV: might make at

&

"^WaklnB at the annual

fie

is

stock-

considering seriously some
getting home-viewers to

Shod of

w

fate. Skouras
for their telefilm
some advertiser
Srted that getting
fiUns is the only method
companies to
iTnMi today for film
selling films to
derive profit from

Shsor

S

"Nobody can tell now
to sell
"h^her we might be able
directty

them eventually

it's

this,

to,,

July 1. It has now been renewed
for another two years,
Terriis remain the same.
They
call for a $44,200 annual salary,
plus a liberal* monthly expense allov-ance. Mrs. Brandt, who is the
wife of Carl Brandt, head of 'the
Brandt & Brandt literary agency,
is currently on the Coast.
She's
expected to be out there until
about July 1, confabbing with producers and studio officials.

the

recalled

mm

Skouras was among the
witness a reindnstry toppers to
of Zenith
cent demonstration
itidio's proposed phone-vision,
that

home set owners
payfor first run features. While
comment has beeri
no official
reported that
it's
forthcoming,
jjkouras liked the idea, pointing out
that if 20th doesn't take advantage

Korda-Selznick

Deal fill Anchor

which would have

of titnt

maiket, then

before the departure of the British

20th is experimenting with full-screen theatre tele, declaring that, through it,
''we can give 200-500 theatres at
one time the biggest stage shows,
opefas, etc.,"- all in addition to the
regular screen fare. Entertainment
In theatres, consequently, will be

greatly expanded, which should
help get set owners out of their
homes and into theatres. Twentieth,
he said, plans eventually to operate
its

is

Fonner in London

Deal signed by David O. Selzsome outside nick with Sir Ale.xander Korda

torn interests might.
SkburaiS noted that

own stations in five cities and
now seeking an affiliation with

producer for London from Kew
York Sunday (16) means the
end of.. Korda's plans for occaproduction in Hollywood.
It does not, however, affect his
current six - picture distribution
pact with 20th-Fox.
Korda had been planning to make
Daphne du Maurier's "The King's
General" on the Coast in the fall.
Concentration of his production activities in London as a result of the
deal with Selznick, and a possible
similar one with Samuel Goldwyn,
has
eliminated
the
Hollywood
production idea and left plans for
sional

one of the TV permit-holders in
Los Angeles.
•'General" vague at the moment.
33% Pi-odnotion Cost Cut
Morris Helprin, Korda's U.S. rep,
Outlining the drastic problems
for
the Coast today
that confronted the film .industry planes
during 1947, Skouras declared the (Wednesday) to huddle on deals
industry had overcome these prob- with stars to work for the producer
lems through cutting down ex- in London. Among those whom
penses while retaining the quality Helprin will see is Cary Grant,
?nd hoxoffice value of product- He who has a commitment to Korda
declared that the pix now in pro- following his current "Every Girl
at RKO.
ouction at the 20th studios will cost Should Get Married"
me-third less on an average than Helprin returns to New York next
P'
tlhe films turned
out during the week and flies to London a few
days later to report results to
(Continued on page 18)
Korda.
British producer, who had been
in the U.S. for about 2VS weekS,
LOUISVILLE
returned home with Harold Boxall,
co-chairman of Korda's London
SUIT
TRIAL Films, Ltd., and Carol Reed, BritTrial of a $2,100,000 triple Mam- ish director. Boxall, who handles
«ntl-trust suit brought by the financial end of the Korda
iiifth & Walnut,
Inc., against the production-distribution setup, had
majors resumed Monday come to New York with him, but
fil?t
»7) in N. Y. federal court after on other business. Reed had been
a week's postponement.
Setback here for some time. He'll producewas due to a mistrial declared by direct one or more films under the
*ederaI Judge Vincent Leibell last new Korda-Selznick agreement.
Jiues, (11)
when he was informed
Korda has delivered two films
temme juror was seen con- so far to 20th under his agreement.
SL"
:?W™8 with one of the plaintiffs They are "An Ideal Husband" and
anet the hearing had already been "Anna Karenina." Both have fared
underway for a day.
comparatively meagerly at the boxinvolves the Ifational thea- offlcci Production of the other four
WfL r°"i*'^"l«- whose corporate films included in the deal is pretty
iSL*^ if'^th & Walnut. House well completed.
Ef^s that the defendant majors
nf „S}i?"ted against it in favor

THEATRE

RESUMES

'

.

S„„,5**"'ted

theatres.

Opening

was pointed up by
statements to the
witnesses were not extjttke the stand until late
""^ ^^'^'''^

atfftl!^*.®*?"
initial

Cf<>.j 1
'«tfS.*°

.t

SWS.)!'^
Will

Rogers San Still
Not Assured of Financing

thi^

^''V regular financing of
«?
ftliU

Balm to Aides,

They're StiD Uneasy on Hughes

SAG PITCHER FOR

NEW PACT HUDDLE
Hollywood, May 18.
Screen Actors Guild notified all
producers that their working
agreement, singed two years ago,
is fading out and that the thesps
are rekdy to go into a huddle about
a new labor contract.
Letter signed by John Dales, Jr.,
executive secretary of SAG, was
sent to 400 producers throughout

^
The spectre of theatre divestiexecs and staffs on both
ture now haunting the film induscoasts appear to be deriving little
try isn't as foreboding for the
comfort from prexy N. Peter Rathes Finds 17
Pix
future of the major picture comvon's .statement last week that •
panies as was first feared. That's
Worth $20,450,000 Howard Hughes has "no hungry,
the reassuring idea which Spyros
army of relatives looking for your
Hollywood, May 18.
Skouras,
jobs, nor substitutes waiting to
20th-Fox prexy, gave
Howard Hughes will find a total step into the
yesterday (Tues.) to company stockmanagement."
holders in the first official ex- of 17 films completed in the cut- Despite the soothing words there
ting room and before the cameras
pression by a major topper since
is
considerable concern evident
the U. S. Supreme Court anti- when he moves into RKO. These among RKOites that personnel
films represent an investment of
trust decision came down.
changes are in store if not im$20,450,000.
Skouras left no doubt in his
Completed and awaiting release mediately, at least over the period
stockholders' minds that film comof the next- few years.
are ''Your Bed Wagon," "Melody
panies can forge ahead profitably Times,"
Protracted negotiations between
"The Velvet Touch," "Reeven if the judicial axe severs the turn of the
Badmen," "A Song Is Hughes and Floyd Odium, Atlas
ties between exhibition and distri- Born,"
"Race Street," "Rachel and Corp. topper, for the acquisition
bution-production. He pointed up the Stranger,"
of Atlas'
holdings by the
"Stations West" and
the highly pertinent fact that the "Fighting Father
Dunne." In the planemaker, had already considerBig Five, and particularly 20th, editing process are "Indian Agent," ably upset morale of studio, dishad no fear, if compelled to let go "The Window," "The Boy With tribution and theatre employees.
of theatre properties, that a loss Green Hair," "The Long Denial," Final consummation of the sale
would be taken on a forced sale,
"Blood on the Moon" and "Good came, as a matter of fact, as someIn so doing, 20th's prexy sought Sam."
In work are "Weep No thing of a relief.
There's been no indication yet
to lay low the spectre which has More" and "Bodyguard."
of the effect of the new ownership.
troubled top fllnaites. for the- past
Results may, however, be evident
10 years. It's been frequently intimated that theatre properties,
in a few weeks, following the curthrown on the market in mass,
rent series of confabs on the Coast
by Hughes with
would depress the price to a point
management
where the majors would be handed
chiefs.
Rathvon was already in
a real licking. Instead, he feels
Hollywood and exec v.p. Ned DCpithat 20th, with theatres located in
net flew out at the end of last week
for the sessions.
valuable communities, will have no
Among plans Hughes is said
trouble in exacting a fair price.
Since practically all Big Five,
ready to set forth is one to bring
in four or five top outside proproperties are located in similar
ducers to assure the company of
situations, the Skouras' reasoning
would apply down the line.
important product.
If that's his
Unexpectedly sock biz scored by aim, it will represent a reversal of
If Skouras' belief on price is corJ. Arthur Rank's "Henry V" in the
rect, divestiture would mean a rethe policy instituted by Rathvon
sums which U. S. will shortly bring a windfall last year. Rathvon wanted more
turn to the Big Five
may even exceed the total capitali- to United Artists, the distributors. from the lot and fewer from the
Company will get $40;000 in re- indies, seeing the greater use of
(Continued on page 18)
leasing fees from the British' pro- RKO's own facilities as a means
of
ducer in the nature of a bonus.brih'glrig'down overhead costs.
That's the result of the distriHughes, as might be expected
bution contract, which provides from his own activities as an indie,
that UA's fee for handling the film is sympathetic
to the cause of the
jumps from the present 27Vi% to lone filmmaker. It's understood
30%
back to the first dpUar— he will also outline his ideas on
when the net film rental reaches distribution fees to be charged.
$1,600,000. There's about $1,540,$8,500,000 Investment
Deal signed by David O. Selz- 000 in the till now. The additi(5nal
Despite Rathvon's reassurances
nick and Sir Alexander Korda l&st $60,000 needed to bring the upped
week for production in England distribution fee into effect is ex- to his staffs, general feeling in both
provides for outright ownership by pected to be garnered before the New York and Hollywood this week
was that Hughes would hardly have
Selznick of Canadian, U. S., and end of June.
more than $8,300,000 in
Latin American rights to the pix.'
When the distribution contract invested
Films are to be produced by Korda was made, betweenand Bank the company if he didn't intend to
with funds Selznick'SSegSctig'tij hWe execs in 1946, the 2i^% tilt in fee fake ah active interest, His entire
frozen in Britain under terms of wasn't considered of much import- reputation is one for taking conthe new Anglo-U.S. films agree- ance by either side, since it was siderable personal interest in. his
holdings rather than just hanging
ment.
thought unlikely that the Laurence
Selznick is also to provide stars Olivier version of Shakespeare
(Continued on page 56)
and some of the stories for the pic- would ever hit the $1,600,000 mark.
tures. These costs are to be conBy
an exhibition policy handsidered part of the purchase price, tailored for the film by Paul Lazaalong with frozen funds to the ex- rus, Jr., UA pub-ad chief, and Capt.
tent of a percentage of the produc(Continued on page 18)
"
•
tion cost of the films.
Deal runs for two years, with no
Washintlton, May 18.
specific number of films mentioned
Howard Hughes and his airplane
to be made during that time. Selzmanufacturing
companies have
nick and Korda, in announcing the
been cleared of all charges of
agreement, stated that "plans have
SEARS'
already been agreed-upon for the
Among items on Grad Sears' fraud and corruption in a minority
filming of four stories during the
report
issued
this
week by the four
agenda during his current Coast
next 12 months." It's understood
are huddles with Howard Democratic members of the Sentrip
that the actual plan, however, is to
Hughes concerning the three ate War Investigating committee.
(Continued on page 18)
The
report
that Hughes
declared
Hughes films committed to UA
for release. Hughes is imderstood was "entitled to a positive finding
interested in havhig the pix turned by the committee," that there was
"absolutely
nothing
in
the evidence
he
for Teleasej since
over to
now is controlling stockholder of which discloses any- fraud, corrupr
tion or wrongdoing on the part of
that company.
his
Hughes
or
associates.
AH the
about
Sears is said to want
National Screen Service is dickevidence is to the contrary."
ering for the Mecca bldg., 1600 $600^000 for giving up rights to
Four Democrats also asserted
Broadway, as its New York head- the three pix, claiming that will be
Herman Robbins, prez the loss to UA in distribution fees, that there was no political pressure
quarters.
of NSS, has been talking with The films are "The Outlaw," which exerted by Hughes in obtaining
Loew's which bought the Broad- has been in release tor about tvi'o war contracts and no evidence of
way and 48th street property with years, but has played few dates be- excessive profits.
a view for housing its international cause of censor troubles; "Mad

Hugh

.
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Biz by 'Henry
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Bonuses UA on

^

Hen^ih^

—

Split of B. 0.

'

UA

.

HUGHES CLEARED BY

SENATE PROBERS

HUGHES'

SUA FILMS ON

COAST AGENDA

"

NSS TALKING BUYING
1600

dept.

but
mind.

there,

changed

its

RKO

WmX BUILDING

subsequently

NSS, incidentally, leader in the
film trailer business, is closely eyeing television as a natural expansion move.
Price would be close to the $1,300,000 originally paid by Loew's

:

Wednesday," Harold Lloyd starrer;
and "Vendetta," starring Faith

Domergue and George Dolenz.

Lattwo have not been released yet.
Also scheduled for the attention
of the UA prez are final arrangements for sale of part of its interest in the four Music Hall theatres
in Los Angeles and the United
Artists theatre in San Francisco.
Deal was recently completed by
which Sol Lesser and Sherrill
Cor win will buy one-half of UA's
50% interest in the houses and
all of Joe Blumenfeld's half interter

bought the building last
year. This figure is under the asthe U. S.
sessed value of the property which
is $1,145,000 for the land, which
MPEF HITS 76%
fronts on both Broadway and 7th
Iv thlt''^' «o»npanyexees. CuiTentavenue, between 48th and 49th sts.,
Hollywood, May 18.
^
*"'°"gh coin in the
Punrt't f
Motion Picture Relief Fund's and $480,000 for the building.
to run the hospital
until tU l^^Hry
''^einning of next year,
Silver Jubilee drive passed the Loew's had intended to move its est.
Giu r
Sears is also slated to meet with
managing director three-quarter mark, financially, at international department to the
of Rarlin
building, but later decided to stay a number of indie producers on pomer nf f?*?,^^»sio Hall and treas- the end of the first two weeks.
George Bagnall, chairman, an- as is, while it had notified all tential distribution deals and with
meetinn ^^f""'^' will call another
in UA's corral
nounced
a total of 20,623 pledges tenants to move, none has done so some of the indies
settling the
on plans for their films.
to date.
hospital's financing, signed. Goal is 27,000.
industrv's hospital at
N.Y., failed to jell
last "^IH'^'''
«»eeting of directors
Of
and m,T'*^ ^<>8ers Memorial Fund

Buy

RKO

•.^Stfin

Say)

PANIC BIZ

when

it

•

Wanger Drops Out
Of Diana Prods.
Hollywood,

May

18.

Walter Wanger has pulled out of
Diana Productions, Fritz Lang
remaining in charge of production
while Joan Bennett retains 'stock
in the company. Wanger and Miss
Bennett also retain their interest
in "Secret Beyond the Door,"
which the trio made for UniversalInternational release.

,

f

Lang's next picture, "Winchester
73," is expected to start in about
a month and to be made as a Fritz
Lang production under the Diania
banner.

Wednesday, May 19,
1945
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Sweetness

Harrisburg, Pa.,

Uncertainty Over Supreme Court

Light
May

IAEA's New mOOO Dividend Cues

18.

film adincorporating a spenewspapei" plug for an
opposition house, has been

Unique method of

vei-tislng,

cial

Decision Stalls Sales Meetings

John Huston and Sam Spiegel, will
had planned make "Rough Sketch" for Colummeets immediately bia release. Rita Hay worth may
handed
after the decision was
play the top role.
Because their attorneys
down.
Houston and Spiegel originally
the
haven't yet figured out all
aimed to release the film through
nuances to the Supreme
Metro
but the deal fell through.
that
such

call

.

ruling, however, it's eicpected

the meets won't be held before
September. Instead, the majors
will concentrate on division sales
meetings, such as those being held
the
this week by Paramount and
one scheduled next week by 20thFox, when that company's division
chiefs gather in New York to fete
20th sales chief Andy W. Smith,
the
Jr., on his first anniversary In

bportant Ruling

.job.

Illustrating the general distrib
confusion over the High Court's
ruling, Meteo this week reprinted
the decision verbatim in its Distributor, house organ of the sales
(Staff. Publication carrj.ed no comment or analysis, however. In a
note accompanying the decision,
the Distributor's editor declared:
"It iis the Distributor's function
to provide all the information
about our business for its readers.
In that spirit, the complete text of
the U.S. Supi«me Court decision
appears on this and the following
pages. It is printed williout com-

Vs.

%

May

.

.

'

dnsders
Boston,

While

outfit's

the year."

In a precedent-making -decision
of considerable interest in percent-

Judge Sweeney here has
ruled that a distributor may recover flat rental damages caused
by plioney returns on percentage
pix.
In other words, if a distrib
is misled by uuder-ieporting of
percentage films to grant lower
flats on other films, the difference
is an element of damages whi^h

Foreip Lands'

trict

New Censorship
Woes for IIJS^I%[
-

With

financial

offering

director by

problems overseas

starting to dear; censorship trou-

sector.
An occaslon»i
picture- is permitted by the
sians to be, bought and played

Germany and Japan
As

•'apan.

to a minimum and the audience no.
tential is not being realized.

The

Smith-Mundt

information

services bill has been passed in
but the mdustry Im
been unable to shake loose as yet
any of the coin provided by it. It
the MPAA's session for newsmen

Congress,

the

official

spokesman

that the Association
into a pact with the

disclosed

lias

enteted

WoHd Cm-

merce Corp. This is an outfit
which endeavors to show countries
with blocked currency how they
can push up thdr exports.
For
every dollar

WCC

exports, It

tiott's

increases a di<
permitted

is

SOc

remittances to the U.S, «t
blocked currency. For this smiee
to the American industries WCC
serves, it gets a commission. MPAA
spokesman admitted that the WCC
had proved no great success as
yet, but expressed hope for the fuin

1

MPAA

&

,

:

SMIwlders'

we^ed

.

Maw

ury departments on recovering dot
lar expenditures for prints
tliert
As a result prints are being hcM

K

&

for the other occupied
conn

said that no concrete results havp
come from discussions with am
cials of the U.S. State and
Treaih

bles are now clouding the film, industry's foreign market horinm.
Despite tii^t. selt-regulati(m imposed by the industry on its overinternational division
seas product, unexpected moral of ttfe
restrictions keep popping up in Would go 80 far as to say the future
looked "bri^t," it was said that
foreign .countries to idague Ct.
the
days
ahead
looked to be better
distributors.
in many countries than tlifey have
Latest censorial axe has fallen in in the past.
This is particularly
Portugal where "The Big Sleep" true of the 16 European countries
and "The Man I Loved," both which are getting Marshall Plan
Warner Bros, pix, were banned aid, and thus are under some oblioutright along with several French gation to be freer with dollars fOr
instructions
when you receive •suit.
and
British
films.
Worrisome American industry.
them."
It's the first decision along these aspect of the Portuguese
action is
Unfortunately, it is not true of
lines.
Court didn't discuss the that it's a reversal o£ former
laws applicable but confined itself friendly dis^sition to U. S. pix. No the Soviet orbit countries, whidi
to finding the referee justified in explanations, were offered for the are under compulsion from Moscow
to
accept none of .the U.S. largesse.
taking on flat rental damages.
bans even after U. S. distributors
As a matter of fad,, two of the -naTheatres involved in the suits requested instructions from the
tions, Hungaiy and Rumania, have
are tlie Tcemont, Normandy and censo};8hip board on .the type of
recently become mudi tougher.
Bijou, Boston; ttie Square in Med- films they will not authorise. "Kiss
Suit foid, and the. Uphams Comer
In
In Hungary, under spur of ania of Death," .20th-Fox pic, is now
nounced plans for nationalization
Twentieth-Fox may try to make Dorchester.
Robert W. Meserve being
foir approval,'
of the; film industry within a few
An out-of-court settlement in the of the local firm of Nutter, McIn Indift, following a conference
Fish and Edward A^ between Motion Picture A$sa, of months, ,the govei-nment has
.minority stockholders' suit now Glennon
Stein, argued America reps and S. Ayer, prez of ceased to grant import licenses for
pending against the company over Sargoy, of Sargoy
a stock transaction Involving Na- for ttie plaintiffs, while Joseph B. the Bombay Board of Censors, a Hollywood product And the films
that are already there are having
prez" Charles' Aforams repped fdt the «xhib.
tional
thentTes
lenient policy towards U. S. pix
an impossible time getting playSkouras .and other NT .execs.
was promised. However, the Indian
dates in the nation's theatres, all of
government still aims to eliminate
Annual '20th stocUiolders' meet
which are coutroUed by the politiall drinking and prolonged kissing
at the homeoffice yesterday (Tues- DECISION
cal parties, principal one of wliich,
sequeoces from imported films. In of course,
day) was strangely quiet, with no
is the Communist
the near future, a production code
mention made of the suit" whatsoIn -Rnmania, all licenses for exwill lie formulated, by wlilch XJ. S.
Following .'th«t meet, however.
Decision is to made by the end distributors can guide tiiemisdveSr hibition of American films were
ever, 20th general counsel Otto K.
cancelled after the
Koegel declared that "it's expected of this week on the future of the
In Burma, censors have ti^t beariniaion Hollywood Wa^ington
communism
an offer will be made by counsel Motion Picture Export Assn. in ened up on U. S. films after de^ •last jEall^ Censors
have refused to
There has been a possi- daring that rebellious natives 'and
for 'the defendants."
If such An Holland.
relicense more than a handful, of
offer is made, he said, all infor- bility for some months that the local criminals iiave copied .their which
only about eight or nine immation will foe sent immediately MPEA would stop serving that methods from "tough guy" iilms. played ones
are left Some 50 or
to stockholders.
Such action, he country and the Association's mem- Accordingly, all films "portraying 60 new pix are thus sitting
on the
added, must have court approval. ber companies would go back to destruction, war, tortures, atrod- shelf.
selling
individually when the ties, intrigues, crimes, etc. are
NT chief Skouras, meanwhile,' currentthere
New Markets—Maybe
pact e^ires in' September. stamped as 'detrimental to the
planed to the Coast last week after
Thtogs
Irving
aren't
Maas,
otherwise
v.p.
too
and
state'."
bad
In Malaya, "China Seas"
« fow>wee|(S' New York visit, will
in the Iron Curtain countries and
return ixt XSoQieam hy June 1 to general manager, leaves at the end (Metro) has been banned because
complete examinati<ms before trial of this week for a tour abroad that the pirates in the pic were shown Maas is planning to leave this
weekend
will take him to the Netherlands, to be Malayan.'
on.
six-week
a
trip
during
.
in "the 20th-Fox minoriiy stockwhich be hopes to improve the sitand he is supposed to have in bis
holders' acMou. Skouras will tote
uation. Among the spots he'U visit
back with him certain information hands by tliat time the decision of
are Prague, Warsaw, Vienna, Budawhich was sought of him by Mil- the member companies, which inpest, Sofia, ISelgrade and Budiarelude the eight majors and Mono(Codtiataed aa page 5S>
est.'
^am-Allled Artists. Situation was
discussed at length hy the MPEA
Situation
in
Czechoslovakia,
board at a session last week and
Overall freeze on dollar remit- Maas told the board, . has been
Court Asked
will probably get another going
tances imposed by the Argentine pretty much at a standstill staioe
Clarify Schine Decision over later this week, following govermnent this week has iitUe, if last November, wh«i the pact with
consultation
of the company reps any, effect on the status of Ameri- that government's film monopoly
Waslungton, May 18.
Supreme Court was asked on -on the board with tfa6ir respective can films in that country, foreign expired. Payments are still heiag
.

Abnad

any the Soviet

MPEA v.p. and

.

'

be included->in a, suit.
Since the dozens of actions filed
throughout the country almost Inr^
variably
ask for flat rental daminterpretation
ment, since Z<oew's
of its meaning, and instructions to ages, the decision has broad appli'guide you in- conducting you!t busi- cation. Judge Sweeney's opinion
confirmed
given
to
a referee's award whi^
will
be
future,
ness in the
th» aeld through the regular included $13,600 damages oii fla*
Channels. In the meantime, alert in a isuit brought by Metrt^ against
Fred
it
will
consider
Ideberman
field pexsomkA
and a number
Importsmt to familiarize themselves of exhibiting companies. Total
with the dedabn by reading it in judgment for Metro, was $26,875.
its «n1jrety; Tins will facilitate a Separate decision awarded Para-better understanding oi the full mount $1,725 in an accbmpaiQring
caii

.

Optimisni lor Fix Biz

from

general manager Irving Maas at a
board meeting last week.
IVIaas was somewliat downbeat
concerning new' restrictions imposed by some Iron Curtain countries on Yank' films, but in a general survey for the board of the 13
territories served by the MPEA,
he expressed hopes for continued
success in snaring profits for the
member companies. His report was
given the same day as a Motion
Picture AssUi of America spokesman told newsmen that the old
problems fadng the U.S. companies abroad were being worked out
and no great new problems have
developed in the past six months.
Marshall Plan
While neither Maas nor the rep

18.

age-ciiiselling actions, Federal Dis-

far

cause for optimism, the foreign
American
confronting
situation
film, companies has begun to dear
One of the most hopeful
slightly.
signs is that the Motion Pictui'e
Export Assn., servicing for tlie industry the tou!gh;est nations in the
world as far as prospects for profits
are concerned, will within a couple
weeks make another $500,000 divvy
of earnings.
This will bring the total take tor
the nine member companies to $2,000,000 for the little more than two
years that the MPEA has been bperating. In addition to a $250,000
repayment of funds advanced to
start the Association, it made two
$500,000 divvies last year and a
third one last March. The forthcoming one was announced ta the

"Iron Curtain," was a tiein
with the industry's new public
relations campaign. Neither of
the opposing houses, however,
returned the complunent,
Emanuel's
of
Illustrative
new idea is the ad carried in
a Harrisburg paper by his
Senate theatre. Two-column,
boxed copy ran: "Love Us
Love our Competitor. We want
eveiTbody to come to tJ»e
Senate this week to sec The
Fugitive,' but we also hope
everyone will attend ouo*
Friendly Competitor's presentation of 'Iron Curtain' at the
Embassy. It's one of the finest
and most important picbires of

failed lor.
Most of the miat&.

to

Some

launched in Reading and Harrisburg, Pa., by Jay Emanuel.
Ostensible reason tor the free
plug, given in both instances
to theatres running 20tli-Fox's

confusion over inter-+Courts
pretation of the Supreme
caused the Huston-Spiegfel Indie
anti-trust decision has
postpone
Moves to Columbia
maior film companies to
meetings
their plans for mass sales
Hollywood, May 18.
policies
to discuss the new sales
Horizon Productions, headed by

General

&

'

ture.

Russians
;

Stall

Continued from pase

3

abroad last year, but was
to

make

s
unable

it
Soviet film authorities have lent
a number of inquiries to the
MPEA throu^ reps overseas and
through Nicholas Napoli, head of
Artidno, Russian film distributing
agency in the U. S. MPEA, wliile
anxious to do 1>usiness wiUi tin
Soviet, liasnt been able to pin tlie
Russians down to a definite enoii^
offer to make what It considen a
fair

-

deaL

-

'

'

First reason i& that the Rutsiant

want prints sent to Moscow out oi
which they'll pic& what they vl^i
to buy. This would be satisfactory
to the American distributing organization if the Russians would
guarantee that of, perhaps, 50 subjects sent, they'd buy 20. Maas is
against sending over dozens of
prints out of which the Soviet
execs might choose just a few or
maybe none at all.

.

-

ON

TO

mum

^MAD£ THIS WEEK

.

.

MPEA

.

U.S.PIXUNAFmT£D
BfARG. DOLLAR FREEZE

-

^

,

Supreme

To

Friday (14) to clari^ its decision
In the Selling theatres anti-trust
case, so as to 'permit early divestiture of five theatres in a special
category.
In its recent ruling, the High
.

Court disagreed with the method
«f divestiture provided in the
Schine suit and sent the matter'
back to the trial judge, together
with a suggestion that the lower
court cancel out, the plan of using a
trustee to handle theatre gales ordered by the court.
However, the Justice Department pointed out in a. brief that
five theatres remain to be divested
under an old consent decree. TliiS'
situation has been handled by the
.trustee.

asked

The

Justice jDepartment

procedure be permitted to c<Hitinue, or that the Supreme Court mate dear Oiat it
tiiat this

wanted

it

stopped.

presidents.

,

dept.

execs of U.

companies.
A committee was also niamed to Yank distribs have been unable to
consult further with Maas this obtain permits for remittances
wedc. Bbard had before it i-ecom- since last summer. Morevocr, no
mendatians from a special com- permits have been granted for immittee of three which was sent ports of American ptx since earl^
irom Paris last month ior a two- this year.
day in-the-Ecene survey in Holland
Recently, an Argentine deciree
Group consisted of Paramount's provided a but of 75% on AmeriJohn B; Nathan, Universal's I^irry can film importations. The majors,
Novak and Metro's David Lewis.
iiowever, have been Unable to obIf the MPEA leaves Holland it tain clarification of the ruling and
will be because some of the com- no permits have been issued since
panies feel they can get mare that decree. Ordinarily, American
money out of the territory
com- film industry obtains yearly revpeting among themselves there enue of $6,000,000 from the counthan by distributing cooperatively try.
'Uvough the MPEA. A number of
The new freeze has taken the
American Indies have I>eett doing form of a notification by the Cenmoderately well by making deals tral Bank of Argentine to all other
with local distributors and a few banks that they can no
longetr te^
of the majors feel tiiey are thus mit dollars, Swiss francs
or Swedbeing done out of playdates that ish kroners for imports. Bankfi
axie
they could otherwise «naie.
ftwaiUng^ further glarlficatipn,
S.

.

,

,

promptly made, however, on piei
tures continuing to be played off
there.
Mass hopes to renew negotiations for another pact
In Poland, the state monopoly is
also living

up

to the letter of its

agreement but the playoff

is

dis-

appointingly slow, since Ui6re are
only five theatres in all of Warsaw.
American pix are such hits and get
such long runs, they bade up tre-

Piratins Pix?

Some companies have

privately

expressed the fear that the Russians might dupe the prints, «iiic«
there are no redprocal copyri^i
laws.
MPEA does not consider
this an issue, however, as tiiere
has never been any evidence of
pirating of films by the USSR.
Another reason for the MP£A'e
feeling' that there is little likelihood of making a deal is that
amounts offeredrin the past for flat
buys of rights to pictures have been
considered much too low. It is
thought however, that if Maas goes
to Moscow, the matter of payment
m^it be traded out satisfactorily.
The Russians last year sent a
list of about nine pix they'd like
to buy, but some of these were; feit
by industry exeta to be unsatisfaetoty for showing in the Soviet for
ideological reasons.
Sliould any

deal be
will

made with

be on a

tlie Russians, i'
basis, of course, of

tWdr selecting titles out of «
provided by the MPEA and
provejl by the U. S. State Dept.

Usi
ip-

Eagle Lion Oke$5.50-$20
PayTiltefor
stemming from dirert ne„
between Screen PuWl»«s
Guild and Eagle Lion, 27 home-

tions

oifice publicists

have received

V*^

hikes ranging from $20 for senior
^.50 for apprentices, reiToadive to Nov. 18, 1947. Tu^
were won Onder the union eonti-act'n wage reopening provislo^
Bypassing the arbitration pwcee^ings which the other film coinpsaieg in Mew York insisted upon
»»
before granting any salary
Creases, EL agreed to follow tne
SPG wage pattern set at 20th-io5'
two months: ago.
.1
At same time, 200 collarites w
National Screen Service, organiaro
by the Screen Office & P«>t«^'
flacks to

mendously.
thing is true of Bulgaria,
with which a six-month deal for 20
pix was made last September. It's
up now, but with films getting 15
to 20 weeks in a house, playoff is
very slow. Yugoslavia has shown
no American films since the War.
Maas is going there in hopes of
opening the market
Austria has seen.an improvement
tlw MPEA's situation in the
American, Brilisfa and French al Employees GuUd, received
.zones and even some ^light.ligh^ in average pay boost of 20%4

S^e

,

m

.

w

HCTIJBES—IT

TO CONTINUE AUCTION BIDDING
U and Par Eye Telenewsreel

gKO-Padw s NBC Video Lease No
Qioip to Eastmi hod. Hopes
York city govei?nmeht's
young man" pitch to
.'Come east,
mm producers will be

Hollywood
-continued
ptjt

crimp

despite the
in its plans last week by
leasing of its N. Y.
force,

in

LSA'sNBC
Zdios

television.

to

HKO-

by
T(Msti»g in the sponge
far as feature
ftt least as
cut oft at
is concerned,
vernn|ent s
the city

'

"+

TV'. K.O, to B's?
Television as an end* to B
pictures is. the latest straw in
the wind foreseen by film in>
dustry observers.
Film oracles believe that
once video - gets rolling on a
.

ntass.

consumer
of

theatre

basis,

top sports and
into theatres will

Patfee,

television

tooduction

news events

swoop
,f its bid to
card In
chief drawtag
only
roast producers. Constructed
Pathe studios
Svo yeTs ago, the
the most wodivere claimed to be

the spot previously allotted
Bpiic,
Observers believe that most
producers now turning out B
films eventually will make a
mass switch over to production

S

outside of Hollytitilwood and had already been
tedlor such forthcoming features
"Portrait of
Seloiick'*
O.
David
ernly-equipped

M
"

and BKO's "The Window."
Accordhig to Judge Edward C.

Maguire, special film COordlftWor

the
tor Mayor William O'Dwyer.
dty is now trying to develop other
\mce for the use.of Holly wood producers wishing to. lens plx in N. Y.
plans,
City won't go ahead with its
until It gets a definite
. hosvever,
commitment from the film Industry
that the space will be utilized^ So
has
for Maguire said, the Ittdustry
talked over the Invitatioii but has
taken no definite action., Btfe detiami to furnish vay further destudio
fiiilj^lon fhe projected new

fill

of

"films

for tele, since they're

accustomed to operating on the
budgets that tele is able to pay.
in that direction has already begun, in fact, with most

Swing

such producers seeking to gain
''experience, with an eye to the
future.

Rank

(Hfies Set

All signs

now

point to telovision
lifesize bailer from

Mayor

•

"

•

'

'

,

.

'

,

.

,

preme

justices of the V. S. SuCourt combined to toss

competitive bidding out of the
"must" provisions of the anti-trust
decree but most majors will con-

method of setting in
on a voluntary basis.
While most distribs have still to
take an official stand, all signs intinue, that
many spots

dicate

that

Metro,

RKO,

Para-

drastic, changes.

Which means

lit-

or no lessening in the number
of situations where pix 'are distributed on the competitive basis.
In taking their stand, distrib toppers note that the Supreme Court,
at no point in its lengthy opinion,
labelled competitive selling as illegal.- Two main grounds for rejecting the method as a panacea
for "monopoly werie that it would
launch the courts into a perpetual
policing of the industry and that it
was impracticable on a compulsory,
national scale, There was no sugtle

gestion, however, that majors would
be indulging in unfair tactics by

i^vL
bv
of

^»*"ious

,

^'""^o-

'"r

^nr"*
<V°nal

riani
ganization

is

companies inSpark plugged

NCAC'S PREZ, MORTON,

«"l<*' ad-Pul' director

Screen Service, oraiming to establish

M„*t?™P jn video similai- to the
Assn, of America
n +1?
the film- industry;

,

*^st meeting inelections
of committees

MAYJOIN20TH0NTY

tv in iu""*^?®

iem

t*>e

i

council's activit« the prob-

r/"'"^^
film
distribution to video
st^^L
stations.
One of the committees
assigned to draw Up a standa,?i
*

Serlin

contract lor tele- the

v sin ''•'"i'^i?"
vision
exhibition.

.

:

company's central district
with headquarters in Cincinnati.

WB

New TV Screen
HoUywoodi May

16.

First unveiling of RCA's new
large-screen theatre television will
be held at Warners' studio Friday
(21) night. System projects pictures
directly on theatre screens, as
against the Paramount, DuMont
method of taking' film from
kinescope and projiecting it.
Warners has jump on other film

in one of their

see

how

office

;

:

major without a video tie when
the summer starts.
Universal is currently in the
midst of hot negotiations with the

ABC

to Unveil

lected situations Tar the" hTghest
oft'er of comparable theatres. Some
of the companies haven't actively
sought bids but have opened the
way for bidding to any exhib who
meets the qualifications and wants
to vie on terms with a rival house.
In the main, there's no auctioning
of films an exhib makes one offer
without knowing what his competitor is willing to pay and the highest
bid gets the film.
Distribs favor the method not
only because it helps to keep them
clear of discrimination .charges.

—

been found that rentals on films
have been hoisted in many locales.
Hence, .there's strong sentiment for
continuance and only a flat nix
by the legal end will halt the prac-

It's

its

network and word

is

expected

in, short order.
Reportedly, the
deal under consideration would go
considerably further than the
three-way tieup of Fox Movietone
News, NBC and Camels, which provides for five newsreel . issuer
weekly. Universai's United World

Films would supply ABC with all
its film program requirements.
In that respect, deal would be
somewhat similar to' Jerry Fairbanks' pact with NBC. Fairbanks
supplies and handles all of tho
'

NBC

film airers.

UWF

would pro-

duce fUms for ABC; handle talent
requirements; make available pix
now on its shelves, and supply a
newsreel for five-per-week pro-

gramming.

Newsi:!eel-

epd would

only be incidental tO an overall
pact.-

,

it will affect theati-e boxtakes.
20th-Fox also has

.

;

:

.

Par's ldea»

:

own

theatres.

.

NATl ALLIED DEFERS

are beating theatres to the punch.
Paramounters, it's said, have decided -on the less frequent programming as a way of breaking
into the tele -field and garnering
the necessary experience before
.

'

TELEVISION QUESTION

Denver, May 18. ' swinging into the^company's own
National Allied States board operation with its. own stations.
meeting, with William Ainsworth, One spokesman for the company
president,
as presiding officer, said that Par would only sell to a
sluffed over, the television question national sponsor even though its
after members listened to lengthy execs are convinced that piecestation-by-station
selling
report by Trueman RembUsch. meal,,
They voted to keep the matter un- would bring it two to- three times
der cover until its next board meet- as much revenue.
Reason
behind
that
stance
is the
ing. Meanwhile, the study will be
continued with matter of bringing desire for Par to service its own
together theatre and television stations when, and if, FCC rulings
make
it possible,.
In
contract
a
executives to come up at later
with one sponor, -that possibility
meeting.
Meeting blasted ownership' of can be provided for with much
greater ease than In one-statioa
theatres

'

.;

tice.

,

by exchange managers' or

DietzandDeRochemont
Air Views on TV and Pix

Before Ad Women of N.Y.
Metro's pub-ad vice-prexy Howard Dietz and March of Time proRochemont
Richard
de
ducer
crossed opposing views of television's future at the Hotel Astor,
N. Y., luncheon yesterday (Tuesday) of the Advertising Women of
New York. While Dietz declared
that video was getting off on a
wrong foot by permitting advertising on its. programs, de Rochemont
asserted that commercial pic pror
ducers will be caught ub in a boom
when television comes of age as an

deals.

other film- company
employes,
Meanwhile, Warner Bros, is i"eclaiming such could easily work to
ported on tlie search for a tieup
detriment of independents and
is shroudwould give them advantage and for Wamer-Pathe.
ing its movements behind a veil of
could easily lead to discrimination
secrecy but industryites report
of other theatres. Recent supreme
that the company has been soundcourt decision was mulled over at
ing out sponsors on a potential
length, with only actiofi forthcomhookup.
ing being to thank Abram Myers
for his work in suit. Allied units
were alerted for possible violations
or court actions that might invalidate decree, especially warned to
INTO
watch for actions that might harm
independents.
Sacramento, May 18.
Board adjourned early Monday
Hal Roach filed papers here for
(17) to take a mountain trip to Cen- Halro Television Corp., capitalized
tral City.
at $2,000,000. Understood the producer will use his Culver -Studio to
shoot video reels, as well as renting space to other companies. ^
Par's Theatre Video
Iff addition to hl6 televidon p'rojhas a commitment to
Plans include Fites ect. Roach
produce siJt films for Metro release.
Paramount's theatre television is
currently at a standstill, with no
immediate plans for the next demDetroit's Theatre Preem
onstration at the Broadway Para-

WB

'

HAL ROACH LAUNCHES

TV PRODUCTION

I
!|

.

Detroit, May 18.
mount theatre.
Sol Krim, owner of the Krimhe said. He opined lihat video
Par tele veepee Paul Raibourn
slot-machine declared Monday (17) that the com- theatre, gave the Detroit preem
institute
a
method of payment by viewers for pany is mulling a number of ideas of theatre tele jyionday 17) on a
uptown playprogramming service.
to which to put the system but, 9x12 screen in his
Declaring that advertising films to date, none of them has jelled. house, using a major TV set which
have been limping along until now, He confirmed reports that Par is projects vision onto screen from a
de Rochemont said television will constructing a tele studio in its SOO-pound portable apparatus on a
provide the vehicle for their going homeoffice building, wluch also 10-foot platform pushed between

tre,

could

,(

He

films houses the .theatre, but declined to seats.
and
It continues today (Tues.)
furnish any details on what the
then will be used only for feature
studio would be used for.
Company is still negotiating for events to be fiashed on the screen
theatre TV rights to both the as part of the show. Same apLouis-Walcott and Zale-Graziano paratus is used for 30x40*inch
be the deciding factor in the pro- fights, he said, but hasn't yet closed screen in the lobby. It's first sucit
apparatus here.
either deal.
duction of advertising films.

places.

predicted

that

would furnish the bulk of programming material for television when
the medium becomes firmly estabWB Ups
lished. At that time, he ^aid,
apbeen
Bernie Serlin has
women's tastes and opinions' will
man
in
pointed Warner Bros, field

cities.

tures-Television, those ^stories
are departmentalized oh this
page.
But attention is drawn to
other TV news in the Radio
Dept.; also the AFM-TV scale,
story in Music.

have

Two film companies
launched into renewed negotia-.^;
tions for a television-^newsreel marriage "and a third is reported con-*
tinuing its search for a national
sponsor to back its entry into the
video field via its newsreel company.
If their efforts work out,
Metro's Newsrof-the-Day will be
the only reel oufit belonging to a

.

&

Pieuminary to a permanent
form
Title for the outfit f.^"*'^?^"*"National Television-Film
rm ^
ton but
those attending
finalized yet. If Morton joins the
sUt^T?**"^ were.Hdl Hodes, as- company, it's not certain what posioi^v^*T*°.^«'^'«n'''i^ Pictures vice- tion he'll assume.
Skouras has
Cohn; John Dickinson,
appointed shorts salesalrjeady
national sales rep in
tew?""* and
manager Peter Levathes as tele
p°"=
Ralph
I. Poucher,
manpublicity
radio
director and
from
Pictures. Gold was agGiKahn has been
Ii-ving
eSp?"?"''"*'
«'ected
temporary chairman.
handling the company's applicaMotion was passed at the meetvarious
in
grants
tions for video

on Pic-

Paramount has- reopened negotiordered the equipment.
Warnere, it's reported, is making ations with a national sponsor.
arrangements with one of the two Par, however, has put through a
tele stations in operation here for change of objective, It's no longer
Friday's telecast. Subject of the looking .to peddle a five-per-week
show is being kept hush-hush, just issue of its reel but wants to hold it
as plans for the unveiling have down to one-per-week, -Understood,
been
kept under wraps by Warners. the company thinks it can avoid
How It Works Out
exhib squawks Which have been
Technique generally used is toi It's not known when firm will levelled at 20th on the assertion
spring
the system on the public
make a film available in these sethat video stations, supplied daily,

Alfred H. (Doc) Morton, prez
Artists advertising medium.
of the National Concert
Dietz saw the miain reason for
Corp. and once NBC television
the film industry in
topper, may join the mushrooming the success of
the fact that it didn't permit plugs
20th-Fox video department.
Twentieth prez Spyros Skouras in its product. If radio followed the
confirmed yesterday (Tuesday) that film industi-y's policy, and films alhe has had several talks with Mor- lowed advertising, people would sit
theadteclared nothing has been at home and never go to the

tirv^*^-..^™^"^

is

companies with new system, it was
learneo. The new equipment was
delivered last \ week, and is now
being installed. Warners is spending $100,000 on the experiment, to

'

<

TV News

pursuing that system.
Behind the continuation of competitive, bidding on pix is the fear
of mounting exhib anti-trust suits.
The system is figured as insurance
in tough spots against further
treble-damagers.
Most majors
chose the trouble spots' as situations to' initiate competitive selling.
A swing back to' the old method
which favors one exhib (generally
an affiliate) over: another is now
considered an open invitation to a
law suit.

.

MOVE FOR PIX TV
ORG AT N.Y. MEETING

Other

Where the accent

mount, 20th-Fox and Universal will
peddle their films without any

.

For Tele Saks

being, handed a
0!l>wyer, according to British films in video networks'
f
Maguire, Is still optimistic that the search for celluloid. to bolster its
campaign.
in
its
succeed
will
city
program requirements. Starting in
It's the city's fault, he pointed out,
tlie fall, a flock of J. Arthur Rank's
if there ate any obstacles in the
illms, which are four years old or
path of Hollywood producers seek- more, will be packaged for televithe
it's
and
ing to. work hi N. Y.
United World Films,
sion use.
obCity's job to eliminate those
Universai's subsid which handles
stacles. That's already been done, Rank's tele and 16m affairs in the
..lilaguire claimed, and now It's up U.S., will channel the films to tele.
to the' film companies to take adAs an indication of the tremenvantage of the opportunities open dous market which will open, it's
to them. He expressed optimism estimated that 200 Britislf pix
that eastern film production would meeting the-age- requirement have
pick up but conceded that it might never been shown in the U.S. These
" be an extremely sloW' process.
films backpiled during the war and
11K0>-Pathe prez Harry Michal- were later sidetracked for newer
«on, meanwhile, declared his com- Rank imports.
pany wasn't averse to giving up
Oifer of David Samoff chairman
plans for feature production in of the board of NBC, to play
N. X. because "more studio space British films on the NBC video
has been opched up on the Coast."
network won't be accepted, at least
Deal with NBC, he pointed out, in its present form.. Sarnoff pertakes .RK0 6nt of the studitf rental sonally asked Rank, while the latter
situation, siiice it no longer has
was visiting the U.S., for tele rights
either space or facilities available,
in return for running free trailers.
He emphasized that Pathe Would If Sarnoff wahts the filmit for video,
continue its full schedule of shorts he'll have to pay dollars 'for the
{"Pduction in N. Y., pointing out privilege rathier than the swap
that the company would retain
its which. he proposed.
projection rooms, cutting rooms
Rank's entry into the American
and sound recording faclUties, intelevision market is expected to
clu^lfg mu§ic stages, at the stugive British films an overwhelming
weight on video nets as against
Hollywood product. Sir Alexander
Koi-da has already sold tele rights
1ST
to 24 of his films to WPIX, new
N Y. Daily News station, which is
distributing them nationwide. Sale
hardly started
.First steps
towards the organi- of Yank films has
because Bf major company resist°l * permanent television
organization to coordinate actlvi- ance plus a ban on use of the
soundtracks by James C, Petrillo,
ws of film prpducers, stations
Federation
asencies were taken at a head of the American
h!2
N. Y., meeting yes- of Musicians.
w/, ^^i?'"'
<Tues.) attended by 50
rfr,!^

"

Ties Beyond Movietone s NBC Deal
Seven

,

This will revive

him, Leo"

^

;^

M-G-M HAS THi PICTURiS!
like

Line-up thai Peps-upf
APRH. 29
VAN JOHNSON. Anfldii
FRANK CAPRA** "STATE OF

SPENCER TRACY, KATHARINI HEPBURN^
lansbury, Adoiplw M«iii«u, l«wis SfeiM in

THE union;"

vmx 20

••SUMMER HOIIDAY" (Ttimkelot}. MICKEY ROONEY, GLORIA D«HAVB4r
Widbr HwtlQii, Fratdc Morgan, Butcli JiHikins, Marilyn Moxw^ Agmi>
Moorrfiwwl, SdliMMi RoyUb

BULY 27

CLARK GABLE, lANA TURNER, Anna
"HCMWfCOMlNG" Roy

CoHiits, Gloifys

Baxtar, Jofan.Hediak in
Coopw, Gnntoran M^hail,

nmE 3
OIY" MARGARET O'BRIEN; Robert Proston, Danny Thomas,
Gwigo Murphy, Kotfn Booth, Edward Arnold, Butch Jonldns, Bofly Gonralf,
'*BIG

Lottaiohmonn.

nm 10

JUDY GARLAND, GENE KELLY
Shixak, Gladys Cooper, Reginald

in "THE PIRATF'
Owen.

liims 24
"ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU" (Tccfmico/or).

(TockHtofar).

WaHor

ESTHER WILLIAMS, PETER

LAWFORD, RICARDO MONTALBAN, JIMMY DURANTE, CYD CHAR1»E,
XAVIER CUGAT.

IIILY

8

IRVING BERLIN'S "EASTER PARADE" (rechnfcofor). Starring
JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASTAIRE, PETER LAWFORD, ANN MILLER.

IinUY

29

"A DATE WITH JUDY" (recbnicofor). WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELL,
EUZABETH TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA. XAViER CUGAT, ROBEUT
STACK.

AUGUST $

GREER GARSON, WALTER PIDGEON in "JULIA MISBEHAVES" PETER
LAWFORD, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CESAR ROMERO, Lucilo Watson, Nigel
Brace, Mary Boland, Reginald Ow«n.

AUGUST
RED SKELTON, BRIAN DONLEVY

in

12

"A SOUTHERN YANKEE"

Arleno

Dohi, George Coulouris, Lloyd Gough, John Ireland, Minor Watson.

SEPTEMBEE
"THE THREE MUSKETEERS" (Tedmict^or). LANA TURNER, GENE KQIY,
VAN HEFUN, ANGELA LANSBURY, Fntnfc Moigm,

JUNE ALLYSON,

Vincent Price, Keenan Wynn, John Sutton, Gig Young.

3-M GREAT IN

'48!

is/

'

—

.

Wcd»«iid«y,

CROSSES

picrrijitB

19

'Noose' Not Hanging So Ifigb in

mm-,

"

Mty

'Curtain'

75G,

'Slianghar $7,000,

W
LA^

Omaha, May

May

Boston,

Key

office.

This

Estimated Total Gross ,
.. $2,567,000
This Week
(Based on 22 cities, 200

Last week, "Sainted Sisters" (Par)

65)—"Iron Curtate"
RKO Hillstreei (RKO) (2,890; 60- est $10,500. Last week, "State of
80)—"Miracle Bells": (RKO) and Union" (2d wk), $7,000.
"Wreck Hesperus" (Col). Light --Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 1665)—"Satated Sisters" 'Par) and
(WB) and "Valley Giants" (WB) (re- "Adventui-es Casanova" (EL). Mild
$11,000. Last week, "Caged Fury"
issues), dim $12,100.
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)—"Let- (Par) and Sammy Kaye orch on
ter Unknown Woman" (U) and stage, sock $26,500 and near house

.

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same

Last Year

{BaseA an 20

Estimates for This Week
Astor (JaycQX) (1.300; 40-80)—
Years" (RKO) (4th wk)
Holding up to $7,000 after $9,30(i

Week
$2,868,004
cities,

•

200

'•Best

'

theatres)

last.

Boston

$17,000. Last week, "Fighting 69th"

"Port Said" (Col) (2d wk). Down
to $4,500. Last week, good $9,700.
Belmont (FWC) (1.532; 60-Sl)—
Studio City (FW^C) (880; 60-$l)—
"Noose Hangs High" (EL) and "Letter Unknown Woman" (U) and
"Cobra Strikes" lEL). Medium $3,- "Port Said" (Col) (2d wk). Off to
500 in 10 days. Last week, "Sahara" $2,500. Last week, trim $5,000.
(Col) and "Destroyer" (Col) (reisUnited Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l)

"Berlin

HtfomaD' Aided

By

record at 20-80c. scale

Omaha

(Tristates)

(2,100;

16-^)

—"Fabulous Texas" (Rep) and

Kaye, Mpls., 24G

'Tlie

Adventuress" (EL). Light $8,000,
Last week, "Lost Moment" (U) and
"Roses Are Red" (20th). $8,500.
State (Goldberg) (365; 16-65)--

Minneapolis,

May

18.

Such sock attractions as Sammy
Kaye band on Radio City stage
sues), ofce $3,600.
-"Letter Unknown Woman" (U) "Alias Gentleman" (M-G) and pliis "Smart Woman" and State's
Iron Curtain" are having the
today.
"The
Started
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- and "Port Said" (Col) (2d wk). "Railroaded" (EL).
Biumenfeld) (826; 65-$l>— 'Will It Modest $6,500. Last week, Qiedium (Tues.). Last weeft, '^iTsan. N.Y. misfortune to be running headon
Adventure" (M-Gl and "Tarzan's into a local b.o. slump, with mild
Happen Again" tFC) and "Argyle $11,800.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)— Secret Treasure" (Sl-G) (reissues), weather blamed. Latter looks
Secrets" (FC). Slim $2,500. Last
stamlout with sturdy week. Other
week, "Summer Storm" CUA) and "Iron Curtain" (20th) and "Best good $4,(10Oi
newcomers include "Ideal Hus"Abroad With Two Yanks" (UA) Man Wins" (Col). Good $11,000.
band" dnd "Casbah," both moder(reissues) (5 days), $1,100.
Last week, "Furnace Creek" (20th)
ate.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 60- and "Lead Soldiers" (20th) {2d wk'Gurtab' Gives Balto
$1)—"Irott Curtain" {20th) and 5 days), slim $3v300.
Estimate for This Week
Vo^e (FWC) (885; 60-85)—
"Best Man WIus" fCol). Nifty $9,Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
Oke "Ideal
500. Last week. 'Tumace Creek" "Noose Hangs High" (EL) and "CoLift, $11,000;
Husband" (20th). Mild
<20th) and "13 Lead Soldiers" bra Sfcrikes" (EL>. Slow $6,000 in
$6,000. Last week, "Tender Yeai's"
10 days. Last week, "Sahara" (Coi)
(20th) (5 days), thin $2,700.
$12,000, 'DueF Hot 13G (20th), yanked after 6 days at vei-y
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; and "Destroyer" (Col) (reissues),
thin $3,000.
Baltimore, May 18,
60-$l)-r-"Iron Curtain" (20th) and fair $4,100.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 40)
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$!)—
"Best Man" (Col). Good $15,000.
trade here is generally off, with
"Furnace
Creek" "State Union" (M-G) (3d wk). Good most of b.o. action coming at night. "Elephant Boy" (Indie) and "South
Last
week.
(20th) and "Lead Soldiers" (20th) $8,500 in 8 days. Last week, brisk Of current list, "All My Sons." is of Taiiiti" (Indie), (reissues). Light
Last week, "Broadway"^
$2,500.
{2d wk-5 days), light $5,600.
$12,000.
drawing some trade to Keith's
Wiltetn (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)— after an energetic advance buildup. (FC) and "Flame of New Orleuns"
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l—
"^ooBB Hangs High" (EL) and "Woman to White" (WB) and "Al- "The Iron Curtate" looks better (FC) (reisiueti), $3,000.
"Cobra Strikes*' (EL). Light $5,000 ways Together" (WB) (2d wk). Slim comparatively, with fancy session
Lyceum (gchreiber) (1,900; 85)—
in 10 days. Last- week, "Sahara" $7,500. Last week, pleasant $13,100. on tap at .the New. Rest of list 'Street Corner" (Indie) (3d wk).
(CoU and "Destroyer" (Col) (reisSex film hiift tWttkuA KenRatlonally
shapes fairish.
sues), oke $4,400.
depression
despite uenemi
b,o.
Estimates for This Week
D«wittawn (WB) (1,800; 60-$I>—
here. Good $7,<KK» After big $10,000
Centuiry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20•Woman in White" (WB) and "Al60)—"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Return Idst week*
ways Togethei?' tWB) f2d wfc>. Slim
50-70)—
"Big
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
XURTAIN'25G
FRISCO;
at pop prices heading toward $13,$9,000. Last we^, medium $14,000.
Clock" (Par) (m.o.). Fair $5,000.
DtfwntowD! Mnsie Hail (BlumenSan Francisco, May 18. ,|iOOO, not bad after previous run at Last week, "Sign of Ram" (Col)
fcld) <872; 60^1)—"W^Ul It Happen
Outstapding this week is "Fort upped scale extended to 10 {>layteg (2d wk). light $4,000.
"State
of
second
Last
week,
weeks.
A&aA" *FC> and "Argyle Secrets' Apache," with, strong session at the
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-85)—
(FC>. OBis l^fim. Last week Golden Gate. It was helped open- of union" (M-G) fine $10,300.
(Mono)
and
Hifipodcome (Rappaport) (2,240; Smart Woman"
"Sanim«r Storm" (tfA) and "Two ing day by personals by John Agar,
Yanks" (UA) (reissues) (5 days), Mack Paar and George O'Brien. 2ft-70)— "Mating of Millie" (Col) Sammy Kaye orch on stage. Band
is bringtog 'em in. Not so big at
build
may
crix
vaude.
Local
plus
Iron Curtain" looks nice at the
Last week, "State of
Egjptian (FWC) (1..538; 60-$l)— Fox while "All My Sons" is big in this teto sturdy $15,000. Last wepk, $24,000.
"State of Union" (M-G) (3d wk). two houses.
"Lady from Shanghai" (Col) and Union" (M-G)' (2d wk), down tfr
disappointing $11^000 after big
Down to $6,500 in 8 days. Last
vaude (2d wk), $11,200.
Kstimatcs for This Week
$20,000 opeher.
week, sturdy ^10,300.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65Keith's (Sch^nberger) (2,640^ 20
RKO-Orpbenm (RKO) (2,800; 50El Rey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)— 1.00)
"Fort Apache" (KKO). 60)-'"All My Sons" (U). Strongly
•Noose Hangs High" (EL) and Strong $27,000. Last week, "Miracle sold but looks only passably good 70)—"Casbah" (U). Moderate $7,"Cobra Strikes" (EL). Slow $4,000 of Bells" (RKO) (2d wk). okay $12,- $12,000. Last week, "Are You With 000 to prospect. Last week, "Miracle of Bells" (RKO), good but bein 10 days. -Last week, "Sahara" 500.
(Continued on page 16)
(Col) and "Destroyer" (Col) (reislow hopes at $13,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—"Iron
sues), $3,500.
BKO-Pau (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
Curtain" (20th). Nice $25,000- LAst
Guild (FWC) (96.8; 60-$l)—"Let- week, "Fiimace Creek" (20th),
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (m.o.).
ter From Unknown Woman" (U) listless $11,500 in 6 days.
Healthy $8,000. Last week, "Naked
'Berlin' Best Bet in Pro?^
and "Port* Said" (Col) (2d wk),
City" (U) (3d Wk), good $7,500.
Warflcld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
Kear $2,000, Last -week, oke $4,200. "State of Union" (M-G) {3rd wk).
Big
'Cnrtam' 17G State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Iron
'

W

—

.

—

•

m€HE'S0Cl[027G,

'

'

•

-

—

Hawaii (G

106;

60-$iy

&

SrBlumenfeld)

— "Will

It

(1,-

(Par) (2,646; 60-85)-^

(FC). Okay $3,000 or near. Last "Winter Meeting" (WB). Fair $18,week, "Summer Storm" (UA) and 500.
Last week,- "Noose Hangs
"Two Yanks" (UA) (reissues) (5 High" (EL), big $22,000.
days), dismal $1,100.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-35)—
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 60-$l)—
(Continued on page 16)
"Woman in White" iWB) and "Always Together" (WB) (2d wk).
Light $8,000. Last week, medium Wash. Whoops It Up For

$12,700.

•

Hollywood Music Hall (Bl'umen
'Apache,' Smash $20,000
feid) (475; 60-85)—"Will It Happen
Again" (FC) and "Argyle Secrets"
Washtogton, May 18.
(FC).
Slow $2,500. Last week
Cool weather looks to be a defi"Summer Storm" (UA) and "Two nite tonic to biz this session. "Iron
Yanks" (UA) (reissues) (5 days), Curtain," with vaude, at Loew's
only $900.
Capitol, shapes as a si^er, with no
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)—-"Letter Signs of the tiots and demonstraUnknown Woman" (U) and. "Port tions which were anticipated. BigSaid" (Col) (2d wk). Modest $2,500 gest thing in town, however, is
Last week, okay $5,200.
"Fort Apache" at RKO Keith's,
Loew's State (Loew's-WC) (2,404; which is soaring to heights un60.$! )—"Iron Curtain" (20th) and known at that house for months.
"Best Man Wins" (Col). Bright
Estimates tor This Week
$30,000 or over. Last week, "Fur-

nace

Greek"

Soldiers"

(20th)
(20th) (2d

and

Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—

"Lead "Ifon Curtain" (20th) plus vaude,

days), Solid $27,000, with town's papers
kudoing it to editorials and pan^
Los Anjreles (D'to\wi-WC) (2,097; ning .it in their, drama columns.
60-$l)—"State Union" (M-6) {3d Last week, "B. F.'s Daughter" (MWk). Slow $9,000 in 'final 8 days G) with vaude, good $24,000 but
Last week, average $14,500.
less than expected.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)—
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)
"Iron Curtain" (20th) and "Best "Fort ApaCh^" (RKO)/ Standout in
Man Wins" (Col). Good $9,500. town with smash $20,000, best to
Last week, "Furnace Creek" (20th) months at this house. Last week,
and "Lead Soldiers" {20th) (2d wk- "Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (2d wk),
5 days), slow $4,300.
$7,000.
Orphcum (D'town-WC) (2,210;
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
60-$l)— "Noose Hangs High" (EL) "Unconquered" (Par). Disappointand "Gobra Strikes" (EL). Nice teg $18,000, on popular-price run.
$17,000 to 10 days. Last week, "Sa- Last week, "State of Union" (M-G)
hara" (Col) and "Destroyer" (Col) (2d wk), oke $18,000.
(reissues), neat $14,200.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)

mild

wfc-5

$10,70J).

—

,

—

'

Pantases (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)—
"Tarzan
Mermaids"
(RKO).
"Miracle Bells" (RKO) and "Wreck Sturdy $9,000. Last week, "PittsHesperus" (Col). Mild $17,000. Last burgh" (U) (reissue), poor $5,000.
week, "Fighting 69th"- (WB) and
Warner. (WB) (2,lo4; 44-74)—
"Valley Giants" (WB) (reissues), "Woman in White" (WB). Sluggish
$8,000.
$14,000. Last week, "Winter MeetParamount (F&M) (3.398; 60-$l) ing" (WB), ^13,000, and far below
—"I, Jane Doe" (Rep) and "Main expectations.
.

«•)

.

.

$18,000;

Only $7,500 in 5 days. Last week,

Happen okay Sl'5,500,
Paramount

Again" (FC) and "Argyle Secrets"

RKO

Providence,

May

in

^

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

Mod-

(20th).

$8,800.

...

May

best piay
at the Met but otherwise biz
gen-•
erally is dull.
Summer Hotiday"
shapes as moderate at State and
Orpheum.
"Paradine Case,"
_
yanced price run at the EsquS*
is off to » good start. "Smugglers "
best foreign film in town, Wii
big at the Exeter.

City Grosses

Week

18.

$75,000 or better in
While no record, this
good in the light of the general
biz trend.
"Miracle of Bells," in two houses,
looks mild $34,000. "Noose Hangs
High" i-s sighting $35,500 for 10
days in five locations, mostly smallseaters. "Will It Happen Again"
shapes to get dim $14,000 in four
small spots.
Estimates for This Week

19,

B^$27m Hob; Holiday' Oby38G

the weekend. Packinghouse strike
boxstill is cutttog deeply mto the

Estimates for
St. Kid" (Rep). Very thin $7,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-35>-"Lady From Shanghai" (Col) and
and "Shaggy" (Par^ $12,600.
Fme
Paramount Hollymiod (F&M) (1,- "Return: Whistler" (Col).
Last week, "Miracle of
451; 60-$l)— "I, Jane Doe" (Rep) $7,000.
and "Main St. Kid" (Rep). Slight Bells" (RKO) and "Adventures
Last week, "Sainted Sis- SUverado" (Col), same.
five theatres. $5,000.
16(2,800;
Paramount (Tristates)
(Par) and "Shaggy" (Par),
is rated very ters"

Los Angeles,

Firjstruns here are taking a slugging this week and overall pro^
pects are not bright. Balmy weather and product are blamed. "Iron
Curtain" is setting the pace, with

May

'CurbHn'GetsTtViaN.Y.Pici(ets,

18.

Open air season arrived Jiere
with fair weather over weekend,
and biz is off from strong level of
be
last week. Best will probably
"Lady From Shanghai" at Brandeis.
Cooling systems went on during

Dim 34G, 'Woman' Mildish 241/26, 2d

-

"

Curtain" (20th). Plenty of publicity
for this one and customers like pic,
too.
Sturdy $14,000. Last week
"Big Clock" (Par), $13,000.

18,

Alli^ee's "Berlto Express" is
best bet hereabouts with most
stands on the upgrade. Majestic's
"Iron Curtain" also looks good.
Ideal weather improv tog 'to cut
into weekend take. State's "Summer HoUday" is only fairly steady
Estimates for This Week

"Smart

(RKO)

(3,200;

40-iBO)-,

Express"
(RKO)
(Mono) (2d

Politics"

Down

and

wW

to $18,000 after great $25,00(1
for first stanza,

EsQOire (M-P) (1,000; 90-$1.25)'-,
"Paradine Case" (SRO).> On continuous road-show basis, first week
looks okay $15,000.
Last week,
subsequent run.
Exeter (Indie) (I.JOO; 45-75)—
"Smugglers" (EL) ,and "Know
Where I'm Going" (U). Class nabe
house doing wow $8,000,
Last
week, "Nicholas Nickleby" (U) and
"Quiet Weekend" (Indie) (3d wk),
'

$4,000.

:

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
"Ruthless" (EL) and "Old Los Angeles" (Rep).
Fair $6,000.
Last
week, "Woman in White" (WB) and
"Fighting 69th" (WB) {reissue),
$6,500.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—
"All My Sons" (U) and "Louisiana"
(Mono) (2d wk). Dropped to $22,000 ait^ big $28,000 for first week.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
"Iron Curtain" {20th) and "Rocky"
(Indie).
Hypoed by N. Y. picket-'
ing, this one's going to a big
$27,000, though no incidents reported Here. Last week, "B. F.'s
Daughter" (M-G) and "Man from
Texas" (EL), $22,600.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
"Summer Holiday" (M-G) and
"Trapped Boston Blackie" tCol).

Not up to expectations at $22,000.
Last week, "State Union" (M-G>
(2d wk), $17,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)-*
"Ruthless" (EL) and "Old Los An-

Moderate

geles" (Rep).

Last

week;

"Woman

in

S14,000.
Wliite"
(\VB)

(WB) and "Fighting 69th"
(reissue), $12,300.

State

(Loew)

(3,500;

"Summer

40-80)—
and

Holiday"
(M-G)
"Trapped Boston Blackie"

(Col).

Fairly big in nabe house at $16,000.
Last week, "State Union" (M-G)
(2d wk), nice^$ll,500.
'
'

.

.

HeidtUps Hunted'
Great $30,000, Det.
Detroit,

May

18.

—

Horace Heidt's band is boosting
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)
"Remember Mama" (RKO). First, "The Hunted" to a great 6-day
nabe showing. Good $5,000. Last week at Broadway-Capitol this

week. "Unconquered" (Par), $4,200. stanza. Otherwise biz is off, posWorld (Mann) (350; 50-85)
sible explanation being the slump
"Meet John Doe" (Indie) (reissue).
in buying
Chrysler
44-65)— Mild $2,000. Last week. "Lost strike is power that the
creating. The number o£
"Berlin Express"
( RKO)
and Moment" (U), $2,100.
holdovers also is hurting.
Best
"Blonde Savage"
(RKO),
Fast
straight-filmer is "Noose Hangs
$18,000, and best bet in town at
High," staging at the Palms.
current pace. Last week, ''Miracle
INDPLS. OFF; 'CURTAIN'
Estimates for This Week
of Bolls" (RKO) and "PbUo Vance

Albee

(RKO)

—

(2,200;

Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"State of Union" (M-G) I3d wk).
IIG, 'ARCH'
Fair $8,000, compared to good
Indianapolis, May 18.
Qualifying trials for Decoration $10,000 second stanza.
Broadway - Capitol (United-DeDay 500-miler at Speedway drew
Last week, "Smugglers" (EL) and estimated 70,000 attendance Satur- troit) (3,309; 70-95)— "The Hunted"
"Cobra Stritces" (EL) (2d wk) day and Sunday and put sfeasonal (Mono), plus Horace Heidt orch on
$5,000. damper on firstrun film biz here. stage, Great $30,000 or over in 6
Fay's
(Pay)
44-65)— "Iron Curtato,'" at Indiana, looks days. Last week, "Sainted Sisters"
(1,400;
"Strawberry
Roan"
(Col)
and tops for stanza With modest figure. (Par) and Stan Kenton orch, King
Cole Trio, wow $40,000 for first
vaude. Rugged $7,500 or over.
EMimates for This Week
stage layout of yedr.
Last week, "Holiday in Mexico^
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800: 44(M-G) (2d run), $6,500,
Downtown (Balaban) (2.863; 7065)
^"Winter Meeting" (WB) and
(2d
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
"Fighttog 69th" (WB). Thin $9i000.. 96)-."Bishop's Wife" (RKO)
wk). Fair $7,000 compared to good
"Iron Curtain" (20th> and 'Let's Last week, "Bishop's
Wife" (RKO), $10,000 last
week.
Live Again" (20th). Snappy $17,- $12,000.
000. Last week, "To Victor" (WB)
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70Indiana fG-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
"13
95)—
and "Campus Sleuth" (Mono),
"All My Sons" (U) and
{20th>.'
Modest
JtPJLr.
$13,000.
$11,000. Last week, "Unconquered" Lead Soldiers" (20th) (2d wk).
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- (Par), fair $11„'500, first
Mild $15,000 after sturdy ?34,0D0
time at
65) ^"Guadalcanal Diary"
last week.
(20th) regular scale.
and "Purple Heart" (20th) (reisKeith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)—
Ulichigan (U-D) (4.039; 70-95)—
sues).
Nice ' $9,400. Last week, "Bishop's Wife" (BKO)
Meeting" (WB), "Here
(m.o.), Ofce "Wtoter
"Corvette K-225" (U) "Wings Over $5,000. Last week, "Black
SatisfacNarcis- Comes Trouble" (Col).
Honolulu" (U) (reissues), $7,000.
sus" (U) and "Campus Sleuth" tory $18,000.
Last week. "Lady
State t.Loew)
(3,200;
44-65)
(Mono), $4,000,
From Shanghai" (Col) and "Ma"Summer Holiday" (M-G) and
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)— donna of Desert" (Rep),. $15,000.
"Devil Ship" (M-G). Fairly nice "Arch of Triumph"'
(UA). Tfepid
Palms (U-D) (2,716; 70-95)-$18,500.
Last
week "State of $10,000. Last week, "State
of "Noose Hangs High" (EL) and
Union"
(M-G)
f2d
wk)
good Union" (M-G) (2d wk>, mild $9,000 "Llgfatnin' In Forest" iRepJ$14,000.
after first week's big $19,000.
Strong
$15,000. Last week. "ScudStrand (Silverman) (2,200: 44-65)
^^'^^
'1.600;
44-65)— da Hoo" (20th) and "Tender Years'
^"Sainted
Sisters"
(Par)
and u.^^*^,
Smugglers" (EL) and
(20th), $16,000.
"Speed to Spare" (Par). Opened (Mono), Slow $5,000. "Louisiana"
I„ast week,
United
Artists (U-D) (2.976; 70Monday (17), Last week, "Uncon- "Man from Texas" fEL) and
"As- 9-5)— "Remember Mama" iRKO)
quered" (Par) and "Midnight Sere- .signed to Danger" lEL),
about (3d wk). Disappointing $10,0(jO
nade" (Par), .swell $12,000.
same.
after solid $14,000 in second week*
Returns"

(RKO)

(Zd

-wk),

fat

MILD

$14,000.-

Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)
"Ideal Husband" (20th) and "Whispering City" (EL), Okay $6,500

lOG

,

.

—

—

I

—

,

HCTIJRE

Up turtain

Pickets

'Shanghai 'Lusty $9,500,
Port.;H.O.'s Also Stout

to $37,000 in Chi;

Plenty Iron

Portland, Ore., May 18.
biz is holding up well
session.
"Lady from Shanghai" at Paramount shapes as standout. "Unconquered" and "State of

Men

COftOSSES

11

for 'Iron Curtain'

Downtown

%IinTair20G,loman

this

Brisk 14G,

Plus Ed Sullivan Revue, Big $115,i0,

Union" are ace holdovers.

^Song' Sweet ISa 'River Fast 16G
Chicago, May 18,
over weekend,
Arrival of spring
new films,
of seven newjlms,
rfi-^f the entry
olis

houses a chracc to
PJ"ffivtoK Loop
fs-giVta
is Sivne
gasi, hissed during
r*?™IrftV5tege' of cold and rata.
Cattaln-' brought
"It?? \^w.wlm.
of "iron
ol

^

feS

Rnpnlhs!

but not smash.

i'OUi

Estimated Total Grosv
This Week
$583,000
{Based on IT theatres)
Last Year
....... $693,000
(Based on 18 theatres)

at

shapes as only fair
Palace 'while "River
be stout $16,000 at
•

Duel' Fast $18

Jff^m

promises
in White"
and
*UO00 at the Roosevelt
seems set for
HmToi My Heart"Apollo.
115,000 at
Ertlmates for This Week

^'"Wo'man

In Better L'vffle

rSg

Louisville,

May

18,

is generally on upbeat
this stanza, with all houses reportA^llo (B&K) (1,400:
suck $15,000. ing better biz than last week, and
(Mono)
"Overlanders" (U) (2d in some cases better than it has
fist v?^ek.
been in the last three months.
(3.900:
98>^ Leader will be the State, where
"Duel in Sun" at regular priciBS is
packing 'em in. "Iron Curtain." at

98)—"Song

Boxof fice

St"

%S.'«K)

ffih) (2d wk), fine $35,000.

the

Rialto

is

getting

some

Ram"

(Col) (4th wk) (m.o.).
O.K. $3,000. Last week, fine $3,200.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; , 50-85)—

of

gl^. Kmart $32,000

Tma

play.

Tendency to shop for entertainment is mainly held responsible
current dip.
Unconquered" (Par) (2d wk. 6 forWhile
the allday rain Sunday
Big
days), day date Orpheum.
was figured helping, several thea$4,500; Last week, sock $8,500.
tres reported being hurt. DownOrpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)— pour
most of Thursday ( 13 ) also
"Unconquered" (Par) (2d wk), also was crippling. Exhibitors figured,
Oriental. Big $7,500 or near. Last
though, that normal rains of the
week, torrid $12,500.
past seven days helped since washParamount (H-E) ^3,400; 50-85)- ing out big league ball games.
"Lady from Shanghai" (Col) and
"Iron Curtain," with stageshow
"13 Lead Soldiers" (20th). Solid
-topped by Ed Sullivan and his re$9,500. Last week, "Robin Hood"
vue at RojQT. '.is ^^tandout among
(WB) (reissue) and "Bowery Buck- newcomers. With rival picket lines
eroos" (Mono), okay $6,600.
clashing last Tuesday (11) night
Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)— at preview showing and resultant
"Robin Hood" (WB) (reissue) and news and photo breaks, this likely
"Bowery Buckeroos" (Mono) (m.o.). will wind up at great $115,000 in
"Furnace
week,
Last
So-so $1,800.
first
week ended last (Tues.
treek" (20th) and "Prince of night.
Thieves" (Col) (m.o.), $1,200.
"Will It Happen Again?" is next
United Artists (Parker) (895; SO- best newcomer, soaring to new
BS)—"Naked City" (U) (3d wk). Rialto record with $30,000 or near

Grand (Rk6) (1.500; 98)-"River "Old Los Angeles" at Strand likeLast wise shapes trim.
Pert $16,000.
Tadv" (U).
Week "Are You With It?" (U) (2d
Estimates for This Week
Good $6,000 or over.
wk) trim $13,000.
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1.200; big $8,200.
98)-'TupM«nm (Mie) (1,000;
45-65)— "Sitting
Pretty"
(20th)
»ace Creek" (20th) (2d wk). Modopener. (m.o.). neat $6,500, Last week,
irate- $10,000 after $13,000
"Big Clock" (Par)' and "Caged
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 98)—
Fury" (Par) (m.o,), mild $3,500.
"Alias a Gentteman" (M-G) (2d wk)
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30*
Milton Betle revue on stage.
"Pirates Monterey'' (U) and
Hefty $50,000 after $63,000 opener. 40)
Eri«* (BKO) (2,500; 88)—"Ber- "Bill and Coo" (Rep). Nice $3,200.
Fair $20,000. Last week. "Knew Susie" (RKO)
lin Express" (RKO).
Kst week. "Naked City" (U) (2d and "Double Life" (U), $3,000.

ym

Last week, in

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,98)— 100; 45-65)— 'Fighting
69th" (WB)
(WB) Bnght (reissue). Mighty $7,000. Last week,
Last week, "To Victor" "Winter Meeting" (WB), soggy

.

1500;

(WB), slow $9,000,

Slate-take (B&K)

98)—

(2,700;

Woman" (Mono) vrith.
"Smart
McCarthy and Farrell on stage.
Passable $25,000. Last week, "Lady
From Shanghai" (Col) with Jackie
on

Green

wk),

(2d

jstage

okay

$24,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 98)
^'Darmg Daughters" (M-C) (2d
Last week,
Fair $13,000,

wk).

$14,000.

Woods

(Essaness)

98)—

(1,073;

"State of Unioh" <M-G) <2d wk).
Healthy $24,000. Ijist week, sock
$30,000,

"Fort Apache," is the standout
National (Standard) (2,400; 45^ currently with big session. "Iron
65)
"Invisible Man" (Indie) and Curtain" also is on the stmdy side.
newcomers are "Noose
"Invisible Man Returns" (Indie) Other
(reissues). Pine $7,000. Last week, Hangs High." in pleasing tempo,
*'Bush Pilot" (Indie) and Spade and "Smugglers" par at Keith's.
Estimates for This Week
Coolcy orch. and Smiley Brunette
iUbee (RKO) (3.100; 50-75)—
heading stagebill, slow $8,000.
45-65)— "Port Apache" (RKO). Big $20,000,
(FA)
Rialto
(3.400;
"Iron Curtain" (20th) and "Arthur helped by terrific campaign inTakes Over" (20th). Fairish $13,- cluding covered wagon ballyhoo,
000. Last week. "Sitting Pretty" contest tiein with daily, and Indian
Stunt in lobby by Boy Scouts. Last
(20th) solid $1.7,500.
Scoop (L'ville Theatres) (700; week. "Lost Honeymoon" (EL)
45-65)—"Lady
Surrenders"
(U) with Horace Heidt orch on stage, at
and "Tawny Pipit" (U), Nice $2,- 60-95C scale, huge $38,000, biggest
"Shoe-Shine" in city for months.
Last
week,
500.

—

22GT(pQeve.
Cleveland, May 18.
Furore caused by "Iron Curtain"
giving it a real push at the Hipp,
with big session likely. But "Fort
Apache!' is the week's real smash
at the Palace where shaping town's
is

StAe

best.
"Arch of Triumph" at
lia& been drawing b< o. reactions

Minost as

lukewarm as crix no-

Estimates for This

Week

(RKO) (3,000; 55-70)—
^Npose Hangs High" (EL).
Nice
«2,000. Last week, "River Lady"
Allen ,

(U),

$jiSI,000.

(Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
Iron Curtain" (20th). Hypoed by
of lefUsts, big $20,000 or
?«««' last weeic, "VaUey of Giants"

meting

WB) and "Fighting 69th" (WB)

Ueissues), nice $14,500.

»lake

55-70)—
(800;
{20th) and "Along
(reissues)'.
Satis-

(Warner)

ark of Zorro"
.f
Mohawk"
(20th)
ter

Last week, "WinMeeting" (WB), sour $2,500.

R^\n?"<.,2*»U (Community)
t^,'-'
tra

With

(570;.

,^r;,'^'*"™inS Becomes Elec(RKO). Upped scale hurting,
9nly $4,000 likely.
Last

!'Q"een's Necklace'"''
?4,600 in 10 days.

_Ohio

(Loew's)

(1,200;

"B. P.-

(Indie),

55-70)

Daughter" (M-G) (iti. o.)
pR,-i?^/?r"^'"tly at $6-500. Last week.
gBjg Clock" (Par),
exceUent $7,Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-70)—
*0U Apache" (RKO). Socko $22.-

Last

f!i";„

week.

Ross on stage, fine

$29,5^

"A^ll** I^^""'^^

hnin?

week

"Adventures

plus Mills Bros.

^-EL)

««rf®"o**.^;*.

.

<3.450:

55-70)—

Triumph" (UA).

?.i''^^'?00,

$16 000.
Stillman

but good.

Under
Last

Daughter" (M-G),

(Loew's)

(2,700;

SR nnn
°l Union" (M-G). Swell
^^}'^ downtovra lap folfo^^irl^"'"
lowing grand
$13,000 last week.

(Loew-s) (3,000; 45-65)—
Sun" (SRO). At regular
prices, solid $18,000. Last week,
"State of Union" (M-G) (2d wk),

State

"Duel

in

fancy $12,000.
45-65)—
Strand (I'A)
(1,000;
"Old Los Angeles" (Rep) and "Under California Skies" (Rep). Trim
$7,000. Last week, "Smugglers"
"Blonde Savage" (EL),
(EL) and
"
$7,500,

Unlcnown
Woman" (U)
skimpy $10,500 in 6 days after passably good $18,000 in second.

Boxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50l—
"Iron Curtain" (20th) and istagebUL
topped by Ed Sullivan and bis
"Dawn Patrol" revue, Chandra'
Kaly dancers. Bob Evans, Arthur
Le.e Simpkins, Evelyn Tyner on
stage (2d wk). First week ended
last (Tues.) night hit great $115,000
or near. In ahead, "Anhia Karenina"
(20th) and stageshow lieaded by
Larry Adler, Paul Draper (2d wk),
was modest $55,000 being- helped
by preview of "Curtain" May 11.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Fuller Brush Man" (Col) (1st run).

initial

week.

Bandtiox house

is

.

Initial
week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks rousing $25,000, and
holding over several days.
In
ahead, "Unconquered" (Par) (2d
run) and " 'Doe' Robbin" (UA) (1st

good $22,000 in 9 days.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$t.50).—

run),

"Woman in White" (WB) and local
disk jockeys plus Page CaVanaugh
Trio, Sarah

Larry Green
wk).

Vaughan, Ames Bros.,
orcli on stage (2d-final

Dull $36,000 or less after

mild $40,000 opener, way below
hopes.
"Silver River" (WB) and
Eddy Duchin orch open Friday

(15) afternoon. "Big City" looks
tughly disappointing at $20>000 in* (21),
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70first Criterion session.
$1.50)—"The Search" (M-G) (8th"Fuller Brush Man" shapes com*
paratively big with $25,000 at finsil wk). In current session ending
State, and likely will hold for a today (Wed.), looks to sag to $7,500
after $9,500 for seventh week, latfew extra days.
All holdovers are oil sharply, ter being okay for this stage of
"Homecoming" with Xavier Cugat run, "Berlin Express" (RKO) opens

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
State Of Union" (M-G) (3d wk).

(Continued on page 16)

band topping
being

down

stagebill at Capitol
to $95,000 in third

round as compared with $113,500
for second. "State of Union" looks
to drop to $103,000 in fourth and
final week at Music Hall after
$120,000 for third.
Estimates for This

tomorrow (Thurs.).
Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)—
"Winter Meeting" (WB) (6th wk).
Dropped badly in final 5 days to
$4,500 after very mild $8,000 for
fifth session.
shuttered,

House

indef.

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; «0$1.20)— "Dear Murderer" (U) (2d
This British-made
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80) wk-6 days).
—"Mr. Biandings" (SRO) (8th wk). dipped sharply in initial holdover
Current session ending
today stanza to get vei-y dim $6,000 after
(Wed.) is down to $13,000 or less highly disappointing $11,000 openFirst week was below hopes
after
barely (dsiay
in er.
$16,000
seventh week. Stays one more and very thin, "River Lady" (U)
week, "Melody Time!' (RKO) open- opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

Week

.

ing on May 27.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-82.20)
.

—"Homecoming" (M-G) and Xavier Xurtain' Pulls Seattle,
Cugat orch, Harvey Stone, Rose
Murphy heading stagebill (3d wk).
Rousing $11,000; Betters
Present stanza is off sharply, at
$95,000 after big $113,500 for second weejc, a bit over hopes. Stays

'Winter'

on.

Xurtain'

Tops

Up

to ];17,000,

Buff., 'Arch'

Fine

ISG/Casbah'NSHlHG
Buffalo,

May

Big news here this week

is

18.

"Iron

Criterion

(Loew's)

(1,700;

60-

Buffalo.
nice
at

MyMayia6iG
at

Seattie,

off in most spots this
out in lead is "Iron
Curtain," big at Paramount. Bette
Davis' "Winter Meeting" is dim at
Fifth Ave. "Ice Follies," at the
only fair $15,000.
huge Civic Auditorium, Is getimg
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.80) sock dough while legit at the Met—"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (5th ropolitan also is hurting.
wk). Fourth session ending last
Estimate for This Week
Monday (17) was off at $28,000
Blue Mouse (800; 45-80)— "Robin
after solid $33,000 for third weeic
Hood" (WB) (reissue) and "Docks
Holds indef.
of New Orleans" (Mono) (m.o.). No
Golden (Siritzky) (769; 85-$1.50) dice at $2,500. Last week, "Fur"Wine of Love" (Indie). .First nace Creek" (20th) (2d wk), oke
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) $3,300 in 6 days.
shapes only fairly good $6,500 but
Fifth .4tvenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
stays over. In ahead, "Lost One" —"Winter Meeting" (WBJ and
(Col) (7th wk) was $3,500 in 5 days. "Let's Live Again" (20th). Very
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50) mild $6,500 for Bette Davis' star—"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th) rer. Last week, "Bambi" (HKO)
(28th wk). For 27th stanza ended and
"Rocky" (Mono) (reissues),
'

'

$1.80)—"Big City" (M-G). In first
round ending next Friday (21)
looks very disappointing at $20,000.
Last week, "Casbah" (U) (2d wk),

Curtain," with stout session at the
"Arch of Triumph" looks
"Casbah"
Lakes.
the
$15,000; 'Curtain' Ditto shapes modest at Latayette.
Estimates for This Week
Kansas City, May 18.
Butfalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
Pictures here currently have "Iron Curtain" (20th). Stout $17,strong star power, but only fairish 000 or over. Last week, "Duel in
Midland's "Arch of Sun" (SRO), $14,500.
biz looms.
Triumph" looks only moderate.
•Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
Fox-Midwest first run trio of —"Arch of Triumph" (UA). Nice
houses also is mild with "Iron $15,000.
Last week, "State of
Curtain." "Hatter's Castle" at Par- Union" (M-G), $14,000.
amount looks only so-so. Weather
Hippodrome (Shea) (2,100; 40- last Monday (17) was down to $9,turned springlike for weekend.
70)—"State of Union" (M-G) (m.o.). 000 after $10;200 for previous week.
Estimates for This Week
Fancy $7,000 or near. Last week, Staying another week, with "Time
Esuuire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- "Fighting 69th" (WB) and "Valley of Life" (UA) coming in on May 27.
and of Giants" (WB) (reissues) $10,000.
(20th)
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 40-85)—
Starr"
"Belle
651
(re(20th)
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (2d run)
"Frontier Marshall"
Trim and "Dangerous Years" (WB) (1st
issues). Nice $4,000 or near. Last "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (m.o.).
week, "Naked City" (U) (m.o.). $6,000. Last week, "Seven Sinners" run) (2d wk). Good $8,000 after fine
"Sitting
(U) and "Sutter's Gold" (U) (reis- $11,500 opening week.
;
$3,500.
Pretty" (20th) and "Girl Tiisa" (WB)
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)— sues), $3,600.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)— (2d run) open tomorrow (Thurs.).
"Arch of Triumph" (UA). Veers
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
Casbah" (U) and "My Dog Rusty"
from house policy to go -solo, but
Last
Sisters"
(Par)
with
—"Sainted
pace is moderate at $15,000. Last (Col). Fairly good $11,500.
(EL) Buddy Moreno orch, Wiere Bros.,
week, "State of Union" (M-G) (2d week, "Adventures Casanova"
and "Bury Me Dead" (EL), $10,200. Henny Youngman, Lina Romay
wk), pleasant $12,000.
(3,000:
Cent)
(20th
stageshow.
Opens
today
45-65)—
Century
heading
20th
Orphcum (RKO) (1,900;
(EL' (Wed.). Fourth ««!ek of "Big Clock"
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (2d wk) 40-70)— "Noose Hangs Hisb"'
(EL) (2S wk). (Par) with Duke Ellington orch,
fine $11,000. Last week, drew main and "Cobra Strikes"
$16,o00 Ella Fitzgerald topping stagebill,
of n e w films, strong Off to fair $9,500 after big
interest
okay $60,000 or near after fine $70,week.
last
$14,000.
000 for third.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
Radio City Music Hall (RockefelLight
"Hatter's Castle" (Par).
lers)
(5,945; 70-$2.40)— "State of
Net
Estimates
Last week, "Woman in
$11,000.
Union" (M-G) and stageshow (4thWhite" (WB) about same.
Film gross estimates, as reFinal session looks to
final wk).
variRoxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)
the
from
herewith
ported
dip to $103,000 or near after okay
"You Only Live Once" (Indie) and
i.e.,
net,
are
cities,
ous key
$120,000 for third. "Pirate" (M-G)
"History Is Made at Night" (Indie)
without the 20% tax. Distribuand new stageshow open tomorrovi?
Average $3,500. Last
(reissues).
when
take,
net
on
tors share
(Thurs.).
week, "Women in Night" (FC) and
playing percentage, hence the
Rialto (Mage) (594; 35-85-$1.50)
"For You I Die" (FC), $4,000.
estimated figures are net in"WiU It Happen Again?" (FC).
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Being plugged along sexy, sensaicome.
Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
admission
parenthetic
tional lines and paying off at terThe
"Iron Curtain" (20th). In with other
indicated,
as
rific
$30,000 in first week ending
prices, however,
area preems and looks only average
Friday (21). New house record. In
include the U. S. amusement
$15,000. Last week, "Casbah" (U),
ahead, third week (6 days) of "The
tax.
thin $9,000.

'Arch' Moderate in K.C.,

;

-

Cincinnati, May 18.
All major houses are in full
bloom this stanza. The Albee, witli

$4,000.

(Indie), $1,800.

'A^dhe'Bai^

From

$1.50 top for weekend
nights, Rialto playing to holdouts
ever since opening-last Saturday

InGncy,

414i00O.

(Indie), okay $7,500 in
7¥z days.
Kivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25y

getting

wk), big $23,000.

RlMM^TClt (B&K)
in While"

Damned"

—"Another Part of Forest" (U).
Opened in stout fashion yesterday (Tues.). Third week of "Letter.

•

'Apache' Kg Qiief

—

"Woman

B'way; Hitler Documeidary Sock 30G

(1,832; 50-85)

of Union"
(M-G) and
"Heart of Virginia" (Rep) (2d wk).
Downbeat started last week is
Sock $12,000. Last week, torrid being accentuated at most Broads
$15,000.
way firstrun boxoffices this stanza.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—
Vast majority of theatres with
"Panhandle" (Mono) and "Perilous holdovers
are way off even from
Waters" (Mono). Fair $3,500. Last the preceding session. Tipoif on
week, "Pituri" (Indie) and "Road the slow trade at many straightBig House" (SG), so-so $4,500.
50-85)— film houses was the shuttering of
Music Box

-r-"State

(H-B) (1,000;
the Warner theatre, formerly the
"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) and "Sign
Hollywood, Sunday (16) night.

Farrell on
"Berita

V'M^Ickthy and

Broadway (Parker)

Week

.

Broadway Grosses

,

Looks better than

Khiff

Estimates for This

Biz

is

way

Way

week.

—

—

.

Are

—

—

'

$8,800.

„

&

Vfl) (1,650; 45-80)—
(Col) (3d wk).
$6,000 after neat $7,600 last

Liberty (J

"Mating of MilUe"

Okay
week.

Music Box (H-E) (850;
"Bambi" (RKO) and

45-80)--.

"Rocky"'

(Mono), (reissues) -(m.o.). Oke; at
$4,000 or near. Last week, "Bish-

Wife" (RKO' (6th wk>, sobd
S4,200 in 8 days.
„„,
Music HaU (H-Ei (2,200; 45-80)-"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) (3d wk),
Down to $5,500 after trhn $7,300

op's

last weels.

Orpheum
"Noose

,

(H-E)

(2,600;

Hangs High"

.

45-80)--

(EL),

and

Ship" (Col). Fairly good
$8,000. Last week, "Robin Hood"
(WB) (reissue) and "Docks New Orleans" (Mono), $7,800.
"Devil

.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45:^0)
—"State of Union" (3d wk). Nice
$7,000.

Last week, $8,500.

Paramount (H-E)

(3,039;

^'

45-80)—

"Iron curtain" (20th) and "Arthur
(20th). Big $11,000 or
Last week, "Panhandle
close.
(Mono) and "Knockout" (Mono),
$5 700
Roosevelt (Steriing) (800; 45-80)

Takes Over"

(4th
—"Sainted Sisters" (Par).
wk). Unusual run for this Iiouse
and still doing okay at $3,500. JUast

•week, $3,700.

VwlBwday, May
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MEMPHIS
ALBAHY

20th CENTURY-FOX

WARNER SCREENING ROOM

•

151 VANCE
ST. •

79 NO. PEARL

AVE

•

8:00 P.M.

THISTWO-FISUDGOIf.

MILWAUKEE

WARNER THEATRE

*

212 W. WISCONSIN AVE.
197 WALTON

MINNEAPOLIS

NEW HAVEN

PARAMOUNT SCREENING ROOM

•

SO.

ST. *

CHURCH

NEW ORLEANS

10:00A.M.

20th CENTURY-FOX

*

200

SO. LIBERTY ST.

NEW YORK

WARNER SCREENING ROOM

«

CHICAGO

PROJ. RM.

2:00 P.M.

•

ST.

2:00 P.M.

20th CENTURY-FOX SC. RM.

•

CHARLOTTE

•

ST.

2:00 P.M.

*

WARNER THEATRE

•

70 COLLEGE

464 FRANKLIN

308

RM.

WARNER SCREENING ROOM

•

1000 CURRIE AVE.

.

BUFFALO

SC.

2:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

ST. •

122 ARLINGTON

•

2:30 P.M.

•

N.W.

ST.

RKO SCREENING ROOM

*

BOSTON

RM.

SC.

10:00 A.M.

20th CENTURY-FOX SC. RM.

•

ATLANTA

19, 1948

1307 SO. WABASH AVE,

321 W. 44th

• 1:30 P.M.

•

•

RM.

SC.

1:30 P.M.

HOME

ST. •

OFFICE

2:30 P.M.

^

CINCINNATI

OKLAHOMA

RKO SCREENING ROOM

•

20th CENTURY-FOX SC. RM,

•

'

PALACE THEA. BLDG.

CLEVEUND

1803

*

•

*

ST.

DES MOINES

•

1300 HIGH

•

•

•

KANSAS CITY

1947

SALT

\

LOS ANGELES

•

ST.

*

SEAHLE

RM.

1:30 P.M.

•

•2:00

ST.

2:00 P.M.

RM.

P.M.

20th CENTURY-FOX SC. RM.

*

1st

SOUTH

*

2:00

P.M..

•

*

1:30 P.M.

JEWEL BOX SCREENING ROOM

2318 SECOND AVE.'* 10:30

WARNER SCREENING ROOM

2025 SO. VERMONT AVI.

W.KEARNEY

'221 GOLDEN GATE AVE.

SC.

SC.

4:30 P.M,

SAN FRANCISCO \ REPUBLIC SCREENING ROOM

ROOM

1:00 P.M.

20th CENTURY-FOX

*

JEWEL BOX SCREENING ROOM

*

N.

UKE

2:30 P.M.

20th CENTURY-FOX

216 EAST

UNIVERSAL SCREENING

1720 WYANDOTTE

.

PORTUND

2:00 P.M.

•

*

•

St.

1715 BLVD. OF ALLIES

12:45 P.M.

ILLINOIS ST.

WARNER SCREENING ROOM

*

PITTSBURGH

2:00 P.M.

•

RM.

SC.

v1:QpP.M.

ST.

230 NO. 13th

FILM EXCHANGE BLDG.

INDIANAPOLIS

:

PHIUDELPHIA

20th CENTURY-FOX SC. RM.

ST.

20th CENTURY-FOX

•

1502 DAVENPORT

2:00 P.M.

*

2310 CAS AVE.

517 NO.

OMAHA
.

2:00 PJ.

PARAMOUNT SCREENING ROOM

2100 STOUT

DETROIT

•

10 NORTH LEE St j l :30 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

20th CENTURY-FOX SC. RM.

WOOD ST.

DENVER

•

6th

WARNER SCREENING ROOM

•

2300 PAYNE AVE.

DALLAS

L

ST. LOUIS
'

dirtcUd by

pteduccd by

SHERRY
SHOURDSA
Scrtm nty
by

(grtrnant

Ginnt^Fran*

•

*

A.M.

SOREHCO SCREENING ROOM

3143 OLIVE

ST. • 1:00 P.M.

SAUL ELKINS
CMive

Stohr by

Cirltton erown

WASHINGTON
13th

&

*

WARNER THEATRE

E. Sts.

N.W.

*

BLDG.

10:30 A.M.

:

,

.
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_

(SONG)

May

Hollywood,

IB.

Edwtird
Co wan,

Duck, Jose Carloca and the Aracuan Bird of Brazil. Vocal backing
is supplied by the voices of the
Dinn&g Sisters and the piece is
an infectious combination of sound
track and drawing that pays off.

Ray

Gilbert .did the Englisli lyrics

by Ernesto Nazareth.
Other live-actioner is the finale
"Peeos Bill," wlierein Roy Rogers

to iiausie

5STtS

cor***',

ham

tt"*

pW by JWitliwld pen.RolKTt Hut ton

MINS.

Warfun Jton""""-

Joyce lU>i'mfM»
"

Jackie

,....i3»nl» I'uiwa
.Blirliara

Brown

.Jeeome Cotoh
....Don McClulve
.

.Ann

5}iwa<n«fcl<t'v

,,,..-,W*tle' Stetak

....WalM*. SwmSe

JDnntt-'

foBt tale of the old west lor
Bobby Driscoll and Luana Patten,
with the aid of Bob Nolan and the
Sons of the Pioneers. Standout in
this chapter is the tnne, "Blue
Sliadows." Otherwise it emphasizes comedly in tlie best Disney
manner in depicting why coyotes
bowl at the full moon.
Vhexi^s a greeting card daintiness about "Once Upon a Wintertime," telling of two lovers who go

spins

''^

^ae^tr'M.
n

wow,

*WB«ia;

Kriii

Officer-

"Wallflower"
lightful
diences.

is
^Jinriiiptlon
spent the badget almost frightening animation of
AlS GottUeb hasshowmanly
v^ea musical instruments, notes and the
project

loaded with

chuckles.

"Melody Time" (BKO) (MuEntertainment for
ages In the best Disney

sical-Color).
isll

manner.
*1leturn

!i

comedy pace
A "^^^-wSwer" altogether ice skating. The animation is
jnakes
beautiful and the vocals register
It has a free and
strongly from the pipes of Frances
Langford. "Bumble Boogie" chap^'''L^^A is f arced just enough ter has Jack Fina's adaptation of
tonOlw
essentially
?rkeep the
the dassic "Flight of the Bumble
amusing.
nlotting highly
P
not lavish but Bee" coratog to cartoon life in an

De-

(WB).

comedy .for family au-

Hokum

Badmen"

the

of

(RKO). Randolph Scott, Robert Ryan, George "Gabby"

Hayes

in

"Raw

OK

western.

Deal"

(EL).
Fast
solid pro-

gangster meller

gram

is

fare.

"Best

Man Wins"

(Col).

In-

comedy-drama, warmly told. Nice dualer.
"I, Jane Doe" (Rep). Mildly
entertaining melodrama, with
teresting

family

spotty b.o. prospects.
"Jinx Money" (Mono). Good
programmer in the popular

Bowery Boys

series

headed by

I<eo Ctorcey.

"The Cobra Strikes" (Mono).
Dull lower rung murder mystery.

Director
I, Jame Bo©
Anthony Mann keeps the action
Hollywood, May 15.
taut from the opening esape to the
Republic release of John H. Auer proslambang finale while, at the same
duction, directed by Auer. Stars Huth Huntime, integrating a torch theme sey, John Carroll, Vera Ralston; leaturea
into the yam.
Working in a fa- Gene Lockhart, John Howard, Benay Veof a cross-country chase.

Miniature Reviews

,

» selv to

miliar formula, scripters managed
to avoid triteness with a hard-hitting style of dialog which is clever
as well as tough.

O'Keefe registers as an authentic tough guy who's ready for any
risk in his flight from the coop.
Travelling with Miss Trevor after
she sprung him, he kidnaps a social
worker, Miss Hunt, for additional
protection from the police.
He
finally breaks through the dragnet
to a rendezvous with his gang chief
only to discover that he's the object of a murderous double-cross.
In a crashing climax, he finishesoff his boss and dies in the arms of
Miss Hunt while the other gal
broken-heartedly looks on.
Miss Trevor gives a flrstrate interpretation of a gangster moll,
maintaining a steady sense of
strain without going to pieces. Miss
Hunt delivers competently in a glib
thesping style.
As the sadistic

gang chieftan,
Film busy bee. Freddy Martin's backing
Hayes spark the cast lineup and reminiscent of Raymond Burr is
is all that could be asked.
the late Laird
possibilities.
Cregar in bulk and manner
Dennis Day's voice, and carica- add to grossing
_ is
_ . but
a t i o n s, particularly
ftv of s i t u
The brawling story goes back deficient in a sinister quality. John
to family ture carry off the imaginative treathou^s catering largely
ment accorded folk tale of Johnny to the opening of the Oklahoma Ireland, as a cynical hoodlum, gives
Chapter has tliree territory and tlirows in an assort- a sharp portrayal.
Applesced.
*"caTi^es amusingly with antics
and numbers sung by Day; "The Pio- ment of w-k. western bad men to
Tense atmosphere of the film is
.ipmandid by the Plioebe
neer Song " the hymn, "The Lord point up the action developed by supported by expert low-key lensRay Enright's strong directorial
»eiAain
ita% play l«f Beginald de Cot- Is Good to Me" and "Apple Song." guidance. The Dalton.s, the Young- ing and an eerie musical back«^??,,rii*/w
Frederick
The Appleseed legend of how the
ground.
Herm.
the
Sundance
Billy
the
Kid,
ers,
get
to
character spread the fruft to the
SSva'Sefhis "direction
pioneer borders of the land proj- Kid, and others, people the script
Wtttst
Witts
deadly effective handhng to ects moral values tellingly while with enough heavies for several
plot.
keeping with the
tnorougiuy in.
nlease thoroughly
Rhould.please

m major

'

Man

entertaining. "Little Toot," fable
the one about the ugly of a baby tugboat in New York
Plot
and harbor, is colorful and engrossing.
duckling who comes to life
more
her
from
hero
Andrews Sisters give it popular
the
wins
glamorous sister. Sparking the vookl interpretation.
the
piece are Joyce Reynolds in
Full rein to imaginative artistry
Paige as the is used in telling the pictorial story
fltle role and Janis
Girls
8.a.-laden but dumb sister.
of "Trees" as Fred Waring and His
make an effective team and Robert Pennsylvanians supply the musical
Button lends the nlascnlinc appe^ lacework.
There's a breathless
afas the objective of the femmes
beauty in the animation of the seafections.
.
.
^ .
sons. Introductory title piece is
Edward Arnold and Barbara sung by Buddy Clark, who also acts
Brown are teamed as the parents as master of ceremonies for the
They are expert at chapters to come; Lyrics of tune
of the girls.
add to comedy
porti'ayals and
establish the theme and Paul
hi^ligbts in the family squabble Smith's badcground score ties the
over a date for the virallflower, the
episodes together neatly.
family conference on a forced
As to be expected, the techelopement and other situations.

punch over chuckles.
is

•

Plot sequence dealing with a midnight swim builds to hilarious

when

consequences

mischievous

kids steal the bathers' clothes.
Included in iilm is chorus of "I

from the
1929 Broadway show, "Almanac."
Setting is country club dance with

May Be Wrong,"
-

oldie

Miss Paige taking the vocals.
Background score by Frederick
Hollander is good,
Among cast

members helping

put fhte one

t(>

McGuirev'a' woilfisdt
Cowan, Lotte Stein,
with a very funnily conceived infiver are Dott
suitor; Jerome

of a servant; and
Walter Sande, a cop.
Expert leasing Iw Karl Freund.
smart art directi(«
settings,
and
other
earned credits.
39r^.
terpretation

mi

emh&jimmimm

..HldliMiy.

EKO

Walt IWsner

rolMiae of

Boy Rogeia

anti

Trigger

;

15.

pro-

.

Nancy Smiley.

Judge Carter,,.,..,.

Bob Smiley.,,..,.,...,.,...

Amos
Mr.

.Anna' Lee
Robert Shayne

Hobai-t

Dingle

Gary Gray
Cavanaugh
Andrews

j5tanley

Crow.

Oeorge liynn

...Bin Shemeld
Story develops two interesting Monty Carter.
Marietta Canty
fe::une characters" and they are Hester
Bartender.
...
,Paul £!. Bums
pleasingly portrayed by Anne Jeffreys and Jacqueline White. ForMark Twain's "The Jumping
mer is seen as a rootin'-tootin',
of the out- Frog of Calaveras County" furaldans on the Disney staif have gunsUnging daughter
reforms for love of nishes
given this one a flawless stamp, law west who
the story idea for the efshe doesn't get
technically perfect and artistic- Scott, even though
him. Miss White shades. her hero- fective little comedy-drama turned
ally stimulating. Beautifully photo
interest,
neatly
for
ine
part
fak- out at Columbia under the title of
graphed in Technicolor, it's a show
tlian the
for
more
ing
it
count
"Best Man Wins." It's a budget
that rates all connected with its
usual femme assignment in west- film for lower half of double bUls
Brog.
maldng a top credit
ems.
and will please the family trade.
Scott turns in expected competent performance as a believe- Production backing, direction and
Hollywood, May 14.
able hero, able with guns and fists playing fit it capably into the secBKO release ot Nat Holf proauction. to lay down the law when neces- ondary bracket.
Star* lUnaolph Siott, Roljort Ryan, Anne
Ryan is capable opponent,
Jem-eys. GeorjfC "Qabby" Hayes, .Toctiue- sary,
While pace is leisurely, there's
llno White; features Stave Broilie, Richard playing assignment without syma gentle humor about the way the
Powers, Robert Brny, Lex Barker, Walter pathy to show up the western outplot is developed under John
Reed, Michael Hai-vej, Dean White. Robert
killer, Hayes is
Sturges' direction and he gets exArmstrong, Tom Tyler, Lew Havvey. Di- law as a sadistic
rected by Ray EnrlRht. ,Screenplay; Charles in for chuckles as a sagebrush
cellent,
performances from the
O'Neal, Jack Nattelord, I>uci Ward; atory, banker, and more than holds his
cast.
Best showing among tlie
Nattelord. Ward; ciimera, J. Roy Hunt; own.
players is made by veteran Fdgar
muwsSe, Paul Sawtelt: editor, Samnel B.
Xradealwwn MtO' 12. 'S. RnnIteetley.
Stev« Brodie, a$ Gole Younger, Buchanan and moppet Gary Gray.
nlnR time, 81> jHINH.
„ l,
Randolph Scott and Robert Armstrong, as Wild Former is the wandering gambler
Vance
...Robert Ryan Bill Doolin, have the best oppor- who returns to his home town to
Sundance KM
-^""'^ Jeffreys tunities among the featured playClwyMine
find Ms wife has divorced him and
C.corge -'Gabby" Hayes
John Petlit
They give expert perform- is about to marry another man.
Jacqueline White ers.
Madge Allen
finds his young son,
.......Hteve Brodie ances. Gary Gray, moppet; Minna Buchanan
Cole Younger
.Richard Povi-ers Gombell, Walter Baldwin and Ja- Gary Gray, still on his side and,
Jiiu younR-f'r
B'rsy.
RoVrt
John Younger......
others working through the moppet, grad..l>x Barker son Kobards are among the
Emmctt Diilton, ...
For
\\',ilter Bccd
in the large cast that show up ually Wins his wife back.
Bob Dalton..,,
Hilrvey well.
....Michael
kiddie interest, there's the jumping
Grat Dalton
...Dean While
Billy the Kid,.,,..
Nat Holt, responsible for pre- frog owned by Buchanan and the
..Robert Arnialrong
Wild Bill l)(H)Iin...
Tom Tyler vious RKO feature westerns under training of dog for a big race.
Wild Bill YeaKcr...
Harvey
Lew
Ailtanaaa itid......
Anna Lee makes a gracious wife
executive superviGary Gray Jack J. Gross'
Johnny..
Walter Baldwin sion, has packed "Badmen" with and Robert Shayne, as the man
Muley Wilson.......
Minna GombeE all the ingredients that pay off in she's about to marry, is good.
ismily
... .Warren .lack.'ion
(loorgo Mason
action market. Enright's di- Small town types are given good
......Robert Clarke the
nave
reading
-by Hobart Cavanaugh,
despite
action
insures
swift
Jnson Robards rection
Judge Harper......
the abundance of story material Stanley Andrews, George Lynn,
to neat film- William Sheffield and others.
"The Return of the Badmen and makes it add upmade
outuse
of
fare.
Much
is
Ted
Richmond's
production guidot
demands
will measure up to all
movement by J. Roy Hunt's ance shows expert expenditure of
the outdoor action fan. It fits care- door
set lensing, and ad;ion is backed with light budget, making sure hokum
fully into the sturdy pattern
Sawtell. was
Paul
kept interesting.
Edward
music
score
by
good
from
westerns
feature
by previous
Brogi.
Huebsch did the good script. There
are
HKO aiad boxoffice indications
is n6at lensing by Vincent Parrar,
goodl Marquee value of such acsmooth editihg by James Sweeney
^facott,
Randolph
as
Deal
n«nes
tion
to back up other g»pd poijits.
R0l»rt «san and Gemrge "Gabby
Kagle Lion release of Edward Small pro.,,

i

. ,

.

, , .

proilui'lion.

Delinis Day,

Waring &

I>emi.syl-

ptS"',; ^"M-J, »rtln, irrnncos Lansforrt,

S", ?,?™''

14.

John Sturges. Screenplay, Edward Huehsch
based on Mark Twain's "The Celebratedi
Jgmping Frog of Calaveras County;- camera, Vincent Farrar; editor. James Sweeney.
At Grauman's Chinese, Hollywood,
May li!, '48, Running tim^, 73 MINS.
Jim Smiley
,,Fdgar Buchanan

Slierift'

ritory.

May

Features Edgar Buchanan, Anna
J.ee,
Robert Shayne, Gary Gray, Hobiirt
Cavanaugh; Stanley Andrews. Ijirected by

.

May

Hollywood,
,

'

Hollywood,

Golumblii release of Ted Riolimoml
Juotion.

'•

(cmoK-wnmcxL)
Stars

but their appearances
have been handled in such a way
film doesn't seem overcrowded.
interest
is
Principal
heavy
tossed to the Sundance ICid, and
Ryan plays the character as a
thorough menace.. Plot mainly concerns conflict between Ryan and
Scott, latter as a retired marshal
w: 3 again takes up his guns when
Ryan and the assorted outlaws that
surround him launch a series of
train and stage- holdups in the terpicfures,

I'loneers,

Dinning

iSisturs,

;

Shnrpatcen.

Kl'"'?!;'

Cartoon ai-

'•"^'^ Klnnoy. Story, WlnHnl
nSS,5 "'4''', ^'"'"nn Vemifir, Harry Koevc.'^.
S^T^'t",*"'™""' K"" An.lwson. Ted

Sinn

HkMS^'*'
.

Marah, John -Wall.rldKe.

•'^^?*<'

S?™i,«^««»«ll!5-! follclDre consultant Curl
"^'"2 l*otogritphy (Terhnl.

Mlort^lte

miot

aireGtion,

kI„iS'

SnfSFl

JMul

aswwlata,

^iSS^i^"?'"^

May.

I^g^

DnnleJ.

gfflith; spwrfar

Kay

om»ert.

'^«»8» Wetei;

sdiWoC

jn£t,S?P°"' ^""f*' K:«>t.

UV

>

Raw

.^-^^YP stories told in "Melstrike wide aprB^
Tliere's meat for all in vary-.
degree, told with the resource™i„„?^''P'^^*^ative skill ad the Walt
nSfy .orgamaatiffltt. Film, essen-

T,%

&A
m

subjects (»cfi with an ap-

t.>alH^
peal
for a

:^ailar

tatew"*

iKith

chISlf*®i,^
no

J""*'

thp il^*''

type of aa&the ^lemoit «f

**** general the-

«regoer

^*

^

^«
^ kiSTbSS
'"^te

into fantass',

tiO^®«„?ntertainmcnt with atteo-

AHue," wmcn exto a»ffl*e.' through

Dlain^

^Oncl

Yt''"*

tnewv'i"*""*^

thc!F all

have a

Wodic^fimeal to^tbe
and ear
M
the hands
ol the .lMsa«y staff,
live

aoH^^^

Ofjfe

*toiies feature

comes Ethel
iw,"h^»^ her organ romping
ft on fhi'^*'^Pu*.^ge"»g "Blame
the Samba" with Donald
Smith

^"'S-

The Room

ypstaira

(Formerly 'Martin Rownagnac^

MThe Room

Upstairs," Star-

m

her
ring Marlene Dietrich
reviewed
first French film, was
by Variety from Paris, Jan. 8,
1947, under its original title,
"Martin Roumagnae."^ It .was
previewed in New Yorifc Prraay
«4) by Lopert Fihris. For its
tr. S. release, film has been
sliced from its original 115
with some
miitates to 86
choppy transitions as a result.
Variety's Maxi opined "excellent casting of Marlene Dietrich and Jean Gabin makes
this film likely b.o. wherever

As
Fi-ench pix are played.'
shown in the U. S., however,
film will have to bank solely
on the Dietrich-Gabin combo
for results among foreign pix
addicts. Story of an hones*
workman who kills his twotiming mistress is handled in
)edestrian style with slow p*ee
and corny si^ations.

duction. Stars Dennl.1 O'Keefe, Claire TivDirected by Anthony
vor, Marsha. Hunt.
Mann. Screenplay, Leopold Atlas and John
C. Higgina; from story by Arnold B. Ann-

stronc and Audrey Ashley; camera, John
Alton; editor, Alfred De Gaetaflo; mask'
Piiul Sawtelje. Tradeshown N. Y. May 14.
'18.
BunitSng; time, 79 MINS.
Jiie SiiHtvan.......... ......Dennis O'Keere

IJ;,t

Claire Trevor,

, .

.Marsha Hunt
John Ireland

Atm Martin
Funtiiil

.Rajmond Burr
Curt Conway

Rick Coyle
Spider
itapcy...

"JEtaw

^

...Chili

Deal"

is

a

wniiains

fast-rolling

gangster melodrama with a strong
undercurrent of romance for an
across-the-b(9ard customer

appeaL

Solid bo. "returns will come from
the smaller flrstruns and nabe situations where the pic ean be backed
Though a
with dualer support.
medium budgeter, pic is dressed
tidily with a good production ^and
some marquee weight furnished by
and
Trevor
Dennis O'Keefe, Claire
Marsha Hunt.
,
,
»
,
Story of a eon who breaks out of
and
gal
of
one
aid
the
iail with
then faUs in love with another unframework
exciting
withhi
an
folds

Wiil

Happen Again?

It

"Will It Happen Again?" 64made
documentary
minute
from newsreel clips and seized
German, footage which Opened
at the Rialto, N. Y.,

Saturday

(15), was reviewed in VARiEi?y
March 3, 1948, Under title of
^'Love Life of Adolph Hitler."
With the .backing of the Navy

Club of the U. S., the picture
was compiled by American
Film Producers and is now being distributed by Film Classics.

Variety's

reviewer

Gilb

found the film as not ranking
as a "good documentary of the
past war," but pointed out that
*'exhU)itors will find the pic-

ture packied with exploitational
market for this one
qualities
will be garnered by heavy bally
plus the further attention of
those who are morbidly curious as to how Eva Braun
looked in a bathing suit while
frolicking at Berchtesgaden."
.

.

Adele Mara, Roger Da,nn, Juntes Bell.
Screenplay, Ijawrence KInible; adaptation,

nut.^i,

Decla Dunning; camera,

Reggie Lanning;

U

music, Heinz Roemheld; editor, Richard
Van Enger. Tradcshown May 11, '48. Running time, 88 MINS.
....Ruth Hussey
Stephen Curtis
John Carroll

Eve Meredith Curtis

Vera Rolslon

}
ln"„^J,-'"''r,
T.
Annette
DuBois
i
Arnold Matson.
William HUton.......
,

..Gene Ijockhart
...Johii

Bhyllis TUttla

. ,

"I,

.

Howard

Benay Veniita

A*arga-Jane Hastings
Julian Anbert.
.Tudgo Bortrand.
Duroc.
Horton. .
.........
Robert DuBois...;,;.,
Father Martin.,,,,,,,
Marie
Reporter

, , . ,

melodrama that

'

John Ijltcl
Feldary
. ..£3ric

.

Jane Doe"

Adelc. Mara.
Roger; Pa nn

.

Janles Bell'
. .
,.v*I-eon Belasco
,

,

.Francis Pierlot

.Mnrta MItrovich
.John Albright

a highly involved
generates only
is

mild
for general
audiences.
Grosses will be spotty with film's
best chances in the secondary
houses. Picture bears evidence of
good budget allotment in its physical trappings but lacks sufficient
excitement to be good entertain-^
ment.
Flashbacks and dissolves used by
producer-director John H. Auer to
tell his story contribute to confusion and make the 85 tninutes*
running time seem overlong. Majority of the cast wear their assignments uncomfortably, also mitigating against sustained interest.
Plot, essentially, tells the story
of a French girl, wooed and won by
a philanderer in uniform. After
the war, the battle bride comes to
the States to find her missing husband, only to discover he is already
married. After he seeks to have
her deported when tired of a seasick rendezvous, the girl goes into
a mental fog and bumps him off.
Story tries for novelty in telling
the saga by flashback during her
trial for murder, but the only twist
that registers is the ludicrous
courtroom technique. After a conviction, gal is found to be pregnant
and the philanderer's widow undertakes her defense at a second trial.
Ruth Hussey tries hard as the
legitimate widow and defense atinterest

torney. John Carroll, also, tries to
bolster unhappy assignment as the
playboy. Vera Ralston is impassive
as the wronged French girl. Gene
Lockhart is a blustering prosecutor.

Benay Venuta

is

Miss Hussey's

friend and John Howard has a
thankless role,
bright bit is contributed by
Leon B^asco, French shyster lawyer, and Adele Mara spices brief
sequence as a kept woman. Air
clips used during, battle scene are

A

exciting. Photography, settings and
other physical dressing are all good.
Brog.

Monogram

JHeaiywood, May 15.
Jan Qrlppo produc-

release of

tion.
Features Leo Gorcey, Hunts Stall,
Billy. Benedict, David Gorcey, BennyTSartlett, Gabriel Dell," Betty Caldwell, Sheldon
Directed by
I.eohard, Donald Macir'.ride.
.

William

Beaadine.

Original

IMmond Seward, Tim Ryan,

screenplay,

Gerald Schnlt-

from story suggested by Jerome T.
GoUard; camera, Marcel Le Picard; editor,
William Austin. Previewed May 12, '48,
Running time, «9:iUXNS.
......Leo Gorcey
Slip Mahoney.
Huntz Hall
Sach
zor;

.-Billy Benedict
......David Gorcey
.....Benny Bartlett
.Gabriel Dell
Caldwell
, -Betty
...Sheldon I<eonard
...Donald MacBrlde
.John Bldredge

Whltey
Chuck .°.
Butch ..............
Gabe
Candy

.

Lippy Harris.
Capt. Broadderek.

Lullaby Schwo...

..

Virginia ............

.

.Wanda McKay

..Lucien Littlefleld
.Bernard Gorcey

Tipper
Louie

Augic

Benny "The Meatball"

Benny Baker
Ben Welden

Dunn
Tom Kennedy

"Cold-Deck" Shapiro.. ........Ralph
Officer Rooney...
Sgt. Ryan

William Ruhl

Bank President....
Tax Man.............
Meek Man
Bank Guard

Stanley

Andrews

George Kldredgo

William Vedder
Mike Pat Donov.in

"Jinx Money" is an easily salable
Bowery Boys entry from the Monogram stable. Strictly for laughs,
it

j

has a slap-happy pace calculated I
any following bmlt by the

to please

^
series, and payoff in that particular market will be good.
Plot combines

drama

comedy and meloenough to show

effectively

off the antics of the Boweryites,
led by Leo Gorcey. Direction by

William Beaudine paces the chuckles and thrills for best all-around
reception, letting the Bowery gang
have its head in frantic antics--a
formula particularly .pleasing to
series fans.

.

A gambler wins $50,000 at cards
and is murdered on the street
while carrying away the loot. Gorcey and Huntz Hall find it and the
fun develops in their trying to
keep it against the onslaught of
other gamblers and a killer. Boys
out-trick the brains at every turn
and there are five murders before
the killer is brought to justice.
Boweryites backing Gorcey and
HaU are capably depicted by Billy
Benedict, David Gorcey,
BarUett and Gabriel Dell. Adult

Benny

as an apoplectic detective
furnished by Donald MacBrlde,
Lucien Littlefleld is the kUler and
(Cootiwtexl iim page 18)

comedy
is

^'Offers a veritable goldmine;
MOTION

/

PICTURE HERALD

If

Wonderfully funny,
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Spells top grosses."
BOXOFFICE

[in

do boffo

biz.'
DAILY VARIETY

Should clean up everywhere!"
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

starring

MgGOIRE

•

HIUAHy eROOKE

AN

•

y[lE JERGENS

mm

•

ROSS FORD

SMALL PROOUCIION

•

TRUDY MARSUALl

.

Screenplay by Frank Tashlin and Devery Freeman

Based upon a SATilRDAlf EVENING POST story by Roy Huggins
Prcduced snd Directed by

S.

SyiVAN SIMON

A QOlUmik PICTURE
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Imports^Exports
By Taxes, Censors,
Bome. MayS.
have dealt

elections
npcent political

? ntii

.n -film

bW

perplexcid,

Be-

posW srompro-

eleXns,
"
were

given

to

government represenlapromises
Query now is, will
"that a new
fvpot' Trade feels discussed
by
ought to be

'fpprs by

law

Parliament,
But
help native product.

Cthcomlng
to

""ItHon

is

how

to

do

it

without

wfith

juVe delinquency, the

owing to

excessive realism. In' regard to the special cen*
sorshlp of the church, it's practically inoperative.
The Catholic
Film Centre, an equivalent of the
Legion of Decency, gives out its
I'fiting, but people don't take any
notice of it. Films placed in Class
C (Kcto called "unsuitable") are
played without any trouble and
children also see them.
Wide appeal of American films,

latter

its

interests and
the Marshall Plan, since producers' conservatism
and
to the
•'"T nf the greater obstacles
cinema ANICA's equivocal policy are, with
Revetment of the Italian of for- censorship, among the principal
import
is the free
perils menacing Italian film production. The uncontrolled flood of
the situation remains
imports is another. Italian market
j
Onlv a few films are
like needs 200 to 250 films annually.
iid none of them looks
"Shoe Shine." Last year over 500 were imported-rn "hnen City" or
the pix American, British, French, Swedabout
said
be
can
The same
Feeling here is ish and Russian. For the current
preparation.
year, things seem to be going from
has exhausted
that Italian cinema
bad to worse, owing to the import
saying its last origts golden vein,
films-Roberto of a lot of German, Austrian and
four
in
inal 'words
Mexican pix ^the first two not
Year
the
"Qerpaany
Bossellini's
played here since 1944, the others
"Under
Universalcinc's
NouSit,"
Lux's "WithoU practically unknown, except "Maria
the Sun of Borne."
not yet Candelaria," "Nana" arid "Les
Mercy" and "No Stealing"—
ap- Miserables," recently played;
future
the
that
After
released.
U. S. Pix an Lion's Share
Production of
pears precarious.
American pix, of course, have
melodramas,

American

ttag
"^^^hnfting

taW

'%&ile

m

SiU

ff

—

historical pix,

a

widespread

trade

.

Youth" and "Without Mercy," were Last week had only one
on the pan, :the former because it ing.

BvBAPUL QUATTROCCHI
•

OK

in London
London, May 18.
Showbusiness here was generally lamentable over the Whitsun
holiday due to an early heat wave
coupled with a money shortage and

'Builder'

Production Snafued

Italo Flini

the
!r« tne
fore

costume

legit

the circuit opened. Marx is slated
to return immediately to the states
following his Tivoli date. Normally,
an imported act plays the entire
circuit
and frequently repeats.
Otherwise it doesn't pay the chain
$1 Weekly Pay for
to shell out the sizable cost of
London, May 17.
A group of members of Parlia- transportation in addition to the
ment has tabled a request for the star's salary.
Marx Is reported to be getting
Home Secretary, Chuter Ede, to
make an immediate official investi- $4,000 weekly. He's slated to return
for a picture to be made by United
gation
into
cruelty
allegations
made by British Actors Equity re- Artists. Marx has declared that if
shooting date is postponed, he'll
garding the employment of child
play other Aussie dates.
labor in theatres. At an Equity
meeting it was stated that in the
north of England children played
twice nightly shows for little more Canadian
Series

Move To

Some

rdm

than
a week. They slept six in
a bedroom scarcely big enough for
one, and had to pay their manager
huge sums for simple additions to
their wardrobe.
Equity is joining the
P.s in

Gets Big Play Across

Border for Columbia
Ottawa, May 18.
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in this city of 5,000,000 Chinese is
credited with preventing, the Nan-

from closing
public dancing establish-

king

government

down

all

ments here, which would have renjobless some 20,000 taxi
dancersj musicians, artists and
others.

dered

Brahding

plan of the govern-

tlie

ment as sheer stupidity, the Shanghai Evening Post and' Mercury went
all out to keep Shanghai what it

been—a dancing

has always

and in

Editorially

its

city.

news columns

the Post' fought the scheme, supported by America and British residents and the younger generation
of Chinese.
Matters came to a climax when
several thousand taxi dancers invaded and wrecked the headquarters of the Bureau of Social Affairs
of the city government. $everal
persons were arrested and. a score
or more injured.,
"What will we- do to earn our
livelihood?" demanded the taxi
dancers and others concerned. Government officials vaguely replied
that the girls would be trained to
.

'

."til

—

Shanghai, May 5.
An American-owned newspaper
"

Probe Kids' Wages Nixed;

-

lKn¥
Sih^T^M^'^

Keeps Shanghai Big Dancing Gty

Revived by Donald Wolfit, "The Chico P&rx on 2-Week
Master Builder" bowed at the
Westminster Friday (14), the proAussie Vaude Quickie
ducer costarring with Rosalind
Melbourne, May 12.
Iden.
Directed by Peter Cotes,
Chico Marx arrived here for a
the play was well received and may
two
week run at the Tivoli theatre.
do fairly well in a waning season.
It will be one of the quickest trips
made by any U. S.: performier since

British Equity

Dance Halls

Daily's Drive for

open-

the lion's share. If Italian Eagle- calling for a new children's theatLion can get good playdates, it's rical charter and the establishment
chance -abroad only because of its deals with ECi of a provincial pantomime confilms which have no
and ENIC circuits, which give it tract for the 1948-49 season.
doto
«tid are of doubtful appeal
the
majority of Italian houses.
Millie Jackson, 38-year-old
lacking
mestic HUdiences- when
French films, which have lost all trainer of a Children's' dancing
Hollywood's lavlshness and entertheir fans since the return of U. S. troupe in London, revealed last
taining touch.
,, pix, are hardly played. During the
J
,^
week
that she is one of the teachItalian film industry finds itself
On one current season only seven French ers who pay pupils just over $1
In an absurd situation.
films got into Italian houses ("La a week for appearances in twiceside, there's the genuine exportSymphonie
Pastorale,"
Grande
"La
nightly pahtomime. Miss Jackson
able product which, however, proIllusion," "La Folre aux Chiineres," said that ihe sent two dancing
ducers refuse to make slace/natlve
On the "La Belle et la Bete," "La Taverne teams of 12 children to northern
iaungoers don't like it.
"La
TragePolsson
Couronne,"
du
pantomimes last season. She gave
other side, there are the routine
die Imperiale" and "La Symphonie them 27c. a week pocket money
pix (often dum^r although bigAnother is to be and 75c. to bank. Some weeks she
budgeted imitations of American Fantastique."
shown
"Jenny Lamour." "Le gave the children vtjao had been
films), which the public likes only
To export Diable au Corps," distributed here longest in the troupe a riaiSe of
to a certain extent.
still around 25c. to 30c..
items of this Idnd isn't always by Universal-International, is
She was paid $12 for each of the
rejected by exhibs as lacking boxquite easy.
24 children. All of them were beoffice values.
Exttort Is Vital
Soviet pix, which filmgoers ab- tween 12 and 14. She said it cost
And yet, export Is a matter of
hor, are only occasionally played, her $8.50 a week tor each child's
vital hnportanee to the Italian film
in firstruns. Some Swe- lodgings; $24 to $28 for their total
industry. Cost of an average pic and never
$20 for the children's
th,e sum- wages,
here is about 80,000,000 liras <H30,- dish films appear during
mer months. Spanish and Argen- matron, and there were travelling
000), While its total gnjssejs may
expenses to and from rehearsals.
amount, If it has boxoffiee values tine pix are unknown. American
"This works out at less than $2
and is normally exploited,, to 160,- product therefore dominates ^too
import as many a week profit on each child," she
000,000 liras ($200,000). Of this, much, The rush to
is pushing both said. "I don't think that is extor56,000,000 liras go to the state for films as possible
companies into a tionate'. I don't exploit children.
taxes, Of the balance (104,000,000), U. S. and Italian
policy. Metro has They arei nOt touring just for wages
62,000,000 ben^t the exhibs. The mad, dangerous
biit meah to make the stage a
remaining 42,01)0,000 liras ($70,000) added to its 19 pix program for
I
fea- career."
are cashed by thSs producer with a the current season nine other
loss of half the invested capital. tures. Including not only: recent
This is the financial setup in the productions such as "The Sea of
home market of an Italian medium- CJrass" 'and "Song of Love," but 'Annie' Quits Melbourne
also old ones like "Johnny Eager"
tmggeter making fair grosses.
After Boff 9-Month Run
There are other difflcultles, too. and "They Met in Bombay."
Twentieth has given out since
When, after Uberation, the Italian
Melbourne, May 12.
him industry was reorganized, pro- October eight Tyrone Power films
"Annie Get Your Gun," with
James," "The Razor's Evie Hayes atid Webb Tilton, bows
("Jesse
ducers diecided to group
themselves
Sand," "Johnny
out of His Majesty's here after a
(ANICA) based Edge," "Blood and
Fiddle," "Alexan smash nine months' run for J. C.
along lines of Motion
"Second
Apollo,"
Picture Assn.
"A Yank in Williamson. "Annie" could have
Results haven't been der's Ragtime Band,"
fi-'r'®"''^the RAF," "The Black Swan")
the eviction order commLI^Y^- ^^^^^^^ by a producer- with the result of making the star run a year,
ing to permit Cicely Courtneidge's
redubbing "Under the Counter" show to bow
is
Warners
unpopular.
f** **s°ciation has been "Captain Blood," "Anthony Adin.
Miss Courtneidge is only in
*
personal preferences.
the
of
Charge
"The
Aussie for a limited span.
Pj-oja
behig Christian- Verse" and
reissue them.
"Annie" still has the rest Of Aus^®
»s Eitel Monaco, Light Brigade," to
Awrr??*'
^^ICAs general manager, every GDB will release in Italian UA's sie territory to play.
move allegedly reflects
already distributed
the mind of "Pot o' Gold,"
Warfare
S.J'arty. as indicated by the here by Psychological
of a production code sug- Branch in its original version.
Current London Shows
Continenalcine is reissuing
Jr-. and
London, May 18.
Sl**^ ^^''"n «"igley.
"CamiUe," bought from Metro.
(Figure shows weeks of run)
^\}^^ Vatican. 'This Castel
Film announces a Laurel.^"t
of emasculating
Lucasta," Majesty's (29).
"Anna
siamo zingarelli
Gun," Col's'm (50).
"Annie
Get
producers make Hardy pic, "Noi
Gipsies"), which is
"Autumn Gold," Embassy (2).
which adds ("We, the Little
"''lli
the old Hal Roach's "The Bohe"Barretts," Garrick (3).
distributed here by
(Jirl"
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (56).
it's claimed, has inian
ihisu,irf1;
Metro 11 years ago, and made up
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (2).
fiaSl"' ^"thority, eXcludl»g«an as a new film. But the last straw
"Carissima," Palace (10).
Film's "On JTse
"'/?;i?'=*
with
"Chiltern Hundreds," Yaude (38).
Month of Hon- is attained by Cinindustrie
W')
^Sf
Talmadge
"Dark Eyes," Strand (8).
the benefit of the the import of the Norma
SXf'^ora
"Edward My Son," Lyric (51);
too poorly produced pic, Joseph M. Schenck's "DuBarry,
"Four, Five, Six," Yorks (10).
Passion"—an 18-year"really be Woman of
"Frenzy," St. Mart (4).
bad
P*''
claimed AiNiUA
""^mea
ANICA hasn't old film.
th^ViiVt^
"Happiesit Days," ApoUo (8). ^
the
i.i«i,Vi
to do this, and if
all bad
"Happy Either," St. James (32).
be excluded
"Hellzapoppln," Princes (6).
Spain Coin
Feliy's
»t least of na"Life WithFather," Savoy (50).
HoSd J*«"*"ot
h^^'f"^,
™"'^
"Linden Tree," Duchess (40).
wouldn't be played.
Mexico City, May 18.
"Little Lambs," Ambass. (6).
Highest actor's pay per pic ever
"Master Builder," Westm'ter (1).
is
also hlijdering, paid in Spain has been conimanded
While
"Medium," Aldwych (3).
purposes of for- by Maria Felix, Mexico's top pic
oni?^
"Mountain Air," Comedy (16).
extremely tolerant actress.
^im
"Never Can Tell," Crit, (33).
(everything IS
She's inked with producer Cesa-PracticX'*^''
"Off Eecord," Piccadilly (46),
approved
here, even
e
obvin?»T ^
reo Gonzales in Barcelona to make
"Oklahoma!", Drury Lane (55).
^.,.'f^h^^thoUc films, as
«o another version of Vicente Blasco
"Outrageous," W. Garden (55).
ofL„^»trie") Italian product Ibanez's
"Mare Nostrum" for
"Paragon," Fortune (2).
struggle 2,200,000 pesetas— $199,653 (U.S.)
"Present Laughter," H'ymkt (57).
against «t.*^2™P'*"«'*, to
")Relapse," Phoenix (16).
Anna M«t^^"^®^»'W^«fies. Yet an
"Royal Circle," Wynd. (3).
of ttf?-'**.?''"-"'f»'« Unknown
Paris
"Starlight Roof," Hipp. (28)
wany anf^'",*?' wa? okayed despite
"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (48).
VAMETTf's Paris correspondent:
was diS^^'^ indecent scenes. It
"Tuppence," Globe (32).
Maxime de Beix
"Vigil," Wales (2).
33 Blvd. Montparnasse
Recently two
"Worm's View," Whitehall (55).
Lux pix, "Misled
Phone: Littre 75-64

d&!1

Yank

depression.

musical comedies and religious
mellers are In prospect—types of

f

'

,

Columbia Pictures of Canada,
Ltd., distributors of the National

Film Board's English-language theseries

atrical

of

short

subjects,

"Canada Carries On," report sub-

be nurses and other: employment
found for the remainder.
The Post termed this promise
"nonsense" and carried on the
fight. In the end, after the Shanghai city government, aroused by
the Post's fight, appealed to Nanking not to close the danceries, the
government backed down and
Shanghai is dancing more than
:

stantial increases in bookings for
the series. Out of the 1,400 theatres in Canada (not counting 16m
ever.
and part-time fllmers) the

GCO

shorts play 435 houses, representing an lipping of 135 over last
year ^Hd nearly 200 over the year
before that. Columbia also reports
421 bookings on the NFB feature,

"RCMP File
The NFB

,

1st Biiying-Bookii^

Combine Exclusively

1365," to date.

French-language theatrical series, "En Avant Canada,"

French counterpart of the "Canada
Carries On" films, and "Vigie,"
both distributed by Astral Films,
play in 30 theatres, all Frfench
program houses.
Upcoming eCO releases include
two in color: "Capital' Plan," to
be shot in Ansco color, on the
designing of the new Otlawg by
France's eminent .town planner
Jacques Greber, and "Eskimo,"
an Ansco blowup from 16m, filmed
in the Canadian Arctic. Black-andwhite releases on the NFB schedule for theatres iiiclude films on
modern art galleries, the place of
maps in modern existence, the
Leslie Bell Singers of Toronto, a
typical day in the life of a Member of Parliament, the establishment of orphsihs in society,
Canada's
weather.

tourist

and the

biz.

Current CCO, a fwoconcerns Canadian

/

for foreign Films
With some 20 odd accounts as
its

customers,

Lasker-Schwartz,

Inc. has formed ,jjvhat is believed
to be the first buying and booking
combine exclusively handling for-

eign films. Formerly with Siritzky
International
Pictures,
Walteir
Lasker felt there was a nieed for
such a service after making a

three-month

swing

the

through

hinterland last winter to study exhibitors' problems.
Aside from guaranteeing a thea^
tre operator a large pool Of pictures, Lasker also noted that his
organization Will aid the exhib in
advertising and promotmg his art
films,
Assoeiated is Irving
Schwartz, formfer OjpA attorney.
Firm's territory extends primarily
along the eastern seaboard and as
far west as Missouri.
'

policy,

reel

weekly

iitted

newsp«|pers,

Home Town

Paper."

"The

iiev Biog

Eyed By

.

MinevitchJw^

BERNFELDBACKIN

•

Paris, 'iWto, 18.
^

For his

PIC PROD. IN VIENNA

initial fltog

film producer, B6rra|i

as

isifi

indie

BIinife^rltch is

eyeing the biog 6t' the Ittlssiaia
dance impresario, Diaghilev, for. &
pic with a ballet backgronnd. He's
currently huddling with choreonow a U. S. Citizen, i^ again press grapher Serge Lifar, the book's auchief of Union Film, a French- thor,, .ift sicript ideas.
Austrian outfit, semi-official disEmetic -pressburgcsr, former J.
tributing office of the French oc- Arthur Rank produde», "is also,
workhig on the bluepmt* Avltit
cupational forces. Company plans
•Vienna,

May

10.

ileturning after more than eight
years' absence, Siegfried Bernf eld,

to

go

Union

completely

commercial.

Mirievitcliu-

'

is affiliated with Kiba, cityof filni houses. Kiba

owned chain

went into production lately, bapke^
Three-point shift hi RKO's forby the city-owned Spiaiikasse Bank,,
and is finaneing.G. Wv|'abst' latest,! eign dept. personnel has been coipDepth" (provisional
"Mysterious
title)/:.:

';v^

with the departure of
Michael Havas for Buenos Airesi
Havas, who sailed last week, is
assuming field supervision of Latin
America for RKO. His former job

pleted
.

.

Work on Bernfeld's 30th film,
"Beloved by the World" ("Liebling
der Welt"), a &aby DeSlys yarn, is
well ulider way. He wrote the
scenario together with Karl Farkas.
Film is to be produced in two versions (French and -German) by
Berna-Film and Donau-Film, Vienna and by Arta-Film, Paris. Max
Neufeld is director. Nadine Grey
will take th0 IStle role in both
.

*
versions.
Bernfeld's drama, "tittle Housfe
on Lake Success," is now slated
for Volkstheatre preem late this
season. Alexander Marky of World

Art Productions, N.

has secured

as supervisor for Continental

Eu-

rope and the -Near East is betog
filled by Ellas Lapinere, who is
stationed in Paris.
Havas is replacing Jack Osserman, promoted to the homeoffice
Where he's in control of Latin
America and other territoriw.

New

officers of the Regina, Sasfe..

Motion Picture Exhibitors Assn.
chairman. Jack Proudlove,
are:

succeeding L Reinhom,
U. S. rights to Bernfeld's latest Roxy; secretary, Christine Gramanuscript, "Going Home" ("Bo- ham, Grand, succeeding Harold,
hemian Rhapsody"), depicting, the Gray, Met; advertising, H. A. Berlife of Czech composer Antpnin covich, Broadway, succeeding Jack
Watson, Rex.
Dvorak.
Y.,

Capitol,

;

—

"

.

.

ncnmiiBS

16

UN Pwhing 2 Pias

^^^^^^^^

c""en%_^ the
Bevival of the Marx Bros.' "Night at the Opera,"
Brandts' Gotham, on Broadway, brings up ,f Jfeth^K
bom t^^
kno^^/n—that the comedians have a participation b^^erest ta^
traditionally
Metro
While^
Kaces."
the
picture and their "A Day at
dea , .m an era when
that It "takes in .no partners," the Marxes'

Cs was
thefe

ttiOU^^^
W nowith
the late Irving Thalberg.

gains, participation partner-

little

This was because

U< S. National Film Committee for the United Nations*
for the first time, will seek
commercial distribution of
two UN films completed as
part of the worldwide pix
program. UN isn't looking for
a profit from the films but
want enough of a rental to pay

iSide
distribution and print costs,
, was
was Resumed at the
they Vere signed Jiersonally to Thalberg and, it
pix arc to be released within
to the production chief's intentions to go into
the near future.
Independent production on his own.
Two films chosen are "Clearjlus
epilog,
and
foreword
the
will
do
Marx
Incidentally, Groucho
ing the Way" and "Searchlight
and .Harpo MaJX
the sountrack commentary, for a new film which Chieo,
of the Nations." First runs 38
.Ben Hecht SCTipt.
will produce for Lester Cowan (VA release), from a
minutes and the second, 17
venture.
another-filwi
,
still
be
that
WiU
It's not the Marxes' biog;
minutes.
.
Groucho meantime is bearing down on radio mostlyv
k >
Marx who came east with Al Jolsoh for a radio guester, heads back
Edgar Bergen guester
to Hollywood next Monday (24), directly after his
the
time
at
of
his
much
Eitorial
spent
Marx
Uniisttal
east
While
the night before.
ban games with Goodman Ace (Easy Aces); got an offer from Cosmo-

ships, etc

timl.lis^ forerunner

politan to write a series of 12 articles; and mdulged in his (Marx s)
Marac^ was
favorite campaign against offensive dialectic comedians.
narticularly vehement against the N, Y, nitery comics because oTtteir
be«mtit and asides which is a double-fault: the dirt, obviously, {^^^
who can t
the
customers
cheats
English
in
cause anythmg not spoken
understand the dialect."

f

SAN FRANCISCO'
(Continued Arom page 40)'

week, okay

.

First step towards solving how to get busy exhibitors to watch tradeBcreenings was talcen by Metro Monday (17) night with a mass sneak

lieity

front of the

p^

.

$l$,!S0O.

_

;

St too

frinmpli,

Wow $21^0; Xnrlatf
yfts

—

WWoman^ 186
May

St. Louis,

-

18.

"Arch of Triumph," aided by a

$17,000.

bally, looks standout with
sock week at Loew's. No incidents
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,- have occurred so far with the showing of "Iron Curtain," at Ambas207); 65-85)—"Sahara" (Col) and.
which is nearly as big. Four
sador,
"Destroyer" (Col) (reissues). Husky
''SumHie!C days of rain last week clipt>e4
Last wee

Shanghai" (Col) (2d

wk),.

neat f 18,-

solid

000.

$9,000;

IrailerisBg for Iron

'

^

*Ardi'

Orphenm (Blwnenfcld) (ZAm;
"AH My Sons" (U). Fine
Last week, "Lady From

,55-85)

Fojlowteg the ri#onWifle piibgiven last week's rioting, ift
Broadway SoJ^, 20thFox's "Iron Curtain" iS chalking
up strong grosses throughout the
preview of "Easter Parade" at its Broadway Loew's State.
Is e^^sected to
Film
country.
tradescreenirfgs
has
sit
on
exhibs
in
to
Importance of getting more
gross of some $'Z50,0Wbeen consistently pointed up by Metro sales veepee William F. Ebdgers. a boxOfiicefor its first week in the
$1,000,000
It's the only chance they get, he Said, of getting a chance in is«ivattce to
which it opened
in
situations
339
to
eee the merohandise they buy. It also gives them an oppotttinitar
Twentieths
lasf^ Wednesday (12).
plan better their exidoltation cawpalgns on the fi^ Because most of
Curis still indefinite, since
them come to the exchange centers from ont-of-tovra, however, they're take
on a slldingf
mostly
sold
was
tain"
wsually too busy booking films to watch the usual tradesereenings.
final figures are not
the
and
scale
Evening screenings give them a chance to watch the picture leisurely.
in.
yet
.
For Monday night's sneak,. Metro consolidated all its usual showings,
Picketing has been reported in
Inviting more than 1,500 trade press and mag crix, exhibs, music pubs,
Mumeapolis
city officials, etc. Making a certfiui number of seats available to the Chicago, Cleveland,
cities but
public also gave the company a chance to get audience reaction to and sCTeral other key
been no mass rioting
has
there
%arade." Metro is foUowing the same idea in exchange centers
Mot
occurred
.which
that
as
theatres for an evening to screen the such
thro^ENut the i^imijy, mitihg
>'
vwttch
and
Roxy
the
of
front
in
11
Vv;
film.
front pages of practically
Critics' boxscore among, the New York dailies on 20th-Fox's contro- hit the
and
itt
newspaper
York
New
versial "Iron Curtain," showed a sharp division of opinion along ex- every
in the country. Folpected lines. The N. Y. Daily News, Mirror, Journal-American, World- most cities
original
Telegram and Stm reviewers entered strong defense of the film, lowing cessation of the adrpab
20th
piWicity,
sensational
praising it both f6r its entertainment qtualities and anti-Soviet theme.
Charl^ SehlaiOn the other side, taking potshots at the pic, were the N. Y. Herald department under
concentrating on conTribune, Post and PM reviewers. The Times review straddled by fer has been
vincing the public that, despite the
islapping and endorsing the film on a moderate note.
incidents
untoward
no
picketing,
Bosley Ctowttesr* Times ciStic, shifted his original stance in his
are oceiirring inside the theatres.
Sund^'tlQ^ coIanJtt,1iowever, with a barbed Attack on the fibn.
kidsummed tip the" case for the film's opponents by decladng: "It surely, Hence, it's safe to bring the

—

—

•

•

"Hatter's Castle" ;(Par) (Srd wk).
Down to $10,000 in ten flays, I*ast

te

Storm" (UA) an* "Abroad

'With- grosses.

Estiinates for This Week
Y&nfes" (U A). (reissues),^5,500.
Amhassad«Hr (P&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Laridn (Boesner) (400; 65-85)
"Die Flederinaus." (In^e). Big $3,- —"Iron Curtain" (20th) and "ArTakes Over" (20th). Big $19,week,
"Mayerthur
Last
500 or near.
000. Last week, "Sainted Sisters"
ling" (todie) (reissue), S2,300.^
llnlteft.Nirtltons (FWCT(1.149; 60- (Par) and "Waterfront at Midnight"
85)—"The Fugitive" (RKO) (2d (Pai'), $16,000.
Fox (F&M) (5*000; 50-75)—
Off to $2,000 hi five days.
wis).
"Woman in White" (WB) and "TarLast week, good $6,500.
KsQuhre (Blumenfeld) (955; 55- zan and Mermaids" (RKO). Modest
85)—"AU My Sons" (U>. Sock $11,- $18,000.
Last week, "Fighting
000. Last week, "Tarzan's Secret Father Dunne" (RKO) and "WestTreasure" (M-G) anS "Tarzan's ern Heritage" (RKO), big $28,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
N.Y. Adventure" ,(MrG) (reissues),
Sock
"Arch of Triumph" (UA).
$7'50Q
Last week, "State of
$21,000.
60-851
State
(Par)
(2,133;
- G)
(2d wk), great
"No^e Hangs High" (EU (m.o.). Uniojj"

—

—

m

Last week^ "Seven $18,000.
IKfissourii (F&M) (8,500; 50-75)—
Sinners" (EL) and "Sutter's Gold"
"Sitting Pretty" (20th) and "Mat<EL) (reissues), diUl $6,500.
ing of Millie" (Col) (2d wk). Nice
$8,500 after neat $10,500 first

Mild $7,000.

.

NoKctewTO

stanza.

Orpbeum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
of Union" (M-G) (m.o.).
Last week, "Black
$8i000.
Cat" (SG) and "Black Friday^
Pittsburg, May 18.
(SG) (reissues) $'?,S00.
Generally slow week will have its
Shubert (Ind) '(1,500; 40-60)—
only excitement in "Iron Curtain" "Fighttog 69th" (WB) and "Valley
at Fulton where frottt'-page pub- of Giants" (WBi (reissues) (2d wk).
lieity the picture received as result Solid
$4,000 foIlQwiiifi $5,000 initial
of N. Y. Roxy riots is paying off. stanz^.
None of that here; although police
were on hand looking for something to happen. Not a sini^e
picket showed up, "AKflt of Triumphu" providing'a disappointonent
at Penn and will probably come out
after a single week. "Noose Hangs
Denver, May 18.
dies.
High" doing nothing at Stanley.
Fine weather for outdoors is
will i^anfr explosive notions in susceptible and biased nrfads. It will
"To Ends of Kar^ looks mil)} at hurting most spots this session.
service
With nationvride news
jaggr^vate anger and ansdety, suspicion, hate and fear, not through any,,
Harris.
rioting
as
Koxy
coverage of the
"The Outlaw" is standout with
sober clariflcatioh but through the old-fashioned villain stereotypes.
for
Week
iistiinates
This
relas
"Curtato"
the spearhead,
smash week at the Broadway witii
Jtolten (Shea) (1,700; 4*.76)
Halfin sight.
Contrary to pre\iious indications, the House committee on un-Amer- ceived es^aordinaiy press and ra- "Iron Curtain" (20th). Cashii® in mdefinite
ican activities doesn't intend to nzme any pictures allegedly containing dio publicity. In many instances, on publicity over controversial as- hearted picketing of ^'&on Cur^
Communist propaganda* That is revealed by the committee chairman the news stories were followed pects Of film; No excitement, ex- tain" did not hurt film as much as
of
of
which,
theme
weather.
editorials,
Bej?. J; Pamell Thomas, in an article titled "Wliat I BeaOy Think of with
cept at b.o. ^fild get tilose to
Estimates for This Week
course, depended on the political;
Bkulywood,'' in; the cun«nt (jime) issue'M liberty
Broadway {Oinemal (1,500; 35newspaper con- $13,000, and sure to hold, tmst
Tire congressman writes that he has "seen a number of examples leanings of the
week, "Smart Woman" (Mono), 74)—'^Outlaw*' (UA), Smash $18.of Communist influence In films." Hwwever, he adds, that he has cerned.
very thin $4^000.
and
holding. Last Week, sub000
Considered especially interesting
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)— sequent-run.
*'shpice realized tbat ngr idea (to have pictures analyzed for Communist
was the fact that the N. Y. Her- "Ends of Earth" (Col). Moderate
coiatent) was bofh dVer^inbitious^^ and
Dentaam (Gockrijl) (1,750; 35-70)
ald-Tribune's Howard Barnes pan- $11,000. Last week, "Black Bart"
—"Sainted Sisters" (Par) (3d wk)
Metro studio publicity staff tossed an "afternoon tea" on the lot last ned ttie film in Iiis regular review. (U),.weak$9<500.'
and "Mr. Reckless" (Par). Okay
aesaa (Loew?s-UA) (3,300; 44^76) $10,000 or near. Last week, "SisThursday (13) for their boss, Howard Strickling, who sails Saturday He omitted all mention of its po«
<22> for England. 'As a special gag, the M-G fiackery made a deal witti litical implications, declaring only —"Arch of Triumph" (UA). Crix ters" (2d wk), fine $14,500.
the Stollywood Citizen, Culver City newspaper, which carried a streamer that it wasn't too entertaiMng. In climbed all over this one and de»enver (Fox) 42,525; 35-74)-the same, issue, however, the Her- spite marquee names and bookf« "Iron Curtahi" (20th) and "13 Lead
beiKlUne ireading: "StricWing To Sail for Dear Old London."
puU, biz is Way off. Fair $17,000, Soldiers" (20th), day-date with
Ih an ad lib speech of thanks, Strickling declared to the staff: "I've ald-Trib carried an editorial de:and may not hold. Last week, Escyuire, Webber, Very mild $11,tiever been able to figure .out -Why everybody celebrates When I'm leav- riding the Communists, whom it
"State
Union"
of
(M-G)
wk).
(2d
claimed were behind the rioting,
Last week, "BobiB Hood"
000.
ing but nevi»^ when I xetuin."
and urging everybody to see the good $16,000.
(WB) (reisaie) and "Arthur TakM
Kitz (Loew's) (800; 44-76)—"State Over" (20th), $13,500.
film.
Editorial declared:
of Union" (M-G) (m.o). Still packEsquire
(Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Iron
"Except for the rumpus raised ing a punch at $4,000. Last week,
"Lead Solby the Communists, 'The Iron "10th Ave. Angel" (M-G) and Curtain" (20th) and
diers" (20th), also Denver, Webber.
Curtain' mi^t have had little "Speed To Spare" (Par), worst
Dull $2,000. Last week, "Robin
chance of catching on. The Com- here in long time, about $1,500.
Hood"
(reissue) and "Arthur
(WB)
i Continued from page 1
munists reaEy showed their vulSenator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)— Takes Over" (ZOth), satae.
pool, accept no responsibility for concerned, are American-owned.
nerability to exposure and to boot "Sitting Pretty" (20th) (5th wk).
On^ewn (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
Startup the action. They maintain Earnings don't go into the pool, advertised the spot they are on.
Had been set to move out over "Miracle "Of Bdls" (HKO) and
that ttce tiqpe deals they worthed out since the agreement is that only To those interested in the puzweekend but biz was so brisk, man- "Hose Santa Rosa" (Col). Nice
witii KordA were only logical good earnings of British-Htwned films gOc zling Communist problem and its
agement decided to hang on to it. $15,000.
Last week, "State of
business, •dictated by the attitude in. In other words, the British .^OV' intimate implications, which should Still a click at
aromid $4,000 on Union" (M-G) and "Hollywood
taken by some of the majors dur- ernment makes available for divvy- include practically evi^bot^, we top of better than $5,000 last week. Bam
Dance'* (SG) (2d wk), big at
ing- recent interpretative sessions ing among the American com- advise se^g 'The Iron Curtain.'
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 44-76)
$15,000;
by major and indies in N^w Yor)K panies only the amount of dollars
"Noose pangs High"- (EL). Weak
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
on application of tiie Anglo»tI.
equal, to that remittable to it.
attractions continuing here with "Jolson Story" (Col) and "Money
agreement.
It's much more advantageous, of
Abbott and CosteUo comedy not Madness" (FC). No dice at $7,000,
more than $9,000, thin. Last week, Last week, "Adventures of CasaThe so-called "Balaban plan" is course, for an American company
"FighUng
69th"
(WB) and "Valley nova" (EL) and"Man From Texas"
the crux of the issue. Paramount; to keep all the U. S. earnings of a
Rep for Fihn Salesmen of Giants" (WB) (reissues), $11,000. (EL), $11,500.
proxy Barney Balaban proposed British pic rather than throw the
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)-^
that the U. Sj companies agree to income into a pool. They only get
BreaHing ground for union con- "Fort Apache" (KKO) (3d
Man in Iron Mask" (EL) and
wk).
toss ftito the Amerieian dollar pool back out of the pool a pereentage tract negotiations, 1,000 salesman
Down to $6,000 or over. "I Remem- stageshow. Fancy $12,000 or near.
all eariUngs in this <a»nntry of in proportion to the earnings of of all the major film distributors:
ber Mama" (RKO) in next. Last Last week, "Standhi" (Indie) and
British piXj whether the fihns are their pix in England.
will hold an election early in June
"House Across the Bay" (Indie)
Move by all the other companies to determine whether the Colos- week, stout $11,500,
owned by American interests or by
(reissue), fair $4,500.
British interests. Metro, 20th-Fox now is to follow the Selznick and seum of Film Salesmen should be
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)-and Warner Bros., which have stu- Gold.vifyn.lead by using their frozen their bargaining agency. ColosIron Curtain" (20th) and "Lead
dios in England and are thus sure British funds to buy pix outright, seum currently claims a memberSoldiers" (20th), also Esquire. Dim
(Continued
from page 11)
to be able to malte films there, ob- so they won't have to put the ship of about 850 but is required
Last week, "Robm Hood
$2,000.
jected. They refused to agree to money into the pool. Net result to prove its majority under provi- Hefty $7,500 after solid $10,500 (WB) (reissue) and "Arthur Takes
Over" (20th), same as Denver, Estoss into the pot earnings -of pix will be that the only coin going, in sions of the Taft-Hartley law. Bal- second: round.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— quire, about same.
they made in Britain and owned to the pool will be from the earn- lots will be mailed to all salesmen
"Noose Hangs High" (EL). Pleasing
nutright. Since they wouldn't go ings of the films of J. Aritrar Rank from company payroll lists by the
$9,000. Last week, "Duel in Sun'^
along on Balaban's proposal, natu- and of the Korda< pix distributed National Labor Relations Board's (SRO), $12,000.
under the latter's contract with New York office.
rally no one else would.
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75)
(Continued from page 10)
Thereupon, Milton Kramer, Selz- 20th-Fox.
Salesmen's guild has not formu- —"Smugglers" (EL) and "Cobra It?" (U). Mild $9,800 in 9 days.
And it was suggested by one in^ lated as yet any specific demands Strikes" (EL). Par $6,500. Last
»ick Releasing Organization board
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 35-55)-Chairman, and James A. Mulvey, sider this week that since Univer- for their upcoming talks with the week, "Black Art" (U), $7,500.
"Enchanted Valley"(E L). Drawing
Goldwyn prez, opened negotiations sal and Eagle Lion, which dis companies. However, Colosseum week. "Black Bart" (U). $7,500.
some juve tj?ade at average $4jf
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)— Last week, "Panhandle" (Mono)
at once to get their frozen coin out tribute the Rank films, and 20th, has indicated previously that it inof England by financing production will thus be suffering an unfair tends to press its fi.ght along the "Iron Curtain" (20th). Stutdy $16,- wk), okay $3,800.
there with it, but to avoid having handiciap, they may be expected to two flanks of increased security 000. Rumpus over pic's opening in
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)-to throw the U. S. earnings into work out a method for buying out- provisions for salesinen and a sub- N. Y. reacted favorably here, press "Iron Curtain" (20th). Fanc^J
the dollar pooK They achieve the right the product of tile British stantial wage hike. Strategy for reports of it being smeared in $11,000. Last week, "Scudda Hoo
latter aiih by Uie jprocess of using producers with whom they deal. Colosseum is being mapped in Chi- lobby display. Last week, "Miracle (20th), $7.800..
of Bells" (RKO), fine $12,500.
Stanley (WB) (34280; 25-75)-their unremlttable sterUng to buy That would mean the end com- cago where prexy A. M. Van Dyke
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)— "Pighting 69th" (WB) (reissue).
outright American distribution pletely of the dollar pool, except is 20th-FoJc branch manager. De"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (m.o.). MUd $8,000. Last week, "Woman in
lights to the pix Korda vrfll make, for the $17,000,000 which the Brit- spite a recent NLRB ruUng that
Pleasing $5,000. Last week, "Sit- White" (WB), $7,700.
„^
rather than actually becoming a ish have guaranteed to toss into it branch managers are*ineligible for ting Pretty" (20th),
three days into
Toivn (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
annually, representing the earnings union membership. Van Dyke will
partner with him.
sixth downtown week, and "Tarzan —"Fort Apache" (BKO) (2d wWThis means that the Korda pix of a}l American pictures in Eng- continue in his present post On a' Mermaids" (RKO) (m.0.),
$4,000 in Great $13,000 after sfiiash $17,600
are
Uand.
Canada
non-voting
and
basis.
fio far as the U. S.
4 days.
opener.
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CINCINNATI

BALTIMORE

*

to

He's the

guy|UiUiil says

ball performer to

fit

and satirerondlUQl says
freshest

and

is

"a fire

American humor
is^'the

funniest in years* and

DO] says i$*radio's freshest new
funnyman r and 1203 says "will lead the
field in popularity'

and

the |J|yBUi!lI3 ^^V«

is*an oracle of Iqughter fond

QQH says (again)
fellow

The

ENIIRPRISE STUDIOS

HENRY

funniest

MORGAN

Rudy Vallee Hugh Herbert

Virginia

is ""the

airl"

present

•

with

on the

-

Bill

Goodwin

Grey Dona Drake Jerome Cowan Leo Gorcey- Arnold Stang
•

•

Baker
screenplay by Carl Foreman ,nd Herbert

•

Based on the novel "THE BIG

TOWN" by RING WRDNEft

Produced by Stanley Kramer
Directed by Richard 0. FleischerA

Screen Play*,

Inc.

VA

Production

new
So<«

so

Wecbesdny,

HHbiy 19,

194S
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GOLDEN'S TEXAS' SET,

Old Showmaiislup Film Biz Need, Sez

Hemisphere

^

k-Neb. Allied Chief; Xchange News
Des Moines.

i

Theatre
Independent
Allied
Owners of Iowa and Nebraska at
their annual convention here May
10 and 11, heard Howard E, Brookings, of Oakland, Iowa, president,
warn the association it must return
to "old-fashioned showmanship."
He said, "It may be true the gravy
train has gone but if we can get
back to actual selling of entertainment by every means at our dis*
posal we C9n hold our position in
the amusement world."
<

rated the accolade for effecting a
tieup of a baby contest with a local
savings bank. Institution put up
$300 cash awards while pictures of
the infants were posted in the theMaxwell's honors
lobby;
atre's
stemmed from his efforts jn arranging a deal with Station
whereby the Westinghouse show
from the stage
presented
would be
of his theatre every Wednesday
over a 13-week period.

Sidney E. Samuelson, chairman
the National Allied Caravan
committee, told the meeting that
some of Hollywood's bigwigs
should put' more money into the
production of films and less into
personal salaries. "In the motion

The Mainstreet, downtown deluxe house, is slated to reopen next
October, according to announce-

of

WAGK

May Reopen

IJIain

St.,

Kansas

K. G.
City.

ment here by Walter Negbaur,

NOW READYING

5

Money

1

.

RKO

Skouras on TV

BKO

Twist"

.

Sj^acuse, for the

out-of-town braefeet. Both were
handed $25 checks and ceitifi<^tes'
by. the circuit's veepee and general
manager Sol A. Schwartz.
Pdases .are based upon execution
Of the "most unusual theatre activFeltheiraer
ity" o{ the month.

peak period immediately following
Company released 18
the War.
films in 1947 at an average budget
of $2,300,000 each, he said. In
1948, 20th is turning out about 2425 films, each costing about $1,900,000. Those now in production for
and sign installation and mainte- release next year, he declared, will
nence workers.
cost only about $1,600,000 each
Jf enacted, the ordinance would
Skouras declared that 20th had
hit hardest at B&K, which bas
also effected a $2,500,000 cut in
three firstrun houses on State
hom'eoffice expenses during the
ste^t Ordinance was drawn up
first six months this year, and had
last November, by Alderman John
trimmed $250,000 yearly off its penBuddinger.
sion plan by extending the plan to
40 years service, and making the
ind, Indies Set Meet
top yearly income $35,000 instead
'
Indianapolis,
Associated Theatre Owners of In- of the previous $50,000. Company
diana last week fixed July 26-28 as will have saved an overall $6,250,the date for its three-day eighth an- 000 in cash expenditures daring the
nual midsummer convention which' first half of this year. Theatre isfr^
will be held at French Lick Springs ceipts for the first quarter of ld4ll

I

j

New York
WIIKIE

Theatres

COUMU'-

fmm

tm.

%

MSX& EKQI ' molMEil

\t\.m«m
1

««'

-

SUrfi«g

!

&re off about $3^,000, be said,
Entertainment program is being but this has been partially comniapped by Marc Wolf, who heads pensated for by a .reduction of
the convention committee. Busi- some $2,800,000 in theatre operatness-sessions reportedly will be to ing expenses.
the point.
B.C. Now at Natural IiCTCl
National
boxoffice
has now
PoiOdui Adds Two in 1^ A.
Los Angeles.
reached its natural level, Snnnas
Harry Popkin bought Hippo- declared, adding he considered it
drome theatre property. South in a healthy condition. He de^i
Main street landmark, from clared that the compmy will seek
Adolph Ramish estate for $300,- to insure domestic boxoffice value
000.
In addition, Popkin signed a
the films it turns out in Engnew 10-year lease on tlie Star, an- for
land by sending over a ''packother Main street -house.
age" crew of producer, director,,
.stars and story on all films to be
produced there. This, he said, vrill
Schlaifer's Pro-Pix
make certain the films, retain the
"American tempo."
Pkch Before D.C. Admen Stockholders reelected all comWashington, May i&.
pany directors at the meet with
If film advertising is to remain the exception of Thomas J. Coae^
free of police censorship, those nors, former sales veepee who lias
who create it must remain "etern- left the company. Board, conser:
ally alive to the responsibilities quently, was trimmed from 14 to
that go with the privileges of be- 13 members. Directorate, meeting

iNPEiismrt
mmn %

.

JN WHITE-

hotel..

SMITH Sarah
YmghahI
GIG

•

SYDNEY

•

iiittiisiiiEEi

tflimi!

L>R>YM£aitilB.l

9:30

AMrmYwrn l

Bfios.

OPENS
OPEN:

LATE MIDNIGHT FILM

I

«VER(»IKAtAXE

MMCAUtfiaD
.$ARRY FITZGERALB

OBERON
!\

.

ing free citizens in a democracy." after the stockholders' confab, re
That warning was issued today elected the entire slate of com
(Tues.) by Charles Schlaifer, pub- pany officers.
licity-advertising director of 20th'
Century-Fox, in a speech before
the Advertising Club of Washington, at the Statler hotel, here.

Oivorcenent

Conceding that film ads

DANA ANDREWS

•

ha

Centinaed

"TH€ IRON CURTAIN"
.

tOih Century-Fox Pielurt

PLUS ON STAaE

.
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mth
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St.

preirnfs

IHKSON

CLARK GAELE
LANA TURNER
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BAXTER

•

and In OUCH.
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KADIO CITY MUSIC HAU-^
Rockefellor Contcir

CAWLANO «

.OENE KELLY

"THE WRATE"
Koiijirs Kir

to^

manliind;

conversely,

or,

hoked up clue. Murderer, apprehended, reveals that be is after
jewels unobtainable wdthout mur>
der.
Sheila Ryan and Fraser project,
well through some bad'
dialog in a weak plot.
Leslie
Btoolcs' characterisation nf a novel- >
ist, complete with Russian^dtalect,
is extremely unbelievable while
Heyes and Richard Loo all look
alike in character.
fairiyr

'Hemy
CWUamt* ttmm

V
me

S

;

Harold Auten, Rank exec, the film
has achieved its present income
with only 600 dates in U. S. and 78
in Canada. Tie-in 'w<as made with
tlie Theatre Guild, witose subscription list was used, and' the Technicolor epic has been treated as a

Bavid 1. Stephenson's production
values are weak with screenplay
by Eugene Cktnrad, direction by
Charles F. Riesner and Guy Hoe's
Free.
lensing to match.

legiter tbrottglwut, playing mostlly
roadshow datesl
large number
of engagements have i>een set up
in college tovms and a specially-

A

designed pitch made.
In many cases, theatres have
been hired on a four-w^ls basis
and UA has received the entire in-

come after costs. Thus the'figures
on rentals now in r^resent net
after advertising and other charges.
Raiders share of present income is

nVE-STAR

$1,U630.
By the 2Vi%

FLAGSHIPS

increase in distribution fee back to the first dollar,
UA gets an additional $40,000 retroactively. It will come out of the
first film rentals after the $1,600,000 figure is reached.

BC^6

LOS ANGELES
11 hour$, 10 minutes

CMICAGO

Unusual b.o. power of "Henry"
in proper locations is seen in the
current engagement at the' Art theatre in New York's Greenwich Village. Film has played six previous
long-run
engagements in New

3^

RKO,

hours

rhon* HAv«iii*yar 6-5000
wr your trtivtl agent
Ticket Offices.- Airlines Term/ no/
RockefeHer Genfer • Ho(»( New Voflw
.

120 Bf-oOiJway •

Hmel

Sf.

George

AMERICAN
AlRUNiS

rosier picture of the future, 20th's
that each brand is so superlative
headman said that divestiture sponsorship of OHvier's ''Henry
that no other can touch it and that
V." Officials of J. Arthur Rank's
any cigaret can be only balm to would result in a rise in film rent- U. S. office and Universal^ pic's
als.
This rise, he added, would
the throat?
Yank distrib, are currently work"Are you happy about the claims help compensate for the loss in ing out details with the Guild.
which arc made about certain theatre receipts.
Theatre outfit Is currently lending
It's been the contention of discreams and cosmetics? And can
its name and subscription list to
you imagine what would happen if trib chiefs that films would bring RKO's "Mourning Becomes Elecany motion picture involved itself in substantially greater revenues tra."
with the kind of stark sex appeal if the sales department could deal
American National Theatre and
made in many perfumeiy ads?
with all houses at arms' length. Academy asked Rank for » spon"Do you really believe that only Their frequent gripe is that the sorship deal but the British filmthe film business is guilty of being theatre end of their companies ex- maker plunked for
the Guild besuper-colossal, after surveyhig the act
extremely
low
terms
on cause of Its previous "Henry"
whole advertising output?"
booking films.
backing.
I

t'vrar

—

British, Rank's films, then
sulxstantially the sum-total of all
Anglo imports, hit a hi^ point of
$100,000 weekly in rentals.

boon

annihilate msnkinoL Heyes is relieved of bi9 invention when shot
and. shortly after a series of mur<decs occur.. Newspaper columnist
Richard Fraser tackles tlie case
and is led to the criminal via a

.

XavierCUGAT

CAPITOL

tJfUDY

by the

majors, is at an inordinately conyou completely satisfied about servative figure which bears no
some of the ads which glamorize real relationship to its true worth. Theatre Guild Encores
certain types of women's dresses Paramount holdings, on the books
With 'Hamlet' a la 'Henry'
and lingerie, leading the suscepti- at $60,000,000, are easily worth
ble female to believe that the prod- double that figure.
"Hamlet," Sir Laurence OHvier's
uct will overcome all natural deSkouras also confirmed another picturization of the Shakespeare
fects?
belief which sales biggies have tragedy, will be sponsored in the
"How about cigarct ads, printed
U, S. by the Theatre Guild in a
and spoken? 'Can it be possible consistently held. Presenting his tieup which parallels the Guild's

ED SULLIVAN
.HIg J>AWN I'ATROT..

'

take out o£B|itidn,in.doUars yearly
during the first two yeus of the
agreement. Ttadt addiUonal sum
hai been varloiusly estimated from
$2,000,000 to f 10,000,000.
Prior to the- clamping of the tax

nation

.

A

;

—

from pasc 5
York, totalling well over a year. It
of particular companies. nevertheless did $6,500 at the Art
for instance, has a circuit the first week and is holding for a
which its top officials estimate to second. Normal biz is $2,300 to $3,^
be worth over $50,000,000.
Its 000 for a good picture..
book value, as with the other

given offense in the past, he suggested that other fields of advertising are
occa-sionally just
as
guilty of "stretching our imaginations, overplaying sex and overmagnifying the magnificent." He
asked the assembled admen, "Are

GENE TIERNEY

wfaicli

total sharply.

-

and by George MaKwell,

"Hamlet" and "Oliver dividuality thus creating a mass of
should push up the milling players whose glances conCktmpntation, moreone another leaving
over, doesn't take in tlie coin which tinually accuse
will be garnered by 20U^F<kx on n<me unsuspected ^with the excep"Cobra"
its distribution of Sir Alexander tion. of the police force.
Korda's U. S. releases.
is poor booster material.
Under the tax peace, dollar reFilm gets under way with the
mittances earned by British films attempted assasination of a doctor
are to be added to the $17,000,000 (Heyes) who has just invented a
which American companies can medical instrument which can be a
including

Continued from page 5

&

Keith's,

,

•

Sum of $1,000,000, it's felt is no
tribution rights to them in all parts
"The Cobra Strikes" is a dull
of the world except the "western indication of what the total British uninspired tale welded together by
revenues in the U. S. will amount'
hemisphere.
during the first year of the tax ac- a series of murders committed by
cord. Rank has a number of strong Herbert Heyes in his greed for
pix lined up for release in the fall, money.
Film lacks character in-

-

StKO

Upbeat

:

'

£roup,

Wr CFilni Revien^ni

''

BKO

BKO

from pase

[Anglo

Business District
president of
picture business many of the offi- League, organization of downtown
cers and' company directors don't merchants and realtors. Negbaur
officials agreed to reget paid what they are worth," he said
"Instead, they are paid on open the thea&re: providing persaid.
the basis of what they can extract mission was granted by, Tom Clark,
from the company." He empha- Attorney General. In answer to a
sized he wasn't criticizing salaries petition, Clark replied that, there
of stars but only some officers and were no restrictions on the theatre
as far as his'office was concerned.
directors.
iPox Midwest have
.; and
A. C. Myrick was elected- head
of the association to succeed How- shared interests in the house, but
ard E. Brookings. Other offteers under the new arrangement Fox
will
Midwest
take over the Orvice
named are Phil Lannan,
president, and T. J. Evans, secre- pheum, downtown former legit
tary-treasurer," reelected;
Leo F. house now playing RK.O and Waroperation.
Wolcott, was reelected chairman ner product under
of the board, and Chas. L, Niles,
B-K's Chi Gripe on Ban
'«ppoiitted. national director.
Chicago.
Proposed ordinance to bah overRKO's Showiuanship Awards
hanging signs on the Loop segTheatres* "Stunt of the ment of State street brought strong
Month" showmanship awards for beefs from reps of Balaban
Katz
April were snared by Myron Felt- at a Chi city council subcommitheimer, manager of the RKO Shore tee hearing Friday (14). Move also
lioad, Brooklyn, for the in-town is opposed by Telenews theatre
'

Split

.Continued, from page ti ~
.Ji
Robert Golden, producer of
tlinx
has
make one or two films and see how "Texas, Brook^yn and Peaven,"
been in New York from the Coast other heavies, all properly sinister
the deal works before going aljead.
with
huddles
for the past week for
include Betty Caldwell, Sheldon
Initialer is supposed to go before his iEather, Edward A. Golden, who Leonard, John Eldredge,
Bennv
the cameras in September. It pos- is supervising distribution details, Baker, Ben Welden and Ralph
sibly will be "Tess of the D'Urber- and with execs of United Artists, Dunn. Comic malt shop proprietor
by
directed
villes," produced and
which is releasing. Film goes int» is handled hy Bernard Gorcey.
Jennifer
Carol Reed and starring
theatres shortly.
Jan Grippo has given the flim
Jones. Reed is also mentioned as
this week to good production backing for budget
Golden heads
the producer-director of another, begin work on *tWuit Ev.ery Yisang allotaient. with I^nsing, editine
"The Third Man," from a Graham Bride Should Know," which he'll and other factors measuring up to
set
is
Greene story. Gregory Peck
Brog.
make for the Seimick Releasing market demands.
down in the publicity handout for Organization. Hie Goldens and
"A Tale of Two Cities," which, like Selznick will share in the financing
Tlie e«l»r« Strikn»
"Tess," would be in Technicolor. and will use Selznick stars, includFourth film mentioned is Joseph ing Shirley Temple.
Pic is exHollywood, May 14.
Conrad's "An Outcast of the Is- pected to go before the cameras
Ea«lo-I.lon roleaas of David i. Sii-i)l«mMin
Featui-w SheOn Tlyiih, Hiciinril
lands."
during the summer at the General pi-odttcUon.
Vtmet, Ijsslle Brooltn, Hortmrt
diDeal is seen as advuntageous to Service lot.
wtisa by Charles F. HIcbiipv. ,>!fiet'ii|i|«v
Bupnne Conrad; (•nmcrn, Guy llof; (•(lltor
both producers. Only cost in dollars of the films to Sebnic^ will be
nine time, •! MINS.
Zfule.
ShcMn Hvnn
the salary of players whom he has
,Mlk« Koqt.,,,. i... ....... ..Rlphnnl Kr.iscf
under contract anyway, and tlie
Pix
l.r sllo Bi'(iok«
01g« Kuiplnoft
value of stories he provides. On
Dr. 'D!imioii Camopon 7
SB Contimied from page
Ted Ciimoron
Unlinrt (Inyw
f
the other hand, Korda, with a guarOnpt. Monohan..
J, ..lunvpg sijy
antee of star players and distribu^ to the contention that affiliate Hyder All
lUclvivil I.oo
........
tion in America, has a deal which houses, along with indies, may .SKt. HiirrlH.;.
r,nt(>H
Kllroy,
.Pat. FlnliPrty
he can easily take to the banks for have wittingly or otherwise staged Atlas
Kasim
VhUli) Ah»
advances on financing. Pix will reprisals because of the tax.
Wrnns! TjaiTK.i ... .,,..(
,!•'«>()
i.
N'tirnpy
Victof Devei-eftux.,...,
...OMirge H(ir«I
thus be made with little or no outSome Big Ones Coming
lay by him and he will have disCoiitlnueil

cmii) I*0«1[II!K
.XKCUNK'OI'iOn

Color liy
A Metok-Golilu-ynrSIujer I'icture
$l»«tfai>uliir Stage Pr>i»nt«ti»W
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'Easter Parade'

the Lots

Move

to

Keys

Make Loew^s

NX State

a Showcase
be made by Santana Productions
Hollywood, May
World preem of Metro's "Easter
next year.
Tone joined Cary
FrancUot
Rudy Robles, Filipino actor, is Parade" has been set for Loew's
Drake in "Every setting up an indie production unit State on Broadway the last week in
Betsy
and
tv«A
at RKO
with Jack Pomeroy and Harvey June as the most important move
Should be Married"
rt H Sftouiu
0iri
football Pergfament' to make pictures in to date in the company's efforts to
Wallis for a Hollywood with Far Eastern back- convert the former vaudftlmer into
playw.
Accused". .Anthony grounds ... Charles Stevens plays a deluxe showcase theatre.
i^"^" ^",.,111
half-breed in "The Walking
direct "Tomorrow You a
Metro plans henceforth to play
first produc Hills" at Columbia
Lewis Mile- only top product
at the State, with
VaaXe Lion. .Herman stone brought in "No Minor Vices"
Holt three days ahead of schedule at "Summer Holiday" tentatively penTim
two
produce
^'^'^.nJ^^U
cilled in to follow
House
Mothers in^the Saddle" Enterprise. .Lee MacGregor as- will also he open "Parade."
to product from
June at signed to a featured role in "RoadValley."
"Outlaw
22fl
Bremer goes to house" at 20th-Fox, .Oscar Saul those companies also.
littciUe
from Metro, was, signed by Milton Sperling to
Before Loew's tossed in the towel
ration, on loanout
Eugene screenplay "Glamor," an original on vaude last Dec. 24, the State
ihP ferome lead in the
the Wall" by Daniel Fuchs, for United States was considered the most important
Ltafproduction, "Inside
MHian. wearing a live- Pictures ... Onslow Stevens /drew a stronghold of flesh acts remaining
heard grown on his ranch, key role in the Edward Small pro- in the country. Since that time, it
in "Weep duction,
"FBI Meets Scotland has not followed a definite film
Sffi fW 8 bearded role
.Peter Miles Yard," at Columbia.
Mo?^' at BKO.
policy, often running double bills
Grcgson, moppets
combining a first run B film with
Snd Warwick
for
slmed by Samuel Goldwyn
a second run A picture. "Fuller
Tenses."
Three
?oles In "Take
Brush Man" (Col) is currently hold700WBCollaritesTo
"DcsporaEhll Ford will direct
ing the screen alone at the theatre
Lane
Allan
doeroi Podge City,"
on
its first run in Manhattan.
Fox
20th
..
Republic.
Vote
lA
18.
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the starting date
Aug. 2
Sa"The
Prince of Foxes " Ty-

on

at

as

for

Power starrer, in Italy...
^The Saxon Chatm," known for a
wMleal "The Charming Matt Sax" ijiill be released by. U-I under
on
.Bing Crosby
original title
its
deEnterprise set up a new story
partment headecf by Gayle Gitterman, formerly with Metro. .Ann
Gwynne wUl star in ^' Mountain
independVoice," to be produced
Guilently by her husband. Max
will play
ford.. William Bcndix
rone

.

.

.

Union Shop

Covering 700 whitecollarites at
the Warner Bros, homeoffice, election for a union shop under control
of Local H-63, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, has been set for May 2'7, four
days before the union's current
pact with the company expires.
Meanwhile, negotiations are un-

derway with Local H-63 demanding
a substantial wage hike, a 35-hour
week, and additional vacation time
of one extra day for every year of
version

the title role in the film
of "The Life of Hiley" at U-I.

.

service over five.. Company motion
to exclude confidential secretaries
Gene Eeynolds plays his first film from union coverage was denied
role since the war In the Frank
by
the National Labor Relations
Seltier production, "West of ToBoard which granted the union the
morrow."
same jurisdiction it had for the
Warren Douglas and' Audrey
last
pact.
Lonr Wad the cast in "Whispers
Other elections covering over
in the Dark," which starts this
week at Republic with George 500 workers at Universal, UniBlair directing. .John F, Hamil- versal
Newsreel, United World,
ton draws a police sergeant role in Castle Films and Robbins, Feist
.

.

at Columbia
former Warners
Russell
in
contractee, gets a key role
"Loaded Pistols" at Columbia
Albert J, Cohen signed Lon Cha-

"Undercover

Man"

.

Arms,

and

Miller,
will also

music

publishheld in the

.
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Long-Term Pacts

in

Stulo

Hollywood,

^

WB Will Reopen Its
B'way Showcase When

New

Product Arrives

Cutbcb
May

18.

Term contracts in the film studios, including actors, writers and
directors, have skidded more than

30%
the

during the

last 12

months, and

downward movement

continues,

with options dropping like autumn

leaves all over town.
The new
In the wake of the sudden shut- trend is one-plcturo deals, without
down of the Warner theatre, N. Y., options,
Sunday (16), Warner Bros, theatre
Screen Writers Guild records 120
execs are considering reopening scripters currently woirking under
the hou.se next fail when the com- long'-distance pacts, compared with
pany's new product list becomes 180 a year ago.
Players under
available. Decision to shutter one seven-year agreements number 463
of WB's two Broadway showcases today, as against 742 at this time
came as a result of declining in 1947. A slice of approximately
grosses at the theatre and lack of one third is reported by the Screen
major product to remedy the situa- Directors Guild, which has 278
tion. The Warner is now available members currently working under
for rentals to legits, but talk of studio contracts.
outright sale is discounted by comFreelance stars are feeling the
pany execs.
pinch of economy.
The current
Warners execs tried to get com- trend is to offer them 20% of their
mitments for top films from both agents' asking price and let' them
Metro and 20th-Fox to play at the take it or leave it. Freelance thesps
10'
theatre but no deal could be nego- in feature roles are up against 'a
tiated.'
"Winter Meeting," BeUe double hazard, meaning a reducDavis starrer which closed along tion in pay and a shortage of work.
with the theatre, met a poor b.o. Smaller parts are being cut from
Washington,- May 18.
reception from its opening three scripts, with more concentration on
Five of eight "unfriendly wit- weeks ago and sank to $5,000 in the lines for name players.
nesses," to Ije tried for oontempt final stanza.
Writers are hired for one script
of Congress, today (Tues.) signed
Indicative of the product squeeze, at a time with orders to turn in
depositions waiving jury trials.
"Robin Hood," 13-year-old reissue, screenplays complete in all .reThey are Samuel Omitz, Albert was booked into the Warner re- spects and ready for shooting.
Maltz, Alvah H. Bessie, Herbert cently
Studios are getting away from the
to fill the gap. The film
Biberman and Edward Dmytryk.J Jurned in moderately" good" busi custom of rounding a stoiy into
Other three, Lester Cole, Ring ness, but the preceding pic, "A shape on a long-term basis.
Lardner, Jr., and Adrian Scott will Miracle Can Happen," flopped.
sign the waivers before June 3.
"Life With Father," which ran for

5 OF 'UNFRIENDLY

WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY

'

New

Productfon Outfit

John Howard Lawson and Dalton almost six months during the latNew film production outfit, FilmTrumbo, completing the list of the ter part of 1947, was the last Suc- Makers, Inc., has been formed
"Unfriendly 10," have been con- cessful grosser to play the theatre. which will engage in making thevicted by the lower courts for conLocated between 51st and 52d atrical, television and commercial

tempt of Congress.
Those signing waivers of jury
trial will stand or fall on the decision of the higher courts in the
case of Lawson and Trumbo. It's
been agreed to submit cases in
writing to permit the court to rule
on the issue without a jury. Case
is likely to be decided by the Appellate Division, but there's the
possibility that appeal may be

be
ers
next two or three weeks. These
companies will face similar union
demands. Local H-63 recently won
$5-$10 wage increases for employ...Humphrey Bogart and Robert ees at News of the Day but has
Lord, producer, are readying a been carrying on talks with Paramade to the U.
third Bogart starring property to mount News since Jan. 31.
.

ney, Jr., for a top spot in a forthcoming untitled indie production

One Shot Deak

19

S.

Supreme

Court.

Organizers of the company

street, the theatre is just north ol
the main Broadway area where tl^p
bulk of the film-shoppers roam. As
a result, the Warner theatre needed
high-powered pix to lure its

pix.

sporadically several years ago. It's
equipped for stage productions and
for a short time was occupied by

poser-conductor, will act as musi<;_^
cal director while' Ralph ^Alswang,

and serving as directors are Jean
Lenauer, Joseph Gould, Mavis
Lyons and George Jacobson.
Radio scripters Peter Lyon, Ar*
trade.
The 1,500-seater, which nold Perl, Allan Sloane and George
changed its name from the Holly- Bellak have joined up as writer
wood last Aug. 15, .was shuttered associates. Max Goberman, com-

legit musical

comedy

attractions.

H.;

stage designer, takes 'on the art
directorship.

being distributed
to all subscribers of

THE FILM DAILY
THE 1948 FILM YEAR BOOK
30th Edition
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The 1948 YEAR BOOK OF MOTION PICTURES will not only answer your every
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CBS Gets an

¥

NBC:

on Washington Tele

May 18.
giving GBS an

ling interest in WTOP, its 50k\v
key station here, to the Washing-

The

Post.

ti-ansacUon,

an-

nounced yesterday (Mon.), provides for creation of a nevv corporation to own WTOP, its
station under construction, and a
television outlet if one can be obtained.
Washington Post- would own
Vi% of the corporation and CBS
the remaining 45%. Amount of
cash involved in the deal was not

Deal, signed with ABC last week,
has Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, for
General Mills and Thurber Associates, CItlcago. for Wilson Sporting Goods.

Reidi

The Eugene Meyer, newspaper

RaMes

StiklyU.S.Setiv
Group of

tlie

following

WCBS, New
Standard outlets:
York; WBBM, Chicago; KNX, Hollywood; KBiIOX, St. lAuis; WEEI,
Boston, and WCCO, Minneapolis.
The 5545 deal is similar to the
television arrangement CBS curTently bas in L.A. with the Los
Angeles Times.

owns

The newspaper

the controlling share.

Announcement of the proposed
prompted si>eculation on
whether the FCC, which must approve, will- hold stiU ior what in
effect is regarded as trading of an
deal

Mc^ride Bids

18.

ings earners, be offered around for
networli; and television deals on
other people's air.
During the past week ^while .Uie
femme gabber was sojourning in
Oslo as guest of the Norwegian government ^it became known that
the Newell-Emmett ad agency has
taken an option on Miss McBride
for a television show and talks have
been held with Mtutual regarding
possible spotting of Miss McBride
on that web.
Although George Foley, Jr., new
N-E .agency tele director, denied
the existence of an option, a souice
close to the deal said it hinged on

—

With the slogan "radio has been
strangely silent," a group of key
broadcasters representing the various facets of the industry descended on the NAB convention at
Monday's opening session armed
with its all-industry presentation
plan. It represents tbe most ambitious attempt yet made by the
tile agency rounding up five clients
industry to promote radio advertisshare bankrolling of the proing to all advertisers and to sell to
jected McBride video stanza on a
radio to the public in general.
But the committee alsO needs participating basis.
'

McBride, "who

do68

her

Miss
$200,000 to meet the expenses instint for participating sponvolved in -carrying out the project,
renewal of
which will take the form of a series sors, recently inked a
contract with the NBC flagship
of films to be produced in New her
erafed station. <WTOP), the way
there
designed to show the role extending her commitment
York
Is paved for CBS to move for an
to August, 1949. Her pact doesn't
life.
radio
plays
in
everyday
that
o-and-o operation in San Francisco. Station Suing Jadge
The att-industiy presentation plan forbid her doing, a .show on any
get was tum?d down on a Frisco
jnastermind^rs, who initiated the network, except that she may not
id last year' |i«cause the web alif sl\j8 does a
project after getting full endoree- have a N. Y. outlet
xeady. had seven stations, plus 45%
ment of the NAB board of direc- co-op sponsored stanza. As' for
in KQW, San Francisco.
, Interest
Murder Trial tors,
revealed that the networlts video, she's required to give NBC
Okay of the D.C. deal would apfirst perferance before
week's
one
18.
Angeles,
have
already
pledged
But
May
$50,000.
Xos
parently open the way for
One of the .Coatet's unique radio because $100,000 to $125,000 must signing a deal elsewhere.
acciuisitlon by CBS.
Gabber, flew to Norway pver the
suits is that Instituted by KFI be raised among the individual staagainst Superior Judge Kenneth tion operatorsi the committee laid weekend to participate in opening
Morrison of Santa Ana, Cal. Radio the complete blueprint before the of Norska Hiks Krihgkasting, new
station' asks $150,000 damages for delegates at an afternoon session. national radio station with the
being barred from the courtroom
Pledges are to be based on sta^ highest powered transmitter in
of the recent Overall-Golium yacht- tion circulation, ranging from $25 Europe, constructed by General
Also named as for the weewatters to $1,000 for Electric at a cost of $5,000,000.
murder trial.
defendant is Voice of the Orange the stations with a circulation in Miss McBride is staying a week,
Empire, which - operates RVOE, excess of 2,500,000. Some station shortwaving back* five shows to
Santa Ana.
men are balking over 'the assesa^ WNBC'
Complaint charges that in ex" ment and won't come in, but for
Chicago, May 18.
eluding KFI's mikes from the the most part it looks like the com."Report' Uncensored," script on
courtroom. Judge Morrisson "ex- mittee will have a cinch in raising
the recent Supi^euie, Court ruling
Mulls 'Sing It Agsun'
ceeded his authority and did serious the coin in view of the NAB
against restrimve .covenants, was
financial damage to the .stiition.' board's endorsement and the beneaired last Wednesday (12) via
Participaftioner
broadcast the daily proceed- fits accruing to the industry as a
WBBM, CBS 0.&-o_ outlet here, KVOE
ings, with KMPC, Hollywood, ty- whole.
ieUowing its suppression the pre- ing in for the L. A; coverage, but
Along 'Stop Music' Lines
Originally^ three different "sell'Vious week and the resignation of the judge refused to allow any
radio-to^the-advertiser"
projects
writer-rproducer Ben Park. Final other stations to set up their equipColumbia may add another hour
elearance pulled out the props ment. KVOE moved six mikes into were initiated, one by the net- of "Dish Night" to its schedule.
»
from under
execs' earlier the Santa Ana courtroom and the works, anotiier by the NAB sales The network is playing around
contentiott that the script bad been judge decided that was sufficient managers committee and a third with a format which is related
the
spot
boys
in
the
business,
by
nixed because Park "editorialized." to handle the broadcasting.
somewhat to "Stop -tiie Music"
It was decided some months ago to
(ABC), and if the aUditidn. proves
Major, difference between Park's
combine the effort. into a majQr,pix
acceptable it will go into the Satoriginal script and the aired verproject for presentation throughurday 8 to 9 niche. The. proposed
ision was deletion of the leadout
out the country, with possibility of
participationer, which will, like
in which listeners had been re- FCC Des Moines Fill Nix
theatre presentation as well. Proj.
"Stop," include phone calls to
ferred to' the Metropolitan Housing
ect will be preemed at an elaborate
Cued by Stodt transfer shifidig
Council for further information on
listeners, is titled "Sing It Again,"
at the Waldorf In New
Community Conservation Agreeand will in part come opposite
Des Moines, May 18.
York lajer in the year before 1,000
ments. Cut was not dictated by
An
construction permit con- of the nation's: top industrialists, "Truth or Consequences" (NBC).
timing, since the broadcast ended ditionally ^'anted* to Radio StaIf the sustainer is okayed it will
'educators, advertis^, etc.
almost a minute short.
make its debut a wede from this
tion Des Moines, Inc., has been set
Saturday (29). "Suspense," vMch
After Park's exit May 8 station aside by the FCC. Des Moines'
occupied the hour, has gone on the
lexecs mulled outriglit cancellation safety commissioner M. J. Bennett Grid 6i»its
Getting
shelf until July 8 when Autolite
of the oft-kudosed series, but final- is a stockholder in the ^rporatibn,
Sponsor on
ly decided to continue with a which has authorized capital stodfc
N.Y. will bring it back as a half-hour in
Dick Haymes' current Thursday
watered-down version. Last broad- of $50,000: The FCC stated its
N, Y. Giants pro football broadcast on Chi housing is set for May action resulted from a transfer Of casts over WHN, N.Y., sponsored slot. This Saturday (22), the 8 to
19 when the show "will consider stock "which may have resulted for many seasons by Old Gold, will 9 span will be filled with a docuthe perplexing problems of those in a transfer of control of the cor- be bankrolled by F. & M. Schaef er mentary on the American Indian,
CBS' other straight hour of quiz
who live in the city's best resi- poration," and the comniission has Brewing Co., next fall. Biz was
giveaway is the Sunday night
dential areas." Series then will not had an opportunity to consider set through BBD&O.
combination of "Try and Catch
•witch to less explosive topics. the transfers.
Bert Lee and Connie Desmond
Me" and "Strike It Rich."
With transportation probably getAccording to Ray 6. fountain, will be the sportscasters.
Desmond
ting first call.
secretary of the corporation^ A. O. and Stan Lo'max
handled Chores
the decline
Caplan, publisher
23

AM

station for a tele penult.
an^e is that, hav-

Stilt ano1}i«r

"in.

of his "code-consciousness." Actu-

—

ViaPixPlan
May

General

group was put under
wraps by prexy Nlles TrammeU.
Traramell put in an appearance
and made liimself very conspicu<
ous during the NAB meet because

NBC

Radio'

Hollywood,

agenda.

surrection*'

It's soniewhat of a mystei-y, to
those to whom the word has leaked,
that
is letting Mary Margaret
McBride. on^ of WNBC's (K, Y.)
best known and most lucrative bill-

Group to Sdl
'Sfleid

"nothirig-to-do"

impression among NBC affiliate
members was that it was followiiS

Atiantic Citv

German radio men

are currently in New York studyr
ing U. S. radio, under the sponsorship of the government. They're
now being instructed .by the
Bureau of Applied Social Reseaivh
They were
of Columbia Univ.
screened and selected by the
Army, and will presently be sent
back to Germany as part of a
plan for educating* the German
people about the U. S.
Four of the group are from the
U. S. occupied zone, and one each
are from the English and Fixach
zones. They're regularly with various Reich radio stations, working
as news editors, program directors,
etc. They arrived in this country
in mid-April and leave shortly to
do study in the midwest and in
Washington under actual field conditions. They'll be sent out singly
and in pairs.
Whole^project is being financed
by the Rockefeller Foundation and
is to extend over a periodr of five
months. There's been no publicity
on {he subject.

NAB

powwow, when the midwest

KLZ, DENVER.

,

city to Wasliington.

owns

sbt

tion Planning Advisory Committpi
which preceded the
conven
tion here by tf couple of days
went

down on r^scord as tiie dullest sinro
SPAC's existence. wiOi strictlv !

,

TERRY

B.

"Hugrh Terry's aggressiveness was
once more demonstrated by U>o
manner in ^vhlcU KIjZ maintained:
Its leadership ... On the HOcky
Mountain front Terry was consistently out in ftiont."

fcurrently owns WINX, a small,
unaffiliated outlet, and WINX-FM,

-which would have to be disposed
of under FCC rules. Meyer bought
WINX for nearly $500,000 a couple of years ago.
So far as tele is concerned,
WTOP plans to bid for channel
12, which has been assigned to
Va.
The four
itedericksburg,
channels for Washington have already been assigned. WTOP hopes
Commission
to convince the Radio
that it should move the ohannel 12
allocation from the small Vii'ginla
also

AGGRESSIVE SHOWMANAGER

HUGH

Peek

Los Angeles, May is
Annual meeting of NBC's Sta

the same pattern of the "dot
nothing" NAB convention. There
wasn't a
vexing problem ud
Hayes' "Happy Birthday."
for discussion, in sharp contrast
Show is being agented by Annie to previous SPAC meetings
parLaurie Williams.'
ticularly last year's

Kevlewing its 1947 Survey of
said:
Bhownianagcment, VAniEry

ttiscipscd.

CBS

Ruth and Philip Hunter, huswho do a weekly
show on WOft, N. Y., have whipped
up a legif musical based on Mrs.
Hunter's book, "'Come Back On
Tuesday," which deals with backstage life. Music has been written
by James C. Livingstono, who <did
the incidental music for flelen
baUd-wife team

Wilson Sporting Goods.

FM

.

Hmdera' Legit 'Come Bad!'

Chi Playoff Bankrofled
Chicago, May 18.
Playoff in late fall between eastern and western champs of the
National Pro-Football League Will
be bankrolled for the sixth consecutive time by General Mills and

FCC

ton

Us a Code or Well Adopt

•

In a deal at last
"in" on television in the nation's
capital, the web has disposed (subapproval) of controlject to

19, 194<|

Our Own'; TrammeO's LA.

As Network SeUsWTOP to D.C. Post
Washington,

'Give

May

WNBC

ing disposed of ah' owned-and-op-

.

'

TrammeU has been sounding
out the sentiment of his affiliates
on the adoption of an NBC code
of standards In the event that the
industry-wide code fails to go
through.
The code has been close to
TrammeU ever since its initial
emergence, and he projected himself into leadership with the factions opposed to watering down
the NAB measure- when it came up
last fall in Atlantic City
ally,

KBC's own code, it's known, is a
much more hardrhitting document
than the one that's finally being
brought before the NAB member^
ship for action. If, of course, the
NAB wins approval of the code,
NBC wiU abandon its plans to
project its own In the interest of
industry harmony. But they were
wagering, in pre - code discussion
huddles here, that there would be
new delays with little likelihood of
the convention enforcing its al'
ready emasculated code.
If Ti'ammell does push his own
code, it's expected that it wiU get
top priority in attention at the
second annual NBC convention in
September in Sun Valley.

MchetlWOR

From

..

KQW

;
'

'Report' Aflred

Fhmfiy in Chi

'

CBS

Tease

..

1

WBBM

'

.

'

,

FM

:

.

New

WHN,

Caflfflg It Quits
Florence Pritchett and WOB,
N. Y. are calling it quits next
month.
Femme gabber has resigned, effective

June

11,

in the

it's beUeved, of mutual disover her cross>:tbe*
board "Barbara Welles Show." She

upshot,

satisfaction

said to feel the station never
quite found a format fitting her

is

talents, despite

ia

revamping

of the

show several months ago to "glamorize'' it.
For its part, the station
has been disappointed in the sponsor payoff of Miss Pritchett 's 4-4:30
p.m. dally stint.
She recently added a IS-minute
Saturday show under her own
name, but the Newark furniture
store sold on picking up the tab
has already had a change of mind,

There wont be any "sweepstakes" to pick a new Barbara
Welles, as there was about a year
ago when Miss Pritchett won out
over a bevy of femmes auditionea
following the death of Bessie
Beatty.
One of the out-of-town
contenders at that time, Helen Hall
of WCBM. Baltimore, has been
execs to
quietly ticketed by
move into the WeUes spot.
Miss Hall, who formerly was
with WFAL, Tampa, claims distinction of behig Baltimore's nrsj
Her present
femme announcer.
show has »«
five-a-week
second highest Hooper of any lo-

WOR

WCBM

cal Baltimore stanza.

'

Miss Pritchetl plans an extendea
European vacation.

•

Episode marks

what

27

of

airings was considered
the hardest hitting and most effective public service show ever
lieard in Chi. Series smashed at
in

local newspapers in the Chicago area, had
transferred his 40% of the stock
equally to E. S. Abramson and Wm.
U. Abramson of Des Moines, who
each held 20%. W. 6. Abramson

of

juve delinquency, slum housing,
methods of criminal rehabilitation now is president and treasurer and
and "Other community problems. E. S. Abramson is vice-president.
^Civic groups sprang up in its wak^, Benaett, who holds 18% of the
stock,
formerly was 'president.
ready to take action.
It was the only Chi-built show Fountain said the corporation
ever to get DuPontt Peabody and pected to press for roiHstatemeiit
' ViUiiBxir kudos.
of the
grant
•sasj: 00 In 9 /.I'

FM

SALT LAKB AFRA

last scison.

Salt

Wm&

Lake City,

May

IB.

Salt Lake City American Federation of Radio Artists has announced a new slate of ofl'icers for
Rochester, N. Y., May 18.
the coming year: Bob Crawford,
New agreement has been reached KUTA, president; Allan
Moll
between station WHEC, Rochester, KDYL, vice president; Bill
Manand the American Federation of ning, KDYL, recording secretary;
Radio ArUstSi
V a I Brown, KDYL, treasurer;
It calls for higher pay for ising- Charles Barrington, KDYL, and
ers and announeers, and fees for Harry Warren, KUTA, national
network cut-ins for the spielers.
delegates.

WHEC in AFRA Pact

ii.n

I

J. tit It

1

jwuo,

iLi.!»J

t

.9

( 1

ill

KPAB,Tex., Sold
Laredo, Tex.,

J.

for
May

80G
18.

w.
K. Beretta and Howard

operating as the Laj""""
k^ab
Broadcasting Co., have sold
here to Mark Perkins, formerly
with KENT, Shreveport, for
suo000. Application has been
oi
mitted to the FCC for consent
Davis,

Wr

sale.

KPAB

J

is local

Mutual

outlet ajio

operates fuU time with 250 wai»
on 1490 kilocycles. Davis is owner
and I"^
and operator of
(FM), San Antonio while Beretw
is a San Antonio bdnkcr.

KMAC

:

^. Why 1%

y^,.

1948
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stahjs quo mood at nab
Trammell in FuO

NBC Control As

No Midia Successw
Los Angeles, May Ifl.
the most significant

;

T»erhaps
of the

-

&e
Bart

in the

NBC
wake

Hollywood, May 18.
In one respect, the NAB
convention this year was a resounding success. As far as
the convention's "operational
format" was concerned, it was
voted the best yet. The L. A.

G.A. (Dick)
'fflon operation o£ Trammeli;s
*Brds, »s prez Niles
will he
>;Ssure here that there general
Kccesspr to Mullen as
(tod exec veepee of the
-

powwow, bad that definite
"new look," with the management sessions streamlined into

wStnageiJ

1 television

man.

a two-day agenda, leaving the
remainder olthe week for the
engineering, technical facets.

And

hotel reservation fiasco at Atlantic City, the L. A.

Biltmore setup found everyone
going around congratulating

...

x,

fdr some time there had been
ipeculation In the .trade, as to
whether TrammeU or Mullen would

;

'

set tlie

nod from

in sha.rp contrast to last

season.'s

/

thejnanagement.

RCA board chahr-

inan David Satnojf to take over
parent
the presidency of the
csmpany. Mullen!* resignation removes aU such speculation.
There had been some talk, al-

RCA

IMeManWho

.

'

'

'

,

nitely -been

KBC

'

Wasn't There:

though the Mullen negotiations for
the Richards Ueup had been in
progress i|or some months, that the
blowoff came over a sharp division
of opinion on television policy.
IfQwever, these repoi<ts have defi-

scotched

among top

meii in attendance

at

the

rKABmeet.
fctence called
thRt lJie "tele"

;

Los Angeles, May 18.
was a case of the "little man
who wasn't there" being the most
It

was iipparent to conspidous, in absentia^ at the
on a press con- NAB convention, the man in this
by TrammeU here instance being Frank Mullen,
thhiking at the net- whose resignation from NBC after

Work has been modified somewhat. a 22-year association with prez
Mullen has long been tooting the Niles Trammell took precedence
tele horn on the premise that in over most corridor discussion.
10 or 15' years bene? it would prac^
In general here were the semitically' eliminate sound broadcastconjectures, appraisals and
ing eoii(kpletely.
TrammeU sees official
lowdown:
things differentiy; an important
That KMPC, in Los Angeles,
niche for both in the shape of
shove KFI
unquestionably
would
things to come, and an unmistakable gesture toward preserving the out of the picture as the NBC aflucrative status quo in
radio filiate.'
deal
with G. A.
Mullen
That
the
(or as long as possible.
(Dick) Richards calls for Mullen

.

'

.

AM

.

.

'

By GEORGE ROSEN
Los Angeles, May

to receive 49% of the stock in
Stopgap Arrangement SeenSpeculation has spread in trade KMPC and a like amount in WJR,
circles that NBC's executive re- Richards' Detroit property valued
excess of $10,000,000. The stock,
in
alignment is simply a stopgap armgewent, feeling , being that of course, is in addition to MuUen's
$100,000 salary.
(Continued on i^ge 42)
Not generally known is the fact
that Richards has engineered a

at its

more

annual convention at the
Jlotel

here—but

social

equivalent
rather than the

to

was the

a

shindig,^

more profound

variety.

Even before the conttention ofgot under way, Atwater
Kent staged a radio fiesta on behalf of the 800 delegates and their

ficially

wives, andIKe $40,000 alfresco
cocktail party on his lavish Bel Air
estate took the play away from
the convention proper.
Many of the delegates were
frank in acknowledgment that they
came for the ride, bringing along
their wives and families for the
elaborate extra-curricular spread
laid out by Harry Maizlish's enters

tainment committee.

'Fiesta'

Los Angeles, May 18.
They're stiU talking about
the 40G cocktail party here.
Highlight of the social shindigs
tossed for the NAB delegation
was the "radio fiesta" at the
fabulous Atwater Kent estate
in nearby Bel Air.
Harry
Maizlish's entertainment committee really went to town on
this one, and it's estimated
that the Sunday afternoon and
evening outdoor hoopla ^ set

back

Kent

approximately

$40,000.

For the approximate

NAB

1,500

conventioneers
wives) who

of the
(including

their

showed up

it

was

strictly

one

For few of them anticipated that
of those sup^r^HoUywbod proanything of a revelatory or evien
ductions.
constructive nature would come
out of the L.A. meet, except- perhaps, in order to save face with
Congress, Capitol Hill and other
inside
sensitive
places
U.S.A.
where it might be put on the spot,
the NAB would be forced at long
last to adopt its much-abused standard of practices, more commonly
known as the NAB Code;
Unfortunately, there wasn't too
much excitement generated among
the delegates over the code. The
feeling has definitely prevailed
Hollywood, May 18.
here this week that the NAB has
.iimissed the boat" by its 'dillyJustin Miller, prexy of the Nadally tactics since the code was first tional Assn. of Broadcasters, .told
fall
projected at. Atlantic City last
delegates to the NAB convention
and -in subsequentiy emasculating in his keynote message yesterday
the document to a point where, it's (Mon.) that it's time the broadbecome more or less casters of America 'became of age,
it's
felt,
professionally,
meaningless.
He .deplored the
fact that, unlike lawyers, journal'Declaration of Independents'
The revised code^ which now ists or physicians who would rise
embodies the "declaration of the in angry protest and swarm down
independents" so as not to inflict upon an overreaching government
too great a hardship on the smaU agency, the broadcaster Is still a<
indie station's profit sheets, came shy: and timid soul; when it- comes

T
Grow Up

•

AndC(»neofi^e,

'

Miller Tells

NAB

'

i

up for discussion

at

Monday's

(17)

opening session and, in advance of
tomorrow's (Wed.) meeting of the
incoming board of directors, it's
anticipated that at long last the industi-y will be presented with a
code satisfactory to all factions,
save for some minor quibbling.
higli-pressured publicity campaign
But of more important signifthrough the Steve Hannagan office, icance is the prevailing* sentiment
in a further bid to take him oil the that "it's too late." AS for the reFCC hook in connection with the visions, one indie station manager,
charges of bias made against him. pointing to the ineftectuality of the
Deal with Hannagan was negotiat- standards on commercials, wasn't
ed through Harry Wismer, Rich- averse to handing out cuffio the
ards' chief lieutenant, who has info that, by slotting three, sucDetroit,
May
18.
;
i,
been close to Hannagan. Chapter cessive five-minute shows, you can
^^'^ hush-hush gabbing
as re.fcl ?1?
aoout
work in seven and a quarter
town it can be. gathered that One in the Richards Saga
«Mry Wismer, general manager of leased by Hannagan went out last minutes of commercials in the 15week, linked to the MuUen affilia- minute time segment. "Which," he
formerly

Job Dflemma

to asserting his power and influence in public, places before publie

May

18.

The highly controveirsial and
standards of
practice of the National Assn. of
Broadcasters came up on the floor
for general discussion yesterday
(Mon.) as the chief business attraction of the NAB convention, and
within a half-hour the session 1*0verted into a mutual admiration

much kicked around

.society.

Any doubts about the code's
passage were obliterated within
short order as the lone opposition,
in the person of Ed Breen, of Fort
Dodge, la., was shouted down by
the assemblage. Breen,
newlyelected member of the NAB board
and stdrmy petrel of the association ever since the code was promulgated, was- vociferous in his
condemnation of the code in its
revised; form on the basis that it
'

'

the small stations. But

still stifles

practically eveiybody else in attendance shared a different view,
,

urging immediate adoption of the
document on the premise that*
while it's still imperfect;, at least
it's a starting point for the industry.

On the basis of what transpired
it's a virtual certainty that,^
of directors meets
on Wednesday, the code will finally
win passage, although the directorate has agreed to listen in fur«
ther detail to suggestions for minor

Monday,

when the board

revisions.

:

-

.

assistant to
"I'l,
president
G. A. Richards, has about
sa months time to make up his
mind whether he wants to remain
a sportscaster for
or an of-

Hollywood,

40G

Bilt-

it

fKawr Fadng

.

Tribute to Prez Miller Leadership

18.

The National Assn. of Broademerged as a social force

.

"

Convention; Result Held

casters

Ime to

Frank Mullen

Neviectheless, it
those ivho sat In
t

Kicked-Around Code Due for Okay

By NAB

Plamied

New NAB Look

executive reof the resig-

ofB*"'* Mullen, Who leaves
4«C
the three-way
TrtW 1 to head up

"ireffect, TrammeU Is the unwith all
disouted master at NBC,
reportJffiittisttators previously
to
iae to Mullen now reporting
fiammen. This goes, .as well for
named to take
giasiey N. Strotz.
'
as the well's No.
ovfer MuUen's post,

k

'TOO LUTE' STfli

kt

'

.

Paving the way for the over-

whelming membership, support of
the code was NAB proxy Justin
Miller's keynote address earlier in
the day, when he cited the need
for a united industry front.
In view of pre-conventibn forebodings that additional trouble Was
afoot, it's considered a tiibute to
Miller's leadership that he bl^Ught
the broadcasters into line.
One thing appears certain, on
the strength of Miller's handling ot
the code at the convottion: 'Th»
chieftain will emerge considerably stronger in stature. !lt was

NAB

Recognizing that "we're still a
heterogenebus aggregation of im one-man Breen against the field,
dividuals, while other professional and it's the consensus of the delegroups enjoy the confidence and gates that Miller played the domstability which comes from cenT inant role in achieving those odds.
turies of tradition and cooperative
action," Judge- Miller called on the
broadcasters to "think and act as

professional people do" in order
that the industry might achieve
maturity. Miller's keynote on "Radio Broadcasting ^A Profession"
was a well developed treatise on
the state-of-the-union's broadcasters that won the plaudit's of the
convention.
It was neither the sentiments of

—

tion.

YouNemCan
Tell in

Radu

Los Angeles, May 18.
Almost since the industry was in
its infancy, and that goes back a
quarter of a century, Frank Mul-

(Continued on page 42).
added, "would indicate that all
len, through his longtime NBC afwe're doing is trying to perpetuate
filiation, only recognized CBS as
the status quo of radio rather than
"that other network." Mention of
500,000
elevate the standards."
Columbia was verbpten, unless, of
Too, it's pointed out that the
on the Richards network.
course, the door was shut.
primarily conceived as a
was
code
LIKE
'Po^fts chief, radio
FILM
rn»
Now along comes Mullen's resigto boost industry public
document
"^^Ports
his
salary is about $15,Half a million shares of ABC nation and his switchover to
}S
the
Chicago, May 18.
WO annually and his take
relations both with the general
network stock, at $9 a shdre, were G.A. (Dick) Richards three-station
on WJR
(Continued on page 42)
Don McNeill, emcee of "Break?50,g00 yearly. Whether
placed on the market Monday operation, which includes two CBS
s^,^
with
Wilpacted
has
Club,"
fast
influence Wismer is anbanking syndicate affiliates,
(17)
'by
a
hi Cleveland and
'
Other problem.
liam Morris agency for film repreheaded by Dillon, Read & Co., Inc^ WJR in Detroit.
IN
CBS
^Mullen,
and were immediately over-subnewly-an- sentation. Emcee has had several
As new bossman' of tliese two
nounced president of the
scribed.
Par value is $1.
Richards pic offers in the past, but deals
stations (Richards will retire to the
raaio cham, was
Proceeds from the stock sale, to- sidelines as board chairman),
here Friday (14) bogged down over failure to agree
Mulfor a confab on story lines.'
Violent death of CBS' chief Mid- gether with funds to be received len is expected to take his place
titf* T,-?°u'*''-^»<**"ac
optioned
Early last fall McNeill
BoOi were very
dle East correspondent, George from similtaneous sale of on the CBS station planning board,
tlitL)^*''*'^'^^^new setup about an original screenplay by Arch Polk, whose trussed body. With a $5,000,000 in 4% promissory notes with the ultimate likelihood of prou""*
the
This one went by
"ary a word could be Oboler.
bullet wound in the head, was due May 1, 1960, will be applied jectmg his weight in CBS matters.
'Tn.ii.f"i
^"her about Wismer. board because of high costs re- found Sunday (16) washed up on to prepayment of $4,000,000 in
As one NAB delegate put it:
Riit, J^^T
Indicated organization of quired to shift "Breakfast Club" to the shore of Salonika Bay, Greece, notes due in October, 1949. Bal- "It's one of those things< that
virti
'
stations was topmost the Coast. Show is an ABC prop- came tragically as he planned a ance of $4,901,000, plus approxi- couldn't happen in our lifetime,
n« tS
;
*8.«n<Ja. and there would be erty.;
year's leave of absence with hopes mately $807,500 from the sale of but did."
no «,f
Rapids, will be
of landing a Neimann Fellowship. WOOD, Grand
Itotfl T"A''*'»"««s *n the organOn word of the 34-year-old news- added to ABC's general fund.
•'id say that "Harry
wl™
yisraer s status
man's death, Davidson Taylor,
remains exactiy as 'Mayor's' 4-Yr.
s With
)>een.»
CBS public affairs and news chief,
Richards added
"thm.^^
.uere might be
immediately dispatched Winston
Farmer in the Dell
an announcement
Hollywood, May 18.
the first of
Expires Burdette and John Secondari from
For
the year."
Chicago, Maiy 18.
Question bandied about the trada
Rome to make an independent inHollywood, May 18.
? 'l?P"'= phrase, reports indiin
recent
months
oitt is
as to "what's' hapEd Bottcher, an Alabama farmcate,
circumstances
the sports problem Wismer
"Mayor of the Town" has been vestigation into the
pened
to
Paul
White?", ex-CBS
surrounding the tragedy. Burdette er, replaces Joe Kelly as emcee of
Mnii
T'"'' *»nt «11 by himself. washed up by Noxema due to un"B. F. D. America" when the show news boss, was cleared ilp wheii
*!^?''"e''y Indicated
broadcast and Secondari Will stay on in
"my
Last
conditions.
settied
White turned up at the NAB conmsi official act
Athens for the time being also to shifts from Mutual to NBC June 6.
when I take over on ABC is June 30.
Bottcher has no previous radio vention with his spouse this week.
P^^y a ga«ne of golf
Dramatic program starring Lionel take over Polk's news beat.
He's teaching radio and journal-'
with
u ^ Wismer.
wuii Harry
Polk was attempting to contact experience apart from seven apBut I will in- Barrymore has been on both CBS
as a contestant on ism at the Sah Diego State Colyears. the Greek guerillas at the time he pearances
A«rt 'Ju^.^^'^oJ^e a hole for myself." and ABC for the past four
lege, a short sleeper jump from
that's the inside picture of
His wife, Rhea, had re "B. F, D. America." He operates
is also turning vanished.
Noxema
Understand
*»«iK as seen
a 153-acre farm near Cullman, Ala. the L. A. convention scene.
cently joined him in Athens.
in Detroit.
in the time.

Vm

ABC

ABC SHARES

MORRIS PACTS McNeill

FOR

SEL

OFFERING

HOTCAKES

'

.

Sh5

.

PROBES

GREECE

WGAR

ON MURDER OF POLK

S

•

Term

"

Whaf

WUte

Noxema

mfc

'

IlilMO
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Sen. Tobey s l-Man

m

Ford's

Grlng of RCA

"

Spfanrse

NilB $ Ma^liHiNsr Sdtian

Cleveland, JSay 1*.

-

in Northern Ohio
through J. Walter

Ford Dealers
have

Backfires After Stormy Hearings
WasW

May

4

18.

Sen. Charles Tobey's charges
that FOC and RCA have worked
aild
hand-iti'-glove to obstruct

FM

mess up

television 'allocations ran.

into stormy opposition

from other

Gommcree Committee membeSrs

at

a day and a half of hearings here
last week. Consensus of observers
appeared to be that Tobey's «ne-

man

RCA

How Hooper Rales 'Em
(May 1-7)
tux Theatre
Walter Winchell

FM

session

'

was

.

.

.

Bob Hope

tentatively

skedded for Friday of this week
to wind up testimony from Paul
OeMars, ex - engineer for the
'Eaakee Web's pioneer FM operaSons.
These were the developments:
1. Tolley repeatedly tangled with
ether commiti^e members —' Sen
ators Capehart, Hawkes, McMahon
and Brewster-r-over his manner of
conducting' the hearings and his
vociferous condemnation oC RCA's
wartime patent licensing policies,
(uapehart called "unfair, unwarranted and uncalled for in the
-U. S. Senate," Tobey's injunction
te RCA witnesses to answer his
questions «iti>er '*y«s" or "no." The
actihg cludiman, he said, placed no

i

Mr: D.A
Truth or Consequences

.

Jialf-day

Andy

'n'

Charlie McCarthy
Al Jolson
Fred Allen
Duffy's Tavern
SCteen Cxuild Players

.

.

Dew^-tee»

16.8
16.5
16.4
I5.«
15.2

is

May

1-7

Top 15

some industry eyebrows.

hiking

A sample,' perhaps, of hassles to
multiply as the national election
campaigns progress, developed in
connection with Monday ni^t's
(i?) Thomas J5. Oewey-Harold Stassen debate trbm Portland, Ore. It
turned, finally faito a three-network
affair, with NBC exercising a lastminute change of mind to carry^ it,
CBS stayed out, foi; the announced
reason that it did not regard the
'

list

For the first time in the memory
of many, there isn't a comedy show
in tlie Top Three money. Walter
WindieU, without benefit of any
specUd, etusade, has moved up
Irom third rank to second^ behind

debate as being "Vt fotuHaetwOrk
consequence."
I
Mutual, by jumping first to line
up a full-hour pickup of the debate, .copped the major sliaie of
advance publicity. ABC came in
on the deal Saturday -(15). Meantime, bome as 'well as office {rfiones
of web program and news toppers
jangled through the weekend with

mteh limitation on testinunqr
Hajor Armstrong or DeKanu
Aithur Godfrey's
Sparks flew particularly when Liix Theatre.
Tobey charged RCA widi "being ^Talent Scouts," tip three full
less patriotic tium- other tpxat points, zoomed; from 13th. place to furious
iAmetlcan corporations" because

..

far -use of Its iiatents during, thewar years. RCA counsel John
Cafaill attempted' to e^iQdain this
•durins^ testimony by RCA's patent
.ea^rt, former Commissioner of
Patents Conway Coe. Tobey obJifecte<fc adding: "Sit down you; we
cant have- strangers popping into
tbis, .hearing . > . That procedure
iin't according to Hi^le ; . . or

'SMb^

either,"

Later,

on

insistence

of

Sen.

SUfte

former Commence Committee

Ctiaicman; Buxton K. Wheeler (D.
Mont.) had i|uestloned tlie $4,000
900 Ggartt at the time but it was
apparently "explained to his entire
satisfaction"
since
he
never
brought up the subject again. Price

adjustments

lioards iiave
nxuently ruled the figure

subse-

At

cany

tiie

WLWSdeCncySta&n

Cincinnati,

changes has

personnel
flurry
hit WNBC, N.Y.

Bill Patterson,

May

18.

Tliis is an epochal week for UVe
music and radio here.
WSAI feU in line Monday (17)

with three other stations by dropping musicians, leaving
as
the only Cincy
sUtion not
solely dependent on disks or network feeds for music and ent»ing
upon a new one^year contract oarrying the highest union scale far
an independent station in the entire country, according to Oscar F.
Hild, president of the Cincinnati
Musicians Assn.
The agreement inked last week
by Hild and James D. Shouse and
Robert E. Dunville for Crosley's
clear channel station calls for a
wage of $156, upped from $140, lor
24 hours' work over a five^ay
week, with pay for a two-week vacation, applying to 67 musielans,
librarians, copyists, arrangers and
leaders.
is an NBC affiliate

AM

Ont, Fox^Campbdl fa

Sudden

who.has been staff
"a just
and reasonable one," he deblaired. producer on such shows as "Hi,
•Tinx!", the Mary Margaret MeJolliffe Denies Blocking FM
Bride and Bob Smith stanzas,
2. RCA's veepee C. B. JoUifiEe checked out Monday (17) to go to
denied categorically that his com- the new BuGEalo tele station,

'

.

'

to

Memphis (district 6); Harry Bannister, WWJ. Detroit (district t);
William B. Quatton, of WMT, (Cedar Jihvpids (district 10); and
Everett h. DiUard, of KOZY, Kansas CSiy (reprfarnting FM) on Che.
directorateHd:rlBrge.

CBS Sets

C(H9

Shm

as
*^

BoUop
CBS

ftr Fall

m

Ins leaned
Mbrey Awa strong eomedy bulld>
up starting
a Saturday idght
sumnur stow, offered as a coh>^
for 13 weeks, after which the wett
will try for a network sale. The net

irtierdam for

'SABGTAGER' (UPS

CyPPS WFH

'

Brian McMation (B., Conn.), Cahill
took the stand to ncplain that other
eompanies hadn't given their serviaes to the government for gratis "Amos 'n' Andy," Bob Hope, Edduring the- war, as Tobey claimed. gar Bergen and Fred Allen.
Yhe $4,000,000 RCA got from the
Allen, «ff to 13th place, appears
government, he declared, was be- to be getting still more nicking
_
"tew its average royalty income in from ABC's new "Stop the Music."
yejici^time years.
His Hooper lus tobogganed SSi
DuMont and • Farnsworth were iioints in a month.
named as other radio companies
who accepted government royalty
payments during the war. Cahill Persouiel
.«aid

consultations, to

debate or not, to set the time back
»
Tlie upsets also push NBC out from 10 to 10:30 to avoid conuner
of the top .running positions for dftl cancellatimis, etc. <NBC and
CBS stood to sacrifice tWo full half
possibly the'ffrst time on record.
"Bandwagon," up in fifth vplace hour InlUnxs eaelL)
In Los Angeles, NBC preiQr Nilcs
in tile late April Hoopers, did a'
Trammel! and the web'» program
vanishing act from the Top 15.
Some observers are ready to exec, Kan Dyke, doubled into some
fast
talking viiSi Republican poliread into the new standings a long"
Trammell wanted the depredicted incUnatkm on tiiQ part ticos.
of dialers to ^ugh off tiie stereo- bate on an exclusive basis or not
typed comedic routines that have at alL The poUtlcos wouldn't go
been pacing the Hooper sweeps for for it. But, at the eleventh hour,
years. Straw in this wind, it's felt, Trammell relented and ordeied the
is the stea^ climb of "My Friend two commercials knocked off to
iima/' which is up' to sixth place clear -tiie full hour.
in tjie new Hooper tally, topping-

it third.

charged the government $4,000,000

iaoUywood, May l«
$tt «ribether NAB preiy Jitttln limer has the
right
commit the fbdoatry as a whste to a pftlicif, especially on a
matter that fihds a division of «e»tiinent, has reportedly created
some sort ,of a schism within the association's board of directors.
The matter, of course, pertains to the Mayflower {edUoriaU deci-.
sion and Prexy Miller's determined fight to effect a reversal on the
basis that such rights as gnaivnteed under, the first amendmtnt
are getting the FCC brushofT.
It's understood that sohte of the NAB board members, particularly in sectors of the country where sentiment on editorializing
diffei-s from Miller's opinions, resent- the fact the NAB prexy choise
to testify before the KX! and commit Uie indostry as a whole to a
stand on the Mayflower issue. Feeling is fhat it's a matter that
should be left to the individual stations and networks in view of
that not all share the same viewpoints.
the
The new NAB board takes over tomorrow (Wed.) «ith seven new
faces showing up, including an indie r^. Cal Smith, of the
district (southern California), ^nd Ed Breen, of fV>it Dodge, la„ a
small station rep as a' director-at-large. Breen is one of the
"stormy petrels" of the convention, as lie was last year. Tomorrow's tooMd meeting will be marked by an appearance of Ted C«tt
of the New Yoric indie. WNEW, who will canty the fight fms
greater representation of indies on the .ovendl tioanL Just how ito
be'll get witii thie bid is considered speeuiatire.
Other new iioanl members include H. W. Siavidc, of WMC,

The questton

f^

.17.0

Eydbrows

Ifikes

broadcast the 16-

18.7
18.6
18.1
17.4

New Hooper list
Hooper's

to

game schedule of the Cleveland
Browns, pro football champions of
the AU-American League.
Cost of around |30,000 to incliMle
line to WBNS. Bob Neal is at the
mike for- the third consecutive year.

21.0
20.8
20.1
19.6

Jack Benny
My Friend tnna

Amos

Thompson,

.22.4

Talent Scouts
Fibber McGee

reps haekfired
inventor
both on the sol^n and
ilBdwin Armstiroog whose interests
he was trying to protect. Another
grilling of

signed,

Philadelphia,

WFIL was

minutes Sunday

t^tUbt

unknown perstms

UnUng

LINE

May 1&

the studio

cut

and

(16)

when

the

cable

transmitter.

lAae was snipped Just as the
tion, taking an' ABC
about to air Walter

Roger
caned
tage."

U

the air for

off

WFIL's

fteed.

sta-

was

Winchell.

manager,

Clipp,
"a deliberate case of sabo-

it

He thought

ttie

timing of the

act "very significant."
Glipp's statement elicited

a

sar-

comment from William
castic
Bender, international tep of fibe
American Otmmunicatlems Assn.
(CIO), whose engineer members
are out on strike against WFIL.
The statement. Bender said, "has
as much validity as the misinformation handed out by tite company
as to the reasons for the strilw of

WF3L

eogineers."

WLW

On NAB

l^ne list

believes the nitery comic^s trio of
cross^tbe-lwatd stints on Loew't
indie WHN. N. Y., pins his radio
(Mutual) and television (NBC)
-worfconts with "'Stop Me If You'vf
Heard Ibis One," Jiave shown him
to have firstrate posSibUitles vl
carrying a web show on his own.
Thirty^ninute stamea, whk^ ii
taking^Over Joan Davis' 0-6:30 q>ot
starting July JjO, will employ Amsterdam, in his most familiar role,
that of a night club entertamer:
Show is being written by Sid Ze^
Unlca and wiU be produced by Irving Mansfield, with Howard Smitta
and orcb supplying the music.
How the CBS deal will affect his
current air chores isn't yet defmite.
CBS obviously wants exclusivity,
its pact with Idm forbidding bim
to take on any' radio or tele com*
mitments beyond his present ones,

Amsterdam's 'Stop Me"

chore, fall-

ing on Saturdays at 8:30. conflicts
with his upcoming CBS time. (Tele
version ot the Mutual stama Is
aUied Friday nights). WHN has
agreed to cut his current slx-a*
week schedule down to Monday-

through-Friday, freeing him Saturdays, but expects him to fill out his
current emtxaid pojod which ruw
tonextOetislier. Tlie indie also iu«
an option to renew the pact for
leased a statement of income and
another jrear.
expenses for the period covering
Amsterflam's -present
skei
Aug. 1. 1947, to March 31, 1948,
wi& one item on expenditures, includes a "For People Only" setotalling $21,700, for the recently- quence at 1-1:30 p.m^, an amateiir
created NAB Program Committee, hour at 7:30, and a comedy routine
raising considerable off-the-cuff at 9:30.
corridor questioning;
(When the comic isn't occupied
Some of the delegates want to wiUi these chores, he's holdiD|
know what precisely the Program forth at his midtown basement
Committee has accomplished, to boite, doing theatre engagemtit^>
warrant tlie expenditure.
Pri- etc. During a recent Strand, V. V-i
marily the committee was ap- engagement, he figured his radip,
pointed to do a clinic job on pro- tele, stage and niteiy shows in one
gramming, with Harold Fair desig- week totalled 78. On top of all
nated as chairman. But if the com- this, he and Ken Bobey are popmittee has come up with anythbig ping a Broadway show, "Miwejr
to date, it eludes the delegates Amsterdam's Hilarities," along the
who have been asking questions.
lines
of Ken < Murray's Coaa
The budgetary breakdown shows Blackouts," which they hope to
that tlie NAB, with total Income of kick off around Sept. 30.)
$476,400, overshot its money mark
Before he starts the CBS show.
by $16,000, with expenses for the Amsterdam is going on a vacahpB.
'
heli
ixrui. his
1.1..
^wtA smaU
..mfill son,
cnn. he
period totalling $492,000.
Prexy With
wifie and
Justin Miller is down for $70,000 leave for tlie Coast June 5 by »«W>
and since his annual salary is taking along a wire recorder *«'•
$50,000, its presumed that the which he'll do a 15-minute on-tneother $20,000 went into expenses. move stint daily, just to keep
Highest item, for general admin- hand ItfT Reels will be mailed bacK
istration, is $04,510. Second high- to
for airing on one of W»
est item is public relations, total- tliree tiine slots.

Sdrs CiHidbTe Talk
Los Angeles, May 18.
The NAB convention here re-

WHN

imny had ever tried to block FM WBEN-TV, as producer.
..and warned that if tele channels
Ben Kaplan, assistant ad-pro.
are shifted into the ultra - highs motion manager, packed up Friday
Dnw "it would not mean more tele- (14) to join Martin Stone, pacicager
vi.sion ... but no television at all."
of "Author Meets the Critics" and
He predicted that when video other shows, as writer, production
moves upstairs, stations will con- assistant and researcher. He's betinue! to operate on the low bands.
ing replaced at WNBC by Richard
The piU>Uc will be able to see both Stahlberger, formerly analyst in and also
carries some Bfotual
low and high-band programs, it was NBC'S information division.
shows.
ftxplained, by buying, a simple SIO
Harvey Gannon, program and
A Marshall Field station and
converter RCA has developed. The
converter will 'enable viewing of sales service manager, has moved ABC affiUate, WSAI employed 12
both monochrome and color pic- over, to the sales staff as an ac- musicians under a contract which
count exec and has been succeeded expired Saturday (15) and provided
tures.
by Earl Harder, ex-traffic manager $73 pjQT for 14 hours' work. FailRange of ultra-high tele will be of NBC International.
ure by Robert Sampson, WSAI
many times smaller than present
Two new staff producers have
coverage, JbUiife told the commit- been put on: Victor Campbell, manager, to renew with the local,
costs &e station the serviees of
tee and more susceptible to inter- recently a writer for Bob Smith,
Biut Farber and Bob Duane, both
ference from hills and high build- and Van B. Fox, who moved over
APL card holders and featured in
ings Within Ihie-of-sight of TV from WINS, N.Y. indie.
"
WSAI's important originating live
transmitters.
shows. One of the shows, Studio
3. The solons heard much testiA, which used a 10-piece orchestra
mony pro and con on RCA's "sup",
in a morning series, had been
pression of a 1936
report
sponsored by Fogue's, department
wliich, Armstrong claimed, resulted
store, for six months, until recent
in FGC's assigning FM only five
(kleans Permit cancellation.
channels and decided the big comNew Orleans, May 18.
WCKY, unaffiliated 50,000 waitpanies to concentrate instead on
An appeal will be made to the er, and WCPO, Scripps-Howard ling $78,900. Here again, some
television development.
Committee members wanted to FCC on a decision not to renew station and a Mutual affiliate, have delegates have raised the point
Anchorage's 3d Station
temporary
permit,
WJBW's
Mauoperated
without musicians for "That's a lot of coin for something
'
blow why Armstrong, who had a
Anchorage May 18that, up to now, is still nebulous."
copy of the RCA report in 1936, rice Gatlin, attorney for Charles several years. WKRC, linked with
New station, KBYR, is scheduled
Carlson,
C.
owner
and
operator,
the
Cincy
Tbnes-Star, is a CBS
never brought it to FCC's attenJune
outlet and dropped 10 musicians
tion himself until late 1940. His announced.
Scales to go on the air here about
"»
last
November after failing in reThe action followed the FCC rulreply was he didn't expect FCC
I.
It will make third station
New Haven, May 18.
to deny his plea for more channels. ing that .it would not renew the newal terms with the union.
American Federation of Radio this booming town of 12,000--bj«Both Armstrong and DeMars station's license, which expires May
Artists signed a new contract with gest in Alaska. KBYR is owned W
owns
Repeated violations of FCC
agreed, under Committee quizzing, 31.
.ilso
Atlanta Gordon Eaton, onetime WNLC, New London; setting im- Keither Capper, who
that "pressure from the dominant regulations were given as reasons
club,
CBS staff announcer in New York proved wage scale and working Lido Gardens, night
radio interests" and "internal in- for the revocation. Ownership of and lately
Aleutian Gardens, entertainniem
with WCCO, Minne- conditions.
eSieiency" were both responsible the station has been contested be- apolis, has returned
A
clause providing for excep- center.
to his native
for the agency's refusal to give FM tween Carlson and his ex-wife, Mrs. south to join the announcer
Art Reardon Is manager an*
staff tions to the union-shop nde was
aiore spectrum iti>V>^ '3P'&,
Louise Calamaii Carlson.
of WGST here.
tossed out by AFBA.
WilUs lUjlOey assistant manager.
-

WLW

:

.

FM

New

WHN

,

WNLC SeU AFRA

—

'

,

—

.
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FCC

OMr to Be Sareil Fram Pirobe

ABCs

'Get

Cued
Wasbiaston,

May

Coamiunica.

X09

backfire?

dcfitodustry geneririOly. are

ftfc

Saff
SSf^tfe

at this time, particu-

eve of the inai« .powhen politieos
"
itical campaigBa,
wakft capital
may be tettipted to
charges against
fextravagaot
of

ouposltion.
is that
Itojjrof FCC's situation
side it has been
Oh the House
and abetcharged wi* aiding
•

'

fiii»lf

a.

cies with top billing."

TrammeU's declaration

Dor Lee

Bolts

Mutual Over

and feIIow4ravcIers.
Senate it Is accused
of the Wg radi»
of being the tool
eomtmmts. If any majfflr probe
in t»*
oithe agency is trndeifraiton
this Conshort th»e remaining 10
lilcely to
«t«ariiHU(t session, it ts
Washington, May 10.
Un-AmeriHoose
the
from
tonBe
on the
Son Lee bolted the Mutual
tsn AcCivIlies Committee
Committee has hookup last Friday (14) and retdramie charges.
FCCthe
to
around
get
will
it
said
fused to hand over free' ether to
Conunie charges aired by Rep. F.
carry President Truman's ad liblied
Edward Hebert (D., !<»•>. its newremarks to the Young Democrats
est niember, when the House approves Bep. Karl Mundt's anti- group here.
ComiUie bill. Lower chamber is
The Democratic National Comtolegislation
the
act
on.
to
slftted
mittee launched a preliminary inflsy fia> or tomonow.
TIK 80th Congress has already quiry when cmnplaints started to
oveitooked demands for an over- arrive from Democratic organizaprobe urged by Beps. tions in California. Oregon and
all FCC
hichard Wigglesworth (R., Mass.)
mA Eugene Cox (D., Ga.) who Washington. Demo conunittee rating CrtftJWies
toliiJe

in the

Trunian Tatt

dio

in the 1943-44 select
i^ommlttee investigation of the
oto^agency.

.{tarfieipated

Capehart Eases

Vp

And Sen. Jlom^ Capehai^t

man Ken Fry said

that

Mutual

veepee Abe Schecter, iumselt, was
not aware that Don Lee was not
airing the President's speech.- Once
having established tiie fact that
Mutual ejcei-ts no pressure on its

^

(R.

Ind.) failed to follow through on
his demand for an FCC inquiry affiliates to carry its sustaining
committee
foUawing Camqdssionar CliiTopd features, the Demo
J. Burr's exchange with FBI di- closed up like a clam.
From Los Angeles, Don Lee
fecbw J. Edgar Hoover on FBI's
" nandling of loyally
Allen
Weiss, isLewis
manager,
info on radio
WOea last lointer. In fact. Cape- sued the following statement: "We
hart itt pl«9ittg a major rede in have turned down Wallace and
-

.

.

,

.

Comueice Comcbabman Charles Tobey's
of what he

opposidg actbig
iniftee

turrent investigatlan
calb an BCA-FCC

Mi back FM

vision

eam^asy

and mess op

to

tele-

aHocations."

On the Senate side, Tobey 'is
DUcMng opposition of practically

Gov.

Dewey

New York and

of

candidates on the same
We have a policy of
grounds
carrying no addresses of a political
nature on a sustaining basis
No affront was intended to the

"Other

.

.

.

Pi"esident."

Demo

officials

admitted

Tru-

Commercei Committee, man's was a purely political s^peedu
This, coupled with the facts tliat
?^^A-FCC larpbe, with the re- bis remarks were ad libbcd and not
his efforts to pin a c«m- to be paid for, may have decided
iipiw^ charge on FCC are ex- NBC, CBS and ABC against airing
pected to be short-lived.
it.
JWwse Cominerce Conunlttee so.W-'j'"",'"^^' s»W they have
any attempts to upset TlayhoBse-KyserSiA;
J?* aUocaUons and "ai e In
"?,l»s™on'' to undertake a spePearl Stanza Nay Stick
P*.«'!*Bre

.

S?™.^™»<» and Bepublicans. on

h

«idt that

Commie charges

*

^

this

at

NBC has ticketed a "Radio City
Playhouse" dramatic series as the
summer

fill

for

Kyser and

K.-»y

is

Ironing out the last wrinkles in a
.Tack Pearl show tentatively tabbed for a strawhat run in the

^SkebonShow
„

HollywBod,
<^a*«»>Ie

t(tn«!:f

K!,"'"""!."
Of

th!?^"-

May

18.

»nd Red Skel
tt*!'

week for

^eman Keyes,

head

siS Seeds «gency. to
«Zb* f„A"*'l ^ l^^^' contract.
*h«i

Si

ttft,^**^y

diofoj

ft'^*^^

discussions with
of nighttime ra-

"^"^

««S wal!?^ 1^*
the

under
n^'Sl^ «»y«^ Skelton
Wghly

ulaU^.?™'«®F^I'

«

spec-

"Gccat Gildersleeve" spot. Pearl
stanza, incidentally, is regarded as
a definite enti-y in the fall program stakgs.

"Playhouse," which was preppeo
web under the working
"New Writers' Theatre," is
being supervised by Dick McDonagh and will be directed by Harry
W. Junkin, who will script many
Initialer, July 3,
of the stanzas.
Will- be a Junkin-authored piece
called "Long Distance." An audition of it ali eady is on wax.
A public service tiein, such as
with the U. S. Treasury to promote bond sales, may be set for
the Pearl program, which precms
l>y the
title of

June
first he eonsultSS^^.
Seed^ „ft'^»J*»'"**«»natiea» whether
the iHlliBg from Pedlar

& 1^

* ^-amay.

which

is

rumored.

^ATBisEwS WITH APEA

9.

Auto-Iite Sponsors ET
'Gasoline Alley* Series
Electric Auto-Lite Starts next
month, in joint sponsorship with
its distributors and dealers, a 15-

Federation of minate waxed show based on the
renewred its con- Frank King comic strip, "Qasoline
irart .^^l'^',**
Paterson, N.Jt. Alley." First 13-week, ffiisries will
Th?»r*
" base staff be aired over a minimum of 115
saiarv
^^'-S*
provides a stations.
commercial
Show is being scripted by Welfees.
toe«n^^
"«ai
Is effective ficom
April 2,
boum Kelley.
Badin Ali'-^f™™

wRSL

^

^

Cinderella Stanton
Hollywood, May IB.

In a far-reaching reshaping of an
policy of long .standing, Niles

Trammell, network proxy, put himon record here that NBC! alone,
and not the client or the agency,
will decide on the program to occupy open time slots. "If, in our
opinion,"
said
Trammell^ "the
show is suited to the time, our decision will be based on that premise rather than give precedence
to long time advertisers or agen-

nothing to do with Kobak, Mutual, or radio in general): "A
Thiee in the Night."

bureaucratic

wteW against any

18.

self

role in whicii he'll Intro
the evening's dramatic story.
Title of the story (which has
east,

May

NBC

18.

Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak
turns emcee tomorrow (Thurs.)
He'U be host on bis
night.
web's "Family Theatre" broad-

session, according to

M

May

Hollywood,

fe'^nveSa

WlHteman

is

seen

as having widespread repercussions
with likelihood of resultant hickbacks. For example, if he thinks
the Plul Harris-Alice Faye show,
which fitch has relinquished to
Rexall, merits continued showcasing
in
the
highly-sought-after
7:3(^8 Sunday night period, then
Rexall will get it, despite the fact
that Bexail is a newcomer to the
network, Itaving moved over from
CBS only last year.
SimUai'ly, Tranimell's statement
is seen as shaping an equallystrong stand on television programming to prevent agencies and
clients from exercising the dominant toehold on program dictation that it's had for more than a

Tab

strenuous pitch,

"Get Rich Quick" giveaway
show drummed up by its program
department, to hang onto the
via a

Ever since the NAB convention opened, the dailies here
have been full of headlines
about the trotting prowess of

$5,000,000 in annual gross billings

Dr. Stanton, the Coast "Cinderella horsei" who's been
cracking his town track rec-

now

ords.

The CBS

boys, in deference

to their own Dr. (Frank) Stanton, who says he wouldn't
mind grabbing off that kind of

space on his own meiit, have
been laying some fancy coin
on the line and raking in the

—

chip.s.

GCompeti^

WdHartley

Washington, May 18.
Competing hid to pm-cliase Arde
decade in radio.
Trammell did empliasize that the Bulova's WOV, N.Y., was filed here
last Frfday (14) by the Victory

client-agHicy consineration would
obviously prevail in cases where

Broadcasting Corp. Principals are
Ralph Weil, prexy; Arnold Hartley,
product confiict arises, otherwise
intimating that, as far as NBC is
concerned, "my time is my time."
The NBC prexy further intimated that the Harris-Faye show
would be back in the fall in. the
same time, and also cleared the
atmosphere on the Red Skelton
Tuesday night issue. If Rexall gets
the nod on Harris-Faye for 7:30,
it's
a question how Procter &
Gamble will resfmnd to the move.
P &G, one of the web's biggest
spenders, has been gunning for the
period for some time.
Soapmaker also gets the short
rad on the Skelton deal, now in
negotiation, as Lever Bros, would
not approve a competitive product
in the following niche. Trammell
has stated that Skelton would not
be moved, regardless of sponsorship, so as not to disturb the ciurrent Tuesday comedy block.

$5,000,009

ABC is making a

-

Los Angeles,

Kolmk!

Stop,

H^f ^vTthat ageney from any

fSed radio sotiECCshiste.

to

(Nd' Gveaway

"

18.

indictA-narpntlY inrecondlaWe

^i?^^^ Federal

ISch

represented by

tfie Paul Whiteraan
daytime cross^the-boarder.
It's not a certainty, however, it
develops, that the Whiteman
disk show will go down the drain

with the windup of its current
sponsor cycle early in .Tuly. The

web is offering Whiteman 's four
quarter-hour bankroUers choice of
new ride on this stanza or a 15*

a

slice of "Get Rich Quick"
at the same price. Result could
be, if sponsor choices so dictate,
that "Get Rich Quick," now readied
as a four-part hour-long session,
would be cut to 30 minutes and
the Whiteman hour also halved, to
run back-to-back in the 3:30-4:30

minute

time segment.
Johnny Olsen, former "Ladies
Be Seated" emcee, has been pegged for the "GRQ" Stint. Show is
a round of games, each different,
12 in each 60-minute sequence,
with both studio audience and
listeners (via phone) participating,
and all prizes in. cash coin. The
curr«it giveaway inevitability, a
"running question," carries a jackpot award.
ABC program veepee "Bud"
Barry refusest however, to lump
the proposed show in with the
spread of giveaway stanzas already
crowding the kilocycles. "Give-,
aways will fall of their own weight

vice-prez. and N. J. Leigh, president of the Einson-Freeman Lith- unless they're basically entertainography Co., a director and 51% ing," he said. "This show is going
majority stockholder. Sales ticket, to be primarily entertainment; th«
which claims to meet all terms of giveaway angle is secondory."
from Heran earlier bid for
man Bess* General Broadcasting

WOV

Corp., is approximately $200,(K)0.

Weil and Hartley are presently

manager and program director of

WOV

respectively and will
tinue in these posts if the
favors their bid.

The Weil-Hartley proposal also
includes a commitment to give
Richard O'Dea a third interest in
WOV, in return foi" his surrendering all stockholdings, court and
other claims against Bulova and
station WNEW. Charles McGroddy
director.
would also become a
The O'Dea, McGroddy proposals
are tiinged on FCC approval of the

WOV

llNotlw

con-

FCC

Sye,SezBess
WLIB, the Dorothy. Thackreyowned New York indie, is deiinitei*
ly not for sale, says general' manager Herman Bess. An offer of
$200;000 has recently- been tumed
down, he adds, and the station has

been taken

off

the market Idock.

(Speculation that the N. Y. Post
would
publisher
dump WLIB
sale.
spread in the wake of Mrs. Tha<*:Otherwise. Victory Broadcasting rey's reported dickerings to sell
Corp. said it plans to continue her two Coast stations and her TV
along the lines of Its present construction
in
permit
Los
operation.
Spot announcements Angeles.
would be limited to 60 seconds,
Bess implied that the decision to
with a ceiling of three spots in spy remove the "for sale" tag from
quarter-hour brc-ickety plus station WLIB stemmed from a decided rebi-eak plugs. Weil would hold 8% cent pickup in. billings. Week beand Hartley 7% in the new licensee fore last, he claims, was the bigMann Holiner resigned last week company.
gest in the indie's history.
in New York as veepee and direcBess coupled bis statement on
tor of the Lennen & MitcheU
WLIB's status quo in owner^ip
agency. He remains with the comwith a'blm'b for the dawn-to-dui^
pany until Jiily 1 to aid in forma- Brewster
indie's hike in public service protion of radio plans for the fall. No
gramming. With the station's sign^
Post off
For
successor has been named.
time set back from 8 to 8:SM) for
Holiner's reasons for checking
Robert J. iSrewster, former ac- 16 summer weeks, the added halfout are ostensibly that he has per- count exec for the J. Walter hour is being tagged "not for sale"
sonal plans in the works—possibly Thompson agency on the RCA ac- and tumed over to a seven-day-aa packaging setup, it's believed
eoimt, has moved over to WOR, week schedule of public service
but he isnt , disclosing them as N. Y., as executive producer. Hell airers. The half-hours are being
yet.
It's known in the ti'ade that concentrate
on development of banded oyer, in rotation, to groups
be has had many policy clashes new talent and
sustainer such as the United Jewish Appeal.
.~
of
L&M.
with Ray Verdin, exec
shows.
World Peace Ways, League of .WoHoliner is expected to return to
For eight of 12 years with JWT, men Voters and W. Y. Univ.
the Coast today (Wed ).
Brewster was in Hollywood where
imaffected
Frank Woodiuff is
lie produced, among other shows,
conby HoUner's leave-taking and
the Kraft Music Hall with Bing
Sales Manager
tinues as Coast director of radio Crosby, the Gene Autiy show and
for the agency. Thomas R. Dough- the Old Gold show with Nelson
Net
Rural
ten remains as exec and business Eddy.
manager of the radio department
Ithaca. N. Y., May 18.
William Ensign has joined tho
in N. Y.
Holiner headed up L&M's radio Huffington Will
Rural Radio Network as sales manHe'll concentrate on tlie
operation and for a time produced
ager,
Portsmouth New York market and work out of
the Old Gold show on the Coast.
Understood the agency is shopping
WGHF, Rural ..Radio affiliate in
Portsmouth, Va., May 18.
around for a less expensive proB. Walter Huffington, national Manhattan.
Ensign, one of the first salesmen
gram next season to replace the director of radio for the American
back
present Don Ameche-Frank Mor- Red Cross, has been named gen- in radio, started with
gan-Frances Langford triumvirate. eral manager of WSAP-FM here. in the days when AT&T had that
Then he was with NBC
outlet.
Simultaneously, the Portsmouth
as salesmanager of WJZ. In 1927
Radio
Corp.,
owner
of
the
station,
to Repact
he joined J. W. Thompson as ra*
announced plans for expansion of
dio director, and in 1929 moved to
Danny Thomas looks Set to con- both
facilities and its
and
CBS as assistant to William Paley.
tinue on General Foods' payroll the
entrance into the television field. In 17 y^ars with CBS he 'specialcoming fall. It will make his sec- WSAP is a Mutual affiliate.
ized in sales and new business.
ond season for the account.
Ensign comes to Rural Radio
Prior to joining the Bed Cross
Pat Weaver, radio yn>- for Young
where ho
and Hubicam, which pilots the nearly two years ago, Huffington from Louis Cowan, Inc.,
live pro*
show, is due on the Coast this week was with WTMA, Charleston, S. C, had been manager of the
gram dept.
and WSSV, Petersburg, Va,
in connection with: the matter.

Hofiner

Cheds

WOV

WOV

,

.

Qotof L&M

L^tcs JWT

WORProdncer

WOR

Ens^

On

Ra£o

Head

WSAP-FM,

WEAF

GF Due

Thomas

AM

FM

-
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Inside Televiaon

FCC Gave Only One Permit Last Week;
Authorized
Washington,

^deo Outlek Now

May

'..General Foods' Maxwell Hoiwe
will bankroll a new weekly audience participation show, Tryjmd

94

Do

New York

Communications Commission managed to squeeze out only a single
grant last week, bringing the number of video outlets authorized up

Gets Hiird Of

Shaped

Strictly

ups, including Anierican or British

Also, Central Valley. Broadcast-,
ing/Co. <KCBA), channel 6, and
the McCIatchy Newspapers, channel 10, both.ior Sacramento, Cal.;
Television Fresno Co. and VLc^
>Clatchy Newspapers, both for
channel 7, ^Fresno, Cal.; KIRO,
channel 11, Seattle; the Tampa
Times (WDAE), channel 5; Tampa;
Lowell Sun B/C Co., channel 6,

network^. That was announced to-

Anti^Trust

'

.

A

statement from Canada's nabody also said that
"all Canadian channels necessary
for the national system will be reserved by the CBC. Applications
from independent radio stations
L o w e 1 li M!ass.; Commonwealth will take what is left over as, if
£roadcastini$ Corp. (WLOW),. chan- and when.
nel 13, Norfolk, and the ConnectiLicense fees will be instituted
cut Radio Foundation (WELI, New
for television receiving sets putHaven), channel 12,. Waterbury.
chased by Canadians and "this
bast named application upset must be considerably higher than
the applecart of the Nutmeg B/C the present fee. ($2.S0 auntially)
Co., which had merged interests of for current sound sets because of
three competing outfits for Water- the higher costs of television and
bury's lone channel, and was ex- television programming."
pecting a grant there momentarily.
With television frequencies
Principal in the new Waterbury
limited in Canada, the CBC "will
ajpplication is Col. Harry Wilder;
great care in recommendawho also owns WTB-Y, Troy, and exercise
regarding applications from
tions
sold a second station WSYR, Syra
or private companies
cuse, to the S. I. Newhouse news- individuals
The CBC (board of
licenses.
for
paper interests for $1,200,000 last
directors believes that network
•week.
television broadcasting should be
developed in the national interest.
It believes that it would not be in
Special Setnp Speeding
the general Canadian public in-

Televiziiig of

tionalized radio

BasebaD

h Hub Before June 1
Boston, May 18.
Both of Boston's big league baseball teams are to be televised by
the city's first two video stations
on the air in a special arrangement worked out to speed up tele's
development in the, Hub City area.
For the same reason, both the Red

Sox and Braves have gly^ tele
rights to their games this year
v4thout cost to Atlantic refining
and the Narragansett Brewing Co.,
sponsors who'll also bankroll
the games on TV.
WBii'TV,^ Westinghouse station
already affiliated with NBC, takes
the air some time before June 1
and will carry, games of both teams
until WNAC-TV (Yankee Network)
Is ready to begin dperations. When
that station hits the nir, the two
will share the games equally. Since
the two teams are never scheduled
for home games on the same day,
each station will carry games of
both teams.
WBZ-TV remote crews are already making dry runs at the Red
Sox' Fenway Park and will switch
over to Braves Field when the
National League team returns to
town.
It's
expected that the
Braves will be the first Boston club

AM

,

shrugged off by web officials as
something extremely unlikely to
happen.
Gosch ventured his guess in a
speech before the American Tele;

instructor.

.

.

.

is

&

he pioneered that over the kilocycles.

New gadget for television control booths, which is able to execute
any type of scene change or visual dramatic effect, has been
developed by John Fricker, chief engineer and technical adviser of
KSTP-TV, Milwaukee. Named the KSTP Videmlxer, it comprises a
small electronic box which fits into a console in the control botK and
receives output from all studio, film and remote cameras.
It's said to make possible, through simple controls, such effects as
screen wipes, lap dissolves, ghost scenes, etq. According to Fricker,
"we are now doing with the greatest of ease what the movies do with
extreme labor." He declared the versatility of the Videmixer is "limited only by the imagination of the producer.''' >
virtually

currently

.

Television Reviews

ture.

According to network spokesmen,
however, the situation is enUjrely KRAMER-BIGGS
TENNIS
different in tele than in fflms,
MATCH
Since there's no admission charge With Ted Hnsing
for the public to see video shows, Director: Bernle London
they, pointed out, there can be no Wed., 8:30 p.m. a2)
question of monopolistic practices.
In addition, the FCC is constantly
on hand to protect, the public from
any malpractice. They conceded
that the NBC radio web had been
forced to diyest- itself of the Blue
network (now ABC) and the National Concert' and Artists Corp,,
(Contbiued .on page 38)

Coast Theatre Chain

Sked Teleshows

said that the CBC
has devoted much study to televir
sion in other countries, with particular on-the-spot studies of BBC
television programming and that
of U. S. deyelopments. The CBC
board of governors also believes
that "in line with fundamental radio policies laid down by the Canadian Parliament for Broadcasting,
television should be developed in
Canada so as to.be of benefit to the
greatest possible number of people;
and that the public air channels
should be used in the public in-

'

Sustaining

CBS-TV, from New York
Ted Husing, for years CBS sports
directorrbroadcaster, was brought
back to the network to do his first
television show as a one-shot coverage of the return professional
tennis'match Wednesday night (12)
in Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,

between Jack Kramer and Bobby
Riggs. As tennis was always one
of Husing's best subjects, bis selection for this assignment was a
natural. The actual performance,
however, was not np to expectations.

-

HollywoQd, May 18.
First regular scheduled run of
television shows will enter the
Academies-of-Proven-Hits theatres
Vermont,
Cinema,
Arlington,
Picfair and Jewel it was revealed
by James Nicholson and Joseph
Moritz, chain heads.
Nicholson said that theatres will
run tele reels when houses open,
before slated film grind, in order
to surveyvideo b.o. draw. Scheduled runs will be set once weekly
•

—

—

at start

and

if

sufficient interest is

generated

programs will be inTheatres will advertise
time and night of teleshowing to
Because of the widely separated insm-e drawing power.
According to Nicholson, negotiapopulation concenti'ations in Canada, this "will make the television tions are under way with video
cost per head very much higher stations to pick up telecasts and
than in other countries." said tl^e arrangements for legal clearance
CBC statement. This will be apart of all programming is in the
from revenues from the televisioh works.
Under Television Relay, Inc.,
receiving set fee and limited commercial income. Special Federal Moritz and Nicholson take shows
Government grants will be impera- off television receivers and put it
on
film for showing. Film can be
television
may
arrange
tive so CBC
development as qlQkly as possible shown in theatre 20 minutes after
telecast.
for Canada's citizens.
creased.

terest."

,

one in the near court. The closeup camera, placed about mid-coiirt,
mostly covered the player in the
far court, too, so the near-court
player was rarely as well shown.
The chief fault of the camera
coverage, however, was the muchtoo-frequent use of the closeup
camera, which might have been
useful to close students of tennis
stroking, footwork and position
play, but invariably gave only the
vaguest suggestion (from the direction the player's head was
turned) of what had happened to
the ball.
The intermission interview idea
is good,
and something the athome audience has on those present at the match, But on the ba,

sis

Despite his lack of experience in
was not the visual angle of
Husing's job that was most at
fault.
Possibly because he's been
a record-jockey "personality" for
a year or so and has forgotten the
sportscaster approach, his coverage lacked the detached technical
quality that used to characterize
his best work. Also, unfortunately,
the CBS coverage of the event was
marred by uneven camera work, as
well as by the difficult lighting
conditions at the parden and the
present limitations of television
tele, it

,

of this telecast in general, ten-

promoters needn't fear that
video coverage will hurt the b.o.,
unless it's by making the matches
appear not worth the price and
trouble of attendance.
As it i>,
television of tennis is certainly no
nis

substitute for actually seeing

Pix-Video

Fred Reinhard, who has worked
on maintenance in the CBS-TV
field operation, has been named
assistant supervisor in charge

studio maintenance.

of

Robert

assistant
supervisor of technical operations.

Because of the growing interlocking
relationship
between Pictures and Television,
attention
is
called
to the
special Films-TV page in this
issue.

Other special TV stories will
be spotlighted on occasion
such as the AFM-video story in
Music.

it.

Hobe,

FOR YOUR PLEASURE
With Kyle MacDonnell, Jack

& Jill,

Norman Paris trio
Producer-director: Fred Coe
15 Mhis.; Than., 8 p.m.
itself.
Sustaining
Instead of merely commenting WNBT-NBC, N. Y.
as succinctly as possible „on the
It's shows like this one that dem^
matches (including the warmup onstrate
what the recent okay on
tilt between Dinny Pails and Panthe use of live music for televisidn
cho Segura), Husing handled the will
eventually mean to the metelecast as if he himself were an
dium. Based on the same format
essential element of the event. He
as countless other tele musical
repeatedly brought himself into shows
of the past, "For Your Pleasthe coverage with statements about
ure"
packs considerable more
ho'v many Riggs matches he'd covpunch than any of them, chiefly heered, what "we in tennis" call cercause of the added fillip of watchtain kinds of shots, etc.
inHe also talked as if he could ing live musicians on the set,
stead
of watching a singer try to
read the thoughts and tactical
plans of the contestants In their dub some lyrics to a recording..
beauPresence on the show of a
facial expressions (which were only
femme emcee - songstress
faintly distinguishable to the tele teous
audience), but gave almost no like Kyle MacDonnell, of coui-se,
idea of differences of stroking be- also has plenty to do with its
pleasant
Impact ^but it's the mutween the players or at different
sic okay, again, that makes it p.ostimes by the same players.
CBS came,'!i work was generally sible for her to do as neat a ,ioD
In the days before
disappoinHnfi and frequently exas- as she does.
perating.
PossiWy due in part to the PetriUo ban was lifted, a young
the hshtlng conditions in the Gar singer with no recordings of Jier
dtn, it wa,s always diffcult (and own was forced to depend on inat thne,' impo'.-i)l)lc) (o follow the strumentalized disks of a certain
That, ot
standard tunes.
ball.
Bin. I.iio pl.-icing of the cam- few
eras was i!so
lacfof.
The long- course, soured many performers on
Today, they can
shot camor<i, -A ono conior of the the medium.
court, couid keep Uic player in have live music backing, arrangeothe far court in view at ali times, and pitched to their own singing
but didn't adequately cover the
(Continued on page 42)

—

CBS Ups Technicians
CBS

Samroon has been made

i
*

Jerry Fairbanks Productions will shoot 30-second and one^minutf
mulling en- "coming attractions" for television use by NBC video stations. Faii^.
by the film com- banks; making a 2e-week series on 16m for NBC, will make four different
trailer versions of each reel.
panies of their distribution and exhibition activities, Gosch declared
Los Angeles County Youth committee has requested two Coast telethat the same situation might
eventually crop up in the video in- vision stations, Paramount's KTLA and Mutual-Don Lee's KTSL, to
dustry. With the film companies turn in their programming codes and overall station policy for review.
now making their pitch for TV Committee feels that video will attract greater juve audience in late
progranunittg, he Sara, it's hardly aftcaAoon. than adult and wants to avoid gruesome murder mystery
likely they'll sit by and let the TV stories ^presented by radio.
webs' rule them out of tele programming.
Hence, he said, the
Government may step in and attempt to enforce a similar divesti.

ment

The statement

tele

,

foi-ced divestiture

Television in N. Y. has protelevised, since they'll be home at
moted two technicians to rank of
the time of the initial broadcast.
assistant supervisors.

Classes in television dramatics is
tinderway at Texas Christian Univ.
with a class of 10 students. I^arrv
DuPont, of WBAP, Fort Worth,
now constructing TV studios, i.s the

,

'

-

vision Society, last Wednesday (12)
Noting that the Governnight.

terest for individual private television stations to become outlets in
Canada for non'Canadian televi-

sion systems."

Suit

Dire prediction that the television networks are letting themselves in for an anti-trust suit by
attempting to control both programming and distribution of tele
shows, made last week by indie
paclcager Martin Gosch, has been

.

,

.

Gosch Worry Over

day (Tues.) by th^ Board of Governors of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.,

night

'

,

00 Own

12, .Rockfoi»l, 111.

—

games of Dodgers and Yanks were called after starting,
NBC's
crime serial, "Barney Blake, Police Reporter," now stabs or conks 'em
those pip-squeak pistol shots' evidently being too ridiculous even for
the studio staff.
Pianologist Harvey Harding, with his etisy style of songs at the
Steinway, is a pleasant NET interlude. He may well emerge as one of
those yet-to-come video "personalities." He's a personable and pleasant
baritone who gets a good break via shifting cameralng so as to circumThe Zionist rally at Madison
vent that staring-into'-the-camera
Square Garden, as CBS telecast it, was a dignified job, giving the impression of history-in-the-making right before your eyes, Considering
the static setting of a 20,000-people gathering, relieved only by speeches, the panning was good and while some of the footnote chatter was
sometimes intrusive, by and large it was a good job.
Henry Morgan's ingratiating style on his ABC variety program
early Sunday evenings, this last one picked up from Washington, unveiled a couple of strong video potentials in Danny Webb S$ Stan Early
with their gomedy mimicry, and Howell
Bowser, dusky paif, wiS
their comedy, Louise >Howard, comedienne, did two numbers accept*
,1 ably, and Barbara Barry opened with taps, alsi) OK. Morgan's za»y
"''ribbing of the commercials is as standard for sight and sound as when

Trade Syfs Oif

•

CanademTele

..^

&

("Th*
black

Ing out for three or foitt minutes ab the script turned tato the stretch
a good cast *»d the direction held this A. A. Milne mystery together
... .If they could have Ladies' Day for television baseball that's \*hen
NBC pulled in a one-ring rodeo
Bill Slater's narration would shine
from outside Philadelphia for a coupl^ of hours. The transmissioh
the WABD crew on the wrestling assimi,*
was better than the rodeo
ment, headed by Dennis Jamesi continues to do a good job.., rain
made it tough on both CBS and DuMont mobile units when the first

the nitery circuit, to emcee it.
Setting will be a. picnic grounds
complete with brass band conducted by Thomas Lendet Jones. Audience participants will compete for
prizes by attempting to perform
novel tasks assigned them. Carl
Bixby will script the proceedings.

.

channel

NBC

Bowles agency will
produce the show, and has pacted
Jack Bright, video newcomer from

Benton

1947

in

EM

'

eight-station

time.

Sets

Washington, Ma>- 18.
New York City received about a
to 94. New permittee is the May
Broadcasting Co. for channel 3 in third of the total 162,181 television
Omaha. Company operates stand- sets shipped in 1947, the Radio
A in Manufacturers Assn. reported yesard broadcast statioii
terday (17).
Shenandoah, la.
About 56,645 sets went into the
Also on the tele front, FCC gave
the Fort Industry Co., Detroit, and five boroughs, while Newark
Associated Broadcasters' WKIS, ranked second with 22,152 reFrisco, both six months more time ceivers, Philadelphia third with. 18,to get tlieir stations on the air. 923 and Chicago, {ourth, with 13,KWIS was ordered to malte a 723,
progress report, however, within
Other TV cities received a smaller
90 days.
proportion of the 1947 output in
Meanwhile, another dozen new the following order: Los Angeles,
applicants pounded at FGC's door 7.868; Detroit, 4,582; Washington,
last week. Among them was NBC, D. C, '4,782; St. Louis, 4,090; Baltiwhich asked for FCC okay to in- more, 3,666; Hai-tford, 2,946; Alstall a new and more powerful bany, 2,918, and Milwaukee, 2,315.
transmitter for WNBT, New York.
Actual figures may have been
The net said the new operation somewhat higher reflecting sets
will perc with added power up to distributed by noh-HMA member
15.2kw visual, and 7,6kw aural, manufacturers.
witliout causing any interference.,
to other stations in the ariea.
Other applicants included sev-.
radio opera! publishers and
erators as follows: the .Gazette Co.
(KGRG), channel 7, Cedar Rapids;
Furniture City Broadcasting Corp.,
channel. 9, Grand Hapids; Hamp.den-Hampshire Corp. (WHYN and
interlocJdng ownership Holyoke
Toronto, May 18.
Transcript), channel 3, Holyoke
Private Canadian stations will
Mass; Rockford Broadcasters, Inc.
(WROK-FM, ownership Rockford not be permitted to become televiNewspapers, Inc.), sion outlets for foreign video set'Ck>nsolidated

AM

on an

It,"

«•
television hookup, starting July
Stanza will originate from WNBT,
N. Y., ocoupying the 8:30 Sunday

18.

With television spectrum getting
tighter all the! time, the Federal

SIGHT and SOUND: Frederick Coe directed a neat sketch
Wine Glass") over NBC Sunday «lght (16), Despite the cameras

.:

TBLBVISIOIV

2ii

CABLE COSTS

^

Par ChaHfflp^

May

phramount Pictures,
the

2in,»

1

JSl^of no

Inc., is chal-

Hard Way!

Making

It the
Philadelphia,

than five video

May

18.

A

couple of announcers at
local video outlets
have' figured out a schemewhere
strictly within the law
they can make theniselves a

—

yesterday (17)<or video chan.
bid which
tel 2 in Tampa,
applications
Stoes Par six tele
fts

Ma^

m

cool $1,000^000.

way:

name, over and above its
la ^ve other staSuests Irom the Allen B.

owft

television

tele'

cable by American Xel^pbone &
Telegraph makes the' line costs far
netmore important than in

because there's no law
against televising the roll of a
pair of dice. The police cannot stop people from handing
money to one another, as long
as there are no gaining devices
or any proof of gambling go<
ing on in the premises.
And there is nothing to stop
the operators of the station
from getting "contributions"
from people to keep the station going— in this case operators of the places where the
gamblers gather.
At least
that's the way the boys figure

will

on

at

file

declaring "we can neither
nor deny reports to that

ceiling,

afffrm

now, however, the pix
company must wait until, the FCC
tele
denies one of its reroaming
court. Short
hifls, before going to
Hirijt

the

*f that; Paranwuntmay petition
FCC for a new rule expanding
lingle^statiob ownership to eight or
1o or what eyer It conwiders a readone
timable ceiling. This could be

request for a
F<3C men said.
speculated here that

in the form of a
iictaratory rultag.
.

was

It

new television allocation
pUn providing lor some 955 teleViiion stattons in a total of 460
towns may be used as an argument
for easing the five-station limit on

it. out,

:

,

TCC's

P&G HfiUug Oif

video ownership. The.FCC'i; 1945
tele allocation provided stations in
comthe top 140 markets only,
mission spokesman admitted an ar-

A

'

On

gdment could be made that with
television possible in three times as
many areas, the threat of monopoly
is lessened even if one -company
should acquire more than five
wholly-owned outlets.

Web, in
affiliate's market area.
turn, will permit each station to
sell: sustainers locally if possible,
which virtually makes all shows
available for participating bankrolling.
NBC's thinking is predi-

Tele Plunge

cated on the high TV programming
costs, leading to the decision that,
"if we pay the production costs,
the least they can do is help pay
for the cable."

May 18.
CBS to Furnish Free
Gamble, top spender
CBS, on the other hand, will folhas no immediate inten- low its AM thinking in considering
Cincinnati,

Procter
in radio,

&

tion of going into television. This the furnishing of free sustaining
refutes recent trade rumors that shows an integral pait of its relafirm was planning at tionship with affiliates. Web, consuch a pleading early entry into the video field.
sequently, will pick up all line
only if the new rule were to proAccording to William M. Ram- costs but, in return, will receive
Vide that any stations beyond five
must be located in the smaller scy, its radio head, P & G will wait "free time" from its affiliates. This
towns outside the 140 top markets. until its various ad agencies agree time represents a 'bookkeeping
Par's Tampa
subsidiary, mean- that television is within 18 months credit, which is to be charged off
of p^ing off as an ad medium. against what the net owes the
J'hiie, entered a strong bid for vieo operation, with SO hours of Then it will start sponsorship on affiliate for commercial shows.
Thus, if CBS owes one of its affiliprogramming a week pi^mised an experimental basis..
from the time the station goes on
Meanwhile; it may or may not ate stations $1,200 for a sponsored
show but the affiliate owes ,$400
the ah:. (A new FCC rule requires sponsor
occasional simultaneous
a . minimum of 28 hours a week telecast of one of its regular radio in time charges for use of a sustainer, the two charges would be
after three years' operation).
shows, as it did some time ago
balanced, with CBS thereby owing
it would be able to do this by with "Truth or
Consequences:"

He added, however, that the FCC the soap

Is likely

to Ijieed

Lps

WBKB,

and

Angeles,

KTLA,

both

Chi,

wailable to the Tampa ouUet. The
Horida exhib would spend $372,130 on its televiskm plant and up
to $250,000 on the first year's op.

eration.
Frank Rogers is president of the tele-theatre comp»iy.
Application was filed by Par at-

torney Lester

Cohen.

'

AS

CBS SCENIC ADVISER

Mielzmer is already at iirork on
redesigning "Face the Music" and
the CBS News show, both of which
originate now from the web's temBoston, May 18.
„ .
studios. A vet of 24 years
Huh video debut is set for May porary
on Broadway, he designed both
j!6 when WBZ-TV hits the air from
"Streetcar Named Desire" and "Mr.
^65-foot tower located near Roberts," two Of the outstanding
tu
the
Harvard Stadium in Brighton, hits of the present season, and is

Set for

May 26

about thi*ee mUes from Boston
now working on "Summer and
Lomrnon.
Smoke," hew Tennessee Williams
Actual tests began Monday folplay slated to open on Broadway
lowing final
adjustments to the in October.
wwer, tallest structure in New
Industrial designer Norman Bel
England. First big show will be
Gcddes had previously been rewoadcast of Brave-Dodgers game
ported to be taking on the scenic
flay 28 night from Braves Field,
adviser job with CBSconsultant
with Bump Hadley. Jim
Britt and TV.
That deal, however, never
^""J

Hussey handUng the

WNAC-TV

spiel.

figures to hit the air
l^une 15 from its Medford transmitter and will
share the video

went through.

Cosmo

Senate District Group
Washingtotty May 18.

The "National Assn.

of Broadcasters rallied to the support of video

broadcasters last Friday (14i and
added its protest to legislation
pending before the Senate District
Committee which would ban radio
and tele tower.? from residential
bills

were defeated last year in the
House and Senate District committees.

NA^

attorney Bryce Rea told the
solons such a restriction would
tend to establish a national pattern
.

which would delay development of

new radio
tion
Civil

Sets Fashioneer

Several similar

areas here.

services.

Individual ac-

by zoning commissions, the
Aeronautics Administration

and other agencies

is

to

be pre-

Rea
former WJZ, ferred over blanket legislation,
Wolff,
fashion commentator, has declared.
The day befgore, an Arlington,
"gilts, gets its
video channel, if it been signed by Cosmo Television
a
nixed
commission
Va., zoning
opes get one.
will handle Films, N. Y., to do the commentary
new site selected by the Allen B.
««C chain shows,
Coliun- for a television newsreel to be done
station WPTG. Station

"Shts on the ballgames with

y

Wa

until

WHDH,

WBZ-

which has prior

WBZ
WNAC

until WEEI, Columbia outlet,
gets a video channr'
it does get
one, Only
two cha»?-»'^ls are avails

H

aWe with nme bidders.

Shirley

N.

Y.,

you name the time^

—

but

sustaining on the network but

he

'

now hudd-

may be sponsored

said.

lo-

them.

Will the union get sustaining or commercial rates?

more

"Discount mine or double
a whale of a lot of film

It's

It wUl require far
film, more technicians, more
talents, more equipment than exists
today, If Hollywood truly

production.

senses the gigantic industry growing up across the nation, the technical facilities it possesses, the millions of dollars already invested
in it, the size of .present, potential
audiences, Hollywood will get into
what can eventually be a bigger
market than the much lamented
New series of television shows foreign field."
produced in cooperation with the
Tele's Potentials
United Nations has been set by
Describing
tele's potentials,
WPIX, forthcoming video outlet of
Watts said there will be channel "
the N. Y. Daily News, to tee off
space for 593 stations in 456 cities
about two weeks after the station
with an audience that could
takes the air June 15'
grow to equal an estimated 66,000,Titled "Exploring the UN," the
000 radio sets now in 37,000,000'
half-hour weekly programs will be
American homes. Theatre tele, he
participated in by eacli of the 58
declared, is but one of the many
member nations. Shows are de- applications for large-screen tele
signed to bring WPIX audiences an
equipment. Such equipment will
insight into other countries and all
be used for audiences at television
be
are
to
series
profits on the
studios, since large numbers of
iturned over to American Overseas
(Continued on page 40)
f
Idea
Children.
Aid-UN Appeal for
was conceived and arranged by

NAB Comes

Bob Tele Debut

.

.

"five years, or

ling with web execs on talent
scales: Problem then is, what
to call a show Uiat goes out

is

•

,
'

Santa Monica Ambassador. He
pointed out tLat in A few years-^
it's inevitable"
U. S. tele networks will need 1,825 two-hour
features or_ 14,600 15-minute shorts
annually, plus all additional film
material they and the remaining
500 indie tele stations will use
which isn't network originated;
This total, Watts declared, is
three to iour times the current
annual production of the film- industry. "Use your own figures,"

which

the affiliate only $800.
ABC execs, admittedly afraid of
setting a precedent that might be
SIGNS
too difficult to change should circumstances change, were reluctant
to discuss their affiliation contracts.
Jo Mielziner, Broa'dway legit set One web spokesman declared, howdesigner, has signed with CBS ever, that each affiliation contract
television as a consultant adviser signed to date has becm different
on scenic problems. He's to bring
(Continued on page 40)
his Icnowledge of set designing to
all shows originating in CBS' new
TV' studies, now under construction
to Video's
in the Grand Central Terminal
Bldg., N. Y., and will place particDefense in Plea Before
ular emphasis on setting up new
lighting techniques for tele.

MIELZINER

highlighting the opening
session of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers' 63d semi-annual convention. Some 700 film
and radio men are attending at

cally.

•

new program
which would

'

America, which

.

subscribing to Par's
transcription service
Jiake tele airers on

speech

.

ent wage scales for network
sustaining
and commercial
shows. Same policy is expected
to be followed by the various
guilds combined in the Associated Actors and Artistes of

.

18.

most prosperous era, RCA
veepee W. W, Watts predicted in a
its

the various talent
unions in their negotiations
with TV broadcasters. *
American Federation of Musicians has already set differfronting

May

Television will bring Hollywood

Name?

ates to sign local sponsors for

AM

Commercial shows, of course,
work the same as in sound
broadcasting.
Network will pay
the affiliate for the time, absorbing the cable costs. Net, in turn,
gets paid by the spon$or and, in
most instances, will*pass the toble
charges on to the sponsor. For
sustaining shows, though, the net
will have no chance of deriving
any income unless it charges the
affUiate for the cable.
NBC, for its part, plans to charge
each aif iliate a proportionate share
of the cable costs, to be proi-ated
according to the population of the

in a

network sustaining shows
points up another puzzler con-

v^-orlting.

legally,

FCC

Hollywood,

WhatV

almost

In gambling houses all over
town, the wagerers bet and
pay oil on the dice roll they
see on the tele screen.
The station is in the clear,

NBC

an eventipent on their plansjtor
television
ual court test of the

'

it

one time had seven
but withdrew two.
comPar lawyers here refused to

—

when it
tSe. ^untested stoce 1945,
agency's
was first written on the

-

programming makes

a necessity for the majority of TV
stations to have a network affiliation—^nd the proposed high sei-vice charges placed on its coaxial

tele bids

RCA's Watts;

Era, Sez

Reported permission granted
by NBC to its television affili-

AM

works this

station of their own. All day
and all night thoy telecast one
show a picture of a hand roll*
ing dice and picking them up.

niilt

faooks

Most

Its

Austrian Sees Pix B.O. Reduced

—

reThe pix company has, as a
FCC
diiectly challenged the

feuMont laboratories.

'

It

,

They build a small

nSftoritv interests

^fi

HoHywood

Pro^rous

ORIFflLlllTE?
Who's to pay the cable costs for
television
network .sustaining
shows ^the net or the affiliate sta-tion?
That's -been revealed as the chief
sticker in the nets' scramble to
sign on TV affiliates, vnth each of
them proposing to operate in a
broaddifferent way. Unlike
casting, the extremely high cost of

one of the

B

to Bring

18.

FCC's long-rStandnig

mo«

^

TO PAY, N[T

Tampa Cluumel Bid

limit Rule by
Washington,

Five^Mion

WPKPlamung
New UN

Series

—

,

[

program chief Harvey Mar-

WPIX

lowe and director of announcers
George Russell, in cooperation

Tele Contracts

with Lee Marshall, national chair-

man

of

UNAC.

Series is to feature top performers, writers, etc., from the different
nations, with films to be used occasionally;

Arrangements have

A

Headadb

contracts

for

per-

formers are giving talent agencies
one enormous headache; Due to
the fact that no one lias a clear
conception of where video is
headed, except tliat they feel it
Will be the biggest thing ever to

come down the theatrical pike, at'«
talent
torneys for performers,
unions^ ad agencies, networks and
everyone concerned are doing
fencing
with
some of the fanciest
clauses, riders, etc. All are doing
their utmost to anticipate every
video
performimco
contingency
might bring up.
Result is that contract depart-i.
ments of the various agencies are

RUBE GOLDBERG TO STAR
IN WPIX 'DRAWING GAME'
"Drawing Game," new television
series starring

Big

Television

al-

ready been set for the first 13
weeks, which will include shows on
Brazil, China, Canada, Mexico, the
United Kingdom, Argentina, India,
Chile, Turkey, Bolivia, Norway, Colombia and the Netherlands.

Rube Goldberg, has

been bought by WPIX, N. Y. Daily
News' TV outlet. Half-hour show,
packaged by indie producer Kermit Schafer, is scheduled to preem going slightly batty getting coli-*
June 22 and run every Tuesday tracts signed. Most are held ttP
thereafter in the 8 to 8:30 p.m. innumerable times while clause)*are changed, etc;
slot.
Contract people at one time
Show is a form of charades, with
Goldberg drawing titles of boolcS: thought things were pretty rough
home when, at the height of the band
songs, etc., suggested by home
viewers for guessing by a panel business boom in the early '40s
More than most bandleaders began getting
of six guest celebs.
$1 ,000 in merchandise will be lawyers to handle their business,
given to home viewers each week, but the contracts the latter devised
thus bringing TV for the first time then were child's play in comparinear the level of some of radio's son to what's now going on.
top giveaway shows.
Show ran twice last winter as a
(NBC,
showcaser over WNBT
Into Kiddie Scene
N. Y.) and got a heavy mail pull
but that station failed to pick up
With/Cartoon' S^^ries
its option. Schafer will produce it
American Broadcasting Co. is
for WPIX, With station staffer
entering the video kiddie show
Sherling Oliver directing.
scene with "Cartoon Tele-Tales,"
I

;

ABC

Shift

May

in

from Philadelphia,
Jack and
last week in May.
Chuck Lusehnger will do a sleries

slated to start

WCAU

Philadelphia,

Kaider

the
18.

of stories illustrated with drawproduction department of WFIL- ings. Show will emanate from
TV, has resigned to join WCAU-TV WFIL-TV, and will be piped into
New York.
also
Kaigler
capacity.
same
the
in
downto vacate
Also set by Cosmo is Johnny has FCC orders
Dedl was set by the William
Fry Club"
location at the Hotel Harring- handled the "Small
Pierrotti, sports artist, for a own
Morris agency.
show on the ABC tele network.
ton.

by Cosmo.

cartoon series.

DuMont

,

tele

its

Dave Kaigler, formerly

of the
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ABCGrahsUpTmneyAs

Knockdown Fracas Looms as Offshoot
Of DuMont Film Transcribing Exhib
First

problem

mck

in

the

by

ABC

of networking television

ktiows inexpensively was unveiled
Video
the successful
last week witii
demonstration by DuMont Labs of
or
system of transcribing live
Tex McCrary and Jinx Falkenvideo shows on Aim. In addition
to its manifold implications for TV burg are slated to contittue their
networking, the DuMont unveiling "Mr. and Mrs." show into video if
may also pave the way for a present plans carry through. Pair
knockdown, dragout fracas among are being submitted in a Video
BuMont, NBC and Paramount to show built along the format of
cell the service to advertisers and their previous radio show by the
William Morris agency.
hinterland stations.
Idea will have the couple disDuMont system, involving the
recording oh film of images off the cussing feature length yams in a
face of a tele receiving tube, is show to be titled "Magtizine of the
They'll use pictures and
basically the same as that em< Air."
ployed by Par for its theatre tele. films to illustrate their points and
KBC hasn't yet demonstrated its will frequently use guests,
Show is being submitted -for the
video transcriber but it's believed
to operate on the same principle. summer inasmuch as Miss Falken
Par has already set a price on jits burg will be unable to do any video

Show

its

television and teed off
(Tucs.) over. WFIL-TV,

Hits,

Few

Errors!

Snyt William Garden

"That Reminds Me," niew Cal
TintaeSr package, has been bought
last night

formidable^

New Summer

Some Runs,

Emcee on His 'Reminds Me'
(NBC
Editor,

An

Vamety:
unsigned

Teltvlsioii Field

Program

Dlriiotov)

camera directors

fail to utilize the

appearing color of the players' benches, the
scoreboards, bullpen and crowd in
the stands. This is either a misstatement on the part of the au>
thor, or else he watches the gams
with his eyes closed. Color is ad*
important,
but never
mlssibly
should it be allowed to cause us
to miss a single play or pitch.
•When a man has hit a homerun
and returns to the dugout to an

article

ABC's Phijiadelphla outlet. Show in Vamety (issue May 5) under
was also carried; over WMAB-TV, "No Runs, Few Hits, What Errors,"
Baltihiore.
and purporting to review televi"Tinney was set to emcee last
sion's baseball coverage for the
night's show, which had the femme
current season, presented a very
half of a team trying to predict a
unfi^ir and inaccurate picture of
joke her husband or boss told bethe situation. No one in the Indusfore the joke was finished. Guests
tiy claims the coverage employed
on the preem included former N. J,
today Is the final answer, but comGov. Harold Hoffman anft'daugb
parisons such as the author makes
ter; Tex O'Rourke and his. secrewith the early days of radio are
tary, and Jim and Marian Harkins.

enthusiastic greeting we almost
always attempt to let you in on
re- the reception, but don't forget that
says that the mvt batter doesn't wait for
NBC's camera work is actually be- the cheering to quiet down. He
low the standard set last year. But steps In for his cut almost immea great many people have ex- diately, and he may well park it
pressed the opinion that NBC's in the stands, too.
work this year is better and that"Peep" Show" Theory
the addition, of the Zooraar lens,
-The statement was also made
on a third camera, has added im-* that the lens concentration is too
the
First step in the N. Y, Daiiy measurably to maintaining
much on the battery or the batWhere would you exservice of 20c. per foot, meaning a work until she has her .baby, News' full-scale publicity campaign continuity of action. The practice ters' box.
its
It has been my
print of a half -hour show would Couple recently left Swift's Home for television tees off today (Wed.) of switching' to this lens at
pect it to be?
with the announcement of a widest setting when a ball is hit custom at a ball game to concenon NBC,
cost a buyer $540. According to Service Show which
$10,000 prize contest for the best to the outfield, and then zooming trate on the pitcher and the batMortimer W. Loewi, assistant to
slogan for its forthcoming video in on the fielder who is about to
the DuMont prez, their system will
ter, shifting my glance if the pitchoutlet; WPIX. Station is .scheduled make the catch, keeps the viewer
on
«ost between $600-$700 for a halfer attempts a pickoff. That's the
to take the air June 15. ^
oriented as to what part of the
hour show. And NBC, it's rewe tse.With the cameras.
Announcement of the contest playing field the ball has been hit^ methodthe bases, are loaded we emported, is' ready to offer the same
When
lireii^
was to have been made in a fuUr to, how far it has been hit, and ploy a wider angle lens on the
service for less than half the Dupage ad in today's News, with fol- at the same time provides him
home plate, giving
Mont figure.
behind
camera
Be Shown Tele Customers lowup ads to be placed in other with a good closeup of such sparBegardless of which of the three
the viewer a panoramic shot of the
Television aU#Mces VWi Bet consumer and trade publications. kling catches as those made by whole drama being enacted on the
wins the business, though, it's believed that the very existence of their chance to see ^yhat niakes the First prize of $5,000 will be award- Whitey Lockman- in the Philadel- field.
The reluctance to use this
slogan of 10 words phia series. To carry the Use of
film transcriptions will act as a big French fashion iadustry tick when ed for the best
view, which, the writer of your
or less, accompanied by a state- this facile lens a step further—
sticif over the head of American a series of films prodiiced by tU^
article so succinctly pointed out,
catch
jrl d Video. ment in 50 words or less why the the cameraman, after the
that the
Telephone & Telegraph to force it receniaiy-brga;nized
is occasionisd by the fact
contestant thinks his offering is of an outfield fly, then "widens
to cut its coaxial cable rates. Orlg^* Iii<:., tees Off on the NBC tefe
size of the images on the ball field
best. Other prizes include a Gen'^ out" to pan in with the throw and
Inally proposed to take effect May early next month.
an ; the amount of detail you may
Each of tlie NBC affiliates on the eral Electric tele console combi- if a play is made at the base to pick out decreases considerably
1, the rates were contested as exwhich the ball has been thrown, he with relation to the amount of the
orbitant by broadcasters and are air at the time is to run the films nation and 10 other TV sets.
Deadline on the' contest is June again zooms "in" to provide a playing field we include in our
still up before the FCC for study. but, under a unique arrangement,
Broadcasters, meanwhile, continue each gets 8 local department store 5, with the winners to be an-? closeup of the slide, putting you, picture. Many have objected to it
nounced June 13. Panel of judges the Viewer, in a better position to
to share the fcablc on an experi- to bankroll theroi Instead of being
for that reason, but we feel that
^
sold hy the web's tele sales depart will be selected by the News' exec eaU the play than the umpire. AH certain situations justify its use.
mental' basis gratis.
staff.
this is accomplished, mind you, One of these hypothetical situament, consequently, the series is
New Proirramming Service
without switching a camera, thus tions would be: bas^s loaded, two
being handled by NBC's national
Through
use
of the transcription
maintaining a constant and con- out, and everyone running wjth
Original
spot sales department.
.
.,
.„ ,
., ,
service, it will be possible for a series of 13 will include footage
tinuing action without changing the pitch.
In such an instance
lATSE
broadcaster to' stage a show live in taken at fashion shows staged in
the viewer's angle,
(and there are others) the feeling
N. Y., record it on film and ihen pajig by 13 leading French design•
Team Work
is that you want to see all this
ship prints' of the film by air ex- ers, as well as special background
A word next about coordination action even at the sacrifice of bepress to other stations throughout material on the designers them'Chicago, May 18.
between tho director and the nar- ii.g able clearly to see the pitch
the country. As DuMont research selves.
Pact between WGN-TV and .Lo- rator. The announcer is provided or the play which retires the hitCommentary is to be
chief Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith dubbed in by Eloise McElhone.
cal 666 of the International Alli- with a monitor (a television screen ter.
lU»member that on small
pointed out at the demonstration,
In another unique aspect of the ance of Theatre and Stage Em- upon which he can see the picture screen sets the very wide angle
even those new stations on the show, the first series of 13 is to ployees is still hanging fire, follow- being transmitted to you at home) lens provides mighty small images
path of the cable "sometimes lack comprise exclusively spring and ing the offer of the Chicago Trib- and it is my opinion 'that Steve when you try to encompass a
the equipment, the -know-how or summer fashions.
World Video une owned station to sign if the Ellis is doing a good job of fitting whole baseball field.
the finances -to build well-rounded
To the suggestion that we study
than plans to go back to France this initiation fee for newsreel camera- his commentary to what you are
program schedules." Such' stations, summer and shoot more footage on men is cut from $300 to $150. witnessing at the moment. In addi- the technique employed by the
consequently, could be fed most of
is to be re- Spokesmen for the local say they tion, he has been provided with newsreels in the coverage of teain
Process
fall fashions.
their programming via tele-tranan
intercom
give
bargain
phone
to'
the
director
each
of
the
don't
plan
to
rates^
I have this to say. Ridicufor
games,
films
peated with 13
scnption which, according to Dr.
and a switch that can relay any lous! There is no basis for comfour seasons, thereby providing for it's the full amount or no deal.
(Continued on page 38)
WGN-TV has been using four requests for specific scenes he may parison. The newsreels might cona full 52-week series.. Each .sponwish
While
is
give you five or 10 irtinthe
non-union
assigned
to
talk
about.
it
not
ceivably
cameramen
sor, in addition to bankrolling
films oh the air, is also to get a from the photo staff of the Trib. the job of the announcer to call utes Of the highlights of a game
print for special screening in his Station meanwhile has pacted with the shots, there certainly should which have been carefully edited
together in the cutting
high
cooperation
pieced
be
a
standard
of
and
stagehand
film
projector
the
and
store.
between commentator and direc- room, where.as television covers
, Film for the first series of 13 was locals of lATSE.
tor. For instance, when Johnny every minute of the game, not sevshot by Robert Capa, who heads up
Sen. Robert A. Taft is scheduled
Mize
entire
days
later
but the instant it
comes
to
bat
and
the
eral
Steinbeck.
World Video with John
to make hijS pitch to television audefensive .pattern .shifts to right happens.
And may I point out
Also associated with the outfit are
Slotting Cues
diences for. the Republican presi- Howard Wright, who supervises the Smith
playing him to pull, we make a that in newsreel coverage they indecided point of panning the cam- evitably do just the thing that
dential nomination as second Paris office; and Lee Marshall,
General Mills'TV Try era up and around to show how struck so much horror in your soul
speaker on the CBS tele net's Continental Baking Co. exec, who's
they are playing him, while Ellis as regards that "deplorable habit
"Presidential Timber."
Taft is reportedly financing the heaviest
Minneapolis, May 18.
scheduled to appear June 3, follow- part of Uie venture.
definite
indication that points out how each fielder .is play- of following the batter to- and
First
,
ing Harold E. Stassen, who tees off
around first base on any ball hit
General Mills would soon embark ing.
When there is activity In either beyond the infield, thus n^uffing
the special video series the precedon television advertising came
ing Thursday, May 27.
Fast Coast
through this week with the ap- bullpen, we occasionally' point j( -great grabs," Yesr I can truthfully
camera
that
way.
But
Shows are to originate in the
certainly,
say
that I have writhed in agony
pointment of Edward G. Smith,
Hollywood, May 18.
there is no necessity to overdo it at-.6very game I -have ever witWCBS-TV studios, N. Y., and will
Hollywood television marked up heretofore radio program manager, and show a couple of men aim- nessed in the newsreels, for that
be carried by WCAU-TV, PhiladelDon Lee's as the firm's radio and tele produc- lessly lobbing the ball. It's a
last week.
phia, and WMAR-TV, Baltimore. two firsts
dull
very
reason.
film department
commercial grant tion chief.
shot at best, since the bullpen
Other candidates slated to discuss KTSL, given its
Lastly, I feel no 'necessity for
landed its first sponsor, has also been transferred to Smith's is far removed
their political platforms include 10 days ago,
from the camera the presence of a former big
Oil, before the ink was dry supervision.
and
there
is no possibility of a leaguer at my side to call the shots
President Truman, Gov. Earl War- Union
Food firm has been reported at
on its rate card, and Paramount's
real closeup to register the fire- for me, During the Boston series
ren, Henry A. Wallace and Gov.
have its Sunday night various times to be planning a man's facial
Thomas E. Dewey, as well as Nor- KTLA will
expression or style last week a former big league
film sponsored for the first large scale plunge into video. Sevof delivery.
man Thomas and Edward A. feature
pitcher, now a sports commentator
eral program ideas reportedly lined
time by Admiral Radio. .
I thoroughly agree that the key in Boston, sat at my side.
At
Teichert, nominees of the Socialist
up by Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample,
Oiler takes up the tab for
to good camera work lies in a the conclusion of the second game
and Socialist Labor partis, respec- benefit boxing match.
its ad agency, weri; nixed, however.
thorough understanding of the he said, "That is excellent basetively.
game on the part of the director. ball coverage." There was no
I'll go further than that; The keys
need for flattery, he was there to
to good coverage lie in all the observe.
Knickerbockers Nabbed
cameramen and engineers conNot too respectfully yours,
nected with the telecast. It's a
William Garden.
for Next Season
team proposition all the way, and
Here's how the DuMont tele-transcriber works, as denion.sti'«ted
when some unusual situation crops
ABC television, for WJZ-TV,
The Key to this
(Ed note):
at a press showing last Thursday (13) at the Hotel Park Lane, N. Y.;
up
with
insufficient tfnie for the baseball dispute is in the use, or
IJ. Y., got the rights to next seaGear used is basically the same as that employed by I'aramount
director to relay instructions to meruse, of the closeup. The teleson's Knickerbocker pro basketball
for its theatre television, involving a specially-built heavy duty
the
man
behind the viewfinder, vision technician doinis Ins is «
games in Madison Square Garden
camera which records on film the images off a juiced-up tele reyou sink or swim with his reflex "penp show" medium and that
In a deal closed Monday (17) beceiving tube.
As with Par, the DuMont engineers, working in
actions in getting that lens where small screens demand bio imaoes.
tween Thomas Velotta, ABC news
conjunction with Eastman .Kodak, had to solve the problem of
»
i"-iS;ht to be. NBC has
gone to The basehall fan says he'll trade
and special events veepee, and Ned
reconciling the standard 30 frames a second at which film
r,i':!Bt pains to get
the finest engi- the mole on the pitcher's chin for
Irish, exec vice prexy of the Garwith tele's 24 frames per second.
]ni>(irs', men who
know baseball as a wide angle view of the in,fi0ldr
f
den,
For its demonstration, DuMont utilized a normaUy slow develwell as how to handle the techni- particularli/ with men on base. U
Pact permits ABC to televise a
oping process but spokesmen claimed the film could be developed
cal tools of their trade.
comes doum to the technician placschedule of about 30 games, startin less than a minute if the occasion ever called for a rapid-speed
Tcou arc 100% correct in
your ing his technique above the game
ing Novr 11. It's possible the web
developer. Film used was 16m stock, but again DuMont officials
p<in-i()!am< about following
a run- while the viewer, or fan, is prialso will pick up Knickerbocker
^n,-v.t,. firsi, I. 56
declared the system would work with 35m stock. Sound is recorded
when he has hit marily concerned with the game
out-of-town'' games where tele faon a separate film strip and then backed on to the same print as
* «!.;, Tt iis,,; always
been our and how much of it he is permitted
cilities are available, such as in
the pictures.
cc.il
"ii.ir a( A'jic that
the mcst to see. There is certainly a time
Philadelphia.
For it's demonstration purposes, DuMont recorded a half -hour
iniiJiri^.-,iiiin.','
;n the coverage and place for closeups but ihap
Up to now CBS tele has had exmystery meller produced in the studio on a closed'Circuit operahaijeh
of
.y is follf.w the ball.
time is not all the time. The
I
clusive coverage of all Garden
tion.
Show was no great shakes as entertainment but the film
know- yo«
. a it about
us, wider angles are easier on lh«
events with the exception of boxtranscription proved conclusively that the DuMont system 1$ ready
out I chauyii;'!! J-..'! ever to find camera crew and give the viewer
ing. WPIX, the Daily News stacommercially^ No trace of flicker or jumping was apparent in the
an NBC canii ",. K.iuswing a man the pattern of play as a whm.
tion, however, has sewed up Garfilm.
It compared favorably with reception on any live show in
up the b& iUi >,
,1 the plate.
more liberal use of theny is what
den hockey for the coming seasoa
clarity, brilliance Stud definition.
Let's' p»>s Hiv.
^teinsnt that is needed.
ridiculous.
Let's analyze

some

viewer's statements.

,
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transition
of the broadcast wave as a vehicle
for the visual as well as vocal

WPIX brings

'

/

. .

three decades* experience

in the development of the visual as a vehicle

of information, significance, entertamment

. .

by The News, New York's Picture Newspaper,
entrepreneur in the transition of print

from the wholly verbal

to partly visual.

three decades
of learning

how

to

and keep people

make

pictures interesting

interested

.

.

of acquiring the techniques of visual approach,
expression and transmission

. .

of men and methods matured by experience .•

•

of rich records of pictures and sources ...
of camera contacts and craftsmanship.

of securing

facilities for fine, fast

will constitute

.

some of WPIX's working capital.

The TV equipment and

operating personnel

are the known-best available .

And

.

production.

always in support

is

. •

the newspaper

with the largest circulation in this country.

anticipate
that

WPIX will

approach perfection

in production at the outset.

. .

or escape the inevitable average of error.,,'
is

neither warranted, nor claimed.
.

After all, Television must be its best teacher! . .

But

WPIX will try

to par

its field

. .

become worjhy of its mission and market,

•

220 East 42nd

Street,

Represented outside

FREE

THE NEWS Television

•

Station

N. Y. C, MUrray Hill 2-1234

New

York City by

& PETERS, 444 Madison Ave.* New York 22
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Possibly there's notlniig more
vital to the contemporary world
than an .umderstaading of peopaganda. And prollsably there's no
broadcaster better qualified la explain the jsubject than l,ymaa T3ry-,
son,' CBS counsellor oa publsDc affairs. It's unfoilunate, therefore,
that "Yoa and Propaganda." will
likely draw a lelativiay snaall listening audience. It wiffi almost certainly be a selective audieBMje ana
even an influential ®ne. On tfnas
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4 smaQ i}DrtaEHi of ISte midienee it Writer: Dick CMMte
fleserves, it wiy hairaB far wider in- 15 Mins.; Sat. 3:3<0 P>iii<
flirect mS^^ 'Via IBte ^fluennje «f
the reaBartiife arliiaiflate group *Ehat wmt, 'Bf.ir.
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ba^omng Bar SattSHSffify «2S9 4o autqgiatiii jB^^
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Jfianence ISss, ior taar x«ais iChe Jane Uroas <riE Isaac's "^jefs listen
1*- a Sti!iiiy„" fixited IHie jJmr SaebmSsssr OSi
ffidhai:* Btotan, te^
Oeiacge CMsiS, agisted Jisr im- merly !of WJWSI' pnooiHctiiM, Ita^ ^^mesM 'WIQpEB «e
ateinistrativ^
a 2ii;imed gi£l fStaffer, dramaj^te Itecief aH»te«.
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With Bl^e &fUs, Bay IHtercier, So1> ^SlOjw gives them the opportunity an^ •'atroduoes
'vMcit sax H'wood, SB
imscmA «snc..,.J$nK ^KliteGraa^'liiaGeted ito emcee
v^^aesi^ftteuighout. Giroawa^sio
CSmmsesi-. SEas Day rally, SIftijiy
MMsa <m the steps wl Wafll SiL%
On the initial airer Saturd^ (IS) two out -<c€ ftie zeq^aiesliers must aSub-TSt«?s-T
*«iidiS!g.-..-J<ii«^h ICoajw, aae-WSAj;
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*
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fa.
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WPOB, IPoi^awi^ XUs.
filaaiiwaBe, "^Mdii awe xnM Jor by
v.p. in that dept. IsaawMii A. Sckudt, Jr., 5s iSx^^dtmBm (teector, but
Wn?e-reoorded alr'Tnew-BTBiBl! HanTonson, a "bastfbaH expEi*" li^e of cuii<eii.t i^ximiaia-tkm.
MBtt^asaroepee, as pmSfflMisr ij^pnjted.. - . -JKate SrarCh tromi^ Oawm
kicl<!»i isS haltingly, hampereii
iiDcm. "Jms/m^ Jmsr^" aad
to
'Bantag^ Saat fjodaor iQL# to become an hmmtctasr colonel in tJw
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;i^£y edifing. Usher Sam SmilQi, 1a!teeed ^s a wae^iliy urse Goips. ...
Show i chiroidieles sWae of past time pitcher -viSk
€Mt9&> XMm.
fKaiiilBM* .and Blair Davies into
-J&nrad
week'^B local news events. Instead of Collyer framed t&s tixis^&ims to ISte
BaMHi" eai^. ...Dfin mCaeZiSnK^Uin aOdedl to "Lora Lawtotf*. Ben
"this we*."" 'Ilcfpic of lice, scabies, »gMax±fit £:ctm tlsfi jd^-liy-islay acLacMand new «g> -t3iBr
SnBdSir^.. Jack Ufltind
ifo cast of
and impetigo among school kids' mmit T3l an «a3?l3gr Affileacs-lam«
aJack .Tracy."
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next-to-optstter, Bsar iiarbor pifilta-' *lai!m,iaten st^sed ^wliielSjair ttie j^aywr^
'lion as the finale. '(0;^ning story at bat should swing at the first
covered movement on part of siz- pitched ball, should be saicciflce,
of :»B«ies, Cane ie BcUayg, is its new prexy of HollypliiBd ate &siy bright touch.
Alable ignaa^ sof local citizens to re- etc.
-- S&to «m«ar
show
call city gov
iMt mi charges of
On the overall, show was cleverly' thmSi the -wiStng iar the guest takes up an0Ba!tam.:mS»ismsiB iaammSmBL June 25 andOsca-Ctola
passes
Sfiiit
bumbling police and fire protec- aeseniDiliEsd, vWJiat wiith ibke anBtesHmj spot was uninspired, Cto^bs^s aai- qiaaater bere
tbi;
asasHa.„,..€L W- t'Jictomy" Johnstone, radio
iwmd JbuasKsr was infectious and
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call
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alt YswaiBg
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.Discussion of
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ga^twaaa,. . „ „'-1S&sitoi!ws& Looks Ahead" is
dress at a wetiiBg -of the United smat*9y (esjBoeed Itoe sessiran. IKal-' sEft lae^st a new dummy cbaimer
flWTO
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waa stor the western segment
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World Federalists. ISfene
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special mallmBa fiisr Jairijy Csaiimt^ to laiaeon her personal tour this
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New program

unfolds a "latemory Book" of musical nunatas fflSl
Significant events, under sponscir»ship®€a£i4nt3lture chain which has
been buying <&me mm. "Cjifrital Bistrict
stations for yeans.
Sfes
McCullough, who broadcast with
Forest Willis on "The Furniture
JMEaaa" 5how for Breslaw via WGY,
ScheneCM^, #a the long ago,
teams here H^iSi m ibiiB Jaoi^d by
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MgSei the Gaines dog food
(Doncikiercials
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though
singer, twangiiig his guitar to the
a bit verbose ,
Robert Taj^rmos
accompaniiiBEamtiiiif jiasal baritoning.
a showmanly substitution for Jack
Roy Starkey evidently 3aas a Jiigher Benny
while the comedian was vaJ.Q. than the run-of-mine singing'
eaiwMiBig £ast for a week, but, of
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Starkey projecting
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tioBs at HmtB iiOseie
of ttte xHltIs Iwoailnflt;
or failing to take action

Saks Stais

Ifmsj Over

xcfowuiS

Tine

"Spedafists^

on requests orgaiiizattions are bcginniiog to
a show a little uneasiiie&B over ilibe
ior approwd «f sjMwwts wMiim
period agneed to; hy
cursent cUsposiitson «€ tjaiesr tosses
fusing "Ito coopwate" wafb MahmKl, to 'Confine 4)^eviLi»on «oiit»cls to
the local stations, advertisers and "specialiiSts" btrcHsigllt 4n sbrkrtly for
«geii«aesfienKa!l!y,T(Mch "impeded that purpose. Tlie meai wlw> have
the popjifflaEisaiioa'" iff liie iffogram. been peddling raflio tirmE lor tbe

Wa» fuuther idtaased mat

Gtflen-

"diwaBortOTfrefewtoTumnlinug"
tiv£B of i^ta&ens aiul «d steewScE
Interestad in eiqitaitjas ^t3>v pro-

same
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tto dicm^
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fefusefl to peranit ssse lof ajococdIngs 01 ^'iTifo" in w*ools or in "aafl

organizations for years look
suipOn Ihe practice as eromtually
dmpeiaJMig ttieir j»"bs. They dqnt
iikB the line .'of demarcation being
dianm, iEeelioajg itet tbey sibould be
pennitted to keep at least mxi hsoA
in tiflte develojpmeigt of mAto isite
so ^tSaait iStxes ^wWL be ani «& tbe gravy
when tbe switctum^ from radktl

j

oClu^

All this, the

web

claims, lias dC'

prived local stations of sales of
the program, has deprived Mutual
of its share of the resulting in
come, has deprived Mutual of "i
valuable property right" and, in
general, has damaged Ibe net's

TSiiQ

jTadio,

ewmacted

in the

gaaedia.

'fflther

6ss% of

tibe

men

liy

aa^is
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nearlsr

i«caE,

-wirn also sivM

newspaper space, and now the TV illegality of the contest, so the
buyers in the same agencies want whole deal's been indefinitely postto be serviced by some one identi-: poned.
iicd with that medium and only

that mediium.
Video specialists can serve another co-op business tfarmt^ an- ollwr Tjseful purpose otber than
It
KCips.
tagonizing local advertisect tniai<d mairiiHg sailes, sxs
should be their twin function «o£
Mutual affiliates.
Golenpaul's suit originally mras keepnig itosted era all «arts «C deitfae aew jxiedim,
filed in N. Y. supreme count, imlt ^veSiqMueiats
was moved to federal court. An collating information that will be
examination preliminary to formal of value not only to the rep ortrial is scheduled to be held to
ganization but to station clients
'
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morrow

to Prez

Butler Properties
Chicago, May 18.

FORD GOBBLING

caKqpaijgn,

SnnS

ibe^iiiiiAinig Jiuioe

Hinder the terms ot Butler's Will,
the station can't be sold for 10

14.

They'll be run off at the rate of
five

years.

a Tve^.

Nielsen

to ballyhoo, its new mndcjlte, a*artIng June 14. Campaign wUl run

from one to six weeks, depending
on the availabilities, and tbe
ket. The quest through J. Walter
Thompson is for minute openings
between 7:30 and 8:30 am. aiwd
from 6 to 10 p.m.
Also considering a sioiliar spot
splurge is Packard, a Young &

nubicam account.

AFAA Takes Over

Prfflc©

Baleersfield

From L. A.
May

Swft Francisco,
18.
.ImastetMH* (over
BakerKfieM,
.jHsevioasly held by the Lob

Y^-,
A^g^
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*«OKE^aim
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American

Artists,

has

.peeiite«BsS«cred to the union's San
i<iWiKsua» itocal. Action Was at the
request of staff members at KEJEIN,
flakersfleld,

and had the approval

Of the L.A. ChaptcK.

^ssaa
KERN

stafiUuks,

tSae lamnt tbjcb «ja!t
one^ of the McClatchy
ihe eSOoss: imix «£ wiucii

is

are already in the ^nriasdliam «f
the Frisco local, Thus, the KERN
staffers felt that the union's Frisco
reps would be in better position
to represent them in
negotiation
With <tibe
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Your Hit Parade
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1

—4.2

Amos 'n' Aindy
IFrea Allen
iGadfiney's Seouts

.

CritScs CSscIe

cilfees

as oiA-

de'velopmentis
-and "T^did

WoritT

-'Ohild's

fflffi-

crophone." "Child's W'turtd" avoids
precociousness and freakishness in
levealing

sensitive worikines of
cfhildirenrs jminds eonBnmted -TmSh
.sucli varied subjects as God, Death,
tlae

pnn^

Rex Hwell, owner-manager v&
KFXJ, fixand Junction,, CoL Hiisd

3. A3!hai
'wei* -will be lumflled
BgnDwm, asst. diredtm: of toeadcai^
adver<l3^og Sor 'Qie JiTiOS. Sesaam
ftiU ^Ekciiis &i Taesi areas of admv
asing revenue for teffie opmitors.

iujnier as tlie pe«pSe themsatves
s3bA not, as some zadus eamediaas

would seem' to belieiK. tbe

htitr

h>mSB&

of s^g-«xttin&
'^CancNd
MkiDopboae'" is eommended far tia«
Its idea, Iwl; its ooeasional lapses of
mwst be deploined. It is noitewoitl^ IJiat botli
i<m leteaiers, aatd -roil toe iwaded hy pmograms ane neoorded;
CBS 'Outstandiner Net of Year'
Howard Abrahams, director of
sales and promotion. National ReJudging the networks in their
Windup relationship to the community, in
Dry Goods Assn.
tail
week will study small market news terms of public service, responsioperations. Art Stringer, director bility, information and entertainof special services of the NAB, ment, the Circle cites CBS as the
will gavel the session and concen- outstanding network of the year.
trate on inexpensive ways of build- It has pnoved most effectaxe as
ing up local and regional jipws educational jfince tfatoagfa
programs as "VSSB Ts Tbiactr'
coverage.
You Aie Tbeve,'^ «hiidbi bap^Dly
blends entertaimnent and liislory,

.

novel^ of

^

and "Doorway to Life," which as
drama and as lessons in child
psychology''is both constructive and
exciting.
CBS hasr pectonned a
Los Angeles, May 18.
Edward^Kovacs, radio producer, noteworthy public service waUt its

On 'Your Heart's Desire'

filed suit for

$200^900 against

Itfte

Mutual Broadcasting fSiysteam, ©DO
Lee folding Co., RaymsoBd R. Morgan Co. and PJiilip Morris & Co.
charging misappropriation of an
idea.
Plaintiff declares his brainchild,

"Your Heart's Desire," was used
as an aiixbow witiMKut i^e&tujnpense.
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DETROIT GABBER GETS

HOOK; NO ONE TALKING
Detroit,

May

lH.

Xiraaar WcitB^, Deteait We»s <ni|*^ mmnist i^ho iias two radio spots oa
and another on WWJ-TV, in
five - minute gab stints, has been
banned from all three programs.
Nobody seems to be ready to give

WWJ

"Sl.'S

M®' IMe
10
11
12
13

te4e->
.

and govemmeBt on

DAYTIME

1

iby

parture from tlie government of a
conscientious guardian of the peO'
pic's airwaves.
I^e proof Uec aU.
broadcasbexs wisa eave to DeeoeiEdw
it that ediaeatiDa and cntertaHhment is not an impasabile paai]Uj>-

m

TOTAL AUJ>J£NCE
Cur/ Points
1'

eC

lbs
anuotter meitWOTt:.
jbiglnSy ora^raal wbA heartenlngijr
effective ssajSemSlts «f at least on*
independent xadis statacm in ptiOm«ting -telerance. IHae oocaaseoal
mnfflisig of essoesstve eomaMrdalism in. radio. The TegrettaSble demslon

oogByidght, litod, JlotteiiBS, ete., dkjr
as ilnsdc vs- Racial Ps:eiweatse and e««n Tertnres
for Tteachers. "'ClHld's World" is
latueo.'sJnapi Ib^weem icanfo slatioiis

OVceJc April 4-10)
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ProiMliffln

deveiopnwait

energetic

tJiat it

ipesponHbi'llties
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.service.

indie stattoDS, a£

rUhiNEWCARCiWAIGN
Ford Co, is out to get as many
worthwhile available spots on network affiliated stations .as possible

recognizes

puWic

M Kovacs Sues Mutual

Mutual has asked, that dune ciHiiiinc into
by Ann mmBl iaan' field.
Golenpaul, owners of I^n <3g3ebpaul Associates, and Harry Ommerle, agent, and asked that the
lipton^sSeesSfsIs
scam director of WLS since 1927.
plaintiffs
produce all pertinent
Glenn Snyder continues as veedocuments.
Lipton's Tea (Young & Rubicam)
Golenpaul's contract
with Mutual runs out June 25.
is biiyimg spots, mostlj' through the pee and general manager of WLS,
George Cook as treasurer.
'soniti, fdHC.a four and a lialf-wedi: •with
(Thurs.).

by Norman Evidence by one netwoik

Bapkne Mc-

i

6f

Jaanes E. Edwards was upped to
President of WLS and the Prairie
Farmer Publishing Co. in^an election last week by trustees of the
the video ssMo and publishing properties of
the late Burridge D. Butler. Edwards' former post as secretary of
WLS' and the Prairie Farmer will
be filled by Art Page, farm pro-

for depositions

W

auUnomd

sibories

puzzler in jangle
Badker^
the sAms bad notunded up 10 xnaj'Or
pnzes, bali «f wliaeh h&A been
donated, the otbeis toiight at cost.
Loot indnded a .car, an airplane
and a $10,000 paid-up 3j£e jmur-j
ance policy;
Recognized charitable or^ganizations ai% reported ts liave ^^bied
"from lending theor name to the
contesi Tite promoters £hea got
a stale cbaiter ior a new eigamizatk»i,
pnesumaib^ intended to
Bieconds were
iielp tiubemilaicE.
icut and ifaiiste cSeaited cc tbe Mexieau sdadiens. But itiae P.O. waoadiiit
eomwrit its^ on 1*» tegality «r

\

added

""iwoiaaf! pnscxAs
Quality" JHifl has psBt ob Uie air programs "not sisftaUe I«r broafl-

direciked:

CSharacters in tiie eeries
tibioBe in magazine

Wsed on

arc

nWt-

&

1

of ioeal civi£ and cbBrltaUe
causea," anil tM; Hie proaoMM i&as assunaefdl major diiaaeatsions.
had ^antagonized" local advertSsere
Tbe we^ ittuenoelves tiold that
cartGing
stations,
local
against
tfaesr Itavte bo chwee tmt 1» maimprospective local ^onsors to be
taki people oencenaed only vntSi
television, since agency pioneers
v;-- '
in a medium juave always been senSbrteal,
Oaitbemore,
siiive aboidt ba-mg to <deal witb
Ctotenpnd Itas "iron 4iMe to Istee'"
atQ^ -one wboee intsnHrts bridges

faQed Is

18.

^al

0f

of station lep

stalfs

salles

\bSbssl

Critics

Eye

cials to state whether Federal lot-~
lery laws woi'ild fee violated has
lowered the ibooam im what ik'sdM
lia^e been a Ihi^Hy dutUiOUE pitidi
Market
for cihaiity via a radio contest. The
contest m-as set to start Monday
UV') and
contmjue through the
second -week of August
f4Hr2ilSiiBimerSe^
ODOtest was to be p-naanoted via
tFaraseri'bed
hiilliblUy
a
mtt^cal
Denwer, May 18.
seises axred mine times daily, fi<«e
Denver Univ. isas amtoiunced the
days a vweek, ever three Mesa^sui fiuli setup at its second annixal
Staftkms—XBGr, Monterey; •XS3ifT, suamimier xadio clinic in .ranall mariNfeava Laredo, anS XESF, VMa
ket tpeiatiflns to be held July 26
Acuna. ComlAnataon is the same
thinoHgla &SS&. Z7.
Upton dose used iEor a sihoit lime,
LeadoS week will be Isuudled
followTJig jhis -wartime quittal vS.
ISTcsiTdile MaiUer, pari fffesa^ of tiie
tr. S. air iaoes.
fiTAB and now sanMsr partner in
Contestants would have l>ecH reSfraneder, coiimraxmiicatiLcais
quired to send cosotribiUtlxHis wMx] AilMIer
Miller
Washtdiaglno.
IBsm.
their answers to a ^osraphical' laDir
will di£ jgatio specgal pmltons unf
fomi.

;

peraajit^
AtatMME; 49y 'MtfiBimB to
-sla-i
airing of "Info" by Safliirfitol

aM

SifflMMis,

Frank.

CMtago,

PcsMsoe Pept

Refusal DC

'ImSiiltraiQ-

<mi msBeaaxm^"'

awl apprOT*^

siiteiiDittMl

KYW

!

fflwner

4as

its

vtvadm^

IfisesCMAimr

Kesime' wife, Mailer ILiWi Uoiward,
wcalifit, has also vesisned to
^"7^
go wiiUi ihiixi, Kea-ms is reported
4b gjudang
ito liave puiDcliased a fanm inear £be
pajdtager's

Television

well-4jefined

ISae stanza, a Lancer Produc- liave been isotable for several
tioas psatiage, is scripted toy Albert things. Hie develkspment ©f a few
Sinamoffis and Danny and Doc new ideas in ra^Iio progranjaiiag.

|

MBStSlBte
"InfS"
tortai to laie

-

New Yoric has crystallized
seasGO of aictiifity wsiM a
statement on tbe

its jQrst

i^ate^f-the-xadio, '47-'48- season.
C<d£lH8g
Traie Circle, probalbly influenced by
Shirley Mitchell lias lieen cast .the m,ultiid.icity of awards "whicii
for the starring Tote in "Forever have liad the effect of dimaniriatng.
Susan," a sitiialann comedy wMoh maitsr of tbem in statuie and
ABC w5\ audition -within a tew prestige, has .sliied ai»ay jfirom stidb
days, as a possible summer re- award-making, conilniiig Itself to a
plicement ior "Theatre <5h3M." critique of the indusfcty.
Mutual has aliseaity itod a lobk at
The statement lolloTfra:
tJiestoow.
"In gi»eialL, Hie last 12 SMntfas

adlib.

wiifh

Radio

Circle of

«f iotadeat cm a

Lottoy

m

m

crop|»er

nctnmrk.
After gHtail^is^ 1)0 Hstesiers
that the Cupboard had gone
bare, the m. c, StiUm Heed
Kkug, and £he aranounicer, Sill
Cunien, fLUed xa tliiie nemainins

SUadelpfaia, Maj^ 18.
feey Keams, mo^tcal diivctor «f
'WCAlir mad leader o{ « popqilar
dance Jitand va and aiHMiiiid niilljr,
liae aunnoimoed 'Chat lie's ittamgh
lireach «f wiiti tbe band lnnsineBs and is tam*iAa.aa» ffhaM^e "te«ach
tor ^JflWflB!. eban^B
ing in Sanniiag. Kearns, ^wGteo 'served
contract.
..
„
.
tSsie
Axray Air
as « seTigeant
tm^ioas
s£
ix^ay
The web's
a eowcfie
is** iBmiOa Sa •Etorces, has enrollted
against Golenpaail, as
agiftcuitiiue «t itSie 'Univ. of .Hew
\

a

(15) easoiie

several migiutes before factemnt
psttieipants teodked off
twA jaekpots in a xow and Him
shciv iiad mo mone prizes "mSx

when

wild Mght*
jMutol 1» JBtogtag the

fCAU

Give

The "Give and Take" program on CBS last Saturday
matisee

'hh' CeHHterdamr Ffl

No

+0-5
+0J9

+Vt
-h2.0

+1.2

+L0
+ffli>'

+1.1
+0.2
+1.0
+1.0
+0.5
+0.7

—0.9

,

the real reason for the ffuffoff.
Current reports indicate the pub-lisher of the News, linked to both
stations, took exception to Weitzel's language in the final air gab
a week a&a. iiarry Bannister, general manager of tbe station, merely
v
said: "He's banned."
Local columnists are telling the
public that Weitzel has been told
take
rest
his
doctor
because
to
a
by
of a ttnoat aSlment. But Weitzel
belies the evidence by showing up
speak,
at banquets to
and at charily and benefit shows throughout
tte <aty« as wwU as his usual night*
club haunts and appears to be In
fine voice. But he won't talk.

AFRA

Pacts

2

N.Y. Indies

21.0
... 20.6
20.6
20.5

-f-2.0

staff contracts have been renewed by the American Federation of
Radio Artists with two local New

—1.5

York

+1.9

WMCA.

.19.9
19.8

+0.8
—0.4

Deal with the former outlet sets
a base pay of ^$110 and pact with
the latter station provides for a
$130 base. Both outlets will pay
extra fees for commercial assigo-

.

•

Judy Ganova
Dttde Woth Judy
Aldrlch Family
Man. Merry-Go-Roiind
This Is Your F.B.L

•

'

+0.3

ranked in top brackets on preceding report.
* Includes only once a week shows, 15-60 Mins.

•

15

Aunt Jenny

(CopyriKht, 1948, A.

9.4

+0.2

C Nidaen Co.)

indie

stations,

WHN

and

.

.

BAIIIO

Sol(His to Midi

Ralo

Surefire Signoff

Ms But

Committee OK on Legislation Moot
Washington,

May

18>

Senate Commerce Committee solons are skedded to discuss pending radio bills at an executive sesbut
sion here Thursday (20)
whether any of the proposed legislation will

win

Committee ap-

full

Three New Cleve. Sponsors
For Indians Ball Games
Cleveland,

^

May

18.

Apropos of the opening of the
baseball season, WJW picks up
three new shows to augment the

anybody's guess.
The Senators are definitely broadcast of Tribe games.
Fisher Bros., grocery chain, is
skedded to take up bills fathered
sponsoring "Dugout Interviews,*' a
by Clyde Reed (R., Kan.) and Edinterview Sat-

proval

is still

Art Linkletter Warns hdustry
Hollywood.

products exclusively,' and those
Following a recent "Houseparly" have a ceiling of
$500 per week for
broadcast, I was chagrined to over- live shows. This gives
the client
hear a departing guest say, "This real value for
his bucks, and puts
show's no good; I didn't win a a premiuij}
on the ideas that go
thing!" Too many listeners, and
into the show.
too many program people, have
The sooner entertainment stops
adopted this same attitude in judg- riding tandem
behind prize giveing audience participation shows,
aways the betterl
until today it isn't how entertainArt Linkletter,
ing a broadcast is, but how much
loot does it give away that deter-

Egolf copyrighted following

WBCC

curfew:
signoif for a
"This station's return to the
air tomorrow is insured by
the Rowland A. Sarra Co., insurance affiliate of the Marvm
Simmons Co., realtors and developers of Glen Hills, Md."

win Johnson (D., Col.) to limit urday and Sunday afternoons and
or proscribe liquor advertising in Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
An earlier nights, with El Prough of Gregory Kaycee's WHB, Pioneer
Interstate commerce.
measure sponsored by Arthur Cap- & House conducting the interviews.
per (R., Kan.) to outlaw. all such
In Area, Going Full frnie
Publix Shirt Co., New York,
radio or printed plugs is expected sponsors the "Ask Jimmy Dudley"
to die quietly in committee.
show each Sunday from 3:15 to
After 18 Years Day Work
Tbe .solons may get a chance to a:3&, and the DeSoto-Plymouth
Kansas City, May 18.
Vote on a compromise which Dealers of Cleveland are sponsorAfter 18 jears of daytime-only
Chairman Wallace White has ing a baseball scores and sports
wotked out on Senator Johnson's highlights program at the conclu- operation, WHB goes fuUtirae May
date
finally has been set
30.
The
controversial S.2231 wliich would sion of each Indians game.
after more than a year of construcclamp a ceiling of 50kw power on
.

all

U. S.

and

stations

call

breakdown of the favored

for
clear

ARMY WARNS SCRIPTERS

channels.

White has discussed with NBC
VS, EDITORIALIZING
and CBS execs « bill which would
Washington, May 18.
merely continue the SOlcw power
The Army last week warned its
limit on standard btoadcasting and
do nothing toward requiring the overseas radio network and radio
FCC to break up the clears. John^ scripters in this country to steer
son is reported ready to go along clear of expressing any editorial
with this amendment, at least for opinions about election candidates.
-

'

the ''time

An Army

circular spelled out
politicking" order in no

beiuu'.

Pearl Buck to

Do

Series

Of Phttered Kid Shows
Ithaca,

May

18.

the "no
uncertain terms. Overseas radio
service, paid for by federal funds,
"must not contain political propa-

ganda designed to affect the result
of any election for federal office or
obviously calculated to create bias

for or against a particular canAuthoress Pearl Buck is set to didate." .What's more, the Army
do a series of 13 plattered lud added, there must be no "comshows for Rural Radio Network, ment, criticism,- analysis or interupstate PM web of six outlets pretation of news of
a political
aimed at farm audience. Program, nature."
still untitled, will be heard SunUnder the soldier vote law, the
days at 5:30 ^or 15 minutes^
armed services are required to
Scripts, stem from Miss Buck's keep their men advised of dates of
stoi^rtelling to her owii moppets; primaries and laws governing ab
They're in story form and she'll sentee balloting, but are banned
apeak as well as write, sl^ows. \
from campaigning.
'

promotions, On the 'Housepartv'
limit ourselves to the sponsor's

we

Editor, Variety:

agent.

15-minute, pre-game

Tandem on Gveaways,

Stop

Washington, May 18.
WBCC,
daytimer
Local
Bethesda, Md., has a new gimmick for a signoff commercial.
Instead of selling the last spot
of the day to the local mattress
company as some of the othee
sunset operators do, WBCC
director Willard D. Egolf peddled it to the local insurance

mines

its popularity.

In the hectic race for ratings, we
have all been guilty of snowballing
the giveaway gimmick until It is
assuming the* proportions- of a
Frankenstein monster. The once
mighty $64 question is now sur-passed by scores of local stations
on midnight telephone quizzes. The
breath-taking aspect of the old
'Pot-of-Gold' $1,000 is gone and
forgotten, buried beneath the deluge of free Iiouses, cars, roundtechnical
trips, and lump prizes
the-world
surveys,
tion
work,
chores, and other delays. Besides totalling up into thousands of dolthe longer day, station also steps lars.
dayup in power with 10,000 watts
Radio is no more gtiilt)r than
time and 5,000 nighttime, and newspapers and magazines in exswitches from 880kc to 710.
ploiting the current craze for semiStation is a -pioneer in the area, lotteries, but that dpesn't justify
1922.
It
went
in
being founded
its continuation. Tlie end is even
daytime-only in 1929 and was pur- now in sight as more and more
chased shortly thereafter by the people realize how few win the
Cook Paint and Varnish Co., pres- prizes and how many are missing
John
Schilling,
genent owner.
entertainment,
The blowoif is
eral manager of WHB, has a* rec- closer than many of us suspect,
ord of being manager of the same and when it comes a lot of shows
station for over 25 years.
will turn up missing on the dials.
.
New operation will bring Mutual
I, for one, will welcome the denet to Kansas City full time. Heretofore it has been aired nighttime mise of the fad. After 15 years of
partially over KCKN and daytime running every kind of audience
on WHB. After May 30, all Mu- show, from streetcomers to matertual programs heard here will nity wards, I know that most people get a kick out of having fun
come in via WHB.
with no thought of rich rewards.
The sooner we get back to solid
Engineer staCf of entertainment values the bette^Oif
Chloago
WOWO, Westinghouse station in we'll all be/
Ft. Wayne, joined the National
On the 'People Are Funny'
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and
Technicians.
Union now awaits, shows, Guedel and myself havie
certification election by NRLB, promised Raleighs that we will not
Negotiations with NABET also are give more than twi product mentions per pfMgrani on giveaway
pei^^ at WKJG, Ft. Wayne.

SEALTEST CALLS IT
QUITS WITH CARSON
There

Hollywood, May 18. r
be a new show on

will

NBC

in the fall for Sealtest. Deal
with Jack. Carson was washed up
last week after one season and
finale falls on July 8. Budget
trouble was given by Jim McFad"
den, radio head of McKee & Albright, as the reason for the
switch to a more moderately priced
show for the tall.

Summer show starring Ray
Noble moves in July 15 for eight
weeks.

Rogers Rides for Oats
Chicago,

'

.

'

May

18.

New .Roy

Rogers show for
Oats, replacing "Those
Websters" on 424 Mutual stations,
is set for an Aug. 29 teeoff. George
"Gabby" Hayes, vet western film
actor, and Dale Evans (Mrs. Rogers
'in private life), will have roles in
the show. Stanza will originate
from Hollywood Sundays at 6 p.m.
(EDT).
Sherman & Marquette, Chi ad

Quaker

agency, wrapped up the deal for

Quaker.

—

Minneapolis—Alfred

J.

WCCO

Harding

sales force after
rejoining
two years away from station as
of KSTP sales staff. He
came to WCCO, CBS outlet, In
1937 as announcer and transferred
to sal0s statf in 1938.

member

MOST EFFECTIVE BECAUSE:
The Columbia Pacific Network backs its advertisers
with every kind of radio promotion from audience
buildintt to dealer merchandising. That's whjr
CPN sponsors volunteer statements like these;

"Once again we.want to tell you that the
promotion you are giving our program is tht
best we have seen in our long experience
as a radio advertiser/'
'

"We very much appreciate your remarks

V

at the meeting

program

^

.Ppoiiiotioii

... I

... selling

our group on our

am sure our men have a niuch

-

better understanding of the potency of radio."

LARGEST AND BEST: CPN's Promotion Department
is

the largest in radio west of the Rockies.

And the most complete. With press information^
photographic, copy, research, audience
promotion and merchandising staffs to give each
program full support among listeners,
salesmen and dealers.
art,

another reason

. , .

is the

why

CPN

advertiser's

Wesfs complete
IT'S

Regional Network

IMPORTANT:

directed promotion

Fine programs pli^s well

Reprtstntcd ky

RADIO SALES.

mean bestter results for radio

Columbia Pacific supplies both
why your campaign will be
most effective on CPN.
advertisers.

another reason

Riiillo
.

.

Stations

Reprisintatlvi, CBS:

Niw

York, CMcato,

Los Aniilit,

Ditrolt,

San Francisco,
and Msmpliit

Columbia Pacific Networic
^

COIWPUT£

1N^C0«ERAG€i.PR0G1^AIVI''P«0DUCTJ0N, PROGRAIW PROMOTION,

The West's Complete Regionoi Network

WEW6 REPORTING, ENGINEERING, MUSIC AND

SOU-ND, STUDIO FACILITIES

'

A New Find in the Comedy Field

It Sells

STOP ME

Name

What's the

YOU*VE HEARD THIS

IF

WKLDROOT OnThc QMst. ..

of

THAT SONG
<HIS program's' growth in popularity has been steady

shown by these

as

Pacific Coast

l945-^ Yaar'9Averaga

.

s

^

TVTO ONB has to be told that Comedy ranks No. 1 iaradio
«ntemininem
and
sponsors. The only trouble
. . ,

as a

powerful sales-maker for

But

here's a

new

enough good

there are not

is:

one. "Stop

Me"

and Roger JBower ( left to right). "Stop Me" has a new twist:
Roger Bower st.irts telling a story sent in by. some listener.
By yelling "Stop" any one of the three comedians gets' the
chance to tell the story he thinks Bower is going to tell.

9.1

is available for

The

"

These bare words give no idea of the fast pace and high
must be listened to, to be appre-

And

the sponsor

who buys

"Scop

Me" (with

As

its'

its

many of our

the

name

both studio and

that will pay out for years and years.

listeners.

is

soundly this show has
further attested by the

Station Managers

want us

Here's one straw in the wind the program asks for nomina-

to hsteners

:

implies the

show

is

a quiz which challenges

air audiences to identify songs

who

One

to

World's Largest

Watch...

If

It's

Sales "You're After

Leave

yfERE'S

and
air

a

new audience

t-wo sure-fire angles-

adroit

MC's on

participation

1)

. .

To The

It

program with

the air and (2

)

a twist which gives the

of the studio audience.
is

Network

one of the most experienced

audience as big a chance to "rise and shine" as any member

The format

good show and

for the sponsor.

GIRLS

PARTNER
JLJL

to a

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Network

Meet Your Lucky

'

up

capitalize.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
World's Largest

submitted by

mail questions. The combination of quiz,

song, prizes and ad lib by the M.C. add

one that can be merchandised— for more sales

'

to co-op the

Cash prizes go to successful studio contestants and

mail had built up to over 10,000 a week. That's responsive-

•

13.1

of the country.

rest

how

proof of

popularity

tions of "the funniest person you know." In three weeks the

ness— which a sponsor (you, maybe.') can

.3

13.2

show.

unlimited chances for sponsor identification) will find a gold-

This Is

sponsorship in the

'rating history is

been building-trand

laugh-level of the show. It

mine

I.I

Sponsored by Wildroot Cream Oil Shampoo on the Don
Pacific Coast Network since early 1946, ""What's
The Name" has done a standout job for the sponsor. The show

^

fact that

ciated.

I

4.6
1 1

Lee-Mumal

features four of radio's

top-drawee comics— Lew Lehr, Maury Amsterdam, CalTinney
,

7.2

l947-> Year's Average

—

ratings:

~ top rating
— top rating
- top rating
— top rating

3.9

1946 — Ycar'i Avarag*

IMS — Jan.-Apr. Average

comedy programs.

Hooper

simple, yet has unusual scope: the studio

FOUR big Hollywood names— Sylvia Sidney, Birtnie
Barnes, Constance Bennett and George Brent
(left to rig/}t)

—fotm

week

feminine guest (recently: Lucille

there's a

as.

^

M.C.

the program's regular "panel" Each
Ball, Kitty

Judy Canova) and a male heckler (Eddie Cantor^
Adolphe Men jou, George Jessel and Henry Morgan).
Carlisle,

contestant

is

given a partner from the radio audience (selected

through telephone
over the

air

directories); the partners are introduced

and work as a team. If either p^artner answers the

qtiestion, duplicate prizes are awarded.

question, the partners

On

the "jackpot"

The

between the

become competitors.

questions themselves arc selected for interest from a

wide range of

subjects.

"Meet Your Lucky Patrncr" premieres on Mutual on May
20th.

Watch

for it-listcn to

commercial vehicle as we

it— you'll be

as 5pld

on

it

as

a

are.

it is someltiffles

wry.

are timeless, provocative— romance, heart problems, rivalry

No
_

humor is
the topics

Discussions are lively, sometimes even acid. But

aevet missing, even though

sexes.

wonder "The

tions (figure

Girls" is carried as

from

through "splendid" to

ofif

"fine"

feature

popidar with listeners—who rate

is

swamp

a

by 269

from recent survey of stations). No wonder

"The Girls"

stations

with phone

calls

"terrific."

when

it all

the

sta-

also

way

No wonder they

the show

is

crowded

the schedule for a special broadcast.

"The Girls"

is,

we believe, an unusual bet for some sponsor

^particularly for a product of

Let us

tell

dominandy fcMi nine appeaL

you more.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

]VoHd's Uirgest Network

World's Largest Network

Wednenaay^ May

BADIO

S8

Louisville Gets Sdi

Knockdown Fracas Loons
—

Continued trom pasc 28

Airer; Eaton to
Louisville,

,

show produced originally on film
nfight take several additional days
Ufa considerable increases in cost.

Commander Loewi,

According to
is prepared

•DuMont

to- ofiier

the

service .immediately on any of its
current studio shows to any station wanting to ljuy transcriptions
of the show. Einal price is to be
dependent on the rate. card of each
Rate cards,
ctation buying them.
he pointed out, are usually based
on the number of sets in operation,
which would make the transcription service cost prorated on the
estimated audience.

Service has other uses, too, most
of which are similar to the ways
in which radio transcriptions are
Producer of a show will
used.
have' a' permanent record, of each
program for a checkl>ack and' also

3[9|||

Fran The Production Centers

Manage
May

Continued fntm paea 30

18.

;

mw

.Bobby Breen lensed as a
Joe Eaton, for nine years com- cues are relayed to him via a mirror.
Television" from WGN-TV.
.Jack Sexton^
mercial manager of WHAS, has on Friday's (14) "pi«b
"Ring for Cupid" shifting its origination point from the Bisman-fc
been named general manager of a hotel's Walnut Room to the Sheraton's Celtic Room
Harold Smith
new AM station, construction of WMAQ's promotion chief, off to Springfield, 111., for missionary work
which will begin as soon as a site at the Pharmaceutical Assn. convention Monday (17)
"Breakfast
Club" musicians enjoying extra Sleep while the a.m. show originated in
is determined. Company owning
N.Y.
the new station was incorporated
in Kentucky in January, 1»40, as
liV
Mid- America Broadcasting Corp.
CBS correspondent Bill Henry presented President Truman with
New station's call letters have not
the first copy of his new book, "An Approved History of the Olympic
been chosen. Town's sixth
Nancy Osgood, WRC-NBC director of women's activities
airer will operate on a frequency Games"
of 1,080 kilocycles, with 5,000 watts named delegate to the Attorney General's Third National Conference
.Norman Gladney on new assignment at WWDC as
days, and 1,000 night. Transmitter on Citizenship.
Artiiur Feldman, prowill be located north of New presidential announcer along with Jack Lowe
Albany, Ind., across the Ohio River ducer of the "Mutual Newsreel," leaving to accept new post as Mutual
rep in Washington, replacing Charter Heslep, resigned .... Harry Plotkin
from Louisville.
Fairytale Tele-Series
drafted to fill post of FCC assistant general counsel in charge of broadOfficers of the new broadcast
until Sept. 1, {succeeding Verne Wilkinson ^resigned. Max GoldPlanned by Land facility are president James F. casting
On
man will take over Plotkin's regular duties as assistant counsel hanBrownlee, former president of
Hollywood, May 18.
dling litigation
WNBW's George Sandefer, DuMont's Lawrence
Frankfort Distilleries; veepee^ MilAlbert Land will do a series of ton Trost.. and William H. Veene- Phillips and NAB information director Charles Batson skedded on
tele forum at the First International Public Itelations Institute here
13 fairy tales for television on man; secretary-treasurer, Edward
May
24^7.
16m. Lang is set with a cast of L. Altsheler. Emanuel Levi, for*
mer Courier-Journal and WHAS
children from two to eight years
general manager, is a director.
of age and will slant tele-series
Sleeper Widi
Sluffs
at same age group.
Edmonton, Alta. -^Construction
Sm Contlmied trom pace 24 ^,iii„^
First two to roll will be "Goldi'Suzie/ Slimmer Standm
has started on $40,000 studios for
locks and the Three Bears" and
unveiled a sleeper Saturthe Canadian. Broadcasting Corp.* but declared that was strictly an
NBC
"Little Red Riding Hood."
Bob in the Maedonald hotel here. Sta- FCC action and not one brought day (15r in New York. Studio
Willett will narrate series with tion manager 'Dan Cameron ex- by the Justice Dept.'s anti-ttust
audience audition of a new comedy
children handling action and short pects the studios to be open by division.'
stanza, "Suzie," featuring a zany
dialog scenes at cue given by Wil- July 1. Unit will serve a new 50,Films Produced at $1,300
secretary, clocked 97 laught in 30
lett John Clark has written .music 000-watt CBC: traosmitter at LaSpeaking
in a roundtable foinim minutes.
for first two films.'
Oombe, Alta.
with Tom Hutchinson, director of
Title role is played by Patsy
Irvin
"Swift
Show"
and
Campbell,
NBC's
with cast including Carl
Paul Sulds, producer of DuMont's Eastman, Bret Morrison, Walter
Court of Current Issues," Gosch Vaughn, Alice Yorman, Ralph
.

Goldsmithr "will certainly be con- as a safeguard in case of any legal
Performers for the
proceedings.
siderably less costly than if they
first time will be able to study their
shows via a common own work for possible improvereceive
carrier."
ment in techniques. Networking
Transcribing a live show on film, use of the transcriptions has alit was pomted out, has multiple ready been okayed by the Ameribenefits over shooting the show on can Federation of Musicians, With
film in the first place. For one, a the stipulation in the recentlyfilm recording of a live show is a signed contract that any film reBroad- cording of a live show could be
completely edited job.
caster staging the studio show can run once over any affiliate of the
Integrate remote pickups, film clips, network originating the show with
which no increase in the basic network
production,
the
into
etc.,
emerges as a whole on the receiv- rate for musicians.
ing tube. Same kind ot editing of

d

1%

AM

.

.

.

WASHINGTON ...

AM

.

—

.

16m

Ms

NBC

Trade

'

considerable vocal filreworks with his declaration that he
could turn out a film for tele at
Jumped on by other film
producers in the audience, who accused him of trying to cut prices
below union scales ' he quickly
pointed out that he didn't specify
what type of film it was to be or
how long it would run. Despite
vociferous questions from the floor,
he clammed up on further details.
According to Gosch, tele.today is

elicited

$1,300.

-

"creatively imperfect," since there's
too little effort spent in biiilding
shows for the fhedium. Tele, he

Dumke and Mae

Questel.

Sliow

is

being scripted by Carl Jampel,
author of NBC^s "Archie Andrews"
and other programs, with Kenneth
MacGregor producer-directing and
Dick Dudley handling the announcer chore. Innovation in the
form of. musical bridges by The
Smoothies, a trio, with George

Wri^t

at

the -organ,

even got.

laughs.

Stanza

being prepped as •

is

summer standin.

Brown Leaving KFl

be a happy medium'
For Portland Tele
between films and radio. For that
Hollywood, May 18.
reason, he declared, the industry
KFI's program director the past
will have to move eventually to two years, Charles Brown, checks
the Coast, because it "needs the out June 1 to become manager of
people who made the picture in- Video Broadcasting Co.'s TV stadustry great." He cited the need tion in Portland. He's interested in
to devise a new shooting technique the new tele operation with John
for tele films, which should be Masterson, John Nelson and several
made for a small screen and home other, radio figures.
consumption. Films must be able
Video Broadcasting also has petito create that "mental image
tions on file fbr San Diego and
which radio creates audibly, but San Jose.
we must go to Hollywood to' find
the people who can do that." If
Colmnbus, Ind.
Dick Jackson,
tele succeeds in getting such peo- formerly with stations WSUA and
ple, he said, "we can bring in that WTOM in Bloomington, has joined
talent which television needs so WCSI-FM to handle all sports probadly today."
grams,
Eddie Hinkle, ex-WIBG
said, should

—

(Indianapolis) disk jockey, also has

been added to the

WCSI

staff.

Buffalo Tele Started

asE sspmiT OF low

With

Ckrch Ceremony
May

Buffalo.

WBENtTV

instituted

18.

television

by a pre-inaugural telecast
Thursday (13). of consecration of
the new Episcopal Bishop Lawlocally

rence Scaife.

Twenty-six western

New York Episcopal churches
were wired for sound and sight
gratis by Philco.
Actual progi-am got under way
UNITED

Friday night (14) with dedication
ceremonies telecast from MuniciAuditorium which included
speeches by Edward H. Butler,
president of WBEN-TV, Sidney
Strotz of NBC, Buffalo Mayor Bernard J. Dowd and other local

Acfodn this year, in the ''Spirit of 1010", Mel' Allen and tlvm
Hodges ore bringing New York listeners on-the-spot broadcasts
of the

World Champion Nev/ York Yankees.

celebrities.

Program

wound

M|t.:

up

MUTUAL'S

GHARUE SLOGUM

over 25%.

Textile Unit Taking

BUT the

"Spirit of 1010" means more than just baseball. During
high rating sports season, we complement these Yankee
games with the best in music ond complete news coverage*.
As a result, we are gratified to know that the New York audienc*
is

WINS
of the

c

P

0

Co.,
$64,the textile

ftOAOCflSTlNG

1010

:OhPOSJ

Bridgeport, 600 Ke.

or

000,000, marks first iri
field to take a flyer with network
television.
It has picked out the
Friday 8:30-9 p.m. niche for a fall
starting date.
Manufacturer has

will give New Yorkers comRepublican and Democratic

National Conventions.

not decided on

a

program, the

move
ON YOUR

DIAL

WINS

at this time primarily bebig
a desire to get itself a network
franchise.

Bates has mills spread out over
Maine, makhig curtains, quilts and
bedspreads. The agency is Sawyer Associates, of New York.

NEW YORK CITY?
ON WiCC

YEP!

TV

The Bates Manufacturing
whose turnover in 1947 was

also feeling the "Spirit of 1010".

*As a special news feature,
plete on-the-spot coverage

IN

A

Flyer Into Network

this

LOU CLAYTan

CAM YOU HEAR

WBEN

We

lOi.K) IMIf.. 1S.I>.S.T.

M-fi-gf-^"Oo thi! Islund With Yon"
"THIS TIHE FOB KEEPS"

with variety show and broadcast of
Auditorium
wrestling
matches.
reports about 1,000 private
telecast sets currently in operation
in £he Buffalo area.

The 1947 listening trend indicates thot 1948 vnll give WINS its
biggest sunnnertime audience in history.
say this after a
quick look-see oT&e WII^S audience increose last year of

REX.AI.I. ItKVU CO.

WednCKday. NliC,

pal

WBAM. FM, New

Yorh City

4:15 P.M.. iST. Saturday*

i"JINGLES

JANGLE'';:
ILANNY AND GIKGER GREY:
I
I

iim

Radio Fioigramt

KAoiaoti

Am

ft

JinglM
n. x.

m

.

We're

With

all

decked out with

ABC

flags flying?

NEW

proudly breaks out a

whole halyard-full of new summer shows.
Full of

thrills,

of fun, they're fast, lively

full

programs. Good

and
'

all

listening

.

.

solid ratings.

The same

talented

ABC

Henry Morgan, Stop
Seated,

summer

with good possibilities for building

and other

crew that developed
the

successful

Music, Ladies Be

ABC

productions

has put its^best efforts into these five

new shows. They're

carefully planned-— and

carefully budgeted.

Chances

Give them a

are, you'll find

just the

buy you're looking

ABC
30

(

n u Goodwin

B^.y", '".,-

"

rnks

t^^^*^"'"?'

this

bright,

k Gruber

s

listen.

one that's

ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

•

for.

PROGRAM
DBPARTMBNT
NEW YORK 17

"

«

Bkiders for tush

CBS' Abe
Burrows Show, and its own
"Candid Microphone" and
"V. D." docmnentary in a halfhour salute Monday night (17),

forPosips

violation of the chain-broadcastWashington, May 18;
ing rtgs.
.
Television bidders for the lush
Don Lee had raised a kick masstarted
market
trancisco
San
much as it first filed for tele in
seven bidjockeying for position at the Fed- 1944, whereas the other
in
applications
their
ders entered
eral Communications Commission
ABC and Associated
1947-48.
last week in preparation for a liear- Broadcasters' KWIS. Who
open
diie
to
requests,
with
aloftg
their
thete
tele
in
on
birds
ing
early
At the same Don Lee, have held Frisco gfants
tiiere Monday (24),
an ac- for about a year. D^n Lee retirote, the FCC itself took
tion which to all intents and pur- minded FCC it had gone through
poses leaves seven contenders for extensive hearing on its AM-FM
two rather than three available licenses and that evidence was
Video channels in the town.
considered to include its qualificaThe Commission acceded to a re- tions for Frisco tele operation.
Meanwhile, both aoth-i'ox and
quest from Don Lee, one of eight
that
spectrum,
Frisco
Pauley's Television CaliEdwin
for
bidders
amended their bids for
Its application be severed frSm^the fornia
FCC
the
The film comAnd
television.
hearing.
Frisco
May
the
one
of
that
is expected to fix patmove
to
say
pany's
on
Went
three video channels still open in tern for three other video bids it
Frisco would be earmarked for expects to file shortly, to give it a
Don Lee, pending a decision on the total of five stations in the hopre- per (20th is akeady in the Boston
and
regional web's
newal Ucenses. The AM'PM fran- TV sci^p)v\\^ ->
In Frisco, ^^Oth propose* to give
chises are on the hook tor alleged
•

-

AM

George Hicks
Critics Circle.
narrated the stama, highlight-

ed also by brief appearance by
FCC Commissioner

FM

Coast subsidiary, Fox West
Coast Theatres, Inc., & 50% inter-

its

est in the tele operation.

As

a re-

Charles Skouras replaces
Spyros Skouras as prexy, Henry
sult,

Cox succeeds Don Henderson as
secretary, and W. C. Mchel is put
of the picture as a dfrector. lUe
new officers aro aU from 20th's
Coast operation and familiar with
the local picture. 20th doesn't Intend to cut its 100% interest in
its Boston video bid but may split
future applications with its operating subsidiaries,
Oilman Ed Pauley, meanwhile,
added Texas oil millionaire Clem
McCarthy as a fourth partner in
his Frisctt video CQtnBsny and incrensed bis ea]|^taI&!AQan aeeordingiy. CBS also got in an llth-hour
amendment showing a higher tab
for getting its Frisco plant in operation.
Other. Frisco bidders are
Leland Holzer, Paramount's Television Productions, Inc.; KSAN,

retiring
Clifford

Continued from page 3S

,

Light,"

to the just-announced citations
of the N. Y. Radio-Television

we

Toss

N. Y. Crix

"Newreel,"- NBC's

MutuaS's
"Eterntd

to

M

Aiting the Awards

WJZ, ABC's N. Y. flagship,
aired recorded excerpts from

Frko

J.

Durr.

Small aggregation of radio
representing all four
major networks, turned ottt to
watch the program, aired
from an ABC Radio City studio. MitcbfiU (Jrayson^lUrectbrass,

ed, assisted

by JjBonardi

Blair.

tions Act. In so doing, he learned
alert and mature CBS Documenenough of the people's reactions to
tary Unit on vital Issues, its bold
and hard-hitting "CBS Views the radio practices to serve the indusPress" (which represents radio s try far better than the industry's
a poUs-Mlespite opposition and often
first major attempt to evaluate
ingratitude—as both a human
rival medium), and its thorough,
valve and a conscience.
extensive and objective news cov- safety
Rather than issue formal awards
erage both domestic and foreign.
the Circle supports this statement
In times that cry for a figlit on
is to be praised as a constructive critique of the
intolerance,

WNEW

for

its "Littie

Songs on Big Sub-

Produced by

WNEWs

represent a successful commercial

formula adapted to a vital cause.
Thus, WNEW has raised the stature
of radio and served as reminder
that America is basically a country
visitors to studio sets actually to where to be different is to be Ameruse are as imitractioal in teie as in ican.
film studios.
Tele Programming Lags
Numerous other uses were deThe Cirele cites NBC fOr doing
scribed: promotional use in con- Uie most to promoi^ television, in
hection vrtth sports and news the past year. Television technievents, uses in war, hospitals, film cally has far outstripped its prostudios "where directors can view gramndng.
However, NBC has
tomorrow's rushes while the scene helped Uisierow the gap with such
is being shot." RCA chieftain also, programs as the "Theater Guild,
explained his firm's deals with "Kraft Theatre," "Author Meets
Warners, 20th-Fox, whereby "joint the Critics," and "The Nature of
were Things." In its dramatic shows,
contracts"
development
signed under which RCA furnish- NBC has displayed an improving
es technical info; engineering as- talent for production and even oci

.

large-screen projectors
capable, ultimately, of. throwing
an 18-by-24-foot picture; and a
kinescope system which, when coupled to a high-speed developer, is
capable of feeding film to a standard theatre projector in less than
sistance;

Web Dilemma

vice-pres-

ident, Ted Cott, writtea by Hy
Zaret, sot to music by Iiou Singer,
ana distributed by the Institute for
Democratic Education, the jingles

TV To Bring

continued Irom page ?S

industrjr..

the jingles which have
spread their message of goodwill
to 616 stations through the U. S.
jects,"

casional virtuosity in camera technique and in direction. Dr, Roy K,
Marshall's "The Nature of Things'
has opened new vistas for video in
popularizing science. NBC also deserves commendation for its presentation of Arturo Toscanini and
a minute.
the NBC Symphony, a rare combiLarseh Sees Negligence
nation of culture, entertainment and
Paul J. Larsen, of the Atomic promotion for the video medium
Energy Commission, and AlbuOtiier notable television features
querque member of SMPE televi- are the CBS sports programs,
sion committee, sharply criticized highly effet^ve in camera -tochthe negligence of film execs iii let- nique and brokd in coverage; Duting requests for tele frequency al- mont's "Court of Public Opinion"
locations lapse. He urged the in- (now "Court of Current Issues,")
dustry to go after the allocations, a novel and courageous dramatizaHe expressed great concern that it tion of the public forum. Outstand-

£S

Contintied from page XS

on the matter of who's

to pay the
cable costs. DuMont net director
Lawrence Phillips declared his web
hasn't determined a policy yet,
since the web has signed only one
affiliate and doesn't plan to use
A.T. & T.'s carrier facilities to
service that station. DuMoiit now
feeds shows to WTTG, Washington,
but pays all cable costs since it's an

owned-^nd-operated station.
Development of other methods
of networking shOWs, of course, can
change the entire policy for all
nets overnight. NBC is currently
building its own relay system !?etween N. Y. and Washington and
may eventually be able to service

on its east coast web
via its own facilities. DuMont has
its fele-transcription service (see
accompanying story in this section)
which may solve the network prob<
lem for tiiat net

all stations

NBC's Clark to Coast
To Strengthen Setup
In further preparation for a
full-blown television teeoff on the
Coast, OTC has assigned R. W.
Clark, heretofore tele operations
supervisor for the N Y. division, to
the same post in the Hollywood division.

Pending the web's Hollywood

launching in the fall, Clark
has been temporarily assigned to
supervise the training of TV engineering personnel in N.Y. He's
CBS Puts On Amor .
permits television to be advanced
among television's new person- to be succeeded in the N.Y. operaCBS is hauling up its heavy- by other industries, sudi a tele- ing
alities is announcer Dennis James
tion by R.R. Davis.
caliber artillery for the FCC tele- casting to home, without fully proHe has shown wit and versatility
vision hearing slated to open in tecting its own interests.
•
in
full use of tiie new
Frisco next Monday (24).
"We
engineers have pointed this medium in events ranging from
Adrian
Murphy,
CBS veepee and
dill to
there hasn't sports to fashion parades and comgeneral executive who has spear- out time iigaih but
headed every major tele activity been any iiiterost on part of the mercials.
industry to cooperate with us, deA defidieiu!y !tt television's prog
of the web since '39 (except durtermining what future of theatre ress has beOn the Immaturity of its
ing war service), heads an array
should be," He said execs Of entertainment and its failure to atof CBS brass to converge on the tele
At Last . . . yonr oV» wm, »e««rd
other industries rely on engineers tract discriminating viewers with
docuhearing,
in
exciting^
which
the
The
network
in took fonn!
hopes to land its second owned for knowhow on the future but the a more generous portion of educainented story of the gloiious job
film industry. tional and public service features.
tele outlet.
(Net now has only reverse is true In the
American broadcasting delivered from
He wound Up with a plea for coin
Only two network religious proWCBS-TV, N. Y.),
with the
Pearl Hatboi to V.J. Day
to conduct proper research.
grains have taken fUll advantage of
radio
of
the
Backing up Murphy in the web's
names and experiences
Ralph
Austrian,
of Foote, the possibilities of radio's art: "The
B.
who
all-out pitch will be Judge Samuel
people (you know them 41)
told
of
a
survey
BeMlng,
Cone
Eternal
Light," on NBC, and the
effort,
war
I,
jRosenman, as counsel; IJ. W.
threw themselves into the
Thorhburgh, Western division vee- taken by his agency in N.Y., show- "Greatest Story Ever Told," on
as well as station identifications at
The Texas Rangers,
habits of ABC.
These two programs, by
pee; Julius Brauner, CBS general ing picture 'attendance
home and abroad.
"Study
tele set owners dropped.
using
the
age-old lure of a good
reveals
secretary
attorney;
William
and
Americans foremost singSTAR-SPANGLED RADIO
Lodge, director of general engi- 'suggests extent to which television story, well told, have combined
hititerto untold facts about ttie. selfwill affect boxoftice receipts when inspirational messages with enterof Western tunes, are
ers
neering;
Harry
Witt,
assistant
W.
stars,
less, often heroic actions of
g.m. of KNX, Los Angeles, and set ownership is more widespread." tainment.
writers, technicians, directors, corte*
ready for the big summer
Nathan Halpem, -assistant to CBS He declared indications are that
Comedy Deserves Better Fate
spondents, and station owners during
as tele programs improve the
-The roundup
roundup
prexy
Frank
Stanton.
Comedy, the most popular massthe vi^.
medium is likely to provide inaudience lure in radio, deserves a
Fiill of the anecdotes coveting
to bring their large aucreasingly stiff competition for
brushes wift the "brass " comic sitfilm producers. He said the sur- better fate. It could use newer
'Suspense'
Is
to your sales
Mixed
direct
of
dience
uations, personal exploits, reactions
vey took into consideration the fact jokes, fewer localiions, less playing
G.I.'s in camps, battle fronts, ships
that filmgoing habits of set own- to the studio audience, less panderIn Mystery of Its
room. The Texas Rangers
and hospitals the world over.
ers and non-set owners declined ing to the lowest common denomiWhat
had
started
out
as
a
rumor
personnel
as
nator in taste and intelligence. The
As important to Radio
have a wide selection of
that William S. Paley was having generally since close of the war.
Circle
any G.L's "Division History," STARback Goodman
favorite tunes, transcribed
differences with the RuthraufE &
Summing up findings, Austrian Ace andwelcomes
SPANGLED RADIO is a forecast of
Jane and their bright,
Ryan
said
(1) tele has had definite social
over
the
budget
and
handling
fresh satire on advertising, radio
radio's job, in any coming, emergency,
for top quality. Tlieir
of "Suspense'' under the Electric impact. Three-fourths of families
and human follies. The Circle is
'
you'll want copies for yourself, your
interviewed
Auto-lite
spend
more
banner
evenings
was
floating
hundreds of selections are
pleased at the emergence of Abe
friends, for advertisers and civic leadaround the trade yesterday (Tues- at home since getting a tele set.
Burrows as a rollicking satirist of
ers. 16 pages of Photographs, with an
as flexible as live talent.
day), as a baffling mystery. No one (2) effect extends to films;
Half
originality and good taste,
appendix including Radio's Roll of
The
^
reported
to see pictures less often
named
in
sales
the
snowballing
rumor
your
spot
can
You
Circle wishes it could report moi«
Honor. Regular Price *3.50. QuanIcnew whst it was all about and since buying a tele set.
favorably on comedy programs in
tity discounts on request.
messages to your bvi'h
those inquiring for the lowdown
general.
from the principals were met with
iteeds.. Ill short) you are
In addition to the excellent news
pleas to call 'em back if they
PIERCE EXITING
coverage of CBS, the Circle cites
learned anything definite.
adding the Texas Rangers
Mutual's "Radio Newsreel" as an
The'No. 1 rumor, tied to the tail
interesting new development in
to your sales force. The
of the rumor about the
CBS
news presentation.
The Circle,
prexy's argument with B & K, was
price is scaled to fit your
Sam Pierce, Ruthrauff & Ryan's however, deplores the gradual
that Auto-lite is switching the ac- Coast veepee in charge of radio,
elimination of politically liberal
market and your station.
count to McKee & Albright. The is exiting the agency July 1, it was
commentators and the tendency of
latter agency said it couldn't be so, announced in New York yesterday
You'll be highly pleased
radio broadcasters to give a onebecause no one in its organization (Tues.). Beyond the fact that he
sided interpretation of the news.
,in songs and music » « »
knew anybody at Auto-lite and it will "enter the television field," ABC
deserves high praise for endnever solicitjed the account.
his future plans were not disclosed.
and iti sales.
one of the radio network taboos
Barry Ryan. R
B bossman, re- He intimated to associates while in ing
with its tastefully presented docjoined that he hiinsd| was ticying N. Y, last week that he might pull
umentary on venereal disease.
Pho"®
to find out what it was all about.
t8V^.„^.UV>«0" ,0 tot on' „
Wire, Wnfe
out shortly.
An agency spokesThe Circle regrets Clifford
man said, however, that it was Durr's departure from the FCC
for Cpi«ple*0 Detafs
Sen*
Des Moineii—:' Three new staff doubtful any successor would be after seven years of service. Durr
additions at WHO, Des Moines, in- named immediately.
is a symbol of public service ideals
clude Herschel Haworth, Jr. guiPierce, vet of 17 years in Coast for radio.
He has fought the
tarist, joining Bucluu-oo band and radio, joined R&R in 1942 and for listener's
against monopofight
formerly with KWTO, Springfield, the past two seasons has directed listic trends
and against excessive
Mo. and KOA, Denver; Henry S. the Dick Haymes show for Auto- commercialism.
He has struggled
Hovland, witii the farm news
Lite (which is to be replaced this to enforce tiie principle of equal
department and formerly with
KVFD, Port Dodge, la.; Harlan summer by "Suspense," a CBS- airtime for all sides of controverEgan, new control room engineer, produced package). Pierce also has sies and to encourage educational
recently out of the air force and supervised "Amos 'n' Andy," the broadcasting. He went directly to
Central
Radio
and Television Gene Autry show, "Those Web- the public to inform listeners of
sters" and the Jim Backus stanza. their rights under the Communicaschool, Kansas City, Mo,

and K$BR-FM.
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"The WCAU Career Forum''
Vocational
radio.

A

guidance

by

series designed to

guide high school boys and
girls in

choosing a career.

WCAU
50.000 WATTS

CBS AFFILIATE

Philadelphia's Leading Radio Institution

tfie $!iiU!)elp!)ia bulletin

Station

Documentary Lens Group
Branches Out Into Video

Television Reviews
Continued from page S4

;

video time' was taken up by patrons
cavorting and horseplaying on the
Professional talent ihcluded
Miss MacDonneU, featured Charlie Althoff in' a trick fiddle act
thrush in the current Broadway that ran a shade too long lor
production of "Make Mine Man- best effect, and Bourbon and Baine
things
smart
hattan," is one of the nicest
a flrstrale dancing team in a
that's happened to tele in years. exhibition of samba and buqk-andBesides her loolts, she also knows wing terping,
Piute Pete called
how to sell a song visually. When the turns for the square dancing
enough
large
is
audience
Henii.
the tele
in the regular style.
to make it possible for video stars
to arise, she'll certainly be among DON MCNEILL'S BREAKf AST
the iirst so acclaimed,
CLUB''
..
'
web
NBC
the
been
on
has
With Don McNeill, "Aunt Fanny,"
Show
Sam Cowlingfv Jack Owen, Patty
for several weeks and, when caught

styles—and

it

certainty ihaltcs &

difference.

floor.

.

,

Lee."
Thursday (13) night, impressed as
a good bet for potential sponsors. Producer: Clarence Thomatt
Producer-director Fred Coe hmned 60 MIns.; Wed. (12), 9 a.m.
It with the requisite visual accoutrements, staging it in a simulated
nitery as a background for the music of Miss MacDonneU and the
Norman Paris trio and the dances
Camera work
of Jack and Jill.
was spotty, with Coe depending too
much on abrupt cuts from, one angle to another. That's something,
however, that should be corrected
easily to make for a smooth-flowStah
ing production.

PIIILCO
ABC-TV, from Philadelphia

j

wise.

McNeill's gang came to Phijly
for a' special broadcast from the
Academy of Music and the place
was jammed. Theme of the show
was- a "Don McNeill-for-Presideht"
convention with all the hoopla that
goes with it. McNefitlhasthe stage
presence and the' gKb adlibness

THE VILLAGE BARN
With Piute Pete, Charlie
Bourbon & Baine

(Hutchins)
One of the most entertaining
live shows ever seen in these parts
over televiision, this should give the
video experts the greenlight on
this type of program as a $t$ady
Putting the camera on Doii
diet.
McNeill'is popular perenhiU seeihs
just what the doctor ol^ered video-

Althoff,

Director: Hal K«Uh
35 Mins.; Mon. (17), 9:tO it.m.

Sustaining

Assn. of Documentary and Educational MoUon Picture Cameramen, which turned out such top
documentaries as "Forgotten Village" and "Hymn of the Nations,"
is branching out into television.
Outfit has changed its name, consequently, to Associated Documentary and Television Film

Camei'amen.

vention picture only sporadically,
cropping up as supplementary discussion, but with no serious attempt to indoctrinate the membership in its vast potentialities.
The NAB "thinldng" on video,
for example, was reflected In the
Cook's tour of the pix studios
arranged for the visitors, but
strictly as part of the "pleasure"
agenda. It's pointed out that the
opportunity might have been used
to utilize the availability of the
studios to familiarize the station

is prepared to negotiate
men with camera and other techcontracts through its union niques and thus take advantage of
will include video requiretlie TV educational benefits derived
Before starting tele pro- from slotting the convention in
duction, it also plans to study the what ultimately will become one
medium tiuwugh lectures and of the major tele centers of the
d^moiKstratifMis hy indostty offi- world.
cials.
It's true that a great many of the
delegates, particularly the grass
roots element, are only displaying
a passive interest in the new medium, with no immediate desire to

Grpup

new

which

ments.

to

6mr

embrace

it.

But

it's

pointed out

that, unless the NAB projects itan apologist for the status quo in self more pronunently into the TV
radio nor a wild dream of a vision- picture and channels its memberary attempting to put radio on a sliip into a proper evaluaUon and
Rather, it was a
false pedestal.
the association

appraisal of video,
ap"let's-f3«»-lt"
philosorhical
itself will become inadequate for
praisal of a way of tbinldng among these times and may ultimately be
broadcasters that has prevented bypassed by a more aggressive inthem firom attaining a proper dustry opcratimi.
stature among professionals. I^ler lashed out at the critics "who
most volubly cry for new and better techniques and arc the first
TraniflieH
to complain bitterly of experiCoBtinticA fmn face
ments which do not succeed."

Control

PhiKy^jWCAUloTeeoT
Regidar Program Sked

With 11 Hours'

Airiog

Philadelphia, May 18.
tees off its regular

WCAU-TV

program schedule next Sunday

(23)

with 11 solid hours of telecasting,
Tlie next day, Monday, the outlet
Philly's link in the CBS video
skein, gets down to regular opera<
tion with a 28-hDUr week minimum

operation.

The opening day celebration
gets going at 11:2.5 a.m., with air<
ing of an introductory sliow, which
wfil be followed by the telecasting
of the Horn and Hardart's "Children's Show," which has been on
the air on WCAU's outlet for the
past 20 years.
•

WCAU-TV will also carry the
baseball bame between the Phils
and the St. Louis Cards, regularly
carried over WPTZ, Philco's outlet. WCAU-TV shares the telecasting of the night games.' Fifteen
minutes of clips from "The Para-<
dine Case" and a special CBS
"Salate show" will wrap up the
day ceremonies, with,
speeches by station and c i ty

opening

oificials.

EMERSON WINDS FIRST
HISTORICAL TELEPIX

Hollywood, May 18,
Defends New Code
TrammcII can't, or soreiy doesn't
a must oh a video show.
Emerson Film Corp., headed by
He defended the newly revised
to carry such a
and kids in the audience code against "those smaU groups want, indefinitely
Bill Norins, Jake Milstein, Walter
is no bint,
lage Bam, N. Y;, Monday (17) and interviewed via the traveling mike of individnailists who do not be- heavy burden. There
Billy Mann and Selvyn
Colmes,
supplement
telecasted the nitery 's hayseed seemed to have a good time, which lieve in teamplay under any cir- however, of plans to
Levinson, has completed the first
the top echelon in such a way as
While lot standout was contagious.
proceedings.
cumstances . . who want to carry
added of a series of 26 television films at
entertainment, this one-time shot
Commercials varied between s the ball on eveiy- pl^ or, con- to relieve Trammell of bis
a cost of $10,000. Firm will run
duties.
indicated video's potential as a live demonstration of a local waitabolish
film for NBC officials, who are reversdty,
would
sports
at
trailer for the swankier clubs who ress with a Toni permanent to films
Besides Strotz. tbe two execs
might throw their doors open to of Swift packing house and Pbilcd together," "One of these," be tabbed for added Bespwfsibillties portedly committed to the series,
"is
warned,
the
smugly
complacent
at NAB convention.
This
procameras.
television
the
refrigerators.
Philco picked up
tbe realignment were John K.
Series will be filmed on 16m and
gram was limited by a bare pro- complete tele tab, giviiig Toni and- and self-satisfied man who rejects in
MacDonald, who takes on some of printed in color and black and
duction background and a hap- Swift, jiarticipating AM ^ffiDSors, every suggestion that be or anr
and white. Beels will be ah historical
otiier iKoadcasto'-.-coald possiU^ Mullen's operatiimal duties,
hazard floor show that didn't a free ride.
project its spontaneity on the
do
wrong; Iie.paan cold water mi Charles P. Hammond, who be- series to go for video and school
Show was a one-shotter, which
comes assistant to TrammelL
screen.
,
ransunption. Encyclopedia Britanwas aired over AAt via WFIL-ABC every plan mt imparovonent; he
Strotz, who becomes the web's nlca purchased series after viewing
Although located in New York's and TV simidtaneoUisly. It Was seels, constantly, to undercut and
fourth administxative veepee, will first IS-minute reel, "The Story of
center of sophistication, Greenwich' picked up by Philcd's own WPTZ badcfaraCk.
dir Christopher Columbus." Emerson
Village, the Village Barn is a and fed to WFIL, which pumped
supervise
western
continue
to
"And
closely
related
him—
to
alit
pseudo-rustic spot specializing in to ABC network including WMAIj- though he would scorn the assi>' visimi opcrati«ms, but is expected
film life of Balboa, Cortez,
do-se«do square dancing and coun- TV, Washington; WMAR-TV, Balti- ciatioji—is that other canny in- to leave most of tbe active running Lafayette, Daniel Boone and others
try parlor games.
Most of the more, and Dnlffonr^ WABD, New dividusdist who prefers to sldm the of this sector to 1>wis Frost, Ms for complete series.
York.
cream of metetricions profits, so divisimi assistant In bis new tde
Shal.
long as pdsEilile; risking public di»< topper role. Strotz is supposed tu
RIERCURY RECORD TIME
£av«r; invitiog more and dhkc le^ divide bis tinw between Ne«r Toilc
With Kichie Vk^r, BmI 1
stifcUve regulation and legisla- and Hollywood, but it's known that
Director: LwnratBe I^aimii
tton; building up trouble and be prefers tbe Coast and it's ex5 Mins.; Tnes., 8:15 p.m.
harassment for all Imadcasters pected h ell spend as much of his
WBKB, Chica«;o
in the
time there as posriUe. Hol^rwood,
to come.*'
Brief show, identified by a spinJudge Mitier returned time: and of course, is due to play an inning platter with a Mercury label,
gives two youngish ex-bartenders, again to his dmninant theme: Uie creasingly greater role in tbe web's
continued
barrage
of
legi^tive video operatums.
Richie Victor and Bud Young, a
chance to romp through some of proposals for greater government
MadOmudd, already an administhe least inhibited comedy glimpsed control nf Imndcasting and wlut trative v.p., gets no new title in
can
happen
people
on local screens. Pair write their
who ate the shuffle. He pnevtonsbr headed
own stuff and, although it's meant 'unwilling or unable to regulate up fiscal affairs and "rdated deto plug Mercury disks, the con- their own conduct"
partmental activities.** Now tae's to
WDSU:b»adaists 5000 watti nection between their antics and
"This, then." he added, "is our "coordinate the optsatiaiis^ as well
from the, French Quarter to the product is somewhat strained.
Choice: to demonstrate, convinc- as financial affains of the net.
the Oulf And South Louisi^uia listencn*
On show viewed ill), a record- ingly, that we are able and willing
BamuHmd previously was veepee
Fr<»in daily acsociatioo with time-hoaored
ing of "Confess" served as the to do, as other parofessional groups
and executive assistant to Mullen.
fifew Orleans itjstitufiont \7l)SlJ has
springboard for a switch on the have done before us, an that
we Tbe advertisittg and promotion de^
developed a high quality of integrity. familiar convict-warden sketch in
WDSU devotes program timt regularly which the con gets around to grill- can to dean ear/bouse, or to sufr partment reported to him. Now,
fer
the
type
of'cocndve
confn^
thc,St.
Louis
Cathedral,
aod pxclpsivcly to
ing his jailer. Session built up to
which are visited upon the inade- addititmally. the research, informathe International House, Moisiut Inter"HIRES, TO YA"*
the point where the con began
tion and guest relations departnational Airport, Tufane University,)
smashing records on the warden's quate and the recalcitrant.
THIRD YEAR
Union Station,theMunicipalAuditoriatni
"We either keep omr eye on the mcmts will check in to Hammmid.
conk, or how not to use your, sponSymphonies and Operas,
Couple of title boosts In the
ON CIS
There is
sor's product. When warden beefed ball, or lose the play.
WDSU's dominate Hoop- about an extra heavy clout, the no more convincing way 4o do this upper tele brackets also were
crating proves that honcon cracked "That was the Mer- than the adoption, acceptance and nounced. Noran. B. Kersta, direcoring local instttutions
observance of standards of prac- tor of the television department,
cury star—Two Ton Baker."
creates higjh iisttucc
Pair works hard and scores with tice, which appeal to all con- was made executive assistant to
loyalty.
fresh lines, but there's immaturity cerned."
Strotz, an appointment designed,
throughout.
Fast
five
minutes
It was Miller's opinion that,
in it's said, to free him of much desk
ended with an offer of an album spite of the carping critics,
"we work so he can get more into tlie
charm for writenins.
Baxt.
are getting wholesale commenda- field to promote NBC tele deals.
tion and assurance
Carleton Smith was upped fro°m
t OiImm
Lj^nchbuis, Va.
Norman Simp- moving in the right that we are manager to director of the tele
direcUon," He
son, formerly production inanager
cautioned
against
moving too setup. Norman Blackburn, national
at WWOD, has.liecn named sales
swiftly
tele
program manager, will report
observance
of
the code,
manager for the station, and Richard E. Gooch, formerly continuity asserting that, when the new code to him.
editor, has been added to the sales has been put into final form and
Although Mullen's department
adopted,
heTl
move
department.
Mrs.
for
Irma
isn't
McFall
the apofficial until July 1, the new
NEW
ABC
will become continuity director, pointment of broadcasters "for tlie appointments
are effective imORLEANS
AHifial*
and Mark Lewis will head a newly purpose of reviewing all possible mediately, indicating that Mullen
soot
farmed special events and newscast methods for securing observance " will be freed as fast as possible of
1280 ice
department.
RwrMMtotlra
his current duties to clear him

WNBT-NBC, N.

Y.

WNBT carried its search for new

programming material

which

is

Women

into the Vil-

.

—

•
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.

MR

I

I

V

—

.

m

'

WDSU

.

for

moveover to Richards' setup.
Mullen also is a member of NBC's
board of directors, a position
which, like his exec
post,
Continued from page 21
sSm! isn't slated to be filledveepee
in the impublic and in well-chosen places in mediate future.
Washingfam. Had it been passed
last fall, it's argued, it would have
left its impact and redounded to
the credit of an industry sorely
need of better public relations. But
it's been kicked back and forth
so
many times and watered down to
such an innocuous pattern, it's
contended, that the very projection
of the code itself at this time has
Can fill existing vacuum in television planning, paeltaging
become anti-climactic;
his

Status Quo

I

b1
'Once Upon a ^mtmmrffom

NEW TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL

^

III

lO:"^

m

'Behind Times' On Tele
On more than one point, many
delegates argue, the NAB is "be
hind the times" with the failure of
the convention agenda to put a
proper focus on television, being
paiticularly cited.

TV was

projected into the con-

EXPERIERCED WRITER
PRODUCER-DIRECTOR

and programming. Has many formulas for blending
radtoi screen and stage technique into the new medium
of television. Would like to become associated with
advertising agency or station. Contact' Elaine Arden,
850 7th Ave.,

New

York City.

Telephone Circle 7-0691.

,

:

,

;

.

4d

Foi^ Copyist

Snails Owtraet

Bc^een Seipnters and
andSongwriters Protective Assn.
Music publishers. Protective
on a tough probAssn are hung up
the
resolve
to
in their efforts
IwfV^ntlng
few points still contract between
itening of « new
Toughie is caused by the
granted by
^mand of the writers,months
ago,
couple
the pSbs only a
of lorwhidi restricts the disposal
copyifiWs on U S. tunes to
period exwting in
U,e same 28-year
-are

Um

S
X

Pa^^

For AFM to Colkt on Comml Disk Use

aiTanging his entire library and

Ml

h

cU.s£ical disks^ to the tune of 500,-

000 copies a month. However, only
about 60-«5% are being held for

Await ConFertimi

MPPA

is

taken from
When
and Gontinental distribution.
by the
the 28^war clause was asked

ymt^,.

S.

all tJ.

pubs agreed 1»

with
enter it into, future contracts
English pubs, yirst rub, hovwvcr,
It was determined that
foreign
made
bad
Arms
S.
U.
inai«'
agreements between the expiration
©f the old SPA-MPPA contract,
more than a year ago, and the decision to allow the 28-year demand
Apd ISiose pacts
Ifey U. S. writers.

T-lim Probe

»igii«l in the interiim

BidMieersOB

Bacb Taxes

were based

the English 50-year law. To get
•round thbr tangle, U. S. pubs viba
had made such Interhn contracts
agreed that they would hold foreign rights to such songs for the
first 2S years. Thereafter the U. S.
writers would directly receive all
English revenue and would themaelves be the holder of the U. S.
rights. In the event, however, that
bis 2B-year U. S. renewal remained
with the original publisher, then
the foreign revenue would clear
through the latter and the writer
would get only the usual split.
That tangle having been solved, a
new and more serious one arose.
Question, is hpw to resolve longterm deals made by U. S. pubs with
English firms before the expiration
of the old SPA-MPPA pact These
a^einents run up to five years.
Wbich pieans th^'U stilt bfe in existence on the old bads, while the
new contract and its retroactive

«tt

.

U. S. Treasury

is

reaching back

into files and setting sail after
bandleadeiis for unemployment and
social security tax payments for
the years prior to the introduction
of the AFM's Form B Contract, in
1941. In recent weeks, contract departments of band agencies have
been visited by Treasury men seeking data on dates played by certain
baqds during the years 1939 to '41.
Accountants'^ho handle tax problems ior macstros feel that they
can only be looking for evidence of
fraud since such obligations would
noi-mally by now be outlawed.
Before the advent of Form B,
which made the buyers of a band

employer and therefoi-e liable
all
s.s.
and unemployment
a majority of the tax coin
paid. Leaders then had
only begun to realize that the band
business was an industry. It wasn't
its

for

taxesi

was not

until later that the majority turned
terms will change all terms as of tax responsibilities of all kinds
Jah, 1, 1047, to the above. SPA and over to Icdger-mcn. And some leadare therefore endeawring ers have within the past couple
to determine the U. .S. putn who years been hit hard by T-Men. One
hold such long tern agreements leader less than two years ago had
with English firms, and to get them his California home attached by
to agree to the angle that fve.striets the Goverament for failing to pay
a U. S. publisher's hold on foreign over $5,000 in taxes, interest and
capyrigbts to 28 years. Otherwise, fines for the years 1936 to 1941. He
Ws ifS/t, there wiU be considerable finally settled' the debt.

MPPA

,

uufalniess in the

new contract

Meanwhile,

the

AFM

is

still

its Form B blank. It's stated
execs that it will be used
until objection to it becomes too
strong.
(U.
S.
Supreme Court
months ago overruled that buyers

using

by

Rap Disk^Sdkrs

(hlabradkes'
As usual when budness
the recording
apt to bicker

is

bad.

AFM

of a band are its employers, hence
liable to taxes; bandleaders are
now their own employei-s.) All
pacts .are written with riders making the buyer exempt from taxes.

manufacturers are

among themselves
Some major companies are accus-

M-&-M Records Boosts

ing

each other of malpractices
which they feel will have harmful
results if and when biz returns to
normal.
Al»out two weeks ago, Columbia
Records assei-ted that Capitol was
snipping pressings to dealers on
cmisignment i.«., paying for them
when and if they're sold and granting 100% return.
Capitol's answer to such an accusation was
that Columbia, plus RCA-Victor
and 35eeca in some instances, were
domg the same thing as a means
of maintaining shipping pace.
Cap says Columbia and Victor
are shipping 50 copies of every
release to dealers on consignment
oasis, with following orders, if a
disk sells, oh the usual basis, including a 5% return privilege.

Price June 1

to

End Before AFM

tract expires.

he would introduce such a bill, did
an about face last week and admitted he had no plans for dropping that sort of legislation into
the hopper^
This jurf about leaves the AFM
and James C. Petrillo dangling in
mid-air over the eruption they
caused by the banning last Jan. 1
of recording by AFM members.

Though Gillespie moves over to
Alexander immediately, he will
f ulflU bookings set for him by Gale
running through a good part of
June. It's understood that Gale will With no hope, of legislation to
reap the commisisons on these bring in revenue from commerChicago, May 18.
dates. Alexander won't begin get- cial use of pop recordings, and the
Nothing will be done by the ting returns until Hie band reaches Taft-Hartley bill eWectivcly stymies
American Federidioa of Musicians dates he. is now bsiginning to set ing continuance of the now-cancelled contract with the recording
toward establishing scales covering beyond the Gale bookings.
companies ^which gave the union
the making of 16m films specificala royalty per record sold—the AFM
ly for television, until after the
is in a spot.
It vrtll eitiicr be
AFM's convention. Latter opens
forced to continue its ban or alJune 7 at Asbury Park.
low recording to resume without
AFM is being very wary about
royalty arrangements.
And the
establishing scales for the fihniag
recording business doesn't expect
of video pictures. It would like to
Petrillo to swallow a bitter pill
hold off as long as possible the
such .as that.
task of setting price quotations on
On the other hand, if tlie AFM
that angle of. tele work by its mem-,
persists in keeping the lid tight on
bers because it fears that this
recording, it will risk either the
phase of tele's needs can boomtransfer of all master-cutting out
erang. Union recalls, for instance,
how sound films cutdown the use
Morris Music and Burke-Van of the country ( England would
of musicians in theatre pits, and Heusen have begun dividing the love to gi'ab the U. S. dollars its
musicians could earn cutting for
it doesn't want to take chances.
copyriglits within the latter cataNetworks apparently are in no log, in preparation for a complete U. S. companies), or an attempt
hurry about establishing such split of the co-owned firm. Since by U. S. disk manufacturers to enscales either. It has been agreed there's little likelihood that the tice musicians away from the AFM.
between the AFM and NBC, for two factions wUI ever resume co- If s certain that the recording inexample, that no meeting by the operations on B-VH/ an immediate dustry in this country is not going
two factions will be called to mull split of the copyrights is manda- to stand by and allow tiie AFM to
film-video prices until after the tory because there are tunes in completely destroy it
AFM's convention. Hiis presum- the subsidiary that must be exConvensh to Discuss Ban
ably was at NBC's suggestion.
few
ploited
within
the
next
The recording ban will get conVideo will use 16m films in many months.
siderable attention in' the report
ways once the green light is giv«n
For example, the score of Para- that Milton Diamond, AFM general
by the AFM. Shorts specifically mount's Bing Crosby pic, "Em- coun.scl, will make to the annual
aimed for tele consumption and peror Waltz," must be propped gathering of the American Federaothers made of live shows will be within the next four weeks or so.
tion of Musicians at Convention
used for rebroadcast purposes in The film is due into key cities in Hall, Asbury Park, N, Ji, wliicb
areas that the original shows June' and the nabes in July. All
opens June 7. Convention agenda,
couldnt reach, etCi
tunes are fully recorded. There's still uncompleted, includes Presialso
the "Connecticut Yankee" dent James C. Petrillots annual
score, which, however, isn't due speech on the first day; a talk by

Talks lim Tele

'

-

'

—

75c

R^hts

-

Oberst^QnWog

for S^itup

until the fall at least.

B-VH

also

hm two Hoagy Carmichael songs,
"The Sad Cowboy" and "BubbleOo, Bubble-Oh," recorded versions
of which are due for release next
month. These must also be exploited.
Ph-m'S "Road to Rio"
which is current, was caught
The music biz buzzed sharply score,
middle of the breakup of
Monday (17) in New York with in the
the Morris-B-VH affiliation and
reports that Eli Oberstein, head of
Morris took it over for promotion.
HGA-Victor's artists and reperAgreement between Morris and
toire, was leaving the company.
B-VH. made at the time the latter
But this is denied not only by
company was established with the
Oberstein but also by Jim Murray,
former's coin and the tetter's
head of Victor's recording division.'
songs, called for a unique method
Oberstein's "quitting" was keyed
of splitting B-VH copyrights if the
to many recent rumors that (1)
owners parted. One or the other
he had bought Majestic back from
is to make up two lists of tunes
those who had purchased it from
owned by B-VH. Then the other
him as Hit Records and (2) he party takes a choice of the two.
was headed into a new racordiug In this way, if it behooves whosetup with book publishers Double- ever compiles the two lists to split
day-Doran.
Another report had the more Valuable and lesser tunes
him launching an Atlantic label.
evenly since if that is not done
Oberstein admits he'd been ap- the other faction can claim the
proached by the book publishers, more desirable one. That's in the
bu t that nothing had come of it.
works.
Such rumors as those surroundMeanwhile, .Johnny Burke and
ing Oberstein have, been plentiful Jimmy Van Heusen, Bing Crosby;
in recent weeks concerning vir- who is a silent partner in the B-

RCA? Nix,SezHe

tually all

For

week. Price is claimed to have
been $12,500, with Gillespie signing a new long-term deal with
Alexander to begin when the lOV^
months remaining of his Gale con-

•

came when

'

Sen Keaim About-Faces on D.C.

Claude Thornhill will disband his
orchestra June 7 to take a twomontli liiatus from the band business during which he intends re-

Washington, May 18.
add compositions of his own. Band
American Federation of Mu'
breaks up after playing the gradusicians' anticipation of opening a
ation dance at West Point and Alexander Vice Gale On
Mrs.
Czeck
legislative
path
toward collection
Thornhill sails from Los Angeles
of revenue from the commercial
Hawaii June .28>
50(U)00Mo]il%0atput forThornhill
Dizzy Gillespie Contract use of recordings
made by Its
is in good health, he
Prague, May 1.
Dizzy Gillespie's booking ..con- members went aglimmeritrg last
simply needs a rest
Czedioslovakian record maiiutract passed from the Moe Gale week.
Rep, Carroll Kearns <R.,
factm^ers are putting, out pop and
Agency to Willard Alexander last Pa.), who had for months asserted

sale within the bordei-s of the
and SPA
country.
making this country ; some 150,000 are exported
liavine a difficult time
long-term re- monthly to South America, mostly
clause dovetail with
made between classics, and smaller amounts to
ciprocal agreements
pubs Prior to the Palestine.
U. S. and English
Three labels are being made by
expiration of ttie old SPA-MPPA
Gramaphone Works National Co.
contract, Dec. 31, 1946.
English They are Ultraphone, Esta and SuHere's how it stacks up.
a prephone.,
*0BvrlBht law allows a publisher
Austria's
recording
industry,
leal hold on a song for 50 years which
has been out of action since
bwond the death of the auUiora, the «arly
days of the war, is $oon
Including songs that
U, S. pubs for British to go Into production.

«

Thornhill to Disband
To Take a Vacation

major and minor com-

All Disk Issues pany
will boost the
disks froin 60c to

Wayne Morse
(9),

(R-Ore,)

on

and an address by

Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, the

Diamond's report Wednesday.

Scores 'Nainre

MringniieidRap
Attorney for Burke-^Van Heusen

and Morris

Music,' publisher and
of "Natme Boy,"
last week at the at-

selling agent
snapped back

Kammen. publisher of Jewish music, who claims
"Nature'' is an infringement of
one of his songs. In gist the message advised the Kammen camp
to "put up or shut up" and was
torney for

J. J.

based upon the fact tliat although
threatening moves have been made
so far there has been no filing of
legal intention of a suit, although
VH-Morris setup, have been dis- recording coi^ipanies, broadcasters,
cussing a publishing deal with Me- etc.,' had been warned that the
tro and Paramount. Sydney Kom- tune was an "infringement'*
heiser, manager of B-VH under
Lee Eastman, B-VH-Morris atunquestionably will go torney, called tho play by A. EdMorris,
along with whatever deal is made. ward Masters, Kammen attorney.
Latter states that he is now completing papers in the action, which

recording executives, with
the exception of Decca. Most are
based on the fact that the major
prices of its pop
companies are being caught short
75c as of June 1, which th6 comby hits being developed by indie
pany decided on almost two months companies, which have nuUified a
ago. While the pop sides will be
goodly portion of the mountains of
boosted, the company's classical material laid in before the Jan.
1
items, such as disks by Dave Rose, disk ban by major manufacturers. Minn. Ballroom Ops
Macklin Marrow, film-sicore albums, They couldn't foresee the trend of
etc., which now sell at 750, will
that
Clip
public ta.ste and as time goes on.
remain at that level. Which means and the disk ban comes closer to
all M-G-M disks will sell at the
All Unetfaicar Bookers
being ended "soon," there is a
sitme price.
strong possibility that a goodly
Chicago, May 18.
M-G-M decided to raise its pop portion of the shelved material
In the first'olE a series of regional
prices to the same level as RCA' will be wasted.
meets,
Minnesota ballroom
30
Victor, Columbia, Decca and Capoperators confabing- at Mankato,
itol (last two sell most of their outMinn., last week, resolved to have
put at 75c although there never
the exec board of the Midwest Ballwas any heralded increase) when it
room Operators Assn. put the
found retailers failing to make any
damper on certain "unethical"
price distinction. With Victor and
practices now employed by some
Columbia at that price, many buyChicago, May 18.
band lookers. While the formal
ers simply assumed that all pop
Art Kassel, after 22 years of motion was not detiiiled and mendisks were pegged at the same
specific situations, it will
level, and many retailers appai'cnt- representation by MCA, last week tioned on
switched to the Mus-Art stable. be a major subject of discussion at
ly didn't enlighten them.
Another angle that helped M-G-M He signed a two-year pact which the MBOA's national meet in Chi-

M*G-M Becords

Sen.

Wednesday

closing day (11).
Floor discussion on the recording issue will undoubtedly follow

.

To

MBOA

Ask

be filed in New York this
was
attitude
Eastman's
prompted by the feeling that the

will

week.

letters to the various users plus
the trade paper conversation regarding such a suit (cited originally by Vamety) would hurt the
song and, if such was the case and

legal moves were actually made
by Masters, he would laumsh re-

no

taliatory action.

KASSEL RUFFS MCA

Toledo, G.,

May

18.

Centennial
Terrace,
outdoor
dance pavilion near here. Is oflering season dance ticfc^, good
for any evening during the season
;-up to 70 admissions—for $12.50,
Including tax.

execs make up their minds about
Season tickets also will apply going to 75c was the suspicion that
to disk-buyers looked upon a label
that sold for less than its major
This is the first time season rivals as "cheaper and in all probtickets have been offered.
ability not as good."

When name bands are brought
the spot

AFTER22YRS.;T0M-A

:

cago next September.
goes into effect .Ian. 1, 1949.
Meeting was attended by naHoward Christiansen, Kassel's
personal manager during part of tional prez Larry Greer of Laraconnection and now mar Ballroom, Fort Dodge, Iowa,
band's
one of Mus-Art's key men, signed and Otto Weber, managing secretary of the org.
the band.

MCA

Mills

DrnnuBing Bee

Jack Mills, prexy of Mills Muon a semi-annual sales trip
to Toronto, Montreal and other
eastern Canadian citie«. He'll be
away about 10 days.
Other Mills staffers are also on
sales junkets. General sales manager Jack Ecoff is in the southwest and midwest; educational rep
Bob Teck is covering 'N«w York*
Minnesota and IO«a.
sic, is
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OR€llKSTnA$-J»frSI€
garner them some special attention
is the catchy "Carousel."

AFMGood-fiDersatWork
Musicians'

Av«Arif'an Federation of
few montliB ago,
^^'f' jnstalled a

new

Andy BusscU

its

AFM

campaign

to revist

and president James C. Petrillo in the public
stationery which
got up a release on
i„i(,„ last week
not reacted against legitimate
out that the disk ban "has
?nT worthy public causes."
went
into
effect
last Jan. 1, the
ban
disk
Tfi ?ited that since the
carefully examining
AWM has "made 137 exceptions to its ruling,
temporarily set aside to
^hV niDrits of each proposal." Bad was
recordings
covering
"everyand
thp making of transcriptions
unlimited
chimes, Portland, Ore., to .
.
from
use of troops overseas and in Army hosi«eordings for the sole

^IPaiaiM of the
tne

AFM

''"•^ij

.

YMCA

.

.

Xavicr Cugat fCohimbia has
added another scintillating item in
;

.Delta Rhythm Boys (Victor)
pack lots of perky humor into
"Never Underestimate the- Power
.

cultural—got 13 recording okays.
Pven more conspicuous about the AFM's public relations trend
perhaps for the first time in the union's histoi-y
is the fact that
npwsDapers, tradepapers and others have received formal invita-

:

of a Woman".
Ted Steele iSaks)
retains the original chant of
.

"Schoona Maedel" and make

convention. Invite to the gathering, to
tions to attend a national
Park June 7-11, was put out through Hal Leyshon
tie held in Asbury
public relations consultants
took over as
«c Associates, which
Leyshon, incidentally, also handles public
earlier in the year.
National Committee.
relations for the Democratic

.

.

Jocks, Jukes and Di^s

Every

a

Blame

.

—

record
ing orchestras and arrangers. But
with each passing week the majors'
distraction becomes more acute as
hits, instead -of popping out of
their "rich" reservoir,

come from

the ranks of the little and more
or less obscure li^bels.
These successive hits have for
the most
been cut in backr
rooms, and impart that very flavor
sentiment and performance.
Each is cut to the same extremely
:

p^

m

and lowdown pattern of

'Simple
'

words and melody.
Paul Fennelly Orch—"A Tree in
the Meadow," "Reflection in the

Water" (M-G-M);

M-G-M's

iidJtlal

an English-recorded
Focal point of M-G-M's
Interest
in
the importation is
Tree," a No. 1 British hit, but
things could reverse themselves on
this side and public preference
lodge itself in the coupling. There's
a haunting tug about "Reflection"
which registers in a big way. Fenmood coloring is exception"i
al and Doreen Lundy nurtures the
words with a keen sense of timing
release

of

platter.

and expression. Reggie GofE, whose
oantone smacks a little of Vaughn
Monroe, is quite persuasive in
celling the "Tree" side.
v'*'S"*l..,?,'"»'e—"I'll Be Seeing
You," "I'll Get Along Without
You Very WeU;" "Steppin' Out
With My Baby," "Better Luck
Next Time" (Columbia).
In the
latter combination Miss Shore has
piece of plugging
tor the. "Easter Parade" score, but
lor distinguished performance hoar
the Seeing" side of the other release.
Her phrasing and tonal
quality on this oldie is pleasurable

JOCK

J^Jfi Best SeBers on Cw-MadiiBfis
3.

5.
6.

7.

IS

THE HOUR

(!«) (Leeds)

MY HAPPINESS (1) (Blasco)
LITTLE WHITE LIES (10) (BVC)

done, there's too
complexity about "Get

to give it the same appeal.
.Stafford—"Better Luck Next
t
Roses of Picardy" (Capitol).
Luck " is polished off in
nne stylistic fashion, but the
toupled standard turns out pretty
much of an exhibition of the vot;alist's knack for holding
on and
?'«Sging out a high note. Paul
Weston's support on the Berlin
tune is topnotch.
Kingr Cole Trio—"It's the Sentimontal Thing to Do," "Put 'Em in
a Box and Tie 'Em With a Ribbon;"
My Fair Lady," "A Boy from
Texas" (Capitol). Nat Cole gets in
ms best emotional licks with
..Jcxas," hits it off likeahly with
Lady" And sounds as though he's
'

'

y^^ Morton.

t

Jerry WayneGrocie Fields.

DicJc

.

Hoames

BUT BEAUTIFUL

MANANA

(15)

(10)

LIL.LI

DICKEY BIRD SONG

.

.

.

Way of

melo^fr,

interesting

He has applied
record collecting,

music or moods.
himself to

his

.

...^

(Robblns)

.

.

•

.

\

(Leeds)

Tea;

-

(P.O.)

.,.

•

•

•

Victor
Copitol

..i...

^

|

Gordon Jenliins
Fronk Sinatra
Tony Mortin
Spike

.

Victor
.

Stafford

{Mills Bros.
carle-Noble

.

Decca
Decca
Paldo

.M-G-M

Art Mooney
(Sammy Kai/e
\ A^neg Bros
Franfcie Laine
Fronlcic Loinc

Victor

Decca
Mercury
Mercury
Decca
.Columbia
Decca
Colwnbio
Victor
.Victor

Jones

has been in the Top
[Figure* in parentheses indicote number oj weeks song

10.)

aug-

Contestants
send via postcard
guesses as to time the dock will go
off and they get a crack at merchandise if, in calling Boysen before, noon, they can -answer simple
Those guessing within
question,
five seconds g* "jackpot" aWard
of special type; those hitting time
to the second qualify for "bullseye!'
award.
,
Stunt caught on quickly, with
the result Boysen has plenty to
offer in the way of merchandise
and is being flooded with postcards.
It augments the Boysen personal-

Victor

Beneke

(pem/ Como
'.'.(Jo
...

(Shapiro-B)

I WISH I KNEW NAME (Leeds) ..............
MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE OVC)
WE JUST COULDN'T SAT GOODBYE (W&M)
FOR EVERY MAN A WOMAN (Melrose)

,

,

{Larri/ Clinton
( Andrews Sisters
^ jpg^fco String Band

Boy-

mented with a giveawaS- gimmick
Three Alarm contest. And
it has boosted the Hooper nicely.
Three alarm clocks, are set to go
off sometime .during the program.
called

.Capitol
Victor

ConiO
Freddy Martin

j pg^,..!^

>-•••••••<•'••••'"•

«

p.m.

Minneapolis
Favorite eye-opener program in

,

M .........

(Shapiro)

Sat., 6

this area for 2V6 ye.irs, Jim
sen's show has lately been

(

(Burke-VH)

WILLIAM TELL OVERTURE

the

WTCN,

Victor

Columbia
Victor
Martin..
\ Freddy
Decco
Biwg Crosby.
Sinatra. ....... .Coluvibia
I Frank
Capitol
Lec
J Pcggi;
Dccco
I Mills Bros. .......

ST.

SHINE

was

-

Woody Herman.

\

>.

(Barbour-Lee)

BOLERO

It

Participating

Coming Up
LAROO

session.

With Jim Boysen
60 Mins.; Mon. thru

London
Dccco
.Domon
Dccco

•

9.

10.

spinning

found to have enough material and
interest on its own recently and
this half hour was set.
Johnson is a Kansas City insurance man who has made a hobby of
collecting records, mostly on the
jazz gMe but including anything ip

ALARM CLOCK SERENADE

K. Grifin

—

Como

Perry

BECAUSE (2) (Chappell)
SABRE DANCE (12) (Leeds)

Cowtinentol

...

Crosby
Jo« * Sondro Steele.
Qirtff

(

...

LOUIS BLUES MARCH (W. C. Handy)
HAUNTED HEART (Williamson)
BABY face' (Harms)
TELL ME A STORY (Laurel)
THAT AIN'T BIGHiT (Am. Aoademy)

expertly

'^^

^

,

«s

Along

,

TOOLIE OOLIE DOOLIE (4) (Chas. K. Harris)
YOU CAN'T BE TEUE DEAR (6) Otiltmore)

NOW

record

double magnet in appealing to
memories of the general listener
and special interests of the irecotd
followers.
Quin.

King Cole. ............ Capitol
Decca
{Andrews Sisters,

(Burke-VH)
.

2.

KGMO

'

—

(.&)

30 Mins.; Saturdays,' 9 p.m.
Sustaining
KCMO, Kansas City
Novel twist on record or jockey
format is this half hour, now a regttlar on
Schedule. It started
informally several weeks ago with
guest shots by Ernie Johnson on
Glen Elroy's later Saturday night

.

Marlin Sisters
"You Can't Be
True, Dear," "Toolie Oolie Doolie;"
"My Happiness," "The Man on
the Carousel" (Columbia). This
team is obviously Columbia's tothe-rescue squad on hit tunes that
the label finds itself caught withEach number has been exout.
pertly dressed with a harmonica
group. Girls' style bears no particular trademark, but the number
.among the four etchings that might

NATURE BOY

With Ernie Johnson, Glen EIroy

CHAPTER

while the comedy inning on the
other side, spotlighting Ziggy Talent, is done with good taste and
should make an attractive juke

1.

THE OLD COLLECTOR

TO

fectively in the orchestral department than it does on the vocal,

HEARTBREAKER

much

FEE

.

Disk Jockey Reviews

and now has more than 4,000 which
span- the years between the two
world wars. It's, one of the outstanding amateur collections in
town if not in this part of the counMAJESTICS SWITCH
tion. Courtenay drummed up his try. There are memories aplenty
the mellowed listener and reve10 DELAYED own sponsor last December and for
bowed as a deejay on WENR. lations in music for the younger
Chicago, May 18.
When he demanded the customary genus.
•Elroy holds forth on the show
Judge Phillip Sullivan, Chi fed- agency fee, the station .turned lum
week down.
last
with Johnson as the authority. They
court,
district
eral
chat about old records before playgranted a continuance to Majestic
Under an agreement reached last ing them, with Johnson ad-libbing
Records of a hearing to change its
week Courtenay begins collecting most of the .inside and historical
bankruptcy filing from Chapter 11
is info.
Recognition
1.
as
of
May
15%
List last Saturday included
to Chapter 10 of the Chandler Act.
with
trial
basis,
Mildred Bailey's "Old Rocldli'
three-month
on
a
Petition for switch was requested
several conditions attached. Come Chair"; Ted Lewis' "That's Why:i
by three Majestic creditors, the
Love You" (Circa 1926)4 Muggsy
more
two
he
must
show
and
August
Elizabethtown Corp. of Kentucky,
accounts besides his present motor Spanier's "Dinah," etc. Miss BaiBart Laboratories, New. Jersey, and
bankroller, and one of the ac- ley's piece showed up surprisingly
John Horn Printing Company, New sales
Else dated, while Spanier's "Dinah"
coimts must be national.
York.
proved' almost as much undated.
New hearing is scheduled for WENR will revert to its original
.Others gave an idea of the passing
claim that Courtenay is no agency. parade in popular music.
May 20.
Whether it's commercial or not is
a question, but no doubt about the
Show has a
idea heing novel.

listening

and Nathan Van Cleve's
packing ^s a gem.
Even though

.

SPONSOR,

Broken Heart a Break," "Maharajah of Magador" (Victor).
The
sentimental piece fares more ef-

item.

.

,

—

flight songsmiths, vocalists,

.

.

.

"South Rampart Street Parade" (Bob Crosby's Bobcats).
(Tommy
"Pipe
Dreams"
Reynolds).

.

.

Kay Kyscr Orch—"Woody Wood

Pecker," "When Veronica Plays
the Harmonica" (Columbia). The
five-note laugh, which figures as
the feathery character's trademark
in this novelty, should catch the
jukebox addicts' fancy and make
something' of a bestseller
Out of the majors' plantd weOK Jttter "Woody"
around the counters. Gloria Wood
week come tunes contrived hy top- pitches a winsome vocal and also
to the even more bouncey refrain
on the other side, which features
a well-scored harmonica section.
Favorite Five
Arthur Godfrey "You're Over
Dick Geismar
the Hill, "Mother Never Told Me"
WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.
(Columbia). The radio m.c. shuttles
"A Smooth One"
here from the wryly humorous to
Goodman Sextet).
the slyly cute and it sounds more
"Basin Street Boogie" (Will
like a No. 2 vaude routine' than
Bradley's Six Texas Hot Dogs).
well-packaged disk entertainment.
"Mood at Twilight" (Mel
Vaughn Monroe Orch "Give a
Powell).

AFM

those

especially
.

i.*------—

My

Day,"

Jeanette "Taylor vocals
Martha cording as per his contract, which
Raye, backed by Charlie Barnet still called for disk sessions when
(Apollo), delivers an insinuating the ban interrupted. Carpenter,
performance, with plenty of finesse caught between Standard and the
in phrasing, on the themes of AFM's ban, relayed the order to
"Sweet Lorraine" and "I Cover the latter. He was told to "sit:
Johnny .lohn- tight" and do nothing.
the Waterfront".
ston (M-G-M) gives a sprightly
Standard based its approach on
melodic account of "Steppin' Out"
and "I Bring You Spring". Betty the. fact that Petrillo did not, and
Garrett doesn't quite come up to has not from the beginning, labeltSie level of her debut record with led the AFM walkout a strike. He
"I'm Gonna See a Lot of You" and. has never placked it in any cate"Don't
Me"... Korn gory. According to the Taft-HartKobblcrs (M-G-M) trot out a tar- ley law, a "strike," "refusal to neget-ringing assortment of back- gotiate" or "refusal to work" ultiroom comedy in "Since They Stole matum by a union brings the
the Spittoon in the Corner Saloon" NLRB into play. Only difficulty
and squeeze whatever humor with this, however, is that while
there's to be derived from "The
Sample Song"
Jack Smith (Capitol), aided by the Clark Sisters
DIGS
and a harmonica group, offers a CHI DISK
pleasant twosome with the "rushout" versions of "Heartbreaker"
AGCY.
Tony Pastor
and "Baby Face"
Chicago, May 18.
aild the Clooney Sisters (Columbia)
convert "A Boy from Texas" into
After more than four months of
a lush blend of harmony. It's also yes-I-am and no-you're-not, disk
good dansaption.
jock Dirk Courtenay has won conditipjaal recognition as an agency
from WENR, Chi ABC 0-&-0 sta-

chore in the
Not very exciting
They had se- "Box" ditty.
t^ne major labels.
followups to "Nature Boy."
secured themselves—so they hoped

—against the famine of the American Federation of Music recording
ban with great stocks of waxed
songs and to their dismay they
find that the pubUc's whim has
suddenly turned extCR-sehmaltey,

it

strong competitor to the Don Rod
ney (Dana) version. Blue Barron
(M-GM) might start things cooking
with his treatment of "You Were
Only Fooling". .Count Basic (Victor) fails to cut much of an impression with either "I've Only
Myself to Blame" or "It's Monday

AFM

through

AFM

"Charisse" to his tango repertoire

nitriotic.

going

American Federation of Musi- Petrillo has never called his ban
cians recording ban, which encom- anything specifically, he has never
passes transcription manufacturers made any demand^. He simply
a.s well as pop diskers, became the
states that his men do not want to
target of a twoi-ply squeeze by "make recordings any longer and
transcription companies on both that there isn't a law in the land
coasts Friday (14). Charges were that can force workmen to do
filed with the National Labor Rela- something they don't want to do.
tions Board both in Hollywood and Everyone in the record industry
New York alleging that James C. knows that he wants income from
Petrillo and the
are conduct- records, which is prohibited by the
ing an illegal secondary boycott T-H Act, and still hopes to get
against the recorders. Backed by something along those Mines.
Petrillo, the AFM, members of
the National Assn. of Broadcasters,
the complaining companies are Los Angeles local 47, and local
Standard Transcriptions, Holly- 802, N. Y., are specifically charged
the NLRB action with violating
in
wood outfit, and two N.Y. companies, Langworth and Associated Section 8B of the NLRB Act, with
Program, which the former in- "unfair practices" and "encouraging
members to concerted refusal
duced weeks ago to go along with
to perforin."
In the event the
the action.
Standard opened its warfare NLRB accepts the theory of the
transcribers'
approach, the latter
against the
a couple months
ago by ordering Ike Carpenter, a hope to force Petrillo into the open,
or
at
least
negotiate.
Coast bandleader, to report for re-

tasty

chestra.

.

By Ben Bodec

As NLRB Hears Charges Vs. Petrillo

—"Nobody But

You Or No One"

(CapAs
and catchy a
rhythm compote as can be expected of the current crop of
chirpers is this waxing of "Nobody," With a slick hand by the
Crew Chiefs. Strong point of the
coupling is Frank l)e Vol's or"Itjs

itol).

Communique? broke down the recordings allowed. Religious
dispensation .on 25 occasion^, Gov<;mment
f«rnii»s received special
fotpnrips on 28; welfare and educational, 71; and miscellaneous—

These are days of frustration for

AFM Disk Ban Faces 2-Ply Squeeze

Only Happens

"It

Margaret Whiting
You,

•AtPrt

iC

—

When I Dance With You," "If I
Were You" (Capitol). Two smartly
interpreted ballads from current
film scores with the edge on appeal
going to the Berlin melody.

public relations depart-

has begun

4S

ity.

;

He has

built

and maintained

a lot of air friendships among early
risers, and He has many listeners
relaying comment to .each other

through him. He does
style of

ad

it

with easy

lib delivery.

;

Playing .mostly request records,
frequently Boysen tells wliy he
doesn't like a number, but does, it
without rancor. On one occasion,
professing self bored with the current output, he devoted a half hour
to the wackiest recorded items he
could drum up.
.....
Charges on the show are divided
between eight sponsors, Boysett
giving commercials an unconvenvalid
sUU
ad-lib,
but
tional,- often
JWtirf.
reading.
-

:

WedittiKiay,

46

AND

FAMOUS ORCHESTRA

HIS

RCA-VICTOR

RECORDS
01NOW
Peraonal

MIIT

UNDER EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

Manager
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Songs widi Lai^est Radio

Andbee

Palla^ttni Chirp Poficy

|

The too 30 songs of the week based on the copyrighted Audi^J-J Cooeraae tndex Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
by the Office of Research. Inc., Dr.
Radio Netumks, Published
John G, Peatman, Director.

Week

Soinrey

of

Mny

.

Bobbins

•

.

Santly-Joy

I

Burke- VH
Robbins
Southen.

:

Feathery Feelin'

—

•

I

•

.Paramount

.

Haunted Heart *"Inside USA"
Heartbreaker
Hooray For Lox'e— f'Casbah"
'

,

IMS

7'13*

i. Baby Face
Beg Sour Pardon
" Blue Shadows On the Trail— "Melody Time"
"But Beautiful— rKoad to Rio"
Dickey-Bird Song—-f'S Daring Daughters"
Dream Peddler

Williamson
.Leeds
Melrose

•

- •
Nature Boy
Now Is the Hour
booh Look-a There, Ain't She Pretty
Sabre Dance
Spring In December (Winter In May)
•

•

...

•

f
*

Steppin' 0»t With
Tell Me a Stoty
Toolie Ooiie DooUe

What'U

Do

I

My

...

.

.

.

.

.

Baby

.

What's Good About Goodbye
Worry, Worry, Worry

—

'.

'.

•

>

local 161.

Harms
;
\
'

C

Fella With An Umbrella— f'Easter
All Dressed Up With a Broken Heart

A
I

Parade"

Feist

Marks

At a Sidewalk Penny Arcade
Better Luek Next Time— f'Easter Parade" .......
Bye Bye Blackbird ..
.v.; ...
J.' Crying For Joy .'...i
Dream Girl— f "Dream' Girl"
,

X,

.

.

.

,

Encore Cherie
For Every Man There's A

.

Robbins
Feist-

Remick
Monaco

Famous

Woman—"Casbah"
Melrose
I'm In Love—f'Romance On High Seas".
...... Harms
It's You Or No One— f'Romanee On High Seas"
Remick
It's Magic— t''Roinance On High Seas".
Witmark
Miller

.

.

.

.

; ;
.

.

•

;

:

•
'

. .

i . .

.

.

.

.

.

. ,

.

.-.

;

My Sin
......v..................
Old Ferris Wheel .
+

.

,

'.

Chappell

.Goldmine
Santly-Joy

Pianissimo
...
Saturday Date

Southern
i
Sat Ni)^t Central Park—T*"Make Mine Manhattan" T. B. Harms
There Ought To Be a Society
Dreyer'

What Do I Have To Do—f* Are You With
You Can't Be True, Dear
You Turned the Tallies On Me
* Legit

»»»

MusieaL
»»

»

Edison, N.Y.,
.

l!

HtmusiaiL

»« »» »»»»»
Still

Kneads

Jazz Dougl^ Scott Next

The new Raymond Scott quintet
Will get it's New York tmveUiug
at the Edison hotel, June 24 on an
4ght-wedc run. Scott's reoeritly
weaiized group, hie;
WiijMirest

dates.

The Bob

»te

tietai {rlayfaig

Tmtm trio

with Scott.

wiU

atter-

It"

Pest

2

Ray Eberle*.
New Yorlcer (400; $1-$1.50)
2
Johnny Pineapple .Lexington (300; $1-$1.50) ......79
Lawrence Welk.... Roosevelt (400; $1-$1. 50)
9
Woody Herman
Commodore (400; $1-$L50) .... 4

800

.

"

Donald Richards

at Waldorf; Ice

Slww

at

New

fotal
Ctirera'

Week On Data
2,400
1,550
1,400
1,400
1,250

71.575
2,950
2,525
71,550
12,850
4,800

Yorker.

Chicago

Orrin Tncker (Marine Room; Edgewater Beach; 700; $1.50-$2.50
Another new variety show keeping room bright with 3,900.

Dosh, emcee of an evening disk
show on WINX, charged the local

Miller

Tile remaining 21 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast
Over Radio Networks. Published by the Gjffice of Research^ Inc.,
Peatrnaw, Director.
Dr. Joftn
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D.C.AFM LOCAL BARS

MCA

Washington, May 18.
American Federation of Musicians in handling radio stations
which refuse to employ staff musicians, sparked a heated exchange
-here last week between a WINX
disk Jockey, Joe Dosh, and D. C.

Laurel
C. BL Harris
Berlin
Melrose
.Robert

"Casbah"

1

Coven

DISK JOCK GUESTERS

Berlin

You Were Meant for Me—-t" You Were Meant"
Yoit're Too Dangerous Cherie

B.O.'s
Weeltfl
l>Iaj'«d

,

opening.

Barbour-L
Burke- VH
Leeds
Leeds
Leeds
Leeds

I Manana

Hotel

at

Miss

and joined Morris.
Forrest, current at Slapsy
Maxie's, at one time was chirp with
Harry James' band. She has been
singling for past five years.

Oxford
Give a Million Tomorrow*
Clover
Remick
IJra Looking Over a Four Leaf
Happens When Dance WiOr You~t "Easter Parade" Berlin
Shapiro-B
jLaroo Laroo tilli Bolero
BVC
Little White Ues
I'd

Bands

„ ^
BaBd
iiofrl
Emil Coleman*
Waldorf (400; $2)
Larry Clinton ..... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)

Herbie Fields (College Inn, Sherman; 650; $3.50 min.). Variety of
acts getting by with scant 2,600.
Chuck Foster (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Another slide, 3,700.
Ray Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 300; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Burl Ives still sock 1,600.
Eddie Oliver (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Hildegarde and Oliver hiked covers to big 5,500 after Thursday (13)

away from

Advanced

May Be Wrong

Hollywood, May 18.
Palladium
ballroom
will
inaugurate its recently determined
policy of booking name singers to
brace bands at boxoffice, with
Helen Forrest.
She opens five
weeks July 6 and will get top billing over Buddy Rich's band. Pact
calls
singing
for
two
stint
Chirp and band were
nightly.
bought as a package from William
Morris by
Palladium operator
Maury Cohen.
Rich last played Palladium 25
months ago. Last -autumn he cut

47

BVC

Biltmore

Fox
I

with "rank discrimination" for refusing to okay a brief appearance
of bandleader Charlie Venturo on
his program.
Dosh said the local
was discriminating against

AFM
WINX because it employs no "live"

Ray Noble was also baiv
red from doing platter show shots.
"As a matter of fact," Dosh
added, "bandleaders who have ap-

Frankie Carle (Ambassador; SOO; $1.50-$2).

i

Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900;

$1-$1.50).

Good

Very

3,000 tabs.
good 2,800 caver's.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotds
Eddy Howard (Aragon;

(Chicago)
$1-$1.15 adm

Weekend

).

rains slowed to

14,200.

Art Kassel (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Coasting with 1,100;
Teddy PhUli]^ (Trianon; $l-i$1.15 adm.). Same luck as northside
*

dancery; 14,000.
(Los Angeles)

Beiuy Busse (Palladium

B.,

Hollywood 3rd

wk.).

Fair 6,000 callers.

musicians.

peared on local stations without
permission from the union have
been fined some as much as $25.

—

John Fichette, treasurer of local
confirmed Dosh's statement

Inside

Orchestras-Musk

There's nothing really new in the current practice among -some
songwriters, small record companies, etc., of creating a synthetic demand for a song as a means of selling it to a major publisher at a high
advance. It was done many years ago.

Pubs with long experience in the music biz tell of one writer's
methods of selling a rejected tune to a publisher as far back as 30 years
It seems that the publisher almost daily made a round of bars
which used live music. Writer got to the leader of each bar's combo
and got him to announce a request for the song the pub rejected. Afteo
the latter heard the tune "requested" in 15 or more, spots he fell for
the pressure and paid a handsome advatace for a tune that subsequently
proved a sales dud.
Today, due to the number of territorial tunes that are spreading out
into national hits, the "synthetic buildup" is more widely used, but
WINX often is efifective. Writers give small record companies tunes to record
with no royalty obligations. When the disks coipe out they find ways
never had fuUtime musicians on of creating excitement atiout them, and often succeed in interesting
major publishers in paying high advances for publication rights.
the payroll."

161,

that it has a policy of screening
radio appearances of out-of-town
musicians, with the local board
given full authority to say "yes"
or "nay." The 24 stations in the
area, Fiehette explained, «employ
less
than a dozen musicians
"which is definitely not in line
with the AFM's aims in the interest of the little musician."
and other indies in town have

Morgan Goes

to Glaser

Russ Morgan's orchestra switches
agency aifiliation July 1 to Joe
Glaser's Associated Booking Corp.
Song Recruits Tars
Leader's Music Corp. of America'
Seattle, May 18.
agreement cxpiresM that time. His
"Hail the Navy," words and mu- deal with Glaser is a long-term
sic by Rosetta Perry Gibbon, win- pact.
Morgan has been with MCA for
ner of a Fleet Week song contest
locally, has been adopted as theme a number of years. He was originally
wiUi Consolidated Radio
song of Washington and Idaho re- Artists, to which he paid
$25,000
cruiting centers.
for a release. For a couple years
Dancetone Records waxed the during the run of liis MCA paper,
tune for skating rinlcs, records be- Morgan was personally managed
ing used to steam up. Navy enlist- by Glaser, who at that time did
more than booking.

Am

Wonis dnd A4u$ie by MARTIN KALMANOFP, AARON

MUSIC CORPORATION

min.).

Los AngeLes

ago.

.

Duchess Music's veepee Arnold Shaw is circularizing 'the disk jocks
with a unique appeal in behalf of his fii-m's new plug number, "Sere-,
nade (Music Played on a Heartstring)." Rozz Goraon wrote the lyrics
whUe music is by Mascheroni, described as the "Irving Berlin of Italy."
Shaw's pitch is contained in a mimeographed letter where he points
oiit that James M. Cain's novel, "Serenade," as well.as Schubert's "sere*:
nade" were pretty hep items and more than implies that Duchess'
"Serenade" is also in the "great ballad tradition."

Frank Westphal, former Chi radio maestro and writer of "When You

Come to the End of the Day," who is a permanent bed case at Vaughn
hospital, Hines, 111., has a new tune titled "Write a Vet." It's getting,
quite a play from stations around that part of the country as part of a,
drive to remind relatives and friends to drop a note periodically to
vets in U.S.V.A. hospiti^, Westphal has asked James C. Petrillo,
prez, for permission to have a re<»Mrd cut of the nun^bei: for limited use
by jockeys. He's So]^hie l^idoec's first husfaaad.

SCHROmR, mOlE WHIII ond JIMMY MacDONAtG

799 Sesenth Aveni^e,

AFM

]

.

'

m
NJ.Meadowbrook

To Go

Strawfaat

Cedar Grove,

summer
weeks

is closed

'

will house a
group for nine

N.J.,

theatre

this

summer while the spot
to name bands, -Dailey

has leased the building to a group
operating under the name Theatre
Showcase on a weekly guarantee
plus a percentage of profits. They
take over July 6, two days after
Bailey closes his name-band policy
for the summer.
An unusual angle of the operation will be that a cocktail lounge
now operated by Dailey as a special
party <room, will remain open as
a
dinner-drink-dance
for
spot
theatre patrons, from 5 p.m. nightly
through curtain time and following
the show. Dailey will install a
three-piece band.

and

last

COSTS HIM CAFE DATE
Hollywood, May 18..
Frankie
Carle's
aversion
to
plane travel, plus the insistence of
General Electric that he live up

Wnelc Ending

MAY
This Last
wk. wk.
1

4

4

8

5

6

A new diisk jock ih'<raded Detroit
with a preem broadcast on
Saturday morning. (15).
He is
Harry Howe, comic who plays a
house sleuth on "Open House,"
WWJ-TV video program.
Howe calls his show "How's"
That," and it's done from Giovan-

WWJ
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49

6

36
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S

116

(Columbia)
1

.

3

5

5

10

7

10

9

k

8 10

5

5

AST MOONEY

:t''

(M-G-M)

9
3

*

A

9

"Baby Pace"

flt

"4'--

9

33

9

2

27

(Victor)

10

8

9"

.7 „

8

3

25

.

JON-SONDBA STEELE (Damon)
lOA

3

S

8

3

ANDREWS SISTERS

5

12

16

13

11

-

T-

10

.

15

(Continental)

4

5
3

..

6

Man

"r'Got a Crush

a .Woman"
(Columbia)

On Yon".

9

9

»

.

6

7

3

.

3

SONG
OUR

HITS

OF

TIMES

PROGRESSION
JAZZ

CAPTAIN FROM

Ston KentoEi

Alfred Newman
IMtojestic

Capitol

CASTIIE

A Million
Tomorrows
(For Just

One Yesterday}

OXFORD MUSIC CORPORATION
1

619 Broadway, N*«r

Yoift

20%.

In the case of Capitol, it had
the Peggy Lee disk, of "Manana"
to
boost substantially its overall sales
in addition to a few lesser items'
As for M-G-M the increase in the
total disbursement is represented
mostly by Art Mooney's "FourLeaf Clover," on which the company
paid
royalties
covering
copies, all, of course, going to
Remick, the publisher of the tune.

GAC AGENTS J. D. BUT

WITHOUT CONTRACT
Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra is being agented by General Artists
Corp. on one-hlghters following his
close at Casino Gardens, Santa
Monica,
Cal., *spot
owned by
brother Tommy Dorsey. J.D. hasn't
signed with GAC or any other
agency as yet; GAC is simply supplying him with dates on a regular
commission basis.
Dorsey quit GAC over a year ago

when

his

contract expired, after

having been with the agency for
around 10 years. He went to MusArt and during the run with that
agency he broke up his band to
take a rest. Recently he went back
to work but with no agency affilia"
tion.
His only contractual obligations are to M-G-M Records.

MCA's New Hub Branch

8

offices will follow.

Dave Whelan, now with the New
York band dept., will head the

RENDEZVOUS

KING COl£ TRIO

Poggy lee

Volume No. 3

_jCamtol^

Capitol

Hub

branch.
Opening of the Boston office is
seen as a pitch by
to expand
activities in that territory. Heretofore Boston accounts have been
handled through the N. Y. office.

MCA

Mac Green, partner in SpinaMusic Corp., Hollyvi0)od,
sold out to Harold Spina, who continues firm as sole owner.
Green

Decca's ICnise HI,

Jukes Tie-In Hit

Hunt With Ed Gallaher

Give

the

8

3

Decca

Bobby Byrnes band switched D.C.
from General Aa-ti.sts Corp. to the

I'd

week

last

checks covered January to
March
of this year and the increases
were
or less anticipated even

9

Tuesdays, with a different sponsor
every night.

The Nafion's
Biggest Reqmesf Song

Issued

Music Corp. of America is now
going in for expansion with the
first step being the opening of an
office in Boston, June 1. Other new

(Victor)
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(Victor)
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(Decca)

"Haunted Heart"
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(Victor)

"Dickey Bird Song"
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(Decca)
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(Decca)
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on nightly excepting

William Morris agency.

MGM

previou,"
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T
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1

over the

though the royalty statements
bv
Decca, -Columbia and RCA-Vlctor
for the same period had dropned

O
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a

25%

quarter.

more
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borhood of
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(Rondo)
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BING CROSBY

downtown Detroit nitery and
hideaway for show people.
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M

i
«
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o

s
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first-quarter royalty statements
to
publishers jumped in the
nelph

(Capitol)

PERRY COMO

ni's/

Spinner

0
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i

s

Co

0

(Decca)

VTAVm

BING CROSBY

Det. Spinner
Detroit, May 18.

1

1

Both Capitol Records and

0)
PS

(Capitol)

FRANKIE LAINE

New

1w

O

O

8

3

7

th! coin proffered is quite a hike
over
the
$3,250-plus-cover-split
he's getting at the latter spot. It
coiuldn't be worked out, and the
deal was dropped.

enel's

s

i-s

Pi

1

(Victor)
"St. Louis Blues March"

6

10

open
July 2, following his current run
at the Cocoanut Grove, L. A., and

to
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8

PEGGY LEE

9

to

p
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1

TEX BENEKE

8

show elsewhere.
Frontier wanted Carle

5

1

0 i
G
i

1
tU3

"Nature Boy"................

K. GBIFFIN-J.
2

S
u

DICK HAYMES
3

1
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Artist, Label, Title

KING COLE
1

2

offered

here each Sunday for the broadcast and returned the same day,
but he wouldn't fly, and GE
wouldn't let him originate the

a

'

coin.

$5,500 weekly
for f our^ weeks at Last Frontier,
Las Vegas. He could have flown

a
o

a

to the letter of his contract and
do the first lb GE; radio prtfgramsy
from here, cost Carle a bundle of

He was

m

week.-

d

O

1
CO

erty

Nattonai

0
Mus.

Music

parative sales rating for this

V^OODY HERMAN

CARLE NO LIKE PLANES,

o

•M

sellers,

Check Hop 25^

&

Shop)

Shop)

Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities, and showing com-

Meadowbrook,

Dailey's

Franli;

MGM Royally

Cap,

BETJUDL DISE| BEST| SEUEBS

Washington, May 18.
Washington Music Guild, trade
organization of D. C. coin machine operators,: has
made, a
unique tieln with WTOP's (CBS)
top disk joclcey, Eddie Gallaher.
Deal was made because of Gal-

Hiatus For

Harry Kruse, veepee of Decca
Col. Jockey Show
Records in charge of the comColumbia Records intends drop
pany's distributing branches, has ping for the summer the tran
temporarily retired; He has been scribed disk jockey show it spon
ill and an Indefinite rest is pre- sors
on 536 stations under
enicee Fred Bobbins. Show goes
scribed.
off next month and returns in the
Kruse has been with Decca for
fall with a different personality at
years.
He had been supervising the mike.

laher's past success in putting the in recent weelts setting up eight
iinger on hit records in his nightly new. distributing
points,
which
"Moondial" show (11:20 p.m.- 1:00 Decca calls super-branches, and
a.m.).
they will replace about 15 of the
As a result, the coinmen are in^ company's current distrib points.
serting his choices in 2,000 juices These spots will carry complete
in the area with the dislcs tagged inventories of the Decca catalog
as "Gallaher Moondial Record of to facilitate delivery of backlog
the Week."
orders.
'

Summer

Ordered to Rest

A

Seintillathi^

Hcno

Sol*

fiddle

faddle

Columbia's other series of jockey
shows, which are done live in
various territories by local spinners, will continue. These are sponsored directly by Columbia, whereas

any publither has the HEART to publiih one of my (ongt.

the transcribed programs are

CHARLES FRANCIS DIMACGIO

made

by Columbia and sponsored lociO^
by Columbia distributors a n d
dealers.

ED SUUIVAFS HEAET JTJKD
Will

get

100%

117-119

New

of

my

E«t a4th
York

royallin

Sti«*t

10, N. Y.

If

..

.

49
'Better

Qb the Upbeat
.

Paramount and Fa-

Chicago in future
non-hoUat ptpheum theadav week record
nmaha. with total gross of
Eddy Duchin's new
Strand
at
(21)
SRbutsVridW
theatre, N. y.

'"""»rKi^«rwacked

.

.

..

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

ern Illinois . . . Charlie Spivak at
Riverside theatre, Milwaukee, week
of June 25, and Lakeside Park,
Denver, for two weeks July 9 . . .
at Curran Raymond Scott to Orchid Lounge,
Joey Preston opens
Springfield, 111., May 25, followed
with
foUows
theatoe May 30 and
by
Joe Mooney June 4
San
Teddy
Sacramento
sttats in Oakland,
Beach ... Alymo Phillips to Prom Ballroom, St.
Jose and tons
Paul,
June 2, and then makes tour
niters
one
playmg
Rev" orchestra
of
the
Karzas
midwest
(19);
chain.
tomorrow
to Hannibal, Mo.,

^

.

and the Palace witli biz increase 3-3-3-3 set-up, with fiddles, brass
which indicates local market for Cone trombone), rhythm and reeds,
versatile
in spite

Brandwynne's deft pacing of and band derives considerable
tunes, from sweet to pimento, is flavor from his work.
drawing good trade in contrast to
Leader goes in heavily for old
predecessors. His appeal to all.^ faves, and has something of a rep
agers is indicated by range from so that requests are steady for the
"Warsaw Concerto" to "Boogie oldies. On many of these he hanBumble Bee." And dancers like dles the vocal, a good example
the mixture.
being "Baby Face," on© of 16 sides

FOR LEEDS VS. UNITED
"Sabre Dance" argument between Leeds and United Music
companies will come up for trial in
New York the week of June 7.

.

tune-smithing is healthy indicating the styling of the 11^
generally poor local brai*y. Strong's one trombone man,
Bernie Press, doubles as arranger,

of
conditions.

JUNE TRIAL DATE SET

^

Hollywood

.

Band Reviews
NAT BRANDWYNNE ORCH (10). a musical way but modestly on the
With Virginia Atter
cash register side.
Palace Hotel, San Francisco
Crew is on the sweet side, stay.^
Satiny music of the Nat Brand- ing definitely away from hot and
Wynne crew is doing okay for Itself boogie beats. Instrumentation is a

they won't pay anyway.
Pub figures the reason they
do this is so the unpaid royalty
accounts won't look so red on
their books.

.

.

^

»

A

.

.

hattd?e both
"®
nffipes in

Owe

music publisher, relating
his troubles in trying to collect
royalties from some of the
indie labels, says that what
gripes him most about such
cases is their disposition to
argue bitterly for royalty reductions when in all likelihood

Jon Hall
Jiramie Cairns, of
BMI, and former secretary, motoring through New England on
honeymoon
Harry Cool does
four weeks at Seven Seas.'Omaha,
beginning May 24 .•
Benny
Strong lights Peony Park, Omaha,
June 8
Orrin Tucker into
Walled Lake, Detroit, June 11
Hal Mclntyre opens May 26 at
Grand theatre, Evansville, followed
by tour of the B&K chain in south-

New York

to-

Combo

trumpets,

3

of

sax the outfit cut for Tower label.
Doris Donovan handles pop ballads
in moderately good fashion, but
slumps a bit on novelty numbers.
Vocal department is abetted by
Elvvood Carl, who steps up infrequently from the reed section for:
novelty work in a basso of the Phil
Harris type. Band is 'using an un-

3

flute
and clarinet, 3
and bass, drum, piano, is
well handled by leader and he
himself turns in breezy key work
to interest the customers.
Vocals by Virginia Atter are outstanding. Eai'nest songster shows
notable talent and good personal
appearance. Need for more training is indicated, but promise for
future apparent. Best band vocalist
heard here in some time. Ted.

doubling
violins,

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Louis
A. Valente last week signed Leeds'
Mo. (21.22); CoHmsviUe
application for an immediate trial
Oelwein, Iowa; (25), and
Lom(28-29)...Guy
of its case against United.
Des Moines, Iowa
Masters Reorganizing
at Cocoanut
Leeds several months ago apbardo set for return
HoUywoodi May 18.
-Lawrence WeLk
plied for a temporary injunction
Grove next year.
start;
PaUadium
Prankie Masters will reorganize against United's marketing of a
Inked six weeks at
April jomed his orchestra here next month. He "Sabre" version. Justice
Valente
inB Oct. 19. - Johnny
vocalist
as
has been booked into Lakeside denied the application two weeks
Ike Carpenter orchestra
Mil- Park, Denver, for two weeks, open.Bed Norvo en route to
ago, but gave Leedis the right to BENNY STRONG ORCH (12)
waukee to open indef stand with ing June 25, his initial date with call for an immediate trial of its With Doris Donovan
the new combo.
Muelebach Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.
infringement suit.
new eotnlvo at Stage Iloor nitery.
An outfit not too familiar to
Masters quit the band business
local terpers, Benny Strong's crew
last year. He had been under conEddie Jaines' band starts three- is standard band around CM. Band
tract to Music Corp. of America
run
June
5
at
Green
holds the .stand in the Terrace
Kay Berbeck's band vnnd& up at and presumably i sstill so tied.
Shingle
Outdoor
Garden,
Chi.
Grill
only a week, doing nicely in
Park Saturday (22);
Colurobia,
(23):

Til

.

.

usually large number of .songs calling for entire crew working a vocal
Quin.
ensemble.

ENOCH LIGHT ORCH

Tavern-on-the-Green, N. Y.
Frankly experimenting with a
new band for the past four months,
Enoch Light has sought a sweet

months

Kennywood
Four
,
Jinooy Palmer follows
Chimes and A Belle a last-minute
replacement at Mercur's Music Bar
Brad Hunt's
for Grooveneers ....
.

style that "doesn't

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLElSi

.

Three trombones plus baritone
and tenor sax afford an excellent
foundation for ,the other instruments to blend aroundi but the

.

overall' -result

out of Cleveland, managed by Chuck Shajmon, long-time
WB manager here who recently resigned tu}. circuit's cit^ pilot in
gaiaization

Survey of
sales,

Chicago
Phil Levant, who recently left
Mus'-Art, joined Paramount Attractions to head club date department.
He will also continue ta do local
jobs with his band . . . Jack Osfeld,

New

York's Jewel and Sncore

made Chi his headquarters
for past week, plugging "Delilah"
Jean Glaser of Witmark, retiring aft«r 10 irears in ioausic business because of coming motherhood .
Paul Meeker, leader of
relief
band at Ma^fair Boom,
joined Lou Breese booking office
setting club dates ... Eddie Hub,

.

.

.

WIND disk jock, folded Hubbard Enterpises , . Charley Fiske
at Trocadero, Evansville,
Jane 4
. Rose Murphy set for
bard,

.

opeflS

.

.

State-Lake
July .. .

sometime in
Buddy DeVito, former
theatre

u
•t

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

L

Week Ending

P

MAY 15
Tiile

O

"Nature Boy" (Burke-VH)

1

3
1

"Now

3

2

"Dickey Bird Song" (Eobbins)
"Baby Face" (Remick) , ....
"Laroo Lllli Bttlero" fShapiro-B>.
"You Can't Be True" (Biltmore).

4
5

Is the

Hour" (Leeds)
.

11

6

6

7
3

5

"Manana" (Barbour-Lee)
"Hatmted Heart" (WiUiamson)

2

1

Z

1

I

1

4

5

5

2

3

2.

4

4

8

6
3

3

6
7

7
8

8
3

3

6
2
9

4

7
10

12
13

12

5

21, of Buddy Rich
g^estra, Jg^raaces Ltmgford and

14

13

#a»iB& May

.

9

^^^^^^^^^^^

White Lies" (BYC)
"Bes Your Pardon" (Robbins)^

.

.

"Little

"But Beautifnl" (Burke^VH).

. .

.

"Toolie Oolle Doolie" (C.K.Harris)

"My

Happiness" (Blasco)

2

1

1

U

.

2

4

8
3

.

9
10

.

I

N
I

quite

suc-

due to over-energetic sidemea
or not enough volume on the amdetermine.
Light, who hasn't inked any
is

plifier is difficult to

Harry James' balladeer, at Sky
Club with newly formed
Hoiape Heidt to play Mercy Hospital's festtval at Stadium May 22
• j. , William
Morris preparing
Mekage show for one-nighters be-

^up

a

»
o

<

and Pnhlisher

9
10
8

.

o
T
A

doesn't

ceed in fashioning a motif aU its
own. Musicianship is okay, however, and the band is a good unit.
Light fronts his men with an engaging
personality,
occasionally
contribbing a violin solo. His observation that "you don't have to
be loud to play ful} and rich" is
well borne out in the outfit's arrangements of "April Showers,"
"Always Chasing Rainbowss" plus
"Baby Face" in the swing idiom.
Vocalist Loren Becker, a slim
youngster, tenors his tunes, nicely.
Unfortunately his voice at times is
only partly audible. Whether this

;

18

o

firms,
.

a
S
a

from leaking stbres in 12 cities,
and showing comparative sole*
rating '/or this and last weefe.

Sfaaivn, Pa.

of

retail sheet music
based on reports obtained

copy Guy Lom-

biirdo" yet capable of the volume
and jive required for theatre dates.
Breakdown of five brass, two reed
and three rhythm basically achieves
these goals in the sense that its
neither flsh-nor-fowl.

.

band follows Jimmy Spitalny into
Ankara June 4, with Spitalny movGeorge
ing to Vogue Terrace . .
(Red) Bird and his Majorettes,
femme musical^and-marching or-

(10)

With Loren Becker

•
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8
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1

2
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2

2

5

9
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9
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6
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1

4
6
5
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4
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4

5

5
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2
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3

5
4

7
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6

9

10

7

8

5

5

101
100
94
52
45
40
38
35
30
26
21
19
18
13

managerial contcacts as yet, set
himself at this Central Park bistro
for four weeks. He then moves to
Palisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J., for
a brief stand with a July date following at the Taft hotel, N. Y*
<3ilb.

'Harmony* Plank
Mack

San Antonio, May 11.
Rogers, owner and opera-

tor of Mack Rogers Club, local
nite spot, where he also fronts his"
own band, has filed as a candidate
for county tax. assessor-collector.'
He plans to run on a platform of

harmo]^-atrthe<eourt-hQiise.

!

at

It's.Fresh! It's Sad! It's Happy! IT'S
Is

Creating

A Sensation

in

JKf

New England and WJIf Sweep The

^

04 teefu^ and ^eeuUtteeC
PETTY TRIO on Universal Record No. U-IT/
BRIKE HAYES AND TRIO on De Lvxe Record No. 1175-i
.

1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

\^

•

No'man

foley Gen. Prof. Mar

,

.

Wedneaday, May 19, 1948;

OKcnv;si'iiiis-Mrsi€

so

Marks Loses Unique Legal Approach

BeslBritisliSMSdks
(Wec'fe

May 13)
May 14.

Ending

London,

To

Disker Royalties on lalaguena

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard last week in N, Y. federal
court dismissed a suit by B. B.
Marks against'Seva FouUon, United
Masters and the Bard Recording
,

Co.,

-Inc.,

for

alleged

Infringe-

ment of the plaintiff's tune "Malagueha." However, in tossing out
the charge, the court agreed that
the
publvher was entitled to
$111.10 under section IE and 25E
of the 1909 copyright, law at the
rate of 2e per disk for some 5,555
recordings defendants pressed of
"Malaguena." Marks claimed infringement because the companies

ages hiking the original sum to
$333.30. In pressing the action, the
publisher's attorney attempted to
prove that Foullon* as an officer
of United Masters, was equally
liable for any corporate wrongs
his company may have committed.
Marks' legal battery then cited
cases where an individual was- held
Court gave this line
responsible.
of reasoning short shrift declaring
"these cases all concern individual
liability where there has been infringement by a corporate body,
but the case at bar is void of
any elements of infringement."

had not paid royalties on time.
Skip Strahl, Pittsburgher, who
Waxing firms, Judge Goddard stm-ted his own danceband several
held, had a right to record the song. years ago while stillan high school,
But since they were delinquent in .signed a two-year contract with
submitting royalties to Marks, the Benny Goodman and will play
court awarded Marks triple dam- drum.s in sextet B. G. is organixing.
•

Box and Cox
Galway Bay
Victoria
Golden lEatrings
Leeds
Teresa
,Unlt
Silver Wedding Waltz.
.

.

Tree

Meadow Connelly

in the

.

Morris

Civilization

Wood

Near You..,

Morris

Serenade of Bells
Wishing Waltz

Noel Gay.

L. Wright
Dream of Olwen
Who's Kissing Her. Peldman
Once Wintertime Cinephonlc
.

.

.

.

.

.

Connelly

Dash
Tell Me a Story
Sweet 16 ........ Darewski
EeHections Water, .P. Maurice
Oh My Achin' Heart Connelly
.F. D. & H.
Cousin Louella.
.

.

.

,

.

How Soon

B.

You Do ....
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.

Apple RlnsSom.
Too Fat Polka

Make Up

After

AH
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;
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.

.

.

.

.

...

—

.

Wood

Cinephonic

SPAWNING INDIE HITS

Philadelphia and Cleveland continue to be the leading spawning
grounds' for disk hits, with the lat-

two riders, "Hearts Win, You
Lose" and "Tea Leaves" split in
that ordier as to the original imest

^^^^^^

petus
Philly,

(Inttfumtntal)

Art Young Picnic

Sob

between those two towns.
which has quite a number

breaker" and "I'm -Looking Over a
Four Leaf Clover."

RITUAL FIRE DANCE'
No.
List

R.

10,013

Pric« $1,00 plus tax

began

getting

for

calls

the wrong was righted;

Moore

-f

"A CHAZENDEL
OIFSHABOS"
(A Caiitor For The Sabbath)

ARTHUR TRACY

As trustee for music publishers
on synchronization and mechaniHarry Fox hasn't as yet

devised a formula for the licensing
Of films made primarily for teleRoyalties Settled vision. One thing that he has
pretty v^ell decided on for incluHollywood, May 18.
sion in such a formula is the time
Oscar Moore's suit against Nat factor.
Fox figures that such
(King) Cole for a cut of Capitol
agreements should be limited to

On

Record royalties accrued to Cole, one year.
was settled out of court here.
Fox is disposed at the moment
Moore, who quit as a inember of
the Cole trio months ago, iiad to the theory that until the maldng
claimed that his arrangement with of film for television assumes some
Cole called 'for a slice of disk
royalties as well as salary.
He
sued in L. A. superior court for
$8,200 out of $30,000 Cole collected since Moore's leaving.
Cole and his manager, Carlos
Gastel denied that Moore's coin
deal called for a royalty cut, but
it's admitted that he had received
cuts of such income in the past.
Amount the .suit was settled for is

12" Bladt Labtl

'TABU

TED HEATH
AND

HIS

and largest film

outfits.

IS-"^'

.

McHUGH
MONTH

BMI

PLAY 'EM!

DISK 'EM!

Musie hy ,

.

JiMMt MtHVOH
Amertca's

N«w iiMnmmiMl

Hii!

fiddle

.

in licenses issued for regular a.m.

NO lONGiR

coverage.

White Ankles Coast Deal
Whlt«v scheduled to
to California Sunday (16)
to head the T. B. Harms music
office there, instead quit his post
and will stay in N. Y. White and
execs of Max Dreyfus' interests
got into a misunderstanding the
day he was to head west.
White was to have planed out
and had shipped belongings on
ahead by express. He was head
of the Crawfortl firm in

New

Yolrk.

Greot Show)
>

Elmore

move

SABRE DANCE BOOGIE'

..vMllliY^\

Irving BerUn of Nippon has been
ShocMku's employ for 15 years,

but reached'^a pinnacle only tw<^
'iBouncing Ball' Plugs
years ago by composing the postwar song hit, the catchy "Ringo
Planned for Tele by
Broadcast Music, Inc., is prep- No Uta" ("The Apple Song"). Manping a version of the "bouncing jyome has done about 150 songs
ball" idea with which to get the for Shochilcu. He is now barnjump with, its songs on television storming Honshu, with Michiko
outlets. Idea will be to constantly Namiki, attractive Nip thrush who
service the country's video sta- made his "Apple Song" a hit via
tions with slides lettered with the the stage.
Another Manjyome song, "Junjo
lyrics of tunes being promoted,
to be used in conjunction with no Oko" <"Hill of Pure linotion"),
recordings of the songs by major is currently on the best seller list.
Other current hits in Japan are
and minor labels. It will sooii be
"Shina no Yoru" ("China Nights"),
issued.
BMI, incidentally, is not asking composed by Nobuyuki Takeoka;
additional licensing fees for the "Nagasaki Monagatari" ("Stories of
use of its melodies on tele, as the Nagasaki");
"Nagasaki
Chocho
American Society of Composers,, Fujm" ("Madam Butterfly of NagaAuthors and Publishers intends saki"); and "Miato no Mirueruoka"
doing. Video rights to BMI ma- ("Hill Overlooking a Port").
terial are automatically included

A

MUSIC

'ER

DOWN ABIN,
PAW"

on

Uit frice $1.50 plus tax

Palumbo Sets Satchmo
Louis Ax-mstrong will be the second name group to go mto Franlde
Philadelpliia
Palumbo's
Ciro's,
nitery. Armstrong will open May
31 for two weeks.

"SUP

lar grounds.

8. 12,001

video commercials.

Writer Charges Outright

to

No.

importance as an industry the
licensing arrangement for such
films should be the same as it is
for any «onunercial film, with the
price based on individual use, and
not according to any formula. Fox
has been charging as high as $100
for the use of a composition in

Palumbo recently turned Clfo's»
only a few blocks from his Click
Steal of Protected Tunes Club, which uses full-size name orPiracy of his songs, "Rainbow at "chestras, into a name-music spot.
Midnight" and "Answer to Rain- He uses only small combos, howJoan Edwards Trying
bow at Midnight," was charged by ever.
A. Miller in an infringement
To Breach Vita-Wax Grip John
suit filed in N. Y. federal court last
Chicago, May 18.
week. Copyrighted in 1946, tunes
Judge Walter LaBuy set June are published by Shapiro-Bern^
io for hearing on petition filed stein, also a plaintUt.
Defendants
by Chicago attorney Alois Knapp are Royal- Plastics, King Records
in behalf of Joan Edwards, against Distributing Co., Lois Music and
Knapp is Keys Music, Inc.
Records.
Vitacoustic
seeking release of Miss Edwards'
Action claims that although the
masters cut for Vita before' it defendants were notified that they
of the were illegally publishing, selling
filed under Chapter
Chandler Act last Feb. 20.
and recording the songs, the alKnapp will ask release on the leged "Violations «ootibued.
basis that her contract states in
CHOICE MUSIC. INC.
the event of bankruptcy, the masters are to be returned to the
JapHitjhtrade
BIOS SnliMt Bird.
UfS l(raaatrar
singer. He also "contends the conHollymwd
4^ CaL New Tartc, N. y.
Tokyo, May 1.
tract was invalid originally beUndisputed king of Tokyo's Tin
cause it was not signed by the
Pan
Alley is Tadashi Manjyome,
American Federation of Musicians. 43-year-old
composer who has foreMiss Edward's petition is the
saken classical preferences to coin
25TH 4MNfyEitS4Rr
first to reach the courts. If ruling
barrels of yen by writing scores
is in her favor, several other Vita
for Shochiku, one of Japan's oldest
artists are prepared to file
simi-

"THE STREET SINGER"

"EIL! El LI"

artists.

cal "rights,

Suit Vs. Cole

H

v.,

Canadian

Band is built around three Hecopies of the song and, thinldng
glna brothers, Jerry, Tofty and
there was .a. "mistake somewhere,
Chris Gage.
secured a copy of Johnson's recIt was then determined that
ord.
the tune figured to be Johnson's
was actually one of Bourne's copy- Fox Warily Approaches
rights, written by Sam Coslow and
Will Grosz. Bourne protested and
Tele-Film Tune Permits

of small labels and is the progenitor of Ferkes' string band, holds,
say recorders, the edge over .Cleveland in this regard.
being kept hidden by both parties.
Cleveland can lay claim to being
Moore last year earned $57,000
the teeoff spot for such tunes as with Cole, on the basis of $500
"You Can't Be True, Dear" .and weekly salary, plus bonuses from
"Toolie Oolie Doolie," while disk coin.
Philly's roster includes "Heart.

"NATURE BOY"

ballroom, .JReglna, Sask,, will
tune recorded for King by Lonnie
eo t<i
Johnson was brought to the eom^ Britain in August under the dSeopany by the latter and was first tion of Canuck Theatre and Art
thought to be Johnson's own com- Productions, Ltd., Vancouver. An
exchange plan has been woi-ked out
position.
After recording, the
whereby British bands and entersong was turne^ over to the Lois
tainers will come to Canada. Idea
firm.
is in the interest of
dcvelopina
Because of Johnson's disking,

Chappell
Connelly

F. D, & H,
P. Maurice

PHILLY, CIEVE. LEADERS
IN

To Swap Bands

made arrangements with Bourne,
Edmonton, Aita., May in
Inc., under which the tune, "ToJerry Gage's 16-picce oreheslm
morrow Night," is acknowledged as
owned by Bourne. Version of the which got its start at the Trianon

'

Time May Change

JOXDOX RI CORDS
RELEASE

King Records and Lois Music, ai
subsidiary publishing firm afHliated
with Broadcast Music, Inc., have

Bourne

Second 12

I'll

SPECIAL

ACKNOWLPra
Canadii, England
AS TOMORROW OWNER

BOURNE

1

V

.

A

faddlc
RESnnCTEDII

a great piclural
great rong . ,

and nAW

,

REMEMBER MAMA
By Charim and Htniy Tobldf
(by special arrangement with John
lte<90rfl<!f1 by'

BETTY RHODES-VICTOR

21G©Y LANE— DE LUXE

Van

Druten)

CLAUDE THORNHIIL—COLUMBIA
RALPH YOUNG-JUBlLiE

PabUslieii

rtmer music coRr.. uso

l>y

iraudwiiir.

Shim

m

-

1

Til^IJDBVIIJLB
ing

Palace 2-a-Day Idea !Nes
the 1,700-seat house couldn't
«?^llle tradition, realized that
other Broadway deluxers.
^^''iVp talKKlary-wise with the
reasons there was the hope that a Cantor Benny,
S?'"P.ltlmeXl
For se^il^Toi. Berle might take over, but under today's salary
*'

dardrf $3 60

scale

seems

inevitable,

and that alone would

vaudeville

nheVoBte??e\S^^^^

is

These conventions draw from
10,000 to 20,000 to town and many

a grind picture

of the delegates hit the night spots
Convention
their
stay.
during

house tfd ay.

business will be more than good
until the middle of June, with
the Shrine convention again listed
for the early part of June.
Summer biz should take the
night clubs out of the red until

Plan Shuttering
ItaDy N. Y. Niteries

on

ForSHmmer;

falL

number of summer^
The greatest
Bhtttterings

since

of niteries

the

is

shortSff\'reTspotty.business, but

name
™Lde?s is
«BP of

attractions to lure the
caustag bonifaces to

Niteries Retain Lobbvist

To

Angle Reduction of 20% Cabaret Ta
.Washington, May 18.
idea of what the nitery operators are willing to pay a lobbyist to get the 20% tax reduced by
Congress went on the record when
a lobbyist for the night spots filed
a statement of expenses and Income with the Clerk of tlie Senate,

ducing the bite on the tabs. Deal,
handled by Otto K. Eitel, of the
Bismark hotel, Chicago, chairman
of the hotel owners, committee,
provided base pay to Haines of a

.

An

$10,000 retainer plus $15,000 for
expenses. For this, Haines would
organize the project, handle pubrequired under the Federal licity, and do other phases of work
lobbying statute.
in addition to lobbying.
Haines
Samuel F. Haines was retained filed with the Clerk of the Senate
as lobbyist by a group of hotel a letter which said in part:
"In
successful
event
you
are
in
people anxious to pep up biz in
their entertainment rooms by re(Contbmed on page 531
as

'

«,

READY TO REPEAT HIS

Trenet Held at Ellis Island
In Immigration Tiff

expected to hit New York
Clubs have not only
Tnnp

Sr

Hotek

Biz in Atlantic City
Atlantic City, May 18.
Resort night clubs are getting
a much needed shot in the arm
after a poor mid-winter period
with more than a dozen conventions in session here.

Charles Trenet, French singer.
being detained on Ellis Island
pending hearings to "determine
Is

SMASH

DiDistrict
admissibility".
rector of Immigration W. F, Watkins declined further comment oil
/
the reasons.
Trenet while in this country
two years ago, had been the cenThompson and the tre of considerable controversy.
ter when Kay
after their Later on a Canadian tour, he got
Williams Bros, depart
of the
into tiffs with concert promoters,
10-week run. Persian Boom
and
Plai bows out Saturday.(22) the and recently got Into another
fall, as wiU
fracas In France because of rewill reopen in the
same fusal to do encores.
Rendezvous Room in the
his

hot months.
shuttering are
Already set for
closes June 15,
Rubaii Bleu, which
which will shutand le Directoire.

TOUR

P. A.

of Last Year

It was revealed by immigration
Some Broadway spots are un- authorities that Trenet arrived
from France by plane. May 14 and
has been held since.

hotel.

its
decided on summer closmg.
Harem cannot get a
felt that a the
follow cursuitable attraction to
operator
Bros.,
Bitz
the
of
run
rent
Harris may attempt to run

Nat

and
with a lower budget show,
take a
that doesn't work out, he'll
vacation until the fall.
In addition to the summer closings, spots such as La Martinique,
if

Sophie

Tuder s
|

Option PickedUp

Embassy and the Carnival have

I

already folded,

Consequently, it's seen that there
be less clubs operating this
summer than at any time since the
That may hypo
start of the war,
business In spots remaining open.

Due

will

,

The cafemen figure most of their
customers will be taking to the
mountains and the seashore for
weekends, upon which they must
depend for the bulk of their businessT With a good Saturday and
Sunday hot likely, a profitablfe "week
is virtually impossible-^hei^ce, it's
better to camphor their operations

Labor Day.

until

•

RuMni Pacted to Conduct
Orch at Coliseum,

S. A. Casino

Johannesburg, South AfriThe house la part of the Schles-

slnger chain

ift that country.
Bubihi starts June 21 and' will
sail ftom New York, May 22, on

the

Robin Kettrlng.

Bobby Meeker Takes Over
Plantation Club,

Houston

Houston, Tex,, May 18.
Plantation Club, formerly owned
and operated by Joe Landwehr of
Oailas. has been purchased by
»obby Meeker, former bandleader.

Landwehr will continue to sponsor one nighter's by
name bands
in the Dallas-Fort
w«i sponsor the

Worth

area.

He

appearano* in
Worth of Guy Lombardo and
•"sband on May 23.
I pi t

TEX
Am

WILURMS
and His

WESTERN CARAVAN

"SWOKE, SMOKE,

SMOKE"

MrU'Ule A. 8lm»*» Affi""*

6 ; 0

HARRY

i

A.

0

i

|

j

to a sellout.
will

be

at the

followed

by Harry Rlchman, Who|

goes in July 12 for four weeks.
London theatregoers, unable to
obtain tickets for Miss Tucker's
engagement at the CasinOj are
playing all angles to get ducats.
One of the most circuitous gimmlcks yet to come to attention
came last week in New York. Harold Dobrow, in charge of the Willialm Morris agency foreign dept.,
which booked Soph on her London
date, received a caller Who requested that he write Casino op•

1

erator, Bernard Delfont, for tickets
for her sister in London.

i

WESTERN
AND THE

j

|

feafuring

Smokey Rogers and Deuce Spriggens

]

BOB STEELE UNIT SET

Beginning at the Capitol Theatre, Sioux Cify

FORTOUROFTEXASI
Dallas, May 18.
Steele, Cowboy film star, is
making a series of personal appearances and opens a four-day
date at the Rialto theatre here,

May

Bob

Friday (21).
^ " ,
Also In the revue will be JacK
O'Shea, flhnster; Max Terhune,
radio
Gilbert,
"Boots"
ventre;
comedian; Tommy Durden, guitarist and the Westernaires, cowboy
band.

/

ROMM

Durante, Michaud

'

then through Midwest
to Atlantic

|

|

^

will

tophne

Records

"TELL

the Texas State Fair, Di»llas. Show
will run 16 days, starting Oct. 8.
In previous years the State Faur
handled its own booking. Durante
and Michaud paid $25,00Q for ex-

Schnoz

Seaboard

|

Team

Hollywood, May 18.
Jimmy Durante, in partnership
with Arthur Michaud, band manager, closed a deal to stage this
year's show in the auditorium at

The

21

I

the

show, with a dozen' name acts and
at least one name band on the

HU

WOMAN

A

SUSPICION"

To Stage Texas Fair Show

clusive rights.

CARAVAN

I

totestCopitol
'

.

announcement of her appearance was made, lines started
aroundithe house. It's a complete
sellout for the four week stand.
The holdover time Is also well on

I

after

way
Soph

theatre,
ca.

Sophie Tucker's option for the
two weelcs after her regular four
week stint> at 'the Casino theatre,
London, has been picked up even
before her opening. Singer is
sWted to start her first postwar
British engagement. May 31.
Picking up option was prompted
by the heaviest advance sale In the
iilstory of the house. Immediately

it's

Jan Hubinl, vaude violinist, has
been signed as conductor for the
house orchestra of the Coliseum

to Sellout'

j

Theatre Bookings:

One

MANAGEMENT: Mel
9120 Sunset

Shauer

Blvd.,

Nighters:

Agency—Cliff

Hollywood At,

HARRY ROMM

MUS-ART Managemenf
Carling. Associate

Calif.

Press Relations: Loeff and Rose, Hollywoeil.

''''-

Wedwiadbijr,

S2
were Bobby Barry, JuUu* Owww*. 3<*n

l^ifflab
Elsie Janis; Juliet, Sydney GAht, Charles King, S<armmir
» close runner-up to Cohan for belnir,inilt«ted.
David Warfield
her" did
Almost anyone that could say, "If you dunt vMit her, I vant
imitators.
a Warfield. Alexander Carr was the greatest of all his many
him. had hun*Al Jolson. who is stalling a new generation imitating
suiging
dreds of mimics down oh one knee with their hands ext«ided
"Mammy " At one time the Shuberts had Georgie Jessel, Lou Holtz
and Georgie Price understudying Jolson when they thought Al was
going to leave them,
Eddie Foy had thousands of imitators, the greatest of them all are
his sons Eddie, Jr., and Chariie. Ethel Barrymore With her famous
"That's all there is, there isn't any more" was a cinch for nearly every
one to parody. 'Vesta Victoria was copied with her "Waiting At the
Church," as was Bert WiUiams with his "poker «ame" or "Nobody"
song. Sam'Bemafd with his explosive roUtag of the R's was mimickedl
from coast to coast. Solly Ward was about th6 best B^fematd/
Anna He;ld singbig "I Just Can't Make My Eyes Behave" was done
by every niimic in the countiy. So was George Beban's "Sign of the
Rose," when he shouted, "Rosa, Rosa." Eddie- Leonard had all of 'em
doing his "Roly Poly Eyes" and "Ida." Irene FrankUn had to stop
many a mimic from doing her famous "Red Head, Ginger Bread Head."
Eva Tanguay was imitated by even those who couldn't say "I Don't
Care." One of the most imitated was Harry Lauder, as was Pat Roon^
doing "Rosie O'Grady" with a waltz clog plus • couple of bells. His
son Pat 3d was the best of all who cotild imitate his old man. Anyone
who could wave a large picture hat did Grace LaRue. Teddy Roosevelt
With his famous ^'Delighted" was a favorite imitation. Lew Dockstadex
did this one for many seasons.' Fritri Scheff suiging "Kiss Me Again,"
Blanche Rmg singing "Rings On fHy Fingers," Bessie McCoy douig
Yama Yama^ Man„" an^, Jade Norworth singing his "Smarty" song,
were musts on eveiy impressionist^is list
Don't believe there were many that/ were imitated more than Frisco
,

wM

MIMICS
By Joe LiBiurie, Jr.-

May 19^ l^lf

RAs

AGVA

believe there ever was an actor when first starting who didn't
whom he put up as his idol and model. This
especially true of vaudeville. They would copy or try to copy
their idols' mannerisms, voice, idiosyncrasies, sometimes even >;alang'
of the actors would get rid of the paidttCttlar
Some
their material.
things they had copied as they got along in show bi« and added something of their own that -was original and IreSh and so were on the road
Others
stuck to the familiar impressions and just
to a silk-lmed living.
"got by." Those two words— "get by"—is the chloroform of ambition

*4

dont

I

copy some other actor

was

of the actor.
Tears ago la vaudeville mimics didn't have the great help^ of a microphone. The "impressaon" as to voice had to be pretty true. A mike
today can make a mimic out- of almost anyone; it gives a certain quality
to the voice that doesnt sound anytliing. like the one impersonated if
done without a mike.
We had really great mimics^and impersonatois in the heyday of
Great artists and personalities like Cissie -Loftus, Elsie
vaudeville.
Janis, Juliet, Norma Terns, Ina -Clarcj, Gertrude Hoffman, Taylor
Holmes, La Petite Mignon, Edna Luby, Mollie King, Willie. Howard.
Venita Gould, Nat Goodwin, Sydney Grant, Eugene Fougere. Felix
Claire, Jeanne Eagels, Ula (Cuddles) Lee, Georgie Price, Ray Cox,
Edna Aug, and many mtoEe limned in ntemoxy'ji pleiasant chain.. Many
of the -9bove gradtoated to stardom -in tegit and musical comedy.. They
raised mimicry to the, dignity of art As viSL some of our present day
'

'

..

'•.

•

&

Strqiper

mi

.

Watching Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin, the very youthful and
Imprestalented mdmics^ and Florerice Desmond, one of England's best
Friday (14) evening,
sionists, at the Lambs" Public Gambol In N. Y. last
mimics,
brought baclc a flood of memories of the great and near-great
unimpersonators and impressionists of the great unforgettable and
retumable days of vaudeville!
Mimicry started when the ftrst kid was able to make a face and insWhen a kid went to
tate his father's or mother's voice or mannerisms.
actoess,
the theatre and came back doing an imitation of the actor or
gesture,
as long as he had one or -two characteristics of the ongmal, a
was on
a voice, a look—it would pass with his doting parents and he
key.
his -way to open the door to show biz-^mimicxy was a skeleton

to Aid

Of Former

.

Boston,.

May

18,

American Gidld of Variety Art*
Bid ot Central la^
bor Trade Union to force the issim
with ttie dty of Providence on
the banning of Marie Cord, former
stripteuse, before she had a
chance to do lier act.
ista is enlisting

'

Under Providence's censorial
astern, police captain is em^
powered to order banning of any,,-'
thing without prior observation.
Thus without having seen Marie
Cord's act, Wbicfa. Is straight
warbling since she abandoned the
burley circufts, Capt. Cowen ordeied the Crown hotel to can^
'

her.

Emile Lowe, new
here, took matter

and Charlie Chaplin, Amos 'n' Andy and Moran & Mack. Ted Lewis
with his "Is Everybody Happy?", BUI Robinson's stair dance, Frances
White $dnging "Mississippi," Jim Barton's drunk; Ben Bemie's "YowzarYowza," Eddie Cantor singing "Susie," Moran St Mack's "I wouldn't
know dat," De Wolf Hopper's' "Casey At the Bat," Harhind Dixon's
eccentric dance, as with Will Mahoney's failing-down dance, Duncan
Sisteiis' liarmony, Frank Tinney with his lunnyisms, Bert Fitzgibbcm
with his nutUness, Ethel Levey .singhig "Good Bye Flo." Vesta TiUey
sing^ "Following In My Father's Footsteps," Melntyre & Heath's
"Lively Stable," Bee Palmer* Oilda Grey and Ann Pennington's dance
These were some most imitated by yesterday's
Styles; Laddy Cliff.

Barnes. Providence

AGVA

bead

up with

AGVA

Cliff

head,

and result will be an appeal to the
Central' Labor Trade Union to iothe Providence situation,
in most towm censatidiip comes f<^
lowing complaints on an ad in

vestigikte

.

Providence,

progress;

can Iteep

itself

however,

pure from reading

Hub

burley ads. . . .even if they're
several years-old. Miss Cord's coiv
rently dohtg a sketch «t the Hub's
Gay Nineties, and hasn't been on
the burley circuit for some time,

Oslo's

BrazHian Orch
Pacted for Cruiser

mimics.
You can add so many more to the list, such as^ Jessel singing "My
All the past mimics weren't great. -Most of them took the best parts
of the acts of those tliey impersonated and ^maat along getting by. not Mother's Eyes." Groucho Marx, Harry Richman's "Putting On the
on their talents, but on the excellent material they were using. Cissie RitjT," Ed Wynn's "Sooooo . .," Jack Pearl's "Vas You Dere, Sharlie?",
Loftus, Juliet, Elsie Janis, Gertrude Hoffman, Venita Gould and others Joe Penner's "Wanna Buy a Duck?", W. C. Fields 'po 'way boy, you're
used their own special material, doing it as the persons they were bothering me," Fanny Brice singing "My Man," fred Stone's "Scarecrow dance," Weber & Fields' "choking scene."
Imitating would havft jdone it.

Gao, whose Braxilian band haS''
been appearing at Le Directoire,
N. Y., with Kay Thompson, has
been signed as the ship's orchestra
aboard the Moore-McCormack liner

Cohan Most Imitated
From Boop-a-Daop Tm G. &
The most Imitated., years ago was George M. Cohan. Anycme who
Then, of course, came the hordes Imitating Helen ECane, the "Boopcould sing "Give My Regards To Broadway" or '*I'm a Yankee Doodle a-Doop Girl," Gallagher & Shean's "Mr. Gallatfber and Mr. Sbean,"
Dandy" through -his nose did^a Cohai^ imitation. Dave MaUai (now Will Rogers, Maurice Chevalier with his jaw out singtgig "Mimi"
with "Oldahoma!") was the greatest of all Cohaq imitators. Others (George Givot did this very well), Helen Morgan's "Bill." Frisco did
a derastating and the funniest satire on Helen-^tgan that ever was

dies cruise.

lubniQS.

.

'

.

COMEDY

mm

FUN-MASTBt'
Nos.

1

6«» ni*~
to22 at $lJDO<ea.
Show

III

10 PARODIES for $f0.«l»
"How to 1* «> EncM**
$3.00 faeludiHCi 2 ««« Hkt
Send tor. list of matwlal.' iwMitca,
oomedjr.. MnKSi' nhntnl bit*—blackoota. ikits, etc.

NO 0.0.D'(
PAULA SMITH

W. Hth 8t.,'New York

200

IS

staonpede with

Bandleader, also a pianist and
arranger, was one of the top Bio
de Janeiro Im toners i^rioe to

ing to

tlie

U. S.

"G«me Up

and See Me Sometime.'/
There was an epidemic of indtatiims in vaudeville from 1905 to 1930.
By Hawy Bearnvf
It was about that time when mimics passed out. Creators not imitators,
'•
«
became the order of things.
Saranac Laike, N. Y., "Mas 18,
Then radio came in and another load of mimics were bora, helped
Many thanks to J. G. Taylor
Spink; owner and editor .of Sport- by "the microphone tyros in the night clubs. Some became good mimics.
ing News, for placing the gang on They followed the same pattern as their predecessors in vaudeville,
his mailing list.
many of them taking the best scenes of the ones they are inipersonatSeni Okun, author, took time out- ing. But am glad to say that most of them now try for special mateof<bed. to go to JBIijAbethtown, rial, satirizing or kidding the particular star in special song and talk.
N. Y.. and take the Oath-^-AllegiTliere are. so many great mimics around today tbat it would be hard
ance for American citzensliip.
to pick, any tops on any capsule list like this one, and some ai«.boimd ttt
Jack O'Brien and Thomas Mer- be left out. But these surely belong: Sheila Barrett, Peter Lind Hayes,
rick in from Washington to visit Al Bemie, Dennis Day, Mitzi Green, Dean Murphy, Jerry Btann; "Wild"
Walter (Par) Romanik, who's flash- Bill Ames, the Radio Aces, Eddie Garr, June Lorraine, Zero Mostel,
ing good reports.
Georgie Price, The Pitchmen, Mickey Rooney, Radio Rogues, Dick &
Fred Slater, of 20th-Fox, visiting Gene Wesson, Ward Wilson, Lan-y Storch, Shavo Sherman, Nip Nelson,
Moe Gould, who expects his all George and Gene Bernard, Allan J. Melyin, Arthur Boran, Marc Balero,
clear and go-home papers soon.
Arthur Blake and many, many more too humorous to mention.
Just as yesterday, our present day mimics have their, regular reperFord Raymond, xylophonist who
beat the rap here, suffered a set- toire, no mimic's program is complete without a hunk of Gable, Jimmy
back and recuping In Iios Angeles. Stewart, Lionel Banymore, Gary Cooper, Ctdiman, F.D.R. and Mrtf,
Benita Collada,' who cured here, Roosevelt, Durante, Jolson, ZaSu Pitts, Sinatjra, Boyer, Fred AUen,
has sold Us Helen Hill Villa to Laughton, Rochester, Senator Claghom. Bette Davis. Churchill, Peter
Eugene Wolbarst, writer.
Lorre, Hepburn, Vall'ee, Crosby, Robinson, Cagney, Bogart, Brice, Jerry
The Trudeau dramatic club pre- Colonna and, of course, Hildegarde and Garbo.
Some do them great, some do them just so-so, but they all get ovtar.
sented a comedy, "Curse You, Jack
Dalton" to S.R.O. Eddie Vogt, of Audiences applaud even if they never saw the originals, since it would
the Will Rogers, directed the play. prove that they were ignorant. For young talent with spotlight fever,
Bob (Warner Bros.) Fasquale, mimicry is a real coin-insurance. Yonn^ters will come up who will
who's responding to treatment dare to oppose tradition and they will be the ones who will bring US
nicely, visited last week by Ansomething new in mimicry. Tliat will be the day! Mimics will be wftli
thony Pizza and John Ditta, of Ken us as long- as there is a microphone and a personality to imitate.
sington. Pa.
America loves ite greats to be satirized, ridiculed, huriesqued ahd
Arthur Alverez, of the downtown parodied, and weH always have the guys glad to do itr
colony and announcer for. Station

SarmcUe

For All >tinteliM.»f<'Hba Hlc rt i

"U*

And of course Mae West, who started a

done.

Outfit sails on the vessel
next Thursday (20> tvt a West In<
Brazil.

.

THOMAS
RIO

CASmO. iOSTON
8»«!!»aljlfafa»fel

Thantai.

JACKPftSKER
cuwir
f^umour

NIXON
Rj^TAURANT

'

HEENEandHOWAftD
'Comedy Dance

KEITH'S,
Olr.;

Anrict'

DAYTON

JIATIY .ItOKH

Munger and George
Loretl^a
Faulkner motored in from Albany,
'

May Shatter for Summer

'Water Follies' SKml5G
F<ir2Wli;s.atSattLake
Salt Lai« City, May 18.

There's a possibility that the
Latin Quarter, Boston, will Close
for the summer, June 5.- Business
has been offish of late.

"Water Follies of 1948" wound
up a two-week stand at the Coli*
seum as a total floperoo. After a

Latin Quarter, Boston,

•

lUCAS

N.

Y.,

celebrate™, birthday

to

"KEN MURRAY'S
BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

of

James Wotton, who Is perting up
O.K.
John Binkley received nifty medical report that rate's him to go
home 4n the fall.
Arthur Proifitt back from Plain;

Appearing

:

Myron Cohen, who starts there good opening night, the b.o. fell
May 23, is likely to top the last away to nothing, probably due to
N. J., after a 10-day vacation- show for current season. Reopen- n.s.g. reviews in the local press,
ing is slated for the early fall.
Write 'to those^o are ill.
and by closing tbeice were almost
as many people tn the cast as in
the audience.
Former vauder Artie Pearce (&
Total two-week gross, whieb
Colder) assigned to manage the
es
could have hit about 7SG top, was
Warner Bros, theatre in Sharon,
'

field,

'

El Capltan Theatre

Hoiiy wood. Cat.

Pa.'
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Beatrice Kraft signed for the
hotel, "Washington, start-,
7.
Costello Twins into

Shoreham
ing June

r^rMaal Direction— ED
BtriUOa*. H«ir Tarti SO. M. X,

Pedro and Duraiiii
The *Top»y Tanry •f"
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MAXINE

that spot, May 24.
Lucille and Eddie Roberts open
their fourth engagement at the
Hotel Pierre, N. Y., June 1.
Danny Thomas' date for the Chez
Paree, Chi<fago, has been set for

July

4MtM.

New

tiy

CaRPORATIStl

closer to $lSgOOQ,

.

.AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING

.

BHk<<

SEMEKAL ARTISTO

on a 10-day

to N. Y. C.

vacash.

New

tow inzpAWCK

'

WNBZ,

ICK

PITTSBURGH

9.

Phyllis Claire pacted for Club
Charles, Baltimore, June 1<
Galente and Leoharda into Chan*^
ticleer, Baltimore, June 3.
Mitzi Green set for Fairmont
hotel, San Francisco, Aug. 10.
Collins and Peterson into Cliquot
Club, Atlantic City, this week.
Three Sweets are featured at
the New Keqijooce fiotel, AV^ip^-

CURRENTLY
PINT HOUSE CLUB indrfinitely. New York
WNCWT
RADIO: SMMfciys. 3-3:11

M,

pnrr

,

w>Jh^v, May

19,
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Shelvey Drops Suit Against

4A s;

98

Chums

Try

It Again,
PalnesviUe, O., May 18.
Mounds Club, plush nitery

and gambling spot, reopened
week with armed guards

AGVA Convention in N.Y., June k

last

fiODbbandRivaiAGVAUnion

Stationed outside.
Swank club and its patrons

were robbed
suit brought- by the case like Mohammet's coffin
The injunction
former national ad- suspended halfway between heaven
earth.
I have never in my
^JfltratTof the American Guild and
against the experience seeii a case in which
Artists,
Associated Actors there were two counsel and no atSatent union,
ended last torney of record, and I hope never
America,
of
Artistes
ffi
^iTin Tf Y. supreme court with to see one again."
Others May Reopen Suit
:thavicJyb/the4A;s Shelwith Allen Nlckeraon.
The sudden ending of the case
vey together
Herbert with no decision handed dovm from
and
Bamett
Barney
ended the trial by signtag the bench, leaves the re-openlng
vacate a of the case in October a possibility.
Stipulation agreeing to
injunction and sever all With the exception of Shelvey,
Bamett, Florida rep for Shelvey,
cotmections with AGVA.
in and Nickerson and Meyers, repsuddenly
End of trial came
Supreme Court resentatives for Shelvey in Philan attorney mixup.
adelphia, any group of Shelvey
Cohalan,
O'Leary
Justice Dennis
day of- the trial, seek- adherents may reopen the inori the third
the proceedings. junction suit 'next court term.
ini! to expedite
It
Howev,er,
would be necesof
lineup
Started to. review the
being sary to obtain the. consent of e\cery
Shelvey's counsel. Case was
Cowan, name that Shelvey said he repreargued by Arthur W. A.
in
order
to designate counsented
Philadelphia attorney,
Shelvey's
to, sel and reopen the case.
who had been given permission
The stipulation, as signed by
N. Y. court.
try the case In the
Meyers and
Shelvey,
Nickerson,
Sanouel Scholer, N. Y. attorney was
Barney Bamett, Florida, calls for
jBrisOng, but law firm of Greenthe dismissal of the previous inr
baum, Wolff and Ernst were listed
Upon learn- junction handed down by N, Y.
as attorneys of record.
the Supreme Court Justice Samuel
ing that Scholer was not of
Null which forbade the holding of
Ernst firm, Justice Cohalan set for
convention and to maintain
Morris Ernst, who explained that It AGVA
the status-quo of the union. Shelwas understood he would not try
vey is forbidden to represent himthe case, but had not withdrawn as
self as an employee or agent of
attorney of irecord.
was desig- AGVA; enjoined from forming any

.

»/fiV shelvev.

TvXiy

»us

.

Scholer subsequently
nated by @helvey as his counsel,
btit Scholer declared that he could
not act as counsel for anyone but
the plaintiffs present In court, because their consent was necessary
for him to act In their behalf. Court
recessed for the day until Shelvey
could designate new counsel for
those he. purported to represent.
This reference was made to several
hundred slgnees of a petition
Before
bai^g' Shelvey's suit.
coiirt convened the following day
former Supreme Court Justice
Samuel Rosenman, onetime adviser to the late Pres. Roosevelt
and trial counsel for 4 A'6
Committee, and Cowan, arrived
at a stipulation which the court
agreed to accept. In dismissing the injunction action, Juiitice Cohalan HA&stedL that
the
"Attorneys of record have left

-ON PREMISES
^9 Cloy Tenn'j Court*

masked

4A's Comm. Takes Over
PhiUy

AGVA

Branch;

Jones' Status Still in Air
The American Guild of Variety
Artists last week took over Phila-

AGVA

delphia

Melfl, former
chlarge.

&

Dewey Barto, Henry
Whether Jones will consent to Dunn, Margie Coates, Phil Foster,
the takeover is still problematical. Jimmy Hollywood, Jimmy Lyons,
He's to confer with Associated Ac- f al Sherman, Joe Smith, Russell
wann and Danny White.
tors and Artistes of America execs
this week in an effort to arrive at
Other delegates
a settlement as to his own status
Chi delegation will comprise
and that of the membership he Bert Davis, Jack Gaynne, Bea
,

controls.

LEWIS

returned.

& MARTIN HELD

OYER BY COPA,

Name

Slate,

N. Y.

At the close of the trial, another
unusual instance developed when
Bamett attempted to walk out with
two suitcases, one of which had
AGVA papers. He was stopped by
AGVA board member Henry Dunn
and was brought up before the Too Much Juggling Cancels
bench. Justice Cohalan threatened
him with contempt proceedings
Jane Russell's Pitt Date
unless he returned the papers.
During the surrender of the
Pittsburgh^ May 18.
papers, Cowan insisted that most
Lenny Lltman washed up his
of the papers being taken were deal for Jane Russell booking at
personal or relating to non-AGVA Club Copa after film actress asked
himself
and to have her date changed again, for
between
matters
Shelvey. Court declared that per- fourth time.
She had originally
sonal papers could not be taken. been booked in, at $3,500, for DecTo settle all arguments, the court oration Day (31) week; then shifted
declared it would pass on the own- to June 21, after that a week earlier and finally back to original
ership of all documents.

Al Mach, and

Louis,

Board

Seattle,

Dor-

othy Carroll.

There were no selections from
Philadelphia or the Youngstowij
area because of branch heads dlS'^
putes with the national office. In
the Philadelphia area, one AGVA
office was controlled by Shelvey,
while the other, manned by Dick
Jones, refused to nominate for dele«
gates in protest on the method of
balloting. Youngstown was in the
midst of a squabble of jurisdiction
between Shelvey and the AGVA
national c o
1 1 1 e e, governing

mm

AGVA,
Balloting for the convention was
Out of 14,000 ballots sent
out by the Honest Ballot Assn.,
only 1,724 valid ones were re^
turned. Some ballots came from
members not paid up, others came
light.

in improperly marked.
Voting for election was done on.
a national scale. Members, in any
branch, could vote for selection?

from every other branch on

thft

ballot.

Voting in New York was
ceded by a campaign between
slates.' Henry Dunn headed
successful slate which got the

pre-

two
the

ma«

jority of the candidates, while Phil
Irving,
not elected,
headed a faction which placed two
delegates.

although,

Haven, Jane MacDonough, Joe Wallace, Charles Weaver. Los Angeles
In the event that any candidate
delegates are Jean Arthur (not. the
film actress), Danny Buck, Frank will be unable to attend the confab,
Svers, Harry Mendoza and Eddie runnerups wlU be selected as alternates.
Rio. Detroit's selection comprises
Larry Kent, Al Tucker and Russ
Wright. From Boston will be Danny
Creedon, Jack Edwards, Eddie Ed. Gardner Unit, With
Kane and Ralph Morgan. San
,

Aubrey

Francisco's choices are Will

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis and Billy Grant. Pittsburgh's selechave been signed to holdover at the tions are Lois Donn and James
Copacabana, N. Y., until June 30. Flannery.
Pair started at this spot at $2,500
Kansas City will send Joe Page;
weekly, but have been given a sal- Baltimore, Jack Taylor; Columbus,
ary hike with the picking up of Bill Ogden; Dallas, Sherry Lynn;
their option.
Denver, Lester Harding; Houston,
Mitzi Green was slated to follow Cal Emmett; Miami, Buddy Walker;
Martin and Lewis, but her date has Montreal, Thomas R. Artman; New
been postponed until January. A Orleans, Earl Warner; Omaha,
subsequent layout hasn't been set Betty Cox; Phoenix, Bob Roberts;
as yet.
Portland (Ore.), Phil Downey'; St.

date.

SHandbotl

standing

Takeover was in keeping with
the terms of settlement of injunc-!
tion suit brought- by Matt Shelvey,
under which he agreed to disband
his rival union, also that Arthur
W. A. Cowan, Shelvey's attorney,
consent to the substitution of
AGVA Philly attorneys, Schnader,
Kenworthy, Segal
Lewis, to
handle pending action of AGVA
against Dick Jones, who controls
Marty Barrett,
another Philly AGVA faction.

ent administration.

is

tral hotel, N, Y.
Meeting will adopt a constitution, elect national officers, and
finalize the
of. the

nounced, the list of. delegates
elected 'by the membership in a
nationwide balloting. Closing date
for ballots was April 20, but results
were held in abeyance because of
the decision handed down by Justice Samuel Null of the N. Y. supreme court, which forbade any expenditures except for normal running expenses of the union.
The New York balloting resulted
in the election of Jerry Baker,

The Boston local has been placed
labor organization using the in charge of Emil
Lowe, while New
name; enjoined from in- Orleans is under the direction of
ducing AGVA members to dis- Ben
White.
obey union's directives; forbidden
to solicit for the union; hire or fire
in the name of AGVA, and to turn
over all union property to the pres-

property,

Following collapse of the injunc
tion suit brought by former national director Matt Shelvey, The
American Guild of Variety Artists
got down to its first order of business by calling its oft-postponed
convention. Confab is slated to
take place June 3 at the Park Cen-

branch with Vito branches throughout the country.
Simultaneously,
outdoor organizer, in
AGVA
an-

AGVA

In retum, AGVA agreed to pay
Nickerson $803 severance pay and
vacation monies and reimburse him
for coin he laid "out to run the
AGVA office In Philadelphia while
under the
4A administration;
Meyers got $120 and Bamett gets
$1,000 under this arrangement.
Money will be paid as soon as

48 Del^ates to

approximately

bandits.

new

AGVA AGVA

[9HOU60lFCOURSl|

of.

$500,000 last year by

1948's

Jane Russell, Tees Off
At Palace, Cleve., June 3
The Ed Gardner ("Duffy's Tavern") package to comprise Charlie
Cantor, Eddie Green, Jane Russell,

Florence Halop and Matty Malneck's band^ tees off at the Palace
theatre, Cleveland^ starting June 3.
Layout will follow into the
Strand theatre, N. Y., starting
.

June

11.

SENSATIONAL SINGING GROUP

ODOM

KING

By that time, Litman was getting
Silver Agcy, shame-faced
at asking columnists
Chicago, May 18.
and commentators to do switcherMorris Silver, former midwest oos and when the latest request for
head of the William Morris office, another alteration came through,
now operating his own agency, will he told Miss Russell's agents
expand operations in September.
nothing doing and to forget the
Armand Donian, former Chi whole thing. Understood, too, he

Donian with

SCAROON
ANOR HOTEL
(>n

SCHROON LAKE

N

naoOLFlO JUNEaO

V

theatre owner, will join firm as was a little worried about such a
veepee, at which time the Silver high-price attraction at his noagency will Incorporate.
cover, no-minimum spot, and might
have been just as happy for a
chance to pull out of the commitment.

West's *B'way Fantasy'
For Alpine Village, Cleve.
Cleveland, May 18.

FOUR
NEW

Currently

Appearing

RUBAN BLEU
On

Buster West is taking a flyer as
a nltery-show producer until he
rejoins cast of "Red Mill," which
recently disbanded for summer.
Dancing comedian will headline
and also co-produce tab revue,
"Broadway Fantasy of 1948," opening atv Herman Pirchner's Alpine
Village here May 23.
.

the Air; Every

YORK

Wednesday

Starting July 7th

8:00 to 8:30 P.M. EDST

NBC

Coast-to-coast

MUSICRAFT RECORDNG ARTISTS
LATEST RELEASES

ies
Hotels, Niteries
Continued from page 51

aassJ

bringing this matter to Congress'
attention by amendment, rider, or
proposed legislation, there will be

"Four Leaf Clover"

"They put John on tho island"
"I'm Living

"Mary Lou"

Humble"

advanced to you an additional sum
of $25,000 for expenses to further
guide and assist .... this legislaIn event you are successful
tion.
in having passed legislation that
will reduce the cabaret tax .... to

10%,

to be paid
If the tax is reduced to
are to be paid the sum of

you are

$35,000.

5%, you
$50,000."

The

Personal Mgr..

HELEN KING. 145

lavtr,

St.,

Exclmive Management

JULES ZIEGLER,
MS

Filth

Avenue,

Murray

letter winds up by telling
to watch his step and care-

Haines
fully obey the lobbying

45th

I..

-o:.

3.

#.a

Hill

New

York

7>42S*

Inc.

New

York

;

/

—

IVIGHT
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.
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.
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CLUB REVIEWS

Le Rwlmn

Bleu, IV. v.
executed spins. Efforts get salvos.
tatimate
Eddie Stono does a eorapetent
Potrlcia Bright, Muriel Gainet
Hollj/ioood, May 16,
quarters of the Bacheloifs Club
job of showbacking and the Cas- Bill Dtllarff, Fletcher
(PALIOEE eoVSE)
^ Shmv
Lillian Roth, Muzzy Morcclttno tellanos orch bangs out a floordon't give this turn the frame it
Delora Bueno, Nonnann Paris Trio
Chicago, May 13.
Jose.
needs, but they manage just the Orch (12); cowr. ^1.50 weekdays, filling rhumba session.
'
Julius Monk; minimuni«, $3.$4,
Hildegardc, witJi Saloatore Gioe: same to make a sock impression. $2 Saturdays.
his band
and
Gabel
Walter
$3.50
Pianist
Orch
(12);
Oliuer's
EidWie
Time literally turned backward
play a gooA show and are okay
Tony Mele has again brought t*
iniitimum, $1 cover.
on dansapation, too, especially in here opening night wl^en a slegBritton,
Sherry
Eddie Daxiis,
gether an amiable collection of ptf.
young woman
attractive
the rumba department—a must der,
Boyd Heath, Aldo & Tercsito, Be«- formers certain to please, to a
The Empire Room is still Hilde- with Bachelor's clientele.
stepped out onto the floor of this
mort
erlK Becker, Ruth Mayo, Wtlls Swgarde's oyster. Returning after a
Cohen.
plush Sunset Strip nitery. For
or less degree, the so-what patronc
ter* (2), Art Wwcii Orch; f3.50
three-year absence, she lined them
Lillian Roth it was a return to
of his well-upholstered second-flboi'
minimum.
night
up at the door on opening
Hollywood after a long absence
Y.
'S.
Brighter
select
Terrace
front
side
is
for
marked by
while demonstrating
an absence complicated by per(NEW YOUKER HOTEW
tableholdeis that the passage of
One of the important accom^ couple femmes who h,ave already
sonal problems. Many opening
Davis
time hadn't lowered her voltage.
"Golden Jubilee" revue, with night patrons were friends and plishments of boniface Eddie
left their well-appreciated mark
And although there was a iiegU0- James Carter, Jerry iWopcs, George well wishers. Many more were s his abiUty to gauge audtences
elsewhere, and a pair of
ble amount of white showing lit her Wagner, Jack Raffloer, Alice Far- complete stnangers who hadn't accurately. One* be buks MP a here or
late perfoimance, all signs point ntr. Notui MadOonald, Margie Lee, known her or heard of her. She crowd he trots out the type of fugitive)!) from Yale who are makmaterial that will hold their atten- ing their professional bow-in.
to the .best biz this room has en- Horriet Kemey, Estelle Newcomer^ won them all over.
joyed iia months.
Wisely, chanteuse does not de- tion. That's one reason he's never
Bill Jordan, Arthur Johnson.
Patricia Biright, with her raucous
Chantoosey continues to enchant Staged and directed by Bonn Ar- pend entirely on nostalgia appeal given a bad show.
His abiUty to play to audiences satirizing, gets top bilUng, and'
•em with a contralto and earnest den; Costumes, Bob afocfcinlosh. in reprising oldies with which she
She has a short of aU types was demonstrated last justifiably so. She's switched to
pitnistics, Awapped Up in a manner Mine. Bcrtho; Rom Ebcrlc Orch was identified.
can (13); fio minimum, cower ?l medley of such tunes but saves week in Ins nitery when three the 56th street boite after a long
so elaborately synthetic
the majority of them for a care- large and noisy parties virtually run at No. I Fifth Avenue. Hev
use it lor laughs. Her act is the weekdaus; flJSO toeekends.
fully-planned "Sorapbook" routine took over the hospice. Once Davis long repertoire is reined to an unsame ovei--aU as when she last
that serves as an encore. Special started his ministrations it became derdone minimum here. The cusplayed here, but her keyboarding
This new New Yorker ice revue. material arrangements of contem- a foregone conclusion that the tomers could stand a bit more like
has improved and there's more of
coincidentid
week
(5)
porary stuff comprise the majority crowd would react as any other her pitch to be elected "Miss
The gloves, the bird-nest Opening last
it:
orEberle's
Hay
debut
of
the
group of spenders. They were Rheingold of '49," the biting carof her stint
hairdo, and other accoutrements with
is a cute bit of fluft based
chestra,
Miss Both delivers in a relaxed brought down to size sufficiently bon of the French chantoo^es
are needless to say. imalfeied.
on the 50th anni of the merging of
to pay rapt attention to Davis' from "le autre side de ocean" and
Her song, tepeibnre raages from the five boroughs of New York style but with an apparent zest. material
and tunes.
she
tlie neat replica of Katharine Hepijoy de viire slsiff in full volume City, It's an excuse to stage a Gay Her stuff is all good and
Sherry Britton, staple at this burn singing "Glocca Morra." Ma-it neatly. Manto whispery low flameis with an '90s->to-modera-times idea, calling knows how to sell
gets attention with her S]^ terial Is good for this type spot
undercurrent of hurt. Standouts for the use- of costiimes from one ner quickly wins audience ap- spot
and dances, wmle deadpan delivery Is sure for gigmaterial
cial
to
let
reluctant
"Ask Your era to the other and, more im- proval and they're
are "Je Chante,"
ingratiating
makes
an
Heath
Boyd
finished.
chore
is
her
when
go
gles and music and accompaniment
Heart," "My Bel Ami," 'Til See portantly, a goodly number of
For an intimate room she stacks emcee and does okay with his ro- topnotch.
Vou Today" and "Oh My Darimg.' standard songs in vogue during the
bust baritoning of standards.
list, written by Eddie Oliver, intervening decades. And. the mu- up as sure-fire, not only because
llSiiriel Gaines has been here so
Other performers, Aldo and
but
biings' the composer to ike 88 -for sic is as impoflimt as anythii««lse of her name and background,
often that the regulars can gleeTeresita, Kuth Mayo, WlUs Sisters
ability
present
to
because
her
cf
off
an
by
topped
a choice session
in a blade revue such as this, click. Tastefully garbed she makes and Beverly Becter ate all New fully call every turn; she likewise
orcli reprise wlrile he and Hilde- staged on a dime-size rink.
rates in the upper brackets for
.-.Jose*
favorable impres- Acts.
an
immediate
garde waltz. It also sets up an
names
such sophisticated spots as Rubain
There are no outstanding
intrepid pun by acpon^aiust Salva- in this show.
In factj the only sion and there's no letdown when
Bleu.- Colored warbler has a wwmy familiar phiz and title to New she starts to sing. Current stand
tore Gioe: "Oliver
derful collection of comic specialty V
should be the start of a definite
helart inngs."
tunes and can likewise sell an ocYorker halntues is Jerry Mapes.
OVaMmf-AsUria)
Kap.
upward path. *
casional serious one, as she does
Strauss waltzies served jfor HOde- Yet the group puts on a pleasant
(FOLIiOWVP)
with what she calls "Serutan Yob"
garde's main piano bout at show cohesive performance. Routines of
This is a quick repeat for Donald ("Natitte Boy" spelled backwards,
Caught, preceded by an incidental larger groups are in some instances
Blue Angel, N. Y.
Richards at the Hotel Waldorf- of course). She mixes the niim^
keyboard tour through "Old Gray well developed,- such as the one
Nan Wynn, June Richmond, Astoria, the young baritone, doub- bers with a bit of droll patter and
Bonnet," "Everybody's Doing It" that covers tiie various dance
Charleston, Black Botton, Robert Lttmouret, Phil Gordon. ling from "Finiaai's Rainbow," exhibits plenty of presence and
and "Running Wild." Singer jstays crazes
here until Jiily 7, then visits Paris etc. And they're well done. Where Hal Cooke, Ellis Larkin Ttio; $SJSi having only recently played the pecsonaU6'>
Pierre
Waldorf's Sert Room.
and London for the first time in the show lacks sparkle is only in minimum.
The pair of college kids domg
the solo numbers.. Slaters such as
D'Angeio and Vany'a (New Acts), their break-in bill themselves as
a decadCi
Margie Lee, Mapes, etc., stick to
Max Gordon and Herbert Jacoby ballroom team, comprise the only Fletcher 4; Sheidy (New Acts).
Salvatore Gioe is adroit in ae
triclcs in comparison
Routine is mostiy pantomime and
have lined np one of their more ex- other act.
companiment, while Eddie Oliver's fundamental
the
by
used
performets
ffichards is undeniably one of good for a few laughs.
Delora
pensive shows for the Blue Angel.
orch lays down apt beats for to past
New Yotker.
It'$ an entertainment-laden layout the more talented young musl- Buena is a Brazilian gal (whose;
danceuft and helps round out the
Costumes are unusually good which comprises Nan Wynn, June comedy baritones to come along in English Is unaccented perfect in-'
Baxt.
HUdegardian aura.
from end to end.
Richmond, Robert Lamoutet and some years. He is, however, em- cidentaJly) who accompanies herEberle's orchestra, built some Phil
talents
his
basic
much
phasizing too
self on the keyboard as she warGordon.
Clidi, Pitt.
time ago.thnnigh the pairing Of the
a good voice and good looks. bles French and Portuguese folk
Miss Richmond, who recently
ex-Glen MiUer singer and pianist- completed an assignment at the His first half-dozen tunes are more numbers- that are just faintly
Pittsburgh. May 12.
maestco Billy Masted, does an ex- Ebony club on Broadway, .jtroves or less standard routining. There's remiidscent of Miss Bright's satire
Green with Joe Karnes at cellent job behind the show and
in that the stories are dutifully
th<
he piano; Hibbard, Bird t Doree, proves to be the type of band that her ability to entertain in the hardly anything novel about them
She's
^just songs. Good tunes, true* but explained in English first.
This king-sized
"alter GabU'M Orch (6>; no cover, fits the New Yorker's dance needs swankier circles.
femme gets across some funny still just songs which don't show attractive and pleasant but the
no minimum.
very WelL It's a four-sax, threeany special preparation.
staid
otherwise
selling bite just isn't there in sufconnotations
on
thrfetwo-trombone,
trumpet,
as ficient proportion.
numbers
Richards
docs
such
solid
results.
numbers
for
This mivate, long-time member- rhythm grouping built to provide a
An unusual act is Robert La an old rhythm number to start
Opener in the spaced-out bill isi
ship club in East Libertj' is cur- dance beat without fancy frills
"Best Bill Dillard (who gives way to the
Gallic ventrioloquist then "September Song,"
rently giving a pretty good exam- and, of course, to feature the vo- mouret the
the Boxy theatre, Things in Life," "Fellow Needs a King Odom Four this week). ,fle,
ple of how tough it's become for calizing of Erbele, who gained who started at
Waldorf-Astoria Girl," "June Bustin' Out," and puffs a muted trumpet for unusual
the downtown, open4o-the-jEnib]ic quite a reP vitb IVBller. Band is continued at the
and is current here. It seems that "WhiffCnpoof Song" (too-sh)W effect and exhibits bluesy kind of
cafes' in tiie competitive field. sweet, of^course, rarely movmg out
as Lamouret plays the smaller tempo). At the end, however. pipes in a few tunes. M.c. for the
Since Bachelor's is for members of that category. In short, for the
spots, the better his reception. In With his operatic medley, he's proceedings, and filler-in on the
only, there's no cover or minimum, New Yorker's needs, it fits perthis room, the subtlety of his act punching on all cylinders and had piano during interludes is Julius
and just a single order of coffee fectly.
gets its best showcasing. His dum- trouble getting away from the Monk. He's an expatriate from the
Eberle handles himself well and
will buy an evening with the top
my duck assumes more personal- opening-night mob.
original Ruban Bleu in .Paris and
his singing is satisfactory. One of
names in the business.
ity, and the quality that makes LaAs usual. Emit Coleman's band was at this Manhattan counterpart
This kind of competition ex- his faults while with Bliller was a mouret a fave on the Continent is
plays the show neatly, and also for for a stay several years ago. His
tends not only to the customers lack of animation. H's still a fault very much in evidence here.
the customer dancing, while Mlscha piano-playing is considerably betbut als6 to acts. Mitzi Green, for although in view of the bands
than
Gordon
more
Holdover
Phil
one-^
handles
the
Latin
crew
Borr's
ter than his cUched introductions,
instance, had been tentatively pen- aims it Is not too noticeable.
gets by with a cute selection of two-three stomping neatly.
Wood.
Providing the ^ musical back'
cilled into Jackie Heller's Carousel
•
songs. A reminder of the rah-rah
v ..^
Kahn.
grounds is the excellent Normann
following her engagement at Giro's
era of the '20s, his song and piano
There she would
in Hollywood.
Paris trio, consisting of piano, bass
antics get the mob's measure.
Cafe I^iiuige, N. Y.
have had to do two shows a night
FifOt Aveims, N. Y. and (occasional, electric) guitar.
Nan Wynn (New Acts) fits in
SAVOY-PLAZA)
rhytluns
At
Bachelor's
<HOTEli
sue nights a- week.
with the atmosphere <d this show, (HOTEL ONE FIFTH AVENUE) Its offbeat sophisticated
(FOLLOWUP)
Club, at more dough, she does one
in variations on more or less pop
while Hal Cooke provides an inHope Emerson, Tony Craig, tunes
performance, around midnight, five
provide an appropriate musK
The recently reopened Cafe gratitating note with his piano Kirkviood ^ Goodman; Downey
Hero.
nights a week.
Place isn't open Lounge of the Savoy-Plaza hotel lulls and- emceeing.
here.
setting
cal
The Ellis
Mondays and Tuesdays.. A per- is still experimenting in its at- Larkin trio makes with the music Fontnlle, Hazel Webster; no cotter,
no minimum.
former doesn't have to thiidc twice tempt' to restore this room to its backing.
Jose.
to make up his or her mind be- pre-war eminence. Latest try has
New show at this intimate
tween the comparative setups.
the comedy eliminated and difMontreal, May t*.
Greenwich Village s{K>t features
•Miss Green's the biggest doiigh ferent-type singers are used exY.
Glass Rat,
Mack Triplets, Gary Morton,
the return of comedienne Hope
act Bachelor's has yet shelled out clusively.
(BELMONT PLAZA HOTEL)
Emerson. Amazonian type With a Phyllis Claire, Wally Wanger Line
for, and she's, giving a clear-cut
Experiment indicates some imCross & Dunn, Perry Franks tc big, lusty voice. Miss Emerson evi- (6), Buddy Clarice Ordi; nunv
demonstration of how the one-' ptoTement in the running of the
Orch, Castcl- dently has a steady group of fans mum $2,
thne "child star of films came by show, • With iMldover
Johnny Janice, Eddie Stone
room for her slightly
at this
that bracket. The talent she has Thompson snaring top honors. lanos Orch; $3.50 minimum.
risque ditties. Even the weakest
runs out of her finger, tips. For Thompson, since his opening here,
Mack Triplets, lookers and
t"!*
half an hour or more, gal pours has mastered his projection for inGlass Hat's receptly installed of her efforts elicits plenty of brightly dressed, are a hit
working cheers.
it- on and tears the house down.
new show. Even ttaoiigh their
timate spots. He's holding back on name policy, is apparently
Accompanying herself on the blending of voices is typical of gal
Her special material is tops and his natural volume and is selecting out well. During its name series,
she does a special-delivery job on songs with a touch of pash. which teed off several months ago piano, Miss Emerson, as does trio singers, their material otten
It, and in the impersonation field,
Thompson works informally, and with Carlos Ramirez, business has Dwight Fiske, tends more to the tries to be different and original,
the Sophie Tucker, Hildegardc and pleases' the patronage with rendi- been hypoed considerably. What's recitative .than singing, but it's her which is their biggest asset, iney
Fannie Brice hits the sensational, tions of "September Song," and more, it's bei^n established that top uninhibited delivery that gets 'em. open with a satire on radio com.with Mae West and Etiiel Barry- "Song of Songs."
performers can overcome tlie in- She's a slow starter with fair ma- mercials for good returns. Follow
gainFurtherMore not far behind.
herent difficulties in this room for terial, but once she pulls out the wim calypso versions of
Sylvie St: Clair is a personable
stops and goes indigo, she socks ing Suit Never Got Wet" and Jie
more, they're all tied into a neat
excellent results.
but hasn't mastered her
narrative theme and not the usual singer
Current bill topped by Cross over strongly. Best of her current Likes It, She Likes It." Wind with
does
Miss Green projection for this room. She
straight mimicry.
Dunn, -with tap team Perry routines are "This Is War," a tale "My Mother's Gone Away ana
and
extremeis
a strolling stint which
doesn't do her Kay Thompson
Franks and Janice as the warmup of camp followers, and "Rose of "Take Your Girl to the Movies,
ly difficult here because of noises
here, because they're still not acgets the house measure as com- Roseland."
Encore with an Hebrew meloay
bar, which cut
Tony Craig, also no stranger in in jive to register solidly.
quainted with Miss Thompson in the adjoining
as any set of turns that's
down on chanteuse's audibility. pletely
played this room. Cross and Dunn, this room, pleases with a group
locally and besides the bit requires
she's a draw in this
Gary Morton Is in for repeat enNonetheless,
vet comedy singers, have come in of standard tunes delivered with
a couple of boys. A number about
gagement with much the same ma-°
spot, luring in a sizable segment
with a grade
batch of material his pleasant, unassuming tenor.
a salesgirl who dreams of crashing
expatriates. For examterial, which is still good. Mof>o"
high HoUsrwood society is both of Gallic
delivered in a manner that gets its "Dickey Bird Song," on which he
and smart delivei-y
personality
ple, during her rendition of "Mon
sung and acted out . of the top Dimanche" slie was able to induce full share, of laughs. Topper is a tees off, isn't his type but he recti- help, while his best slat is stui
political bit aimed at Pres. Tru- fies this quickly with a neat rendidrawer; In fact, eveiy thing Miss
fellow
Michel Emir to do her
his very funny bit en a
which moves the customers tion of the now-inevitable "Nature
Green touches has class and qual- composer
the
accomps.
By working before a maUj
looking for a job in 1937 and
possible
exception
returns.
This
satire
takes
Boy,"
"Sorrento,"
done
in
with
the
of
to
top
Italian
ity
'^to^WmstA
mike, Miss St Clair would achieve
more than a few good-natured ribs lyrics, and "September Song," same guy hunting
a pointless, gabby takeoff on what a better overall eflEect here.
'em howKng through*
at the chief executive, but the both delivered with plenty of feel- 1947. Has
they do on a rainy Saturday night
Irving Conn's orch showbacks duo tried out this bit on former ing, get him off to nice response. out
her weakest
It's
in Brooklyn.
stole
Tapster Phyllis Claire, who
Jimmy Kirkwood and Lee
Postmaster (xencral Hannegan and
item; as a matter of fact, her only and provides the dance Incentive.
vncv^o^
Jose.
Secretary of the Treasury Snyder, Goodman, a couple of promising most of the plaudits
weak item.
witn
both of whom approved it. Other young comedians, round out the show, still gets top returns pr»
Gal gets some high-class support
fast,
Craftsmen's Equity Productions, numbers include a Russian bur- bill. They're reviewed under New her two routines. She's
at the piano from Joe Games, and
he also doubles as show's m.c„ ai- Inc., has been chartered to act as lesque and a tunc based on events Acts. Twin piano team of Downey cise and solid.
Wanger Girls do the same th«e
titdugh he has only one other act producers and managers of fairs, in a diary which similarly get top and Fonville, the room's permawai
nents, do their usual standout 88- routines, "Penguin at the
That's the comedy exhibitions, etc., with oificcs in returns.
to introduce.
New York and with a capital stock
Perry Franks and Janice do a Ing job and take turns playing for dorf." "But Beautiful" and Sabre
dance trio of Hibbard, Bird
An- nicely conceived tap turn which the avtts. Hazel Webster provides Dance," all niftily costumed. Buo
litoree, with latter at first heckling of 200 shares, no par value.
usuai
feom the' audience as a pretended di-ew D. Weinberger, 292 Madison has a fast pace, a normal quota of ear-caressing interlude music 'at dy Clarke's orchestra gives
Marc.
applause winning turns and well the piano.
Stal.
splendid musical support
drunk ^nd tbea £iblue on the Hoor avenue, was the filing attorney.
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New

Acts

They're

KIRKWOOD

this line.

12 Mins.

lack

.

Itjr place'they

their "gags

"SWeird"^'prpbreaMn^
ToxfN!"?!-wherl
other a

could stand a little more punch
but that's to be expected.
Best of their material is as fresh
as they are, which is the chief factor in the good reception they earn
here. Standout is a zany mixture
of "Night and Day," "Sabre Dance"
and "Nothing Could Be Finer,"
preceded with the explanation that
they had requests for all three
songs but only time for one. Bendition is complete with props, including a couple of wooden swords
with which they duel. It all adds

Ssher
«'»*^'„«*U
ojie

the

their rouStands at the mike
for
tte straight man

»T qheidv
iSlf'-niafs

redhead
tall, gawky,
«i4es With the pantomime. is
they do

WPtehef a

numbers
Tttg
»\netheon th^^
a

^^K'lt Sly'slr?he"Sif?rm??s
c^mmv's Bowery fouies to ivuuan
goes
in another, Sheidy
animals and mag
through a list of
his
cov™rwhile Fletcher contorts

IC

appropriate illustration.
contrasting drawin a Kentucky hiUBritish manse.
Wlly cabin and a
and the
Material is all fairly sharp
much of it is
turn moves fast, but
life-K)f-thetoo close to the ham
level and too cute for really
in

anothlrV

^Hll

iSoW^es
PMty

Herb.

^piesolts.

_______
KING ODOM VOVn

Instrumental-SoBO
lis;

„
Y.

Mins.

Ruban Bleu, N.
UThe
King Odom Four,

which

has made a slight dent on the
Musicraft label, impresses as having potentialities with in-person
wqrk, They're a well-groomed sepia
providing their own
fqursojnc,
musical accompaniment on bass
and. guitar. They have individually jodd voices that results in a
well-modulated vocal blend which
woidd make them as eligible for
^lioce vauders or intimcries.
Their harmonic style is a cross
between that of -the Ink Spots,
Hilij^ Bros, and most ofHhe top
bass And the clear tenorings by
King Odom leader of the group,
provide a pattern made familiar by
the aforementioned quartets. However, there's a great dear of differentiation in the treatment of their
numbers. They have a nice way
of playing witl) the basic melodic
line.
The bass player, who coincidentaliy siqgs 'bass, prAvides a
potent MOor to the melocues and
takes a chorus or sa in a manner
which stresses his seemingly bottomless voice to give the group a
strong novelty effect as well.
The King Odom collection of
songs comprises for the most part

still

Variety Bills

to gain the broad

sweep and excitment generated by
some of the more experienced in

GOODMAN

Cameajr

One Fifth Avenue. N. Y.
Here are a couple of kids, makie5"''o"«?e
feouple of lads who
These are « couv" ^ou^tedly ing their first stab as a comedy
«"*"»«ra.e*/b&ates at Yale team, who show plenty of promdouise.
They're
admittedly fresh
Apt
If
yaks.
"^^'t*,"! UP
doubled Jm in ^^^^^
Ruban from the tyro school-—they won a
getting week's stay 'here' as best of the
^11 lids aw at least
pleas- room's
Sunday
night
amateur
of
B"'",'
modicum
J and a
ma- shows during the last month. For
8'?^i*!./S«tter Most of their
how- amateurs, though, they show good
?"*-,HWighly sophisticated, smart delivery and timing and their easy
t*''"^ '15
aside from the
the stage presence leaves little to be
tS^ and Village saloons,
mig^t put it to use desired on that score. Some of

4V and
wasan^usner^an^^

in this Hispanic

skill

folk art.

So

far, their conceptions

vWEEK

\

Team, however, shows skill in
pounding out the intricate Span-

Numetttb

win^thcr fuU «r

whfch win appreciation.
Jose.

Xavier Cuffat Ore

'Alice'

and material, of course,

Kockette^

had stirred up a load of squawks
from the press, which maintained
that Lewis Carroll's "Alice" was
British, and should have a British
accent. Producer came home then
uncertain of whether Luana would
do or not.
Cartoon "Alice" advocates have
been pointing out that Paramount's

(I)

HennSr

Ybungitian
10

n
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10tlwa.i'd Bros
AY!il|-ev

.AIIA^MI

19
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OI.<>iniiin

Kavp

Mat^o
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Hiitpodrome <I) 21
Disc .foclcey Siiow
State

'

An«rel,

Clearance Ceiling

N. Y.

'20-22

(I)

WiiUaco
Hid

Miehel

.&

Bice

( .^1 )

'

i!"

Jose.

clearance, but the challenge must
be met by the. distrib who generally finds himself holding the
alone.

BRAOFORD

WILLS SISTERS

(2)

Aero

Alimmbru

bag Country

'

9 Mins.

Marilyn Jlightower
Michael lleiitine

11

(iil)

Cousins

Julbe A.ndrevvs.
.Tean Garson
tiantigo iid

G

'

these circumstances, a
bas to be exceptional to dis-

apparently

isn't

^^^^

petition
?««'ter.
flVBr,2*

spots.

H"t"

^

in

her

kiddie's,

AND VANYA

hS

MAYO

Sonffs

8,Mins.

&

Eddie's, N. Y.

mia

Fitzgerald

T

Suit also-'attacks bonuses given to
both Charles and his brother, Spyros Skouras, 20th prexy, over a
period of nine years.

_

2

Vicki

:i

Nickies

J'Jobbie

Kimber

& Gloria
llACKNKY

Ai'nley

Ted Heath Ore
Kinpire

(S>

17

Turner Layton

M

Colleano

(!o

& King
Bower

.Mooiicy,
l^Isie

Pierrotys
Alokc &

Doke

,

-

!

"

Friohette

Pupi Campo Ore

Bon Vtvanto

Vint'ent Travere
Ije

O

JMrectoIre

Kay Thompson

J..eighton

Biackman Ore
4 Moroccans
John Elliot
Havana-Madrid
Calgary Bros
Wm Boehn
Orduida Pina

WUHanis Bros
Ted Stroetcr Ore
Gao Oro

Doris

^V Hovelcr Dcra

Rita Kayo
Beverly Broker

Font Oro
Machlto -Ore
Hotel Belm't-Flaza

Shepard Ijfne
Old
RonmaDlu

•

Leon & JBddle'a
Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ore ^
Sherry Britton
.

Boyd Heath

Myrlcis

Duval

.Tose

Rolpli

& Dunn

Cross

X'\'anks

&

Will/S .SiB

Sadie Banin
Bella Smaro
Joe LaPorte Ore,
D'Aquila Ore
.'

Janice

Fiddle Stone Ore
Machito Ore
Hotel Blltmore
Cai'ios Molina Ore
liarold Nagel

Versnlllea
.Suzy .Soilda

.

Bob Grant Oro

Ore
Commodore Pauchito
Village ISarn
Herman Ore
Piute

Hotel

W

.

Pete

Hotel Bdlson
.\lvy West Ore
Buddy Greco 3
1

Doris Faye
Bourbon &'BalB

Ave

Fiftli

Tony Craig
Hajiei Webster

Downey &

Ponvlllo

Fenthonse CInb
Maxine Sullivan
Oscar Walzer

Populaires
Bill Michaels
Melody Riders
Louise

v

'

Vanguard

village

Howard

Ram Ramirex

.Tay Marshall
3Ielrose Colbert
l>on Frye

George Kreisler

Walflorf-ABtorta

Riviera

Donald Richards

.

Carol King

D'Angelo & Vanya
^mil Coleman Or*

Acromanfac9

Mlsha Borr Ore

Miriam Fedele
Chez Fore*
Ore
:
Marty Oouia Ore
Gracen
Willie Shore >
Bros
Leo Diamond
Hotel Blacbetone The
'DiGatanoe
Hay Morton Ore
Moore &. Lessy
carl Brisson
Don Ghiesta Ore
Dorbcn Dors (12)
Hotel BlBUarfc
(12)
Billy BishoD Ore
Hotel Sherman
Alice Mann
^
Flor'nee & Fred'rlc Jazz PhllharmonlO'
Helen Humes
Helsinga
Carl Marx
Dick Gale
Hotel Steven*
.Marvin Himmet
Honoydreara- Chucli; Foster Oto
Tlie
(Haridige

•

Rudy

ers (B)
Bill

Chandler Ore

H' Edgewater Beacb
Oprln Tucker Ore
Tcrrill

,

& Owen

Plrdska

Bictiards

The Prestons

(2)

Jean Ai'len
Maiian Spelman
Manvei Del Toro
.

Jerry

Rohlteld

Skating

Blvdear*

Sia

Falmer Iloasa
RlWcgarde

Dancers (18)

tiaOie Oliver Ore

Duray

Dorotay .una,

rjovliea

Gordon. Hollaiid
Maurice Millard.

giiKPii'nns

Rebuilt

«rsH

V.mpire ($V 17.
Gloria Gaye Pro
I)

&

J (/Gorman

.Fackie

Hunter

Johnny

Norman

.

I.><ickwood

Carroll

Ta.ylQr .t. Gray
Jack iMuldoon

4

SOI^THHKA
Kings
Moreton

(M)

17

& Kaye

Adelaide Tlall
rttalnless Stephen

Donald B .Stuart
^^''^'^
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
llama ft Hroolt
Tony Rozanccm, staff accordion- J & J Condos
Aldo and Teiresita are youthful
KliMIISBr.ANn
hest in ballads flamenco dancers who should de- ist, of KTSA, San Antonio, has orKmpire (M) 17
T>:mplr« (M) 17
Hp^'vLE"-^"
Hal Mack
of "Haunted Heart' velop sufficiently to hit class spots. ganized and is fronting his own J Crisp & Jiil
anri ^f^^^^9'\
and
& VArn JihVk Raddllfe!
Tc:
Now fe
"Now'
.
the Hour," won They're nicely garbed in Castillian band on Saturday night dates at Bnmbereer
Kiska
x Hope & D Ray
healthy returjs.
Monte Rey
Grafton Sis tt
costumes, work rapidly, and show Kit Kat Club.

ousness

Anne Rttssell
.Patricia Adair

Toni Ray

Seymour

& Sasha

Wingate

I'aui

Cliiolia Co
i'Jvan.^

D Mem .t Roberto
Pat 0'.Brlen

2 Danbettes
Janet Brown

Horry Rose
Bon Ribfolii ore
Jadi Ripley Line "

Andrea Dcra

-

Alaxclioa

Johnson

(^onKtance

Knipiro (M) 17

Ofe

Hotel Tftft
Vincent Lopes Ore
Charlie hrevi
Hotel Warnicli
Alan McPatee y
leeland

M

'

Rita Bros

Hetty Rollly
Laurette & Clymno
Alexis Rotov

G Ray

Ma.NWellrt

Roberto

2 Towaa
Duonos
GI/ASfiOW

.15

1!>4S

.Seymour Bd
Kailo &j Oscar
,Syd

O'Ifarrell
Billy I5anvers

netted $6,850,000
NT stock to 20th.

ALDO & TERESITA
and
an essentially Flamenco Dance
K.nf^**manner
which managed 8 Mins.

Kinpiro (.U) 17

Madhatters

Shields

Randolph Sutton

20th.

through sale of

*"i.asant

17

(.M)

Revue"

NBWCASTI.K

Wallace

Nellie

Clair
Irving Conn
S- ,St

CHICAGO

Bmpire (.>) 17
Ta lla Rata Xioom

Gertie Gitana

Ijaszlo A Peplto
Milt .Shaw Ore
Peplto Arvelio Ore
Hotel Snvoy PI«M
Jblinny Thompson

Jtarh X'lant
Tony Canzonerl
Nicholas Bros
t

Abbey Albert

Uurom

Koosevelt

Blackhnwii

eeetlla College
.

Reader Ore

Latin Quarter
Joey Adams

,

Mervyn Nelson
.Martha Short
<^cdrlc Wallace

."Sherman

r.

S,„^"*'«^ties

mod,,fn^^8°"'* J'^ice that's nicely

Los FanchoB
Bucore

Gay

ton Pollack, plaintiff's attorney,
Sinclair
Frankie lXown.rd
but was not available in the east. Harry
A.tlrieune &. i^eslie
NitoloMe Roeg
Rapids
Meanwhile, it's said that recent T'lNSIIUKY r.AUK
Morgen
Boyle
Umpire (M) 17
talks between attorneys in the Thanks
Memory
Irving & Girw*)od
case directed towards settlement <} H Elliott
SHBFiniKT.U

Both are impeccably groomed in
Six consolidated actions, now
evening attire, of course, and are
nearing trial, seek to upset* a
okay for the class cafes, though a
transaction - whereby Skouras and
spot as large as the Starlight Roof
NT aides F. H. (Rick) Rlcketson,
is not the easiest place for them
and Harold J.
to work because of its size. Back- Jr., Elmer C. Rhoden

^ newcomer on the
it tough to
noSi'^vF"'*' impresses as having table patrons can find
once she acquire! see any "dumb" act here. Kahn.
time.
She has a
nihn.„'?^'*y'"«.
nitfil,?

H

'I.'llelma

'Ice

& BabB

(M) 17
Dancing Years

.

Choral Octet
Sandier. Ore
Alverez Hera
Juengor Ballet Line
El Chico
Ferna;nda Crespa
(Jonde Luis

Pauline

I'alnce

Voylo

KUIKmiROH

Colleens

.

Ox'O

Diamond HoracBhoe
Mata & Hart

M

Vost

Franbes Maddux

Ward Donovan

Nor Kiddie

& 12ddte
& Dorlna
Marco & Ma.v

Kiiiplre

s'*?

clicks.

*.

Gordon

,

JITA

Copaealiona
Martin & Lewie
Kirk
Betty Bonnie

Durso

& Marye»

Maurice

Lawrence Wlelk 'Ore
Hotel St Morita
.Monconi Ore
Betty (Jeorge
Hotel St liegle
Hal .Saunders Ore

Tuck
^loraiea'

Alvares Ore

Vorher

Muriel Paolt
Hotel FeuusylvBDl*
Larry Clinton Ore
Hotel Pierre

Hotel

Lisa

M

ttew

Clias

;i

-Matt

Herman Orp

ilutei

Van Smith Oro

Chanc

J Frase

Geoi'ges

JtJrikson

Craig
:

^^"^ routines are well- 9 Mins.
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Pierre D'Angelo and Vanya are have so far proved fruitless. Each
her present rate of
oevelopment, she's okay for pro- an attractive-looking ballroom team side has refused to budge> from
numbers. To go further. whose forte is their grace. They initial proposals and counter-proto call upon Imagina- forego the stunts, their lifts being posals.
It's further claimed that
tiVo lJ?!^**
'^*»"*"»es and acquire a styling of the average variety^ but they
no substantial concessions have
h?f will
tbnt
diflerenttate her from have an effortless manner that been offered by either Skouras or
"
others.

Leon

Jackson
Hail Ore
China Uoll

Edmund

jack Soo
Lanrle Long
Cantons

Harry Riciiman
Jan Murray
17

(S)

liidivardos

G

I'oBKy Mortimer

Continued from page 6

*;

MANCHESTHK

Hal Monty

20th-Fox Suit

Heller
Kou'r'ki

It

.t

Illppodrunie

Appletons
Albert Whelaa.

<

showing PIERRE D'ANGELO
is above Ballroom Dancing

Jose.

.

Merry Macs
Jack Daly
Geo Noonjm

were put into efffect, an exhib 3 Shades
CHISWICK
They're still to integrate their would have too much product one
Tiniplro (S) 17
attributes into a solid routine. For
Hutch
week and a scarcity the next.,
their opening terps are

;

B Bernard

Kay

Riley

Duncan's trollies
Ricardo & Co
Babctto

and bends^

example,
meaningless, but audience interest
perks up once they get into their
aero work.
With more playing time and rolitine revision they'll be a safe bet
Jose,
for family time Vauders.

i&

:Ced

Arnaut Bros

Halama

:i

Under

.

Xoro

.Lenny

Bay Bberle Oro
lea Rovue

(nowntotTii)
Roarer*
ytarr
Rodgers>

Timmie

No

I'alludlum <M) 17

Carmen Miranda

iSt

Astor
C Cavallaro Ore
lf(itel

CnCo James

ICatharine

t

Monk

Julius

Monia Oortls

t}ene

4

Bueno

^;orman^ Paris

Dorothy earless
Cafe Soclef;

.

•

W'^'*. herself for the top

Bradley's
Shiela Barrett
F Curbello Oro

Cliff

Bright
Gaines

.Muriel
i^elora

Victoria Barcelo.
Rita & Rozlno

•

act.

Patricia

King Odiim

8

Deep River' Boya
Pierre Oartler

.

JTarry Lester Co
Marie Lawton
Sales attorneys say that a num- Chris Sands
Freda
ber of majors shifted clearances- Hijou
Konyot & Marion
N.
Eddie's,
Y.
Leon
&
vary
with
comby a few days to
BEVERLY BECKER
CAMDirF
The Wills Sisters have an aero petitors and avoid the appearance
Dance^.
New (S) 17
act that indicates years of arduous of a uniform pattern. But it hasn't Jimmy O'Dea Co
8 Mins.
training. They're young and nicely worked out satisfactorily because Konald (.ihesney
Leon ft Eddie's, N. Y.
Gaston I'almer
.The^fate of fShime tapsters is garbed and show an athletic pro- courts still insist that the slight Iris Sadler
O'Duffy
ymualbr a foregone conclusion ficiency that garners good applause change does not disprove a pat- Michael
Aberdonians
these days.
differences Hilly Machett
If substantial
With the paucity of with a line of tumbling, spinsi flips tern.
slim

S,„u!"^,8ood

Larkin

WASHINGTON
CapUol (T.) 20
D'Ormonfle & JBro

.

there's
chance
?u
that tile majority will
hit the tall
coin, the hest many
can hope for
w terp spot in a production
num:-

Wynn

Charles Leiirhton
Hammond Birds

Bud & one

Cavanagh Co

.T

14 Mins.

Donn Arden Lin*
itubuu Bleu

-Van
Lililis

Hat Cooke
Gordon

Kay

CITY

Tony Bava^ir

I'hil

;i

,

Bills

Joey Gilbert
Toni Kelly

.

Lamouret

'

Buddy

Evans

Al Kelly
A- Xt Hlmplcins

•,

Blue

&:

I'irates

3

Oorothy nose
Blue Angel
June Richmond

Ore

Ho wells

Tlie
J!:

Siiaw

Ilolhioe

.

.

King
Karen

Lloriel

Bucnteiio

r.awri'flve

.Timmy Leeds

siiuivaii
Iflvelyn Tyner

Ho,l)

•

Joiinson. Clarlfi

Ivissma

NEW YOEK

»lUy

B

I.in.'i

Ka

Buster Shaver
George & Richard

only

2:t

Loui.i Priina Ore
(two to mo
paramount (V) 10
llOLVOKK
33ud(ly Moreno Ba
Vnlley Arriui (I)

Hym Ore

Wiere Bros
Koniay
Ku\y (I)

n

Cabaret

HARTFORD

Stnto

Uleo Club

'

NAN WYNN

ORKK.V

Orlciitiil (1) 2(1
Iloi'aice Heidt Slio\v

,

Ballet

('ori)s lie

19

(!•)
IC.aye; i3d

Potter

.aillio

CroniwoHs
Constance

ismpire (8)

Ted Ray
Irene Manning

QUon. & Joy
Cy IIC'ovp.*^

*

Hay<len

Rudy Cardenas
Kuaell.'j

piige 3

noon

S(nte-J.ni£e

rtanimy

&

Lotto

C'llIl'AOO

Gx'unsGlilaff

Bobert

Muddle

Continued from
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)<"lylng

.Solar
Morey & ICiiton
,Jlm WoiVi Tri)

KuUoir Krooller
To.nl

Bezln

Fi-crt

Willlo

JaOhc Murphy
l-Iarviv Stone
-MuKic iiiiu a> so
Pittricla Bowman

Indopiinflciii; <l.) l.o:-w; (M) MoHS(W) WiiLHi«r; (IVlt) U'ultor Ksuilo

Mioll;

'I

bulerias,

nreelc.

diillt

I.«ttt*r in [mrenilif^Res iiiflt(>ii<<>N ciiTiiit; <l)

rhythms, indicating that re<P) raraniounl:; (It) IJKO; (.S)
routining is needed to bring out
full
potentialities.
They do a JWKW YOKK CITY .T & J N'lp
paso-doble and an a cappella
Caj>lt«I (L) ^0
Oyjisy JfaritoK
ish

1933 version of the classic, with
Lady Francf'S
Stmnd (W) 81
Sid .Stone Co
Charlotte Henry starred^was a flop JOddy
IJuchln Ore
(^lark Dpniiis
paint-and" brush character, they Artie JJaniv
Dr Hoffman
up to good, sophisticated entcrtainr A
figure, would clear many of the P I'ratiha & .laayoe
NUMARK
ment.
BBONX
Aflains (1) 21
Wiiidhor (I) Sl-23 Gcor:?e Paxton Ore
Special lyrics on "Tea for Two" difficulties that Par ran into.
Reeds
The Luana advocates, on the
Vaughn Uorton
is also' good,
Their other three
RO.S.S & .Stone
Ann r.orio
numbers, though,'' while they draw otljer hand, claim that tlie British Lew Kit»f?lbbon«
Paul .Benson
laughs, aren't of nearly such pro- accent bleat is meaningless and Aigo & Youns
,Oat"hv Moore
lUtOOKI.YN
piiiT.AnKr.piiiA
fessional calibre. Replacing them have succeeded in getting Disney I'lntbuNli (I) ?.l-ZS
rarnian (1) 2U
with more along tlie lines of the to sign W. Cabell Greet, Columbia P GonviUe Co
T.add t.yon
Alan Carrier
other two would. make the act click University prof and speech con- Pat. llooney Jr
3 Claire Sis
Hi T.o Jacli Dame
completely. Lads are both clean- sultant to the Columbia' Broadcast- The. Delinars
Wesley ft Aud rey
QDIiSENg
cut but possess the elastic mugs ing System, to work out a universal
ii'hcKroRn *
necessary for good comedy deliv- accent. The nine-year-old has.been Jiiinaiva. (U 19-23
Vnlni'p (I) 21
Wayn<! Barrle 3
"Tjausli Town
ery. Whether their routines would applying herself to it.
3 Kdiirarils Bros
fjaugU"
AUen & Noble
go over with a large theatre audiKid's in New York this week, Viola
Helen Ilonan
I>ayne
ence is questionable, but they def- being put through a publicity Hcnson & Mann
Jerry f'oe
Gienn A- Jonlsina
initely have the stuff, with a little
routine in preparation for opening The Houghtons
Rkatinf? Iraavis
more polish, for any of the uptown later this month of her next Disney (Irazlano Broa
Paul Wallier Ore
Dave Barnum
intime spots.
(one to. fill)
Jpri Keever
Jimmy Kirkwood incidentally is film, "Melody Time," at the Astor. ATI..4J!'riC CITS
SIOUX CITY
Capitol (i») 21-21
the son of ex-film stars James She returns to the Coast next Steel Plor (I) S«-3S
Tex WiUiams )Bd
Yorke & Pierce
Kirkwood and Lila Lee.
Les Monday. She's ^understood set to I'cBBy
FuK/.y Kntght
Mann
Goodman is a show biz novice, hav- go into "Family Honeymoon" at Riffolotto Bros
spRixcnui-n
Ai]nee Sis
Court
(1> 20-23
ing worked until now in the New Universal. Her only previous effort Helene
& ITowa.rd Buddy 8q
Lewis
off the Disney lot was in Metro's
Stal
York garment industry.
GoorKe Guest
i Fast Steppers
"Little Mr. Jiih" three years ago.
DATjTISIORE
01ali'e.& Hudson
Sontrs

19

to eoanectlon with bills 'betow Indicate offimtng dnj' jiif'thotr

i

H-ouis & Cherie
Nan Wynn, making her first N.Y.
Sgt Robotsliy
Continued, from page 3 sss
23-20
Maude Hilton
appearance in some, time, has unTile Karolls
l>ave Apoilon
dergone a change of routining and exhib .refusing to buy because of Klaine Jordan
WA'l'HRl.OO
Tommy Dowd
styling which makes her virtually a peeve over clearance slashing.
.Fiiruin't
(r) 2B-27
4 Hertrts
Tex Wiliiaros Bd
a New Act.
CAJinEN
Exbibs' Attitude
FttKzy Kniglit
Towers' (I) 21-23
Although classed as a singer,
Remarkably enough, most inMiss Wynn is every bit as much
BRITAIN
an actress. It's a diseuse type of stances where long clearances
styling which permits a wide lati- haven't been sliced have resulted
Jacques
KIRMIlSrOIIAU
tude of interpretation. Her high- from the request of subsequent- Hippodrome (M) 17 Marlola
& Gladys F Mendelssohn Ore
spot is reached in "Gentleman Is run exhibs that the protracted pe- Cynthia
B Minevitcli Co
liivisHi'oor.
a Dope" done with as much visual riod be maintained. These exhibs, Toledo
l^nipirn
J.7
mainly small town ops,> feel they Holly & Joan
as aural interest.
Piccadilly liayriUe
Yost Co
iNTat Jackley
While Miss Wynn accents her do better when the time lapse is Ben
Frankle Higgins
4 Hurricanes
diseusing, there's a good quality of longer because they avoid follow- Houston & Stewart 4 Pagolas
Cordell
Gold
&
Marianne Ijlneoin
restraint and sublety so that there's ing closely after largfi town theaHarry Bailey
Jack' Francois
In tres.
never any maudlin, display.
^
LONDON
working the Blue Angel, she disThe paradox of a clearance be- Hippodrome (H) 17
CuKino 1.7
Not ing fixed to protect exhibs with Rob Murray
penses with mike entirely.
Virginia O'Brien
Day
Charioteers
that she turns on the -volume, but the burden of reasonableness on Frances
2
Relds
Berry Bros
her arresting visual features and the distrib is causing plenty of
Sylvester Co
Hippodrome (M) 17
familiar items which gives the cus^ softly modulated delivery, makes
Tarrl
Vic Olivtr
headaches. The gripe is that the Suzetto
A J Powers
tomiers a*hantfe to compare their it necessary for the aud to listen
Pat ICirkwood
exhib wants to call the turn on 4 Graham Bros
Fred lihnney
tutie-treatments with those of other if they're to get full' value of the
Terry Hall
Mielac'hrino Ore

foursomes. They stand up as well
In comparison.
What they really
need to put them in the name
brackets is a, hit record, at. the
moment Petrillo-stymied, -Jose.

MAY

on;

\

color and imagination)
identified with the top flamencoists.

the

Columbus Resart
To Reopen May 30
Columbus, May 18.
at Buckeye Lake

Gay Midway

Park, favorite playground and spa
of Central Ohio, which was destroyed by lire in the mid-sea;l)n
of 1947, is being rebuilt.
General Manager A. M. Brown
says work is being rushed to completion and he expects all games
and amusements to be housed in
the new fhreproof building in timfe
for the grand opening on Decoration Day.

MOUSE RBVIEWS
IT*
AiP»ii*.
Final turn to "Tea -for
Two" lands ample applause.
Ray Anthony Band a&) with
Fresh from the Empire Room of Frances Foster, Johnny Vincent;
kins, Evelyn T9ner, Hollaee Shaw. the Palmer House- where tliey Lmis Jordan Tymponi/ 5 with
Bob Evm\s. Al Kelly, Leopold scored heavily, McCarthy and Fa,> Pegqy Thotneis; Colltns & Lec, Don
Spitalny's Chm-al Ensemble, Goe yell satisfy here, although falling & Stan Kina, Aptts, fistrclwa &
& Escorts, short of the nitery response. Paii Georoe Wiltshire; "Madonna of
Roxyettes
Foster's
House Orch with Paul ASli; "The satirizes disk Jocks aAd radio com- the Desert?' <««!>).
Iron Curtaiu." iidth) reviewed in mercials, but the main kicks come
build-up.

Ed SuUimn, .-ArOmr Lee Simp-

them famous. Audience respokd*
as much to the memory of Nor;
Bayes singing "Shme On Hwrvert
Moon," Marilyn Miller in S!*""^
Storw
and Ethel Waters
Weather" as to Miss CarrolVa ttkeoffs on theni.
Hoctor and Byrd raise the cur-

,

Variety May

12, '48.

from

tlieir

platters

Newspaper columnists as Broadstage personalities have long
since become a passing vogue, and
SulUvan, of the
of these only
to
-Y. Daily News, has managed
sutvive the field. There was a time
some years ago when practically
anv columning byliner wound up
with a one-a-year boolting at the
now-vaudeless Loew's State because of the publicity value as-

way

N

sociated witli such a date.
is

Wmch

probably one reason Loews
is now PUyine only pictures.
Even the Westmores and Max

State

Factor know their limitations. Was
there a guy among, the new^aper
bovs who could pass muster with

the dames out front, unless it was
Hellinger, Winchell or Sullivan?
And bovir often could you hear
the
Nick Kenny sing "Gold Mine
Sky" or read a "Patty" pome. And
there was Louis Sobol, as lovable a
character among the newsmen as
there is, but on stage he alwayslooked as if he wished he had never
given up his job as New London
correspondent for VARiEry.
'Sullivan, as mentioned, is the
lone survivor of the columnist-actors. Only now he's advanced to the
Roxy stage, wherie he wears a ^nne:r jacket with an -aplomb that
wiOl probably annoy the «tevtt out
of Lucius Beebe.
At the JRoxy, SuUivaii is acting,
of course, as the conferencier. At
the State he used to be just a plain
emcee. But the Hoxy chai-ges a
bigger admission.
In his unit that, he -calls the
"Dawn Pabsrt-Bevue;"<SuUivan -also
has tenor Arthur Lee Slmpkins,
pianist Evelyn Tyner, soprano Hol-

m

stage

Patrons of the Apollo in Hplem
are getting a double bargain in
current bill, which tophnes Louis
Jordan's sock outfit and features
Ray Anthony band, an ofay crew
playing a warrtmp dWe pnor to its
next
N. Y, Paramount opening
Both provide plenty of
week.
keep
sizzling instrumentation to
applauding.
and
payees stomping
Surrounding biU is also above par.
comprising
crew,
Anthony's
three rhythm, five saxes, three
U-umpets and three trombones,
«tves good account of itself on its
own as -well aS providing expert
backing for other acts. Maestro
fronts enwgetically, emcees affably and .gets several innings to
Howstrut his sock trumpeting.
ever he doesn't take a mortage on
spotlighting but sjpreads the opportunity around with his lads for

choice vocal pantos ot

spun by an

en^eev on

Material nets steady laughs
somewhat nar-

in spile of aUusions
row for vaud.

„
,
J
Top interpretation of the disked
"Tim-Tay-Shun" has McCarttiy as
rasping
Jo Stafford and Farrell
i-el-eam
role,
Ingle
Red
out the
Crosby-Mary
vei-ses in Uie
Martin recordiiHS of Wait ^Td the
McCarthy's
Sun Shines Nelly."
solo treatment of Kjrsten Flag
aria
stad's trilling of a Wagnerian
nears the- ultimate in parodies of
Baxt.
grand opeira.

Bmg

,

'

Hippodroimr,

llali«».

Baltimore, May 16'
Jason & Karyl, Johnny Morgan,
Cass Franklin & Monica Moore,

Paul Remos

Jo
The

& Toy Boys

LOTrtbordi House Orch (12);
Mating of Millie" (Col).

tive

m

m

.

and Monica Moore

lin

mer, Anthony on trumpet and
Henry Christian on tenor jsax really
cooking on tliis tripjet. Don and
<.

Stan King, ofay lil»6 duo, Register
with their clever equilibristic and
Lads make neat
balancing turn.
appearance and handle their cbore
with a rhythmic know-how and
ability to make them outstanding
-

in their line.
Closing slot

— and

Jordan
Although

still

•

,

allotted to Louis
that's all, brother.
retaining billing of

is

an old-fashiQi«d soft-shw

is

to

dance

"Good

Sweet-

NJght

Lowe.

heart."

nice overall effect.
.
Band, equally adept at jump and
sweet tunes, wakes 'em up at teePleasing and smartly varied layoff with "Bugle Call Rag," then
out here this wee^ combines some brings on Frances Foster, slick
new names with standards and the looker, for Harlemese versions of
result is pleasant entertainment.
"Stormy Weather" and "I Told
Johnny Morgan is a smart operaOut" In
practiced You I Love You, Now Get
tor and paces the acts
a a manner that tops some pi her
style as well ds whacking out
contemporaries; Band takes
sepia
is
solid spot on his own. Material
"Nursery Rhyme
a
for
again
over
welcome
good and delivery a
medley for more pattycakes.
change from run-of-the-^mill emcees
Collins and Lee, coUple of colfor
and niterly jcomics booked
ored lads, click with fast tap .and
similar tstmts here.
rhythm session, displaying some
mixed
youthful
Karyl,
&
Jason
original and well worked-out rouhoofing duo, lookweU and sell swift
tines to jgarner good returns. Apus,
style of tap3tering to good effect.
Estrelito and George Wiltshire proWith some smoothing of routines vide comedy bit that's oldhat but
and sharper accenting of change gets lau^ here.
of pace; youngsters should develop
Band takes over for nifty workconsiderable stature. Went very
on "In the Mood," Jerome
weU here when caught. Also nfew out
Kern's "Yesterdays" and "Fanto this staadi is act of cass FrrakVincent, druitt
next. Nice tasia," with Johnny

appearing mixed singing duo arc
laee Shaw, ventriloquist Bob Evans solid with blending of musical
and comic Al Kelly. It's a back- comedy, operatic and pop tunes,
ground of sock audience-pleasers. "Donkey Serenade" is strongly
Simp^ns leans toward ilie class- sold and encoring bit built around
Can Do
leal, and goes over big, also team- "I Can Do Anything You
.
ing with SulUvan ior the .audience- winSva beg.-OffFollowing Morgan's clowning,
participation, song finale. Simpkins
pace set
strong
the
holds
which
could use more schooling, however,
Ramos
in the talking department. Miss by preceding, turn, Paul
resoundout
whack
a
midgets
aiid
black-andTyner is bofferoo on the
acrobats,
whites, playing the jive with j)ar.- ing clincher. Appealliig
and hoofcry all
ticDHar appeal. Evan^ remains, one instcumental stuff
Orchesof ths best of the voice-throwers count up for solid returns.

'

tain with a varied terp act, crowded with a quick change of pace.
Best bet is a fast tap routines by
male member of team. Also efceq-

IUmIIo €iiy« Mnls.
Minncopolif, May 15.
Sommy Kaye Orch (16) with
Louro Leslie ond Don Corjicll,
Olsmi & Joy, Cy Recwes; "Smort
Woman" (Mono).
This is the sort of good, swiftly
paced show the local pwUlc has
to expect from Kaye. Present tune favorites given expert
sweet handling, the cloVniing and
the warbling, plus the eyer-welcome "So You Want to Lead a
Band," aU add up to good boxoffice.
The two acts supplement-

come

ing the band fit satisfactorily into
the pattern.
With his sfat bras-s, five saxes
and four rhythm, Kaye has a line
up capable of doing full justice
to the hit parade to which he adTlie occasional new arhei-es,
rangement twists and the band
vocalizing and clowning get favorKaye
able audience reception.
tumself is in his usual glib groove
as emcee.

Your Wedding" is
Then Dick
band's Uvely opener.
Edwards moves from keyboard to
mike to win plaudits for bis warbling of "Because" and "Now Is the
Unusual contortionistic
Hour.'?
feats punctuate the comedy aero
"I'll

Dance

at

Unit Review

Atgun Parade
Pittibtersfh,

W

{» •
fcotttrinn

'

Big water-vaudeville show Buster
Crabbe has put together looks like
permanent attraction for the
king-size showshops of the Areiui
Managers Association. No reason
why it shouldn't become an annual

a

just

institution,
nlvals.

like the

ice car>

Being a good swimmer himself,
Crabbe knows what makes good
swimmers and he's assembled a

them for

lot of

his

jumba

tanker.

Being showman as well as swimmer, he has wisely realized that,
two and a half hours of water
wonders might become tiresome, so
he has injected a generous belpiaiof, talent from the' variety ana''
music halls, and it pays off.
Setting itself is not the least of

Aqua Parade's long suits. Front
and sides of the rink have been
decorated in a beach motif and
back of the enormous pool (78 x
42 and holding 98.000 gallons),,
stands a raised platform where

acts
cavort between
vaudeville
aquatic specialties, and still in back
Joy.
batic dancing of Olson
of tliat there's another and smaller
Laura Leslie, band's vocalist, is tank marked for exclusive use of
and clicks with "Manana" divers.
and "What Every Young Girl
Parade's" especially goChubby Silvers ing"Aqua
Should Know."
to be a winner in those key.
tenor sax, assisted by sidemen, has cities where Billy Rose's famed
a big inning with "She's Too Fat aquacades have only been a dls»
for Me."
The water stuff's all
buzz.
tant
"Serenade of the Bells," Vidth right out' of the top drawer, and
Kaye interpolating a poem, "Tell they're all nicely presented, with
De- the swimmers disappearing at far
Me a Story" and "That's
sire," an amusing Ink Spots take- end of pool (fringe coming down
off, shows featured singer Don from vaude platform leaves foot or
Gloomy so of the tank unexposed) without
Coraiell
to advantage.
visaged and melancholy*mannered the necessity ' df climbing out,
Cy Reeves excites almost continu- Crabbe himself puts on an okay
ous laughter with his patter, gags exhibition that's both educational

&

My

—

and amusing,

Hughes-RKO

,

•

i

.

-

,

from the reaction here. En their paces on a miniature stage,
cores with "She's Too Fat for Me
^th curtain and all the props to
and takeoff on "Ink Spots" for ad- add to the effect of a show within
ditional salvos.
a show.
Puppeteers add interest
Rest of layout fares in good with a revue format, capped by
enough fashion.
Don Hooton top showmanship and craftsmanmakes for an easy-going emcee ship. AU the stock vaude standbys
who handles introes effectively are there, the terp duo, aero act,
and in cnm spot, switches the magic number, long hair pianist,
standard cowboy rope twister rou- and the rest. Most amazing is the
tine into a glib canto via white "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" stunt,
tic and tails getup, and some slick with
dummy lighting chain of
patter.
cigarettes, exhaling real smoke.
Unicyclists Lany and Lynn pur- Another standout is the true-tovey their stunts for good portion life aero act. Reception is all out
of gasps and palms,
Vary the aifd well deserved.
bikes used, from midget to tallies,
Frank Marlowe, ex of ''Toplitzky
for the variety angle, with some of Notre Dame," garners appreciacomedy, thrown in.
Frank Ross, tion with a strictly slapstick rou.aided by Anita La Pierre, bills tine. Comic knocks himself out for
himself as tlie "One Man Juke laughs. Most of it is old stuff and
Box" and piaradcs musical sound- corny, but gets plenty results.
off s on horns, violins and assorted Opens by falling into orch pit,
music making gadgets, while part- and takes frequent excursions oiT
ner warbles accomps.
stage.- Act is a combo of gags, zany
Mentalist Jay Clarke is held terping, and general clowning.
over, and scores solidly with his
Deane Carroll, chantoosey from
answers to questions. Guy's pres the Shubert road shows, makes the
ence and assured ease makes for most of a mediocre set^f pipes
a receptive sesh of puzzling. Les by the nostalgic effect ot a parade

first

demonstrabng

the evolution of svrim strokes and
then going in for some comic observations of well-known beacn
types, winding up with a demonstration of the speed that won-him
so many championships. Pat Kp»bison's a looker as well as a raefr
maid with grace and charm and

.

the water ballets have been pretsomeone wbos
staged by
tily
studied a lot of Esther Williams'
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures. ^
Highlights of the aquautic stun
are the divers. Helen Grenlovicn,
Elbert Root, Bill Lewin, Dick
Smith and Johnny Riley execute
some beautiful dives straight and
then later, with Frank Foster and
minus Miss Crenlovich, they buP'
lesque the same numbers in the

vaude end, "Aqua
the
Parade" has a collection of show-

On

stoppers, and most of the acts are
tied in with the aqua motif at least
in sfetting and costume, Stewart
»

Morgan Dancers score with

the«f

adagios; Renald ana
Rudv come pretty close to being
the best hand-balancers in the bufflness; Mercer Brothers are a cow»«
of good comedy hoofers and Don
Corey easily overcomes any ana
resistance to impersonatore
all
with .some crack lakeofTs on such
individuals as Boris Karloff, Lary
Grant, Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby,

spectacular

Kusseli,

Frank Sinatra and Andy
In

addition,

chorus of 18

a dry-wno
although the»r

there's
girls,

numbers are fairly average.
Show moves fast, and accumu-

M. P.

lates a

number

citements

Continued from page 3

a very good possibility that the
MPF will be junked permanently;
On this score, it's noted, that no
project of its scope is at all feasible without cash support by the
majors. A major crisis, such as divorcement, would so muddle industry affairs as to douse all efforts
for MPF completion.
High court decision caused E. V.
Richards, Paramount theatre partner and prez of MPF, to cancel a
board meet originally slated early
in May.
No real interest for the
huddle could be generated, once

.

first-act finale for a.terrific splash
finish.

ing,

caught and actiially seemed to
check palm-smacking at several
points.
The reverse English had
too much reverse when straightvoiced and deadpanned.
Terpcr does an excellent bit
seated on a chair, tapping out

scenes,

attractive

.

.

16

top.

<

:

and

Pat
Crobbe,
Robinson, HeM
Grcnlowich,
Blberf Root,
Smith, Bill Lewtii, franJc Foster
Johnny Riley, Stewart Moraax
Dancers, Remld & Rudy, JoePeterson, Mercer Brothers, ihm
Corey, Eddie Bush Trio, Aqm
Maids (18) and Aqua Quetta
(16). Staged by ^dword Privz^
aqua ballets directed by Madelm
Rtce; orchestra conducted by MaU
colm Beelby. At Gardens, Pitts,
burgh, for 9 per/omiances at $8'

Tynpany Five, Jordan's big little and stories.
Expanded and embelUshed, with
Lombardi ^nd band now numbers seven mu-^
with hls llttte diunmy, and his ma- tral support by Jo
sickers and Peggy Thomas, per- a photographer on the stttge taking
standout.
terial is little' short of amazing. house orch is also
sonable songstress. Jordan^s com- pictures of' contestants and more
BMrrii.
Biz good.
Miss Shaw works in an Indian probo consists of three rhythm, guitar, and better prizes, "You Want to
duction -number in which she lends
trumpet and two saxes, including Lead a Band" never grows too old
both physical and vocal appeal.
Olympin, MiaiHi
the maestro. Outat reprises their and bears annual repetition. Lower
Kelly does a comedy bit with Suldisk faves as well as some new floor partly fUled at second afterMiami, May 14.
livan. Kelly is normally stooge for
stuff that rocks the house. Jordan, noon show opening day.
Rees.
Jack Prince, DoTi Hpotom, Larry
Willie Howard, who's now starring
as usual, knocks himself out, but
& Lyan, Jay Clarke, Frank Ross.& is amply rewarded in anything he
in the revival of "Sally."
House
Anita La Pierre, Les Rhode
SixUivan a comedian? Not only
does. His dynamic fronting, noodOrch; "T-Mcn" (E-L).
does he do a bit with Kelly, in
iing and comedy approach to ms
vocals are a whole show in itselt
which, the latter does- lus standard
opener, I
No marquee lures on the current
1^
session
jam
After"
Continued Irom pace 5 ss
but. SullivaxL works
doiibletalk,
with Evans, too. As a comic he bill here, but overall, the talent maestro socks a couple of comedy
summer
satisfactory
numbers, "Early in the Morning" on to them for investment purwears that dinner jacket better adds up as
Prince,
at Both poses.
topliner
Jack
Candle
fare,
with
the
and "Don't Bum
than most comics. Beebe is probentry
taste
strong
a
the
fave
to
nitery
local
them
up
thought unlikelyi however,
bluing
It
is
Ends,"
ably livid by now, wanting to know
for handing the gtubholders what of the audience for howls. Miss that any switches vnU be made unKolm.
tiitttaaor.
they eitpect from featured act.
Thomas takes over for "Nature til Hughes has had plenty of time
The rotund guy from the smart Boy" and "Heal Gone Guy" for nice to look things over. Considered a
Statc^Lake, Chi
Park Avenue Club, (th^re for three reception, with Jordan's parodies good businessman, as evidisnf from
seasons) has come a long way making for more merriment. An- the success of his other corporaGhicogo,' May 14.
the Sfaep other sizzler closes session to
, with
Gene McCarthy &. Tommy Far- sitice Ids tqreatdn
tions, it is not believed likely he'd
Edba.
Fields uiiiit. Comes oii with l^Ientsr tumultuous applause.
rell, Sue 'Hyan, Hal Le Roy, Pedro
make any hurried move to upset
savvy and via an amiable, al
& Durant, Henry Brandon's House of
the present organization.
beit effective personality, plus j
Orch; "Smorf" Woman" (Mono).'
Capitol, Wash.
That there was sound basis to revoice that ranges from light .bary
Tees
Wasliiiigton, May 15.
ports of an understanding between
to tenor, wraps them up.
This week's bill wasn't meant to oii with a version of "Chloe" that
Salici Puppets, Deane Carroll, Odium and Hughes on continued
comedy
gets
into
anybody,
panic
so nobody
winds from serious
Hoctat & Byrd, FronJc Morloice; tenure of Rathvon >yas seen in the
panicked but, more important, no- biz.
Adds ballading of "Nature "Iron Curtain'.' (20th).
,
latter's statement to the^employees
body gets bored.
Boy" to change pace for sock ef
last week. He declared:
Outset has the orch on stage for feet.
Wraps them with topper
Salici Puppets pull current Cap"I have had numerous conversa^
a pop medley, that -spotlights vio- version of "Ol* Man River" in itol bill Out of ranks of also ran
tions with Mr. Hughes and we seem
lins and brass. Pedro and Durant's which he winds from straight bari- into -standout class. Aside from
comic aero work brings accele- toning into jive' aa-angement that them, bill is pleasant and routinCi to be in agreement in all matters
of policy and there is no reason to
rating returns. Pedro does a one- has them pounding before be'i
Salici troupe are so perfect techhand stand on his partner's' head, through.
The big lad is ready nically that they give illusion of a believe that it wiU be otherwise in
followed by a pate'to-pate walk for top vauders and niteries, judg- live act. Dummy cast go through the future."
around. Team offs to a. prime response, then returns for a onehand head stand throu^ prone,
kneeling and upright positions.
Sue Ryan, attired in sequined
white gown, gets yocks from
femmes 'with her lugubrious lament
on the care and handling of infants.
Comic songstress gives
good impresh of a prima donna
and sexy chirp styling of "Zip-ADee-Doo-Dah." In a well received
clo.ser she chants of her ill-fated
romance with one Yuba in Cuba.
Hal he Boy niinimizes bis really
fine tap turns in what amounts to
an oversell of the undersell. His
pleas for "no applause" lacked the
usual broad irony at the ses.sion

May

Putter Crabbe production
acts

of novelties and exshould go over

which

particularly big in the insular
this
areas, like Pittsburgh, where
evel•yd«^
isn't
type of thing
Crabbe's apparently f o«n<l n;,'"^!^

is

m

Aqua Parade,^^^*
a Winner
the opportunities for in>pro'|;
ments are endless. A transpar^t
we»
tank, for Instance, is just one
,
that comes to mind.
roWS
Here at Gardens, first few
in arena were removed so t^at^J»P
of tank would be visible f»W-«W
"

^

the lowest tiers.

,

1

<-°'^^'

:

CiitrtW Talent
Mort Curtis
Mort

Ajjcy.
"j*

Curtis, for yeare witn

Blackstone

Adveniw-'e

the decision came down, since all Milton
.opened «
filmites wei-e devoting their time Company, N. Y., has
Muii«^
and efforts to interpreting the rul- talent agency in N, Y. With
wiu
ing.
Schlamm in charge. Curtis himseparate rhytbin.t with his cleats
Blackiitone
the
with
continue
Understood
all
distribs
have
and two drum sticks. Deal in
^roi
left
recently
committed
Schlamm
themselves
to
contribwhich the drummer misunderwhere
uting towards the fund but no singer's, upstate N. Y. resort,
staRd.« fostt«etioas for stick work
aomiBpiMaiing httl *3k3u has an Rhode and house orch accomp lay- of musical comedy hits coupled move to collect the coin has yet for a number of years he had
oluty
peisrm, despite extended out capably.
Lary.
with the names of stars who made been taken.
director of activities.
,
|

:

I
'

.

j

LEGITIMATE
Eqoity

Chodoroy on Leave From

Nks New D.C. Survey

20th

Ecoomk

Boosl to Legit

managers are*
While Broadway
question of whether to
publicity head or assign
campaign to a public
is delving
«l«tUmr outfit. Equity a partial
i^tn oroDOsalB made in
Nicholas Brodszky, British comby a Washt^ey TtoeatricaU
poser, who wrote the scores to some
specialist for the general
Ifs "nderstood 44 illms in the past decade, has arof the stage.
the latter's sug- rived in New York to do the music
of
cost
gSt
"Serenade" which the ShubertsSndoveraW campaigBor general for
$36p.000.*ut are readying for' production. He:
ffrS estimated
raised isn't was. signed for the stint by J. J.
«»at fund is to be
Shubert.
Brodszliy, who is making his
Coinmit'ipSnomic Betterment
by Euuity last fall first visit to the U>. S., also brought
•tefe appointed
with him the incomiriixte script' on
I^Jonslder ways and »«f "j^ .f
of leg>t ac- an operetta^ "Covent Garden,"
employment
««Btag.
he both authored and'^ombeen studying a lengthy which
posed. He hopes to produce it himIS^rt made by the office ^Robert self on Broadway. Composer was
JTNatUan, economist of Washing- handed the 1946^ film award
was
sur\'ey
the
Itn A wsviston <rf
^Uvered hut the from the London Daily Mail for

BYlCHOLASmSZKY

taS

May

tt«neste«

and

Two

his score to
eispenditHre was the afore-

mm
iMMttioaed^
ftnVey

The

fig«B»-

iMsumes

that

NaUian

managers.,
others

atttbors, stage- unions and
If-andIMtild Join' tbe-attors in the

when movement to improve show

4»»iness, ,and It's possible that
jemilty will invite the other groups
to vartldpate for the theatre's general-welfare.

There are « dozeo projects proffaA^'cepioct, each to have
paid staffers. Ifs estimated that
If would take at least two years beFecommendations from the
various project committees could
be expected. Cooperation by the
managers- and others is conjectural
but ^lt's not b^eved that Equity
would fihance the suggested moveMMBt:«a iU<Own.
The managerial League of New

BMed In

1^

Cities'

"Way

to

chores to produce a legiter, "Senor
Chicago," in New York.
Under his studio contract Chodorov is permitted .time off for
stage production. His most recent
film stint is "Immortal Bachelor,"
a story of the Scottish bard, VLohert Buras.

guests. It was an enterin the l>est professional
tradition of Broadway.
It couldn't have been anything
else with that roster of names.
Stars of the ^current stage, names
FORB'WAY'fliffiYEY' of yesteryear, lesser personalities
James Dunn will star In "Hai- of show biz all combined to malce
vey" at the 48th Street, N. Y., as a this at least one night where the
result of producer Brock Pember- tradition
the Lambs shone
of
ton's quickie -trip to Hollywood last brigltter
than any star-studded
week. He will replace Jack Bu- marquee on the Main Stem. Eveiy;chaaan, English comedian, whose body had the same billing.
foiUvweek engagement in the play
The Gambol certainly is a test
JJsrnrinates Saturday (22) but who for the membership. One of the
Ift expected to remain
until Dunn institutions in show biz, it has long
gets up in the lead part originated since become as important to a

JJttffiSDUNNSLAIlD

.

by Frank Pay.
Lamb as any commercial job.
Role was played.also for limited Week-s of rehearsals, being measWheeler and James ured for costumes all the prepar-

—

gerloto by Bert

otewart on Broadway.

Doormen, Ushers
Get Salary Increases
Managers have virtually cleared
.agenda of applicaUons for
increases by boosting the pay
wfc flootmen
and ushers in BroadWay theatres.

Attedbnce ob fesoadway
>

ations that go into a regular Broadway production are present in doing a Gambol, and Friday night's

performance showed all the
that must have gone into it.

The entertainment

W.1S

effort

divided

two parts: the dinner show comprised the British mimic, Florence
Desmond; Consuelo and Artini, the
in

UtMads'
SUft to

BVay

An unexpected Broadway addition is "Ballet Ballads;" which was

"Ballet" is being bankrolled by
T.

Edward' Hambleton;

who has

figured in summer stock,' and- Alfred R. Stern, avCbicagoan, both
having •been active, vntb ANTA^
They are said to have put up $35,000.

(Mac Pen-in, Leo Bernache and
Jack Wilson), by which they hanare retroactive dled their intros in verse while
atltled cost to garbed as dames, the show was
JLh
^L.^^^
approximates $1,000 topped by the stirring finale,
wrtije season.
"Lambs on Parade." It was a tribapplication from ute to departed Lambs, and the
thft^**"*^ ^
managers union for song that motivated the marching
.
but as the scales number was "This Is the High
v»S "»"l"»sespayable
until next Hat," words and music by Fred
jpbs; lircreases

™

^granted, neither side

^' ^
iVnSL
«
Pre«arfng the
<

issue.

I-tsvin-Sniith
•iiH

to Europe
^.Vp™**"**"^ Herman tevin

Backing for "Ballet" was- required. for the posting; of salary
lx>nds for the ''actors, crew and musicians, also to pay for advertising;
and necessary stage'- trappings.
Song-and-^ance attraction is^ play-

ed on platforms and an

Stn^i^^^L^^'th sail for England
on the Queen Mary.
S:f,^y/22>
«»y 11 Visit London and Paris
toninSTLi'" ^
prwluction
in

cont^^"^^'t**
iWf) ^
»«tish

*<Wf

New

^

plays for

York.

l^*vin is slated to

1*

Peter

Ustinov,

writer-director-actor.

SIDHAltBlS'2D0V

com^2
n.?.

I'm

W

h««l been
™?naeer of "Look. Ma,

h^r^"*

1

ODPri?«r*'^'i*

Smr

<Adelphl, N. Y.), unhcspitaUzation, was
» F«?«>'*^ "we early

™

« e»«t s*nce
fra^tn^i'^Sf
through a fall
hi^h»^.?,'*i^
IjOie Adelphi lobby several weeks

otherwise;^

lads" last week ET ended its second season, which evoked much
more show business interest than
a year ago^ Three out of six ET
-

shows became- regular or commercial Broadway attractions;
the

Happy ET home

Honored

]iistt»3'<

'

;

season's'^product haive the* nod*

96 In

conspicuous service.

two

more being" holdovers- from last
season and another brace' ISf braeketed with a question marie; Stoniia
managers with shows^bout bnaikan operating
AdamantYsFoIderoo los' fjf"
for a few weeks on the theory
"Hold It" got around $9,000 for that when the list is shaken, down
its first-full week at the National, business will Improve for the reN. Y., one- of the lowest grosses' duced number 'Of offerings;
ever recorded lor: a major musical
The trend is to reduce 'he- opill' its opening week. Lack of pa-^
erating nut but- that is not feasible
tronage would ordinarily result in most instances, .Includtng those
in curtains, but the show's- new- major musicals' that have
slipped
It'

Gets

Week BntBacker
, ,
ir w 1 1

^¥

-

'

will be ready. American
National Theatre and Academy,
which sponsors ET and has absorbed its losses, has' a deal to take
for the show.
,
„ over Daly's 63rd Street and an ad"We're Incognito" was a takeoll jacent building. House in which
on the Hollywood femme stars ET shows- would be presented is
(written by Hillebrand), and it got a former legiter of moderate capacity. The money to rehabilitate
its share of laughs, wliile the Pierson-McCarthy sketch, "Colchuim Daly's is in sight.
Autumnale," a travesty on flowerfanciers, likewise was a rib-tickler. Mrs. Pemberton
Tops, too, was the - "Oif Times
Mrs. Brock (Margaret) PemberSquare" production number writton last Friday (14) was presented
ten by Feiton and Perrin, with Fei- with the King's Medal for Service
ton as a bartender in a joint olE
Sir Francis Evans, British conby
Times Square that caters to sailors, sul general in New York. Citation
with the title tune having a neat
was in recognition for her warmelody line.
time work as chairman of the comBert Lytell, Collie of the Lambs,
mittee that conducted the Merwas genei-al stage director.
Seamen's Club.
No figures are yet available on chants
Award was authorized in 1945
the proceeds, which went to the
Lambs' welfare fund, but it's be- to be presented to persons not of
lieved to have been one of th<! best British nationality who rendered

Gamlwra

waa

'

'

Feiton, Bai-ry Trivers, Arthur Pierson, W. J. McCarthy and Mac
Perrin wrote most of the material

in

securities

.

bare stage except 'for drapes.- New
platforms are to be- bidlt, as required by the' stage unions- when
they made concessions to ET, but comer backer, Anthony B. Fartlie original "production" Is being rell, Albany millionaire, appears
used temporarily so that the undeterred and has told those in
show's Broadway engagement the show that "it wiU continue."
He's been encouraged by comwould not be delayed.
Musicians union required that ments of those who saw "Hold It."
Show has^ a contract whereby
an orchestra of 12 be engaged but
it's stated the musicians will not the' house- is
guaranteed $7*500
be used, show using .two pianists weekly, its share of the first week's;
as at the Elliott. There are three takings- being virtually zero. Farparts' to the performance: "Susan- rell has been putting it on the
na and The Elders," "Willie The line for all bills promptly and it's
Weeper" and "The- Eccentricities understood he entered into a conof Davy Crockett," written and tract for the orchestra, putting- up
composed by John Latouche and the guarantee stipulated by the
.Terome Moross. Nat Karson was union.
in charge of production, Mary
House guarantee- is said to be
Hunter the direction, with Hugii the highest yet on Broadwjiy.
Ross handlingv the- choral and mu- Show's share of a gross of $26,000
sical numbers.'
Cheryl Crawford, is required for an even braak. It's
first named as handling the show,
almost an axiom that a musical
is not mentioned in the billing.
must get across upon opening, few
"The Cup of Trembling," star- -ever improving after doubtful
ring Elisabeth Bergner, stopped at starts. Quite a number of straight
the Music Box Saturday (15). plays have developed into hits
Drama about a dipsomaniac was after weak attendance during therescued from 'withdrawal the' pre^ first few weeks but the records
vious week with funds, reported to reveal very few musicals with that
have come from supporters- of Al- history, and none which had busicoholics Anonymous. Plans for re- ness as weak as "Hold It." Faropening the show elsewhere were rell, ho /irever, is insistent on put-

AH ET pre.sentations started at
Elliott theatre
this season,
after former legiter had been used
for radio for several years. Next
contributor to season, it's expected, a pennanent

Hillebrand, long a
Lambs shows. Hillebrand,

^a^ excep>
w^k, and the

Sti«et

last

miE

1st

mhw

now $27 weekly for the part<^
nme

giiins

volume of trading in

the heaviest in 15 years, Broadway
legit attendance decUnied further
Alleging that "State of the to contintte the slump that siiar^
Union" was an infringement on her last mo.ith.'
:\V,.
copyright of -a play called ^'A Lady
Number of attractiotys is aboyeGoes- to Washington" (not produced). Rose Silverman Millstein, a erage-for the third week in May,
a Washington newspaperwoman, there being 29; ^shows of virtoiis
has filed an amended complaint in classificaticms, with
production for
N. Y. federal court against Howard
the season of 1947.48 being virtuLindsay and Russel Crouse, authors
Each weekend
of "Union," and Leland Heyward, ally completed.
its producer.
Plaintiff, in asking from now through June is likely
for danaages and an accounting, of to see more or les» abrupt closing^.
the hit's profits, alleges, through Some shows that wete figured aa
her attorney, Max Rothenberg, that summer stayer^ are now doubtful
the value of her script was de- of continiiaace much longer. Only
one musical out of the spring's
stroyed.
quartet of four remains to debut
Papers in the case allege that a on
Broadway, plus only one drama.
script of "Lady" was sent to HeyUnless there is ah upturn the
ward in October, 1943,- and while
it
was returned to her several tentative total for summer wiU
be
down to 16- shows, and five of
weeks later, he had access to her
that number are- not figured as
material
as
did
the.
"Union"
authors.
Answer filed for the- definite holdovers at this time^ it
looks
sure that' fi\ce cxub^ent nuisirespondents by attorneys Fleisher
cals- will not survivcf, and' of ;ithi«
,& Colton charge; that the plaintiff
season's product only four are
was' lax in pressing- her claim, as
rated as definite st^rs. Three
*
"Union" i^as originally produced,
other former high grossers Are
in 1045.
It!s also alleged that
now beii^ elassedi as possibilities
"Xiady" is not an original "play*
01. the' snmmer card.
that portions were< taken from
There are nine straight plays
other worlos, also from material in
on the' tentative summer list but
the public domain.
included are two attractions, in
the "maybe" class. Five; of this

ballroom d-mcers' (both currently
at the Persian Hoom of the Plaza),
are now get- and Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
or $5 more tlan comedy team eurrently at the CoJ^g
«?ther
tUts
being
pacabana.
,
•mailer. Tieket-takers
variously reported.
were grantUsing a novel manner of intro'"^<='^ease *«» $36, while the
ducing the acts and numbers
new scale through the "Three Little Maids"
With the presentation of "Bali«nf^i*^^*^'*»* "P

doormen
«n^'^^*^
*39 weekly,

AM£NDED COMPLAINT
UNION' SUIT
ON

WaU

Though
tional

.

.

and their
tainment

for its preliminary survey.

€ood Press Cues

-

the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, in New
York, wldch meant that for at least
one night the show biz mUlennium
had been reached^ For actors
talked to producers. Producers
tviit t^heatres' Is- now collecting talked to actors: And both talked
..^ wetdf^ Ifitiom eaeh theatre and to critics.
This was the fii'st public Gambol
pMducert doubling the former's
the war, and the atvats, Mded money to defray the since before
expenses of itr welfare campaign tendance of 1,200 at tlie dinnerdue for the fall. Equity paid $3,000 entertainment comprised Lambs

bprove

,

JJrodszky has several Hollywood tre at the Elliott last week and was
bids but is waiting; on -Kobertz moved intact to the- Music Box
ET's sponsoring:
Lantz (Berg- Allenberg) to hit New yesterday (IS).
organization, the American NationYork today (WedJ.
al Theatre and Academy, will get
all the profits, as'it did from "Skipper Next to God" under a similar
First Pablic Gambol
managerial setup. "Ballet" drew
a favorable press' from dance- and
music reviewers, with' .drama- critics being invited to the' Mfisic Box
Old Warmth, Glitter opening.

By NAT KAHN
The Lambs Club held its annual
Gambol last Friday ni^ (14) at

Boosts Fa3 to

Ciiodoruv,
producerwriter, is taUng. a six-month leave
of absence from
>uj 20th-Fox

presented by Experimental Thea-

the_ Stars."

St.

18.

Edward

Sd

U

Wall

Produce Legiter
Hollywood,

„,S?the

«S«
KodwiU

to

S7

.

steadily of late.
Stock market
boom may be reflected in better

weeU but during the
summer months- Broadway is- de-

grosses this

pendent upon business from visitors and the horde; of buyers, it
being that class of patrons rather
than New Yorkiers that- managnsn^
look to ;fOr inqiro-vemcnt.

aretia
Milton Shubert, nephew of Lee
J, J. Shubert, will bow in as a
musical producer next fall with an
operetta based on ih& compositions

and

and life of' Puccini. Announcement was made- last w«ek that
Deems Taylor- haB*been engaged to
;

make

arrangements' of Puccini
Last year Shubert acquired the Amerieau rights.
Show is due for production on the
Coast in the fall' prior to:Broadway.
When Shubert ' obt^dned the;
rights from the Allen Property Custodian the> Dramatists Guild was
amoi^^ those whO; complained to
ting the show across.
Tom Claris U. S. attorney general,
that "such a licensing- by the.
Government leaves- Alnerican cul- •
ture open to ridicule." The Guild
later admitted that its action was
'founded on 'widespread but- apparently inapcurate reports" which
Chicago, May 18.
the attorney general cleared up in
Producer Mike Todd and Milton a lengthy letter to the Guild, ShuBerle, currently appearing at the bert being cleared «f the
eharge of
Oriental theatre, made preliminary "exploitation."
plans here last week for the proPuccini works are copyrighted
duction of a Broadway revue tenbut
were
taken
over
by
the; Gov-'
tatively titled "The Roaring 20's."
Script will call for veteran vaude emment during the war. Rights
and nitery performers, but none were held by G. Ricordi of Milan
and
its branch In New York, royalhas been chosen as yet. The show
will probably be headlined by ties going to the composer's heirs
Berle and Todd's 'wife, film actress when a treaty is- finally ratfied 'with
Italy. The Puccini operas' were- not
Joan Blondell.
gold outright although the custo~
dian had the power to do so. Stated
that last year $200,000 in royalties
Shut-Ins
'Roberts'
was being held by the Government
"Mister -Roberts," the Thomas for Ricordi and the heirs: All arHeggen- Joshua Logan Broadway rangements of the Puccini scores
click, will be played at the Vet- must be copyrighted in Ricordi's
will
erans iiospital, Sunmount, N. Y., name. Royalties on the show
be payable to the Govemnient.
by patients and doctors who, with
Within the next six years major
nurses, have a players organizatiwi. operas which will go into the pubPlay will be part of the Veterans lic domain include "La Boheme,"
Administration program that en- "Manon" and "Tosca." In that
courages patients to put on their category were "Song of Norw^"
o'wn shows.
"Music In My Heart"
(Grieg),
Leland Hayward, producer of (Tchaikovsky) and "Blossom TSme"
"Roberts," granted permission to (Schubert),, but royalties were paid
use the play along with Logan, who to those who made the arrangements for fhc; i«specUye opercttM.
jlii also co-pi;oducer. and sti^,

m

.scores for Shubert.

.
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Why, Indeed?

OK'd for

U

Summer stockmen stuck

and as Package
Bela Lugosi for "Arsenic

quise,"

to-

gether and won their point ii* the and Old Lace" and Glenda Farrell
matter of "The Voice of The for "Fatal Weakness." House has
Turtle," which was first available been remodeled by musical direc-

•

paratively few summer spots could
"play it' profitably as a unit. Alfred
de Liagre, Jr., the original "Turtle"
producer, conceded on releasing
the rights so that operators may
present the John van Druten comedy on their own. Package, with
Joan Caulfield heading the three-

existed?

'

'

,

Stevens,
recently staged "June

Moon"

The Lake Summit

for

strawhat,

Hen-

29. for a
Equity Library Theatre in N. Y., dersonville, reopens June
lO-week season, with Bobroy Farwill be resident directQr. ' May
quhar as producer. It will have
Gallas,' 'former ITMVersalflnterna'Equity sanction.
tional s«t de5ig^et',. will be scenic,
Baggerly
will,
Vaughn
be the
."dlsign^ri .
Ten-week season will opes June stager and Horace Burr, Jr., will
supervise apprentice productions.
28. Schedule of plays hasn't been
set (yet, but Mady Christian? has
" Westboro, Mass., Opening
just been signed to do "The ConWorcester, May 18.
stant Wife" for one week.
Lid is off strawhat season in local area with Bed. Bam in WestMass. Spot Reopens July 1
boro opening its tOth season toBoston, May 18.
University Playhouse is set to re- night (IS). Theatre has installed
open July 1 .at Mashpee. Former air-eohfUtioning,
uSO theatre, '4iD0^eat house is. nion- .Robert.^. Daggett, as in the
equity and doesn't take package .past, isl producer, and William Mcshows. Company of 33 i9he«ded by Cormidc,' owner. This week. DagSeyjiiour and Herman Krawitsrwith gett is. offering Somerset MaiigH6nry Weinstein as director. Fig- ham's "Too Many Husband's,"
ures to do "Where Stars Walk," with Teena' Starr in the lead role.
"Atnpfaitryon 38," "The Seagull."
Among others returning aiVe Louise
Galloway, "Iggie" Wolfington and
Moultrie Patten. Newcomers are
Birects at White Batn
Marc Wood, Cliff Bobertson» WilPittsburgh, 'May 18;
liam Darrid; Anne Wood and
lias
legit
actor,^
i^ardt,,
Bobert
been signed by Clay flagg and Karl Jerome Nedd.
Low to direct their summer stock
season at new White Barn theatre
near Irwin, Pa., about 20. miles
•

.

,

,

'

.,

'

.

DETROIT GETS 8 WEEKS'

.

Bm-

from downtown Pittsburgh.

who

recently closed in Bva
Le Gallienne's ill-starred tepertoiy
company, last played Pfttsburglh at
the Nixon in. touring "Deep Are the

hardtt'

AGMAWinslSG
In Arbitration

.

Robert Bardwell and James
person cast? stipulates a weekly
guarantee of $3,500 a3 against a Truex will direct the resident
high percentage of the gross. Equity company;
Claimed that only those stocks, with
Northport June 16 Opener
East
enough
sizable capacities can do
East Northport, N.Y., May 18,
business to meet the terms, such
The Aliene Tivoll playhouse at
outfits playing school auditoriums
this Long Island resort will open
or Jjegular theatres.
its strawhat season June 16', |wo
weeks earlier than usual;
Lyon as Chapel Gen'I Mgr.
Among the plursiGal improveGuilford, Conn., May 18,
Chapel Playhouse producer ments .in the theatre is the enLewis Harmon has again pacted larged stage.
Milton Lyon as general manager
Lake Summit Reopens June 29
for the Strawhat this season. Robert
Hendersonville, N.C., May 18.
ABC radio diirector, who

'

,

Reopen Monoittoy
Boston, May 18.
After being absent five years in
the WACS, Mary B. Winslow will
reopen her Monomoy theatre June
30 at Chatham, on Cape Cod, for
a 10-week season.

ALFRESCO CONCERTS
'

Detroit,

May

,

.

18.

in the form of $10,748 arbitration
The verdict represented
award,
the full amount claimed by AGMA
for rehearsal fees and transporta-^
tion for its members,, plus administrative costs for the union. Bagarozy- remains on the AGMA "unfair" list pending payment.
Case arose, in December, 1946,
when Bagarozy formed the U. S»
Opera Co., with Octavio Scotti as'
impresario, to produce operas in
Chicago, using stars recruited in
Europe. The outfit posted $10,000
bond with AGMA, hired 20 chorus
singers in Chicago and took 14
others from New York. 'When rebearsal salaries weren't forthcoming, the- union took part of the,
Later, the
bond to pay them.
management put up $6,000 additional bond, which iiras also largely
used for the same purpose.,Finally,
amid /accufiatioHs on both sides,
the entire venture folded without
Most of
giving a performance.
the European singers returned to
their native countries (a few elected to remain in the U. S.) and
AGMA brought the new York
choristers back to their homes.
The union's claims for full payments to the east finally went to
aribtradon before the American
Arbirtation Assn., in New York,
with By Faine, AGM As executivesecretary, the chief witness. Last
week's decision by the Arbitration
panel was unanimous. The arbiters
were Morris Rosenthal, appointed
by AGMA; William B. Jaffe, select
ed by Bagarozy, and Andre Maxi-

,

.

-

.

-

-

•

-

Los Angeles, May
lac.,,

(Cal.)

opens,

19.

12

its

at the

with

TPlayhouse

Eugenia Leontovich doing a threeway job as star, director and coauthor of the legiter, "Dark Eyes.'

Summer program

includes

Skeik

(E.)

and non-Equity

by

(e*

Westtown: Orange County

Tojn, McMorrow,

atre;

Lewis, 45. Hawthorne

•

.^

•

•

East Hampton; John Drew The,atre;

Frances

N.

St.,

I.

Curtis, 137

W

4»Hi

-Y. (E.)

NORTH CAROLINA
Waynesville; Theatre-in-the-SkyS. Delawar»

Maurice Geoffrey, 609
Tampa. (N.)-

ave.,

.

PENNSYLVANIA

If

(N.).

Thii.
*^

"

B*^^

st.,

(E)

'

'

Norwich; Norwich Summer TheReading; Green Efills Theatre;
atre; Herbert Kneeter, 204 Central George R. Snell, 305 Summit ave..
Park South, N. Y. (B.)
West Reading. (E.)
Southburyt Southbury playhouse;
VERMONT
Jack Quinn, 23,' Church st.. New
East Bamet; Red House Theatte;
Haven.. (E.)
Norman Ford. (N.)
.

Summer

Ridgefleld

Ridgefield:

Theatre; Alexander Kirkland. 444
E. 57th St., N. Y. (E.)
Sharon; Pitchfork Playhouse;
George Dessart, 18 £, 10th St., N. Y.
'

(N.)

To Hahhnah Troupe

New Haven;

Shubert (booking in
with Shubert - LafaFryer, 63

combination
yette,

Detroit); Robert
St, N. Y. (E,]L

W. 44th

Although

DELAWARE

last-minute

political

Arden; Acorn Theatre; I. Itkitti developments in Palestine have
307 W. 79th St., N. Y. (E.)
heightened interest in the visit of
Arden; Robin Hood ITheafine;
the Habimah troupe to New York,
Christine McKeon.
the Hebrew-speaking dramatic
GEORGIA
St. Simons Island; Georgia Shore group from Tel-Aviv has -had an
Players; Russell Ford, Macon little unusual amount of attention aside
Theatre, 619 Ocmidgee st., Macon.
'

from the political angle and its
MAINE
Boothbay; Boothbay playhouse; intrinsic dramatic appeal. Group
.Keitli, State highway,
is currently in the third week of

Sherwood

Boothbay. (N.)

.

an originally contemplated fourMASSACHUSETTS
Brewster; Col}iege Players; Lewis week, engagement (a fifth has been
Miller, 7 Weybtidge st.. Middle- added since), and tonight (Wed.)
bury, Vt (N.)
will be guests of honor at a $_50Cohasset; South Shore Players; a-plate dinner reception at tn»
Mrs. Alexander Dean, Edgehill rd.. Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,, at-

W.

New

Haven; (E.J,
tended by celebs in and out of
Marbtehead; North Shore PlayHabimah perWashburn, 63 W. 44th show biz. Tonight's Broadway has
formance at the
extra
Marion; Harbor Playhouse; Ed- been cancelled, with an
Becker,, of Jaffe & Jaffe, was the
ward Shanley, Bndieott hotel, N:y. matinee tomorrow to replace.
attorney for AGMA, and Guy
(E.)
Group is unusual in having beea
Bagar represented Bagarozy.
Mashpee; Univ. Playhouse; Henry brought to the U. S. by a noaT. Weinstein, 63 W, 180th st, N.Y. theatrical group, the American

mo v, -the mutual

Mortimer

choice.

Heneberys to Stage
Tatima' in Dublin
and

Paul

Renebery;

William

ers; John L.

'

st, N. Y; (E.)

Fund

(N.)

for Palestinian Institutions,

ProTlncetown; Provincetown whereas other foreign organiza-Playhouse; Virginia. Thorns Pettet, tions, like the Old Vic Co. and
76 E. 56th St., N. Y.
Dublin Gate, were sponsored by

South, Dukbury; Duxbury Complay
U. S. correspondents^ for various munity Players; Al Morttz, 118 E. show biz.' Habimah doesn't
Friday night and Saturday matinee,
Irish newspapers, will return to 29th st, N. y. (E.)
reasons, thus omitting

MINNESOTA

for religious

Dublin shortly to produce a reExcelsior; Old Log Theatre; Don
play, "Lady of Fatim»." Stoitz, 545 E. Olive st. Long Beach,
tried out in New York N. y. (B.)
last season
by the Bladcfriars
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Guild, is described as a miracle
New London; New London flaydrama in which the Virgin Mary ers; N: W. Weldon, Jr., 440 Riverappears to bring a holy message side dr., N. Y. (N.)
Pike; Lake- /Tarleton Theatre;
to the inhabitants of a Portuguese
Stanley Woolf, 1697 Broadway, N.Y.
village.

ligious

The ^eee,

"Henebery brothers have obtained
the necessary $15,000 backing in
New York.

(N.)

NEW JERSEY

Sea Girt; MiUstream Playhouse;
Warren Hughes, 109 Atlantic We.,

Manasquan, N.

Shows
"Life With

in

Mother"-^scar Ber-

lin.

J. (N.)

NEW YORK

Rehearsal

two of the week's best boxoffice
It has a highly
performances.
specialized appeal, even the Yiddish-speaking public betaig unmodem-day
familiar
with
against the Biblical) Hebrew, yet is
doing well at, the boxoffice despite
lack of sellout. Nut is lower than
usual, expenses being kept down
through such factors as actors being on a co-op basis as regards salary, etc.

Despite
peal,

Belloprt; Belloi>it Summer Theatre, L. L; Lesley Savage. (E.)
Blauvelt;
Grcenbush Theatre;

its

limited general apexcited interest

Habimah has

due to the religious and

political

But. its chief appeal is m
being regarded as the national

angles.
its

Harry Rosen, Nyack. (E.)
theatre of Jewish Palestine. Tlw
Revue
Sonja Henic
Bridgrehampton; Hampton Play- American Fund represents various
and Arthur M. Wirtz.
house; Gail Hillson, 3 Tudor City, cultural activities in Palestine,
"Seeds in the Wind"-'-Eunice ,N.Y.
(E.)
such as museums, the Palestine
Healey and Harald BrOmley.
Bolton Landing; Barn Playhouse; Symphony Orchestra,
Habimati,
Joe Crosby, 125 E, 71st St., N.Y. Ohel theatre, etc., and is Interestefl
Ezra Bachlin, pianist-conductor,
(N.)
accompanied the tenor, to conduct
in developing intercultural relaJamaica; Long Island Playhouse;
various orhestras, with Melchior as
the U. S. and Palbetween
tions
Longhair Shorts
Frank Beaumont, 155-28 Jamaica
over
soloist.
Bachlin is also to tour
estine.
It brought Habimah
ave., Jamaica. (N.)
Germany for American military
art e*J
Maiden Bridge; Maiden Bridge as a starter and plans an
»
personnel concerts.
fall.
< Leonard Warren flew to Mexico
Playhouse; Walter A. Wood. (N.) hibition import in the
Symyesterday (Tues.) for his first operMonticello; Lake Kiamesha Play- plans bringing the Palestine
Fund
atic appearances there
Dorothy house; Joseph Mell, Jules Getlin, phony here in 1949-50. The
organization.
Sarnoff
due
on
Prudential
political
Hour
132
isn't
W.
St.,
N.
a
45th
Y.
(E.)
Lemonade DuoSpreads
June 6
Astrid Varnay, Met's
Ithaca; Finger Lakes Drama fesTonight's dinner will be chair- ^
Kenneth Hieber and Arthur De Wagnerian soprano, will try Italian tival; Ernest W. Mandeville, 32 manned by Louis Nizer, who
ao
vine, founders of the Lemonade rep for the first time when she Broadway, N.Y. (E.)
be sole speaker. Habimah will »
Opera Co., will present "The Bar- sings lead in "II Trovatore" with
Chautauqua;
Cleveland
Play- two sketches in Hebrew, one
ber of Seville" and "Norma" on Opera Nacional in Mexico City house; Frederic McConnell, Clevescene from Pinsky's "Eternal J
Helen Trattbel due back land. (N.)
alternate nights at the Pythian, May 25
iJW"
ot
dramatization
the other a
N. Y., for a contemplated summer in N. y. from Havana tomorrow
Pawling; Starlight Theatre; IsoMichael Beo(Thurs.). .Nine
dancers staging bel Rose Jones, 44 W. 60th st., lik's "Short Friday."
run starting June 7.
nap
grave will do the explanatory
his native Denmark, and will entertain troops in Germany under
auspices of U. S. Army, May 29June 5. Tour of England, June 6July 4, follows.

Varfc Eyes' for Coast Hayloft

BeperioitVi

week strawhat season June 21
Newport

Spmer

Orwiysburg; Deer Lake Theatrethere i^ no designation, It is not
yet known whether the manage-; John Kenley, 28 W, 48th st, N
ment intends posting an Equity (E.)
Eastou; Easton Summer Theatrebond.,
Lee Garrick, 2025 Broadway, NY'
CALIFORNIA
Irwin; White Barn theatre; ciay
La JoUa; Actors, Co.; Mel Ferrer,
9338 W. Washington blvd,, La Flagg, Carl Low, Paul Foley, n?
W. 58th st (E).
Jolla (E.)
Pasadena; Pasadena Playhouse;
Ebensburg; Green Tree PlayersGilmore Brown, 39 S. El Molino Louis A. Reiser, Robert E. Faulave;, Pasadena.
kender, Box 847, Johnstown ,Pa (E.)
CONNECTICUT
Milford, Mllford Theatre; Ml"
Canton; Show Shop; Stanley chael Stewart, 62 W. 89th st, N.Y.
Cobleigh, Box 26, Canton. (E.)
(E.)

.

-

Readying

These will probably; be increased
by a few more entries' before the
regular season gets under way, but
the principal locations are included
in this and last week's lists.
In all cases, strawhats are arranged by state, according to place,
with the name of the theatre and
producer following. If no address
is given, the producer sbould' be
contacted at the theatre. Equityfranchised spot» are, indicated by

Dispute between the American
Guild of Musical Artists and E.
Richard Bagarozy, whose. U. S.
Opera Co. folded during rehearsals last season in Chicago, was
finally won by the union last week,

Bight weeks of summer symRoots" and before 'that was Mr.
Stowe on the road with Helen phony are promised Detroit in a
announcement yesterday
io int
Hayes in "ttSriet.'' (Mon.)
by Henry H. "Reichhold,
White. B^iim season opens Saturday^ June ,19, and continues symphony prexy; Jack Ferentz,
Detroit
Federation
of Musicians
through August. Local acting hope^
fuls have -been told there's no president, and James C. Petrillo,
Season starts July 13
chau'ce..for them, since it'll be an AFM head.
Michigan
Fair
the
State
all-Eqiiity company operating with- at
out- an apprentice group.
Grounds. Cooperating are Hazen
Funk, general manager of the -fair
A. L. Golden's Barn Test
and Charles Figey, Michigan State
Alfred L. Golden, local play- Fair board chairman.
wright/ who has been living in New
Walter Poole will -conduct three
JTork for last few years, will have concerts weekly jointly financed by
a new play tested this summer by Reichhold and the AFM transcrip.Joseph K. Sumers' at Boston sum- tion fund; latter
a gift of $46,000
mer theatre. It's a comedy, "A on record' royalties.
It was origLovely Girl," -and the tryout's
inally
planned to double this
slated for the -first week in July.
amount,
Ferentz
said, but due to
John Dall and Virginia Gilmore
discontinuance of royalties it was
«re being sought for the leads.
Golden, whose "A Young Man's decided to split fund for this year
Fancy," which he wrote in collabo- and next.
ration With Harry Thurscrwell, ran
on Broadway for nine months last Melchior in 1st Postwar
year, used to teach Iplaywriting
bere at Duquesne University. His
Concert Tour of Europe
original,
"Female of the
first
Lauritz Melchior planed SaturSpecies," was done here by Playhouse Summer Theatre nearly 15 day (15) to Europe for a series of
years ago with Judith Anderson concerts in Denmark, England and
guest-starring. It later turned up Germany^. It will be his first conin New York for a short turn as cert tour abroad since before the
war. He's singhig May 16-28 in
"Mjimi Schiller."

Now

118

Stsmds;

In addition to the 73 strawhat Warren, 110 Christopher st, N.
Y
week's
last
listed
in
theatres
Variety, at least 45 other spots are
Suffem; County Playhouse- Ati.
planning stock seasons this year.* Allen, WeUington hotel, NTy;

Students were unhappy
about the whole affair, but
Kenton didn't make it.

only as a package show. Strawhat- tor Vincent Sorey, who anticipates
ters insisted that the play is gener- operating the premises for concert
ally released for stock because com- bookings during the winter.

More Strawhat

List 45

Los Angeles, May 18.
James A, Wyley, prexy of
Highland Univ., Las Vegas,
Informed students that he
could get the-'Albuquetque^
Symphony orchestra for $300
so why pay $1,500 plus 60%
of the gross to Stan Kenton's
crew, whom he never knew

Strawhats Get Break on Turtle';

—

Skating

,

.

a

world' premiere of "Commander
Takes # Wife," authored by Lowell
Barrington, and a revival of James
Gleason's "Shannons of Broadway"
with Gleason directing.

.

•

.

.

.

.

,

Will Operate at Sea

Sea Cliff, L.
William Hunt, who

CliiY,
I.,

L.

May

I,

18.

,

.

last year operated the Crest theatre at WildCl-est, N. J., and Thomas. G.
Jr., former play editor

wood

.

Eatcliffe,

with Columbia Pictures, will run
the 600-seat Sea Cliff strawhat for
Doris Doe, Met contralto, will
a lO-week season opening June 28.
Management expects to test one stage "Norma" and Paul Bernard,
"Barber." A double bill, with a
new play.
Utilizing a star system, the part- new opera by Hieber, "The Three
Sers' announce they've inked Lil-' Mary's," will be presented late in
an €rl$h for the lead in "The Map> tbe season.
'

.

,

performances
starting

'

at Mansfield, N.

Sunday

Y.

N, Y.

(E.)

(23) under title of
Mahopac; Putnam County playGroup, soloists includ- house; Jill Miller, 16 W. 10th st,
ing Pearl Primus, Sophie Maslow, N- Y. (E.)
Hadassah, -Mary Anthony, William
Sea CUff; Sea Cliff theatre; WilBales, Jane Dudley, Jean Erdman, liam Hunt, Thomas
G. Batcliff, Jr.
Eve Gentry and Joseph Gifford.
Sbutholdi Island Theatre; Brett

New Dance

ration in English, Oscar Serlm
treasurer, and dinner co-chairmen
include Barney Balaban, Gliue"
Donaiu
Miller, Brock Pemberton,

Flamm, Louis Broido, Simon
Rifkind and Charles H. Silver.

p-

59
'Approval' Gets Mixed

in Chi;

Heavy Advance fot 'Shoes'

Notices, 6G, in

B'way Slide Still Greased; 'Hold' 9G,

N.H.

New

'Antony'Neat25G,'John'Brisk20G
Chicago, May 1B>
Button
Heavy advance for "High

and

•i-Antony

'

closes

Cleopatra"

ipera Nips 'Burlesque'

Breakin

Haven, May 18.
"On Approval" re-

ol;

'Sa]ly'21GlstFullWeek;loUy'iai/2a

vival drew mixed notices and only
fair business to Shubert last weekend in a four-performance stand
(13-15). At $3.60 top, gross was estimated at close to $6,000.

'Indde U.SA' 47G; 'Cup,' 'Hope's' Out

•

Nothing f urther has been booked
The slide in Broadway bu.siness Price Glory"; limit of standees all
for this season but a summer stock
period is being mulled, with deci- continues down, Hopes that the times; $34,500.
"Oklahoma!", St. Jamec (266th
spring period would improve have
Cleveland, May 18.
sion to come this week.
not materialized and the expecta- wk) (M-1,505; $4.80).
off
Metropolitan Opera Co. crimped
tion of at least a partial upturn on further last week when record-run
Bert Lahr in "Burlesque," the
the strength of reduced federal musical was rated around $16,500;
Hanna's closing play of season.
may
go to Atlantic City for sumtaxes
wishful
appears
to
have
been
Comedy was so eclipsed by commer.
thinking.
Added
pocket
money
bepetish that it barely landed $16,"Strange Bedfellows,*^ Morosco
cause of less withholdings from sal500.'
Down
aries isn't reflected at the box- (18th wk) (C-935; $4.80).
Estimate for Last Week
offices.
Business for a flock of at- aromid $10,000 but will aim into
"Burlesque" (Hanna) (1,435; $3.70
summer
with operating expenses
tractions
will
have
improve
to
if
very
a
performances
Eight
tx»p).
pared down; has earned profits unr
they
continue,
are
to
into
summer.
$16,closer,
letdown
as
definite
a
"Me and Molly" is considerably til lately.
500, but total season showed a
"Streetcar
N a e d Desire,"
better against the trend, but the
comfortable profit on theatre's

—

,

had a
*Shylock and His Daughter," postpress but lack of

"

fine English
ers in nabes held down attendance.
(Jane Cowl)
"First Mrs. Fraser"
and biz, "Show
eot tepid reviews
style,
Inat" chugs along in good
seems to
Mary"
while "John Loves
S2"4imanently quartered at the

theatre.

ffittfis

Ksom

Time"

Studebaker

peieMial

The

unfolds

Monday

the

at

(24).

Went

'Okla.!'$32

EsOuwiea lor Last Week
books. House going dark for sum"Antony and Cleopatra," B^ck- mer, with no stock planned,
week) (1,358; $5). Bard

'Ice'

fitow (3d

remains lively with neat $25,000.

<10C^$4-33) (1st week), ?11,000
fnilowittg n.s.h. advance.

mm

(3,000;

-

.

.

Habimah dramas,

M

$4,20) (4th week)
clicking despite

still

from Pops concerts,

games, etc., with final
Philadelphia, May 18
week getting an estimated $30,000
Ehilly's legit season is now in House dark evidently for summer.
BtiTct reality, all over but for the
shouting. Two shows opened last
night (17) and they are the last
Dalbs Adds Stars
«f the year unless some lastriumute
changes of mind are effected.
Dallas, May 18.
The Shubert has already offiAdditional castings for the Starcially shuttered. The decision tq light .operetta season at State Fair
take ''Sleepy Hollow" to Boston for Casino
announced by Charles
the final two weeks of its tryout, Meeker, State Fair, booker, are
Instead of holding it here for an Carol Bruce, June Preisser, Francis
-extra fortnight, restated in the
Helen
Cassell,
Walter
Greer,
Shubert's beating the others to the
Brownlee, Nego"keys and camphorballs" arrange- George and John
more
ment. "Hollow," not well received tiations are continuing for
by the crix, did very weak busiSchedule now set includes: June
ness.
Waltz," starring
Great
"The
14-27,
"There Goes the Bride » which
bowed in at the Walnut last night, Kenny Baker with Virginia Mc"Anything
stays there only one week instead Watters; June 2S-July 4,
of two, and the Walnut joins the Goes" (Gertrude Niesen, Arthur
ranks of the playhouses definitely Treacher and June Preisser); July
"One Touch of Venus"
closed for the season on Saturday. 5-11,
"The Winslow Boy" did nicely in (Vivian Blaine. Kenny Baker, June
the second and last of two weeks Preisser); July 12-18, "Rosalie"
on subscription there.
(Arthur Treacher and Hal LeHoy);
July 19-25, "New Moon" (Walter
''Anna Lucasta" began a two
.week return visit at. the Locust Cassel and Frances Greer); July
last night which a]pparently makes 26-Aug. 1, "Bloomer Girl" (Carol
it the season's rear guard. "Har- Bruce, Joan McCracken and Carl
vey" in its seventh and final week Bavazza);
"Naughty
2-8,
Aug.
at the same house did profitably. Marietta" (Helen George); Aug. 9The real surprise is the Forrest 15, "Hit the Deck" (Lulu Bates);
-T-Philly's only air-cooled house
King"
Vagabond
15-22,
"The
Aug.
which is now playing the third and
(John Brownlee).
final week of "The Student Prince."
Roger Gerry returns as stage diDespite many rumors 'and reports
munew
the
Lief
is
Arthur
not a thmg is lined up to follow rector.
Ralph L.
even during the political convene sical director, assisted by
Hunter. Peter Wolf returns as
tlon periods.
is
Morris
Douglas
designer.
scene
Estimates for Last Week
technical dh:ector and Vonn Hamil"Sleepy Hollow," Shubert (2nd ton will handle the choreography.

'

wk)

Skidded to $3,700

$3).

(388;

but run's $36,200

about

85%

still

represents

capacity.

"Annie Get Your Gun," Philharmonic Aud (2d wk) (2,670; $4.80).
Great $54,500 still represents a
close margin for L. A. Civic due to
high guarantee.
"Blackouts of 1948," El Capitan
(308th wk) (1,142; $2.40). Climbed
back to $16,300.
1948,!'
Pan
"IcC-Capades
of

.

week) (1,877; $3.90). Ended stay
here with very weak $9,000.
"The Student Prince," Forrest
(2nd week) (1.766; $3.25). Doing
well on umptieth visit with $17,500
good for this scale in second
stanza. Now in last week and ap-

parently this air-cooled house will
shutter Saturday also.

M

r?^*'*"'"

Locust

(7th

week)

'Carousel'

Pacific

$102,800.

TViG,

Pittsburgh,

Pitt

May

(4th wki (6,036; $3.60).
slightly but. still great
Holds until May 23.

md

Current Road Shows

(17-29).

"Annie Get Your
L.A. (17-29).

Gun"—Aud.,

—^Black-

.

"Antony and Cleopatra"
stone, Chi. (17-22).

"Blackouts of
L.A. (17-29).

1948"—El Capitan,

"Blossom Time"— Cass, Det. (17Studebaker, Chi. (24-29).
"Burlesque"—Royal Alex., Toronto (17-22); Shubert, Best. (24-29).
"Carousel" ^Music Hall, K. C.
22);

—

(17-22);

Orpheum, Omaha

KBNT, Des Moines

(24-26);

(27-29).

D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.— Shubert, Bost. (17-22).

"First Mrs. Fraser"
Chi. (17-29).

—

Selwyn,

"Harvey"—Nat'l, Wash.

(17-29).
Frisco (17-29).

—

"Harvey" Geary,
"High Button Shoes"

—

Gt.

Mary"—Harris,

Chi,

Northern, Chi. (17-29).

"John Loves
(17-29).

Fan"

Windermere's

"Lady

—

Vic, Victoria (17-18); Lyric, Vancouver (19-22); Metropolitan, Seattle (24-29).

"OWahomaJ"

— Biltmore,

L.

A,

,

(17-29).

"On Approval"—Plymouth,
(17-29).

"Private

— Met,
—
—

Lives"

Bost,
,

Seattle

—

—

been. slaw.

-

'(24-29).

.

.

.

.

,

.

$4.20).

SOCK 38a

(May 17-29)
Locust, Philly
"Anna Lucasta"

•

Tvindup of legit

Business again
around $10,000. Name player due
in from Coast this week to take 'MARIETTA'
IN
over from Jack Buchanan.
"High Button Shoes," Shubert
FRISCO;
(32d wk) {M-1,387; $6).
Only the
difference in the number of standSan Francisco, May 18.
ees still measures the slight difThe Ninth Civic Light Opera
ference in takings, which again Season was usheredin Monday (10)
approached $38,000.
when "Naughty Marietta," with
"Hold It," National (2d wk) (M- Susanna Foster, Wilbur Evans and
First full week esti- Edward Everett Horton bowed at
1,164; $6).
mated around $9,000 but wealthy the Curran, where it is set for
backer from Albany intends keep- three weeks. It got good notices.
ing musical on; lowest figure ever
"Harvey," with almost identical
for major musical.
cast that played Frisco last season,
"Hope's the Thing," Playhouse. was greeted with only lukewarm
Bill of playlets taken off Saturday reviews, but star Joe E. Brown was
seven performances; patted oh the back. Show in for a
(15)
after
rated around $4,000.
foui^week stanza.
(C-902;

(17-22); Mayfair, Port. (24-27).
Anna Lucasta," which chalked
'Arms' 4i/ie G, Salt Lake
.
ShulJert, Clu.
"Show Boat"
"P a spectacular gross first time
Salt Lake City, May 18.
wound nearly two years ago,
"Arms And The Man," presented (17-22).
Majestic,
Hollow"
"Sleepy
wasn t so forte last week at Nixon by the University Theatre, with
second visit. Although show got Frances Beid and Phillip Boumeuf BOst. (24-29).
Forrest
"Student Prince"
complete coverage again from the starred, ran into tough sledding for
JP"<^s..who Uked it just as well as three performances at Kuigsbury Philly (17-22).
"There Goes the Bride"—Waloriginally, take was only Hall last week (13, 14, 16).
around $7,500 at $2.50 top.
Philly (17-29).
^
Total gross hit about $4,500, half nut,
" Winslow Boy"
Nixon, Pitt.
j^as "Winslow of capacity. Biz around town for
Toronto
Alex,,
Royal
(17-22):
and vaude in general t

&ia

Eased

lent foUowup Critical comment
(1st wk) 000.
should help; okay, around $14,000.
$4.20).
SRO $32,000 for
'For Love or Money," Miller
Experimental Theatre
(,28th
wk) (C-940; $4.20. -Estiof six weeks.
"Ballet Ballads," Music Box (M"The Stone Jungle." Coronet {3d mated count last week was unAnother slow der $10,500, but intentions are for 977; $4.80). After promising showwk) (255; $2.40).
ing as experimental attraction,
$2,500 with $7,800 total repping engagement to extend into sum-v moved here Tuesday
(18)
is
about 509?7 capacity.
mer.
now on commercial basis.
Harvey." 48th St. (lS6th Wk)

,

vance big.

$6).

"The Plays the Thuig," Booth
further like most others but rep of
runner should assure better attend- (3d,wk) (CD-712; $4.80).. Manage-,
ment confident of a' run and, excelance from summer visitors; $27,-

"Dklahomar", Biltmore

Z^Vz^ Cincy

18.

.

(1,636;

™

,

(32d wk) (CD-1,057; $4.80). "Last
weeks"
being
advertised
but
Shavian comedy tentatively slated'
through June; $16,500 estimated.
"Sally," Beck (2d wk) (M-1,214;
First full week around
(M-1,628; $4.80). Schedule calls for $5.40).
run extending through summer and $21,000 which was under expectations despite offish notices; house
tour to start in early fall; eased
set to get London hit "''Edward My
to around $27,000.
Son"
in fall (October).
"Command Decision," Fulton
"S.S. Glencaim,". City Center
(32d wk) (D-968; $4.80).
Was af$2.40).
CoUective title for
fected by the slump last week when (2,200;
four Eugene O'Neill short plays:
the gross went to around $14,500;
"The
Moon of the Caribbees," "In
makes money both ways however at
the Zone,", "Bound East for Carthat level.
dift"
and "The Long Voyage
"Finian's Eainbow," 46th Street
Home"; opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
(70th wk)

first

Cincinnati, May 28.
"Carousel" brass-ringed a whopper, nearly $34,500, last week in
the 2,200-seat Emery auditorium at
$4.80 top to wind up the local legit
season, a moneymaker and better
than last season.
.
.
Over a 34-week stretch there
were 19 shows, all in for vyeek

.

,

(M-1,319;

Aud

Dropped

(1,580; $3.90). Wound up Stay with
a profitable $15,000. Okay throughout seven weeks. House now has stands except "Burlesque," which
Anna Lucasta" for two Iveeks and had a four-day stay.
^
then shutters too.
Winslow Boy," Wahiut (2nd
Lunls 2SG, Seattle
week) (1,340; $3.90). SoUd $19,000
Seattle, May 18.
{n second and final week here, beFive-day engagement of Alfred
ing sixth subscription play of ATS
Fontanne in
?™«£am. House has "There Goes Lunt and Lynn at the Metrothe Bride" for this week only and "O Mistress Mine"
politan, 1,500-seater, grossed swell
men also shutters for summer.
$25,000, doing capacity.
Tallulah Bankhead, in "Private
Lives," opens this week, with ad-

*Luca»ta'

Elliott.

"Born
Yesterday,''
Lyceum
comer this week is "Separate
Rooms," which opens the New (119th wk) (C-993i $4.80). Expectation is for another summer for
Beaux Arts tonight.
long-running laugh show which
Estimates for Last Week
was rated around $14,000 last week.
"All My Sons," Las Palmas (8th
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (62d wk)

.

,

$27,500.

"The Cup of Trembluig," Music
was regarded as a good thing and
moved to the Music Box last night Box. Closed after three weeks;
estimated around poor $4,000;
(18).
"David's Crown," second of
"Ballet Ballads" moved over from
the Palestinian

.

circus, ball

'

(D-1,064:
(24th wk)
Season's most powerful
drama; awarded tlie- major prizes
aud sells out all performances;

,

Estimates for Last Week
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co., Shubert
(1,570; $4.20) (3d week). Way under
Estimate for last
expectations.
week $32,000. Final week current
"High Button Shoes," Opera

This one's
competition

Barrymore

$4.80).

fared only mildly.
Revival of
"The Heiress," Biltmore (33d
"Sally" isn't up to expectations.
wk)
"Hold It" had incredibly low the (D-920; $4.20). Skidded like
others anq the count last week
money, first full week. "The Cup rated
around $17,000; Okay at that
of Trembling" stopped.
figure; Beatrice Straight to replace
Wendy Hiller.
Estimates for Last Week
"The Respectful Prostitute" and
Keys: C iComedy), D iDrama),
Opera season. Final frame, free of
subscriptions, probably will hit a CD (.Comedy-Drama), R \Revue), "The Happy Journey," Cort (9th
wk) ^C-1,064; $4JZ0). Short plays
(Musical) O (.Operetta)
new high.
"Allegro," Majestic l31st wk) (M- doing fidrly well and should stick
Meanwhile, "Oklahoma!" opened
across the street at the Biltmore 1,695; $6). Takings down around into summer; $12,000 estimated.
"The Vigil," Royale (D-1,026;
and the SRO sign went up imme- an even break; show's out of town
Presented by Alexander
diately with $32,000 inundating the rep should be reflected in better $3.60).
by arrangement with
boxoffice for the first frame. Musi- gross from visitors; $30,000 indi- Markey,
George Jessel (20th); written by
cal is repeating its capacity engage- cated.
"Angel in the Wings," Coronet Ladislaw Fodor; tried out on Coast(
ment of two years ago.
Slump opens Friday (21).
Two plays flnaled over the week- (23d \^) (R-998; $4.80).
skipped
intimate, revue
end, "AH My Sons", closing at Las hasn't
REVIVALS
Palmas with an okay $36,200 for which dipped to around $18,000; if
Hablinah, Broadway
i2A
\vk)
seven weeks and two days, and not recovering may go to Chicago.
"Annie Get Tour Gun," Imperial (1,900; $4.80). Second drama by
"The Stone Jungle" winding up
Palestinian
troupe, "David's
(105th
(M-1,472;
wk)
Hav$6,60).
with a meek $7,800 for two weeks
Crown," estimated around $17,500;
ing
passed
the
two-year
run:
mark,
and four days. Las Palmas relights
"The Golem," also in Hebrew,
tonight (18) with Ojai Players pro- is aimed through summer and be- opened Saturday (15).
duction of "Macbeth." Other new- yond; around $34,000.
''Man and Snpennan," Hudson

downtown.

House

Sdidl9G,PhilIy

to present experimental
playlets under the collective title
of "Hope's the Thing" was a fast
failure.
"Ballet Ballads," also by
the Experimental theatre, however,

field

.

lirvey'15G,'Boy'

attempt

own production

monW

'MoHow'WeakOG,

m

M, LA.

Los Angeles, May 18.
Rodgers and Hammerstein had a
day here last week. Their
of ^' Annie Get
Your Gun," with Mary Martin in
the title role, smashed through to
within $200 of the house record in
the second of its four weeks at the
Philharmonic auditorium with a hot
$54,500. Record of $54,700 was hit
but
"Song
of
Norway,"
by
"Annie's" take was cut by subscription tickets to L. A. Civic Light

CARTE 32G,
BOSTON
30G

*«Hae*r Button Shoes," Great
IN
'SHOES'
Northern (1.500; $0.18). Opens to(19) with heavy aavance.
Boston, May 18
"John Loves Mary," Harris (14th
"On Approval" staited out here
$20,000
Brisk
$3.71),
(1.000;
Plymouth,
night
(17)
at
the
last
•week)
"Showboat," Shubert (Uth and "Sleepy Hollow" got going toweek) (2,100; $4.94). Pine $31,000. night at the Majestic to make it
"Shyloik aid His Daughter," look pretty good along the falter(1,246;
week)
(Ist
Studebaker
ing rialto. "Burlesque" follows
13.71). n.s.g. $7,500.
next Monday (24) at the Shubert,
and that about takes care of the
late spring season. Nothing slated
so far for a summer engagement

.

$54^

'Annie

^-

'HMMMSiG

"Inside U.S.A.," Century (2d wk>
Broadway's new
$6 ) .

(R-1 ,670;

gross leader getting all that's possible and the takings around $47,-

Estimates for Last

"Naughty

Week

Marietta."

Cm-ran

$4.20)—Soclf $38,000,
"Harvey," Geary (1,550; $3.60)—
000; many parties.
"Joy to the World," Plymouth Fahr $lS,aOO.
Slated
(9th wk) (CD-1.063; $4.80).
takings
big,
to enter summer; not.
are profitable; last week estimated
'Blossom
around !f;i3,000.
"Look Ma, I'm Dancin'," Adelphi
Detroit, May 18.
Has
(15th wk) (M-1,434; $4.80).
A waning legit season finds Dedipped after great start but should troit with a lone attraction, "Bloscome back on comedy strength; last som Time," at the Cass theatre,
week estimated over $27,500; where Everett Marshall, as Franz
makes plenty at that figure.
Schubert, manifested sufficient hi"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad- terest to gamer close to $15,000
hurst (18th wk) (R-1,160; $6). Has last week. Attraction continues a
eased off but slightly with some second week.
boxes unsold last week but with
Monday night (17) Maurice
gross figured over $35,000, which
Schwartz and the Yiddish Art
is virtual capacity.
presented "Shylock and
"Me and Molly," Belasco (12th Theatre
Daughter."
His
wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). After big SunAfter Saturday (22) Cass will be
day (9) start (Mother's Day) business went up materially; estimated dark before "The Winslow Boy"
moves in for a one-week nm< Monover $13,500.
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (13th day (31). Lafayette will stay dark
wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). Most popu- with little promise for any sunnimer
shows.
"What
since
lar war comedy-^drama
(1,776;

Hme'lSG, Del

.

,
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a prospective suitor on trial is
good. As the suitor, Hurd Hatfield
gives a competent reading of tne
type.
worm-that-turns
Daniell is cast as the egotistical
The three short plays written' by Richard Harrity under the title
some money to Muldoon. A fellow Duke,
and he does justice to the "Hope's llip Thing," which Eddie Dowling presented at the
with a bottle of rye is agent for
Playhouse
an opposition undertaker and it's role.
Production carries two^ sets, a N. Y., last week, and which were taken off Saturday (15), included •
a sort of wake until ambulance men
liva
in London and
sketch called "Home Life Of a Buffalo," story of two struggling vauife
from a Protestant -hospital come to garden sceneScotland.
atBoth
are
fetch the uncle, who has decided ing room in
hoofers. It's a playlet in which Dowling and his wife, Bay Dooley, an.
visually but former has
to leave his remains for experimen- tractive
an ele- peared. It's indicated that Dowling either suggested or wrote into the
Humor of the playlet is considerable playing within
tation.
which precludes re- "Buffalo" sketch bits that actually dealt with himself or Miss Dooley
well handled, especially by Ralph vated arbor
Physiplayers.
of
movement
laxed
Cullinan, Barry MacoUum and Peg
She did the bawling infant bit that she did in a Ziegfeld "Follies" of
cal appeal of the two femme charMayo. Dowling directed. Ibec,
the 1920's and which is supposed to have inspired Fanny Brice's "Baby
(Closed Sat. (15) after seven acters is enhanced by good costuming but a radical coiffure of Snooks" of radio. Miss Dooley, who hadn't appeared on the stage for
performances.)
Miss Evelyn's drew questionable nearly 14 years, also did "Dirty Hands," one of her kid numbers.
audience reaction as bordering on
In the "Buffalo" dialog Dowling mentions the "time I took you awav
Tlie fiSolniii
the bizarre.
Staging has paced the tempo at from your brothers" (Johnny, Bill and Gordon Dooley), All are de,
(HEBREW)
all were in vaudeville.
Miss Dooley was in vaude too
Theatre, Ine., presentation, under spon- a steadily increasing rate from a ceased and
sorship of American jFund toi\ Palestinian slow start to play's best moqiebts before going into legit musical's, but only worked with her brother Qorl
Institutions, of- drama in three acts afid
don. She last appeared In Dowllng's "Thumbs Up,"- produced on BroadBone,
prolog by H. I>evik. Staged by B. Val'slil- in third stanza.
way at the St. James inr 1934-35. Both were in the show but did not
Nievliiaky; music. M. IVIilner.
lov.
Setp,
At Broadway, N, Y., May lo, '-LS,
work together, the "Buffalo" turn being one of the few times they have
Tills Yoniig
Maharal. ................ .Shimon SMnicel
teamed on the stage. The Dooleys were a discovery of the late" Bart
Ttis Wife.....
'I'raimo Judelcvitch
>Pasadena, May 6.
Debora. ;
....
.Tamar Robins
Pasadena Playhouse production, In asso- McHugh, bigtime agent (father of the present Bart McHugh, an agent
Zvl Ben-Ha ini
Tanchiun
with Arthur I.ubin and Ivvins with MCA) who headquartered in Philadelphia, where the
^lem. ...
Aaron Meskln ciation of
Dooleys
lii-aniii.ln three acts by Judith
lacobs,

Plays on Broadway
the Tiling

Hoi»«!*N

TRtldle Do\vilng production (undei' sponsor-'
•llllcot the AiHoi-lcau National Xlieatre and

Acailemy) of three jilaylc'ta b5* Richard' HarNo
rlty. Stars Ray Duolcy and DovllnR*
•ettlngs; but seenio Huporvlsiun by Mordl
Gassner.
Oi)ened at Playhouse, K. v.,
.

May

'18;

11,

?*.20 top.
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Short iplay by Richard Harrity
attracted critical favor recently at
the Elliott, being presented there
by Experimental Theatre, along
With two other playlets under
auspices of an actors group called
the Six O'clock Theatre. Same
cast, directed by Joseph Kramm,
was selected by Eddie Dowling as
a feature of his three-playlet show,
format,
legit
presented under
ftightly and two matinees weekly.
Narrator Fred Stewart explains
that "Hope" is distinctly imagina-
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Zvl Priedtana
Hnnna Ronina Kandei. Directed by

Elijah

The Messiah
Tadeush,
Don: Pedro. ...
,

1 . . , ,

,

,,,

..Toshua. Bertonov

.

.

.

.

.Raphael

.lClat:flcln

.Shlonio Bmolt
The Beadle. i'. .... .... i.
A Red Jew:. ............. Abraham Baratz
JAri .-AVarschawer
The Tall Man.
.Trnima, Judelevitch
The Blind Wonian
tive, and there's no doubt about it. The Old Woman
.
.Ha,n.*iie Hendler
.Raphay IClatzkln
It's a drama about crumbums who A Watoif-CaJTier; .
Shcin,
sleep in N. Y.'s Central Park. One The Yellow-Haired Maid, ..... .Niura
.Inna Govlnslja
Woman With Ch lid
down-and-outei-' captures a duck Young Woman. .. .. .Iliitz-Zion Rubcnstein
from the lake. The duck escapes,
but then the fellow comes back
Hafoimah, presenting the third
with a monkey. But the others free of its f oiu- plays at the Broadway
it.
Saturday (15) for a week's run,
Will Geer as a sardonic has been, offers the most interesting thus far
E. G. Marshall as the duck catcher, in "The Golem."
The medievalGeorge Mathews as a grouch, and like fantasy about the automaton
Lou Gilbert as a puftch-drunk ex- created by a Bohemian Jewish
pug are in most of the going. Gil- rabbi to rid his people of the opbert recently won a $500 Derwent pressor, the Inquisition, has more
award for his characterization. In action and movement than its predessence it's a woe story.
ecessors. Despite the language barrier of its Hebrew tongue,' the play
BUFFALO
LIFE OF
is intelligible and makes for an in.Kevin Mathews teresting evening.
Joey.
josey. ..i. ...... ....
Ray/ Oooley
realism,
suparstition
Fantasy,
Dowling
.Eddie
Eddie; , . . < ... i ; i
.
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dena I'luyhuuse, May

Ricky

,

i
.

Neely.
Chic.
.
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. .

.

.

V .

Cianey.

Set-

.

.

.-. ,

.

top.

...

..

.

.

.

he

.

Verna.

. .

Hickman

iiwoyne Hickman
.Dale Boldlng
.»

. .

.

.

.

.Lex HunsicUer

Eddie;.
Mickic.

....... -Sharl Robinson

McC'ann
Bobby Hyatt

.Doveen

Bobby

.Donald
.Parker KgRlcston

I'letro

.Toe

Henry

Kmmy

Ann Kimbel

Anna.

.Diana

BUresh

For the second time within a
month, the Coast has seen the
world premiere of a play in which
the world's ills, are discussed
through the mouths of children.
The first was "The Stone Jungle,"
which had an interesting theme but
badly needed doctoring. The secr
ond, "This Young World," also ofA
HOME
fers an interesting premise, but
even more than doctoring is in
.Leoita Powers and
sometimes broad burlesque order. This sei'ipt needs a surMoHy
....VttUBlili Taylor make up quite an amalgam in this geon, who will carefulfy cut away
Otto..,., ..i..
play. It contains symbolism, too, the fatty tissue. If the operation
Nostaglic and mirch better is as when the oppressed Jews dis- results in a good one-act play, it
Harrity's 40-minute sketch about dain the gentle assistance of the can be considered successful.
the McQuinns, a passe vajude hoofer real Messiah for the rough-andPitched in a rural schoolhouse,
fouple; Dowling and his wife Ray .ready physical aid of. a clay crea- script allegoricall^ poses the prob>ooley are in action in this one, ture who becomes a Frankenstein.
lem of a world -in which violence
neitheir being in the other playlets.
Aaron Meskin makes a 'terrify- finds eager lieutenants. The ignoThere are some hearty- laughs, one ing- and sometimes pitiful-^—figure rant bully takes over when teacher
line about working outside show of the robot, or Golem. Shimon
absents herself and forces his classbusiness and getting overtime "like Finkel, as the Cabala-tainted rabbi mates to do his bidding. No. adults
the stagehands" especially being who creates him, plays an imperi- are in evidence although two adult
liked by the first-nighters. Props ous role fprcefuUy. Zvi Ben-Haim,
voices offstagciigure in the action.
indicate the west side New York, as the town imbecile, who carries
In the end, fear brings the bully's
where Eddie, Josey and Joey, their the theme of the play in his re- aides to their senses and reason
growing kid, live.
peated cry of /^'Whence will come triumphs. The parallel is obvious;
£ddie domes iii with news that our salvation?," gives a vivid, powso obvious in fact that the device
the act has been booked and vaude- erful portrayal. Supporting roles
of halving a young Greek refugee
ville is coming back, but Josey sees are all good; Sets are simple and
it into actual words becomes
that the contract calls for only the costumes as limited-. Direction vis put
tepetitiously annpying.
first half of one week. Before that excellent.
Bron.
Construction and dialog are both
Miss Dooley, back from retirement,
weak and any Broadway, possibildoes her squalling infant bit that
ity rests squarely' on an almost
made 'em laugh in more than one
complete rewrite job. Author has
"Follies," also sings "Dirty Hands,"
failed to build the tension propDowling being at the broken down
erly, each incident of horror being
piano and .their kid (Kevin Mathrepetitive rather than progressive.
ews) participating.
And the lines handed the adolesApproval
They have iVisitors, a duo who
cents are so adult and out of keephad a trained goat act. When
New Haven, May 13.
Qant Galther production of comedy in ing that the youngsters become
Otto (Vpughn Taylor) tells (in
i
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Dutch
)dbitig
/

how

well they are

since leaving

show business,

dialect)

;

three acts by ITredericls Lonsdale.

Features
Judith Evelyn, Hurd Hatfield, Henry DaStaKed by Lex Riqiiniell, Brenda Forbes.
ards; settings, Louis Tvennol; cttstumd^.
Billy Livingston. Opened at Shubert, KTe*

Mrs. Muldoon

Teg Mayo

.'

i',

airs, tjacey.

.

WlUle
f'eter
trtif

.

MuUtoon
CAnavan.

Although

.Ruth Vivian
Iten Terry

<..Halpli
.

. ;

.

. . i

.Barfy

...

trouble

OuUinan

MacoUnm

also the
theme for this Irish dialect sketch,
it has comic flavor. Scene is another dump in .Hell's Kitchen, on
is

-

New' York's west side. Peter Muldooii, a streetcar conductor and his
wife anticipate the passing of a
crusty old. uncle upstairs. There's
sjiecuIatioA about who's going to
pay for the
learned

that

funeral,

until

it's

he has bequeathed

I
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Mady Christians, who returned recently from three months in
London, where she staged the British prod^iction of "I Remember
said she felt that the play's comparatively short eight-week
run there was due to the faet that the stoiy was "too much for the
imagination of the average theatregoer."
But despite the evident

Mama,"

unsuitability of the play for London tastes, the actress declared that
she was "terribly happy to have done it" and also has the "greatest
admiration for the way' the British run then: theatre." Meanwhile,
she's recuperating at her New Canaan, Conn., farm from a sprained
ankle sustained in a fall aboard the Queen Maty the first day out of
port.
.

Nixon theatre, Pittsburgh, has been a late-season Waterloo for producer Jnles Leventhal. Three shows in a row which he's interested in
have nose-dived there, requiring bank drafts from the home office to
get productions out of town. Jane Cowl's "First Mrs. Fraser" started
the parade of Leventhal headaches, getting only $3,500 to hit a new
low at the Nixon for two seasons. Katherine Dunham followed and
did better, nearly $11,000, but that still wasn't enough to show a profit
on the production end, and last week again, Leventhal had to dig down
for "Anna Lucasta"- troupe when jt barely did $7,500. jSe won't have
to worry any more about the Nixon this season at least. It's Bhutting
down Saturday (22) with "Winslpw Boaf," and lt'6 not his Show,

.
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precocious and create

Interesting sidelight to the contract Judith Anderson has with the
producers Of "Medea" comes to light as show finished its run last
week. Anytime or anywhere the Robinson Jeffers drama is done, with
or without Miss Anderson, producers Robert Whitehead and Oliver
Rea must pay actress 30% of their take or profit. If show goes on
tour in the U. S. this fall, actress will get her cut, as she will from
the production which goes on in London in August, with Hugh Tennent
producing in conjunction with Whitehead-Rea.
Original deal made with author Jeffers was that Miss Anderson was
to have first crack at the lead role wherever produced. Her deal with
the producers, called for $1,000 a week salary until production paid
off. Then she was to get; 1S% of the gross, plus 30% of the producers'
profits. The 30% clause covered all futute productions of "Medea,"
too, even if producers turned the production over to Qthers. She still
gets 30% of whatever their take will be. Actress is believed angry at
producers because they took show out of the National, N. Y., where
it could gross $30,000, and put it into the Royale, which could gross
only $26,000 top. Also because she had to play show from October
until mid-March at $1,000 weekly before show paid off and her percentage started. During Api-il, when take averaged $18,000, she got
$2,8S0 a week.

ence sympathy.
Best characterizations are of the
After the death of Harry Kaufman, who, although a theatre ticket
kids under 10, apparently the broker, supervised musical shows for Lee
Shubert, especially those
IS, '48; $3.«0 top.
.Judith Kvelyn group with which Mrs. Kandei is with Olsen and Johnson, his estate filed claim
Hayle).
against O, & J. and
Maria (Mrs. W^lalaclO....... Brenda Forbes best acquainted. In the younger the manager for
money due from the shows, last of which was "Laffing
..Henry Daniell age group, there is a quintet of
Dulcc ot Bristol
Room Only" (1944). Last week Walter Reed, intimate of the deceased,
Hurd Hatfleld
Richard Ilalton.
finely-drawn characters including
youngster with bladder trouble, accepted a settlement offer of $18,000, haVing a power of attorney from
a
Unless something radical is done
a Uttle girl who wants to show oft Kaufman's principal legatee, a daughter. She was bequeathed one-half
to bolster this revival, "On Ap- her cut thumb, a moppet who of the estate, other heirs getting the balance. Their
okay of the settleproval" will probably be sent back
knows all the answers from having ment IS necessary before the claim can be liquiclated. S. Jay Kaufman,
after a brief trial. Current producseen every Bogart film and a pair brother, was willed a one-sixth share. Value of the estate, not couBttion contains a mildly diverting
mg the show claims, was around $50,000.
of completely natural tykes.
third act but play in toto has only
Direction by Marcella Cisney is
limited appeal. Present plans call
spotty, an understandable circumfor holding this one away from
Reported plans for legit shows at the Belasco, Washington, next seastance since her cast is composed
Broadway at least until fall. It's A of kids ranging in age from six to* son are discounted. Property is owned
by the Government and if
smart move because premiere indi- 16. Of the group, Darryl Hickman, only one years lease
would be given any prospective lessee, the
cations place it as a weak conas the heavy, is best, giving an ef- cirnces of spending an. estimated $150,000 to rehabilitate the house
tender ^gainst Gotham hit incum- fective reading to his credible lines for stage
shows
appear
slim.
Capacity of the theatre for legit is around
bents.
and doing what he could with the
The brief tale of four people, rest.' Brother Dwayne Hickman, as 900 a bookmg handicap. National, which switches to pictures because
matrimonially inclined, who dis- the hero, has to struggle with lines of the segregation impasse soon after the -current engagement of
Harvey terminates, is more than double the size, of the Belasco.
cover unsuspected negative charac- that make him out to be a book^
teristics in each other when they
reading
panty waist and there
spend a month together on an seems to be little he can do to
The Lunts, who closed in "O Mistress Mine" in Seattle last Saturisland off the coast of Scotland, is overcome the handicap. Ann Kim- day
(15), are due to appear next season in
"Speak To Me of Love" on
told to the tune of much conversa- bel is good as the adolescent girl.
Broadway, Helen Hayes, who was supposedly set for the play, having
tion and practically noi action. Younger members who shine are
Script carries more chatter than a Lex Hunsicker as the blood-and- withdrawn. Reports are that since a leading man was not available.
magpie's convention; Some of the thunder kid; Parker Eggleston as Miss Hayes suggested to the Theatre Guild that the play would be
dialog is amusing but little of it at- the bladder-sufferer; Dale Belding, more suitable to the Lunts. "Love" is an adaptation from the French
tains the brilliancy necessary to Howard Jeffrey, Sharl Bobinson, by b. N, Behrman and had a working title of "Next to My Blonde."
support a literary creampuif of this Doreen McCann and Donald Pietro,
nature. The fact that the play is who makes his Greek refugee ring
in the hands of competent players true despite the dialog.
Valley Players, Holyoke, Plans
Established Prodacer Offen
is one of the redeeming features of
Single set by Mordecai Gorelik
Holyoke, Mass., May 18.
what might otherwise be soporific is excellent.
Ohnncft to iBveHt Kn "Grade A" SmnKap^
mer tlwntret houiie tapucMy liM".
The Valley Playei:s, operating
theatre.
Star eiystem.
Judith Evelyn is nominal head
the Mountain Park Casino as a
Nenr New Vnrtc City
for
Atlantic
City
of the cast but in only one instance,
Froject WUI Stand Htrletvat
summer theatre, will open their
when she tells off the conceited
Atlantic City, May 18.
InvcfitlKatioui
season June 21, with "Accent On
Duke of Bristol who has proposed
Box 810, Vnrtoty.
First legit of the season comes
lll4.W08t
St.. New York 19, N- ^•
to her, is she called upon to exYouth," and cloise the week of Sepin for a weekend, June 3-5, when
hibit the histironic skill that has
tember 11, with "Fresh Fields."
the Repertory company presents
characterized her work in other
Other plays will include "Kind
productions. Balance of her .pres- "The Mikado" and "Pirates of Lady," 'Years Ago," "Rain," "John
ence onstage is largely decorative, Penzance" at the Globe, which is Loves Mary," "The Ghost Train,"
Oppaitnnity For Young Man
which is a personal physical com- only open in the summer, when it "You Can't Take It With You,"
Youni man, tlitrouilily wuericnctd, w<»<t'<l Jl'
pliment but adds little to her act- offers burlesque.
"Goodbye Again," "Pursuit of Haprent lutniturnitiire manuraoturtr. !• ««ll
S. M. Charlock is promoting the piness," "All My Sons," and "Tons
tum for lagitimate lUgt.
Only two houri
ing stature.
E>dally, prtferably in tht aarly afternoon.
Brenda Forbes fares better on Gilbert & Sullivan shows, and will of Money."
cellent iiro0o>ltlon tor party who -knows <>>
the meaty assignment as far as move them to Philadelphia, after
Wrin »•
oonlactt.
Salary and tomminion.
Jean and Carlton Guild operate
Fabian, 227 E. 47th St.,. H«W Yatk. piMM
roles are concerned. Her interpre- the opening here, followed by a the company, with
Dorothy Crane,
d»iiat call ar iftatOi
tation of a shrewish widow putting t)lanned tour.
director.

with nodding assent from his wife
(Leona Powers), Eddie is incensed Haven, May
«nd chases them away.
Helen (Mrs.

GONE TOMORROW

were bom.

Although no scenery was used, the three playlets entailed a loss approximating $12,000. Dowling presented the show, having undisclosed
backers who agreed with him that business did not warrant continuance. First night's takings were around $2,000, but there was little
.^toward JetCrey boxoffice activity there9fter, with takings of
$350 «r less reported on
.Robert Grummcr
subsequent evenings.
..lanet Burston
'4S; S'J
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Tome

is largely autobiographical,
with sliowbusiness anecdota.
Elizabeth ("Red Network") Billing's $500,000 suit against former
federal prosecutor O. John Rogge
was continued until May 21 at a

filled

The author

Srings."
S?rd

testified

Federal
Philadelphia
000
a the opening of a $300
in

?Swt

.

asP*{;a«o«»

hopes.

Sreams.

PhHly police

suit against

damage

S

out of a series of
officials, growing
on bookstores and the wholeSle seizure of the works of a dozen
noveUsts.
best-selUng
more
an inAn equity suit seeking as
well
lunction against the police,
is incidcnUl damages, stemmed
te)m i raid March 20 by vice
sduad men on the Charlton Book

M

.

The raid was conducted

Store
without

by

a warrant

Detecttve

John McCarthy, imder the direcEllis, head
tion of Inspector Craig
Director of
of the vice squad.

Public Safety James H. (Shooey)
is also named as a de-

^Malone

fendant along

vyitli

McCarthy and

jsnis.

.

The action to restrain police
from such seizures was jointly
pressed by Charles Praissman,
owner of the book store; Harold

who under the pen name

Jtubin,

of Harold Rabbins
lAve a Stranger;"
,

wrote "Never

and Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc., New Yortc The Farrell phase of the trial dealt with
another suit and a damage claim
pressed by the author <khd Vanguard Press, of New York. Testimony was taken in it in order
'

to avoid repetition later.

Defense 'attorneys got a setback
argument for a jury trial
on the que^on of damages. Judge

..

in tbdir

'

BarH ruledf.ifiSii -injuiiMive- relief
was the priific^ question and under
his discretionary powers, damages.
If- any,' are mily incidental and can
be awarded without separatiiig the
case in two parts. Called as a witness by the plaintiff, Ellis under
erpss^examinatiAn asserted he was
responsible for McCarthy's action.
He said he supplied his men with
a. list of objectionable books and
the stores in which they should
look for them, principally around
public and parochial schools.
He
admitted thmi were no schools in
immediate vicinity of 15th and
Chestnut sts. where Praisianan's
(tore was located.
Although .the City was not
in the litigation. Assistant
City Solicitor James F. Ryan (legal
adviser in the police drive Against
alleged obscene literituie) acted
as counsel for the defendants.
In a third suit, involving the
seizure of "Baintree County," the
court is asked to enjoin the city
from banning the book and to assess the police officials for un^ecified damages. Former Judge
Charles Kenworthey, of the State
Superior Court, heads the battery
«t plaintiff attorneys., ^who claim
an abndgment of a oonsHtutional
right by the unwarranted poUce

named

seizures.

^

Mpls. Times Shutters

^Minneapolis

Daily Times has
Own shuttered, leaving town with
wjiy one other evening
paper and

«e

monung

sheet.
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Counting St.
Minneapolis
effect, one
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Ironically,
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a

four-month ad

46,000,000,

"The Emperor Waltz."

Thus it can be seen that the proto plug ducer doesn't have much left for
himself by the time he gives away
pieces of his profit for all the bonds
and second money, after promises
to actors and director. 'With the

Metro closed deal for serialization of "State of the Union" in 36
key city newspapers, the first time
the .studio has gone in for a press
setup of that kind in nine years.
Rachel Coffin, editor of "New
York Theatre Critics' Reviews," is
working on a reference- record of
the theatre, covering, approximate'40
Jan.
1,
ly GOO pluys from

through Dec.

31, '48.

Vanguard Press will release,
May 24, Parker Tyler's "Chaplin;
Last of the Clowns" (196 pages;
$31.

Parker

is

also

author

of
'

Gus1:om of reprinting published
books to put out a pocket-size edition of the Robert Carson novel,
"You Gotta Stay Happy," recently
publication. Although printed as a serial in Satevepost.
nuwfSf
Ross was unavailParade's columnist Hy Gardner
?ble
"t was revealed back from the Coast after setting
bv
members
of
the
staff up features on Hollywood from the
that l^?"^'*'!^
being made to affirmative side: the happily maroMain J^«P*?
financtag
to
ried
families, the relative afflucon«n»i fh"**^**"*
taiW K** -"^,' possibly on a cur- ence of the grip or studio electri"^own how cian.^ etc.
?
touch i^^^
needed,
Billy
book.
"Wine,
Rose's
ThL
which has had Women and Words," will run for a
a -iitv"?,
eari5'^i^"5S:i^.'>st from its start minimum of eight weeks in Look
cooperaUvely mag prior to its publication by
own^H by
tl, J®*''
owned
a number of name, tm- Simon
tt Scbuster in the fiUL
'*? **

A

ToHs

Newspaper

features

'^

**•

.

and
Hallucination"
"Hollywood
"Magic Myth of the Movies."
would be transFlank ember's novel, "Scarlet
two papers. The Feather," rolled off the Rinehart
Timo? **
converted from stand- & Co. presses, to be followed in
at'd !f,
^^^^^A format last Sep- October by "Broken Lance," third
temW^
attempt to increase of three books under an agreement
r.w
an"* adverUsing so between writer and publisher.
than.^*"''',*^*®
continue as a separate
Pocket Books will .shift from its
papeJ

'With
susn«nlq

By Frank

.

circulation of

three
continue
and operation of two
remammg dailies-the Star
and
„™i"™™iig Tribune. In their anmerging of the
I'™s,,^ith the Star and Tribune,
tried unsuc^
r«rf.^"*^^
cessfiriiy
to obtain a purchaser for
ine limes and
that if anybody
t™e to start a new
J**
^^^"^^
assist
in secur^''I^
picture servicl<s for
fnl^^
ices
the publisher.
also
stated
tliat
maiSSfU*'=S'",^'»t
Times' 230 employes
£frf iS^ »£.
"^^''^ positions with the
Trih,m
Star and that most of
it^ u^^ i""?
all

SCULLY'S SOIAPBOOK

week

««d evening news- 19 magazines, with an aggregate

pS^re
iJH,!*'**
Ji^ni
ownership

fe.>.i5P

last

eral district court.
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commnnity—there are on

L

hearing

in Chicago fedScully »
Mrs. Dilling is
Very, 111., May 15.
suing Rogge because of statements
he allegedly issued to PM.
"Dear Scully," writes H. L. Mencken, "I have your letter of the fifth
Continuance of Screen Writer, but can't make out what it is about. If you have a secretary who can
short-story collection fof' 1948.
official magazine of the Screen read and write English, please tell her to send me a confidential tip.
Ross is reported readying an an- Writers Guild, on a monthly basis Meanwhile I hope you are blooming in health apd full of subversive
nouncement of the suspension late with voluntary editing services, ideas."
this week.
was voted by the guild's memberWell, that's one man's opinion. Here's another's:
ship. Not only will the paid staff
be eliminated, but th^ mag will .-"Dear Frank Scully," writes Ashton Stevens, "you're not better than
Cooke H-T's SyarU Editor
Bob Cooke, former Yale man be reduced from 52 to 32 pages to the rest of us. You merely write better."
who has been with the N.Y. Herald cut down expenses.
Let's drop Menck and the secretary off the Continental Divide and
Tribune for about 10 years, is now
hang on instead to the coat-tails oiPChicago's dean of dramatic criticism.
sports editor of the daily, having
Ash has been under an oxygen t«it for some weeks and what do you
replaced Stanley Woodward, wlw
suppose got him released from his linen prison?
pocketbook edition
withdrew after front, office differBell
of "Fun in Bed!"
ences last week. It apjiears that
What About Smart Sett
Continned rrom page 3
the Trib dro^iped seven staffers re''He x^antis lAe to tell you,"- writes a gal signing herself Katherine,
cently. Newspaper Guild's chapter saw more than 100 active indie
The Swee,.heart of Ashton, "that Mencken and Nathan may be good,
huddled to act on a strike proposal.
Woodward for one saying he would units fiourishing, the slipoff came but they've never been able to hit the two*bit book stands. I swear
not cross a picket line, which led more than a year ago when domes- your book made him a whole week Itetter. You are wonderful!"
him to leaving Uie staff, despite his tic grasses began to slide. The
The Mighty Ash is probably by now baek in the Chicago newspaper
recognized stonding in newspaper British 75% tax which resulted in morgue that he caUs bis apartment, kicking bis
80. years under the
sports circles.
an embargo on shipments to that vase de lit and dictating his daily delight for the Herald-Amecicsin
William Robinson, Trib's busi- country was the final blow. Banks,
readers..
ness manager, was drawn into an which before that time had been
YOB
Paris!
Oh,
when
argument over the shuffle
comparatively liberal in making
Years ago Prank Sullivan wrote a cute piece called "The Last Time
entering a nearby cafe. Understood
there was considerable rumpus be- loans because they knew they I Saw Paris tjy a Guy Who Has Never Been There." I cniied that one.
could hardly miss getting their
fore the situation cleared.
It was very funny, but tres. He had everything straight about Paris;
money back, 'began to hedge.' There and could have been hired by Warners as technical adviser on 'To the
was no more easy money from that Victor!' on the strength of it.
A Ustat Snack—For 325
source-;Hollywood publicist Margaret Ei
Well, in writing about Ashton Stevens I'm practically standing on
Difficulties there, however, have Sullivan's shoulders.
tinger agented the Earl Wilsons,
I am assuming, of course, that Sullivan has
into one of those Atwater Kent parr beoi comimratively mild to the shoulders, for he and I have been pals for 20 years and the nearest I
ties when the N. Y. Post columnist difficulties now being faced in get- came to meeting him was a coal barge that Isore his name and was
Coast's No. 1 ting "second" money.
hits Hollywood.
Since this anchored outside the New York hospital on the East river.
party-giver phoned Wilson from is junior to the banks in the payoff
That must have been around 1933 when Little Mommer Scully went
his Bel Air lair advising him" to line, it's a much more dangerous in one door to give birth to our second flea
'from heaveo; and I went in
invite 200-225 people, or more ("be investment. The lenders who used
another to have my tonsils yanked;
generops in the number of people," to be regularly willing to take a
Ri^t here I'd like to knock a prop from under one of the oldest
he urged), but stressed it would be chance on this kind of thing
fallacies in the literary world. That's the assumption that unless you
a "snack party," i.e., the film folk
often for as much as a 25% or have shaken a guy's hand or, like doubting Thomas, can put your hand
will not have to change but can
33^/6% chunk Of the profits—are in the wound in his side, ^you really can't say you know a man. With
come informally from the studios.
The WUsons leave New York May no more; They've either been the creation of the printed word by Guttcnberg or Caxton (vote for
27 for two weeks as part of the coV stung on pictures in which they one), the postal system, the two-way telephone, radio and, now, teleumnlst's hope to make four trips didn't get out successfully or vision, isn't it silly for people to keep on insisting you don't know a
per year, although he's been able to they've found less risky uses for guy unless you've met vis-a-vis?
average only two.
their coin.
At this moment, though separated by 2,000 miles as a bottle of Old,
As a result, indies now operating Crow flies, I am closer to Ashton Stevens than Mr, Truman is to moving.
Guild's HandSHoS on Commie
have had to hunt up "angels," Ash's words met mine somewhere high above where atomic fissicm dies
The Washington
much as the producers of Broad- and a better world begins, shook hands and signed to play DaiDton
Guild executive board has passed way shows. They find some one and Pythias on the Sun circuit, which Gus is
now booking somewhere
a resolution by vote of 6-1 to take or a group of persons ready to take
west of Betelgese.
no action in the case of Thomas a chance as a long shot. But with
» Cne:
in Heaven"
Buchanan who was dismissed from production costs up. the
b.o. not
What if I never heard Stevens play the banjo? I thought I heard
the staff of the Washington Evenshowing the same strength it did him playing a harp two weeks ago. and it sounded angelic. He's been
ing Star for being a member of the
Communist party. The executive and lots of other green fields for catcMng shows for 50 years, and. he's still a playgoer first and a critic '
board was of the -opinion that "this investment, even the "angels" have second. He paid to climb to the' gallery in his boyhood days in San
severance cannot successfully be pretty well fiown.
Francisco, and now he's paid to sit on the aisle at his home on Bellevue
resisted at this time as a breach
The stiffening of the attitude of place, and the difference is only money, or what the Russians used to
of the Star-Newspaper Guild con- the banks in demanding guarantees call dirty paper. Okay, translate it yoqr way. Bumashka is the word.
tract."
of the last 15%, follows Other strinHe catches shows in Chicago because he prefers to' catch them there.
It's believed to be the first time gent moves in the past six months. Though his first jbb was on the San Francisco Call, he was the New
that the Guild has refused to take The first of these was the "unlim- York Journal's critic from 1907
to 1910. Those were the years when
action for a dismissal because of a ited" completion
liond, in addition you either read: the Journal or the World, or were dead.
political belief.
to a standard 20% bond.
That
In fact his' writinils weaned
away firom the Colonial to seeing
means that the person guarantee- my first play, and 1 remember I was so excited that my mother had
CHATTER
ing tliat coin will be provided for to make a very dramatic decision herself between the acts. Being a
Jean Ilersholt authored an ar- finishing the picture must put up a woman of limited courage, -she took me to the ladies' room.
ticle for the Atlantic Monthly, definite sum amounting to 20% of
Okay, so I don't know for sure that he is, a slender, alert, nervous
titled "The Academy Speaks."
the budget, plus signing a warBinehart's Bill Raney and ex- ranty that any additional money individual who wears glasses, has written 500 interviews, and told the
drama critic Bernard Sobel back needed, no matter how much, will, truth in 400 of them because four out of every iQve told him- the truth.
So I didn't sit next to him at the Dempsey-Willard fight when a telefrom Europe with raves for Italy's
be
provided. A simple 10% or 15% graph operator told him he couldn't take -a blow-by-blow description
"progressivcness."
"Lunt and Fontanne: First Fam- completion bond formerly was suf- on account he was drafted to cover the fight from the diamatic departily of the Theatre," by Lawrence ficient to meet bank demands.
ment of The Yale Quarterly.
Lader, appears in the June issue
Laboratories, which in the past
I'm not even claiming I read Ash's "A Decade of Plays and Playof Coronet, out today (Wed.).
always have been very helpful in Acting" in the Encyclopedia Britannica, and the reason I didn't was
Arthur H. Motley in Hollywood loaning money to indies in return
he wrote his piece in 1946 and my India-papec edition stops
because
of
lining up material for a series
for getting the processing work, with 1910, the year Ash blew Broadway for the Loop and fmmd himself
aspects
of
technical
stories on the
have also toughened up. They, too, trapped in that old corral for life.
film production for Parade mag.
are demanding bonds to guarantee
But I have often raced along with his rough-cut proise and marvelled
Paramount is spending $200,000 their
loans.
how anybody could get a column written between 10:30 and midnight
campaign in

the decision to
to the de- fold' the mag was reached almost
T.iViPS T. Farrell came
brainchUd./'Stud* simultaneously with word that
fd^w of his own
three of its stories have been
Foley best
selected
for
the
Martha
Jiia
iffiyai of «n American boy,
tUors.

PhlUy Book ItaW S«it

second money and the banks' 15%
bond costing the producer a total
of 35%, he must also figure 2>4%
for each $25,000 of the completion
bond he uses> In addition to these
percentages of profits, of course, he
must also pay the regular 6% interest on the money he borrows.
And for Uie completion bond funds,
he must pay the interest whether or
not he actually uses the funds.
Banks, which formerly loaned up
to 75%
and occasionally even
more—of the negative cost of a
film, now have a ceiling of 65%.
And with the last 15% guaranteed
under the new demands, all they're

for 50 years and pile up so few slips that pass in the night.
now Gently, Sweet Ashton
"A man can't take too much time writing a story," he confessed to
George Brandenburg recently in Editor and Publish«fr. "I think writing is awfully important, whether it's a column, or a play for the stage.
I write only for dramatic critics because evei^^an, woman and child
who goes to the. theatre is a dramatic critic But whether writing
under pressure or leisure, I don't think you. have any ri^t to be duller
than God made you."
He says, he still has a pay-as you-entcr mind and when he reviews a
bad play writes as if he had paid to see it and had been clipped plenty,
plenty.

Revolt on the Aisle
it's a certitude," concludes the Last of the Aisle-Sitters, "that
occupation is gone when television enters my home. With its
coming, the top hat, the white tie, the ebony stick, the Rolls Royce and
the Annie Oakley will go. Such slippered unease would be unbearable
to an ancient first-nighter who.se theatre-going has yet to be halted' by
heat or hurricane or blizzard."
Here at last I detect Ash's 80 years slipping him a mickey. In television, as in legit, the Hitertainment will be as good or as bad as the
play and players make it, and if it's duller than God meant either to
be, you can always turn it off, and if particularly angered and you own
really risking is 50%. This actu- it, you can even break it in two and go back to playing the banjo, while
ally applies only to the Bank of Kay reads you pieces from "I'^in in Bed," A.sh. You lucky you.
America,
because virtually
no
other banks have been loaning any
are a release deal and studio space. al ly bring the deal to the studio
ihohey at" all to indie producers re- Almost all the majors are now of- originally
and they share in percently. The New York institutions
fering distribution. However, most centage of profits instead of workhave been particularly shy of loans of them want a huiik of the film, ing on a salary.
Security-First
in the past .year.
As for the studio space situation,
plus their distribution fee, in reNational of Los Angeles, which forturn for which they'll provide some the rental lots are now competing
merly was a big lender, has slowed financing and deferments for facil- so much for business that in some
practically to a stop.
ities and players. Gimmick here is cases they have provided an indie,
Two Plus Valnes
that this gives the studio so much who comes to them with a. good
A reverse twist to- the indie situ- control over the production that setup, with completion bond^i and
ation is that the two things that indies involved in these deals are bank guarantees. For this, howwere toughest to get a couple years not truly independent at all. They ever, in addition to other costs,
ago^ when filmmttldng W9S easy, differ from a lot's regular contract they add on a 17^% to 20% oVerare now the easiest to obtain. They producers only in that they gener- ihead.bitci
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cii^rrEit
office publicist, directing a special
is taking on for
field force which

U

distribution of J. Arthur Ranks
Sidney R. fleisher operated for "Hamlet." Fihn, starring Sir Laulung infection at Mt. Sinai hos- rence Olivier, has U. S. preem in
pital.

A.u^ust

Decca's Jack Kapp at one time
Babs Ryanr former singer, with
the Smoothies, has opened a vocal bid for Mrs. T. O. Thackreys
WLIB, coincidentally with Guy
studio.
but the $200,000 asking
Lombardo,
to
planed
Lawrertce
Gertrude
the deal for both.
London from Boston last Wednes- price cooled
Each was bidding coincidentally,
(12).

has completed important
Zealand look around:
Jenny Howard, British comic, is
Yvonne Donlan slated for leading making a vaude comeback over the
LangNoel
of
role in dramatization
Tivoli loop for Dave Martin.
ley's book, "Cage Me a Peacock."
Joe Joel for 20 years head of Co^
Mae West, homeward bound on lumbia's publicity dept., has quit.
the Queen Mary, May 15, hopes to He'll visit U.S. and spend some
in
time on the Coast and in N.Y.
be back here with her new play
Bill Buchanan, former circuit
the fall.
for Hoyts;
Martha Raye, who has been tak- manager in Melbourne
join Greater Union.
ing it easy since she hurt her foot, has resigned to
Ken G. Hall, Cinesound's procommenced, her provincial tour,
a producr
have
will
ducer-director,
opening at the Hippodrome, Mantion lined up soon via the Rankchester, May 3.
Rydge combo.
_
,
^
Allan Byre, sales manager for
Aussie Actors' Equity is looking
Selznick Releasing Organization, into the setting up and operation
has resigned and returned to Pans. of certain types of talent schools,
Lou Lewin was recently appointed
possible rackets.

May

19,

1948

chief,

New

Carmen Lopez in from Honolulu
Mary Jayne Saunders laid im
" » MP
with flu.
Jose Iturbl heading for
a «on*
» "* * mi,.,
cert in Madrid.
Jack Gross hospitalized with ab.
'
dominal trouble.
Jultcn Duvivier in town after ,
trip

from

>

Tahiti.

Monte Hale doing two weeks of
personals in Oklahoma,
not jointly.
...
Signe Hasso recovering from
Despite his recent surgery at the
emergency appendectomy.
musicals at Griffith Park, Holly- Presbyterian hospital, Jock LawWilliam Katzell in from N V
Vrood, this summer.
rence hopes to leave on schedule
for production chores at Eagle
Norton V. Kitchey, Monogram on the Queen Elizabeth (with Mrs.
'.LiOh,.:'.'.
International prexy, back from Lawrenc^ May 29, since he must
Hope to Las Vegas as HonBob
trip.
film
Rank
business
Arthur
London
set up tne J.
for
orary Dad at the Hellorado ceifr.
Most appropriate pairing, <rf th^ campaigns over the entire summer. managing director of the organizaOld Vic Co. v/ill play Tasmania bration.
Tommye Adams, Hollywood ac- tion. month—vaude agent Benny Kutfor a short run after Melbourne
Walt Disney handed an award bv
of
rehearsals
during
Hutcipk.
closed
tress,
chuk married Dorothy
Richard Greene practically set season. Biz is at the same terrific the Linguaphone Institute of
commentator, "The Vigil" which preems Friday .„ film "Lorna Doone" at either tempo .with
Olivier-Leigh America.
the
Sy Gardner,
under Alexander Markey's
(21)
Parade qoluinnlst and Hotel Astor production aegis (by arrangement Riverside Studios or Metro's ElsYvonne De Carlo rides as Queen
publicist, back from Hollywood.
Edward Small, with
Williamsons will Handle the dis- of the Rose Bowl Rodeo, a boys'
Jessel). Latter orig- tree for
George
with
Belmont Park opened its 25-day inally proposed. Miss Adams for a Gregory Ratoft directing. Shooting tribution of a certain quantity of club benefit.
Monday (17), role.
Richard Doiiald, theatre circuit
foreign ptx here. Eric Walqiiist is
likely starts end of July.
fpring racing meet
City,"
12.
"Open
of
chief, in from Scotland to gander
in charge. Pix include
Sophie Tucker will he guest
»elmont Stakes to be run June
Andy Smith, Jr., testimomal
"Fievres" and "Her Republic product.
Jack Sheehan, legit comedian, dinner, being tossed by the 20th- honor at a special dinner organ- "Falbalas,"
Joan Leslie to Salt Lake City to
gashed Fox division sales managers to ized by Britain's top variety artists. First Affair." It's just a sideline.^
hit- by taxi, escaping with
set
Sun,"
the
in
"Duel
of
Order
Selznick's
Grand
the drive of United Nations
help
forehead but lost half a dozen host their boss on. his first anni- Members of the
for for release via Greater Union, and Appeal for Children.
teeth-H>n a plate.
versary as 20th's sales chief, has Ratlings will turn up in force
"Forever Amber," going
Fortunio Bonanova goes to Cq^
20th's
Casino premiere. May 31.
Big bon voyage turnout for been moved up from May 28»to her"Ignorance Is Bliss" scriptwriter through Hoyts, are being given a hasset, -Mass,, in July, for a straw«
Wal
Sophie Tucker at the St. Moritz next Wednesday (26) at the
campaign. hotter, "DLshonored Lady.''
pre-publicity
Sid Collins and "Up the -Pole" pro- terrific
preceding her sailing to debut May dorf-Astorla.
given the. greenBob Hope will be awarded a
Bing Crosby collected a 17th ducer George Innes are getting Both have beencensors.
§1 at the London Casino;
bronze plaque by Independent MoCentury hall clock from Country together on a new show series for light by Aussie
Rita Hayworth arrived in New
tion Picture Producers Assn.
its Bonar CoUeaiio, to be aired by the
winning
for
mag
Gentleman
York from the Coast Friday (21) rural film poll for ttie third con BBC early in June. It will have a
Sidney Myers in from London to
prior to sailing next day on .Queen
huddle with Herbert J. Yates on
secutive year. The Groaner trekked film setting.
Miami Beach
Mary for a European vacation/
overseas sales of Republic product.
When the New London Opera Co.
to Philadelphia to take the prize
Jerry Colonha will be grand
Herman J, Mankiewicz returns from Robert H. Reed, editor of the closes at the Cambridge theatre.
By Larry SoUoway
of the parade celebrating
to the RKQ studio next week after periodical.
May 15, it will be in the red about
Mardi Gras installed Gay Nine- marshal
the centennial of the gold rush in
N. Y. powwows on the Johnny
Edana Romney, British film ac- $400,000. It has run continuously ties revue to attract local biz.
Auburn.
Broderick (famed detective) bi- tress-writerrproducer, being cock for two years at a weekly cost of
reopens the end of
club
Paddock
Jack Gross, who returned to his
epic.':.
tail-partyed today (Wed.) by XSni- $1,200, sponsored by the Music. May with a trio of local comics.
desk
after a brief siege of
BKO
Al Jolson raised almost $4,500 versal at Hampshire House. She's Art and Drama Society.
Danny and Kitty Davis, who illness, back to hospital following
After considerable revision,
for the Betty Bachrach Crippled the Wife of John Woolf, joint mana relapse.
Maid to Measure'' goes into the formerly operated Kitty Davis',
Children's fund via a concert at the aging director of General Film
Havilland presented
Olivia
De
where
Angeled,
Los
to
moving
Warner theatre, Atlantic City, last Distributors. Both .head for the Cambridge, May 20. following its
with a gold medallion as the best
recent Hamihersihith presentatioii. they bought a restaurant.
week.
Coast this week.
in films released in Bel->
Beach hotels are well ahead of actress
The Committee of One Thousand Lew Parker will be ^ven greater
Warner Bros.' Joe Wjestreich,
last year.
gium
for
average
the
Committee
Jessie
Matthews,
on
opportunities with
recent years
(to abolish the House
aide to Joe Hummel, chfef of
Frances Langford wiU be official
this time of year but shops, niteries
^ales on the Continent^ back to on Un-American Activities) Will who stars in the revue.
starter for the AU-Women Trans^
A new revue, "A la Carte," Is and restaurants are crying the continental
Paris this weekend aboard the hold a meeting tomorrow night
Air Race
from. Santo
"
annual bliies.
(Thurs.), at the Barbizon-Plaza .hotel due to follow "Life With Father'
Queen Mary.
Monica to Miami.
Mundt
to
the
Mel
opposition,
Alan
June
the
Savoy,
3,7.
tO'
plan
at
Blaicikreopen
will
Sam Barken
Irving Berlin to Seattle for a
biU. Arthur Garfield Hays and Olin ville is responsible for the sketches amoor Room around June 1. with
Boy Scouts of America award, be- Downes
Heni-y
speak.
Baddeley,
will
Hermione
and
teacherrhumba
America"
Yacovino,
Nino
cause of the "God Bless
The happily married comedians' Kendall and Gordon Bell head the dancer as host for the sway-hip
/royalties Vhich are 100% donated
Wives (Mrs, Lenny Kent, Mrs. cast. Show is presented by Firth addicts plus Cubano show.
to that organization.
By Hal Cohen
Harvey Stone, Mrs. Jackie Miles) Shepherd after tryout at Brighton,
Lois Andrews opens Monday
Robert Lantz, Who heads up the Will gues't with Hy Gardner on
Negotiations are proceeding beAUenberg
(24) at Copa for a week, following
new Phil Berg -Bert
WOR. The following week the tween the Music- Recording ComLanny Ross.
Y., due in this why-1-can.'t-live - with --a - comedian
branch agency to
mittee of the British Him industry
Hollywood
Robert
H.
.Gordon here to stage
month's
from
a
week
(Mrs. Milton Berle, Mrs. Jan Mur- and the Sound Film Music Bureaii
By Hal P. Mills
the nine al fresco operettas at Pitt
eojourn at the B-A head office.
ray, Mrs. Henry Morgan) ex-wives in regard to a new form of license.
Leon Britton, RKd' distributor, Stadium this summer.
Jimmy McHugh, Sid Silvers and will rebuttal.
Talks are also progressing with the
Old
Hour
Glass restaurant on
his
Singapore,
from
planing
in
book
new
have
a
Hammerstein havmg Performing Bight Society in conRodgers
Harold Adamson
Fifth avenue reopening under new
and score for Broadway musicom- bowed out of "Stars On My Should- nection with the rights of com- headquarters.
management as a night club.
F. T. (Dick) Hamilton, veteran
edy production. They're due from ers," because of Norman Krasna'i posers under contracts of service
Boogie Woogi§ Sherman, who
Hollywood shortly, to talk a deal.
desire to invest too importantly in with film producers.
agent and one-time artist, off to
of
America for keeps. His missus spent six years at Nlte Court
:
Ole OlSen (& Johnson) will do the production, Leland Hayward
Fun, back there for another run.
still here.
the unusual tonight (Wed.) of a now is interested providing Joshua
Sonny Richards playing return
Pan Troupe of Chinese acrobats engagement at Jackie HeUer's
disk jockey interview by phone Logan is available for the staging.
Paris
preparing to go to America under Carousel, with Mahoneys on bill
from London with Jack Eigen, the This is the play with an Irving
contract to Charley Hugo, of Los with him.
Copa's all night platter-qhatterer, Berlin score.
By Maxime de Beix
United Artists throwing a "Time
Angeles. Hugo^is vet Far Eastern
Joseph Auerbach, who's reGino Conte, Playhouse tec)tnical
Stella Adler in town:
party at the Rooseshowman.
turning to film production after of Your Life,"
director, will business-manage
velt Raceway and the MeadowFrances Heflin visiting Paris.
Memorial services for Teddy South Shore Players at Cohasset,
selling his interest in the distribuWestbury, L. Li tomorSir Cedric Hardwickie expected Weatherford, great American col- Mass., this summer.
tion firm of International Optima, brook club,
row .(Thurs.). Jimmy Cagney, a back from Rome.
ored pianist, who died in Calcutta
Betty Jane Keating, back from
left for the Coast last week for a
trotting fan, was to have been
Alex d'Arcy to make four 1.6m during recent war, held by Shang- season-long tour in "Red Mill," will
short stay.
given a scroll by the harness
hai musicians.
be with summer opera company
The Jack Benny party—he's tak- racers, but finds he's stalled en colored shorts here.
Phil Reisman back to London,
J. Harrison Gihon, of New Or- for secon4 straight year.
ing 12 over with him for his fort- route until Friday.
> and homing June 21.
leans, in town with view to opennight at the London Palladium
Mrs. Edward G. Robinson prep- ing class nitery, with American
opening, July 19 ^will vacation on
ping an exhibit of her paintings band and American floor show.
the Continent thereafter; also see
to open about July 1.
He's got a lotta courage..
the Olympics,, etc.
Max de Vaucorbeil propping anRiverview Amusement Park, Chi's
James Wong Howe, ace Chinese
By Raul Quattrocchi
George Shearing, blind English
other -tinter from an adaptation of
to Amer- Coney Island, opens this week.
pianist, now in the V. S., whose
Parioli theatre,' secondrun, dam- Vicky Baum's novel, "Red Needle." cameraman, planed back,
William Banford, Metro's district
ica after completing plans for
London records albDtm, "Pianol- aged by fire.
Bill Goetz due here after visitmanager, celebrating his 30tfa year
ogy," is getting attention, will do
Doris Dowling completing role ing Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. filming of "Ricksha Boy."
in the film 'industry.
Peiping gal gets starring role.
radio guestshots via Billy Joyce in
"Follie
dell'Opera
GESI's
He'll leave Paris June 19 for LonDorothy Littlefield, choreograph*
(Wm. Morris agency)..
Current flicker attractions at top
("Opera Follies").
don.
er,
will produce the ice revue at
,
theatres:
"I Dood It," "Good
Margaret O'Brien returned yes"Salammbo," latest opera of
Moune de Rivel, besides her Left .News," "Nobody
Lives Forever," the Boulevard Room in July.
terday (Tues.) from a string of Franco Casavola, in first perform- Bank eatery stint, now
Luana Patten, child actress from
doubling' at "Assignment in Brittamr," and
personals in Washington in behalf ance at the Opera House.
Boite a Sardines nitery on Champs "Crash Dive,"
Walt
Disney lot, presented a doll
Latter ^irnering
of the United Nations Appeal for
Another firstrun, the Palace Elysees.
display to Fair department store
best b.o.
Children. She returns tomorrow (2,000 seats), now under constructhis weekend..
Jean Nestor Ybarra adapting
(Thurs.) to the Coast.
tion here by the ECI Circuit.
Jane Powell, King Cole Trio,
"Voice of the Turtte" for producZarah Leander, onetime German tion at the
Paramount Pictures Choral SoWillie Shore, Eden Ahbez and Bay
Oeuvre, rented from
ciety will stage a benefit concert film star, in person at the Bernini Lucien Beer.
McKinley orch set for Cancer
tonight (Wed.) at Town Hall in theatre. She sings in French now.
Benefit dance at the Chi Arena,
Max Becker to do Jacques
Mario Soldati directing Lux's Deval's new
By* Florence S: Lowe
conjunction with the Glee Club of
May 28.
play "Romancero,"
.
^,
Francia"
"Fuga
in
("Escape
into
8t. John's college. Proceeds to
Clare Booth Luce due in next
Jule Styne paying Chi double
while Deval's "Bashiba" plays the
France"), now on location at ItaloIf. Y. Foundling hospital.
week- to speak at Howard U on ^uiy visit, being in for reunion
Theatre National in Amsterdam.
French
frontier.
the drama.
with his family and opening ot
Robert Weitman, managing diHenry
King,
accompanied
by
Great
at
rector of the Paramount, called to
Truman family were guests of "High Button Shoes"
cameraman Leon Shamroy, here
Washington last week to handle for preliminary
Variety Club at the Sigmund Rom- Northern.
,j
work on 20th's
Australia
Ferruccio Burco, 8-year- olO
details of concert appearance by
berg benefit last week.
"Prince of Foxes."
conBobert Merrill, Met opera singei",
Edgar Bergen, in for the NBC Italian conductor, conductedbeiow
By Eric Gorrlck
Louis Jouvet, with Pierre Renoir
before President Truman.
charity
broadcast, arrived early to cert with 60-piece orchestra
Biz is only so-so with hight clubs.
and Dominique Blanchar, a smash
House last
packed
Civic
Opera
stage
show
for
juves
attending
Beryl' Davis, English songstress at the Eliseo theatre in Moliere's
Winter is zeroing pic biz somC" AAA school patrol meet.
Sunday (16).
from England now in America, b6- "L'Ecole des Femmes."
what in the sticks.
ing dickered by Metro but so far,
Margaret O'Brien, in to launch
Roberto Rossellini to start outWill Mahoney is bringing vaude Children's Crusade, had a busy
says her manager Willard Alexan- door scenes of "La l^acchina Amder, she hasn't .been tested or com- mazza-cattivi'' ("The Evil Deadly- into Cremorne, Brisbane,
day, with a White House visit and
mitted herself to any test.
"Under the Counter" is a click appearance at Variety
Club's
Machine"), from an original by
By Les Bees ,
in Brisbane for J.
Williamson.
Mother's Day luncheon.
Harry Hershfield being tendered Eduardo De Filippo, in Amalfi.
John Fritchie resigned as ua
Scalera Film and its French asWilliamson's Italian opera troupe
a dinner by the Williamsburg Setoffice manager to enter biz.
tlement House at the Waldorf-As- sociate, Andre Paulve, huddling will preem at His Majesty's, MelWayne King into BKO-Orpheum
toria Sunday (23). He's the winner with Vivtane Romahce tor the title bourne,, in July.
for one-nighter concert engageOttawa
Of the institution's 1948 award for role in "Messalina" or another hisWilliamsons have been reviving
torical pic, Such as *'Maty Mag- "No; No, Nanette" in Perth to good
Itid to the underprivileged.
Five of Ottawa's 25 film houses
Club Carnival has Clyde McCoy
Blanche Livingston, publicity delene."
biz. It's a local cask
using dinnerware gimmick.
band plus Jimmy Ray and ine
Opera Comique Co., conducted
chief for RKO's out-of-town theaHoyts, Aussia pic loop, will turn
Maurice Chevalier packed 800'
tres, off to New Orleans next week by Albert. Wolff, here from Paris Palace, a Sydney 900-seater, into seater school auditorium on one
^McCarthy & Fartell ioXXoydT^i
performances
on a short business trip, then files for
of
Ravel's a first release house,
niter.
Dean Murphy into Hotel Minne
to Guatemala for a two-week va- "L'Heure Espagnole," "L'Enfant et
"An Inspector Calls" is doing
"Roosevelt Story;" run at Little sota Terrace.
,„„t„j|
cation,
She'll return by ship.
les Sortileges" and "La Valse" at nicely at the Minerva, Sydney, for
Home Theatres circuit reelecteo
Elgin, pulled after five days of
nn^,
Warner Bros. homeoMce execs the Opera House.
Whitehall Productions.
James Rendgaard, Staples,
slim biz.
Universalia is forsaking religious
tendering cocktail party to Jack L.
Old Vic Co. is terrific in Meland voted to continue
Tommy Dorsey band in for one^ president,
SerylM.
Warner, Jr., at the Warwick hotel pix to produce "Eurydlce," from bourne at the Princess for, the
with Northwest Theatres
nighter at Coliseum, first name
tomorrow (Thurs.) to celebrate his the play by Jean AnouUh. Film British Cultural Council.
Cancellation of Lunt & Fontanne
Sam Snider, head of the Snider- band to play here in months,
forthcoming marriage to Barbara will go before the cameras in OcY. Theatre Gui^^^^^ oi
Barbara Long, Benny Meroff, short of Lyceum subscription •«
;|ichni9n Silay 30 at the Hotel tober under Marcel Came's direc Dean pix loop, is expected to make
ttpn, With Michele Morgan as star. another U.S. vii^t shortly.
Kathy Graves and KItte McLaugh- ferlng and necessitates relundi
NUk Peiy> ColumWs Aussde Un heading Gatineau Club biU.
''liviilgiitoi^ Vniversal bontti^ An American version Is planned.
Isttbsotibers.

day
Edgar MacGregor

flue to stage
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duo arc eyeing one of these houses
which they'd like to buy and convert for steady use of their shows.
Rivoli has been able to gross
strongly, but the Republic has
been In b.o. difficulties frequently.

Number

.

3MBS.

OtGA

T^?Pt N.

Y.,

STOKOWSRI

S.

according to poUce.

StUtanw^

Police said Mrs.

ws

bathHWin lloor by
found on the
r« V.iir4 Mis, Abna Summeirs

^0 hRenUiWf for her during
n' illness.

,

,

recognised as an
Mrs. StofcowsW,
pianiste. vras

^Splislicd <»nc«rt
Antonio. Texas. Bfcr
native of Satt
lafrien lume was Hfekeotoofipr,

f

Sanurolf on
Sh shfchanged
Uer V^^^-^
to

sihA «S "Gavotto Satirlwe," "Suite
Gi»t(»cme" and Sonnet No. 3.
Acliron was the brother of Joseph Achron, composer-violinist,
who died in Hollywood five years
The pianist's widow, I«a
ago.
Katina, is a mezzo-soprano, who
often appeared with liim in joint

ROBERT JESSE WHITE

the advice of
^ Carolina for 15 years.
and
tshp studied music in Berlin
lier Amcncan
Paris aid Imade
Sym-

^^An

•

Mass. Couple was divorced
Se.
1923. stofcowski is now mailed

JOSEPH FAVOREAU
Joseph FaVMcau,

68,

former

cir-

«
S
tries

&r

^ «New

te^ the

IS a«

York Evening

the faculty of the

luilliaid Graduate Sdiool of Muac

BERNA'T FEDERHAR
Bemat Federhar, 82, retired

j

GiSMdge

Bijou, which left legit for films

with RKO's "Man About Town,"
was shuttered for two full weeks

secondary new product, is now
being built up as a first-run showcase.
Metro is grooving "Easter
Parade," a high-budget pic, for the
theatre with the buildup in mind.
RKO's Palace has undergone another recent shift. House now is
booking second-mn top films and
first-run dualers in double-feature
packages. Palace was a .fii:st-run
showcase but later went into a

to
program of reissues. It's also flirtGloria Vanderblit;
cus advance man and advertising
to the former
mu- agent, died in Martinsville, W. Va. ed with a two*a-day vaudeville
"jto. Stokowski bad a fullworld
Rialto,
recently sold by
toured the
He was stricken vnbdle working idea.
alcal career. She
Arthur Mayer to James Mage, is
reversed
th«i
pUiuste,
with a circus.
« concert
apparently leaving the foreigna time and was a music

.

I

vision."
The eo-rainute program
will be laid out Jike a vaudeville

Sons," both Co-

films.

.

GEORGE POLK

Sft vSSt aw Neir York
George Polk, 34, chief Middle
Her first
«Uony Orchestra in 1905.Louteky.
for the Co? Eastern correspondent
.Su«e was to Boris
Broadcasting System, was
wal^ Russia, whom she di lumbia
found slain May 16 at Salonika,
she Mrried StokowskL 'Greece.
Detoils in Badio section.
had one dau|?»ter, Sooya^now

ContUmed tiom pate

via

bill and wiU be paced by the
emcees much as Frank Fay used to
emcee the yesteryear two-a-day
Continued from paeo 1
bills at the Palace on Broadway.
Berie's debut emceeing will be for members pay (in. addition
to dues)
because of a lack of product after four weeks, and the intent is to 1% of royalties. In the case of
have
Al
Jolsoh
and
Groucho
Marx
Maurice Evans' current revival of
it had played "October Man," It
reopens this week with "Citizen follow. Eventually there will be a "Man and Superman," at the
permanent
name
emcee.
Saint." Loew's State, house which'
Hudson, N. Y., that would amount
Billy Joyce, who, under Bill to about $20-30 a week at present.
fluctuated between moveovers and

lumbia

Robert Jesse \Vhite, 65, former
vaudeville and evangelistic singer,
died May 6 in Noblesville, Ind.
He toured Keith's vaudeville circuit from 1909 to 1920 wiUi Buster
Keaton and Gus^ Edwards, and later
was director of the Southern Pre!>Conference in North
byteriiEai

s

Broadway of the deal

reissues. House is currently playing, the dualer, "Lost Horizon" and

"Adam Had Four

recitals..

Vaude-Tete Mated

the Kudner ad as reason for lack of tele-developed
stars on page 1).
houses are reflecting changes of agency.
Just as radio carried acts, cradled
pclicy because of uncertain prodThe Morris office set this deal
uct and business conditions. Am- in the vaudeville tradition, into with Myron Kirk, chief of radio,
heights,
William and television for the Kudner
bassador, after operating on a undreamed-of
first-run foreign film policy for Morris, Jr., sees the Texaco Star agency, along with' other top brass
some time, has now switched to' Theatre as "the Palace of tele- of Texaco and WNBT.
other

of

picture field, which Mayer invaded
after years of menace films. Rialto

.

Murray

in the Morris office's radio
dept., set this deal, will work with
the agency's vaudeville specialist,

Shaw is only life member of the
Dramatists Guild.
There are 15
members of the aifiliate

life

Harry Kalcheim, in laying out a bill Authors Guild, however. As in
as follows: Opener will be a dumb the case of Shaw, all were given
act, such as acrobatic, adagio, pup- that membership in return for
peteer or the like. A single woman donating sums of money to the
will be in the deuce. The trey may organization at crucial periods. In
hold the time-honored vaudeville every instance; the donor did not
sketch, such as "The Valiant" or suggest the life membership 'wrin"The 12-Pound Look" (although kle",- but was voted that by the
this may be foregone at first). A Guild council after acceding to a
comedy act, man or woman, would plea for a donation. Although, life
close the first half. Intermission members of the Guild do not pay
would be the commercial. Reopen- dues, all are subject to the
ing the second half might" be a organization's recently-voted asdance team or an instrumental sessment of 1% of income over
group that can cut up, since the $3,000.. In some cases that amounts
purpose will be to achieve move- to many times the annual $15 dues.
ment, Next-to-closing would be the
Life members of the Authors

motion picture theatre is doing solid business with art
May 14. Two sons eicptoitation vehicle, "^(Till It Hapstar comedian, in. this case Berle, Guild
pen Again?"
are
Gertrude Atherton,
INMEMQIIAM
who would do his own specialty. Irving BacheBer, Hex. Beach, Earle
Closing would be an al fresco Stanley Gardner, Christopher LaliT iBum»
Charles Mutterer. 62, veteran
topper, or afterpiece; in this case Farge, Miriam Michelson, LauPittsburgh stage electrician who
Berle possibly working with The rence Rising, M. M. Stearns, Gerhad been at Stanley theatre there
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph I. Breen,
since, house opened more than 20 Jr., son, Hollywood, March 16. Four Moroccans, as he has been do- trude Whiting, Franklin P. Adams,
':
siiiiiMi'^isr;
years ago, died after a heart at- Father is production assistant at ing in the niteries and vaude.
George Agnew Chamberlain, Migtack May 1, baclcstage while at Eagle Lion.
Umf%i^ 1«4i
The "bench" act (boy-girl fluia- non B. Eberhart, Rupert Hughes,
woric.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tyers, son. tion),. piano or sidewalk-patter act Fannie Hurst and Dorothy Quick.
would
work
before
an
olio in "one,"
New York,. May 11. Mother, .known
and founded the Idtynien's Courses
Motber, 67, of Mr& William Tay- prctfessionaDy as Helena Bliss, ap- in the time-honored vaudeville traia Mudc dc New Toik and Philalor,
who conducts the Martha peared on Broadway in "Song of dition. The olio would have the
delphia."
Deane radio program, died at Star- Norway'' and "Gypsy Lady"; father usual ads, but in' this tase would
She conducted a radio program lake, N. Y.. May 10.
"Inside
featured
in
appreis.
currently
music
on
plug Maufali^ Havoline, Texaco and
and wnAe books
Continoed from pace *
\J.SJl." (Century, N.Y.).
dation and, in 1939. her autobiallied products
instead of the
'
Mother. 87, of Robert Hickey.
Dgranhy, "An American Musi rian s
Mr. and Mrs. .Russel Crouse, neighborhood merchants as for^ moves into TOA as executive veemidwest field supervisor for RKO,
Story,"
York, May 12. meriy.
pee, it was learned here.
died in Detroit, May 10. , Another daughter, New
playwright-producer.
iFather
is
Initial BiB
son and two daughters also survive.
Feeling is that the association
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Donaldson,
Tentatively lined up for the should have a strong, permanent
Msgr. :Edward Joseph. Flanagan,
Otis C. Spatswood, 40, manager son. Salt Lake City. May 8. Fa- initial bill ar& the Andrea Dancers, setup here to. deal with Govern91, founder of Boys Town in Nc- of the Radio Club of Chicago, was ther is head of music dept at sta- Pearl
Bailey, Senor Wences, Stan ment and the Congress, since both
toaska, died May 15 in Berlin after killed in auto accident near Elgin, tion KALL; mother is singer,
Fisher, Rosario & Antonio, Al Kelly
be jjermanently interM: heart attack.
Survived by Widow. known professionally as JEaaine (Willie Howard's stooge tempo- appear to
ni.. May 11.
ested in all phases of show biz. Fact
The famed Nebraska priest had
DarreU.
rarily parted from Howard who's
Picture Aslieen on an inspecUon tour of.GerMotber of Les Zimmerman, pui>Mr. and Mrs. John Lowe, daugh- appearing in "Sally") and the Four is that both the Motion
Jnan youth facilities aA the invita- licity director for the William Morsociation and the Anied*States ExMother
ter, Los Angeles, May 15.
Moroccans. These actSi it's figured hibitors have their mahi headquarHon of the U. S. Army. He had ris agency, died
New York, May is the former Ruby Keeler.
made a similar'ftHur in Japan last 17, of a heart attack.
when laid out in the oriliodox ters in Washington, primarily for
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Shaw, son, vaude tradition, will have the va.year.
the seat of
Hollywood, May 14. Fatoer is an riety that was the mainstay of the the reason that this is
Father Flanagan's Boys Town
government.
assistant director at Universal-InHome at Boys Town, Neb., began
shows at the old Palace or the
Currently, A. Julian BrylawsU,
temationaL
dumbly with two starving newsboys
latter day Loew's State on Broadthis area
chief
in
estate
real
Shifting
WB
lind three other lads charged with
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Kraus, daugh way.,
and a TOA -board m'cmber, has
Father
ddinttuency as its first inhalntants
ter, LoS Angeles, May 12.
Gontinaed trom pae* 1
Eddie Sobol, who was reared in been representing his association
Jn 1917.
is in Warners print dept.
(Al)
Lewis
(Max)
the
&
Gordon
Capitol
with
dealings
..The home grew and received course, is credited with a big role
various
in
Mr. and Mrs. David Hopkins,
tnore and more public acclaim uh- in diverting traffic east.
13. vaudeville tradition, will produce Hill. However; there is a growing
Hollywood, May
daughter,
W, in 1938, it became the subject
Realtors say that a dozen or so Mother is the former Cherry Preis- on behalf of WNBT, where he'is the feeling that TOA. which is much,
Of a successful $1,000,000 motion giarit business buildings, are al- ser; father is assistant to Charles chief: produeer now. Sobol, hoW'* larger than Allied, should have the
"Boys Town," starring ready in the blueprint stage, Einfeld at Enterprise.
fieture,
ever, will have to develop a new more imposing D. C. setup of the
pencer Tracy as the priest and
planned for 6th avenue. That de-,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fincher, son, technique for the vaudevillians two.
Mickey Rooney as the boy who was
velopment is figured as a big mag- April 10, Topeka, Kan. Father's gone video, i.e., -slow down the acts'
Robert Coyne, who's steppingnuide into a fine man by FaUier
motions and fast talk, and do sharp out as executive director of Thealye
the
WREN,
to
entertainment
an engineer with station
Flanagan. By this time Boys Town net to pull
editing of routines so as to' cull the Owners of .America June 1 when
*as incorporated as a village. In istreet and further east. Site of there.
a parkMr. and Mrs. Leon Roth, son, cream except for a boffi few min- Gael Sullivan succeeds him, will
>1939, with a big new building pro- the old Hippodrome, now
for
example,
single
woman,
gram started, the home's capacity ing lot, is reported a theatre pos- New Yorkj May 6. Father is na- utes. A
continue with the executive com-manager of would do only two songs, and off. mittee of tlie exhibit unit thereafter.
promotion
sibility. Anderson Galleries' locale tional
.Was- increased to 500 boys.
on Park avenue will also tenant United Artists; mother is former By trial and error it is hoped to Coyne has been holding the top
Miriam Wolf, radio writer.
evolve a technique for the Video fuUtime spot since the group was
a tlieatre,
VOSmt WIUIAMRS
Meanwhile, north Broadway is
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Filip, son, vaudevillian that may set a stand- formed in Washington, last year.
^Foster J. McCarthy, 48, actor and
samo aratouncer under the name undergoing rapid changes because Chicago, May 9. Father is with ard.,.
He'll maintain an active interest in
The
public relations dept.
Of Foster "Williams, died May 14 of its semi-deserted streets.
All of this is expected to set an TOA. affairs besides sticldng.around
•in veterans Hospital, N. Y.
Warner theatre, Warner Bros.'
Mrs. Marvin Mann, unprecedented pace in television for a short time to help Sullivan
Mr'.' and
-McCarthy was one of the orig- showcase, between 51st and 52d daughter, Chicago, JVIay 9. Father programming. For instance, studio familiarize himself with the duties
Hial members of the first local street, is shuttering for the sum- is advertising exec; mother is for6B, with its 300-capacity audience, of the job.
ward of the American Federation mer and may swing to legit, wWch mer radio actress.
in Radio City, will also see^ video
Coyne plans to enter private
o£ Radio Artists. He had been an is less dependent on walk-in trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Heide, production niceties that, it xs felt, business. It's likely he'll join Ted
announcer for radio station WINS, The Winter Garden, a Shubert twin daughters, Wassau, Wis., May
theatre. Gamble, TOA prexy,, if the latter
"wore leaving in 1945 to work for house now tenanted by Universal, 10. Mother's the daughter of Flor- couldn't be acliieved in a
That's why a vaudeville house' was is able to close his negotiations
the Skouras Theatres. Later he
U ence Fisher Parry, Pittsburgh thought of but discarded in favor with- Mike Naify for the Golden
is singing similar b.o. "blues.
•worked at station WPAT in Paterhas definitely decided against re- Press columnist and ex-actress.
of the studio, where the stage will State circuit on the Coast'
son, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Shannon, be masked and entrances and sets
The son of Tom Williams, once newal when its $1,000 per-day
lease expires Oct. 1, and the son, Sharon, Pa., May 11. Father .suitable for the video audience will
comedian, he began as a
Hfclj
of the house - staying in just resigned as WB city manager be designed; but tlie stage in "one,"
Child actor to
"Anna Karenina," Chances
tliere.
-S"n,yirgmia Hamed at the old films isn't too hot.
"two," "three" and full will be part
Louise Bemero to Paul Beisman,
Herald Square theatre in 1907. He
B. S. Moss, partner with Loew's
Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey Lefton, of the technique.
St. Louis, May 10. He's manager
naa considerable summer stock ex- in the operation of the Criterion, son, Indianapolis, May 10. Mother's
Many show biz departures will of American theatre and Municipal
penence and in 1936 appeared on who built the Broadway in the the daughter of Maurice Spit|,lny,
Theatre
Assn. in that city.
in
this
program.
For
one,
figure
Broadway in "CEvening Star!" by upper Broadway sector some 20 Pittsburgh bapdleader.
show biz history may be made
Babette Krauss to Robin Craven,
'oe Akms.
years ago, is one of the theatre
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mack,
He served in the first World War ops calling the turn to the swing daughter, Pittsburgh, May 4. Fath- throughwideo stars being thus cra- Philadelphia, May 17. He's in cast
Tlie
fact
is that no video of "Strange Bedfellows" (Morosco,
dled.
a Ueutenant in the Marine Corps,
east. Moss says that when he put er's Playhouse and radio actor.
ne was a member of the Lambs.
stars have yet asserted themselves N.Y.).
up the Broadway it was figured
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Correll, whereas in other show biz branches,
Cyd Charisse to Tony Martin,
ttiat
the northern migration of son, Hollywood, May 14. Father is
Santa Barbara, Cal., May 15. Bride
ISIDOK ACHRON
show bi2 would put that house in Andy of Amos 'n' Andy; mother say a recording, for example, even is Metro contractee;
the
he's
isidor Achron,
composer- the centre of activities within a is former dancer Alyce McLaugh- the most minor disk has been
singer.
f "'St. died in New55,
catapult
song
or
instru-^
known
to
York, May 12. decade. "Things haven't devel- lin.
Virginia McCurdy to Alan Young,
mental stylists into important
V^" toured as accompanist for oped as expected and now 6th aveMr. and Mrs. Arthur L Appleton,
^^s^ha
Tijuana,
'Mexico,
May
11.
She's
a
Heifetz for 10 years and reprominence.
nue is unquestionably the coming son, Evanston, HI., May 12, Mother money and
The Texaco show, of course, will singer; he's a film and radio comic.
^^^^ ^ teacher of piano, theatre zone," Moss says. The is former film actress, Martha
T
-^"fbtion to his appearances
Anne Brown to Thorlief Schelmean a revision of salary standards
Broadway, after flopping on pix O'Driscoll.
with Heifetz, he gave
a number of
coiH
but, in turn, it is felt it may create derup, Oslo, May 12. Bride is
concerts and recitals on his own in shows, has swung back to legitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cameron,
names—-because of the sight-plus- cert singer.
i;. .and
bisewfaere and had been Bodcers & Hammcrsteln's Plans son, Chicago, May 10. Mother was sound
values—beyond anyUiing
Dorothy Hutchik to Benny KutThe Rivoli, Republic or other formerly with Mus-Art agency;
5?>sSwith N. y. PhUharmonic.
films has yet produced. chuk. New York, May 7.
He's a
full-size house in the northern re- father is saxaphonist with Ralph radio or
introduced
his
own
Piano
r^Z^
This, of course, would have to wait vaude and nitery agent.
l-Oncerto.
His last N. Y. appear- gion may beat its way back to Sterling orch.
Lanore Langley to Jimmy Cairns,
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., legit if the musical-comedy team
Mrs. De Witt Celsor, on such time as the added "circular
Mr.
and
in aJ^^
sets; Chicago, May 14.
Groom is head
of Rodgors & Ilammerstein have daughter; New York, May 12. He's tion" via use of more video
program
was
cLki3
i^^^^
Gouined to
his own compositions. their' way. It's reported that the- -assistant- manager. N.Y. Paramount. (Further details on sparsity of sets of Chi' licendng d?pt of BML
Akron,

O.,

operator, died
survive.
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"Sock Hone" ..
**Laurelle and Clymas, dance

BalirJstft

home' They have

several

.

.

.

BOck

cute pieces of busincBS and a particularly effective sense of cotnedy
values."

KAHN, VARIETY.
(May

''Stopped the

It. 1948)

Show

Cold... They Were

Wonderfur'
"Tlie real surprise of the show was
Lanrette and Clymas . . . They stopped
the show cold. The production had
to stop the team to come Bapk for
bows. The gal, an attractive Wortde,

showed surprising acting ability, higlilightod by litttafeils that were waim»«S.'

The

to watch.

lad straight^d

aplomb and deftness.
were wonderful."

Tog$tfl«e?

fi/fitV

iKey

-

BDLL SMITH, BILLBOARD.
(ApiU

^

•'h

it

,

24, 1948)

'^

"k

,

s

.

..

''Surprise Hit"

Mm

the.
"Surprise hit of the eveniiig
dance team of Laurette and Cljymaff,.
wbose comic pantomime, coupled
with their slick dancing technique^
makes a particularly appealing act.'*

N, Y.

MILDRED GORDON,
MORNING TELEGRAPH.
(AprU
•k

"A

17, 194S)

"

ie

it

-k

Picture Bet"

"Laurette and Clymas ... the femme
a blonde, an- excellent comeShe'd be a picture bet.
*'Acl employs several routines on a
dance foundation. Main one is caUed
*Wolf of th^ 1900'8' and it's an exeellent piece of business . . . drew con-

half,

dienne.

(fomment from a' trade-wise
night audience Thursday

siderable^

opening
(l5)."

*

WOOD,* VARIETY,

^/

.

(April

"Joy

to

Watch"

and Clymas^ dance humor*
leUd a sophistictited totteh ^Sm
certain to win them other fine engagements. There is a finesse about theii^fun-making that is a joy to watch.'*

^'Laurette

h

ists,

'

ROBERT W. DANA,
N. Y,

WORLD-TELEGRAM.
(April 26, 1948)
it

•k

it

it

it

it

^Ae

C^icLidloe

and /ImuUnf

"Fiinny and OriginaP
LEE MORTIMER,
SUNDAY MIRROR.
(April 18, 1948)
it

it

it

it

if

it

"Triple

A Indorsement

*'Th0 adult

eomedy dancing of Lautv

LAURETTE «» CLYMA
""DANCUMORISTS"'

.

me vmA dymas at the Harem (in con-

with «ome of the feeble, unfunny
imitations of the slap-stick routines itf
troduced years ago by the HartnufsM
trast

and by Moore and Revel)."

LOUIS SOBOL,
N.Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN.

riJIiljJL/ v/VIIiJEi
(In New Show)
At Nat Harris'

(April 27,. 1948)
it

"Tops
'^The

it

in

it

it

it

it

Town"

humoi^us Laurette and Clymas
Harem."

act at the

DOROTHY KILGALLEN,
N.Y.

JOURNAL-AMERICAN.
(April 82, 1948)

it

it

it

it

it

H A R E M, N ew York

it

Choreography by THEODORE

"Today's Bravo"
"Laurette and Clymas at the Harem."
EARL WBLSON, N. Y. POST.
(May 3, 1948)

Direction

48 West 48th

Street,

ADOLPHUS
.

JACK DAVIES

New YoA

**''*!?»„"SP11«'!**'*'''*
'^™*'

mMjm

RADIO

VIDEO

gubllelwd Weekly at Jfi4 Weat ««th street. New York 19, N. y., by Variety, Inc. Annual subserlntlon
tio
sinvl.
«E
WWW*. «.ni*.L
«?P«W. «S
fcaterea »• aeconcl clara m«tter Dcsombac 22, 1905, at tlio Post Ollico at New yoiIi,
under the net ot Harcli

AM.

ttOL

NEW

No. 12

170

YORK^ WEDNESDAY, MAY

ANDERSON, KEllY
Jt Y. Public 'Hil-Crazy,' Say Legit Crix,

New

drama

critics get a
chests on th^
state of Broadway, the theatre and
hiinianlty in generfil, In a poll just
Completed by Varjexy. Damning
•.
ttie New York public as "lazy" and
J'hit-criizy";
calling the Pulitzer
«nd Critics Circle prizewinning
I'Stteeicar Named Desire" a "soAi^hat" play; seeing "the promise of
'fc'fiue War play soon," and expressJbig iiurprise that film players can
act, the critics lay about them
..

York's

iew tbings

.

,

'

•

'

vigorously.
On the whole, though, they
find the 1947-48 legit season an
unusually interesting one. While
not unanimous on the subject, they
generally express the view that the
N. Y; theatre offered a number of
yforthwliile new plays and some
excellent revivals,
and see a
healthy development in the emergence of off-Broadway production

This year, there

little

Angel Doesn't
Fear to Tread

M

criti-

car Named Desire," also won their
own Drama Critics' Circle award,
^eyeral suggest that either "Mister
gobmst' or "Command Decision,"
wKh of which had received votes
ftom the critics themselves, might
as well have won.
As a whole, the flrstnight sharp'
(Continued on page 50)

,

.

is

cism from the aisle-sitters about
the Pulitzer Prize ploy choice,
since the winning show, "A Street-

.

A. A. Brandt, ^sales mgr. of General Electric Co', electronics dept.,
in town last week for a three-day
meeting of G. E. salesmen, crystalballed sales of tele receivers totalling $600,000,000 this year.
He also predicted $40 to $50
drop in prices by the end of the
year.

'

iproups.
;

$600,000,000 Tele Set
Sales in 1948 Seen
Salt Lake City, May 25.

Legit

Red

Unless attendance to "Hold

It,"

lowest-grossing musical on Broad-

PRICE

Tele Nicks Films' B.O. for

Judith Anderson was the best
actj^ss of the season on Broadway,
in -the opinion of the New York
drama critics. Paul Kelly was the
top actor of the season, biirely
nosing out Henry Fonda for the
favor- of. the aisle-loungers. Those
were the -.outstanding results in
Variety's annual poll of the first
night reviewers for the "bests" of
the 1947-48 semester.
Miss Anderson walked off with
the nod for her performance in the
Robinson Jeffers version of
"Medea," which she gave throughout the season, closing May 15, at
the Royale. Miss Anderson got 10
out of 12 critics' votes, for the most
.

(National),

present

m BOB STAHL
Church

Methodist

in

Durban

will be first in South Africa to be
given over entirely to" showing.>-of
religious films.
Pix will replace normal Service

and sermon on Sundays.

4

decisive score in 16 classifications.
Kelly has the lead in "Command
Decision," also si season-spanner at
the Plymouth, and Fonda is top
star of "Mister Roberts," doing
capacity business at the Alvin.
Kelly got
votes, to Fonda's 3,
other' votes being scattered.
The fact that Miss Anderson won

WB

M

Officials

Waive

Pay

Wm.

Increases for

Giants Pro-Rate

TV

Preem

.

Grid Rights

'

PAUCE
MAYGODARKENTIREY

FAMED

.

'

S w<
.

WUB

U^A

ALL-DAY

TRIBUTE TO ISRAEL

MY

lEWIS'

CUCK

fBYPOES DATES FOR POP
•

Dm«„

May

?h"?delphia,
If"^'^-

•

*«ther

of

25.

Jerry

^> I-^wis, is getting
•a npw^''"'!?
to his show busl.nesw'^P^'tus
.ness
career with the
recent click
.^^"So''

Sgned ITj

CaSnn f?r
v,asmo,
starting
Wia

vat?'°*'

^t

June

has been
the Latin

1,

^^^^^ has performed

slrUck^H' P'rtnera, but lately
Lewis is in
luHLfv
early forties.'
Jerry

is

only 21.

survey talien by C. E. Hooper or
will scrap all commercials next Pulse, will be balanced against the
Sunday '30) to air a 7 a.m.-through- number of unsold seats at the Polo
8:45 p.m. Memorial Day salute to
(Continued on page 30)
the new state of Israel. Participants in the all-day sked of special
programs will include Mayor WilTops of the Tops
liam O'Dwyerr Ted Thackrey, editor of the Post; Bartley Crufn, new
Retail Disk Seller
publisher of PM; Maj. Aubrey S.
"Nature Boy"
Eban, Israel delegate to UN; Dr.
Retail Sheet Music SeII«r
Abba HiUel £iilver and Others.
"Nature Boy"
.Disk jockeys from various N. Y.
"Most Requested" Disk
stations and various
per"Nature Boy"
formers will do guest stints. Full
Seller on Coin Machines
hour will -be turned over to Paul
"You Can't be True Dear"
Denis, Post radio ed.
A sports
hour will be emceed by the Post's
British Best Seller

name

Jimmy Cannon.

i

a

admittedly

it

"Galway Bay"

tioned for their reactions to- the
survey,' conceded that the ostrichlike attitude held by many film
toppers until now must be aban^
doncd. They pointed out, however,
first major
that video isn't the
competitor they've had to.buck^
that the industry has staved off
(Continued on page 2)
'

•

On Per-Set Basis

J

makes

'

—

75

which

*'loose" estimate. Considered especially significant, though, is the
fact that the novelty of tele has

—

more than doubles

London for

>

little influence on the public
'4S very
some of the people questioned
had owned their' sets nine years or
Automatic raises for top officials more.- Agency involved is Fooie*
of Warne^ Bros, have been halted
cone & Belding.
by such an overwhelming edge, for the current year because of unFilm industry executives, queswhile Kelly and Fonda (and God- certain business conditions in the

3^

pace

.

association with one of the top ad
agencies reveals tliat TV, at its
present stage of circulation, is cutting into film grosses at the rate of
over $3,000,000 yearly.

Estimate is based on the survey's
findings that 20% of people owning tele 'sets attended filmeries less
than their neighbors without sets.
Roundup was confined to a group
of famillles in a Long Island. N.Y..
community, with' the figure then
projected to the national scene,

mb
.

aOOOj

In the first definite indication of
There's Powerful Prayer
the tremendous impact television
In Sottth iiiica Pix might have some day on the film
boxoffice, a survey conducted in
Johannesburg, May 25^

frey TearlCi who was third with 2Ms industry.
Pour of Warners high
or the show's votes) ran so dose together, high- officers have waived pay boosts
in
their employment
angel, Anthony Farrell, changes lighted .an interesting angle on the provided
his mind about keeping it playing season namely, that there were pacts in a move designed to co»
(Continued on page 49)
operate with the economy program,
"until it becomes popular," a new
Quartet, each
it's been learned.
record in red will possibly be set.
of whom have, passed up a $12,500
Farrell's investment in the shpw
wage hike for '48, are Benjamin
has risen to approximately $300,'distribution
Kalmenson,
veepee;
000, around $50,000 of that repreHarry Kalmine, theatre veepee;
senting the operating loss since
Samuel Schneider, veepee; and
"It" came to town early this month.
Mort
Blumenstock,
ad-pub
veepee.
Mrs.
Morris af
Farrell decided to go upstate on a
Waiver, made several months
fishing trip over the weekend but
ago, is in the form of a letter
not until he was assured there was
Clippers to
which
declares
that
signed
by
four
enough money on hand to weather
"due to general business' condilast week, because he had put it
Sophie Tucker's
tions in the motion picture induson the line witili a sturdy additional
Mrs. William Morris,
the
world,
and
the
throughout
try
Sr., widow clicclc.
«i we founder
urgent need for economy, we hereof the William . "It"" got around $10,500 for its
Revolutionary new system of ap*loms agency, and William Mor- third week, which meant that the
(Continued on page 2)
portioning
for television
costs
£,„ ""J- Present head of the agency, show lost more money than it rights to football games, which
to England today grossed. Few ^ if any backers of might change the entire radio and
*2
fw
Sophie Tucker's preem Broadway productions have ever
«
TV pattern, has been instituted by
oS T^^?slno theatre, London, May matched Farrell's persistence, sup- the N. Y. Giants. The pro football
"verseas, Morris will ported by his unhesitating bank,
?™mH up
club closed such a deal last week
round
all available talent in roll.
with the ABC vit'^eo web.
°n
continent
When advised of the amount of
The Palace theatre on BroadPlan calls for ABC, or the ad'"to the new "Texaco the week's red, he merely said:
way, symbol of vaudeville in the
<^t^; rn/'*^
war
Theatre" television series on "So what!" and kicked in with the vertiser bankrolling the pickups, U. S. for more than 20 years and a
to supplement a basic rate with
^eency is sup-4'money needed.
charges based on the number of film house for the past 15, may
plyL Hie performers.
sets tuned in to the games. In ef- shortly close its doors entirely. All
unionized employes of the
^^P^S to bring Sir
fect, in means that the web or its the
tlif^v T
Hi^i^er, now in his 8d's,
(Continued on page 16)
sponsor will be paying the tab for
IN
to_the U. s: '"r
for anoiner
another one
ftfliu uc
all
unsold seats at the Giants'
fa'^owell'- tours. Last "fare.•SaiiJ,%
games, since the number of sets'
.weu tour by
the Scot star, which
figure, to be arrived at through a. .Tolson 'Hatikvah,' 'Israel'
<t.ontlnued on page 54)
WLIB, N. Y. Post-owned indie,

way

its

CENTS

25

Survey Reveals; But Top fix Still Sock

CRITICS' POLL

>

off theii^

hi*.
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LEiiy.LESIT

f Surimsed That Film Players Can Act
.

'

cent..

BIGilTO KESKKVKI*

Disks for

Weizmann

Al Jolson and Decca planned to
masters of two disks recorded

fly

Monday
day

(25)

Chaim
Isi'ael,

(24) to

Washington yester-

for presentation

to

Dr.

Weizmann, president of
and to President Truman,

oh the occasion of the former's
official call on America's first citizen.
The songs are "Hatikvah"
and "Israel," the latter written
by .lolson and Bennee Rij|ssell, with
,

Jolson vocaling both.

Dems Plan Film
For

TV

to

Series

Accent

Qualities of Pres.

Human
Truman

Washington, May 25.
Idea for extensive use of television by the Democratic National

Committee in- the coming camis said to be kicking around
National Committee headquarters.

paign
It is

dependent upon two things:

getting. the necessary dough and
also getting the approval of the
candidate who, short of a terrific

upset; will

be Harry

S.

Truman.

Repufjlicans have not gotten to
the stage of considering buying
video air time.
Scheme, as the Democrats are
said to be considering it, w6uld
involve widescale use of 16m film.
One idea is to present Pres.
Truman as a very human gny to
(Continued on page 54)

MULL TELEVISING
MET OPERA IN FALL
ABC

television

is

currently

pushing plans to air the Metropolitan Opera performances when the
Met resumes in the fall. Web's
contract with the opera company,
whicli has provided for radio

broadcasts from the Met audiBoth were waxed a capella hy torium Saturday afternoons four,
Jolson on Monday. "Hativah" is in years, also includes tele rights and,
Hebrew, of course, and "Israel" in according to an ABC spokesman,
English, latter being published by everybody at the web "is deter°
Bourne.
(Continued on page 54)

>
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VednegJay,

riCTousis

Gv3 ]hxJm

Mm

Hollywood, May 25.
Phil Baker, quizmaster on the Philip Morris "Everybody Wins"
show, listened to someone else ask the qnestions the other carlv
ayem—and the answers he gave landed him in jail.
A couple of radio patrolmen propounded the jackpot question
after stopping Baker's weaybig car on Sunset Boulevard in Bcveriv

Merged Talmt GriNips V&Censodiqi
A

permanent,

01^4

coordinated

Jessel's

zines is being formed by the American Civil Liberties Union, througij

Gold Card

Hollywood,

May

executive-secretary
will be hired and a preliminary
budget of at least $10,000, probably supplied by the AGLU, will
be set up.
Tentative plans for
such an orgatuzation were outlined
at a meeting Friday (21) at the
Longacre tlieatre, N.' Y., and a
larger, formal session is slated for

He was booked
«

to be presented to
Jessel at the Variety Club convention in Miami last month, but Jessel couldn't make the trip. Card
was subsequently brought here for
presentation by Ungar.-

full-time

j

T.

fiearitig

Farrell,

James

Reilly

F.

and

-

ganization.

,

Th^ following plan was outlined
for carrying out this anti-suppre^
eion drive;
1. Campaigns to aboUsh municipal and state film censorship, even
were to be classified as an at.

If it

"BLACKaUTS OF 19W
Now PLaying Nationally
"BILL AND COO"
Spciciat

of Appeals

JElice,

Manuel Komroff. It was Indicated
that Stop Censorship, the recentlyformed
anti-suppression
group,
would cooperate with the new or-

KEN MURRAY'S

Oct. Figured as Earliest
Oil

National Council on
Freedom From Censorship chairman, presided, and speakers in-'
eluded Archibald IVfacLcish, James

WEEKI

309lh

2.

For Lawson,

Continued from pace
successfully in -the past the dire
threats of other new show biz
forms, including' radio, which is
free tc the public as Ja tele* .Good
pictures will stUl line 'em up at
the boxoffice if the country's economic'^ condition is souiid, these:
spokesmea declared. What the film

Tmmbo

Washington, May 25.
U. S. court, of appeals is not
figured to hear appends on the contempt of Congress convictions of
Dalton Trumbo and John Howard
Lawson until next October at the
earliest, with lawyers estimating
that the arguments may not take
place before November or .even
December. H^nce, If the court of
appeals rules promptly %ut adver^
sely for the defense, and the Supreme Court detddes to take jurisdiction on further .appeal, the
case" of. "10 unfriendly witnesses"
may not be finally decided until
late Spring of 1949.
The other eight defendants have
decided to go along, and stand or
fall on the ult^ate decision meted

now

industry must do

is

concen-

Despite the $9^^
in
trate on turning out top Quality
ticket sales by^ yCofi^mianii^^
fmnnance" benefit at
a d i s 0 n product.
Survey was conducted among a
Squarti Garden, N. Y., last n^ght
(Tues.) •for the American Overseas group of families in Hempstead,
Aid for Children, the gigantic free- Long Island, by Dr^ Thomas E.
shows at the Gitrden are reaching Coffin, head of the Hofstra College

P

M

•

m

w

psychology department. It's checkstudy to another survey conducted
b](^FC&B imdet th« supervision
of research manager Dr. Alfred
Udow. Coffin's findings confirm directly the FC & B results cited «t
the Socie^ of Motion Picture Engineers' meet last week by agency
tele
veepee Ralph B. Austrian:
that 58% of TV families attend
filmeries less o£ten since they purchased their sets.

'Less

En joyment From

Filnu*

Dr. Coffin's survey also confirmed another FG
B finding
that not only do the aetowners go

&

-

and Adrian Scott.
Law.son was sentenced by Justice
'Edward Curran who had presided
•yan Nuys, Cal., May 25.
at his trial, on the single count of
Leo Gorcey, one of the original refusing to tell the House Unamer"Dead End Kids," was bold by I0-' ican Activities Committee whether
cal police on suspicion of assault he was; or ever had been, a member
Jr.,

and sometimes

a
wad of spKce in the adveriMngionmal. With wartime earning
fone,! there's ctin^erably moi*e xedonatimis,

fin;

sisfonce in the highier priced Stiate.
Another factor is the rebellion
by the heavy spenders at iiie same
,with deadly weapons.
According of the communist- paiity. ' When entertainers being Seen at virtually
to police, his estranged Wife, JSva- Lawson's attorney, Bobert Kenny, every benefit It's like every other
line, reported that he shot at her.
sought to make, a verbal argument branch of show business-^new
presently aren't
Mrs. Gorcey declared that she for a new trial, the judge refused faces,
restore
and two private • detectives at- to hear him, merely accepting a around, are needed
tempted to enter Gorcey's home, brief by Kenny. Then he rejected benefits to tbeir fotniei' takes.
There's also the rebellion at toOand he flted a gun. Nobody was the brief and' passed sentence.
However, the court permitted Law- many free shows at .the Gaordiin.
hit.
son to read a prepared statement In prewar years, there were only
(something the Unamerican Activ- a few organizations -that had
ities Committee would not allow) Theatre Authority sanction to put
'Yottng Bess' (Kerr)
before sentence was passed.
on a Garden show. Today the num"When I was called to the hear- ber has been .increased considerFollow 'Edward' in Eng. ings before the House Unamerican ably. The same spenders are asked
Activities Committee last October," to cpme to all
them..
Metro's first postwar British pro- Lawsqn read in part,
"I realized
Tiie "rA 0PP(>siilon is aliio being
duction, "Edward, My Son," for that niy whole life as a writer and
which Spencer Tracy, Deborah a citizen was under attack. J re' Spurred by the iiear-rebejlion of
performers who feel that too many
Kerr, producer Edwin Knopf, di- alized. as. events have since proved,
showmgs hurt their potential gate
rector George Cukor and Metro's that the Committee was seeking to
Hollywood studio publicity chief gain control of the motion pictures, at theatres and cafes. Lou Walters,
Howard Striclding just sailed to to dictate its employment and pro- operator of the Latin Quarter,
N. Y., recently announced that he
London to tee off, Is slated for a duction policies. I believed then,
10-week shooting schedule. Metro's as 1 believe now, that I was defend would no longer sanction performsecond will be "Young B6ss," with ing the motion picture in defend- ers working for him to appear at
Miss Kerr in the title role (no ing my integrity—-my very ex- any benefit. He declared that every
time there's a big benefit in tovra,
male lead set yet), to follow im- istence-^as a writer.
mediately.
"My 20 years of motion picture his take is hurt f01^ that night and
several nights 4tftervi»Kl
Strickiing will set up a complete writing, the accumu^tion of a
-

,

which

^

:

Before

To

& After

owners

television setattending films less

regularly than before they
bought their sets (as detailed
.in the accompanying story),
but the majority of those previously were among 'the film
industry's best customers. Following chart, compiled 1^ the
Foote, C«me St Belding ad
agency's
research
deparlr
ment, stiows the "before" and
"after" filmgoing habits of 211
setowners queried:

Befate

Attended

After

.Televfadon Television
films

every few days '57%
'Once a week.
33%
Every 2-3 weeks. 10%
.

Once

.

a month..

Infrequently ...

6%
1%

5%
68%
62%

.

24.%

14%

I

'

Anglo-American publicity relationship^ His wife joins him June 17
the Queen Elizabeth which will
also take over a sizeable film contingent, such as the Billy (U)
Goetzesi the Harry Novaks (he's
Continental sales head for U), and
Others. Clark Gable, who was to
bave sailed June 9 on the Queen
Mary, isn't sailing until July 1
'

Warner 'Task Force' Cues

New

Trend to

War

Pix

Hollywood, May 23.
Warner's "Task Force," a story
of Naval fighting in the Pacific, has
been taken off the shelf and assigned to Jerry Wald for .production. Story was slated for filming
three' years ago, but was shelved
because it was thought the customers were tired of war.
is
ICetro
ourrently shooting

life's

work,

counts

fbi:

nothing

against the order by the Committee
that the film industry shall cease
employing me. The industry has
obeyed, and has declared me un-

employable,"

Welles Flying to Italy
On Pirandello-Korda Pic
Orson Welles was slated to plane
to Italy last night (Tuesday) from
York. He's going to make a
picture there for Sir Alexander

New

Korda. . It will he based on a
Pirandello play, with Welles doing
the screenpldy, producing, directing and acting.

"Cyrano de Bergerac," which
was supposed to ' be Welles'
ynder a three-picture pact
with Korda, has been pushed off
to next year. While on the Coast
•Conmiand Decision," RKO is during the past month, Welles comreadying "Battleground," and sev- pleted editing of "Macbeth," which
eral other lots are cooking up war he filmed for Republic last
year
tales for, early filming.
on a budget of about $700,000.
.

initialer

,

—

—

Not only. are

-

.

1

In tlie great middle group, where
the dropoff amounted to 34%.
Likewise, the rate of attendance
does net pick up after the novelty
of the set wears off-^the figure
was the same for those who had
got their sets recently as for those
who had them months or years. It
seems that once lost, the customer
is not regained."
To discover what these attendance dropH>ffs meant in dollars and
cents. Dr. Coffin projected them to
the country at large. He conceded
that the projection "is not warranted in any strict sense,. and the
resulting figure is a very loose one"
^but pointed out that it does suggest the inroads tele may come to
make upon the film industry. "U
the other 300,090 television families behaved as my sample did,"
he said, "they cost the industry at
average (boxoSice) prices, $66,000
in lost revenue that week which
amounts to a yearly rate of loss of
$3,400,000," He implied, in addition, that this figure would increase
tremendously, since the number ol
video sets is expected to triple by
the end of this year.

Chi Fenimes True To
Form in Video

,

on

'

Tele Nteks Pix

Academy Award Winner

the point of diminishing; returns.
Muiy shows, are now unable to
pull on their own, Untegs a top
colnmnist) such
EiaA Wilson
Legal defense of persons
(N. Y. Post) who cfaairmanned last*
charged with violation of laws govnight's event, or the N. Y. Daily
erning freedom of expression.
News Ed Sullivan, gets behind tlie
Both
x)ut
to
^Elcumbo.
X<awisoa
and
3; ^rous.e public opposition to
effort, ti<^et sales are likely to be
control by dominating forces in the sought nenr fdals last Friday (21). small. Other method of getting a
industries responsive to censorship Their requests were rejected and packed Garden is to have either a
to a year's impjcessure or threats from the Un- each was sentenced
selling organization, or put
prisonment
j...Ao»^...,.u„
plus
fine. Then
'
$1,000
.r^."""
American Activities Committee.
^^^'^
hands of a pr»each was released^im^
It?*®
"
- 4. Support by court action to
the -appeals. Lester Cole, fesstonai promote-r who Uses>
bre^ up monopolistic controls in pending
another of the "unfriendly witnes- "boileixoom" 'met^ds for iatcX^u^e
industries, plus legislation toward
ses," was also in Washington Fri- somel^qaes xeaii^iiqff 95% of the
the same end, even- |f it, too, in- day. He signed a waiver of jury i'SW^'plW-eii^eBaMr-V'
volves the question
isk i^staa^ trial document slmilair to what had
tion.
been signed previously by five of decHim of "ftiee^ow^^ pidung power
the other unlxied defendants; The is the Inability of many to pay as
as $30 per ducat. Frequently
last two, who wUl. sign within the
next few days, are Bing Lardner, these i^ame people are bit for befty

tempt to influence legislation and
thus affect the tax status of the
•organization.

to Allen Jenkins' recent explanation that tUs.<!9t Was at the wheel
when pinched recently for intoxication..
It wasn't until several hours later that. Baker was bailed out
and the amount rivaled some of the su^ms he gives away on his
CBS quiz show-^250.
Baker later observed:
"I'm in accord with the "police for arresting me. I shouldn't
have been driving in my condition." He said he had been celebrating his 3Sth anni in show business at a Sunset Strip nitery.

Et Capitan Theatres, Hollywood, Cal.

mid-June.

Elmer

•

you been drinking?" they asked.
"Only scotch," replied the guy who usually docs the asking,
for misdemeanor on a drunken driving charge
"I didn't have a cat driving for me," complained Baker, referring
"ilave

communications fields, a central
group will be established by early ternational.
fall.
Card was due

A

'

Hills.

25,;

George Je.ssel has been presented a lifetime gold membership
card in the Variety Club International presented by Arthur Urigar,
editor of Daily Variety. It's Olie
of the few cards issued by the Ifi*

National Council on
Freedom From Censorship. With
the cooperation of various groups;;
in the entertainment, arts and
affiliate

its
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Speaikad

to

ganization to iight censorship of
films, radio, legit, books and ntaga«

May

Chicago,

May

Poll
25.

Poll of morning program prefU>
ences of 2,000 femmes in CM
homes with tele sets, recently completed by station 'WBKB, points to
fashions, cooking demonstrations
and household hints as leaders for
a.m, lensing.
Under system that

permitted more than one choice,
some 4,000 preferences were listed
for 25 types of diows.

Toppers

were

fashions,

646;

cooking demonstrations, 617, and
household hints, 615; followed by
drama, 293; music, 284; sewing,
176; reducing exercises, 176; interior decoration,

166;

child care

and psychology, 123; beauty hints,
118, and comedy, 108.
Audience
participation shows got only 80
choices; news, 05; travelogs and
|ilms, 68. Lowest pollers were
sports, 19; bridge lessons, 14, and
etiquette, 11.

less often but some of
to get less enjoyment

them "seem
Same poll, but
to one
from films, choice per femme,restricted
shows that most

becoming accustomed to the prefer
10 a.m. as the best time
convenience of their television
for a 60-minute morning program.
sets." When the question of enjoyCount was
ment was put to them directly^ 120 for 9 less than 50 for 8 a.m.;
after

14%

said they enjoy

films

less.

Significantly, this percentage was
slightly higher (18%) among tliose
who had owned their sets more
than six months. This finding

a.m.; 50 for 9:30 a.m.;
590 for 10 a,m.; 475 for 10:.30 a.m.;
325 for II a.m,, and less than SO

for 11:30 a.m.

would tend to refute the usual ob-

WB

servation that the public will forOfficiafts
get about tele and return to theatres, once the novelty wears off.
sa Continned from paft 1 ss
Even with these confirmatory re- by waive
increase in salary for the
Spurs Return in Fall sults. Coffin decided to ascertain*, year 1948, as called for in our con"what the people actually did, notHer revival of "Diamond Lil" just what they thought they did." tracts." Each of the four, have
five-year tickets, made Dec. 31.
was so successful in Britain that Consequently, he took each tele
laiS, providing for annual boosts.
she had to take time off "to give family and matched it with a nonWith their pacts now frozen for
tele family, as comparable as posthe British a chance to recupersible in every point except the pos- the year at the 1947 level, Kalmenate." That's the way Mae West desession of a video set. First week in son and Kalmine are receiving
scribed audience reaction to the
May was chosen, with each family $112,700 apiece. Schneider's pay
20-year-old play in which she
queried on just who had attended comes to $91,700 for the same
starred for the past nine months
and Blumenstock's «t
ihow "many motion pictures during stretch
in runs both in the provinces and
$69,200.
London. Arriving in New York last this week. Each group constituted
Meanwhile, Warners has prewedc on the Queen Mary, she's 135 families, comprising 1,006 peobank
scheduled to train to the Coast ple in all. For every 100 people in paid anottier instalment on its
the non-tele families, there had loans bringing the total of its inthis week for a summer's vacation.
been 62 attendances at filmeries debtedness down to $15,910,000.
Miss West said she'll return to that
week, while for every 100 Prepayment of $1,591,000 was
England in the fall for a string of members of
Intele families, there turned over early this month.
vaude p.a.'s. With that out of the Wad been only
stahnent was due May 1, 1949, but
50 attendances
way the star disclosed she plans drop'Off of 12, amounting
to 20%. .the company has the right to make
to revive "Catharine Was Great'
earlier payments.
34% Dropoff
for London theatregoers. Piece is
Similar prepayment was made
a four-year-old comedy-drama in
"The decrease in attendance," by Warners in November. J 947,
which the actress both wrote and according to Dr.
Coffin, "was evi- when a $1,591,000 slice of the
starred when it was presented on dent in all
the socio-economic debt, originally due in November,
Broadway by Michael Todd.
groups, but was, most pronounced '48, was retired. '

4

Mae West's

Britisli

Click

a

—
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PICTURES

LQGJAMMED

$45,000,000 VS, PIX
Semenenko Syndbte Yens Control

s Report

Of Kepublic; Doubt Yates Will Sell
syndicate of financial and iilm +
negomen has been In preliminary

DISPLACE

A

prexy and
Herbert J.
Drlnclpal stocUfholder
learned, to buy
Yates it has been
tiaUon with Republic

Hughes Would SeH Entire RKO

'ENI

London, May

t

times of a free market would have
Hollywood, May 25.
Washington, May 25»,
brought U. S. majors a total of
Eric Johnston, prexy of the MoFailure of American films "to
$45,000,000 or more in British revtion Picture Assn. of America, will
enues, is piling up here without a portray realistic situations" is viofilm
make
a
for
femme
cuspitch
lently
criticizedby -.the bettef inIt inchance in the world of being playbanlcer Serge Semenenko.
tomers at the national convention
formed
s of the Irish
dudes some of the same film men of the General Federation of ed off, Refusal by the Gaumont- motion pictui-e audiences, U. S.
who were interested in acquiring Women's Clubs in Portland, Ore., British and Odeon circuits, both Department of Commerce reports
a
controlled by J. Arthur Rank, to
United Artists last year and
Thursday
(27) is dethis week.
in a survey of pix in Eire.
cancel bookings of British reissues
York cirfew weeks ago, but New
signated as "Motion Picture Day."
"It is considered that the films
spells curtains to any possibility
Fabian, who was
cuit operator Si
Johnston will be supported by of Yank distribs making up for the are usually geared to the mentality
of those efforts,
a principal in both
George Murphy, Screen Actors loss of playing time which occur- of a child," declares the report
.^r.und9.rst9od not in on the Eep Guild chief, and Arthur DeBra,
written
by George M. Finish of
red as a result of the Novemberdirector of community relations f or to-March period when no new our Consulate General in Dublin,
Yates and the syndicate are re- the MPAA.
American pix entered the United and released by Nathan D. Golden,
Bortedly still far apart on terms,
chief
of
Commerce's motion pic»
Kingdom.
is
with a deal unlikely. Rep prez
ture-photographic branch.
These reissues, along with new
understood holding out for $8 a
beBritish product and a smattering
share, which would give him
of leftover Yank pix, wUl carry the
tween $2,500,000 and $3,000,000 for

segment

RKO

.

H'wood Setting

Rep and its*olding

Semenenko and his group are

through the summer. During that entire period, only a few
American films will be able to
play these chains. British houses
customarily book films six months
in advance and when the AngloAmerican tax accord was reached
in March, the theatres were already booked solid until October.
circuits

company. Associated Motion Pic-

ture Industries.

Pattern in N. Y.

understood offering a price per
share more closely in line with the
current New York stock exchange
quotation of around $4. Yates controls approximately 350,000 of the
Fear that film labor unions in
Contract Stymied?
1,700,000 shares outstanding, or New York will duplicate the patabout 20%. This is pledty to give tern' of
Rank officials say there is no
jurisdictional
disputes
the holder control.
which has paralyzed Hollywood possibility of American distribs
of
Associates and close friends
(Continued on page 20)
studios in the past is growing
Yates put a big "if" in the deal. among major homeofiice
execs.
Yates has told them he's over the Concern over the continuation of
emotional attachment for the comsmooth operations in the vital
pany 'that resulted from his nurs- financial center of N. Y. sprouted
ing and developing it to its' present last
week as AFL and CIO locals
important stature in the industry.
stripped for a fight to control
He has Istated that he is ready to about 5,000 white-collarites in the
sell if a proper bid comes along.
film offices.
Herb Yates' Baby
First shot in the labor war
Those close to him, liowever,
was fired last week by Local H-63,
Eagle Lion has been operating
doubt it. They think that even if
International Alliance of Theatrithe blddefs met the high price set
in the black for the past five
cal Stage Employees, AFL, which
for the shares by Yates, he'd find
claimed it had signed up a major- weeks. Robert R. Young outfit,
some other good roason for not ity of the 200 employees at United after sloughing through red ink
(Continued on. page 16)
Artists formerly in the bailiwick since it started almost 18 months
of the Screen Oifice & Professional ago,' has been racking up billings

On Labor Strife

Skouras,Balaban

Press

E

Black

in the

Past Five Weeks

Employees Guild, ClOt
Hitting S0P£!G from

another
broke off new contract
with the union on
COUNCIL negotiations
REPS
grounds that it refused to comply
London,. May 25.
with Taft-Hartley act provisions reKinematograph Renters Society quiring anti-Communist affidavits
has registered a strong protest from all union "execs.
Declaring
with the Board of Trade for failing that "it is deeply concerned about
to select any American distributor
(Continued on page 16)
Ho sit on the Films Council advisory body. Previous' U. S. reps
were Columbia's Joe Friedman and
Metroes Sam Eclunan, Jr. Both
are managing directors tor their
Version as
Alive,
flank,

UA

ON HLMS'

for Film

The
in the
tion,

Government

week.

Plane manufacturer and indie producer^ who obtained control of all
of RKO's facilities only two weeks
ago, is said to be endeavoring to
unload the circuit at terms which
would give him, the company's pro'
duction-distribution setup without
cost— and cash to boot.
Hughes', price was reported In
the financial sector to be $40,000,OQO to $45,000,000 for the 109
wholly-owned theatres plus interests in other circuits. He paid $8,825,500 for a 24% interest in
or, in dther words, a valuation of
about $37,000,000 for the whole

RKO

company.
That the theatres alone might
well be worth more than the tOtSl
evaluation paid by Hughes was
well understood in the industi-y.
It ^as for that reason, as a matter
of fact, that several syndicates
made last -minute efforts to obtain
control at prices larger than wliat
offered.

As a matter of fact. Wall streeters are said to be pegging the price
(Continued on page 55)

anti-trust ac-

new

hear-

being given
by Spyros Skouras, prexy of 20thFox, and Barney Balaban, Paramount's prexy. Reportedly, they're
in favor of proffering the Dept. of
Justice substantial concessions in
return for an axing of the suit.
Understood that Skouras and
Balaban want to win the backing
of other major prexies before
drafting a specific proposal for a
decree.
They're convinced, it's
said, th^t some degree of dlvesti-:
ture will be ordered by the lower
court after hearings and that a
strong effort should be made for
a satisfactory settlement which
would end uncertain conditions in
litigation is currently

DEPINET SEES HUGHES

.

Howard Hughes

"is the type of
will not be content until
the undisputed champion,'.'
Ned Depinet, RKO's ' exec veepee^
declared yesterday (Tues.) after returning from 10 days of Coast confabs with the company's new cott*
trolling stockholder; Floyd B. OA'
lum, board chairman of Atlas;
Peter Rathvoii, RKO prexy; and
Dore Schary, pi-oduclian chief.
"I am very favorably impressed
is

RKO

*

•

•

'

is
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AS 'UNDISPUTED
man who

RKO

by Mr. Hughes' ideas and intl^ntions," Depinet added. "He reveals
for more than a month now that
hi^ ambitions' for our company."
are equal to or a shade better than
Depinet also declared that "in
overhead.
having Mr. Hughes as its principal
Operating costs are currently
shareholder,
gains .not pnly
running
between $250,000 and
$300,000 weekly for the studio and
(Continued on page 16)
distribution setup. Income from
the industry.
film rentals, which for a long time
So
convinced
is Balaban of the
had come nowhere near the com(Continued on page 55)
pany's outlay, have now hit the

When

,

for sale,

drive for a consent decree

without awaiting

ings before the Federal statutory
court, is gradually taking shape
with two Big Five proxies now behind the move.
Support for an
amicable ending to the 10 years of

break-even marker.
Major reason for the upturn, it
'Boys Town' Again
believed, is that a considerable
backlog of product has now been
Hollywood, May 25.
built up in the exchanges and
Metro is reported readying a refirnis here,
there's a broader base of pictures issue of "Boys Town" to ca{>italize
New nominees for the advisory
Sales Dept. Finds from which to draw income. In ad- on the widespread publicity folbody are Sir Arthur Jarratt of
dition, of course, there are- a .num- lowing the death of Father FlanaBritish Lion and Reginald Baker
United Artists is having a hard ber of individual pictures that have
gan in Berlin.
of Ealing
Studios^
Since both push
peddling
"The Roosevelt been doing fairly well recently.
Picture was made in 1938, with
execs are producers rather than Story," the feature-length docuIrfiproved income - getters cur
Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney
distributors, the amount of fijm^^ mentary
it
released last July,
in the top roles.
(Continued
on
54)
page.
makers on the panel stands to be detailing tlie career of the late
overwhelming.
President.
Exhib opposition throughout the
country has been strong. Film has
H'wood* Studib Probe
played only about 800 dates and
returned less than $100,000 to
Weather, Labor
Nip B.O-s-—'Curtain'
Resting Very Quietly has
UA. Picture was compiled from
'Washington, May 25.
_
newsreel clips, dating back to 1905, Holds ,Up; 'River,' 'Fuller,' 'Apache,' 'Arch' Strong
It begins to look here as though
by Tola Productions, comprising
the House Labor Committee may
New York circuit operator Harry
Hit by warm to hot weather, "Berlin Express" (RKO) and "State
utter a "pax vobiscum" over its
Brandt; his general manager, Mar- labor troubles in several key cities of the Union" are traveling at a
suspended probe of the Hollywood
tin Levine, and Oliver Unger.
and a shortage of new releases west moderate clip. "Summer Holiday,"
Studio strikes and let the investiExhibitor opposition to the film of Broadway, the national box- (M-G), opening in a few more keys
gation rest quietly witliout further
seems to have a number of bases. office picture fell way off this this week, continues strongly and
Btirnng up of the bones.
(Continued on page 20)
Topheavy number of re- "Lady From Shanghai" (Col) looks
stanza.
When Westbrook Pegler notified
issues playing in key cities covered bright in Philadelphia and Portthe boys the other day that he
\
by 'VAniETy is considered as con- land, Ore.
Would be unable to show up May
GRIFFIS
"Sainted Sisters" (Par), "To the
tributing to the downbeat trend.
jSo for a
one-day hearing on his
"Women In
"Iron Curtain" (20th) fops the Victor" (WB) and
knowledge of the old Bioff-Browne
tepid while "Letter
STRESSES FILMS'
national b.o. parade for the second White" are
deal, the hearing was promptly
From an Unknown Woman" (U)
postponed—indefinitely.
Importance of AiAerican films as consecutive week although returns and "Four Faces West" (UA) are
Rep. Carroll Reams (R., Pa.), a propaganda medium was stressed are beginning to slip from the
failing to jell. In Cleveland and
cnau-man of the investigating sub- last week by Stanton Griftis, U. S. smash $500,000 showing during the
Controversial film is Philly, "Mourning Becomes Eleccommittee, wants to make another Ambassador to Poland and chair- first week.
qmckie junket to Hollywood in the man of Paramount's executive still getting enough press breaks tra" (R'fCO) is doing poorly. Revia editorial comment to keep the turning at pop prices in Washing-:
late summer to take
Queen
the
aboard
Airiving
board.
further testiton, "Duel In the Sun" (SRO) is
niony there from State Senator Mary to attend State Dept. con- wickets spinning.
Jack Tenney and from any
Following close behind are "Sil- only so-so there, but is galloping
others, ferences in Washington, he said
wnose names were mentioned in that he had set up a motion picture ver River" (WB) and "Fuller Brush along in Cleveland.
''Homecoming" <M-G), in its
jne hearings and who want
coining
good
is
Duo
legation
Man"
(Col).
.Warsaw
the
theatue
at
to give
testimony.
However, the other where films are shown three times bu.siness although playing in fewer second week in Philly, is still the
in
lour members of the
town. "River
spots than "Iron Curtain." "Arch hottest draw
subcommittee weekly.
Lady"
(U) is meeting only a fair
registering
(UA)
is
t'le
declared,
Triumph"
of
theatre,
Griffis
The
ahd it seems
that-Kearns will be talked was started after he came to Po- strongly in several keys but is only reaction in Chicago although busin ,f
°*
plan- That would be the land. Polish government officials mild In Boston and New York ness generally in that 'town is
pnH
keeping an- even keel. "Hazard"
Congress and the and other diplomats attend regu- where it's in its fifth week.
l^A
investigation. Another larly and reaction has been "very
"Fort Apache" (RKO) is gaining (Par) is doing neatly both in Chi
hrl^V***?,
in the 81st Congress would good."
Griffis declined comment momentum with a strong initial and Detroit.
Cinin
and
set
Boston
(Complete. Boxoifice Reports
^^'n
pace
being
the
scratch
to
and it is on reports he may return
iinm.;?
*mukely
that wiU happen.
cinnati.
"Sitting Pretty" (20tli), Pages 11-13.)
film business.

FDRNSHB.O.mrilin.
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the

is offering

RKO theatre circuit

Hughes

Consent Decree

'

KRS WANTS MORE U.S.

Howard Hughes
entire

25.

Johnston Pitching For
according to reports in Wall street
A nine months' backlog of Eire Pic Fans Irked Over
(24)
and reverberated
More Femme Filmgoers American films, which iii ordinary 'Lack of H'wood Realism' Monday
throughout the trade this

interest in the
nut Ij'is controlling
company.
Moducing-distributing
Boston
The syndicate is headed by

his stock in

s
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Sffine

DisMille Skips the Loop
Chicago, May 25.

to Subsecpient

May

26, 1940

Big BooUffiepiiig Writeoffs Brii^

"Uncohquered," Cecil B. DeMiUe's Technicolor pic, is
skipping the LoojJ houses on
its regular first-run showings
here because of the peculiar
workings of the Jackson -Park
.

for Greater Margin of Profit;

Runs

IM Hurting Loop Grosses

2-Week

RK(rsl947NetD9Wito$S.W
4-

decree. The Paramount film,
instead, opens the first week in
June at.a number of outlying
and nabe houses in day-and-

Chicago, May 25.
Some of the former subsequents
here are discovering that the priviCuts Theatre Debt
lege of being a first-run, presented
Reduction of mortgage principal
to them by the courts, isn't necessarily a source of unmitigated joy and a substantial slashing of interand profit. Number of the nabes est payments has been effected by
that tried copping initial-runs for Loew's on its Tilyou theatre. Coney
their areas are quietly returning
subsequent status finding Island. Under a new mortgage,

Marking another important move that cohipany'8

Paramount sales execs considered slotting it for a Loop
theatre but dropped the idea
because the film could only
run one week under the deThat's because it alcree.
ready played at advanced admissions in Chi and any subsequent engagement at regu'
lar or upped prices has a doeweek ceiling clamped on it.

to their

all

Metro Surprises,
Sells

Away From

'

Baiaban, Rathvon

major.*

Mimi.Amas.Co.
•

'

.

'

.

pictures

Title With U.S.

Rank Org.

Jock Lawrence, who's been
'Teepee in charge of public rela'tions for the J. Arthur Rank" office in the U. S. since its formation
in 1945, has been upped to the post
of executive veepee. Hoisting of

away

-ficoin

'

MMnesota

reliresentis what compaiiy
regards as compliance with the recent Supreme Court decision. Deci'
sion says every situation iS entitled
to "a run" and that no exhibitor
can be deprived of chance to get it..
Consequently, Workman said, le<&ters offering ptetui%s w^t to
all firstrutt exlfibitors hiSi?e.
'Hie
Schreibers made the best b^td ahd

Amus.

Bartlett in legal fees for repping
the"

:

Lawrence gives him the authority get theni, he explained.
At the same time, however.
to hand out policy-making, decisions at times when Robert Ben- Workman said, there's no certainty
jamin, prexy of the outfit, is ah- that the company will continue to
sent from the homeoSKces for any sell more pictures to the Lyceum
extended period.
lor to any account other than Min^
Lawrence is' also a member of nesota Amiis;
the U. S. org's board, which is
Pictures are "Sunimbr Holi^y,"
chairmanned hy Rank. During the "Homecoming" and "The Pirate."
war, he served as chief public re- Lyceum opened immediately this
lations officer for the U. S. Army's week, on three days' notice; with
European theatre of operations.
first-named, right after deal was
!

.

Shonrases' School Pic
The Skouras brothers have pro4luced a one-reel '.short, starring
Heniy Fonda and Xe'x and Jinx
(Falkenbiirg) McCraiy, which they
show
iNew York
will

,

in all their theatres in

in- the next few weeks
to raise funds for the Public Education Assn., which is campaigning
for better schools in New York.
Pictiire was shot Monday (24) at
Fox. Movietone studios, N. Y. It is

"These Are Your Schools."
was produced by Skouras The-

titled
It

atres

Community Service

PreseU'*
.financed by

sewed up.
Ever since termination of Minnesota Amus. Co. - RKO Theatres
booking pool a few years ago,
Minnesota Amus. has had. all of
Metro product exclusively, the
same as before pool. Even during
pool all excepting a few M-G
pictures were spotted into Minne'
sota Amus, houses.
Surprising development means;
in effect, that Minneapolis has anothei;: important firstrun theatre in
opposition to the Minnesota Amus.
Co. and RKO Theatre downtown
houses and the Ted Mann independent sureseater World Theatre.

up and
Spyrds and George Skouras for

tations,

set

The estimated cost
$5,000, with the
three stars appearing gratis. Jack
of Fox Movietone, dithat purpose.

«f the short was

Protestant Fifan's

100

Gordon,

'

x«cted;

381 G Indiana Trust Suit
Indianapolis,

May

25.

Fred
and Eva M. Willey, owners of Fox, Brazil, filed $381,000
damage suit in Federal court at
Terre Haute
filiated

last

week

Theatres,

against AfIndianapolis;

Citizens Theatre Co., Brazil, and
producer- and .distributor companies, charging conspij^Acy in re-

and

sell

second

mission's

"My Name

religious film,
ljsm." Documentary
15 *nd then will make

the
rounds
rhiirphoe
cBurcnes,

Han"

m

,

Hayward Boys Pic
Rights to

SEP Yam

Leland Hayward has bought the
screen rights to "Morning Star,"
a Saturday Evening Post short by
Robert Spencer Carr, and plans to
produce it independently.
The
reported price was $3,000. No one
has been set to direct or for the
cast, and
no release has been

•

arranged.

On Hayward's immediate
ard Rodgers and Oscar

Hnmmer-

stein, 2d, of !ATales of the
Pacific," the Pulitzer "Prize

was
Cbiiia

«f

tfowuaads

©f

said,

Skirt Wvestiture

offs

Company

of

South
novel

No Bmg, Fans Clamor
Boston, May 25.
Plenty outraged customers, 14,000 of them, yammered at the Boston Garden last week when Bing
Crosby, billed as top guest on a
"Cavalcade of Stars" benefit for a
hero motorman who figured in a
recent street car accident, failed to
show.
Crosby's appearance had b e e n
widely advertised in Hub newspapers, by the Boston City Council,
which
sponsored
the
benefit..
Turned out that a councilman had
wired to Crosby in New York in^
viting him to appear. Crosby, howeV^er. apparently didn't
get the
wire, the council didn't get a reply,
and the audience didn't get Crosby.

TOP THIS^ IN
b,-,.^.,

^^5^,,,

„,

ISH REELS
»r<—
v
m
"Can
YoU TOp
.

i^^,^reelers will be shot
studios, N. Y.
release
reels

piKU»te»sM^ «»-; June 1-3 at Pathe
mtd »U itim^t H
Columbia will

C

reserve,

was;

and reserve,

was done

it

Their wariness plays up the confusion in the industry which the
court ruling has left. Legal talent
for the filmites have underscored
a number of open questions on
which there are interpretations and
counter-interpretations
without
limit. So far, only Spyros Skouras,
20th-Fox prexy, has performed
crystal-balling for public consumpK
tion. It's his opinion that divorcement, if it should come, would still
leave his company a healthy and
well-heeled unit.
In a letter to Paramount stocks
holders which accompanied proxy
statements, Balahan enunrecatedi
the uncertainties and then concluded: "In these circumstances, it
is impossible for me to predict the
outcome of litigation or tell you
now. what our position is or will
be in relation to the numerous
problems which the decision presents to us,"

Rathvon's way of putting it was;
"In view of the fact that further
proceedings must be held, it is
impossible

foretell^, what theyour company must
dispose of and what general effect
"The opinion of the Supreme Court
will have upon the operation of the
business of your company." It was

to

atres, if any,

a letter briefing RKO's
prospects incorporated in the company's annual report.
iij

Parallelisms Continue

As

to the all-important poser

on
theatre holdings, both Balaban and
Rathvon highlight the point that
the Supreme Court did hot rule
in(;egration illegal as such,

Following through, the duo of prexies
noted that the lower court was
asked to investigate into, the details of acquisition.

N. Y. to Europe
Joseph Buxton
Madeleine Carroll
Clarence Derwcnt
Michel Emer
Darrell Fancourt
Martyn Green
Greta Gynt
Joan Harrison

feature productions."
took a tax credit for the

certain

RKO

writeoff position. No credit is yet
obtainable on reserves. Writeoffs
refer to films Which were in release
during '47 while the reserves cover
pix still on the shelves at that
time.
Fiscal pundits saw another reason for the move in *47. Company
netted a total of $4,750,000 in capital gain during the year from the

(ConthBoed on page 20)

Margo Jones
Lew Kerner

,

'

Irene Gibbons
L. tVblfe Gilbert

Maurice Goldstein

Miriam Hopkins

'

.

Al Jolson
Bernard M. Kambet
June Lockhart

Edward Morey
,

Norton Ritchey

Frank Sinatra
West

^ae

Earl Wilson

Jane Wyatt

L.

A* t» N. Y.

*

.Tohn Alton
William Bendix
Joseph Bernhard
Janet Blair

Lou Busch
Jeanne Grain
Richard Conte
Linda Darnell
Rosemary De Camp
Ned Depinet
:

Mary Kay D^odson

.

Kirk Douglas

James Dunn
L. M. Eckert

.

David Plexer
William Foy
Bob Goldstein

Al Herman
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
Saul Jaffe

John

J.

Stanley

Jones

Kramer

.Tack Lait

Barbara Lawrence
Harold Lloyd

Bob Longenecker
Marie MacDonald
Noel Madison
Joe ManMewlcz
Leo McCarey
Ray Millaqd
Louella Parsons

Ann Sothem
Mark Stevens
Murvyn Vye
Shelly Winters
Jane Wyman
Herbert J, Yates

.

.

1

Losch

Irving

•'

Jack Smith,

Henri Lavorel
Tilly

N. Y. to L. A.^
Rossano Brazzi
Guy della Cioppa
Anita Colby
Bing Crosby
Martin Freed

Jules Seltzer'
William A. Skall

Rita Hayworth
Sol Hurok

Maax

W. Stewart McDonald
Margaret Sullavan
Orson Welles

"in

view of experience from exhibition

sion.

by James Michener, The producer
has also optioned a new coinedy,
"The Fundamental George," by included

1946, because of fnability to buy

current pt>L

slate is

the production, with Joshua Ltogan,
of a musical adaptation by Rich-

Is'

preems June

tirely

&

done byOrienUite, Its **i«swiM>« i* adapted from the Senator Fordwere forced to sponsored by 19 nuuk,>r ^nimtimtsb- Joe l^urie, Jr.-Harry Uershfield
equipment in May, tions and 13 Mm^demmim^iMiajtt tat&s) show, in which the airshow's
agencies. Vint tilm, "g-ej-wMl
priaa^ih. will be featured.
Own," was released iaitii«#)r««i»<T.
Wj-li* Mui John
Cibtoi,

straint of trade.
They allege they
(plose-

In a takeoff OO' the film indusmass preents. Religious

try's blitz

Film Astn: has set simultaneous
openings in 100 V, S. and C^inadlan
cities for the Protestant Film Com-

company. Hemphill, Noyes

Co. took $102,303 as brokerage
commissions.
All 16 directors are proposed for
reelection at the annual stock-,
holders' meet, set for June 15.

Foreign

created, a statement of Rathvon
"because of the continued
trend toward further restrictions
in converting foreign currencies
into dollars." As for the pix write-

In ParaHd Stance

prexies are Carefully
skirting the dangers of plotting the
industry's horoscope with reference
to the Government's anti-trust suit
and its repercussion on film biz.
In 'Closely parallel statements this
week to their stockholders, both
Barney Balaban, Paramount's prez,
and N. Peter Rathvon, the helmsman, tor RKO, avoided any tangible
predictiohs as to the results of the
recent U. 8. Supreme Court deci-

•

New &ec VP.

to

the surprisiog figure of $5,085,847
between the U. S. and England, against a record $12,187,804 for
20th-Fox director Otto Premingfer 1946. The total was 'all the more
flew to England Sunday (23) to unexpected because the company
forthcoming
his
talent
for
scout
had reported profits of $6,896,632
"The Fan," which he'll both pro- for the first' nine months of the
duce and direct.
year. It resulted from the lastFilm, Ijased on Oscar Wilde's quarter creation of $2,500,000 in
"Lady Wtadennere's Fan," is to reserves and writeoffs on pix of
star Jeanne Grain. Preminger has $2,000,000.
already started negotiations to obThis total of $4,500,000 was
tain Madeleine Carroll for the charged to the '47 profits; accordother femme lead, with George ing to N. Peter Rathvon, company
Sanders cast for the top male role. prexy. It consisted of a reserve of
Although the picture will be shot $2,000,000 against the cost of ceron the Coast, it's localed in Eng- tain "completed films; a reserve of
be- .$500,000 by the reduction of the
land. Preminger reportedly
lieves, consequently, that a sup- book value of investments in forporting cast composed mostly of eign subsids to $1,100,000; and the
Britons will help make the film writeoff of $2;200,000, mainly in
more authentic and wUi also boost investments of indie - produced
its boxoSice value .in the British films. Reportedly, a large chunk of
market.
the cost of "Mourning Becomes
Electra," the Dudley Nichols pro-,
duction, was written off.
First Step of Kind
The step was the first of it.s kind
in the postwar period by any

'

Lawrence's

to

.

Loew's has reduced its principal to
The early runs push up grosses $366,100 from an original $408,100
right* they've found, but the and halved intenest to 2% annucatch Js that they also push up film ally. Amortization payments have
tentkls to a point where the net beein upped to $31,000 yearly and
An the nfaturity date advanced to Dec. Par Proxies IKscbse
is below what it was before.
instance is found in one Cicero 10, 1957.
house which had been playing
Transaction was closed with
Tap Echelon Salaries
eight to 10 weeks after the Loop. Bank of the Manhattan Co., mortAverage gross for the theatre un- gagor of the house.)
Stabilized in 1947
der the old setup bad been ai-ound.
Paramount's wage nut for top
By .snaring the first-rtin
^,0Q0,
officers of the company was held
^engagements for a territory of
at a fixed point during 1947 varying
some five or six miles around,
only slightly with the year before,
•weeWy receipts kited to $3,000.
company's 'proxy statement forHowever, where film rentals had
warded to stockholders this week
previously averaged $400 a week,
Fee and salary bite
di.<;closes.
they jumped to $1,800 under the
amounted to $1,199,783 in '47
necessity of liberal" bids to get the
agdinst $1,188,116 in the preceding
first runs. In other words, it cost
Only substantial raise
stanza.
$1,400 to get an extra $1,000 at the
.
•
handed out during the year went
b.o.
Ginsberg, production
to Henry
Previously, he had bought everyveepee, whose take hit $241,000, an
thing on flat rental, under the bidadvance of $26,000.
ding system, pictures were on perMinneapolis, May 25.
Comparison of proxies indicate
centage with a liberal guarantee.
Bombshell hit Minneapolis film
A backfire of the Jacfeson Pwk circles in the form of action by that smaller boosts were panted
decision limiting runs of major M-Q in selling thcee of its firstrUn Leonard H, Goldenson. theatre
theatres in the Loop to two weeks pictures aiway i^m.
Minnesota head; .Austin C. Keough, general
has also hit the indie Woods. Aihiiis, Co. traramoniit circnit), counsel; and Charles M. Reagan,
Theoretically .in a" fine situation to which has had them exclusively distribution
Goldenson
veepee.
cash in on the JP decree by it> fof yearis. The recipients are the took $91,000 against $85,000 for the
abiUty to hold pix for long, runs, SchreiKer interests of Detroit> year preceding; Keough, $91,000
results have not been altogether which landed^ the trio for its Ly- against $85,000; and Reaaan, $8^,satisfactory^
ceum, legitiinate roadshow' house 233 against $81,482.
What has -taappened is that all which has been' playing dual reNumber of salary cuts, also turn
lioop biz' has dropped because po- issues and occasional foreign and up under comparison.
Adolph
t^tial patrons realize there's no roadshow films in between stage! Zukor, board chairman, pulled
film;
use xushing into town to see a
down $109,750 compared to 4136,attKtCtion& ,
of
few
a
when, within a matter
In this ttsrritory, it represents the 400 in '46. Barney Balabah's take
As
nabes.
weeks, it will be in the
first break in a policy which has came to $156,000 against $159,000.
a result of this dearth of Loop pa- had practicaUy aU product of the He also received an expense allowtronage, the Woods' hnsmess has major distributors to the Para- ance of $20,800. Pay of Y. Frank
.dropped, too. Similarly innocently mount and KKO Theatres for first- Freeman, studio veepee, was shaded
is
Monroe,
which
is
the
snttering
to $130,000 from a former $132,500.
runs here.
also privileged, to give films unHandsome sum of $200,000 was
W. H. Workman, MrQ branch
limited runs under the JP decree. manager,
explained.SelUhg bf three garnered by Simpson, Thacher &
It morie pi'ofitable.

down

net

X94.7

in the interchange of film talent

date performances.

Loew

Application of some-conservative

bookkeeping by BKO, designed

prospective losses in a year
Preminger's 'Fan' Prance absorb
when profits were still good, scaled

•

EurofHs to N. Y.
'Jacqueline Daniels
Mrs. Howard Dietx
Russell Muth
Phil Reisihan

EOgen ShariB

,

w.^m>Bdiiy,

May 2^

3,000

friness Coast Treem' Of

i

MIKE CONNOWLY
Hollywood, May 25.
20th-Fox

Warners,

and

TV News

page.

drawn

other TV news in the
Dept.; P. 26-27,
the

to

Radio

Navy Yard bouts
from a tele tube be-

fore beamed to the screen. Friof Los i^geles
day's telecast
Coliseum relay races was instant-

aneous v/ith the sprints.
RCA provided the equipment.
Society of Motion Picture Engineers hosted the event, which was
staged oft Stage .7 on the Warner
lot in Burbank. "Coincidence" of
gMPE and National Assn. of
Broadcasters .holding their conventions here simultaneously was
proved to be something less than
that when the NABets showed up
at Warners with invites. Also presiht were a number of film com-

.

pany toppers.
Telecast

from Par's television

(Continued on page 16)

1st Refusal Righte

Too Costly So Metro
Drops Script Contest
Metro announced yesterday
(Tuesday) that
its
.

May

25.

the* basis of the theatrevideo pix shown on War-

ner Bros, lot last Friday (21),
Loren L. Hyder, SMPE prexy,
declared; "It's no longer a
questioti of what might be
done with television but what

be done."
Proof that the show steered

will

studio execs into the video
groqy e was seen in calls from
toppers of rival studios asking
Ryder for a non-technical resume of the demonstration.

Ws

it

had discontinued
While

prize novel contests.
stadio execs favored

some

going

ahead, general feeling was that results weren't wolih thi? heavy coin
outlay. Prizes were a minimum of$150,000 and a maximum of $250,000 (Iiinging on book's winning
{"ulitzer prize, etc.), making it the
heaviest literary award in history.
Objections to the contest were
manifold, One of the most important Is the fact that out of the
four contests, so far run, only one
prizewinning book has been filmed,
Elizabeth Goudge's "Green Dolphin
Street," the 1944 award-getter.

The other four novels obtained
through the contest (there were
two prizes given in the last one)
represent more than $500,000 Sitting on the shelf.
Still
another thing was that
Metro wasn't getting sufficient exclusivity in seeing the books submitted.
In other words, despite
the big prize money, other companies were gandering the novels
at the same time and all M-G was
actually getting for its

$1,000,000

Subsid for Frisco

& When)

to take over that operation on a
when and if basis. The new unit,
first in the video field to be formed
by 20th, has been incorporated in

SDG

Pitching

For Newsreels and Video
Pressing

its drive to standardize
conditions
and salary
rates in over 100 non-commercial
film studios in the east, eastern
Screen
Directors
execs
Guild
opened joint negotiations yesteraay (Tuesday) in New York with
J^eps of 10 leading indie producers
in this area. Latter outfits, organized into an informal body, are
likely to be the nucleus of a projected association which would co
ordinate non-theatrical film pro
duction activities along the lines
of the Motion Picture Assn. of
America.
For the first time since its forjnation, SDG will mo^^e to ink con
tracts for directors employed by
March of Time and RKO. Pathe,
two of the largest producers of
nlnis in the east. Guild, covering
(Continued on page 20)

working

which

if

Distrib as Old

Shortages

successful would upset all film
censorship boards operating in the
U. S., either on a state or com-

munity basis, is under preparation
by the American Civil Liberties
Union for filing in the near future,
it's been disclosed by Christopher
Forster, attorney for the unit. Only
if the
Motion Picture Assn. of
America -decides to take on thai;
job itself will the

faces

Grosby Quorum
Hollywood,

May

25.

For the

first time in Hollyhistory, the entire Crosby

wood

family turns out tomorrow (26)
night for the preem of Bing's
"Emperor Waltz."
The groaner, his wife Dixie,
his father, mother, and two
brothers^ will be on hand.

ACLU forego the

move.
In the light of the statement by
the U. Si Supreme Court in the
motion picture anti-trust decision
that films "like newspapers and
radio, are included in the press

Bugaboo Of

Co. in Novetnber

United Artists has that old feeling again;
Distribution organization, which throughout its 30-year
history has chronically suft'ered
from product shortages, faces another in November.
Breakdown of indie, production,
as a result of current dif ficuKiea in
financing film-making, threatens to
have a critical effect on UA's future.
Gradwell Sears, Company's
prexy, is currently on the Coast in
a strenuous -effort to hypo production f or
release, but is frankly
said to have no -solution to the coin
impasse.
Company has a couple pictures
on its books currently on which it
is pegging hopes to make a good

UA

Schine Figbting

is also considering a similar action.'
Proposal for the MPAA to carry
the ball on suclua test action has
been made to the industry group
by the ACLU in the form of a letACLU is waiting an MPAA
ter.
reply from, Eric Johnston, its
own
before taking its
prexy,

Off Forced Sale

financial

Of Five Houses

showing this summer and

fall.
They are William Cag"Time of Your Life" and
Howard Hawks' "Red River." It's
giving them the works in salesman-

early
ney's

.

course.

'

for its interpretation of its its

statement.
Forster

pointed

I

'

CBS,

Paramount,
Pauley,

KSAN

Don

oilman

Edwin

Lee, Leland Holzer,

and KSBR-FM, and San

Bruno.

FCC

Frisco

Monday

hearings started in

Eric Johnston has tentatively
set mid'July as the date for his
planned trip to Paris to confab on
changes requested by the French
in the Blum-Byrnes
French want to exagreement.
to seven
weeks each quarter the time allotted in their cinemas to domes-

government

Motion Pictures Assn. of Amerprexy will also seek to free
part of approximately $15,000,000
in funds of U. S. companies frozen
in France. It's believed that with
ica

Marshall Plan money going into
the country, it may be possible to
thaw some of the coin, but it will
probably all be part of a deal
focussing around telaxation of the
teinhs of the Blum-Byrnes accord.

Deny Chi Injunction
Chicago,

May

25.

The neighborhood film house
rates with the church and school
as an important factor in furthering community programs, Harry M.
Warner, prez of Warner Bros,, de-

(24).

JOHNSTON ABROAD ON
FRENCH PIC CHANGES

Kimbark

Washington,

May

25.

theatre's i?etition for a

against
injunction
preliminary
double - featuring in Balaban &

Tower and Maryland
houses was denied by Judge Mi-

Katz's Tivoli,

chael Igoe in Chi federal district
court Friday (21). Such action, s&id
Judge Igoe, would require a full
hearing.
Harry Nepo, owner of the Kimbark, early this year filed an antitrust suit against majors,

RKO

a
for
release), plus three
brief filed with the Supreme shooting.
Court, answering a brief of the
UA, of course, will stretch the
Justice Department filed on May product as far as possible, as it has
14.
been doihg during the past months,
In its brief, the Government by maximum spacing between recalled on the high court to provide leases.
There's a definite limit,
a green light so that sale of the however, on how much can be done
five theatres could proceed without in this regard, since the company
the .delay which accompany the needs about $100,000 a week in
Schine'
divorcement
of
the
rest
income to meet its bperating cost.
program. "The Government's con- Overly-long intervals- between re°
tention," said the Schine brief,
(Continued on page 16)
"that the district court had deappoint
trustee
...
to
encided to
a
order
is
based
force the consent
to Release British
upon a serious distortion of the
language of the order of the di.strict court ... which .we assume
of 'PimperneF
was not deliberate. What the Gov-

own a

out that no
license is needed for publishing a
California under the label 20th book or newspaper.
Since the
Century-Fox of California, Inc.
high court has "bracketed pix with
Newcomer has been already newspapers and , radio, it should
given a sendoEf by the transfer of have the same iirimunity from that
$100,000 from 20th coffers in re- form of regulation, he said. While
turn for 1,000 shares of common there's a recognized right of combar obsence perto
at $100 par. Total authorized issue munities
formances or publications, that's!
is 10,000 shares. Balance of 9,000
sliares have been subscribed to by not a subject of licensing but
20th and can be paid for at par at rather prosecution under penal
any time or from time-to-time prior laws.
ACLU intends to carefully seto April 13, 1950, under the terms
lect the state to test licensing and
of incorporation.
Specific function of subsid is to induce an exhibitor to bring the
operate a Frisco station in event action fn his own name with the
(Continued on page 20)
the FCC grants a license. Company would spend $563,014 on a
plant and underwrite expenses up
It H. M. Warner Likens
to. $600,000 for the first year.
would locate its studios
at the Fox
'
Theatre building.
Nabe Filmery to Church,
New subsid is facing competition
from seven other applicants in
School as Social Force
Frisco for channel 11, including

tic pictures.

Eastern

suit,

ship, advertising and publicity.
However, it has in all only nine
Washington, May 25.
The challenge to the entire sysThe Schine theatre circuit de- features completed and awaiting
tem of licensing now in use in the clared yesterday (24) that five of release, plus four Hopalong CasAppare^ntly confident of sna_gging U. S. will be presented on the its theatres that remain unsold sidy westerns, a Bud<^ ^.RogersFederal Communications Commis- broadest possible ground, accord- despite a 1942 consent decree are Ralph Cohn short feature
and a
sion permission to build a tele- ing to Forster. ACLU's claim will
no longer a separate transaction pair of Hal Roach abbreviated
vision station in San Francisco, be that the Supreme Court has
In addition, there are
but are covered by the Supreme comedies.
20th-Fox has now created a wholly- nixed any form of licensing what- Court's blanket order regarding four films
editing (two of them- are
owned subsidiary with an au- soever. Action will undoubtedly partial divestiture of the circuit. Howard Hughes' and,
may revert to
thorized capitalization of $1,000,000 wind up before that same bench
The point was made in
reply to him

Tele (If

money was tend from four weeks

first-refusal rights.

important test

whose freedom is guaranteed by
the First Amendment," the MPAA

Brooldyn

were filmed

'

Hollywood,

On
size

'

is on Picthose stories
are departmentalized on this

Where the accent

is

An

Ryder on Timing

Para-

tur<'s-Television,

But attention

UA

For

Hypo Production

-^

in Hollywpod
Miount joined hands
the first
ffriday (21) to present
teletheatre-size
high-brilliance
to be provision pictures ever
motion piciccted directly on a
ture screen under regular theatre
conditions. AfSair differed from
Y.,
the Paramount theatre, N.
demonstration of April 14, when

Other

CENSORS

jSears Seeks to

MPAA

IIGIU,

Projection

Hieatare-Size Tele
Jly

U. PK

MAY

TEST SDTF

clared here yesterday (24).
"The motion picture theatre has
a unique identity in any community," Warner added in an address before the convention of the
National Council for Community
Improvement. "It is a social and
recreational meeting place. It is a
spur to sound business on Main

,

RKO

Remake

is that, it is
ernment means
that neither upon the
aware

In GoIdwyn-'Korda Deal
"The Scarlet Pimpernel," for
evidence already in the record, nor
upon any evidence which the gov- whose production in England Samuel
Goldwyn
and Sir Alexander
ernment might present in future
concluded an agreement
district Korda
proceedings,
could the
court make any findings' which last week, will be distributed in'
the
western
hemisphere
by the
would warrant >divestiture of these
particular theatres under the rules same company releasing .Goldwyn's
own films. That means, if the pie
laid down by the opinion."
.

.

.

.

.

completed in time for distribution within the next year, it witt
is

LEWKERNERtOREP
H'WOOD PROD. ABROAD
New

be handled by RKO.
Deal made by Goldwyn is similar to that previous^5r concluded
with the British producer by David
O. Selznick.
Only difference is
that Selznick's calls for a series of
films, while Goldwyn's calls for
just one. In both setups, the American produceif will provide players
and, for a stipulated sum out of
his coin frozen in Britain, will obtain ownership of the film for the
Ameriean hemisphere. It's a plan,
of course, for thawing frozen cur-

has been set up in
California to handle the increasing
interest of Hollywood in foreign
production fields. Labeled International Management Corp., it aims
to rep producers; primarily indies,
in making films in England,. France,
Italy and other countries where
fulfills a community
It
street.
efforts are being made to make use
need for a good recreation outlet. of frozen coin.
rency.
And, even while it entertains, it
Lew Kerner, former talent chief
Goldwyn is providing the
also often renders a patriotic, edu- for Samuel Goldwyn, is managing
(Continued on page 16)
cational and pu'blic service.'"
director of the company. He left
for Britain on the Queen Mary
Saturday (22) for two months there
Skouras Flies to Coast
and in Italy, France, Belgium and U's Park Ave. Theatre
outfit

-

:

On

Tele, Pix Matters

Sweden.
Kerner refused to identify his

backerg in the corporation, except
to say that they are big names in
production and financing. Among
the chorgg^.he .eXBpcts to perfqrm
while abroad is locating European
Hollywood.
suitable
ftfr
Smith, Jr., at the Waldorf-Astoria, talent
IMC will act as personal managers
N: Y.
Skouras plans to spend several for such players, but turn oyer
days huddling with production the actual agenting to a regular
chief Darryl F. Zanuck and other 10%er.
studio execs before heading for
San Francisco to sit in on the
COWAN'S BERMUDA PIC
Federal Communications CommisHollywood, May Z5i
sion hearings on the Frisco teleConrad Hilton, hotel chain opervision bids. Twentieth has applied
for a Frisco TV channel and is ator, and Lester Cowan, indie prodeal for latslated to open its testimony in the ducer, have signed a
Whether ter to produce a film in Bermuda,
hearings Monday (29).
Skouras will go on the stand is not where Hilton operates three hosknown, but his trip to the Coast tels.
Cowan plans to take a troupe to
still marks the first time that a
film company prez has attended Bermuda in February to make an
entire Technicolor feature there..
tele hearings;

Spyros
Twentieth - Pox prez
Skouras flies to the Coast tonight
(Wednesday), immediately following the testimonial dinner being
tendered 20th sales chief Andy W.

Still

serv-^

Open for Sublet

Universal started shopping this

week for another taker to assume
the lease on its Park Avenue theatre (N.Y.) after a deal with Nat
Sanders of English Films suddenly

through. Sanders-U concordat
neared the inlcing stage when le-

fell

gal points raised by attorneys for
the parties caused the collapse in
negotiations. The pact had envis-

aged assumption of the leas% for.
the balance of. two-and-one-half
years on its first portion at weekly rental of $2,000.
Showcase, owned by Walter
Reade, has been something of a
white elephant since
has found,
it difficult to keep the theatre supplied with strong product. Leasfe
originally was for five years with
an option to renew for another:

U

five.

,

-

.

Wedneeday, May. 26, 1948

.with

3

of the

biggest showmanship

events of the year.
CENTURY-FOX

enters the Month
THE IRON CURTAIN
become
page
news event! Returns from
the 400 -theatre Premiere
The'^first film

ever to

of

aii international front

wifl,

tested product,

are writing boxoffice headdaily across the land I

lirfes

proved boxoffice
of

,

WY0MIN6

payoff

TECHNICOLOR

Today— Gidlci World Premiere
at Lancaster, Ohio, to be
followed tomorrow by tremendous 12-state, 268-theotre day and date opening!

to back

up

its

Sales Managers'
GIVE

MY

REGARDS
Salute to

TO BROADWAY

Andy

TECHNICOLOR

Boston's regards to 20th in

June with the b^ World Premiere at the Memorial Theatre!...... .to be followed dayand-date across the nation!

t,

,

Smith Month!

TECHNICOLOR
One

The

of the year's

office

biggest box-

All the sweet things

20th's

rolled into one tune-

of

all

Motion

true-to-life tri-

ful ticket seller!

Picture Herald Box-

umphs! Outgrossing

new

office Champion two
months in a row!

"Boomcsrang!** and

nique that's

great hits!

•*13

musical

The

tech-

terrific!

Rue Made-

leine"!

Sitting

Sendda-Hoo!

ipement
TBCHHICOLOR
Most acclaimed film

Right up there with

Acade-

*' Margie** and
•'Mother Wore
flights"! M. P.

A boxoffice. triumph

Herald Boxoffice
Champion, April...

" Home In Indiana "

in history!

my Award Picture!
M. P. Herald Boxoffice

Champion,

February, March,

in

tradition of

the

"Flicka" and

April ...
(MMINNIMIIM

...andwherevec

ilnna

these pictures play,

smrt showmen

Karenina
From

the most

widely read novel of
all

time! "That the

Big and exciting as
'
l

picture will play to
big grosses

is

cer-

tain," says Variety!

are

booking them with

all

outdoors! Action

... on

the screen

and at the boxoffice!

MOVIETONE

mS,

MARCH OF

Tm

TERRYTOOHS
Of other selected

SHORT SUBIECTS!

nun

RBvisws

The Tini«i of ITonr Lif

(Gene Kelly played the

legit ver-

dance—

Bt»r8 Jam«J C-a«:n«y, 'WUllara is to
anyplace, anytime;
Mon-ts, Jeanne CB«n6r; fea- Reginald Beaiie as a Negro piano
tures Bioaerick Crawtotd, Ward Bond,
the
^OTaniOM Jiarton, Paul Draper.
Directed by player (he did the same role
H, 0. Potter. Adapted by NalUanlel €ar.o stage version), and a flock of others.
tin tvom Ploy l)y WUHam SBroyan; eatnera,
Strangely enough, the whole thmg
James Won? Howe; edltora, Walter IlanneBiimn and Truman IC, Wood. jPreviewed In hangs tightly together, despite the
Kew Yorlc' May J9, '48. Running time, absaQce of aU plot but a bit of bylOH JMINS.
play introduced to the film between
Jo^.
........ .Tames ragney

£roi1uftli)ii.
ipnfllx,

Wayne

m

Hick
•Tom.

..

...........

4

Kitty Duwl........
Krnpp...

...I..,.,,,
Mi-Cartliy..........

Kit OarHon..,

.....

Havir..

......

JUnry

Alorrls

Potter's direction starts leisurely,

JeanneCftgney
Crawtord

but the pace soon picks up and the
film moves smartly most of the
way. Adding to the entertainment
level are the topnotch dancing Of
Draper (although there's a b»t too
much of it) and the keyboard work
,
of Beane.
v
Barton and Bendix nave probably never given better performances in their livesi Actually, however; there's not a single member
of the cast who can't be handed
thespic honors. Every part verges
on ham and yet Potter has man-

i

,

Wayne

.Broflerlelt

,

,

<i

v.

,

V

.

. .

.

.......

L.

D'u.lley. ............

.

Ward Bond
james Barton
.I'aui.

Draper

.....Gale raite
.V .James I.ydon

.

Mlphnrd Brdman

WJllle.

Arab

,

...V.I'edro de

Oentleman.
Blind nate

..John ".Skins" Miller
Natalie SchafPr
.

.

.

.

'....'Nanette parks
.(Jrazla Ma relso
Claire ("arleton
(riadys Blake

In Ijove.
JSTVck's Mother,.,..

"Killer"
Side Kick,.....,,,
.

. ,

.Howard Freeman

.

Renle Rtano

GlH

ffjewsbdy.,,.- ...

'

Tom Powers

A

Soi'iety

Cwdoba

.Reginald Beane

Wesley...,.,......!
Bill*..............,
Tlpnler
eoflety Lady...

. ;

.

. . . . . .

liSimiy-

aged to keep

»ee8

ail

of

his players
"

on

Ames the right side of i*e fine line,
Like the stage play, the picture
Were there an Oscar for csontri- is virtually all in one set, but James
fcution to the art of picturemaking Wong Howe's camera has a mobilvia courage in bringing an ojf-the- ity that transcends the background.
trodden-path
approach to the It completely catches the tender,
screen, James arid WiUtaia Cagaey human qjdality of the Saroyan writwould be sore winneis for this ing and some of the warmth. It also
transmutation of William Saroyan's emphasizes, however, one of the
pi'ize.-gamfiri^ play. As' it is, the shortcomings of the film—the fact
partnery»i»iiiiets certainly stand an that its crew of characters is^ so
excelleid iidumce of copping at least strange aWd unknown that they
a couple of ffie Acadesay jaipda^S permit the audience to make no
for the eji^ptional peitformances of identifications
themselves,
with
virtually evety player iit thlis un^ llbat's one of the major factors that
usual film.
will militate agamst the film's b.o.
Whether exhibs will be as liberal chances in the sticks.
with Oscars for b.6. performance is
In any case, the Careys can
another question. It should be take artistte pride in having sucnoted at once, however, that "The cessfully brought off a picture that
Time of Yoar Life" is as full of some considered at the time
Herb.
guffaw-type iJWraor and entertain- "coultot be made.'*
ment- as. the frothiest of comedies.
The eatdbr lirtet it is pre^t«d in
the uttCtaiVenlional and inore-6r^
less formless pattern of Saroyan's
(MUSICAL-COLOB)
Stage writing; "Whether exhibitors
Hollywood, May 25.
and audiences will accept this unMetro release o( Arthur Freed production.
JJiclt's

.

Morris and Miss Cagney. Henry C.

William Bondts;

JDaughter.

.

. . . .

,

. .

,

.Marlene

',

-

Grant'9 costumes appear excellent,
trithin the limitations of black-andV
Powera; Hebart Wanaugh, IMrecte* by white reproduction.
Hobe;
froiitmuSeal comedy by Dorofty Flelda «nd

tlon.

vm

,

of keys.
"Easter Parade" (MusicalSock screen
Color) (M-G).
musical in Technicolor, certa|a
for big business. ^ , „ „_
"Up in Central Park" (Mu-

Ivy

mirlsi earoeni. Milton Ki»»m>':

-Ritsle

.

,

wwi«l

i

Mayor Oakley..,,... ...Ilubart Cavanaugh
Mall

(.lovcrnor Motley....
Myron Bcliullz. .
.

, , . . .

Tlmrston
Howard Fi'eeman

Maty Field
..Tom Wdl

Miss Murch.
O'Toole.....
win- Jlui Fltta

:

..

fh® Big Pmteh

-

()l»en
...,,;.,i;.»ioTOni
;vMpi'onl viBon

Warner

25,

Bros, velesw nt Saul mfelnia nw).
Ktai-s WiijW Morel*. Iwlii' Ma,,
MboKm} (eaturoi Maty
Stuart, Anthony Warde, Jimmy Atneu. im.
reeled hy Khen-y Shourds.- Sorecuplay,^ l!ev»
nut-d tiU-ard f rom stoiy by (Jeort'e i.^ark-ton
Brotvn; camera, CatlHuthi'le! editor, Frunk
dui-Uon.
svell,

t^ovdon

!

Mngce^ Tadejhown May

MINS,

time, 80

Chris 'I'horgenson.,

Karen T,on».
Johnny Onmt.
MtdKO Parker.
fon IfeatlB.
Angel Pansier.

'4(4,

.?»,

Itn.ininK

...Wayne Mon-ls
...I.ols

WawvcU

.Oordon M'fK'Hue

....

,M«ry .Siuiirt
.AUthony Wiu-de

...

^»

Mllo Broivn

m

.

,,,.Jlnuny Auips,
,,

, . . . .

,

.Alari-

LOBan

.. .Bddle DunM
"U» in Central Park," whicjh ran Sam Hway...
aaa«ral!t .;,,.«,«,,.
ClUoi'leB Maiiib
IS months on Broadway as a rnusacal comedy* has much the same
Warners has come thirough with
merits and faults itt this Universal a. medium budget feature that
film version. That is, it's an .over- should show a. neat return for its
handsom* lirodiU^M outlay. "The Big Punch"
sentimental,
stuffed,
tune-and-terp show with, a so«o «ffe«s ft tiw^iOijbrama built around
score, little pace and not en(>ugh tbe pitoi^ iSbiftlajp*
Two
period flavor. It should do mod- eteimtehts ewfibliie into a theme
erate business.
„.
that Is not always plausible but
Only two songs from Sigmund still manages sufficient interest to
Romberg's original score are re- hold casual attention in general
.

i

1

May

Hollywood,

ej-

Run-

'48.

.Vincent I'l-loe
Albert ,4hnl-po
..Tom I'owers

,

Tlmolhj- Moore
llogan.

S5,

..Deonna Durbin
..Oli'k ITnymes

itoore

.lohn
Jiuss 'I'vvecd.

starred in nMit
sho'W biss nos-

tainment for west«M fans.
"Bis Town Scsmdal" (Par).
Finale in the Pine-Thomas
"Big Town" series. Mild dualer.
"King of the GamWers"
Supporting feature
(Rep).
dealing with SMnWang-' atod

May

MatthPW.-it

Uttle piece of

talgia; should do well. ; „ ,
'<The Vicious Circle" (UA).
Tedious jpic with racial tolerance theme.
...
<«The Gallant Leeioa" (Bcp).
Strong outdoor, actton raiter-

N.
sum%

I'r*Vle-ff«d
nliie time, »J

trig,

(musical-color),

(20th)

ananwed and condmvted
Jobuny «i«enn*«w*ot[n>phy, Helen Tft-

SiKHiiind JU>TObi»-«r,

roOrnate
(U-1).
sical)
mantic musical about the Boss
Tvveed era; moderate grosser.
"The Big Punch" IWB). OK
dualer melodrama with WayhiB
Morris and Introducing Gordon Macltee;
"Give My Regards to Broad-

Dan Dailey

dance number,

Helen Tamiris.
Howal:^d Bay'a settings and Mary

TTnlversal releasft ot KartTunliStU l)»«d«<te
Stars Deannii, DIlrblD, »l<* Iftyinen,
noent Wee; mtniaa Albwt Shftrpj, a'om

"The Time of Your Life"
(UA-Cagney). Fihn versfcn of
Jmft -wm
s««oya»
have to be a>ld hard outside

way"

click in the skating
skillfully staged by

ITp in r<»iilr«l Vmiek
(MUSICAL)

Hinkfor® Renews

whose only yen

sion) as a terper

United ATtlst* release ot William Oajjney

tained in the picture. They are
"When She Walks In the Room,"

.

situations.

Picture serves to focus attention

handled nicely by Dick Haymes,
and "Carousel in the Park." which
Deanna Durbin and he sing pleasantly in an actual merry-go-round
The show's click ballad.
scene.
Close As Pages in a Book," is not
sung, but used merely as occasionHowever, Miss
al theme music.
Burbin has a new song, "Oh! Say

on (Sordon IVXacBae, newcomer
from radio and record fields, as «
voung man capable of adapting
nimself to camera demands. He

You See (What I See)," which
tines in full tramp regalia, com- Can
Miss Garland's is acceptable. There aie several
plete even to
dance numbers, the
blacked'^ut tooth. They work to- full-staged
gi^er in anotfo^ monilHar in which most notable of which is the Cur.rier & Ives skating ballet, restaged
MiiBS Garland sllcWy values the
clumsinm of dance tyTo and also from the original show.

Hero Interest is divided between: ilacRae and Wayne Morris,
Latter nixes a bid for bigtime box-

fixed pro fabtbalL

.

Astaire and Miss Garland
team for vocals and foot work on

when

A

Couple of Swells." It's a show
that socks the risibilities
pair go throng their rou-

number
and the

should get along in films, presenting an ea^ personalis and an
ability to read lines erealbly. He
doesn't need vocalizing to sell himself.

ing la fsvor of the pulpit, and in

describing his reasons to a promoter, makes MacRae discontent
a
The story, adapted from the with his- lot as a "tanker" on the
shine in a medley of tliree tunes,
original by Herbert and Dorothy prize ring circuit MacRae fails to
"I Love a Piano," "Snoolty
Fields, stresses the romantic inter- take a dive as "ordered, fiees town.
Ookums" and "Ragtime Violin."
nosey policeman is bumped off
Ann Miller's standout is "Shak- est between flie spirited but innocent Irish immigrant and the by the promoter and MacRae is
familiar foriiaat is the question Stars Judy Garland, Fred Astatre, Peter ing the Blues Away," in which she muckraking N. Y. Times reporter,
framed for the killing. He seeks
Lawford, .Ann Miller; features Jules Mun- displays her shapely, sinuous Umbs
mark. Oi^ide of major cities, skttt,
Clinton Sundbeixr, Jennie l«Gon,
rapidfire dance of and turns Boss Tweed into a cham- refuge with the minister and when
grosses may
limited.
Richard Beavers. Directed by Charles Wal- and body in a
wolf.
But
alpagne-dispensing
up, it's the new
ReaUxaag ttoe difficulties. United ters. .Screenplay, Sidney Sheldon, Frances Jightning taps. She lends poetic though the greater scope of the his past catches
found friends in the small town
Goodrich, ^Albert Hackett: original story, rhythm to "The Girl on a MagaArtists has adopted a weli-aesigned Goodrifcli
* liaclcett; cameira. (Technicolor),
screen provides unusual possibili- \iaio prove his innocence.
distributton plan. Film will pre- Harrr Sttadlins; songss, Irving Eevlin; zine Cover," to a background of
ties for turn^of-the-century New
vsed a more
have
could
Morris
miere tiHllght {Wednesday) in Sew musical aireoUon, JohnSy Green; orehes- excellent baritoning by Rldiard York atmosphere, particularly if it
e3i:perienced directorial han<} in
ConradB SaUngw, Van Cleave. I,eo Beavers, and in her teamims with
* York ana San X'rancisBO. No ftup- tratlcns,
Kobert
Arnsnid;
-vocal
snaalganents,
had been photographed in color, it some of his scenes, but oif the
ther dates HtSi |)e taken for at tea^ Tucker; editor, Altiert Ala*. Tradeshown Astaire dii "It Only Happens When is only partially utilized.
the minister
pleases
as
whole
Witli
You."
SnSS,
Dance
'48.
1
Running time. KMS
a monlfi and tiie playoff through- May 10,
Within the limits of the stub- ready to deal out the gospel, either
Vmm»- - . V, , .v... Judy Gtailand
MlsS Garland's pipes make easy
out the coimtty will be slow. Idea Hannah
Fred Astalre
Don JBeswes..
born material, William Seller's di- mildly or sternly. He has been
is to allow maximum hinterland Jonatlian Sanow, HI
.Peter Xawtord listening of "Better Luek Next
pulpit lines by
Ann SJtller Time," a reprise of "Wxea t Dance rection has reasonable fieidbiUty. given some good
seepage o£ the excellmt criticism Nadlna Hale,.....,..-^-.....
Barnard Girard. Lois
Jules ManshJn With You," and f% Wanna Oo Back Miss Durbin Is forcefully asOMs- scripter
arid controversial newspaper and IB'rameols,..
isae, ai« Bwrtenaer...... Clinton Sundbei-g
Maxwell has principal femme asmagazine publicity tha£
^ctuie BsaJB... ..»...>...• ....... ....Jennie I*eott to Michigan," "I Xove a Piano," able as the curiously unaccented signment as the paison'si romance,
Singer .. ^ ,,. V A ........ . .Bicnard Beavers "Easter Parade" and "A Fella With colleen and her singing is gen-is almost (N^italn of getting.
Stuart is in briefly as boxAn Umbrella," the latter shared erally satisfactory, thiough she Mary
The "snob appeal" which may
doesn't especially impress with the ing days flame of MaeBae's, An"Easter Parade" is a musical that with Peter Lawford.
thus be graierated for, the Saroyan
promoter,
Arthur jE>%ed's production guid- "Pace, Pace, Mio Dio" aria from thony Warde, crooked
epic is Ute major hope for maldng will rate high customer enthusiasm
Jimmy Ames, his henchman, Eddie
in all situations.'^The lush and ance has set a perfect stage for the Verdi's "Fowa del Destine."
It a retX^
gi^sserDunn,
Marc Logan and Charles
Haymes is vocally good as the Marsh complete
Saroyaa-Ioviers will find that the colorful 1912 Broadviray background display of song and dance, a showsmall cast.
the
play, which won both the New York is embroidered with old and new manly piece of work that demon- Rover Boy reporter, and as be"Punch" marks upping of Saul
Critics Circle and Pulitzer prizes in Irving Berlin tunes and standout strates the top experience used all lievable dramatically as the part
Bltdns from shorts to feature pro1940 (aithongh the playwright re- dance numbers to rate it sock down the line in bringing this one allows. "Vincent Price seems a bit ducer and the promotion of Sherry
to the screen.
Charies Walters unctuous as Tweed, Albert Sharpe
fused to accept the Pulitzer award), screen entertainment
Shourds from assistant director.
has been tampered with to the
Boxoffice advantages indicating takes it away with his direction to registers sharply as the guileless
Both have done a good first chore
miijimmn extent consistent with top returns indnde Tectmicolor, make a soUd blend of story and Irishman, Hobart Cavanaugh is In putting the fflm together wtthm
transference from one medium to the score, Fred Astaiie's dancing, musdc that will pay off. High cred- amusing as the stooge Mayor, and budget limitations. Picture Is okay
another. The heavy Saroyan phi Judy Garland's dn^ng and danc- it also goes to Robert Alton's di- William Skipper and Nelle Fisher material for twin bfUs. able to go
losopl^ has been partly excised ing, and Ann Miller in three big rection of the musical numbers
on top or bottom according to de(not BO much that the playwright's production numbers. It's all a treat Harry Stradling's photography, anc.
mands of the situation booking it.
"I love li«ett)mmon people" theme for eye and ear, displayed 'for the music direction by Johnny
Photography, settings and other
Evil
doesnt x^anain perfectly clear) and thorough enj(Qn(nent Of its comedy, Green.
technical functions are standard.
"So Eva My Love," ParaThe light story by Frances Goodthe comedy has been pointed up. romance and spectacle.
Brog.
mount release of Hal Wallis'
Latter has been effected not by reThe Berlin score includes 17 rich and Albert Hackett. scripted
first rritish production, made
writing or adding lines, but largely songs, seven new and 10 from his in conjunction with Sidney Shellast summer, was tradeshovm
by the fact that the closeup lens extensive catalog. They are all don, makes a perfect backing for
to
Give
in New York Friday (21). It
can catch facial expressions and [melodic Berlin, from the opening the Berlin stfore and playing. Plot
was reviewed in Variety .from
nuances that wouldn't be visible at "Happy Easter" through to the opens on Easter, 1911 and carries
(SOISGS-COLOB)
London March 10, 1948. Reall or would smell of the smoke- finale ''Easter Parade." Eight are through to Easter, 1912. It deals
TwenUeth-Fost'
release of -Walter Mui-oBcn
viewer
Cane
sees
good
boxclass
with
splitup
house in legit.
of Astaire and- Miss
used to point up that many
prodnctlon.
Stara Dan Dailey; £(ature»
office in the U. S. becau.se of
Major switch has been in the production numbers featuring ex- Miller as partners and recruiting
OiarJca Winnlnscr, Nnncy (Julld, Charll*
the star-pun of Bay Milland
BuBgles, Fay Balnter, Barbara I,an'i-*nce.
ending. Alter shooting a Johnstoa- ceptional terping of Astaire and of MissOarland by the dancer, -who
Kcreenulny,
Dh-eeted by IJoyd Bacon:
g|L office version oithe original finale, the lAisses Garland and Miller.
and Ann Todd. At that same
is determined to malce her ou-tdraw
Samuel Hoffcnstcln, ftllartjeth Itelnhardt,
time, he tliinks it "can be vast^
it was discovered in sneak previews
Astaire's standout solo is the liis former hoofer; Lawford is in
based on story by John Klenipner; camera,
that it "didn't play." The heavy elaborate production piece, "Step- as a rich playboy who goes for both
ly improved by further judiHarij- ^U-lown: edit«r, William Ileynnld«;
dancctL SermoUr Felix. IVadeBhown .N. Y.
W' Saroyanism left audiences bewU- ping Out With
Baby," during of the girls without success. Diadous editing." Original runMay
i», •«( Naming tloM', »» Mim.
dered. As a result, $300,000 was which he does a slow-motion dance log comes oS lightly and situations
ning time of 112 minutes has
Dim Diilley
Bert..
*.-. • ...
added to the original $1,700,000 in front of « large chorus terping answer all demand for projection
been slightly reduced to 109
AlbciKf .
.. .Charli's WinniiiKcr
N-.mry (liiild
Ite) en,
budget to retake the closing scenes. in regular time. Ifs a sharp Mend- of music.
for U. S. distribution.
Chflrllf RiJisclcs
Toby..,.,,,.,...
The result is a more pat and con- ing of technical and artistic sldlls
Among the few credited support
Sine ! this film is the first
F*y. ...... ...... ...... ........ Fay llainliir
ventional fadeout, but one that re- that will pay off with hefty word- ing players Jules Munshin registers
June,,......,.., ,>.
, .Barbara r,invrcnce
of what vsill be a fairly subJane Nigh
,..
May.
tains much of the beauty of tile of-mouth.
Number uses three as a film comedian of promise. His
stantial number of others of
AWhur Waldron, Jr, ..... .Charies HuBsell
©riginal.
moods, light ballet, a sexy blues pantomime of preparing a salad
same genre—that is pix made
SiK Bninan
Dlnbel.
.Howard Freenwm
Mr. Waldron
The diOerence between "Life" touch and jitterbug antics with as and other briefly spotted routines
in England by American comAnderson
Herbert
Prank
Doty.
.
^nd tb» stsmdard film is that this many partners before Astaire picks rang the bell with preview audipanies under the Anglo-AmeriPat Flaherty
Wnllaee
one has no story in the accepted Up Ms solo spot. "Drum Crazy" ences. Clinton Simdbetg, as t
can tax accord with stars and
..Harry Seywour
Emcee
sense of the term, it merely in- solo in a toy store has the Astaire philosophical bartender, also reg
Mr, Boyil....... .. ..... ..... .Paul llanfey
technidan;i from the U, S.-—
.l*la BUM
jMrSk,
Boyd,..,
..
rhythm,
"When
Mid-'
does
the
isters
as
strongly.
troduces. One by one, a series of
It's interesting to hote Cone's
Mrs. "Waidron, .. ........ ....Geonti.1. Olne
Freed has garbed the picture
"eharacteis." It doesn't even delve night Choo Choo' Leaves for Alacomments on this score.
,..,,.Matt MeHiiKh
Fan.
with all Hie trappings that appeal
deeply into what makes them tick, bam."
He said: "There's no eviBOj^point of ecmiedy is reached to the eye. Lovely girls, beautiful
but presents their amusing exterior
Twentieth-Fox has another boxdence in the pic that Wallis
costumes by Irene, rich art direcsides as tljey spout the Saroyan
office winner in "Give My Regards
had all the disadvantages of a
tion by Cedric Gibbons ahd Jack
views on life and living.
unpretentious
An
to Broadway."
strange organization and of
Martin Smith, and a lush dance to
Setting for this strangest assortEscape
little film dressed up in Technibuilding up a production in a
tions by Edwin B. Willis and his
ment ©f people any play or film
color gladrags, it misses by a hair
"Escape," 20th-Fox's Britishforeign country. Such failings
associate, Arthur Krams, add to
has ever latched together is Nick's
being as entertaining as "Margie,
made film, which was tradeas the film has aren't due to
brilliance. Tricky synchronization
bar in the tomghest quarter of San
the previous 20th pic with songs
shown in New York Monday
its being miide'over here. Best
of Astaire's slow motion dance to
Francisco. Jamieri Cagaey, as an unthat it most closely resembles. With
(24), was reviewed in Vapiece of fortune was getting
sound track is a. first fay John Arnexplained lover of the coinmonfoUc,
BiETsc irom irf>udon, March 31,
Dan Dailey the only name of any
MwE Greene, ace cameraman,
old's eameni depattnneat
is the centi^ character (created by
Brog.
marquiee importance, "Broadway
to look after the photography.
1948 by Case. Pointing out
Eddie Bowling in the legitert
vsill require a little extra plugging
Rarely has Ann Todd, a difthat the pic diverges widely
around which the others more-orto get 'em up to the wickets. Once
ficult
from Oie play on which it's
subject, been photoless revolve. The second focal point
Bwcfeiier's 'Paradise*
the word-«f-mouth gets rolling,
graphed with such skill and
based, reviewer said the "reis the baiftsep, WUUam Bendix) (he
though, it should be aU easy gravysympat h e t i c' understanding.
sult, although not John GalsHoBywood,
May
25.
played a cop ia
original, a part
Camera work throughout is reworthy; is eminently satisfying
Despite the mental images of
Robert Buckner, Universal-Innow held by Brodericfc Crawford).
markably fine, and other as^ts
and vml play to good business
numbers that
tush production
ternational producer, will film
Cagney's role is static but amusare the splendid music score
in the U.S?^
might be conjured up by the title,
"Paradise
Lost"
In
Italy,
starthig
ing. Bendix's is solid comedy most
and art work."
Rex Harrison is lauded for
"Broadway" has none of that. Inin
September.
of the way. The other wayfarers
his good
performance, bat
stead, it's a simple story about an
Nonetheless, Cane felt the
William
Goets,
U-1
production
bring laughs, pathos, philosophy
Peggy Cummins was held to
old vaude family that lives in the
treatment was prosaic, stating
chief, leaves for Borne in three
and enteilainmeat. They include
be "too shallow to be conhope that the Palace twO-a-day will
"style and atmospheric details
weeks to sieit Up studio and location
James Barton as a tall-tale-telling
vincing." Rest of the players
some time be revived. Film has
are no compensation for susarrangements. WhUe in Europe he
are exclusively British actors.
Indiatt scout; Jeanne Cagney as a
plenty of tiie show biz nostalgia
pense." Emotional scenes are
will confer With J. Arthur Rank
prostie who
dreams of bome;
Original running time of 79
that's been welcomed by customers
described as unconvincing and
minutes has been left intact
Wayne Morris is a lugJike handyabout two films U-I will make in
in other pictures.
Most of the
too much time is taken getting
for American release.
man for Ca©j*y; Paul Draper
England this year.
to "the kill and the thrUl."
(Continued on page 18)
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"A

picture

that'll

bring joy to the boxoffice.*'— Hollywood Reporter

**One of the year's big boons for the exhibitor! "—Daily Variety

"The

stuff of

"Earmarked

sock audience

'

satisfaction.

'— Film Daily

for the niftiest kind of grosses.'-— Variety

Paramount's

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

0 Lavish That

May Nevier A.gain
On The Screen!

It

Be Equalled
7

so WONDERFUL THAT IT TOOK
ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS TO CREATE

NUMBER
winner of

STAR, Bing Crosby, winner of

I

all

as good since 'Going

My Way',"

'

the Galiup Poll of the pubhr,

M.

industry polls, "was never better" says

P. Daily

ITS

"and not

as he is in this one.

ACADEMY AWARD
greatest star

chandelier

all.

when Bing starts

BRACKETT S WILDER,

Fontaine, coupled with Crosby in the

ACTRESS. Jban

te^m of them

As the

kissable countess, she t-i-n-k-l-e-s like a crystal

his melodious love-making.

gifted Oscar-winning producer-director combination,

give a gay, foxy view of a pampered social set. Variety acclaims
dialogue, the zippy pace'," Film Daily for "the frisky

ROUSING MUSIC;

Bing sings

comedy."

of his happiest hits including

5

them

for "the iing

•

"The Kiss In Your Eyes" by

-Johnny Burke -and Richard Heuberger, "Friendly Mountains" by Burke and Joseph

"The Whistler and His Dog" by Roger Pryor—-and

Lilley,

others.

TBCHNICOLOR" SPECTACLE?

Indoor grandeur! Outdoor wonderlands!

Glamorizing gilded palaces and perfumed retreats in the emerald-green

mountainous Tyrol.

BIN6'S

GRANDEST ROMANCE.

to Countess Joan.

Even

he'§ a

their dogs arc in

HILARIOUS COMEDY,

Yankee salesman selling a scandalous bill-^f-goods
love— and in the dog-house.

treatment so

sly, so

unusual that

it

sends across the

screen a fresh breeze of merriment that grows to a tornado of laughs because, as Film Daily

notes with delight "It's strewn with clever gags."
:

at the

Paramount Hollywood— The Gala Red-Carpet World Premiere of

BING CROSBY- JOAN FONTAINE
0/
11

uj'j

1

b\

U

in

flflilllJ/l:

TECHNICOLOR

Color Ln

Produced

f

':

Charles Bracket! Directed hv RILLV
Chjrio Rr.ickctf and Bill\ U ilder
•

WILDER

ritten bv

•

'
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Eastern Premiere, Radio City Music Hall. Early

in

June

—
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Chi Breezy; Heidt

Ups "Key

mi/ SOUD $16,000

Kaye Dittos Tory,' 33G, 'Hazard' 16G
Chicago, May 25, 4
new picts
fiood weather and four
*rB keeping the b.o. on an even
promise fair but not
returns, with the excepat the
Key"
of "Crimson
.

fon
Mental.

coef to

however,
Main
Horace Heldt's orch" on
credit,

^'^^Caaed Fury" looks neat at the
with Sammj; Kaye's
State Lake,

S

Broadwaj bosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week ...... .$585,600
(Based on 16 theatres)
Last Year
....$672,000
(Based on 18 theatres)
.

on stage. "Hazard" should
fcWa good biz to the United Artists. 'Fuller'
"The Search," opening tomorrow
Monroe, should register
(26) at the

20G No

Buff.

Brushoff, 'Apache'

Wow

the second framers is
Curtain" at the Chicago,
Ditto, 'Summer' Hot
Express" has slowed , to
while. "River
Buffalo, May 25,"
iniid biz at the Palace;
"Song of
"Fuller Brush Man" at Lafaliady" is just passable.,
at the yette and "Fort Apache"' at 20th
Siv Heart" seems puny
Anollo "Woman in White" is fair Century are pacing Uie town.
Necklace" "Hazard" and "Summer Holiday"
at Koosevelt.^^'Queen's
hold.s up with steady $2,500 at look-okay at Great Lakes and BufWorld. "State of the Union" eyes falo respectively.
at
Estimates for This Week
firm $23,000 in third week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
'""Estimates for This Week
"Summer Holiday" (M-G) and
.fl8)--"Sonfi
(l>400:
(B&E)
"The Counterfeller" (20th). BetterApsHo
wk).
Poor
(2d
(Mono)
Heart"
ing
good
$14,000. Last week, "Iron
of My
Curtain" (20th), strong $17,500.
45,500. Last week, weak $5,000.
(B&K) (3,900; 98)—
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
Cliicaffo
Curtain" (20th) (2d wk).
"Hazard" (Par) and "Here Conies
•<Iron
Modest $10,Good $30,000. Last week, nifty Trouble" (UA).
000
000.
Last week, "Arch of Tri98)—"River umph" tUA), topped $15,000.
Cirand (RKO) (1.500;
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—
Lady" (U) (2d wk). Fair $12,000.
"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (m o ).
East week, good $16,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 98)—Mid- Stout $7,000. Last week, "State of
week split here. "Fun^ at Furnace Union" (M-G) (m.o.), nearly $6,500.
Creek" (20th) (2d wk) $10.000. -"The
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—
Search" (M-G) expects to pick up "Iron
Curtain" (20th)
(m.o.).
Breezy $5,000, Last week, "Duel
$5,000 for first four days.
Oriental (Bssaness) (3,400; 98)— in Sun" (SRO) (m.o.), same.
"Crimson Key" (20th). Handsome
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
on
Heidt
with Horace
$(55,000
"Fuller Brush Man" (Col) and
stage. Last week, (2d wk) "Alias, a "Wreck Of Hesperus" (Col). Smash
(M-G) and Milton $20,000 or over. Last week, CasGentleman"
Belle on-stage, solid $49,000.
hah" (U-I) and "My Dog Rusty"
98)— (U), okay $13,000.
(RKO)
(2,500;
Palace
"Berlin Express" (REO) (2d wk).
20th Century (20th Cent.. Inc.)
Last week, firm (3.000; 40-70)
Mild $13,O0O.
"Fort Apache"

*''^Best*''of

14€

4'Iron

"Berlin

.

—

—

(RKO)
and
"Smart
Politics"
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,300; 98)— (Mono), Socko $20,000, Last week,
in WWte" (WB) <2d wk). "Noose Hangs High" (EL) ahd "Co-Middling $10,(ft)0, L.ast week, fair bra Strikes" (EL) (2d wk), only
$13,000.
$7,500 on five days.
$18,000,

"Woman

State Lake ((BK) (2,700; 98)—
"Caged Fury" (Par). Aided by p.a.

/

Of

Sammy Kaye

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98)
Pittsburgh, May 25.
(Par). -*DecBnt $16,000.
Not very much doing on the local
Last week, (2d wk) "Three Daring
front this week, with business genEaugliters" (M-^), fair $14,000,
erally on the fade. "I Remember
Woods (Essaness) (1,073;' 98)
Mama" looks like the best. bet at
"State of Union" (M-G) (3rd wk).
the Warner, with "B. F/s DaughFirm $23,000. Last week, potent ter"
at the Penn pulling only fair.
$25,000.
Last-minute booldng of "Will If
W«rld Playhouse (Indie) (587; 77)
Happen Again?" featurette isn't
^-"Queen's Necklace" <M wk) (In- helping "Woman in White" any at
ternationai),
Sound XSlSSiO. I^t Stanley and "Mating of Millie"
week, good J»a.6d0.
will barely get by at the Harris.
"Iron Curtain" holding up satis-

Most first-run biz here
clipped

factorily in second

and may get a

lias

been

by picnic weather and
opening of the fishing season.
Outlaw" is registering a good
second week at the Broadway and
-

stays a third.
"Hazard" is
fair at the DenTiam but

only
holds

nevertheless.

week at Fulton

third.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)—
"Iron Curtain" (20th) (2d wk).
Ought to come close to $9,000 on
top of better than $12,000 last week.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)—
"Matin? of Millie" ((jbl). Maybe
Last week "To Ends of
$9,500.
Earth" (Col), $11,000,
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; ,44-76)
-^"B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G). Slug-

Estimates 'for This Week
gish reaction to this one, and
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)— desultory notices aren't helping
Iron Curtain" (20th) and "13 Lead any. Looks like $15,000 or better.
Soldiers" (20th), after week at each Last week "Arch of Triumph"
,

SfS^^*"', Esquire,' Webber, Poor (UA) disappointing $18,000 and out
^000. Last week, ''Adv^riures of after single stanza.
Robm Hood" (WB) and "Arthur
4*-7e)—
(800;
Bite (Loew's)
Takes Over" (20th) (m.o.), same.
"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (m.o.).
K.froadway (Cinema) (1,^00; 35- Nosedive at Penn being reflected
Wk).- Big here too—$3,500. Last ^eek "State
<2d
Sl9"7;n?""«y'..<y^>
'"?''*^^
Last week, of Union" (M-G), also on a movefi
smash $18,000.
over, got nearly $4,000,
Denham (CockiiU) (1,750; 35*70)
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)—
Hazard"
(Par),
fair
$10,500 "To Ends of Farth" (Col) (m.o.).
*ast week> "Sainted Got away pretty well here after
I?i7 .^"^F^u
Sisters" (Par) (3d Tvk)
and "Mi-. its week atfhe Harris,' Should hit
«eckless" (Par), fair $9,500.
pretty close to $4,000. Last week,
Denver (Fox) <2,525; 35-74)— 5th of "Sitting Pretty" (20th),
Silver aiver" (WB) (Errol Flynnstrong $4,000.
„„,
Shmdan) and "Trapped by
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76)rS?f^°5 Blackie" (Col), day-date "Woman in White" (WB) and "Will
With
Esquire, Webber. Poor $13,- It Happen Again?"
Hitler fea"»o.
Last week, "fi-on Curtain" turette came in last minute in an
and "13 ' Lead" Soldiers" eflEort to bolster "Woman" but it
JfOth)
isn't helping much, Around $10,..

-

\

„„?^sg«»re (Fox) (742; 35-74)--"Sii-

(WB) and "Trapped by

Br.=t?'^^C,
Boston Blackie" (Col), Say-date
With Denver, Webber.
Poor $2,000.
"I'^on Curtain" (20th)
anrf
Soldiers" (20th),
s?m„ ^}
Denver. Webber, dull
$l!ooo

35-74)—
"rJ^^L^ p^^i^^rnan" (M-G) and
(M-G).
Thi^^^io^^®""i^ ^"g^l"

"Mi?}^''^

(2,600;

of Rp?.l?.'%i,it»«t

w^ek, "Miracle
"Rose Santa

Ro«"^^
.

pL
i^aramount
(Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
10 the Victor" (WB) and "For
(Continued pn page 18)
$15,000.

Capitol

(C. T.) (2,412;

35-49-67)—

"I Walk Alone" (Par)
Okay $10,000 after good

(2d wk).
$15,500.

Palace (C. T.) (2,625; 35-49-67)—
"High Wall" (M-G). Strong $16,000.
Last week,
"Cass Timberlane"
(M-G) (2d wk), small $8,500.
Princess (C, T.) (2,205; 30-40-53)

— "Relenlle!!s"
From
$7,500.

(RKO)

(Col)

and

"Woman

Tangiers" (Col).
Good
"Fugitive"
Last week,
and "Blondie's Anniver-

sary" (Col), $7,500.
Imperial (C. T.) (1,839; 30-40-50)
--"Belle
Starr"
and "Frontier
Marshall" (20th) (reissues), Boutine $4,000; Last week, "1 Became
a Criminal" (WB) and "Rose of
.

Santa Rosa" (COl), $4,0()0.
Orpheiim (C. T.) (1,040; 30-40-60)
—"Traffic d'llommes" (Stand Up
and Fight) (M-G) (reissue). Fair
Last week, "Dame de
$2,500.
I'Ouest" (U) $2,300.

Turaace'

14^

InCleve.%dttg
Cleveland, May 25.
Extra-good results are being
registered by a parcel of hold-overs
and reissues. "Duel In the Sun" is
getting a far bigger play at popmrices at State than it did tm roadshown date here. Leftists' agitation
continues to make "Iron Curtain,"
a Hipp h.o., such a controversial
issue that attendance is building.
"Fort Apache" managed to keep
up a. brisk gate on its second lap
at the Palace, but "Mourning Becomes Electra" is slumping so
much that the Lower Mall staff put

Di

55-70)

—

(20th).

Lag But Pirate

'

,

i

-Younpan-Roiay

iG/Ri?er 4)ii€to

Despite a liumber of newcomers days of windup frame ending toBroadway filmeries this week, night (Wednesday), $6,000, still
the lagging business of the last nothing .to sneeze at after record
couple of sta'nzas continues. With run. Previous week down to $9,the exception of one or two spots, 000. "Time of Your Life" (Gagbiz is only fair to moderate with ney-UA) opens tomorrow (Thursbright sunshine some days and day).
dismal rain on others taking the
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 40-85)--:
blame. Approach of the Memorial "Sitting Pretty" (20th) (2u run)
Day weekend is expected to bolster' "Girl Tisa" (WB) (2d run) (1st wk).
the boxoffice, since the incoming Only ffiild $6,000 and closes after
tourists should compensate for the first frame tonight (Wednesday),
New Yorkers leaving tpWn.
with
"Gentleman's Agreement'*
"Pirate," coupled with a hew (20th) moving over from Mayfair
stageshow at Radio City Music to double with "Let's Live Again".
Hall, is one of the few houses to (20th) (1st run) opening tomorrow
beat the dip, racking up a boister- (Thursday). Previous week, "Mirous $136,000 on its teeoflf frame. acle of Bells" (RKO) (2d run) and
Also in on top of the heap is "Ber- "Dangerous Years"
(WB),
(1st
lin Express," which is sighting a run), fair $8,000.
solid $22,000 in its first framfe at
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$l.the Victoria,
50)—"Sainted Sisters" (Par) with
"Sainted Sisters" with Buddy Buddy Moreno orch, Henny Youhgin

Moreno

orch,

Henny Youngman, man, Wiere

Wiere Bros, and Lina

Bomay

Lhia

Bros,,

Roraay

top- heading stageshow (2d wk). First

ping the stageshow, could do no
better than a dull $60,000 on its
opening frame at the Paramount,
"Will It Happen Again?", given a
sexy ballyhoo buildup, continues
hot at the Rialto with $12,000 for
"Silver River,"
its second round.
with Eddy Duchin orch heading
the stagebill, is okay $58,000 on
its Strand teeoff.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1,80>

last (Tuesday) night
shapes as dull $60,000, Holds one
more round, with "Hazard" (Par),
plus King Cole Trio, Ray Anthony
orch opening June 2. Previous
week, fourth round of "Big Clock''
(Par), plus Duke Ellihgton drcb«
Ella Fitzgerald on stage, okay

(Wednesday)

$136,000 Or
frame ending t©.^
night
(Wednesday). Last week,
fourth frame of "State of Union"
(M-G) and stageshow, fair $102,-

week ending

$60,000.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke(5,945; 70-$2,40)— "Pirate"

fellers)

(M-G) and stageshow (1st
—"Mr. Blandmgs" (SRO) (9th-final Leads
the Broadway parade
wk). Windup session ending today
week with rousing

slim $11,200, after
equally light $11,800 for eighth
frame, "Melody Time" (DisneyRKO) opens tomorrow (Thursday).
70Capitol. (Loew's)
(4,820;
$2.20)—"Homecoming" (M-G), plus
.Xavier Cugat orch, Harvey Stone,

more for

Wk).
this

first

000.

Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-$1.50)
heading stageshow —"Will It Happen Agata?;' (P-C)
Current frame here fol- (2d wk). Confines playing 14 shoWs
lows general boxoffice droop along daily,. with almost complete turnBroadway, with fair $78,000 still off over on each. Present frame, endsharply from third round's okay mg Friday (28), still hot at $12,Latter figure was disapr 000 after soeko $20,000 previous
$95,000.
pointing, with more biz exnpected week. Continues.
iSfom this Gable-Turner starrer.

Rose

Mu™hy

(4th wk).

RivoU (UAT-jPar) (2,0^5

Continues.

Critenon (Loew's) (1,700; 60$1.80)—"Up
Central Park"
Last week,
opens today (Wed*.).
four days Of "Big City" (M-G).
very skimpy after dullish $15,000

m

Week

"Fury of Furnace Creek"

000.

—"Hazard"

Poor

$18,000.

Estimates for This
Allen (RKO) (3,000;

Last week, (2d
(J/fono) plus Vaude, passable $25,-

17G in 3 Denver Spots
Denver, May 25.

Estimates lor This Week
Loew's, (C, T;) (2,855; 40-53-75)—
"Pirate" (M-G) (2d Wk). Fair $12,000 alter nice openitig week of

CiMitiiiHes to

Big 08G; 'Sisters

'-Pirate" at Loie,w*s

on sackcloth.

good $33,000.
wk) "Smart Woman."
orch,

Fiyttn-Sheiidaii

and

B way

strongest films.

& Sis

Sing

Montreal, May 25.
Long weekend,' With Queen Victoria holiday today, rainy weather,
are helping bia! with "High Wall"
at Palace,

'

a

HOLIDAY OPS MONT't

to 6SG

»

W)

25)—"Another- Part
(U> (2d wk). First

«0^|il,-

of Forest*
round finished

night to mild $20,000
but stays at least two
more weeks. Previous session, six
days of third week of "Letter
90-$1.80) from Unknown Woman" (U), dull
last (Tues.)

or near,

Fine $14,500. Last week, "Noose for first frame.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500;
Hangs High" (E-L), bright $10,500.
"Arch Of Triumph" (UA) (6th $10,600.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
Curtain"
(20th).
Second wk). Fifth round ending Monday
"Iron
Koxy (26th) (5,886; 86-$1.50)-^
round still e.xcellent $17,000 fol- (24) off sharply at $17,000, after "Iron Curtain" (20th), plus Ed
lowing almost $22,000 for starter. fair $25,500 previous frame. Holds Sullivan an^ "Dawn Patrol" reindefinitely.
Lake (Warner) (800; 55-70)
vue, Chandra Kaly dancers, Bob
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.20) Evans, Arthur Lee Simpkins on
"Destroyer" (Col) and "Sahara"
(Col).
Reissues pleasing $3,500. —"Night at Opera". (M-G) (reis- stage (3d wk>. No riotittg reported
For second round on thiis after the
Last week "Mark of Zorro" (20thi sue) .(2d wk).
pre-opening
tonight (Wednesday), pullfracas and second week ended last
and "Drums Along Mohawk" (20thl ending
ing fair $15,000, after slightly, bet(reissues), neat $3,900.
ter $17,000 in teeoff frame.
Con- (Tuesday) night dipped to only
fairish $85,000, after stout $115,000
Lower Mall (Community) (570; tinues.
75 -$1.25)
"Mourning Becomes
70- for first frame. Continues at least
Mayfair (Brandt)
(1,736;
Terrible $3,500 $1.50). ^"Gentleman's Agreement" two weeks more.
Electra" (RKO).
Stite (Loew's) (3,450; 43.^1.10*—
(Continued on page 18)
(20th) <28th-final wk).
fa nihe
"Fuller .Brush Man" (Col) (2dWk)Heading for okay $19,000 in second
frame ending tomorrow (Thursda0

—

—

—

—

.

$M

'Apche' Wow
Boston,

RKO

May

2 Hub Spots,

week.

due in Friday (28), in line with the
house's complete switchover to a

M, 'Hazard' Fanr 226
25.

"Fort Apache" is leading the
town with plenty to spare at the

Boston this week, with "Arch

opening
"Noose Hangs High" (EL)

night, after robust $27,000

in

Okay $8,000 on

second; got $9,900

firsft.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 450-75)—
"Smugglers" (EL) and "Know
Where I'm Going" (U) (2d wk),

firstrun policy.

.

•

.Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
Biver" (WB) and Eddy
Duchin orch topping stagebill (1st
wk). Good $58,000 looming for first
round ending tomorrow (Thursday) and holds. Previous week,
second and filial frame of "Woman
in White" (WB), plus local disks
jockeys, Sarah Vaughn, others on
stage, mild $40,000,
"Silver

of Triumph" disappointing at the
State and Orpheum. "Paradine Nice $6,000 after $8,000, first.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
Case" nsh at the Esquire; "Letter
from Unknown Woman" so-so at "Hazard" (Par) and "Angel .Alley"
Victoria (City Inv,) (720; 70the Memorial, and "Hazard," first (Mono) Average $6,000. Last week, $1.50)—"BerUn Exjoress"
(RKO)
run at Paramount and Fenway, "Ruthless" (EL) and ^'Old Los (1st wk)j One of ttte few good spots
.

moderatft
Estimates for Tliis Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,300; 40-80)t—
"Sign of the Ram" (Col) and
"Heart Virginia" (Rep). First run
here and only moderate $8,000 on
first Week. Last week "Best Years"
(RKO) t4th wk), $5,100.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)—
"Fort Apache" (RKO) and "Blonde
Great $28,000 and
(Col).
Ice"
holds. Last week "Berlin Ex-

Angeles" (Rep), $5,800.

Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 40-80)—
"Letter from Unknown Woman"
(U-I) and "M6ney Madness' (FC).
Excellent $23,000 and holds. I^st
week, "AU My Sons" (U) and
"Louisiana:' (Mono) (2d wk). $18,000.

Metropolitan

(M-P)

(4,367;

40-

on the Stem this week, with solid
$22,000 in sight for first round ending today (Wednesday).
Holds.
Last week, eighth and final frame
of "Search" (M-G); dipped t»
$7,000,

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "River Lady". (U) (1st wk).

and Off to a fair start with okay $16,00(1
"Rocky" (Indie) (2d wk). House shaping for first session ending tonight (Wednesday), and holds at
doesn't often get h.o.'s. Good $18,least two weeks more. In ahead,
press" (RKO) and "Smart Politics" 000 after $27,000, fliret.
(U), off at very
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80) "Dear Murderer"
(Mono) (2d wk), $18,000.
dim $6,000 in six days of second
Esquire (M-P) (1,000; 90-$l,25) —"Arch of Triumph" (UA) and
Hangs
"Noose
week,
Last'
round.
500,
—"Paradine Case" (SRO) (2d wk). "Here Comes Trouble" (UA) BeHigh" (E-L) under $10,000,
low expectations, $24,000. Last
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)—"I
week, "Summer Holiday" (M-G)
Remember Mama" (RKO). Looks
and "Trapped Boston Blackie" Chilean location For
Estimates Are Net
Last
like $14,000 and wiU stick.
(Col), $21,000.
Cusnmings-Frenke Pic
week, third of "Fort Apache"
Film gross estimates, as reParamount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)
(RKp), about $7 ,000, good.
ported herewith from the variHollywood, May 25,
"Hazard" (Par) and "Angel Alous key cities, are net, i.e..
ley" (Mono). Okay $16,000. Last
United California Productions,
Without the 20% tax. Distribuweek, "Ruthless" (EL) and "Old headed by Robert Cummings and
tors share on net take, when
Los Angeles" (Rep), $15,000.
Eugene Frenke, will film its secHollywood, May 25.
playfalg percentage, hence Che
40-80)— ond picture, "Poisonous Jungle/'
State -ILoew) (3,500;
estimated figures are net inWalt Disney is readying "Hia"Arch of Triumph" (UA) and in Chile, Cast will be flown there,
come.
based on Longfellow's
"Here Comes Trouble" (UA), Neat using natives for atmosphere.
watha,"
admission
parenthetic
location.
Last
The
this
all-cartoon
good
at
top-budget,
$16,500,
poem, as a
Company recently wound up its
iyeek, "Summer Holiday" (M-G)
prices, however, as indicated,
musical feature.
and "Trapped Boston Blackie" first picture, "Let's Live a Little,"
taiclude the U. S. amusement
Preparatory work has beett uB"
with Hedy Lamarr as fpnune lead*
(Col), $11,000.
derway several years.

80)— "Iron Curtam"

"

—

(20th)
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THROWAWAY
THAT RABBIT
FOOT!
You'll have

the luck

all

yoA need
with magic

in

Ny sed

ttekefs like

hot-cakes/
dates sensational: First
four weeks at Capitol, N. Y. set
biggest fA-6>^A total in the entire
annals of this theati%. Tremendous
in Trenton! Fabulous in Phillyl
Watch this baby blaze its name
First three

GABLE

nationwide.

Wherever you go today, they're
talking about M-G-M's Pep -up
Line-up of Spring and

Summer

releases that are invigorating the

entire industry

!,

Starting with

Frank Capra's "State of the

^^•ttiuTTmiS record-breaWng crowds!

Union"' and now''*Hoifleeoming"

followed by phenomenal Press

Previews of Irving Berlin's
"Easter Parade"!

week

at a time

Week

after

when you need

them most ^ you get

the best!

.0,i|ln.lSl..»WSlOHWWN<iS<-E>

r

^

^jjoV

)

.

MCrVRE GROSSES
*Arch' Solid $22,500,

GaUe-Turner Hottest in PhiDy At
I;

Rest of

Town Plenty Spotty

Philadelphia, May 25.
Philadelphia business continues

nod Npthing alarming, but it
mild\^lspin in a J>iirst
went into a
summer weather a couple of

Key

«f

and it hasn't pulled out
A?Sval yesterday (24) of the
^'e't
Binding circus, which generally
UP all the loose entertaindoesn't calment change around,
the week.
I?rlate to brighten
<GaWe-Turner)
"Homecoirang"

S

draw

strongest
shapes up as the

tnwn

its

in

Vneairiis, chiefly first riins, in"

eluding' JV, Y.
Tot^l Gross Same
(

Week

... $3,094,000

Last Year

in

second stanza at the

"State of the Union"

Sev"

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,406,000
(Based on 20 cities, 181

SfpeKo

Based on 22

cities,

208 thea-

tres).

and

of Triumph" seem to be
extended runs,
holding their own in

"Arch

St

despite all
hnf "The Iron Curtain."
picketing fanfare,
the press and
dKnped sharply in its second .semestomorlir at the Fox and goes out

row

"I

that

house,

but

stronger in' its second week
the tlft first, and holds over.
Bstimaies for This Week
•

May

Providence,

11 consecutive days of
rain there hasn't been much else
to do except go to the movies and
all stands are pretty happy about
the whole thing. Hitting the high
spots are Loew's State's "Arch of
Triumph" and Majestic's "Scudda-

"Bride Goes Wild," hypoed by a
ran nod from tlie crix, is harvesting
than the heavy coin even with the mer-

climbing

cury

heights.
is

50-94)-^
(1,303;
Aldine (WB)
Electra
Becomes
'Mourning
(RKO) (2dwk). Dropped to $14,600
week.
last
$18,500
after fine
50-94)—
(700;
Arcadia (S&S)
"Winter Meeting" (WB) (2d run).
Mild $4,200. Last week, "B.F.'s
Daughter" (M-G). Fair $4,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Arch
of Triumph" (UA) (3d wk). Strong
$20,000 after $23,500 last week.

is

to

'

near

summer

"Lady from Shanghai"

the next
limping.

best.

Biz

Estimates for This

generally

Week

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 5075)—"Lady from Shanghai" (Col)

and"Heart

Of Virginia" (Rep).
Fine $19,000.
Last week, "Jxoa
Curtain" (20th) and "Arthur Takes

neat.

(EL), good

(1,400;

WARD'

&

Midland (Loew's)

,

'

45-65)—
Bnde Goes Wild" (MG) and "Port
S>aid' (Col) one of the best weeks
here, $18,000, and could go a second
Stanza. Last week "Arch of Triumph," (UA) disappoinUng $11,000.
Orplieom (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
Port Apache" (RKO) and "That's
My Gal" (Rep), $15,000 and holds.
Last week "Miracle of
Bells"
(RKO) (2d wk). fine $11,000.
(3,500;

—

(1.900; 45-65)
tainted Sisters" (Par) somewhat
above average $13,000, and may go
a second week. Last
week "Hatfters CiasUe" (Par) on midwest pren»>er, light

$11,000.

—

.,J*»xy (DttTwood) (90»; 45-65)
Ihe Freak" (Indie) brings hotisc
features; fairly good
X*'™5*,,'"*st wfirft "You Only Live

5?^ «> single

and "History Is Made
af
at
Night" (Indie). Average $3,500.
njA^wer - Uptown • JFairway (Fox
Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)
*fo
an Unknown
w,.J^
Mshtest in weeks,
r
week "Iron Curtain"
?9Af2?'

m

fen"

$14 000.^

under average at

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)—
Smart $18,"Woman in White"
(WB) and "Always Together" (WB)
"Silver River" (WB).

000. Last wecik,

(2d wk), slim $6,800.

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen(475; 60-85)
"Four Faces
(UA). Good $4;500. Last
week, "Will It Happen Again?"
(FC) and "Argyle Secrets" (FC) (9

third st3]iz3

Cinema (Marten) (459; 60-90)
—Art
"Puria"
Fast $4,000. Last

West"

days), $2,900,
Iris

(828;

60-85)— "All

My

"Letter Unknown Woman" (U) afld
"Fort Said'' (Col) (2d wk), modest^
$2,500.

Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)
Idiot"

(Indie).

Moderate

— "The
$3,500.

Last week, "My Father's House"
(Indie) (8d wk), $1,800.
Loew's State (Loew's-WC) (2,404;
6O4I)—"Iron Curtain" (20th) and
"Best Man Wins" (Col) (2d wk).

Dropping to $16,000.
solid $30,000.

Last week,

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
60-$l)— "B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G)Chinese (GraUman-WC) (2,048; Thin $14,000. Last week, "State
60-$l)—."Iron Curtain" (20th) and Union'* (M-G) (3d wk-8 dayS), $9,'Best Man Wins" (Col) (2d wk). 400.
'Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)—
to $8,500. Last week, good
"Iron Curtain" (20th) and "Best
$15,100.
Man. Wins"' (Col) (2d wk). Good
Culvm (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)
"Raw Deal" (EL) and "Assigned to $7,500. Last week, fast $9,900.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210;
Danger" (EL).- Good $5,500. Last
"Raw Deal" (EL) aiid
week, -"Noose Hangs High" (EL) 60-$l)
and'"Cobra Strikes" (EL) (10 days), "Assigned to Danger" (EL). Hefty
$19,000. Last week, "Noose Hangs
light $4,700.

Down

;

—

—

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)— High" (EL) and "Cobra Strikes"
"Silver River" (WB). Brisk $20,000. (EL) (10 days), good S17,900.
P9ntages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l
Last week, "Woman in White"
(WB) and "Always Together" (WB) "Miracle Bells" (RKO) and "Wreck
Hesperus" (Col) (2d wk). Slow $9,(2d wk), thin $7,600.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- 500. Last we'ek, thin $15,000.
ParamQaut (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)
feld) (872; 60-$l)'— "Four Faces
(Continued on page 18)
West" (UA). Slow $7,500. Last
week, "Will It Happen Again" (FC)
ahd "Argyle Secrets" (FC) (9 days),

—

-

.

slim $7,300.'
.

IHAMA' HOT 15G

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
Daughter", (M-G). Fair
Last week, "State of
•

"B. F.'s
$10,000.

Union" (M-G) (3d wk-8 days),

TOPS DULL L'VILLE

$7,-

Louisville,

100.

El

May

25.

Bi^ is off the beam in most spots
week. Well in the lead is "I
Remember Mama" at the Rialto.
"Sitting Pretty" in 3d stanza at
the Brown is cashing in on strong
word-of-mouth" to register a neat
Balance of the downtown
$6,000.
houses are currently in a b.o,
slump, accounted for hy ideal
weather.
Estimates for This Week

Rey

this

,

'

Brown (Foiirth Avenue) (1,200;
45^65)
"Sitting. Pretty" (20th)
(3d wk), word-of-mouth has been
Fine $6,000,
great stimulation.
after last week's big $7,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-

—

Newconers Not So Frisky m Frisco;

Good

(FWC)

Sons" (U) and "Arthur Takes Over"
(20th).
Okay $5,000. Last week,

(FWC) (861; 60-$l)—
(Indie).
"Raw Deal" (EL) and "Assigned to
week, "I Know Where I'm Going" Danger" (EL). Good $5,000. Last
(RKO) and. "The Lady Surrenders week, "Noose Hangs High" (EL)
(RKO). Pair $3,000.
and "Cobra Strikes" (EL) (10 days),
Broadway - Capitol (United-Dcr only $3,600.
Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20)
troit) (3,309; 70-95)— "Tarzan and
the Mermaids" (RKO) ^hd "So WeU —"Eternal Return" (Indie) (2d wk).
Remembered" (RKO). Good $12,- Near $2,000. Last week, fair $2,300.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60"$1)—
Last week, "The Htmted"
000.
"Letter Unknown Woman" (U)'and
(Continued on page 18)

'Arch'

—

feld)

$9,«00.

-

SLOW SEATTLE

Unknown Woman"

Secrets" (FC) (9 days), only $2,500.

W

Spotty Det.

"Letter

Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (1,106;
60-$l)— "Four Faces West" (UA).
Slow $4,600. Last week, "Will It
Happen'- Again" (FC) and "Argyle

44-65)—

,

Whams

week,

(U) and "Port Said" (Col) (2d wk).
$1,900.

•

situations. Also way down is "Four
Faces West," with $21,000 expected
in four smallseaters. Second frame
of "Iron Curtain" is off sharply at
$43,500 outlook in five spots and
only holds gn additional two days
beyond its second session. "Miracle
of the Bells" is a thin $20,500 or
"Scudda-Hoo" (20th) and "Arthur near on the second stanza in two
Takes Over" (20th). Fairly hep
$17,000. Last week, "Iron Curtain"
Estimates for This Week
(20th)
and "Let's Live Again"
Belmont (FWC) (1,5?2; 60-$l)—
(20th), neat $17,000.
"Raw Deal" (EL) and "Assigned to
Metropolitan
(Snider)
(3,100; Danger" (EL). Good $5,000. Last
44-65)— "Rose of
a s h i n g t o n week, "Noose Hangs High" (EL)
Square" (20th) (reissue) and "Slave and "Cobra Strikes" (EL) (10 days),
Ship" A20th) (reissue). Moderate light
$3,400.
$7,500. Last week, "Guadalcanal
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&SDiary" (20th) and, "Purple Heart"
Blumenfeld) (826; 65-$!)- "Four
(20th) (reissues), nifty $9,400.
Faces
West" (UA). Fair $4,500. Last
State (Loew)
44-65)—
(3,200;
'fArch of Triumph" (UA). Quick week, "Will It Happen Again?"
turnover helping to solid $22,500. (FC) and "Argyle Secrets" (FC) (9
Last week,
"Summer Holiday" days), slow $2,800.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 60(M-G) and "Devil Ship" (M-G),
$1)—"Iron Curtain" (20th) and
good $13,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2;200; 44- "Best Man Wins" (Col) (2d wk).
65)-^"Sainted Sinners" (Par) and Medjlum $5,500. Last week, snappy

(Pay)

4(IG in

.

My Sons" (U) and "Arthur Takes
Over" (20th). Pleasant $5,000. Last

"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (reissue) and vaude. Good $6,500.
Last week,
"Strawberry Roan"
(Col) and vaude, very good $7,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—

—"Sitting Pretty" (20th) (2d run) Nice $8,000, Last Week ''State of
Surprise $9,500, after the Union" (M-G) (m o ), $7,500:
(2d wk).
's'niash $9,000 last week.
Shubert (Ihd) (1,500; 40-60)—
Detroit, May 25.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)— "Fighting Father Dunne" (RKO)
Biz is spotty here with industrial
"Casbah" (U) (2d wk). Way olf at and "Fury at Fumace Creek"
$15,500, after n6t much better $17,- (20th).
Clicking at $5,000.
Last strife gripping the city. Socko spot
800 last week.
week "Fighting 69th" (WB) and is Fox, playing "The Iron Curtain."
Pix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)— "VaUey of the Giants" (WB) (2d "Fuller Brush Man" at the Palms
(re(Col)
'•Farmer's Daughter"
is best of the remaining lot. With
wk) (reissues), $4,000.
vival).
iive new pix showing this week,
Sour $3,500. Last week,
"TheTlame" (Rep), good $5,500.
b. o. should get a h.vpo. Two holdStanley (WB) (2,950; fiO-94)—
overs arc bringing in peanuts.
f'Horaecoming" (M-G) (2d wk). Very
8G, 'SHANGHAI'
Estimates for This Week
good $28,800, only slightly down
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
> from opening week's top !^2,500.
"State of Union" (M-G) (4th wk).
$6,000 IN
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)—
Sliding $6,000 after fair $8,000 in
(KL).
"Adventures
Casanova"
Seattle, May 25.

issues) litUe better, $3,500.

Los Angeles, May 25.
"13 Lead Soldiers" (20th) (m.o.).
Firstruns are continuing on thp Mild .$3,500. Last week, "Fury Furnace Creek" (20th) and "13 Lead
Soldiers" (20th) (m.o.), $2,300.
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)— "All

side although several new
entries are registering pleasing biz.
Top coin is going to "Silver River"
(Flynn-Sheridan) with indications
for a sturdy $56,000 for its first
week in three situations. "AH My
Sons" is also strong at an estimated $40,000 in five sites, mostly
smallseaters. Same is coming up
for "Raw Deal" in five houses.
On the light side is "B. F.'s
Daughter" with $34,000 in three

$6,500.

'Cntan'Sodo

.

Hot40G, 'Daughter NSG34G;Faces'21G
medium

Estimates for This Week
Albce (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Berlm Express" (RKO) and"
"Blonde Savage" (RKO) (2d wk).
Very nifty $14,000. First sesh
netted sweet $18,000.
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
"Iron Curtain" (20th) and "Let's
Live Again" (20th). Strong $6,800.
Last week, "Ideal Husband" (20th)

Over" (20th), $16,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Silver River" (WB) and "Blondie's
Reward" (Col). Fair $18,000. Last
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-94)—"Ends
week "Woitaan in White" (WB) and
of Earth" (Col) (3d wk). Holduig
own at $15;200. Last week, $17,800. "Tarzan and the Mermaid" (HKO),
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"The $17,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Iron Curtain" (20th) (2id wk). Fair
$15,000, after great $27,000 last "Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) and "Re- "Speed to Spare" (Par).
Second
turn of the Whistler" (Col). Neat week ot>ened Monday
week.
(24). First
Goldman (Goldman) (1.000; 50- $21,000. Last week "Arch of Tri- sesh swell $14,000.
(4th
94)— "State of Union" (M-G)
umph" (UA), $19,000.
at
par
$16,500.
i*k). Slightly below
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)-Last week, $1«,000.
"Sitting Pr«tty" (20th) and "MatKarlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) ing of Millie" (Col). (8d wk). Okay
—"Lady from Shanghai" (Col) (2d $7,000 foUovting $9,500 for th^
wk). Bright $14,000 after good $16,- second stanza.
000 last week.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
Keith's (Goldman) (1.000; 50-94) "Arch of Triumpb" (UA) (m.o.).

Slightly below, par at $10,000. Last
Seattle has decided on daylight
week, "Valley of GiantU" (WB) and saving starting June 1 despite ex(revivals), hib's protests. Meanwliile, the Boe''Fighting Goth" (WB)
o
$10,500.
ing strike is in its iifth week with
no settlement in sight as yet. This
is the state's largest payroll, affect*Bride'
K.C., 18G; ing 14,000 strikers. Also hitting
the b.o. is a stretch of balmy
'Apache' Fancy $15,000 weather. "Hazard" at Fifth Ave.
and "Lady from Shanghai" at lib^
Kansas City, May 25.
Lin^p of films is fairly good erty are only fair entries.
this week and grosses keeping pace
Estimates for This Week-rgood though not big.
"Bride
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)-?^^^
Goes Wild" at the Midland looms "Noose Hangs High" (EL) and
as the leader.
"Letter from an "Devil Ship" (Col).
Slow $9,000
Unknown Woman" in the Tower- on nine days. Last week, second
Uptown-Fairway combo is distress- of "Robin Hood" (WB) (reissue)
ing.
Weather warming up and and "Docks of New Orleans"
houses getting cooling systeins in (Mono), $2,500, slow.
order.
Fifth Avenite (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
. Estimates
—"Hazard" (Par) and "Port Said"
for Thij$ Week
Esqnire (Foy Midwest) (teO; 45- (Col).
Fair $8,000.
Last week,
65)— "Bride of Frankenstein" (U) "Winter Meeting" (WB) and "Let's
and "Song of Frankenstein" (U) Live" (20th), poor $6,300.
(reissues). Double shock treatment
Liberty (J
YH) (2,349; 45-80)
good for only mild $3,000. Last —"Lady from Shanghai" (Cbl) and
week "Belle Starr" (20th) and "Best Man Wins" (Col).
Mild
Frontier Marshall"
(20th)
(re- $6,000. Last week, third of "Milly"

River

'Silver

(Flpi-Sheridan)Sturdy $56,000; 'Sons'

Hoo, Scudda-Hay."
RKO-Albee's
holdover of "Berlin Express" is

Fay's

19G, 'Father Dunne' 5G
St. Louis, May 25.

New Pix Perk Blah L A.;

25.

With

and "Whispering City"

Erlanger after
the struggle at the
that houise is liow
six sessions, and
Pretty.'' second-run,
dai-k. "Sitting
Keith's, was scheduled to be
vanked at

'Bride'

To Neat $21,000, lady'

Remember Mama" gave up

at

Hypo

L. Crix

Hep 17G, Prov.

'Scudda'

13

—

"Three Daring Daughters'*
(M-G) and "Ptince of Thieves''
Last week
(CoU, fair $2,800.
"Pirates Monterey" (U) and "BiU
and Coo" (Rep), neat $3,200.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
45-65)—"Woman in White" (WB),
moderate $6,000. Last week "Fighting 69th" (WB) (reissue), fine
40)

17(1 'Duel' Fair IS^^G

.

Castle" (Par) (3rd wk) (10 days),
San Francisco, May 25.
weather Sunday (23) $10,000.
Orpheum (Blunienfeld) (2,448;
helped Wz some but newcomers 55..85)—"All My Sons" (U) (2d wk).

Cloudy

aren't faring too well,

nor are the Colorless $11,000. Last week,

$7000

fliie

National (Standard)

$17,000.

(2,400;

45-

with exception of "Fort
h.o.s
65)—"Butch Minds Baby" (Indie)
good $6,700.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,"Will It Happen and "Little Tough Guy" (Indie)
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)— Apache" at Golden Gate. "Arch of 207; 55-85)
"Sutter'; Gold" (EL) and "Seven Triumph" is doing fairly well at Agfiin?" (FG) and "Argyle Secrets" (reissues), slow $5,000. Last week
Invisible Man Returns" (Indie),
Sinners" (EL) (reissues). Died in the St. Francis, while the pop- (FC). Mediocrfe $6,000. Last week,
six days with only $2,500.
Last priced "Duel in Sun" is under ex- "Sahara" (Col) and "Destroyer" and "Invisible Man" (Indie) (reissues), nice $7,000.
week, second of "Bambi" (RKO) pectations at the Paramount. "Iron (Col) (reissues). Strong $9,000.
Bialto (FA) (3.400; 45-65)—"I
(reissue) and "Rock" (Mono), good Curtain" also slipped in its second
Stasedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60Remember
Mama" (RKO). Looks
85)—"Piccadilly Incident" (M-G).
$3,600.
week."
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
Okay $2,900. Last week, "The Oc- like the standout in a slow week
Estimates for This Week
downtown,
healthy $15,000.
Last
"Casanova" (EL) and "Smugglers"
tober Man" (U), $2,800.
65week''"Iron
Curtain" (20th) and
(RKO)
(2,844;
Gate
Golden
65-85)—
"To
(EL),
Tired $4,000. Last week,
Clay (Roesner) (400;
third of "Bride Goes Wild" (M-G), $1)—"Fort Apache" (RKO) (2d wk). Live In Peace" (Indie) (3d wk). "Arthur Takes Over" (20th), Russe'
Fine $18,00(f. Last week, solid $27,- Nice $2,700. Last week, Oke $3,100. themed film didn't stir much inswell $5,800.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)— 000.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— terest here, mild $121,000.
Scoop (L'ville Theatres) (700;
"FighUng 69th" (WB) and "Valley
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— "The "Die Fiedermaus'' (Indie) (2d Wk).
of Giants" (WB) (reissues).
Okay Iron Curtain" (20th) (2d wk). 01^ Strong $2,900. Last week, liusky 45-65)—"Eternal Return" (Indie),
slowisb $1,800. Last week "Ladjr
$7,500.
Last week. "Noose Hangs to $11,000 after big $25,000.
$3,200.
United Nations (FWC) (1.149; Surrenders" (U) and "Tawny Pipit"
High" (EL) and "Devil Sliip" (Col),
Warfleld (FWC) (2,656;- 60-85)—
nice $8,300.
"Fighting 69th'V(WB) and "Valley 60^)—-"An Ideal Husband'^ (20th). (U), nice $2,500.
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)—
IMomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80) of the Giants" (WB) (reissues). Olkay $5,200. Last week. "The Fu—"State of Union" (4th wk). Fair Weak $12,000. Last week, "State of gitive" (RKO) (2d Wk) (5 days) fell "Arch of Triumph" (UA) and
"Who Killed Doe Robin" (UA), un$5,500. Last week, bke $6,200.
Union" (M-G) (3d Wk-5 days) only to '$2,000.
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (955; 55^ der expectations at light $12,000.
Paramount (H'E) (3,039; 45r80)— $7 500
"Iron Curtain" (20th) and "Arthur
'Paramount (Par) (2.646; 60-85)— 85)— "Are You With IV'^^OJ). Ave- Last week "Duel in Sun" (SRO), at
Takes Over" (20th) (2d wk). Fair "Duel in the Suii" (SRO)). Back at rage $9,500. Last week, "All My regular prices solid $18,000.
45-65)-Strand. (FA)
(1,000;
-$&;000 after big $10,900 last week. nop prices, only "fair $18^500. Last Sons" (U) on twin bill with Or"Lbve from Heaven!' (EL), slow
KooMvelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80) week, "Wnter Meeting" (WR) $18,- pheum, sock $11,000.
"Heading for Heaven" (EL), slow
60^85)
State
(Par)
(2.133;
—"Summer Holiday" (M-G) and 500.
"Old
Anweek
Los
Last
"Exposed"
(Rep).
Big $5,500.
St. Francis. (Par) (1,500; 60-85)— "Woman in White" (WB). So-so $8-, $4,590.
Last week, fourth of .^'Sainted Sin- "Arch of Triumph" (UA). Good 200. Last week, "Noose Hangs geles" (Rep) and "Under Califor*
nU Skies" (Rep), sturdy $7,000.
"Hatter's High" (EL) (2d Wk) (m.o.) $7,000.
last week,
$17,000.
ners" (Par), swell $3,300.
(Col),

—
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Up as Ghd

Arg. Pix Activity Stepped
Situation Stpiies

4
Montevideo, May 11.
Aifgentine exchange
growing daily more acute Canada
spiraling down, so
and the peso
Tax
the

With

Montreal, May 25.
A net profit of $131,666 is reported by Consolidated Theatres,
which operates this city's main pic
houses, in 1947, equivalent to 37c.
per class "B" share, after allowing
for one year's dividend requireProvinces Slap
ments in the class "A" stock.
This compares with a net profit
on to Replace Fed/st<of $121,606 in ra46, equal to 33c.
per .class "B" share on the same
Montreal, May 25.

Forep

situation

foreign film distributors in
Areentina have no idea l»ow long
to continue opthev will be able
intense*, activity
prating, there is
side of the picon the production
there, with major
ture industry
that

Montreal Consolidated
Shows $131,666 '47 Gain

Hypoed Indian

Pix Production

.

In British Exit

British

Radio

Needs Help

.

-

'

.

:

,

-

Smnmer

,

m

raaKes the picture
surefire b.o.
throughout Scandinavia. Other fore gji product
is topped by Italian
pictures which have
proved to be

Marlova-Dolin London

Return Causes Stir
makers in this marLondon, May 25.
"To Live in
Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin,
Shine" have returning to England for first time
'P^*"'**"*^*'^
well 'at the in a dozen years, will open at
wicket
'Covent Garden as guest stars with
ballet
troupe June 7 in
the

W

ket

.J?i°"'^y

Open

Jeace'

City,"

and "Shoe

CANADA'S

PiJ"\idc

the

ATOM

Atom,"

'Born Yesterday' Fast Paris Hop;

Distribs

basis.'
Net working capital is
Before
show
biz
operators
shown at $401,933, an increase of
stopped cheering over the federal $163,320.
Mortgage
indebtedgovernment's rescinding of amuse^ ness was reduced by $69,166 duron govern- ment taxes, the provinces have ing the year.
studio execs counting
ment support to take over the ex- stepped in with taxes of their own.
the* production
hibition as well as
Two main provinces of Quebec and
field.
Ontario
have
already
slapped
On the ne hand producers are 12V^% and 20% levies respectively
promise of on all amusement tabs despite a
official
the
on
counting
of
production
70%
to
request from the federal governloans up
be
them
made
to
are
ment that the prijvinces refrain
costs which
by the Argentine Central Bank. from imposing such taxes.
These loans will entitle the govTheatre managers and sports
ernment tycoons to a say in the promoters are currently watching
etc.
casting,
material,
choice of
developments in other provinces
The Industrial Credit Bank is set- where
legislative
sessions
are
oh
decide
to
committee
ting up a
about to open. Dropping of the
these loans, which is to include
Ezra Mir, India producer of docfederal government's 20% tax on
three members chpsen from the
theatre
tickets and sports, 25% tax umentary films currently making a
tlie
with
together
Producers Assn.,
on niteries and 5% tax on the parl- tour of the U. S., says a new imhead of the Entertainment Board,
mutuels,
will
cut
government
revand
the
petus has been given to film proClaudio Martinez Paiya
enues by $23,500,000 a year. The
bank's legal adviser. There is some
duction in his country since the
provinces are eyeing this lost revunrest in the industry, where it's
enue for local use for educational British have given up their rule.
understood that the selection of
Although
activity has fallen slightly
and
hospital
facilities.
the thrpe producers' delegates to
off from the peak wartime rate of
decide on award of the loans,
places the entire Industry in the
300 full-length films per year, Mir
hands of those thi-ee men, who are
said it's only the lull before a new
thus given power to stymie any.
production boom. ."There's a new
competition from the start.
flush of ideas in India and film
The Entertainment Board has
producers are now permitted to
decided to encourage producers
treat subjects formerly nixed by
still further by making exhibitors
the British," he said
pay a percentage of 5% on grosscfe
Declaring that less than 20% of
at. all theatres where local pro'
London, May 18.
India's "vast population are now
ductions are exhibited on double
Immediate government action touched by film screenings in the
bills as B pix with some foreign
country's 1,700 theatres, Mir said
picture as the "feature." In face of including the slashing of purchase
that in five years 'here would be
"protectionist" policy new taxes is being considered by the
this
over 5,000 theatres in operation.
capital Is being ventured in pro- cabinet to save Britain's radio inThe Indian government, Mir said,
duction, and a consortium formed dustry from ruin^ During the past
is aware, of the tremendous e'Hucaby Lopez Ayala and Alfredo Le few weeks millions of dollars have
tional potentialities of the screen
Peira has just purchased a lot in been lost by radio ^manufacturers
in„promoting industrialization, hythe suburb of !Bella Vista for con- and shareholders as share prices
slumped to ^n all-time low on the giene and literacy. The building
sb^ction of monumental studios.
boom will begin: as soon as condistock market.
Film Andes, which was set up
Stacked on British shelves are tions settle on the Indian continent.
a bare two years ago, has taken
Mir, acting as unofficial rep for
than 500,000 new radio and
over
PYADA (Productores y more
television sets which nobody will ,the Indian government, is surveyArtistas de America), which gives
buy, and the industry blames the ing Jatest developments in film
it a distribution setup for Its mapurchase tax, which was recently techniques and equipment used in
terial in other South American
to 66%% as the cause of the U. S. He'll leave for Hollycountries. Film Andes is cun*ently increased
In the past few wood in late June. During the war,
building big studios in the province their downfall.
when he served as head of the
of MendozBi. where there are ideal weeks more th^n 5,000 radio workhave been laid off by factories Indian government's film departclunat'
conditions for pix pro- ers
and thousands more are about to ment, he turned out document
\
duction,
be fired as production is cut and taries at the rate of one-a-week for
over three years to iOform the
factories close.
Indian people of the government's
Investors holding shares in the
wartime developments.
louses
E. K. Cole, Cossor, Decca, E.M.I.,
Several producers in both India
McMichael, Pye and Ultra comindiShuttering Due to Tax
panies have lost $28,000,000 in the and England, Mir said, have
making a life of
past year, and prices are still drop- cated interest In
Ghandi. Upon his return to India
ping.
Boost,
Season
next fall, Mir said he might atRadio Industry Council is mak- tempt
Stockholm, May 12.
a film biog of the late poWith the end of the '47-'48 film ing a special leport to Sir Stafford litical and spiritual leader, by
season now here, many houses are Cripps at his request, and unions utilizing newsreel clips taken durclosing down for the duration of have sent detailed reports to Gov- ing his life.
the warm weather. A summer at- ernment Ministers with a request
tendance slump is usually taken for an immediate decrease in purProduction of six feature pix in
Industry leaders state
for granted, but the recent boost chase tax.
City this year Is being
m admission taxes has also been a the only way to save the industry Mexico
readied by the National Cinematotactor in cutting grosses. Exhib- from complete disaster is to either graphic Industry Workers Union
remove the tax altogether or re"."''s point out as prime
examples duce
(STIC), Mexico's pioneer film: labor
it to a tljird. ,
ot the stiffening
customer resistorganization^
ance, the fact that
The industry promised to export
most films
Which ordinarily hold for two or 400,000 radio sets in 1948 providthree weeks are lucky
to remain ing it could sell 1,400,000 radios
Current London Shows
for one.
on the borne market. This target
unlikely to be reached and
London, May 25.
„ipespite tlie b.o. tailspin. RKO's Is now
Bes^Years of Our Lives" is pass- the financiar losses in the indus{Figure shows weeks of run)
try are certain to prevent Britain
its 20th week at the
"Annn. Lucasta," Majesty's (30).
Roda
K-Vam here and has chalked up winning the race for world tele"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (51).
The crisis is
vision supremacy.
three months at
the Lorensberg
"Barretts," Garrick (4).
believed to have been caused by
theatre, Gothenburg.
Other Amer- a combination of the tax end^ of
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (57).
ican films which
have held up
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (3).
lamy well in the larger Swedish the spending boom, prewar quality
"Calypso," Playhouse (1).
replacement
radios
requiring
not
cities
are
"Monsieur Verdoux"
"Carissima," Palace (11),
and the incursion of too many new
;UA), "Carnegie Hall"
(UA),
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (39).
Future of
Forever Amber" (20th), "Uncon- firms in the industry.
"Dark Eyes," Strand (9).
Britain's radio industry and gov^^'''^
"Edwiird My Son," Lyric (52).
ernment measures to assist manu?plrf
"Four, Five, Six," Yorks (11),
facturers will probably be the subof the newer U. S. imports
"Frenzy," St. Mart (5).
,„
in Parliament
ject
a
debate
of
B Warners' "To the Victor." Pres"Happiest Days," Apollo (9).
next
month.
within
the
ence of Swedish
"Hellzapoppin,^' Princes (7).
flUn actress Vi^'ndfors in this one alone
"Life With Father," Savoy (51).
moi

"Giselle."

Engagement has attracted unNational
?^*'** one-reeler using' first usual attention.
Boxoffice opened
film *
"wade at Canada's Thursday (20) and for first time in
fn^L
top-secret^ atomic energy history of ballet locally, people
ni^^f"'".
Plant
at Chalk Rivlr,"Ont., Ife
sked- lined up and slept all} Wednesday
«ea tor early
release In the U. S. night on sidewalk, waiting for boJtana foreign
countries.
office to open.

"Linden Tree," Duchess (41).
"Little Lambs," Ambass. (7).
"Maid to Measure," Camb. (1).
"Master Builder," Westm'ter (2).
"Mountain Air," Comedy (17).
"Never Can Tell," Crit. (34).
"Off Record," Piccadilly (47).
"Oklahoma!", Drury Lane (56).
"Outrasreous,"

W. Garden

(56).

"Paragon," Fortune (3).
"Present Laughter," H'ymkt (58),
"Relapse," Phoenix (17),
"Royal Circle," Wynd. (4).
"Starlight Roof," Hipp. (29).
"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (49),
"Tuppence," Globe (33).

Wales (3).
"Worm's View," Whitehall
"Vigil,"

(56).
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'Petticoat'

;

Pacis 'Em; B.O. Varies
May

Paris,

25.

Most Paris

legit houses last week
extraordinary irregu-*
larity in their boxoffice grosses,
varying considerably from day to

IHediom,' With Ui. Cast, To showed an
Preeni in Paris in French
London, May 25.
Gian-Carlo

Menotti's

day.

operatic of

Estimated grosses, for the week

May

13

to

show

19,

"Petite

"The Medium" and Hutte" at the Nouveautes
and "Vio"The Telephone," which opened at lettes
Imperiales" at the Mogador
the Aldwych here April 28, will
as the two most steady shows, shar-close Saturday (29), and immeing honors
double-bill,

with Jean-Paul Sartre's
diately cross the Ch innel for open"Mains Sales" at the Antoine. Reing in Paris at the Theatre de la
vival of Jacques Deval's "MadeRenaissance June 3. Same Amerimoiselle" at the ,Saint Georges is
can cast tliat did the plays, in New
sold out in advance for every perYork and London

will perform in
for|nanoe.
^only this time in French.
The French adaptation of "Bom
Emile Littler, who presented them
London, will also sponsor the Yesterday" folded at the Ambassadeur where it was dropping to less
Paris production.
The Covent Garden opera troupe than $150 per night. Parisian audiwill also perform in Paris, when ences require an adaptation that
the company takes Benjamin Brit- makes it practically French, such
ten's opera, "Peter Grimes," there; as Jacques Deval's adaptation of
New opus will be done first in "Petticoat Fever,"- which packs the
Brussels June 7-8, then sung at the Michodlere.
Noteworthy grosses for the \veek
Paris Opera June 11-12. Doris
Doree, f oi:mer N.Y. Metopera so- included the Alhambra, where the
prano, will sing the lead in both comedian Bourvil drew $8,000 with
"Maharajah;"
the Mogador, where
cities.
•
Henri Varna's production of "Violettes Imperiales" brought a terrific $14,500;
the Chatelet, with
"Marechale Sans Gene" pulling a
nice $11,800, In revues, the Folies
Bergere with $16,500 easily bested
the Casino de
Paris'
$13,200;
"Clochemerle," at the Ambigu, is
Liinits
more a comedy than a musical, and

Paris

—

in

.

Rawstock Lack

Germany

A

severe rawstock shortage in

Germany

limiting distribution of
Hollywood films to the 2,245 theatres .In the AnglorU. S. zone, according to Marian Jordaui Motion
Picture Export Assn. rep in that
area, currently visiting this country. Jordan said, however, that release of American films will be
stepped up to the rate of one per
week starting 'immediately in
Bizonia in order.- to service .the
theatres with adequate product.
is

Jordan revealed that the American Military Government officials
still permitting the distribution of prewar Nazi-made films in
Germany. Situation will be corrected as soon as the MPEA companies fill the market gap. Currently, the rawstock famine is
cutting down prints to seven per
picture instead of the 30 required.
Jordan estimated that a total of,
90,000,000 marks has accumulated
in Germany for U. S. .film companies, since the end of the war,
but he couldn't estimate its value

"
grossed a fair $3,500.
"Petite Hutte" brought the Nouveautes an ideal $4,700, and Sartre's "Mains Sales" at the. Antoine
did $5,200. At the Atelier, 3iW

Anoiiilh's "Invitation au Chateau"
did a fair $3,300, while at the

Athenee "Valparaiso" brought $3,700.
At the Vieuxo Colombier
"Lucienne et le Boucher" was a

.

satisfactory $2,300; at the Madeleine the revival of "Tovarlch" did
a nice $4,300 with Victor Francen,

and "Santiago" pulled a satisfao
tory $2,800 at the Hebertot.

were

Series of

Symph

Shorts

By European Orchs Set
For Release
Sharin,

in

America

until

-

recently

New York for
Eagle Lion, has just returned from
a seven-week trip to Europe; bringEuropean rep in

ing back footage

of

the Vienna

American dollars due to cur- Philharmonic, Orchestra playing
rency fluctuations. Domestic pro- the Overture to "Orphee aux Enduction in Germany is slowly re- fers," by Offenbach, conducted by
viving with a miximum of 12 fea- Smith-Gentner. This is first of a
tures slated for this year. The number of pix he^s importing
quality of German films, howevec, under firm name of Ambassador
is far inferior to the prewar level, Films.
In Europe he made a tieup with
Jordan said.
Berna Films, a Swiss concern, for
U. S. rights to a series of similar
musical shorts played by variousLIKES
symphony orchestras in Europe. In
preparation now by the Vienna
DUBIOUS Philharmonic are Beethoven's "Egmont Overture," Strauss' "Tales of
London, May 25.
which the Vienna Woods" and Schubert's
Measure,"
"Maid • to
opened at the Cambridge here, "Unfinished Symphony."
In addition, Sharin is entering
May 19, is a bright, intimate revue
Europe
starring Jessie Matthews and Lew into picture production in
Production is consider- and plans to make at least one film
Parker.
In

.

LONDON

WW;

XAL

ably improved following its transfer from the Lyric theatre. Hammersmith. Show was wai-mly received, mainly because Miss Matthews was back following a stage
absence of Six years. "Maid" has
ah even chance of being successful.

there

late

this

summer

starring

Nadine Gray, who is now making a
film in Vienna called "Darling of
the World," biography of -French
dancer Gaby Deslys, with Claude
Dauphin as her leading man.
Sharin also .plans bringing Misis
In SepteiQber to

Gray to America

,
"Calypso" which opened at the appear here In a play he will, proPlayhouse on the 24th, is a native duce called "Children of Vienna,"
West Indian musical by Hedley and also to make a film here.
Briggs with a half -white, half-naIt stars singers Evelyn
tive cast.
Dove and Cedric Connor, with France-Melodie Ceases;
.

Mabel Lee, a cute replica

of Jose-

phine Baker, as the outstanding
Show needs consid^
personality.

pay to Collect for Metro

Paris, May 25.
erable strengthening and increase
Though' remaining alive as a corof pace, which is' unlikely in its
poration, France - Melodic,
local
present form.
music publishing Metro subsid, is
ceasing operations and Metro's
FINNS TAKE TO 'JOAN'
'

Helsinki,

May

25.

Finnish premiere of Maxwell
Anderson's "Joan of Lorraine"
took place at the Swedish Theatre
here last Wednesday (19). Play was
directed by Glof Molander, of the
Royal Dramatical Theatre in Stockholm.
As Joan, May Pihlgren Is scoring
a great success. Play was well re^
ceived by critics, and would prob
ably do very goefl
top ^ long
run, weren't it for other bookings
already fixedt

French rights will be collected by

Francis Day, who also operates for
the pic company in London, Belgium, Luxembourg, Holland, Switzerland and Portugal. Jack Denton
is in charge of operations while

George Colin, who was France
Melodle manager, will represent

Metro

in the

new

organization.

Understood here that move is
Day having been able
more easily than Metro to get

partly due to

-

home the proceeds collected from
local musical rights for its catalog.

.
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PICVTOHBS
H'wood

iyy Sees 16m UeeDses

Kas.-1>.

lA

A new glamor technique is
being used in the current labor
battle between Local H-63 and
the Screen Office & Professional Employees Guild. A top
HoUywood star, who's remaining anonymous, will address a

hmAMag Smalown Edits
Sounding the most vociferous-*
and alarming complaint yet made
by indie ex ibitors against tiie WPIX
major distribs' spread of theatrical

Pitch for

special

Deal recently made by David O. Selznick with John Ringling North
Show on Earth," around the Ringling
to make a film, "The Greatest
Bros -Barnum & Bailey circus, gives the Big Top an undivulgcd percentage interest in the picture, North said that show's regular pepformers, unless getting a special starring assignment in the film,
would not get paid extra for wo)*ing before the cameras. Suci^
performances are covered by the circus's regular contracts with its

membership meeting, of

United Artists white coUarites
called by .Local H-63 tonight
(Wed.). He'll speak on the advantages of belonging to lA.

DISTRIB SETUP

16m bookings in the U. S., Allied
TRAILERS
Theatre Owners of Kansas and
Pointing up the way in which
Missouri warned this week that
the movement, "if completely ig- television broadcasters may virtunored, could possibly lead to com- ally take over all the functions of
plete amiihiiation of the small- a filtri distributor, WPIX, the N. -Y.
town theatres."
Daily News' forthcoming television
Taking a special swipe at RKO, station, will provide standard Nathe exhib group quotes the Allied tional Screen Service trailers to all
unit of Indiana, an affiliate outfit, 16 TV stations that have bought
as declaring that RKO is selling the 24 Sir Alexander Kordft films
to i6m theatrical installations at a from the News.
guarantee of $25 against 5Q% for
WPIX originally leased tte pix
the narrow-gauge prOfduct. "Add from Korda for a year for $130,000,
the 'two' of 50,000 accounts to the sewing up with the deal the right
'two' of 50% rentals," the AUied fo book them to other tele stations
buUetifi points out, "and you get throughout the country. It then sold
the 'four,' that the film companies the films on an exclusive baas in
must be considering the balance each city to the other stations, opbetween the profit to ^be derived erating much the same as a standfrom potential 16m. customers and ard film distrib. Both the features
the 2,500 established theatres now and trailers have been leduccd to
located In towns of l*ss than 1,005

ON KORDA

players,

Gontinueil from p^se 3

the effect of Russia's Fifth Column," UA's board of directors declared it will bargain with any
group obeying "the laws .of tlie
United States." SOPEG's current
two-year contract expires May 31.
With the rest of the msjor film
company pacts with .SOPEG expiring in September, it's likely UA's
move will set the, pattern for the
industry in its future relations
with SOPEG. Latter officials have
expressed their intention to hold
on to their terrain with every
means at their disposal, from a

population!"
As a possible preventive measure
against 16m bookings forcing the
Tfsle
smalltown theatres out of business,
CoHHimed Irott V*ge 5
the Allied group has asked all its
anembers to send in complete in- station KTLA- provided 'the base
formation any time a 16m film is for the- show. It could just as
shown in theljr towns "by a group, well have been Don Lec-Mtitual's
school, eburdb or anyone else/' KTSL, the only other tele station
Alli^ pointed out th^ many' 16m in operation in Ifte Los AB«eles
pix are released "unbeknown to area, except tliat lattar's signal is.
Ahe producer and In violation of practicany non-existent in War^
the eopspight laws"; that many pera' mountain-hemmed comer of
,16m exhibs charge no Federal tax, the San Fernando VaUey.
and many vston't pay the required
Coi. Nathan Levinson, director
American "Soci«ly of Composefrs, of Warners' engineering and techAxmi«» jfiid. Publishers x&tes.
nical research staflE. crystallized
"With tjfls Jnfonnation," the film companies' adamant no-pubgroup declared, "we can; «^ an. licity stance «t the demonstration.
organization, ^i^t the lieat on fast
'Emceeing the show, he said, "TiSs
and it will save you any etnbarassis an oif-the-reeord tepott to the
Hient in having to do tJje job youi*Socieiy. of MotUm SWiijse Eteself. l>t's stop this unfair «omgineers indieatiii« the state Ot the
petition, wMj* can only be done^
theatw telaftjlott ;«rt MS it is tw
th»ouj||3t yonr leoopwatfon in •ecurprefer ««t no pnblieii^
Jng t&e lnZ<aiiw13on and^^ndOng it day.
becaase
aetttm." be given tonight?* -meetinK
i^t .«ce
to u«
are
are not rea# Jor It
AHted' el^eeted to tfce Majors' we
itevtibl^«xt
«SsumptI<»B that the ladk ef- com- still in the thiroes Ot

Theatre
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Hopkins in ColUer's. IntrO-by the mag to tJje series explained that
Sherwood took time out between his activities for the Government,
during the war and start of work on the Hopkins articles to write
"Best Years of Our Lives" for Goldwyn.

.

.

m

he explained.

,.

Samuel Goldwyn press department last v/eek sent out to newsmag wi'iters and editors last week several hundred copies
of the first installment of Robert E. Sherwood's pieces on Harry
paper and

public relations campaign right
to strike action if required.

up

SOFEG*s Refusal
move against SOPEG
UA's
_ _
proved to be a boon for the organ-

izing drive of Local H-63, which
currenily holds contracts vrtth
Warner Bros, and TInlveBsal In
addition to several small eoai-

Local H"^^ current
panies.
strategy is based upon the holding
of union shop elections at each
company under the auspices of ttie
National Labor Relations Act. -Bue
to its refusal to sign the anilCommie declarations, SOPHS will
not be Included on tlie ballot
in the preliminaty leaflet sldrmiSOPEG ha? chai^ced tbe
Local Vitb repeating lt»
attempt of two years ago to tiSd It

ishes,
rival

H^

Idling.'

Feetiac

Is tiiat t3te

prexy

—

"

k
house were given their notices last
week on a "just-in-case" basis.
Malcolm Kingsberg, topper of
KKO Theatres, wWch .runs the

—

'

Ciintral AfliedSiire

Hip. taw

to Pn§ii It

Minneapolis. May 25.
Central A 1 1 1 e d has
announced
previously
Palace, said that the company is
feeling around for a policy which plane to try to push a theatre diwill permit continued operation. vorcement law through the Minhe*
A numlier of switches in policy' sota istate legislature. Originally
have been made recently in an ef- disappolsJxd because the Supreme
fort to ressucltate th? famed 1,100- Court consent decision did not call
seat Broadway landmark.
for divorcement, Bennie Berger,
running president Of ^he organization, said
currently
is
ifouse
double features second-run, with the body would sponsor such a
top or secondary first-run films measure aimed at the Minnesota
having proved unable to turn a Amuse. Co. ci»uit, a Paramount
profit for the Palace. There were subsidiary.
reports recently that the house
After attending the national
would return to vaBde, but such Allied Stated dhfectacs meeting in
a move -M^aS.*never actually 'con- Denver, how'ever, Bergeij says he's
sidered^' by •J&O^xiSc^
now convinced ttoat wheel'is actuThe layoff ^iotlces to the em- ally have been set in motion to
ployes, Kingsberg said, were issued bring dlvorcwnent through judicial
so that the management might decree soon and that state legislaliave full freedom in working out tion aimed at such a goal will IN
unnecessary.
Its next move, whatever it may be
has anAllied
Incidentally,
Kingsberg was reluctant to ,admit
that it might be necessary to close noimced its intention to make draswas
the
£iMce
the house. £te sidd
tic demands upon distributors for
'
•umleci4e«L"
reducing the clearance for MinnePalace Ugfated in 1913 and, after apolis iuad St Paul neighbodiood
some tought initial weeks, soon de- and suburban -situattons. Even
veloped into the BFemimc0 home o( jpiim!' to tiie Sttjiteme Court convaude in ttii«^oajnlxy-and tin^OiuiEb* sent deisree HeasSon several deout the world. Bavine pb^ed the mands bad been made by Twin
Palace was the halUnark of ac- City Independent exhibitors mceptance for a performer. With dividually for reduced dearance,
the encroachment of films, biz slid and none of these has been acted
off uniil a combination policy was upon yet.
Tiiere also has been

North
dropped

•

stiE considers:»ep Ws baby.
WIS last ac- instiiaited in 1931.
Senjenen)co'.s
year later, an exhibitor's damage suit filed
obtain Atlas
An audtHifie or 3i0dQ jammed tive in efforts =to
Ihe live talent was out altogethra* against Minnesota Amuse, and
other foreign countries would hold
Cdrp.'s eontrofllng intacest iua BKO.
true in the U. S- "Have the dls- -the hi^' kimi&-.^^m |t.'1oel(edt iSiwever, When Howard Hughes and the l>aiace has operated as a major distributor, alleging^ sulh
the main SocO' «t tbe Broadfihnery since tlmn, Ibut never with stantial monetary loss caused by
trihutors- takea into <jpnsiderali0n.
the
to
obtain
way-Boxy on Saturday n|^.finitt tihowed » real desire
anytbing like the success it en- the present clearance schi^ule.
that every rur^ fiaiiii^
stodc S^euenko backed out since joyed as a vaude showcase, despite
country has a cart" fhft InflMin- ibe vanta^ point of a huge staiiv
his First Nationsd Bank of BOsfon ite excellent Times Square locaaskedj ^That is not tme id :^urope^ iiase up which Errol Flynn w«5
does business witJi some of Hughes' tion.'
Bight here in Kansas andJ^Bstsoiirir striding manfully a few weelH Jiigo
.

.

petition between 16m and 35m work."
theatrical situations in Jiurope and

^

:

Jhidtmee

jDf

A

,3,Mf

:

M-*^

durins filming of "The Adventufe» ot Bon Juan." Witb that
crowd, it was a cinch' for, the^ stOry
to get out. Here's what happened^
Televising -of rgjealters- at .the
buHetin conteclmic3l.^idi!m t«ea off tbae pniImcilaed to ifram. Standing <»n ii plaiiomn

any muinber of our rural bouses
draw from an area of 10 to 40
miles around. The success of HMsse
houses depends on this csnr-^ding
:

.

patronage,"
eluded!

'^e'boBe,

Xhe
'--^

^

mA tm

companies and he would;^; in'tiiSiKst
Ms own
have been bidding
ffl:oney. It was then that interest

ISxsp

not jeet fttm the itcre«i, orators'
believe. 13iat eschibitors
bemg just gnmble when fhfty are lma£^ were tetecaist ^Urectly to

I

Bt&AoWm
On

Yates*
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Profit
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New

Drive-la for Minn.
Minneapolis, May 25.
Another new Biive-^in is scheduled for this jterritorjr, at St. Cloud,
Minn. J. A. Cremisino and H. E.
Clark are having the plans drawn
up.
The only Drive-In now operating in the territory is the
Bloomington, in city's suburb.
Others are building at Rochester,
guests on the' sound stage, includJtrinn.. and Sioux Falls, S. D. Constnic^n of another in the Twin ing KKO's N. Peter Rathvon, NaCity Aildway district will start tional Theatres' Charles Skouras,
and KTLA's Klaus Landsberg.
shortly.-.-.
'

^

Distrib was faced with a critical
J^aiace
Squabble over the
product (Cortege this sprini^ but
moving into a subsequent-run posi- managed to safely get *ver the
tion and the resultant scrambling
by stretcfatog What it had
hump
of Times Sq. cleaBances touched
.andigamertog a few other pictures.
off a $1,800,000 triple damage antiwas also able to line up a
trust suit which was ffied.this week Sears
added startere by putting
trio
of
to N. Y. federal com* hy Max
They taclude
Cohen's AncO lintetprises and An» cota toto them.
Goldwell Amusement Corp^ against "Time of Your Life," Robert
JX&O, 20thrFox and Warner Bros. en's "Texas, Brooklyn and Heaven"
"An Innocent
Nasser's
Suit was brought to wto a court and James
ruling that Cohen's New Amster- Affair."
UA's own funds, which it put
dam theatre, located on 42d street,
.should be given .clearance ahead of toto, these productions, are pretty
the Palace and RKO's 23d Street well dried up now, though, and the
company is to no position to obtheatre.
easTiff had .been brewing for some tato sodi loans irom banks for
imtime following disagreement over, tog the indies' situation, so the
relegation of the New Amsterdam mediate future looks rather bleak.
quarto a run seven days after the 23d It is said to some Informed
ters, as a matter of fact, that by
St. It Hared in April when 20thFox grooved its "Sitting Pretty" the end of the comtog summer the

KSO

-

to the Palace instead of the Am- tale may be permanently told as to
sterdam after the latter had al- whether the company can .go on

legedly booked the film.
Plaintiff's, contention is that the
Palace doesn't compete with tlie
Amsterdam. Complatot also maintains that licensing a^eements bar
the ringing in of a new house
would' take clearance before the
plaintiff's theatre. Palace is' placed
that category because it switched
from showcase te subis^ent-xun

m

policy.

under current operating procedure.

Aside from Enterprise's "Ar^
of "Triumph," presently playtog off;

"Time of Your Lite," which preems
and "Bed
(Wednesday),
tedior
River,'* which goes toto release
during the summer, UA's hopes for
the next six! months are tied to
Stanley Kramer's "So This Is New
York"; Enterprise's western, "Four
Faces West"; •Benedict Bogeaus

Permanent injunction is asked "On Our Merry Way" (retitled
restraining the defendants from from "A Miracle Can Happen,
"Texas,
granting clearances to the 'RKO which opened poorly)*
circuit ahead of the 42d street the- Brooklyn and Heaven," Roach's
atre.
Fendtog action, Cohen is "l*aff-Tlme,^' a combo of two of his
an astute and courageous young demanding a tempoirary injunetion streamfUner comedies; Seymour
businessman but a showman who wliich would bar the d(^t»adants Nebenzal's "Atlantis, the I^st Conhas had a continuous interest in from refusing to contract with the tinent," W. Lee WUder's "The
motion pictures for 2S years and as plantiff ahead of both the Palace Vicious Circle," Rogers and Cohn'S
an independent producer, has and 23d St.
"Flesh and Blood" -and Edward
joiade a number of top boxoffice
Peskay's Mexican documentary,
picjUires of the past two decades."
"The Ailgry God."
New Carolina Drfve-Ins
"RKO has never been to better
Charlotte, N. C, May 25.
shape for product," company topNew Caroltoa Drive-In at ConCanton, O., $998,600 Arena
per said.
"We have more top cord, N. C, opened by D. H. JemiCanton, O., May 25.
quality pictures fulished and shoot- gan and A. J. Biggart, of LancasCity Council ,has oka.ved coning than in any time in our liistory ter, S. C, and R. G. Covington, of struction of $955,000 municipal au-and they're all big. ones, built for Greensboro, N. C. New Drive-to ditorium here. Plans call for a o,boxoffice and entertainment"
has 350-car capacity.
000-seat arena-type structure.

Depinet

look like Gilda- Gray attempiang
another comeback at the Diamond
Horseshoe; Camera also took ia
lots of good crowd shots among the
60,000 spectators ill the well-Ut
•
-*
Coliseum.
Last demoi^tration of the evening covered films iAsO, Imt anotiier
brand,
Ti»ese--*we)'e films made
eairlier in the ev<6ning: of arrivmg

i

leases cause the tocome figure to
fall far below the overhead.

Profit of $200,000, which Repubiht screen. They wete also photo- lic PictuEes* prexy Herbert J.
stock
grairfied sitnultaneously from fhe Yatfes allegedly made in
face of the tele tube for later tele^ deals two years ago, shoi^d be
turned over to Repute; {^num. L.
casting.
Application of IMs method to Levin charged in * stoddioldeir'a
large conventions and exbibi^ suit filed to N. "Y. federal court
was graphically illustrated. As the yesterday crues.K Named as despeakers walked from one piece fendants are Yates, Republic Pieof tele gear to another, pickmg fures Corp. and Onsrud, Inc.
Levin claimed that Yates has
up small pieces of ecluipment and
explaining, them, the
^^enc'e been owner of all controlling stock
Onsrud since Feb. 1946. Acsaw it all in detail on the screen.
cording to the complatot Onsrud
Four-Unit process
Continued from page S
Burton E. MiUer of Col. Levm- sold 63,700 shares of Republic
Ices of Tiavid Niven. Picture wiU Son's staff demonstrated Warners* common between Feb. Sft* 1946
be made under the iCorda banner high-speed develQpmg equipment, and. April 9, 1949 while Yates
by Bmeric Pressfturger and Mi- which processes film from telecasts, bought 27,000 stiares Of fiepublic
chael PoweE as producer and di- a la Par's Broadway theatre deal, common in the p^eiod July 17rector, respectively. Korda owns in 70.9 seconds. It consists of four Oct. 9, 19*8.
the story, hasrtng previously made units: water iieater, film dryer,
Suit was filed under section
it in 1935 with Leslie Howard. His developer and power control panel. 16b of the Securities
Exchange
Ckiliseum event, in which Univer- Act which bans stock sales or purBritish Lion organization will distribute -the film in the eSastern sity of Southern California's Mel chases by company officers and
Patton dashed 109 yards in 9.4 sec- directors in periodis of less than
bemisphere.
dn the disbribUtiOn in the Amer- onds, was then telecast It was sup- six months. Levm alleges under
icas, RKO is obliged to handle the posed to be a l9(>-metre dash, hat Federal
stetutes
Yates'
profits
film under its pact with Goldwyn. it seems
though the track offi- should go to RepuUic. On teb. 11,
Contract provides he can release cials were overawed by the- immen- 1948 Levin sent a letter te Rea certain number of pix yearly sity, of the historic televisioU occa- public asking it to file suit to rethrough the organization at his sion, so Pattori's I00-yardS-m-9;3 cover, the profits but
ttiey 'failed
lejular terms as long as the film still stands.
to take any action.
carries the billing, "Samuel GoldDirect .version was clear and brilwyn Presents."
liant, with little graintoess and only
Goldwyn reeentJbr infomed RKO the routine distortions of regular
Jte is picking up his option to re- home tele sets on hand to mar it.
new his distribution pact with the Audience giggled oveir the qnirlts
CoBfinned from vzst >
company for one year from July 1. that made some of the sprinters

reassured by the concern expressed
by the film companies to prote'ct
the interest of the smalltown 35m
theatres. We hope that the concern
is not expressed for the purpose of
lulling tte small ejthiMtor who is
today's customer into compl^cen^gr
until tomorrow's 16m market can
be developed."

^

Seai^ Seeks

Continned. trOM. vMie I

shifted to Republic.

ir.>iln^edayt

May

^

IT

"Jkue Sto^Hf of a real
life

Pied Piper ... Father

Dunne of St. Louis... who
led hit gang of roughneck
kids right into the* b«<irtf
»

and honies of Iho host
people in town. A great guy'
who bet on boys—and won|

FlOHTI!V(i

Father Ddi^^e
PAT O'BRIEN
OS

FATHER DUNNE

DARRYL HICKMAN 'CHARLES KEMPER-UNA O'CONNOR
JOE SAWYER -HARRY

•

ARTHUR SHIELD

SHANNON MYRNA DELL-RUTH DONNELLY
•

Produced by PHIL L. RYAN v^^pirected by TED

TETZUFF

.

,...

.:

.

.

—

.

We&icsdsy, May

26^'

1»
expertly captured by Jaclc Marta s
camera, and other credits are in
keeping with generally ewellent

Film Reviews
Continued from

Brofl.

produetion values.

tiig

9

tiaeft

TowM Scandal

HoUywood.May
er who wants to drive them out of
Kcgartls
Paramouht wslcasa ot WUHom Pine- WilCorrupt prosehis neighborhood.
Stars Philip
Thonitts lyroduotlon.
liam
charm, though lies in the cuting attorneys fake evidence, and Keod, C.Hillary Brooke! teatores Stanley
Ddrryl Hickman, Carl ''AlfaUa
picturization of the famUy^s life
suborn witnesses to build a case Clements,Kolahd
Dupire, Tommy Bond. DlSwltzer.
where
regutown
Jersey
counser
the small New
which the defense
Original
Thoma.s.
rei'ted by William 0.
Procession of .icrcenpluy,
It awaits faithfully the return' of larly tears down.
on the
based
Milton lUilson;
I'limern. BUIB
Vaude.
surprise witnesses, long speeches radio pi'osram, "lils 'J'mvn";Smith.
TradeCarter: editor, Howard
Although he's backed by a fine and thf usual cross-examination- W.
shown at 1ms Anselcs, May ^1. '-IS. Ruh'
supporting cast that might othernInK time, 61. MtNS.
_
PWllp Reed
.-Aleve WlLson,.
wise steal his thunder, Dailey has
..... .HHIary: B™"''®
l.ordel Kllbourne.
'Der Prozess* Ditto
a personal field day in "Broadway"
Clements
St.anley
......
'J-ommy Maloiie
Davryl llioUman
:, ...
and the film should enhance his
.Skinny VHevsi.
Factual yam of a Hungarian
]'>itnltio ,Snecd..,i..l,'iu:l "AlfalCn" Kwitaer
He
boxoffice value considerably.
itiUrdef trial to 1882, upon
.Holund Duin-eo
Vinkie Jones
gets a fiiU chance to demonstrate
Tommy Bond
Duirtniy.. .,.....»
which "The Vicious Circle" is
If vaude
.... .Vines Bni-nelt
his amazing versatility.
l.ouie Sneed
based, has also been used for
.Charles Aunt
.\tnof5 Peabody
were actually to be revived, in fact,
an Austrian-made pie, "Der
.',,...,100 Allen, Jr.
\Viilly Bktkc....,
Dailey would be an almost certain
....l>onnn de Mario
Prozess" ("The Triat') and an
Marian Hftrrisonv

Wive

LOS ANGELES

22.

My

film's

m

•

,

. .:.

.

. .;,

.

:

.

. .

.

,

. .

$7,500.

^Isen "Broadway," Wlnninger and
Fay Bainter dompiise the husbandand-wife team who made the Palace in the opening slot but were
never quite good enough to headline. When the props are knocked
out from undei: their business, they
move to the small town where Winliingec taKes a 3Eactot7 job, but
Their three
only as 4 ^ae^&vkids grow Up imbued with the lure
of show biz but the family also
settles in the comfortable groove
of small-town security. When the
big chance finally comes, aficer a
wait of more than 20 years, the
family can't break away from their
jobs and new friends and so pass
tip a chance for 16 straight weeks'
booking.
In addition to Dailey, who's
standout as the son, the cast is ex;

Indie distEib James
1948):
Booth, of GhicagOi is handling
the U. S. release:
The legiter is current at a
small repertory theatre in
London and is understood set:
to be moved to the West Endprior io its American preem.
Heinz Herald, ctt-author of the
play with; Geza Herczeg, collaborated' on' the ^American
screenplay with Guy Endore.

.

Cato... ...... ....

,.

legion

RKO

—

—

"Noose B&tm
"Cobra Strikes" (EL)

(W

days),

slow $5,500.

-

WUshire (FWC)

(2,296;

—

(WB) and,"Always .Together" (WB)
(2d wk),

duU

$6,500.

'Clock' Ticks Mfld lOG,

.

.

Umbrella."
Captain Banner......;
Production mduntings, under the Wesley
Hardin,, ,,
siipervision of producer Walter Catalina.
Morosco, all add to the picture's 'Com Biinner
Chuck Conway.......
show biz
.

•

.

,

tenor.

Paitficularly* imr-

Sgt. Clint

Mawon.

ThiB Ticions Circle

.

. . . . , .

James Brown
lAUdon

......... Hnt
:,

. .

,

King of the eambieirs

.Tex-Terrr

...... .Irfster Shaicpe

Kal Taliaferro
Rtiasell Hicks
..Herbert' Rawlinson
;l)Ciurs»an Beed
,.,
... .Ste*e Drake

May

•

tlon.

.

ISIsle

Brinjsle...,,

.

.

.

.

, .

.

-

.

'

on racial tolerance basic theme.s,
"The Vicious Circle," is a well-intentioned iiroduction which fails
as adequate screen entertainment.
Pic is taO solemn and. static e.if her
to register at the boxoffice or to
punch across the' message of brotherhood. Lack of marquee names
and a thin production dress mark
it for dualer fare.
Except for a couple of brief sequences, the film unfolds within
the, frame of a simple courtroom
setting. Yarn, which is allegedly
based on records tracing .back to
1882 in Hungary, is narrated exclusively via legal debates aiid tesHeavy accent on pedestimtinyi
trian verbiage unrelieved by any
action whatsover is this pic's recipe
Despite the Serious
for tedium.
ideas on which it's pegg^, "Vicious Circle" is only a talkative
'^vhodunit. But the basic danger of
unsuccessful Alms dealing with
anti-Semitism is that they can provoke more iiritation thaid right

Rangers,
to

500.

Meagre

(Fox)

35-74)—
(1,967;
(Col)
and

Roan"
the

$7,000.

(20th)
and "13 Lead Soldiers"
(20th), same as' DettVer, Esquire,
poor $2,000.

.

^

.

,

i

Hesperus" (Col).
Last week "Man
in the Iron Mask" (EL) and .stage
show, fine $12,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Silver Eiver"(WB) and "Trapped by
Boston BlacWe" (Col), day-date
Flabby
with Denver, Esquire.
double
"Frankenstein" $2,000. Last week, "Iron Curtain"
~

Indianapolis, May 25.
Biz remains in the dumps here
this stanza, clipped by 50,000 draw
Of the Speedway qualifying trials
oyer weekold. "Big Clock" looks
bffst with .a moderate take at the
Indiana. Only bill beating house

. ..Stephanie
rad Nagel; features Pritz Kortner. RtinBaiihelar erate $10,000.
Last week, "Iron
Bernle Dupal
......George Meeker
hoia Sohuiwel. .8<<r««nj>lajr, Heins Heraia constantly on the move..
Joe Kane's iorte for pitttiiiig this Hike Bums. .'.....
.......Waliy Vernon Curtain" (20th). fair $11,000.
ana Gay Enflore based on play, "The Burning Bush,* by Herald and 0«;a. HerczcB; type of filnif together is solidly .Jerry Muller......
......William Henry
:Qkeitfa's (Gamble-Dolle)
(1,300;
"Speed" lamey,...
teimcva, George Kobinaoh; editor, A99 Boyd
James CardwelX 44-B5)
"Sundown" (20th) and
demonstrated in his production Sam Hyland...,,.
Olartv; miisU', Paul Oessari.
...... ..louathan Hale
Tradesbonni
"Winter Carnival" (20th) (reissues).
N. Y. Jtay 26, '48. Sqnnlng time, 77 AIINS. and direction. There's a load of Judge. ............
.,f. ..Selmer Jacloion
Jordan.
.Howard .1. Nogloy Dull $3,500. Last week, "Bishop's
Karl Nemesch. , ,
Contad Nagel mass spectacle in brawls between Syra'onds. ..'
....... ,,Iohn Holland
Joseph Schtvart!!,.....
Wife"
(RKO)
^.li'nts; Kortn^tr
(m.o.), oke $5,000.
Rangers and outlaws, plenty of ex- O'Hrien.
....Georse Anderson
Bftron Arady.
Kflnhold Schiinzel citing
Loew's.(Loew's) (2.450; 44-65)
hand-to-hand
encounters^ t^assidy
......... Ralph Dunn
Bnlos
PlUIlD Van SSimdt
John Albrlsht "B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G) and "Port
and the pace is always swift. Bartender
Mll'er
r.yle Talbot
bomuel K(!hwarlK.
Mddle Leroy Story's familiarity doesn't mitiSaid" (Col). Modest $9,500. Last
Presiding .Tudge
Kdwln MaxweU gate against interest. It has ai°f
"King of Gamblers" probes week, "Arch of Triumph;' (UA),
^tark
..... Wank Ferguson
superficially into racketeering on disappointing $10,000.
lisher
David Alexander solid base in semi-historical events
Martoi
Iloliert Cherry
that transpire, the dialog has an professional football games and hte
. Lyric
(Gamble - Dolle) (1,600;
,Mr8. Schwartz....,.,.., .
.N'lna Hansen
occasional brightness not expected sufficient interest to get by a& see- ;44-09)-»'iai!ide of Frankenstein"
Berniunk.
.Ham 'Be%nArA
ondary leature. Film Is load^ (U) and "Son of Frankenstein" (U)
iSthel Mlbaly.
.....Ulla Gould in a western, iand plot develops
With implausible developmeiits but (reissues). Nice $7,000. Last
Dr. Paroscji. ..
...Iliidolph Cameron ment follows a logical pattern.
weeiL
D'r. Samosch .
. ,
Peter Bracco
Story is laid in the period just playing is good and running time is "Smugglers", (EL) and "'iM&^ts^
Mrs. Horney..
.......Belle mitcben
ConstHlde., ....
(Mono), slow $5,000.
:.Beh AVelden after Texas had been admitted to confined to tight 60 minutes.
There are a few moments- of exMr. Hornoy .-i
the uiiion and lawless
forces
citement
stirred up by George
sought to divide the state. During
'Latest in the Hollywood cycle a six-month tryout of the Texas Blair's direction and his handling
.

$7,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74 i—'Tnrzan's Secret Treasure" M-G) and
"Tarzao'S New York Adventure"
(M-G).
Dtd) 12.500; Last week,
"Pardon Mty Sarong?* (Select) and
"Sea Spoilers" (Realart), fine $4,-

'Daughter' $9,500Jndpk "Strawberry
"Wreck of

Hollywoedr
22.
average is
Republic release o( l=!leptien Aner pnalnc.
Stars Janet Martin, William WrlEhf. reissue at Lyric.
Thurston HaU: leatures Htephanio Bachclotv
Estimates for lliis Week
CSeorge Meeker,
Wally, Vernon, William
.,
.
Henry,
James
Card
well,
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44JoniMhun
Halo.
...... .Harry Woods
Directed by GeorKe Blair': original screen- 65)—
"Casbatf' (U) and "French
play, Albert lyeMond, Bradbury Foote; cam"The Gallant J>gion" is a era, John MacBurnio; editor. Robert lioeda. Leave" (Mono). Tepid $8,500. Last
strong western for all patrons wlio Brcyiewed May 18, MS. Ilunning time, 60 week, "Winter Meeting" tWB) and
"Fighting 69th" (WB), so-so $9,000.
buy brawling outdoor action. Its .lean Ijicey...
.....Janet Martin
Indiana (Gamble - Dolle) (3^00;
basic story, is a familiar one but is 0ave Fowler.
.WillialM Wright
"Pop" Morton....
•
Modr
.Tburston UaiL 44-65)—"Big Clock" (Par).
sold' with a wallop that keeps it
.

XTnttoa Artists itlraw of W, I>ee WlW*r
pniauctliJn. dliwtea By wlMer. -Stars Con-

.

.

are montage shots of old- li'jtt .KIrby
tiffle vaude greats, which intro the Billy Smith
Senator Beaie.
story. Harry Jacksons' color^ pho- 'Major
Grant.
tography is unostentatiously good Bowlins.
and WilHam. Reynolds' editing job, IJiapat'h Rider
Vihile compact, is. loose enough for Lang
the filing Itisuirely pace.
stal.
preS!3ive

(Continaed from page 11)
Tepid $6,000.
I Die" (PC).
Last week« "jQlson Story" (Col)
and "Money Madness" (FC), poor

You

Tabor

'

Dupree. Vince Bamett 'shows up
nicely as a bail boiid broker, and
others are okay.
....... .Andy -Dfevtae
Film has been ^ven standard
........ ...Jack Holt production
moiiotiBg
for
the
GKttnt 'Withers
series.
Brog.
.'.Adeie Kara

Dfl^VER

.

60-$l)~

"B.P.'s Daughter" (M-G). Medium
410,000. Last week, "State Union'
(M-G) (3d wk-8 days), $7,500.
Wiltem (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)
"SUver River" (WB). Great $18,000. Last week, "Woman in White"

.

(3 ary Gonway • . ,i . , , ,
.....WWiam Blliott
Connie Faulkner .v*;,,
Adrian Booth
Clarke Paulkntr..
,j3imti» $cWIdferant
Beau I^rouX,, ...
'..Broce CSabot

Windy Hm*blowcr ...

in

.y.Hegliiald

miC)

'

"Good Mttiming to
AH" and "Let a SmUe Be Your

ebb

.

•

oldies, including

lowest

to

b.o,

geles" at the Metropolitan, both
$4,600.
Hillslreet (RKO) (2,890r 60- of which lire inlld.
Bsidnaies for This -Week
'Miracle Bells" IRKO) and
John PhlUlps 80)
BHadp "Wreck Hesperus" (Col) (2d wk),
(dapitel (Loew's) (2.434; 44-80)s
sUm
week,
Slow $11,000. Last
"Iron Curtain" (20th) (2d wk) plus
"Big Town Scandal" is mildly $16,000.
vaude.
Slumped to $17,000 after
entertaining melodrama. It will be
RltK (FWC) a,370i 60-$l)--"All torrid $30,000 last week.
passable in lower-rung bookings
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
My Sons" (U) and '"Arthur Takes
for which it was intended. Film
Over" (20th). Good $9,000. Last —"Mark of Zorro" (20th) (rei.ssue),
is finale in the Pine-Thomas "Big
Woman"
Sturdy $9,000 for this small seater.
'^Letter Unknown
Town" series, adapted from air weefc
(UV and "Port Sjild" (Col) (2d wk). Last week, "State of Unibn" iM-G)
'
Show of same title.
(lii.o.), fine $9,500.
There's a try or two for comedy lair $4,800.
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
Studie City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)
in telling a story of juvenile delinSons" (U) and "Arthur "Fort Apache" (RKO) (2d wk).
quency but it's clumsy, and the —"All
Okay
$X3,000. after big $19,000.
adult ptincipals bow ta younger Takes oyer" ,(20th). Nice $5,500
ISefcaspoH«an
(WB) (1,103, 44^70)
WomUnknown
members of the , cast in the Last week, "Letter
—-"Old Los Angeles" (Rep), Slow
Co-producer William C. an" (U) and "Port Said" (Co!) (2d
'playing.
for 5 days, Pulling out to
$4,500
Thomas also directed from an wk), $2,500.
bring bouse, back to 'fhuisday
60(UA)
(2,100;
Artists
United
original Script by Milton Raison,
Last week, "Tari.in
$1)~"All My Sons" (U) and "Ar- openings.
but achieved oiily fair results.
Mermaid" (RKO), disappointing
This time plot has fighting edi- thur Takes Over" (20th). Pleasing
Last week, "Letter $7,000.
tor Steve. Wilson going on a cru- $16,00«.
Palace (Loew*s) (2.370; 44-74)—
sade to aid the unfortunate youths Unkn&wn Woman" (U) and "Port
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (2d run).
of Big Tovim, being pressured into Said" (Col) (2d wk), modest $6,700.
So-so $15,000 in its return at regu(1,719;. 60-$l)
the deal
star reporter Loxelel
Uptown
Last week, "UnconKilboume. 'A group of teen-agers "Bron Curtain^' (20th) and "Best lar prices.
Mild quered" (Par), mild $16,000 in pop
is paroled to the editor attd be Sets ^an'Wins" (Col) (2d wk).
up a youth center to reform them $6,000. Last week, good $11,000. price return.
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-.'M)-^
through sports. A '"smarty in the
Vogue (FWC) (885; 60-85)— "Raw
bunch, ably portrayed by Stanley Deal" (EL) and "Assigned to Dan- 'iMatlng of MtUie'^ ((Sol), f>lu^i?h
Last week, "Woman in
Clements, plays <i#tb gwmbto'in gei^' (EL). Good- $5^5iM>, Last week, $14,000.
betting on baskethiiU games
High" (EL) and White" (WB), slow $13,000.
jo« Moretey..;...,

cellent under the leisurely direc- suasive and moving performance.
torial touch of Lloyd Bacon. Win- Conrad Nagel, a's the defense at.Ininger does one of his neatest torney, is Stuffy in his idealism,
characterizations as the oldtimer while the opposition, led by Eeinand
who refuses to toss in the -sponge, hold Schunzel, as the landowner,
Bn4 Miss Bainter is fine as his and Lyle Talbot and Philip Van In providing them with a place to
underiitauding
spouse.
Nancy Zandt, as- the prosecutors, are hide stolen goods. Others wiscup
and, in trying to help Clements
Guild is pretty and adequate as caricaturized villains.
Herm,
"
jreform,
one is killed. Ending
Dailey's
vis-a-vis
and Charlie
promises better things for ^Iwben
Buggies does his usual okay stint
Gallant
Clements fingers the adult heavies.
as the ageat andJifetinte
<tf
..:-'-<SONGS)
Philip Reed has tough going
the fatnlly, Aoother standoitt Is
Hollywood May 22.
vnth the Wilson character, being
Barbara liawrence as one of the
HepubUc release ot Joe KaSft production called upon to act mighty
juvenile
. daughters,
who's moving rapidly Stars WjUiam Elliott. -4drian.
Booth, Joseph
a
bigtime editor.
Hillary
into, the .star slot that 20th has SehUdKraut, Bruce Cabot; features Andy for
Devine. Jaok Holt, Grant Withers. Adcle Brooke,.as his.Star reptnrter, fares
grooved for her.
Mara, James Brown, Hal lAndon. Dbpectcd
Title song, cleffed by the late by Joe Kane. Sereenplay, Cierald Adams; soihewhat better, In addition to
G,eorge M. Gohan, runs thiougb original story, John K. Butleif.- Gerald Gerr Clements, other juves turning in
the film as its theme. Other num- aghty; eamera, Jack. Marta; musical dfrcc- good performances include Dartbr, Morton Scott; editor, Richard K. Tan
ryl Hickman, Carl "Alfalfa" Switbers include "When Francis Dances Kjigeir.
Ptvvtewed iSav i», '4& .Running
zer. Tommy Bond and ' Brtand
With Me," terped by Dailey j^nd time, S8 MINS.

Miss Lawrence, and several other

midtown

months.
^Second stanzas of last
and "I,
week's hits are disappointing.
Lean $4,500. Last Two Warner houses account for
week, "Doe" (Rep) and "Main sole newcomers, "Mating of Millie"
scant
(6
days),
at the Warner and "Old Los AnStreet Kid" (Rep)

My

corpus delicti admits that it wasn't
murder but suicide.
Fritz Kortner, as- onei of the defendaftts, contributed the sole per-

Mend

0?*

—Hollywood
"Gallant Legion
Jane Doe'*

(Rep) (2d wk).

.

brilliancies are all discarded at the
climax when the sister . of th^

The

Paramennt

(1,451; 60-$l)
(Ilep) (1st wk)

.

.

.

English play, "The Bwming
Bush," both of which will be
on view iff the U. S. next fall.
Austrian version was made by
G. W. Pabst (reviewed from
Vienna in Variety, March 17,

Toi76, 2d, 'Millie' 14G
Washington, May 25.
Holdovers and the circus pulled

•

.

,

.

headliner.
Story of such a vaude family's
life, of course, has all been told
before, but not with the new twist

Wask; 'Curtain' Drops

"Mw

'

^

Circus, H. 0.S Oripe

(Continued from page 13)
^"Gallant Legion" (Rep) (Ist wk)
and "I, Jane Doe" (Rep) (2d wkX
Meagre $8,500 «>« e'SW^^^ys. Last
week, "Doe" (Rep)^imd
Stceel Kid" (Rep) (6 days), dianal

every effort „is made
the law-enforcement
strikes back vidth v/its
to prove itself to anx-

discredit

body and
and guns

it

ious citizens.

*

otherwise is adequate to deman'<«
of a story that follows an obvious
path. Plot deals with tiein between
a gambler and the publisher of a
sporting sheets When their gridiron stoov? threatens to reveal
throvm games, he's bumped off and

DETROIT

(Continued from page 13)
(Mono) bolstered by Horace Heidt's
stage

snow

unit. Terrific $30,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,863; 7095)—''Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (3d

CLEVELAND
(Continued
page 11)
for second folio after disappointing
$4,000 last week.
Ohio (Loew's) (1.200; 55-70)
'

—

"Foreign Correspondent" (UA) and
"Trade Winds" (OA) (reissues).
.Strong $4,500. last week "B; F.^s
Daughter" (M-G) (m.o.), satisfactory $6,000.

—

Palace (RKO) (ZMO; .'55-70')
"Fort Apache" (RKO). Good hunt-

ing, $15,500 after excellent $23,000

—

state (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)
"Duel In Sun." (SRO). GalJoping
along at pop prices, $16,000. Last
week, "Arch of triumph" i.UA), a
costly brody at $16,000.

Stillman (Loew's) (2,700;

5,5-'?0)

^"Arch

of Triumph'' (UA) im.o.).
Not doing much better here, $7,500.
Last week "State of Union" (M-G),
smart $8,500 for third downtown
lap.

Two-Keeler to Plug
Costello Foundation

William Ellirtt Tieads up the
Hollywood, May 25.
wk). Sliding $6,000 compared to a
heroics with ease as a soldier of
Edward Nassour and Dave Garfortune who joins the Rangers after the murder framed on another pro fair $7,000 last week.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-85) ber will co-produce "10,000 Kid?
his kid brother is killed while rid- footballer. A crusading district atand
a
Cop,"
a two-reelcr for the
ing with the renegades. Opposite torney, stepson of the publisher, —"Iron Curtain." Socko $40,000.
benefit of the Lou Costello, .fr.,
is Bruce Cabot," whose ambition to takes on the accused's defense, Last week, "All My Sons" (U) and
become king of West Texas causes and wlndup court trial exposes "13 Lead Soldiers" (20th) (2d wk), Youth Foundation. Nassour Studio
Will
contribute
all facilities gratis.
mild $13,000.
all the. trouble. They make expert gambling syndicate.
Cri.sp.
Bill
Bendix,
Micbigran (U-D) (4.039; 70-95)
Donald
William Wright shows up well as
antagonists. Adrian Booth's character of femihe news correspond- the crusading attorney, and Thurs- "Hazard" (Par) and "Who KUled Brenda Joyce, Truman VanDyke
Doc
Robbin?"
ent
(UA). Satisfactory and Johnny McGovern have voluntSn't
believable
but adds ton Hall makes a good appearance
$18,000.
his
Last
as
week,
romantic interest Jidele Mata
stepfather.
Janet Martin
^'Winter Meet^ teered for top roles.
(WB) and "Here Comes
pertly handles the other feinnie hasn't too much to do as top ing"
interest, as a saloon canary, and femme, with more lines going to Trouble" (Col), same.
Palnis (U-D) (2,716; 70-95)— "FulKIBK DOUGLAS LOANED
pipes three public-domain tunes, Stephanie Bachelor as one of the
"A Gambler's Life," "Lady From heavies. George Meeker and- Wally ler Brush Man" (Col) and "My Hog
Hollywood, May 25.
Monterey" and "A Kiss or Two." Vernon, gamblers; James Cardwell Rusty" (Cdl). Surprising $24,000.
Hall Wallis loaned Kirk Douglas
Joseph Schildbraut, a crooked and William Henry, the pro foot- Last week, "Noose Hangs High" to 20th-Fox
for one of the three
senator;
Andy I)evine, in for ballers; ,:N>nathan Hale and otiien (EL) and "Lightnin' lft Forest" husband roles
in "A Letter to
(EL), strong $15,000.
chuckles; Jack Holt, good as the aire capable.
United Artists (U-D) (2,976); 70- Three Wives," reduced from "A
Stephen 5\uer has expended
forthright Ranger captain; Grant
Withers, James Brown and Hal budget, dollar carefully in shaping 95) "Hatter'.s Castle" (Par) and Letter to Five Wives."
He will play Ann Sothern's husLandon are among others whose physical values but could have ex- "Argyle Secrets" (UA), fair $20,000.
thinkiioig.
,
ercised stronger story guidance. Last week, "I Remember Maina" band, while Paul Douglas plays
Story concerns a murder frame- work rates mention.
The swift action, backgrounded Creditable is John MacBumie's (RK.0) (3d wk), disappointing opposite Linda Darnell and Jelfi-ey
tip of five Jewish JCaraiers in Hun$10,000.;
Br«p.
lO'nn opposite Jeanne Grain.
.gaty «y ail unscrupulou» landowu' against <iutdoor scenery, has been leasing.
'
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Sacrifice

Jensen-Ton Herfaerg

NW Tkatres

In $2,000,000 Sale; Otiier Briefs
Seattle.

of the Pioneer Sewiiich include the
several other thea-

three-year terms are Don Pbilli^,
Ben Adams, O. F. Sullivan, V. R.
Liberty and
Stamm, Larry Larsen, Dan Payton;
tres operated by Jensen & yon two-year office hoWers are O. C.
WilMerberg, were acquired by
Alexander, A. K. Smith, William
jand
capitalist
and
jiam Edris, local
Blair, a; E. Jarboe, Jay Means
reprice
Purchase
hotel owner.
A. J. Siminons._^ Those elected for
portedly is $2,000,000,
;
L. Norton, Cle
one-year are
Included in the sale, besides the Bratton, Louis Sosna and J, l.
Liberty, are Roxy, Venetian and Ghosen.
.
...
^
Bagdad, Seattle; Roxy, Enumclaw,
New board voted the following
and Grand, Great Falls. Not in- officer slatei O. F. SUlUvan,
volved in the deal are Yakima theatre, Wichita, president; Larry
Valley houses which are owned Larsen, Oivio theatre, Webb City,
jointly with the Mercy hiterests. Mo., veepde, and V. R. Stamm.
Personnel of all theatres, it's un- Strand theatre, Kansas City, secrederstood, will remain unchanged, tary-treasurer.
Restaurant and other real estate
Buying and booking service for
holdings of Pioneer are also tossed members of Kan.-Mo. Allied has
Into the transaction. Pioneer stock been set up here as a result of conSubject
is entirely owned by the Jensen vention action recently.
von Herberg estate.
proved to be one of the Uvest on
the convention floor before it was
Settos Buys Indpls. House
Some 12 independent
adopted.
theatres
Indianapolis.
exhibs, representing 18
Trueman Rembusch's Syndicate throughout Kansas and Missouri,
Theatres took over Storm Thea- stepped forward to take advantage
tre, uakiand city, from Ivlrs. Alma of the service.
,.
Foster.
Jack Stewart, organization s genservice
Settos Theaters will acquire eral manager, announced
Howard, local nabe, from Earl will be operated on a non-profat
charge
with
$10
beginning
then
group
basis,
Settos
1>
Bell June
the
will include 15 houses in Indiana, per week per exhib. In return
office agrees to buy films at no
Kentucky and Ohio.
'Herbert Gaines, - head booker more than exhibs are presently
Warner Bros, here, transferred to payirg and to book each theatre
Buffalo, N. Y,. as salesman. Suc- six weeks in advance.

Properties

Co.,

curities

Minneapolis, May 25,
a publicity stunt for
"Sitting Pretty" at Radio City,
Bill Blake, assistant manager,
ran an ad on the Star's want
ad- page offering to donate his
services as a baby sitter as a
prize for the most interesting
100 words or less letter on
"Why I Would Like to Have

As

.

Cmc

•

&

-

,

Mr. Belvedere Sit With My
Children," Belvedere is the
character played by Clifton

Pix

—

Ugjammeif

Continued from pat« 9 IB
making up for the lost time. The
contheatres are committed on

attract for the reissues and any
tempt to call them off would result
producers
in litigation from indie

who, under the production system
employed by Rank, have a continuing financial interest in the films.

Moreover

,the

Rank

office

isn't

anxious to play strong, new Yank
summer
the
during
product
weather which brings on a boxofflce slump.
Motion Picture Assn. of America,
the
it's been learned, took up
Stunt garnered two-column
question of making up the backpicture spread in the Star.
log with British filmites, including
The four pictures used demRank, but has made no headway.
onstrated how Blake would
Theatre chains offered to doubleapply Belvedere's baby sitting
feature top Yank product as one
principles at the winning parway of gaining on lost time.
ents' home.
however, wouldn't go for that idea
since it sees longer-range losses on
ham had for long time. Latter died switching from the current policy
few weeks ago after a long illness. of playing one A pic with a lowerHenry Burger, Totman's assist- bill pic.
ant, gets his job and' Jack Kahn
down tlie prospects Of

Webb

in the picture. Blake's
explained,
sitting, he
permit- the winning
parents to attend the film.

baby
would

MPAA

comes back to town from

Balti-

more, where he's been doing radio
work, to assist Burger. Kahn was
formerly with Warners here but
after getting out of the service was
with UA as an exploitation man.
Also upped was Charles Comar,
manager of Enright, who becomes
personnel director for WB, replacing Fred LaBelle, on extended
leave of absence because of his
health.

Rialiilitks
London, May 25.

open Spaces that
from Americai^
British
tastes in film fare are spotlighted
by the latest decision of the J.
Arthur Rank organization. Braintrusters for the Rank office have
ruled against shipping' "It Always
Rains on Sundays" overseas for
U. S. distribution after deciding
that the pic just wouldn't catch
on among Yank audiences.
This film was the top grosser of
any pic made in or outside the
Rank organization to play British
theatres in 1947. It garnered well
over 400,000 pounds < $1,600,000)
in Britain alone. Featuring Google
Withers and many other thesps
well known in England but carrying ho marquee v/cight In the U.S.,
film is thought to depend, entirely
too much on cockney humor for
the Yanks.
'

Slowing
any cancellation of the oldies is the
unimpeachable fact that British reissues' have done very well, box.They haven't be?n
Centinaed from pass 5
office-wise.
sensational but their take compares
well with run-of-the-mill product 125 leading directors in the cast,
and since the.rental is almost pure has already signed up with a dozen
profit, the temptation to continue indies during the last few weeks
with contractual provisions for
them lis .strong.

Eastern SDG

No
Rank

.

Yank Fans'
Those wide

divide

minimum salary scales and credit
Reprisal
billing for its members.
discount reports
Gene Martel, eastern SDG

olTicials

prez,

that insistance on playing the reissues is a form of reprisal against

stated that non-theatrical producers were generally looking with
Omaha.
American majors who've noticeably
AUied's sweet Flyer
M. E. Anderson, salesman from cut their bookings of British films favor upon the Guild's efforts to
Jules Goldman, Warner office
Denver.
Paramount's Kansas City exchange, in the U. S. Circuits do not plan establish uniform standards for the
manager, on vacation trip East.
Net results of a two-day Allied arrived to take over management to take on any large block of re- industry. Leading producers of inRocky Mountain Independent of Par's local exchange. Replaces issues after those, now booked play dustrial, educational and advertisGene Ford Honored
Theatres convention was the, for- Don Hicks, sent to the Des Moines
ing films especially favor SDG's
off, it's disclosed. If reprisals were
Washington.
mation of £ busing unit for candy, excliange as manager.
intended, oldies would be continu- efforts to rid the industry of flyGene Ford, manager-director of popcorn and theatre suBpUes for
ed to be played in these houses, by-night operators working under
the Capitol, Loew showcase here, members; and members were ad"sweat-shop" conditions who turn
it's argued.
will be honored June 1 for his vised to sign ASCAP contracts for
British filmites assert that en- out inferior pix.
service to patients at Walter Reed three months only. Most of time
SDG's cooperaUve attitude totirely too many American films are
Army Hospital.
was spent in open forum discusCoatinned from pase 4
being shipped over and that local wards the producers, Martel said,
Ford will receive a plaque from sion of industry problems wtth
theatres cannot possibly absorb is indicated by its willingness to
Maj. Gea. George C. Beach, com- members of national Allied board
sale
certain
theatre
of
properties
with
take
a 20% cut in minimum rates
Meeting closed
them. 'It's suggested that these
mSanding general of the hospital, members.
and its newsreel. In .effect, one imports be cut sharply, Rank's for all television production. "We
In the ndme of the Armed Forces dinuer«dance.
balances the other, actually leaving British product wUl continue
Radio Service. Citation is "in apto get don't want to throttle a young inOfficers, most of them reelected
preciation for many hours of excel- are: John Wolfberg, president; Joe RKO a $250,000 plus olTset. Elimi- full bookings and that number is dustry which is currently finding it
lent entertainment" for vets and Ashby, general manager; Joan Liv- nating transactions of both nature, being upped this year to 40 from a difficult to stay afloat due to high
Army personnel.
ingston, secretary; Walter Ibold, the companT netted $4,835,847 on previous 30.
production costs and low rentals,"
^nd directors: Fred its ordinary business for the year.
treasurer,
he said. SDG, however, is running
Kansas, Mo. Indies Elect
Lind,, J. R. Smith, A. N. Beezley,
Significant factor in the theatre
the 20% discdunt clause only until
Kansas City.
E. K. Menagh, J. K. Powell, Colo- deal which involved the transfer
May 30, 194». •
Recent convention of Allied In- rado; Tom Knight, Lloyd Kerby,
Pic
dependent Th,eatre Owners of Wyo.; Carl Garitson, Marlin But- of theatres in Albany, Schenectady
Continued from page 3 s
Kansas and Missouri held beta re- ler, New Mexico; Chas. Flower, A. and Troy, New York to the Fabian
;
sulted in election of some 16 mem- S. Kehr, Neb., and Hobart Gates, circuit was the wide difference be- First, of course, is the political
tween the book value of the houses
bers -to the board of directors.
and the actual sale price. Fabian angle. Picture is frankly a proNamed board members for S.'D.'.'"
Roosevelt
affair> and exhibs feel
paid $2,300,000 for theatres dockTomHoUandtoCoast
that, in an election year especially,
in RKO's books at $700,000.
Tom Holland named west coast eted
they may create ill-will in their
It's regarded as. another straw-indistrict manager for Confidential
communities
by seemingly taking
as to the vast sums that
nVi-STAR
Theatres Reports, replacing Barry Halbert the-wind
sides. A further angle is the fact
who died-last.month. Holland was will accrue to the Big Five should that the picture is a documentary,
formerly manager of Confidential'S they be forced to sell some or all to which there's habitually exhibiof their 'theatres because of an
Pittsburgh office.
tor opposition.
adverse decision in> the GovernFLAGSHIPS
Olympics Also a Toushie
ment anti-trust suit.
Al Wllkle'S FU. Spot
Another picture on which UA is
Miami
Theatres Again to the Rescue
having considerable trouble getting
Al Wilkie, former New York
Actually, RKO's gross income dates is "King of the Olympics.''
home office publicity manager for for '47, scored at $123,109,047 rep- It's likewise a documentary, com11 hours, 10 minutes
Paramount Pictures, has been
^ANP HISORCHfSTRA$
named publicity and advertising resented an increase over the prising shots of the 1936 Olympic
gar- games in Berlin taken by 600
ARTIE DANN ! director for Paramount Enterprises $120,125,633 which the outfit
*46, cameramen
year
of
in
"the
banner
under
direction
of
nered
George
Miami,
Greater
C.
in
Hoover, general manager of the Nonetheless, Rathvon noted, the Hitler's friend. Lent Reifenstal
V.
BUOS.
Paramount theatre group, an "rising cost spiral" forced "a sub Film has received excellent reat 47iii
nounced this week.
^antial loss" by the distributing views, but there are still few theaOPENS 9:30
PhoK.* HAvamayar 6-SfKIO
lATE MtONIOHT rilM
Wilkie resigned from his post end of the company. Only strong tres willing to play it.
or your traval agant
As a result, the producer, Leonid
with the national Paramount or- profits- by the theatre wing, sU^fly
Tidktt Offices.- Airlintt Terminal
ganization over a year ago and less than the year before, bailed Kipnis, of Westport international
KockoMler Center • Hotel Now Yorktf
has beoB vacationing in Miami for the company out. So far, in the Films, has made a deal with Asa
He suc- current year, the distribution arm Bushnell, secretary of the United
the past four months.
120 Broadway • Hotel St. George
ceeds Tom Jefferson, who resigned has shown "a small profit," Rath- States Olympic Committee, to conrecently to open his own agency. von stated.
tribute part of the gross toward
Because of the system of amor- the deficit for sending athletes to.
Merxe Hann-Llppert Chains
tization on pix costs, RKO prexy London for the games this summer,
San Francisco.
In return for this contribution, the
Merger of the two circuits bear- said, economies will not be gener- Olympic organization's branches in
.
ing their' names was announced by ally reflected in 1948 results. As
some 600 U. S. cities js going to
George Mann and Robert L. Lip- for RKO's debt position, outstand
pert.
Some 61 theatres are in- ing theatre debentures totalled visit -local exhibs, asking them to
book
the
film
and
promising
supRADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
volved in the deal.
$20,600,000 at the year's close. This'
^
.**
nnckefelier Center
Mann's theatres" include a num- reflects the issuance of an addi' port in selling tickets.
• GENE KELLY
; JUDY GARLAND
ber in Klamath Falls, Eureka, Fort tional $1,000,000 in debentures
Bragg, Fortuna, Healdsbui-g and during '4? and retirement of $800,'
others, while Lipperts are in Port- 000.
FRIEND
f land, Medford, Sacramento
Pi
Pix
and
*
SttitRS by COI,E POBTKB
By the close of 1947, production I
'
Fresno among other situations.
.
Color by XECHNICOI-OR
Conti
Continued
from page 5
company owed $9,000,000 on a
A Metro-Goldwyji-Atarer Fl«tiir«
five year revolving credit. Working organization supplying counsel and
<
SpMfaeutar StvQo PreienfAtion
Silvennan Joins- Col
,m
Walter Silverman appointed New capital increased some $4,000,000 funds. Test will be initiated by
500 Modern Rooms
Haven branch manager for Colum in the course of '47, hitting the exhib announcing to the licensing board that he intends to show
.with, bath and radio
DANA ANDREWS • GENE TIERNEY bia Pictures, succeeding T. F $53,000,000.
Because of an increased backlog the film without obtaining a
O'Doole, who remains, witli com"Evarything New but the Name"
built up during 1947, company license;
pany in an advisory capacity,
plans "a somewhat reduced proMeanwhile, regulatory powers
A 30th C«ntury-Fox Pitfun
duction program for 1948," Rath- of communities were strengthened,
Marty Schwartz Resigns
PLUS ON STAGE
Fifth at Spring • Los Angeles
von said. Total backlog hit $32,- at leaiit in New York, when the
Hollywood.
ED SULLIVAN
Marty Schwartz, manager of 454,315 after the $2,000,000 reserve State Court of Appeals last week FRANK WALKER. General Manager
HIS DAWN PATICOr^ RKVUK
Egyptian (F-WC), resigned after on completed films was deducted upheld the power of the N. Y. City Formerly at Olmsted, Clevoland, O.
"
tf
W
SOth St.
16 years with circuit. Plans a long against $29,753,204 in the year pre- license Commissioner to bar
a film
vacation before becoming active ceding.
as obscene despite a state license.
in other business interests.
Amortization
film
of
costs Ruling was made in the suit of
pnsmtt
mmson
Now Speciatizing}
climbed terrifically to $32,769,524 Howard Hughes for the banning of
Warners' Pitt Switches
GLARK CABLE XwiwCUeAT
to a 1946 $21,517,807. his "The Outlaw" in- the city by
compared
in Refreshment
Pittsburgh.
andhlfORCH.
LAITA TURNER
James Totman, for last seven Royalties and participations to- Commissioner Benjamin Fielding.
'Concessions tor
Eirfra >
S^tcig/I
talled
against
$29,148,584
$28,637,IJighest
court
in
the state without
years jpub-ad head for Warners in
(m t Him
THEATRES/
430.
Operating
and
general
exRIVE-IN
opinion
unanimously
affirmed a
BAXTEft
mtam STOiK Pittsburgh zone, has been promoted
to district manager. He takes over penses were toted at $50,355,873, lower tribunal's ruling that said a
.slightly
up from 1946's state license was no bar to action
the Northern Pennsylvania terri- only
B'woy & Silt SI.
tory (Brie) which late Tom Ford- $49,026,887.
by local authorities.

booker

ceeded in
•FiUmanj.

bertli
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RADIO PUTS
Food Wann-Reception Cold
Los Angeles,

May

HOUSE IN ORDER
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SEEN AS

IS

Sterling s Discard of I

sock from start to finish.

4-

Los Angeles, May 25. "tThe two B's, the radio industry's
new babies, have come of agCf and
This Cop Won't Play
are here to stay. Even the skeptics
Cleveland, May 25.
among NAB delegates were ready
WJW's Dick Hatton and Johnny
to concede, on the basis of convenMacPherson parked tlieir station
tion reports, that if there were any
wagon
on a busy thoroughfare for
alarming overtones as to the conan informal radio interview. Along
tinuance of Broadcast Music, Inc.,
came Patrolman Joseph Sunday
or Broadcast Measurement Bureau
and gave them a ticket.

.

they've been completely dissipated.

-

•

;

.

NAB

The

'

convention

Hatton attempted to pacify the
by interviewing him

made one gendai'me

BMB

thing deiinite: that BMI and
over tbe air. The trick faUed; the
have a permanent stature. Broad- ticket was issued.
casters were heartened by disclosure by Carl Haverlin, prexy of
BMI, that, 1,650 stations have been
signed up again, with new contracts
extending to 1959, although it was
scheduled to go out of business in

NAB s New Credo:

March,

1 950.

Thus BMI, the

in-

dustry setup growing out of the
ASCAP "walkout" in 1939, will
now be in business with its rival
organization on a competitive basis
for at least 11 more years'. ASCAP
contracts exist until 1960.
Similarly, the same competitive
BMI-ASCAP sweepstakes will prevail in the realm of television, with
both muMc segihents very much in
evidence here plunging wholeheartedly into setting the groundwork
for TV copyrights.

Everybody Loves
Everybody Else
Los Angeles, May 25.
The move to give the independent stations a greater voice on
policy affairs affecting the industry
gained' considerable momentum at
this year's convention of .the NAB.

Ted

Cott,

veepee-program direc-

Haverlin revealed that the 1,650
of WNEW, N.Y., who has been
renewed some 21 months tor
in advance of the original contract championing the fight for greater
the NAB
termination date, represents 95% indie representation on
of the dollar volume of the indus- board of directors, showed up at
incoming board's full-day meet•try.
Numerically speaking, BMI the
(Continued on page 34)
has renewals from 97% of all stations with revenues of $100,000 and
•

stations

and from 91% of all stations
With revenues of $50,000 and over.
Equally bullish was the report by
Hugh Peltis,
prexy, with the
revelation of a
reduction in
subscription fees effective July 1.
The cut, he said, was made possible
.by operation economies, t he 600Plus membership and the likelihood
of many additional subscriptions.
over;

listerine

Drops

BMB
5%

New

scale calls for

5%

slash in
each income classification. Feltis
'also revealed plans for an expanded
coverage system, which will also

embrace

FM

and

Burrows Show
Lambert Pharmacal
is

dropping

(Listerine)
out of radio, with the

Abe Burrows Saturday night CBS
show winding up its commercial
run after the June 26 broadcast.
Lambert decision, based on a
budget reshuffle to concentrate on
newspaper-mag advertising rather
.

tele.

than any dissatisfaction 'with the
program, followed by a few days

Suds

in

Rise Stevens Balks at Pay

only

three

programs

but

agencies.
Sterling's abrupt
at knocking off somewhat

$1,000,000

budget

is

from

three

move
over

advertising
reminiscent of a similar
its

the
to
came up with indicated that, by pact's end but won't return in Sep- savings rush which another powerand large, the nation's average tember because she refuses to take ful group in the same field, Whitebroadcaster is not only satisfied a salary cut insisted on by Pru- hall Pharmacal, staged in the win'46.
ter

of
with the credos established by the dential.
new industry Code, but has every
The NBC cancellations, which
Miss Stevens has been on the
intention of translating that en- show for two seasons.
take effect June 25, involve "Walts
thusiasm into a realistic observTime," handled through Dancer,
ance of the standards promulgated.
Fitzgerald & Sample, and "Mystery
The broadcasters are frank in
Theatre," produced by Young
acknowledging that the revised,
Rubicam.
The musical inning,
watered-down Code is a far cry
which dates back to the early 30's,
from the original hard-hitting docgoes off the air altogether but
ument, but realize that at least it's
Sterling's plans call for moving tho
a starting point toward putting ramystery show over to CBS in the
dio's house in order.
Tuesday evening 8 to 8:30 spot cur>If for no other reason than the
rently occupied by the same acNAB presented the nation with
count's "Big Town."
the industry's new Standards of
"Town" has been out on lendPractice,, thiis year's Los Angeles
lease to Sterling and Lever Bros,
convention will go down as the
will probably use it to plug LifeShift of- Harry Ack6rman ^to
buop soap and also spot the show
head CBS programming in Holly- back to back with
Morgan
wood emphasizes the network's in the Wednesday Henry
Your Ads,
night 8:30 to
intention of expanding its pro- 9:30
stretch oil ABC.
Lever reLos Angeles, May 25.
gram operations from there. It's cently acquired Rayve Shampoo,
As part of the NAB's educanow figured that" CBS will Morgan's mealticket.
tional job in setting into motry to increase its production of
With the transfer of "Mystery
tion the new Standards of
new shows on the Coast, particTheatre" to CBS Sterling will rePractice adopted at the NAB
ularly using names available in
place Molle as the riding product:
convention,
prexy Justin the film capital.
Bayer
asperin, "Waltz'f^ cun-ent
Miller is launching a research
With Guy Delia Cioppa already
-product, is slated as the substitute.
project to test the "irritant
^et to be assistant program head
This takes Y & R out of the pictheory" of radio advertising.
there, Ackerman will be freed
ture
on
Sterling's network setup
The NAB's Researlch Dept.
from much of the administrative
for the present, while Pedlar
try to find out just how effecwork, and will concentrate on the
Ryan, which handles "Big Town"
tive is the practice of gaining
creating of new properties. Howfor Ironized Yeast, a Sterling prodthe listeners' attention by "irriever, he'll also remain nominally
uct, still retains the print phase of
tating them a little" in broadin charge of all network producthe account..
The radio portion
cast advertising.
tion, including New York.
will become paft of the Sterling
Showcasing of the "irritant"
Although Ackerman's appointpool in Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
technique will be the first step
ment to succeed Ernest H. Martin
The availability of the early evein the new, ambitious move to
is effective immediately, he does
give quality of content in adnot leave for Hollywood until ning Friday hour on NBC is exvertising a New Look.
June 4, arriving on the scene June pected to bring on.quitea'scramble
from among other NBC clients
7. He'll be accompanied by Hubmost successful do-something meet- bell Robinson, Jr., program vice- anxious to better their time positions,
Moneywise, it's the biggest
in recent years. Oddly enough, the prez, with Delia Cioppa due there
windup of the management meet- several days in advance. Accord- clip NBC has had in years. Also
in more or less a state of anxiety
ing was in sharp contrast to the ing to Robinson, no one has been
the competitive networks, waitlack of enthusiasm and almost selected to succeed Ackerman as are
tepid pre-convention- air of "what executive producer in New York, ing to see which of their accounts
NBC will go after to malte up for
are we doing here, anyway?" That but Robert Heller, who heads the
the Sterling dent.
a healthy enthusiasm over the in- CBS documentary vtnit, is a pos'

&

AckermaninSiiift

To Coast

for

CBS

Chicago, May 25.
For the second time within a
year Fox De Luxe Beer has
reached the parting of the ways
with its ad agency. Latest break,

Fiteli-

&

dustry's

set

of

"Ten Command-

was engendered in the
delegates can be attributed in no
small measure to NAB Prexy Justin Miller who, in his keynote address, paved the way for an unexpected harmony in which organized
opposition completely collapsed.
That Judge Miller has emerged
from the convention and Code
adoption as an industry leader of
considerable stature is undisputed
among U. S. broadcasters.
Observance Machinery Set
ments"

No sooner had

the board of di-

rectors passed the Code, with some
minor changes, then Judge Miller
set into motion the machinery for

sibility.

.

Martin resigned the Coast spot
week to co-produce a musical

last

WLS

Ciggie Tabu,

On

So ABC's

'Stop Music' Gets
Chicago,

Heave

May

25.

goes commercial in June. Reason:
one of its bankroUers (Old Gold)
makes the forbidden weed.
ABC immediately began reshuffling the Sunday lineup on WENR,
its Chi 0-&-0 station that shares
time with WLS. As it now stands
WENR Will yield "Theatre Guild"
to WLS call letters and take over
"Stop the Music."

splurge in bigtime evening co-op
shows, have accepted a bid from
to stay on another season under their current terms: Talent
guarantee is $6,500 weekly,
A&C stanza is continuing
through the summer. Comedy duo's
present pact runs out in Septem-

ABC

Two-Way Warners,
Thackrey Deal Set

Miller him-

Stands Pat

A&C TO RIDE OUT

of "Charley's Aunt" on
Broadway next fall, with Ray BolCO-OP IN '48-'49
ger starred and George Abbott as
Abbott & Costello, lone suradaptor and stager. He is undervivors of the networks'
'47-'48
(Contihued on page 34)

version

Despite the flurry of denials and
counter-denials of recent weeks,
the deal for Warner Bro.s. to take
self will stump the nation, carrying the torch for Code compliance over the two-way Dorothy Thackrey radio operation in Los Angeles
into each of the district meetings
and San Francisco, with a televiduring comingrmonths. Meanwhile
sion peirmit thrown in, was re(Continued on page 34)
portedly consummated in Ne^
York over the past weekend. The
amount involved is. said to be

an all-out observance.

Co.

elfectlve June 1, results from what
product cost for the 15-minute
•lohn W. Shaw Advertising deBurrows show.)
scribes as "insoluble differences of
In view of tlie Burrows kudoes,
opinion on matters of policy."
including specific citation by the
Last fall Fox reached an im- New York Radio-Television Critics
,
Passe with Schwimmer
Scott, Circle, it's expected that CBS will
lollowmg 12 years as that agency's expand the show to a half -hour and
caent. Beer maker currently
spon- move it into a new time segment
sors the five-a-week
"Billy Leach in a bid to wrap up a quick sponsori>how" ,on WBBM.
ship deal.
,

Chum

Watch

Hopes that the ciggie tabu of
announcement that WLS ended with the death of
owner Burridg6 D. Butler several
it was also vamping the radio picmonths
ago were blighted last
was
however,
ture. (Filch squawk,
Snyder
predicated on high talent costs, week when manager Glenn
whereas Listerine figured it was informed ABC that "Stop the
not continue- to carry
could
Music"
satisfactory
getting a more than
program
when
the
letters
call
WLS
talentits
$3,000
audience payoff on
the

Your Eye

&

Los Angeles, May 25.
Enterprising broadcasters spent

their closing hours at the National
Cut, Ankles Prudential
Assn. of Broadcasters convention
Hollywood, May 25.
in Los Angeles making some offRise Stevens ankles the Prudenthe-cuff polls among all segments
tial Hour, CBS Sunday show, come
of station operators.
What they
fall.
She'll follow through

By cancelling its Friday 9:30 to
10:30 p.m. span on NBC yesterday
(Tuesday) Sterling Drug set off a
series of ripples that affected not

As Martin Resigns

Two B'^WBMB) Come Of

Age at NAB Meet; BoA Here to Stay
•

Webs

Pinballs Against 3 Agcys., 3
By GEORGE ROSEN

.

Radio's

NBC Spots

25.

prexy Justin Miller, and about 400 other persons, including
some key figui;es and press boys, did a fast bum at the L. A. meet
last week, over the chaotic arrangements that attended the association's closing banquet In the Blltmore Hotel Bowl. It left the
only sour note In an otherwise well-planned agenda.
As all indication of how the banquet arrangements went awry,
delegates who did manage to gain admittance to the Bowl did a
fast double-tak*! as they saw Judge Miller himself directing "traffic"
in an attempt to restore some semblance of order, while such
key flgures as A. D. (Jess) Willard, the NAB's No, 2 administrative
head, couldn't even crash the joint.
The convention banquet committee made the mistake of selling
more than 1,500 tickets, many of them to outsiders, for a room
with a seating capacity of 1,100, with the result that many delegates and their wives Avere left out in the cold.
The maitre d' acknowledged that it was the most bungled mes3
he had eUcountered in his experience at the hotel but confessed
that, in turning away convention delegates with their $7.50 ducats,
he was acting on orders of the NAu arrangements committee.
The upshot was that approximately 400 persons were obliged to
dine in the downstairs grotto and content themselves with a viewing' of the elaborate entertainment spread via television through
tbe;faciUties of KFI-TV, which provided five sets for the occasion.
The reason the delegates plunked down the high tariff for the
banquet was because of the four-network showcasing of stars and
it was agreed that the .frolic was about, tops in NAB annals.
Danny Thomas (who was on an hoiir and had the crowd yelling
for more). Dinah Shore, Eddie Cantor, the Andrews Sisters,
Abe Burrows, Johnny Mercer, Jack Carson, who emceed, plus a
flock of others, wowed the gathering with a three-hour show that

NAB

v.'as

21

IIAIIIII.

ber.

They'll definitely have a Wed-nesday night segment next sea-

according to ABC program
veepee "Bud" Barry, but it's not
certain yet they will stay in the
son,

9 p.m. period.

Web claims the co-oping of A&C
has paid off satisfactorily. While
the number of local sponsors has
slumped (show had around 75 at
$1,100,000.
the season's peak), the net looks
Deal, of course, is subject to for a pickup when September rolls
FCC approval. If Warners gets the around.
grecnlight, plan is to retain its
KFWB operation in Hollywood,
and d 1 s p o s e of the ThackreyLady Esther to
acquired KLAG in L.Ai under the
Ruthrauff & Ryan agency's sagFCC duopoly rule. Seen as a
strong factor in Warners' favor in ging radio billings may get a
obtaining an eventual FCC okay hypo as a result of landing the
is the strong public service record
Lady Esther account.
of KFWB over a span of years
Although the cosmetics outfit
under Harry Maizlish's regime. has been out of network radio
For that reason, too, it's expected since dropping "Screen Guild
that Maizlish, who has parlayed Players" at the cl6se of the '46public service with promotional- '47 season, shift of the account
showmanship techniques, will head froin the Blow agency to R&R
Coast operaup the expanded
cued speculation that there might
tion.
be new ether plans in the works.Reported deal for the Thackrey
Agency switch was consummated
stations comes within a week after
announcement that the Thackrey only last week, however, and an
N.Y. outlet, WLIB, will stay "in R&R source said overall plans
the family," with several offers for the account are still in a
formative stage.
having been turned down.
'

'

R&R

WB

1

.

£2

Wtnlnesday,

RAIHIO

Bhe Skies Fading, NAB Delegates
Warned; Many
Los Angeles, May 25.
warning that the days of the

from

Oishing in Chqis

m mw

May

26, 1948

the Pimhctioil Centres

YORK city ...

seriously ill from blood poisoning following an In-,
while vacationing at Carmel, N. Y„ eheekB out of Doctors HosLos Angeles, May 25.
pital this week, having passed crisis. He returns to Carmel for a couple
Charles C. Carlson, the New
of weeks* rest .... Bob Musel, tondon-bound, taking along for BBC preOrleans station operator
sentation transcription of comedy-mystery series, "Mr. Merryfield,"
(WJBW) who's on the spot
director of research, who told
which he and Sid Remick have scripted.
with the FCC, figures as long
the nation's broadcasters that if
CBS will audition its upcomhig Morey Amsterdam co-op show, along
as he's a member of the NAB,
they "fall flat on their competitive
with sample commercials, on a closed circuit tliis morning (Wed.) at 10
announcer-producer, and Jack Barry are
he's got a right to demand his
face don't say you weren't wanied."
Dan McCullough,
BBD&O's Ben Duffy
"Radio exists today," Baker remoney's worth.
launching a summer theatre at Trenton, N. J
Carlson, whose station perminded the delegates, "because of
headed a N. Y. contingent that hopped at the Coast, for an Alice Faycmit the FCC refuses to renew
fzictual demonstrations of its coverPhil Harris sliindig Monday (24) celebrating Bexall's cinching of the
because of alleged repeated
age, its Impact and its power. I
Jack Lazare, WNYC disk Jockey, moved over to
"Bandwagon"
KLZ Farm Program PubMcitt
violations of FCC regulations,
firmly believe that radio will conCBS' Vic Ratner and Lou Hausman
as a staff announcer
tinue to be great only as the pbilosput -in a request at the NAB
moved their desks from the 19th to Hth floor at 48S Madison in order
of fact-finding pervades its
meet that really had prexy
Robert Sosman, night production
The activities, comings and goings to consolidate promotion offices
mjEinagement."
Justin Miller stumped.
of ELiZ'a Farm Heporter are Im- manager at NBC, was promoted to associate dir^-tor and goes on days
news tti farmers and now.
"Everyone seems to think," said
portant
It was smack in the white
ranchers of the Denver region.
Baker, "that 1948 is going to be
heat of the convention's most
Morgan will vacation at Cape Cod again .,. Read Wright
Heniy
and
publicity
directs
Lewis Thomas
one of television's big years, and
provocative discussion on the
disk
named exec producer of "Stop the Music" .... Jack LescouUe,
assists with jormngenients for KLZ's
we all wonder what the effect of
newly-promulgated NAB Code
jock, leaving Friday (28) for a month in B^ollywood to wrap up a pic
farm programs.
the New Look in radio is going to
when Miller, inviting deleHe'll wax e.t,'s for his all-night and Saturday afternoon sliows
deal.
KLZ, DENVER
be. It is certainly true that 1949
gate reaction to the document,
...Art Henley to gab about radio comedy on Martha Deane's show
will bring changes in the picture
found Carlson rising tO. his
Paul Roberts, NBC staffer, and Adelaide Smolen
next Tuesday (1)
which we can't even dream of now.
feet.
Roberts is co-author
of the same net's production dept., engage*}.
All we can be .sure of is that things
What, he wanted to know,
(with 'Sam Locke) of a new legiter, 'The Woman With jxed Hair," to.
will be different and that isn't
was the NAB going to do about
produced in the fall by LeonBr4 Field. . . .John Griggs ticketed to
be
especially if
much assurance
preventing the FCC itom takghost-chasing act for 10,000 Boy Scouts encamped in the Pocono
do
a
you're looking for a sure return. on
ing his station away itnd turnMts. next Sat. (29).
your investment."
ing it over to his ex-wife, Mrs.
General Foods reputedly interested in the new "Joe DiMaggio Show"
Louise Calamari C^'i'lson.
Baker declared that many broadgabber Kevin Kennedy
"Young WldDaughter bom to
Millor confessed he didn't
casters ate taking an alarming view
der Brown" starts its 12th year and "Lora Lawton" its sixth year Monhave an answer.
ef the future and cashing in their
Los Angeles, May 25.
Elaine Rost and Scott McKay added to "Our Gal
day (?1) on NBC
chips. To support his view he
Flock of resolutions up before Sunday"
Leon Janney
Doris Dalton joined "Evelyn Winters"
gave figures to prove the many
.Reese Taylor with "Just
tlie jNAB board of directors was and Klock Ryder new to "Backstage Wife".
withdrawals froin station owner"Radio Book Letter," a weekly report on book men*
strictly an Alphonse-Gaston act, Plain BHL"
ship. Durmg 1947 they pulled out
tions, author guests, etc.,. on N. Y. and network.shows, stfirting publicawith everybody from_prexy Justin
at the rate of three a month
of
tion next Wed. t2>. Publisher is T. M. Kxaaa of Lynbrook, N. Y
and FM about two a month. In
Miller down coming in for a salvo New daughter at the home of -Clarence de Bruyn, announcer-producer
the first four months of this year
of kudoes.
in CBS Shortwave.
they have been dropping out of
Mutual's Walter Lurie shuttled again to the Coast for an eight-week
One or two could,be called sigat the rate of six a month
.George Hall, late of "Call Me Mister," signed for a comedy
nificant, such as the protest against sojourn.
and FM about cisjbt a month. Alspot in "New Faces," sununer standin for Bums & Allen ....
and
laws
to
a change in the copyright
though there arc about 2,000
sending a plattered 30-minute salute to Hollywood sister stainclude an interest or right in pei>
authorizations, only 1,650 of these
KM6M,
for its inaugural airer tomorrow (Thurs.). Ted Husing,
formance by recordings and tran- tion^
are on the air. Since the majority
stars got in greetings
Household
scriptions. Such a change, it was Morey Amsterdam and other
of those that are checking out
Los Angeles, May 25.
Robert Swezey
contended, "would he contrary to Finance renewed "The Whistler," effective June 28
ttiese days are holders of construcThe FM boys went into the NAB the public interest"
will interrupt bis hop home from NAB to address the Kansas City
tion pe]|[Eiits, it looks as if earlier
convention with flags flying, deShelly Rothman, formerly WINS record librarian,
Also deemed significant was a C. of C. June 3
stations
ipredictions of 2,000
termined
to make a place for FM resolution paying tribute to Judge has joined WLIB as operations manager arid musical director.
CBS
operating by the end of 1948 wejre
in the radio sun. But by conven- Miller's leadership and pointing to is talking to Ezra Stone about directing a summer sustainer.
« little high, he added.
tion's end, not a few of the deleWNBC's Bob Smith (who frequently gets his mail mixed with Bob
"Television is a different story," gates were taking thcT position that his "outstanding -contribution to
Smith, NBC sports writer) Is'guesting five other Bob Smiths this week,
Baker declared, "and I won't even FM can truly be interpreted as the the American system of broadcast- including the author of a new book called "Baseball"
Walt Framer
ing" for it reitjects a united intry to tell you what the situation Forgotten Medium.
dustry front and "a growing reco^-' taking CBS' "Strike It Rich" to Chicy June 13 for the Ad CouncU
Is. However," I most heartily agree
The FM*ers even had FCC Chairparley there.
with the statements that we are on man Wayne Coy on tiieir side. nition that in Miller the industry
Paul Manning, ex-Mutual war correspondent, flew in from Germany
has its top man to date.
ttve tliresliold of a big experience One of the principal convention
Resolution expresses the NAB (where he's been writing special features) in time to welcome a newIn telel There are now 97 authori- speakers. Coy devoted an entire
bom son. Also guested on Tex
Jinx's show Friday (21), and says
zations for TV stations and 25 of luncheon spiel to FM's potentiali- membership's "complete confiihe's going back into radio . . . Crosley Radio failed to pick up its option
these have developed -in tiie last ties, and it was one of the most dence'' in Miller's leadership on
on that final urisold "Stop the Music", segment . . Ivan Sandrof , feature
three months. Two hundred tele- bullish presentations yet made on the basis that he's brou^t greater
writer for the Worcester (Mass.) Sunday Telegram, in town last week
vision applications are pending.."
beha£f~ of standard broadcasting's .prestige and understanding to the hiquiring into radio's giveaway fever . . . WPAT (Paterson) disk jockey
industry and cites his "unrelenting
new baby.
Lou Steele doing his six-a-week stint .from the Casino bandstand at
But apparent^ tho broadcasters effort to secure the constitutional Palisades Amusement Park.
themselves weren't convinced. The guarantees of freedom of speech."
After 16 years in N. Y. radio, John Hymes, until recently radio
Resolution is interpreted as the
session on "Broadcasting
Horibusiness manager of the Blow agency, has sold his house in Manhasset
zons Unlimited," was primarily membership's approval of Miller's
and is moving with his wife (the former Rita Hurwick of WOV) to
designed to embrace FM and fae> all-out campaign to effect a reLancaster, Pa., to become asst. manager of WLAN, 1,000-watt ABC
simile, as well as tele, in the whole- versal of the Mayflower Decision
outlet there
Mutual auditioned a giveaway^ caRed "Stop the Clock"
sale kickaround of what shapes up banning editorialmng on the air.
. . Michigan Kroll (formerly Mary Jane KroU), who resigned as WCBS
for tomorrow, but tele stole the
Atwater Kent, who partied the
show completely and those isolated delegates on his lavish Bel Air woman's editor to set up a radio-writing service, has become publicity
Los Angeles, May 25.
director for the Charles S. Pearson lecture bureau . . Henry Luhrman,
references to FM ifrere of some- estate; the Advertising Council,
One of the facets of the Frank what dubious character as to lis
Wayne Hutchinson and Stanley Young annexed by Frederic Ziv's e.t.
BMI, the Southern California operation
Mullen switchover from second in future potentiaL
as account execs . Jack Fem, formerly scripter on Mutual's
Broadcasters Assn., host to the
command at. NBC to the presidency
"Newsreel," now produchig the strip, with Joseph Anthony as writer.
Session wound up, in fact, with delegates, were among others
ef the G. A. (Dick) Richards threeGordon Kinney moved up from manager of radio plans to radio
a show of hands sought by one of "knighted" by the NAB.
vtation operation, which previously
directorship of the Ad Council . . . Thelma Hitter Into the "Aunt
the- participants who was desirous
went imnoticed, stirred up conJenny" cast for a two-weekstretcb .. . Sy Fischer has become a partner
of learning how many conventioni
siderable comment last week
hi Frank Cooper Associates , .
running daily auditions for the
delegates with both
and FM
among the NAB delegates.
full-hour Gabriel Heatter amateur acts show to be preemed in July,
Lever in Rayve Switch
operations were of the opinion that
During the past year Mullen FM would eventually sdpplant
"Senator" Ed Ford buildtog a house at Southold, far out on the
Hollywood, May 25.
projected himself as one of the AM. Only one in 10 shared that
In a sudden switch. Lever Bros, north shore of Long Island.
.Mike Nidorf says he's going to London
industry's key perssonalities in the view.
has
taken
the
newly-acquired to huddle with Victor Borge on a possible television series
Vincent
advancement of television, plugRayve shampoo and Hedy Wave Connelly, announcer of the Mary Margaret McBride program, will be
ging 24 hours, a day for the TV
permanent account away from moderator tomorrow night (Thur.) of a meeting at Joan Of Arc audimedium in giving NBC a command- Take What You Want
torium, N. y., supporting the Marshall Plan, with Quincv Howe and
Roche, Williams & Cleary.
ing position on the video front.
.Thelma Rltter returns to the
Accoimt, including Sheilah Gra- Norman Cousins among the speakers.
The Richards affiliation, howTheatre Guild of the Air" show for the seasonal windup stanza. To
For FM, Kobak TeUs
ham's Hollywood gab, is divided,
ever, finds Mullen reverting back
with J. Walter Thompson getting round out the brains-brawn combo, her daughter, Monica Moran, won
to a standard broadcasting philosHis Mutual AffHiates Hedy and Needham, Louis & Bror- the outstanding athlete" medal at Kew Forest high School, N. Y.
ophy, with the TV future of the
Edward
Mark
Meyers
wrote the documentary, "Your SfevenUi Heaven."
by handling Rayve.. Latter prodHollywood, May 25.
Bichards radio empire in a someaired Saturday (22) on WEVD, and lectured on
television last week at
Affiliates of Mutual will be free uct sponsors Henry Morgan on Hunter
what static and nebulous state.
College,
ABC.
NAB delegates were' wondering to duplicate any or all of its netBallyhooing its 25th anniversary, Young & Rubicam last week sent
out loud how the Mullen readjust- work programs on their FM staa brochure, accompanied by a personal note from
prexy Sigurd Larmon,
ment from an "everything-will-be- tions, it was announced last weekto all former employees "who helped make our
end by Prexy Ed Kobak following
agency great." The
Sentimental Vlfs
television-in-the-future" stance to
firm also circulated editors with a "blue book"
board meeting, which reviewed its
When
of its history
propagating
radio will work
Hollywood, May 25.
Anne Seymour, subbing for the still-ailing Lucille Wall, was ill last
policy on duplication.
out.Friday (21), Fran Carlon sub-subbed in the title
While here for the NAB con"Mutual does not believe there
part of "Portia Faces
vention, 11 of the 15 VIP's
Carlon plays the lead Saturday (29) on Armstrong's "Theis any necessity for forcing Its af^J'^?
atre of Today"
who participated in Task
filiates with FM stations to can-y
Force (Ed) Kirby—the Broadevery commercial
program or
casting Mission to Europe
none at all," declared Kobak. "In
IN
.
.
.
in the summer of '45, voted to
some instances I am sure that any
Mel Wolens is resigning as commercial manager of WCFL, effective
make the organization permasuch restriction would work a hardJune 30. He's held the spot since 1937.
DeSoto dealers, as has been ex- ship upon the affiliates, particularnent.
From VlPers it's now
..Tohn Gibney leaves Television^
Advertising June 1 to take over as ABC's midwest video producpected for several weeks, have ly so if their FM facilities are
the Last Man Club.
option chief.
dropped the axe on "Christopher erating on a shortor schedule than
B. F. Goodrich has bought Monogram's "Breakfast in the
Judge Justin Miller, NAB
Blue Ridge for co-op offering to dealers .... Songstress Carolyn GilWells." It'll fade off CBS the last their AM."
prexy, still has the bottle of
June.
bert
week In
subs on "Manor House" while Skip Parrell does three months of
Kobak reasoned that each inchampagne given each vLsitpersonal appearing..., Ralph Atlass, manager of WIND, kudosed by
The newspaperman adventure dividual station will voluntarily
ing VIP in Rheims by the Pomstanza, packaged by Ed Byron, has give Mutual advertisers
Ass n.
.Commentator Alex Dreier planning to originate
mery people.
an even
The other
l-^
VrnV,^^**"
his NBC
Iteen in difficulties most of the break and station
news show from the Demo and GOP conclaves in Philly.
managers
will be
thirsty VIPers had long since
tried;
leads
were
season. Several
Janice (garter leaves Mutual's flack section
able to program their FM SchedFrid«r (28) to make an
consumed theirs, many of
only recently elimination of the ule more
extended tour of Europe .... Scripter Jane BIythe weds Bob Barton,
advantageously If allowed
them not bothering to fly the
femme sec'y (on the grounds that greater
an electrical engineer, June 4.
latitude. Mutual'.s policy,
souvenir grape back to blighty.
newsmen don't have 'em) was de- he
said, would be subject to review
"Ladies Be Seated" will seat 'em in Springfield, O., hi behalf of the
Thus, over Judge Miller's surbated. But the main factor in the
central Ohio Heart Assn., week of June 14.
le-cuff bottle of Pommei-y the
Joel Kuppennan marked
decision to drop the show is said from time to time but he feels that
VIPs pledged that the last VIP
}}|f.^?t'?.,'''rthday and his 200th broadcast as a Quiz Kid Sunday (23) ...
to be its f(ailure to garner a Hooper better balanced programming virill
Hint Hunt" visits AsheviUe, N. C, week of June 21.... Rep list of
In the Last Man Club cou'
satisfactoi^y to the OeSoto dealers. be. helpful In furthering the development of FM.
u_
Asency is BBD&O.
sumes it.
(Continued on page 34)
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blue sky in radio are fast disappearing into a lovely and rosy past
was sounded at the NAB conclave
here by Kenneth H. Baker, NAB
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America Takes

S.

ST.

(Gve) Away

It

Montevideo,

May

[flPPT.
18.

GLAMOR GA
m
Straus Pays

A sudden order, given by General Peron himself, last week axed
participants in quiz pi'ograms on Argentine netall cash prizes to
works, seriously affecting the Kolybos and Colgate shows on Radio
El Mundo.
Surprise move stemmed from Peron's intention to encourage the
people in postal saving habits, and in future all radio awards to
participants in quiz programs must be mi^de in the form of postal
and
saving stamps. Oscar Nicolini^ Administrator General of
Telegraphs, Is also chairman of tlie Postal Savings Bank, and as
postal administrator, is also in control of all radio matters.
Nevertheless the Postal Saglngs Bank was nl&o taken unawares
and had no facilities available to furnish the broadcasting outlets
The Kolynos programs give away
with the necessary stamps.
prixes up to 5,000 pesos ($1,000 U.S.) in each broadcast, while Colgate runs up to $100 per broadcast In an *'all or nothing" scram.
Sponsors and advertisers had to put over a quick switch in program format to conform to the new Peron-imposed regulations.

Po^

^owdown Fight on Ratii^ Bladiout
Looms as TeoB. Station Sses
Knoxville,

May

Ho(pr

25.

over C. E. HoopGal B^casters in Hub Meet
er's right to blackout a radio staby omitting them
tion's ratings
Boston, May 25.
from his City Reports may be in
James L. Caddigan. program
the offing here as a result of court manager of DuMont video, is set
week by as top speaker in third annual conaction instituted last
WROL, Knoxville's NBC affiliate. ference of women broadcasters of
Cut out of Hooper's December- the NAB. First District, skedded
through-April survey of the Knox- for June 4-5.
ville area because of a telephone
This is first time gal broadcastcontest it has been running, WROL ers have met in Hub. Other events
obtianed a chancery court injunc- include panel discussions on womtiott to prevent Klease of Hooper's en's role in daily radio, women as
City Report on other stations here. salesmen, etc.
Suit has far-reaching implica-

Showdown

fight

challenges action Hooper
taken in several instances

tions, It

has

phone
Most recent was in New
where Hooper cut oR

against stations conducting
contests.

Orleans,

WNOE,

charging the station with

rating and dissets-inruse figures with a
"Don't Say Hello" contest. Hooper
at fust yanked his City Report,
then later reittstitltted it, minus
artifically inflating

Fitch Scratched,

Rexall Chained

torting

WNOE's ratings.
Hooper also is faced with possible Tennessee state action as a
result of disclosure that the rating
agency has been doing business
here for a muuber of years without having qualified as a "foreign"
corporation. ^Tennessee Secretary
of State Joe C. Carr has written
Hooper that Section 4128 of the
Code of Tennessee provides a fine
l«s than $100 nor more
55
titan $500 for each day a corpora(Conttotted

on page 34)

ToSmMbyrnne

politics

were

played.

Rexall will have two shows on its
hands until June 23 when .Timmy
Durante gives up his drug line.

Weiss,

KolMiM
ays
Hollywood,

May

25.

P»t on Its officers
and 12 directors for
year,
»M gave them all a another
vote of eonaaence by reelectiiig them at the
flPSt
meeting of the network's
^ fyer held in Hollywood.
^®'«'> general manaffS^il
continues as board
S.iSL*^'*

^airman, and Ed Robak carries

Establisliing the Harris-Faye combo
in the Sunday spot is in line with

Niles Trammell's recent decision
to give first consideraUQU to the
program over the protests of
sponsors or agencies. It'» all "for
the good of the networki" declared the net's prexy.

Barnum, Entriidn
Join R&R Exodus

on as president.

Streibert

.

York attorney and
York democratic

active in New
for a

circles,

seven-year term on the Federal
Communications Commission, starting July 1. The nomination came
as a surprise both to Capitol Hill
solons and the FCC. It Is Pres.
Truman's first appointment of a
woman to a major job since Finances Perkins was placed on the Civil
Service Commission two years ago.
G.O.P. solons hailed the move as
an "outright political appointment"
and a Truman bid for the femme
vote. Although White House cir
cles ref used comment, it's generally

believed that Miss Hennock was
endorsed by Demo boss Ed Flynn
and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
Pres. Truman reached a decision
on the nomination late last week
it was learned, after Miss Ilennoclc
paid him an oft'-the-record visit
last Tuesday.
Observers here dubbed President
Truman's choice of a woman a
smart political move inasmuch as
the GOP Senators may be reluctant
to buck the appointment on that

-

radio.
.In the resulting reshuffle of

Summer

^

Deal Witti

currSi^w'*

GBS aiulled

wood office, There is no specific
Dean Martin, date for his departure, but he says

Y it will be about Sept. 1. He has
CBS for an no definite plans, but intends makel^hi^v,™fseries
eigm-week
of their own wiLli ing his permanent home on the
Conw-dy team Coast, preferably as a freelance
\voinrt tl"^'"''"""-

mlT^^

^^S"""

Copacabana, N.

'

producer. Ironically, Barnum left
Rubicam some years ago
rather than be sliiftod tOyHolly-

Young
>![

in the planning
«=onsunimation of a deal

A^r^.^J"epuidrng on mutual
saUsfaction
a proposed program
format.

&

wood.
another R&R long(Continucd on page 34)

Entrikin,

with
a

WMCA

sales

Tuesday

Big FM Spread;

top

who was

personnel, Harry Solow,

Yankee Net Preps

from 1938 to 1945 as
exec, is returning next
(1) as sales director, and

Leon Goldstein, veepee over .pubservice programming, has been

lic

given responsibility over all pro-

gramming. Solow, who has been
operating an ad agency, is turning

Adjustment Era

count.

Miss Hennock is an attractive,
Boston, May 25.
brown-eyed blonde, looks thirtyish
and admits to 40, and is as sharp
YankeeNetwork
is
going
a dresser as she apparently is an through a period of adjustment in
attorney.
As a trial lawyer, she preparation for an enhanced FM
has handled everything from mur- operation coming up this summer.
der to divorce cases; the first year
The net has been faced with
she practiced she won seven ac- falling Hoopers in recent montlis,
quittals.
Since switching to civil plus a heavy burden of wire
law, her clients have included in- charges holding the 26-station net
surance companies, banks and trust together and increased expendifirms whose legal entanglements tures on video, rwhich is aboift set
frequently have taken her to Wash- to hit the Hub airway on Sitne 8.
ington.
She's regarded definitely All this tied in with recent peras Wall St.'s glamor gal.
sonnel trims in various outlets,
Although she's a Democrat, Miss especially WMTW, Portland, where
Hennock is associated with the the news staff was recently
venerable, staid. Republican law dropped, and got the rumor going
locally that the net

was retrench-

over to his sons.
won't be replaced, his
being divided between

it

Staric

duties
Straus,

Solow and Goldstein.
Although Straus says no major
changes are contemplated
at this time, it's reported a new
accent will be placed on sales of

policy

live programming in preference to
spots.
Also, it is expected that

Straus' strong propensity for pubservice projects will be reflected
in his 100% control of the indie's

lic

operation.

Davega,
crease

its

incidentally,

in-

will

time billings on

WMCA,

AFRALilffily

ing.

however, the net is getting set to establish tliree key FM
outlets instead of the one currently readying along, with video in
Medford (Boston area).
These
other two outlets will be from Mt.
H.,
through
Washington,
N.
WMTW, Portland, and from Paxton, Mass., through WAAB, WorSites
cester.
are
eventually
planned as video outlets via boosters fronrthe Hub. Result will be,
as planned now, a tap in the rich
outlying sections of New England,
but ttiis is well in the future.
Yankee net, Idng emphasizing:
the home-toT^Ti angle in its outChicago, May 25.
Sponsor dissatisfaction vdth the lets, plans additional emphasis
star system in radio and the multi- albng those lines throughout -the
Trim and shift in personnd.
plicity of giveaways was sounded net.
last week fay Oliver B. Capelle, in the three key outlets for FM is
sales promotion chief of Miles designed in long run to strengthLaboratories, one of the top 10 en staff to handle Original airhags,
users of air time. Beefs were made with plenty of fairing skedded in
in an address to members of the future when .the stations bit the
air on FM basis:
l%is figures to
Chi Radio Manag^ent Club,
Said CapeUe: "The tendiency of be about 80 days away.
radio producers to cast a few favored artists on numerous radio
while
equally
shows,
talented
actors with fresh voices are deprived of livelihood by closed corFact

is,

Syston

GveawaysGet

Myes Exec Rap

2m

otl^ers

S

Ownersliip

Nathan Straus is believed to
have paid Davega Stores Corp.
approximately $500,000 in the deal;
GM's Corn Kix Switch
announced Monday (24), giving
General Mills is slated to switch him full ownership
of WMCA,
its Corn Kix brand from Dancer- N.
Y. indie.
Davega owned 40%
Fitzgerald-Sample and assign interest in
the station, which the
another brand to that agency corporation
and Straus bought
around July 1. The choice of the from Edward J.
Noble in 1943 for
designation for Kix will be be$1,255,000.
tween William Esty Agency and
Deal not only terminated the
Tatham-Laird, Inc., of Chicago.
association of Straus and Herman
The change, if it goes through, will M. Stein,
Davega prexy v.'ho has
be made Sept. 1.
been WMCA's treasurer, but also
D-F-S will get another $200,000 resulted in the checliout of
worth of billings from Whitehall Charles Stark, veepee and general
Drug in the transference of ''Front manager, who has been with the
Page Farrell," which carries the mdie since 1939. Stark says the
Kolynos tag, from Duane Jones. only -reason- for his simuUaneonii
The move will reduce the Whitehall resignation is that he has "other
agency alliance to two, the othe/ plans," which he's not ready to
being SSC&B.
announce except that they are in

Minor exodus has developed in
of WOR, the Ruthrauff & Ryan ad agency,
retained as vice with veepee Pete Barnum, co-di- poration methods of selection, conrector
of the radio department tributes to the liigh cost of radio.
voted
another
S?^^?'
Board term were
Willet Brown, (with Willson Tuttle), and Knbwles Talent costs could Often be lowered
by spreading the work instead of
&Hwi^®*»^oe; E. M. Antrim, Entrikin, script supervisor, disclos- handing
premiiun fees to a select
ing
plans
to check out; in the wake
K. Carpenter
WHk'
Sam Pierce's depai"ture, effec- few Ss'ho are doing well on other
wnrH'"'': ^^^osser Camp- of
There is neither justive July 1, as R&R's Coast radio programs.
Neil, Yankee network! veepee. It's denied, however, that tice nor wisdom in permitting
lucky insiders to make from
pSfP"v Benedict Gdmbel, WIP, the series of exits stems from any 000 up per year, while 80%$50,of
in
one
cause,
such
a
sag
R&R
as
JE.
Campeau
CKiw''*^!*'
air billings or reported difficulties American Federation of Radio Artin connection with the Auto-Lite ists members earn less than $2,000."
bankrolling of "Suspense."
Turning; to giveaways Capelle
Barnum's exit involves salary
l*wis, Martin
differences iand his insistance on said: '^A high listener rating can
being shifted to the agency's Holly- sometimes be a snare and a deluMixw^v'*''!"^

WMCA

>

S^ar

some mighty power

Davegas

for

Him FuH

Giving
Washington, May 25.
President Truman yesterday (24)
nominated Frieda B, Henn6ck, New

Hollywood, May 25.
Fitch peddled its last bottle of firm of Choate, Mitchell & Ely.
scalp rub Sunday in NBC's blue She denies, however, that she's a
ribbon time slot. Rexall moves in 'Tammanyite. But she admits the
next Sabbath with its "Summer
(Continued op page 34)
Theatre" starring Pat O'Brien and
Virginia Bruce as a warmup for the
fall return of Phil Harris and Alice
Faye.
NBC reported that Fitch
"cancelled" although the traders
inner circle is of the opinion that
.
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PoUfumer
Election to determine the bargaining representative for network
radio performers will be held the
week of June 9-16, from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. daily, in New York, Chicago,

Los Angeles and San

FraneiscOi,

Whether

balloting will be .held in
other cities or conducted by mail
them will depend on the number, eligible to vote in each place.
The election will' t^ike place
under KLRB supervision, .and is
provided for in the recent agree*
ment of the networks, agencies,
sponsors, and package and transcription companies to extend th«
existing code of the American Fed-

for

eration of Radio Artists
years.
If

AFRA

is

agent

it will

imiofi
status

has

two more

f

voted the bargaining
be tlie first time the
had such combined

under the sustaining, commercial and transcription codes.
Heretofore, AFRA has been the
bargaining rep for performers
under the three codes separately.
Since AFRA has had a Union
shop in both sustainer and commercial network radio since
and only performers emplxJjWd
during the month of March, 1948;
are eligible to vote, it's assumed
the union will win the election
easily, provided there is a heavy
turnout. That is because, in order
be declared the bargaining
to
agent, AFRA must receive a majority of the eligible votei rath«r
than merely of the votes cost. Foif
that reason, union representatives
in the various cities ai'e making a
strenuous effort to have all their

CBS' new giveaway, "Sing It
Again", which debuts this Saturday night (29), will be different
from its category in one respect
at least: it will early a staff of
four professional lyric writers.
They are Hy Zaret, who wrote
"One Meatball," Bemie Hanlghen,
Who wrote the lyrics
for "Lute Song", Albert Stillman, eligible members yote.
staff lyricist for the Radio City
Music Hall, and Bill Stein, who's
sion.
A good example is found in on
Playwrights
-several pop tunes,
audience
participation
shows,
Script
The cash giveaway will average
which are popular now, but in
which so much mention is made by $2,000 and the talent lineup for
CBS is gandering a situation
brand name of articles given away the ho\ir (8-9) consists of Alan Comedy, "It's Always Albert,"
that the audience gets no clear Dale, Patti Clayton, Ray BlocTi and scripted
by Jacqueline Susann
picture of what the sponsor him- a mixed vocal group. Dan Sey- (wife of producer Irving Mansfield)
self is ti-ying to sell.
mour will m.c, Lester Gottlieb, and Beatrice Cole. An audition
"We have a good example of this produce, and Rocco Tito, direct. platter will be cut Friday (28).
Two femmes penned a play,
in a show called 'Queen for a Day,' It indicates a total talent-producwhich we co-sponsor with the Phil- tion nut of approximately $4,000 a "Lovely Me;" which had a brie£
week.
Broadway run last year:
lip Morris Co."
.

Femme

;

Comedy Show

'

.

"

'1

''1
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9
MEASURE of an
ONE LONG-TERM
change and
both

In striving ever to improve the quality of its work,

be party

to the

myriad inventions

rial— by which progress

is

2. A job must satisfy not only

advertising agency

—but Younc

to resist change.

to

is its ability

it

must
Goad advertising cannot thrive in an

— intellectual and mate-

We

we

tising

integrity of its work,

want the

client to believe in the aiiver-

prepare for hiin.

porlant-^we must believe in
ities
If,

atmosphere

of "pleasing the client at any cost."

measured.

But in preserving the character and
an agency must

tiie client

Rubicam

ft

But— equally
it

im-

ourselves.

change those basic qual-

resist all efforts to

on which its reputation and its inspiration are founded.
by preserving

the. latter, it

impels the former, each

year [becomes more useful than the

In the year of our twenty
celebrate this

some of the

May— Young

beliefs

we

fifth

&

-

last.

—which

anniversary

Rubicam

avc

3. "Brass hat" doesn't

publicly restates

live by.

mean

brass knuckles

Any executive of Young & Rubicam
argument
For

c^m

lose «n

to • subordinate.

it is

Young

& Rubicam's belief that prob-

lems are solved better with reason than by coercion; that the agency will profit most from i

Y&Ris

.

pMbsophy
1.

An asency must excel

man's mind

if

he

feels free to express his honest

convictions in any situation.

in

insenuKy, thor-

QUfhnesSi restlessness
4. There Is no such thing as an "all-round
Ing«nuiiy~the resourcefulness to command a

advertlsinsi

bigger proportion of the public's attention for a
client's advertising

ting fortheirs.

than his competitors are

getIt is

our belief that an outstanding aJvei iising

;

man may be capable in many phases
Thoroughnasc— the

ability to completely' sur-'

round and penetrate a

selling

ing,

but that he

problem.
Letting each

Rc«ti«stneM-^a state of mind that compels an
advertising agency to seek a

do a job,

after

still

better

way

of advertis-

will excel in one.

man

devote his entire

a))iliiy to

the thing he does best has proved to lie one
good form of insurance against undernourished

to

a good way has been ibund.

thinking.

V

.

5. "Formula"

another

is

name

Clients of

for "rut"

Following

We believe that the sales problems

of products

are as individual as eycsi^t,'and that advertising

should be
are

fitted to

them

as carefully ^as glasses

is

a

list

Young & Rubicam,

Inc.

of companies whose advertising

whole or in part— by Young

is

—in

handled

& Rubicam. The companies are listed in

chronological order.

fitted to the ej'cs.

Any attempt to formularize t^dverlising places
too much rc;a|)(MiA$imliiy on expericAcei and too.
little

on

1924

1938

General Foods Corporation

Cannon

1926
Company

Simmons Company

The Borden Company
Johnson

Mills, Inc.

1939

1927
6. An agency should be alive to the worfd

& Co., Inc.

Peabody

i

International Silver

(CcnUmttid)

Sanforized Division of Clnettj

.

original thought.

1940

& JohnsoB

Hotels Staller Company, Inc.

outside of advertising and business

American Can Company

1930

Royal Typewriter Company,
It

should s tudy the things that appeal

in the

field.

of politics, news columns, movies,

the stage, the pulpit or

And it

to, people

fiction.

should be able to apply

its findings

the constant improvement of the advertising

to
it

The Travelers Insurance Company

Inw

Company
Company

Lever Brothers

John

F. Jelke

1931
1941

American Home Foods, Inc.
Cliicll, Peabody & Co.,- Inc.

Tjie Pullman. Company

Celanesp Corporation of America

prepares.

1932
1942

Gulf Oil Corporation
The Rath Packing Company
The Personal Products Corporation

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft
Corporation

Packard Afotor Car Company
Parke, Davis & Company

1943

Northern Paper Mills

7;

It is

more

iniiiortant

to develop present

Good Housekeeping Magazine
Petri Wine Company.
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company, Inc.
General Electric Company

The Centaur-Caldwell Division
of Sterling Drug, InCi

business than to get new business

1933

-

The reward

of ownership in

has been given for

llie

Young

& Rubicam

ability to scree business

Bissell

Carpet Sweeper

Company

Frankfort Distillers Corpova^on

1945

rather than to get business.

In

ieach

& Rubicam ofiRce^one man de-

Young

votes j>arf of his time to soliciting

Duffy-Molt Company, Int.

1935

Hunt Foods

new accounts.
Generiil Aniline

& Film Corporation

Inc.

Purity Bakeries

Hammond

The National Sugar Refining Company
Brislol-Myers Company

Instrument Company

1946
1936
Life Savers Corporation

Pepsi-Gola Company.
(Evervess SparUIog Water)

•

Drake Bakeries, Incorporated

The inference
25

YEARS AGO THIS MONTH, Young

ing

agency which had

We
cause

still

we

advertise

some

definite

have the convictions.

still

&

Riilticam was

i

an advertis-

believe sincerely that he-

have them, the following businesses have chosen to

through

Young

Northam Warren Corporation

Motor Wheel Corporation
The Singer Sewing Machine Company
Metropoliian Life Insurance

& Rubicam,

Inc.

Company

YOUNG & RUBICAM,

f»

Bigclow-Sanford Carpet Co.^ Incj

Lipton, Inc.

Time, Inc.
The Drackett Company

AOVERriSING

Corporation^

and Permanente Products

1938
'i'liomas J.

J

1947

Company

The Pcrmancnlc Metals

convictions— but no business.

And we

O'Cedar Corp'n.
Chester H. Roth Co., Inc;
Dictaphone Corporation.

1937

Scovill Manufacturing
Jos. Schlitz

INC.

Brewing

Company

Companyy

'
,

"
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Pepsi Yens

New Biz WyfaO to Utilities Seen;
Cross

Con-Edbn Due for $1,000,000
Electric

power

utility

Owner

On Any
In

companies f
'

foresee a windfall of new business
in the steady growtli of the tele- Vallee Sets Release Deal
Vision industry, with Consolidated
Edison of N. Y. alone standing to
For 7 Telepic Producers
gross at least $1,000,000. from TV
Hollywood, May 25.
setowners this year. Figure is
Bucly Vallee is setting up seven
based on an estimated average inproduction
crease in the electric bill of each indepehdient television
units' which will reign with a free
tele home of $5 annually.
him.
According to tele technicians, hand but release through
his own
the average video set uses no more Vallee, who already has
is
power than a •200-300- watt bulb. tele productions, Vallee Video, set
will
Cost to the viewer, of course, is financing the venture and
dependent on how much he uses up his producers and directors and
supervisory
the set. Fact that most sets are thereafter act only in a
operated in darkened rooms, with capacity.
most of the lights in the room
Joe Kaye and Stan Kramer have
turned off, also compensates for been set to- head two of the units.
the increased cost as far as the Kaye will film a "shaggy dog" sesetowner is concerned. Cost to ries in initial effort and Kramer
him, consequently, runs no more will do a Joe Diggs series. Vallee
than $1 on his light bill every two has signed Buddy Lester to do a
months. But multiplying that $1 fashion and comedy series after
,by the 186,000^odd sets now in cir- the current "College" film is comculation in the greater N. Y. area pleted. ,
means ' tremendous new business
for Consolidated Edison.
In line with that, NBC tele time
Bales manager Reynold R. Kraft
Cited in a recent speech before- the
Edison Electric Institute the new
business available to^ power companies on a national scale. If 10,000,000 families buy video sets during the next five years and use
Washington, May 25.
them an average of three hours per
day, there will be an additional
new procedure for scheduling
national load of 9,000,000 kw hours competitive video hearings, made
per day, or 5,485,000,000 kw hoars
necessary by its nationwide repei» year, all due to tele. Multiplyallocation of tele channels,' was,aning that by the kw hour rate
the Federal Com'='by
charged by each power company nounced
munications Commission last Fribrings their new business up intp
day (2i).
the millions of dollars,
towns iVhose channel assign,, In
ments are unchanged in the new
blueprint, hearings will go on as
ficheduled unless FCC receives
specific requests to add or subtract

its

Status

Television Reviews

Video Reel

among

film producejrs
Pepsi-Cola has advanced the stipulation *that any deal would have to

vision reel

WHAT'S

IT

WOU-TH?

appearance help dress the show
assisted by guest appraisers
each week.
Production-wise,
"Worth" was

^
With Gil Fates, Sigimmd Roths- He's

child, others

•

be ofi an outright ownership basis. Director: Frances Buss'
The beverage mixer wants to be 30 Mins,s Fri., 9:30 p.m.
free to use the reel any way it sees Siistainingf
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
fit; as circulating it among clubs,
After a long and successful run
both adult and juvenile.
show on WNEW, N. Y.
Price it has cited as willing to as a radio
"What's It Worth?" has been
pay for the right sports reel is indie,
picked up by CBS television and

well staged, with the objects spott
lighted in their rightful place at
the centre of the studio. Only mistake was in the lighting, which cast*
a constant shadow of the mike
boom as it moved from person to
person among the studio guests.

$3,000 for a five-mmute subject
and $5,000 for a 15-minute series.

Authors to Check

mum

New Method On

'

A

'

'

*

.

TOS,TWEENyfOPLUG

Stal.

OPEN HOUSE
With Gil Fates, Ed Sullivan, Frank
Stanton, Edward K. Murrow,
Robert Bendiok, Hollacc Shaw,
Patricia Bright, .Shaye Cogan,
Johnny Desmond, Tony MottoU

Prices on Deals

Hearings

<-

,

:

Trip, others

Proddcer: Jerry

Following, success of its VTelevision Fashions on 'Parade" show,
the packagers of the DuMont series are working out a half-hour

program which

will carry the,

same

basic format, but plug fashions for
Titled
moppets and teenagers.
"TotSj-Tweens 'N Teens," the new
series is slated to bow on the Du-

Mont web Aug.

18, with Macy's
serving as "program host" for, the
first seven weeks.
Participating sponsors will be
designers and' manufacturers whose
products are s'old at Macy's.' Agnes
Phillips, former fashion editor, of
Child Life mag, originated the idea
and has been signed as associate
producer of the series. Packa^
outfit, under the name of Television Fashions on Parade, is headed up by Leon Roth, as jirexy.
Current show is aired in the Friday night 8 to 8:30 slot by
(DuMont, N. Y.).

•

WABD

Sustaining

tHm New York
CBS broadcast a full-hour "Open
House" salute from its N. Y. studios Sunday (23), to greet WCAUTV, Philadelphia, first affiliated
station of CBS, as WGAU formalCBS,

ly inaugurated a regular program
service.
Everybody took part,:

from CBS prexy Frank Stanton
down. And as is usual in most
such cases, everybody was a little
stiff
and self-conscious, and the
program turned out to be somewhat talky and dull. As entertainment it was pretty mediocre,
with programming and camera

work both falling down badly.
The one-hour variety show contained ballroom tap dancers', singers,
mimic,
a ventriloquist,
a
among others, and the talent was
on the blah side.
The camera
didn''t help them much, with long
shots when doseups would have
been more interesting, and clo!!v
ups when long shots 'would have

been less painful and revelatory.
Programming lacked imagination
as well as talent.

There was a good

I

?

,

WPIX,WATV

.

FCC

said it will undertake on its
own behalf to postpone hearings
now planned in townfe where it is
proposed to substitute another

television.

Commercials are to plug DuMont
telesets, with DuMont's sponsorship teeing off Monday (23). Pact
calls for a 15-minute newscast at
7:30 p.m. across the board and a
repeat at the; station's signoff daily.
In addition, a half-hour review of
the week's, news highlights will be

given on Sundays. Reel is produced
by the news staff of the Philly Inquirer, which owns 'WFIIjiTV.

Inside Television

graphed exclusively for video.
Fairbanks shot the entire series
in 11 weeks starting March I, and
averaging two and one^half programs per week. Package equate
almost nine-one-hour films atid
makes use of more than 500,000
feet of film.
Lew Landers directed the series
which headlines John Howard,
Anne Gwynne and Walter Sande,
with 103 supporting players in-

,

If there's any longer any doubt about the way television's caught
hold of the public's fancy, industry officials point ;to the 15' special
newspaper and magazine supplement on TV either already off the
presses or primed for the near future. Latest to hit the newstands
is Time mag's current issue featuring a five-page spread on tele in
place of the usual radio section. In the works are one by the N. 'Y.
Times (June 13), being prepared by radio editor Jack Gould, and
one by the New Republic mag, now being lined up by radio editor
Saul Carson for June 7 publication.
Next to the recent history and prognostication on tele in Fortune,
Time's is probably the most complete and factual, although some
of its findings were hardly welcomed by the industry's backers. After
a short history accompanied by a diagramed sketch of how T'V works
and pannings of current program fare. Time concluded: "But the best
way to measure television's- future is to look at the men who control
it.
And since radio and Hollywood are television's godfathers, the
child will probably grow up in their image, with their considerable
"
virtues—and their considerable vices.''

'

,

Over

channel for the No. 1 slot
tele has lost or where specific re- with another for the benefit of
quests are received to substitute a both, DuMont this week signed a
metropolitan for a community slot. two-year contract to bankroll the
"Television Newsreel" over WFILTV, Philadelphia outlet of ABC

.

*

DuMont Pacts 'NewsreeF

Philiy ABC Oudet
Chalking up another instance of
which one television network cooperiating

has been completed by Jerry Fairbanks- Productions. Fairbanks, is
the first to wrap up a series written, directed, enacted and photo-

'

cluding Mary Beth Hughes, EVelyn
Ankers, Beulah Bondi, Lina Romay,
Tony Caruso, Iris Adrian, Marjorie
Lord,
Barbara Brown, George
Chandler, Dan Seymour, Lee Patrick, Cy Kendall and Jane Frazee.
Fairbanks averaged eight sets
per program and totaled 387 wardrobe changes and "12,000 prop
Mass of criticism raised against radio's current giveaway craze
changes. Editing, by Art Seid, will
run six weeks to completion while apparently hasn't fazed television broadcasters, who see in the formusical scoring will be held off mat the same chance for amassing top Hooperatings with little exuntil James C. Petrillo sets mu- pense. Latest instance in the tele industry is "It's a Hit," packaged
by the indie production firm of Westheimer & CO., which preemed
sicians' video rates for film.
May 13 over KSD-TV, St. Louis.
To attract viewer participation, the show gives away weekly a
New York—Ted Huston, freeP"zes valued at $l,800---far from the radio record but believed
lance radio and television pro'•"^
giveaway on any TV show to date. Prizes include a free
ducer, joined the McCann-Erickson
:

•

I

]

I

I

1

'

metropolitan area in picking up
the signal from WATV (Newark)
has pointed up anew. the value in
suggestions of N. Y. broadcasters
that they' all locate their transmitters on, a central site.
* In addition to the fact that most
home T'V antennas are oriented
for the lowei'-band channels and
not for WATV's channel 13 in the
higher frequencies, the location of
WATV's transmitter across the
Hudson river in New Jersey has
also contributed to the failure of
sets to picji: up the station's signal.

Paris to

WPIX

In'Doody'Tiii
The

tiff

between Frank

Paris,

formerly
with
NBC's "Howdy
Doody," and the network is still
raging with Paris and NBC claiming the rights to the name and
character of the central figure in
the show.
As a result, Paris, after breaking
away from "Howdy Doody," will
do a puppet show on WPIX in the

5 p.m.-6 p.m. slot in opposition to
the NBC layout. Paris will use the
same puppet, but will rechristen
it "Pixie."
meanwhile' has been covering up Paris' absence from the
show by declaring the marionette
Manner in which transmitters of is away campaigning for election other stations are spread across- Sis president. Meanwhile, to attain
the city has also meant that many the good looks necessary for a
set owners have had to settle for White
House occupant, Howdy
a good picture .from one or two Doody is having his face lifted.
stations at the expense of the New doll with
the same label will
others.
make it^ appearance later on the
If all stations were to transmit showi
from one central point, it's deParis' tiff with NBC started with
clared, that difficulty
could be his demandp for a salary increase.
overcome. Most of the broadcasters Otherwise, he threatened to puU
pushing the idea have had their away from the show leaving the
eyes on the Empire State Bldg., layout without a central character.
but NBC, now the sole occupant His right to use the name Howdy
on the Empire State tower, has Doody was contested by the netpersistently nixed the idea. Broad- work, declaring the name was their
casters have also suggested the idea despite the fact that Paris
BCA building in Radio City as a owned the doll. NBC claimed copysuitable site, but NBC has turned right to the title and idea and told
thiimbs down on that bid also.
Paris that he could contest that
In most such cases where anten- claim in the courts.
said that
nas are oriented for the lower- the name and character Was origiband channels, according to tele nated by Bob Smith who emcees
engineers, they'll have to be re- the show.
oriented for both
and
WPIX, the N. Y. Daily News' outlet, -which is slated to open June Vanderbilt's
15 on channel IL Latter outlet too
Pix Assignment
will be operating in the higher
Neil Vanderbilt, roving columnband.
.

NBC

NBC

WATV

Roving

TV

has
Tele engineers point Out that all ist from the Society clan,
He's
antennas are basically directional^ caught the television film bug.
with
which makes necessary their re- taking off June 11 for Europe
sum-'
alignment whenever a station opens a camera crew to spend the
filni
outside their range. Most set own- mer and early fall shooting
aimed at the video, market.
ers will have the realignment perVanderbilt and his crew expect
formed gratis as part of their
to touR France, Holland, Italy,
standard
,

RCA

year's service guarantee.

Service

Corp.

declared

it

Switzerland,

England,

and possibly
industries, fash-

Spain,

filming
would try to reorient antennas
ions, night life and other subvacation to Havana for two people, in addition to clothes, whenever possible to pick up both
ad agency as assistant to TV chief ^'F t^^'P
will he
Lee Cooley. Huston was formerly shoes, watches, a fur coat and the usual array of participant lures, high channels. If that's found im- jects. Rights to the filmsex-Array
Chase,
with. Ruthrauff & Ryan, same To take the stin» out of the idea, Westheimer conditions the award possible, though, set owners will be owned by Herbert
a
agency for which Cooley formerly of prizes on best letters telling why viewers support their local com- required to have supplemental an- buddy of Vanderbilt's, who has
New York organization which win
wori;ed.
I,munity chests.
(Continued on page 30)
.
market the reels.

^

.

deal" of talk,

but most was to the^ point. Prexy
Stanton discussed CBS' plans for
(Continued on page 30)

'

Biow's Tele, Pix Dept.
Blow agency yesterday (Tues.)
set up a television and motion picture department, naming William'
Fairbank^Winds First
He moves
J. Morris as supervisor.
from BBp&O, where he had a
NBC Telefilm Series over
Previously he
similar position.
was with J. Walter Thompson.
Hollywood, May 25.
"Public Prosecutor" package, a
Morris will report, to John
26-week' series of. 20-minute mys- Hamm, Milton Biow's assistant on
tery thrillers for NBC television, radio and television.

°

Danzii;:

Directors: Ace Oohs, Fred Rickey
Writers: Ochs, Danzigr
60 Mins.. Sun. <23), 9 p. m.

,

TEENAGERS FASHIONS

|

shopping around for a tele-

adapted into an intimately entertaining video package, that should
attract plenty of viewers on the
CBS video Web. Successful adaptation of the show to tele points up
the fact that TV programmers may
yet find a wealth of material for
their medium in standard radio
formats.
As with the radio version, the
of
attribute
appealing
most
As the first actual «tep in deal- "Worth" is its human interest
ing with the television marliiet for angle, and CBS director Prances.
the
Authors Buss plays up that angle for maximaterial,
written
audience satisfaction. Format
League of America has set up a
a simple one, with
video desk to check prices on all is basically
paintings and other objets d'art
deals. This is handled by the
into the studio by their
committee. brought
television
League's
owners lor appraisal by a panel of
Hollywood
York
and
New
Both
experts. For that extra show-winsections of the committee arfr dow dressing, the owners first tell
working on the situation, but all the story of how they acquired
clearing their treasures and then a "guestiis
information
price
office
of
through the New York
mate" is placed on the objects by
the League.
other studio guests before the ex^
As a preliminary step, the perts' appraisal i$ given.'
Through the wise use of her
League cautioned members of its
(Dramatists, Au- cameras to help tell the story, Miss
alfiliate Guilds
thors, Screen Writers and Radio Buss enhanced the human interest
considerably in the show's
aspects
Writers) to bcsure not to include
video rights in deals for any< other preem Friday (21). Home viewers
rights to their material and, in par- were given a good chance to appraise
the
dbjects via direct closeticular, not to dispose of more than
Then, when the experts
singlerperformance television ups.
quoted their actual value, Miss
rights to any property. It is nov^
Buss wisely trained the camera on
asking members to check with th
the owners: to record faithfully
price desk, which will attempt to their reactions of either pleasant
keep a file of prevailing fees paid siurprise or disappointment.
by various tele shows. Thus, auEmcee Gil Fates, who^won his
thors would presumably be able to TV spurs chiefly as a spo'rts comget the full market rate and, grad- mentator, confined his woirk on
ually, the price level could be this show to the more serious
theme the format requires. Sigpushed up.The effectiveness of a clearing mund Rothschild, w.k, art restorer,
slots by May 28. Same procedure
house for tele prices Obviously de- is a good choice as permanent exwill apply to towns 'slated to lose
pends on the degree of cooperation pert His' apparent knowledge of
channels unless the bidders themof the members, so the League's all the objects and his longhair
selves seek \ postponement.
video committee plans continuous
Next prpcedtuie will be followed efforts to keep the membership
after the Commission vgets out its aware of the setup. Besides periAntennas
decision on' the new allocation as odic circular letters^ the committee
the result of its overall hearing on hopes to publish. prices on all notNeed Reorienting For
the plan, skedded for June 14. FCC able deals in the League Bulletin,
said in towns where channels are as. an
impetus to the members to
being .'jtldedi it will not schedule keep in touch with the office.
N. Y. Metropolitan Area
hearings for 30 days thereafter, .to
Difficulties encountered by many
permit new bidders to get thliir
television set owners in the N. Y.
paperis on file.

TV

'

.
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B'CASTERS DEFY TV HOTFOOT
¥&R

to Troduce' Stassens

Tde

tea, Setting Caipip Patteni
HaroltLE. Stassen is going on+-r
(ThursJ night
elevisioa tomorrow

,producUon

a full-fashioned
rival WIiit«
which may well send
scurrying
aspirants
to line up experienced

wKh

hSI

Sound

help in their campnigns
count at all
VM if the candidates
they make via
in the impression
to fo low a
iTdeo, they stand
kickoff of
act, in Stessen's
fsncv

CBS-TV's

"Presidential

Timber"

"^tonesotan's show» first elertion
escampaign stanza ever designed
for the tele medium, has
neciaUy

.

a^oup of
been nut together by
the Young
Stassen supporters in
& Kubicam ad agency.filmProgram
durmg
wlU be transcribed on
airing over N. Y.,
Ita 9-9:30 p.m.
Philadelphia and Baltimore out-

COLGATE DICKERING
THIS'
FOR TV

other tele statltnis of the
,

'

,

.

.

group, working as private
of
citizens under the direction

y&K

Ix>s Angeles;: ^M

,

On Wdver Oa^

ingenuity that will count.
And it's a fear that finds'many a
broadcaster doing an ostrich routine in their refusal to believe that
television may eventually affect
their stations or put them out of
business, no, matter how isolated
their sphere of operation. It was
particularly reflected at last week's
convention in the almost adamant
refusal of a great many broadcaster delegates to display any sort of
healthy curiosity as to the vast potentialities of TV by preferring to
ignore the technical ramifications
involved,

Harold SmiCh, have
in
put together a 30-minute show
Which the GOP hopeful probably
a total
wm be seen by televiewers
Chicago; May 25.
seven
or
six
of not more than
Chi members of the Radio
minutes. And there'll be none of Writers Guild are smoldefing over
The NAB, divorcing its managefhe table^pounding forensics of the 'release form that has to be
standard political speeches.
signatured by aU freelancers sub- ment meetings from engineering
Instead, the showwill open with mitting scripts to WGN-TV. Form, conferences, went to the trouble
nation's top
a film documentary on Minnesota, say writers, deprives them of even to parlay some of the
pointing out the state's contribu- a shred of protection against pla- tele experts into a two-day agenda
of events for a healthy kickaround
tiiMlB to the nation and leading inr giarism of ideas and material.
Yet many
medium.
of the new
to a buUdup for the- former govRelease form reads in part:
broadcasters scrammed the L. Ar
enor. Stanza then will go live,
"I hereby waive and release any
himself and all claims against you, your meet upon conclusion of the manintroing
with Stassen
content
that they
and telling about his family back- affiliated companies and clients for agement sessions,
made their contribution in fa
ground and his personal career. any use, or alleged use, that you, had
voring adoption of a new radio
During this- sequence, cameras your affiliated companies or clients
Code.
will pick up still photos of the may make of any of such material.
Of the program men who did
candidate's parents, brothers and 1 hereby waive any right to have
stick around L. A. for the postsisters, his home, himself as a the material returned to me, and I
management sessions, few venyouth, as coun^ attorney, as gov- expressly agree that your decision,
tured near the engineering conernor and as .naval officer during both as to wheQier aU or any part
clave, despite the provocative en'
of it has been so used and also as
the war.
gineering-technical facets tossed
In the final sequence, Stassen to what compensation shall be paid around, taking the position that
will discuss his views on labor- me if you decide that it has been
"Well, if TV catches up with me,
management problems, taxes, so used, shall be conclusive and at least my engineers will know
Communism, housing and other binding upon riie."
these things."
While admitting that WGN-TV about the broadcasters refused to
issues. Instead of watching StasThat
agencyman

Natim's Hot Spot in Video &ants

the average- American broadr

caster west of the Hudson is encompassing tele in his vision of the
future, he did a successful job of
Colgate-Palmoli ve*Peet, through concealing it at last week's conthe Ted Bates agency, is dickering vention here of the National Assn.
with "Senator" Ed. Ford for the of Broadcasters.
right to telecast his "Can You Top
Out of the IjOS Angeles conclave
This?" radio series, which it now came one definite conclusion: that
sponsors Friday nights on NBC the broadcasters, save foi- the
Kirkmore
aggressive element that has
and, through its subsidiary
mann's soap, Wednesday nights already made the plunge, are
locally on WOR, New York.
afraid of what TV portends in the
The reported offer is $2,500 ad- years to come. But it's a fear
ditional for the video rights for borne of a conviction that ttie days
the package, with Ford continuing of easy coin are over; that from
to pay the other talent on the show. here on in it's resourcefnlness and:

and prints will be made availposable to Stassen groups and
country.

K

Boms Cbi Writers

By JACK

But

Who Won?

Milwaukee,

May

Here's a variation of the
I-should-have-stood-in-bed gag
Which WTMJ-TV is exploitmg.
It's a case where a baseball
team's manager, under orders
from his doctor, did stay in
bed and fared pretty well by
running things with a television set.
Told to keep indoors, ]\'lan~
ager Nick Cullop, of the Milwaukee brewers,: set up a cot
in the team's club house. 'With
a video receiver and a phone
beside him, Cullop called the
moves to Coach Ray Berres in

the dugout. The arrangement
lasted through a three-game
series here with Kansas City.

•

.

however, viewers will see
keyed fiJms of strikes, housing
projects, etc., plus probably some
charts on such topics as taxes.
sen,'

is

entitled to

protection in
unsolicited manufull

Tdbnews-(SS

TV Red System
Marking the closest approach yet
by a television newsreel

taken

service to the press associations'
method of syndicating news material, Telenews has pacted with the
CBS video web to provide daily
uncut newsreel footage for CBS to

use in any way it desires.
In addition to the so-callec
"long-cut" footage, the deal, inked
(24), also caUs for CBS
to run on its entire network the
"Telenews Daily" reel, comprising
five minutes of packaged /oot^ge,
complete with script. Since this
reel is also being used currently
on competing stations in many of
the cities in which CBS has affiliates, it marks the first time any
reel has sold its material on a nonThis factor, too,
exclusive basis.
parallels the method in which the
wire services syndicate their material to competing newspapei's or
radio stations in a single city.
Contra-st is believed to give Telenews a considerable edge on all
the major, film companies' reels.
To date. Fox Movietone is the only
major reel to provide a TV service.
Paramount, Warners and Univer-

Monday

.

accept the video hotfoot lying
dealing with
down was apparent from the reacscripts,
scripters n]aintain
tion of the delegates to the symthe station has gone to extreme
Horposium on "Broadcasting
Socialist ^nd
Socialist Labor lengths. Especially so, it is said, izons Unlimited " one- of the top
Party candidates, Norman Thomas since one of its execs is reported panel sessions of the meet, in which
member: key industry personalities flung
and Edward A. Teichert. also have to have told an
accepted. Others who've been in- "We haven't seen any ideas yet the radio requiem smack back in
vited include President Truman, that we can't equal or improve the faces of the TV drumbeaters.
Gov. Eai-1 Warren, Senry A. Wal- Upon."
The broadcasters who refuse to
lace, Gov. Thomas E. Dewey and
concede that television may some
Gen. Douglas MacArthur.
day supplant radio and jeopardize
Prodnction of the Stassen stanza NBC'S $1,250 HR.
a $400,000,000 industry had ocsal have offered their reels to variby Y&R personnel "on their own
casion to take heart in the conous stations and networks; 'includrecalls that this agency handled
(Continued on page 30)
ing CBS, but have never closed a
uie advertising for the late Wen
Reason is believed to be
deal.
Following the pattern estabden Willkie's Presidential camthat they ask for more money than
paign and incurred such criticism Ushed by its WNBT in N, Y., which
the TV outlets are able, or are
from clients as a result that a boasts the highest, time and facilwilling,
to pay.
policy was established of flatly reof any station in the
Under terras of the pact, Teletusmg political accounts. GIO ities charges
news is to provide CBS with a
Political Action Committee is un- east, NBC has also set a rate schedminimum
of eight minutes of footderstood to have b^n one of ule for its forthcoming KNBH in
age daily in an uncut and unscored
those since turned down.
Hollywood which will be the highversion. CBS has the right to edit

RWG

—

RWG

COAST SPONSOR TAB

ACs

Wash. Hdtets Ptoneering

InbingiiigTVoiiWkeels

To Guests
_

at

$2 Per Day

Washington.

May

18.

on the Coast. As announced on

the Coast last week by NBC prexy
Niles Trammell, the station will
ask $500 per hour for tune, $750
per hour for studio and $250 for
film shows, making a total cost to
sponsors for an hour studio show
of $1,250.
Trammell also disclosed that the
web's - kinescope recorder, which
copies live shows on film directly
off the face of a receiving tube,
would be used to link NBC's east
and west' coast tele operations
pending completion of the cable

Five Washington hotels are pioneering in bringing their guests
Jelevision oh wheels" at the rate
of $2 a day. And Television Research CO.; wliichr leases the mobile
video units, is now negotiating with
a sixth, the- Statler. The Statler
Chain has already contracted for networking facilities. Recorder is
the' service, through another comto bow in next month with filiids on
Pwp for its Hotel Pennsylvania in national political convention hlghlij^s, which NBC is producing, in
About ^0 recdivers iota currently Cooperation with Ufe magazine.
teased to the HamUton. Sfaoreham. Web plans to furnish films of the
Hotel 2400, the Broadmoor and show to all stations not connected
Maleigh- Hotels and, according' to to its video net by cable or micro'"^'^ in Gwutant dentand wave refaqr.
„
Ktk
their guests. The Sbareham was
KNBH, .according, to Trammdl,
we flrst to sign up. for seven mo- is to talw the air by Oct. 1 "if conuffllU last March 15 and re- struction can be compteted by that
that Brinw ktichael of Hou- date." Transmitter, is now beine
rented, one for Jiis entfce erected atop Mt. Wilson and a
stay at that hotel;
studio in- Holly woodls^Eafflo City^ele^^ioB Reseaidi uses itand- is being cwovcrted Into a
tC6ntintted
studio.
page W)
.

m

vM»

his application for a television li^
cense in San Francisco,
This leaves five applicants to
fight it out for two available chan<
nels.

San Francisco, May 25.
Sparlcs sputtered and flew at
yesterday's (24) opening session of
the FCC hearing on the claim of
six contestants for the two available television channeLs in San
Francisco but not the kind generated by hot debate or lacy oratory
by the batteries of legal lights.
Rather, they were the rockets set
off by the microvolt hoys, who can
freely
about
talk loosely and
ghosts, shadows and contours.
It was the engineers' day in
court. When session opened there
were- seven challengers for the two
available bands (9 and 11) but
shortly after Jack Paul Blume,
FC(3 examiner, called the meeting
to order the. first of the expected
smallfry casualties was reported.
S. H. Patterson of the AT&SE coterie of stations (he owns sites in
Atchison, Topeka and San Francisco) announced be had petitioned
FCC to dismiss his application
without prejudice.
:

"Sure I was scared off by the
big boys," he admitted: '^t I'll
be back when other channels are
opened up and the competition
sn't so. rough." He had reference
1 the Big Four (Piiramownt Teleision Productions, 20th-Fox, Ed
x>auley's Television, Cal.

TV

Hollywood,

May

25.

ABC is bringuoig two special
men and a program director
from New York sometime in July
to set up a six-station telcsnetwork
expected to be operated on the

the material and embellish

it

used car dealer)
bothered him not at all and he
would like to be in the same league
with them. He said Blume, now
going througl} his sixth FCC hearskywriting

the

ing this year, announced at the out-,
set that each applicant would be
given a day to present his case, his
exhibits and his witnesses.

With engineers taking two days
would indicate the hearing will
consume up to 10 days and with
no time out for Memorial Day.
Brenner Dig's Deep
Seated at the far end of the
it

J,

counsel table -was Joseph Brenner,
FCC counsel, who pried every wii3ness faf tninute details that vets
of these hearings say are generalThat's the imporly bypassed.
tance FCC attaches to this hearing, one of the country's hot spots
in "TV grants. Brenner wanted his
facts straight and got them. Court
reporter using the steno machine

(Continued on paige 30)

City of Brotherly

deABC
clared XiOS Angeles, San Francisco
will be on the air
Fresno
by Dec. 1, with Bakersfield,
and Sacramento to be ready early
1949.
Stations will be linked by microwave the latter part of February or
early March. Searle feels th^ the
eastern tele superiority is due only
longer ej^iienee-.
to

and San IMego,

Because of the growing interloddng relationslup between 3?ittures and Television,
to the
attention is called
special Films-TV page in tids
issnron p. 5.
stories, wOL
Other special
spotl^ted on occasion
toe

TV

jMch as flMs Vande* atoay Jn
P.
Vwdeville

m

TV

Sees 2 Rival Stations

with

(Continued on page 33)

Aiding in

events

coast before next spring.
veepee,
Don Searle,

and CBS).

The other two, KBOW, Oakland,
and Leland Holzer ("Honest John,"

6^2rian

Coast

est

Leland Holzer, used car dealer
known •&& "Honest John," today,
(Tues.) withdrew witbont prejudice

,

.

•

HELLMAN

San Francisco, May

25.

;

.

Hbar^;

Fly at Frisco

Two of Seven Bidders Bow Out Of

OF

TO

lets

sibly to

Sparb

[OFFF

WCAU Debut

Philadelphia,

WHODUNIT PREPPED
WITH PARTOTAION
New television dramatic series
incorporating an audience participation format with whodunits is
currently being wrapped up by
indie packager Martin Jones.. One
time legit ,producer and owner of
several Broadway theatres, Jones
last week resigned as radio cUrector
of the Buchanan act agescy to
deivote his full time to video pack
aging.
To ease theatrain of producing a
top-quality tele show weekly, Jones
plans to keep a standing format
for his "False Witness" series,
which will require only a weekly
miin. Show will have a. panel of
celebs trying "to ,£uess the perpetrator of a inurd» -after hearing
wttoesses questioned lb «-> Jmy box,
and guess whidh «»* of flte witnesses. Ued.
"*PiSki^ price f«r «*h hiif-hour

May

25,

than three months after it
went on the air,- WCAU-TV,
the Evening Bulletin station, began
steady programs Sunday (23). The
inaugural was btult up with elaboIjCSs

I

first

rate proniotional fanfare, the high
point of which was a special 20^
page television section in the Sun-

day

Bulletin.

- The debut was anspidous and
the new Station was launched with
the well wishes (and even the
active cooperation), of its two competitors. WPTZ, for instance, cut
WCAU-TV in on .its telecast of the

baUgame, a fi«e«and»a-taalf hour
Sunday doubk^eader between 'the
Phinies and the Cardinals. WFI1>
TV dedicated an entice Sunday
showtoits rhraL Andjttttto make
things palsy-walsy aS around, G.

Bennett Larson, WCAU's TV director, publicly thanked both of
Ids cMapcftlftMS^
All the department' stores carried
unsolicited ads greeting the newfcomer; ^though the stores^schew-

:
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B'casters Defy

TV Hotfoot

ConHnned trom Date Vt

he

Prom such

CBS

prez

key. personalities as

ABC

Frank Stanton;

prexy Mark Woods;' Charles Mortimer, veepee and director of marketing for General Poods; Lewis
AUen Weiss, Bon Lee's No. 1 man;
Narnum Kersta, NBC tdevision

said,

Sparks
^;±S^SSSM

Colby and Bob Hope will sub, in

;

the longrange planning that must
be cultivated in an orderly way.
Mortimer, the GP exec, while,
bullish about tele's potentialities
(company has already experimented with 16 different type TV shows
and commercial techniques), nev^
ertheless foresaw plenty of room
in the futm-e for radio as an advertising medium, predicting that
advertising via new products and
labels will keep pace with the exa^e' pension.
pansion, so that there will be
It wa$. the overall conclusion room in the economic pattern for
that radio will have a permanent both radio and television.
Mortimer was convinced of TV's
giip 'in the communications world
listener via figures
and that as televisiinL elands, it impact .on theaudience penetration
presentcid on
will attract new advertisers ind and research, already revealing
new budgets, and thus won't ren- that GF can buy videoglers at a
der standard broadcasting obso- cost of 57c per thousand. That,

clusiions ceached by most o£ the
panel iMrticipants.
Although acknowledging that
television is the most aggressive
industrj' today and is destined to
hold a Commanding position in the
economic pattern, U. S. broadcasters nonetheless Fi^iused to concede
that radio was ready for an old-

lete.

Parsons* BintiieSife
Hollywood,'' May 2S.
Gracie Allen. Bebe Daniels, Anita

has never been equailled

in radio,

Mark Woods was

particularly

emphatic as to the continued place
of radio, because of its program
selectivity, its mobility and the
fact that tlkere will be many srcss
wifi not penetrate.
which

TV

Ry

order,

for

Eath
necessarily make him one.
bad his professional pedigree examined before he was seated as
an expert. Blume seemed more
;~ Continued from page 26 ss
interested in "How soon can you
rather than tlie
a tele network in some detail, with get on the air"
maps and diagrams to illustrate. long detailed operation of each
The talk was interesting enough, project.
Some trouble may be brewmg
but camera work on the exhibits
wasn't. Robert Ben'dick, director for Don Lee's KFRC before the
When Blume
of news and special events, talked hearing is over.
about tele coverage on the coming asked counsel for stipulation to acEdward R. ceptance of eitlier channels 9 'or 11political conventions.
Murrow made the best impression it brought a protest from counsel
talk
about
in a facile, informal
Kark Smith of Paramount. He denewscasting in the new medium of clared that channel 2 should be
He wasn't sure what tele included. This is the band FCC is
telcv
would do to the business of news "reserving" for Don Lee at a sepbroadcasting, he said. • He did
chain havhope that-news would remain news, arate hearing, the Coast
and not be trimmed to animated ing been separated from the conAttorney Vinor pictorial posahilities. He didn't solidated bidders.
cent Welch of 20th-Fox also seemBron.
sound too sanguineo
ed a little unhappy about the exclusion of channel 2 from the stip-

Television Heviews

exec, and Oair McCuHough, of
Dr. Stanton, of CBS, was pevhaps
"WGAL, Lancaster, Pa., speaking the most bullish on TV's potentias a practical broadcaster, came alities, assertin&.that alrea^ it has
practically the same conclusions as made faster strides in impact .than
to the scope of TV in the shape radio did at a parallel stage in the
of things to come, but it remained game. He disclosed some interestCHIU>£EN'S HOUfi
ulation<
for Don Lee's Weiss to sound the ing research figures, showing that With Stsm Lee Bresa
Blume spunded » significant note
xeal' note of caution in the- long- in homra having both tele and ra- 6« Mins. Sun. (23) ll:3t aJU.
beforie adjotunment for the day,
range TV economics involved..
dio, nine out of 10 families were HORN & HABDART
saying that he would entertain any
Too many, "W^s warned, are watching video and that, even dur- WCAU-TV. PhUly
lushing into television merely to ing hours, when televidoii.. wasn't
For the inaugival of televidon
make money, with the inevitabil- on, the rule thumb shows that ra- at WCAU, the station switched to
ity of many of them lacing bank- dio listening was down 50% as video one of its staunchest AM
xuptcy, without any appreciation against parallel homes not having .props, the 20-year-old Horn &
Giants Pro-ftate
.

of the

new

Hardart "Children's Hour," conducted by Stan Lee Broza.

techniques zequlred or i tele sets.

The

CMtiniMd from pact

J

Frisco

In

Continued from p*ft

Louella Parsons also had his troubles,
So many
during her seven week hiatus from
technical terms were tossed around
her ABC Woodbnrjr show, starting
that time and again he was forced
June 6,
Each will do two stanzas with the to interrupt the testimony to note
exception of Hope, who'll stand in tlie correct spelling.
Examiner Blume gave out a hear
July 18 and interview Miss Parsons via shortwave from mid-Atlan- ye that only expert witnesses
tic.
She will be en route home would be heard at the engineerfrom a European jaunt.
ing sessions and just because one
said he was an expert it didn't
that

W SSSiSmSltSBStSSlfSSSSS^

motion for time-sharing arrange,
ment. which would tend to iiSli.
cate he wanted some of the smaller
applicants

double up.

ffi

Hodgson Letter Perfect
First witness of the day was Psn
amount's Richard Hodgson, direc*
tor of technical operations for Par.
amount Pictures. Counsel Smith

announced before putting him on
the stand that Television Produc.
tions

had changed

its

to Paramount
productions,

flcially

Hodgson was almost

name

lettor-per-

fect in his teclmical pitch to the
commission and successfully pa;.'
ried all questions* of his cross,

examiners. He did run into trouble,
however,
counsel Welch
didn'b care for his contour map and
range of signal values. It was that
tricjcy and technical most of the
way.

when

Blume wanted

know about

to

Paramount's equipment for S. P.
it may be six months
before the FCC makes its final
determination on grant of the two
channels despite an earlier nudge
to "get going." Judge Sam Ros^.'
man put William Lodge, C&S chief
engineer, on the stand to open the

and indicated

af tei^noon hearing. Rosenman, one.
time ikdviser to the late President
Roosevelt, ;had little trouble getting;
CBS exliibit of maps, graphs and
technical forensics accepted.
Closing the first day's hearing
was Dixie McKey, Washington consultant, for Ed Pauley's Television,
Cal.

program in local Grounds for the supplemental
radio and probably one of the old- charges.
est anywhere, the show is a natural
John' Mara, Giants' businm
entertainment.
The manager and Son of owner Tim
for. visual
moppets sit minstrel fashion about Mara, confirmed reports of the
the stage and wait their turn to revolutionary contract but declined
do tlieir stuff, mostly song and
to discuss the details. He implied,
dance. There' is a wide variety of
kids, they are highly photogenic however, that the plan was put
and a number o£ them are really into effect to malte certain that the
oldest

'

Here's your chanee to

"STOP THE MOSIC"
and win

.

.

&

.
,

34& Homes
il^

7.3

.

,

All

,

per dollar (Nielsen)

Current Hooperating

CLEVELAND
INDIANS
NOW

TV

tlllflDCD

nUUrUI
HIELSEN

vshows a
SMMonol
.sliows

WPIX
rising roling in the face ol
(foclin* in s«Hhcin-use.

more and Rior» pe^l« tuning

in.

llie

.

AM

ll^ 20.3' Hooper Share-of-Audience

Home Gomes
of

Giants*'gate is not dented too heav.Where the show errs in video ily by tele. It's known that the
is the atte^npt to do it cold.
The elaborate formula for the per-set
camera flashes from Broza to the cost basis was set up by George
kids and you find them reading Rohrs, Mara's brother-in-law, who's
scripts.
The technique is still a Harvard Business School gradradio and there shojild be some at- uate and reportedly an expert
tempt made to get rid of it, mathematician,
whether the youii{S$ters< are reDans«rans Precedent
hearsed, or use a blackboard or
Broadcasters, both radio and
some other device.
Hugli Walton does the commer- tele, view the new plan with concials with slides.
The show went siderable alarm, pointing out that,
out both
and TV simultane- if it worlds successfully it's not
ously.
Gag.
without the -realm of possibility to
imagine that it might spread to all
shows.
Thus, at
radio and
gifted.

TELEVISED

some future

date, sponsors of suc^
shows as the Jack Benny or Fred

Allen radio sessions,* might be
Continned from pace Zt
forced to pay tlie program costs on
tennas installed at an additional the basis of the number of listencost of $15.
ers tuned in to the show. AccordDespite RCA assurances that ing to broadcasters, ..who have
their set& c^uld be realigned for lately conceded their, error in laythe upper channels, set owners are ing too much stress, on Hooperathaving their troubles in getting the ings, the system would set up a
job done. One RCA service man in false economy for the entire bii^Westchester is known to have told ness.
a local set owner that it wouldn't
For that reason, NBC, which had
be worth the time and expense' to first refusal on the Giants' fdotball
try td switch the antenna to pick games for the 1948 season, turned
up WATV. According to him, the down the new system, completely.
station is completely out Of range, NBC televised all' Giants' home
so that no antenna refinements will games last year, with Pabst Beer
bring in the signal. WATV engi paying $15,000 to the fibotball club
"
neers,,. however, attribute his atti
to bankroll the
_ pickups,
bat the
^
tude to the fact that he's probably .web would have none of the pronn busy installing new sets
— .t- to posed new plan. System was also
too
take time to service old ones.
nixed in turn by CBS, DuMont and
WPIX plans to inform set owners several top ad agencies.
in_ advance of the trouble they
ABC has talcen the Giants'
might have in picking up the sta- games bu speculation, since it has
tion's signal under their present yet to fitie up a
sponsoir. Accordantenna systems. That will form ing to Mara,- it hasn't been. ascerpart ol the station's promotion cam- tained yet
how the plan will work
paign, which is scheduled to tee off if ABC is forced to carry tiiie games
within flie next several weeks.
on a sustaining basisv Web, whose
WJZ-TV in N. y. is slated to take
the air some time in August, will
have available six Giants' gitmes
D. C. Hotels
played at the Polo Grounds, as
well as out-of-town games in BosContiBUcd f nnn pagfi 7.1
iM^n, Pili&delphia and Washington.
ard seven-indt tcteen MotoiDb m
nae titd of the Clatits' pie
Philco sets mounted on wheel- ture, it's expected that WBb* will
tables with specially desigued built- put in 9 heavy bid for the other
in antennas. .Right now about two N. Y. pro football teams, L«gt
2,000 guest rooms in the five hotels year DuMont covered the Yanirae
can get the service. Alexander games and CBS' had the Brooklyn
Kom, VBC director, estimates a Dodgeiis. It's believed the game
maricet. for about 80 of the re- ti^o. webs will have Urat refusal
on
ceivers In the presently-equipped W>se t§ttb» tol* 1940.
hotels, assuming requests from one
out of every
registrants.' Shoxe1am, Bxeadinoor and Hotel 2400
A. K. 'JuTo'
Set
are reporthig caUs for the service
JaclE Barry, emcee- of "Juvenile
by diplomatic and' other family Jury," has sold, his "Li£« Stegins
naifs among thefar noB-tran^cnt at $a" an A. K. venion of the ttop^.
clientele.- Service is idugged
pet stansa, to Mutual aS' MWuner**
cards placed in mail boiMs and a replacement fo» "Jury."wecldy flier ob TV program highIt'U prcem July^ifot at' least &
Ughts sopiiM li^ Kom's eata> U-wcdc run la "Juiy'^' t-M Sunday slot

BEING

over

-

8:15 to 8:30 p.m. Sundays
on

STOP THE MUSIC

Vmt SAiM TODAY
^,086.45 time and
list

talent

weekly over a

of 170 stations.

selecied

r

American Broadcasting Company

F/rst in Clet^elond,

SPONSOKEO

IN FULL BY

6ENBIAL ELECTRIC
through
Batten, Barton,

Durstine

&

Oshorn

ahead "on
Nerthem Ohie
Metropolitan Cleveland and all of Akron, too). Advertisers are quick to see the
has on ttw
great Impaet
new and' fast-growing audience.
Television

is forginir

thej.denble'* in

(covering

WEWS

ymt

Show

'

of.

Television

'THE.SCIUPPS-HOWARD
RADIO 'STATIONS
•

WEWS TalwMM»-WiWS4>M,
Clsytfasd,

OMe

• WCrO. Chutaaart. OMe (N«#
iHi»tflii9.Tal«vM«Hl

• VmoX. lbiM«M«, f«H.

AH ttcae stattMM xepreseMeAlW
Jhm Branhaim Compoftjr

'

i

tr^neBday.

RiUIVO

1949

May

Lots of Spec

on D.

Texaco Into Bing Spot

C Radio Piciiire

In 900G Transfer of

WTOP

For staying on through the summer, Texaco's "Star Theatre" will
get the Bingsday spot starting

Stock

June

'Wretched Situation of

9.

May

application

25.

fixing

pected to

get

underway in

late

summer.

prewar years. Armstrong said of
500,000 prewar FM sets on the
market, not one was manufactured
by RCA and during the war the
company furnished no FM equipment to the armed forces. Under
quizzing from Capehart he admitted it would have been difficult
at the time for RCA to turn out
sets
without infringing on his
patents, although the company is
now a substantial
manufacturer. He hinted the company may
even now be infringing his

,

FM

rn<?
this

is

expected to reach the

Meanwhile,

week

WTOP

tion to FCC's satisfaction. WTOP Town."
and claims a lead over WKC and all

FCC

staffers here are currently other D.C. stations on local airers
what the Washing- before Q p.m. with the latest
In a dither over
of the CBS Hooper giving it a 24% bite of the
ton Post's acquisition
them person- D.C. audience to WRC's 17% in (Jw
outlet wiU mean to
Washington pro- daytime hours.
the
to
and
ally
ThC' Washington Daily News'
gram operation.
government reporter John Cramer,
„ Application is expected to show
who has a top 7.1 Hooper on his
'some staffing plans, with biggest
dally airer at 6:25-6:30
likelihood
on
centered
speculation
manager Maurice Mit- P.M. and the Evening Star's drama
that
be recalled to New York crick Jay Carmody are expected to

WINX

WTOP

WTOP

chell will

by CBS and WINX' top man John
Hayes moved in to assume control
Post-CBS operof the Washington
of Wa.shation. CBS net shows out
ingtdri will i>ot be affected by the
learned,
but no
was
it
transaction,
made
on what
been
has
decision
local alrets are to be scrapped in
fiivor

of

WINX

and Washington

Earl Gammons,
CBS' Washington v.p., is not expected to be affected by the move.
Post publisher Philip Graham,
meanwhile, has reported several
Poisf presentations.

purchase

offers

for

WINX

and

but "no deal has been
made " Although WINX coverage
has been boosted 200% in nighttime hours by addition of two 250watt boosters, radio men here speculate that the stations will not rate
much more than a $250,000 sales
ticket in the present market. Post
paid around $550,000 for the
property in 1943 and has not recouped that investment from the
radio operation. Absence of an accompanying tele permit is expected
to shave bids for the stations, along
With the 'fact that scijeral other
p. C. outlets "can be had" for the
asking. The Cowles Broadcasting
Co's. WOL-Mutual has had a "for
sn^b" sign out for some time, acto reports here,' but the
, cording
$750,000 asking price has brought
has no
forth no firm offers.
video permit although some Mutual
programs may be aired via Bamberger's D.C. tele operation ex-

W3WX-FM

be dropped by the Post manage-

ment and

'

WOL

from-

town all of whom have a healthy
block of time on the CBS outlet are
also likely to take their business
elsewhere.
Radio observers here believe
FCC will interpose no objections
(o the AM-FM sale but consensus
iS' that the CBS-Post combo will
have a tougher time persuading the
Commission to give them the No.
12 video slot now assigned Fredericksburg, Va. Bid for tele is expected to be fllefl simultaneously
with the' AM-FM transfer.
in

MODERNAIRES BACK

TO UUB

AM

.

made

substitutions

staff.
present Post-WINX
Carmody has a Sunday quarterWTOP. The daily papers

the

hour on

15' IN AUG.

is

five-a-week stanza

when

it

returns

to the ether Aug. 2 following ah
"
eight-week hiatus.

Summer replacement

for "Club
15" will be a CBS-packagej^ musical variety show starring Jerry
Wayne and a femme chirper yet to
be selected, with Alvy West's orch.
Title of the stanza hasn't been
chosen. Lester Gottlieb will produce, with Oliver Daniel directing.

'-.

Senate Commerce Committee
chairman Charles Tobey (R., N.II.)
revealed Friday

Wire Recording Conies

To Aid

of

Law in K^ycee

Prosecutor's Setup FCC employees
Kansas City; May 25.
Techniques of radio now are being employed on the side of the
law through the office of James G.
Kimbrell, Jackson County prosecutor.
Wire recording equipment
has been made a part of the office's staridard equipment, and already has brought some unusual

The

(21).

solon in-

dicated he will call for testimony
from Paul A. Porter, FCC chairin 1945, then Commission
chief engineer George Adair, Dr.
Kenneth Norton and "all other

man

involved

in

FM

.

cases before the court.
Kimbrell intends to use the gadget
to take criminal case statements
and make them part of the permanent record.
It may be possible to introduce video policies.
telephone conversations as eviCapehart insisted on hearing
dence through this device, but just
from FCC
when Tobey
how much the recorder can be charged thatwitnesses
the radio agency had
used is still' being studied by the
"deliberately falsified" a report by
prosecutor.
Dr. K. A. Norton purporting to
The next step to be borrowed show intolerable interference
to
from the entertainment world will low-band
transmissions. Tobey
be to synchronize films with the
said he had evidence from an FCC
wire recording, according to Kimemployee who admitted he altered
brell.;
This is only in the specuthe report but "couldn't rememlative stage as yet, however, he
ber who told -him to do it." ^s a
said.
result, Tobey added, the agency
overrode, the advice of 12 or 13 industry experts and kicked FM up'Cabin B-13' Series
.stairs where it is subject to a new
type of crippling interference. This
Talent' Standin led Capehart to remark that
"Cabin B-13," dramatic series neither he nor any other commitscripted by John Dickson Carr; is tee members had evidence on this
tentatively
tabbed for a CBS point and "these FCC people
preem July 5 as eight-wfeek straw- should be given an opportunity to
hat replacement for Arthur God- clear themselves."
frey's "TaleKt Scouts."
These were the other developSeries was developed from a ments:
mystery story originally presented '1.
inventor Edwin Armon "Suspense." Stanza will be di- strong and Paul DeMars, consulting
rected by .lohn Dietz and produced engineer, lambasted RCA for tryby Harry Ackcrman.
ing to stop li'M development in the
twists in

FM

this

wretched situation." No date was patents.
set for -the new probe other than
2. DeMars pointed to "serious
that, it will take place"during this interference" in high-band FM and
session."
cited two occasions in which he
Tobey made the announcement said NBC-RCA had blocked FM's
RCA engineers;
as he recessed what was to have early progress.
been the final round of his one- meeting with him in Columbus,. O.,
man probe of RCA's treatment of in 1937, had tried to "unsell me on
FM in the '30's and its current FM- FM." Later in 1940, more |)ressure
tele
licensing policies.
Friday's was used, DeMars said, and :NBC
hearing followed the pattern of staged a New York demonstration
earlier sessions with Tobey damn- showing ail sorts of noise on FM.
ing and Senator Homer Capehart The company, was merely using
(R., Ind.) defending RCA'^ FM and ''defective equipment," he asserted.

NAB Launches $100,000

.

"

Campaign for Radio Sets
In U. S.

FM

Zone in Germany

Los Angeles, May 25.
is 4aunching a public,

The NAB
campaign to

-

washing up its
10-week deal with the Pied Pipers
On CBS' "Club 15" and has pacted
the Modernaires to return -to the

Campbell Soup

Ms Kick

Upstairs Next Target for Sen. Tobey

"Comedy Writers' Show," the
sustainer initially slated to fill the
Washington, May 25.
Philco time at 10 p.m. Wednesdays,
will tee off instead in Texaco's
Circumstances surrounding the
Formal sales
Situation Is complicated by the 10:30 segment, then move two FCC's decision to shift
upstairs
$850.$900,000 for fact that Washington. Post must
a price between
weeks later to the 8 o'clock slot after the war will be the next
controlling block of WTOP- show "full control" of the opera- being, vacated by "Mayor of the target of his investigations, acting
a 55%
Washington,

SI

raise $100,000 in order

to provide radio sets for schools In

'

the American occupation zone of
Germany.

Due

.

NAB proxy Justin Miller, in announcing the .campaign for funds,
pointed out to convention delegates
that Russia and Great Britain con-

As

.

.

fiscated riecifeivers in tbeir sectors
and distributed theitt to schools,
'but the U. S. .did not and the State
>

Dept. lacks fUbds to provide, them.
Broadcasts from the American
station in Berlin fail to reach Germhn classrooms and the lOOG fund
will be raised to equip each with a'
"Voice of Democracy" radio set.

'

FM

Miller said.

nobody can"buy't[ie boys
but they^re fotsale on

WOR

FOR FEARLESS NEWS broadcasting, take a look

at

the

boysirom Washington: Fulton Lewis, Jr. and Robert
S.

Nobody can

Allen.

WOR
men

muffle them. Their incisive

commentaries on Capitol doings make some
apoplectic

— make millions
,

of others ruslf to

their radios.

AN ADVERTISER can nab either of these famous
men, to expose his sales message to the largest single^
station audience in America.

The Dewey-Stassen debate

the Republican Convention
is

And the time js NOW.

started things steaming;
is

next. News-listening

reaching a high pitch.

The

advertiser

who moves

in with Lewis or

Allen, gets a priceless "in" for his product, on a

FULTON LEWIS, Jr.; For sale now,
Mondays through Fridays at 7 P M

limited ad budget. Call LOngacre 4-8000 and ask
for Sales.

ROBERT

ALLEN; For
Sundays, 7:45 PM

mutual

S.

sale

noiir,

heard by the most people where the most people are

WOR

S2

SALUTE TO CLASS OF '48
MEET YOUR LUCKY PARTNERS ARROWS IN THE DUST
TOMORROW'S TOPS
With Paul Brenner
mth Gary Merrill, Rath Swyason With Marero Wbitenun, Jlainiy W^th Tryrve Lie, Dean C. Mildred Sindlii^er Teeing Off
Thompson, high 'School scholar^
Producer: Ed WoU
Blaine, Glenn- Osser Orch
Producer: Robert Heller
ship winners; Josef Stopak ABC 3-WayKadio^TV
Producer-writer: Madfe Tucker
Director; Jack Rubin
Director: Robert Sutton
Research
coac<;rt orch; Ed Michael, an
30 Mins.; Thiirs., 8 pan.
Wj-iters;
Ralph Andrist, Ralph Director: Georije Weist
Suatainins

-

gredients necessary to success, so
long as the public continues gobbling ui> this sort of air fare. The
latest gimmick ringing in listeners as contestants via long-distance
phone^is fully utilized. (It's too

—

bad, though, that other listeners
must depend on the emcee tcTleam
what listeiier-contestants are saying. ^ Can't they be plugged into
the mike?)
Format in this case teams a studio contestant with a phone contestant. .They both answer each
question and get duplicate jprizes
If they 4>ome up with Hie right answers.
(If they don't, they get
prizes anyway.) If they are correct
three times in a row, they're eligible for the "Big Pot." To win it,
they've got to identify a capsule
drama depicting a "hidden moment
in histoi-y." Cast of the stanza is
:

'

•

completed by an announcer and an
organist.

John Reed King, old hand at
audience participationers. who has

begun spreading his services
around with the upsurge of the
giveaway fever

(he's also doing
"Gtt for a House"), was
slated
to
quizmaster

ABC's new
initially

"Lucky Partners" but has been
.shifted to another upcoming Itfutual loot-tOi^ng. session, ^Talent

Jackpot."

For the "Ludty Part-

nei-^'

preem

tri<Ba

out Paul Brenner. Newark

last

week

(20),

web

A

disk -jockey.
permanent conferencier is yet to be chosen. Net
coutd do worse than' choosing
Brenner; he kept the getaway
£tanza moving fast.
Since* the real "stars" of these
giveaway orgies' are the giveaways
themselves, however, "Lwdcy Part-

nets" suiters sl^!htly frofii comparatively mediocre billings in the
merchandise department
The
stanza is competing with some
whopping loads of loot on other
airers and mouth-watering 4escriptions of the' booty won't, mate up
for the fact &at it's no sm«U fortune.
(After all, nearly every
jackpot on the air Uiese dsss offers,
an Adirondack log cabin:)
Horn.

nouncer
Writer: lia Marion
Producer-Director: William L. Mar-

ABC, from New York
ABC veepee Paul Whiteman has

Sustaining

lias

another entry here wliich seSms to
embody most, if not all, of the in-

30 Mins,, Mon., 9 p.m.
Sustaining

,
'Backlund
6* 'Mins., Sat (ZIS)^^ p.uu

'

New ToHt
The -giveaway sweepstakes

Mutual, from

CBS, from Minneapolis

shall

Applying itself to a redress of distributed his talents fairly equit- 30 Mins.; Mon. (24), 10:30 p.m.
ably among the members of his Sustaining:
ancient grievances, CBS' documen- family. Paul Whiteman, Jr. re- ABd, from N. Y„ Boston, Chicago
tary unit last Sattuday night (22) cently broke into bandleader ranks,
This was an 'unsensatlonal but
turned in a case for some 400,000 and now daughter Margo is emcee- noteworthy contribution to radio's
American Indians that was quite ing a network talent showcasing public service, constituting as it
just as her father is doing with
eloquent and persuasive. The pro- "On Stage America." 'In Miss 'did the Prst time a national web
has
presented a nationwide comgram may not have carried the Whiteman's instance, tlie iletwork
dramatic force and compelling airings are confined 'to teen-agers mencement program for the. counsense of urgency of other works by only. According' to preem indica- try's million high school graduates.
the unit but it must have reached tions, it's a good snot to watch for It 'wfis presented in cooperation
with the Assn. for Education by
its primary objective, the awakenupcoming potentials.
RIadio, with invites being broadcast
ing of a social conscience.
Miss' Whiteman's part of the to high schools suggesting they inWith a young Indian^ who had layout is almost secondary. While corporate the airer in their graduthe
war
as
from
the
just returned
she registers a pleasant personality ation e.xercises.
pi-otagonist, "Arrows in the Dust" and a fine speaking voice, she alProgram's participants were well
revealed the iight for survival that lows most of the spieling to be
the American Indian is going done, at least in the initial stages, chosen. Dean Mildred Thompson,
through. It told of the prejudices by Jimmy Blaine who imparts the of Vassar College, and Secretaryhe encounters in trying to merge necessary ebullience and hopeful General Trygve Lie. of the United
himself into the white-working demeanor necessary for this type Nations, gave listening cap-andgovmers the counsel, respectively,
community, America's failure to show.
•
provide him with proper health
Miss -Whiteman for the preem of one of America's most distinserviccj job-training and educa- stanza lined up a fine group of guished women educators and one
tional facilities. As a sort of conr potentials from the ranks of pro- of the world's forehiost internatmpuntal beat to this plaint of fessionals Vr-ho need an added push tionalists. For youth's own viewAmericans treated as second-class to hit the bigtime: For example points on what the future holds,
citizens the documentary kept re- Gloria Be^ison's rendition of "Filles the program switched to Chicago
calling the promises which the de Cadiz" and the Paulette Sisters' to pick up Patricia Pilliard, wuiner
American people made through the "What Can I Say" Indicate they of a national scholarship., contest,
many years to Indian tribes but can become staple performers. and to Boston to bring in Maurice
rarely kept.
Miss Whiteman stepped out of the Burg, contest runnemp. Appropriate selections by the ABC conIn contrast with the hot anger teenster group with the selection
which marked most of the peti- of 10-year old Bobby White for cert orch were interspersed' between the talks.
tion's recital there were' moments some warbling of "Little Bit of
Aside frdm its late-hour, slotting,
Heaven."
He'll grow up into a fine
of subdued self^ppraisal, with the
protagonist admitting tliat the In- Irish tenor if his pipes don't settle the stanza well met a need for such
'Doan,
dians themselves were in no small too deeply. Sour note was the an annual "salute."
way responsible for their plight. puerile comedy of Ward and
He recalled tribal refusal to depart Mullin.
In all, it's a worthwhile effortj
from land gone barren and to
abandon native modes of living. not only for the entertainment the
In: a summing up that contained session affords, but as a means of
the best writing of the hour the bringing t? attention some worthJosb.
documentary urged the white while talent.
Don'i those comedians know
American. to drop his "strange nothey're on the air when doing a
tions" of Indians and pointed out BIG LEAGUE BALL
benefit from Madison Square Garhow- some of the wrongs could be With Mai WynuB
den?
The lesser staQon mikes
corrected. It, urged that first the 45 Mins.; Mon. thru Sat, 4:30 p.m. must
stare them in the face just
Indians be helped to regain their Farticipatinjf
as if it were one of the major nethealth and then furnished with KALL, Salt Lake City
work
pickups, but apparently^some'
their rightful share of educational
Here's a neat package of sports libido asserts itself when tiiey're
and employment means and that stuff for afternoon listeners. Mai off-sponsorship, so to
speak, bethe Indjltos themselves cooperate Wyman, who does the mike work cause those
damns and 'bells- sure'
by allowing 'the younger people to on the local Pioneer Lea^e games,, come out. And they dont
need it to
Combine the best in tribal culture works from wire play-by-plays to get laughs!
It liappened again
with the modern ways of the *bring recreated big league ball last week from the
Garden,' .by a
country.
gunes to this town for the first top comedian.. Fred Allen did a
The narrative and the dialog time.
Jack Benny, running overtime vrith
much of ^beb time sounded stilted^
Wyman handles his chore with Bing Crosby as guest. .Groucho
the scripter apparently yielding to bigttme assurance and ease. He Marx foiled for Charlie McCarthy
a notion commonly inherited ivom does a nice job of building up the in yeoman if not over effective
primary-school days that the In- feeling of an on-the-spot broad- manner, more the victim of format
dian speaks in poetic prose. Gary cast, using a crowd noise disk as and material than anything else.
Merrill, as the yoimg Navajo ex-GI, his only sound effect. Wyman isn't
handled the narrative with con- a screamer, but he gets plenty of
"My Favorite Story" the FTed
summate command and effective- zip into the hot spots of tiie game, Ziv transcribed
show, precmed
ness, cTialking up a performance and is particularly good at timing
in New York via WJZ Sunday (23>
that rates him among the. best in his chatter to match the usual pace
with "The Mystery of Room 323,"
that field. Ruth, Swanson got a lot of a fast game.
which provides Janet Waldo with
of appeal in her role of the young
Description is usually picked up an
opportunity
for
a virtuoso perIndian "Wife who was fearful about
the third or fourth hinuig, and formance.
Miss * Waldo gave a
socializing witli the white commu- from there in be gives every pitch,
high-keyed interpretation of a girl
nity. Colin McFee's score lent an and also tosses in such imaginary
who's ailing mother disappears out
the
dramatic
air of authenticity to
color as descriptions of a batter
of a hotel room,
developments and the background beefing oyer a called strike. He
The yarn is one of the clasi^c
and Jvlfred Antonini, who had gone gives the listener a clear idea of
to Minneapolis, for the event, did what's going on, and sets up a short mystery stories which tells
his usu^l policed job with the session that's as good as an actual of the daughter returning to the
hotel room to find her mother gone
OdEec.
baton.
eye witness account of a game.
"Big League Ball" is sold to dif- and the decor completely changed.
She's
her mother never
ferent sponsors each day.
The checkedtold
in and inquuies almost
stanza caught (21) had Sears Roe
P&G's Tide Blurb
buck picking up the tab. Com ctmvince her that she's out of her
mercials were pleasantly short, and mind until a sympathetic consul
Cincinnati, May 25.
attache helps her solve the riddle.
Starting July 5,
Procter & plugged a special Sears deal on
Ronald Colman^ is the conGamble will blurb Tide for 52 Johnny Bulla" golf baUs. Wyman
weeljs on
musical series handles the commercials in s ferencier giving a well-groomed
featurmg Emie Lee, balladeer, 1 straightforward, easy-going man fore and afterpiece to the yarn:
ner and doesn't beat his brains Miss Waldo's performance was topto 1:15 p.m., Monday through Friout trying for far-fetched leads notch and reminiscent of Agnes
day. Contract, closed last week, is
from the ball game to the product. Moorehead's enactment of "Sorry
through Benton
Boles.
•
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Harold Arlen's CBS Show?
HoUywood.-May 25.
Harold Arlen-CBS deal, which
was a hot a year ago, is cooking
„

Again.

The songsmith and net orficials
huddling on a format in which
Arlen would sing.

lire

.

-

m

I

Setup, With PiiiUyHdqs.
Albert E. Slndlihger, former
Gallup research exec who has been
running a pilot test of a radar
radio-listening measurement system in Philadelphia for the past
six months, has decided on a threet>rongcd plunge into the radio re^

search field. Two
Sindlinger & Co.,

_______
NEWS CONFERENCE

B.erl.

Wrong Number." Musical backing by Claude Sweeten band aided
the mood of the tale.

30 Mins., ThiU8,<:«:3Q pjAi.
Sustaining'
KJR, Seattle
This newsy, top sustainer for the
,
local
station which features
interviews with all types of celebrities at Press Club with varying
P^Iir **! interrogators, has been
getting duller and duller. Session
with Ralph Robey, chief economist
tor the National Assn. of IVIanufacturers, clearly reveals the rea-^
son for the dullness. Courtesy /to

ABC

n waiita
leap
all over a

14y000 square mile sales area?
PHILADELPHIA'S PIONEER VOICE

lASIC MUTUAL
o/Zy

by

tDWARD PETRY

& CO,

the guest is carried much too far
so that questions with even the
sli^test tmge of controversy are
apologeUcally put. Result is that
guest makes a speech, carried
along -by leading questions, thus
almost entirely losmg appeal of
give-and-take between experienced
newsmen and celebrity on the pan.
On this session questions were
asked by tvjro Univ. of Washuigton
iJrofcMors, an advertismg agent and
an officer of the Press (5uib. Ad
agent was the only one who delved
into questions on prices and
the
CPA, givmg a hint that with less
catering to the guest the
session
could have been a rousing set-to
on what happened to the NAM'S
leveling off" of prices after
the
death of the CPA; on what the,
piAM planned to do to combat increasing inflation, etc.
Bccd.

Nahonal R«|irasentqtive
John Blair A Co

companies

'

After operations involving techniques which he has labelled
"radox," "teldox" and "recordox"

have been established in Philadelphia, the company in his name expects to set up units in New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit and
other

cities.

First commercial unit of the
radar measuring system, called
radox for "Radio Audience Determinator of 'X'" (X being the

"factor of public acceptance"), will
be set up ta Philly next jnonth,
Slikulluger reported. By the year's
end, 500 Philly homes are to b«

equipped with miniature sending
sets which will monitor hom^ listening. Sets will be beamed to s
monitor-xecording unit on the 35th
floor of the Lewis Towex-s buildings in Philly.
Teldox, "the- Enjoyment Level

Determiaator of 'X'," will be employed to pre-test radio and television

shows.
Sindlinger didn't
elaborate on the system evolved.

Presumably

be a variation

will

it

of the Scfawerin and StantonLazarsfeld techniques.
Recordox, "Record of 'X'," is a
system of interviewing discarding
written ballots in favor of reporterrecorded interviews. Clients, says
Sindlinger, will be supplied with
record albums of "carefully selected verbatim interviews which
make the famiUar, hard-to-interpret
research reports unnecessary."
Smdlinger has been operating
out of Hopewell, N. J., but wiU
move into Philly with the start of
his

new

operations.

Work

of his

"New Entertainment Workshop"
near Hopewell will be conthiued,
however, under the direction of
Walter R. Sindlinger.
Pfailco

Pays Off

Philco Corp. last

week declared

a regular quarterly dividend of 50c
per share on common stock payable June 12. It's the same amount
paid on March 12 dividend.
'.Board also declared a 93^c per

share regular quarterly* dividend
on preferred stock,
Series A,
payable July 1.

3%%

%m 1HAT f.m]
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York Yoa can Hear

CHARLIE SLOGUM

WLWs
&

new

Inc., and Elec-'
tronic Radox Corp., have been
formed to promote the ventures
he announced.

Ha'-s also

On A.M.

WICC~BRIDGIU>ORT
«00
4:15
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Mm

oa Your Dial
EOT, Sataniayt

Drink* on the House

Inside

Stuff-Ralo

Hollywood, May 25.
Broadcasters revealed a

with the New York City civil service
c-vpral oMtcBte Jiavelbeen filed
'„«mf«Xn torS>P«c8nta who took a written exam recently for 10
of WNYC, city-owned indie. They
SSnsrSi the announcer staff
that a dozen situation problems incorporated in the quiz (such
"chide" himself for a fluff) are questions
Si how an announ^r should
disagree emphatically with the choice of soluf liidament and 'they
reports he
*Lm rated -as correct. One of the protesting applicants
wrplved a reply from the commission stating the challenged questions
however, the applicants feel the
wniiid be reviewed. In the meantime,
rmageto^heirehancesof landing WNVC jobs is done.
Exam is the first in 10 years, vacancies at the station having been
who also were required to take the tests. It's
filled by "provisionals,"
that none of the 203 who took
not (tafuS however, as recently reported,
percentage of them will be qualified, folthe exam passed, A certain
Seymour Siegel
lowing auditions yet to be held, and WNYC director
recommend permanent announcers from the resulting list of quali-

convention banquet Tuesday
(18) when they clamored for

Andrews

the'

"Rum and

Sisters to sing

Coca»Cola."

Tune has been banned -^m

.

airwaves since

all

it* first

be-

came popular.

CBS Erases '$

Discounts'

'

will
fied applicants.

Elaine Carrington has a unique parlay in the new Hooperatings.
iThe scripter's three serials, "Rosemary;" "When a Girl Marries" and
"Pepper Young's Family," are among the first 10 daytime shows. As
far as known, it!s the first time any writer has had such a position.
.'^Rosemary," on CBS at 11:45 a.m. for Procter •& Gamble, is in third
*

place in the ratings.

General Foods,
for

P&G,

"When a Girl Marries," on NBC at 5 p.m. for
And "Pepper Youhgi" on NBC at 3:30 p.m.,

is fifth.

is 10th.

In addition, Miss Carrington has just been notified that for the
second consecutive year "Pepper" will receive an award from the
IMted CQVincil of Church Women as the show that has "done most for

,

fathily life in

America."

is that radio dealers are hearing words of wisdom from
salesmen to unload their expensive AM-FM consoles now and
to concentrate on the RCA package deal consoles which include AMFM and tele. Advice is alarming the dealers and also irking them on
another count. Markup on the AM-FM units runs as high as 38 or 40%,
yfihiie the average markup on RCA tele sets has been 22-25%. Seems
the RCA men claimed they lost money on the first-run video sets, but
now the dealers are burned because RCA common stock on the Big
Board is topping 13 and the company credits the bonanza to tele sales.
The RCA strategy isn't sitting well with the FM'ers. either. They
point out that tixe pressure to concentrate on' cheaper table model FM
unite will mean inferior FM reception, which will further hurt their
^biz. Latest Radio Manufacturers Assn. figures showing a record production of 11,500 tele sets a week in April to bring total postwar output past the 350,000 mark may heighten the FM'ers' gloom. For FMunits turned out last month slumped to 90,635.
>

InSide tip

BCA

.

Effect of

FM

CooHMcial Fax oh

"not-for-the-public-but-how-we,love-lt" attitude at the NAB

In Rate

Cards for Four

Feared as FCC Mulls Bid for

Oby

Washington, May 25,
mitters and multiplex cuts fidelity
The Federal Communications of the .sound airers down to 10,000
cycles. Full fidelity FM broadcastCommission has before it a staff
ing uses 15,000 cycles.
recommendation to permit immediBlow to FMA
ate commercialization of facsimile
Decision, in any event, will come
broadcasting, including both simas a blow to the FM Assn., which
plex and multiplex operation. This appeared at the FCC's fax hearings
would enable faxcasters to turn off this spring to oppose use of any

their FM sound transmitters to FM channels for fax transmissions.
FCC asst. general counsel Harry
simplex a radio newspaper or to
Plotkin was upset at the time beCBS has knocked out "dollar multiplex fax while FM sound pro- cause the FM'ers presented no evigrams
are
on
the
air.
The
Comdence
on what commercial fax:
volume discounts" in new rate
would do to the revenue-poor FM
cards, effective June 1, for four of mission is skedded to act on the
sound operators, beyond submis^
the seven Columbia-owned sta- staff recommendations within the sion of the FMA resolution. Over
next few weeks.
60% of the FM'ers are newspaper
tions, Outlets, involved are WCBS,
Tentative recommendation calls publishers which leads to speculaN. Y.; WTOP, Washington; WEEI,
for three hours a day of commer- tion that they might, concentrate
Boston, and WCCO, Minneapolis.
cial simplex and one hour daily on on development of fax to suppleBase rates on Class A evening
multiplex operation up to midnight. ment their news operation at the
hours aren't changed, but "adjustFaxcasters would have a free hand expense of aural FM programming.
ments" have been made "to reon doing either after 12 midnight.
If FCC goes along with the staff
fiect more realistically the poten'
Same proposal -also would give an proposals, fax standards will reptial circulation available" in cerFCC
greenlight to use of either the resent a compromise on conflicting
tain other periods. Effect will be
4.1 inch or larger 8.2 fax scanners. testimony from the industry this
to raise some rates and lower
Majority of the dozen or so active spring. John V. L. Hogan, prez
others,
fax operators on the air would
Web exec said the dollar volume probably use the superior four- of Faximile, Inc., Philly Inquirer's
WFIL and the Miami Herald faxdiscount never had been a satis- column or 8.2 inch fax printers.
ers, took the view that multiplexfactory device and claimed its disBig question is what effect com- ing is premature, while the Philacontinuance would have little efr
mercial fax will have on FM sound delphia Bulletin and some of the
feet numerically on advertisers.
broadcasting, since simplex opera- fax manufacturers plugged for imNew card reduces the discount tion
means silencing of FM trans- mediate multiplex operation.
structure to a two-way affair, based
-on days per week and consecutive
weeks.- Rate changes are not uniform, being altered differently in
each station's case.

Of Seven Owned Stations

,

-

'

AM

'NEW FACES' IN DRESS

REHEARSAL FOR TRADE
Recent exit of a radio exec from an ad agency stems from an
inadvertent quotation which a mike name tossed oS during a conversation with his sponsor.' The talent in justifying an increase in
salary remarked that even the people in the agency agreed with him
on that score, and he went on to mention one of the latter's executives. The client passed on the gist of the colloquy to the executive
on the account and the upshot was the request for the radio man's
resignation.

Flack George B. Evans contrived a novel exploitation stunt to puff
Alan Courtney's forthcoming disk jockey stint for WGBB, Freeport,
Ii, I.
"Frozen" records and teaspoons to eat 'em were distributed to
the trade last week by way of announcing that Courtney's "Radio
Restauicette" opens Friday (28).
He'll pilot the platters Monday
throu^ Friday noon to 1 p.m. and 5 to 6 p.m.

^onuny Gtermon, former all- American last season member of the Los
Angeles professional team, would like a year-round job .broadcasting
basebaU and basketball. So he told Roy Shudt in a Coast
Uterview transcribed for Shudt's sports program, via WROW, Albany,
narmpn said that if he obtained a job airing midwest college games
nejEt fallj he wouldn't play pro football.
He added that he could live
happily anywhere," but that his wife, Elyse Knox, screen actress, prefootball,

More than two weeks in advance
its
NBC preem as summer
standin for Burns and Allen, legit
of

producer Leonard Sillman's "New
Faces" will stage a dress rehearsal
for the trade press. The innovation is Benton
Bowles veepee
Walter Craig's idea, aimed at giving the critics a crack at evaluating

&

the Maxwell House replacement
before it hits the kilocycles.
Stanza also will have a studio
audience (as it will when it takes
to the air) at the "dry run,"
slated next Tuesday (1) at 8:30
p.m. in NBC's Radio City studio
6-B. Sillman will emcee the show,
built

around

original

revue

sketches. "New Faces" is skedded
to fill in for
from June 17 to
Sept. 23.

B&A

ferred California.'

City of Brotherly

Telenews

atrically.

s

In addition to CBS, the "Telenews Daily" reel is now run on the
Don Lee station on the Coast,
WBKB (Chicago) and WBEN-TV
(Buffalo) and is slated for WBZTV (Boston), when that station
comprise all Telenews mate- takes the iair. Weekly reel is sponboth domestic and foreign. sored by Chevrolet over WABD

EB Continued

from, page 97

,«hartg and diagrams, use it to
build man-in-the-street programs,
tc^ background public events or for
any purpose it desires. Footage
is to
rial,

Telenews has a tiein with Internauncut

tional N'ws Service for this
version, as well as its cut
t^&. and its weekly reel.
'

In addition to the

daily

material

it

(N.

Y.),

WPIL-TV

if they hadn't they were welat WCAU's auditorium, where
they could see everything over a
nine-by-seven foot Telescreen. In
WTTG (Washington), addition to the special Sunday
(Philadelphia), WBKB, section, there were thousands- of

r

^

and

WLWT

m

pan

PROMOTION
SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE

come

WWJ-TV (Detroit), KSD-TV (St, streetcar cards, table tents and
Louis), KTLA (Los Angeles), and window posters, as well as film
by other sponsors on WTMJ-TV trailers and radio plugs. The initial

to

PROORAMMim

ed the supplement section, which
was leftjargely to the direct advertising' of the trade.
The public was requested to tune
in on Channel 10 if they had sets,

Mceives from INS, the outfit also (Milwaukee) and
(Cincin- day's broadcast ran 11 hours and
signed a contract recently with nati) and has also been sold to
public interest (as evinced by "visPalestme Films, a local newsreel WBZ-TV.
itors to the station) was constant.
outfit
Israel, from which it re.Special tieups
were arranged
exclusive' coverage of the
with the Retail Electric Merchants
Arab^Jewish
conflict.
Telenews
Keesely-in Jaffe Bowout Assn. and the Philadelphia Retail
**S[ed a beat on the major reels
Liquor Dealers Assn. The merwith the first footage on the estabNick Keesely, who left Mutual's chants volunteered to have most of
lishment of the Jewish state, which
sales staff and a tieup with "Ameri- their 1,500 member stdres stay
It used first
in its TV reels before
open Sunday.
can, Forum of the Air" several
Main events on the opening day
months ago to become radio direc- program besides the ballgSme, were
tor of Sam Jaffe's talent outfit on the Horn and Hardart "Children's
the Coast, is back in New York, Hour," conducted by Stan Lee
with indefinite plans. He says he Broza; and the WCAU-Univ. of
did not want to give up 20 years' Pennsylvania Forum, on "Should
experience on the N. Y. radio scene Communism Jie Outlawed," with
Rep.
(with Ayer agency, CBS and Mu- Arthur Garfield Hayes,
(R., Wis.) and
tual) unless he could get a long- Charles J. Kersten
term deal with Jaffe, and this failed Dwight Cooke, of CBS, as mod-

Wes

for excellence in

Continued from page Z1

selling to the majors for use the-

In recent weeks, Westinghouse stations hav«

won

fifteen

commendations for excellence and

effectiveness in the three major, facets of broad-

casting.

.

programs, promotion, and service in

the public interest.

The

Award Judges,

decisions of the

vve

might

add, reflect the opinion of the listening audiences in the six great market-areas

which

these

stations setve: Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Boston,

Fort Wayne, Portland (Oregon) and Springfield
(Massachusetts).

For advertisers
these markets

.

.

who want good
effectively

programs in

promoted' to large

erator.

out.

Keesely added that he may take
a couple of months' vacation before deciding on anything.

and receptive audiences

JoscelyntoPXPost

Hollywood, May 25,
Austin E, Joscelyn has been
Harold Goldstein,
Pittsburgrh
continuity named to a newly created post of
department for years, has been director of operations of KNX,
named head of publicity for indie Columbia-owned outlet here,
Joscelyn formerly was manager
station WWSW. He replaces Jimie
Spanos, who resigned a month ago of W^BT, CBS affiliate in Charlotte,
to take over press relations for N, C, and WCCO, Columbia-owned
•

—

.

.

Westinghouse stations

can do an outstanding job. Our national representatives

have the

details.

who was with WCAE's

WIND

in Chicago. Ruth Sprenkel,
on
sale's staff for years, resigned to go with WEOL, new station in Elyria, O.

WWSW

'

KNX

station in Minneapolis, New
position was set up as a result of
increased activities in CBS' western division.

fftstiBghenst Railio Statins Ine

KDKA

.

KYW

Nitional Represtntativesi

.

KEX

NBC Spot Sahn

WBZ

•
•

Except foe

•

WBZA

•

WOWO

KEX • For KEX, Fit* t

P«t«ff

tTctlneatlaty,

SLLooMwif Op^b

From The ProdHGtidii

NAB Code
Continued {root pag* Zl

the appointment of a committee
was authorized to e v o'l v e techniques and approve methods of
observance*
Code compliance won't be limited to station operators alone. For
it will encompass an all-embracing
educatipnal campaign extending to
jftll facets of the industry, particuadvertisers and adlarly
vertising agencies. On the premise
that "it's not only a case of how
long it takes to say it but how you
jay it," next step on the Miller
NAB agenda is to initiate a campaign to "clean up" commercials,,

musicomedy

all

,

,

St.
tinlent is

—

,

FiyeGotoWBZCNBC)

,

The Code was adopted by

WBZ

tisterifle

publicity firm of Dorothy
Krauss and Minerva Perry, and
ing last Wednesday (19) and laid chairman df the Mass. Peabody
his plan before procy Justin MUlei: committee, ' and countersigned by.
and the\directorate. It was all on Edward Weeks of the national
a harmonious basis, which was sigcommittee.
nificant in itself, for it demon- George Foster Peabody
categories of programming and strated that the various industry
For second consecutive year
specific limitations on length of segments are perhaps more closely WBZ got the citation for the out-

WiM

lH»rd with but
vote among its
membenidp and represents the
move on the
concerted
real
first
part of the industry to get radio
"ofE thfr spot" by establishing ehtiin all
broadcasting
tenets
forcal
incoming-

sst Continued

«tt3senting

from -pase

the

21 as:

commercials, thus concluding an tied together, with a minimum of
16-nionth serieit ot waJ^eteHcea.
bickering, than has -prevailed in
The Code becomes ^CEecUve Jvily some years.
*48, subject to exi^g con1,
While Cott was unable to gain
tracts of individual broadcasters'
additional indie representation on
with the advertisers, particularly
the board. Miller nonetheless auon commercial time limitations.
thorized appointment of a comThe Code doesn't bind any sta- mittee from indie stations which
,~
tion operator; nothing- in the rewill act as a liaison between the
'strietive measures is compulsory.
stations and the NAB board. Cott
But out of the highly-controver- settled for that, for it's agreed that
sial and long-debated docuntent is
it represents a forward step in
exepcted .to emerge n pattern of knitting the various factions.
broadcasttng .staodaiJdx which, it's
Since the -projection of the
hoped, win !te -f^wed
the.
men who run the utMsafs j&i&o Code- moffe.than a year ago, Cott
has played a dominant role in
statiohs.
bringing
about an "indie conLone' dissenter at the NAB
board meeting was Ed Breen; of sciousness" among the NAB membership and directorate. His "DecFort Dodge, la., newly-telected;
laration <tf the Independents" proboard member, who was .shouted
down by the association member- jected at last fall's Atlantic City
convention started the ball rolling
ship at the convention's openingday iiession when he souj^t to toward the revised Code which
hold \ip further Action on the would satisfy the various elements
Code on the basis that it would, within t|ie broadcasting industry.
stifle small stations.
-

entertainment
standing musical
with his Boston Fops conductor
Arthur Fiedler's "Siinday at 4:30,"
bankrolled by the Fifst National
Bank and produced by John Wright
for BBD&O. WBZ also eopped a
citation for "Concert Centennial,"
a half-hour program of semiclassics with music by Avner Rakov

and

by David McCord.
Other WBZ citations were for
talk

John Barry's "Frontline Headlines"
for Shawmut bank, "News in
Review," an in-school airing, and
Alton Hall Blackington's "Yankee

Yams"

for First National Store?.

'

Even Breen Weakens
However, it was- indicated at the
board meeting' that even Breen's
opposition was wealcening in the
wake of the overwhelming desire
of the broadcasters to adojpt the
.

Code.

Breen was committed to

.

&

—

IVNAC's

citation-

was for

its

HOLLYWOOD

.
,
,
fiV
Rayve is giving Sheilah Graham her first vacation in nearlv three"
Shampoo is now Lever product, .Clay Osborne pulled out as
manager of KOWL, Santa Monica, and Arthur Groghan, co-owner with
Victor Rodman, vet radio actor, hospitalGene Autty, will carry on
Charles Luckman, Lever
ized with paralysis following auto accident
Bros, prexy, resting up on his ranch near San Diego.
.Heavy huddles
going on between A. N. Halverstadt, ad chief for Procter & Gamble
and Gil Ralston,- head of nighttime radio for the Cincinnati sudsmakera
Jack McCoy's "Shooting Gallery" has been optioned by Foote, Cone
Rudy Vallee, elected president of 20 Year club of radio
& Belding

years.

.

.

—

.

pioneers, called meeting to discuss affiliation with
aggregation of oldtimers,

Ed

.

Kobak's eastern

...
m WASHimmis
NBC

commentator Gordon Hittenmark preemed a freelance
Former
platter series Monday (24) "Wings Over Washington," featuring interviews with celebrities at the Washington national airport
Stanza is
handled by Leon Raesly Organization and will be aired locally over
WQQW, 3-4 p.m., Mondays
Joseph Kittner, with FCC since 1941,
moved up to assistant to FCC general counsel Benedict Cottone, replacing Dave Adams, resigned.
,Max Goldman named temporary FCC
ass't general counsel la charge of litigation while Harry Ploikin handles
broadcast matters in FCC's law department until Sept. 1.
CBS newsman Gunner Back signed to write and narrate WTOP's
daily "City Desk" airer, 6:4Q-45 p.m., with Henry MusUn, former "CityDesk" reporter moved in as night editor for CBS news in Washington
George Campbell, formerly of WBUZ, new summer replacement
announcer at WOL
Mark Austad, WWDC announcer, moving to
WTOP-CBS to emcee "Housewives Protective League" series under
monicker of Mark Evans
WTOP sales manager Robert McGredy
announcing a new daughter, Cai-oline Haines
Morning man Mike
Hunnlcutt and Gordon Shaw alternating as emcees of WOL's revamped
"Brunch Club" series from the S. & W. Cafeteria during the 9:30-11
ajn. period
Ted Koop, director of CBS news in Washington, to
speak on radio news before Washington Kiwanis club tomorrow (27)
WTOP disk jock. Eddie Gallaher's "Recoi-d of the Week" being plugged
on 2,000 D.C. juke boxes during the nejtt two months.
.

—

,

—

'Yankee Network bstitute." Other

went to WHDH for its
"Sunday Children's Hour"; WEEl

Stiowdown Fight

WCOP

WLAW
WHDH

,

FCC Gets Glamor
I

OmXICD. BBXAU. DRVO CO.
WedBW«ay,-I«BC, M:U P.af., K.D.8.X,
U-O-rM—"Ob th* JUaad Wtth Tob"
"THIS TIKE 'FOR KECPS"
Hit.: LOU CLAYTON

.

citations

for "Let's Pretend"; WEEI for
Lowell Thomas:
for "Greatest Story Ever Told"; WLAW,
Lawrence, for the .same; WSPR,
Springfidd, for "It Happened in
Springfield";
for "Round
the Town";
for "This Is
Your Business" and WBMS, Hub
indie airing classical music only,
iUskerinan
for its musical programming.
Continued from page Zl
Not explained how net sihows
Stood to have wanted to retain the figure in local awards^ which were
CBS 'job, but was given the choice given at a dinner bttnlorolled by the
stations.
his
of quitting :0r abandoning
legit
plans.
Peter Frouse, executive assistant
to Martin, has, been shifted to the
producer staff on. the Coast and his
Continued fiom page 23
'flsst .assignment may be the series
of -eight .symphony concerts 'which
.she has come to radio is
CBS -wiU air this summer from the nearest
listening to it,
Hollywood Bowl. However, that
A
Commerce
committee spokesand other producer .assignments,
who
man,
refused to be quoted,
there will be up to Ackerman.
said-tbe big fight may come on her
Before joining.CBS last Januaiy, qaalifications for the job, inasmuch
Ackerman was v.p. in charge of as Fanny Lltvln, well-known FCC
radio
program operations for attorney, was considered and'
byYoung & Rubicam. During his 11 passed by the White House in favor
yearS 'With the agency he at various of male appointments
on two eartimes produced most of its major lier occasions. The solons
may deprograms, both on the Coast and cide the nomination is pure politics
in New York.
in view of the Ed Flynn backing
and can be expected to demand full
infO'on Miss ^ennock's familiarity
with the-icemmunications 'field. OI>servers believe it is stiU tou(9i-andgo whether the GOP fienate will
bury the nomination or live up to
its tradition of chivalry and give
the little lady a break.
She is a native of Poland. Her
father, Boris Hennock, a- banker,
brought her,' her -five sisters and
two; brothers to America when she
was six. Both parents are now
dead, but Miss Hennock still lives
in the iamily's Park ave. home
into which they moved 18 years
.

'

.

.

.

14 Pdbody

otie

Cenb^

....

featuring

efforts to eilect a Code suitable to
segments of the industn', there
was equal cognizance of the behind-the-scenes role played by
NBC prexy Niles Trammell during
the, past year, Trammell was prepared to persuade the NBC affiliates to adopt their own Standards of Practice in the event the
particularly in relation to quality
industry withheld adoption of the
of content and good taste. Thus Code. It was recalled, too, the
the slogan will be "selling an ed- role played two years ago in
Citation^
ucation" as all gieoaps are brought Chicago by CBS board chabman
together at successive district NAB WiUiam S. Paley, for it was Paley's
meetings to discuss observance. At "Primer for Broadcastmg" prothe same time the NAB will insti- jected at the 1946 meet that
Boston, May 25.
tute a public relations job designed more
or less served as a springSecond annual Peabody Awardsto let the people of America know
hoard in starting the Code ball
that the radio Industrj' is prepared
for Massachusetts were passed out
roOing^
to clean its own house raiiier than
(NBC) getting
this week with
leave itself open to.govemtnental
five out of a possible 14. Awards
regulation,
made by Mrs. Dorothy Krauss of
the

among

26, 1943;

— Continued from PKse mssssaaaasssss^sJi
session
Louis Municipal
Lorenzen & Thompson expanded by the addition of KSTL, KTljtf
being shaped up
Opera
and KTRC. ...Bob Anderson, formerly of
KGAK
KOAT,
KPAC,
by CBS for the 7 p.m. Saturday
j
spot being exited after this week Walter Thompson, replaces OJlve MoCann as research chief of ABC'i.
by "Mr. Ace & Jane." (Latter show central division, Latter taking a Coast "assignment
Electric Ass'n
moves June 4 to 8 p.m. Friday has set the first National Television and Electrical Living Show for th*
under General Foods bankrolling^ Chi Coliseum Sept. 18-26.
.Kay Cardiff has left Columbia RecordSS
Don Brinkley shifting frMn"
St, Louis origination, via Columfor a post with Feature productions
bia-owned KMOX, will bill the WGN's writing staif to script-edit for Television Advertising.
28-piece Municipal Opera orch conHoughton, former producer at KMOX, has joined WBBM's ma.
Bud
ducted by Edwin Ma«Arthur, a 16- duction staff,
,WFMF, the FM sidearm of WJJD, is airing after-da*
voice chorus, and soloists of the games of tlie Chi White Sox
Don Saraceno has left WLS sales
opera company. Several of the se- service to take over as spot sales service chief of WENR
GeorRe
quences will spotlight tunes from L. De Beer, formerly of Bauer
Black, now account exec for Foote
current Broadway tevues.
Al Jolson in town for his
Cone & Belding on Ton! Creme Shampoo
NBC airer from here tomorrow night (27>.
HaU-hour

j

present some SOO signatures of
small stations operators who petitioned for a change in the bylaws
to ship the board of vested powers, but it was merely a gesture.
In addition to Miller's untiring

May

j

Continued from pace Si

and indie WIBK, which has a "It
Pays to Say Hello" contest.)

Knoxville News

\

S. E. Adcock, WROL's owner,
said the station's contract had been
cancelled and its subscription fee

WNOX

returned by Hooper because the
station is offering cash prizes in a audience^'
contest for which listeners qualify
by answering their phmies, "I'm

listening to WROL." Adcock explained that this key phrase was
used during three weeks in March,
Continued from page 23
but has since been changed to advertising. -slogans iiucb as "Drink timer, figures on living full-time
Dr. Pepper" pad "Eat Swan's at his place in Vermont, Instead
Bread."
of week-ending from New York.
He'll finish a novel he's been
Claim Hooper 'Pressured'
working on intermittently, and
WROL's
injunction
petition
clvirged that Hooper had been then plans to resume freelance
"pressured" by other Knoxville radio scripting, which he gave up
several years ago to join the
stations to drop the

NBC

affiliate
from the CityHeport. Adcock said agency.
None
he would not oppose the rele&se of
to be

the report provided tt spdcifically
stated that the survey was partial
and incomplete.

WROL action claims loss of Expectation is that the agen(^'«
Hooperatings noay hurt the sta- board wlU fill the
two v.p. dots
damages and a sometime during the hiatus season.

The
its

of the three vacancies it

immediately filled, an agency
spokesman said, pointing out that
most of R&R's shows will soon
be off the air for the summer.

tion's business, asks

Hooper reports On
all stations. Termination of the
contract was unwarranted and discriminatory, says WROL, because
two other stations have iimilar
continuation of

programs which offer cash prizes,
(Although not named, the stations
are presumed to be WBIR, ABC
outlet, which has "Just Say Hello"
and "Dialing for Dollars" contests,

:;

"JINGLES
THAX OONI

JANGLE"'

;UNNY AND
Rodia-

m«
»» 4

GINGER GREVj
fnqmmt «wi JhiflM

Mndlwn

Ave.

New York

» »• ATWuter t-MM
;

She was graduated from Brook-

ernor Dewey appointed her assistant counsel on the New York mortgage commission; she has just finished a term on the executive committee of the National Health Conference.

Seattle—Don Solbeck, formerly

"We've got an easy game today^ but I'll take
anottier towlf^l, just in case!*'

with KJR, is now in the eontiuuity
department at KIRO. Rod Klise,
freelancer, has gone to Spokane
as sports announcer on KHQ.

1

Barnum

ago.

lyn Law School in 1926 and hung
out her ohingle the next day with
a capital of $56 to start on. Gov-

Sentinel,

-

Scripps Howard paper affiliated
with WNOX, front paged Adcock's
court action, reporting that the
City .Report, which would have
been distributed except for the injunction, shows
to have "a
commanding lead in the listening
<-

tion engages in business in the
state without being qualified,

'LITTLE

TOOT MOM-

NiW TICHNICOCDmiMitOIL'

«

»**

.
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UYOFF OF PLUG LISTS

ASK TRIAL

(Mein (Nls RCA, Hie WaH Sl (xMD
Bdiind

New

Recordnm

Engiisli

+
Oberstein quit Monday (24)
RCA-Victor's artists
.. director of
division,

TV Theme

effecttve

fn<f rS^o°re
His mive was not unexTime 1
denial he
weted "despite a recent

leave Victor. It had been
for months
known In the trade
preparing to exit.
that he was

certain who
victor is not yet
Steve Sholes,
placie.
hiUbllly and
head of the label's

It

is

tagged

"I

Tell-a-.

dustry would be; better off without
"sheets" which count aiid measure
radio perfoj^niances of pop songs.
Uniotf s idea is to institute a sixmonth or full-year trial period of
exploiting tunes without adhering
to the measuring sheet compiled by
Dr. John Peatman, or any other,
and to induce trade papers to drop
the weekly publication of such

Vision."

Published by Paul Specht,
song's words and music are by
Paul Hebere.

win take his
series,

and Walt

Heebner,

Hollywood -rep, are posslblUtles
from within the company.
Oberstein for some time has
promibeen busy setting up, with
Wall Street backing (plus
inen within
the interest of several
a firm
Industry),
theatrical
the
This
Inc.
called Atlantic Sound,
Oberstein, will
Butfit, according to
into an unfor the time being go
supply
muwill
It
activity.
usual
for
sical backgrounds, on order,
preU. S. recording companies
Amerthe
by
cutting
from
vented
diskMusicians
of
Federation
ican
ing ban. These backgrounds will
be aiade in England, Oberstein
Ideals, and they will be tailored
ftont arrangements designed to lit
the singers selected by the i*ecordIng outfits ordering them. Prices
will be based on U. S. recording
scales, which are higher than Eng-

S

.

:

That Oberstein

eventually

in-

t«tdB going back Into the disk
bdsiness himself, however, is indicated In « deal he has made with
Sonora Records. His Victor resignation, incidentally, awaited word
that the disk ban would soon be

there is no assurance
o( that; he apparently is going
ahead anyway with his recording
piano.
There are those who believe that Oberstein
purchased
Sonora, lock, stock and barrel, but
this he denies. He states that his
deal with Sonora calls for the lat-.
ter's Meriden, Conn., plant to allot
a portion of its production to his
recordings.
This plant now has
(Continued on page 38)
lifted; -since

liture Boy Suit

Rose Mmpliy Set
With RCA-Victor;

Expected to Dee^y

TQNIPPEATMi
Music Publishers Contact Employees union is hoping that major
music publishers will agree with
its contention that the music in-

Song

Telebad to happen.
now has a theme song.

vision

Tune

PDQg CRC Develops hnoTation

Co.

tril

rice

.

Sheet-Seller Tipsters
Pittsburgh, May 25.
Talk about sales promotion.
Local music store has this sign
in its window:
"The name of the my.stery
tune on 'Stop the Music' free
with every purchase."

N.Y.LocalSOrs

RCA-Victor

Murphy

to

signed

has
a

term

Rose

contract

to

record if and when tlie American
Federation of Musicians disking
ban is lifted. Miss Murphy has
been with Majestic Records, getting her start via a disking of "I
Can't Give You Anything But
Love, Baby," late last fall. Majestic is now involved in Chapter 11
of the Chandler Act, and whether
Miss Murphy can break her pact
with the company is questioned
by recording people. She claims
Majestic breached their agreement
before the company got into difficulty and before the AFM ban.

Beside being the first move by
artist from one company to an-

an

other since the ban was clamped
on Jan. 1, Victor's signing of Miss
Murphy has other angles. It's quite
probable that the event will have
some bearing on Majestic's deal
with Decca Records, in the works
for weeks. A fair slice of Majestic's assets lie in the contracts it
had with Eddy Howard and Miss
its best record-«ellers in
that order. Howard has been endeavoring to get loose, and Biggie
Levin, his manager, has repeatedly
Stated the maestro's contract is
and void, having been
null

Murphy,

But nothing is official.
Miss Murphy's move to Victor

breached.
entails

member

another angle. She's a
of the AFM, and when the

union threw its disk ban at recording companies it was also cited
that as of Jan. 1, when the conA. Edward Masters, attorney for tract between the two factions exJ. J< Kammen, filed suit in
N. Y, pired, all artists with all companies
fedetal court kst w«?ek against would thereafter be free agents.
*Wious parties Involved in the
gubilcatlon of the song, "Nature
Boy.' Suit charges that the tune
« an infrtagement of "Schwcig Court Reduces
S*™. Harte" ("Be Calm My
Judgment Vs. Tracey,
wart"), written by Yiddish theatre actor Herman
Yablokoff and
used in the operetta "Papirossen."
EtAL, to $175,000
..Suit names Eden Ahbez, Crestof $608,887 recently
Judgment
Wew Music (owned by Carlos Gasr
awarded by Fedepal Judge J. Fostel. manager of
King Cole, whose ter Synies to plaintiffs in a stockJ^pitol recording launched the
brought against Eusuit
holders'
tune),
Burke-Van Hcusen and
board chairman of
Morris Music, latter the song's gene A. Tracey,
Television
«Ulng agent on a deal with B-VH. the Majestic Radio &
A. Otis, and others
Edward
Masters asks that Ahbez and the Corp.;
Products
Automatic
of
directors
wne s publishers turn over to his as
week by
last
reduced
was
Corp.,
eiient all earnings from
"Boy," plus
we copyright itself. It's perhaps the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
higher
the
decision
one
In a two to
jne lirst time in
music biz history court held that the defendants' 11-,
;™t an infringement suit asked for
ability should be limited to ap|u«% of the income from
an al- proximately $175,000.
leged Infringement.
Circuit Court agreed there was
misappropriation of c o rp o r a t e
funds. Majority opinion delivered
by Judge Augustus N. Hand pointed out that "these funds have been
with Interest so there lias
ALIVE repaid
been no damage to the corporaClaude Thornhill, who breaks up
tion, but the wrongdoers should
band June 7 preparatory to
J™
also pay over all profits so that
*»*>ng a three-month rest, has
maae a unique move. Currently they will not be permitted to benein any manner by their wrong."
without a press agent, he has fit
Case was remanded to the lower
Mred Curt Weinberg to begin proa special
moting his name as of June 1 to court in order to appoint
amount of
™ep the tag as alive as possible master to fix the actual
Action was originally
recovery.
^»nng his layoff.
instituted more than four years
Anprnhill intends composing and
Abraham Marcus, aneiUary
rearranging his library during his ago by
executor of the estate of George A.
to Hawaii, June 28, Upson, and George A. Miller and
nni'
Lillian Smigel. They charged the
defendants with illegally converting some 116,500 shares of MajesStorey band opens Friday tic stock which Automatic acquired
f9m*'*i"J?
from Allen B, DuMont Laborato-

FdeiiinN.Y.

608G

nORNHAl HIRES Pi.
TO KEEP NAME

ries for $137,000.

V

IMs

Meet lod^

Columbia Records is readyii^ to
market an innovation in' recording
that will make a deep impressioa
on the disk industry. It has taken
the invention of a man who developed a method of recording un-.
der which regular 10 and ;i2-inch
now giving up only approxlmately five minutes of music, can
carry as much as 30 minutes of
material. Effect of such a development on the-.albura business, for
example. Is obvious. One of the
things the recording industry has
for years been endeavoring to
eliminate is the
necessity for
changing records when disks of an
album are arranged in any sort of
disks,

'

compilations.

Pre-Election Pot

Members of the MPCE council
met last week, for example, with
Starr, head of the Warner

continuity.

As an adjunct of the innovation,
Columbia is shuffling its executive

Herman

GtesMaj. Breach

in

Begins to Bo9

Bros, music firms, to discuss the
situation. Lester Saatly, president
of the Music Publishers Protective
Biennial election pot is already
Assn., was also present. Starr told
simmering at New York Local 802
the
men that be was com- of the American Federation of Mupletely in favor of dropping aU
sicians, Last week three job-holdlists whic'^ spotlight the number of
ers at 802 were booted out of their
times a pop tune is performed by positions following
a membership
radio weeldy. Santly also was in
meeting skirmish at Palm Garden,
agreement.
N. Y., where aU 802 cardholder
men is that confabs are held.
Claim of the
such "sheets" are as much an evil
It seems the meeting was about
to the busines as the payola racket,
to begin when 802's president,
and, as a matter of fact, tend to Richard McCann, a Blue ticket
lean toward payoffs. It's argued man, decided there was no quorum
that weekly publication of radio (500),
member, presumably of
performance tabulations places the the Unity ticket, which has' for
music .industry completely at the years tried to depose the Blues,
mercy of radio producers who made a permissible motion that
don't kiiow one song from another. the membership wait until 4 p.m.
These producers don't even at- for the quorum. Instead, McC^nn
tempt to evaluate publishers' ma- left the hall immediately, taking
terial. When a plug is sought by an all Blue executives, delegates,
etc.,
MPCE man the producer simply with him. When they were gone
a
asks, "is it on the sheet"? If It's, checkup made by four non-Blue
not the chances are the producer men, who had been elected temwon't.even look at a. copy.
porary office-holders by the memSmall publishers have long be- bership, found that A quorum was
wailed thf Peatman sheet and, on tap from the beginning,
molately, so have the majors, for a tion was made to adjourn the meet
different reason. Small ones i>oint to Monday (24) at 802's headout that they can't achieve com- quarters.
mercial radio- performances unless
Next day after the upset meetthe song is on the sheet. And they ing, three of the four men who
cannot get it on the sheet, accord- took over the illegally dispersed
ing to Peatman's methods of rating meet were fired from their jobs.
plugs on the basis of a broadcast's Max Aarons, a formej»-"'Blue man,'
Hooper, unless they get high-rated now a member of the Unity group,
plugs. Major pubs have developed was bounced from supervision of
an aversion to the Peatman list the Recording and Transcription
because its compiler refuses to Fund; Henry Macaro, who recently
divulge which radio shows in his resigned from the Blues, was let
measuring scheme are more im- out of the theatre department,
portant than others. They angrily aloqg with Al Manuti, a Unity man.
point out that the men who supply "Tuby" Tlvin, a former member
the nation with its constant flow of of the executive board, was the
fresh melodies are kept completely fourth.
in the dark concerning the best
avenues of exploitation for a multimillion dollar industry.
Orlob Doesn't
For these reasons the MPCE is

MPCE

MPCE

A

A

Want

Ben Selvin, until now assistant to Manie Sachs, will mov«
over as head of an expanded Kiddie-disk division, which ivill benefit
from the new process, and'
Mitch Ayres, now a recording- director, will become Sachs* assistant on p'op material.

staff.

,

New

disks Columbia is working
and which will be announced
during the company's forthcoming
convention In Atlantic City, have
but one flaw.
They spin at 33
rpm's, which means changes In
equipment for virtually all household record-players. To take care
of this, Coluirnbia will market a
player unit, designed to. be hooked
up to any player, to operate at the
required speed. It will sell for $30
on,

-

.

in retail record stores. New disks,
incidentally, wUl be of unbreakable vinylite.
Columbia has been working on
the new disk idea for months and
succeeded until last week in keeping it quiet. Its executives^ however, were too exuberant about it
to keep the idea under cover until
the convention. They expect the
invention will have effect on the
transcription business, too;

ASCAP's Jukebox
Cffli Bill

Deferred

Washingtoni

May

25.

House bill No. 2570, Which would
draw performance royalties from
the use of recorded and copyrighted
songs in coin machines, was, due on
the house floor twice last week but,
for an unexplained reason, didn't
show. Judiciary committee was ex-

pected to spiU the bill, into the lap
of the House the first time on
anxious to " try running a music
Tuesday (18) and again on Thurs'Kissing' Coin, Only
business and exploiting new songs
day (20), but failed to do so.
without the constant spectre of
No. 2570 is backed by the Amerithe "sheet." They feel that radio
Co-Autliorship Credit
can Society of Composers, Authors
will be forced to select new tunes
Long fight waged by Harold
on the basis of quality, the same Orlob for co-authorship credit on and Publishers and was given a
green light several weeks ago by
as recording companies.
"I wonder Who's Kissing Her Rep. Earl Lewis (R., Ohio) and his
Now" ended in victory for him last Patents and Copyrights, subcom.

week when songwriter Joe Howard
agreed to give him joint billing on
all future copies of the number

Pluggers Look

To New Pub Deal
Current contract between music
publishers and the Music Publishers Contact Employes union expires next Dec. 31, and the
council already is turning attention to terms of a new deal.
expects to ask for a number of
changes in the renewal and, in
order to be fully prepared with

MPCE

MPCE

them when the time
to

rolls

begin, negotiations,

now;

Two

MPCE

is

mittee.

John O'Connor, ASCAP rep, was
last week in anticipation that
would hit the house fkior.

here

printed. In return for Howard's
the bill
concession, contained in a stipulation filed in N. Y. supreme court,
Orlob discontinued a suit he had
brought against the composer.

In settling the case, Orlob abandoned any interest or claim to the
revenue derived from the song's
copyright. Otlier defendants in the
action were 20th-Fox, Edward B.

Marks Music, Chas. K. Harris Muand Jerry Vo-

RAINBOW RANDEVU
RAZED IN 400G FIRE
Salt

Lake

City,

May

25.

Jerry Jones' Rainbow Bandevu,
dance spot, was destroyed by

local

Saturday (22). The bla«e,
Plaintiff's suit of undetermined origint started at
did not seek damages but asked a 4 a.m., and In 15 minutes was com-

sic Publishing Co.,
gel Music Co., Inc.

fire last

around declaratory judgment to decide the pletely out of control.
tune's authorship.
Fire was spotted by a passing
motorist who saw the flames and
heard three explosions.
Commodore Switch
No definite figure has been re-

starting

expects to
points the
ask in a new pact have already
been decided. First and most imof
elimination
the
portant is
clauses eight and nine, both of
which prohibit participation In
of
performers
with
deals
payola
songs, one relating to publishers
themselves and the other to con-

.

.

New

York, leased "on the loss, but it's estiiTjated
at being near $400,000,
Jaren L. (Jerry) Jones, owner of
the Randevu says he's fully covered by insurance.
Jones is busy trying to find a
new .location. Meanwhile, agencies
tactmen. Another change
dinner -only, using a six-piece con- are busy filling in dates left open
sought is that instead of a five- cert-type band.
the fire in the skeds of Charlie
by
expiring
of
the
year deal (length
No dancing will be allowed. Spivak, Stan Kenton, Kmg Col*
contract) they'll ask for a two-year
Trio and Henry Busse.
Which eliminates the 20% tax.
deal with options.

Commodore

hotel.

which had hoped to keep its CenRoom going through the summer with name bands, has changed
Following the close of
its policy;
the current Boyd Raeburn in midJune, the room will be open for
to be
tury

'

.

.

.
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KecordiHg
In

Ban Cues (Innsual Interest

AFM

Convention at Asbury

IteeK

the making and
anv way with
rection of

sale

are facing in the di-

Asbury Park,

N.J., w^ith

Jimmy

Spitalny,

May

local

25.

band-

maestro Maurice
leader- son
Spitalny, was severely injured here
'of

last

Having

Spitalny Hurt
Pittsburgh,

Jfmmy
week

when

hit-and-run

a

use its current lop hit,
the Hour," as a class

"Now

Is

.song

of

Nip U.

groups graduating this term from
schools all over the country. As a
result,
it
has assigned Dorothy
Stewart, writer of the original
lyric, to

compose new

lines

more

applicable to the situation.
Many of the schools, however,
will use the current lyric, which
retains the original flavor of the
Maori
(New Zealand) version,
known as "the farewell song."
Number of requests received haS

to the rambling of
ened for weeks

and

radio

newspaper

S.

Fishe's 'Kisses'

become a mecca.

It's

hoped, agaiftst hope in

Hot

in Chi

perturbed about the forthcoming

is also outlet

for

Damon Saturday

(22) for Belgium.
Berne Convention consists of
performance 'societies of the ma-

of the (countries of the
the U. S. Due to
the fact this country is not a member, U. S. publishers are obliged,
whenever they publish a new tune
in this country, to issue it also in
a country that's party to the Convention, as a means of protecting
the tune in areas governed by the
Convention.
Simple, publication
sutfices to achieve that protection
and, usually, U. S. firms do that by
simultaneously issuing sheets In
jority

world— except

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

many

amorig Uie

auarters that someone
has the
nrcdictors of a settlement,
So far, however, the

Maht dope.

ejmectations of a settlement are not
unless the AFM's James C.
bright,

ipstrillo

P^fHETY

and his executives have

Survey of retail sheet mtisic
based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities,
and showing comvarative sales
rating for this and last week.

the
privately concluded t* call off
band in the face of the stalemate
that exists.

.

sales,

.

During recent weeks, the Induscommittee headed by James
Murray, head of BCA-Viclor's recording division, has been meeting
\m the subject. They have talked
coun;'wlth Milton Diamond,
selor, and the net result is that so
iac there is no reason to believe
the ban will be lifted. These men
feel that there is a mellower at'titude by the AFM toward the disk
Impasset as exemplified by Dia^isiond's conversation, but they are
tty

AFM

not certain whether Diamond is
talking for Petrillo or expressing
Ihoughts of his own.

MO secret that the recording
companies would like to pay the
APM the royalty-per-disc-sold, the
It's

AFM

proxy seareangement the
cured several years ago during the
previous .strike but which the TaftHartley Act outlawed. They have
even endeavored, and are continuing t;o .try, to devise a means
.wnietfeby the
can collect this
^iin, or some substitute, without
Violating the T-H law. But no al(Conlinued on page 42)

AFM

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

T

O
T
A

a

O

D

."Nature Boy" (Burke- VH)
"Now Is the Hour" (Leeds)
"Dickey Bird Song'? (Robbins)
"Baby Face" (RemickJ
"5
6
"You Can't Be True" (Biltmore).
6
"Laroo Lilli Bolero" (Shapiro-B)
5
7
13
"Toolie OoHc Doolie" (C.K.Harris)
8
"Sabre Dance" (Leeds) ..........
9A 8 "Haunted Heart" (Williamson)
"Manana" (Barbour^Lee).
9B 7
"Little White Lies" (BVC)
9
lO
14
"My Happiness" (Damon).
.

.

.

,

.

.

8

2
6

2

5

5

9
4

.

I

N
T

n.

2

4

6

3
7

4

3
7

3

10

8

8

8

6

9

10

8

6

4
6

52
43

9

34

8

26
22

10

26

6
10

'

'

"publication" to films, records or
It would .mean,
example, that
unpublished
background music used in a U. S.
film would automatically go into
public domain in Berne Convention
countries unless the film was simultaneously released in a Berne
territory.
Same would be true of
unpublished music on a recording,
which frequently happens.

any other medium.
for

ASCAP-ers and -the Music Pub58

2
10

109
93

6

6

.

.

a

S

1

1

3

4

P

s

Q
.

>

j

MAY 22
.

England or Canada.
However, Berne members seek to
amend that protection rule and
extend the meaning of the^ word

L

M

and Publisher

1

n

o

>.

Week Ending
Title

U. S. music publishers and the
American .Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers are deeply

Chicago, May 25.
annual Berne Convention, which
Kansas City Music Sales here opens in Brussels June 2,
An
will distribute Radio Artists Rec- amendment to the Convention's
ords as result of local success of copyright laws is on the fire, and
"Your Kisses Made a Mrs. Out of ASCAP and its pub members are
recording
Flske
Charley
Me."
anxious to defeat it. To iight the
caught on in this area due to legislation, Herman
Finkelsl6in,
plugging by disk jocks.
ASCAP resident counsel, left

p£

'has

R^hts

Protection on Foreign
--

listdriver sldeswiped car in which
He
Spitalny Was riding home.
columnists went to the hospital with multiple convinced Leeds that the tune will
K. C.
Fed- bruises and abrasions,.
become a standard.
label.
who predict that the American
recording ban
pratlon of Musicians
M\ be lifted, the June 7 openinrg
convention
the AFM's Asbury

crossed.
their fingers

87

Berne Convention Amendment Would

Ueeds Music has received numerous requests for permission to

their dis-+
Recording companies,
salesmen, music pub4ributors and
agencies and talent
Ljers, talent
and all others involved in

L recordings,

School Graduates Eye
*Now Is Hour' as Theme

2

14

lishers Protective Assn. are afraid
that the passing of tihe amendment

would have a harmful

-

effect

on

U. S. rights In many ways. One
would be that if the unpublished
music that might be involved in
such a situation is thereafter taken
for publication, then the foreign
rights would already have been
dissipated by the fact the melody
would be public domain in Berne
countries^

.

W9dm$i»Yt May
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Dave an Osborne ballad but the over-all
get the heavier call.
Barbour's backgrounding, as usual, effect isn't particularly impressive,helps. Latin-Aroeri<!an coupling is Her excitement over the "Funny"
ditty lifts the lyric far beyond Its
more his than hers.
"Tea Leaves," worth.
Jack Smith
"Blue Bird of
Art Mooney
are
Happy Ways"
"Highways
Each simple sentiment Paradise," "Sunset to Sunrise"
(Capitol).
"Paradise" is the tune the
is performed with maximum em- (M-G-M).
phasis on melody and, since the band has been getting over on stage
will

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

~

By Ben Bodec
Bros.—"Baby,

Don't

Be

My

at Me," "I Couldn't Call
(Decca).
Mills boys cook
these with the old flavor and it's
going to be tough for juke ops to

Baby"

:

My

—

"Something To Remertiber
You By" (Dinah Shore).
"Easter
Parade"
(Harry

Mantovani

,

James).
"Edst of
Weston).

the

Sun"

band).

Dance" makes
um.

a delightful

premi-

Pattl Pasre— "Confess," "Twelve
heart appeal of the Mills Bros.'
O'clock Flight" (Mercury). In her
but since Miss Lee's on the
own way Miss Page has applied in- version
crest it will probably be hers that

=THERE

IS

Air

Bob

Hollywood, May 25
Crosby and the band
he

,

A

—

Sanctum"

(Victor).

There

may be

feature.

:

—

,

"Spring Came," bers come under AFM's quota sysSammy Kaye
a surprise for Victor in this release.
tem whereby men earning $125 off
Apparently the label needed some- 'At a Sidewalk Penny Arcade"
airshows cannot do spare-time gig
thing to back up a vocal quartet (Victor).. Performed in the sweet
work. They are considered fully
version of "Heartbreaker" that it tradition of the Kaye conception
and Local 47 system is
had hurriedly imported from Eng- with nary a note or beat out oft employed

Don Cornell and Laura designed vto. spread work evenly
land and the Spivak number, one place.
members.
of his final batch for Victorr was Leslie do their customary duct, among its
SpeciflcaUy, union quashed deal
Import, billing the group word-perfect but uninspired, on

as "The Merry Melody Makers,"
A may
be forgotten, but it's possible

rent vyax trend and It therefore
Peggy Lee— "Baby Don't Be Mad
would be wise to rack up two at Me," "Caramba!
It's the Samba"
copies in the same machine.
(Capitol).
Lacks the suavity and

Crosby

Crew on Work Role

appearances with sock effect and leads on Campbell Soup airshow
that effect Is pretty well captured (CBS) have been nixed by
Ameriby this waxing. It's the sort of tune can Federation of
Musicians Local
that works itself into a standby for
.weekend one-niters, proBesides the Clark Sisters programcr^ and becomes a steady 47 for
time.
spirited posed by MCA, in ballrooms
he's supported by a uke and har- item around the counter.
hereinstrumental with the emphasis on abouts. Crew^ Crosby fronts
monicas.
is acsecond
''Inner the brass section is the
Charlie Spivak Orch
tually Jerry Gray's and its mem-

cmrent temper of the buyer seems
to be leaning back to the 20's, this
combination will pile up likely the
biggest sale Smith has had In 'some

Boy," elected.

"Ritual Fire Dance" (London-).
concert version that brings out the
full melodic richness of the current top song, with Art Young
matching his piano against a brilliant backgrotjnd of strings^ Musically, several notches above even
the Frank DeVol conception. "Fire

(Paul

"San" (Titty Hill).
"King .Gotlon March" (Gold-

man

—
Orclt "Nature

M

For

—

'

genuity, here that deserves some
sort of merit badge. In "Confess"
she departed from the put-anddrled technique of a torch and
patched up an idea that tickles
She
decide which is the 'side; they're both ear and imagination.
both commercial/Edge is probably actually sings two lyrics, one, the
with "Mad," but the harmony that solo lyric, and the other, a fill-in,
features the Henry Nemo item on cut later while listening to herself
reverse hews closely to the cur- through earphones.
Fill-in lyric
was fed through an echo chamber
and the effect of the singer's conscience answering back, faultlessly
Favorite Five
executed, enhances the song's apIt-,gives the
peal immeasupably
RichaYcC Warner
jocks something- to talk about and
iVHBS, Huntsville, Ala.
hense it's due for lots, of play.
BVIills

Mad

26, 1948

AFM Nixes One-Niters

that "Inner
intere.st

in

Sanctum"

will

awaken

Spivak's

wax

career,

There's a haunting quality about
the thing that demands a second
spinning and Irene Daye's vocal
blends in smoothly.
Mary Osborne
"Please Don't
Kiss Me," "Funny Funny Funny
What a Dime Can Do'' (Decca)
This plaintive-voiced stylist seems
still to be in^search of that one song
that will peg her among the topliners.
"Kiss" is clothed with all
those throaty nuances that mark

—

ONLY ONE=

"Arcade"
lyric of

and Cornell, solos

Recording of

whereby

MCA

would

sell Ci;bsby

Avodon terpalace. Local,
in explaining its stand to agency,
suggested putting Crosby, rated a
nights at

Platter Pointers
Highlight of Raymond Scott's
work on "You're Going to Main; a
AVonderful Sweetheart" for M-G-M
is the Dorothy Collins vocal .
Jack Fina (M-G-M) isn't up to his
best on either "Needles and Pins"
or "Bubble-Loo,"
but Charlie
Martin's treatment ,of the words
makes an impression ... Gordon
Maoltae (Capitol) is more MacRae
in ''Steppin' Out with My Baby"
than he is with "Evelyn." Latter
suggests Buddy Clark.
But the
rhythm side is exceptionally invig-:
orating .
Radio Revelers (Columbia) have contrived a catchy
novelty out of "Shoemaker's Serenade," especially the whistling

singer and hence not covered by
union quota regulations, afront a
pickup band for ballroom 'dates.

touches, and establish themselves
as a solid close harmony group for
the jukes with "I'm Afraid to Love
You" . . Two swell tnood pieces
are packaged on Decca's latest of

within the next month or two.
Cutting musical backgrounds on
order is an angle arising out ol
the disk ban that has been growing
larger in recent weeks. Approximately 75% of the major and mi-

.

.

•
Sensational Smash. Hit

the

the other surface with like and crew for series of Saturday

preciseness.

.

.

.

Carmen CavaUaro, "Summer Moon"
and "Beyond the Sea."

Oberstein
Continued from page

approximately

40

3S

J
ma

automatic

chines available.

Some weeks
stein

was on

ago,

when

Ober-

vacation from his

Vic-

tor job, he actually was in England preparing the way for Atlantic Sound. He'll return there

nor companies have been following that course or checking into its
Capitol,
Columbia,
possibilities.
Played by Victor, Mercury and others have
Paul Whiteman: Released as it been getting musical-accompaniwere, to coincide with Berlin's 60th ment diste from England, or have
birthday, this batch of eight- sides ordered them. At the same time
represents a pleasurable jaunt some among them have been imamong his lushly melodious works. porting Englishrlabel recordings of
Nostalgic impact is further height songs they missed before the ban
ened by woodwind accents in the in order to compete with rivals in
the U. S. market.
arrangements.
Before rejoining Victor, Ober
Larry Adier, Volume II: Another
treat for those who get a kick out stein and two partners had built
of sheer virtuoso brilliance, rer Hit Records from the ground up
gardless of the instrument. The at a tune when pressing and procompositional choice and instru- duction matf^rlals were at a premental range provide an unalloyed mium; 'This company was sold to
lift,
especially "Malaguena," the Majestic Radio and Television tor
"Beguine" and the "Roumanian approximately $500,000 after hav
ing established Louis Prima's pi
Rhapsody", (in two parts).
chestra and the Three Suns as

Albiirtis

Irving Berlin Songs

Jon and Sondra Steele's
Damon. Record No* 04113^3
Demand

the

.

GRIGINAl Vocal Duet and Piano

with Reiser-Meyers

Brilliant instrumental

topline disk sellers.
are now with Victor.

Leeds Has Patience

NOW THE mMkNATIONAL

FAVOklTE

Order the ORIGINAL from Your HNearest Distributor!

DAMON RECORDING

STUDIOS,

1221 BaltjniQre

INC

Kansas City

6,

Mo,

Leeds Music

week took a
in following the trend of
major music publishers toward
buying songs that show as territorial hits on indie disk labels,
Firm last week bought the copyright to "Between You and Me,"
which made a stir in Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Toledo on the
Acorn label.
Instead of immediately going to
work on the tune, Leeds feels it's
good enough to hold until the disk
ban is lifted, so that all recording
companies can get in musical versions, rather a cappclla, harmonica,

Both

artists

last

new tack

'*SLAP 'ER

DOWNAGIN,

PAW"
CHOICE MUSIC.

INC.

etc.

DENNIS DAY introduces the greatest song of our day.

MY

SLEEP

.

CHILD

(SHLOOF* MEIN KIND)

on the DENNIS

DAY SHOW
WEDNBSDAY,

and

the

MAY

26

BROADWAY, New York
CHICAGO
HOLIYWOOD
1674

JACK BENNY SHOW
SUNDAY,

JEWEL MUSIC

MAY

30

WATCH

for the Victor Record of

"SLEEP

•

Oaret Bomorot Prof. Mi;r.
nO» Sunset BI<rd. 1S76 BnMdirsT
HoUywood <«, Oal. Menr Tork, N. V.
CaicaMew t-C2H COIiunbns S-7BB0

MY

hy DENNIS

CHILD"
DAY

other refecfsos soon to tallow

^

OBCHKSTIIAS^IIIIJSIC

at Hotel B.O/s

Baods
'

•,

tM

wttlm

.

'

Hotel

Weelr

PlHyed

.

875

.

• Donald Richards at Waldorf; Ice

Books

First

GAC TRUES OP TRUE/

Name Band

1,625

950

,

3,425

Show aVNew Yorker,

»

installed

Chicago

3,900,,.:

FORDATES

At $3,500 Per Defers

Hollywood,

through summer.

Chuck Foster (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
In order to edge in on what may
Fine weather, conventions and prom season putting all spots back on be a big account, William Morris
Ice show-Foster improved 3,100.
feet
agency inked in Busse at flat .$1,500
Jazz at Fhilliannnnic (College Inn, Sherman, 650; $3.50 min.). Hplen for.: the two nights.
flumes and Norman Granz crew, opening Friday (21), bolstered covers
'to

GRIFFIN

I

i

Vandate at

L A. House

Hollywood,

2,000.

w

jnin.).

Neat

A MOST

UHUSUAL SONG*

IT'S

A MOST

UNUSUAL

Los Angeles
frankie Carle (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2).

Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900;

Good

$1-$1.50).

LoeadGQ Jobs» Not

in Hotels
Final

adm,).

to

week drew hefty

17,700.

introduce his

Art Kassel (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Kasscfl finished Sunday
with neat 1,700. Gay Claridge followed.
Fancy 16,900.

(23)

Teddy FtaUUps (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm,).

irs

Henry Basse (Palladium

B.,,

Hollywood, 4th wk.).

BBC Dance and
Depts.

Variety

Tunes Favored

London, May 25.
complete reorganization of
British Broadcasting Corp.'s variety
and dance music departments is
under way, and a number of top
radio producers will be involved
in new appointment changes.
Reorganization mainly stems
jrom the appointment -of 4&'year'Oid Austrtdian ex-bandleader Jim

A

I

I

I

i

.'

..Davidson as assistant head of
^Variety (music section). This puts
"him in charge of all radio dance
^orchestras, and of all the music in
the BBC variety programs.

Although he started work

revise these schedules.

He

is

COLUMBIA RECORD

ffrom M-G-AI's

callers.

dance music is sliding fast. "I have
heard playing recently, and I speak
as a musician, which would be
laughed out of any self-respecting
American studio," said Jonah Barrington. "Small wonder that the
public have a prejudice, or tune to
the American Forces Network for
better standards of playing."
Davidson's lirst assignment is the
holding of high level discussions
on time allocations to dance bands.
He agrees that some of the times
at present allotted to the bands are
not entirely suitable and intends to

Reorganized;

.British

Poor 5,800

"4 Dote

.Vocal featuring

leave more time for
ideas presentation.
For months past critics have said

and

lems

RAY NOBLE
version of

A MOST UNUSUAL DAT

(Los Angeles)

»

COLUMBIA RECORD^

Fair 2,650 tabs.
2,700 covers.

(Chicago)

Eddy Howard (Aragon; $1-$1.15
Henry King in Sunday (23).

W/fli

Judy")

ANITA GORDON

on "THE CHARLIE McCARTHY
N.B.C.

•

8:00P.M.EDST

•

Sun<day,

SHOW

May

30th

also

investigating the problem of ti-ying
sell bands that are bad radio
from a listening figure point of
view, but are not necessarily bad
dance music. He intends to. find
new presentation motbods for these
to

May

8, the news was kept secret until
now. Post of organizer of the de- bands.
partment which is now Davidson's
Davidson will also be responsible
concern has been held during the for giving better airing time to
jtast five years by Tawny Neilson.
British songs. This is now a defiMrs. Neilsoli, 'whose position will nite BBC policy. Producers are to
la future be that of a producer in
be officially instructed to help
the Variety section, was one of .the
British songs as much as possible.
departmental heads interviewed by
Stf Valentine Holmes, K.C., in his
BBC bribes" inquiry last year.
She claims new arrangement will
ftilieve her of administration probPHILLY
'>

.

LIUZZIREEECTEDAS

AFM PREZ

Philadelphia, May 25.
'Frank Liuzzi was renamed president of Local 77, American Federation of Musicians, in one of the
hottest elections ever staged -by
local looters.
No less than four
complete tickets competed and the
electioneering and pamphleteering
kept local musical interest at a
high pitch for weeks.
Liuzzi has headed 77 for the past
Jimmy Perri is his
nine y.pars.

SSTff AHHVIWKifilKt

MAY

IS

-

MeHOGH

.

MONTH
PLAY EM!

DISK 'EM!

Music by .

vice.<president.
More than
,900 votes were cast, and the win.'
topped his nearest rival,
Cella, former president of
the local ('32-'35), by only 57 votes.
Cella's ninning^mate was Charles
Abrams, better known as Roger
Kortland, local bandsman.

new
1

.

ner

.

JIMMY McHUGH

j

Romeo

In the place position was the
ticket headed by Charles J. McConnell, Jr., former contractor for
the Earle theatre, and Edward
Wlnkelman. Eddie. Springman, inr
cumbent vice-president, who aspired to the presidency, and A. A.
Orchestra
Philadelphia
Tomei,
hornist and former president of the

wound up a bad

local,

fourth.

Guy Scola was unanimously re*elected secretary and was one of
the two men named as delegates to
the
convention (other is

AFM

Perri).

John Riccardi, brother of Rex
Riccardi, James G. Petrillo's assistant;
Fred
John
Calabrese,
Messa, Frank Nicolatta, William
Klaiss, Sr., and Louis Ingber, were
named to 77's executive board.

jddle
ctdclle

Ken

Dclaney'a

orchestra,

re-

tX.
Clover Club, Miami,
opens Saturday (28) at Fan and
on Glens FallvLake George,
N. y., md.

cently

Bill's,

lyric

by

.

Unsic by

l\Wm McHUGH

HAHOLD >U)AMSON

COLUMBIA RECORD 38206
*Th0 most unusval record of this or ony season. For ffie first time
on a single record release, youll hear an entire Broadway musical
production treatment of a pop song. Ray Noble's inimitable technique witli Anita Cordon's vocal sets a new style in interpretation.

ROBB^NS v„S

25.

to Aug. 10 at insistance of Herman
Hover, Ciro's operator, who has
Cole boked for three weeks, starting July 16, at $3,500 weekly.
Hover, it is understood, would
Wayne King's one-night concert buy Cole only if he got outfit first.
engagement at 2,800-seat RKO- Theatre agreed • and will „glve
combo
same terms for week of
Orpheum, Minneapolis, last week,
drew near-capacity ..at $3 top. Aug. 10, a 50-50 split on gross from
Gross hit $5,000^
first dollar.

IT'S

3.600.

May

King Cole Trio's booking at
downtown Million Dollar theatre
has been moved back from July 6

Ray Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 300; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Together, heavy
tSarl Brisson bowed Friday (21) following Burl Ives.
Eddie Oliver (Empire Ruuni, Palmer House; 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Hildegarde garnered rich 6,900.
Orrin Tucker (Marine Room, Edge water Beach; 700; $1.50r$2.50

39

Cole Trio's Giro's Date

May 25.
Chicago, May 25.
74,225
General Artists Corp. last week
Del Coronado, near San Diego,
4,375
3,825 booked a name band for the first signed Ken Griffin. Organist, although not tied with anyone, had
72,425 timo in tlie resort
hotel's more been booking
through Consolidated
14,475
than 50 years of operation. Henry Radio Artists.
950
Agency is now working on thea3,425 Busse currently at Palladium here,
tre
and
nitery
dates for Griffin to
will play June 1-2 on experiment
by spot's new owner, Barney Good- cash in on popularity of his disk,
man. It stunt clicks with clientele, "You Can't Be True, Dear," made
with
Jerry
Wayne.
name policy will be

1,425
1,300

.

.

.

Coven
On Date

2,650

33
Coleman*..,. WaWorf t400; $2)
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50) .... 3
T^rrv Clinton
New Yorker (400; ?1-$1.50). ... 3
Kberle*
80
Tnhnnv Pineapple Lexidgton (300; $1-$1.50)
10
Bopsevelt (400; $1-^^
T nwrence Welk
1
Coiatuodote (400; $1-$1.50)
Bnvd Raeburn
1
Carmen Cavallaro,..Ast6r (700; $H1.50)
ffmil

San Diego Resort Hotel

:0R = 0' A-.CN

VeJneaday, May 26, 1943

OBcnBsntAS-MiTsic

New

Novel Legal Ruling

Ma^ Cut Hum'

Rights Contract

Harry Fox, trustee for music
publishers' royalties, has denew contract covering

Songs with Lainest Ra£o Audence

vised a

Damages Down
An unprecedented decision by
the Special Master on May 21 in
the Mohamed' H. Khan vs. Leo
("Rum and CocaCola") has apparently blasted the
plaintiff's bonanza prospects. After
judgment of infringement of the
lyrics,
rendered by the N. Y.
federal district cgurt was aiHrmed
by tlfe Appellate Court, it seemed

rights

transcription
songs,

television.

Feist.

;

Feisf s Legal Wrinkles
At the first 'hearing before the
Master, plaintiff's attorney Ellis
followed the customary procedure
certain Khan was in for a wind-, of calling upon Feist to render an
fall.
Plaintiff's attorney, Bmil K. accounting of the returns received
ElUs, had estimated at the time the by it from the song. Then came
damages would be around $100,000 the surprise move of Feist's atat the time.
In fact, the Special torneys.
They raised two novel
Master had been appointed by the contentions to defeat plaintiff's recourt to comipute the take since It covery. Attorney Bernstein, who
had held there could be no question ^appeared for his firm before the
of the infringement.
Master, contended that as plainRupert Grant, whose nom de tiff's work had been copyrighted
plume is "Lord Invader," a calypso as a book rather than a musical
composition,
there could be no insinger, had written the song in
Trinidad in 1943. PlaintiiT Khan fringement prior to the deplosit of
conducted a calypso tent in Trini- plaintiff's work in the U. S. Copjrright
Office
on
April 25, 1945, for
dad, wherein Grant performed. In
1943, Khan published and copy- ad interim registration (required
righted a booldet in Trinidad en- only %f books under Section 21 of
the
U.
S,
Copyright
Act). Berntitled
"Victory
Calypsos
1943
Souvenir Collection" containing stein likewise argued that as the
the lyrics of Grant's and other lyrics of plaintiff's song had been
published
without
music
(as a
calypso songs.
The Court ruled
that Morey Amsterdam, one of the poem ) the only act of infringe"Rum and Colce," collaborators, ment could be in the sale of
copies
(i.e.,
mechanicals,
not
synheard and copied the song when
he headed a USO unit visiting chronization or performances). At.Trinidad' the latter part of 1943. torney Ellis contended that
Helm
Universal
reV.
Pictures,
The evidence established that the
lyric of one verse and the chorus cently decided by the Circuit Court
of the Amsterdam version were the of Appeals (N. Y.) refuted defendant's
argumetit
that
plaintiff
same is Grant's. Under the judgment, Percy E. Williamson, Jr., of did not obtain a U. S. copyright
In
the Afin of Nims, Verdi & Martin, until the U. S. registration.
was appointed Special Master to that case (which attorney Abeles,
by concidence, had successfully de. ascertain the amount of all profits
(Continued 00 page 42)
derived by Feist, Amsterdam .and

any medium desired.

'
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,
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The top 31 songs of the week based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networlts. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr.
Jo/in G. Peatman, Director.
Survey Week of May 14-20, 1848
A Bed Of Roses
Johnstone-M
A Fella With An Umbrella—1"Easter Parade"
Feist
.Baby Face ,..
,..
............. .Remick
Better Luck Next Time— t"Easter Parade"
Feist
Blue Shadows On the Trail— t "Melody Time"
Santly-Joy
But Beautiful— f'Road to Rio"
Burke- VH
Crying For Joy
Monaco
Dickey-Bird Song— 1"3 Daring Daughters"
Robbuis
Blame
Don't
Me
Warren
Cherie
Encore
..Miller
Haunted Heart— '"Inside USA"
Williamson
Leeds
Heartbreaker
*
Hooray For Love t"Casbah"
Mehose

•

.

.

,

,

',

RAVEN SALE OF SIDES
BRINGS HENRY BEEF
^

Don Henry Trio, harmonica
arguing with DeLuxe
is
Records oyer six masters the latter firm bought from the Raven
label, indie outfit for which they
group,

first

recorded.

Four

Idisks, made by Raven
fore last Jan. 1, were

a

the

of

six

months bedone under

guarantee-plus-royalty

arrange-

ment, but two were cut hurriedly
Without being covered by a financial deal, and even the guarantee was never paid.
Some weeks back, BeLuxe
talked With the Trio about making
This
a deal for the unpaid two.
was during conversations between
DeLuxe and Raven oVer the purchase of the paid-for four. Henry
went out of town without completing talks, and when they came

—

I May Be Wrong
Happens When Dance With Vou

Henry wants to know how come,
and wants to get paid, having attorneys working on the problem.
Henry Trio now records for Regent and their "Sabre Dance" arrangement is a bestseller.

Rhapiro-B
T. B.

'.

.

.

Now

.

,

Is

.,<...•..;.
Sabre Dance ..... ...
Serenade (Music Played On a Heartstring).
Spring In December (Winter In May)
Steppin' Out With My Baby
.

.

,

•.

.

,

.,i

.

...

.

You're Too Dangerous Cherie

Biltmore
.

.

.

.

The remaininsi 23 songs of the week,

on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broodcost
Oucr Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc.,
Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
Beyond the Sea'
Chappell
Bride And Groom Polka ...
Simon
*
....
\)ased

,

Girl

Fool That
I

Wish

I

Knew

,

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

Famous

—

Name

the

Tomorrows

I'd Give a Million

.

Girl"

Am

I

.

.

— f"Dream

Dream

My
My
My

.

.

.

;

You

.••

....

.

.

.

.

.j.

.

.

.

.".Mutual
....
.

.

. .

.

.

.

Remick
Witmark
Remick

Sin

...... ...

.

.

Best British Sheet Sellers
-(Week Ending May 20)
London, May 21.
V
Galway Bay
Golden Earrings

"SCHOENE MAEDEL"

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Box & Cox
.'

.-Victoria

,

Leeds

Teresa

Silver Wedding Waltz.
.Unit
Tree in Meadow
Connelly
,

GIUL)

BACKED BY

.

-...^ Morris.

Civilization

Near You.,

..'.Wood

Serenade. of Bells

f

.

.

.

.

.

Morris

Noel Gay
Dream of Olwen
L. Wright
Wonder Who's Kissing Her

Wishing Waltz

"DON'T EVER LEAVE ME AGAIN"
on SAKS RECORD #5012
laden

with

the

Feldman
*
Once Upon a Wintertime.
Cinephonic

stuff

makes for coin winners is this
by Ted Steele, titled VSchoene
Maedel." T^d's soothing and charming voice hypos this beautiful piece
immensely, adding to its winning
Ways. Wax is full of romance and
the like with the beautiful wordage
flowing free and easy throughout

Read what THE CASH

,

your avid listening attention.

*

'

.

Time May Change

—

•

the disking. Flip is another feather
in Steele's cap and another first rate
performance. It's the top deck that
we go for. "Schoene Maedel" rates

....... Campbell-P
Feist

SAKS RECORDS
884

PAVONIA AVENUE

JERSEY CITY

NEW

(Phone: Bergen 3-5063)

JERSEY

Morris
.Words-Music

BVC
Melrose

Les Baxter, who got back 12
Jerl Sullivan sides following bankruptcy of United Artist Records,
peddled the wax to Signature Records. Johnny White combo backed
Miss Sullivan on the disks
Irving
Friedman, music head at EagleLion, scores four films within next
three weeks; films include "Let's
Live a Little," "29 Clues," "Bom
Flight"
to
and "Hollow Triumph"
Lewis Music shuttered
.

.

its

.

.

.

.

West coast doors.

Tfte Nation's
Biggest Request Song

Second 12

BOX sqys—

Ordara Pouring in from New York, Philadalphia,
Hollywood. Writ«
Wire - Phone Your Order«
for Immediate Delivery^

.Simon
Barbour~L

.

Now

.

Powerfully

that

i

Legit MuMcal. t Filmttsical.

.

•

...

Thousand Islands Spng—'i'" Angel In Wings"
We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye
What Do I Have To Do—t" Are You With It"
Whjgt's Good About Goodbye—f'Casbah"

THE OVERNIGHT
SENSATION

bit

.

.

.

.

United
...Crawford
........... Chappell
.CraVford
Melrose
i

Thoughtless

'*

IPfrnv

.

j

Leeds
Oxford

BVC
.

i

Gal Is Mine Once More

.

'0

:

Fair Lady ..........

Rhode Island Is Famous For You
Serenade Of the Bells......
/. ...... .....
Someone Cares

RECORDS

Miller

Harms

...

Manana

'

Berlin
T aurel
C. K. Harris
Mills

t

.

When You're Smiling
You Can't Be True, Dear
You Were Meant For Me—f 'You Were Meant"

I'm Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover.
Magic—t"Romance On High Seas"
It's You Or No One— f'Romance On High Seas"
Little White Ijies

TED STEELE

Remick
Leeds
Duchess
Leeds

.

.

.

Tell Me a Story
Toolie Oolie Doolie

Harms

Morris
Burke- VH
Leeds

.•

.

the Hour
^
Put 'Em In a Box, Tie 'Em With Kibbon

trio

back DeLuxe had all six sides and
had released one of the paid sides
coupled to one of the unpaid sides.

Advanced

'.

— t"Easter Parade" Berlin

Laroo Laroo Lilli Bolero
Love Of My Life
Matinee
Nature Boy

Loveliness Of

:

i

i'.

.

.

It's

.

]

.

New agreement boosts the
per-tune use for transcriptions
from $10.40 $12.50, for which"
price
song or group of them
on one disk can be used in

.

i

of

copyrighted

to

With an eye on their use by

Paul Baron <who appeared as the
composer of the music of the Amsterdam version ) from the infringement. Julian T. Abeles and
Arnold J. Bernstein appeared for

Feist, Inc., case

disposal

the

to a Nominal

Tell

Me

.

.

.

Reflections

Connelly

I'd

Dash

a Story.

Sweet 16

.'

.

.

.Darewski

Water .... Maurice

Oh My

Achin' Heart Connelly
Cousin Louella.
F. D. & H.
How Soon
....... Wood
Chappell
.P. Maurice
Apple Blossom Wed. Connelly
After All
Cinephonic
Shoemakers Se'nade .Kassner

Give

AMiUion

.

.

.

You Do
I'll Make Up

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tomorrows
(For Just

One Yesterday)

OXFORD MUSIC CORPORATION
1619 Broadway, N«w York

)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

41

2.

.10 Best Sellers on
you CAN'T BE TRUE DEAll (7) (Biltmore).
NATURE BOy («) (Bncfce-VH)

3.

TOOLIE OOLIE DOOLIE

4.

LITTLE WHITE

1.

.

AtDanceryCues

Cap. Records

.

,

(Chas. K. Harris),

<S)

Jerry Woi/nc
K. Grifin
King Cole
Copitol
A Andrctos Sisters ......... Dccca
ContincntoJ
I Van Horfom.

Sttw on

Bod^s

5.

dance
Mew England one-night against
»„Jnntors are up in arms
establlslwd King Phil-

e.
7.

&MSly

Park,
?«'balfroom at Lake Pearl
Spot is using topwrentharo. Mass.
bands (Tommy Dorsey toSaturday (22
kCd a four-day run78c.
adnussion.
and charges only
promoters in
AS a result, ballroom
do not want to buy for
the territory
which
bands
thrir own promotions
I*earl. They feel that
rSy
are being
many of their customers
having
Jaid
IJrttm to the spot and,
of the calibre of
78c for combSs
higher admisDorsey, won't pay
those tfame comsion prices when

8.

•S

New
bos set out on
niffhters thereafter.
"

,

England

onfe-

Music Corp. of
develop
Aroetica, which helped
its top
Lake Pearl by making
!i a

result.

nanffis available,

as opposition to

Totem Pole Ballroom, Auburnhaving difficulty
dale. Mass., is
the

play
seUina such bands. If they
Lake Pearl oJ;her promoters get
to buy
their backs up and refuse
This situation
the same combos.
agencies.
eidtends even to other

Salesmen f<tr the, tatter are being
for
told not to submit a leader
ooe-night dates if be plays Lake
Fenrl Srst.

10.

,"
.

(Leeds)

MANANA

.

Decca
.London
Decca
.

.

.Damon
Victor

Pub-Free Rights
Capitol Records will beat Columbia Records to the punch in setting
up a music publishing firm into
.

i

;

.

;

....

......

Art

.

(1«) (Barbour-Lee)'

Woody Herman.
Freddy Martin.

Mooney ....

y Peggy Lea

.

.

,

.

.

.

......

i

,

.Columbia

.

....

.

i

.

.

publisher-free

M-G-M.

picked

Capitol

.

Decca

{

Mills

(

Pre&dy Martin:

I

Larry Clinton.

which will be thrown

.Victor

Bros..'.

numerous

copyrights it has
during the past few
Finn, which
has not been named, will be run

yeai'5

up

of recording.

Cap by Mickey Ooldsen,^ who
moves headquarters for /his t!apiCriterion, Barbour-Lee and

for

Coming Up

tol.
.

DICKEY BIRD SONG

LAROO

LILLI

(Bobbins)

BOLERO

(Shapiro)

\
I

Peggy

Lee

Perry

Como

(W. C. Handy)

.

.

.

.

.

Decca

.

Capitol
-Victor
.

i

Perry

(

Como

.

.

.

.

.

.

......... Victor
...... .v. Capitol

\Jo Stafford.
Tex Beneke :
Victor
Frank Sinatra .... ... Columbia
Kay Kyser. ... .... ..Columbia
King Cole.
..... ...... Capitol
Framk Sinatra
Columbia

.

.

.

.

,

,

,

.

.

.

.',

PUT 'EM IN BOX (Remick)
I'VE GOT CRUSH ON YOU (New World) ...
THAT AIN'T RIGHT (Am. Academy) .. ... ..
TELL ME A STORY (Laurel)

(

Sammy
Ames

.

.

.

.

;

.

Fronfcic .iioine.
\

.

i

.

.

.

.

v

.

.Mcrcurw

.Victor
Koj/e. . . . ; ...
Bros. ............. .Decca
.

[Figure* in parentheses indicate nuTnber oi we^ka song has been in

tiie

Top

lO.l

AFL,aO Heads Nod To

Telecast as Nuisance

Regent Record's newly named
sales mgr., Patric F.

Cruise, has'

other pub firms to Hollywood next
month. Columbia Heeord.'s has for
montiis been trying to decide with
what established publishing liouse
it

might "ally"

itself.

;

.

.

WE JUST COULDN'T SAY GOODBYE (W&M)
WOODY WOODPECKER (Leeds)
.

.

.

.

LOUIS BLUES AIARCH

i

.Victor

,

Andrews Sisters
... "Deeai
IFerko String Band, .... PaXda
Tony Martin ^ ......... Victor

HEARTBREAKER (Leeds)
FOR EVERY MAN A WOMAN (Melrose)
HAUNTED HEART (WilUamson)
ST.

.

.

(

Kenton Nixes Concert

Milt Krasny, veepee of General
AiOsts and head of its Hollywood
next
otthse, Ul due i» New York
week to attend the American Fedeiition of Musiciam annual convention in Asfaury Park, opening

Sets Firm For

.

Bing Crosby
Jon & Sandra Steele.
Perry Cotno

I

.

BECAUSE (3) (Chappell)
SABRE DANCE (13) (Leeds)
BABY FACE (1) (Harms)

.

Gracic Fields

J

(2) (Blasco)

.

Haymes

DtcFc

.

•

KramytoAFMIIeet
-

9.

NOW IS
MV HAPPINESS

(BVC)

.

.

.

UES (11)
THE HOUR (17)

AFHi's Free

Goldsens* deal with

Capitol is
it will be his
in music raiit*
care of Ucepsing, etc.
He's on an annual guarantee-pluspercentage of the firm's earnings.
This sort of a deal leaves him
fairly free to continue with h.is
for five years

and

duty to advise

Cap

ters,

t^ike

own

firms;^

Ever since Goldsen set up CapiMuac in 'New York, and subsequently added Criterion and the
others, many in the music biz have
felt that Capital Records ovmed
the major share of his operation.
This has been consistently denied.
As a mater of fact, the Criterion
firm was established as a means
of shoving the connotation of the
Capitol Music firm Utle iitto, the
background.
tol

DX. Music

Washington, May 25.
Hollywood, May 25.
designated as the label's distribs
Hedb Marks
AFL Prexy William Green; PhilStan Kenton nixed deal for tele- Fenn Midland Sales^ Inc., Pittsip Murray, CIO prez, and John L.
Mrs, Beatrice Landeck and Hervising his jazz concert at the Hol- burgh; General Distributing
Lewis, ijoss of -mine workers, will bert E. Marks, head «f Marks MuBaltimore; Klayman Distributing be twxholders tonight (25) at the sic, were manied in Great Neck,
lywood Bowl, June 12.
June 7. Little, however, Is expectCo.. Cincinnati: ABC Distributors, American Federatidn of Musicians L. I.. MoiHiay
(25) by Justfc*
ed to avile at the meet that will _ KTLA was willing to bring in
free concert at Constitution Hall, Nathan MHler.
Buffalo.
involve -'jmency operations.
equipment but turned thumbs
for which President Truman had
Marks Is fbe son irf the late EdKrasny in the past has always down on laying out $100 needed
Columbia Record is testing out accepted an invitation from James
ward B. Btario^ founder of the
four types of newspaper ads in
'•ttetidsd AFM meets with the
for additional lighting. Kenton said
G. Petrillo.
music firm. He: became piiesident
four different markets.baeUog of all band agencies.
he didn't object to the $100 but that
Concert given by the National of the company upon the death of
cie Corp. of America, liriUiam Mor
Signature is working on an arhe didn't want video cameras, tele- rangement for. "Reflections' in the Symphony Orch^ which is paid out his father several years ago. His
rii. GAC, etc., split liis expenses.
VC% .understood that arrangement vision lines and additional micro- Water" for Alan Dale with, a har- of the AFM fund from the union's faride is a specialist' in folk music
and con.,uItaiit in muoc education..
tax on records.
phones cluttering . up the stage. monica-choral background.
htk< been eliminated.

WtA

.

Ma

•

•

l^tefi to

My NOBIE

and His

Orchestra

nheChartie McOirt/fy

Nat'mat Broadcasting Company - 8:00 P, M. £ P,S, t - Sunday,

Urm" ^'^^^

May 30th

Introduce

V/onU ond Musk by

PON RAYE

cod GENE DE PAUL

Picture ''A Date With Judy'\ starrirtg
featured ImhoTtanlly In the M-O-M Technicolor
Mirancfo, Xovier Cu^af anil Robert Stack
Wanlll Beeryjar** Fowl/, Eihnbeth Taylor, Cormen

mh These Omt Records
JOHNNIE JOHNSTON
ftAY

McKINLEY

RAY NOBLE
GEORGE PAXTON

M-G-M
Victor

Columbia

M-G-M

.

.

Vcdn^sday, May 86, 1948
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FREDDY MARTIN
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PEGGY LEE
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(Decca)
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GORDON JENKINS
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(Victor)

5

12

6
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6

10

TONY MARTIN

V
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(Decca)
Tliere"

FREDDY MARTIN

6

11

(Victor)

8
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FREDDY MARTIN

(Victor)

FRANK SINATRA

(Columbia)

9

3

15.

On
FRANKIE LAINE

leA 16

"I Got a Crush

16B 15

"Shine"
?'Sahire

Yoii"

4

(Mercury)

•

ALBUMS

7

7

(Victor)
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FIVE TOP
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4

FREDDY MARTIN
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SONG HITS OF
OUR TIMES

PROGRESSION
JAZZ

CAPTAIN FROM

Stan Kanton

Decca'

Capitol

AKrad Newman
Majestic

.
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.

.

.

.

.

RENDEZVOUS

KING

COU

7

TRIO

CASTIIE
VetaiiM No. 3

Capifol

Capitol

BUSCO MUSIC,

INC.,

The Smash

HItl

Lyric by

Music by

Betty Peterson

Borney Bergantine
Introduced by

Coke*

Recording Ban

<

dustry is shot,, and the disk ban is
be the cause. First is oit at
leas"50%, the second up to 75%.
Disk Industry leaders look toward
this as a convincer to Petrillo that
the disk ban is unwise and that
sooner or later it must Jiave a
sharp efiEeeJ: on musician employment all over the country.. With
customers not buying records and
music in the mistaken belief that
the widely publicized disk baa is
preventing new songs from being

the Publisher oF

Is

&

'Rum

fended for Universal) the Court
held that U. S. copyright was obtained in a song upon publication
S Continued from page 37 5
in a foreign country in compliance
temate has been devised although with the laws of that country.
in one prolfered plan lies a hope. Plaintiif 's
accordingly
attorney
Beyond~that, recording men see argued that Khan had obtained a
little glimmer of a settlement as of U. S. copyright upon publication in
now. They recall that only two Trinidad in 1943.
weeks ago Rep. Carroll Kearns
However, the Maste;: sustained
would not introduee legislation in Feist's argument that as U.S. copyWashington designed to ameiid the right coqld not be obtained in a
copyright law to provide Petrillo book first published abroad withwith income from commercial uses out ad interim registration in the
of disks. With no possibility of U.S. (within a given period after
extra income from this source, and publication abroad), no U.S. copythe T'H Act preventing the com- right could subsist until such regpanies from giving, Petrillo and istration. The Master likewise susthe AFM are backed into a corner. tained Feist's argument, that as
It'll be a case of allowing record- Khan
had only copyrighted the
ing to resume without tribute or lyrics of his sotlg (as a poem) the
continuing the recording ban until sole right obtained under the U.S.
something else comes up to Satisfy Act was the sale of printed copies,
the AFM.
so there could be no infringement
Meanwhile, the recording busi- of any other right. As there was
ness and the music sheet sales in- no activity of the Feist song after
felt to

released, it's quite probable that
this attitude can be continued to
the point where even musicians in
small towns- will suifer through
public lack of interest in music.
And it was the small-town musician in whose behalf the AFM exerted its Jan. 1 disk ban.
Industry leaders, however, feel
that Petrillo is aware that the recording, sheet music, and tooter
fields are interdependent on one
another, and that events that injure one must eventually have an
effect on the others. On this they
base the hope of am eventual set»
tlement.

April 25, 1945, in sustaining defendant's argument, plaintiff has
apparently been deprived of any
recovery, except for possibly nominal sales made subsequent to that
date.

According to Feist's computarecovery should not
quite a drop from

tion, plaintiif 's

—

exceed $100
exceed $100.

WATCH! WAIT!

SJUIIMAL roLKA
irS GREAT!

'

Jon and Sondra Steele
on Damon Record No. 0-11133

NO LONGER

- .

^

,A

ALL MATSRIAL AVAILABLE

I

<

,

A

0raat picture) and
great tong , . .

!

now

REMEMBER MAMA

BLASCO MUSIC, INC
LOUIS ILASCO.

RESTRICTED

Gnat Showl a
,

1221 foHkMor*

his

Sam Donahue and Larry

.

(Decca)

CLARK-D. DAY (Columbia)

-•'Maybe You'll

holm in Paris shortly

.

Robbins will take with him 140
Casino ballroom, bebop titles aiTanged by Walter
Catalina, will forego name orches- Fuller, who does the orchestrating
ti'as again this season; will light up for Dizzy Gillespie's bebop band.
only Saturdays unless island biz Gillespie recently toured the Conbooms^ Don Ricardo band booked tinent and Robbins apparently fig*
from May 29 through June for«nce- ures to cash In on the results.
weekly shots
D'Varga band reRobbing is going over with Duke
newed indef at Roosevelt Cine- Ellington, who opens June 21 at the
grill . .
Spade Cooley playing Palladium.
next week-end (28-31) at Santa
Monica ballroom ... Palladium
called off Dick Jurgens' Sept. 14
date and is now looking for re'
placement.
s Continued from pase 40 g
for

.

4

Z

•

.

auto show at Shrine Aud.
. GAC
arrival.
digging dates on Coast this sumClinton bands

'.V

Kis European Pubs

Music publisher Jack Robbins
mid-west one niters returning to sails to Europe June 9 on
the
Chicago for his Sheaifer Parade Queen Mary to confer with his
show over NBC every Sunday
publishers on the continent. He'll
Frankie Carle orchestra inked for meet with Suris of Barcelona,
three-day stand, June 18 - 20, at Curci of Milan and Ruter of Stock'

'9'

B.

..

Jack Robbins Abroad To
series of

.

%
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TONY MARTIN

flit

'

(Capitol)

LARRY CLINTON
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.
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Eddy Howard playing a
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TEX BENEKE
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SETTLE

formerly
with
Shaw,
Eddie
Suit by Mickey Ooldsen's
Burke-Van Heuse'n in N. Y., joined terion Music against Tommy CriDorMelody Lane as professional man- sey's Embassy Music (now deac->
Xavier Cugat tivated) over the latter's tune, "The
ager Monday (24)
opens at Waldorf's Starlight Roof Moment I Met You," has been
tomorrow (Thursday) .... "Ameri- settled out of court'. Deal involved
payment of Goldsen's court excan Beauty" music series being
penses plus a 50% share of Emsold by. Charles O'Flynn to cham- bassy's income from "Moment."
ber of commerce orgs all over
Action was based on Goldsen's
Toni Barzier qdded and claim that Buck Ram, whd" wrote
west
Nino Pallotti vice Joe Lenza with 'Moment" with Gail Meredith, had
.Virginia been given a copy of Criterion's
Johnny Long band.
Maxey, former band vocalist, Into "Ridin" On the Gravy Train" music
ParamOunt's "Catalina Interlude" to wliich he was supposed to write
Gordon V. Thompson pubbery a lyric. He came in with the "Mo<
opened new of flees in Toronto .... ment" lyric idea, which
was reFrankie Carle band i$ a possibility
Later,
jected.
the turned-down
for Edgewater Beach, Chi., Marine
Room, opening Oct. 10
Gabbe, words appeared on tlie market,
published
by
Embassy,
with a
Lutz & Heller, Frankie Laine manCriterion
agers, opened N. Y. offices .... melodS' similar to the
*
Jimmy Foster added to Carmen song. Suit followed.
Cavallaro band at Astor Roof in

—

>»

,a

u

'53

o,

National

o

<?
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m

Survey oj retail disk best
based on reports obtained from {eadinsr stores in
12 cities, and showinfli comparative sales rating for this

sellers,

WSENitOOItSET

^

On the Upbeat
New York

BnniL DISK BEST SHpLEBS

«

!

1

.

-

By ChqriM and

Hmry ToUat

(by special arrangement with John

Van

Drulen)

BETTV RHOD|S--VICTOr"'cLAUd| THQRNHILU-COLUMBiA

Pros.

Kansas City

ZI6C5Y
t, IMo.

LANE-DE lUX^
,

nUBt MUSIC

RALPH YOUNG-JUBILEE

VMUshta by
CORT., 1650 Iraadway. Suit* «0«
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VAHDB 'COMEBACK' VIA VAUDEO
Canal's Repeal of 25% Cabaret Tax
Cues U. S. Spots to
niteries are

Us

Barrett Truantins 'Shoes'

and

Ijpiastalling lines
performers.

Chicago,

May

25.

additional

Park Central hotel, N.
three days starting June 3.
for the

tAtil the tax repeal some operaselling
tors had been considering
the spots or shuttering completely.
Now they're expecting to survive
the crisis that's prevalent in the

of vaudeville is
hottest development.

Both talent agencies and networks

many

foresee nearly
turns used in

as

Y.,

Nullify Last

Year s Court Scrap

NBC

CBS

variety

do

video web.

a

is also set to

show angled from mortgage, had intended taking transportatfon for entertainers to
the cabaret.
over and reopening to recoup until and from the place of employment.
'You're the Top,"
The waiver given Segal nullifies
he found out about the governJune 20 with N,Y„ Daily ment, lien. After mulling things a court 'fight of last summer ia/

variety

show,

News columnist Ed Sullivan as
wrote
headquarters emcee with top cafe performers in
New York that he would be un- a one-hour layout. Sullivan is also
able to appear at the confab, and slated to emcee a WPJ,X nitery
delegated ^Dewey Barto as his show, from the Latin Quarter, N,Y.
Danton Walker, also of the Daily
proxy, Inasmuch as he could not
News, will spark a show from the
delegate his vote without having Versailles, N,Y, In addition, Joe
actually received his credentials, Laurie, Jr., is packaging a variety
he withdrew his letters and asked layout, as is Lou Goldberg, who
that credentials he sent.
managed the^ amateur units for the
They're being forwarded to him late Major Bowes, Romo Vincent
following his promise to appear.
(Continued on page 44)

AGVA

initially

in

legislators.

with

the Canadian levy off, local governments will apply a tax. However,
that's felt to be. unlikely until at
least the cafes have a chance to
jheap the benefits of repeal.

of the bitterest court fights

by the American Guild of Variety
Artists last year was nullified last
week when AGVA gave agent J^ack
Segal permission to house per-,
Closed on Tax Rap formers in a hotel he bought in
the borscht belt to house actors
Miami Beach, May 25.
Famous Door was shuttered this employed by him.
Last week, an agreement was
week by Treasury Department
agents, who are seeking payment reached which permitted Segal to
of some $16,000 in back nitery operate the inn labeled Home of
taxes held out by^ the former op- Pep Shows, at White Sulphur
Springs, N. Y., to house all pererators of the all-nitery room.
Owner of the property, who had formers booked by him in that
Segal agreed to provide
lo..hed the operators $20,000 on a area.

Famous Door, Miami,

vaudeville'.'; sister field,

Barrett's intention to attend ends Latter
a snafued situatjion in which he starts

cafe field.
Results of the Canadian repeal
will be carefully studied for presentation to Congress next session.
Canadian
It's felt that by.that time
business will have picked up sufficiently to provide some ixnpressive figures for presentation to U.S,
that,

television's

this medium as in
Marty Barrett, of the cast of the days
when the Kieth-Albee,
"High Button Shoes," current at Pantages, Orpheum and Gus Sun
the Great Northern 'theatre, has cii-cuits flourished.
First major indication of vaude's
declared he will -take time off to
attend the American Guild of return is seen in the Texaco Star
theatre set to preem June 8 on the
Variety Artists convention slated

.

some danger

COHEN

The "comeback"

To Attend AGVA Confab

American hotel and cafe men who
repeal of the
have been seeking
•20% levy now in effect.
One Immediate effect of the
Canadian tax repeal is the hiring
Nitenes that
of more performers.
have been using a few acts are now
seeking to augment entertainment

is

Segal Housing Setup

One
By JOE

OTOvide

There

To

25%

m

.

AGVA Okays

AGENTS

watching results *

repeal of th^

of ikst week's
Expected
cabaret tax in Canada.'
attendance
iinswing >« ""err
.expected to
Canadian cabarets are
for
argument
potent
a

'

m[NT.

Renew Btch Here

over he changed his mindii
Spot riginally was called the
Wit's End in pre-war years, then
Club.
After
Riptide
Beach was turned back to^civiUan
owners, in 194$, a grpup took over,
with Don Richards, local orch
leader, heading and with room
known as Don Richard's Famous
Door.
Every type of show had been
tried but room still failed to draw
Winnie's

any consistent

which Segal sought to enjoin the
union from interfering in his acInjunction was denied and
Segal was put on the unfair list
for 90 days and was fined $250;
Fine waji remitted and suspension

tivities.

was lifted at the end of one month.
since that fight learned
that It - would be more convenient
for acts to get room and board in
rule reone spot. Present
quires that if the inn employing an
.

AGVA

AGVA

(Continued on page 46)

biz.

NEWARKJO
SHUHER FOR SUMMER

ADAMS,
The
close'

Adams

for the

theafre, Newark, will
summer, June 17. Last

show to play there will

foe

the

I,6uis Prima band.
House had had two-months of
fihbws lined up for the months of
June and July. However, a siege

of bad business caused the operators to reconsider. The acts and
'

bands that had been set will probably be given dates in the fall.

Jane Froman Pacted
off to Lillian Roth for a
great comeback performance at

"Hats

J., Aug. 10
Jane Fronian has been signed

For Riviera, N.

Giro's,

for the Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J.,
starting Aug. 10. Surrounding show
IS' yet to be set although bistro is

negotiating with

Henny Youngman,

"Lillian

Harvey Stone and Georgie .Price

comedy spot.
This is Miss Froman'fe

first

girl is

comeback trail last
where she had

nitery

the

audience cheering;
back on top,"

she's

Oshkosh, Goes
10-yr.

Lapse

Chicago, May 25,
'After an absence of 10 years,
yaude is returning to Oshkosh,
wise, via weekend bills at the

I

Cmc

theatre, starting Friday (28),
Jtenovated house will offer five
acts

Thursday

through

Sunday,

With stral|[ht films

on other days.
Al Dvorin Agency, Chi, is booki
Wg the shows.
#

LILLIAN

ROTH

Cnrrontly

AT CIRO't

"Lillian

Roth

is

IN

HOLLYWOOD

back in the topflight class of caf?

entertainers."

Irving Kupcinot

Somcthiiig DiffvMnt
(ItOKIA

WALUS
Gumntly

BEIIUMK!]!:

OJIRROLL
fitit

week

OIP ROUMANIAN,
««xin«
"'iiiiii^f^

N»w York

.

.

ExcliHiv*

MaMfMiMl

ALAN MOKRIS AGENCY
•732 SWiMt

VM.

H«llyw«Ml 4«.,C«lif.
Cl«i|:

Harry UnwraiiM
Haw, *#t|t.

»«!^#«nttr.'

busi-

pay

Harrison Carroll

definitely

Lloyd Sloan

Vaude After

to

*est cheering!"

night at Giro's

date near New York since playing
th« Copacabana, two years ago.

Civic,

show

opening
tribute
sentimental
night remained to do some hon-

Rqth took another big

step along

for
,

The

ness and she looks wonderful.

The people who came

riibllctVy

PAUL C. ROSS

May 2^

WedmsHabisr,

VA.IJ1IEVIU.B
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CirciK Review

Vaude's Comeback

Continued from imse 43
hereabouts. It's an upunicycle stunt, with the is currently doing a vaudeo session
man riding inverted while iron- emanating from Philadelphia and
jawing the femme on a trap. Gets piped into New York via the ABC
sock response. Florence Hin Low, lines.
„ ,
Chinese contortionist, paclcs a solid
The wide use of vaudeville turns
wallop in her specialty.
the early days of
The Flying Hartzells perform is reminiscent of
every producsmoothly as a toss-and-catch trio, radio when virtually variety enterby
and they're followed by the Hamid- tion was sparked
Morton Elephants, lead bull fea- tainers. Noted vaudc acts such as
turing a plank-wallting stuVit. Joeys Eddie Cantor, Ed. Wynn, Jack
again, with a fake horse bit, then Benny, Fred Allen, Billy Jones and
the Zacchini cannon pitch, with Ernie Hare, Edgar Bergen, Jack
daughter Sylvana taking the lob Pearl and Fanny Brice provided
through spaee. A thrilling climax radio with a strong base of popular
Bone.
to a good show.
entertainment. Most of these
names are still around today and
among the top Hdoperated shows
Saranac Lake
on the spectrum.
{

Hamld-Morton Circns
NEW HAVEN)

(ARENA,

New Haven, May 20.
It's been so long since anything
r-sembling real circus talent has
hit this neck of the woods, due to
the scare following the big top fire
in Hartford a few seasons back.
So,

when

the

Hamid-Morton

in-

set down into the Arena
week with some topflight entertainment under sponsorship of
the local Junior Chamber of Gommerce, the reaction was hefty.
They've packed a lot of stuff into
a little more than two hours of
running time that hits a wide vaOpening with Joe
rietj' of turns.
Basile 0-1 the bandstand, Dick Clemens follows with a good exhibition of working seven cats. First

door trick
for a

elty,

side

new
down

.

By Happy Bcnway
Talent Agencies Alerted
comes on early via
Saranac Lake, N. Y., May 25.
Recognition of the importance of
the Cimse Troupe. Three femmes
Among those of tlie Will Rogers
and male have a contraption that wiring congratulations to James vaudeville to video is given further
support
by the talent agencies.
includes a- motorcycle and trapeze Kirkwood, Jr;, son of Lila Lee, who
combo operating some 30. feet in opened at One Fifth Avenue, N. Y. For instances, Johnny Greenhut is
air. It's flashy fare with a stirring C, were Arthur J. Slattery, Carl being transferred out of the Music
finale.
Kessler, Ann Rowe, Mabel Bums Corp. of America cafe dept into
After Slivers Johnson and his and Moe Gould, He i-ates tops In video, where he'll work with 'Roger
trick auto, Roberta's Dogs and the colony for his kindness to the Carlin. Han-y ' Kalcheim, of the
Ponies take, over for a diverting gang.
William Morris agency, with a long
stretch, that finales with a lusty
Mary Mason back from Chicago, background in vaudeville as booker
Jaush credltied to a comic monk. and Joe DeNieolo in from N.. Y. C. for the Pai^onount circuit and
IMHss O'Neil's Hollywood Aerial after enjoying a Ift-day furlough
latterly in the Mmrris .vaudc! sector,
Ballet gives show its. first glamor- out-of-the-san.
was recently transferred into, teleangle, with six femmes workiKig
Many thanks to Olina Andrews
bars, rings, etc., against' fluorescent and James Lee for new books con- vision.
Shift of vaude and cafe perstars. Cooper's Spotted Geldings, tribed to Rogers' libraryvideo indicates tliat
Worked .by Bill Busdibom, make a
Margie Regan happy over repent sonnel into
talent agency execs have changed
nifty picture for horse lovers.
visit from Mrs. James McKenna,
Janet and Paul put over an ef- Catherine Byrnes and the Charles their basic belief regardmg the
fective acrobatic aerial duet, that Smiths, all from N. Y. C.
new field. It was originally held
carries ^. colorful luminous finale
Dr. Andrew C. Braun getting that radio agents would step into
against a black auditorium. Hip data for the biography of Fred the video posts.
But since then
Raymond .is good for chui^es with Stone, which he is writing.
fere's been a considcft'able change*
his .midget auto that contains
Ines Groething, former Loewof- of mind, It's now felt that tele,
everything but the kitchen sink. fice Staffer, left for N. Y. C. with an vision staffs must be peopled by
The -Seven Tlierons stage the neat- all-Hclear, and will resume work.
personnel familiar with both sight
est bicycle act that has played this
Tom (lATSE) Curry drew. an allsound as against the sighttown in some' time. The Ridolas clear that gives him the green light and experience
of radio men.
only
(2) follow with some slapstick to go back to work in the fall.
Even indie vaude and cafe agett
that closes with a table rock.N. Y. State Postmasters' Conven cies are spending considerable time
Ballet girls intro the Two Adam- tion t»> be held here June 10-12.
ions, whose perch work is cracker- Among speakeis are James A. Far- in attempting to crack the upcpm
iack. Their necfe swivel finish is ley, James M. Mead and Gafel Sul- inig medium. The Indie percenters
stiftidout. Clowns in briefly, then livan,
For entertaimnent they'll are visiting ad agencies and nettes Idalys bring another air nov- have Abbott & Costello, Bums & works, feeling heing that the contacts made now will pay oft on a
Alien, and others.
G. Albert Smith ("State of" the long range scale. Even at this
Union") is back at the Rogers after early stage the Indies claim that
two months in a local hospital.
it's, more lucrative to set an act for
Patricia
jtitchell,
ex-Rogedte one video shot •than to book that
who left here some time ago, eon.-r tulro into three or four days in one
tinuing the cure at the Prescott of the lesser hpuses. The pa;^, and
aerial 'novelty

•

,

,

.

194ft

the^ Attic

(For no other than nostftlpic reo- of Juggling, plate-Juggling, water
sans these. Palace bills will be Re- bowi-juggling, etc., that.scored.
The Mounters, an English aeroprinted periodicolly, as they^migi'
batic turn of three males and an
mlly appeared in Vahietv 25 attractive
blonde girl, justified all
agoi)
of the adjectives in their descripThe ascending
tive lobby billing.
N. Y.
acrobats on their hands has been
(May Zi> 1923)
developed to its 'nth possibilities.
like a sellout
house
looked
The
week
is
this
show
a
Palace
The
pleasing array of acts, taut how it Monday night, with nothing but
Brennan in the box seats left in tlie rack at 8
needed Savoy
Cm.
The recent o'clock.
next-to-elosing spot!

ymn

:

PALACE,

•

.

&

of "The Greenwich Village Follies" were as necessary as
a base hit with the v/inning run on
They were the only one of
third.
the- three comedy entries that approached the wow proportiono in
a house that likes to belly laugh,
not titter or giggle. Some of the
crossfire dialog of the pair was
brand new to the Palace; where
they are playing a return engagement after six years' absence.
The first half of the bill held two
comedy turns in' "Compliments of
the Season," No. 3, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Barry fifth, following
the Wilton Sisters.
Compliments of the Season,"
another Paul Gerard Smith, act,
with a cast of five people, went
nicely and was spott-ed exactly
right.
Garry Owen as "Fingers"

members

•

Lainf Has Advance
Sellout in Toronto
Toronto, May 25.
Singer Frankie Laine, dated
here Monday <24) evening on a
one-night concert at tiie Mutual
Aud., found that all 5,000 seats
had been sold out before last
Wednesday (19) and before going
on he was certain of a 50% cut of
$8,875 already in the till.
While Mutual arena can hold
more than 5,000, local firemen
place that ceiling on admissions

such affairs. Laine worked
with a local band, which played
for dancing hhfone and after his
stint, Seats went for $1.50, $1.75
Dugan ran away with the honors
and $2.
in a hick role that held a touch of
to

The act flashes
interest.
several changes of scene, and finishes with the old bit off the crook
steaUng the "dick's" turnip. In between Owen wisecracks in slang,
getting all of the juice out of the

human

Sully Vice Greenhut

On

MCA's Cafe Bookings

Joe Sully, of the Music Corp. of
role, ably opposited by Linda Car- America cafe dept. in the Beverly
Ion; who is" a bit inclined to stagi- Hills office, is slated to return to
ness. Edward Wade, as the detec- New York nitery sector. He'll step
tive, just missed being convincing. into the slot now occupied by
.
Ahead in the deuce spot Will- Johnny Greenhut who will ulti-.
iams & Taylor, two colored boys, mately transfer into the MCA
hoofed their way to healthy returns video division.
Sully, originally in the N. Y.
with an excellent routine of buck
and wing and acrobatic dancing nitery dept., transferred to Bever-<
cleverly, routined in dual fashion. ly^Hills some years ago. Prior to
They opened with an essence. A joining MCA, Sully was in the
song by the member under cork William Morris ^ency^ Date of his
failed as a comedy Contribution, transfer to N. YMias not yet biBcn
slowed- up the act, but probably set.
...
provided space' between dances.
The Wilton Sisters, fourth,
milked their way to two unneces^
sary encores, aided and abetted by
the house electrician who kept the
lights up on the ennnciators. Previously the girls hafl gone weU with
their turn, but not well enough to
Fvutti-'MimUttf
conseauently commissions, is vir- warrant the machine gun bows and
tually: the same. What's more, hook- the twin encores. A strong comedy
ing a tele turn increases the office's act here would have given the first
that
would
halrbf
the
show
a
boost
prestige '"with the act.
Opening May 27
Now that virtually every agency have placed it beyond danger,
Mr. & Mrs. Jimmy Barry folis getting into the act, the hordes
of performers and agents who have lowed in "Scandals* of plea's Foot
the
Comers,"
their
latest
version
of
bided their time waiting for vaudeMINNEAPOLIS
Hensfoot series and the best in a
ville to return, at long last see
long time. Barry's "ruhe" characIt's
their dream being realized.
ter of the tovm-wise guy who has
Mgt. WDUCIAM MORRIS AOICNCY
not exactly as planned ^but still, won the checkers, domino and
;inoTe than welcome.
horseshoie pitching championships,
wag never better outfitted than at
JUGGLER'S CONVENTION!
present. His mock- ballad, "WithJUNE 27-28-29-30
out a Wedding Ring," and double
YORK
JAMESTOWN,
song with punchlines, pulled solid
laughs. They registered loudly.
Spomored i>y "The Intarnational
Ju^^len At«j)cial(on."
Anatol Friedland's "revuette"
closed the firfet halt with oceans of
(%*ii«M>tim H«a<lquarfer« and R«gii-'
dancing. The act, staged by .Ned
frotiati 0«ik at Holal Jahmtewn,
Waybum, r.uns to dancing and cosSend Hold Retwvotions at Once to
tumes. The dancing lacks quality
Dr. Wm. H. Crosby, 119 E. 5th St.,
except in two instances, and runs
Jomettown, N. Y.
muchly
to quantity.
Alice ManRegistration fee n $5 which coven
WITH
ning, an overweight baby, slowed
baiu|iiet ttnd all other tpMiol features.
up the procedure in a jazz dance,
Free trailer parking at Celeron Pork.
OFFICE
and registers but mildly in another
All fugglcrt and «l| interested in
introducing
numher.
"

.

Dusting

,

House, downtown.
Arsenee Qkim, auQtor, Who took
two years to beat the rap, left for

Now.Appmring,'

"KEN MURRAY'S
BLACKOUTS OF 1948'
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IN. Y. C.
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Capitan ThMtre

HoHywoedl,
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Front lawn of the Rogers getthig
annual facelift, with Moe Gould,
John Binldey, Carl Kessler and
Walter Romanik doing the landscaping.

Cat

.

8

'
.

John Grimes, owner, and Albert
Bagadasarian, announcer of station
WNBZ, to N. Y. C.
Write to those Who ate ilL

CARNIVAL

—

NEW

A SURE
A

PARLAY

FIRE

GREAT COMEDY ACT
BOX

DRAW

The number,

old song hits written by Friedland,
with a dancing girl to accompany
each of the two or more songs, ran

juggling are Witcwim.

Pkm

to

AttMHt

Mm

much too

THREE LUNATICS
NOW PLAYING A RETURN

mm

After intermission and "Topics"'.
Carile more dancing by Kerr
Weston. No -greater tribute could
be paid the team than the way they
went, following all of the dancing

had gone before. The finale
Hopper and Flapper acrobatic finwas a big applause-getter, also
that

ish

II

ENGAGEMENT AT THE

the solo stepping early in the tuni.
Kerr & Weston are at the top of
their class. They hoofed to a hit.
Sa^>oy & Brennan followed, getting a one-minute reception front
the regulars and galloping away
with the show. .The Ching Ling
Hoo Troupe held them well, closing
w.ith

-

BALTIMORE, MARYLAfi

OPENING JUNE

the novel fire-eating opening

of the five Cliinese magicians. The
magio have ,w initicsfirfg' series

4«tk Sirs**.

New Y«Hk

MTTER

FUN-MASTER
Gaq

"The Show liz

Hl«"'

22 at $11.00 eo.
10 PARODIES for $10.00
"Howfol*Ofl|EmcM"
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to

$3.00 iMlwIiiis 2 Oas
Btaa for Met »t auteilBl.
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VAVmSVtUM
Sherman Regains Interest

Fete'Bojangles'

InTollies';WillRestageIt
Sam Snyder, producer of "Water

7(lth Birthday

On

celebration of

The Bill Eobinson
yesterday (Tues.)
his 70th birthday

press
Swdueed one of the heftiest
given a performer in

Sades

Follies

of 1948,"

and Noel Sher-

to

opening at the Auditorium, Nor-

onist Ed Sullivan devoting the
Monday (24) column to him,

Enroute Sherman will stop off
at Cleveland to stage the new show
Village,
titled
for the Alpine

witire

folk, Va,,

etc,
'

.

Penha. Liquor Bd. Slougb Amateur

Lido •hotel, Long Beach, N. Y.,
open for the season June 25.
Inn will have Dick Gasparre's band
the season and will use a

Shows; Claims

Convention Biz

,

,

,

tertainment,

,

Keman

Showmen

Condos Split

To Make telefilms
Philadelphia^ May 25.
Buddy Lester will leave for the
Ca9St at the end of his Latin Casimake a series of telefilm
comedy shorts for Rudy Vallee's

tff'run to

new producing

outfit.

Currently dualing with Steve
Copdos, the comedian and dancer
are breaking up as of next Saturday. Although the act has been

boys still want
planning to go

well received, the
to ^plit, Condos is

ma

new Broadway

a

ntusicaL

Lovely

Lady
of

Song

JANE

JOHNSON

C: W. Hicks, nabe and downtown
film opetator just before his death
two years ago, the 1,200 seat former
home of Keith-Albee two-a-day
vaude and legit has been vacant
most of the time since then.

Built in 1903,. the

Maryland was

Kernan interests
to' the
included the Auditorium,
Monumental, and Hollywood Park in Baltimore; the
Lafayette Square Theatre, Buffalo,
and the Lafayette Square and
Empire theatres in Washington.
Kernan's Hotel, another enterprise
was a famous rendezvous for th,e
greats in the theatre and sports
world.
Kernan died in 1912 leaving
most of his fortune to the Kernan
Hospital for Crippled Children and
other local charities. Leonard B.
added
which

legit stand.

Protest Utah

Fair Bd. Risking State

'

Lester in

Coin on Opposish

America's

visa irregularity.
Singer flew to the U. S.

and Has been held at
since.

G£ORGE

GUEST
^^J??™*"*' ManBeenteBt!
S,9»I2K5\C015 ASS0CIATK8
8«0 Stadlsbn

Am.. Stm

ITork

VA. a-Sil7

May

14

Ellis Island

THE "CHEE-CHEE" GiRL

,i

Snafus Montreal Pate
Montreal, TWay 25.
The Gayety theatre, local vauder,
has been placed in an embarrassing position because of the inability of Charles Trenet to play

Management inhis date here.
vested in a big ad-campaign which
included streetcar placards. Due to
Trenet's Inability to appear, the
publicity is a total loss. Pictures of
a streetcar wreck published in the
dailies gave prominent reproduction of the Trenet posters on the
tramways.
Theatre

also being ribbed

is

ROSE

MURPHY

by

the dailies. Trenet's name is pronounced the same way as "tres-

meaning very clean, has
brought forth the crack from LePetit Journal to the effect that
with strips subbing for Trenet,
"The Gayety is not very clean this
week."
net,"

CompleHng
Capitol,

5th

New

week

ai'

York

'

Adams, Newark
Mitsd Grccsi goes into the Bilt-

more, Lake Tahoc, July

21.

AMERICA'S top HEADLINE SINGING GROUP

mm

f

CurrcMly

RCA
VICTOR
PAVdRITES

State-Lake,

Chicago

Town Casino,

,

BufFdio

Lake Club, Springfield
Sky Club, Chicago

BNCORE
V

E.

4ath St.

BOYS

All

Major NetnoAc,
riicntres ana
Clulub
"> B.
,„.,,

,

and Oauatbi
.

.

Balldii,,

Jniraonal Dtrcclton—IBD

N4W Idrk

10. N.

V.

KIItKKBW

MAJESTIC RECORDS
ExelHiive Maaagemenlh:

I

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
Personal "Management:

May

25,

sale of alcoholic beverages.
The
amateur contests violate the law in
another respect.
The winner is
frequently selected by audience applause and in Pennsylvania the
audience is not allowed to. participate in the shows.
J,
D. Garreau, supervisor of
local enforcement warned 15 clubs
in the city to slough the free entertainment.
No charges were
preferred in any of the cases, because the promoters of the shows
and the licensees were violating
the law unknowingly.
'

Carny Worker Fatally
Shot in Street Brawl
Des Moines, May 25,
Willie Olson, Negro worker with
the Home State Shows, now playing in Fort Des Moines here, was
wounded fatally early yesterday
morning in a sidewalk shooting,
under investigation by police. The
shooting was allegedly done by
Alva Gaskin of Des Moines, also
a Negro.
Olson, whose home is believed
to be Shreveport, La., died at
.

when the board rode along with Broadlawns General

"Water Follies of 1948."
McLaughlin, former manager of
Andrea Dancers have been
Sheldon B. Brewster, Pair board
the Maryland has been engaged in
the real estate business here since booked at the Shoreham hotel, sec-mgr., answered the accusations
Washington, May 31, to be followed by stating the law provides for the
its aquisition by Hicks.
by the Edgewater Beach hotel, Chi- rental of the Coliseum for various
cago, June 11.
stock shows and the like, and "for
Jane Harvey and Park & Clifford other legitimate purposes, upon
Trenet's Reentry Snarled,
down for the June 11 bill at^tiie terms and conditions to be preChez Paree, Chicago.
scribed by the board of directors."
Cancels Montreal Date Phyllis Carle signed for the Club.
The letter to Giles requested an
Charles, Baltimore, June 1.
early hearing on the legality of the
Immigration hearings on the adAdler
Larry
pacted
for the Fair- contracts written by the ^ board
missibility of chanteur Charles
mont hotel, San Francisco,. June 22. with traveling shows.
Trenet into the U. S. have been
Beatrice Kay due at the Carheld up pending receipt of further
rousel, Pittsburgh, June 6.
Kay Thompson and the WUliams
information from France. Singer is
Barton Bros, into the Latin Ca- Bros, open at the Mayfair Room,
being held by immigration officials
sino, Phiiadclphia, Oune 3.
liolol Zilackbtone, Chicago, June 18.
on the charge of "questionable
According to Trenet's attorney,
Joseph L. Greenberg, charge can
apply to anything from coming to
the U. S. on unchartered plane, to

Foremott

Shows

Salt Lake City, May 25.
Opening of "Holiday On Ice,"
for the Coliseum June 11,
six new amusement features will
brought
on
the second round in the
be for children. They include a
Funland, Jungleland and Fantasia. battle between the entertainment
Larry Clinton and his orch Will industry here, and the State Fair
board.
In
letter to Grover Giles,
a
headline in the Marine ballroom on
the end of the pier until June 5. attorney general, Louis H. CalAlex Bartha will be the alternate lister, Beverly S. Clendenin, and
James
Ingebretsen, lawyers repreband.
Vaude bill will feature Vivian senting theatres and niteries, again
protested that Fair board was vioBlaine, Three Suns and other acts
lating the state constitution by
and a motion picture. Other
risking state money on commercial
amusements include a second- film shows.
theatr^ a water show and a new
The letter charged the board
midway.
Bands signed for this year in- with promoting "Holiday" with
clude
Vaughn Monroe, Benny public funds, with no "guarantee
Goodman, Tex Beneke, Charlie of remuneration'Mt the show is a
flop.
Spivak, Sammy Kaye, and others.
Letter was a followup to the
one sent outlining virtually the
same charges several weeks ago,
set

transit."

Jitarimbi$t

Violations

Philadelphia,

hearing Cleveland detectives testify sored the "amateurs," speculated
of striptease dances staged on a freely about the source of complaints.
runway overlooking the bar.
Liquor board officials said the
The Board renewed its threat to
State law strictly prohibits th^e ofrevoke permits of all night clubs
fering of prizes for any form of enpermitting lewd and indecent entertainment in connection with the

"Broadway Fantasies of 1948,"
At his 70th- milestone, Robinson
starring Buster West, which sucpne of the most venerable hoofAtlantic City, May 25.
ceeds Sherman's current produc^
,
,
Steel Pier opens Saturday (29)
tion,
"The Manhattan Follies."
Other honors accorded him inwith operator George Hamid hopclude the presidency of the Negro
ing
to
take
advantage of lush June
honorary
Actors Guild and an
convention biz.
jnerabershlp in the American Guild Maryland, Balto,
Steel Pier will be the only one
,
of Variety Artists.
„
operating
along
the resort's sevenBojangles has played virtually
mile beachfront, Hamid's other
Chain,
Last of
every field in show business, inpier, the old Million Dollar, will
cluding films, legit, the plush cafes
house
an
International Exposition.
Being Sold at Auction
and appeared for a brief time in
A small pier next to the Steel has
radio.
Baltimore, May 25.
attractions for youngsters.
Around 1940, Robinson operated
The Maryland Theatre, last reSteel Pier will operate much the
a Harlem nitery, Club Nemo, but maining unit -of the amusement
ultimately gave up the venture interests built by James L. Kernan, same as last year. An entire lower
when it became less fashionable for will be auctioned to the liighest deck has been erected to make
three decks in all. On this deck
heavy spenders to go to Harlem.
bidder, Thursday (27), Aquired by
Js

ers in the business,

Law

The

"amateur night" revival,
which had hypoed business lately
in a dozen night clubs, came to an
abrupt end this week under orders
Cleve Nitery of Liquor from the State Liquor Control
Board.
Columbus, O., May 25.
The action, according to the
Liquor license of Eleanor's Show
from
Harrisburg,'
was.
Bar, Cleveland night club, was re- word
voked last week (19) bj tht' Ohio brought on by a number of comBoard of Liquor Control, after plaints, and nitery men who spon-

A.C. Pier Ogling

next week.

49

will

for

its

excursion boat, the Bojangarticle in the

les a full-length
section, colTj 'y Times magazine

Lido Sets Bands, Acts

man, partner-producer of last sea- rhumba band as well.
Name acts
son's version of the aquatic revue, will be used
Wednesdays and Sathave settled their dii¥erences. Sher- urdays.
Spot is being booked by Abner Striptease Claim Strips
man regains his interest in the
show and planed out last week to Greshler.

encomiums inrpcent time^. The
of a Hudson restage the display prior
rliide the christening
Tilver

'

'

Hermbn

Ine.
'

PicketJ

Tiifl

i^xcliitive anti

hospital.
Amunlnfl

LAURETTE AND CLYMAS
"DANCCIUOBTSVS"

HKTJD

OV£R—Harcin,

ChoreoEraiihy:

New York

tttv.:

JACK DAVIES

Thgodgn

Xenr York
Atlolpliw

Chicago

R«it.:

PHIL TYRRELL
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N^ht Clnb Reviews

mmmmmm'

sona1»s Pola Uegrf, Clara Bow and
the modejcn Sweater iSlrl with toiv
feet props to bring hefty salyos;
She follows with ''Jlm," another
very funny bit which depicts a
She then picks up
torch singer.
tempo and triumphs with "Slu.sh
Pymp Annie" and her version of a
.Fur Fashion Show, Both are sock
satires and with broken down
trombone and fur coats, in turn,
Miss Coca gets sock response. Encores with her saga of an opera
singer (on "Lucia" and "Lakme")
and "Cole Porter," a satire on an
arrangement of "Night and Day"
for a bcg'off.
Don Dennis was, a hit here less
than two months ago and was
brought back by popular demand.
He delivers soundly in his agreeable style, Scores with "Love Is
So TerElfic," inedl«y of "Now Is
The Hour" and "WbAt'lI I Do?"
and a special arrangensent of
Pagliacci." Encores with a new
version of "Bye Bye Blackbird"
and "Come Back to Sorrento." Lad
has personality, smooth delivery
and splendid voice.
Dance team of Rozzino and Rita
is Spanish all the way and pleasant. They do "Sevilla," 'SMorena
de Mi Copla," "Sevillanas" and
De Palla's "Fire Dance." Best is
"Sevillanas," while other numbers
show well.
More.

i

ii

j i

.im^

AGVA

Olcays
Boston, May 50.
Continued frotn p&st 43
Mvrus, Galomfe & Leonardo, Har.
denced such potent pulhng power, rj/ Morshard's orch; $2 mMmuvi
llowm,
act is tttiabls, to provide firstclass
current quick repeat is the an- weefedaj/s, $3 5«tttr<lotfs.
accommodations
at
the spot, board
<BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
Supporting bill iS smartly
swer.
Chicago, May 21.
is to be provided within a five-mile
selected and routined in line with
Following a three-weefe sesh
Carl Brisson, Rav Mortoii Oreh the continued strong name and
radius with transportation fur,
in at
came
who
Hildegarde,
with
{&); ?3.50 minimum, $1 cover.
Frequently,
this meant that
this
nished.
show policy which has made
acts had to return to the place of
boite the lone major minimuni the- fancy price of $6,500 a week
Carl Brisson*s return brought charging spot remaining hereemployment for meals after boardand made it pay off, the Oval
this room the biggest biz so far
preceded
Lewis
Joe
E.
abouts
ing elsewhere.
Room of the Copley Plaisa is curthis year. It also brought out the
and Harvey Stone is set to follow
Union also learned that maiqr
long a
full impact of his ability to make
June 3, with Sophie Tucker booked rently clicking with Myrus,
performers preferred the Segal
an audience extend itself "jBrayo" in after her current stint abroad. Hub fave. He's in for three weeks.
setup, With so many performers
isn't the readiest word on the lips
consistent.
has
been
Trade
yearly
on
routine
vary
fioesn't
housed under one roof, the actors
of tableholders in these parts, but
dosing line visits, but wows the dinner and
and
opening
Dressy
had a nightly get-together with
It's the word that went up from
routines by the Bonn Arden line, supper crowds with his, combo
lasting
frequently
bull-sessions
some quarters on opening night.
sextet of lookers given solid froxit- extra-sensory perception and trick
Brisson launched his robust sell
into the morning.
ing by Roy Ross with ballet style giminick, whatever it is, in reading
at a standing mike, then switched
Matt Shelvey, former AGVA natappery, are good frames for ball- minds of the customers.
Pulls
fogto
tended
that
to a hand-mike
tional director, undeir whose direcroomology of Daniel & Danice, Bea some astonishing name - calling
at full volume. Movements necestion tlie court litigation prbceededj
Saxon's vocalizing and the Bar- gags, answers questions of a persary to his song style forced him to
had felt that with a wedge opened
tons' clowning set in between and sonal nature written on the inside
keep using the faulty gadget, but it in order.
towaird hoaifding away from place
of cards which he tears up. and
was a minor handicap overcome by
Daniel & Danice are youthful
of employment, a loophole which
the total effect. Boom also laCk? a couple who feature solid spins in keeps up a running line of talk
would have permitted return to
moving spot to point up his mg- varied routines best of which are that though never comic is always
Moreover,
entertaining.
mildly
the old days of sleeping performers
side roving.
from
"Meditation,"
to
flirtation
a
in attics and garages would have
Singer draws a warm-up hand Thais" and boogie nuniber which never embarrasses the customers
A socK
been opened. Case was fought on
heavily dramatized "Sere- sends them off to good returns. A or ipuUs any flip gags.
wjith
that bdsis.
nade of the Bells," then does a can'can and musical comedy whirl- performance ths^t holds attention
glad-I'm-livin' job on "Ring Around wind are included in the total of throughout.
Galante and Leonarda do a nice
leWlIy'S Wtiterin Delegates
Rosie% Finger," Pensive f'When I six contribs, too much for any laySmoke a Cigarette" and "Pink out. Would do well to drop a session of ballroom terping with
Philadelphia, May 25;
.
a little aero thrown in. Very atCocktails for a Blue Lady" score in couple.
A "write-in vote was instrurefreshthe nostalgic zone.
mental in electing thfee delegates
Miss Saxon is an experienced tractive couple maintain
him
stint.
"Fan and B^ancy Free" has
from Philadelphia to the convensongstress with schmaltzy vocal ing animation throughout
followed
customers
handshaking ringsiders,*
equipment and good change of Leonarda dances with
tion. Alan Gale, Eddie White and
roilege iHon, CSit
I an Optisnag laughs.
by segues to "Why
pace. She can beat out compelling from Ihe ringside to
Frank Arena were named to rep(HOTEL SHEBMAN)
mistic Guy?" and a- set of Danish rhythm .and give with the scat Act is brief, but nicely paced. Muresent the Quaker City group.
Chicago, May 21.
madrigals that ends ^ith liim stuff, as well as make a lyric count sic for the show is supplied by
The compilation was accomperched on the j^iano. From this on the sweet stuff. Mixes slick Harry Marshard, Who's got the
ATormon Gratafs Jaxz at the Phil•
stance he socks over ^ the roguish arrangements of "Strike Up the right touch for this sort of a spot. fiartnoitic, with.tleten ffttflieg; $3.50 plished wi& ccnuiiderable difficulty. Gale and White were chosen
Elic.
ballad of the Texas equestrian Band," "Melancholy Baby" and Biz good when caught.
minimum.
for first and second places. Third
and the uBurQiiis' apptefaensive "You Made Mie Love You," "Nadaughter
Hot on the trail of the hepsters place, however, was taken by
ture Boy," "I'm So Right Tonight"
RoAin» Chi
"Double Martini, Pleaise" calls and "World Oil. a String," all
and crew-cut crowd, this room has Adam Di Gatano, who was ruled
ineligible inasmuch as he's regup a wry portrait of a young lush groovey and weH-irieceived.
(BISMASCK HOTEL)
anchored Norman Granz's cleffers istered as a member of the Chicago
Crunching olives because of frusChicogo, Moi/ 18.
Bartons take hold next for exfor two so-ealled Concerts nightly. branch. Next in line was Dick
trated J^ve. "Last Time I Saw tended sesh of solid clowning to a
Billj/ BishFrederic,
Florence
&
Next few weeks will bring a lot Jones, executive secretary of the
Paris" serves for a reprise on the beg-off and to set things for closwith
Alice
Orch
Mann;
op
(W),
of post-promsters Loopward for local who was similarly ruled out
nostalgia. Bow off after "My Best ing line number.
Should really
minimMm, ?1 cower Sot.
the second show and a nightcap because of being a paid employee.
to ¥otf' brought sustained applause close, as anything behind them is $3.50
coke.
that overflowed to his accompanist strictly antirclimax. Swell 'b»elan&
Even if Jon^ declared himself to
Improved lighting ^uS ingenuity
and the orcfa.
Group of six musicians is not- so be a member of the PhUly branch,
of show by Leonard Hobbs and his in staging and a boost in the band
Bay Morton turns in a iirstrate orch a big, big help.
Bum.
department Bijto this the best bill boppish as Granz's recent Charley h.e would be iiaeligible because of
vocal on '^Because" and fronts in
Parker assemblage; but it's still not having paid dues for seven
offered here in many months. It's
good form, grabbu^ up a sax for
JlToniiiJindie Ro«f, Monit'l not smash, only satisfying, but far removed from the commercial years. Frank Arena, next <in line,
Bait.
dance sets.
compared with predecessoEs an hishway. Lineup has Flip Phillips was Consequently given crjedenMontreal, May 21.
on tenor sax, Roy Eldridge, trum- tials.
Landre tc Vemflj Frakson, Ed imaginative layout
Orch opens with BiUy Bishop up pet; Tommy Turk, trombone; Al
Roecker, Neil Golden XtrcHs cower
Jones, prior to the balloting, had
McKibbon, bass; Davey Tough,
BaltiT?iore, May 20.
front k^boarding "Polonnaise" for
$1; wiimmwm $2.
objected to the method of voting,
Barton Bros. (3), Bea Saxon,
neat return. Songstress Alice Mann drums; and Mickey Crane, piano. consequently refused to allow th«
Numbers follow the usual jazz
Roy Ross, Baniel A Danice, Down.
Class dance team of Landre & puts over a novelty in brisk style
Arden Dancms
Leonard Verna was out of show when re- and, joined by sidemen chanters, concert pattern of theme in en- Philly membership to participate
(6),
nattonal
Hobbs Orch
Haul De Cattro viewed because of illness, but it turns in an .okay Account of "IVlan semble, solo iminrovisation against in the -election.
office,
however, lecdgnized <3ie
Rhuniba Band (4), toitft Anite; $2 served to prove the. other two I Love." Session gains impact from the rhythm, and return to theme.
Minimum^
Sextet takes off via "Perdido," write-in votes.
acts as strong and fieadliners on its spotting on the floor rather
their
ovra. Magico FVakson is. an than at the bandstand. Orch draws vidth PhUUps a standout in his
Booked in during recent opbreak.
Eldridge
weaves
fine
Sildegarde, old hand at the mystifying rou- firm response with a musical me- changes
pos^sh vm/^stmm
on "I Surrender Dear"
Bartori was. (lle# Ads) .evi- tines. Cigaret bafflers are run of lange of seven standards woven
and power^ves through "C^oUege
the miU, but rest of tricks are dif- together toy separate instruments.
ferent. He gets top applause via
Floren«e .&; Frederic, recent Gal- Inn Blues." Tough's drumming is
disappearing and iradio Stunts» His lic import, halved their skedded expert throughout,
card tricks are also very neatly terp stanza^, following a wardrobe
Helen Humes rides the rhythm
performed and register all the way. mishap. Femme developed a rip in for good returns on "Somebody
Baritone Ed Roecker is solid her ankle4ength gown shortly Loves Me" and puts smoky meanand has to beg-off after hefty sal- after their entry. Rip continued to ing in "Scared to Call His Name."
vos. He's a new nitery personality widen, lowering the faemUne to a Songstress, in sequined magenta
coming from the operatic stage, hazardous point for fast footing. gown, tossbs off her disk fave, "Be
and his experience shows well all Team, nevertheless, worked nim- Baba Leba," in choice style, and
the time. Koecker's best is "Blue' bly and got rewarding applause
returns after good hand to put the
Pair's three ballroom' aero turns plamtive on "I Cover
bird of Happiness," when his voice
the Water-^
is excellent and his diction per- include a tango with gliding back- front."
THEATRE
fect. Also neatly done are "Dickie steps while the femme's hoisted
^Sextet ends set with "How High
Bird Song," medley rtrom "Naugh- off the floor. Single hand catches the Moon," following the outline
York
'Comedy Dance Antict'
ty Marietta," "Golden Earrings," and an over-the-shoulder swoop recorded by an earlier Ja?z
at the
brings ready returns. "Waltz has
"Maku'shka" and "Great Day/'
STEEL PIER
group. Granz stands
them smoothly coordinated,^ with Philharmonic
in need of far
NeU. GoMen's ortihestra provides under-arm jeatches
A1CUUNTIC eivr
personal showand easy-flowing manship. As more
LOU UVY
usual exieeileht show-booking.
it is, his role is reblf.: MATTY ROSEH
lifts.
duced to the incidental necessity
Marc.
Bishop orch backs expertly and
of announcjnl numbers. Even this
fills the floor with dancers. Baa;f.
got the go-by at one point when
the musicians took the downbeat
A.
Hotel St. MorltK, N. Y. while he was halfway to the mike,
.
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(SKY GARDENS)

Profefslonsl Phofographs by

JOHN E.REED
!N

HOLLYWOOD

(FOLLOWUP)
set for warm weather

Getting
biz, the St, Moritz has shifted Alfred Menconi's orch and songstress
Betty George from the Club Continental on the main floor of the
hotel to the Sky Gardens on the
roof.
This summer Spot, which
overlooks Central Park with a
panoramic view, is a small/ nattily
upholstered room with exeellent
cuisme and intimate; cJasEar atmosphere.
Menconi's combo is delivering
the same brand of solid dance music and light entertainment as formerly, with Miss George contributmg the vocals in good style. Although only a five-man orch, this
aggregation delivers with a full
and varied beat/ giving plenty of
emphasis to the chile numbers for
the rhumbaists.
Several of the
sidemen also vocalize handily besides indulging in some mild jackanapes.

Herm.

Samovar, Montreal

JOHN

E.

REED STUDIO

6633 SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA

Montreal, May 20.
hnogene Coca, Don Dennis, Rozzmo & Rita, Bill Skinner Orch;

minimum

$2,

Imogene Coca's first Montreal
engagement is plenty successful,
and she has to beg off at every
show. They are still laughing at
her delightful sketches long after
she has performed them.
First there is her "Cavalcade of

Glamor"

s&tire,

when she

impca<-

treat.

him with an awkward

re-

Baxt.

.

38
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o'k
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Y,

d

The Lambs

since 1910. ffls wife,
professionally as Mabel
Strickland, died last Nov. 1.

known

OBITUARIES
ager at the Hotel Plaza, N. Y.,
died at Kniclcerboclcer hospital,
N. Y., Mbnday (24).
Kaffenberg, partnered with the
late Julius Keller, had operated
Maxim's, popular restaurant and
night spot of the pre-Prohibition
Under their aegis Maxim's
era.
is credited with having launched
the first full-blown production as a
floorshow attraction in a Broadway

the

for

lenwftf^«<)«»sel

of America, <Uea to In-

Srtnrs

igS^olAly

Be

Ig:

lled

W|j5«^^^eS»el

for the

from 1924

office

Hays

mde
to

closely with WW
and»edpresident
of the

.« ralletl

fof

then

ft'flays,

relations with the general
counteracting
dSwIc, as 'well as
toward
legislation
Unfavorable

ffiisSy's

^*Mter graduating from the Indi-

ana trhlversity, he practised law
when he
Si that State until 1917,

He was

Memory of

ad-

-

RUTH GILUS
Died
l^eij to

Moy

29,

1947

Stat© Bar the

thie

same year.
„ •
^
,
After five years of specializing
criminal law, hfe was appointed
the Hays office in 1924. His

in

ta

duties in addition to handling its
legal matters included that of an
adviser and consultant to Hays.-

He was credited with drafting the
Production Code for iUms. He re-

from that post in 1942.
Fettijohn had[ been active

ttred

in

in Indianapolis as a protege of the late Hoosier leader,
In 1935 he was
fqM Taggart.
elected councilman in Harrison,
politics

JT.

Y.

He was a member of the National
Democratic Club, Westchester
&)Untry Club, Indianapolis A. C,
Picture Pioneers and the
Phi
Gawina Delta Fraternity. He was
a Mason and an Elk.
Surviving are his wi£e^ tWo sons,
a brother

and

sister.

WALTEK KAFFE!9BERG

enlisting

a

line of

The

policy readily caught
on with the public and catapulted
it from former modest restaurant
to one of the most profitable nocturnal playgrounds in the Broadway area.
Toward the end of Prohibition,
Kaffenberg sold out his interest in
Maxim's to Keller and opened the
City
Island.
Chateau Laurier,

The organization has been
headed by Eric A, JohniSton since

In

Elkeles,

girls.

films.

Soved to 'Neiv York.

Shows were produced by
vaude acts and a

•

Walter Kaffenberg, 75, pioneer
in Broadway cabaret operations,
»nd recently a depariment jnan-

Xiimentta l« crancctton with bills below indicate opening dar o' iiiow
wUetlior full or Hiilit week.

XEW YORK

Moscow Imperial
Theatre in 1902.

Music Hall

Dr. Rumanceif became adminis- Patricia Bowman

the

company

to this country.
to U. S. in 1922 when
Morris Gest arranged for the presentation of the Moscow group.
His wife, the former Auastasia
Rosova, died last year.
younger
son, Alexis, was killed in action
on the Russo-Germah front in the
recent war.
Another son, Ilya,
livps in Moscow.

He came

and went to Cuba
and Mexico with a Fisher company
that also gave "San Toy," "The
Runaway Girl," "The Idol's Eye"
and "The Wizard of the Nile." In
the 1930's he was with William
Gaxton and, Victor Moore in "Of
Thee I Sing," "Let 'Em Eat Cake,"
and "Anything Goes"; and was also
in "Babes in Arms" and "Leave It
to Me." His earlier plays included
"Hush Money," "Enchanted Isle,"
"Holka Polka,", and "The Connecticut Yankee."
Mack had been a iilember of

Club

Bd

.SulUvan

.

(W> S«
Edily Ducnin Oro
Htraiid

Artie I>ann

P Franks

Sc

Windsor

(I)

Janyce

BRONX

Claire

3

Plckert

ehere

ATIJiNTIC cHrr
steel Pier (I) 29
4

Fast Steppers

:)

.Suna

BAI.TIMOKB

The

Montecito,

Calif.,

State

.lack

May

19, Bride
legit producer.

ijs

an

Palace

New Haven, May

22.

30^2

R &

Miami Beach, May

21.

I

Maude

Drake

BAPIDS
Param't (I) 28-30
He's Tex Williams. Bd

CmCAGO

He's

director of the Arena
Managers Assn. and general manager of "Ice Capades"; bride is his

26

El

BIRMINGHAM
Vicht & Stiaht.

'

Itiry

Moxine March

Jtan Blackbnrn
!

IPtanuft

Rcnee

Bohn

"

^

Ben Reuben

Norma Brown
Bob Ripa
Kid

Chapman
Roy Rsgiian

Chondlor Christy

Lionel

Harold Diomond

Royce

Ruth Donor

Al Sabath

Coburn Goodwin

Vol Salata

U

Ewei! Hail

Christine Street

Ed Hutchinson

Tcsm«ra

Adelaidt Joy

Kay Tyler

Charlie King

Evelyn Wahl

Charlotte King

Vern Wahl

George Krinog

William Joseph Walsh

Mr. and
Santa Monica,

Red

May

son,
20. Father is

Kantlgo Bd
Paliadliim (M)

Albert Modley "
t^urry Co
Billy West

.T

&

.lack Diirant

Balngner S

Bu.^tcr;

Shaver Co

Terry Thomas
Santa Monica, May 17. Father is a T.ynda Ross
BUly RuPsell
Ueft LIndon
bandleader.
I5dna S Brown
Highland Pipers
Mr. and Mrs. Sam, Roeca, son, yAs Ane^els
Bicardo Co
Mayctte
Hollywood, May 17. Father is a Wonder Starlets
T.a Petite Poupee
EDINBURGH
screen writer.
Terri t.'arroU
Enipire (M) 24
Donald B Mtnart
Mr. and Mrs. Jack London, Dancing Yoaoi
MANOHESTEK
Sinclair
Harry
daughter, New York, May 2. Father
11ip|)odromc (S) 34
Nicolette Hoeg
Jaffe
firm
of
theatrical
law
is With
EINSniRY PARK I'ariidisp Parade
Dave ilorrla
& Jaffe.
Empire (M) 8*
Albert Burddn
Memory
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sinay, daugh- Thanks
Kartnft
U Elliott
Father G
ter, Hollywood, May 16.
Tom & Moss
Gertie Gitanft
Jill Rummers
Nellie Wallace
is a songwriter.
NEWCASTLE
Shields
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McNamara, Ella
Empire <M) 24
Randolph Sutton
son, Hollywood, May 19. Father is T O'FarroU
Ta Ra Rah Boom
Fr.ankie Howard
head ilackfor Selznick Productions. Billy Danvers
Adriennc & Leslie
2 Towns
Mr. and Mrs, Vance Schwartz, Duonos
Rapids
daughter, Kilgore, Texas, recently.
.Vrorgeu & Doris
<JLASGOW
Irving A Cirwood
Empire (M) 24
Father is owner of the National
.

•

..

..

.

(I

Emil Lennard

Myles Lyons

James Wilder

theatre, Louisville,

©ay Young

Mr.

and -Mrs.

daughter.

Father

is

May
office

Ky.
Sidney
8,

New

manager

Classics' N. Y. exchange.

Bartlett

Weiner,
York.
of Film

'

&

Ma.fsey

B Minevitch Co
Re,d Fred .t Rosa
Hen Xost Co
Chaa HaRuft
Arnilut Bros

Jean Kennedy

,

Prichette

.

Campe Oro

Pupl

Bon

Vivants
Vincent Travers
I.e Dlrectolre

O

Kay Thompson

AVllllams Bros
Ted Straeter Ora

'

'

Gao Ore

Leon ft Eddle'a
Eddie Davis
Art waner Oro

V

•Sherry feittott

Boehn

Doris Myrick
Jose DUval
Hbvcler Dors

Boyd Heath

.

Rita Mayo
Beverly Becker

W
Ralph

^
.

Sis

AVllls

Font Oro
Machlto Ore

Shepard Lino
Old,
RonuaMiaB
Hotel Belm't-Plaza'
Sadie Banks
Cross & Dunn
Bella Smaro
Lloyd & Willis
Joe La Porte Or*
liildie Stone Oro
•

D'AflUila Ore

Mnchito Ore
Hotel BiUmore

VernatUea

Suay Solidsr

Carlos Molina Oro

Bob

Harold Nngcl

Commodore

Hotel

B Raeburn

Ore,

Piute Pete
Doris Paye

Alvy AVest Ore
Buddy Greco a
I'iftli

1

Bourbon &. Bain

Awe

Tony Craig
.Shiedy
Ha;!el

Goodman

Sc

Webster

DAwnov &

Ore

Bam

Village
.

Hotel Edison

Xo

Graiiit

Panohito Oro

Pnnvllle

Penthouse Clnb
Maxine Sullivan
Oscar Walzer
George Kreisler

Populaires
Bill Michaels
Melody Riders
Village Van«:nar4
Louise Howard
Ram. Raralnea
Jay Marshall
Melrose Colbert

Don Pryc

,

Wnldorf^AHtarta

RIvlem
Harry Rtchman
Jan Murray
i;arol King
Acromaniacs

Dohald

Bicltarfls

D'Ahgelfl
1

& Vanya

Emil Coleman ;or«
Mischa .Borr OwS'

.

CHICAGO

24

Carman Miranda

Harmony Boys

Russell.'

Andrea Dcra

M

Jloroccans

Wm

Jack Ledair
daughter, Santa Monica, May 21.
BRIGHTON
(^raig it .Voyle
Father is producer of "Unafraid" Hippodrome <M) 24 B «; M Harvey
LEEDS
for Harold Hecht's Norma Pro- (Country Cousins
Empire <M) 24
Harry Lester Co
ductions.
Eva Ma.y Wong
Marie Lawton
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Beecher, Chris Sands
.MacDon'd & Gah'm
Albert Whelon
son, Hollywood, May 18. Father is Bijou & Freda
,\i'riley & Gloria
Konyot & Marlon
assistant to Voldemar Vetluguin at
CABDIFlf
Alfred Thripp
.Tanet Brown
Metro.
New (S)
Rosinas
Trimler Khow
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Mc- Tommy
Nel.son Lloyd
Trinder
Gredy, daughter, Arlington, Va., Ban.iou Bros &
WVEBPOOIEmpire (M) 24
.Tuanita
May 19. Father is sales manager of
.Society 4
5 Orlanders
WTOP-CBS, Washington, D. C.
.Scott .Sanders
Woods & Jarrett
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stucke, daugh- Bemand & Pigeons I'aul WIngate
Grafton .Sis &
ter, Hollywood, May 9. Father is Jerry Allan 3
JaCtlUPS
CHISWICK
'
a screen writer.
Van .Dock
New (S) 24
Mr. and Mrs. Cart Stacks, daugh- Martha Raye
Ted lleitth Ore
LONDON
Hollywood, Jackie Hunter
recenOy,
in
ter,
Hippodrome (M) 24
Don Carlos
Warners
story
dewith
Father's
Vic Oliver
Kltharn Sc Sharps
Pat Kirkwbod
partment.
Leonard Barr Co
Fred Emney
Varona
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Macauly, OlKS
Mehachrlno Ore
Dehl 3
son, recently, -in Vienna. Father is Lupe & Volez
Marilyn Hightower
jMichael Bentine
DERBS
news head of the Army's Blue
Julie Andrews
Grand (S) 84
Danube network there.
Jean taarson
On AVith Modley
Skelton,
Mrs.

the iilm and radio comedian.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Stabile, son,

Wallace Z

John Elliot
Havana-Madrid
Calgary Bros

Bernard
Nesbltt

Co

Frankle Hlggins

Ron Parry

;

Jack Ross

Joseph DeSantis,

Anne

Patricia Adolr

Harem

4

Bmitini (»> 24

!ilska

Sadler

Tommy Godfrey
J BillinBS & Diana
Joss Loss Bd

Mark Plant
Toiiy Canzonerl
Nicholas Bros

Abbey Albert

M Leighton
Blacknian Ore

HAOKNKT

Adams

Joey

.Maxellos

O & B
M & H

Tony Walsh
trls

.

3

leelnnd

Latin Uunrtcr

Mervyn Nelson
Martha Short
Cedrio

Alan McPaige

Ben Rlbble Ore.

Ritz Bros
Betty ReiUy
Laurette & Clymas
Alexis Rotov

Lionel King

Appletoris

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vernon,

lilly

P Markham Co
Jesse James

S St Clair

Irving Conn Oro
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopex Or*
Charlie Drew
Hotel Warwieb

Jack Ripley Lin*

Pierre Cartier

Howard (I) 88
.Sweethearts Rhym
Earl Bostic 6
Billy Daniels

Hippodrome (M) Si

assistant.'-

George Mock

Ross & Pierre
Gaudsmith Bros
Duanos

BRITAIN

executive

Elmer Baldiit

27

Johnny Thompson

Harry Rose

Victoria Barceio
Rita & Rozlno
Los Pancbos
Encore
Deep River Boya

WASHINGTON

Milt Shaw Ore
PcPito Arvello Oro
Hotel Savoy Plaaw

.

H

.Tack

Arlene Barton

Hearts

OESDAB

»late-lAke (F)
Jane Powell

Octet
Sandler Oro
.Mverez Mera

(Choral

Juensrer Ballet Line

Hilton

Lo

Capitol (L)

Bob Sydney
4

^

Franklin Twins

28-30

<I)

2^-30

Durso Oro
Ah'ares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Mata & Harl

El Cliico
Dame Fernanda
CrespB
Danny Chang
Conde Luis

HI

CAMDBN

Towers

(I)

Fantinos

Areo & Young

Kim Yen Soo
Doria Abbott
Barton & Brady

talent booker for the Loew circuit.
Edna Benjamin to Norman Frescott,

SPRINGFIELD
Capitol
4

Orkniay DlaMond
Charles T.el«hton
Ross & Dean

Beatrice Landeck to Herbert E.
Marks, Great Neck, L. I., May 25.
Bride's a consultant in music education; he's prexy of Edward B.
Marks Music Corp., N. Y., and son
of the late founder of company.
Susan Shepard to Sidney Pier-

M

Pamela & Louise
Paul Walker Ore

DeLeon

Lisa Ktrk
Betty Bonnie

Ward Donovan
Ray Malono

Lezellas

Ariel

& Xewia

Martin

28

(I)

Jack Jay

Lawrence Welle Or«

Hotii^ St M«Mt»
MencoBI Oro
Betty George
Hotel St Regis
Hal Saunders Ora
Frances Maddux
Laszlo & Pepito

Capsealraiui

:

Randy Brown
T & R Rio

Jon Lee Co

aictress;

Del

111)

"Honeymoon Exp"

Kollette & Marie
Betty Percy

actress; he's a strawhat producer.
Joan Miller to Peter Cotes, Lon-

to

KOCKFORD

,

81-29

(I)

•

B Carlell & Rose
George Freeras
M & L Ross
(one

:

&

Carlton
21

(I)

Morrocana
Vikingd

Kanoy Donovan
Boyal (1) 88
The Blazers

Walter Rathbun,
May 15. She's an

.

28-29

(I)

Jackson
Edmund Hall Oro
China Doll
Katharine Cbanff
Jack Soo
Laurie Long
3 Cantons
Slatt Tuck
Xoro Morales
J Prase

t.^life

'

RBAIMJfa

Rttjali

ITorbcr

Revue

Ice

Muriel Pack
Hotel Pennsylvania
Larry Clinton Oro
Hotel Pierre
Maurice & Marye»
Yoat Colleens
Van Smith Oro
Chas Reader Ore
Hotel
RooseTCIt

Gene Rodgers

Francisco Co

Monty Wolfe

Hilton Berle
.Stan Fisher

dept.

to

D

3

New

Hay Hberle Ore

(Downtown)

Herman Hyde
TTawklns & Starr

Buddy rewis

'J'he

MoMann

StasB

Hotel

Cafe Soviet;

Timmie Rogers
Mildred Bailey

1

only

Vivian Blaine
Paul Sydell

Hiiniodrome

Dorothy earless

(WB)

Cvtord

Sloan

Julius

Cortla

Soniii

Hendricks

PLAINHELD

4

Muriel Gaines
Delora Bueno

Nermann Paris i
Mbnk
Hotel Aator
C Cavailaro Ore
Lenny Herman Ore

Barrett
Curbello OtO
Cate danieEl

F

Jim WonpT Trp

M

King Odum

•

Briidley's
.Shiela

87

(I)

Larkin 3

Bills

Hal Cooke
Gordon

Pliil

The Howella

Murray

Brown, Jr., Hollywood, May 24, Buddy Rich Oro
Both are in Metro's production Dcrby-'Wllson
The ChoclateerB

Coco Young

Carman

CITY

Tony Bavaar
Joey Gilbert
Tonl Kelly
Donn Arden Line
Rubnn Bleu
Patricia Bright

Nan Wynn

& Howard

Johnny Morgan

.Tack Martin

T Nip

&

Bagutelie
Dorothy Ross
Blue .'^ngel
Josephine Premice
Laniouret

Little

Nicola Pcona
CoriishuoUs

Barhey Qrant
Ade Duval Co

Bernle

.Tack

PHILADELPHIA

RoUo & B
R:

G Ahern

HEWABK

Helene

Dees

.lack
Tjoujs

KEW YOSK

Adams (I) 28
VJc Lorabardo Ore

$9-t9

(I)

Cabaret BOlsv

(P) 26
Coll

B

it

Fratik iJarlowe

Val Eddy

.T

Vio Ba,y 3
Xnger.

MIAMI

Oljmpia

W
&
Uttle

Grace Dryadale
The Delmartins
Malone & Sharon

Poiie

Tue-Toncs

88-30

(I)

GKBItX

Moke &

STr Lj'ons
Bill Burke
,

Harmonip«ts

Dellan's J^Vlines

Sis'

BROOKI.YN

York & Pierce

3

WOOD

Empire (S) 24
Merry ^lac.i
5 & H Harrison

Brayne

Fletty

5 Sailors

Francis Craig Co

B

The :Delmar9

.Tamaiea

Tom.<5ons

:

Capitol (P> 27
niso Jockey .Show
BUft FttiitseraW

88-30

CO

Pat Rooney Jr

ITIatbush

Lotioga

Aces

OETROIT

Simpkins

(^onville

& Drones

4

Lewis King

Onnitoi (P) 31-3
Will la mil Bd

T ex

Al Kelly

V

Spivs
.Krnie
2

.

;

3 t.'aballeros
ticue' Patton

DA\T5>'P0BT

Kvelyn Tyner
Hollace .Shaw

Bob Hvans
Tj

Monroe O

3 DiinhiUs
Frankip Fontaine
Cece Blake
Mooumairts

.

.Taekley

Hurricanes
4 Pagolas
^larlanne Llnoolh
Jack Francois
4

Empire (M) 24

Albee (R) 87
VaU'H'lin

Nat

SCNDERLAND

rrNciNNATi

& Bobble
Ramblers

Mills

Hippodrome (M) 24
Piccadilly HayPJde

Voltaire

Xom.my Jbver
Rat & Pe

Gray.son

;

.

Empire (M) 24
With Jt

Radio

Woiverliampton

Blwardos
Old

(i

.Vreribeth

.

BaUet

lie

I'ields

SW.4SSE4

.

N

Papino's Circus
J Lalo & .Musette
Carter & Duray

Michael O'Dufly

Bd

Beverly White
(rlenh & Jenkins

A

Rose Quirk to Nolan Willis, HolMay 22. She's a secretary
at Enterprise; he's a screen and
concert" singer.
June Clipper to Grover C:

mont,

1948

AVanda

..

Get on

Empire (.S) 24
Robb Wilton
Peter Cavangh

Sharqn &

.Shirley,

Waller Read*

Loleh

SHEPH'KDS BCSH

Carl .Sands Or
Bejcni (P> 28
Alius Bros

Furiimonnt (P) 26
liuddy Morono Ba
]^pnny Youngman
Wiere Bros
Lina Romay
Boxy (I) 36

lywood,

Tym

Charles

ffi

&

Girls

•/AO

'1

Koekettes
Glee

MARRIAGES

^

T.ouls .lordan
G*;ne Sl^cldon
Albins

87

J'U-nie

Sym Ore

A

he's a

PAINT

87

(I)

Uirclells
(.'orps

Silver Slipper,"

CeSE

(I)

Jlarg'ltc

.Swan

l*'rp(larrys

Oriental

\wR)

StoU; (W) AVanter;

(S)

CITY ProC Backwards

University and
Cuyltol
8?
after practicing a few years made Xavler Cujrat Oro
his debut with the Moscow Art Eose Murphy
Harvey Stone

Later with John Wagner and Ben
JOHN KIKK
Ueberall, took over Reisenweber's
John Kirk, 86; character actor
at Columbus Circle, N. Y. Trio
operation- until
the who created the role of Judge
continued
Gaffney in "Harvey," died
building, housing the ti/iumvirate Omar
his home in N. Y., May 23,
of nitery rodmsi was sold, shortly at
He suffered a heart attack
before the repesd of Prohibition.
Thursday (20) but insisted upon goSurvived by a brother.
ing on in the role which he has
been playing since 1944.
Kirk was' bofia in Wilmington,
George E. Mack, 82, veteran Del. He was on the stage for nearly
comedian, who appeared in many half a century. With his wife, Fay
musical shows during his half cen- Baker, he toured the vaudeville circuits
for many years. He also opertury career, died May 20 in
ated and directed several stock
Cheyenne, Wyo.
Born in Boston, Mack began companies in which he also appeared.
His companies were wellthere with the Castle Square stock
company.
He turned from dra- known in Kansas City, Albany,
matic to COmedy-roles and later to Minneapolis, Bridgeport, Winnipeg,
musical comedies. He retired 10 Washington, D. C, and other cities.
Among the plays in .which he apyears ago.
He played principal comedy peared on Broadway were "Sweet
Sheep,
Run,"
roles in the John C. PfSher produc- Charity," ^'Run,
(Continuied on page 50)
tions of "Plorodora" and ."The

;

Paramoant; (R) RKO;

(IP)

Born in Moscow, he graduated
from the medical college of the

don,

SOLDIERS IN

ViEK OF MAV JSff

Dr. Nicholas A. Rumancefif, 73,
Russian-born physician who in the
1920s was active in the appearances here of the.Jtloscow Art Theatre, died at his home in New
York, May 21.

trative director of the group and Rudolt Kroeller
Tonl Gi'unschlag
mul- chairman of the board of directors Kol)ert Haydeh
and was instrumental in bringing KUfly Oai'ilenBS
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DicK Hajmes has been set for
one week at the Oriental theati^e,
Chicago, starting July 22. He follows with th^ Koxjf theatre, N. Y.

nOIJSB

48

BKVIKWS

show. With Bome sharpening tip,
material and general pacing would
Btiddy M»reni> Orch (14) vrith
(15) wtt/i
on any layout. A per- Perry Mitchell, Wicre Bros. (3),
Dann, Peiry be a natural
fect clincher here when .caught.
Lina Romay, Hennj/ Youngman;
franks &
Burm.
Biz very good.
"The Sainted Sisters'* (Par), re- SVZir SOLIDOB
(W8),
Songs
viewed in Vabiety JWarch 10, '48.
B, '48,
IS Mins.
Mmifi Uall, N. Y.
The Paramount has a neatly va- Versailles, N. Y.
Leon I^eotiidoif production o/
Eddy Duchin's seven-year ab' "On the Beam," uiit/i Patncia ried assortment of talent on the
Smce a Variety mugg's knowlsence from Broadway makes him Bowman, RudolS Krocllcr, Toni current show, with Henny Young- edge of French is usually limited
Virtually a new persoaality to band
for
Bros.
(3)
to Willie Howard's French profesGrun.'icfiloa, Rudy Cardenas, The man and the Wiere
circles. Between his appearances
Rudells U), Glee Club. Corps de the comedy and i^ina Romay for sor routine, it must be said, at the
an entirely new generation of Ballet, Rockettes, Symphony Orch the s.a. Buddy Moreno is the band. outset, that there wdn't be any
show-shoppers has appealed on the conducted by Alexander Swallens; The house has done better, though criticism of Suzy Solidor's French.
scene. It's a generation that's liccn
however, in her
SGttingj, Bruno Maine; choreogrU' there's no doubt the overall bill Miss Solidor,
weaned on swooners and swing phy, 'Florence Rogoe and Gene has its audience values.
American debut, does awaken in
bands. But, at the present time Snyder; lighting, Eugene Braun;
Youngman has a casual manner one the feeluig that knowledge of
inidlications point to a return of
(Itf-G). rccicioed in that can click cither in a theatre the language would make one more
Pirate"
"TJie
musical orthodoxy with a dash of
Variety, ATarch 31, '48.
or a cafe, but what he must watch fully appfeeiative of Uie songs she

StrAlid»

Eddy DucMit

•

Jcj-i

N. Y.

New

Orcji

Acts

Keener; ^*t»c

/antCe,' "Silwer Biwer
rcuictoed in Variety May

sweetness.

Duchin, consequently, returns at
« time when the music he disiied
out prewar is on the upbeat. It's
almost as U he's never been away>
His music is in an up-to-date
idiom. With his instrumentation of
flvifr reeds, six brass, fotir rhythms,
including a piano in addition to
the keyboard that Duchin .fingers,
he produces careful, workmanlike
arrangements that generate hearty
hands. However, the excellence of
the band, in Duchin's instance, is a
secondary consideration; The maeBtro's digital dexterity is the

major

item.

Duchin's keyboarding has been
kt'iJt in trim and before the public
ear with his stint on the Kraft
Music Hall. For his Strand assignment he's selected a tune grouping
which makes full use of bis brand
of colorful and frequently exciting piano virtuosity. Pieces such
as "18th Centiiiy Drawing Room"
and "Ehibraceable You" indicate
that ttie 83-ing whiclr made him
a carriage-trade fave some years
back is still very much in evidence todajr. Bis efforts rate
•nd get salvos.
Dncbia is handling, the introductions of his own numbers -and the
other acts with a fanfare that's a
little unusual in these times of

Music Halls stage presentation
a heat mix of straight vaude and
longhair. Most unusual aspect of
this layout is its i-eiative simplicity
and speed, which makes for a welcome switch from the more iJonderous shows in this house. And
there's enough eyefllling production values in the costuming, etc.
to still hold the custoriiers in awe
Show moves away to a" flying
start with the symph orch's rendiballet,
Khachaturian's
of
tion
"Gayne," with all the glossy instrumentation this music demands.
There's a slight Ictdpwn- in pace
in the batlet corps' presentation of
"Candlelight," to Chopin's music,
but it's classical stuff that's made
highly palatable for the mas
Prima danseuse Patricia Bowman,
assisted by Rudolf Rroeller and
Toni Granschlag spotligfated as
is

—

minimum maestro gab. But Duchin's intMductoty mmmerisms if
toned down would most likely hurt
the overall impression. It's a band

•

soloist, expertly execute the
flowing choreography.

piano

,

especially by. his delivety.

Miss Romay, of course, leans towards the I<atin tunes; With her

—

:

looks and classy chassis wluch
are emphasized by tasteful gowning she can sell on the basis of
those requisites alone. But she has
a- Sail'
projecting aside from
that, giving the show a distinct

—

class.'

The Wieres are not nearly as
Against a becrgarden set, Rudy funny as they've appeared in the
delivers a spectacular past.
They waste too much time
display of juggUng. Using a thin early in the turn on little bits of
stick and rubber ball, Cardenas business that just don't go over.
runs fhroi^b a tough routine of They come out first as "concert
acrobatic balancing of the two ele- violinists," going through some moments.
ments of stuff that only emphasize
The glee club's stint with the their lack of good material, though
"Rhine Garden Serenaders" nam- they have a nice-enough comedy
her is a witty musical intei-lude of manner. They get off okay on the
vocal imitations, of band 'instru- novelty hoofing and the attendant
ments that provide the only laugbs comedy business.
in this bill. Only other act besides
Moreno's band has little to do
Cardenas is the Rudells in their on its own, and what little it has
This item is only serves to build the leader's
trampoline antics.
each personality. Unit

sock; -results witii

member of the trio taking his turn
color of the proceedings.
in a fast runoff of tumbling)
Jeri Keever. the band vocalist,
Her
The Rockettes wind up the
is a lot&ef and does wie'Il.
"Mama Says No" and "^<m Go bill with a familiar display of
As part
to Hy Head" make for hearty their precision terping.
of. an extravaganza number spotted
mitts.
Holincludes on a musical comedy set in
SurrouBdii(g
line is backed up by
Peixy FraidES and Janice, a. tap lywood, the
boy-meets-girt
in
club
a
glee
the
team, movloe over frran the Hotel
i<xe
par
number
is
This
routine.
Belnfont'S'laza's Glass Haf to prostandard for
vide a fMt turn with ballet under- the Music HaU's
Heiw.
They earn warm "pound- spectaodars,.
tones.
his
immitkes
Dann
ings. Artie
press on the crowd with comedy
built around his kingrsize schnoz.
Cat Anderson Orch (13) tijith
itasumuig the stature of a
-

-

show

is composed of
five brass, four rhythm and five
reeds. Moreno is what may be
termed a "cute" personality, with
his vocaling
an amiable,
goodloolcing front with a neat stage
presence. The girl singer is Peny

being

MltdbcU, pleasant enoo^ without
having a chance to show much.

Kahn.

-at this house with bis frequent appearances ;heEe. It's not
an essentially- clever, or -witty turn,
but Bann knows how to work on

Jose.

Horace Heidt has packed a lot
of entertainment into his package
turns 'prevailing at the Apollo, of newcomers and he's also packed
Harlem, boxoffice, it has one of its a lot of newcomers into this package. Bill runs 70 minutes wiUi no
less «xp.^nsive items. Nonetheless,
sag throughout .and plenty salvos

With seasonal diminisliing re

Baltimore,

.

May

23.

"fiadio Stars on Parade" with
Marvin 'Ellin, Henry Hickman, Al
Ross, £ddie Fentoti, Al Stevetis, it's a weU-buflt show VaaA, plays
Slim Stuart, Joe & Lse. Johnnj/ on an even Iceej with all compor
Faust Marionets,. Terry Grue, Me- nents showing up nicely.
tronomes (3i),, Jo Lonibardi house
.The musical backbone is by the
orcfi (12); "Aduentureff of CasaCat Anderson band with an instrunova" (&£•}.
mentation of five- sax, an eaual
amount of brass and three rhythms.
Combination of local disk joctss, It's tat ^energetic crew proficient
quiz tqperatoES and local sight ial- in the raw musical meat that's
ent has 'been nicely cmnbined :for liked by the Apollo patronage, and
entertainment and healthy reac- also shows up well in the slower
tion at the wickets. Layout Is -em- compositions. An example of its
ceed by Al Boss,.of WBAL, -who ability in the latter department is
brings on his .-xival station com- seen with the' rendition of Andeiv
petitors and their talent selections son's compositiont "Sundown at
quite -plearangly.
Moneika," which Duke Ellington
Slim Stuart, cowboy singer, ac- played at a (3amegie concert somecompanies himself on the guitai' time ago. It's a rich piece of mnsi
for vocals of' '*Rose of San An- cal description that's given .a wrarm
toue;" "Wait For Me," and a and colorful rendition.
strong closing "bit of yodeling
Andersqn plays .a.showy trumpet
which midces way for Eddie Fen- and displays 'his ability to hit imd
ton, WCBM -sports -announcer, with sustain notes .generally taken by
dramatic
description
Babe the clarinet. Stis vocalist,' Lucy Elof
Ruth calling his World Series liot, makes a fairish impression
homerun clout in the memorable with "Dont Stand a Ghost of a
Chicago game.
Supplies good Chance" and "Biimalama."
change of pace and just right forOther item of instrumental inJohnny Faust's manipulation of
terest is Paul Gayten and Trio
marianets in .an "Alice' in Wonderland" .sequence next, complete (New Acts) which shows its ability to geneirate excitementi
with dialog, commercial and all.
In the act sector, the Emerald
Marvi i Ellin, whose platter spinning on WCAO has brought out a sisters, sole ofay tm'n on an otberwise all-sepia layout, make, a deep
ni-tional release of Ben Selvin's
indent on the audience with their
oldie, "You Darlin''/' brings on
Terry Grew for a well-sold series aero-knockabouts, while Earl and
Frances get off to a good mitt with
of vocals, including "Best Things
an energetic dance turn.
in Life," "Nature Boy" and a sweet
Josephine Premice, no stranger
and swing working out of "Dai'lin'."
Al Stevens, WITH waker-uppcr, is in legit and cafes, gets across some
next with a reprise of his tele- personable calypsos. Accompanied
phone 'giveaway, and a good intro by a bongo player, she does the
for the Metronones to close. In- tropical tunes "Mothers of Nowstrumental trio of nice-appearing a-Days" and "It Ain't a Sin in
:

lads playing a vibrabarp, guitat"
ba.ss, swing, out brightly on
their instruments and pitch in with
telling vocals by lass playing member which could be developed into

and

major importance. Boys have appeared on the Arthur Godfrey
'

'

from the audience.
Show opens with Seidt singing.
"Green Grass Grew All Around,"
wlule sidemen pop up with props
cued to the IjSdcs. Harold Peck
leads off the newie .lineup with
standard tap ierps. Tiny Hutton
clowns "Too Fat Polka" for okay
returns, followed- by an efSEeictlve
straight

vocal

of

"Now

Is

the

Hour."
Banjoist Pat Theriault draws
ample applause with orthodox -and
behind^e-plate plunking.
Patti
O'Hara's faur chanting of "Dance
With Me" setET up a terp sequence
in which three couples^ including
Heidt and his wife, spin out polkas.
Session is topped off by Pedt's jitbug routine With an eyeable armful,

Dewy

—

Davenport.

her metier

feel in

setto

with

—

audience.

Burnt.

PAVL GAYTEN & "miO
With Annie Xaiurie
.'Instrnmental
14 iMins.

ApolUi, N. Y.

—but how many

Paul Gayten and Ti\), with an
instrumentation of piano, drams;
guitar and bass, present a wellbalanced and integrated series of
colorfully rendered witli excellent musicianship.
group is lead by Gayten at the
piano, who also
his way

jive,

Colored

knows

around a song.
Group has already made a splash
with

its

De Luxe

recordings,

"True" being one of their mtijoe
numbers.
Gombo has a neat way of playing n-ith s melodjr in s manner that
permits them a wide range of imagination and subtlety.
Annie
Laurie, the femme vocalist, is
.strong in the blues dept. and
similarly shows up well in ballad

'

'

evolved a novel inusiof this
Library Xiounge with a.

pianist, has
iral

BARTON BROS.

contest for patrons

hosbtilTy's
(S>

Comedy
Mins.

CSiantieleer, Balto.
Long identified with borscht belt

bottle of .champagne the payoff
for the right song title answers.
She forms her questions from
scores of categories such as rivers,
Idea is cleverly
pronouns, etc.

foreign language airings worked out and audience compeand Yiddish recordings of "Joe tition is further pointed up by the
and Paul" and "Cockeye Jenny," gal's disarming infonnali6>'.
big selling platters of obviously
Miss James' personal touch, in
blue stuff, this trio has enough effect, converts the quiz into a partalent and material to step out of lor game which fits in ideally with
this limited background and give the intimate- confines of the rootp.
a real lift to any doings and make Her copyrighted contest, with a
bistros,

'

count at the wicket;
little more window dressing, is a
Caught here, they pack a solid likely prospect for radio and, of
sesh
of
laugh-getting
comedy course, is solid material for other
without overly resorting to the intime spots.
When not seeking
vernacular which brought the
the name of "that song," she deftly
their original billing stature and fingers the 88 from
Bach to
then only to get off after repeated boo^e-woogie.
Gilb.
it

m

trumpet to his father's -guitar and Notably sock is her work with
mother's accordion for excellent ciggies and lighted candles.
Youngster's trebling of
Openers are Mage and. Carr,
"Manana" nets prolonged applause. with a blend of tapstering and
Stanley Morris trombones iir songs. Femme vocalizes, to male's
good form, but "Second Hungarian tapinngs to set a slick pace. Sid
Rhapsody" isn't the best choice for Stone makes for a gnmvy comedySmootb .himdUng of
this instrument. Harold Parr, blind patter spot.
singer, led on by a femme, scores lines as set to -the glib hucksters
The
witti "Natuure Boy" and "Ave Ma- (burly) routine gets them.
ria." Session ends with Johnny, barker routine is, of course, sapoUving trademark of Philip Morris, lloed for family vauders, but still
sponsor of Heidt's air show, piping retains the more potent laugh get«
results.

,

ters.

his familiar ciggie call.

•

Les Rhode' is on, vacash, but
Heidt's informal introes and his
in
general attitude of let'S'help-these^ orch handles the backgroanding
Lary.
kids-make-good creates an and- good fashion.
performer rapport that can^ miss.
SI«te4Eiak«,
Baxtt

Chi

Richard Melari's vocal carbons
Miaini
of Vaughn Monroe, Al Jolson, and
Miami, May 22.
the two Frankies, Laine and SiClarfc
Denui.'!,
Th,infc-A'2>rin/c
natra, are first-rate, along with his
whistling a la Elmo Tanner. Jerry Hoffman, Sid Stone, Lady Francis,
Rothaus, after a doH>r-die inti-o, Mage & Carr, House Orch (13):

Olympia,

hammers the 'vibes and xylophone,
then goes on li drumstick -tour
around the railing of the pit. Back

all-inclnsive

of these are there now in New -treatment.
As a theatre act, however, they
York, especially at a time when
Paris is once more calling for the sfill have to build in manner -of
Their offerings so
annual hegira of the American and presentation.
far are for the jive afficionados.
South American set?
To set herself. Miss Solidor and lack the visual attribirtes that
opens with' "Amor," and even would make them an ace theatre
At their present developthough it's in French, it's still a bet.
too-old tune with which to start ment, they're good for lounges and
Jose.
any repertoire. Then a series of intimerie^.
love tunes, plus a saga of a rat
family, and ending with ".Anniver- LYNNE JABfES
Some QniS'""
sary Song."
„
Miss Solidor haltingly reads her 20 Mins.
Town House, N. Y.
song introductions in phonetic
Lynne James, a willowy femme
Snglisb; otherwise she knows' no

1ft

Chicago, JVfai/ 20.
Hoi'ace Heidt Orch (13) with
Dick Contino, Harold Parr, Richard Melari, Patti O'Hara, Harold
Hiittom,
the Comer otas
Tiny
Peck*
Lucy Elliott; Jx)sephme Premice,
Earl & (ZY, Jerry Rothaus. Halyard Pat(2>,
Emerald Sisters
Stanley Morris,. Dewy DavPrances, Si/bil LetoiSi Piamcat terson,
Pat
TheriauM;
"The
enport
and
Mdrkham, Jolm Bimn; "Docfcs of
Crimson Keif' (20ith).
JVctB Orleans" (Mono).

HeHi
fave

audience.

Lucienne Buyer, Edith
Trenet, Sablon and Chevalier, of
course have the innate quality of
in
projecting their "messages"
French without one feeling too
consciously in need of knowing the
Miss Solidor, perhaps,
langimge.
is still feeling her way. But while
she may be a fave with the international set, namely those who have
frequented her La Vie Parisienne
in Paris, she will have to expand
her repertory and general overall
selling tactics to make a go of it
in the U. S.
For one thing, when caught, she
was leaning towai'ds French love
songs, and sbe doesn't look the
She has an unattractive,
type.
blond, almost masculine looking,
coif, and, when caught, wore an
equally unattractivif gown.
And
her numbers are suiitg in a monot'
onous throaty voice, and -her movements lack the grace one would
associate with such songs.
She
very importantly requires a Continental audience background to

—

into ,an

everyone sporting a schnoz includ«
ing the band and tlie washroom
attendant as well very fimny
business; a Mexicali working out
of "Ariba;" a cowboy number; animpression of the Ink Spots and a
closing sesh of burlesque wrapped
around a football theme, all surts
fire and all timed for maximum
returns. Boys can handle a vocal
Piaf. step a. bit and get the feel of an

does.

punchlines because of the speed
with which he projects them. The
intimacy of a cafe doesn't permit
that to be so apparent.
He draws plenty of laughs, es'
pecially with that opening hit, in
which he comei? out in attire to
match the number, "Nature Boy."
He doesn't have to do a thing for
several hioments because of the
natural laughs that bis mere appearance invokes. IThi^n' into his
regular act of gags, all sparked

Cardenas

and any
dimunition' in Duchin's demeanor
would take away from the essential paced for
built aroun^J a personality

particularly in a stage-presentation
house is his tendency to lose his

bends and shouted requests give
out with a limited version of thn
"Joe and Paul" ditty. The rest is
smart showmanstiip and swift
clowning.. Bits include an in.
pression of Durante which grows

'-'Good

News" (M-G).

Diversified layout

makes

Chicago,

May

21.

Kaye's Orch (16) with
Laura Leslie ana
Dick Edwards; Cy Reeves, Olscn &
Joy; "Caged Fury" iPar).

Sammy

Don

Cornell,

For

years

Sammy Kaye hM

proved that swing and sway can
garbs good
for a pay to play. Maestro
musicianship with an easy-going
style that sells to all except hep-

on stage, he raps the 88 and banjo nijely turned sesh of variety. Clark
without a break in rhythm and Dennis, in topliner spot, scores
winds up at the drums for sock with easy approach to the and,
returns.
plus high-ranging vocalisties in a
Trumpet section
(3)
triple manner which gets top reaction.
tongues through "Bells of St. He blends oldies and newies 'With
Mary's," while Heidt fronts at equally
good effect. There's
piano. Halyard Patterson, In tails "Linger Awhile" and his recordfor his keyboard go, sequcs from i. „' hit, "Peg O' My Heart" to proclassics to boogie for prime re- voke salvos, plus his other disksponse. Dick Contino uses mucho ings, to dick with the stubholders.
body English in socking over acIn the next to top slot, Think-Acordion solos, with best hands Drink Hoifman also scores with
drawn by "Bumble Boogie" and his standard glibness in the drinkmixing with aud participation de"Sabre Dance."
Ti*inidad" to earn encores.
Production number brings on partment off to heavy returns.
The comedy sketch this week is the whole lineup fm- rhymed com- Emcee spot is held by a femme,
by Sybil Lewis, Pigmeat Markham ment on presidential politics, with Lady Francis, and in own spot ofand John Bunn. As is usual at Pres. Truman, Eisenhower, John fers legerdemain tricks that baffle
this house when the sketch is per- L. Lewis and others portrayed for and bring happy returns. Approach
formed, laughter reaches a hystcri- yocks. Ernie Camerota, pre-kinder- and handling of routines ate in
cal level,
Jose.
garten moppet, buzzes a kazoo^ smart brjicket to build nicely.

and classicists. And neitner
good for steady wicket turnmg.
tees off with a rousing go
Dance At Your Weddmg,
With eight sidemen chanting tnc
chorus. Dick Edwards* after a local
boy intro, turns in two vocals lor
okay response. Olsen & Joy .arc

sters
is

Orch

at "I'll

pert in acro-comic terping as hisKy
sailor and brief-skirted maraselie.
Sailor, in best bit, lights his cig
via a match wedged in his sIMW
and hoisted over his shoulder.
Laura Leslie's ai-ch advice w
chirping "What Every Young Gir'
Should Know" is well rewarded.

Orch's go at "Too Fat Polka" spotexpert tenor saxing w
Chubby Silvers, followed by cloWB'

lights

(Continued on page 54)

UHSlTOfATB
London Levies OB lute'

Crimes' Selections

Drama

John Sylvester ("Danny Larkin")
David Wayne ("Mr; Boberts")...
Rolfert.L^n ("Willie Weeper").
n»w»:^.« -Vnnn.' A««M»M

choicM of the N. Y.
iiuk«i*Uon
*»*^"" of
••'bests"
8 "or the various

1

„

1

,,

1

. „„j„w n*™,, t^
London, May 21

application

of

Gvven

Mannering, a' London actress, to
Court of Appeal, an order was
Mlchael Myerberg.
producer, give secmity
1

Mayor ODwyer Conferswith bowmen

Ob

5

JSfiK'

"ii^da

("isir.

g2g| &s

Roberts'")

!

!

Joan Lazer ("Me & Molly")
Kim Hunter ("Streetcar")
Catherine Ayers rVonR Way"). .
Joan Tetsel ("Strange Beilfel-

3

.

Supei-

("Man.

lOWS")

^

^Steriid

"

Actosss in a
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Kelly 'Bests'

Gontiniud trem page

idaUvely Jew big emotional parts
As usual, the
ji. iieavy dramas.
trilks gave the nod in nearly all
tWc to waSk in fait shows. Since
ViUKir began the poll in the 1938SSieasori, there have been few pertaiances cited in unsuccessful

M&

Only One Tie
The only tie in this year's selecwas for the best male pera musical, with Paul
jfartnan ("Angel in the Wings")
i|«lis.

INiFBance in

MiJwac McC^nley ("High Bntton
sharing top position and
Iwrtyn Green (D'Oyly Carte Opera
Ca.) a st^ behind. Beatrice LiUie

1

,

("Command Decision,"
Haines
adapted from his book), with Richard Harrity ("Hope's the Thing")
a close second. Mary Hunter

was
Prostitute")
most promising director.

("Respectful
cited as

Muriel Smith 'Category'
Besides makhig his selections
for each classification. Brooks Atkinson, of the Times, suggested,
"There ought to be a category for
Muriel Smith, who is giving a
notable performance In 'Sojourner Truth' and did well also in 'Our
Lan' and 'The Cradle Will Rock'."

cast (both straight plays

and Kim Hunter
was named for best
by a femme in a sup^
5*ting cast. Marlon Brando (also
fltwetcar'') was voted the most
promising young actor of the sea-

m

With James Dunn taking over
the lead in "Harvey" on Broadway
(48th Street) this week, the comedy
is slated into the season of 1948-49,
as is the touring company headed
by Frank Fay, now in Washington.
The Ck»ast "Harvey," topped by Joe
B. Brown, won't be roadshown next
season, comedian having lined up

split their votes.

a television show. Producer Brock
Pemberton, having supervised
Dunn's debut, will leave for San
Francisco to play in "Harvey" for
one day. subiiing for Brown, who
wants to take oflt June S to see his
daughter graduate from college.
Pemberton observed that he may
(World-Telas well join Equity, as his Frisco
er), WiUlam Hawkins
(PM,
appearance will be his third in
Kronenberger
egram ), Louis

t4gan Noses Out Kazan
few weeksJ, Ward
Logan ("Mister Rob- until the last
iSun) and Richard
edged out Klia Kazan Morehouse
Because his
Watts,
„„vw. Jr. (Post).

Joshua

«w")

^folieetcar") for

the best dlrecto-

™l sHnt by a 6%—5% score. •'best'' list is "reserved by contract
(Seorge
(Kazan won in two previous sca- for the Joumal-Americau,
Nathan did not participate,
"^^^ «>*
Teeth" and Jean
specific questions on

—

but answered
(see adjoin«!e.N. Y. Film Critics and Motion the Broadway theatre
Jolin Mason Brown
Wcture Academy awards this year ing story).
begged oif filing a ballot, stating
'Or his direction
of "Gentleman's
his affecBobbins that though he hasn't lost
Jg^ement.")

AU My Sons"

^as

well as copping

Jeroma

j(«igh Button Shoes") was named
dance director or choreogwpner, garnering seven votes.
MicUiner, also" a «ieventi l
"loicer, was voted best scene dcJJpier on the strength of his job

wr

r'i'

Streetcar," Rlthough he aLso
,|*Presenled by "Mister Bob-

tion for VAfliJB'nr—he
his hatred of making

Arthur Schwartz ("Inside U.S.A.")
«^ test composer, while John Laouche ("Ballet Ballads") was fig•J^d the best lyricist and also
™lped as best librettist.
Mo,sl promising new playwright
.
.
„

'^wng

went

to

William

Wister

hasn't lost

lists.

Rathbone Signed For
'48-49 'Heiress'

Season

With Basil Rathbone signed for
another season, "The Heiress" is
to continue at the Biltmore.
at least through July 3. It
will then probabiy shuttcir for the
summer, and open next season's
tour Sept. 20 in Philly.
Beatrice Straight goes into the
femme lead of the drama Monday
night (31), succeeding Wendy Hiller, who's returning to England.

"Command Decision" and
^f>
Allegro." Jerome Morcss ("Ballet slated
?^«ds") came through just above N. Y.,

<19)

tion of the merger of its five borouglLs into the city of Greater New

York
Most of the celebration

activities

:

will be in Gi^d Central Palace,
but it is up to show business to
formulate its own plans for repre-'
sentation tliere or elsewhere. Pictures and legit are expected to
finance their part of the jubilee.

A

committee was named to

show

map

biz partici]iation.

One

idea mulled is the presentation of plays in the open^ calling,
for the formation of half-a-doxen
companies for performances in the
public parks. Similar performances
are not infirequent abroad but are
only occasioioal over here, at least
in the metropolitan area. Open-air
drama was :^ven during the 'Fed-:
eral Theatre Project regime, admis.sion being free, the (lOvemment paying the costs^ Miniature
stages were used and shows were
given in the five boroughs, all
scenery, costumes and lighting
includes apparatus being transported by

;

,

.

,

•

Those queried included Kelcey
Allen (Women's Wear), Atkinson,
Howard Barnes (Herald Tribune),
Chapman (Daily News),
Jolin
Robert Coleman (Minor). George
(Morning Telegraph),
»n. with Meg Mundy ("Respectful Freedley
(Journal-Anteri™»titute") rated the most promis- Robert Garland
(New Yorking joung actress.
Last two were can), Wolcott Gibbs
TOong choices in their categories.

Wednesday

.

W

V^mmmce

the
about
the theatre's participation in t^is
summer's 50th anniversary celebralast

'^'

BROWN'S mVEY' TO
ROADSHOWING

Although 12 ci'itics were polled,
honors for best less than that number of votes
petfoimance in n musical, were cast in several classifications,
as in some instances the reviewers
seven votes in her iiandbag.
there were no outstanding
XxA Maiden ("Streetcar Named felt
choices. In other cases critics
u*ihre") was picked as giving the
were unable to decide between
performance by an actor in a
two notable performances, and so
wteHs .jihow)

$4fi,000.

York's

of sliowmen confabbed with

Mayor

L^

fpinte

sWrting

Fete

New

large delegation

-

Wilkxd off with the

mii Wtit^als)

Im

Mayor O'Dwyer, a

The combined item
guarantees from attractions booked trucks.
into tlie Onter, including the BalWith light steel supports, such
An extensive route has been let Russe de Monte Carlo, ior as used for parade-viewing stands,
wiiich a top of $3 was permitted. it is thought that open-air theatres
booked for the Slialcespearean All other shows limited to $2.40. would be practical. Such plans,
troupe to be sent out in the fall which is the (~^>nter's established however, would be subject to okay
by Margaret Webster for perform- top price. Profitable income, too, by Robert Moses, commissioner of
was derived from office rentals in paries. Admission of $1.20 top would
anees in college and high school
the building, which is the former be charged, and it's claimed that
auditoriums. It's the first profes- Mecca Shrine, a Masonic order only canvas enclosures would
sional attraction to be designed tor which went broke. City took over required. Wbefher such perfonnstudent audiences only and is in the property in lieu of impaid auces conld approximate professional presentations is also to be
line with Miss Webster's plans to taxes.'"
determined.
take the drama into the hinterland.
It's {proposed also to import a
She asked for and received conFrench grand opera company to be
cessions from Equity in regard to
Kills Last Hope For
housed at tlie City Center theatre
transportation; the company will
but although the plan is more or
travel in a bus, with settings and
less vague, the American Guild of
costumes carried in a trailer truck.
Musical Artists is disturbed over
Tour arranged by S. Hurok will
the idea. AGMA says that it baB^an
To Go Comn'l
open Sept 27, with the closing
agreement 'with the Cento* axtd .obwill
be
22
There
April
date in
Washington, May 25.
jects to any ^similar atttaetion
actors in the cast for performances
Dr. Cloyd Heck Marvin, presi- which would curtail enga^nients
of "Hamlet" and "Macbeth," other dent of George Washington Uniof
its members. Pact calls for 14
schedbeing
of the bard's classics
versity here, has apparently idlled weeks seasonally, entered into by
Salseasons.
uled for subsequent
off the last lingering hopes that the AGMA in consideration of contract
aries range from $70 to $125, sev- university's
auditorium concesaoRs to the Center.
Lisner
crew
with
a
eral leads to get $250,
would be available for legit shows
of four to get Over-scale pay. All next fall and winter.
Affirming
dates are guarantees, minimum for the stand taken earlier by other
the bookings being $4,250 weekly, university spokesmen, Dr. Marvin
which would approximate an even explained that Lisner could not be
break. Some single performances tied up on a long-tyrm contract for
Spectacle for Chi
carry a guarantee of $1,750, on theatrical or any other commerwhich basis the show would be cial purposes, since the auditorium
To Use 150 Actors
profitable.
was needed for univeraty acti'vi.,
"Railroads on Parade," spectacle
ties.

For bag

Jt^ibietti^

Johin Idtbuche ("Ballads").
^

ltett*Jfcln»l« t'Tou
Tell") . . • • • •
Bfft Porformance by

i

According to the annual statein the course of levying execument of the N. Y. City Center of
music and drama, for the fiscal
year tlisit ended in April the nonvember lor $7,000 plus costs, for profit organization, which operates
breach of contract re the British
the jclty-owned theatre and buildrights of "The Skin of Our Teeth." ing, made
$16,000. Newbold Mora receiver has been appointed by ris, who announced the first sucthe court: which has taken pcsses- cessful season, did not state, howsion of, and will oft'er for sale,' the ever, that there was a deficit from
complete production of "The Lute last year, apparently even after the
Song" which Myerberg has stored musicians union donated $10,000 to
here.
Miss Mannering claimed the (Center in consideration of the
originally that Myerberg promised nuniber of its members engaged
her the Loudon iXFOduction of there.
"Skin," then gave it to Laurence
Center lost $30,0Q0 dui-ing 1947Olivier.
48 With its grand opera and
symphony seaisons, the red' being
about equally split l>etween the. two
projects; Last fall it made $7,500
With the repertory company, which
is currently repeating and which,
it's
indicated, will about break
even. Troupe is expected to be repeated seasonally. Statement details a i»rofit from other income of
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Idanhattan") .....
^ Howard Dietz ("Inside USA") - .
Bob HSIUard t'^Angel In IWngs")
Hatnuneisteln ("Allegro'*).
... 1 Oscar

("Command

Whitmol*
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•
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(Straieht Play
%5^ins Cast
Musical")
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.

Helen Tamirl* ("Inside USA").
Agnes De MUle ("Allegro") ...

»So«aey <"High Button

j

Itotterts") 6?^ tion At the judgment wiiich she ob(^'mix0!as''h:<.'.,.-~Si^ tained against Myerberg last No-

Kazan

Straijclit

At the invitation of

-4-

been dismissed) With
W.;,^ costs to Gwen Mannering,
appeal

liOgw ("»».

.Toshua
'Ella

,

SUA Anm

Plans for N.Y.'s

I

MMiSdrrmlK")
£]S?S!artWrLSv;");;;: .2^t

("Command Decl-
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|

The National, town's only lettshows following the
current attraction because Equity
will no longer permit its members
to api>ear in a theatre with a
"white-only" policy. Lisner auditorium, incidentally, also had a
"white-only" policy for the limited
time it ran commercial attractions,
a couple of years ago.
er, quits stage

ACTOI^ FUND IN RED

FOR HRST TIME IN YEARS
The Actors Fund

is in

the red for

the first time in years, it was revealed at the annual meeting of the
Fund Friday (21) at the Coronet
theatre, N. Y.
Vinton Freedley, treasurer, in
reading the financial report, said
tlie total income of the Fund dur1947-48 was $208399-01, with
tT\^l^l^lfJ^'^7Xni\V'^^S
last summer and iccentljstock
disbuBcments set at
^^^^^^
appeared in it when the sliow was
$222,015.54, showing an excess of
given by Kansas University players
disbursements over income of $13,for foiu- nights in Lawrence and
However, Walter Vincent,
origi- 615.53.
Emporia, Kans. The part
of the actors' charity, was
nated by Josephine Hull was acted prexy
optimistic that the forthcoming fair
in the college showing by Frances
which the Fund wifl run jointly
Feist, Speech instructor at KU^ and
With the Motion Picture Relief
she's been engaged to replace Miss
Fund in New York next November
Hull, who leaves the original cast
balance the budget;
for a vacation. Mrs. Feist appeared will more than
Vincent was reeieeted prexy,
on Broadway for short time in
Harry G; Sommers, Jtet-veej^w^^
"Granite."
called
drama
in
a
1924
siecond veepee;
Cornell,
xiatharine
as
billed
professionally
be
She is to
Frances Lawrence for the "Harvey" Fteedley, treasurer; Rolsert Campappearance starting next Monday bell, secretary, all for a term of one
for threeelected
Trustees
year'
(31).

drama

was one of the features
York's World's Fair, will

tliat

of

New

gt,

on in Chicago at the lake front
summer, plans for the exhibiand show rapidly nearing

this
tion

completion. Cast of SO, plus 100
extras, will

appear in

tlie

show

portion of the program, legit actors
being used as they were in the
The Chi enoriginal attraction.
gagement wiU be for tiuee months,
July to September.
The railroads participating have
asked Equity for rules concessions,

union having jurisdiction.
"Parade" is placed in the same

legit

classification as

open

air operettas.

Equity has npped the minimum
pay from $60 to |75 for this show.
Actoi^ who were scheduled to get
the latter salary will receive $90
weekly, and a number of leads will
get more than $100,
There will be 28 performances
weekly, exhibition expected to
have an admission fee of 50c. Performances will approximate an
hour and 15 minutes, show going
on twice in the afternoon and twice
nightly. During five weeks of rehearsals' actors 'will get $25 allowance pay, with extras, who Will
.

get $40 weekly, allowed $15 per
week during rrfiearsals. Both principals as well as extras are being
engaged in Chicago.
Every railroad in the country is
participating in the promotion, major lin'-s having allocated large
sums for the Gbicaga event. Innovations in passenger transport
convenience will be on public view
Lee Shuliert, Ray- for the first time.
Donn may become a Ifegit pro- year terms aire Gilbert
Miller, Edducer via the fortlicoming "Hero mond W. Peck,
Jr., Bert Lytell and
Lauder,
G.
win
Hill."
Stewart M:ooWi.
Helen
^
Mooti'
Carradine in
It's by William Friml, son of
veteran composer Rudolf Friuil,
Dallas, May 25,
John C^arradine has been signed
and John Latouche, who wrote the
Peter Frye will direct the prolyrics. The Friml-Latouche effort duction Of "Voltaire," written by by the State Fair Casino for the
of role of Ribaud in "Tlie New Moon,"
producer
Ewing,
is described as an American fan- Sherman
jtasy along the lines of "Briga^ "Angel in the Wings," at the Bar- starlight operetta which runs July
ter theatre, AbingdtHi, Va.„ week 19 to 25. Production will feature
doon."
Walter Cassel and Frances Greer.
also has a revue in mind. of June 21.

*New

Dunn

VedncBday^ May 26,
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Broadway." Although he feels that
'Medea" and "Man and Superman" would be "outstanding in
any season," he is "shocked" at
Tributes to Habimah were paid Wednesday (19) night at the dlnnpp
the way "Topaze" and "Ghosts"
Continued from page J
given by the American Fund for Palestinian InstitutioB.
were "reduced to vy&fiy stature by in its honor
at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. Norris- Houghton, director of
from previous dull, incompetent productions."
shooters aren't impressed by Holly- was little different
Inc., gave the Hebrew acting group credit for its creativeneaJ
Theatre,
He finds producers "still
Issue'
wood's contribution to legit, have ones.
'Evades
Equity
saying
it was like nothing seen before.
theatre,
Louis Nizer th*
of
dearth of
no overall reaction to the quality complaining about the
The critic is "delighted" with attorney, said that part of the spirit of embattled Isiael was here in
turning down
of the season's revivals and offer good scripts and yet
know of at the off-Broadway groups, but adds Habimah. Chaim Weizmann, president Of Israel, who was too ill to
no blanlset theoi-y for the failure really good ones. I
asits
and
declaring
that
Habimah
was helping to strengthen
attend, sent a message
import least half a dozen that are avail- the "wish that Equity
of London-Nevi York play
general able." As an effect of Hollywood sociate theatrical groups would the cultucal ties between U, S. and Israel. Other speakers included
ti^tions. They express no
"the surpris- take the strings off the Experi- Dr. Emanuel Neumann, president of the Zionist Organization of
agreement on the place of ballet on Broadway, he cites
ing revelation that some screen mental Theatre. I think that BT, America. Harry Hershfield emceed.
in musical shows. In general, they
Habimah will continue in N. Y. another two weeks, after which the
promising though it be, is but an
players could act."
appear to like the idea of plays
The off-Broadway phase of the official excuse to deny enffi-pris- company will return to Tel ^ Aviv. Plans for engagements outside N. y,
without sceneiy—within limits.
:
and talented young have been shelved,
One of the critics chastises the season; Natlian regards as "a lot ing, ambitious
The Habimah engagement is rated successful. If business for the
groups the right to function.
public on the ground that it "is of activity but little that was criti(Jose) Ferrer, Equity and its associates can now final two weeks continues at the levels registered so far, the venture
"losing the art of participating in cally worthwhile.
pretty good point to the ET and say, 'See, we will break even, not including transportation costs.
a play or musical—of giving him- however, has done a
his job at the City Center and New have one,' When vi^e really have
self to it in order to increase
Stages at least shows some prom- not.
Lobbies in Broadway legiters are steadily being refurbished, latest
„
own enjoyment.;'
"We have, instead, a hand- t(j be dolled up being^ the Adelphi ("Look. Ma, I'm Dancin'"), Most
The New York drama critics ise." On the question of the number of topical problem plays, he picked group, an evasion of the extensive treatment is that of the 46th Street ("Finian's Rainbow").
offer their comments in response
believes, "What were needed were issue. Equity and its associate Adjacent smoking promenade is being decorated with prize-winning
to queries by Variety, in connecreally good plays, whatever they
groups should recall that the murals by student artists of the Parsons School of Design. Each
tion with its annual poUs of "bests
may have dealt with."
Theatre Guild was an outgrowth painting deals with hit musicals that played the theatre within the
tor the Broadway season. The quesNathan continues to have a low
others being ''Good News," "Poltions were as follows:
of the Washington Square Players, past 20 years, including "Rainbow,"
opinion of the Pulitzer award. He
difor
new
and that our only Nobel prize- low Thru." "Hellzapoppin'," "Panama Hattie," "One Touch of Venus,"
1. Was there anythins
remarks, "One doesn't think in the
"
season,
winner for dramaturgy, Eugene "The Bed Mill" and "Knickerbocker Holiday," though latter opened
ferent obottt the post
case of the Pulitzer prize. Neither,
winner
will
receive
a cash award at a cocktail
Each
Barrymore.
the
the
at
of
Any
graduate
a
depressing?
was
O'Neill,
either bfight or
apparently, does the prize commitProvincetown Players. These ex-* party to be held in the promenade June 3, they being: Mozelle Thompiiew trends in plays, etc.?
on tee." Ballet is on the way out, he perimerital groups sent a host of son, Thomas Avery, Theodore Kida, Burton Schuman. Stephen McCrae,
2. Any effects of Hollywood
"hopes."
Rcgairding the flop of
Heiz
Musiker,
and
Janice Steinberg. In
Barrick,
Sam
Frank
Daniel
will
Many
theatre.
Broadway this season?
London and New York play impor- talent to the
that the great addition, Miss Thompson and Avery were awarded scholarship trips
3. What about the off-Broadway tations, he writes,
"There have not recall, however,
Italy.
wldces, swfch as New Stages, Expert- been successes amoi^g the plays; Robert Edmund Jones, dean of the to France and
Center?
City
Theotrc,
teeth
eye
mental
not all have failed. If 'The Linden scenic designers, cut bis
Elaborate party in celebration of "Annie Get Your Gun" having
Were their contributions suo- Tree' failed, 'The Winslow Boy' in the experimental theiitre. We
healthy or a posstng
stcitiol,
succeeded.
The English failures need many groups of this ki«d, completed two years on Broadway (Imperial) was held in the ballroom
phase?
.
RbdgeVs and Hammer'
,
,
, would have failed had they been with limited resources, but vast of the Hotel Pierre at midnight Saturday (!22).
y
As What do you think of the
American plays.
The American imagination, to nourish our com- stein, its. producers, were the hosts.. Highlight was a burlesque of
times of rerivols staged this year,
"Annie," show's small-fry playing the parts of the principalSi who
plays that collapsed in England mercial theatre.
such as "Topazc," "Ghosts," "Tocame on as kids. Show's Annie Oakley, Ethel Merman, had the guests
would have collapsed if they had
"I do not think," Coleman connight at 8:30." "Sally," etc.
In the case of tinues, "that true ballet has been roaring when she appeared as a tot with a waving plumed hat. Same
there enough serious been British.
5. Were
reversal of parts applied to "Annie's" Indian ballet. Juveniles were
about topicol problems? 'Finian's Rainbow' it was simply seen in any musical in recent sea- supplied with special lines by the elder players, Charles Atkin,; genploys
that the English cannot tolerate sons. What passes for ballet is a
^ihould there have been more- or
manager, put on the entertainment.
less of musicals with any ideas in them synthesis of ballet, modern and eral stage
less of them, or more or
even such minor ideas as were in interpretive dance. I believe that
the escapist stuff?
First of scheduled annual prizes for the season's best unfeatured
Pulitzer "Finian's Rainbow.'"
if great artists like Alicia Mar6. Any thoughts on the
Does it
Brooks Atkinson,. of the Times, kova, Anto Dolin and Mia Slav- supporting London actor and actress, frdki funds supplied by Clarence
play choice this year?
show more wtolity ond courage or calls it a '"remarkably interesting enska were ever presented in bal- Derwent, amounts to 60 pounds sterling, technically around one half
He cites as effects of let sequences choreographed by a of the amount awarded Broadway players seiasonally by the Equity
discrimination than previous years? season."
were Holly wood on Broadway merely the master of the art, it would create prexy. The $500 prizes to Broadway actors also recently announced
1. Several shorn this year
done without scenery, presumably titles of two current comedies, a sensation. Musical comedy can will be presented Friday (28) at Equity's annual meeting, the recipients
to get around costs, Does th%s "Joy to the World" and "Strange be performed effectively by SQ-so being Richard Coogan and Catherine Ayers, both of whom are appear^
show that the theatre can get owoy Bedfellows," both written by Coast dancers. Classical ballet recluires ing in "S. S. Glencaim" (City Center) and who won the awards for
appearances in Experimental Theatre shows.
authors and both (incidentally, or more brilliant dancing."
without elaborate scenenj?
rapped as rather in8. Is ballet in musicols on the otherwise)
consequential in his original reAfter surgeons delayed for several days, Sid Harris, ailing company
way out or as strong as ever?
He regards the ofE-Broadmanager of "Look, Ma, I'm Dancin' " (Adelphi), was on the table for
9. How con you explain the flop views.
five hours last Saturday (22) for a secondary chest operation. He was
on Broadway of the British hits? way activity as" "very promising
Obituaries
placed in an oxygen tent. Patient is a cousin of Lewis Harris,
then
And the flop, of V. S. hits in and constructive,'* .rand expresses
Continued from 'pase 47the tei'se opinion^tbat "ballet is
treasurer of the. Biltmore ('?The Heiress"), who lost a sister and
London?in."
Chapman Welcomes H'wood
"Lend Me Your Ears" and "The motber-in-law last week. Charles Harris, general manager for George
is also a cousin.
Abbott,
the
WorldBeautiful."
'
Hawkins,
of
William
Body
Not all the critics replied to the
that HollywoodSurvived by his wife.
questions, and some answered cer- Telegram, notes
sent more good players and directUnion ruled that 12 musicians be engaged for "Ballet Ballads" when
tain queries but passed up others.
believes
He
to
Broadway.
ors
back
CAVEBLET
News,
FRANK
it moved from the Elliott (Experimental Theatre) to the Music Box,
John Chapman, of the Daily
the activity of off-Broadway groups
Frank Caverley, 77, former dia- N. Y., last week but actually only one additional man was required.
writes that ian encouraging aspect
is healthy and substantial and "will lect
comedian and member of Although the score is played with two pianists, there is a replacement
of the season "was the growth in
successthey
are
too
Cavercontinue
until
&
Raymond
pf
team
vaude
Exduo on the payroll, also conductors backstage for the chorals. With
intelligence and ability of the
ful or fold." He suggests that the
Somerville, Mass., re- other aides the music department totaled 11 before the show went
perimental Theatre. It turned up backers of revivals like "Topaze," ley, died in
Since retb:ement from the on a commercial basis.
some pretty good items." Holly- "Ghosts" and "Tonight at 8:30" cently.
stage 20 years ago. he is said to
wood, he thinks, "sent us some should be "forced to give equal have built up a sizeable fortune in
Including
very amiable players,'
Harry M. Cooke stepped into the male lead in "Borii Yesterday" at
amounts of money to ANT A. New England real estate. He was
Marsha Hunt and Mrs. Elliott (American National Theatre and active in realty business at time of the Lyceum, N. Y^, last midweek when Paul Douglas had laryngitis.
Boosevelt, and I welcome their Academy)." And he thinks ballet death.
Although he handled only a bit in the show, Cooke was up in the
Revivals were, as usual, in musicals is as strong as ever,
visits.
Raymond & Caverley, during lines and gave a creditable performance vrith the result that he was
Superand
'Man
good and bad.
"but only where it's original."
their long career in vaude, were made understudy in the role. John Alexander replaces Douglas in
man' was the best; 'Topaze' the
rated one of the topflight comedy
Bom" at the end of the week, when Douglas goes to Hollywood
Over-de-MUle-to-Storefaoiise
worst. There is no sense in revivacts in show business. Their Ger- under a film contract. Cooke went in again Monday (24) for the ailing
Wolcott Gibbs, of the New York- man dialect crossfire act was a
ing plays iust because they were
Douglas..
brought
the
season
notes
that
er,
Mrs.
First
like
"The
click from the start and successful
once,
hits
During
class, two good war plays in "Command throughout
years.
the
have
have
to
They
Fraser.'
V
"Mister Roberts." World War I, when sentiment was
Friday (28) a memorial library, consisting of some 800 volumes and
which is a more enduring Wality Decision" and
He says this "seems to suggest that not too forte towards anything records of Bums Mantle, late critic of the N. Y. Daily News, will be
than being a hit.
the war is now getting into senhistalled in the- anteroom of the tabloid's former publisher, the late
"The theatre can get along with- sible focus and to promise a fine Teutonic, they camphored their act
straight roles in Joseph Medill Patterson. Mantle, who died last winter, left some
out elaborate scenery, if it is in- play soon." He regards the "ple- and hired out in
legit productions until the war property in Forest Hills, L. 1., where his wife and sister continue to
telligently contrived. The English thora of revivals depressing." The
ended. They reunited and revived reside. His estate also includes securities, includbig stock in,the News.
are, I think, teaching us how to mag reviewer doesn't think the
their act and continued in it until
use well-painted backdrops effec- theatre can do without scenery, vaude began to fade.
A case of personal apparel that belonged to the late John Halliday
tively. But the sceneryless play has explaining that "writers just aren't
Survived by a sister.
was received by Equity from Hawaiii where the retired legit actor
never enchanted me,' and this -goes good enough to sustain, illusion
died recently. The clothing, turned over to the Stage Relief Fund,
for 'Our Town.' When I go home without scenery, though not nec-ANDREW A. LARKE
hardly worth the cost
was
shipment but a local trust company
to bed I don't want to 'imagine' essarily 'elaborgte.' " He feels the
Andrew Avid Larke, 65, broad- followed the directions in the of
that I am in a fine bed, and then Agnes De Mille type of ballet is
will. Halliday was well known on Broadcaster and. former newspaperman,
way years before he went into pix, where he was also a star.
flop o^n the floor; I've got a r^al on the way out, but there's "plenty
died of a heart attack. May 19, at
bed to fall into and I enjoy iti
Of room 'for stuff like Bobbins'home in York MUls, a suburb
"I don't know,'' the News critic Howard Barnes, of the Herald his
of Toronto.
ton for the past 15 years and taught
continues, "whether ballet in mu- Tribune, thinks the season was
He was probably best known for ballet here in recent years. Her BALLET
CUES
sicals is as strong as ever or on the bright and that the off-Broadway his newscasts im Sundays over the
husband, Ernest Espinosa, is a pubway out biJt I hope it is on the activity was"very healthy." When CBC Ontario-Quebec network. In lic relations counsel>
way out. In the last five years ballet in musicals is good, he says, the program, which he started in
dance directors have become So it is "as strong as ever."
with the
1940, in cooperation
Ballet Theatre, which has danced
Robert Garland, of the Journal Canadian Weekly Newspaper Assn.,
HENRY GOLDPIELD
damned arty that they take the
twice a season in New York in the
Henry Goldfield, 51, who had past eight years, has cancelled its
fun out of going to a music-show. American, calls the season "very, he broadcast items dealing with
Best ballet of the season' was very good; much better than usual" happenings in small towns and headed his own band and for 19 fall booking at the N. Y. City CenJerome Bobbins' Mack Sennett and' sees no effects of Hollywood farming sections^ culled from week- years had" been trumpeter with ter Nov. 24-Dec. 19, and will oiUy
on Broadway, "thank God." He ly newspapers.
Paul Whiteman's orch, died May 19
number in 'High Button Shoes'
season, in W*
City Center
at his home in- Irvington, N. J. He appear once next
and it was just .plain fun. It told thinks New Stages and believes
Metrothe
"pretty dreary," but
had also been with Jan Garber spring (March, 1949), at the
ADELBERT BEEIBLEY
no story and preached no moral. Experimental
politan Opera House. Troupe lias
Theatre "got better
Adelbert Beesley, 82, mu.sician prior to joining Whiteman in 1924.
"As to the flop of British hits as it went on," He says his "idea
He leaves a wife, son, three booked a full tour, starting in Bosand former, prexy of the Beesley
like Priestley's 'The Linden Tree'
ton Oct. 4, thus eliminating
of a good show is one in which you
brothers and two sisters.
and the delightful musical, 'Under can escape from serious plays Music Co., died May 19 at the
fall N.Y. booking.
i,
the Counter,' I can only say I'm about topical problems." On the home of a daughter in Butte, Mont.
Beason for the cancellation is WJOSEPH ANTHONY
sorry.
I feel the New York play- other hand, he'd have, given the A. member of the American Federlieved to be the excessive amouw
Joseph Anthony, 65, former
goer owes the British showman an prize to "Command Decision" be^ ation of Musicians since it was orfor New YorK
performer and assistant of ballet talked of
apology. The New Yorker has be- cause "it's about something that ganized, he played for years in vaude
Theatre
When Ballet
theatre orchestra. He also taught manager of the Balaban and Katz' this fall.
come- so hit-crazy, so lazy about matters, while 'Streetcar' is merely
booking, i»
Apollo theatre, Chicago, died in made its City Center
making his own choice, that he has a 'So what?' play." He'd like "less music.
only fall comnetition was the JWiSurvived by two daughters, two that city. May 18.
become a menace to the continua- over-de-Mille-to-the-storehouse bal- sons, two brothers
set tor
and two sisters
Survived by wife and two sis- let Russe de "Monte Cario, Since
tion and growth of the theatre lets," and feels that "something
an appearance at the Met.
ters.
been
here. All he wants is so many dol- new f|nd fresh is still desirable."
then, the Paris Ballet has
MRS. IDA P. ESPINOSA
Robert Coleman, of the Mirror,
lars' worth of tickets, and the more
possiow
scheduled, along with
Mrs. Ida Parker Espinosa, 40
DANIEL T. NOLAN
the ducats have cost him, and the regards the "most depressing feaDaniel T. Nolan, 45, special au- other dance troupes, f "•',„,),
harder they have been to get, the ture of the season was the scarcity former ballet dancer, who appeared
in the "Ziegfeld Follies" of 1928 ditor at RKO and connected with York's Jubilee this fall. And
W";
better time the damn fool wijl of hits and the necessity to turn
died in Washington, D. C, May 21 the studio for 15 years, died in let Society is rumored coming
to revivals." He credits Hollywood
have."
Mrs. Espinosa subsequently ap Hollywood May 21, after a heart the field with autumn pedo^",
with financing plays and sending peared in Ed Wynn and
Why Think About Pulitzer?
ances at the City Center, repi
Eari Car^ attack.
George Jean Nathan, of the "back to us many of the bettet roll shows.
He was a brotHer of Joseph No- the suspended N. Y. City
Journal-American. s£lys the season actors and aetresses seen on
She had beeik living ia Wasbiiig* lan, RKO veepee.
phony.
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N. Y. Public 'Hit-Crazy'
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B.O. Gets Spring

Ciii

Tlossom' 14G;Detroit

Dft;laiy'18a

Detroit, May. 23,
Both legit houses doused lights
this week after "Blossom Time"
rang down its second week curtain
at the Cass with dose to $14,000 iii

'B(>at'28a'Shoes'23Gin5/Cleo'26G

the

May

Chicago,

25.

Shoes"
Oneninfi of "High Button
•w«inesdav (19) and the old fave

Monday

Time"

'•ttom

(24),

mLOW BOY' DOES

'Sdao

to a spring tonic for Clii
"Shoes," wuu j:.uuic
up from the
ir got hearty thumbs
irp4 and a heavy mail order to
Presence of Everett MargSo
Time'' is credited
Bhall in "Blossom
advance the musical
for the best
years.
•has had here in

FAIRISH 14G IN

'ieait.

" "Show Boat"

bobbing along
while "John
like or Man Bibber,
hold its
Loves Mary" continues to
is

as a local institution.
place
"

Kstimates for Last Week
"Antony an* Cleopatra." Black«tone <4th wk) (1,358; $5). Closed
•

with a solid $26,000
"Blossom Time," Studebaker

\22)
•

Opened Monday

$3,71).

•246'

(1-

(24)

Pittsburgh,

Pnr

May

25.

Nixon season came to an end
week with "Winslow Boy" and

the English importation got only
a fair $14,000. That was something
of a disappointment considering
rave notices show got as well as
fact that it was playing under sub^
scription auspices. Top was $2.
It's been a long and pretty profits
able season, starting Sept. 22 with
"Chocolate Soldier," and no complaints.
'Nixon may have a few
rentals before finall^ closing shop
but nothing important.

'

wk)

jnild $9,500.

Button

"Hlffh

Northern

(1,500;
(19)

Wednesday

.

MO,

Holding on with
Great

Shoes,"
$6.18).

and

'Prince'

Opened
up

roiled

heft $23,0(»0 in first five perform
ances. Should go on to sock $37,-

'Bride' 8G. Philly

.

'Sleepy 15G in

7,

Ipprovar

COMPLETED FOR

L'VILLE'S

However,

AL FRESCO

it

now appears

Commercial switch
Boston, May 25.
"Burle.sque" opened last night
at the Shubert for a fortnight's
stay to wind up the legit season in
the Hub this year, save for a return of "Oklahoma" May 31 at the
Opera House. Nothing set tor
summer run so far, though the
Boston Summer Theater, now controlled entirely by Lee Falk, is set
to return to the N. E. Mutual Hall.
Estimates for .Last Week

—

tenis

.

Amphitheatre.

it -Iroquois

Among

tlt6 top names !;et for the al fresco
shows are Polyna Stoska, Gabor
Gerelli, Deane Carroll, Gil Lamb,

Maureen Cannon, William Gaxton,
Shafer,
Edith
Fellows,
Robert
/Arthur Treacher and Walter Cassel.
'Schedule now set includes; July
"Music in the Air" with
'HKilO,
'Polyna Stoska and Gabor Cerelli;
July 12-17, "Hit the Deck," starring
Oil Lamb; July 19-24, "Connecticut
•lEankee" (William Gaxton); .July
|6-31,
"Student Prince" (Robert
Shafer-Edith Fellows); Aug. 2-7,
"Ploradora" (Arthur Treacher,
Belene Arthur and Doris Patston);
.Aug. 9-14, "Great Waltz" (Walter
:^

;

:

the likely attraction.
Estimates for Last Week
"There Goes the Bride," Walnut
Very tepid biz after
(1,340; $3.90),
so-so notices, with $8,000 for the
single week.
House now shutters
ed until September.
"The Student Prince," Forrest
,

(3d wk) (1,766; $3,25). Ended
tieth local engagement with

$15,500,

good

ump-

okay
which looked especially
low scale. House cur-

rently dark.
"Anna Lucasta," Locust (1st wk)
In for two weeks'
(1,580; $3.90).
return engagement after fine run
last season.
Fairish $7,000,

mi

been out of line, and improvements
*iU cut the inflated level at which

Kcnery

now

is

built.

Kogen, musical director,

Boris

Wul be ia town about June 15 to
wld chorus auditions, and boxMflee in a downtown music store is

with ticket reservations.

tralye

summer

thea-

included in previous

list-

which are to operate

this

The names and addresses,
of producers ai-e inEquity-'franchised spots
designated by (E.) and non*

|eason.

" ™own,
cluded.
[uity

by

(N.).

CALIFORNIA

I
sLacuna
Beach; Gryphon players.
Newport; .Repertory, Inc. (E.).

MARYLAND

^

Mo

Braddock Heights;
untain
theatre; James S. Decker. IE.).

_^

MASSACHUSETTS

i-ohasset;

tred

(24-5).

"Blossom Time"

Studebaker,

Chi. (24-5).

"Burlesque"— Shubert,

Bost. (24-

Heni-y Boettcher,

are

quite

C (.Comedy), D (Drama),
iComedy-Dravia). R iRevue),
(Musical) O (Operetta)
"Allegro," Majestic (32d wk) (Mr
Was somewhat better
1,695; $6).
last week and, with more improvement, summer continuance would
vKejys;

CD

M

,

.

be definite; around $32,000.

Desire,"

wk) (D-1,064;
$4.80).
Drama showered with
prizes will doubtless continue to
capacity for a year, if not more:
(25th

close to $27,500.

"The Heiress," Biltmore (34th
wk) (D-920; $4.20), Picked up last
week and was credited with better
than $18,500; big money for drama
of

its

type.

"The Respectful Prostitute," and
"The Happy Journey," Cort (10th
wk)

(C-1,064; $4.20).
Indications
are that engagement will extend
well into summer; small operating
nut for playlets; over $12;500.

"The Vigil," Royale (1st wk) (D"Angel in the Wings," Coronet
Biblical drama pre(24th wk) (R-998; $4.80).' Closing 1,026; $3.60).
notices posted and then withdrawn sented originally at the Coronet,
last week, wlien there wiis a slight Hollywood; drew mildish notices
and
chances not clearly indicated.
operating loss; aimed into summer;
$17,500.
REVIVALS

Majestic

,

(106th wk) (M-1,472;

ers

.

Slipped $10,000.
(309th wk) (1,142; $2.40).
again, but $16,000 is still very prof"High Button l^oes," Shubert
(33d wk) KM-1,387; $6). Most other

5).

Orpheiim,

Omaha

KRNT, Des Moines

(27-29);

"Carousel"

itable.

Davidson. Mil. (31-5).
"Ice-Capadcs of 1948," Pan Pacific
Selwyn, Aud (5th wk) (6,036; $3.60). Down
"First Mrs. Fraser"
Chi, (24-29); Blackstone. Chi (31-5). to
final
eight-day
$110,179 on
"Harvey" Nat'l, Wash. (24-5). frame, but still collected a swell
"Harvey"—-Geary, Frisco (24-5). $422,367 for four weeks and four
Gt. days.
"High Button Shoes"
Nor(:hern, Chi. (24-5).
"Macbeth," Las Palmas (1st wk)
"John Loves Mary'?^Harris, Chi. (388; $3). Critical acclaim greeted
(24-5).
opening Tuesday (18), but classiWindermere's
Fan"
"Lady
cists in town apparently are few;
Metropolitan. Seattle (24-30);' $3,000,
Temple, Tacoma (31); Aud., Oak"Oklahoma!" Biltmore (2d wk)
land (2); Aud;, San<.,Jose (3); Aud., (1,636; $4.20). Packing 'em in. Nine
hit
San Diego (5).
perfoi'mance
weeic
$35,000,

—

—

'

—

"Oklahoma!"

—Opera

Hse., Bost.

(31-5).

"Oklahoma!"—Biltmore,

L.

A.

(24-5).

"On Approval"- Plymouth,

Bost.

Selwyn, Clii, (31-5),
"Private Lives" Mayfair, Port,
(24-27); Curran, Frisco (31-5).
Sliubert, Chi.
"Show Boat"
(24-29);

South Shore Players;

Burleigh,

Hollow,"

—

Added Strawhats
..Following are the
wes, not

mgs,

Closings

'

Named

"Streetcar

.

"Blackouts of 1948"—El Capitan,

(24-26);

Sudden

'29).

possible.

the aid of two-for-one tickets; can
continue indefinitely at that pace.

Barrymore

5%

(31-5).

L A.

legiti-

.

A. (24-29); Opera Hse., Frisco

L.

despite

.

—

makes it unnecessary to
eover entire backwall of the stage
With scenery.
Scenery cost has

promisingly,

mate ballyhoo that it was exceptional.
"The Vigil," bi'ought in
from the Coast, drew a mild press.
"S. S. Glencairn" was a repertory
entrant; "Oklahoma!" will end its
record Broadway run Saturday

:

Herbert, Ruby Mercer
Adelaide Bishop).
JsSaay physical changes have been
Current Road Shows
made in the Amphitheatre. Width
flf the stage has been cut down by
(May 24-June 5)
I swies of portals, giving more in"Anna Lucasta" Locust, Philly
v;umate stage picture. New cyclo(24-29).
iiwnft is now under construction,
"Annie Get Your Gun"— Aud.,
Cassel, A. J.

Which

start

Wow

at this

;

of the experi-

mental show "Ballet Ballads" didn't

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
Habnnah, Broadway (3d wk)
Rodg- (1,900; $4.80), "Oedipus Rex" the
.$6.60).
and Hammerstein celebrated current attraction of the Palestinyears'
run with elaborate ian players; "The Golem" last
(1,500; .$4.80) (1st Wk). Didn'tknow two
party;
favorite
musical
drawing
week rather well received and will
what to expect on this late-comer
but it got generally good notices, sturdy business; jumped to $37,- be repeated; "The Dybbuk" repeats starting Sat. (29); $19,000
with raves for Gil Lamb. Result 500.
'fBallet Ballads," Music Box <lst last week;, visitors finale
was estimated $15,000 on seven
June 10.
Experimental
wk)
(M-977;"$4.80).
performances, but should build.
"Man and Superman," Hudson
attraction went commercial last
(33d wk) (CD-1,057;
week to disappointing business; gagement's closing $4.80). Endate set for
first seven times around $6,500.
June 19; longest run Shavian play
Yesterday/'
Lyceum on Broadway; around
"Bom
'Annie'
$56,000;
$16;000.
Picked
(120th Wk) (C-993; $4.80).
"Sally," Beck (3d wk) (M-1,214;
up more than most others, takings
'Okla.r35Gin9,LA. approximating
$15,000; at that fig- $5.40). Was over-estimated and
vinth takings under $IT;00O; playLos Angeles, May 25..
ure can go along indefinitely.
ers
sliced salaries,
"Annie Get Your Gun" .set a sub^
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (63d wk)
scription week record last week (M-.l,628; $4.80). Improvement was
"S.S. Glencaini," City Center
with a giant $56,000, and settled slight, hut, with gross around $27,- (1st wk) (1,650; $2.40).
Second
down to knock off a new house 500, musical had another profitable attraction of repertory; four Eugene
mark in the current final stanza. week and slated through summer.
O'Neill short dramas fairly
Opening attraction of the L. A.
"Commend Decision," Fulton well received at Thursday (20)
Civic Light Opera season was with- (33d wk) (D-968; $4.80).
Little debut; using only half of house's
in $400 of the subscription-free change in war drama's pace, and seating capacity.
house record set last year by "Song takings again were quoted around
"The Play's the thing," Booth
of Norway."
$14,500; good summer chance.
(4th wk) (CD-712; $4.80),
ConAcross the street, "Oklahoma!"
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street fident of spanning summer and
went into a nine-performance week (71st wk) (M-1,319; $6). Held its would extend into fall; playing
to
accommodate demand, and own at around $27,0()0 and sched- profita bly; Up, $15,000, estimated.
grossed $35,000 on the frame. "Ice uled into autumn.
Cast changes
Capades of 1948" wound at Pan should not affect profitable operaPacific on a weakening note, but tion.
Hedgerow Gets 25th
season's great $422,367 scooped last
"For Love or Money," Miller
Figured
year's take for similar length of (29th wk) (C-940; $4.20).
Anni 'Gift'—
T»x
time;
around $10,000 or slightly more;
Philadelphia, May 25.
Esimates for Last Week
tickets on sale up to, late June.
The Borough Council of Rose
"Annie Get Your Gun," Philhar"Harvey," 48th St. (187th wk)
Valley,
the tiny municipality in
monic Aud (3d wk) (2,670; $4.80). (C-902; $4.20). James Dunn takes
Great $56,000, with all-time liigh over lead this week; second Coast which Hedgerow Theatre is located,
in view for this frame.
name to have played the part; handed the famed repertory group
"Blackouts of 1948," El Capitan lames Stewart was first; around a nice 25th anniversary present—
"Sleepy

in-

creasingly probable that the ForLouisville, May 25.
rest ^Philly's only aircooled house
Casting has been completed by
^wiU reopen at least in time for
Du For, producer, for the the Republican convention in June.
148 operetta season of six weeks "Oklahoma!" is now mentioned as

—

Empire (Dmost increases on Broadway but 1,086; $4.20). Ptesented
by Eunice
business should have improved Healy and Harald Bromley;
writit did. Wall Street
ten by Arthur Goodman; was tried
had
no
effect.
End out experimentally; opened
Tuesof the season is signaled not only
day (25).
by the spring slump, but also by
"Strange Bedfellows," Morosco
cast changes in many shows, while
the general doubtful calibre of re- (19th wk) (C-935; $4.80). Went up
cent openings is another indication. last week to around $13,000 with

...

.

:

'BaUads'6y2Gin7;'OidaiiomarOut
Thoii;sands of buyers arrived in Boston prior to probable seaside
last week, and that influx con- date; improved to
1519.000; "Sleepy
tinues, column after column of in- Hollow" follows Thttrs. (3) next
comers being listed in the dailies. week. .'
This would partially account for
"Seeds in the Wind,"

town

much more than

—

I
'

Tops, 47G, 'Annie Up. 311/26,

activity

Loves Mary," Harris (15th
Philadelphia, Mlay 25.
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co., ShuWk) (1,000; $3.71). Neat $18,000.
"The Student Prince,"' which bert (1,570; $4.80) (4th wk). Tied
"On Approval," Selwyn (1,000; collected an okay $15,500 on its into a big attraction with "Mikado"
$3.71). Opens Tuesday, June 1.
third and final week at the For- and made a nice comeback follow' "SJhow Boat,"
Shubert (12th wk) rest ^very good considering the
ing first fortnight's debacle.
Got
3,100; $4.94). Eased to $28,000 but $3.25 top—-led the procession of an estimated
$30j000, very profitJiighest take in town.
»
..
the remaining legiters here last able but a little too late.
iJ
Town
%hylock and His Daughter," week.
regular playhouses didn't take to the company as exTwo
$3.71).
Jfudebaker (2d wk) (1,246;
clo.sed Saturday, which, with the pected.
fittprQved. but still slight $9,000.
Shubert already ofTicially shutter"On Approval," Plymouth (1,200;
ed for the season, leaves only one $3.60) (1st wk).
Bright show
house lighted this Week.
That's but got disappointing $9,000. Stays
the Locust, which winds up its another frame
and moves to
CASTING
1947-48 season this Saturday.
Chicago.
*''"john

m'

'

till.

Cass reopens May 81 with "The
Winslow Boy," then continues with
tlie world preem of "Life With
Mother," sequel to "Life With
Father." Opening performance is
set for June 7.

last

l^a heavy advance.
»«Flrst Mrs. Fraser," Selwyn (2d
(l.OOO; $4-33).

I

Mor InibHypoes Dented B way;

—
—

i

musicals have slipped but little
change in capacity plus takings of
this one; again approached $38,000.
"Hold It," NaUonal (3d wk) (M1,164; $6). Party last week helped
but chances of musical have not
brightened; around $10,500, meaning heavy operating loss.
"Inside U.S.A.", Century (3d wk)

Sellout parties the
$6).
new revue leads 'the field,
takings being over $47,000; standees for all performances.
"Joy to the World," Plymouth
Has
(lOth wk) (CD-1,063; $4.80).
around 98% capacity.
"Separate Booms, New Beaux done fairly well although more
Arts list wk) (560; $3). Critics costly to operate than average,
gave it a hand and it started to straight play; eased under $12,000.
"Look Ma, I'm Dancin'," Adelphi
build after slow opening. First five
days nice $6,500, and long run in though under the levels of opening
Al(16th wk) (M-1 ,4,34; $4.80).
sight.
months, is making goodly profit.
Bit higher last week, around $28,(R-1,670;

rule and

5%

tax on all receipts.

The tax was to start June 1, but
as the Hedgerow group had all its
tickets printed for the month, the
levy will not go into effect until
July 1.
Chief difficulty for Hedgerow is
the fact that ,the group is not selfsupporting. It operates a school in
Philadelphia
to
help
pay the
freight. Located 16 miles from the
center city. Hedgerow has to solve
transportation problems and haul
customers to and from the .stations
to
insure
attendance.
Current
prices are $1.20, $1.80 and $2.40.
The impost, of course, will be
passed right along to the patrons.

'Harvey' 25iG, D. C.

Washington; May 25.
Washington gave Frank Fay and
"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad- his pal "Harvey" a rousing welft.?,i"'i.P'"^Y.»<'"Sly associated in the
"Sleepy Hollow"—Majestic, Bost. 'Burlesque' IGiGJoronto
Wation, has withdrawn.
hurst (19th wk) (R-1,160; .$6). Has come in the initial stanza at the
(24-29).
Toronto, May 25.
National to the tune of a sock $25,^
^ NEW YORK
'^Winslow Boy"— Royal Alex., ToHurt by national holiday week- shaded off only slightly and is well 500, at $3.60 top.
uurham; East Durham Play- ronto (24-29); Cass, Det. (31-5).
end which saw general out-of-town out in front financially; virtual ca«<}se; Thomas
Advance sale for coming fortB. Eldershaw (also
exodus, "Burlesque" did only a pacity, $35,500; big for intimate
latunuck, R. I.), 283 Pasadena
night is so .solid, that run has been
fair $16,500 at the Royal Alexandra, revue.
Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.
"Me and Molly," Belasco (13th extended from original four to six
IJjfe..
Willi the 1,525-seater scaled at a
Schwieger Switches
wk) (C-1,077; $4,801, Not as good weeks.
$3.60 top.

^rnegie Tech drama department,
(E,).
Mrs. Alexander

Pittsburgh.

(24-5).

000.

•

•

t

,

.

Alieno Tivo)i
T>i??u* Northport;
*^^house.
(N
Wirfr 9.'": Sea Cliff Theatre;

Toledo, May 25.
Comedy drew i*ave reviews,
Hans Schwieger, conductor of particularly for the work of Bert
the Fort Wayne (Ind.) Philhar- Lahr.
Ratcliffe,
Jr.
monic Orchestra since its organi(E )
zation in 1944, and Richard H.
Tallu 18G, Seattle
RHODE ISLAND
,
Wangerin, business manager, have
'^'unwck; Theatre-by-t h e-Sca
Seattle, May 25.
B Eldershaw (also Ka.sl resigned to join the Kansas City
Tallulah Bankhead in "Private
Philharmonic Orchestra, beginning Lives" was on the tepid side with
283
Hasbrouck
BmVif/^Vr^',
Edward Gould, next fall.
$18,000 for the week's engagement
whn^5^' ^: ^Wangerin, formerly with WGL, at the Metropolitan.
spot the la.st two
s^Jinll^''^^'^
was announced to rc- Fort Wayne, became manager of
llouse, seating $1,500, was .scaled
torn ^^.^''^
,"»rn
this summer, has
from $4.25
withdrawn. the Philharmonic there in 1946.
'

i

previous week but takings
$12,000 were substantial
for dialect comedy; planned well
as

around
into

summer.

Taa' 16G

in 5,

Portland
May 25.

Portland, Ore.,

"Mister Roberts," Alvin (14th
"Lady Windermere's Fan," starwk) (CD-1,357; $4.80), Other play.s
may get higher academic rating ring Cornelius Otis .Skinner, was
but this is the season's most popu- sock at the Mayfair last weekend.
lar attraction among locals and This was the first lisgit show ia
visitors; $34,500; standees always, more than six weeks.
"Oklahomal", St, James (MAt $3.60 top, with five performFinal and 268th ances in four days, gro.ss was $16,1,505;
$4.80),
week; longest run mu.sk>al goes to 000,

..
....

—

.

.

.

.

.
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Plays on Broadway
The Vigil
Alaxanaer Morltey dS- orrnngement with

Kluholas Tellcntl. At Koyalo, N. Y.. May
ai, MS; $4.80 top (SO oiMinngH)
Louise Jones
Vt(\l(>t.,
John Seymour
Mr. Woods............
.Edward Van Sloun
* JudKO. .......,*>
.Band Klllot
court Clork
Lt'e Baxter
Court Stenographef.,,
Tony BowUnff
Courtroom Guard. . ,
.Henry 'VT/Ucoxott
PiMecutor, • .... .;. , . .
,,.,,lan MacDoniild
i,
Defotise Counsel,
•

.

.

.

. . . .

.

,

. .

,

Oarjl«ii«r.

..

.

i

.........

prosecutor's Aswt,..*,
BdCensfl ABSt...^i«,*t•
ISstller
Lucius.,',

.

.

.'

.

.

V,

.

* .

Mr. Plnchas
Joseph of Arlmatjiea
Iiady Procula .
Pontius Pilate
.

.

i

iV.

.

.......Mary James
...Dennis Kins. Jr.
...... .Joa K. Marks
I,auren Gilbert
,
HutcW-i'on
. .Marlel
,

.

. . . .

,

.

.

of Tarsus

«uy spauli
Hilton P.irsons

..... .Helen SSeamon

Beulah,
Sadou.

.

•
.

Susanna
Prof. Thaddeus
Mflrv Maedalene
i

Theatre Oo. production ot four playlets (three aeeni;.s) by

New roHc

.....Klnc

Donovan

Vnn Pearee
......... .Dan Keed
r.imKr
Mariit Palmer
.Marim
.

is

"Moon ot the Caribbees,
"Bound East tor Oardin,'

Kugenij O'Neill!
"In the Zone,"

"The Long A-'oyage Home." under Bcneral
o£ Jose Ferwr. ivho .ia_ featurert
nlbne with GeorBe Mathews. Richard toodirection

IvenBan, Nan MeFarland, Bobeit Carroll,
Heni Treseder, Kalph Roberts, George CouOpened
lourlp; settings by Herbert BrodUin,
N. Y., May 20. '48;
(It City Center,
top.

Yank.

...Hichard Coosan

..

nriiouii
Drisouil

Robert

moderndress courtroom melodrama. The
play by Ladlslas Fodor, was first

five

columns also
stage

Shimon

t.eonardo Clmino
JIarold J. Stone
........Winston Rosa
.George Couiouria
.Stanley Carlson

suffices to

break

movements onto

Finkel,

as

boy to whom xh.
was engaged and who disappeareS

dif«

Oedipus,

'
'
aj^road has turned up.
Henson carries the main burden
with his fish-like face and rasS
voice, expressing everything
b£
twesn maximum joy, liopelcss be(THE MASQUEBS, AMHEEST) wilderment or self-pitying sorrow
when situations call for it. There
Amherst, Mass., May 20.
the
is
inevitable
Henson
drinkin»
Amherst College, by 'ar.rangcmoiit with
BurgesH Meredith ami IjOuIs J. flincer, pre- scene hilariously funny to a Hensents 'X'he M»»qucrs in thti American pro- son
audience, but the mominii
mlevo ot "Happy As I.arry," comedy-welo- after, when he silently
reads the
drama in thren aclH by Doungh JlcT)onim-h,
Director, F. (\ CanlleW; dosigner. Chu«. depressing headlines in the paper
Ughtiii* and technical direolor. provides one of the few origW"
Roger!";
Rail* McGouni ItwJldcntal inu-nc, Waller moments which everybody
^

LiatKko.

.

.«!cot(y..

Donkey Jlan.

.

Big Frank...,
Dick

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

, ,

^

,

;

, ,

,

i

.

-

,

-

.

Sumpter
, ..Ralph
........... -Jose Ferrer
.Victor BeeJsroft
.
. . .
PhylUa Hill
,

.'.

.

.

McFariand

'

Playlets
office
are fairly interesting but the material obviously dates back to the author's formative days as a dramat-

draw

Ballet Balla«ls
(FOLLOWUP)

..phllUpna Bevan*

Yteaii

is indicated.

of
premiere
American
The
comedyMacDonagh's
Donagh
melodrama "Happy As tarry,
College
Amherst
the'
by
Theatre's presented
arrangement with
-

.

.

.

Experimental
The
move from the Maxine
the Music Box with its
dance

Elliott to Masquers, is by
song-and- Burgess Meredith
have
"Ballet Ballads," is Singer, who

triple,

certainly a worthy artistic experiment,- even if its commercial success appears doubtful. Encouraged
by the critical kudos for the oneweek run at ET, Messrs. T. Edward
Hambleton and Alfred R. Stern
conceived the praiseworthy idea of
a regular Broadway run for the

thrown

against Smitty,

who

is

forced toHisten while the crew is
reading the missives. Mathews is
v. ii
c
„„,^,„
i« the
tbe bully of the crew but
Van "Cardiff' sketch he becomes sentiMacDonald,
Wilcoxon,
mortally hurt Yank
<iirn'"'#«rtdPn Milton'parsons and! cental, as the
his dream of a farm and
of
tells
same
played the
King Donovan
dies in hjs arms. Richard Coogan's
roles ill the Hollywood presenta
Yank is very good.
^
Hobe.
tion.
"Caribbees" opens the show, this
part having a mixed cast, Negro
as West Indians coming
girls
aboard the ship to sell their bodies
as well as forbidden hooch, for
which they are sent ashore unpaid.
Mathews is one of the roisterers,
with Juanita Hall and Mildred
Joanne Smith the best of the

I

m

Islanders.
is

It is a colorful interIbee.
the "Voyage."

J.

weakness.

fatal

times

its

poetic

dialog in

many

The

places is

light and humorous and, especially
in the second act, sets a nice tempo
But all too often
for the action.
the rhymes and meter settle into

a chant' which becomes tedious and

hard to follow.
Of course, poor acting greatly
emphasized the weaknesses of the
verse. The almost completely undergraduate cast couldn't handle
the combination of the rhythmical

Even
liattem and Irish dialect.
though the acting was amateurish
designed by Charles
sets
Rogers were most professional
They were somewhat stylized, vivid
the

in

Crockett," telling the fable of the
"acKwooas
braggart-hero,
continues the tradition, in another ex^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
^^^g ^^^^^
thesping.
Nat Karson, as producer; Mary Hunter, as director;
Hugh Ross, as choral and musical
conductor; the spirited y^oung cast,
and the presenters, all rate bOAVs,

v

Bron,

:

color,

ingeniously

utilitarian,

and did a remarkable job in portraying the spirit of the show.
Able job in directing and lighting
were done by Profs. F. C. Canfield

Co7je.

De Fyra

Municipal Mieatre ii>roduction

,

although

shoWj,

.

. .

.

.Josef

Battle for

it

has

many

Michael Todd,

Heaven

(EDUC'L ALLIANCE, N.

Comedy

ligv*

(•en

in

ytori."

DETROIT NEWS.

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCK

1830

Play, Brokers and
Autliors' Representatives
Sn West 45th Street. >'riv V'ork
7fi2S

Sunset

BIt-d.. Holljrirood 46, Ci>>-

Borthen's

as

Simone,

Oscar Hammerstein lly
shows the way to a

-new form of .musicol

J

Your

noil's

IJnele
May

London,

enterlainment

in

6.

Buckley presenta-

Leslie Henson, .Tohn
tion of musical fare^ in

.

two

acts l)y Auatin

.

. .

.

. .

. . .

.

,

.

. .

. .

.

Raphael

Klats-'kin,

. .

Nachuni

.Shoshana I>uer
Debora, Bcrtonoff

.

...

..

.

J ,

.

.

.

^ . .

. .

,

.

,

.

... . ,

..

.

La.st in the series of four plays
selected by the Habimah players
for th.'ir American appearance,

"Oedipus Rex" makes
climax to the cycle of

a fitting
brilliantly

staged plays at the Broadway theatre during the past four weeks.
Sophocles' ancient drama, which

was translated into modem Hebrew
by Saul Chemikhovsky, has been
infused by Habimah with an imaginative power and emotional
coloration that transcends the lan-

guage

Benlitijon

.

is

Ingrid

all

^

.

-

Juhiiberg

..

a great success here,
and seems due to repeat when
presented at the Oscars, in Stockholm.
It could even appeal to
Broadway audiences. Play is by
an Austrian-Jewish- author who
uses the pseudonym of Georges
Roland. It's done in Swedish in
Herbert Wernlof's translation.
Story centers around the chauffeurs of the unseen Big Four, who
are spending a weekend in an old
French chateau after a meeting in

^

. .

Buchman. Benjamin Kadari.

wa

HaUon

.Benkt-Aku

i

.. .. ..

.

Antigone.

(liekMt and moit gentltmaniy

^

Jr.

Y.)

,

Ben-tXafrn,

.

..«.

i

Doctor .>.>•••

without music.
'

.

.

.,

little real make the play cUk, despite indifsubstance. As it stands, with bare ferent direction.
Winqrhyme and meter, it Is a musical

Experimentai Play

.

. .

".

.

.Ilai-ry Alilln
Labichr
.Kurl-Magnus Tiiulstmp
Bernard .G. Smitli.
;UU' Jbhannoon
Smlrnov. ................... .. Arne Nyberg
Mlchellne t . . , • . . • . . < ^ lljurdls I'etlenson

.Snyder.

'

The

,

'heavy'

1.

comeily

,

,

RUICK

ot

in three acta by Georges Itoluiui, TraiiHlated from tiif> Yiddish b.v Herbei'l; AVernlof.
Stars Ingrid Borthen, Artie Nyberfj, Bjor*
dis Petterason, Harry Alilln. Dlreeted by
Set by Nireit Afzellus-'
.Tosef
Halten.
Wernlof. At Stadsteatern, Gotiienberg.
Simoii
Insrld Borllica

Six tailors are con- isher; Snyder, the American, and
exception.
veyed into a portion of one of their Smirnov, the Russian. Simone, a
ancestors' lives by not the usual young miss, makes eyes at all of
means—a leprechaun, but rather them, not caring which takes her
Symbolism might be seen;
by the three Greek Fates. The up.
tailor's ancestor is poisoned by a here,
identifying her with any
licentious, handle-bar mustached small European group Of country
In turn, the villain is trying to line up with one of the
villain.
the
Then
tailor.
the
poisoned by
Big Four.
ancestor rises from the dead to
Other characters Include the
marry a young widow whom, cook, Micheline, dreaming of a
earlier in the play, he discovered little restaurant on a Paris boulefanning her husband's grave in vard; the Jewish gardener, Josef,
order to keep her promise that she a fugitive from Nazi terror, and a
will not marry again till the clay psychiatrist who soon will be diabove her late spouse dries. And rector of the United Nations psyto top ofE the evening's perform'
chiatric department. Play is a rof
ance of black- magic and hokum the matlc comedy,
avoiding the drama
villain rises from his death bed,
or tragedy of contemporary policracks a joke, and returns deader tics, except
by implication. Standthan ever.
out performances by the cast, above

Melford, Ijyries by Frank tSyton, music by
.«ebba. At Broadway, ^f. Y., May 22, '4S; Michael O'Shaughnessy and Ran<,'>ny. Directed, by
Henson, Melford.
?i.8(/ fop.
dolph Cai-ter, must be chalked up Noel
At Saville, liontton, May S, HS.
Shimon Finkel
OcdipuH
.T,eslle Henson
.Hanna Hovlna as an inept attempt. The play is Robert Popejoy. .,
.Tooasta.
undramatic talk - piece that Sheila, Popejoy.. .yuellu; DouKias Pennant
... Aaron Meskin an
Kreon. ...............
... .Gordcui Humphris
Thire»iaa.
.Haim Amitai rambled on for almost three hours. Heotor' -A^hllpot.
June Philijot ... ..... ,.
A.oierle Tand.v
'Priefft of SSeus.
.Menachem Benyamini.
Cast as Mary Baker Eddy, 86- Mrs. Bdffoo.*!e.
.. .t ,.
.. Vera Pearce
A Man from (!<irirtlh....M'achtun Buchman
Alec FInter
..Joshua Bertonov year old leader in the Christian Godfrey Fogg
An Girl Shepherd,:.
Diclc
..
.Itanilsh Mensslo»
......... ..Ari Kutai
A Meflsen'ger..
Science movement. Miss Alden ConnorAllan.
.........
.Ricci C]il.si\olni
Jrfarter of the Chorus. ....... .David Vardi
Mandevllle ... i, .i.-;..,
.Austin Mellord
CfcioruB of Elders of Thebeg: Jehuda Rubin- surmounted a series of tough obHotel Manager.
stein. Itzhalc Siiulman, Shlomo Bruk, !^vl stacles to give a full-bodied and
....... .Guy. Fane

.

Snia

(The Little Four)
Gothenburg, Sweden, May

Oedipus Rex

Isniene.

arte

and Ralph McGoun.
Paris,
Political background and
It seems that most Irish farces implications are treated lightly,
must abound with the super- play being a comedy about Labiche,
"Happy As Larry" is no the Frenchman; Smith, the Britnatural.

amusing moments, has

"Battle for Heaven," staged by
the Experimental Theatre at the
Educational Alliance theatre, N. Y.,
for three days (17-19), is notable
(HEBREW)
for having returned Hortense AlTheatre, Inc., presentation (under sponden (Mrs. James T. Farrell) to the
fiorflhip of Americrfn Fund for Palestinian
Institations), of Sophociea* drama in two stage* after
a
10-year absence.
act.<r, trjinslated Into Hebrew by Saul CherOtherwise, this play, written by
nikhovaky. Staged by Tyrone Guthrie; sets,

MELVILLE

Valerie

a gay, talented juvenile pair. Much
of the plot of Act 1 could with advantage be discarded to give Miss
Tandy and the dancers a little
more to do, Lyrics by Frank Eyton
are good, and Noel Gay's music,
while not noteworthy, is gay and
adequate.
There's no doubt it will enjoy
success here, but it's even less exportable than "Under the Counter,"

rights.

m

painfully.

Louis

and

the Broadway
The play, as Irish as its
author, comes to this country after
a successful presentation by the
Mercury Theatre last winter in
London. MacDonagh has written
the entire play in verse, which at
times is its key virtue, at other

a hotel porter.

part as

Tandy and Gordon Humphris

.

.

,

..

lude as

.

,

.

John LaTouche-jTerome Moross offering, its profits to go to American National Theatre and Academy,
Same production, casts, costumes
some
have
The
It should
technique.
constitute fragmentary drama.
and simplified sets moved over for
fact
,for
the
compensation
nautical
special
general title indicates the
the pro i-un.
place
takes
action
principal
efeectiije
that the
atmosphere, witl} dialog,
The production may be a little
offstage. In the case of "The Vigil,' settings and costumes to match.
the run-of-mine Rialto
it merely clutters the dialog with Deck scene is used for "Moon of caviarish for
trivialities, but contributes no dis- the Caribbees," acted aboard a tneatregoer, but artistically it's one
of the finest on Broadway this or
tinction and little drama.
freighter in the West Indies, a
other season, and grade-A enAs a result, "The Vigil" turns the forecastle being the scene for 'In any
tertainment Certainly it's one of
miracle of the Resurrection into a the Zone" and "Bound East for
The Cardiff," while sketchy is the the most unusual. "Susanna and
verbose, commonplace bore.
courtroom device seems hackneyed, scenery for "The Long Voyage the Elders," based on the apo
a cryphal story, has the quality of
and the writing lacks viewpoint or Home,'^ action taking place
spirituals, a sort of white "Green
freshness. The direction is stilted waterfront dive in London.
the
Jose Ferrer, who staged the Pastures" in miniature. Like
and, although several of the actqrs
beauty, imagination
malce admirable attempts,' they are show, appear? in the last part only, others, it has
some
playing the boss of a bar from and wit. In addition, it has
helpless against such difficulties.
Edward Van Sloun, as the judge, which many a sailor has been fine choral singing, and some exKatherine
Litz,
dancing
cellent
by
and Henry Wilcoxon and Ian Mac- shanghaied to outgoing- vessels.
Donald, as the prosecutor and de- Ralph Roberts as a simple Swede Frank Seabolt and Robert Trout.
folk and jazz
fense attorney, give creditable per- does the best work in that playlet; The 'score has snappy
formances^ Tom Fadden is accept- as Olson he's given knockout drops, rhythms to intrigue further.
Tour de force is "Willie the
aible as the gardener-defendant ac- robbed, then carried off to the ship.
cused of body-snatching in the dis- Nan McFariand plays Freda, sexi- Weeper," with Paul Godkin giving
appearance of Christ's remains est wench in the joint. Harold J. a terrific dancing performance as
frt>m the sepulchre. Maria Palmer Stone is amusing as a drunken Willie, and Sono Osato in a noble
There's also
assist as Cocaine Lil.
almost succeeds in making the Spir- Russian.
itual intensity of Mary Magdalene
George Mathews plays Driscoll^ a tune called "I've Got Me," which
In its
believable.
-in all four parts and in "Zone" the belongs in the Hit Parade.
There are also moderately effec- vessel is running the Hun subma- fantasy of a disordered mind, it's
ammunition it's a fascinating bit ot business. Robtive scenes by Joe E. Marks as a rine blockade with
proud merchant, Lauren Gilbert as the first world war. The men are ert Lenn, as Willie's singing couna Senator, Muriel' Hutchison as the testy, and because of a tin box con- terpart, 'also rates a bow.
governor's wife, Guy Spauli as Pi- taining love letters, suspicion is
"The Eccentricities of Davey

and-Dan Reed In-the preposterpus part of 4n authority on angels. A couple of others overplay

. .

.

,

.

.

.

Violet, .......
Susie. . .
First Slate...
C4iptain .......

ri'T,;

.

.

,

. . .

Pearl
•

,

.

,

Bella

.

.

. ,

.

.

throws

herself

.

.'.{.

.

.

Monumental Vera Pearce

wholeheartedly into .the
fun whether it be song, dance or
.Piiliw Ifluussna
.,
Glenn Worly knockabout
......
humor, and Austin
..... Aiin^ Jackson
Melford, as author, has provided
.Peter Winn
chtlatopher :S,' Blloy himself with a good traditional

,

.

.

can a£

'

mire and enjoy,

Mnxson

J.<mei Jlax'jvpll
^""V»'*'-',.??""!i
F. Whort
David

,

Mas
Paddy ........

likely for films.
Except for a rather extraneous "ist
prolog, the play is apparently subCompared to O'Neill's subsestantially the,same as when origi- quent works, which placed hmi in
nally presented. Essentially court- the fro'nt rank of American playroom story-telling is an artificial wrights, the "Glencairn" playlets

late

.Tohii

1st -Xnlloii

ml Tailor
3ra Tailor
4th Tailor
BUi Tailor.
Cth Tailor......

plays with a slowly accumulated
power which is held in resen'e un- A Widow
tirthe climactic peak. Aaron Mes- f,iarry ..............
Bobby Bijsch kin, as Kreon, cuts a majestic fig- I'he Gr^ivedlggev. ..
.Airh: Taylor
..........
ure while Hanna Rovina draws a The Doctor.
... .... .. .Mack Busfch
iTeveae llftytlen
T.urr,\-.
,
.Harry Kadison touching portrait of Jocasta.
The Mrs'.Scamus, I'havmaclst. Wm'.: J,' DftVisdn lU
.....^.....Juanito Hall
.Janet Mortrau
-.
..i.
.Mildred Joanne Smith supporting players, especially the Atropos.
,.tjttlR Clancy
.Rena MUelioll six old' men comprising the' chorus, eiotho. ..... ........
Clancy
<3,r.itiii
.......
J Jach^^KiM ..
.Catherine 4yCTa
Herm.
are uniformly superb.
(Neighbors, .Nancy (Mbson, Alva MOog, jr
.Charles Summers

,

Ivaii

As repertory the presentation of
four Eugene O'Neill short plays
presented last March in Hollywood,
has merit. It's being put on for a
with the same physical production, limited performance schedule ot a
and it opened recently in London. week and a half. Acting and direcHowever effective it may have been tion are very good but a mild boxon the Coast, it is a negligible prospect for Broadway and seems un-

reinforcing qualities of classical
austerity and a primeval wildness.
Through an inventive use of chanting, the device of the Greek chorus
is merged into the action with perA simple netting of
fect fluidity.

Carroll

Wife, because the

But the

second act bursts open in a terrifying disulay of guilt and agony.
There is probably no other scene
in the theatre to equal the concentrated horror of the moment in
which the king realizes that Jocasta
is both his wife and mother.
Tyrone Guthrie's staging has the

.

Nick,
the story of the

Resurrection, in terms of

recitations.

the
Ray Wnlston up
Kenneth XreBCder ierent levels.

,

,

•

™"'

static

....... .Ralph Roberts

..

.

George Matlvew's

• .

i

.

Olion

Fat Joe

"The Vigil"

t'ltj^-COntci'

Ha? '
.Tom Faddca
kv
Andrew Gcorec ro,
^° ;\
.Tom Donovan p" 5

v .

Ulencairn

IS.S.

Qporire Jt'Hsel) proSuctlon of dninm in thn>o
Features Henry
(ifta.by iaaialas Fodor.
Wik'ftxon, Maria Palmer, Inn MiicDunaW.
fitageS by Markeyj settliiB «nil llKhtlnK l>y

.Saul

,

barrier.

A difficult play to manage on
the modern Btage, "Oedipus" has a
slow first act in which the elements
of the tragedy are defined in long

persuasive portrait of a crochety
matriarch. The yara is a deadpan
recital of the theory and history of
Christian Science, all repetitiously
done.
The cast of players^ however, acquitted themselves as best
they could.
Part of the Experimental Thea
tre's series of five plays, "Battle
for Heaven" was sponsored by the
American National Theatre and
Academy.
fferm.

.

.

.

.

Prod,...,

.

Brian

Vogel

.

Library Show for Hosps
Equity Library - produced
"Turn to the Right," presented
April 29 and 30 at the Central High
School for Needle Trades, N. Y.,
has been taken up by the Veterans
Hospital Camp Shows for a tour.

The

Acknowledging an

enthusiastic
curtain reception, Leslie Henson
disarmed much criticism b.y speaking of his farce with music as "a
little thing for the sterling area."
With that description few will
argue since this show is much the
mixture as before, and dates back
almost to living memory. But for
those who like Henson—and they
are many this is a good entertain-

A MUSICAL PLAY Vf
Richard Rodgors and
Oscar Hammerstein II
The complete book ahd lyrics-firsthand evidence of how Hammerstein
has combined time-tested stagecraft
and daring innovations to create
what may well be the musical play
of the future.
$2.50 wherever books arc soW

ALFRED- A

'

KNOPF
New Vow
.

501 Madison Avenue,

**

—

ment.
To others the show will
seem antiquated and they may
marvel at the roars of laughter
which greet ancient situations and
musty gags.
Nonsensical tale deals with three
pairs of lovers, and the attempts to
prevent a young bridegroom spending his wedding night with his

GRATIS^

,

THIRTY-DAY OPTION

On my nbllUy
nil

sUlt>

M

to

lit

Into >i»ir nf^",

nilministrulhc k-s)™!?:'
kick or Kcncrnl <-0"<Ui«»lyear Ilurviu-tl gn"! "'Hi '"",'fj«

Ijiution;

tnilnre,

liuuIneNti exiierli-uvp i>u(H tn'""-'
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wiigcH uiiil hours, ir I tloii't Hi""'.'Rniilp
eostii you iioHiing. M"*^'Ja.
VarUSty, 104 W. 4«|l> St., Ae»v
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May OK Sunday Shows fm-

Jersey

FOR FRISCO OPENING

lleatre; Odier Strawiiat
Clinton. N.

.

May

J.,

25.

Eddie Bich's Music HaU strawhat opens its third season Juoe 7
"John ,Loves ,Mary," with
wltli
Dean Harens' and Sara Anderson
Booked to folroles.
ibi the title
low are Jean Parjcer in "Candlelight," Sidney Blackmer in "All
My Sons" and "Anna Lucasta."
Dan Levis is directing the 14-week
season, with Scott Jackson stagemanaging, and Jess Beers and
Sandford Tillis doing the scenery.
The town council, which recently
the* bars against

down

let

Sunday

baseball after presentation of the
argument that jukeboxes, pinball
machines, gasoline, comic supple-

ments and the nearby' hay-mows
of

Lebanon Township were exempt

from blue law restrictions, is considering an ordinance legalizing
Sunday night legit. Public hearing
on the proposal is advertised for
June 8. Its passage would give
Bich a better break in a community
where spending is practiced more
Music
freely by the weekenders.
Hall has been operating on a sixshow weekday-night basis. If Sunday gets the okay,
will

be

Monday shows

cut.

Rich's

resident troupe will

in-

Sherwood Clubley,
Robb and Stuart Nedd.
"Jphn Loves Mary" also will feature Mrs; Belle* Taylor Tiemey,
clude

John

]et«nela

making

her first venture
daughter Gene's field.
16- Week

into

Hollywood,

News

May

Ro^ers-HanmieFsteiD Dickering

25.

Andre Chariot, whose revues
First
were internationally known for 35
years, is rounding up a new troupe
to open in San Francisco before
and Carl Low, White Bam pro- moving on to New York.
ducers, cancelled deal when EmFor 10 years Chariot has been
hardt had a chance to go into new playing
Hoivard Landsay-Russell Crousc screen. character roles on the
SYNE' MUSICAL
play, "Life With Mother."
Since
Revue is contingent on financing
St. Louis, May 25.
play opens tryout engagement
Two new faces, Walter Burke
June 8 for couple of weeks and new being dickered.
and Tim Herbert, comedians, are
playhouse gets going June 19, there
skedded to p.a, during the forthwas inevitably a conflict.
coming season of the Municipal
However, Emhardt has promised

Their

Self-Production Setup

contract.
Latter had been signed
for summer season but Clay Flagg

Richard
Rodgers and Oscar
Ilammerstein 2d, who hav* never
been officially associated iii th*
production of shows they've writ-*
ten, will probably be co^producer^
of their forthcoming "Tales of the
South Pacific." Pair are dickering
with Leland Hay ward and Joshua
Logan to have co-billing in the
presentation and share in the own-

ST.LMUNYTOTRYOUT
XANG

to
at

83

CHARIOT MAPS REVUE

do a couple of character roles

Harry Green Back For

White Barn during season/made

possible by fact that after Detroit
N. Y. Visit from London
"Mother" will close dowri until
Harry Green, American comeOctober,
it
preeras on dian who
scored in London, is back
Broadway.
for a brief visit to see the seaison's
Broadway hits. His last appearance
Detroit's Will-O-Way
on Broadway was several seasons
Detroit,, May 25.
WiH-O-Way playhouse will re- ago in "All for AH," in which lie
open for a 10-week strawhat sea- co-starred with Jack Pearl. Play,
originally called "Give and Tak*"
son beginning June 28.
The theatre, now enlarged to was written by the late Aaron Hoffseat 300, is an air-conditioned ex- man and while its rewval did not
'
score at the Bijou (now in films);
apple-storage warehouse.
the laugh show' clicked for a run
Hilltop's Shift
in London with Green, Pearl not
Baltimore, May 25.
going abroad.
Hilltop Theatre, vet strawhat
Green will sail back soon
aggregation in these parts headed and
next
season
will
up by I>on Swann, Jr., Was been "Potash and Perlmutter" inrevive
Lonmoved to nearby Green Spring don. He tried it for
six weeks and
Valley in a rebuilt bam on the
recently closed that comedy in
estate of the late Col. Isaac EmerBrighton, near London.
son, Bromo Seltzer king.

when

Theatre Assn. in the al fresco theatre in Fore.st Park that tees off
June 3 with the world preem of
"Auld Lang Syne." Burke will appear in "Up in Central Park, while
Herbert will make his bow in "The
Three Musketeers and will follow
in "Hit the Deck" and "Rio Rita."
Other faves,
comedy roles, to
Lynn^ Jack Shee-

ership;

Under the proposed deal, the
composer-lyricist duo would be
partners and get the regular coproducer slice of the profitis, for
which they'd
„ ._
bring
„
„ in half
the
_
financing (none of which w6uld be

'

m
their own money, however). They
would also split the author royaliiJ'
^^"h
Mitchener. who
Helen Raymond
Raymond, Sue ^yan, hTt'I'
Hal Le- I"^^
the original "South- Pacific"
Roy and Bobby Jarvis. Improvements at the open-air house, in- novel. Logan, of course, would get
cluding the addition of 2,000 seats a director fee as Well as his coto bring the capacity to 12,000, are producer share.
nearing completion.
This will be the first time R &; H
have been associated in a production
with Hayward. They were
Martini Personal at First
teamed -with Logan in the presenBrit. Pic S. Africa Preem tation of "John .Loves Mary,"
which
he staged. Logan also had aCape Town, May 15.
Nino Martini is booked, follow- percentage of "Annie Get Your
ing his South African tour, for ap- Gun," which he staged for them,
although
he didn't get billing in
pearance in Bulawayo and SalisStuart Warrington will direct.
bury (Rhodesia), Nairobi (Kenya), that instance. On their first proAtlanta Stock Co. and then Cairo. A three months' duction, "I Remember Mama,"
Named Pitt Dance Soloist
John
van
Druten received a small
lio.liday in Italy follows, with his
Atlanta, May 25.
Pittsburgh, May 25.
New resident stock company, set future engagements uncertain al- sharp in addition to his adaptorShirley Eckl, local ballet dancer
who was with the Ballet Theatre for fall delivery, is in prospect though an opera season in Canada director fees, but he didn't have
co^producer status.
is probable.
for several seasons, has been en- for Atlanta.
To
be
presented
by The Stagej
gaged as principal dance soloist for
Singer's new film, "One Night
All the shows previously cothird year of summer operettas at project will be sponsored by Young With You," just completed by authored by R & H have been
Matrons Circle of Tallulah Falls Rank Organization,
Pitt Stadium.
was rushed produced by the Theatre Guild.
School.
"The Stage" will be a training here and given world premiere in They have included "Oklahoma,'^
Husband-Wife Team for Lcffft
ground for thespic aspirants and Johannesburg. Occasion was first "Carousel" and ^'Allegro."
Hollywood, May 25.
also will work with writers, as time any British film preemed in
Michael and Marcella Cisney, prizes
will be o&efed to play- South Africa and also first time a
husband-wife team currently makstar made personal appearance at
Columbus Spreads
ing their film bows in "Undercover wrights in Georgia.
premiere. Sir Michael and Lady
Columbus, O., May 25.
Man" at Columbia, were signed as
Balcon, on vacation here, were also
Columbus Philharmonic Orchesexecutive directors of the Youngspresent in audience, which inShows in Rehearsal
town (O) Civic Playhouse, starting
tra, which has hitherto restricted
cluded many' notables;
in September.
its
touring
to central Ohio, plans
"Railroads On Parade"
(Chito branch out with a twin tour this
cago).
Lamar Clark, teacher of English coming
season
covering
eight
Peggy Wood will open the sum"Life With Mother"— Oscar Ser- at Mercersberg A c a de m
y ap- .states in at least 20 concerts.
mer session of the Welleslqy Col- lin.
pointed Assistant to Richard Skinlege theatre, Wellesley, Mass., July
Skating Revue Sonja Henie and ner, general manager of Olney
Izler Solomon will conduct. Or13 with "First Lady.
Arthur M. Wirtx.
chestra is now in its third season.
Theatre, Oln^, MfL
h^.n"™n^i^fc

W
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New

Season

_

:

Pittsburgh,

May

25.

Long strawhat season gets unway June 12, at Mountain

der

Playhouse in Jennerstown, Pa.,
^oing 16 weeks and closing Oct. 2.
Getaway play is "John Loves
Mary" and repertory includes
"Arsenic and Old Lace," "Ten

A

Little Indians," "What
Life,"
"Dulcy," "All My Sons,". "Dark
«>f

Moon,"

"Chicken Every Sun-

day," "Ghost Train,"
"Petrified
Forest," "Petticoat Fever," "Made
In Heaven" and couple yet to

be picked.
James McAUen is
returning as director with James
.producing.

Stoughton

White Barn theatre, town's first
strawhat, looking around

Equity

agreeing
^^l?^^"^'**^
to let Robert Emhardt out of his

i-

.
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For the First Time

COMPLETE THEATRICAL PRODUCTION SERVICE
All

BUILDING

One

from

Studio.

DRAPES

PAINTING
We

Have

PROPS

Just Acquired

THE MARTIN TURNER SCENIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
FORT

Which Enables Us

an

LEE,

N.

J.

to Contract

and Equip

Entire Production

in

All Departments

Under the Supervision

of

DAVE STEINBERG

KAJ VELDEN STUDIOS,
New

York, TR. 7-4672

249 West 64th

Street,

New

York

Inc.
Fort Lee 8-3269*-

Comp/ete Service for Decorating

RESTAURANTS, NITE CLUBS, EXHIBITS

*

'

"

,
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would cut to Shots of actual reclamation projects, of proposed protogether with charts exjects,
and importance.
cost
plaining
Taxes is another subject that both
Democrats and Republicans figure
Each to dramatize in a big way via

Literati
Louis Swbol—Rover 'Boy
N.Y. Journal-American columnLouis Sobol becomes a roving
when
correspondent about June
he's due to start a motor trip to
the Coast. He'll make it a liesurely journey and may hit parts of
Canada. His daily pieces will be
written en route, Writer's traveling Ipompanion will be Jack Brickist

ley, N.Y.
posisibility

and there's a
nitery op Nicky Blair

detective,

may make

it a threesome.
Sobol will take surcease from his
journalistic labors the month of
July which he'll spend in Hollywood—"a completely free man, no
column, no hothin'—just a holiday"
as the scribe puts it. He stays on
the Coast through August resuming his column Aug. 1.

block

midnight

of fright.
express their, ap-

day the doctors
proval. That is my big

moment

films.

of

GOP

Sets Talent
Washington, May

suspense before they
come and the wonderful relaxation
Ed.)
after they have gone... .
the

day—the

25.

Topflight collection of singers
has been slated to entertain the
Republican National Convention
Prolific Cas Adams
Caswell Adams, United Artists and its guests, according to anflack, has turned triple-threat man. nouncement just made by jyieyer
He had a pair of books published Davis, general musical director of
last week and sold an original yam the convention^.
to indie producer Jules Levey.
Among thos« listed thus far by
Books are "How to Torture Your Davis are Gladys Swarthout, James
Husband" and "How to Torture Melton, Morton Downey, Todd
Your Wife." Published by Win- Duncan, Virginia MacWatters and
ston, they can be bouglit singly or Virginia Davis.
boxed together. The original, for
which Adams has also been pacted
to do the screen treatment, is about
New York' policewomen.
.

'

EL

'Power of Columnists'
Foreign newspapermen, especial-

in

Black

SCULLY'S

SCRAPBOOK

M»»» By Frank Scully
Gallup, N. M., May 22.
;
Hollywood must be scared stiJt. The whole town's retreating over
the hills to the wide open spaces. Everybody is making westerns like
mad. That's the sure tipoff they're scared.
But I never expected to see them retreat to such magnificent glory.
Sniped at by congressional committees, terrified to the point of
suspectiiig and shooting their &wn people, ordered to break it up by
Supreme Court decisions, subjected to economic stickups on the
international level, picketed by minorities whenever they used an
alien as a heavy, you would have expected tiie rptreat would have
turned into another ignominious Dunkirk.
But What we are witnessing is a more valiant Battle of the Bulge,
The trusty sixshooter, »the chase to head 'em off..before they reach the
border, the kissed horses and the unkissed heroines, the incomparable
vistas and the ultimate triumplv of law and order have been called
.back to active duty. And 52 pictures like "'Four Faces West" will
stave off all enemies for at least a year.
For here is a revolutionary western. In 88. mins. not one shot is
fired. From the opening bankrobbery to the final capture of the outlaw the only time a bullet is spent is when tlie hero extracts the
sulphur from his cartridges to make a steam inhalation so that four
patients choking to death 50 miles from a doctor might be saved. If
that isn't revolutionary, go back to reading about Bogota.

.

Mrs. Leonard Lyons' Articles
Continued from page 3
Sylvia R. (Mrs. Leonard) Lyons,
ly those -in the British orbit, are mother of four children, has added rently include "The Goose Hangs
forever amazed at the "power of mag writing to her chores. Four High" -<Abbott & Costello-starrer)
Switch: The Nurse Goes West
the columnists in America" and the of her pieces have already been and •'Ruthless," while the comNevertheless, there is nothing a western demands that is missmg
"extraordinary freedom of expres- sold. This week mag is publishing
pany's top earner, .Edward Small's from this magnificent picture. Joel McCrea is the bandit. Frances
sion" accorded U. S. Commenta- two articles, one of which is on
tors.
Arthur Christiansen, editor baseball, titled "Fungo, Fungo," "T-Men," which has played off Dee is the effete easterner. For an additional switch she comes to
most of its cream dates, is continu- New Mexico not as a' schoolteacher but as a nurse. MeCr'ea's dialog i
of the London Express, so express- detailing her sandiot games with
ing to bring in- around $40,000 a is so good she couldn't teach him English anyway.
ed when he was a U.S; visitor last the kids.
Saturday Review of
The Mexican heavy turns out to be a gambler with a heart of
fall, and Jim Bancks, perhaps the Literature will publish "l»Have a week. A number of the lesser picNo. 1 cartoonist of Australia, Mother's Day," while Photoplay tures, which didn't count for much gold. The U. S. marshal turns out to be Charlie Bickford with a
echoed the same thought in N.Y. has taken her article on Hollywood When first released, are likewise Compassion for bad men comparable only to the late Clarence Darrow.
picking up coin here and there, Bickford passes up the chance to make $3,000, the reward for bringing
last week.
Bancks, with his wife parties.
including **Casanova(" and "Out of in the culprit dead or alive, and gives him the choice of riding knPat, whom he married in Yuma,
Ariz., 10 years ago, has been makthe Blue." J. Arthur Rank's film, molested into Mexico, though still an outlaw, or returning to AlamaCHATTER
ing his first American visit to the
J. P. McEvoy to do a piece on "The Smugglers/' is also ringing gordo, New Mexico, standing trial and taking the rap for "borrowing"
States since their elopement.
Detroit's No. 1 poet, Edgar A. up some swprise grosses.'
$2,000 from the bank. The rap is destined to be a mild bne, the
Guest, for Reader's Digest.
EL came into being at the end marshal feels sure, because of the outlaw's ethical behavior while
Comics' 'Book Burning'
General Electric's Home Bureau of 1946 and released itis first film, being pursued by a posse.
Mayor Al Feeney, of Indianap- is printing an 86 page pressbook
"Bedelia,"
in
January,'
1947.
ConHe stole horses en route, sure, but he threw away the chance of
olis, banned 10 more comic- books
on ''Mr. Blandings Builds His
from sale in the city last week, Dream House," for the Selznick isderable hypo in billings has re- making a final escape into Mexico because he turned back to save
sulted since William Heineman the lives of a family of peons who were dying of diphtheria. He had
bringing to 45 'the number ruled
Releasing Organization.
took over as v.p. in charge of sales eluded all pursuit by switching from horses to riding a steer across
unfit for young readers in his drive
Thurston Macauley, news head and Jack Schlaifer as his assistant sand dunes, and were it not for his good-samaritan -complex he never
to clean up juvenile literature.
Action brought on a proposal from of the Army's Blue Danube net- last January.
would have seen Miss Dee again.
in Austria, authored "The
I*. A.- Huddleston7 pastor of Cav- work
Miss Dee assured the hero she'd be waiting for him after he had
alry Evangelical United Brethern Great Horse Omnibus" which Ziffserved his sentence, and considering that everybody in the audience
Church, that churches in the city Davis is publishing in the. fall.
knew that she already had been married to him for 14 years, all felt
urge their members to burn Bing Crosby wrote the introduccertain
she would not run off with the dther man. Besides, in this
banned funnies in public demon- tion.
western, there was no other man, not even a professor from Vassar.
Erie Stanley Gardner awarded
ss CoQttnned from page 1
a
strations,
I tell you the thing defied every- western convention except the
a
"gold
Gertrude"
yesterday
Rev. Huddleston told the mayor
mined
to
do
the
opera
teleon
that
don't matter. The hero not only was a Galahad in thci
ones
(Tuesi by Pocket Books at a Rainof plans for a book burning in the
presence of women but he kissed only one, and with such tenderness
Room (N.Y.) cocktail party in vision:"
dty park and was referred to the bow
Since the Met's contract is with and art that he could become an authority not only on how to win
honor of his books having exceeded
city park department. But Paul V.
.
the 5,000,000 sales mark in the PB ABC and not with Texaco, which a woman, but how to keep her adoration beyond the grave.
Brown, city parks director, threw edition..
sponsors the radio broadcasts, it's
The Green Years
cold water on idea by stating he
Justin Miller, prez of the Nat'l not certain yet whether the oil firm
It may be too much to expect that this "Four Faces West" will win
4.id not believe such a conflagration
Assn. of Broadcasters, did the fore- will bankroll the tele pickups
the Academy Award for 1947. For one thing the producer didn't hold
.eouid be considered "proper recre- word
to "Radio Station Manage- also. If it does, it will emerge as
ational use of a city playground."
ment" by J. Leonard Reinsph, indie one of. the largest spenders in TV, it back till Christmas week so (that it would be fresh in the mind of
Latest batch of comics tO'get the Station owner and former radio since it's already pacted for a Academy, ihembers.
For another, its director has been around so long that his own
mayor's
nix
includes
Jumbo advisor to the White House, which $5,000 weekly variety shoW over the
Comics, Ranger Comics, Exciting Harper will bring out in Septemforget how good he really- is. He's the same Alfred
NBC video web. Latter series, people seem to directed
Comics, Crime Reporter, Authentic ber. Same pub also issuing Morris
everything from "Disraeli" to "The' Jolson
E. .Green, who
titled the ''Texaco Star Theatre,"
Police Cases, Woman Outlaws, L. Ernst's "So Far So Good."
Story," and whether backstage or in the wide-open spaces his skill
tees off June 8.
Crimes by Women, Crime Detecis so supreme that he can't help but look down on a little thing like
ABC
has
decided
not
air
the
to
tive, Super Mysteries and Lawopera performances simultaneously an Oscar. I'm afraid his fellow-members will pass up his "Four Faces
breakers Lose.
.
on TV and AM. Web Will keep the West" for some multi-million dollar turk, simply because the m-<m.t
Saturday afternoon radio slot, but spends another million blowing its own irritating horn.
Wilstach's Bamum Biog
I wish Al Green and Harr^ Sherman, however, had fought a little ,
has bought rights to the N. Y.
Conttnued Irom page t ss
John Wilstach has written the
harder for the original title which Eugene Manlove Rhodes lovingly
Giants' football games for TV.
first biog of P. T. Bamiim, with
placed on this beautiful story. In the picture itself Joseph Calleia
emphasis on his early and late cir- the television audiences who are
translates thefinscrlption on Inspiration Rock as "He pa&sed this way."
cus career, neglected even in the concentrated primarily in Cali'
big Werner, standard biog, that fornia and in the northeastern
Four's a Crowd
only gives a few pages to him as a quarter of the nation. In these
Whether that is a direct translation of "Poso Por Aqui" my knowlcircus man.
The opus' is called areas are located California, Illiedge of romance languages finds me caught short. In most westerns
Continued trom page 1 siS
•King of the Circus" and is now nois, New York and one or two
it would come off the sound track as "they went thata way," and I
being considered by an interested other States which may be. lost to was his umpteenth, was made in suspect Sherman toyed with the idea of releasing
it under such a
publisher.
Pres. Truman on the basis of 1932. Morris will visit Lauder at his title, but feared the public would think it a burlesque of westerns,
_ As a boy with Hie Forepaugh & heavy Wallace vote. Hence, they estate near Glasgow, and if he a sort of "Buck Benny Rides Again," and so he switched to "Four
Sells Bros. Circus, when his father, are figured particularly good spots persuades Lauder- to make one
Faces West" on account "Three Faces East" had done very well in
Frank ,1. Wilstach, was general to present a TV story of Pres. more American appearance, Morris its time, and a quartet might be expected to top
a trio as a' marquee
agent, Wilstach met a lot of Bar- Truman, man of the people. This will film it for posterity.
attraction.
num' circus veterans.
In making Soph's opening, Mrs.
could also help in the South
Other directors as hep to their craft as Alfred E. Green have
which is, however, the country's Morris, now 75, is continuing a retreated to westerns of late, too, notably John Ford in ."Fort Apache",
An Oxygren'erian, He
tradition stated by her husband and "The Fugitive."' Ford, however, went thata
backward section, television-wise.
way because he was
Chicago.
Anotlier idea lieing plugged by who was always on hand for a suffering from a postwar malaise and felt too' tired to dramatize
Editor, Varisix:
some Democrats is to use tele- Tucker debut in London. This is world problems and resolve them by drawing on every ounce of his
This sturdy refugee from an oxyflight. Mrs. Morris
vision 16ra films for the /irst time her second
After
energy.
"They
Were
Expendable"
he
felt pretty pooped. An
gen
tent
respectfully
calls to support senatorial candidates. made her first air trip for the
easy-going director, his fatigue nevertheless showed in "The Fugitive"
Variety's attention -to a typograThis, naturally, would be handled May 2 dinner given by the Jewish and also in "Fort Apache." But even so, it didn't show quite as much
phical error in the illustrious,
by the Senatorial Campaign com- Theatrical Guild to Walter Vincent.
Frank Scully's column of May 19. mittee, rather than the National The Morrises will return to the as it would have in essaying, say, "The State of the Union."
On the heels of Enterprise's release of "Four Faces "Vyest," RKQ
There the printer' makes the
Committee, but the National Gomr U.S. at the end of July.
released "The Return of the Bad Man." But this one was back to
definitive biographer of Shaw and
mittee would backstop with finan"impersonating the famous desperadoes of the famous southwest."^
Stevens call the latter an octocial aid. There are two or three
its worst it makes more pleasant entertainment than the current
At
genarian. It's a cinch that Scully,
desperadoes who are lousing up the even older Near Bast, specifically
who knows his Stevens wasn't born close states where the Democrats
figure this can greatly help their
th"e Holy Land.
till 1872, wrote oxygenarian.
This senate
Continued from page 48 ss
candidates. Illinois, for exSa.
Lay Off, You Ribbcrs!
slip of the Mergenthaler that gives
ample, is such a situation. BroadMany sharpshooters, believing that the western, had reached the.
the age of 80 to a lad still in his
State-Lak«, Chi
age and stage where it should be kidded for its conservative formula,
youthful 70s, is unjust not only to ly spealdng, however, the political
masterminds
feel
they
will
ing
that
has
drummer
Ernie
Rudiget
a
and
particularly
for releasing an avalanche of Canyon crooners after
Variety's scrupulous litterateur
sill in charge of props. Don CorGene Autry and Roy Rogers showed they -way, have tried their hand at
but to that rag's most faithful •lot more for a dollar from ordinary
radio broadcasting than from nell's vocal on "Serenade of the playing the thing wholly for laughs. The latest in this "Whoopee"-'
follower,
tele, because there are so many Bells" sets up Kaye's poetry sesh "Oklahoma" vein is "The Dude Goes West," starring Eddie Albert and
Ashtoh Stevens.
more sets in existence. Any tele"- for prime payoff. Cornell, joined Gale Storm. It released Jimmy Starr's loudest bellylaughs at a preby Rudisill, does a light satire on
vision films would be made under
view, and his guffaw? are really blockbusters. But "Four Faces West"
(After a tough siege at Chi's
t- e Ink Spots" song. style.
contract by firms which specialize
Cy Reeves' deadpan delivery and indicates the western is not quite ready, for Potters Field, that it is in
Passavant, hospital, the dean of
in commercial sub-standard shorts.
fine timing get added yocks. Al- fact so alive "that tomorrow morning's headlines are headstones in
Ameriean drama critics is nowtap^
Both the Democratic and Re- lusions to Cicero are threadbare, comparison.
parently on the road to reisovery.
I hope Mr, and Mrs. McCrea start a trend of civilized and uplifting,
His loife, the former KathcAne .publican National Committees are however, not enly through' use by
Krug, legit actressi footnotes that giving considerable study to the generations of comics but also be- westerns, and if Hollywood had to get distribution behind the Zion
Winchell started .the "80 years" use of 16m special pix to be cause of earlier Kaye references. curtain to keep itself out front in the world market, let it talte our
rumor, Pegler picked it up "but screwed at political rallies, clubs, Reeves' report on a sour romance B 29's and drop cans of pictures like "Four Faces West" t)ehind the
perhaps if you keep running the etc. fii each case, however, this is gets a good, reception, as does his lines, Such pictures show Americans at their worst and their best
and, even at their Worst, magnificent felons in the main.
column for the next five years he'll being held up until after the con- Russki version of "Dark Eyes."
For his want-to-lead-a-band deal,
They passed this way and left their marks—better marks in my book
do his best to catch vp with it (the ventions so as to get the green
with plug provided loot on stage than
80)." During Ash's crittcol fnonth, light from the heads of the naCaesar, Prince Hal, Napoleon, or even our own eminent politieoy
for winners, Kaye picks two gals
the five-starred man of the hour. General Douglas Mae Arthur, curhis wife writes this somewhat tional tickets. Both sides expect and two
from
guys
the
aud.
Inrently hailed as the liberator of other people's island empires.
cidsstc observation, "The days go to use something a little fancier terviews
.
of batoneers at show
I hesitate to suggest that on this perforngiance alone McCrea comd
hy sometimes tKc four weeks than a headshot of a man making caught were neatly handled. AH
seem like a couple of days but a speech. They figure to dramatize four were wide open for dev- do better than MacArthur in the Presidential primaries, but if Hearst
more often they seem like four issues. Fo^ instance, on the issue astating ad libs, but the maestro would lay off him I'd bet as either Jeff Davis, Ross McEwan or Angi«
Time lost all reality for of reclamation, a film would have wisely used the handshake instead MacmiUan (the outlaw's real name, according to Bernard de Votov
years.
suspended in the not only a candidate speaker, but of the handiUL,
McCrea couldn't do worse.
me white X
Baxt.
;
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CHATTER
for a Hollywood film before she

production of "Lady Windermere's
Fan," with Dolores del Rio, ready

London

leaves.

S5

Hollywood

Al Jolson back to the Coast last
Cohen's
Vesta Tilley celebrated her 84th to preem.
Don Davis hospitalized for sur*
Harry Adlcr. Myron
Imperio
Argentina b a c k in
Alan King night, returning a few days b^ore birthday May 13.
gen'.
,n5a^r, signed comic
the Lout^Walcott bout on June 23.
Hannen Swaffer to the south of Argentina for renewed film con-^
Barney Balaban in from NY for
and legit
tracts and warbling over Belgrano
Hanry Greeri, vftude
Jimmy Boyle, former RKO flack France for his health.
I-ondpn last
10 days.
from
in
net
for
l''ederal
Soap.
comeman,
Sacha Galperson, executive proand later Globe Ticket Co. rep,
Murray Weinger in from Miami
Italian pop singer Rodolfo de
now selling color printing for New ducer for Two Cities Films, hos..
to England
Angelis inked by Radio Mundo for on vacation.
pitalized.
York's \rrow Press.
Tuiv Loscli planed
Dame May Whitty reported,
trip there in eight
Rudy Starita and his all-girl two months of broadcasts spon' seriously ill.
for her iirst
I.
Rqbert Broder, theatrical at'veavs.

composer,
Pierre Dudan, French
probably set a Holhere and wiU
IvWood deal.
gnging
NBC's,
Blaine Malbin,
,

celebrated

starlet,

Monday

,

birthday

18th

C24).

stage

former

Forrester

Jack

Wall
juvenile, now quite^ the
boy plunger.

St.

Harold Lloyd in from the Coast
film or
on a visit, vv^ith no defimte
picture plans.
Rosenberg,
Franlc P.

former

Columbia pub-ad exec turned pro-

ducer, in N. Y.

motoring back to

Wrilfie Gilbert

the Coait

wife

with

and young

.

daughtibr late this week.

,

Charles Cohen, formerly with
Metro's ad-pub dept., has Joined
tJniversal's advertising wing.

M.

Mervin

Newell

appointed
Fabric

sales manager for Maharam
Corp., theatrical fabric house.

Michel Emcr, French songsmith,
back to Paris today (Wed.) oh Uie
peGrasse after a several months

/

Stay.

:

,

Joe Mankiewicz, 20th-Fox writer-

•

director, in N. y. from the Coast
to work on "A Letter to Four
Wives'."
Mrs. Howard Dietz, wife of Met.

ro's

this

torney, has turned his entire col- band left for a 12-week tour of
lection of approximately 2)000 vol- Germany.
Joan Greenwood ill and out of
umes on the theatre over to
Syracuse U., his alma mater. It is "Frenzy" for a month. Gabrielle
Blunt replaced.
to be known as the I. Robert
Maj. Arthur Gale, founder of
Cqltection.
Broder Theatre
the
Cinematograph
Exhibitors
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount's Assn., left around §564,000.
distribution veepee, elected perm•Laurence Irving writing life of
anent chairman of the advisory his grandfather, Sir Henry Irving
council of Notre Dame's College of and interested in any documents of
Commerce. He and Robert O'Brien, information.
Par's secretary, were named counGrade Fields may appear in one
cil members several weeks back.
the
film
of
productions being
Bob Goldstein, Universal's east- planned in Italy by her husband,
ern studio rep, is heading back to Monte Banks,
New York in time for a joint birthCarmen Miranda's season at the
Beatrice
Lillie
day celebration with
Palladium extended by two weeks
this weekend. His is on May 28 owing to heavy booking. She now
and hers is on May 29, and they closes there June 5.
hold an ^innual shindig together
Tom Walls out of "Barretts of
when both are in N.,Y.
Wimpole Street" due to illness and
Si Seadler, Metro advertising di- his role taken by Julian D'Albie,
rector, points with pride to the who played the part in Canada.
fact that a N. Y. school teacher
Shooting .started on Two Cities'
wrote him that one of her bright filming of H. G. Wells' "The Hischarges, to the question of "What tory of Mr. Polly," in which John
generates steam?"
Mills stars, and produces for the
"Turner and Grable." That's Sead- first time.
ler's slogan for "Homecoming."
Dinah Miller, prewar top vocalGeorge Jessel had to phone Va- ist featured with the Jack Harris
RtETY Saturday morning from the band, has returned to Britain and
Coast to ascertain how "The Vigil" starts a new engagement at Londebuted the bight before. .Jessel is don's Nightingale Club.
associate producer of the play and.
"Royal Circle" closing May 29
had arranged the $29,000 20th-Fox after five weeks, being replaced at

answered

bankroU, but apparently nobody
ad»pubHcity veepee, due back thought of wiring him how it went.
week from a trih? to England
In wires to their friends EHlin
and Irving Berlin are. advising:
"W« want you to be the first to

and Prance.

Franklin Heller to be resident

'stage director .at Bucks County know that Mary Ellin 'Berlin has
'playhouse, staging 11 of the 15 become engaged to Dennis Burplays this summer.
den." She's their eldest daughter,
The groom, Dennis Sheedy
Boger Lewis, copy chief of Mon- 21.
Greenthal ad agency, elected Burden, is a member of a promichairman of film division of Pro nent N. Y. and Newport family.
Novel exploitation set by 20th^ssive Citizens of America.
Bex Harrison says he wants to Pdx to ballyhoo "Green Grass of
Wyoming." Charles Schlaifer is
i 4to the film version of G.B.S' play,
"Arms and the Man," for Gabriel taking a press party to the Westbmy, L. I., trotting track tomorrow
Pasciii^ in Italy this summer.
(Thursday) night, with dinner to be

me

•

-

George A. Raftery and Milton served on the clubhouse terrace

:

Rosienblaom adimtted to partnership in the laW firm O'Brien,
Lawler.
Pi^scoU, Raftery
Joan Harrison, ex-Universal producer, flew kO London for a threeweek visit with tiie Alfred Hitch'cocks. Paris- is' also on her agenda,
Mother of Arena Managers Assn.
y
executive director Norman Fres'
cott died on the -same day he marJUL.

&

:

'

ried his assistant,

Edna Benjamin.

Independent Artists, producing
unit of Frederick Brisson, Rosalind
JRussell and Dudley Nichols, has

^en

on Samuel Hacker as eastern

jttep.

Ralph Bellamy handed out diplomas at graduation exercises of the
Professional Children's School at
Town Hall, N. Y., yeisterday
;

(Tues.).

Hy Gardner, Hotel Astor

"p a.,

»ays he's so peeved at the loud
nahds in hotel rooms he^s going to
«arry a walkie-tallde as a converlation aid.

preceding the races. Reporters will
view the film before heading for
Wpstbury.
Charlie Schalifer read one of
Louis Sobol's columns fast about
"Darryl Zanuck sailing for Eu.

rope," etc., and phoned the columnist to kid him "who's been
feeding you that hooey," when Sobol told the 20th-Fox pub-ad chief,
"Why don't you look at the caption." It was one of his "10 YearsAgo This Week" columns.
Flock of Broadway and Hollywood stars will, appear at the
"Cavalcade of Stars" benefit show
at Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,
June 3, in behalf of the Shield of
David Home tor Orphan Girls in
the Bronx. Russell Markert, Music
Hall stage producer, heads the
production committee, with Judge
Samuel Dickstein serving as overall chairman.

.

Stanley Kramer, producer of
Henry Morgan-starrer, "So This Is
Gontiirae4 iiom page 3
iNew York," arrived here yesterday
(Tues.) lot confabs with UA and
need for a consent decree, it's
Enterprise execs.
said, that he's prepared to broach
Robert Lantz, new N. Y. branch a settlement for his company alone
nianager for the Berg-Allenberg if the others fail to reach an agreeagency, came east and in one day ment on a decree.
It's reported
.located nn office on East 57th and that JPar has already taken steps
an apartment on East 40th.
to break up a num ber of partnerGene Buck planed to Omaha last ship situations before the case
week to attend the funeral of conies up again.
Boys Town" Father Ed Flanagan,
In that regard, there have been
whose body was sent back from continuing talks with partners for
Germany by Army transport.
the past six months which have
June Lockhart returns to Holly- now been hypoed by the Supreme
Sfoodvthis week for a starring stint Court's opinion.
Understood that
in Eagie Lion's "The World and several have reached the point
iittle WUlie" after winding up her where Par and its theatre partners
legit appearance in "For Love Or
have agreed to dissolve operating
Money."
con^ipanies in which they jointly
Norton M. Levine,. recently ashold stock. In these instances, the
sociated with the film law firm of
tlieatres originally held by each of
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim,
nas stepped out to form a New tlie co-venturers will be taken
Haven law partnership with David back.
If this course of action is puro. Korn.

Howard Lindsay
,

is

chairman and

Kussel Crousc a member of the
commrttee for the arts division of

Amencims for Democratic Action,
The anU-Communist liberal political group.

„ W. Stewart McDonald, Warner
Theatres vice-prexy, Queen
•Mary-cd to London over last weekend (22) to handle the company's
'nterests in the British exchange
*8reement negotiations.
vvalter Jacobs, operator of the
Lord Tarleton hotel, Miami Beach,
Which he's leased away for 10
J^f"^ eyeing properties in Phoemx
Tucson and Palm Springs for
anotJier hostelry next winter.
aiitish film actress Greta Gynt
nying home for the London preem
Sjfos.

ot J.

ert

Arthur Rank's "The Calenwhich she's starred. Robbiodmak is angling to pact her

sored by Martini Vermouth.
Al Kingston joined the Nat GolEnrique Serrano Co. producing
^
another musical at Astral theatre stone agency.
Larry FinJey at the Mayo Clinic,
with book and score by Carlos
Rochester, IVUnn.
Olivari and Sixto Pendal Rios.
Jesse L. Lasky and Walter- MacLumiton Studios prepping big
Chicago.
film production to be made partly Ewen to
Jack Gross out of the hospital to
in Chilean port of Valparaiso and
partly in new studios at 'Munro convalesce at home.
Margaret' O'Brien returned from
suburb.
her
European
vacation.
Mirtha Legrand and Art.uro de
Cordova shooting last scenes of .,.Sam Bischoff rfeturned to his
"Passport to Rio" for Argentina desk after a hospital checkup.
Shelleys
opened their
Lew
Sono Films, with star's huband,
Malibu home for the summer.
Daniel Tinayre, directing.
Gradwell Sears in town for con-iSpanish director Benito Perojo
clippering to Spain to start prep- ferences with Howard Hughes.
Walt Disney presented with" a
ping Spanish production of "Flor
de Torero," with Argentine come- bronze plaque by the Foreign
Trade Association of California.
dian Luis Sandrini starred.
.

Edana Romiiey in town
up talent for her next

.

to

round

London

production.
Sid Grauman too ill to attend
Morry Rotman, Hotel Bismarck the "Emperor Waltz" premiere as
flack, in EnglewQOd Hospital.
honor guest.
Harold Russell, handless vet and
J. D. Smuts, son of the South
film actor, here for public speaking African prime minister, gandering

Chicagc

dates.

"Arch
"State

of

of

the

Triumph"
Union"

follows

at -Woods

.

production at Paramount.
Samuel Goldwyn reelected president of the Los Angeles United

Jewish Welfare Fund campaign.
"The L«ading Lady," starring
Marta Toren will be guest of
Ruth Gordon, into the Erlanger; honor at the Swedish Centennial
Celebration in Chicago next month.
Sept. 12.
Joan CauMeld will present the
Paramount biggies in for Central
Divisiorf meeting here over the trophy to the \Minner of the MeWyndham's by "You Never Can weekend at the Knickerbocker morial Day Speedway race at
Tell" which moved over to the hotel.
Indianapolis.
Criterion to make way for it.
Kenny Baker and Theodora
Sam Honigberg, local press
Leslie Banks . succeeds Beatrix agent, selected as judge in the Lynch signed for a joint concert
Lehmann as president of British '"Miss
Keen Teen" contest spon- in Mexico City under sponsorship
Equity Council .with Sir Lewis Cas- sored by local highschools and of Pres. Aleman.
son and Honor Blair elected vice- newspapers.
Mona Freeman, Mary Hatcher
presidents for the coming year.
Frank Sinatra, Barbara Hale, Bill and Laura. Elliott made honorary
Glasgow Unity Theatre Co. re- Williams .Tack Parr and Jesse L. colonels by the American Legion's
turning to the Embassy for a five Lasky in for "Miracle of the Bells" Hollywood Post 43.
weeks' season June 1. Will stage premiere at .the Palace theatre,
Doc Strub, Santa Anita racetrack
"The Gorbals Story," followed by
chief, elected a director of the
night (25).
"Men Should Weep" and "Laird of last
June Travis, former film actress, Metropolitan Opera Assn., the first
Torwatletie."
on the west coast,
director
Fred
Friiedlobs
back
and husband
Michael Balcon's next production from their European, jaunt after
for Ealing Studios will be an
promoting midget auto race pro.*
adaptation of Compton Mackenzie's gram in
London.
Paris
novel, "Whisky Galore." Locale Js
Touring company Of "A Streetthe isle of Barra. in the Outer car Named Desire," which opens,
Billy Wilder in Paris for three
Hebrides, witii cast almost entu-ely
here in early fall, will have Uta weeks.
native.
Yol'ande Donlap back to Loadon
Russell
Hagen.
Anthony
Quinn
and
Following his serious illness
for rehearsals of "Cage Me- »: Peawhich necessitated his absence Hardie in principal roles.
Errol Flynn, film star; and his cook."
from the second edition of the reAnnabella Ross, who did lead in
vue "Four, Five, Six," Sonnie Hale frau made the rounds of legit the- "Burlesque" in London, rehearsing
atres while here- for Treasury Dept.
is now planning a new farcical role
publicity shots on his latest film, an act for Paris.
in "The Perfect Woman" by WalRene Chalupt's "Life and Works
"Silver River," which opens at thelace-Geoffrey and Basil Mitchell.
of George Gershwin" due from the,
A new version of George M. Chicago theatre. May 27.
Amiot.'Dumont presses in Octdber^
Cohan's "Seven Keys to Baldpate"
:
with illustrations.
has been written by Talbot Roth.<
Liin Hammond to take over the
well, titled "Once Upon a Crime,"
Fox newsre^ here from Russel
and tours the provinces, in June
By Florence S. Lowe
Muth, who returns to America on
before coming to the West End.
RingUng Bros., B & B circus, a account q|C liis--betdth.
Victoria Hopper and Michael How- sellout in three '"day stint here last
Max Becker to do "Romancero,"
ard'head the cast.,
by Jacques Deval, whose- "Bashiba"
week;
Burl Ives inked for a concert preemed auspiciously at The Hague
n^t season by Patrick Hayes before coming to Paris.
Mexico City
Robert Ainser to produce two pix
bureau.
Dunne and spouse, Dr. from the mystery thrillers, "Parv
. Irene
By Douglas L. Grahame
Griffin, due in this week to fum de la Dame en Noir" and
"Holiday oh Ice," after sock biz Francis
"Mystere de la Chambre Jeune."
visit friends.
in Mexico City and Guadalajara,
Ray William, 29, aerial act,
Gladys Swarthout soloed last
will open May 26 for seven days in
night to Hans Kindler's batonning missed a jumping board while- doMonterey, then head to U. S.
ing his number, the Death Jump,
at APM free benefit concert.Once-weekly broadcasting of the
Screen star Dorothy Lamour in the Britannic Circus, tent shoW
opera at the Palace of Fine Arts and husband William Howard visit- playing the vicinity of Paris. Hitis sponsored by General Motors de ing here and nearby Maryland.
ting the ground 30 feet below his
Mexico and is being aired by the
Ezra Stone and Joanna Roos will takeoff, he was taken unconseious
newest station here, XEX.
guest star at nearby U of Virgmia's to the hospital and is in a critical
condition.
French and Italian pix being dis- summer session of Theatre Arts.
Frank Boucher, chief barker for
tributed in Mexico now by Dekka,
company headed by Jacob Epstein, local Variety tent and zone man(long U manager here), which also ager for K-B circuit, profiled in
local daily last week.
handles cinema equipment, v
By Larry SoUaway
JBernard Segal, Philadelphia
Swank Hotel Del Prado will deDan Topping back in town.
the
finitely open June l, sez managing counsel for the majors in
Paddock Club reopening with an
director Luis Oslo. Hostelry, years Goldman case, in over week-end
all-Latin show.
under construction, has 600 rooms. for Law Institute pow-wow.
Sandra Starr, Latino singer, into
In the same building is Trans Lux's
Joe CanduUo's
Mother Kelly's.
local cinema, the Trans Lux Prado.
trio and Joyce Ayres held over.
New editor-in-chief of El NaHarry Richman dickering for Art
cional, Mexico City daily and govChilders swank Little Palm club,
ernment organ, is Guillermo IbarContinned from page 3 ss;
which remained closed all last seatheatre.
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ra* justice

of

the federal fiscal
succeeds Jernando

tribunal. He
Benitez, resigned.

of RKO stock at about $11 a share,
which is based solely on the value
of the theatre holdings and discounts entirely the other assets.
This results from RKO's annual
(24)
issued Monday
statement,
morning, which showed the circuit
turning in a progfit, while the production-distribution activities lost

,

.

^

Hughes-RKO

"La Men" (Mrs.' Russell Meriwether Hughes) opened May 20 at
the Teatro Arbeu in programs of
Oriental and Spanish dances under
management of Melvin S. Parks,
sued down the line by Paramount, Sam Pierce and Martin Holman.
it would mean the partial breakup Booking is tentatively for a month
money.
These at $2.10 top.
of the Paramount chain.
Profitable Prod.-pistrib
pooling situations resulted from
Hughes, in desiring' to sell the
the contribution in many situations
Buenos Aires
chain, apparently feels that he can
0f theatres' owned by Par- and outGuizar inked by Radio turn the trick of making the studio
Tito
side exhibs to operating comreleasing organization
panies which assumed leases on Mundo for August and September and the
profitable. He intends to do it, it's
the houses. .In return, both took radio stints.
Spanish
vaudeville star Estrella said, with product he'll produce
stock on an even split.
warbling
Ricoltore
on
Castro
for
himself and with top films from
'Reportedly, Paramount wants to
indie producers. In any case, it
open up all closed situations by Radio Belgrano.
Byron Janis concertizing at will be well worth the chance if
either a dissolution of partnerships
and
over Radio it costs him nothing for the capital
Colon
Opera
or the outright sale of one or more
Mundo for General Electric.
assets,
theatres. That plan is the same as
Tilde Thamar back from Paris
In any case, it will eliminate the
the one cTiwently being pushed for visit. French bandleader Jean Canby all theatre-owning'majors. Idea tel here for job with local nitery. worries of possible divestiture for
principal
propose a consent decree
is to
Wilhelm Furtwaengler ^inds up Hughes. That's not his
rid of the cirwliich would open all closed situ- symphony concerts at Buenos Aires reason for getting
RKO* out from
ations pr those where afiiiliate the- opera house and leaves forftlonte- cuit, but it will take
under the shadow of the recent
atres have top-heavy control by video.
Argentina Sono Fum'.S bigb-cQst Supreme Court decision.
^ansfec of bouses to indies.
-

son.'

Dean Murphy in town to vacash
with wife, newsgal-fiacfc Dorothy
Day, before filling engagements
elsewhere.
»
Joe Moskowitz, Loew's veepee,
along with Irving Hoffman, columnist joined Charles Moskowitz
at Shelhome hotel for a weekend
before going on to Caribbean vacash.

Fund show
Palestine
staged by Barry Gray and

being

Buddy
on June
with proceeds going to buy
5,
bomber named "Miami Beach" for

Allen, local talent agent,

the Jewish fighting forces.
'Henrietta

Kamern,

former

Loew's (N. Y.) featured organist,
into Giro's after ye^'s run at Hotel
Martinique. Club bought by Milton KaSca, local business man from
the Danchez Brothers, indie movie
producers.
Barry Gray's talent show (pro
'ancl, amateur) on Wednesdays and
giv'ekway Saturday night seshes
racking up record biz for Copacabana.
Keeps lounge in other
nightly airers well
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